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TV: GOOD TO BE ‘LIVE’ AGAIN
U.S. Features For Iron Curtain TV;
Sold Sans State Dept. Sanction

Churchill Memoirs for Television
Via Le Vien, Ex-Colonel With Ike
London, June 2.
Motion picture and television
rights to the six-volume memoirs
of Sir Winston Churchill have been
assigned to Jack Le Vien, a colonel
on Gen. Eisenhower’s staff during
the war and a top news-documen¬
tary expert.
The deal was finalized during
Sir Winston’s visit to N. Y. sev¬
eral weeks ago. after he had been
the guest of President Eisenhower
in Washington. Formal dosing is
set for later this month.
<Tracked down in Gotham, Le
Vien confirmed the arrangement,
tut refused to add much detail
He did say that th** first project
based on the memoirs tcould be a
telet’ision series consisting of 39
halfhour or fuilhour segments, it’ll
be produced by Le Vien and will
use Churchill-written narrative. I

Plan is to have several wellknown international personalities,
who played important roles in
Churchill’s life, nairate the vari¬
ous films. The series is expected to
roll in the early fa l.
It will consist both of newsreel
and documentary footage and of
material specially shot to reenact
given instances in Churchill s life.
One of the provisions in Le Vien’s
contract with the British leader is
that there will ne no actor portray¬
ing the now-aged statesman.
Le Vien, who is 40, is director of
•pedal productions at Hearst
(Continued on page 40)

'Let Him Rave,’
But Ken Tynan
The Broadway season of 1958-59
can now be classified as official.
Not only did it come to a statistical
end last Saturday (30), but the
final weeks brought the inevitable
manager-talent skirmish against
the critics. There was no barrage
or open attack, however—merely
an attempted ambush and a flurry
of sniping.
The only tangible move was an
attempt by co-producer David
Merrick to bar New' Yorker mag
critics Kenneth Tynan from the
opening of “Gypsy.” The effort
failed, however, and Merrick re¬
lented after Lcland Hayward, his
partner in the production, pro¬
tested the tactic and offered Tynan
his own (Hayward’s) personal pre¬
miere tickets.
Tynan, who has been scribing as
the New Yorker’s reviewer on a
guest basis, on leave from the
London Observer, planed to Eng¬
land the day after the “Gypsy”
opening and could not be reached
(Continued on page 61)
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‘REDISCOVERED’CHAPLIN
BACK TO TIMES SQ.
After several years of commer¬
cial obscurity, Charles Chaplin is
heading
for
Broadway
again.
United Artists, in an unusual
move, is planning to transfer the
“Modern Times’’ reissue from the
eastside Plaza Theatre to the Astor on Broadway sometime in midJune
Picture is now in its 5th week
at the Plaza and doing big busi¬
ness. That's what convinced the
UA brass that Broadway exposure
may be in order. “Modern Times.”
made in 1936. is being released via
Lopert Films, LA's foreign film
subsid.
There hasn't been a Chaplin film
on Broadway since 1952, when
(Continued on page 63)

Magazines Will Be Heard
From As Trend to Disks
- On Paper Keeps Growing
The trend to incorporating pa¬
per laminated disks into maga¬
zines is growing Sparked by the
click of the Sonorama read-listen
publication in France, a similar
Idea has been used in this coun¬
try with Echo mag and is nowmoving into the hi-fi mag market
with a new publication, Living
Music, due to hit the stands next
month.
Alan Gillespie, the publisher,
has lined up deals with several
major disk companies to use their
disk material in his new mag.
Since Gillespie has agreed not to
use more than one minute of any
number, the diskers figure that his
mag will be a promotional medium
for the longplay disks, both in the
pop and longhair field. The disked
excerpts will be used to Illustrate
text material.
Gillespie has obtained royalty
releases from most of the publish¬
ers on using pop material. The
American Federation of Musicians
is expected to okay Gillespie’s of¬
fer to make additional payments to
the union for use of the music.
Gillespie, who has been active in
the laminated disk field via a seehear postcard business, plans to
use three disks in each issue, which
has a 7 Mi-by 812-inch format with
a hole in the center. It will sell
for 75c on the newsstands.
Meantime, It’s understood that
Time magazine is planning to use
the laminated paper disks in the
future. The excellent fidelity and
simplicity of manufacture of the
laminated paper platters are open¬
ing new possibilities for a mag like
Time which could include excerpts
of topical speeches, in conjunc¬
tion with regular printed material, i

By ART WOODSTONE
Television
is
Laving
“live”
breathed into it. The 1959-1960
season will not see an overwhelm¬
ing reversal of the two-year trend
toward telefilm, but there will be
enough of a swing toward live and
kindred video tape programming
to gi;e heart to the American
Federation of Television & Radio
Actors, several bigtime writers who
once defected from tv, plus a num¬
ber of other people in the industry
Furthermore, certain character¬
istics of the Trend back to live
video were designed to have an
ameliorating effect on Washington
and that articulate public minority
which has damned video.
And this is not all. More adver¬
tisers are favoring live video, if
only because most video specials,
which seem to fit Madison Ave.'s
latest merchandising needs, are
done live. It’s these specials which
are creating the many new jobs for
members of AFTRA and some of
these self same specials which arc
the reason for renewed interest
by tv's onetime writing strongmen.
It appears to be rather a phenome¬
non, this mating of commercial
demands and aesthetic dictates.
Backbone of the new live pro¬
gramming is the specials, some
dramatic, others revue-types and
musicals. It might be a misnomer,
(Continued on page 40)

The first j)ix-to-tv deal behind
I the Iron Curtain has been chalked
up by Columbia Pictures' subsid,
! Screen Gems.
! SG sold a package of 59 old fea¬
tures for telecasting in Polar.d.
Hollywood. June 2.
I One pic. “Le Plaisir,” a Frenc h
The Mafia is coming in for some film controlled by Columbia, was
studio hassling, in a new wave of sold for telecasting in Czecho¬
title protests to hit the Motion slovakia.
Picture Assn, over similar and
The 59 cinematics represent a
identical registrations. Beefs in¬ ‘ general crosssection of “A” pix
dicate that a varied number of ( sold to tv by SG. There are mrlfilmmakers have plans to cash in lers, comedies, westerns and crime
on the Apalachin meeting.
pix in the group sold to Poland
Frank Melford an£ WTarner ' Titles include “Mr. Deeds Goes lo
Bros, protested Edward -’Small's to Town.” “Relentless.” “Dead
registration of “Inside the Mafia” Reckoning.” ‘Johnny OClock.”
and ‘ Mafia Exposure.” as compet¬ Keeper of the Bees,” “It Hapitive to their registered “Mafia” ' pened One Night,” “Lost Hon! zon ' “Texas,” “My Sister Eileen.”
(Continued on page 61 *
''Cyjce Upon a Time.” “The Des¬
peradoes,” and “Adam Had Four
Sons.”
Deah is not a swap deal as of¬
fered consistently by the Soviet
! Union, but a cash-on-the-line ar1 rangement.
Polish and Czech
■ deals were negotiated by George
, Blaig, SG’s European sales repBy FREDERIC FLEISHER
! resentative who headquarters in
; Paris.
Stockholm, June 2.
DeaL.
made
through
SG's
Sunday <31' night at the Royal
Opera House here was presented a French subsid, were made without
fascinating, fantastic and frighten¬ | U. S. State Dept, consultations.
ing opera dealing with man’s fu¬ | Unlike theatrical pix heading for
ture. “Aniara” pictures humanity ! Iron Curtain countries, there was
at the point where science has dis¬ no clearance of titles by the United
tanced ethics to make life a night¬ ' States Information Agency. They
mare. Refugees are running away j were deals calling for a down payin space-ships, crowded and hys¬ ' ment in the fo. m of a guarantee,
terical.
! with other payments keyed to exThe world's first “space opera” | posure of the pix.
of atomic age opened to the ac¬
claim of critics and audience, (tre¬
ated by Swedish composer KarlBirger Blomdahl and poet Erik
tLindegren, the work is based on a
-page poem by another Swedish
t, Harry Martinson, a member
the Swedish Academy, wrhich
selects the Nobel Prize In litera¬
ture.
Marking the probable high point
In the Stockholm music, festival
'ends June 13) and one of the most
important opera events of Sweden
With an eye to the future, in¬
in this century, "Aniara” visua¬
lizes a world of poisoned atmos¬ terests both in the U. S. and in
| Europe are beginning to buy up
phere.
A mass emigration to Venus and older European features for even¬
Mars is under way. Enormous tual sale to American television,
space ships, crammed with panic- i The pictures are being picked up
stricken people seeking new homes, 1 cheaply and are earmarked for
are dispatched regularly to these 'dubbing over the ^ next couple of
planets. When the curtain rises on ! years.
Reasoning is that, by that time,
act one space ship Aniara has been
on its way from earth for a cou¬ U. S. television will suffer from a
ple of days. Weird and desolute great shortage of feature product,
music suggests the endless space and that the dubbed imports will
and an ice-blue circle against a come in mighty handy in filling
dark background surrounds life on the gap. Also, there’s little doubt
board. You see the ghost-like sil¬ that there’s now a wider accept¬
houettes of the people singing ance of foreign films, which is like¬
longingly and mournfully about ly to keep growing, and overseas
the earth they have left behind.
star names will become increas¬
Scene 2 takes place a week later. ingly w'ell known.
It is Midsummer Eve on earth. The
While returnsSfrom dubbed for¬
space travelers expect to reach eign pix on tv are comparatively
Mars on the following day. Sven small, the “need! of the hour" is
Ericson (Professor at the Royal seen likely to bring them up as
(Continued on page 63)
(Continued on page 40)

TITLE RACE MEANS
BIG MAFIA SPLASHIA

Swedish ‘Space Opera’
Just That: Mortals Flee „
Earth, But Get Lost

Mexican Shoots
Up Press; Bad S
For His Career
By EMIL ZUBRYN

Mexico City, June 2.
Director
Emilio
Fernandez,
called “el Indio” (The Indian), for
obscure reasons, suddenly btffean
throwing lead at four newspaper¬
men who came to welcome him
back from Cannes Film Festival,
and to obtain material for their
respective papers.
**
Outcome: three flustered news¬
papermen artfully dodging a blast¬
ing .38 and one less fortunate who
received a chest flesh wound.
Reasons for the bullet barrage
are hidden in a maze of conflicting
reports. You can take your pick
of the following:
(1) Talk turned to film matters
In general and, with all more or
less in their cups, Fernandez took
exception to ironic views of the
members of the press.
(2)
Fernandez, after far too
many tequilas, allegedly began
sobbing and ranting about the “in(Continued on page 63)

Buying Up O’Seas
Films for U.S. TV
Playoff in Dub

BOSCELLMY

Miami Beach’s Damp Welcome Mat
Strimg Competition for DJ Powwow;
By BERM SCHOENFELD

j +■■

2.|j

Miami Beach, June
The Second Annual Disk Jockey
Convention was drowned out in
the roar of Florida’s light green
***rf.
|!
'Staged in the Americana Hotel
here, over last weekend (28-31),
the convention of the nation s deejays was in striking contrast Jo
the gathering in Kansas City , last
year.
The intellectual vitality,
high aerieusaess and broad participation of the jockeys in Kansas
City jutet melted away in the hot
Miamivbun.
i!
Panel discussions were pitted in
an uneven battle with the Ameriesna’s pool and beach and cante
ewt, e. bedraggled seeond.
The
most successful forums drew 150
interested'persons; the average
was armmd 75. One key discusaton, involving the formation of a
national disk jockey organization,:
Hopped in a fismal turnout of
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II Dan Ribe Saga Doe
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Dan Rice, a clown who was paid
$1,000 a week 120 years ago, is the
heroof a new volume by Don Carle
Gillette and Ralph Hancock to be
published by Julius. Messner Inc.
Title; “Bigger Than Bamum.”
A favorite of Lincoln’s; some 80
newspapers joined in a gag “booming« of BiCe {oi. president iri 1868,
j0bg before the Democrat conventions of the 1920’s voted for Will
Rogers.
Bice lived until '1900. Gillette,
vet tradepaper editor,, has been
researching the clown for 35 years,
,
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! Rndel Heads English
Mixed-Bag of the Arts
Chautauqua, N. Y., June 2.
Jules Rudel, impresario of the
N. Y. City Center Opera, M ill con¬
duct six operas in English for the
opqra segment of the annual Chau¬
tauqua season.
They are: “The
Taking of The Shrew” (Gianini);
“Biitterfly” (Puccini); “Wuthering
Heights” (Carlisle Floyd); “Rigolleto” (Verdi); “Bartered Bride”
(Smetana); and “Brigadoon” (Lerner-Loewe).
Performances, two of each and
three of the final operetta will
span’July 5-Aug. 30. In the mean¬
while Budel is in Europe follow¬
ing closing of the Ford-sponsored
American opera cycle in Manhat¬
tan.
Chautauqua this season will of¬
fer four symphonic concerts week¬
ly under Waiter Hendl, plus cho¬
rales under Paul J. Christiansen
and a varied; program of chamber
music—Mischakoff Strings, Ozan
Marshy Lillian Kailir.
Dance items will be Carola Goya
and Matteo and; Robert Joffrey
trotipe. *
Stock company will offer the fol¬
lowing legit pieces:; 4*The Perfect
Alibi,”. “Uncle . Vanya,” “Diary of
Anne Frank,” “Pictures in The
Hallway,”: ‘‘Macbeth,” “The Mag¬
nificent Yankee” and “No Time For
Sergeants.”

picked up the deejays’ tab for
TA |J*11 rntrtAii
meals, ate# played an instrumental
I Q |lH| tlflXfflil
role in undermining the meeting.
*.
Via their hospitality suites, they
aav** JAMIPEL
tampft
French Tape Machine As
By
provided around-the-clock lubri- •
By PAYE JAMPEL
: U. S. Music Biz Adjunct
qtlft^gtafions. someoi
Someof me
the in2<l
qrm^gtaqons.
Tokyo, May 26.
United States representation for
«jfe
M far m
-William Gax-;
4* dlstartes provided stronger
M visitor
visitor-William
Gax.fltoaaa. ee recseafoad and gave the ton Is concerned, Japanese stage a new, French-developed taper ma¬
chine
_ which could- revolutionize
S™ might as well sill be In
the music business has been as¬
signed
to Thomas J. Btohdon, pfez
Vacationing In the Far East/
Gaxton ®ade the rounds of T^yo o£ Brandon Films.
The
low-cost
unit, capable of re*
Pgfe ***** foIks *** ***** 1>ack theatres and has- been pleasedlmd
._
!; tometime* astonished by whathe cording and reproducing up to 200
hours
ox
music
or other material,
m ,2?
saw» but, he lamented to Vabiett,
the Todd Storz -once in a while they should Jdnd is. called Tapetop and is fitted over
nadfo <raaas, eegaaafeers of the dee- ^ explain the can.”
the spindle of any ordinary phono*
*'" tOaoiteoedvftn. page 46)
He related his ignorance of the graph.
The machine, patented by Sergei
“
verbal exchanges on the local
%_n_f
7%
T-i
hoards to the days when he was Caillot and already in use in
France,
use? the motor power of
JjM flQBO
D0WS
breaking records at the Palace
A ;L .
h '
. .
with Lon Holtz. It seems that the phonograph and. reproduces
through
any radio^ tv or phono¬
"liif nBWH IMil t
UrCfOT
Holtz would deliver a line in Yid•
' t dish and the; audience would howl. graph amplification system; Round,
1 MtHHlniia Vsirtv
The non-Semitic Gaxton would thin and made, of light plastic, it
U&iW* then have to ask what was going contains a small recording head
which handles both input and out'^;#'|ji^rAX9TBAUBE
, on.
~3nh *fet md revered literary tea
Gaxton pointed out that with the put;
One of the advantages of the
arbors may be giving furious constructing and preparaSupermarket Specif tions being made here to lure the machine is that it can repeat, end¬
Bbfroe’s late&r discovered cup tourist, some thought should be lessly and the: tape cartridge can
ttnee (the green given to making the stage and be replaced at mintmiTm cost. Five
roeery chains. ; cabaret attracfckwis more- compre- separate recorded bands can be
placed on the tape and a selector
—pictures, legit, hensible to foreign ears.
v was
being
“They’re ringing American times permits switching from one to' the
f her publishers, tod dancing American dances, but other without difficulties.
Brandon said /the same model
r to give, her all they don't let you In on the deal,”
* her vaudeville Gaxton said. “And they don’t with 35m tape/was being devel^
se autoblograptor I give the -Americans credit for if opea. It'll be/capable of holding
to the age of 14 either. Generally it’s Gershwin 40 different bands.
Wide-range of uses for. the new
20 Variety).
or Porter. All I hear are my
toe musical ver- songs,” said the man who intro- tape-; machine. Including applica¬
psy Rose Lee's disced such standards as “Who tion to homes, factories, snpermavig critical kudos Cares?”, “Love Is Sweeping the kets, restaurants, education, speech
ft the Broadway Country,” “Thou Swell* and “YOu and drama, was. seen by Brandon.
ps Havoc’s own Do Something to Me.”
He noted'that a number of juke¬
aHes-lettres Was
Gaxton proposed that financial boxes in France already had been
toBs. she bad regulations he relaxed to permit replaced by the unit which costs a
to Philadelphia, American talent , to come to Japan, fraction of the . big record .ma¬
tfltoe until she “The Japanese would get a bang chines. He also said Tapetop could
_
n page 61)
(Continued on page fiD
work like the Muzak operation,1 del*!
livering a continuous su^ljr of
music but without the hece^i^rbf
leasing special lines.

I

London s Tin Panners Spoofed
-

London, June 2.
Paddy Roberts, one of Britain’s top tunesmiths (he wrote “Soft¬
ly, Softly” among other click pops) has turned out a slim, amus¬
ing book of verse called “Tin Pan Alley” (Coram, 70c) which
lightly kicks the pants of the pop music world.
His general approach to his subject Is contained in a verse:
“People who ape Cole Porter
Didn’t orter.
And copying Noel Coward
Shouldn’t be. alloward.
Similarly, you’re a poor sort of flatterer
If you imitate Frank Sinatterer.
And those who try, like me, to do an Ogden Nash of it
Always make a hash of it.’’

City Ballet’s $57,00(1 Week Wovna

N. Y. City Center Ballet grossed
$57,000 last week at its home base
in Manhattan. Will top that figure,
at present pace, this week.
Japanese imperial Household
troupe is a guest organization cur¬
rently.
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S15 a "est orga“cur O.S.-Made OSeas
Washington, June 2.
Sen. Wayne Morse VD-Ore.) has
Called for a searching investigation
of “rimaway” filmmaking in gen¬
eral and use of foreign-made sound¬
tracks in particular.
Morse took the fIpor last week
AucldS^N. Z.,
to score what he termed the “retro¬
Overseas visitors to Auckland, gressive; job-destroying practices’*
particularly
American
tourists of the film industry in making use
passing through on the Matson of foreign mu s io, talent arid
boats, have been, surprised to findr services, .v
a comedian.working in a dine-andIncluding television film pro¬
dance spot here who is comparable ducers in his broadside, the Oregon
to top nitery talent in their home¬ Democrat charged that industry
land. A radio and legit actor leaders “are setting a very poor
named Barry. Lineban presents his example of business ethics and
act twice; weekly at the Sapphire business morality through the low
Room of the Gourmet Restaurant. business standards they are. prac¬
A straight gag. man, Linehan ticing .. ”
perches up on a high stool at the
Morse offered a resolution au¬
mike,, fixing off his acid comments thorizing the Senate Finance Com¬
on the day's’events, his only move¬ mittee to conduct a “complete” in¬
ment heing to iwtvel his eyes in a vestigation: of the practices and
sort of laconic casing of the cus¬ toeir impact on employment in tht
tomers. His own scripter, T jhfrhflw domestic entertainment. industry*
has the political cartoonist’s abil^ Noting that he proposed a. similar
ity to build his^material around the probe- last year, Morse expressed
newsbreaks, sometimes working up hope , hearings would' be launched
a complete spot between the immediately and result in “effec¬
morning paper and the evening tive remedial action” in the shape
show.
‘
of import duty hikes.
.. New Zealand's dineries are ham¬
Morse conferred last week with
pered by Stone Age liquor laws AFM president Herman D. Keniii
that forbid sale of drinks in res¬ and other union officials who re¬
taurants. At -the tonier spots, re¬ newed their grievances against f<m>
sult is that diner-waiter conversa¬ eign music tracks and informed,
tions often take on a conspiratori¬ him of the increase in runaway,
al, ,U. S.-speakeasy-era tinge and - filmmaking,.'
r
(if you’re lucky) glasses of wine or.
He deplored filming of scenes
the hard stuff, making like ginger with “American” locales iri a fop?
ale, appear along with the chicken eigri land as a> “form of fraud prac-.
Saratoga; News of the hostelry’s tieed by these producers upon
second rap—a $275 fine—for act¬ Americau' viewing audiences.” lit
ing like it was in a civilized coun- this connection, Morse singled out
| try broke the day VarijEtv caught the production of the life of John7
i Linehan’s show. The comedian Paul Jones in Spain,
shook some of his bsst laughs out
He termed the practices a “wideof the incident.
.spread evasion of the spirit; and
Hiredf or a two-month stint. Line- intent of the immigration and
ban proved such., a draw that he tariff statutes” contributing to
stayed for 12. -Gourmet owner | I “tragic Unemployment in the ranks
Otto Groen is now angling a re¬ of American entertainers and tech¬
vue that Linehan will take on the nicians generally.*^
road lor three months^ Then the
Referring to the iminigratiem law
comic, even at the loss of some Which protects American instru¬
good gags, intends to head lor mentalists from the competition of
spots where dry martinis can be* alien musicians. Morse declared^
served without fear of the gen¬
“That wise statute has long been
darmerie moving in,
Dubb. 1
(Continued on page 61)

New Act is Auckland;
Comedian Barry Linelian
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Hollywood, June 2.
Bolshoi Ballet ended two-week,
If-perfOrmance engagement at
Shrine And 130) with mammoth
$755,000. Second week outgrossed
first by $5J»Q to fcU $380,000.
Hollywood Bowl Assn., which
sponsored Himok-ANTA presenta¬
tion, grossed between $40,000-$50,-
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RKO is-protesting the use i
by Barnett Glassman nf the ;
Pathe News tag, complete with ;
the famous booster. Company :
that, when Warner Bros,
gave up Its newsreel, the Pathe
name reverted tor it (RKO),
Glawian bought the Pathe
newsfiJm library from Bea
Frye, who acquired the Pathe
company from WB In 1050.
r
,Frye used the Pathe^ianm,
also allegedly without the .
right to do so since ail he ac¬
quired were the physical as- 4
tots. RKO, whfch considers •
the Pathe News tag an asset, ■'
has asked Glassman to “cease
and desist”
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UA: BUDGETS, ART & SANITY
Show Biz 18th Among Bonds
As of the end of May amusement industry bond Issues listed on
the New York Exchange had a total valuation of $136,876,674, the
Exchange reported this week.
Railroad & Railroad Equipment, at $5,538,513,816, led the list;
amusements ranked 18th in terms of valuation.

LEEWAY YES, BUT Wall St. Playing Theatre Business
LUNACY, BIG NO Day-Date; Stocks Up With Film Sales
By FRED HIFT

‘South Pacific’ Excels ‘Gone With Wind’
In Britain; Spotty on Mainland
Film version of “South Pacific” 4
shapes as Britain’s record money
earner, beating out “Gone With In Predictable Reaction,
the Wind.” The Rogers & Hammer- Emerling Stalks Monkeys
stein tuner is heading for $3,500,It was inevitable that show biz
000 in film rentals in Britain, where
it’s already earned over $2,000,000 would try to latch on to the space
monkeys.
In only 22 dates.
Ernie Emerliiig, pub-ad chief of
Magna Theatre Corp., .which
produced “South Pacific,” /figures Loew’s Theatres,, sent the following
the Rim should collect $22,000,000 wire to Brig. Gen. John A. Bar¬
; in rent a 1 s worldwide.. It’s done clay, commanding general of the
$6,500,000 in 58 U.S. and Canadian Army Ordnance Missile Command,
dates in the Todd-AO version. It’ll Cape Canaveral, Florida.
collect a n o t h er $5,000,000 from
‘Since monkeys Able and Baker
Todd-AO houses overseas, and is seem to have all necessary qualifi¬
expected to do around $11;000,000 cations for motion picture press
worldwide in the printdown ver¬ agenis, am prepared to offer $500
sion.
for: two/ weeks national tour of
. due to some extraordinary release Loew’s theatres on behalf of
The picture cost $5,500,000 and, MGM's new science fiction space
expenditures- breaks even at about film, “The Mystgrians;”
$11,500,000. R & H collect 47% of
the profits.
.. Magna, which last week depos¬
ited funds with the Chemical Com
Exchange Bank, trustee , under its
indenture, to cover in full deben¬
tures due on June I, 1959, expects
to produce another, largescale film
in the Todd-AO process within the
coming year. Property hasn’t as
yet been selected.
The British performance of
“South Pacific” is remarkable in
the light of the film’s lack of draw
The Motion Pict ure /Export Assn,
in many parts of Europe. It was
poor in Paris (though it is enjoying is in the process of creating a tele¬
a long run at Marseilles) and it vision committee to serve MPEA
fioppcd Ih Italy, partly due to local members with television subsidi¬
aries.
(Continued on page 6)
Only companies which have such
subsids are to be represented on
the group, which . will seek lull
data on the facts and problems of
the overseas tv market. This 4s
the first time that MPEA has con¬
cerned itself with the growing tv
mart abroad.
Move comes at a time when the
Paramount has entered a deal
which provides Sol Lesser Produc¬ companies are becoming increas¬
tions with a guarantee of $600,000 ingly conscious of the overseas po¬
in turn for the releasing rights to tential for their tv films. 20th-Fox,’
“Tarzan’s Greatest Adventure.” for one, is opening its foreign
Pact also gives Par 50% of the branches to tv film distributors
who want to release their product
ownership of the negative.
Sy Weintraub; new head of the abroad.
Lesser outfit, brought in this new? ■: Creation of the MPEA commit¬
east “Tarzan” entry at the unusually tee follows attempts by the net¬
high cbst of $750,000. Title ,charr work and syndicators to form their
. ficter is played by Gordon Scott, own export association. Though
it was shot in color and on location many meetings were held, the or¬
ganization never calhe into being.
in Kenya.
At the moment,, the overseas
Arrangement set by Par and
Weintraub also stipulates that Par market for tv filmed series is the
(Continued on page. 6)
WR1 put up * the money for prints
and advertising and this will be
charged against the picture.
Both sides feel they have a good
deal. For bne, Weintraub is free
to pick up any part or all of the
$600,000 at any time. And Par is
Washington, June 2/
high on the grossing prospects, not¬
Small Business Administration
ing for one thing that 250 prints
has okayed a $12,0C0 loan to Pa¬
will be in work shortly.
cific Amusement Co. Of Copalis
Beach, Wash.
This was the only business loan
going to an exhibitor out of total
of .525 worth $23,269,000 okayed
by SBA during April.

TV Committee

lesser Firm Guarantee
(hTarzaD,’$600,000;
Hade in Kenya at 750G’$

OF 525 SMALL BIZ
LOANS, ONE TO EXHIB

TOUTING WARNERS

Eastman Dillon & Co., came out
this week with a glowing report
about Warners. This Wall Street
brokerage outfit noted. consistent
(lately) earnings, and the prospects
of a stock tender, with the money
for same coming via a couple of
capital gains deals.
For one, the film corporation is
collecting $10,000,008 through sale
of its Calabassas, Cal., real estate.
This ranch property has been idle
for some time and carried bn the
books at around $900,000. Secondly,
-deal;is pending for disposition of
; the wB interests in Associated Brit¬
ish Pictures Corp. at $15,000^000.
Source at Eastman Dillon ex¬
pressed the belief that WB is mov¬
ing in the direction of a cut in its
capitalization to 1,000,000 common
shares. Company now has 1,800,000
shares outstanding.

The independent producers fi¬
nanced by and releasing through
United Artists very rarely run
seriously over budget, Arthur B.
Krim, the UA president, said in
N.Y. last week.
The UA topper also said he was
opposed to forcing too many econ¬
omies on the indies.
*Tou deal with a certain
type of person when you deal
with creative talent, if we were
to start sharpening the pencil
and trying for a climate of aus¬
terity, we would probably lose
some of that talent. We would .
rather accept the extravagan¬
zas that are part of showbusihess, but limit ourselves to y
dealing with people who hdb*
: a reasonable chance of bring¬
ing in a big winner/*
Noting,that UA had its own cost
accountants on most pictures,
Krim scotched the widely-held no¬
tion that.the independents have a.
tendency to go way above their
original budgets.
“We have virtually no instances
of runaway pictures,” he reported.!
“Of course, you allow up to 10%
of the budget to go over since a
lot of unforeseen things can hap¬
pen. And you can’t count a pic¬
ture like ‘Solomon and Sheba/
which went over due to disaster
and where we were fully covered
by insurance.
“The vast majority of .our big
’films all came in on budget.. The
business of ‘The Vikings’ going
(vay over /was mostly -publicity.
The picture was originally budg¬
eted at $3,250,000 and it came in
at $3,400,000.
However, Kirk
Douglas thought it desirable to give
out a higher figure: There ac¬
tually was a much higher budget
for that picture once,, but it was
abandoned long before the film
had. finished shooting.” .
Krim cited. “Trapeze” as having
been brought in on the line, and
“The Defiant Ones” only ran over
by $50,000. During the past few
years, only one low-budgeter went
seriously over, and—a long time
ag<*—“Alexander the Great” came
in as a runaway.

Under the Tinsel Of
Hollywood, More Tinsel
“Beneath the; Hollywood tinsel
there’s more; tinsel,” commented a
wag not long ago. But the situa-.
tion has changed, according to an
influential Wall Streeter close to
the managements of various film
companies.
This happened. The money men
of Manhattan’s financial district—
those with , stakes in : the picture
trader-had been drawing their per¬
sonal profits and were indifferent
to: the luxuries which the picture
people chose for themselves.
Aud then the earnings began to
fall and the bigtime investors be¬
gan to fret. They took a more ac¬
tive role in the affairs of the trade,
either electing themselves to direc¬
torates or otherwise keeping, in
closer contact with managements.
The. Wall Streeters, traditionally
.
(Continued on page 15)

Crosby’s 20th Deal Chills;
Lack Name Leading Lady
Hollywood, June 2.
Co - production deal for Bing
Crosby to make and star in “Bach¬
elor’s Baby with 20th-Fox appears
falling through due to inability of
20th to cast strong femme star op¬
posite the groaiier.
'Jean Simmons and Mitzi Gaynor
Were sought for role but were un¬
available. 20th also submitted script
to other names.
Crosby at moment understood
backing away from deal. Starting
date for" pic to be directed by Dick
Powell was se? for June 8.

Par Seen Ready

The idea is creeping in steadily
that the relatively new wrinkli
stars’ payoff demands may
too bad after all. That is, if the
“proper”. arrangements can be
worked out.
Paramount, .for one, is now In¬
clining to the thought that the per¬
centages, deferments and partici¬
pations can he agreeable if the
company has a reasonable chance
of recouping its production invest¬
ment and can take the distribution
charges without any prior partner¬
ships.
It works out this way. An in¬
dividual may want, say, 50% of a
picture’sbnegative rights. The film
MPEA has now proceeded
company, puts up perhaps $1,800,with application of the formula
000 to finance the picture. Said
to
Spain. It works out that
company’s interest is in the likeli¬
United Artists, Metro and 20thhood, of getting back the $1,800,Fox
get six licenses each. Co?000, paying off studio overhead and
lumbia, Paramount and War¬
sustaining its distribution organi¬
ners
get five each. Universal
sation.
gets four and Allied Artists
Thereafter; it’s a matter of shar¬
three.
Six per company was
ing the wealth. In other words, it’s
the limit imposed by the Span¬
okay to give the individual, usual¬
iards.
The
MPEA formula is
ly a sty, 50% of the profits so long
based on a basic, equal divi¬
as the studio makes expenses at
sion
plus
individual
company
the start of the bookkeeping pro¬
grosses in the U.S. and six key
cedure.
export
markets.
Universal
is*
.. Said a key v.p. of a major com¬
going along with the formula.
pany: “We’re now dealing with corporations and no longer with peo¬
Was Enrique Aguillar, who how
ple. All the important names have
their own corporations. We’ll put handles Universal’s distribution in
up the capital for them and we’ll Spain, given a commitment that
at least five of the 40 American
(Continued on/page 61)
licenses in Spain would go to Uni¬
versal?.
That question last week stood
in the way of a solution of the
permit deadlock in both Spain and
France. It also raised the larger
question of the degree to which
Hollywood, June 2.
Mitchell Gertz’ Jonan Produc¬ the U. S. companies should stick
tions is off on a binge of Jules to the global license division for¬
Verne properties, having set four mula devised by’tjie Motion Pic¬
ture Export Assn.
yarns for indie filming.
At a meeting in N. Y. last week,
Quartet includes “800 Leagues to
the Amazon,” slated to roll first called to mull the situation in
before the end of 1959; “Demon of Spain, France and Argentina, Uni¬
Cawnpore,” . skedded a? a Sabu versal’s foreign sales topper,
starrer; “The Steamhouse” and Amerieo Aboaf, agreed to go along
**Tigers, and Traitors.” Treatments with a special formula for Spain,
have already been completed on provided inquiry showed that no
copimitmeut for five licenses had
latter pair.
been given to Aguilar! Latter al¬
ready has been handed seven extra
licenses by the Spanish govern¬
ment as a bonus for nationalizing
the company, ITs five, had it got
them, would have been on top of
the seven.
The Spain formula, which must
differ from the regular global for¬
ing ttyfe impressive expansion of the j mula since the U. S. distribe were
export market for French films
i out of Spain for several yearst
Here, again, Malraux’s thinking' doesn’t guarantee five permits to
will have a bearing on the future I U, though it may.-work out that
of the Centre, which falls into his way. For several months now,
bailiwick. If a credit system is MPEA has juggled several for¬
created to replace the subsidy mulae for the division of the 40
scheme, which runs out June 18, Spanish permits. Inevitably, either
the money will come directly out U nixed them or. If U accepted,
of French Government coffers. The they didn’t please other compa¬
present aid is financed out of mon¬ nies.
At several points, in the MPEA
ies derived from an addition to
hoxoffice admissions in France. The powwow there were pointed warn¬
Centre presumably will decide the ings to Universal that refusal to
“ (Continued on page 13)
credits to be extended to producers.

Abeaf Gets bio Line;
U-I Wanted on Forsnla

JULES VERNE’S TALES
SET TO GO FDR GERTZ

Pmay 0(W(fr$ Credit Structure Over
Fbrmer Subsidy 9For French-Films
France’s Finance Minister tinder
Antoine Pinay wants to see the
French industry’s present subsidy
system replaced by X new credit
structure over thie next several
years. It also has decided that
there should be no further aid to
exhibitors. : .■■■:
News was imparted in N.Y. last
.week by an American with good
connections in Paris. He added that
there Was no necessary and prac¬
tical connection between the think¬

ing of Pinay and that of Andre
Malraux. chief of the Ministry of
Culture, which oversees thy French
film biz. Malraux supposedly has
his own ideas re aid, hut so far
hasn’t disclosed them
The position of the Finance Min¬
istry is that the present subsidy
method tends to aid those who al¬
ready have a lot of money; Pinay
is said to be completely satisfied
with the export end of the Centre
National du Cinema; which is
headed by Jacques Flahd, and
which has been credited with hypo¬

I Wall Street is in closer touch
[ith the motion picture industry
srhaps more so than ever before,
is mirrored in the trading of
thpatre stocks; these have been
5 in the past several weeks
t’s due to the fact that attend¬
ance has been on the upbeat.
Loewis Theatres had over„109,000 shares exchanged on the" New
York Stock Exchange/ making the
issue among the most spirited en¬
tries on the big board, last week...
Glen Aldhn (RKO Theatres) hit .
a new high of $17.37% per share,
up from $13.12% as the low.
Stanley Warner also rose to _ a
new high, of $26.62%, last week
for a gain of $1.75 per common
share. The reee: it low was $18.00
per share and th s new week’a vol¬
ume was 57,900 shares. This Ri*d
of activity isjiBUsual.
^
Tiare'Waswhen, and not so long
r _!o, that the professionals in
New York’s financial district were
“six months behind the times/*
noted a prominent film industry
statistician. Point was that the
hard-headed money men would
await about a half year before
acknowledging a trend in picture
going. Now they’rej right on top
the film business and when
they spot a spurt in attendance,
;ven for only a few weeks, they
\uy in.
This goes hand in hand with a
ariety story of a couple of months
igo which noted the increasingly
closer contact which Wail Street,
(Continued on page 6)
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Hot,' Walkin’ and ‘Capone’ Zingy
May Its Typical So-So Self
By MIKE WEAR
Variety’s
regular weekly ji
boxoffice reports are summer- r
ized each month, retrospec-j;
lively. Based on an average of ■
24 key situations, the source :
data constitute an adequate>!■
sampling of current releases
but are not, of course, fully
“definitive ” An index of rela¬
tive grossing strength in the |;
U. S. - Canada marketf this :■
monthly reprise does not pre- i
tend to express total rentals.;
Seldom a big month at the boxoffice, May this year suffered from
the handicap of some disappoint¬
ing, new screen fare. The fact
that there was not "enough big,
strong product to go around is
attested to by the reissues and re¬
runs' pressed into service by la
number of exhibitors in key cities
covered by Variety. Net result is
that the intake at many first-runs
was measurably below April, if in
line with the usual seasonal downy
beat. Three of the top four grossers
nationally "were 1-2-3 winners in
April.
“Some Like It Hot” tUA), cham¬
pion in the previous month, again
copped, first place in May. This
Marilyn Monroe starrer latched
onto No. 1 spot the opening week
of the month and never relin¬
quished its hold.
► - “Imitation of Life” (U», which
was a close second in April, again
finished next to “Hot” last month.
Only in the final week did this,
pic start to falter a bit as the ex¬
tended-runs tended to peter out.
J*A1 Capone” (AA) copped first
money, never dipping below sixth
place all month. It lived up 10
the forecast that it would prove
to be one of the biggest new>
grossers in May.
'
!;
•‘Shaggy Dog” (BV), winner of
third place. in April, wound up
fourth, a position it held most of
the time in the weekly Variety
listings. “Cpunt^ Your Blessings’’
•M-Gi copped fifth place though
not measuring up to its anticipate
ed b.o. strength.
“South Seas Adventure” (Cine¬
rama) wound up sixth, same posi(Continued on page 54)
j:

UA Opposes Compulsory
100-Share Ownership As
Director
A proposal that directors of
United Artists should each own
at least 100 shares of the com¬
pany’s stock will be offered at the
annual stockholders, meeting Of
UA at the Astor Theatre, 'N.Y\i
June 9, 1959. The management has
indicated it opposes the sugges¬
tion.
Proposal, comes from Mrs. Irene
Martin of N.y., owner of five
.shares of UA common. She wants
the by-laws amended toforce
stock ownership by the directors:
!‘Directors should have a financial
interest in the corporation or they
should not run for office,” Mrs,
Martin stated. “A director should
be a partner in the enterprise^
UA management’s reply i$ that
such a proposal isn’t in the best
interest of all the stockholders.
“The directors have been selected
for their experience, ability. and
capacity to make intelligent ^deci¬
sions . . . regardless of their finan¬
cial means or investments,” its re¬
ply said. “To impose possible? buridens on ; s ich individuals would
serve to limit the field of selec¬
tion and increase the already dif¬
ficult task of attracting capable
and desirable directors.” It added
that the laws of Delaware and N.Yi,
do not require directors to be
stockholders.
UA further cited a recent sur¬
vey showing that, apart from token!
holdings, 95% of over 450. com¬
panies do not require directors*
stock ownership at all.- It said,
further, that 11 of the UA direc¬
tors “each own equity securities
equal at least to 100 shares of the
capital stock of the company.”
Annual meet will , elect 13 di¬
rectors. All of the present direct
tors are up for reelection. Proxy';
statement showed the UA officers
in 1958 got salaries totalling $388,736.

12 May Toppers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
0.
7.
8.
0.
10.
11.
12.

“Some Like It Hot” (UA).
“Imitation Life” (U).
“A1 Capone” (AA).
“Shaggy Dog” (BV)'.
“Count Blessings” (M-G),
“South Seas” (C’rama).
“Room At Top” (Cent).
“Gigi” (M-G).
“Compulsion” (20th).
“Alias Jesse James” (UA).
“Warlock” (20th).
“Diary Anne Frank” (20th).

SEEK BRITISH DIRECTOR
Want. Jack Clayton of Hoom At
The Top* Acclaim
Jack Clayton, director of the
British hit, . “Room at the: Top,” is
being sought to direct the film ver¬
sion of “Little Moon of Alban,”
which is being produced by Mitdred Freed Alberg and will: star
Julie Harris.
*
James Costigan, tv scripter, who
first wrote the story for television
and is Currently preparing a Paris
legit version, will write the film
script in Ireland. He. left for Eu¬
rope today (Wed.) on the Maure¬
tania.
•••
’• "•

13 Ontario Festival
Features, 40 Shorts;
Stratford* Ont., June 2.
Total of 13 feature films and
some 40 short subjects have bedn
entered so far for the international
film festival at Stratford, Ont., this
summer (Aug. 24-Sept. 5).
According to - Louis Applebaum
and John Hayes,' the fest’s director
and associate director respectively,
talks for anqther nine films to be
shown during the fest are under
way. Screenings will take place at
the ^irconditiohed Avon Theatre.
So far, no U.S., entries have been
named:
. Filins shown at Stratford aren’t
limited.to those which haven’t
been shown at other fests. The
Soviets have entered '‘The Idiot,”
Japan ‘The Rickshaw Man,” Po¬
land “The .Last Days of Summer,”
France “The Double-Faced Mir¬
ror,” India “Aparajito,” Germany
“Jonas,” Britain “The: Scapegoat”
and “The RoyalBallet,” etc:
. In addition to the screenings,
Stratford will feature an exhibition
of drawings, color photographs and
puppets used by Jiri Trnka who
has produced, outstanding animated
films in Czechoslovakia: His “A
Midsummernight’s Dream,” shown
at Cannes,. also will be shown at
Stratford:
>

Exhibition’s campaign to im¬
prove the quality of projection was
officially launched this .week when
Theatre Owners of America mailed
out questionnaires to theatreowners for the. Council for the Im¬
provement of Theatres and Motion.
Picture Projection.
Theatres returning completed
forms to TOA will receive free
technical advice: on any phase of
mechanical theatre Operation from
representatives
local equipment
dealers, suppliers and service or¬
ganizations.
.1
The Council; organized several
weeks ago by TOA, seeks to en¬
able theatre owners to improve the
quality of projection and sound
and the physical Jcomfprt Of thea¬
tres by obtaining maximum per¬
formance of existing equipment.
Theatreowners who ask for tech¬
nical help will have an expert from
one of the sponsoring organiza¬
tions sent to their theatres to in-!
Spect the equipment. The techni¬
cal expert will make, his recom¬
mendation direct to the theatreowner so that the theatremen may
then make his own decision on what
Telemeter Magnetics, 90%^awned
corrective action he will take;
by Paramount, is about to offer
The Council’s effort marks the 150,000 shares of the common stock
first coordinated campaign by ex¬ to the public at about $6 per sharfe.
hibitor and supply sources of the This will cut Paris. ownership to i
industry to improve the quality of 70%. New capital is to be used for
picture presentation. It was organ¬ production expansion.
I
ized after a survey by the Motion
Magnetics outfit is an offshoot
Picture Research Council reported of the Par-oWned Int’l Telemeter
poor projection in 70% of the the-, Corp. and deals, in “mechanijal
atres inspected over a two-year i brains,” or so-called memory and
period.
buffer machines.

TELEMETER MAGNETICS
TO FLOAT AT $6 PER

National Boxoffice Survey
Holiday Week NSH; ‘Pork’ New Champ, ‘Phrilys’
2d, ‘Hot’ 3d‘Obsessed/ *Dog- Next
Memorial Day holiday this year
did not mean much at the national
boxoffice because May 30 fell on
'Saturday. In bigger . key cities
covered by Variety, it simply
meant fewer folks in town and no
big influx from the . hinterland
since few were prompted to make
the trips in such a short weekend
period. Cooler weather starting
last Sunday, however, is a plus fac¬
tor.
New champion at the wickets is
“Pork Chop Hill” (UA>, with most
dates coming through trim to sock.
Second place is going to “Young
Philadelphians” (WB), a position
it held last round. “Some Like It
Hot” (UA>, on top for four sue-,
cessive weeks, is winding up third“Woman Obsessed” (20th). a new¬
comer, is finishing in fourth place.
“Shaggy Dog” (BV>, fourth a week
ago, is taking fifth this week.
“World, Flesh, Devil”. (M-G) is
moving up from runner-up cate¬
gory of last stanza to sixth.
“South Seas Adventure” . Cine¬
rama) is landing seventh position^.
“It Happened to Jane” (Col), a
newie, is taking eighth money.
“Room at Top” (Cent) is winding,
up ninth.
“A1 Capone” (AA), sixth last
round, is finishing IQth. “Imita¬
tion of Life” (U), long near top, is
taking 11th post. “Gigi” (M-G),
also long high in weekly ratings,
rounds out the Top 12.
“Diary of Anne Frank” <2QthL
“Compulsion” (20th) ana “South
Pacific” (Magna) are the runner-up
films for the week.

.Two Metro pix give the biggest
proniise of newcomers: just being
launched or currently in a single
key. “Ask Any Girl” (M-G) con¬
tinues soefco in second week at
the vast N. Y. Music Hall, and goes
a third or longer: “The Mysteri- I
arts,” also from Metro, is rated
okay both in L. A. and Detroit.
“Here to Eternity” (Col), out oh
reissue, looks good opening week
in N. Y. .•
“Thunder in Sun” (Par), fairish
in Philly, is good in Boston. “Wa-<
tusi” (M-G), thin in Minneapolis,
looms fair in Indianapolis. “Warlock” (20th) is okay in Chi.
“Count Your Blessings” (M-G)!
shapes okay in. St. Louis. “Marii
in Net” (UA) looks inodest in St.
Louis and slow in Balto.
“Alias Jesse James” (UA) is rated
good in N_ Y; “Naked Maja,”;
ffom the same company, continues,
very disappointing.
“Tempest”
(Par) looms good in Providence. !
“Windjammer” (NT), big In Min¬
neapolis, looks solid in. Portland.
“Shane” (Par) (reissue), : good in
Detroit, shapes tall in Washington:
and Minneapolis.
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) Is rated
light in K. C. “Green Mansions”
(M-G), fair in K, C., looms nice
in Boston and dull in Philly.
“Around World in 80 Days”
(UA) was great in final week of;
marathon run in L. A. “Sound
and Fury” (20th) looks, okay, in
Toronto.
(Complete'Boxoffice Reports on
Pages 8-9).

•

New York Sound Track \

Thomas J. Brandon, recently a visitor to Japan, reports: The Bus-,
sian film, “The Cranes are Flying,” is called “War and the Female
Virtue” in Japan. Also, John Huston's “Red Badge of Courage,” which
underwent considerable editing prior to release in the States, Is now
being shown in Japan in 45-minute length. That’s because some Japa-.
nese houses now try to give customers more for their money and are
running double bills plus a featurette.Jean Seberg, harshly rapped by U.s: eritics for her performance in
named the, Albert A. List building in ljonor of its donor, prexy and
board chairman of the Glen Alden Corp., parent company of RKO
“Bonjour Tristesse,” has been nained by Arts, French cinema and
arts weekly, as the winner of the' annual “best feminine interpreta¬
tion” award for her performance in the same film . . . Playwrightscreenwriter Arnold Schplman off to the Coast on a four-month writ¬
ing assignment for Metro on the remake of “Cimarron.”. . .. A new
four-story structure at - the New School of Social Research has been
Theatres.
Breaking in a New Act as parents are the Hy (Variety) Hollingers.
•A girl, Alicia, at Mount Sinai Hospital last Thursday (28).
Being a press agent, Harold Rand concedes he. never made a small
claim in his life. So he thinks it’s ironic that he’s been summoned to
jury duty—in the Small Claims Court.
•
'
.. Former basketball star Tony Lavelli in the.runnirig for a top role
in Warner Bros.* film version of “Tall Story.”. . . John M. Allison,
United States Ambassador to Czechoslovakia, hosted a reception in
Prague last week ip honor of Kim Novak and her parents.
Helen G. Scott has taken Over press and information handling for
the French Film r Office, succeeding Donald LaBadie. Miss Scott; .
worked with international news agencies arid was formerly associated:
with Continental Distributing . ' . The reason toe silent version of
“The Goldrush” can play without beefs from: Charles Chaplin; is that
there’s a flaw in the copyright covering the film.
Richard Fleischer acquired rights to Ersktoe Caldwell’s race-themed
“Trouble in July” for indie production under his Nautilus banner, Earl
Felton set to script . . Sidney Poitier with Spehcer Tracy in “The;
Devil at 4 O’clock,” Fred Kohlmar production for Columbia Pictures :
. . . Jerry Wald signed Robert Alan. Aurthur to script Grace MeUlions
novel, “Return to Peyton Place,” and to polish screenplay of “Beloved
Infidel,” both, on producer’s 20th-Fox slate , .
Sammy Calm and
Jimmy Van Heusen will team up on songs for 20th-Fox’ Pat-Boone
starrer, "Journey to the Center of the Earjh:’- - . Larry Hart, 14-yearold son of comedian Teddy Hart, into “Even Steven,” Patric KnowlesGeorge Kellner^ indie.
Panther Books of London is to publish paper backed edition of
George CampbeU's “Cry For Happy,” which has been filmed by Col¬
umbia. It’s also to issue soft cover editions of Bernard V. Dryers “The
Image Makers,” ^eter Viertel’s “Wliite Hunter, Black Heart,” which is
set for production by Hecht-Hill-Lancaster, and ‘’The Caves of Night,”
by John Christopher, which: is also on the Columbia sked;
George Sidney will produce “The Diamond Bikini,” Charles Wil¬
liams -novel which Columbia Pictures bought last week and assigned
for scripting to Dorothy Kingsley . . . Cart Jurgens takes over title
role in Charles Schneer’s “The Werner Von Braun Story” at Colum¬
bia . . . Milton Sperling acquired film rights to “Lover’s Point,” new
novel by C. Y. Lee, for Warner Bros, release . . . Mel Dinelli set to
script “Claudelle Inglish,” new; novel by Erskine Caldwell to be pro¬
duced by Mike Garrison as his first feature for WB ;.. .Joshua Logan
cast Anthony Perkins to star in ’Tail Story,’’ which he’ll produce and
direct for WB . . . Writing team of Irving Ravetch and Harriet Frank
Jr. assigned to screenplay on “Dark at the^Top of the Stairs,” William
Inge legiter which WB will make.
Sequel to “The Ugl^ American” is being researched by co-authors
William Lederer and Eugene Bnrdick, Mrs. Lederer reports. Accom¬
panied by the. wives, the writers currently are touring some remote
portions of Japan, each working on some individual magazine assign¬
ments. After that, they plan a sequel to their best seller, probably
doing much of the, writing in Honolulu, Lederer’s home base.
Loew’s prexy Joseph R. Vogel to the Coast for studio conferences
. . . A preview of Columbia’s “It Happened to Jane,” will be held at
the Forum Theatre (formerly Odeon) on June 15 for the benefit of
the Greater New York Councils of the Boy Scouts of America . . . .
What is . described as “the year’s biggest and most extensive advertis¬
ing campaign” has been scheduled by Metro in i8 national and fan
mags for Alfred Hitchcock’s “North By Northeast ”. . . Gig Young re¬
turned to the. Coast after plugging “Ask Any GirL”
Anna Magnani at Hampshire House . . . here shooting “Orpheus De¬
scending”. , . Sammy Davis Jr. due in for “Porgy and Bess?’ preem
... Jack Linder back to Hollywood at weekend , .. Alonzo Deen Col^
the vet radio-video writer who lives at Newtown, Conn.^ has sold three
originals to the Hollywood action market.

N. Y. to L. A.

U- S. to Europe
Bing Crosby
Stanley Chase
James Costigan
Phil Ford
Walt Framer
Mimi Hines
Herb Jeffries
Eric Johnston
Bennett Korn
Mitchell Lear
Jay Livingston
Henry Mancini
Tao Porchan
Gordon Oliver
George Rosen
Bessie Sampson
Jo Stafford
Tempest Storm
Claudia Walden
Paul Weston

.
;

L A. to N, Y.
;

Europe to U. S.
Louis Armstrong
Fred Brahms
Charles Einfeld
Cliff Evans
Abel Green
Albert Hague
Gene Kelly
Edward L. Kingsley
Gene Krupa Martin Levine
Emile J. Lustig
Alicia Markova
Eva Maze
R ene Ovin
Ginger Rogers
Norinan Rosemont

Jack Linder
Pete Martin
Mac Miliar
Arnold Schulmah
Lester Sims
Oliver Smith
Caskie Stinnett
Jule Styne
Joseph R. Vogel
Gig Young

!

Vic Damone
Rosemary DeCamp
George Eckstein
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Peter Gieriville
Frank Gorshin
Harold Heclit
.Jennifer Jones
Howard W: Koch
Sol Lesser
David. O. Selztiick

Mike Havas on Own

Paris, June 2.
Michael Havas, who has been
Continental Manager of Walt Dis¬
ney Productions Inc- here: for two
and a half years, ankled his post
. to take up other film chores in
Europe. These will be private and
for his own account;
Havas quit Disney amicably to go
f ori his own; He was formerly with
j RKO in Paris before going over to
I Disney here.
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STUDIOS UNLOAD OF ASSETS
Del Times Writer Sneers at Film Ads;
Gets Retort From UA’s Howard Pearl
Detroit* June 2. *
The controversy: oyer the quality
of film ads found its way into the
pages of the Detroit Sunday Times.
It started with an article by Arnold
Hirsch who based his treatise on
. |ids on an article in “a tirade paper”
(he forgot to say it was VMUETip
which doted the difficulties film ad
copy writers are haying finding
jobs with ad agencies.
“It's not surprising,” commented
Hirsch. “Movie ads haven’t bad a
dozen fresh ideas injected into
them in 30 years. The format is the
same, the art work is the same,
the words, basically, are the same.
And rarely does an ad truly reflect
the character or nature of a. Pic¬
ture. Usually, a single, aspect is
emphasized out of proportionmore often than hot a sex-laden
or violence-fraught angle..
.
“So why should an advertising
agency—whose lifeblood is fresh
ideas and new approaches—hire a
writer who has been trained to use
an almost identical approach on
every ad?”r
”
While Hirsch’s observations are
hardly original (one can’t help
wondering where he “borrowed” |
them), the had a reply from How¬
ard Pehrl, the area ad?pub repre¬
sentative for United Artists; Pearl
noted that films are neither a com¬
modity nor a service bUjt “basically
and solely entertainment.”
“A motion picture ad has to ex¬
plain two hours of entertainment
in the limited space of a small ad.
It is impossible to thoroughly cover
all the saleint points to the studios
focus oh one or twb of the major
ones and sell the picture in. that
manner/’
Pearl asked Hirsch to remember
that the men who sell films are
“limited to a very few appeals,
such as love; conflict* social prob¬
lems, etc. Consequently, if we are
selling a love story and we show
a clinch in the ads, I am .sure the
public doesn’t think the picture is
a solid two hburs of clinching.”
The UA rep pointed to UA’s ad
campaign on “The Man With the
Golden Arm” as a trailblazer in the
-advertising art and noted that the
company tried a dignified* straightlaced approach on “Sweet Smell of
Success,” with boxoffice results
which proved that this wasn’t the
way to publicize it.
Hirsch, who a identified as a
“movie writer” ‘on the papers’ staff,
cited “Compulsion” and “Room at
the Top” as two outstanding. pix
which flopped in Detroit, a fact
for which, be largely blamed the
ads which were slated to the sex
angle. “What the movie makers
and movie sellers are not taking
Into account is the fact that the
public is getting sharper, more per¬
ceptive all the. time. Like any other
commodity, movies should be mer¬
chandised with this new fact of
life firmly in mind.”

UNCLEAR AD POLICIES
SEEN MORE PRECISE
. Harrisburg, June 2.
Lack-of clearly defined policy
on acceptable advertising by the
local newspapers here for motion
pictures, which has caused some
friction for several years, came to
a full boil when a drive-in ad for a
sun-bathing picture Was challenged
by two local exhibitors. When ‘Dis¬
trict Attorney Huette Dowling
quietly yanked the film from the
drive-in, the newspaper and the
. exhibitors immediately scheduled
a meeting to set in motion new
and clarified ad procedures.
Two men who led the exhibitor
front* Dick Ridding, .manager of
Loew’s, and Bernard Bispeck, who
manages . the Senate, met with
Ernest Doepke, Patriot, and Even¬
ing News ad exec, to^ explain their
side of the situation, pointing out
that full cooperation had always
been extended by their group. to
the newspapers* including substitu¬
tion of ads which may have caused
problems among the strong reli¬
gious groups in the area.
As a result of the get-together
(Continued on page 61)
:

'HORSE SOLDIERS' DEBUT

A$ Creating Future Production
By RON SILVERMAN

Hollywood, June 2.
Hollywood’s profit and loss state¬
Holden, Wayne Will Be In Shreve¬
ments are ringing loudly with the
port For UA Unveiling,
added peal of physical assets un¬
World premiere of United Art¬ loaded to the tune of more than
$350,000,000
in the past five years.
ists’ “The Horse Soldiers’* will
take place in Shreveport, La., Sales range from soundstages to
entire
studios,
with the major
June 16 and 17, Stars John Wayne
and William Holden will attend. p to f i t—estimated. at over $250,The Mahln-Rackin Production was 000,000—^rung up from the sales of
shot on location in. the Shreveport film backlogs to television.
All figures, of course, do not
area*
Proceeds from the opening will show up immediately on Company
go to the development fund of statements, in some cases repre¬
Centenary College of Shreveport. senting projected earnings.:. The
A wide variety of local festivities disposition of marginal and less
is planned to mark the bow of the profitable holdings and activities,
Civil War adventure drama.
such as company-owned film labs,
presumably has. produced : econo¬
mies within the firms, which in re¬
cent years have sliced feature .pro¬
duction appreciably. Deposition of
large parcels of land, however, ap¬
pears to be aimed at offsetting
losses or in the case of companies
reporting upbeat earnings, in plac¬
ing the firms in more liquid posi¬
tion.
Companies are able to use the
new profits to strengthen their fi¬
nancial positions still further
A stockholder at yesterday’s through diversification by secur¬
(Tues.) annual Paramount meeting ing interest in holdings both with¬
rose to announce his understand-, in and outside the entertainment
ing that Par properties, if all were industry.
However, some industry observ¬
sold off, would bring $100 per
share (as Compared with the $48 ers have questioned the advisa¬
bility
of land sales at this time, be¬
market value). Retorted Par presi¬
dent Barney Balaban: “I don't lieving that real estate values, now
know, how rich we are. X want.-to at am all-time high, are still on the
know how poor we are, so we can upswing. Some, on the other hand*
declare it’s more economical, taxget a little richer”
This in large part adds up to wise, to be a tenant rather. than a
the theme of the corporation’s get- landlord, thus being able to charge
together with stockholders, as evi¬ off rent as an operating expense.
denced in many ways. It’s a case
Largest of the . non-recurring
of a prosperous company. With prqfits to be recorded from the sale
consolidated earnings of $12,554,- of film company land will be
000 last year, showing no signs of 20fh-Fox’_s $56*110,000 to be re¬
goingtpoor. There have been some ceived from Webb & Knapp for its
financially, backward properties on 260-acre. Westwood studio. Uni¬
the theatrical market. But on the versal’s financial statement will be
overall Par is well heeled and con¬ affected greatly by the $11,250,000
sequently stockholders were an it has received from MCA for the
agreeable lot. As a matter of fact, sale of its 400-acre Universal City
Balaban. at one point commented: studios.
“This. meeting is going too well,
Warners Ranch Gone
folks. I don’t know . ...” In another
Confirmed last month was the
instance the chief exec pointedly
sale
of
Warner Bros.’ 2,800-acre
invited questions but could get
nothing -but placid oratory from Calabassas ranch which reportedly
will
bring
in $10,000,000. In 1953
the flpor..
All made for a friendly Gotham Warner’s sold its Sunset Boulevard
session—friendly and lacking the studio to Paramount for $1,200,000
and in 1956 sold its 10-stbry New
(Continued on page 17)
York homeoffice building for an
undisclosed amount. Company, also
has sold its Brooklyn and Burbank
film, labs to Technicolor. WB is
rumored to be“working on a deal”
to sell off its interests in Associ¬
ated British Pictures Corp. at a
price close to $15,000,000.
While all disposition of assets
Eastman Dillon & Co., Wall
Street brokers, came out this week are not made public and any listing
with an inter-office memo upbeat- necessarily contains omissions, it’s
ing Warners, as stated in a sep¬ presumed that Paramount was the
arate, Variety story this week, but first of the major film companies
perhaps of greater significance is to unload considerable holdings in
the attitude of this financial outfit, recent years when, in 1944, it sold
and many, others, so far as the mo¬ its 2,700-acre ranch near Malibu
tion picture business is concerned. Lake. RKQ sold its Encino ranen
Dillon, et al., are high on a given in 1953 at an undisclosed price and
company from time to time—and four years later retired from the
with capital gains or. other deals film business, and iis new owner,
as the main consideration.
General Tire and Rubber Co., sold
They’re not recommending the its Hollywood and Culver City stupicture business in part or in whole dips to Desilu for $6,000,000.
for permanent - portfolios. Because,
Film Lab Sale
they reason, the business is too
Columbia’s film lab went to
volatile a one for long-term in¬ Pathe in 1958 for nearly $3,000*000,
vestors.
and Paramount sold its New Ybrk
A downtown Insider related this laboratory ' to : Consolidated Film
week : thlt numerous commission Labs this year for $1,200,000. Par
houses advise their salesmen to go additionally >sold seven; British
to town on a picture company*! theatres in 1957 for $5,180,000 and
stock on the basis of buying-hold- has made - three sales, totaling
ing-selling for only a period of A nearly $6,000,000, of its backlog of
few days. But they never say to short subjects and cartoons. Also,
hold as they would with the major in. 1956 it sold its interest in. five
issues as. UIS. Steel or A. T. & T.
Rainbow productions for $500,000
All picture securities have and 35. Pine-Thomas pix for
travelled high in the last couple $800,000.
of years. But they’re still toorisky . • Sale by the studios of their prefor concerns like Dillon.
’48 film backlogs varies in terms
from company to company. Para¬
Ralph Buring, formerly a field mount, for instance, receives $50,man for Par and lately working
outside the industry, has been ap¬ 000*000 from MCA plus an event?
pointed exploitation man for 20th- ual percentage. Metro formed its
Fox, in Pittsburgh by Nat C. own company to distribute some
(Continued on page 13)
Rosen, the branch manager*

Brokers’ Film Shares

'DIARY' AT $1.49
Hits

Eight Fox West Houses
Following Egyptian

Los Angeles, June 2.
“Diary of Anne Frank” moves
into general release on a grind and
pop-price policy tomorrow (Wed.)
in eight Fox West Coast houses
after a disappointing eight-week
hardticket run at Egyptian Thea¬
tre. General admish will be $1.49,
as against Egyptian’s $3.30 top.
FWC spread will include the Iris,
El Rey, Loyola, Village, La Reina,
Alex, Academy and West Coast, all
in L. A. area. Pic will be released
in its original 170-minute version,
only difference from hardtix en¬
gagement being elimination of. the
10-minute -Intermission. This will
be made up by a newsreel, so show
will run 180 minutes, same time as
the Egyptian showing.
Twentieth-Fox tried out a con¬
tinuous, pop-price run at the Fox
Theatre, Spokane. It was reported
pic did biz comparable to “Auntie
Mame” and “Some Like It Hot” in
this Inland Empire city.

Canada s Censors:
‘Too Nude, Violent,
Sexy and Scarey’
Toronto, June 2.
Agreeing with the large number
of theatre owners in- Ontario
(which has a third of. Canada’s
17,000,000 population) who de¬
plore the lack of family entertain¬
ment, the Board . of Censors
laments the fact that the film in¬
dustry is releasing comparative^
few motion pictures that do put
‘tinwarranted emphasis on nudity,
violence, sex and horror." This is
the basis for the annual report to
the Minister of Travel1 and Pub¬
licity submitted by the Board of
Censors, with 0. J. Silverthorne
as chairman.
The Board found that these
films, particularly of juvenile mis¬
behavior, were accompanied by
head-office directives in newspa¬
per and outdoor advertising that
revealed “a disturbing degree of
license.” The Board found that,
during the year, its criticism was
directed primarily toward adVertising. techniques rather than the
film subject.
While the censors did not ob¬
ject to entertainment designed to
attract the mature, Silverthorne
(Continued on page 6j

Hollywood. June 2.
Two of Hollywood's most power¬
ful union groups have come out in
their strongest support yet of tolltv. The Hollywood AFL Film Coun¬
cil, comprising guilds representing
24,000 craftsmen, yesterday (Mon.)
joined the Screen Actors Guild In
blasting proposed California legis¬
lation outlawing tollvlsion In the
state and called for creation of a
pay-see -system.
John W. Lehners, prexy of the
Council, charged that “the present
commercial television, supported
solely by advertising, is a monopoly
which needs competition from a
new and better kind of tv service,
namely; boxoffice television. He
said the proposed legislation would
protect free-tv’s “monopoly” and
termed it “outrageous.” Tollyision,
he declared, “will increase employ¬
ment of Hollywood technicians and
wiU^open up a great new ^market
for our skills,”
SAG, which over two years ago
merely -proposed widest, possible
tests of toll-tv, last week came out
with a far stronger endorsement,
stating its belief that pay-see “could
revolutionize the, entertainment in¬
dustry, provide additional employ¬
ment for tens , of thousands of
American artists and technicians
and give the public better enter¬
tainment, culture and education
than is possible with the present
form of commercial television.”
Prexy Howard Keel added that
tollvision would “greatly increase
the number of new motion pictures
in this country, thus increasing em¬
ployment of oury members many¬
fold.” Keel made the statement
with unanimous backing from the
SAG board of dirCetors. He, along
with Lehners and SAG exec Pat
Somerset, fly to Sacramento tomor¬
row (Wed.) to testify against the
pending legislation before a hear¬
ing of the Assembly’s Public Utili¬
ties & Corporations Committee

TWINCITY ORPHEUMS
SET FOR VIDEO BOUT

Minneapolis, June 2.
Closed circuit telecast of the
Patterson - Johansson heavyweight
championship fight in the Twin
Cities goes to the Minneapolis end
St. Paul RKO Orpheums with their
2,800 and 2,000, respectively, seat¬
ing capacities.
The Orpheums will be having the
closed circuit tv equipment for the
first time. All previous closed cir¬
cuit televised bouts have been
shown here in United Paramount’s
former 4,100-seat Radio City, now
razed, and in its 2,300-seat St. Paul
Paramount.
. While the TelePrompter deal
with RKO is not an exclusive one
and there has been talk here that ■
the local fight club would put the
telecast into the Armory in con¬
nection with a live fight card the
latter nowT is thought to be exjtremely unlikely.
TT ■
.
..
,
.. . ■ However, TelePrompter is known
• any,Modanrt*r.vrt«»» ctarf.t0 be Peking other outlets
of LoeWs. Theatres construction throughout the territory. Except
and maintenance ^epMtment, re-: in one instance previously, the
tired this week after 35 yeare of lXwin cities* closed circuit fight
service with the company. _ /Theo ; telecasts were exclusive in the
Jung, Moskowitz s assistant,. will area
succeed to the top post.
‘ __
■
Moskowitz, one of four brothers /
who have held top jiosts in the Radio Chiefs Theatrical
film business, joined Loews m; i,,.
.
1924. An engineer, he was respon- j Fllltl Dlial-BoW III Dallas
sible for the construction of com- !
Dallas June 2
pany theatres, office buildings and : McLendon Radio Pictures, will
exchanges in the; United States and [ have a preem of its first two feaabroad. He most recently super- ■ tures, “The Killer Shrews” and
vised .the renovation of Loew’s . .«The G:ant Gila , Monster,” in a
State Theatre on Broadway. ^ .
j double bill June 25 at the InterHis brother, Charles G. Mosko- state’s Majestic here,
witfh was former vice president s Both pictures were filmed here
and treasurer of - Loew s Inc, Two ; eariier this year. Currently shootother brothers, Joseph and Martin, ing is -‘My Dog, Buddy” starring
are 20th-Fox executives.
j London—German Shepherd seen
n*rm?A
1 in. “The Littlest Hobo,” Ken Curtis
SriCflJw1,1£^,T
J is producer, with Ray
ho
flew to London yesterd^.
^ Kellogg, who
t_
who
.
(Tues.) on a U.S. Government mis¬ wrote the “Buddy” script, direct¬
sion. has no plans to stop in Paris ing. Filming is skedded for six
on this trip. He’ll return directly weeks, with location shots In mid¬
town Dallas.
to N.Y.

Retirement at Loew’s;
Theo Jang Succeeds
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Den't Giv5 l:p The Ship I studio sets and location he has
'looking nightclub entertainer, is
.. 11
Here fome the Jets
effectively caprtured the . moody
excellent, as are Kenji Sahara, as '
. _ . .
(C’SCOPE)
atmosphere of a drab, rain-soaked
the chief detective, add Akihiko
Flllli FYNlirff flCCII
Mild Jerry Lewis comedy.
l iiui fcAjllMl M99lla
provincial town. He has encou¬
Well-made programmer. - Ac- . Hirata, as a scientist. The Takeshi
Sporadically amusing. Fair b.o«
raged Oswald Morris’s camera to , tion meller will give strength
Kimiira screenplay (from an origi- ! r«nHhn^ from page 3 — ■..
move brilliantly and has used
nal story by Hideo Kaijo) is effec,
. ;
_ - •,
,
Hollywood, May 29.
to double-bills.
tive, and Inoshiro Honda’s direction most Promising. Eventually, howParamount release of Hal Wallis pro¬ sound excitingly. Richardson’s bow
duction. Stars Jerry Lewis. Directed by ; into, film direction is a technical
.
Hollywood, May 29. . takes full advantage of the story, ever’ as commercial (as against
Norman
Tauroj?.
Screenplay,
Herbert
j triumph, but somewhere along the
Twentielh-Fo’x release of Associated the special effect (directed by Eiji government-controlled) tv spreads
Baker, Edmund Beloin end Henry Garson;
based on a story, by Ellis Kadison;'■cam¬ line he has lost the heart and the Producers, Inc., production. Stars Steye Tsuburaya) and the terror - gen-1 abroad, a considerable/market for
era. Haskell Bogas; music, Walter Scharf; ■ throb that-made the play an ad¬ Brodie,'Lyn Thomas,: Mark Dana, John . erated by both. Tomoyuki Tanaka theatrical pictures also may deDoucette;
costars Jean -Carson. Produced
editor. Warren Low. Previewed at the ;
with the technically velop. If this has not happened
Piowocd Theatre, May 25, <59, Running j venture. The film simultaneously by Richard Einfcld. Directed. by Gene produced,
Fowler. Jr.. Screenplay, Louis Vittes; Cam¬
time, 89 MiNS.
1
impresses and depresses. ;
production aided by so far it is because of the real and
era, Karl Struss;. music, Paul. Dunlap; excellent
John Paul Steepler ..• Jerry Lewis !
editor, Harry Gerstad.-Previewed at Jack Hajime Koizumi’s cinematography, imposed restrictions that exist on
With an “X” certificate, which Wrathet’s
Ensign Benson ..
Dina Merrill 1
screening room. May 28, ’59.
Takeo Kita’s art direction, Masuru foreign tv, particularly in Britain.
Prudence.
. -. Diana Spencer means that nobody under 16 may j Running time; 72 MINS.
Stan Wychinski_Mickey Shaughnessy see it in Britain, there are still
However, the: U. S. distribs are ;
Logan
....
Steve Brodie Sato’s music; and the sound by
Admiral Bludde
Robert Middleton
Congressman Mandevjlle
Gale Gordon enougli adults who will want to Joyce ............. Lyn Thomas Choshichiro. Mikami and Masanobu aware that, in the years to borne, .
Mrs. Trabert .
... Mabel Albertson see it partly because of its. pre¬ Wallack ;;;Mark Dana
.....^
.
•
overseas tv’s programming needs
RaiidaU
John Doucette Migami. . :
Lieut. Comdr. Farber. Claude Akins.
sold publicity. Nigel Kneaie’s Jean
.... ..
Jean Carson
eultm-ally, it is unfortunate the
expaad. At that: Ume. they’ll
»•..'-Carleton Young
is a creditable job; with Burton
‘
have not only ty series, but already
_-... Joseph Turkel
Jerry Lewis tries hard to get up screenplay
human if occasionally violent dia¬ Henley .
Gloria Moreland
a full head of comedy steam in log, He brings in the market-plaee, B-Girl
SSh as
J. i’hitVn.
mSrduhbed/theatrical::^pix to offer.
Blondei....Vikki Dougan such
this one, looks mote like an
A^orioon
r;i
tLatter W’ouid
‘‘Don’t Give Up the Ship,” but the
4m^i:an
fHm’
would bring tnem.
them into open
....I. Stanford Jolley
and seedy apartment at¬ Bartender:
laughs are scanty and its boxoffice jazz-club
artors
fUm
Wi*h
dapoheSe
with ; the local industries,
JaRdph8Se conflict Wth
mosphere only hinted at in the
“Here Come the Jets”, is a budget acmrs.
actors.
•- . •
:
which have been
been, working out tight
prospects mi?d. The Hgl Wallis ip.ro- play. But obviously somewhere
duetion for Paramount has j; too
designed'for second place on
the line, the film has lost film
the fl°*
—
Teenagers* Froin
From Outer
Outer • offilms to0rtv.COntrplUnS th*
double bill. The Richard Einfeld | Teenagers
few situations to exploit for liumor, along
way. Jimmy Porter, the central aproduction
for 20th-Fox is, none¬
and must work those it has yery its
Spa**e / .
U. S. exSpace/
Seeking to avoid the .U.
character, is an angry young man theless, a compact
and
interesting
thin to get what fun there is out of but there are few indications of
~—r-.
ample, where thousands of films
melodrama with a topical back¬
the service farce.
j;
Unusual sci-fi
sci-fi. programmer to
flowed to tv and badly hurt the
why he is angry ot for what he is ground,
testing of jet airliners.
be paired, in most situations,
theatre business, Britain, GerLewis has jettisoned, some df! the striving.
I
While it is not designed to be a
more frantic aspects of his tech¬
with“Gigantis.”
with
^Gigantis,”
many and now also Sweden have
He emerges as a selfish, incred¬
nique for this film, and that gives ibly rude, almost psychopathic who prime attraction; it will be a satis¬
j' ■ •
formed
formed, special outfits to acquire
it qualities that make it. more hardly eyer sparks off . a mood that faction to the customers.
_
Hollywood;
June
.2.
and
thus control the
sale Of
.pix to
--thesale
of.pUto
Warner
Bros, release of a: Solw
Tom Graeff .andthusicontrol
^
: Steve Brodie plays an alcoholic
pleasant than it might otherwise engenders pity or understanding!
production. Stars David Love,..Dawn An- -tv. Whether the Americans WOUld
nave been. He is a more likable, In the play, Porter (Richard Bur¬ Korean War: hero in Louis Vittes’ derson, Harvey B. Dunn. Bryan Grant, buck the displeasure of local ex-:
Lockyear, King Moody, Helen Sage,a •
.._. •
more human actor who gets laughs ton) was a rebel—-but a mixed-up screenplay. He is hauled out of the Tom
Frederic Welch. Written, produced and hlDS and. sell anyway is Open to.this time without the audience feel¬ weakling of a rebel. Ih the film, drunk tank: and put to work as a dU-ected by Tom. Graeff. Previewed at question. For the moment, With
test pilot by John Doucette, driv¬
ing the strain of the effort.
as played by Burton, he is an arro¬ ing genius of an aircraft plant, who SaMn5s’ ."ay
’
0!°e’ the gbvertiments still sd closely
The
screenplay
by ' Herbert gant young man who thinks} the
believes he can be rehabilitated. Derek ...... David Love tied to tv service, if appears that
Baker, Edmund Beloin and Henry world owes him something but;can¬
Betty Morgan .*v....... Dawn Anderson nothing will be done to seriously
Brodie
has
.
some
setbacks
but
he
Garson is based on an intrinsically not make up his. mind what it is-^
overcomes. them in time to be in Uranepa Morsao^......■ H,™* B. Dy.. build up tV as competiUon to thi
humorous story by Ellis Kadison. and certainly doesn’t t deserve the
Joe Rogers ...
Tom Lpckyear theatres, which contributes heavily
on testing of the big new jetliner Captain
.v..........-... King. Moody
'
At the end of World. War II,.Liewis handout,
that is Doucette’s star creation.
Miss Morse
. ..... .. Helen Sage Via taxes.
commanded a destroyer escort. iThe
As a reminder, “Anger” con¬
Dr. Brandt
Frederic Welch
Whether, the MPEA tV
tv COmmitcommit-.
Vittes’
story
is
clean
and
his
Navy has no record he ever turned cerns an ex-college student who
dialog
is
generally
lean
and
sharp.
tee
would
eventually
be
open
to
if in. Like other service property, runs a confectionery push-cart ih
“Teenagers From Outer Space” membership by non-MPEA outFowler. has. taken excellent! advan¬
unless he can prove he delivered a market, plays trumpet and goes
tage of technical aspects of jet i was written, produced and directed .fits seeking to be repped abroad
the ship to the proper authorities, out of his way to humiliate his wife
construction and testing to have by Tom^Qraeff. He also photo-. on(j to get information is up in
he must pay for it. The film traces, and friends. His wife leaves him
air. The Association ik heiiig
suspense and, excitement arise nat¬ graphed the film edited It, super^
through flashbacks, the career of and he has an affair With her best
urally out of situation. One scene,
nt e^emeJy elosemouthed: about:the
the ship and of Lewis.,
:
friend. The girl leaves him and be in a “flight simulator,” where
iff l^ddin^ roles ’.Jil
WhoJepiAfurA
business,
as indeed_♦
the
MoThere are some funny scenes, snuggles up again with his wife Brodie cracks up (mentally) as he its
stiq rele3seQ*. it
a«cn
•_: v. ■
America haa
such as an embarkation of thei DE after she has lost their baby. This is unable to handle, a plane in theo¬ through Warner Bros. The sciencean off-beat 2^
f
*
'committee
from Pearl Harbor with Lewis in thin thenie is merely, a peg for retical flight, is; a good example fiction melodrama,
command for the first time, issuing Osborne to vent his spleen about of. this. The scene is as gripping as dualer for WB packaging with f10-; ; as. a dark_ secret,, refusing
to state even which committees
orders as he surreptitiously rdads a number of conventions which if it were an actual plane in trou¬ “Gigantis,” is oddly appealing.
them from a book. But a honey¬ have served the world fairly well ble. Fowler makes! good use of Karl
Perhaps due! in part to a lower
moon gag, with Lewis xorn from his for a number of years.
Struss’s camera wbrk, and Harry than low budget, the film often is
Burton glowers sullenly, vio¬ Gerstad’s
bride on their wedding night to
editing.
Transitional inescapably inept. Lighting is poor,
rfeP5^?thCrirtted *®a aKTtop ievei
face a naval inquiry, is overdone lently and well as Jimmy Porter shots. have unusual value, and interiors are pallid, the monster to deal, w ith present problems, and
and the jokes pertaining to it flat ! and it is not his fault that the role’ double-exposures . and establishing is pathetically makeshift. The film
if an effort to obtain more
and single-meaning. There simply gives him little opportunity for shots, help tell the story without is impudently grandiose in its tone statisncal information. With the
isn’t enough material in “Don’t variety. Mary Ure (repeating her superfluous wordage: Kay/ Norton and is more likely to elecit shrieks exception of the MPAA committee
Give Up the Ship” to sustain the London & Broadway stage role) as did the good aerial, photography, of amusement than horror.
on exhibitor relations, these units
length, or enough good lines to the downtrodden, degraded young which is also adroitly utilized.
But the film also is carefully
as yet functioning,
wife is first-class. Claire . .Bloom
enliven individual scenes.
;i
Brodie gives a performance of thought out, concocted of exploit- ™ »
—
Norman Taurog, who directed, plays the “other woman” “with a ; depth, without lettng his character
able
elements,
yet
different
from
has attempted to juice- things up neat variation of bite and come- get out of hand. Doucette is inter¬
its
many
predecessors.
Whiles
HirAllll
Cliiltlre
by incorporation of sight gags, some hitherness. Gary Raymond makes esting as . a . pleasantly humorous Graeff may not have made a good
UIFCUII vIwvlIS
purely photographic . tricks, [I and an instant impact as the cosy, rugged, individualist,, and Jean Car- picture, he has made an interesting
.■^ f: a'
this helps. An underwater sequence kindly friend of the unhappy son contributes an ingratiating one that every now and again — Continued from page ? ==3
starts promisingly whgn Lewis, couple.
comedy-rftmantic character. Lyn smacks of brilliance. Several: scenes in part, is maintaining with film
Donald Pleasenee as a mean, Thomas. • Mark Dana, Carleton —-e.g., a sequence of youngsters production and exhibition,
equipped with aqualung "and other
subaqueous paraphernalia, dives mealy-mouthed market official, and Young and Joseph Turkel are also
peering wide-eyed at their first
It’s cited, that investor interest
into the water -and keens going S. P. Kapoor, as ah Indian trader, good in important roles.;
spaceman—are composed of an in Walt Disney Productions had
straight down until h’s head gets both
score. The distinguished
Paul Dunlap's musical score is artistry that marks Graeff as a been going up and up on the basis
stuck in the muddy bottom! / But actress, Edith Evans, appears as. a inventive, and. sound by Steve Bass
filmmaker to be heard from.
of: anticipation of big money for
these promises do not pay off or Cockney woman and has one or is good.
'*. ‘ Poxce.
The story is of outer-space be- “Sleeping Beauty.”
Some cauare extended beyond their value. ■ two excellent moments.
ings
who
have
scoured
the
unitioii
set in at exactly the same
Chris
Barber’s
music
helps
the
Dina Merrill makes an exceed¬
verse
for
a
place
to
graze
their
time
that
“Beauty”
became
estabThe IS-Man
ingly attractive Navy ensign ' who film no end, especially in the
under-title sequences.
gets entangled with Lewis, [and; arresting
(WIDESCREEN—COLOR)
Diana Spencer does the best she Trumpeter Pat Halcox does a fine
can with a simpering role as Lewis’ I job in dubbing Burton’s horn •‘Se¬
Good story well made. Pic Is
ahalfFd Thne30yspa“S™m?andthon g^Dog^cfrmbl to tht'V*
j
wife, “unkissed.” as the saying j'. quences.
exploitable. .
“Look Back In Anger” is Jan
goes, although the script makes I
clear, this is not what’s meant. j oddly aggravating film. It has some
Hollywood, June 2.
the automative society which raised
ParamoUnt is another example,
Coitimbia release of a Toho. production.
Mickey Shaughnessy is haphazardly ; splendid touches but falls down
by Tomoyuki Tanaka. Directed , him. He decides to convert and, in Par stock fell $1.75 per share Iasi
amusing as . a dense Navy Cliief, j often in important matters. But Produced
by .Inoshifo Honda. Screenplay, Takeshi the end, is killed while saving week, after a long continqing upand Robert Middleton is capable j there is considerable evidence iof Kjmura, from original: story.. by Hideo Earth from the possibility of being grade, apparently due to the fact
as a bemused admiral. Gale Gor- ' adult brains getting together on an | Kaijo; special effects, . Eiji Tsuburaya; overrun by the herds of mari-eat- that “Ten Commandments” has
camera /Eastmancolor),. Ha jime Koizumi;
don, Mabel Albertson and Claude s adult theme: It is just a pity that; sound, Choshichito Mikrmi’-and. Masanobu
ing creatures.
••!':'■ hot been followed with anything
Akins do well by what theyjhave the theme is too much “Johnny- j Migami. Previewed:-at Columbia, May 28,
The cast carries out its assign- else looking like blue-chips bio. .
•’59.
Running time, 79 MINS.'
to work with.
One-Note.”
Rich.
In mostly all cases Wall Street
Actors: Yumi Shirakawa, Kenji Sahara. ment efficiently when allowed to
Haskell Boggs’ camera work is
Akihiko. Hirata.; Eitaro Ozawa, Koreya be unpretentious. David Love is is playing the film trade day and
Senda, Bitzuru Sato,.
competent, and Walter Scharf’s
epeciafly
affable
as
the
good
spacedate.
The stock trading indicates
Parqne
De
Madrid
music is an asset.. Michael.Moore ■
(Retiro Part)
“The H-M.an” is a filmy green men, and Bryan Grant and King the lips and downs of each comgets credit as second unit director
Moody
are
appropriately
nasty
as
pany’s
welfare on a near-to day
(ITALIAN—SPANISH—COLOR)
monster v created from a slimy
and Lamar Boren did the under¬
Madrid, May 2.6.
liquid that dissolves human beings the bad ones. Dawh Anderson is to day basis, it’s not like the old
water photography.
Po ice.
Selecciones Capitolio release of a P. C. as it oozes through Tokyo like fine as. the. yound ioye- interegt;and days when the downtowners would
Brio production. With Luisa Della Noce,
Harvey B. Dunn, as Grandpa, is wait that six months before takFernando Rey, Jose Luis Ozores, Vicky • jellied consomme. The Japanese
Took Back io Augw
Lagos, Tony Leblanc,, Juanjo Menendez, Toho Production is well made and sympathetically good Soma Tprge- ing their position
son, seen only briefly m a swim•; f
Maria Martin, Walter Chiari, Mary Santpere, Marisa de Leza and Gustavo Rojo. seemingly more thoughtful than ming pool sequence, should have
A good job technically and
Directed by Cahen Salaberry. Written by the company’s two. other U.S. sum¬
stayed
around
a
bit
longer
before
-I
j W
Lucas,.
Gallardo,
Del
Castillo
and
Sal¬
actor-wise. But this adult film
mer releases (Metros “The Mys- being turned, as were so many, Into
vador. At Callao, Madrid. Running time,
. ||3||A||A GAIIfifirit
is very downbeat thohgh pre¬
terians" and Warner Bros.’ “Gigan- a bare skeleton via Graeff’s focus100 MINS.
• .
sold on play's transatlantic
tis”) and Columbia will be able to
Ron.
- •
=== continued from page J ssa
success; stars and author pro¬
Movement in this sketch-filled exploit good bookings with the ing disintegration ray gun. non.
vide marquee value..
^hacked theatre owners or operapanorama of a day in Madrid’s widescreen, color :production.
The . story is; reminiscent of last
Retiro Park is almost limited to
.
tors who believed the lack of fami
London. May 26. ' fades. “Parque” is strongly remi¬ year’s Paramount release, “The
‘SouUt PaClllfi’
®ntsrtainment—nan the part of
Associated-British-Pathe release 'of a : niscent of and pointedly inferior Blob,’’ and . while recdllective! sci¬
OUIIIII I wwlllU
producers—was hurting an lndusWoodfaU (Gordon L. T. Scott) production. :•
(Warner Bros, release in U.S.i. : Stars I to Italy’s “Villa Barghese,” as it ence-fiction addicts may pooh-pooh - ■
■ continued from page 3
^ on which this type of enter- .
Richard Burton, Claire Bloom, Mary: Ure; weaves coarse comedy and park the idOa of an Oriental copy, they
..
.
. tainment was built.
features Edith Evans, Gary Rayinond..
The fiscal year ending March
Directed by Tony Richardson. Screenplay, ! bench soap opera behind a trail of should be pleased indeed with, the feelings about Rossano Brazzi.
Nigel Kneale, from John Osborne’s play; j sun-drenched types who read, lines ! quality Of the replica. It abounds Though, in the end, Rrazzi’s name 31, 1959, showed 567 full-length
editor, Richard Best; camera. Oswald !
in fewer Special effects than either was removed from the Italian ads, films submitted for the Board’s atMorris; music, supervised by John Addi-j befitting the brittle-dialog.
soft. At Empire, London. Running i time,-J
Brightest sketch pairs affable “Mysterians” dr “Gigantis,” but Its the boxoffice didn't improve. Amer- tention, this a 20-year low. The
115 MINS*
j:’
j Walter Chiari as a fortune-hunter one effect-wiamely, the disintegra¬
ican musicals generally afei. t sue- percentage of foreign films_not
Jimmy Porter
. . Richard Burton 1 with popular Catalan comedienne tion of the human-body—is skill¬
cessful in much of Europe. “South in the English, language—shows ari
Helena Charles.
Claire Bloom
Alison Porter .
Mary Ure - Mary Santpere. But it’s no ihdre fully and terrifyingly adept.
Pacific” is the first picture in the increase of 35% over the 12-month
Mrs. Tanner ...
Edith Evans ' than a vaude act. In the main, a
“H-Man” ois as. timely a Stron¬ Todd-AO process to play in Britain, period, this indicating the extent
-Cliff Lewis
. ..
Gary Raymond
tium
90
in
describing
how
hydro¬
( olortel Redfem ...
Glen Byam Shaw talent-studded cast including Fer¬
Prior
top grosser there was “Gone to which Ontario has been affected
Mrs. Redforn ..... Phyllis Nielson-Terry nando Rey, Ozores, Tony Leblanc; . gen bomb tests have reduced living
the^Wind” with $3,400,000 in. by . the immigration wave, .said
Hur?t
.- ..Donald Pleasenee
things to a' gelitanpiis mass which, With
Miss Drury .,..,..
Jane Eccles Marisa de Leza and Gustavo Rojo
original
release and re-release.
Silverthorne.
in turn, can dissolve any other liv¬
Kapoor ....... S. P. Kapoor are bench-bound in static talk.
In the U.S., Magna and 20th-Fox . His annual report showed an
Doctor ..
George Devine The Agfacolor looked |ood.
ing tissue; it touches. The liquid
Actor
.v.Walter ! Hudd
are
using
a
triple
exposure
techeven
300 Holly wood-released films
lives, and,. to stay alive, seeks a
Werb..
Girl A.S.M. —...
.. Anne Dickins
Sally .Bernice Swanson
repast mostly' composed of the nique. “South Pacific” is being re- as compared with 366 last year; *
slotted
as
a
roadshow
attraction
the
United
Kingdom, 79 vs. 68;
W.B.T.V., Commercial & Indus¬ herpes, heroines and heavies of this
Tony Richardson, who staged the trial Films Inc., a Delaware corpo¬ picture. Once the authorities be¬ (two-a-day. and raised admissions) Canada and Australia, none; and
play, “Look Back In Anger,” lyhich ration, recently filed a certificate lieve those, who have seen the in many of the places w li e r e it France down to four this year as
nelped to hoist John Osborne into of surrender of authority to con¬ nuclear monster, it is a compara¬ played originally. After that, compared to 12 last 12mionth.
the bigtime, has now tackled the duct business. in New York State, tively simple matter, to do away towards the late summer, it’s to be Other film imports included West
same subject as his first directorial, R W. Perkins of Manhattan was with it .via! a manmade holocaust, made available via regular runs, Germany, Italy, Greece, Japan and
chore. By adroit juxtaposition of the attorney.
Yumi Shirakawa. as a delightful in the printdown version.
Russia, these all up.
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COULD BE FILM REVIVAL, IFBoston, June 2;
The Boston Herald editorially spoofed the Idea of Tarzan “go¬
ing adult" in an editorial Saturday (30), in which the newspaper
said: “Tarzan producer Sy Weintraub told Variety, lias been given
a haircut, a perfect command of the English language and an
‘adult’ lovelife.
"■
“We suppose this means the works. No more of that crude ‘Me
Tarzan, you Jane* stuff, followed by a quick fadeoUt and pan to a
chimpanzee drinking coconut milk in a nearby tree. Now it will
be a well-barbered Tarzan murmuring to Jane in the best Ronald
Colman tradition, 'Darlirg, you look postively devastating to¬
night. I think my id and your ego are going to hit it off just per¬
fectly/ And the scene won't be interrupted by any foolish monkey
business either.
“Somehow, we long for the good old days. And well bet Edgar
Rice Burroughs would too, if he were still around.**>

Richard F. Walsh; president of ^
the International Alliance- of
Theatrical Stage Employees, was
in effect rebuffed by his home
union. Local 4, Brooklyn stage¬
hands; when the membership last,
week defeated the candidates for
office actively supported by him,
Walsh , put his prestige on the line
and vigorously campaigned per¬
sonally for the election of Tom
Murtha as financial secretarytreasurer and for a slate for the
executive board and trustees. All
Walsh-supported candidates were
defeated;
Previously \\alsh had been
president of the local, but he re¬
signed three months ago along
with Murtha, who had been busi¬
ness agent, when; the membership
revolted against the Walsh-Murtha
administration,
■
in the meanwhile,.... a slate,
. headed by Thomas Tierney, was
elected to complete the three
months remaining of Walsh’s re¬
gime. Last week’s election was
held for. the purpose; of electing
officers for a new full; two-yeap
term. Walsh himself was not a
candidate, but he conducted a
“sidewalk” campaign in Brooklyn
for his men.
; Tierney, wfco ran unopposed;
was reelected prexy unanimously,
as were v.p. Frank Mortimer, cor¬
responding and recording secre¬
tary Jack Finnerty, and business
agent John Coleman.
Morris
Miller defeated Walsh’s candidate,
Toni Murtha. by. 71 votes to 50
votes for the office of financial
secretary-treasurer. Named to the
executive . board and defeating
Walsh’s choices were James .Col¬
lins, Roy Curtis, James Hutchin¬
son, George Murray' and .Walter
.'Wills-' Similarly elected trustees
were Frank De Nyse, Frank.
Pietragali arid Charles Saltzman.

DEPT. STORE GOBBLES
UP NEARBY THEATRE
Toronto, June 2.
. Bay Theatre, 477-seater grind
between the south and east of
Simpson’s head department store
. (affiliated in Canada with Sears
of Chicago).; has been sold to
Simpson’s for $400,000, as report¬
ed by Henry N. Natharison, part¬
ner of Bay Theatres Ltd. - House, -which has orily a 35foot frontage, was opened in 1928
by the Frankling brothers who
had operated a pawn shop and
jewelry store to immediate west
site. (Nathanson’s late brother,
N. L. Nathanson, was former pres*
- ident.. of Famous Players Cana¬
dian. ) .'.

Hallberg to Lincoln ;
Omaha, June 2.
Herman Hallcerg, Omaha branch
manager for 20th Century-Fox the
past two years and. lpngtimetheatreman, yesterday (1). resigned to
become the Lincoln, Neb. ’ man¬
ager of the Cooper Theatre Foun¬
dation.
Hallberg will be succeeded here
by Frank Larson, formerly at Salt
Lake City for Fox.
Cinema Sound Stage Corp. has
filed dissolution papers with the.
Secretary of State in Albany,
through Jaffa, Katz, Moselle &
Schier.

Swiss Eidophor, Via Parent CBA Co„*
Will Compete in Closed-Circuit Biz

\ CIBA, the Swiss-controlled drug,
1 plastics and dye concern, last week
Theatre- business—numbers of
people-—in the; U. S/ since last Jan¬ Schulberg Freres Will Roll unveiled plans to enter the closedcircuit business in the U. S. with
uary is definitely up over last year
Book by Congressman its
Eidophor large-screen tv pro¬
and exhibitors are now cautiously
Budd and Stuart Schulberg have jector. It has forined Eidophor
optimistic. Feeling is that the concluded a deal with Columbia
Inc. and plans, for a starter, t<Tbe
worst is over and: that, given. , at¬ for
the screen version of “The
tractive product, the theatres can Bridge of Remagen,” based on most active in the business meet¬
expect, to draw. : increased attend¬ the book by Congressman Ken ing field.
Eidophor, which for years has
ance,;-'
Hechler.
been tested by 20th-Fox for its
Situation throws the. spotlight
Budd Schulberg is currently
once: again on the perennial thea¬ Working on the screenplay and application to theatre television,
tre beef that the; distributors, by. Stuart Schulberg will produce is capable of projecting images in
“hoarding” the big films for the under the Schulberg Productions either black-and-white or in color,
depending on the model. A'‘dem¬
July holidays, are strangling the banner;
onstration of Eidophor last week
business precisely at a time when
provided
a varying black-and-white
good product could help push , the
picture quality, ranging from a
upbeat trend.
fuzzy image to one that appeared
17% Attendance Up
to be quite sharp.
According to circuit operator
The color transmission failed to
Harry Brandt, the attendance rise
impress, with the tint effect ap¬
in his circuit for the first three
pearing to be washed out. Eido- .
months of 1959 amounted, to a
phor. color shown by 20th several
Secret Radio Password
Minneapolis, June 2.
whopping 17%. However, he said,
: Whether film companies are ob¬ years ago appeared much sharper
Good for Guffo Admish because of a lack of top films dur¬ ligated
legally to treat all of their and real at that time. CIBA execs
ing the past two months, the oyer-r
Albany, June 2.
theatre customers of the same rec¬ blamed a variety of circumstances
Ar novel, tieiip between Alan V. all rise for the first five months of ognized standard and category on inherent in local conditions for the
Xselin’s three drive-ins and Schirie- 1959 will be cut back to only 5%. an equal basis is an issue in the failure of the equipment toT-perowned WPTR provides for free “We can do good business if only $100,000 damage suit brought in form at its full potential.
admissions of drivers, Wednesday they give us the product/* Brandt district court here by circuit owner
Harry B. Marshall/ v.p. of
and Thursday, by giving a “secret emphasized;; “Holding back pic¬ Sol Fisher against Warner Bros.
CIBA, Inc., U. S. subsia of the
password” broadcast over, the sta¬ tures for the holidays amounts to
Swiss parent company, ^confirmed
The
action
is
an
Outgrowth
of
tion and changed each day. The a crime against the theatres/’
alleged discrimination against Fish¬ the Variety report of last week
passwords are . tied, into promotions : The overall upturn in attendance er’s two local neighborhood houses (27) that CIBA ’and riot 20th—
for the station and its mikemen. isn’t phenomenal—it runs . any¬ in the earliest; subsequent - run owned the basic patent rights on
A replacement for . the “Bump¬ where from 4%. to 17%—but it’s
Eidophor and that the two compa¬
slot, 28 days.
er Strip Nites” used last year; by certainly sufficient to indicate that clearance
. There are 11 such 28-day uptown nies were planning to set up a
Iselin arid WPTR, and employed people are coming. back to the theatres here, but when Warner Swiss outfit to license theatrical
by an increased number' of Albany theatres. There’s some special sig¬ .Bros, released “Auntie Mame” for use and/or manufacture of the
area drive-ins and radio stations nificance in this since, by general
Eidophor
equipment.
General
this year,, the password idea has ' concensus, the product released its initial subsequent-run showings Electric has been licensed to man¬
been copyrighted' according to a during the first four months of this the distributor had only seven ufacture the unit in the U. S., .but
prints
arid
did
riot
offer
it
to
all
of
WPTR spokesman. “Trouble” is year hasn’t been as big as during
the 11. Among the four theatres apparently isnt’ eager to go ahead *
ahead for any; station infringing the., same period in 1958.
excluded were Fisher’s 28-day Var¬ with it.
on it.
■.
Even areas like Oklahoma, where sity, and Ritz.
The Mystery Still
Iselin’s automobilers tied in are: theatre biz has been slack Tor some
The seven theatres. favored by
Marshall was unable to explain
Turnpike, Westmere; AutO-Yision, years now, have shown; a distinct
East Greenbush; and Super 50, improyeriient. Point is that it’s not. Warner Bros, were in an artificially how. 20th, which doesn’t own EidoSchenectady-Ballstori Road.
merely- theatre gross is up—that created area, Fisher contends. pbor, was in a position to license
“Auntie Mame” did big business the GE manufacture of the equip¬
could be explained via* higher ad¬ in
all of these houses so that the ment,
missions arid the pocketing of tax
Varsity
and Ritz were deprived of
It was disclosed that Eidophor
relief at the start of this year— substantial
profits,/ it’s claiiried. .
but physical .attendance is curving ; Fisher’s complaint insists that Inc., which has ordered 40 blackand-white
Eidophor units from the
upwards.,.;
the . Varsity and Ritz; being in the Swiss, had signed a contract with
Now that summer has started,
same
category
as
the
favored
seven5
Teletalent,
Inc., N. Y. tv produc¬
the industry gets the additional theatres, were entitled to get the
large, flow, of coin from the . drive-; picture: on the same date and terms ing organization, to produce Eidophor’s
shows
in the business, medi¬
: Minneapolis, June 2.
ins: It’s too early to compare the
Industry here is expected to two drive-in seasons since last year as other Minneapolis neighborhood cal, scientific and educational
watch with iriuch interest and up¬ the Ozoners were hit by bad. weath¬ houses in the earliest clearance fields. Teletalent is headed by
Louis L. Tyrrell and Jay E. Raeben.
town exhibitors undoubtedly .will er in the late, spring and earl sum¬ slot.
Prior to the. filing of the dam¬
Eidophor currently has two ma¬
be hoping that it’ll be ushering in mer arid were slow to get going;
age suit, the district court rejected j chines and a third portable unit
more .such local innovations when
Hyman’s Point
Fisher’s
motion
for
a
temporary
in¬
available.
It Is capable of project¬
Warner Bros, pn July. 22 releases
Edward L. Hyrrian, American junction to restram Warner Bros, ing color from locations in a radius
“Hercules” firstrun to seven Min*
neapolis neighborhood houses in Broadcasting - Paramount Theatre from releasing the picture to the of from 40 to 50 miles. Due to the
the earliest clearance slot, 28 days, v.p.; said last week that, for the seven favored theatres without re¬ required hand width, Eidophor
instead of - downtown. The seven past three weeks, weekend busi¬ leasing it to the Varsity and Ritz. can’t be transmitted beyond -that
ness. (including Friday nights) has Warner Bros, counsel successfully or over regular lines. There isrno
will be playing it day and date.
It’ll mark the first tiipe here been up on all types of pictures. in this instance contended that it such restriction on black-and-white
that a major company has launched This will be' given an added im¬ has the right to choose its custom- ! shows, which are being transmitted
one of its pictures in. the neighbor* petus in the weeks to dome since ers. It explained that the picture’s on a 441 line count. *
The N. Y. Eidophor demonstra¬
hoods thusly. The sales policy,, how¬ schools Over . the, country let out great popularity had caused'a print
tion was from two units, in blackever, of course, has been utilized and youngsters will seek diversion shortage.
Warper Bros, now has asked for and-white and color, and was vir¬
from, time to time in New York at the theatres.
The distributors, faced with the an extension of time to answer pre¬ tually all “live.” Marshall said
and, perhaps, in a few other cities,
theatre charge of “hoarding” prod¬ trial Fisher interrogatories. These 20th, for theatre-tv purposes,
the past year.
uct,
find themselves in a difficult call upon the film company to* ex¬ would have to find a system of re¬
■ The move, is considered all the
more radical by local industry spot. Some, like 20th-Fox, deny plain if there was any difference placing the carbon arc light source
flatly
that: they have such a policy, in. the licensing of “Auntie Mame” used so far. This was denied hy
leaders in view of th e fact that cur¬
rently product is not top plentiful and they, point to specific releases from that of its other top pictures, a 20th technical spokesman. The
to
contradict
the exhibitor charge. whether it had been possible to black-and-white unit is capable of
by any means.
Why Warner Bros, is playing.the At Universal, general sales man¬ obtain the additional prints to serv¬ providing a picture up to 40 ft.
ager
Hy
Martin
noted that “Insti¬ ice. all. 'll; instead of only seven wide and 30 ft. high.
picture in only seven, instead of
all 11 of the 28-day houses. Is tution of Life” was being put and earliest clearance slot theatres here
that
U
just
didn’t
have ; any big arid other information:
probably due to an insufficiency of
prints. ^That insufficiency on . an¬ pictures ; available until later in . H. S. Blacker, counsel for Fisher,
the
summer/
At
20th,
Alex Harri- says that facts brought to light
other redent occasion has resulted
in a law suit against it: In the: In¬ sion, the sales topper, pointed to from the interrogatories and testi-.
“Woirian
Obsessed”,
as.
proof that moriy at the trial will determine if
stance of . “Auntie Marne” which
San Francisco, June 2.
also Avas offered only to the seven his company wasn’t holding back; an anti-trust conspiracy suit will
Yet,
the
exceptions
seem to be brought against Warner Bros,
One-of Frisco’s downtown land¬
instead of 11 uptown theatres for
(Continued on page 61)
in federal court.
marks, a key first-run; theatre for
initial subsequent * run . showings.
30 years, has been sold and will be
One of the leftout houses, alleging
Wrecked to make way for a park¬
discrimination, is plaintiff in the
ing garage with shops at the street
suit. .
level, i
;
“Hercules” is going to the same
Seller is AB-PT, through its sub- “
s e yen “leading’* ;; neighborhood
sidiary
California
Paramount
Corp.
houses to which “Auntie Marne”
[fjarrison Policy on ‘Blue Denim*]
Buyers are contractor Del E. Webb
went; They’re the Terrace, Riverand Dr. Simon Garter in what Dr.
view and St. Louis Park (undoubt¬
To underscore the importance. of the production and to insure
Garter described as “a $5,000,000
edly the three top uptown theatres
the most effective promotional campaign on the local level, 20thdeal.”
here) and the Richfield, Hopkins,
Fpx will riot allow its “Blue Denim” film to be booked by any ex¬
Dr. Garter, a- retired Frisco
.Hollywood and Edina. Left' out in
hibitor who hasn’t seen it,
dentist, said AB-PT “will stay In
the cold again are the Varsity, Ritz,
Alex Harrison, the 20th general sales manager who put out the
the
picture/’
Hollywood and .Columbia Heights.
ruling, said he was determined that “Blue Denim” wasn’t going to
Scheduled for demolition is the
In St. Paul “Hercules’* will play,
be “just another picture going down the chute.” He added that,
2,000-seat
State, on Frisco’s main
by forcing exhibitors to see the film before booking it, he was ardowntown firstrun at the Strand.
stem, Market Street.
However, immediately after its loop . swing himself of prime theatre consideration; and playing time.
The
house
was built in 1917 at a
Harrison also disclosed; that the picture, which, is based on the
engagement : it will go into the
cost of $2,000,000. and was then
legit hit and. has abortion as its main theme, would be withdrawn
.neighborhood houses, the Strand
nairied
the
California.
It was one
from August .release to permit iripre time for a massive campaign
having waived the 28-day clearance
of the biggest and most lavish
buildup. Film, while featuring a revamped ending (in the play,
protection.
silentrfilm
theatres
built
up to that
the girl goes through with the .abortion); is said to be unusually
Minor distributors occasionally
(Continued on page 15)
candid in its dirlog a"d situations.
(Continued on page 17)

Theatre Be Passed Oyer
On ‘No Prints’ Defense?

Firstran ‘Hercules’ In
Seven Nabe Situations;
Minneapolis Watching

STATE, SAN FRANCISCO,
TO BECOME GARAGE

lEatft Buy Film Sigh! Unseen
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PICTURE GROSSES

Seattle Slow; ‘Flesh’
OK $4,000, ‘Hof 6</2G, 5
Seattle, June 2.

‘Pork ^op Fancy 19G, ‘Flesh’ 15G,
‘Capoi
Chicago. June 2.
"With pleasant weekend weather
spurring the holiday exodus, Loop
first-runs look to post spotty tallies
this
session.
Chief
newcomer,
Roosevelt's "It Happened to Jane,”
Estimated Total Gross
looks dandy / $20,000. “The Bed"
This Week
..
. .$2,106,000
initialer at the World lured a trim
.
(Based on 22 cities and 222
$5,300.
P
theatresf chiefly first'funs, in¬
“Pork Chop Hill” had a busy
cluding N.Y.)
State Lake second session. In same
round, Chicago's “.Young Philadelr
Last Year .....
$2.-592,667
phians” took fair coin. Oriental’s
( Based on 24' cities and 253
“Warlock” is slow, also Imisecond.Third round of “World.' Flesh,
theatres.)
Devil” notched a good total at the
"Woods.
“A1 Capone” is holding up in
excellent style in fourth yeek at
Todd's Cinestage. Esquire's “Room
at the Tod'’ is rated socko in sixth
session.
Eleventh frame of Garrick's
“Shaggy Dog” is great; while
"Some Like It Hot” looks boff in
United Artists* llth week;; “Gigi”
Cincinnati, June 2.
looms lively in 14th session at the.
j
Three newcomers are cushioning
Loop.
j;
. a slight upturn in first-run biz here
Estimates for This Week
? this week to overcome increasing
Chicago iB&K) <3,900; 0O-$1.8O) ; s um m er competition. ; “YoUng
—“Young
__ Philadelphians”
_.....
'WB> * Philadelphians,” is shaping fair at
• 2d wk). Fair $19,000. Last week,} the Palace,
but “Woman
Ob$24,000.
! sessed,” looms mild at Albee. DoEsquire *H&E Balabam il;350;: ing better than either as'a , new
$1.50i—“Room at Top” iCont) .6th entry is “It Happened to Jane,”
wk>. Socko $10,000. Last week,- good at Keith's.
“Imitation of
«g300
-Life
is winding up a successful
Qnr«:i
seven-week run at the small Grand
’
StTf"South Seas Adventure” is solid
Shaggy Dog
B\nnn'> in 31st week at Capitol. • Besides
Great $14,000. Last vieetfS^OOO. thf, home stay of the Cincy Reds,
Loop <Telejnt> <606; 90-S1.80)—jswim pools, a 44-day racing meet
*‘Gigi” <M-G> <-14lh wki. Big $12 - [ at River Downs and Mark Kroll’s
500. Last week, $12,500.
i Summer Playhouse are providing.
Me Vickers uL&S) <1,580: $1:25- ; sharp competition.
$3>—“Diary of Anne Frank” <20th)
Estimates for This Week . . .
<5th wki. Dull $8,500. Last week,
Albee (RKO) <3,100: 90-$1.25)—
$9,000.
“Woman Obsessed'’ <20th). Mild
Monroe (Jovan) d,C00: 65-90)—. $8,000, Last week, “World. Flesh,
“Gunsmoke in Tucson”" (AA> and Devil” (M-G), $7,500.
“King of Wild Stallions'’ . <AA>.
Capitol J (SW-Cinerama) (1,376;
Good $5,500. Last week,!; “These
innn
,«nfI ,
i $l-20-$2.65—“South Seas AdvenSmlIey i ture” (Cinerama) (3.1stwk>, Solid
Gets Gun '~0th?, $4,^00. .,.
; $15,000 or over. Last week, $14,000.
Oriental 'Indie' ‘3 4C0; 90-$L50) i • Grand (RKO) <1.400; 90-$1.50)—

Key City Crosses

Cincy; ‘Seas’ 15G

Despite the fact that the' Music
Hall is now shuttered and hence
there is. one less theatre for com¬
petition, Seattle cinema . trade is
very. . spotty.
Lone . . newcomer,
“World, Flesh and Devil” is barely
okay ’•at Music Box. “Some Like
It Hot” is rated okay in fifth Para¬
mount round, but elsewhere the
pickings are . mainly mighty thin.
An exception is \‘A1 Capone,”
which looks okay in second at the
Coliseum.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (739; 90$L50) — 4Young Philadelphians”
(W.BP) (2d wk).. Poor $3,000. Last
week,. $3,300.
'Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,87090-$1.50.)-t-“Al Capone” (AA) and
“Gunsmoke Tucson” (AA) (2d wk).
Okay $6,000.
.. .
- Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
(2,500; 90-$1.50) — “Compulsion”
(20th) and “Panama Sal” (FF) (2d,,
wk). Dull $4,500. First week, $8,700.
Music Box. (Hamrick) (850; 90$1.50) —“World, Flesh, Devil”
<M-G). Okay $4,000. Last week,
“Compulsibn”
(20 th)
(2d
wk),
$3,700.
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90$1.50)—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA> and
“Guns, Girls, Gangsters” »UA> (2d
wk).
Fair $6.00* . Last week,
$8,300.
Paramount
(F o x - Evergreen)
<3;i07; 90-$ 1.50) -r- “Some Like It
Hot” (UA) (5th wk). Okay $6,500,
Last week, $7,400. •

Estimated Total Gros>s
This Week .
...... {$451,400
(.Based on 20 t heatres)
Last Year ... . . $600,667
: (Based on 22 theatres.)

<1

Toronto, June: 2.
Apart from the sensational biz
being done by. “Room at Top” at
the Towne, new product is mild to
sad.
“It Happened To Jane”
looks
light
at
vast . Imperial.
“Danger Within” shapes dull in
four spots.
Leading the city on
holdover is “Some Like It Hot,”
great in seventh framed “The Mat¬
ing Game” in third frame is okay.
The University going back to. Cin¬
emascope with "Tempest,” light in
second.
. Estimates for This Week
Carlton, Danforth, Fair! a wn,
Humber (Rank) (2,318; 1,330; 1,165;
1.203; 75-$i:25)—“Danger Within”
(Rank) and “Behind Mask’? (Rank).
Shocking $15,000 for four-house
combo, . Last week, at Carlton
only, “Mam’zelle Pigalle” (Astral),
8 000
Century, Downtown, . Glendale,
State (Taylor) (1,338; 1,059; 995;
694.
50-75)—'"Giant;
Behemoth”
(AA) and “Speed Crazy” : (AA).
Sad $15,000.
Last week, in 10house tiein, “Bandit of Zhobe”
(Col)
and
“Westbourid’’
(WB),
$25,000. .
Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1,25)
—“Sound and Fury” (20th) (2d
wk>.
Okay $8,000.
Last week,

$ ,

.

.
Sari Francisco, June 2.
Firist-run biz here, this stanza is:
somewhat spotty although the new¬
comers are supplying plenty of
steam. . “Pork Chop Hill” shapes
wow in first: session at the Golderi
Gate while “Young Philadelphi¬
ans” looks solid for initial round at
the St. Francis/ On other hand,
“Woman Obsessed” is mild in eight
days at the huge Fox, arid “World,
Flesh arid Devil” looms only/okay
at Warfield: /
‘
.
“It Happened To Jane” is slip¬
ping. to a dull .figure in second,
week at Paramount. However,
“Some Like It Hot” still is socko
in sixth United Artists sessionl
“Gigi”- looks hotsy in: 47th round
at Stagedoor. “South; Pacific” is
rated okay in six days of 48th
stanza at the Alexandria.'
Estimates foe. This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) <2^859; $1.25)
— “Pork Chop Hill” (UA) arid •
“Machete” (UAK Wow $20,000 or
close. Last week.: “Alias Jesse.
James” (UA) and. “Menace- In
Night” (UA) (2d wk), .$9,500.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; $1.25-$1.50)—
“Woman Obsessed” <20th) and.
“Last! Stagecoach . West” (20th).
Mild $9,000 for eight days. Last :
week, “These. 1.000 Hills’- <20th).
and “Smiley Gets Gun” . (20th\

$10,000., .

Warfield (Loew) < 2.656: 90-$1.25)
—“World. Flesh, Devil” (M-G): and
"Persuader” (AA). Okay $13,000 or
a bit over. Last week, “Watusi”.
(M-G) and “Rawhide Trail” (AA)
(2d wk), $6,700.
Paramount (Par) <2,646; 90-$1.25)
— “It Happened To Jane” (Col)
and “City of Fear” <Iridie) (2d wk). .
Down to' dull $7,000. Last week,
$13:500.
St. Francis (Par) (1.400; $1.25$1.50) — “Young Philadelphians”
(WB). Solid $13,000. Last week,
"Room 43” (Indie) and “Girl In
Bikini” (Indie) (reissue), . $il,000.
Orphenm (SW-Cinerama) (1,456;
$1.75-$2.65V—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (27th wk). Up to •
big $16,000. Last week, $14,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1.151;
$1.25-$1.50)—-"Some. Like It Hot”
(UA) (6th wk). Excellent $11,00.0 or
close. Last week, $12,500.
. Stagedoor (A-R) (440; . $125$3.00) — “Gigi” (M-G) (47th wk).
Hep. $8,000. Last. week, $8,500.
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774;
$i:25-$1.50> — “Bolshoi Ballet”
(Iridie) (reissue) (3d wk). Slick
$4,200. Last week, $4,000.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (364;
$1.25)—“Ballet Romeo and Juliet”.
(Iridie (2d wk). .Fancy $2,400. Last .
week, $2,300.
. Alexandria (United California).
(1.170; $L50-$3.50) — “South Pa¬
cific” (Magna) (48th wk). Okay
$10,000 in 6 days. Last week.
$11,000.

Washington, June 2.
“Some Like It Hot” has frac¬
tured both the endurance and
gross marks at Capitol here going
into its llth week. Bardot import
“Love Is My Profession”: shapes
11 000
terrific opening week at Plaza.
Hyland
(Rank) . (1,057; : $U-^“Woman Obsessed” looms boffo in
initial round, at Palace. Keith’s is “Carry bn Admiral” (Rank) (2d
Sturdy $5,000. Last Week,
sock with. “Pork Chop Hill” for wk).
opening stanza. “Young Philadel¬ $7,000.
(FP) (3,343; 75-$1.25)—
«7s^nnnl0T
vTppfc elohnn ’ Dulli‘‘Iniitation of Life” <U; i7th wk. phians”: looks good, playing two "ItImperial;,
Happened, to Jane”
(Gol).
$15,000. Last week, $2_;000.
.. rjke £5 000 after $6 000 last week. houses. -!
Palace
<SW-Cineivma)/ <1.434; UJ“:
f
{f*Light $10,500.
Last Week, “Rio
Estimates for This Week
$1.25-$3.40'—“South Seas; Adven-|
,Shor) ‘J.500; 90—$1.25)
Ambassador-Metropolitan
(SW) Bravo” (WB) (3d;wk), same.
(Col).
International (Taylor) (557; $D—
ture” (Cinerama) <36lh wk*. Steady “ ^ S,a?J?pne<^
^anf
(1,490;
1,000;
90-S1.25)—“Young
$20,000. Last week, $24,000.
! Good $7,000.
Last week, ‘Alias Philadelphians”. <WB). Fine $15,- “Gigi” (M-G) (44th wk).
Sturdy
Roosevelt <B&K) <1.400; 90-S1.80) Jesse James’’ (UA <2d wki, $5,800. 0001
Last- week; “Man in Net” $3,500. Last week, $4,000.
Palace (RKO) <2.600; 90-$l,25J— (UA), $7,000, / •
Loew’s (Loew) (2,093; 75-$1.25)—
—“It Happened to Jane“ (Coll.
Strong $20,000. Last week; “Imita¬ “Young Philadelphians” <WBK Fair.
Capitol (Loew) (3,426; 90-$1.49) “Some Like It Hot” (UA) (7th wk).
tion Of Life” <U> QOth wk‘. $13,000. $8,000 or near. Last week, “Shane” “Some Like It Hot” (UA) (llth wk). Wham $12,000. Last week, $14,500.
Tivoli (FP) (995; $l,75-$2.40)—
State-Lake <B&K) <2,400; 90- • Par) and “Trouble With Harry” Enduring at big $12,000.
Last
“South Pacific!’" (Magna) (47th wk).
$1.801—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) <2d •Par) ! (reissues >, $6,000.
week, $13‘000.
Fancy
$8,000. Last week, capacity
wk‘. Trim $19,000. Last week,
Valley (Wiethe) . <1,200; $1.50Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.25)
$22,000. • '
•
$2,50—“Diary of Anne
Frank” —“Compulsion” (20th> (3d wk). $9,000.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 75-$1.25>—
Surf <H&E Balahan< <685- $1.25) (20th> (2d wk).
Holding to mild Oke $10,000. Last week, $12,500.
—“Law Is Law” <Cont) c2d wk>. $7,000 preem tempo.-Rave reviews
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-$1.49)— “Room at Top” (Cont). Sensation-,
Oke $3,800. Last week, $4,400.
Sock al turhaway biz at $10,000. Last
of Cincv Enquirer E. ,B. Radpliffe “Pork .Chop Hill” (UA).
Todd’s Cinestage rToddj <1,036; and Post & Times-Star Dale Ste- $15;000. : Laist week, “Thunder in week, “Too Many Crooks” (Rank)
(4th wk), $3,000.
90-31.80)—“A1 Capone” »A A) ..<■4th [yens,. spotlighted in extra ads, Sun” (par) (2d wk), $6,500.
University (FP) (1,556; 75-$1.25)
wk). Hep. $22.000.: or near. Last. credited with some improvements, , MacArthur <K-B) (900; $1,101—
week, $24,000.
!
. .
'__-.- „
“Two-Headed Soy” (Col) (3d wk). —“Tempest” (Par) (2d wk). Light
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.
United Artists «B&K) <1,700; 90- [.
Nifty $5,500. Last week, $6,800. .
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 75-$1.25)
Ontario (K-B) (1,240; 90-$1.49)—
filth wk)S°Boff $l6?0Q0. Last week! 1 PMIyS Top NcWCOIflCr
“Room at Top” (Cont) (5th wk). —“Mating Game” (M-G) (3d wk).
Baltimore, June 2.
$13,000.
: j
.
Still big. at $6,000. . Last week, Okay $8,000. Last Week, $11,000.
Biz has picked up slightly but
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90-$1.80)
$6,800.
not enough to excite; exhibs: who
—“World, Flesh. Devil” <M-G) (3d
.Palace (Loew) (2,390; 90-S1.25)—
are hoping for better things: With
wk). Good $15,000 or near. Last
“Woman Obsessed” .(2Qth).
Boff
the. coming of hot weather here.
week, $18,000.
$16,000.
Last week;
“Watusi”
Leading is “Diary of Anne Frank”
World (Teitel) <606; $1.25-$i.50)
(M-G),
$10,000.
.
Louisville, June. 2,
but it looks only fairish seat
Plaia
(TrL)v (276.;. 907$l-49)—
—*‘The Bed” .< Kings). Nicfe $5,300.
. “Young Philadelphians'’ is carry¬
basis at the New! “Room at the
Last week. “Horse's Mouth” iLo“Love Is My Profession” (Kings).
Top." is holding big in fifth round
ing the hall; for newcomers at the Torrid $12,000.. Last week, “Sins
pert) (12th wk), $3,100.
at
the Playhouse, but “Young Phil¬
Kansas City, June 2.
Mary Anderson this week. Other of Youth” (Janus) (3d wk), $2,500.
adelphians,” looms, rriildish in sec¬
Holiday weekend has some of
Town find) ..: (600; 90-$1.25)—
new entries are coming in with
ond at the Stanley.
the edge taken off by the Saturday
tepid takes: “imitation of Life” at VShane” (Par) (reissue) (3d wkL
‘•ManIn Net” shapes slow at MayMemorial Day although the lineup
Nice $3,000. Last week, $4,000.
fair as does “Pork Chop Hill” at
the Kentucky, in fifth week, still
Trans-Lux (T-L)- (600; 90-$1.49) of product is fairly strong. “Young the Hippodrome, both in . .first
is big at that main stem house. —“It Happened to Jane” (Col) (2d Philadelphians” at Paramount is
weeks. “It Happened to Jane” is
“World, Flesh and Devil” at the wk).
Tall $10,000 : after $14,000 nice. “Green Mansions” shapes light in second at the Century.
only fair at. the Midland. “Shaggy
Brown is slow :while “Count Your opener:
Dog” continues sock in three Fox "Woman.. Obsessed” is rated fair
Blessings”
at
United
Artists
•
looms
Uptown
(SW)
Gr100;
$1.25-$2.50)
Minneapolis, June 2.
in first at the Town*.
Midwest" theatres, its third week
Suchi formidable
entries
as drab. : “A1 Capone” at Rialto , is —“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th).
/. Estimates for This Week
downtown. Missouri Theatre re¬
“Pork i Chop Hill” and H “Young sluggish ih second round. General (2d wk). Mild $8,000/Last/week,
opened
Friday
under
RKO
opera¬
situation
here
finds
plenty
of
Century (R-F) (3,200; 50-$1.25)—
$10,000.
. /•
Philadelphians” are apparently be¬
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,308; tion with “Around World in 80 "It Happened to Jane” (Col) (2d
ing hurt by a long holiday weekend graduations demanding attention !
Days” but take-off was mild. Roxy wk). Light $4,000 after $7,000 in
of
younger
patrons.
$1.20-$2.75)—“South
Seas
Adven-.
which started for many workers
• •'
ture” (Cinerama) (24th. wk). Fine closed Monday fori ■ several weeks first.
Estimates for This Week
on Friday. It accounted for a con¬
of remodelling. “Imitation of Life”
Cinema (Schwaber) (460; 90siderable exodus from the city.Brown (Fourth Avenue) <T.20(); $13,000. Last" week, $13,700.
finally wound up a six Week run $L50) — “Love My Profession”
However, “Hill” is fancy at Lyric. 6Q-90)—“World,
Flesh, . Devil”
plus 5 days at the Roxy.
(Kings). Good $3,500/ Last week,
Latter is rated sturdy. Daylight (M-G). Slow $3,500. Last week,.
Estimates for This Week
“Eight Day of Week” (Cont) (4th
savings time continues to be ad¬ “Night Quarter Moon” (MrG) and
Brookside (Fox Midwest) (750; wk), $1,200. verse boxoffice influence, i
“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G),: same.
75-$1.50)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV) — Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90Lesser
newcomers,
“Watusi”
Kentucky (S witOW)
(900; 75(10th wk). Light $4,000. Last week, $1.50)—“He Who Must Die” (Indie)
and “Naked Maja” are drily. light. $1.25)-^“Imitatibn of Life” (U)
St. Louis, June 2.
$4,500.
• (2d wk). Big $3,000 after $1,800 in
Holdovers include “Windjammer” (5th wk). Big $5,000- Fourth week^
Although, major houses here are
Capri (Durwood) (628; $1.50, first.
•
•
in its 28th week and “Room at $6,000.
.•/
nearly all sporting new bills cur¬ $2.25, $2.50) — “South Pacific”
Top.”
Latter is lofty ini second.
Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; 50Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; rently, it does not mean much be¬ (Magna) (10th wk). Modest $4,500.
“Shane,” also in the second, looms
$1.25)—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA).
60r90)—“Young
Philadelphians” cause few of them: are drawing. Last week, $5,000.
unusually big for an oldie.;
(WB). Sturdy $6,500 or near. Last “Count Your Blessings” at Lotw’s
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) Thin $5,000. East week, “Shane”
Estimates for This Week
j week,
“Lonelyhearts’.’ (UA) . and is best With okay trade. “Young —“Henry V” (Indie). Back after (Par) (reissue) (2d wk), $4,000:
Academy (Mann) (947; i65r$1.25) “Last Mile” (UA), $4,000,
Philadelphians” shapes modest at several years, and first time , at
Little (R-F). (300; 50-$1.25)—
—“Naked
Maja”
(UA): . Dull
“Man In Net” is comparatively pop scale. Nifty “Milkmaid” (Indie) (2d wk). Mild
Rialto (Fourth Ave.j (3,006; 60- the St. Louis.
$3,500. Last week, “Compulsion” 90)—“A1 Capone” (AA) (2d wk),- mild at Orpheum. Only one hold¬ $2,000. Last week, “My Uncle” $1,500 afterr $1,200 in first.
(20th) (4th wk), $4,000.
i:
■ Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$l,25)—
Light $5,000 after first week’s over, “Gigi,” arid it is sharp in (Cont) (8th wk), $1,000.
Century
(S-W)
($1.75-$2.65)— $10,000,
eighth stanza at Shady Oak.
Man, in Net” (UA). Slow $4,000.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
“Windjammer” (NT) (28th wk).
. . Estimates for This Week . .
“Green Mansions” (M-G) and “New Last week, “Imitation of Life” (U)
United Artists (UA) >3,000; 60(9th
wk), $3,000.
Announcement
of
firialj weeks $1)—“Count
.
Apollo
Art
(Grace)
(700;
90Orleans;
After
Dark”
(AA).
Fair
Your
Blessings”
bringing in laggards.
Gives way (M-G). Dull $4,000 or near. Last $1.25)—“Beggar Student” (Iridie). $8,000 but stays nine days to get
Nov < R-F) (1,600; $1.25-$2)-r(Continued
on
page
15)
-.
...
(Coptinued
on
p/ge
15)
(Continuedr on page ] 15)
.
Continued: on page 15).
Week, “Naked Maja” (UA), $3,500. i

$ .

.,

‘Diary’Modest $8,000 In
Balto; ‘Pork’ Thin 5G,
‘Obsessed- Fair $5,000

In L’ville, Lofty $6,500;
‘Life’Lush 5G in 5th

‘Pork Chop’Rich $7,500,
Mpls.; ‘Windjammer’ Big
13G, ‘Phillys’ Fancy 8G

‘CODNT’ ROBUST 11G,
ST, LOO; ‘SllAt^ $10,000

/
.
.
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LA. Soft Albeit ‘Pork’ Rich $21,000;
Flesh' Hot 19G, Mysterians’ 19' 2G:
Dog’ Bolt 26G, ‘Room’ Big 10G, 3d
Los Angeles, June* 2. ;4*'
- ■■■ ■. 1
' ..!■'■ v
■
■
Local ftrstrruns continue on soft
ttai)
A ©n CAA
side this stanza despite fairly brisk SOIHC ilOt r 1TI6 $u,i)uUj
biz oyer holiday weekend, with few
>• «WinriSfliniTlpr*
bills showing much drawing power.
iTOrlr., VV UlCljaniiner Ovj
“Pork Chop Hill” paces newcomPortland, Ore., June 2,
ers With a hefty $21,000 likely at
Biz is unexciting here currently
three theatres. “World, Flesh and despite the launching of new fare.
Devil” looks big $19,000 for two Two holdovers continue in high
houses.
gear* “Some Like It Hot” is fine
’‘Mysterians” paired with “First at: Fox in fourth round.- “WindMan Into Space” is rated okay jammer” holds for a fourth rous$19 500 for three sites. “Woman ing frame at the Hollywood. “Pork
Obsessed” should do so-so $13,000 Chop Hill” at Paramount is dull,
or close in three spots.
“Young Philadelphians” shapes
“Shaggy Dog” still is city’s lead- slow and “World, Flesh and Devil”
er, with fine $26,000 In third round, dim at Broadway fOr opening
three sites, including Downtown weeks.
Par where a stageshow last Sunday
. Estimates for This Week
helped:, “Young PhiJadelpWans”
Broadway (Parker) : (1,390; $1looks sturdy in second Hollywood $150)—“World,
Flesh,
Devil”
Paramount frafne. ■ . (M-G) and “Panama Sal” (Rep).
Some Like It Hot
is lush Dim $4 000., Last week, “Watiisi”
$15,000 in eighth Chinese week (M.G) and “No Place To Land”
“Room At Top” is pushing to big (DA ) S3 3nrt
*10,000 . in thira
Fii (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.49)
••Around World tn 80 Days^ended _..gome Llke it Hot" (UA) (4th
127-week run at the Carthay with ;wk)
Fine - $6 500
Last week,
a terrific $2,572,700 total on 1,415 $7€00.
' '
paid performances.
Hollywood
Hollywood (Evergreen) (1;200;
Estimates for This Week
$l‘r49-$1.75)^“'
$1‘I49-$1.75)—“Windjammer” (NT)
Los Angeles, Fox Beverly, Pan- (4th wk). Solid $8,000 or near. Last
takes (FWC-RKO) (2,017; 1,170; week, $9,200.
2 815; 90-$1.50) — “Woman ObOrpheuin
(6,100; $1Orpheum (Evergreen)
(E1
sessed” (20th) and “Night to Re- $1.49)—“Young
Philadelphians”
member” (UA) (1st general run). (WB) and “Westbound” (WBL Slow
So-so $13,000 or near. Last Week* $6,000. Last week. “Al Capone”
Los Angeles with Hollywood, (AA) and “Gunsmoke Tucson”
(AA). $6,400, .
.
“House on Haunted Hill’ (AAV, (AA),
Paramount (Port-Par)(3*400; $1“Cosmic Man” (AA) (2d wk), $10,Pari
$1.50)—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) and
000. Fox Beverly, Pantages with $1.50>Downtown Paramount. Uptown, “Wink Of Eye” (UA). Dull $6,000_.
Loyola, “Shaggy Dog” (BV), “Alias Last week, “Shane” (Par) and
Jesse James” (UA) (Fox Beverly), “Tokyo After Dark” (Par), (re“Golden Age Comedy” (DCA) (re- issues), $4,200.
issue) (other houses) (2d . wk),
. . •—————-—

Devil” (M-G): Big $19,000. Last
week, Egyptian, “Diary of Anne
Frank” (20th) (8th wk-4 days),
$5,500. State with Hawaii, Wiltern,
“Watusi” (M-G), “Nowhere To Go”

fork Bangup 19G,

•.
fVf oil
(TTI
I* J H/l
KhlllV* rlftCl!
ili
f Mill V * i 1CM1 111

Wilshlre, HollywholesalHxfdaffrim X city
%ood iMetropolitan-FWCI <2.213; because Af soaring femDeraturK
forpheu^ Holfewd). Hetty ^

000 or close. Last week, Orpheum
icnf£l
with Warner Beverly. Vogue, “Man
in Net” (UA). “Gunfight at Dodge ^“dout new pic, with awatt^ke
).700. Fox Wilshife. at the Fox. “World, Flesh and
Sleeping Beauty (BV) (17th; wk-e] ^'
days), $3,800.
wnue inunaer in &un .is oniy
Hilistreet. Wiltern. Iris (Metro•
,, , ,
politamSW-FWC> <2,75.2; ' 2.344; , -}<W Philadelphian^ looks
825; 90-$i:50)—“Mysterians” (M-G) boffo. iu second round at the Stanand “First'Man Into Space” (M-G). iey. .“Shaggy Dog” is big in fifth
Okay. $19,500 or near. Last week, session at the Randolph and "ImiHillstreet, “Imitation of -Life” . (U) tation of Life" continues; socko in
(4th wk). “Monev; Women. Guns’*- seventh frame at Arcadia. “Al
(Indie), $2,700. Iris, “Gigi” (M-G) Capone” is rated hep in fourth
(8th wk), “Gidget” (Col) (4th wk), week at the Stanton.
$3,600.
Estimates, for. This Week
Vogue (FWC) (825;. 90-$1.50)—Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$1.80)—<
“House on Haunted Hill” (AA) “Imitation of Life” <U).-.(7th wk).
(m.o. and “Macabre” (AA) (reis¬ Socko $8,000. Last week, $9,000.
sue). Mild $2,200.
Boyd . (SW-Cinerama)
(1,430;,
. Downtown (SW) (1,757; 90-$l,50)
—“Battle Cry” (WB) and “Battle $L10-$2.60)-^“South Seas AdvenHyirin” (U) (reissues) (5 days). Soft ture^’ (Cinerama) (15th wk). Big
$2,500. Last week, “Heroes and •
(Continued on page 15)
Sinners” (Indie) and “La Parisi^ -.

^o.(UA’ "•dssue) I2d Wk) PHILLYS OK $7,000

Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
|M niSlij r ^TUITIUID^
(1.468; $l:40r$2.40)—“Young Philill UMAfiA,
Oil
adelphians” (WB) (2d wk). Hefty
Omaha Tune 2
$13,500. Last week, $18,500.
A rainv holiday vi^ekend^ius a
Hawaii; (G&S) (1,106; 90-$1.50)^
^ah^DrSaSctW^"Question ol Adultery”; (BregJ Irei kibosh on Memodil Bav week biz
(reissue).
^
. Dullw*$1,500.• * •
.■ ■ •
hotsy entry is “Tom Thumb” at the
"Vouug Philadelphians” is
Loyola
»yola (ABPT-FWC) (3*300;
(3.3Q0; 1,715
1,715; nfcair
uf. the.
fho Omaha,
nmnhu but
i«,t “Woman
okay at
1298; 90-$1.50) — “Shaggy Dog’ Obsessed” shapes slim at the
(BV)
wk) and ■ “Golden Age Orpheum. Hard-ticket “South PaComedy” (DCA) (reissue) (3d wk, cific” is still handsome m the. 32d
Downtown f Paramount, .Loyola), round at the cooper.
‘Thuoder An Sun” (Par) (1st wk.
Estimates for This Week
Uptown). Fine $26,000 or near.
Cooper (Cooper) (708- $1.50, Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$l*50) $2 20)
“South Pacific” (Magna)
t?6?’’ (C?nt2«^d«wk)wk).
Good $6,500,
Last week,'
^i n non t
cnn ■
I (32d
--.
T ’
Bigr $10,000.
Last week, $9,600.
$5,000; ■
Four Star (UATC) (868; $1.25-$2)
Omahai (Tristates) (2,066; 75^$1)
-Compulsion'*,■-<20tli>_ (6th ^wk). — “Young Philadelphians” (WB);
Stout $5,000. Last week, $6,500.
Okay $7,000. Last week, “CompulChinese (FWC) (1,408; $2-$2.40) siOn” (20th). $4,000.
—“Some Like It Hot” (UA) (8th
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75wk). Rousing $15,000, Last week, $1) — MWoman Obsessed” (20th).
$14,700* .
. .
:
Tame $6,000; Last week, "Gidget”
New Fox, El Rey. Warner Ber- CCol), $6,500.
•rly (FWC-SW1 (765; 861; 1,61$; . State (Cooper) (772; 90)—“Tom
90-$1;50)—“Auntie Mame” (WB) Thumb” (M-G). Hotsy $6,000. Last
(8th wk. Now Fok; 3d wk, El Hey; week, “Green; Mansions” (M-G),
(Continued on #age 15)
$3,500.

Detroit, June %.
Fast.5 pace continues , this week
though some of newcomers are
not so big. “Woman Obsessed”
shapes only okay at the Fox. “It
Happened. to Jane” looks good at
the United Artists while “The
Mysteriahs” is fine at the Adams.
“Shane” is rated good on re¬
issue at Broadway-Capitol. “Love
Is My Profession” was great in
first, round: at the Trans-Lux Krim.
“Shaggy Dog” continues smash
and leader of the strong hold¬
overs in fourth; session at the
Michigan. “Pork Chop Hill” looks
smash in second week at. the
Palms.
“imitation- of Life” stays lively
in sixth session at the Madison.
“South Seas. Adventure” shapes
socko in 35 th week , at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week ■ ...
■ Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,900;. 99$1.25)—“Woman Obsessed" (20th)
and “Juke Box. Rhythm” (Col).
Okay $15,000. Last week, ‘‘Horrors
of Black Museum” (Al) and
“Headless Ghost” (Al), $19,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; $1.25-$1.49)—“Shaggy Dog"
(BV) and “Rawhide Trail” (Indie)
(4th wk). Sensational $20,000. Last
week, ditto.
Palms <UD) (2,961; $1.25-$1.49).
■—‘■Pork Chop Hill” (UA). and
“Outlaw’s Son” (UA) (2d wk).
Great $18,590. Last week, $21,000.
Madison ..(UD) (1,900; $1.25$1;49)—“Imitation of Life" .(U)
(6th Wk). Wow $14,000. Last week,
$15,000. ;
Broadway-Capitol (UD) (3,500;
90-$l.25)—“Shane” (Par) (reissue)
and “Bermuda Affair” (Indie).
Good $10,000. Last week, “Frank¬
enstein's Daughter” . (Al) and
“Missile to Moon” (Al), $8,900.
j
United Artists (UA) (1,667;
$125-$1.49)
“It Happened" To
Jane” (Col; and “Young Land”
(Col): Fine $11,000. Last week,
“Room at Top” (Indie) (3d wk),
$5,500.
Adams . (Balaban) (i:700; $1.25$1.50)-—“Mysterians” (M-G) and
“First Man into Space” (M-G).
Good $10,000. Last week, “Count
Blessings” (M-G) (2d wk), $6,500.
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,208; $1.55-$2.65) — “South Seas
Adventure” (Cinerama) (35th wk).
Great $15,000. Last week, $15,400;
Trans-Lux Krim (Trans-Lux)
(1,000; $l:49-$1.65)—“Love Is My
Profession” (Indie) (2d Wk). First
week ended Monday (1) was great
$13,000.
;

HhriGdsqr Falls to Perk B’way; ‘Pork,’
Stageshow Fair $50,000, 'Obsessed’
Tall 31G, 'GirF-Stageshow Sock 142G
Much cooler wreather Sunday
(31) arrived too late to do Broad¬
way first-run business much good
Film gross estimates as re¬
on the holiday weekend. With
Memorial Day falling -on Saturday
ported herewith from the vari¬
(30), there wasn’t the usual influx
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
of visitors to N.Y. Arid the torrid
without usual tax. Distrib¬
weather through which the deutors share on net take, when
luxers suffered on last Thursday
playing percentage, hence the
and Friday kept others away. This
estimated figures are net in¬
heat also sent thousands outdoors
come.
and away from Broadway. All of
The parenthetic admission
which
is making for a routine week
prices, however, as indicated,
at the wickets.
include the U. S. amusement
“Woman
Obsessed” is heading
t ax. ' '
.
.
for a fine $31,000 opening stanza
at the Paramount. “Pork Chop
Hill” with stageshow looks only
fair $50,000 in opening session at
the Roxy, and likely will move up
the opening of “This Earth Is
Mine” at this house. Reissue of
“Here to Eternity” look's like a
good $10,500 for first week at the
small Odeon.
"Ask Any Girl” with stageshow
. Denver, June 2.
is holding with socko $142,000 in
“Shaggy Dog” is still wowing second
round at the Music Hall, in¬
them with record grosses in third suring it of at least a third session.
week at Denver Theatre. Unset^ It probably will hold.longer. “Some
tied weekend weather helped box- Like It Kotv climbed ahead of the
office take in general. “Woman previous week to land a great $36,000 in ninth stanza at the State.
Obsessed” is rated fine at the Cen¬ * Second week of “Young Phila¬
tre. “Pork Chop Hill” is tall in delphians” shapes nice $21,000 at
second. “World. Flesh and- Devil” the Criterion. Second for “World,
Shapes sad at RKO Orpheum, also Flesh and Devil” is down to fair
$19,000 at the Capitol.. Third round
second: .
of “Alias Jesse James” is heading
Estimates for This Week
for a good $14,090 at the Astor.
“Room at Ton” edged up to great
-Centre CFox> (1,270» ($1-$1.45)—
“Woman Obsessed” (2Qth). Fine $16,500 in ninth session at the arty
$10,000. Last week, “Imitation of Fine Arts. “Mirror Has Two Faces”
Life” (U) (3d wk), $8,500.
f is rated only okay $7,500 for open¬
Denham (Indie) (1,584) (75-$l)— ing round at the Baronet "Virtu¬
“Floods of Fear” (Rank). Sad ous Bigamist” was in much the
$3,000 and pulled after 5 days. same category with $7,500; for
Last week, “Hangman” (Par), opener at the Normandie.
- '"Al Capone” looks fancy $15,600
$7,000.
10th round at the Victoria. Both
Denver (Fox) (2.4321 ($1-$1.25)— in
“Compulsion” In ninth -week at
“ShaggyDog” (BV) (3d wk). Mighty the
Rivoli, and “Diary of Anne
$16,000. Last week, $25,000.
Frank,” in 11 th frame at the Pal¬
Esquire (Fox) <650) (90) —“One ace, are traveling at light gait
Summer of Happiness” (Indie). currently. “John Paul Jones” is
Good $2,500. Last week, “Adul- due into the Riv shortly,
tress” (Indie), $2,500. e
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (RKO) (2,690) (75-$l)— ' Astor (City Inv.) <1,300; 75-$2)—
“World, Flesh, Devil” (M-G), (2d “Alias
Jesse James” (UA) (3d wk).
wk). Sad $5,500. Last week, $7,50CT: This
session winding up Friday <5)
Paramount (Indie) (2,100) (75-$l) is heading for good $14,000. Sec¬
—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) (2d wk). ond, $19,000.
Excellent $11,000.
Last week,
Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25$17,500. .
$1.80) — “Mirror Has 2 Faces”
(Cont) <2d wk). First round ended
Monday (1) was only.ekav $7,500.
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
—“World, Flesh, Devil” (M-G) (3d
wk). First holdover stanza finished
yesterday (Tues.) dipped to fair
$19,000. Initial week, $27,500.
Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 95-$2)—
“Young Philadelphians” (WB) (2d'
wk). This round finishing today
(Continued cn page 15)
Memorial (RKO) (3.000; 60$1.10)—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA)
and “King of \Yild Stallions” (AA).
Fancy $15,000. Last week, “Alias
Jesse James” (UA) and “Cop
Hater” (UA) (2d-wk). $9,000: •
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70$1.10)—“10 Commandments” (Par)
(rerun) (3d, wk). Second week
ended Sunday (31>, slow $5,500.
First week, $7,500.-vProvidence. June 2.
Paramount (NET) <2,357; 70Strand is finding “The Young
$1.10)-—“Thunder in Sun” (Par), Philadelphians” a healthy draw
and “Hangman”. (Par). Fair $8,000. and is leading the city. Majestic
Last week. “Imitation of Life” (U) is a close contender with “It Hap¬
(2d runV. $9,000.
pened To Jane.” RKO 4Jbee is
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-$l.lC) rated good with “Tempest.” Loew’s
r—“Riot in. Juvenile Prison” (AA) State, with “Night of Quarter
and “At War with Army” (reissue). Moon.” looms drab.
Oke $5,000. Last week, “Accursed”
. Estimates for This Week
(AA) and “Al Capone” (AA) (re¬
Albee (RKO) (2.200; 65-80)—
run), $4,500.
[ “Tempest” (Par) and “Great St.
Saxon. (Sack) (1,100; $1.50-$3) Louis Robbery” <UA>. Good $7,— ‘Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) 000. Last week, “Al Capone” (AA)
(5th Wk). Good $9,000. Last week, and “Arson for Hire” (AA). $9,000.
$8,000.
■ Majestic (SW) <2,200; 65-80)—.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (730; 75-$1.25V “It Happened To Jane” (Col) and
—7“Venus: dn Broadway”
(Indie) l “Two Headed Spy” iCol). Hep
and “Untouched” (Indie). Oke ! $7,500. Last week, ^Warlock”
$4,000.. Last week, “Joined For (20th)
and
“Alaska Passage’^
Life” (Indie) (2 days); “Wife for (20th). $8,000.
State (Uoew) (3*200; 65-80)—
Night” (Indie) and “Street of
Shame” (Indie) (5 days). $3,000. - “Night of .Quarter Moon” (M-G)
Orpheum (Loew) (2,900; 90- and “Nowhere To Go” (UA). Dull
$1.50)—“Green Mansions” (M-G) $6,500. Last- week. “Mating Game**
and “Menace in Night” (UA). (M-G) and “Man Inside” (Col; (2d
Fairly good $13,000. Last week,. wk), $6,000.
Strand (National Realty). (2,200:
“Some Like it Hot” (UA) (5 days),
80-$L25)—“Young Philadelphian***
$7,509.
State (Loew) (3,600; 90-$lJ0)— (WB). Nice $8,000, Last wedt.
“Doctor’s; Dilemma*’ (M-G) (2d “Thtmder In Sun” (Par) and
wk). Slight $6,000. Last week, “Gideon Scotland Yard” (Col),
$8,000.
$5,000.

Estimate# Are Net

‘Mansions’ $13,009, Sun’ Fair $8,j
Boston, June 2.
Hot weather is sloughing: biz in
current round, holiday upbeat .fail-,
ing to materialize. Memorial Day*,
patrons moved out to the outdoors
in droyes. “Pork Chop Hill” at
Memorial tops newcomers with
fancy takings. “Green Mansions”
looks fairly good at Orpheum.
“Thunder in Sun” is rated fair
at Paramount.
“Room at Top” is holding smash
at Kenmore in third. “Diary of
Anno Frank” . is picking up some
in fifth, on hard-ticket at ■’■the.
Saxon. “Young Philadelphians”
looms great at Gary in second.
“.Gigi” is holding hotsy in. the.
22d round at Beacon Hill on grind.
Estimates for This Week v
Astor (B&Q) (1,371; $1.25-$1.50)
—“It Happened To Jane” (Col)
(4th wk). Third week was. good
$6,500. Last week, $7,500.
Beacon Hill. (Sack) (678; $1$1.50)—“Gigi” : (M-G) (22d . wk).
Nice $4,500. Last week, same.
Boston (SW-Cinefama* (1,354;
$1.25-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) (8th wk). Hotsy
$18,000. Last week, ditto.
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 90-$1.50)—
“Third Sex” (Indie). Smash $12,000. Last week, “He Who Must
Die” (Indie) (6th wk), $3,000.
Gary (Sack) (1,240; 90-$1.50)—
“Young Philadelphians” (WB) (2d
wk). - Great $13,000. Last week,
$15,000. •> .
^eilmore (Indie) (700; $1.25$1.50)—^“Roonl at Top” (Cont) (3d
wk); Smash $11,000. Lart week,
$12,000.

‘PhifiysTiotl,.
Prov.; ‘Jane
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Callas Gives Germans
Her Full Performance
Starting With No-Show

2d; ‘Sapphire* 8G. ‘Buccaneer*

Frankfurt, May 26.
: With temperamental primai-donna
( antics not seen here in decades,
'-Maria Merieghirii Callas- won her.; self. .thousands of admirers—and
i some detractors — with her first
I concert tour of this land.

Russo Dancers To London

London, June 2.
• The rival heads of Britain’s two
major film corporations appear td
i be involved in a tussle as to

London, June. 2.
London, May- 26.
The Georgian. State Dance Co,
The break in the weather over
,
First off, Callas. didn’t sh.ow up from the Caucasus will be making i^
• • ••
• .
'sbou*d
the Whitsuntide holidays was some
j for her, starting. German concert; its .first visit to Britain for. a sea- j be accepted as British, quota and*
help to West End first-ruins, al¬
[ May 10 at the Wiesbaden Fest Hall*'son at the Royal Albert* Hall Nov. ; therefore, qualify additionally for
Madrid,
May
26
.
though, on the whole the results
Producer Edward Aiperson has ! Four separate airlines ( Italian, j 8 through to Nov. 25. This is a | the Eady levy. Sir Philip Warter
were slightly below hopes.! Apart
from the well-established i;block¬ started . preparations for . “Sea Spanish/Swiss and German) all:an- sequel to an agreement signed in ’chairman of Associated British Ph>I
“If 01 AS?ociate? RnUsh Pic
busters, the best impression was Nymph” this week and plans to nounced that the Italian, wonder Moscow in December-last between ;
company. prpmade by “Some Like It Hot,7 which shoot the entire film on the Isle * would pe aboard, -and, all invited • the Ministry Of Culture and Vic-. ;.^Fe v£rp«
hit a record $14,000 opening week of Majorca and in offshore waters. 1 the press . out .to mpet ;and -.'greets, tor Hochhaiiser, who is sponsoring i d^ces the Pathe News, advocates a
v a Callas-less/plane."v.-V./
1 the British tour.
^ange in the.Films Act,..but John
He
starts
late
in
June,
with
Stuart
and held near that in second at
Heislef directing from a W. R. i Some 140.0. tickets had. been, sold ! The 80-strong troupe will follow ‘
’0rtanS
on™™™
the London Pavilion.
Also in the chips was! -pork'
: siremplay for 20tn-Fox; to. the first concert, at.prices up4 the London .season with a twothp nfmll *
newsreels,
Chop Hill.” which looks smash S12, I . Alperson left here for Parts to to a nifty $17—and the Wiesbaden week engagement at the Manches- .
;
800 or near in first round at Ddeon. \
, D|mongeot before promenades . were thronged with ; ter Opera House* beginning Nov. .
•
- couples
- —
>
The issue came to the fore last
mink-coated and. tuxedoed
. 30.
Leicester Square. “Sapphire” was : casf1!1g-ma^e *ea(*week
when
the
Cinematograph
j who hadn’t gotten the word of the
okay with $8,000 in its third week1
Films Council considered a joint
no-show. Likewise, the luxury Wiesat Leicester Square Theatre,
memorandum
from
Sir
Philip Warj baden hbter where she had; reser“The Buccaneer” was solid $7*
ter and Lord Rothefmere on behalf .
j VatipnSi her German manager and
500 in third Plaza stanza. “Room
}
of
Pathe
Nows
and
Movietone
i eyen; the conductor didn’t find out
At Top” looks great in 13th; Rialto
| News', and a statement from Davis*
until later .that Callas wasn’t comweek. “Shaggy Dog” was sturdy at
p
.
«T
«i
•
who.
was
unable
to
attend
the
! ingr-due to-;a: cold that held her
Studio One in second session.
up; in Milan, Concert was ultimately
Among the holdovers ’’Seven
Mexico City, June 2.
Warter ana,
and Rothermere
postponed two week's,
"Wonders of World” led the field
Honolulu, June 2. | Both ^v!rier
Bias Lopez Fandos, headi of
_
, . ’ . .
, .
v. :! argued that newsreels, while perwith a great $19,500 in its 65th Peliculas Nacionales, sounded off j Callas did appear May 15 in HamGround is being broken this, forming a pul)li(,
Casino week. “South Pacific” was in what may weil be a bid for pro¬ ! burg, and created a sensation, with
just behind at $19,000 in 57th ducer-backing to sew up all cirie- i 1:897 cramming into the town's week for a $500,000 theatre in larly in presenting the British way
1 Musikhaile,. Tickets there
*
went Waikiki, to be built by Royal The- of life in overseas markets, were
week
was
. . . att the Dominion.
, A.“Gigi”
•
: mas in this capital city for Mexifrom $2.50 to $25—with last-minute1 atres Ltd. Circuit hopes to hold ru,?ning at heavy losses in the
V^tv.°W CaPenn X-e
i can Product. And at the same time
■■■■’■,
V
,
.
^ British m a r k e t. estimated at
bia "ith a great $12,600 in loth.
, squeeze out. or . reduce to a mini-. black-marketers trying to peddle
ducats for; as much as $75; each,:the . gran“ opening during the ar0und $3,000 weekly per reel. If
Estimates for Last Wepk
: mum the; exhibition time all forsome succeeding, and some jat the' Christmas holidays. The,l:200-seat [they Were to be continued there
Astoria
»CMA)
(1.474; 1 $1.20- * eign screenings
(predominantly
last minute having to drop the 1 theatre Wili be ’* Hawaii’s first in- ^ would need to be hn additional at-'
$2.15)—“Around
World
In
60 [ Hollywood product ).
Days” <UA» <99th win. Fine j$6.400. j
In:abatement admitting the lack .price below that printed on the. ternational showcase; according to traction, and their acceptance ay
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 7Q-$2.15)>jiJ>f--OT
here in which to tab as not too many showed; up to . Lewis P. Rosen, Royal prexy, j British quota. plus the compen—“Serious Charge” <Eros)
show national product,. Fandos ■ '.buy.,. t h e s e last - minute eictrava-; drawing first-run product , from bating levy, would go some way
; Hollywood, Japan and Europe.
[ towards easing the .load.
Fair $4,200 or. near^FIrst was said: “It would be ideal if we ganzas.
♦
hoiirs^ before the concert! To be known as the Royal State, | John Davis opposed this view*
$4,500. “Diary of >Anne Frank” i could count on having all mo(20t.h> follows June 3.
• tion picture theatres in the ,Fed- started, the Cologne record com- jt Win be opened, coincidental With j point- and argued for the status
Casino 'Indie) (1.155; 7(j-$2.15>; eral District; (this city and sub- pany Electrola^announced special/the circuit’s 25th anni. Theatre’s . Quo on the main1 assumption that
the entire Callas reper-; name> 0£ course, recognizes Ha-: sthe Films . Act was designed to
—“Seven
Wonders
of
World” [urban
environments!
because release
(Robin) [05th wk>. Great $19,500.! this would mean a distinct success . toirp of ,16 complete Operas and 19 ; waii’s admission to the U. S. as Foster feature and (short production
: as distinct from topicals.
*
Columbia <Col> <740; $1.05-$2:5Q) ' at the boxoffice for the Mexican [ singles on the German market.. On . the 50th state.
—“Gigi” <M-G> < 15th wk>. [ Fancy j picture, industry. What we have
seeker ^smiig^IethM^ WayMnfo ?her' Located behind ; the- Princess ^ Although the Films Council de^
$12,600 for 13 shows, just; below; achieved Until now is a definite
' car, the street w*ashstre.wn with her Kaiulani hotel,, the Royal State . ferred a decision uritil further info
capacity.
? conquest of the exhibition market.
favorite roses, and the opera house i Wllluhave a considerable adjacent is made available, it is considered
Dominion »CMA') ‘1,712;; $1.05- and we will never give up in ihe.
manager had the foreSipiogh?^^to*i
^a-.Pms 300 earmarked, unlikely that it would eventually
$2.20'—“South
Pacific’* ' ».20th> nrive to improve ■ our exploitation
completely redecorate ^er star!
ip a ^oon-to-be-built parking recommend the Board of Trade ;
<57th wk>. Boff $19,000.
; Conditions.”
1 dressing roorh
. garage across the street. It will prexy to propose an amendment to
Empire (M-G) (3.099; 53-$1.70)!
In effect. Fandos is only echo1
^ - She. received a 30 minute ovation^
jerey of ^agd The the Films Act+ to allow, newsreels ;
—“Little Hut” (reissue) (M-G >. arid ing. the sentiments of a considerand police broke a way for her and courV gar1denv,s’1 *nA oversize, foyer o rate as; quota:-* In recent years
*T11 Cry Tomorrow” < M-G) (re- able segment of the producing
U“ lhe infl“cnce
the topical has
Issue). Moderate $5,800. ; “Look, fraternity \vhor for years, have her miniature French poodle thru ■ ?naahai^■1■^nn■■wfl^ShSlP1?^,
the crowds and back to her luxury ,
beeri ofthe "la|?’and pnly 3 sma?l
Back In Anger” iABP) opens w;th ■ been bellyaching about the long hotel’s
six-room suite
“ enhance the old Hawaiian at-; percentage of British theatres is
Royal pireem on May 28. J
-waits
for exhibition
of
their
.On May 20, at Munich the press ; mosphere of the Itlod€rn theatre.: now playing newsreels as part of
.Gaumont
<CMA*)
(1.500;
50- “epics.” However, it is this selftelevision and radio reps waited " The screen will be able to show, the regular weekly program. The
$1.70»—“The
Hangman” “Pan., same Fandos who, in a contradicthree hours for her to appear_ arL>’ current film processes. Instead . unions, however, mainly from an
Poor $4,500.
tory second-breath statement, at

k

Peliculas Topper Would
Sew Up All Cinemas In
Mex City For Local Pix

Royal Chain’s 1 ^00-Seat
House, Costing $500,000

First on Waikiki | meeting;

while she made a.tour of the Daim1 of 3 conventional stage, there will ’ employment angle, are siding vith
Leicester Square Theatre;'CM A). the same interview denied that
ler-Benz factory’ at Stuttgart which be a podium arrangement permit- .; Warter and Rothermere^ in a bid to .
(1.376;
50-31.70)—“Sapphire” there is an outsize number of
had presented her With a 300 Mer- tinS the auditorium’s use for con- protect their members working in
(Rank) i3.d wk>. Okay $8,000 or: Mexican films in cans, ( According
cedes for her German tour—and ventions. lectures and private pro- ; laboratories”
near.
Second.
$11,500.
“Shake to producers, the amount fluctuates
Hands With Devil” <UA) follows j between a'low. of 50 to a high of W*hen she.finally arrived,.she swept grams.
This,1s the Royal circuit's initial ’ k
May 27.
80 pix awaiting exhibition dates i. into her hotel over, the flower-[
London Pavilion <UA) | (*1.217;:
Fandos said that last year a strewn path, refused all interviews : inroad into Waikiki, an area served
50- $1.70)—“Some Like It Hot” total of 88 Mexican films, were and Went to bed w’rth the sniffles, to date exclusively by Consoli¬
1 dated circuit’s Waikiki and Kuhio i
(UA) ‘2d wk*. Heading for wow: preemed as compared with me an- • her manager;reported. .
theatres. Circuit plans a continu- \
$14,000 or near, same, as [record nual production^ of 84 for the. cornous performance policy, also a
_Santiago, May 26[
opening week.
pany ( producers, allied with Peli“first” in Waikiki.
The 1959 concert season of the
Odeon, Leicester Square ’< CM A) culas Nacionales.; with major part
(2.200;
50-51.70'—“Pork ' Chop of this product aimed at. the local
Rosen expressed himself eiithu- Chilean National Symphohy. schedHill” (UA). Looks to finish at market and some of it exploited in
siasticall;.. He said that jet plaite uled to start May 22, has been cansnmsh $12,800 or close.
Central
and
South
America i.
j service 'starting this.fall) will dou- celled as the result of strife [beOdeon, Marble Arch *CMAv »2.Therefore, the exhibition pic1
. 'Mexico City: June 2.
-hie Hawaii’s tourist business: With-r tWeen musicians and the Musical
200: 50-31.70'—“Day Of Outlaw” ture is not too grave. The chief
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., expected in two years; Rosen said that the Extension Institute of the U. of
(UA.) '2d wk). Fair $4,000, First trouble, according to Fandos, is : here this month to talk;a film deal. Royal State, representing an over- Chile which. * manages . orchestra,
was $5,700.
|
that every Mexican producer wants ; also will be sought put: by other all' development investment of The Institute now has been authorPlaza ‘Par) »1.902; 70-$1.70)-— to have his picture shown in the ; Mexican producers for his services., about $1,000,000, indicates the cir- -ized by the. president of Chile,
“Buccaneer” (Par) '3d wk). Steady three top houses:. Roble, . Varie- [ Chief: contender for the. actor, is cult’s tremendous confidence in Jorge Alessandri, and the rec or
$7,500. Second. $10,100.
f
• dades and. the Alameda, This is . producer Jesus Sotomayer who, in the future.:
of. the university. Juan Gomez Mil-.
Rialto (20th> '592: 50-$I.30'— a physical impossibility since these • association, .with Robert Lippert, |
-——■—=—^——[ las, to “suspend” the musicians
“Room At Top” ‘20th) '13th wk)., houses also have .major commit-' ‘[want ,to sign. Fairbanks to appear j
-.
and reorganize, the aggregation.
Fancy S4.600.
i
, ments
for
showing
Hollywood
| Personnel of the orchestra, are [on
thinKre:
Ritz
'M-G)
<432: .50-51.30)— product. .

CHILE DISBANDS ITS
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

Douglas Fairbanks Due
In Mexico in Film, TV

oniy

“Some Came Running” ‘M-Gi (3d.
wk*. Modest $2,500. Second was
$3,000.
|
Studio One 'APT) '600; 30-$1.20)
—^“Shaggy Dog” (BV) . *2d wk).
Sturdy $4,500. First was $5,000.
Warner (WB> '1.785; 50-$1.7Q>—
“City Jungle” *\VBi '2d wkb Neaf
$7,500. Opening week was !S9.500.
“Rio Bravo” 'WB> follows Jllne 4-

ORMANDY CONDUCTS
AT RED SEA PORT

As for the so-called total of 80
films in cans, Taridos brushed this
off by saying that he considers a
film ready for" exploitation when it
has trailers completed, a sufficient
number .of copies awaiting distribution and the. press books, adverdsing aiid other exploitation material
also ready to go. . Only about a
dozen ■'films now fulfill; this re¬
quirement, Fandos-said, including
“Flor
de
Mayo,”
“Happiness.”
“When One Loves, One! Loves,”
“Born To Love.” etc. .
1
. Fandos also- said. that, more pix
theatres «an be secured if. producers Vvill “hurry up and finish
Pictures quickly” so that
these new houses can count on a
steady supply of product.

Tel Aviv: May 26.
1
An audience of about 2.20(1 heard
the first full-scale symphony ever ;
given at the Red Sea Port of Eilat j
In the southern-most part,of, Israel
when Eugene Ormandy, |pf the
Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted
the Israel Philharmonic Orchestra |
London, June 2.
in a classical program of; Beet-1
Continuing its penetration into,
hoven and Brahms.
Isaac Stern business not directly concerned
was the violin soloist.
[
; with films, the Rank Organization
Orchestra was flown to. Eilat in j has taken over the Wharf dale
three Dakota planes in the after- j Wireless Works at Bradford in
noon and returned at night. after j Yorkshire. No price for the deal
the concert (flight is one [and a .has been revealed.

solved so far is that it: will be pro¬
duced in Mexico and will be. done
r by a Mexican director.
:
Fairbanks wants to obtain the
; services of Luis Bunuel as director 1

Irish Daily Censors
‘Savage’ in Film Ad

§

the.government payroll and, as gov-

Geneva. June 2. , thorities through. the university,- a
Diplomatic and political brass ( ^Me institution, and the Institute,,
well as an international con-| Squabble started when the men;

f®r,a
h^-has- in mind. Reps tingent of newsmen, gathered here
®
. Prodpcef-actpr are already for the foreign ministers’, confab,
■•holding' pxeiim . talks, \yjtn.- ^ tne • were guests at a special screening
^“9"R. m: Industry Workers : 0f “Mouse That Roared” at: Dome
and the^ National Assn, of Actors, Theatre Saturday (23). . .
to comply v.-ith requirements. A"- ]
Araop(, those who attended tl,C
tor may also do a television- series ■ special showing were the U. S.
here.
[ Consul General Henry Villard;
[ Ernest Wiener and Katie Meltzer
[ of the USIA; Gromyko’s secretary

. Dublin, June 2.
UA stereo block : for “Shake
Hands with the: Devil” was cen¬
sored by the Evening Press here
after one appearance bearing the
catch-lirte - “When you join his sav¬
age underground army . . .” The
wofd. ; “Savage v, was. chipped from
the block, following protests from
readers.."
.■ .
i Film is concerned with* Irish
I Republican [Army during ..the An[ gld-Irish War [of 1921 and many
quarter hours from Tel Aviv). The
Wharfdale, which specializes in • veterans ;. reseiited the adjective,
event took place in thfe open air making Hi-Fi loudspeakers, has a | “savage.”. Other newspapers ap¬
theatre of the township, which has flourishing export trade, partic¬ parently did* not receive protests^
a population of 10,000.
ularly in the U. S.
l or ignored them.

Rank’s Hi-Fi Co.

DIPLOMATS AT GENEVA
SHOWING OF MOUSE

and the Secretary General of the.
Soviet delegation; and members
of all other delegations. The fourth
estate contingent included three
Pravda reporters, as. well as reps
of Isvestia, Radio Moscow, the Tass
Agency, CBS, CBC, NBC, BBC,
N.; Y. Times arid Herald Tribune,
Washington Evening Star, N. Y,
Daily News, Associated. Press and
Peking Press.
The film, produced by Walter
Shenson and directed by Jack
Arnold for Carl Foremari’s High¬
road Productions, is based on
Leonard Wibberley’s novel.'It tells
a story of the smallest country in
the world declaring war on the
U. S.
'
'

refused; to make a recording on the
grounds that it was, for commercial
gain for which; they would not be
paid. The Institute, which was to
> receive some six Vo royalty on the
. RCA recoroiog. offered to turn
1 °ver
receipts to the musicians
; but this didn[t appease the groun.
j
Institute, through its director^
[Juan Orrego.Salas, made public its

discontent over lack of discipline
on the part of the musicians.
Charges flew back and forth in the
press, finally ending with the gov¬
ernment’s decree to pink, slip the.
musicians and. reorganize the or¬
chestra. The latter, in turn, is
seeking a congressional probe and
demanding the ou$ter of- Orrego
[Salas.
' ■ ,*■;
Cancellation of the season will ,
mean refunding of season. tickets
which had already been -sold and.
cancellation of contracts with for¬
eign g u e s t conductors including
Walter Suskirid, Juan J. Castro,
Rafael Kubelik arid. Luis Herrera
de la Fuente, besides various
soloists.

-'VARIETY'S* LONDON OFFICE
8 St. Martin'* Pl«c«, Trafalflar Square

Helsinki, May 28.
International Theatre Institute’s World Congress, marking the
organization’s 10th Anniversary, opens here Monday, June 1.
Promising to be ITI's most .impressive meeting with ’delegates
from 27 countries, the congress for, the first time has enlarged
its: program to include a general discussion about artistic prin¬
ciples and trends.
; ^
Theme of . this, discussion, accepted Upon France’sand Finland’s
proposal^ wili: be: “Avantgarde trends in the theatre of today,”
and the preliminary report will be presented by one of the most .
discussed modernists, Eugene Ionesco, from Paris, with the
French conservative drama specialist Gabriel Marcel basing the
second speaker. This discussion is scheduled for two of the sevendays reserved for the meetings.
Delegates will visit Tampere, where one of the world’s most
beautifully-situated Open dodr stages, the Pyynikki - Summer Theatre, will be inspected. This theatre has recently got a technical
sensation, the world’s first rotating auditorium, and therefore
stands out as a quick special attraction even for professional
stage, people.
In Helsinki, the congress is going to see, among other plays,
the Finnish National Theatre version of Shakespeare’s “Julius
Caesar” (in Edvin Laine’s direction), of Gogol’s “The Revisor”
(guest director: W. F. Dudin from the Mayakowsky Theatre in
Moscow), of Faulkner’s “Requiem For a Nun,” and Williams’ “Sud. denly Last Summer.” A Chinese play* “Tshou-Yan,” will be shown
as a rehearsal performance in the direction Of Jack Witikka.
United States may have biggest delegation, nine persons, of
whom ITI’s vice president is Miss Rosamond Gilder. Also coming
are critic John Beaufort of Christian Science Monitor, former
Equity president Clarence Derwent.
Great Britain sends critic Harold Hobson from Sunday Times •
and Stephen Thomas from the British Arts Council*
Among .
France’s delegates is Jean-Jaques Bernard. India’s critic Som Sen¬
egal is due arid from Germany critic Friedrich Ltift and Prof. ■
Walter Unruh.
Australia,: Chile,. Poland, Mexico, and of course, all Scandinavian
countries are among the - participating-nations.' Soviet Union sends
three “observers,” but the country is: as'not itself a member Of
ITL
.

J1

Taken Seriously After Fest Awards
. Paris, June 2. ;
Since the so-called French “new
wave” (la nouyelle vague) of yotmg
film-makers walked off with most
of the top prizes at the recent
Cannes Film Fe.st; they, are being
taken seriously by old guard pro¬
ducers and directors in these parts.
Since their vehicles also seem to
be spelling boxoffice, even more
attention is focused on them.
This has led to some talk of a
. film revolution here, with pro and
con sides taken. The most. Vocif¬
erous “new wavers” come from
the highbrow film crix field which
-for years has railed against out¬
moded, conventional fiim methods
in France. They especially harp
On the system of writer teams who
systematically adapted classics to
the screen. This group. feels that
films had to treat topical, contem¬
porary subjects even if in a high¬
ly personalized way. They also felt
that the director should also write
or at least conceive the scripts for
best results; Stars, high produc¬
tion values and spectacle are out
for them.
27-Year-Old Wins Key Prize
The most virulent young critic
of them all, Francois Truffaut, 27,
won the direction, award.for his in-!
cisive look at youth and revolt in
“The 400 Blows.” The pic was sold
practically internationally, for high
prices ($100,000 for the U.S.) de¬
spite Its offbeat quality, artd lack of
star names.
Marcel Camus* “Orfeu Negro,”
won the Goldeh Palm. '. This was
more conventional in adapting, the
Orpheus legend to modern Brazil:
Camus is 47 and comes from the.
more conventional assistant direc¬
tor route.
Documentary maker Alain Res¬
nais (30) made the controversial
“Hiroshima Mon Amour,” concern¬
ing the hopeless love affair be¬
tween a French woman and a
Japanese man with the A-Bomb in
the background: This unusual pic
garnered two prizes at Cannes al¬
though it may be primarily>n arty
. entrv.
Youngsters in ‘New Wave*
Claude Chabrol, 30, with two pix,;
“Le Beau Serge” and “Les Cous¬
ins,” both doing well boxoffice wise,
. came to pictures after, being a cric
and in publicity. Louis Malle; 27;
Alexandre Astruc, 33; Edouard
Molinaro, 30, and Roger Vadim, 32,
a'l proved themselves at the boxoffice in a more commercial vein
using known names, or creating
them like. Vadim did with Brigitte
: Bardot in ..“And : God Created
Woman.”
Jean-Daniel Pollet, the youngest
at 23, made a pic with his father’s
help on adolescent crises, “Demar¬
cation point.”:
Oldtimers feel the “new wave”
of film-makers is just a natural
phase and that' they too were once
“new.” They, still: feel' that the.

“wave” will only really prove
themselves when they nave to use
stars and be responsible for big
budgeters.
The government seems to be be¬
hind this fresh approach to films
as evidenced by the quality hand¬
outs to these filmmakers as well as
the. selection of their pix for
Cannes: It is perking up jaded
public interest In films, and also
forcing the oldtimers into different
type films.
.

Mexico City, June 2.
Herman; Rasch, general man¬
ager of Peliculas Nacionales, dis¬
tributing; Mexican product intern¬
ally, said that “Mexican motion
pictures are on the upgrade in boxoffice triumphs, following the
trend established in-1958.”
'Covering the outstanding hits of
last year, Rasch enumerated a se¬
ries of boxoffice successes:
. “Larceny School,” in simultane¬
ous exhibition at the ROble, Orfeon
and Ariel theatres, chalked up
$140,004 in four weeks.
■ : “Pulgardto" (Mexican version of
“Tom Thumb”) hit $119,872, in 10
weeks of exhibition.
“Miercoles. de Ceniza” (Ash
Wednesday), at the Roble, pro¬
duced $79,650 in six Weeks.
The Alameda Theatre took in
$71,162, with “Your Child Has a
Right to be Born” in six weeks:
Lists Big Hits

This year’s big hits include "‘The
Senoritas. Vivanco” which chalked
up $61,200 in five weeks at the
Mariscala arid “Rebellion of Ado¬
lescents,” $38,400 in four weeks at
the Real Cinema.
There are big boxoffice hopes
for such productions as “Flor de
Mayo” .(long in cans), “Island For
Two,” “Borri to Love,” “Impatient
Heart” and “800 Leagues; Across
Amazon.”
Though “La Cucaracha.” did not
make a hit at the Cannes Film
Fest, it is expected to break boxoffice records here, Rasch claimed.
The consistent money makers; of
the national industry in the most
important theatres (Roble, Alaeda
arid Variedades) prove that Mexi¬
can producers can turn out note¬
worthy boxoffice successes* Rasch
said. He added that the Mexican
public is showing a greater prefer¬
ence for national film now that
quality is being upped. He. claimed
that: boxoffice returns at _36 cine¬
mas here (including first-run and
rerun theatres as well as large
babes )have given first place to
Mexican product.

INTERNATIONAL
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German Film Industry Still Refuses
Promotion For U.S. Market—Podhorzer
Stoll Theatres/ Moss
Empires Merger Gives.
Latter Full Control

SZILARD TAKES WING
japan First Stop—Readying West¬
ern Tour of Asahi Symphony

Question of the U. S. represen¬
tation for Germany’s Export Union
is up for discussion again at the
forthcoming Berlin film festival,
which run? June 26 to July 7,
Munio Podhorzer, the Union’s rep
in the States, will attend and re¬
port on his activities.
It’s no secret that Podhorzer
isn’t happy with the lack of sup¬
port he’s been getting from the
German industry. He was appoint¬
ed as the Export-Union man in
1957. Last year, again at Berlin,
| his status was continued. Indlca| iions are that, unless the Germans
decide on the desirability for
greater activity in the U. S., Podhorzer may not continue in the
job.
“It isn’t fair either to the prog¬
ress of German pictures or to my¬
self to continue on the same basis,"
Podhorzer said last week. “I feel
that this is the ideal time for ail
energetic German effort in the
American market. A great deal
could and should be done, but it
can’t be done on a shoestring and
with a token effort At least $50„000 to $100,000 a year are needed
to fio the job.”
Podhorzer and also several of
the
independent
distributors
frankly say they can’t fathom the
German reasoning, particularly at
a time when the U. S. market for
foreign films is obviously opening
up, and the Germans themselves
are eagerly looking for expanded
export markets. Yet the German
industry—via Export-Union, which
is its export promotion arm—year
after year fails io agree on a
united push In the Yank mart
Indifference
“The indifference to the Ameri¬
can market potential for German
films is puzzling,” Podhorzer said.
He added that the promotion of
the German pix couldn’t be reas¬
onably left to distributors who, oc¬
casionally, pick up a German film
for release.
Podhorzer, who also heads
Casino Film Exchange and United
German Film Enterprises, com¬
mented on the considerable volume
of work and correspondence im¬
posed on him in his capacity as
Export-Union representative, and
noted that his compensation con¬
sists of a very small expense al¬
lowance. “I don’t mind that so
much,” -he said, “because Pve
worked long and hard to see the
German film succeed here. I do
mind what appears to be almost a
lack of interest on the German
side to exploit German films in
the U S. to the limit of their pos¬
sibilities and to give them a chance
to realize their full potential.”
German imports have made
progress during the past year or
so: However, with no coordinated
effort to back them, they’re still
very limited.

Paul Szilard departed his N. Y.
headquarters June 1 to hit 28
London, May 26.
The terrias of the merger be¬ cities in a. global air trip in con¬
tween Moss Empires and Stoll; nection with bis concert attrac¬
Theatres, both of which companies' tions.. More immediately he’s con¬
are helmed by Prince Littler, were cerned with the entrepreneurial
announced last week. Moss will aspects of bringing to the U. S.
acquire the $224,000 management the 70-man Asahi Broadcasting
stock in Stoll for 320,000 of Moss Symphony, of Japan.
There are 60 dates set for the
56c common shares. Holders will:
receive . 120,000 Moss common Japanese musicians in Europe so
far.
shares direct and the balance of j
Szilard has handled Oriental200,000 shares out of their, entitle-j
riient in liquidation of Stoll and i European dates of late for the
N.
Y. City Ballet, Dancers of Bali,
$42,000 in cash.
Luisillo’s Spanish Danee Theatre
. The scheme, provides that Stoll Troupe and Ballet Tcherna.
will sell to Moss all its assets
other than Stoll’s holding of. Y,215,545 Moss ordinary (common)
shares. If the plan is approved by.
stockholders Of both companies by
June 17, Moss Theatres’ capital
will be increased from $4,200,000
to $5,600,000.
Properties of both companies
have been revalued and in the case
Paris, June 2.
of the Moss group the valuation at
The Vichy Film (Festival) Ref¬
over $9,200,000 is more than $2,500,000. above the book valuation erendum started Saturday night
while the Stoll group valuation is (30) with a selection of special¬
shorts.
more than $1,500,000 up on the ized ; out-of-competition
Manifestation runs through June
book value of $3,500,000.
13
and
gives
out
prizes
based
via
In a financial editorial comment,
the Socialist Daily Herald ref erred public voting. Mainly a touristic
affair,
this
has
some
commercial
to Prince Littler’s compensation
for loss of office as chairman of importance and five countries are
the Stoll group, who will receive entered with the U. S. sending
(Par)*
“Torpedo
$42,000 free of tax, plus a super¬ “Houseboat”
annuation policy. Notes the Her-! Run” (M-G j and “Plunder Road”
aid: “Which proves that it is (20th).
Program for showings follows:
better to have been bom a Prince
than a commoner/^
J Italy’s “The Challenge” on June 1,
already at the Venice Film Fest of
1958* Russia’s “Ilya Mouremetz”
June 2; Britain’s “Orders to Kill”
Nat’l Film Center In
I June
3, shown in Cannes last year;
Mex City Ready by Aug. “Plunder Road” on June 4; “Tor¬
pedo Run,” June 5; West German
Mexico City, June 2.
The -National Film Center will “The Sky Clears” on June 6;
open its doors within two months, French “Tentations,” June 7;
housing all official agencies as Italy’s “Donatella” on June 8;
well as a select top group of pro¬ “Houseboat” on June 9; West Ger¬
many’s “False Pride, June 10;
ducers. ;French “Prisoners of Bush” on
The building on Avenue Division. June 11; French “Mariage De Fi¬
del: Norte, is ample, having nine garo,” June 12, and the out of com¬
floors. Here, will be located the petition showing , of the FrenchFilm Bank as well as the three of¬ made, “The Girl Hunters” on June
ficial Mexican, distributorships: 13. Latter goes to the Berlin Film
[Peliculas
Nacionales,
Peliculas Fest as the official French entry.
Mexicanas and Cimex.
Prizes are for best film, most
! The Mexican Assn, of Producers popular foreign . and French pix,
and Distributors also will transfer and the best flench and foreign
to the building this September, actors. Prizes, are called Cetestines
Producers occupying' offices will and are the symbol of the Vichy
include Raul de Anda Productions, waters..
Rosas Priego Productions, Grovas
Films* . Calderon Films, : Zacaiias
Productions, Diana. . Films, Oro j Dr. Schwarz Resigning
Films, Antonio Maiouk, Abel Sal¬
A& Bavaria Film Mgr.
azar,. Alfredo Ripstein and a f eto
Munich, May 26.
others*
Dr. Wolf Schwarz, manager of
Bavaria Filmkunst AG in Muenchen-Geiselgasteig, will not renew
his contract with this firm when
NEW PUBLICITY GIMMICK
Munich, May 26*
it expires June-30. Schwarz, coBavaria Filmverleih has acquired owner of the production firm NDF
the distribution rights to “Room at (Neue Deutsche. Filmgesellschaft), Kim Novak’s Father Drives OH
Locomotive Into MR**
the Top” for Western Germany ownsl0% of Bavaria’s stocks. < j
Hans W. Kubaschewski, former¬
and Berlin,
Milan, May 28.
This is the Simone Signoret sta.r- ly with Warner Bros, in Germany, ]
Kim Novak accompanied by her
rer which has scored already in took over bis new job as one of
mother
and
father
arrived in Milan
theU. S.
.
•' Bavaria’s managers last week.
j
hot and dusty after a straight drive
from Cannes after the termination
of the Film Fest there. Chaperoned
by Jack Wiener, Columbia Pix Eu¬
ropean publicity manager, and
Italian Rep Enzo De Bernard!,
Miss Novak faced the barrage of
photographers and reporters be¬
fore cleaning up.
In the meantime, father Joe No¬
London, June 2.
At a secret council meeting, of the vak was taken out to nearby LamAs a result of objections by the British Film Producers Assn, last brate to drive one of Italy’s oldest'
Japanese authorities, the Rank Or¬ week, a report from Tokyo made steam locomotives into Mfiap^s
ganization' is having to abandon it clear that the authorities in central station (on its last trip
its plan to set up its own .distribu¬ Japan would not welcome such a before going to the scrap yard)
tion headquarters in Tokyo, to¬ setup and the BFPA in conse¬ where daughter Kim, her mother
gether: with a network of ex¬ quence, is having second thoughts. and the whole gang were waiting
changes. In its place, the release
In the past the distribution of to cheer him in. Despite 35 years
of British films in Japanese terri¬ British films in Japan has been ; of service" on the Milwaukee Rail¬
tories; will be handled probably by undertaken through the British road in the U. S., Novak brought
a new. company to be created by Commonwealth Film Corp., a com¬ his train in a couple of minutes
the British Commonwealth Film pany controlled by the association,, ! late,
and a new deal with that outfit i Accompanied by the railway’s
Cofp.
It was only two months ago now seems the logical course to I brass band, the party moved over
that news first leaked of the Rank, follow. Ralph Bromhead is the to the rustic setting of the rail¬
plan to establish a Japanese ex¬ BFPA nominee at the head of the road’s afterwork club garden
change which would take .over the BCFC. ;
where a reception was given the
eight available licenses for British
Outside the ex-K6rda licenses honored guests.! Kim patiently
filmS ^in . the area. Selection of which are handled by the Kawa- posed for 20 local painters for a
suitable pix for the territory would kita group in Tokyo there are half hour, after which she purred
have been subject to; the overrid-! eight remaining permits for Brit-j to De Bernard! that she was grate¬
ing decision of the Rank execs. : i ish films in Japan. The selected: ful to have such simple pleasure,
However, now it .appears that entries will be qhosen by the BCFC: which reminded her of her child¬
that project has to. be jettisoned: Off behalf of the whole industry.
hood in Chicago.

Hoorn’ for W. Germany

Setup in Japan; Govt There Objects
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Americo Aboaf
Continued from page : J ssas

abide by the global formula would
create chaos and; might hurt it in
. other areas. The other companies
are being quite frank in admitting
that U wont get .satisfaction in
France unless it goes, along with
the formula in Spain. Japan also
; is at issue. '
In France; the Centre National
du Cinematqgrafie divvied up 40
: U: S. dubbing licenses : based on
who had .done what for the French.
The 40 were part of the 110 which
France handed out for 1958-59, Tn
the allocation, U was given three
permits less. Warner Bros, and
20th-Fdx also lost one each. Corlumbia and United Artists gained
one.
' •:
In order to stick to the. formula,
MPEA managed to obtain two ex¬
tra licenses from Centre chief
Jacques Flaud. in return for which
II agreed to) do. all its printing in
Paris. ; Three additional licenses
were put back on the. table" by
RKO, which can't use them. How¬
ever^ this! equalization process
. didn’t take place until the' Spanish
situation was ironed out.
It’s been made Clear that the
companies won’t tolerate any
“wildcatting” outside the global
formula. Aboaf, at the N. Y. meet¬
ing, assured his competitors that
U. was in a cooperative mood, but
pointed to his own difficulties in
Spain if a commitment Of five
licenses was actually made. In the
discussion it was pointed out that,
on several occasions, companies
had. received extra licenses, but
had turned them in to MPEA for
the sake of sticking.to the: formula.

Hollywood’s Unload
Emm Continued' from page

5

55s

700 pix to television and already
has grossed over $50,000,000, less
expenses it has incurred) in selling
the films.
Twentieth has leased part of-its
backlog and expects to release its
entire pre-’48 catalog through Na¬
tional Telefilm Associates, with en¬
tire package guaranteeing 20th
over $31,500,000.
Universal signed a 10-year, lease
of its 600-pic baeklog with. Screen
Gems for $21,000,000 and Columbia
has released some 400 of its fea¬
tures through SG- and likely has
grossed a minimum of $20,000,000.
Warner Bros, sold its 700-pie back¬
log to Associated Artists Produc¬
tions, now United Artists Associ¬
ated, for $21,000,000.
RKO sold its 800. features to
Matty Fox for $15,000,000 but re¬
served tv rights in the five cities
ini which, it operated television sta¬
tions, latter move valued at $10,OOOvOOO for the former productiondistribtion firm.
Monogram, predecessor of Allied
Artists, was the first of the film
companies to sell its backlogs to
television. Republic sells its own
. pix through its Hollywood Televi¬
sion Service, apd United Artists
has distributed a limited number
of its films to tv.
While these sales, both in real
estate an backlogs, represent con¬
siderable holdings for the film
companies, there remain extensive
assets-—in land, diverse interests
such as oil and, of course, the post’48 film backlogs.
.
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itnpressive, If Not Orderly, Flow
THEATREMAN HYMAN CHECKS DISTRESS
AND DECIDES CHESHIRE GRIN BELONGS
-

Roundup of important product
coming from all the film compa¬
nies, as provided by ’ Edward Lu.
Hyman, v.p. of American Broad¬
casting-Paramount: Theatres (sep¬
arate story), tends to sho\y that, the;
. two companies which have passed
out of the, theatrical scheme of
; things have been more or less re¬
placed.
RKO and Republic bowed .out
and this, of, course, was -a blow to
exhibitors. But since their pass¬
ing, and a help to theatremen, is
the fact that Allied Artists, ihore.
and more is moving in on the bigtime, production-wise; and Walt
Disney is. about doubling his out¬
put.
•"
•.
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Official reports from air film studios mirror the faqt that Hollywood
is underway with its greatest effort toward quality product in recent
history. It may be a case of do or die. but in any event it’s clear that
all companies are gambling more.
Edward L. Hyman, vice president of American Broadcasting-Para¬
mount Theatres, sounded out all. the companies on their production
plans. His report is that exhibitors are nowvirt. the; pleasant position of
haying, nine outfits “dedicated to the production of quality product.”
Hyman observed: “This is the first time in years that thejndustry has
been so fortunate.”
:
There may not be any advances iri pictures numerically, states Hy¬
man. But he hastens to footnote that he’s not interested in numbers.
The reasoning is thait good product even if in limited supply fills out
the playing. time for theatremen better thari iany kind of avalanche of
mediocrityHyman checked production schedules throughout the industry be¬
cause he had been fretful that the distributors were stuffing off the
September-through-December period;. He said he wanted assurance,
which he received, that, this “off’- period Would not. be devoid of top
product.
’r' . ■

sibly before) the year is out Sam Spiegel’s adaptation of Tennessee
Williams’ “Suddenly Last Summer” with Elizabeth Taylor and Mont¬
gomery Clift.
Metro. This is a revitalized enterprise with numerous pictures rat¬
ing the strictly “A” tag. States distribution chief Jack Byrne: “Leo the.
Lion’s roars are being heard with renewed and redoubled vigor.”
Among those upcoming is “Ben-Rur,” figured as the costliest picture
in history, at a budget of close to $15,000,000.
Paramount. Big hopes pinned on'such summer releases as “Five
. Pennies,” /with Danny Kaye, Hal Wallis’ “Last Train from Gun Hill,”
, and the nhw Jerry Lewis comedy, “Don’t Give Up the Ship.” New Par
; policy calls for a greater run of more elaborate budgets in pursuit of
. more money-prestige product:
\
20th-Foi. Distribution v.p) Alex Marrl son states the company is mov¬
ing with,“the most ambitious amjjfcostUest production program in its
history/’ Ready for exhibitors are/^ay.One for Me” with Bing Crosby
and Debbie Reynolds, the general release of “South Pacific,” an adap¬
tation of “Blue Denim/’ Jack Cummings* production of “Blue Angel,”
“Stage Door” with Hope Lange and Lee Remick and, for the early
future, .John "Wayne and Robert Mitchum in “North of the Yukon,”
“Bing. Crosby, and Joanne Woodward in “Bachelor’s Baby” and Deb¬
At LeaSt36 Quality Pictures!
orah Kerr and Gregory Peck in “Beloved Infidel;”
United Artists. The crowd at UA sign the message that theatres
Hyman, who keeps a particularly close check on: the values of up¬
coming pictures, said he figures .on up to 36) “quality attractions” for around the country need big pictures all 12 months of the year and the
the September-December span and this represents twice. as many as company; intends to fill this need. UA has a current boxoffice honey in
“Some Like It Hot” and follows this with “Pork Chop Hill,” “Shake
were available in tine same period last year.
Here’s 4 condensed breakdown on the reports Hyman received from Hands, with the Devil,” “Horse Soldiers,” “Hole in the Head,” “Won¬
derful
Country”, and “Devil’s Disciple.” For the future, UA has one of
all producer-distributors:
•-; )• .
Allied Artists. Has three bigf ones in a row, namely “JHouse on Haunt¬ the tallest lists of story properties and talent.
Universal.
Has a big winner in the current “Imitation of Life/’ In.
ed Hill,” “A1 Capone” and the forthcoming “Big Circus,” It might be
interjected that while AA’s finances were in the red for the first three the summer: will be U’s most expensive production to date, “This Earth
Is
Mine,”
with
. Rock Hudson; Jean-Simmons, Dorothy McGuire and
quarters of this yean the fourth, quarter looms so strong that the full
ybar will be in the black fur the first time in three years. / Also, AA is Claude Rains, followed by “Any Way the Wind'Blows.” with Hudson,
and
Doris
Day.
Then
comes Cary Grant and Tony Curtis in “Operation
now ready to spend $800,000 to $2,000)000 per picture in future in¬
stead of the $50p,t)00-ahd-less of past,. Coming up are an adaptation of Petticoat.” Being readied is “Spartacus,” for late this year or early
1960.
This
is
penciled
in as an-“epic” and has Kirk Douglas, Sir Lau¬
the Harold Robbins 'novel, “77 Park; Avenue,” and biopix on George
rence Olivier, Jean Simmons, Charles Laughton, Peter Ustinov and
Raft and Arnold Rothstein, among others.
Tony
Curtis
among
the
key players.
Disney’s Buena Vista. Now has the spectacularly successful “Shaggy
Warners. Now doing fine with “Rio Bravo,” currently moving in with
Dog” in circulation; with “Sleeping Beauty” coming up in July on gen¬
“Young
Philadelphians,”
and follows through with the release of Jo¬
eral release in 35m. 'Among others due shortly are “The Big Fisher¬
man,” on a roadshow basis. Four productions now before the cameras.- seph Levine’s import of “Hercules” and, on July 4, Audrey Hepburn in
“Nun’s
Story.”
Latter
part
of the summer will bring “John Paul Jones”
Columbia. Coming up are •‘Middle of the Night,” “It Happened to
Jane,” Otto Preniiriger’s “Anatomy of Murder,” Paul Muni and David arid shortly 2fter “Look Back in Anger” and “F.B.I. Story.” Important
plays
and
novels
are
on
the
future WB sked.
Wayne in “Last Angry Man,” “They Came to Cordura” with
All things considered, it looks like Hollywood is making a grandstand
Gary Cooper and Rita Hayworth, “Our Man in Havana” with Alec
play,
for
public
attention.
At
any rate there hasn’t been such qiuscleGuinness and Ernie Kovacs, “Once More with Feeling” with Yul Brynner and Kay Kendall, the pre-release of “Porgy and Bess” and pos¬ flexing in years.

LA. Takmg Over
With Pic Mu^um

Week;Ended Tues, (2) ■

JY. Y.
Atlantic City, June 2.
Following negotiations lasting
more than six weeks, a deal where-;
by five resort motion picture thea¬
tres. owned or leased by the George)
A. Hamid chain here become the
property. of trie Smith Manage¬
ment Co., of: Boston has been con¬
summated.
. Involving more. than $1,250;000,
final settlement is slated for June
10, according fo George A. Hamid
Jr. .-V ■
. Sold are the Hollywood, Center
and Shore Theatres, all located on
the resort’s principal street, At¬
lantic Ave., arid the Roxy arid Vir¬
ginia theatres, located on the
boardwalk in mid-city. Hariiid said
the transaction involves the out¬
right sale of the' Hollywood, Cen¬
ter : arid. Shore theatres.
The
Hamids only have leases on the
Roxy and Virginia, so the deal
there involves only the leases.
Hamid fc Son picked up the mo¬
tion picture houses plus the big
4,200 Warren (then the Warner)
in February of 1955 when .Stanley
Warner as theatre, owners exited
the resort) Deal at that time in¬
volved $4,000,000 and was hailedesone of the largest ever negotiated
here. '
.
The Hairiid interests will con¬
tinue to operate the Warren, which
is not: involved in any way in the
sale, along with Steel Pier; which
they acquired from Frank A. Gra-.
vatt in the early 40’s. *.
The firm buying the theatres or
leases is owned bw Phillip Smith
and his son Richard, who now con¬
trol . 17 drive-ins and, more than
25 indoor motion picture houses
in 17 major cities in the East and
Mid-West.
They also operate a
large restaurant chain.
According to George Hamid Jr.,
the Smith organization - will con¬
tinue the same policy of .operation..
It will play first-run riiotion pic¬
tures, and bring in world premiers
with celebrities. .;
Changes in theatre management
arid staff was. not announced pend¬
ing closing of the deal June 10 al¬
though it is known that several in
top spots in the Hamid set-up will
be affected.
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Los Angeles, June 2. *
Creation of a commission to set
in motion the long-falked-about
but always-delayed motion picture
museum has been approved by the .

ity.
-f 34
Supervisors’ action was taken
—
apparently when it became evident
— a8
the film industry, despite con¬
— a8
siderable urging, intended .to do
-134
,-rl5s ! nothing in this direction. Many
4-IO34 1 film figures have pointed out that
since Hollywood is the film capital
+33s
of the world it would benefit the
rr- H
industry to set up a museum. Stork
— 38
once was sold to filmites for the
4- "s
establishment of such a project,,
hut coin was returned when, in¬
+ li
terest died before any definite
— 3b
steps were taken.
— V2
As proposed by. the Supervisors,
— 54
#ho unanimously passed motion,
+ 34
+2772 a fton-profit corporation will man¬
age the museum and secure dona¬
tions of funds and exhibits. Mu¬
seum is expected to be built by
private donation but maintenance
+ 74
will be supplied by the Community
— 74
once project gets underway.
+ 74
Sol Lesser, pioneer filraite, prob¬
—U'8
ably will bead the commission,
— 54
since he has exhibited much in¬
+ 54
terest for years in a museum.
Lesser is said to already have se¬
— 7»
cured premises of several millions
— 54
of dollars in exhibits.
— 74
— 74
TAKES LATER-RUN STATUS
— 54
— 74
Faust, St. Paul Elects 49c Admish
—Formerly 85c
— 74
+ 74
+ 74
— 74
+1
+174

♦ Week Ended Monday (1).
t Actual Volume,
t Ex-dividend. ■).
{Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner A Smith Inc,)

St. Paul, June 2. .
In order to be able to reduce its
admission the local neighborhood
Faust theatre, which had been in
the earliest clearance slot, 28 days,
has gone to a later run.
It's offering twin bills of the
pick of pictures now at 49c admission, in place of the former 85c.
Current dual offerings, are “Some
Came Running” and Marjorie
Momingstar.”
Newspaper ads prominently pub¬
licize the 49c admission.
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...Plenty of it!

Romance?
...Two lovely ladles!... Cagney and
Murray become Involved with both! A

Strong Finish?
The climax is a wows '
—M. P. DAILY

Dana
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JEff
Races Slough Indpls.;
‘Obsessed’ Dim $7,000

'Capone' Smash $17,000,
Buff; ‘Obsessed’ Dull 8G

BROADWAY

Indianapolis, June 2.
First-run biz. is tepid here this
Hanza because of “500” festival,
parade Friday night and the big
Speedway race Saturday:
This
sloughed holiday trade. “Woman
Obsessed” looks boxoffiqe leader
but it’s slow at. Circle. “Roadracers” at the Indiana got very lit¬
/.
Hollywood, June 2,
tle. play from the speed fans in
UPA, with one “Magoo” fea¬
toWn.
ture
cartoon,
“1001 Arabian
Estimates for This Week Nights” nearing completion,
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800; 75has
skedded
a
second feature
$D—‘Woman Obsessed” (20th).
twirling around the little near¬
Slow $7,000. Last week, “Shane”
sighted
character,
“Robin
(Par) (reissue) and “Forbidden Is¬
Hood Magoo.”. AI Bertino. and
land” (Col), $6,500.
Dick Kinney are. prepping a
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-$l)—
“Roadracers” (AI) and “Daddy-O” ’ storyboard—corresponding to
(At). Drab $6,000. Last Week,
film script—for cartoon.
closed for convention.
No definite release yet is
Keith’s (C-D) (1,300;: 75-$l)-^
set, although Columbia Pic¬
“AI Capone.” (AA' (3d wk'- Slow
tures,
which will
distrib
$4,000 in final stanza. Last Week,
“Nights,” has an option. UPA
$5,000.
and Col recently dissolved
Loew’s (Loew) (2,427; 75-$l)—
th'eii^ pact for release Of UPA
“Watusi” (M-G). and “Great St.
shorts.
‘
Louis Bank Robbery” (UA>. Fair
$5,000. Last week, “Alias Jesse
James” (UA) arid “Esccirt West”
(UA), $6,000.

(Continued from page 9)
(Wed.): looks to reach good $21,000.
First was $25,000.
Buffalo, June 2.
Fine Arts i Davis'),. .(468; 90-$1.80)
Biz: is scraping the bottom at .-“Room At.Top” (Cont) (10th wk).
first-runs here this session, except, Ninth session completed. Sunday
for a couple of spots. One of these (31) pushed to great $16,500 as
Is the Lafayette where “A1 Ca- compared with $16,30.0 for eighth.
ione” looms boffo. The other is
BeCkman (R&BI (590; $1.20he Center where “Young Phila¬
Love and Lust” (Indie)
delphians” should. be okay in sec¬ $i:75)—“Of
(2d wk). First frame completed
ond stanza. “Pork Chop Hill” is Sunday;
(31)
was . good $7,600. In
Very weak opening week at the
Buffalo while “Woman Obsessed” ahead, “He Who Must Die” (Kass)
looms mild at Paramount. “Some (22d wk-8 days), $5,600.
Normandie (Trans-Lux) (592; 95Like It Hot” is near the end of its
run at the Teck but still oke in $1.80) — . “Virtuous : Bigamist”
(Union) (2d wk). First we^k which
10th session.
wound up yesterday (Tues.) was
Estimates for This Week
okay $7,500.
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$D—
Guild (Guild). (450; $1-$1-75)^
/‘Pork Chop Hill” (UA) and “Lady “Embezzled
Heaven” (Indie).. (6th
of Vengeance” (UA). Weak $7,000 wk). This round
is heading for
or less. Last week, “Watusi” (M-G) good $9,500 after $11,500
in fifth
and “Fury at Showdown” (UA), week': .• same. •
PalaCe
(RKO)
(1,700;
$1.50-$3)—
Center (AB-PT) (2,000; 70-$l>--. ‘Diary of .Anne Frank” (20th) (12th
“Young Philadelphians” <WB> (2d wk).
The 11th round finished yes¬
wk). Okay $7,000. Last week, terday (Tues.) was mild $10,000 or
PHILADELPHIA
$9,400.
near! The 11th week, $9,700. .
(Continued from page 9.)
. Century (UATC) (2,700; 70-$l)—
. Odeon (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80)—
“Go, Johnny Go” (Indie) and “Here To Eternity” (Col) (reissue), $12,000. Last week, $12^500.
“Crawling Eye” (DCA). Droopy initial week ending tomorrow
Albany, June 2.
Fox (National) (2,250; 90^1.49)—
$5!000. Last week, “Room at Top” (Thurs.) looks to Teach' good. $10,- “Pork Chop Hill”. (UA). Hangup
Three Albany area drive-ins util¬
(Conti and “Ambush at Cimarron 500 or near. Holding. ,In ahead, $19,000. Last week, “Man In Net”: ized a new technique, over the
Pass”’ (20th).'.'. (2d wk), $6,000.
“Gideon of Scotland Yard” (Col);, CUA) (2d wk), $6,000. .
holiday weekend, to place the ad¬
Lafayette (Basil). (3,000;. 5Q-$1) hit $11,000 .in 10 . days, before
Goldman (Goldman): (1,200; 99- vertised responsibility for exact¬
—“A1 Capone” (AA) and “Joy jerked:
$1.49) — “World, Flesh, Devil” ing a children’s charge to see
Ride” (AA).:Torrid $17,000 or over.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1- (M-G); Tame $7,000 or near/ Last “Shaggy Dog,’’ on the distributor..
Last week, “Imitation of Life” (U) $2>—“Woman Obsessed” (20.th) (2d Week, “Watusi” (M-G), $6,800.
The Marotta Brothers* Carman,
wk).'Initial session finished yester¬ :, Midtown (Goldman) (1,250; $1.10- in Guilderland, Alan V. Iselin’s
(5th wk-5 days), $6,500.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- day.' (Tues.) was fine $31,000 or $2)-r-“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) Auto-Vision, at East Greenbush,
hear.
In
■
a
head.
“Warlock”
(20th)
(3d wk). Neat $14,000, Last Week, and Albano's Drive-in (operated by
$1>—“Woman Obsessed” (20th>
$i5,000.
and “Ride Violent Mile” (20th). (4th wk-5 daysV $17,000.
Mild $8,000 or under. Last week, , Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90Randolph (Goldman) (2,250; 94- Sylvester Albano) in Ravena, all,
$1.80)
—
VHeroes
and
Sinners”
•Horrors of Black Museum” (AI)
$1.80)—“Shaggy Dog” (BV) : (5th listed in newspapr copy, “Dis¬
and “Headless Ghost” (AI), $9,800. (Janiis) (4th-final wk). Third frame wk). Big $11,000 or over. Last week, ney’s Price for Children” or “Dis¬
ney’s Policy for This Feature” at
ended Sunday (.31) was okay $6,800 $12,000.
; Teck (Loew) (1.200; 70-$l.25)— after
. . $7-200 in second: week,
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 99-$L80)-: “Children 35c.”
“Some Like It Hot” (UA) (10th “Women Are Weak” (NTAV opens
There had been criticism, most
“Young Philadelphians”. (WB) (2d
wk). Okay $3,500. Last week, June 8.
wk), Boff $27,000. Last week, openly by Iselin,.of the 35-cent tap
$4,000.
.
Radio City Mnslc Hall (Rocke¬ $28,000.
for “Shaggy Dog,” but this had
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$l,25) fellers) (6,200: 90-$2.75) — “Ask
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.40)— not heretofore gone to the point
—“Bolshoi Ballet” (Indie). Okay Any Girl” (M-G) arid stageshow
of advertising, that the rate ''was
$1,800.
.
(2d. wk): This week winding .up “AI Capone” (AA) (4th wk). Hep “Disney’s Policy” or “Disney’s
$8,000.
Last week, $10,000.
today (Wed/ looks like socko
Price.”
:
Studio
(Goldberg)
(483;
90-$1.80)
$142,000 or . close. Opening week.
ST. LOUIS
.One area autoinobiler played
—“Loye Is My Profession” (Kings)
$146,000, Stays on. .
(Continued from page 8) Rivoli tUAT' 11.545; 90-$2) — (2d wk). Hot $5,000. Last Week, “Shaggy Dog” as the holiday at¬
traction and spotlighted the charge
NSH $1,700. Last week, “He Who “Compulsion” (20th) ClQth wk). : $7,000.
Must Die” (Indie) (2d wk), $2,000. Ninth stanza completed yesterday ] Trans-Lux (T-L) <500; 99-$l;80); for youngsters, but did not attrib¬
Fox (Arthur) (5,000; . 60-90)— (Tues:) was light $7,000. Eighth ; —“Green Mansions” (M-G) (6th: ute it, in copy, to Disney.
.j wk): Dullish $3,000. Last week,:!
“Never Steal Anything Small” week. $7,500. .
Plaza. (Lopert) .(525: $1.50-$2)— ! $3,200.
. (UV.and “The Trap” (Par). Mild
j / Viking, (Sley), (1,000; 75-$1.80)^
“Modern
Times”
(Lopert)
(reissue)
$10,000.
Last week, “Warlock”
(20th). and “I Mobster” (UA), (5th wk). Fourth round finished ( “Thunder in Sun” (Par). Fairish
Friday (29) was rousing $14,300. l $10,000, Last week,. “Compulsibn”
$12,000.
. ‘ i1 (20th) (5th wk), $5,000.
Loew’s fLoew) f3>600; . 60-90)— Third week. $1.6.600.
Hollywood, June 2.
World (Pathe) (604; 94-$1.80)—
“Count Your Blessings” (M-G) and . Stale (Loew) tl.900; 95.-$2). —
Jerry; Wald will put a total of 11
“Crucible” (Indie) (2d wk). Thin
“Some
Like
It
Hot”
(UA)
(10th
“Good Day for a Hanging” (Col).
pix before the 20th-Fox cameras
Oke $11,000 or near. Last week, wk). Ninth session ended Saturday i $2,200. Last week, $3,000;
during 1959 Producer, who cur¬
“Mating Game” (M-G) and “Bandit (30) was smash $36,000 to top j
rently is filming “The Best of
of Zhobe” (Col) (2d wk), $9,500. ; eighth Week, which was $35,600,
KANSAS CITY
Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; 60-90)— First three davs of current (10th)
Everything,” , has skedded 10 to
,
“Man in Net” (UA) and “Kill Her rweek hit big $11,300 or close.
follow before the end of the year,
(Continued from page 8)
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-S1.80)—:
Gently” (Col):
Modest $6,000.
house back to /regular Thursday with screenplays on all but one
Last week, “Last Mile” (UA) and “Gigi” (M-G) (31st wk): The 30th opening. Last week, “Naked Maja” already completed
Found.
finished
T
Saturday
(30)
“Edge of Fury” (UA) (reissues),
June starter will be “Beloved In¬
perked to smash $16,900. The 29th (UA) and; “Forbidden Island” (Col),
$4,500.
fidel,” pairing Deborah Kerr and
$4,500.
;
Pageant .(Arthur) (1,000; 60-90) week; $16,100. .
Missouri
(RKO)
(2,585;
75-$D—
Gregory
Peck, with three to role
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;
—‘Tunnel of Love” (M-G). and
“80. Days” (UA) (reissued Opened
July: “The Story on Page One,”
“Written on Wind” (U> (reissues). ,$1-$1.50>^—“The Roof” (T-L) (4th house Friday with RKO resuming. 1 in
Clifford
Odets
original for which
wk).
Third
stanza
finished
Monday
Slow $3,000. Last week, .-‘House¬
operation. Light $3,000.
j Marilyn Monroe is perilled in as
boat” (Par) and '‘Teacher’s Pet’ (D was trim$8,700. The second,
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-81)—! star; “Hound Dog Man,” to star
$12,500/
(Par) (reissues)’, $3,200.
“Young
Philadelphians”
(WB);1
St. Louis. (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) . Victoria (City Inv.) (1.003; 50-S2) Nice $9,000; may; hold. Last week, - Fabian; and “Wild in the Country.”
“Spns, and Lovers” is slated for
—“Young Philadelphians” (WB>. —“Ai Capone” (AA) (11th wk). The “Night To Remember” (Rank),
Moderate $10,500.
Last Week, 10th week completed last nieht $3,500.
1 August,: with Wald pitching to Alec
Guinness.
“The Billionaire,” orig¬
/‘Shane" (Par) and ’‘Trouble With (Tues.) was fancy . $15,600. The
Roxy . (Durwood) (8.79; : $1,25Harry” (Par) (reissues) (2d wk), ninth was $17,500. “Modern Times” $1.50)—“Imitation of Life” (U) (7th ; inal by Norman Krasna, gets away
(Lopert.) (reissue) originally due
$9 000 •
in
September,
“Return to Peyton
wk-5- days). Oke $2,500, and closing;
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90) here, won’t come In now.
out a. successful run. Last week. ! Place” and “The Boheriiians” in
—“Gigi” (M-G) (8th wk).. Fancy • Roxy (Indie) (5.705; 90-$2.50>— $3,500.
. October. “The Jean Harlow Story”
“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) and mew
$3,700. Last week, $3,500.
stageshow. .initial week ending to¬ . Shawnee, . Leawood (Dickinson). carries a November starting. date,
morrow (Thurs.) looks like fair (1,100 cars; 900 cars; 90c)—“No: and “The Hell Raisers,” story of
MINNEAPOLIS
$50,000 or. close. Tn ahead, “Imita¬ Greater Sin” (Indie) (2dwk). Great; the Boxer Rebellion, in December.
tion of Life” (U) and staeeshow $8,000. Last week, $12,000.
(Continued . from page 8)
Uptown. Fairway. Granada (Fox
to “South Seas Adventure” (Cine¬ (6th wk). wound uo with $36,000, Midwest) (2.043: 700; 1.217; 75-SI)
concluded, a highly profitable
rama) about July 1. Big $13,000. but
—“Shaggy Dog”; (BV). Third week
extended-run.engagement.
:
Last week, $11,000.
at Uptown; first week in other
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—•
houses. Sock $i5.000. Last week, —i Contfnqed from page S
“Watusi” (M-G). . Friday night
BALTIMORE
Uptown $14,000. Last, week: Isis
sneak preview little help. Slim
(1,360). Fairway, Granada, “Wild conservative iri their operations,
(Continued from page 8)
$3,500: Last week, “Never Steal “Diary of Anne Frank” (20th). and Innocent” (U) and “Silent and other outsiders who diversified
Anything Small” (U), $3,800.
Enemy” (U), $6.0075.
into production-exhibition, have In¬
Fairish
$8,000.
Last
week,
“Shag¬
LyrJe (Par) (1,000; 90^$!)—“Pork
. Rockbill (Little Art Theatres) fluenced a more business-like ap¬
Chop Hill” (UA), Fancy $7,500. gy Dog” (BV) (6th wk), $5,000.
(750: 90-$1.25)—“Bolshoi Ballet” proach ori the part of film com¬
Playhouse
(Schwaber)
(460;
90Last week, “Some Like It Hot”
(Indie). Sparkling $2,000.
panies’ top echelons j it’s claimed.
(UA) (5th wk', $6,000 at $1-$1.25 $1:50)-:—“Room at Top” (Cont). (5th
wk); ; Big. $4,000 after $4,500 in
The era of free, and sometimes
scale.
reckless, spending has passed.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85- fourth.; \
LOS
ANGELES
Stanley
(R-F)
(2,800;
50-$1.50)—
With
the important stockholders
$1)—‘’World, Flesh and Devil”
(Continued from page 9)
locking over their shoulders, the
(M-G) (2d wk). Bad $3,000. Last “Young Philadelphians” (WB) (2d
wk)r Mildish $7,000 after $6,000 arid “Rally Round Flag, Boys” film industry! tes have become
waaV td
(20th) (1st wk, New Fox). “Bell, more careful about where every
RKOPan (RKO) (1*800; 85-$D^- open.
Town (R-F) (1,125; 50-$l:25)— Book and Candle” (Col) (reissue) dollar goes.
“Shane” (Par) (reissue) (2d wk).
“Woman
Obsessed”
(20th).
Fair
(3d wk; El Rey), “Indiscreet” (WB)
Here’s another oldie that really
It’s noted, too, and for a dif¬
has delivered: Tall $5,000. Last $5,000.: Last week. “Compulsion” (reissue) (1st wk, Warner Beverly). ferent reason; that the champagne
(20th)
(3d
wk),
$4,500.
Perky
$8,000. Last week,: New Fox. economy of many Hollywood per¬
week, $7,000.
El Rey, $6;300 (“Alias Jess James” sonalities has become a thing of
State (Par). (2,200; »0-$l)—
UA, 4th wk, New Fox).
. “Young
Philadelphians”
(WB),
the past. Lots of frivolous living
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- still
Newman a draw name. Fine at
Herman M. Levy, generaj couri-- ,rama)
goes on, of course. But the
(1,389; $1.20-$2,65)—“South
.$8,000. Last: week, “Count Bless¬ sel of Theatre Owners of America,
Seas
Adventure” /(Cinerama). business of picture making has be¬
ings” (M-G), $4,500.
sails
tomorrow
(Thurs.)
on
the
come
a highly serious business.
Started 36th week Sunday (31)
Suburban World (Mann) (800;
This is for the reason that the
85)—“Too Many Crooks” (Lopert). S. S. Constitution for a two-month after great $18,000 last week.
business
trip
in
Europe.
stars
and
others, for the most
Good at $2,000. Last ^ week, “3
Carthay (FWC) (1,138; $1.75He will visit Italy, Switzerland, $3.50)—“Around World in 80 Days” part, being “incorporated,” usually
Strange Loves” (Indie), $1,400.
England
and
France
arid
in
each
have
a
participating
stake in their
. World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.25)—
(UA). Finished closing 127th wk
“Room at Top” (Cont) (2d wk). country will confer with local ex¬ (9 days) with great $27,300. House pic ures and are not out to jeopar¬
He’s due goes dark until July 15 opening of dize this via temperament or in¬
Continues fast at $5,500 or near. hibitor organizations:
Last week, $3,000.
difference.
back in the latter part of July.
“Porgy and Bess” (Col).

f

UPA’s 2d ‘Magoo’ Feature

Driye-In Adyertises Its
Disney’s
Must Pay Extra 35c Fee

WALD’S 1959 FEATURES
WILL ADD UP TO 11

Under the Tinsel

Herman Levy Sailing /

Mexico City, June 2.
Offer of a French investment
combine of 15 million pesos ($1,200.000' for the San Angel. Inn
Studios is being studied by owner
Jorge Stahl Sr., with dickering set
up by his eldest son, Jorge J”.
Conversations for completion of
the transaction are going along
smoothly. Stahl Sr. refuses to
talk about the deal, but an inside
source indicates that he is in¬
terested in pulling out ot motion^
pictures. arm would like to get
$1,600,000 cash for his modern
studios.
Although a lot of horse trading
is going on, with purchasers point¬
ing out that they will need to
invest a substantial sum for the
addition of new sound stages rnd
modernization, possibilities for a
saie arc good. This, would mean
that only truly Mexican studio
would.be the Churubuico govern¬
ment-operated f acilities.
Associated with the Frenchmen
are some Mexican figure?. It could
hot be ascertained if Gabriel
Alarcon is possibly the majority
Mexican capitalist vUrder Mexican
law, foreigners cannot have I90re
control of an enterprise), with
their interest>«jnited to 49^ and
control in Meccan hands.
News of tne San Angel Studio
dickering comes as a startling sur¬
prise to the industry here. Sur¬
face reason is that after S3 years
in the business, Stahl can no
longer stand the pace of studio
management. And his sons want
him to pull out. But insiders point
out tlie real reason may be that
operation is not a moneymaker.
Pictures now cOmpleted or near
completion at the studios includ¬
ing Hollywood's second Mexican
production, “Jets Over the At¬
lantic.” with George Raft and
Virginia Mayo; and “A Star and
Two Starlets,” Mexican, film with
Tin Tan and Maria Antonieta
Pons. Interior sets are also being
prepared for “The Ambitious
Ones,” Mex:ean-French coproduc¬
tion directed by Luis Bunuel and
starring Maria Felix, Gerard
Philipe and Jean Servais.

Stale As Garage
Continued from page 7

time, included one of the first .the¬
atre organs installed west of the
Mississippi (it’s still there) and
was the home of the_ Frisco Sym¬
phony for a number of years.
The California remained a firstrun house almost until World W’ar
II. In 1941 it was remodeled and
renamed the State. During the
war it became a moveover house
for t-e larger Paramount, though
occasionally used, as a first-run. It
was a consistent money-maker un¬
til af .er the war, when nighttime
loot traffic in that area dwindled.
In the late ^O’s Paramount op¬
erated the theatre on an on-again,
off-agaih 'Basis, and in the early
'50’s AB-PT shut it except for a
brief try at an artie firstrun policy.
Since then the theatre has re¬
mained shuttered except for occa- ■
sional rentals for evangelists and
as temporary political headquar¬
ters.
The theatre property, more than
20,009 square feet, includes sev¬
eral small shops. Dr. Garter said
demolition would start in about
four mon hs.

Stock Divvy by Columbia
Board of directors of Columbia
at a meeting last week declared a
stock dividend of 2*6% on the
company’s outstanding common
stock and voting trust certificates.
Divvy is payable July 30 to stock¬
holders of record June 30.

George Mason Retires
Buffalo, June 2.
George A. Mason, manager of
the Century', has resigned and plana
leaving Buffalo for retirement in
Florida.
Mason has been active in down¬
town picture theatres for over 30
years. Started with the late Mike
Shea in the early 20s and rrfanaged
five of the six Shea theatres until
he joined U.A. and the Century 10
years ago.
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\
carry a lot
of weight at the
boxoffice. Not since
Samson has a screen
hero dared siich deeds.9^

M. R BMIY

grounds, violent
battle scenes
and uncountable extras."

A4&*.

"Spectacle almost of
DeMille proportions. Strong
entry...boxoffice show."

efA spectacle designed
for exploitation...
it has color and
action enough to fill
a circus paradel99
DAILY

^'Destined to bit the
boxoffice bullseye...
with the extensive and
hard-hitting campaign.9’

VARIETY
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What tyihnl 'OuqlU Not? Be Z&p&ited?
[Tricky Side-Issues to 82 ‘Unfit* Titles^}
The film companies. Innocent bystanders In. the
squabble between Congress and the U.-S. informa- .
tioii Agency, feel they’re being hart by the reams
Of unfavorable publicity that resulted from the dis¬
closure that 82 Hollywood pictures had been banned
by USIA as “inappropriate” for showing in certain
Countries abroad. .
To make matters w6rse, accounts of the tTSIA
action made it appear that the agency had “blacks'
listed” these films for export generally. Actually,
. they were. nixed only for some or all of the four
countries where the Government’s Media Guaran¬
tee program operates—Poland, Turkey, Yugoslavia
and Vietnam.
What; the. flareup has done is to spotlight—once
again—a problem that has plagued the film biz al¬
most from the beginning: How to select exports to
keep in mind the larger interests , of the United
States and yet not appear to exercise the kind of
arbitrary censorship which the industry has been
battling both at home and abroad.
V
I
Common Overseas
;
j
; Other nations have little compunction about limit-,
ing export of films where the Government feels
their showing abroad isn’t desirable.. The French
Just did that with one of their films, arid they’ve
done it on several recent, occasions.
; There have, from time to time, been efforts .of a
kind of self-limitatipri on the part of the Ameri¬
cans, too, but nothing ever came of them, partly be¬
cause of the economic structure, of the industry and.
partly because it's so difficult to gauge accurately
what does or doesn’t harm American prestige
abroad.
Some, even within the Industry, favor some kind
of Industry-controlled screening device that would
sift out and prevent the exportation of pictures that
might tend to show the U.S. in a bad light over¬
seas. Others feel equally strongly that only by pro-!
viding the world with a balanced picture of the

U S: via both positive and negative Images can the
.. interests of this country be best served.
There is unanimity on the view that, the Gov^
ernment in Washington should not be permitted
to block exports pr. to determine what can or can’t
be sent out. And yet Media Guarantee is virtually
the only means through which such selectivity can
be accomplished; Apart from the principle involved,
film company executives are frankly puzzled by the
reasoning that goes into the USIA determination
of what picture is good for export into what coun¬
try within the framework of the Media Guarantee
program. '
.•
'
; _■ .
Decision For Red Lands
The agency ' has at times nixed pictures for
Turlceyi but approved them for Yugoslavia. It ttiay
okay a feature for Poland but turn it down for an¬
other country. Turner B. Shelton, the USIA film
chief, does exercise an authority that goes way. be¬
yond the countries Involved in the guarantee pro¬
gram, since ho producer .will sell to Czechoslovakia,
Hungary or any of the Iron Curtain countries un¬
less he’s approved the titles. His reasoning in re¬
fusing to accept given films isn’t made public, but
isn’t always easy to follow, being based on what
appears to be Washington’s own “sixth sense” of
how. people in the Communist countries might react.
V It is precisely tbis free-wheeling and rather com¬
plicated procedure involving in clearing titles , which
makes the industry generaly suspicious of allowing
the Government to dictate in any way what is or
isn’t a “sound” export.
Though it is directly affected,: the Motion Picture
Export Assn, to date hasn’t moved to either make
plain its stand on exports or to clarify the mixup
that resulted from the Washington hearings on the
Media Guarantee program. Individual company ex¬
ecutives, however, are deeply: concerned lest the
resultant publicity create a move in Congress to
legislate against the free1 flow of films abroad.
i

Chi Cops Going Holier-Than-Thou?
O’Connor Picks a Fine Family Mali as New Censor—
Trib Kids Serg-s Qualification: His Own Fertility
Chicago, June 2.
Chicago’s new police censor
: board chief is a sergeant, having
succeeded a lieutenant, which may
or may not say : something for
Commn Tim O’Connor’s attitude
toward cinema and stage art ex. pression.
:
; Whereas his predecessor was
thought to have. had a relatively
liberal stance re censorship, the
new boss, Sgt, Vincent Nolan, is
represented as: hot one to brook
the slightest contamination of
. Windy City, morality. Further, the
scuttlebutt maintains Noian is uri1 der his superior’s order to crack
down, a troubling buzz for the
trade which: sees the censors as
quixotic enough.
Report that Nolan has been so
forewarned has already, elicited
. the expected exhibitor and distrib¬
utor whelps, though the: latter are
doing most. 6f/ the whining. The
. “get tough” attitude has: drawn;
press attention too, the most . sig¬
nificant: reaction contained in a
Chi Tribune editorial recently
which : questioned, whether; the
. sergeant’s fecundity was sufficient
to qualify him for the jpb.
Sure, He’s, A Fine Man
It quoted Q/Connor thus: “He
(Nolan) always has been a capable
police officer. But what is more
he is a family man. He has , .
fbur splendid children. A man
like that, can’t help but be one who
can realize what is wrong and . : ;
right for children, and the gen¬
eral public, to view, or read.”
...
' Nplan was also quoted, saying he
will .have his Wife's “help and ad-:
vice”, in reaching decisions. “Two
heads are better than one, aren’t
they?” he said.
Needled the Trib: “We are
not thinking of hiring. Mi. or
Mme. Dionne, who; leaped to
fame (and, according to Commr.
O’Connor’s standards, compe¬
tence to serve as censors) by be-.
coming the parents of -five daugh; ters_^jt—once. We are thinking,
riatfier of employing at least one
person who can apply informed
critical standards to the suspect
movie or play in its . entirety,
and in the context of the history
of the . art form.it represents.”
The boding of a harsher policy
by the board puzzles ini view, of
the serious court setbacks sus¬
tained by Chi censorship in recent
years, latterly in a Federal District
Court decision washing out the
“adults only” restriction. A tough¬
ening now can only mean increased
litigation; but it’s pointed- out this

avenue is costlier to trade elements
than the. city, which, after all,
spends taxpayer money to ‘‘defend”
purity. Be that as it may, the im¬
porters, . producers et al.. who’ve
successfully harassed the cops in
recent years don’t figure to drop
their fight at this point.

Chicago, June 2.
A bill' to abolish pre-censorship
of pictures for Chicago adults was
killed, last Thursday. ,(28) by a
City Council Committee in a man¬
ner that , did violence to at least
6ne, quaint/parliamentary. custom.
. .In- their alacrity to squelch the
proposal;
opposition
aldermen
preqederitially denied, a “pro” witness—Keri Douty, Illinois director
for the American Civil Liberties
Union-^-the chance . to finish his
testimony after, he had restated
ACLU’s claim that “Chicago should
get out of the censorship business.”
At both the local and /national
level, ACLU -has long been ; an.
ardent foe of censorship. .
Consensus. . had the ;; imeasure
foredoomed, but by full: council
after floor = debate rather than in
committee.: It would; have curbed
pre-censorship to cover only per¬
sons under 18. Opposition to it re¬
flected either ignorance of or in¬
difference to a lot of court-comr
posed “handwriting on the wall.”
Freshman Aid. Thomas Rosenberg,
saying filmmakers have no public
responsibility but : are only inter¬
ested in the hQxoffiCe, disregarded
a u; S.. Supreme Court determina¬
tion that films disseminate ideas
entitling them to constituional free
speech guarantee. .
.
Same alderman seemed to have
lost sight of the. first and 14th
amendments when: he further said
<(ive don’t. censor newspapers be¬
cause they are established and re¬
sponsible;” He also thought it “un¬
fortunate, that we have no censor¬
ship for television.” Thus viewed,
early settlement: bf. the bill’s fate
was rib surprise. •/••.
' v.
... Famous Producers’ Releasing
Corp: bas been authorized to con¬
duct: an entertainment business in
New York, with capital stock of
200 shares, no par value. Phillips,
Nizer, Benjamin, Krim & Ballon
were filing attorneys at Albany.

OfCensoring Films Via Concern
For Good Name of U.S. Overseas
“

Washington, June 2.
The list of 82 feature films dis¬
approved by the United States In¬
Seeking to dramatize the
formation Agency to benefit from
need for admissions tax relief,
the Informational Media GuarantyItalian exhibitors in Rome and
program made grist for the Wash¬
Lazio region;. are planning to
ington news mill. In the process
close their houses June 8-14,
the story was extensively garbled.
reports from Rome say.
One wire service account, and
. A law providing for a tax
at least one New York daily, char¬
cut is now pending before
acterized this as a “blacklist,” car¬
the Italian Senate,
rying the implication that USIA
had set itself up as a bureaucratic
arbiter of exported film fare.
These widely-circulated press
reports prompted some daily
newspaper editors to dispatch
somewhat indignant queries to
their Washington correspondents.
One went something like this:
There’s an element of irrespon¬ “What about this USIA blacklist?
sibility in the long-delayed decision , What right does it have to tell
what pictures they
of the Chicago police censor to j Hollywood
send abroad?”
okay , the showing of the French
The answer is simple. There is
“Letters from My Windmill,” the no “blacklist” as such, and USIA
Marcel Pagnol picture, Thomas J, has no authority (and doesn’t seek
Brandon and Herbert Steinman it) to dictate to Hollywood. Here’s
partners In Tohaii Pictures Co, an attempt to unravel:
The Informational Media Guar¬
charged last week.
Letters,” a Tohan release, was anty program is a handy extra arm
of
the USIA cold war propaganda *
first released back in 1955. The
It enables dissemination
Roman Catholic Legion of Decency effort.
of
U.
S. books, newspapers, maga¬
C” rated the film and the Chicago
censor subsequently nixed it. Now, zines and film abroad at a rela¬
however, Chicago has cleared the tively small cost to the taxpayer.
Motion Picture Export Assn,
picture.
president Eric Johnston estimates
“Why did they have to wait this that during the last ten years of
long?” Brandon asked. “There’s a the program, about $150,000,003
lack of. responsibility in the way of informational matter has been
the . Chicago censor Is handling distributed. Of this, the govern¬
these things. The picture hasn’t ment has had to £ay only about
Continued from; page 5
been edited. It’s the same version $15,000,000 as a result of foreign
they.
saw. before. Three years later, currency depreciation—or about
excitement that comes when at
least a couple. of investors. are in they’ve now changed their minds, 10c on the dollar.
but
of
course the value of the pic¬
a. hostile frame of mind. One in¬
But the fact, remains that the
dividual asked about the possibility ture has diminished. It’s now con¬ taxpayer is footing part of the bill.
sidered
an fold’ film. If it’s okay For this reason, USIA is under no
of an extra inelqn for stockholders:
Nothing doing now,; said Balaban, now, why wasn’t it okay in 1955?” obligation to guarantee a dollar
The Legion objected to “Letters” return on any film a distributor
and no more was mentioned about
primarily because of the episode wants to export to the four na¬
the matter. ,
, :
Here are the highlights of Bala- involving a gluttonous priest who tions under the motion picture
hurries. through Mass to get his phase of IMG: It is a government
ban’s report to the conclave—
food.
program designed to spread a
. There is no limitation^ placed on
As a result of the Legion “C” “good impression” of America to
the} studio so far as talent and
foreign
nationals. And there’s no
rating,
the
picture
played
off
only
story acqulsitiohis are concerned
or number of pictures produced. orie third of the country, Brandon reason why this convenience must
be
extended
to distribution of
held.
He
explained
that,
in
sex¬
Company has an open mind per¬
taining to diversification, including ploitation pix, the condemned tag films featuring high school junkies
or
hypersexual
rednecks, etc.
didn’t
matter.
On
other
type
films,
expansion Into non-show business
In USIA’s view\ the 82 film?
however,, it hurts.
fieldsv
rejected
last
year
for Media guar¬
Total of about $8,000,000 was
antee coverage would not enhance
spent last year In buying in 200,000
PROJECTOR
ALIGNMENT
America’s
prestige
in the unnamed
Par shares on the open market but
country concerned.
Agency is
Hollywood, June 2.
this rate of purchases: is not going
frank
to
admit
the
obvious—that
Motion
Picture
Research
Council
to continue.
Nothing as of now anent the sale has developed a . 70m projector j some of them would do actual
of the post-1948 pictures to tele¬ alignment film. While primary pur¬ harm to our interests. But con¬
vision and iii any case a big con¬ pose, according to technical direc¬ trary to at least one press account,
sideration . will be the channeling tor William F. Kelley, is to pin¬ the pictures do not comprise any.
point proper aperture dimensions, sort of international film blacklist.
of this product to tbll itv. .
Prospects are favorable; for collec¬ film, also can be used for checking The rejection applies to four coun¬
travel
ghost, steadiness, jump and tries only.
tion of the $50;b00,00<> maximum
called for under.the formula deal weave, focus and film buckling.
with a Music Corp. of America I Test film carries magnetic stripes;
subsidiary: Covering the pre-1948 without sound along both edges |
film. sale,
V
outside the perforation, thus mak- ’
Balaban and all other directors ing.it Identical in thickness with
Continued from page 7
were reelected at the meeting. . 70m release prints.
in Minneapolis have spotted their
pictures in one or two neighbor¬
hood houses or drive-ins when loop
firstrun bookings couldn’t be ob¬
tained for them or when the terms
were better uptow'n.
Also, in several cases independ¬
ent distributors, unable to secure a
satisfactory loop firstrun dating,
But U.S. Information Agency Gets $113,057,000
turned over important foreign pic¬
From Appropriations Committee
tures to neighborhood theatres. A
recent such instance was “The
Washington, June 2.
clared that Motion Picture Export Horse’s Mouth” w'hich preemed at
The House has passed an appro¬ Assn, ‘‘has been given a pretty I the local uptown St. Louis Park
priations hill carrying $113,057,000 good ride on the Informational instead of dow'ntqwTi, running five
for U.S. Information Agency after media gravy time.” He added that w’eeks at advanced $1.25 admission.
tart assaults on the Informational Johnston, prexy of the Assn., was
Media Guaranty Fund as a “lush speaking as its “lobbyist” when he
Distributor of Tow-budget theatrical
subsidy” and “gravytrain” for. film asked for the added funds.
films seeks producers with hew
(Johnston’s view, as reflected in
producers.
•.
his
testimony
before
the
House
projects
or completed film.
Appropriations Coinmittee ver¬
sion; $7,492,700 short of the .Ad¬ Committee, is that the. taxpayer is
BOX V-8T, VARIETY
getting;
a,
bargain
with
MG
which
ministration request, was approved
154 West -46th Street,
intact, despite criticism hurled by costs. money only when the for¬
New York 36
Rep. H. L. Gross (R-Neb.) at IMG eign currencies earned by film dis¬
and some . disparaging remarks tributors can’t be used for other
government
purposes
in
the
four
about Eric Johnston. .
nations affected. He maintains
Gross noted that J ohnston, that distributors under IMG are
whom he described as a “lobbyist” providing a cold war service which
for : Motion Picture Export Assn., w'ould cost incalcuable millions
had plugged for a $16,000,000 more, if ever undertaken by the
grant to the IMG fund to help fur¬ government.)
r—fUDIO CITT MUSIC UHLther. distribution of , American
Rockefeller Cetittr « Ci 6*4600
Gross also took Johnston to task
films abroad. (The Administration for allegedly acting as a “front
DAVID SHIRLEY
GIG
asked . for $3,500,000, which the man” for the White House last
NIVEN MnlAINE Y0UN6
Appropriations Coihmittee cut by year in efforts to w'in Congres¬
$1,000,000.)
ii “ASK ANY GIRL"
sional and public support for the
Km II* • H tmmKm M MltKIUt
Gross, foe of USIA and other Administration's beleaguered for¬
<■* Hit ict sots smnat "cumu nuur
Government. ventures abroad,. de¬ eign trade program.

Italy’s Tax Protest

‘Windmill’ Set to Spin
In Chicago After Ban
& ‘Interference’ in ’55

Par Stockholders

‘Hercules’

I
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EQUAL TIME ISSUE SEEN INVITING
D.C. RHUBARB ON POLITICAL INF1
1 Reiner’s 5 finest Shots
Einstein Medical Center
| On Dinah’s Chevy Show Gets 1506; Proceeds Of
‘Mame’s Friends’ Spec

Nielsen's first May Top 10 report, as the shows are preparing
to go off for the season: or move into .rerun time, finds “Gunsmoke” still leading the pack and with five Westerns still riding
the charmed circle. CBS cops seven of the Top 10; NBC two and
ABC one.
_
“
Here’s the average-audience returns:1
Gunsmoke (CBS) ..;.. *,...............;..... ......;. 37.8
Emmy Awards (NBC) .. .. .. .. . ....... .
33.9
Rifleman (ABC) ..........,.. .......... ........... 3L(j
Have Gun (CBS) . “:............ 30.7
... i)anny Thomas Show (CBS) .....
.,V........ 30.4
Wagon Train (NBC) .......;.....;.... . .. .
...... 29.9
I’ve Got A Secret (CBS) .. ...... .. . “._... 28.8
Zane Grey Theatre (CBS) ........:...■;..28.2
Father Knows Best (CBS) ..;.,....;................... 27.8
Red Skelton Show (CBS) ,............./.27;7

By LES CARPENTER
Washington, June 2.
Rep. Oren Harris’ House Legis¬
lative Oversight Subcommittee,
Hollywood, June 2.
publicly dormant for some five j
months, has grabbed a political i Carl Reiner, will appear in a
minimum
of
five “Dinah Shore
Philadelphia, June 2.
bear by the tail. And there's ho
A gift of $150,000 to the Albert
telling how much groaning and Chevy Show's” next season, and.
!
will
double
as
writer for entire - Einstein Medical Center was anjaw-snapping might result.
: season’s product, under a deal ;: nounced (30) by trustees of the
As it starts, the subcommittee’s inked for NBC-TV program.
•/.; Emanuel. Sacks Foundation. The
Democrats (with the . subcommit¬
!
Jack Brooks- also sighed pact as ; proceeds came . principally from j
tee’s Republicans strongly object¬
ing all the way ' have demanded an special material writer for pro- • the March . 3 hour - and - a - half }
explanation of White House and gram. Deal is for six shows. With ! television spectacular ‘.‘Some, of
'I Manie's Friends.”.:
Justice Dept, pressure to force the option- for additional.: 14.
Half of the. gift is: earmarked
Federal Communications Commis¬
for the memorial dedicatioh of the
sion to reverse itself on the Lar
Hematology Department at the
Daly “equal time” issue. The row jis
Center’s Northern Division The
over political influence, not what
►
Hollywood,! June 2.
remainder consists, of, three annual
should be done about “equal time.”
Television’s western boom goes
grants of $25,000 to aid th^ exten¬
In a quick response. U. S. Attor¬
into
its
third
year unabated this
sive program of research -in leu¬
ney General William P. Rogeirs
fall, with more, haters scheduled
kemia at what will be known as the
Mutual of Omaha .has put in a. than ever before. Though the net¬
told Rep. Harris ( D-Ark.> . by Tetter
Emanuel Sacks Hematology De¬ bid to slot the “Keep Talking”
Saturday <30> that he was well
work schedules for next season
partment...
,
panel show on NBC-TV next sea¬ are -far from firm, the three; webs
within his legal rights when he
I
The. department is headed by son. Show is currently riding on so far have scheduled a total of
sent FCC a brief recently calling
Dr. Irving WqldOw,.who Was Sacks’ CBS-TV.
on FCC to flipflop on the Daly
25 of the oaters,. measuring 16Va
However, NBC has expressed hours per . week, - or 22Co of all .
physician for many years. The ini-,
decision.
_
i;
Tokyo, May 26. v tial check for $100,000, covering some doubt as to whether it can prime evening time.
There may he more involved
Two of Japan’s webs will soon the dedication fund and the first fit it into the ’59-’60 sked.
than just the Daly case. At least
.JLast year, there were. 23 west¬
some Democrats on the subcom¬ , be broadcasting NBC coior shows. j year’s grant, was presented to Paul
erns, accounting for 14 hours a
mittee would like to. see broad in¬ Arrangements have . been con- i J. Johnson, president of the Cenw eek. These accounted Tor nearly.
vestigation of Justice and Whijte ; eluded by the Nippon Television i ter, and Samuel H. Daroff, chair- .
25% of network prime time, dif¬
iHouse influence on the various in¬ ■Network (NTV) and the semi- j man. of its board.
ference being that this year the
dependent Government agencies. • Governmental Japan Broadcasting I The presentation was made by
three webs will all fill the 10:30This is along the line of the sensa¬ : Corp. i.NHK) for color video tapes j Lester Sacks,, brother of Manic
11 p.m. periods and expiihd their,
nighttime schedules to a full 75
tional Harris probes of 1958, al¬ ; of the “Perry Como Show” and |
(Continued on page 38)
hoiurs a week.
though-Justice was not investigated “Danger is My Business” for the
1 respective networks,
in those.
Although Iasi season saw the
demise of the live comics as a
By previous admission. Justice j This marks the first time that
‘color
video tapes will be sent outmajor. /. programming force, the
entered the Daly issue under Presi¬ ;side the
U.S. for regularly-sched¬
coming year will have the same
dent Eisenhower’s personal. in¬ uled programming. Most areas
amount of comedy, a total of 19
struction.
of the world have a difference ia
I
Boston, June 2.
show's accounting for 10 hours a
The attorney general, explaining lineage and standards than the
A move towards getting women Week. Last year there w?ere also
the action, cited various federal •U.S'., but those of Japan are
{ broadcasters ,back into radio is un¬ 19 comedy shows, but the coming
laws and court decisions to sup¬ matching.
derway here with the establish^ season will find virtually ail of
port Justice’s right to file the ,
Prez Akira Shimizu of Pacific
ment of a Committee for Better them in the filmed situation or
“memorandum” <a brief) with FCC ! TV Corp., • NBC’s rep in Japan,
j Broadcasting. At an organization family comedy - category as against
urging FQC to about-face on the | laid the groundwork for the nego¬
press conference in Hotel Vendome last season’s boom in standup
Daly ruling. Besides, Rogers said, tiations which concluded with the
last w'eek, the battle lines were comedians.
all he was really doing was telling visit of Alfred R. Stern, .NBC j
Chicago, June 2.
Big difference, this year is In
FCC that the Justice Dept, would ‘ director of international opera- I. With s p o n s 0 r Allis -Chalmers formed.
The Mass. Federation of Women’s : mystery shows, wrhich along wTtli
he unable to defend the previous . tions, and Thomas S. O’Brien, the ; dropping live music in favor of
are
monitoring
seven j comedy rank in the No: 2 position,
FCC Daly decision in any federal network’s director of. Far-Eastern ; canned on its “National Farm and ; Clubs
court test. He claimed authority ■ operations.
| Home Hour,” staff musicians at ^ Greater Boston radio stations from •19 of them, taking up 11 hours a
for that.
j
, Chi’s NBC plant have lost their last [ 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in an effort to force j.week of prime time. A year ago,
Thirteen
episodes
of
the
hourRogers ended his letter with ia
i outlet for on-the-air exposure. All more balanced daytime radio pro¬ j the webs had scheduled only seven
potent paAgraph: “I would hope long Como show are expected to i 40 of the WNBQ - WMAQ footers grams, it was reported at the com^ ! of the stanzas. . Big increase Js
I attributable niainly to success of
that the subcommittee’s inquiry in begin, their NTV-casting this fall. • have now beeh silenced, although, mittee’s first meeting. .. .
this matter was nqt intended to re¬ Depending on local hurdles and • of course, they continue, to pick up
Rock ’n’ roll disk jock programs ! “Peter Gunn” and “77 Sunset
Stern believed that
flect and will not be construed to programming,
make for discontented housewives j Strip ” ’ '
the shows could be on the air in [their weekly paychecks.
be in opposition to the position of ! Japan within two or three weeks ! The move by' AHis^Chalmers was it was contended at the meeting, [ Newcomers .-this year . are: tha
the U. S. 'Justice Dept.) in the after their live New York . per¬ ; essentially an economic. one, al- ] because there is nothing to stimu- I outdoor adventure shows (“The
matter. Cr- i:“v the best inter¬ formances.
| Alaskans,” ‘‘Adventures in Paraj though the package price for the i late the housewives’ .intellect:
ests of the na"
iquire a reversal
! dise.” “Troubleshooters”). and .the .
Non-color versions of thb Como ! show' remains the same. In switch- I Radio as a constructive influence i science:fiction -(“Space,” “Chalof that (Daly) TWsion.”
. j:
: ing to recordings, show is now able', : upon the Hub is threatened with
Rogers there was taking the hour are how seen, in some 17 to afford additional writers and , extinction., Alden Eberly of Need- | lenge,” “Twilight Zonb”). Ansame line as subcommittee's . Re¬ : countries,. “He will be an un¬ promotion. Also, With records, : ham, chairman of the committee,
(Continued on page 38)
publican members who had solidly, qualified success in Japan,”" Stern sponsor expects to get a broader ; told the meeting,
opposed authorizing Harris to said. “He has been a big success variety of entertainment than it i In an outline of principles the
;
in
every
country.
It’s
hard'
to
write bath Rogers and FCC last
Was able, to get from a 21-piece • committee stated:
t Continued on page 361 :
week. All Democrats had voted tp
band. Where before it Was limited j “The drift of the past few years.
authorize the Harris letters which
to marches and old standbys main¬ ■ has brought this once great measked this double question:; what
ly, it’s now' able to feature semi? : dium of : communication to the
authority does Rogers have to tell
classical, hymns and voices as well. .' point where every stop on the dial
FCC to reverse a decision and what
“Home Hour”: cut back from a 31New biz. at’NBC Radio added up i piece orch to a-, brass marching i produces disk jockey music inauthority does FCC have to receive
• terspersed with repetitions of news ]
or consider such a brief from to $2,734,255 in net revenue for the j band last March. '•
four-week period ending May 22. | A further consideration, is that, .! bulletins.
NBC-TV continues to reap a har¬
Rogers ?
“Programs of an adult nature are vest on sale of its sports segs for
[International
Swimming
Pool
Corp.
j the elimination of live music will
Senior GOP subcommittee mem. (Continued on page 38).
j next , season. On top of the whop¬
fceh Rep. John B. Bennett (Rr ordered a heavy concentration of ! make an easier production job of
ping Bayufc Cigar deal oh multiple
IVIich.), argued it is “unwarranted, | announcements on “Monitor” for the 25-minute Saturday radio. oldprogramming as detailed in last
• timer. .
unethical and unlawful” for the [July 4th weekend,
\veek’s Vahiety, the network-has
Art Van Damme swing quintet,
subcommittee to get involved in a i U.S. Rubber and Socony Mobil
firmed lip the following orders:
pending case before FCC (Daly • Oil also bought extensive summer which took a leave of absence from
Hygraijle Food Products and Car¬
matter) prior to final FCC action. schedules as did Grove Labs, Sav¬ the stations to tour in person,, has
ter Products will jointly sponsor the
Bennett said subcommittee Demo- ings and Loan Foundation, RCA,. returned to staff to find its former
General Motors,' Hudson Vitamin workbench on WMAQ, “The Chan
pro football championship game on
! Continued on page 36. >
and Scott Paper Co.
Show,” replaced by a deejay stanza.
Dec. 27; Kemper Insurance Co.
Toronto, June. 2.
has bought the 15-minute football
“The Population Explosion” and preview show preceding each
“600,000,000 Miles Per Hour’* will Week’s NCAA game; Falstaff Brew¬
be among the prime-nighttime spe¬ ing has purchased a fourth of the
cials on the CBS-TV fall roster, NAB Saturday basketball tv sked;
Sig Mickelson, veep of CBS Inc. Minute Maid has pacted for the
and general manager of CBS News, New Year’s Day Tournament of
Atlantic. City, Junt
June 2.
AC KAllAffff \pnac
Atlantic
told Canadian broadcasters Mon¬ Roses.
Ttu l\vllV2C2£ L/vl IVu
Radio station WIP, Philly, was all set for a whopping two-week
two
■ TAmfttp
frnm Atlantic
itlanfio City
Pifir to be
lio staged
p-fan-a/a the last
1n.f two
4...^ weeks
n...
day (1).
remote from
of
The news chief also revealed
July. But a wire of protest today (Tues.) to the FCC from an At¬
A new half-hour anthology se¬
that his staff of producers for the
lantic City station may botch the deal. “
ries, “The Deputy” with Henry
series of tv specials will include
The wire, from Mrs. Dorothy Bremmer, general manager of
Fonda as the host» (he also wiil
Fred Friendly, Leslie Midgley and
star in a minimum of six install¬
WLDB, reportedly objects to the WIP promotion on grounds of
Av Westin, Don Hewitt, Paul
FCC regulation,3;30 (a station’s main studios must, be within city
ments) has been bought for next
limits).
Levitan, Albert Wasserman and
season for the Saturday night at 9
... London, June 2. *
period on NBC-TV. Kellogg has
Stephen Fleischman.
.Bell &
WIP officials consider the two weeks of broadcasts from the
Cecil G. Bernstein, managing di¬
Hbwell will co-sponsor , six of the rector the Granada Group, is gO|>
bought half the show, marking the
resort city a remote. They also say that at a final meeting for ap¬
programs in the ’59-'60 series. .
return of the cereal client to the
proval of the broadcasts, all three Atlantic City stations, includ¬
ing to New York next Friday (5)
“Population* Explosion” will ex¬ for a 10 day look-see of the U.S.
ing WLDB, were represented and gave an okay. WLDB’s presi¬
network for the first time since
the days when it sponsored “How¬
amine the growth of human popu¬ tv scene and also to negotiate a
dent, husband of general manager Bremmer, Was said to be at the
lation around .the world, “600,000,- vidpic co-production deal.
meeting. WIP lawyers are preparing an answer to the WLDB pro¬
dy Doody.” Liggett & Myers may
test, ■•
■
000 Miles Per Hour” will explore
take the other half of the show'.
Granada has so far steered clear
the problems of pfobulsion, rock- of telefilm production, but has how
“Deputy,” out of the MCA Re¬
If WIP gets approval from the FCC against the protest,- the
.etry, nuclear reactors/ etc. .
vue shop, will displace “Johnny
Philly station will originate all programs from Atlantic City with
decided that the time is right to
Mickelson assured the broad¬ take the plunge. It’s a strong pos¬
Staccato,” which wras originally de¬
the exception of Phillies baseball arid two daily races from Mon¬
mouth (N.J.), racetrack..
casters that his production staff sibility that Bernstein may nego¬
signed for the Saturday berth
was able to meet the challenge of tiate a deal with. Alfred Hitchcock;
next season. Instead “Staccato”
Staff will base at Haddon Hall with programs^-aired from
moves ii)to the Thursday 8:30
niteries, hotels and other attractions—wired into the Philly studios. ; drawing decent-sized nighttime who is already partnered with Sid¬
period under joint sponsorship of
Plan has the backing and approval of Atlantic City civic orgs, in¬
audiences “without diluting the se¬ ney L. Bernstein in a production
cluding C of C and Hotel Assn: Trustees.
rious values” of the program fare. company:
R. J. Reynolds and Bristol-Myers^

Como &'Danger

NBC’s ‘Talking’ Order

For Japanese TV

Femmes in Hub
Declare War On
'Farm Hour/Last
Daytime Radio

New NBC Radio Biz

Producers Chosen For
i
CBS Pubaffairs Specials;
Mickelson Lists Entries

Fonda’s Deputy’

WIP‘Shouldn’t Play In Sand’

Cecil Bernstein To
NX on Granada Biz
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A Most Unhappy Network

3 WEB flJVftLRY Is WBC Returning to Phifly With
INTEREST PERKS NBC Getting Frisco KP1X to End

Two incidents over the past week have thrown the whole ques¬
tion of network program control into sharp focus and has created
no little distress within the CBS-TV. precincts in wandering just
how far it can go without inviting fresh alaniris on the D.C. problng-and-sleuthing scene.
" . . .
•
One involves the Sunday 7:30 period, which has been purchased
By GEORGE ROSEN
by Oldsmobile. The network has been trying to pitch up a couple
The departure of Hubbel Rob¬
of its own shows, the “Wonderful World Of Julius”, situation come- •
inson Jr. from. CBS, coupled with
dy series or “Guestward Ho.” On the other hand,. Olds has boughtIf reports circulating in the
the new “Dennis O’Keefe Show” from United Artists TV, with full
the almost simultaneous revela¬
trade bear fruition, Westinghouse
Divvying
The
Specials
Intention of slotting it in the Sunday period. However, it’s subject
tion of a complete reversal of pro¬
and RCA are getting set to engage
to CBS okay and thus far CBS has refused to okay it on the grounds Westclox and General Mills
gram thinking at NBC (capped by
in another station swap — this
that it does not regard it as the kind of qualitative entry required
have had to spread the seven
the fact that Robinson will indi¬
time as a means of resolving their
for Sunday 7:30. CBS feels, quite aside from the fact that it owns
MGM specials they’ve bought
the show, that “Julius” is far superior entertainment.
for
next
season,
over
three
net¬
rectly be toiling in the NBC vine¬
differences and putting and end to
Then there’s the Thursday 8:30 story, over which CBS is present¬
works.
Two
of
the
programs
yards in riding he.rd on the big
present litigation. There’s been no
ly doing a fast bum. Just when it looked like Johnson’s Wax and
are slotted for ABC, ditto CBS
“39 for Ford” series), has had the
love lost between the giant cor¬
Lorillafd were going to buy the network’s “Hotel De Paree'” west¬
and three , are designated for
effect of heightening Interest In
porations
since the disclosures at¬
ern as the successor show to “Yancy Derringer” (which. CBS never
NBC exposure.
wanted in the first place), the sponsors: turned around and pur¬
Deal has Its unusual aspect,
tending the Philadelphia-Clevethe .upcoming ’59-’60 tv season.
chased “Johnny Bingo” from MCA for the Thursday period.
even
for
a
coming
tv
season
land station swaps, with WBC get¬
Theres’ no doubt about it, the
CBS makes hoi bones oyer the fact that it regards “Bingo” as
loaded, with specials. At no
ting the Cleveland KYW-TV op¬
three-way NBC-ABC-CBS . rivalry
“another. Derringer” and would rather skip it. But “Paree,” Which
time in the history of tv net¬
eration, plus $3,000,000, in ex¬
it regards highly, is a CBS-owned property, and the network rea¬
for supremacy will be a lulu, and
working has any sponsor or
lizes that to exert undue pressure to force a sale can invite anHgroup
of
sponsors
for
the
same
change for turning the Philadel¬
if the word has already gone put
bomb from the Washington precincts. As •result, it was obliged to
specials
had
to
take
them
to
phia
channel (now WRCV) over to
to “watch NBC” it’s due primarily
firm up the “Ringo” deal.
three networks. Reason for
NBC.
to the fact that Sarnoff, kintner
As for Sunday 7:30, it’s a toughie any way you look at it. On
the three-way split is said to
As unconfirmed reports have it,
the one hand, CBS doesn’t. Want ' to. lose its newly-acquired Olds- . & Co, seem bent on perpetrating
be that the bankrollers simply
NBC will call it quits in Philly and
mobile biz. An O’Keefe reject could mean D. P Brothers, agency
a new “NBC image” far removed
couldn’t clear all the times
return
WRCV to. the Westinghouse
on the account, moving the show to either NBC or ABC, Op the
they preferred on any single
from the low-register concepts
chain. However, WBC will also
other hand, the agency feels that; based on wide audience pre-f
evolved during the past season.
\veb.
keep
the
Cleveland station, which
tests of the pilot,. CBS is unfair in • underestimating the Impact,
Talent Associates will pro¬
Here is a three-way alphabetical
has moved into an enviable status
arid quality. Of the O’Keefe entry as its 7:30 attraction.
.
,
duce the adaptations of the
capsulization of the nursing, plot¬
in.
audience
popularity, and instead
onetime
Metro
motion
pix
as
ting, scrounging and planting as
divest itself of its San Francisco
live tv entriesit appears to shape up;
o & o tv stat:on, KPIX, which will
ABC: Leonard Goldenson and
move into the NBC family of
Ollie Treyz have committed them¬
owned-and-operated stations.
selves to a “more of the same” for¬
KPIX is a CBS affiliate and
mula, which should probably spell
should the transfers materialize,
out even bigger and better Niel¬
CBS would find it necessary to
sens than the present season. Un¬
hustle up a newT affiliation. (Col¬
like NBC or CBS, both of whom
umbia already has an o & o radio
NBC-TV is incepting an uhusu-<
subscribe to a “totality of service”
operation in Frisco, KCBS.)
programming
pattern,
ABC
makes
al sales pattern for its “Sunday
Miltie, Desi & Lucy
V/hen and if WBC returns to
no bones over the fact, that “as
Showcase” 8 to 9 p m. weekly se¬
j Philly, WRCV would revert to its
If negotiations currently.un-.
the up and coming network we
ries of dramas. There’s a lot of ex¬
former
status as an NBC affiliate,
der way jell, NBC-TV’s “Sun¬
gotta get it in a hurry; when" Ate
citement inherent in the whole
since tjje two leading stations in
day Showcase”.8 to 9 series
got it we can move into the broad¬
freewheeling policy behind the:
that
city
are committed elsewhere,
next sfcasOn will bring to¬
More bullish than ever since his
er and more all-ericompassing vifsseries; which will give a consider¬
being one of the longtime
gether Milton Berle, Lucille
tas.” And since there’s no appar¬ little spat with NBC, David Suss- WFIL
able boost to the whole cause of
basics
of
ABC and WCAU a part
BaU and Desi Arnaz for at
ent diminuition of public; clambr kind and Talent Associates have of the CBS o & o family.
live tv drama originating in New
least one of the 60-minute en¬
for the adventure-crime violence run their string of live specials
York; For example, the major ac¬
tries. ,
stuff on a hundred and one vari¬ for next season up to 33 shows
cent will be on the teaming of
It’svpart of an exchange plan
ations on a western theme (the with a 34th on tap and reportedly
writers, producers and directors
Whereby, for one Desi & Lucy
“easterns”
the “southerns” t£e to be firmed up momentarily. Susswho initially cut their creative
contrib on NBC, Berle will
“southwesterris,” etc.), ABC will be kind and. partner Al levy just
teeth in tv.
1 move over to the “Desilu
dishing
it
out
in all forms and got BBDO to come ISrough with
Thus the whole idea is to per¬
Playhouse” series dn CBS as a. sizes. There are others who are an okay for six Rexall Drug 60mit a sponsor to come, in on a
guestar.
somewhat
skeptical
over - the plea miniite specials, which are slated
one-shot basis with an order for
copped by ABC and ask: “How to go-into NBC-TV’s newly organ¬
a Paddy Chayefsky-Delbert Mann
long
does
it
take
for
a network to ized Sunday 8-9 drama lineup.
writer-director collaboration or
be up and coming?”
TA has also got U. S. Steel to
Current exodus pf veeps at CBSyet again a John FrankenheimerCBS: Regardless of who steps buy two Sid. Caesar specials for the TV had little effect on the web’s
Robert Alan Aurthur. teamup, etc.
r59-’60
season.
The
Caesar
shows,
in
as
Robinson’s
successor,,
it’s
This is the kind of creativity that.
clanging sales register. A. big piece
fully anticipated ' that the same j the -first slated for October expo¬
NBC is shooting for on the Sun¬
type of. programming pattern • will j sure (and formatted as a satire on of biz was picked for “The* Lineday Series.
automobiles!,
will
preempt
two
of
up” with P. Lorillard for Newport
prevail; all of which means varie- |
Herb Sussan, the tv network’s
gated fare ranging from situation the bankroller’s regular Wednes¬ • Cigarets. Deal calls for 12-week
director of specials, has been hud¬
comedy to variety to the the ] day CBS-TV U; S. Steel dramas. ! sponsorship beginning July 3. Web
dling with a whole flock of. writers,
“Small Worlds” and “Playhouse :. Sheaffer Pen is virtually lined
producers and directors, including
i had planned to sustain the series
90,” to a “Gunsmoke,” the specials 1 up for another TA-produced spe¬ | in order to set the stage for tfye
Chay ef sky. Mann, Frankenlieimer,
and
the -‘Perry . Masons.” It’s ■: cial for next semester. Nature ! full-hour version which preems in
Alex Segal, Reginald Rose. J. P.
Washington, June 2.
worked successfully in the past ] and length of this one was not j the fall.
Millei*; David Shaw, Tad Mosel, N,
Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), and actually there will be no radi¬ divulged,
Richard Nash, Lee Pogostin, Bob
? Additional sales resulted last
Mulligan and others with an eye who rates ratings as the television cal departure from this course,
New • biz pushes the TA gross, j week for “Captain Kangaroo,” New
toward pacting each of them to at industry’s Beelzebub, disclosed he’s with most of next season’s sched¬ take for next season well over the
least one entry during the season’s taking a preliminary step to Sen¬ ule already locked in. Prexy Loti $11;0D0,000 mark, making the Suss- clients were Kitchens of 'Sara Lee,
run. Some have already chimed in ate .Communications Subcommittee Cowan is an old program man him¬ kind-Levy combo the hottest pack¬ j Colorforms, Tootsie Rolls and Holhearings on. the effect Of numbers self, his own. thinking reflected in aging house in the tv biz for the j ly wood Brands. Score card reveals
an. okay. :
i “Kangaroo” with 11 out of 15 quarmuch of the upcoming schedule. coming season.
The in-again-out-again Sponsor on ty programming.
| ter hours now sold, considerably
Monroney said, he hopes busy Yet the fact remains no one is
policy being incepted by the: web,
Rexall’s buy
includes
four , brighter picture than a. few months
Senators of the subcommittee will denying the contribution to the straight dramatic shows arid two
(Continued on page 36)
find time “soon” to get the long- whole Columbia program concept stories with. music, all of them | ago when clients were in the port
! of missing persons.
which. Robinson made during his adaptations...
delayed hearings going..
1 Another hot weather deal was
In art, interview, Monroney said, 12-year, tenure,: which gave CBS un¬
Besides
the
new
biz,
TA
has
nine
; consummated with S. C. Johnson
he’s preparing a letter to the Fed¬ questioned supremacy over a good
eral Communications Commission part of the stretch. And now NBC DuPont “Show of the Month” j which has alternate-weeks of “Zane
will be the beneficiary of much stanzas in the. bag, plus eight spe¬ Grey Theatre” during the regular
asking:
cials with Art Carney and seven season. It decided on weekly spon¬
. (i) What’s FCC now requiring of his thinking through his helm¬ MGM specials.
sorship during the hoi spell.
tv stations to report on how much ing of the ambitious Ford series.
\ There were renewals, too, on the
NBC: Next season will witness
public service programming each
CBS-TV sales charts, with P&G
the
greatest
turnabout
in
program
carries—and at what hours?
pacting
a batch of soapers includ¬
ABC-TV has been picking up
(2) How much more does FCC design, since Pat Weaver left the
ing “Search for Tomorrow,” “Guid¬
some odds and ends in the way of think stations should report on the network. True, there will be the
ing Light,” “Brighter Day,” “As
customary bread-and-butter stuff
sales, which fatten up nicely the public service shows they carry ?
the World Turns” and “Edge of
in half-hour form, but in one fell
fall advertising picture on the net¬
“The Voice of Firestone” is Night.” Campbell Soup also re¬
(3) What weight should FCC give
work. National Carbon has inked to public service programming swoop which. almost, amounts to
newed for 52 weeks of “Lassie”
faint,,
but
not
silenced.
a
revolutionary
switcheroo,
Kintfor a shortterm sixth of the hour- policies in renewing station li¬
ner is going whole hog on. the . ABC-TV, which bumped the Starting Sept. 6.
long “Cheyenne” on Mondays, in a censes.?
bigtime
razzmatazz
with
no
.
less
deal running until Johnson &
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. from
(4) What’s the FCC’s view on
Johnson starts its own “Cheyenne” Monroney’s proposed bill which than 150 specials on the ’59-’60 its Monday night prime time and
hooks. At the same time, he’s in¬
campaign next January.
require all tv stations to make a cepting a major talent-program which later offered 10:30 Sunday,
Carbon is a: 13-week deal, be¬ “box score” report to FCC on: all development division to implement
U. S. Steel Hour’s 100th CBS-TV
ginning when the. show starts next public service programs carried the whole idea that NBC is back in has now agreed to 10 Saturday presentation on Wednesday, June
night
fall.
In addition,^ ABC tabbed and the time each Is telecast ?
17
will have Maurice Evans in “No
show .business in a big way. There
Sports Network Inc. has offered Leave For The Captain.”
Block Drug for a weekly 15-min¬
The ratings hearings, Monroney will be no less than three full hour
utes in daytime programming. said, will open with FCC Commis¬ showcases per week dedicated ex- to try and clear a satisfactory
It is an adaption by Robert Van
Show has not been chosen as yet, sioners who will be asked to an¬ cluisvely to the special. It’s a; cal¬ number of local, stations and times Scoyk from a novel by- Gerhard
but the Block buy begins in early swer these and other questions. Of¬ culated risk since specials eat up for a taped “Voice” via AT&T Rasmussen about a British officer
July, and runs 26 weeks;
during World War II assigned to
ficials of television networks will profits and a bad one costs both wires and tape distribution.
N. Y. indie radio station WMCA disarming mines off the British
Whitehall has ordered a sixth likely be the next before the sub¬ money and audiences. But the
of the “Sugarfoot”-“Bronco” Tues¬ committee for a quizzing on the ef¬ good ones make it all worth while early this week wired the company coast.
,
day alternators for ffiree weeks in fect of ratings on programming and should give the network plenty offering to rebroadcast “Voice”
Others in the cast are Diana van
September, and Procter & Gamble policies. :
to crow about. From:this vantage shows on a regular basis,
der Vlis, Geraldine Brooks and
has bought “Colt 45,” a half-hour
No date is set for the Bearings point the “NBC image” looks a lot
A Firestone spokesman says the Nicholas Coster. Paul Bogart will
as a summertime-only entry.
yet.
company is just “listening.”
more attractive.
direct.

Rob-

NBC-TV's l^ol

^

For 'Sunday Showcase’ Dramas

Westii^house-RCA Bitterness?

Talent Assoc.
TV Specials To
Hit Peak of 33

CBS Exits Fail
To Dampen Sales

Fatten TV Purse

LOTSA OFFERS FOR
WE OF FIRESTONE’

100 for US. Steel
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Edelman: TV Not as Dependent
BORDER PATROL
(Political Killer)
With Richard Webb, Arthur Batanideg, Paul Sorenson, Stuart
Tokyo, May 26.
Randall* Stanley Farrar, Florida
Vacationing indie producer
Friebus, others
Louis F. Edelman said he didn’t
Producer: Sam Gallu
think tv would become as depend¬
Director: Jean Yarbrough
ent on the foreign market as has
Writer: Peter. Barry .
the motion picture industry during
Distributor: CBS Filins
London, June 2.
__ ^
the post-war period.
AMOCO
The exec producer of “Wyatt 'I Helen Winston, New York tv ; 30 Mins., Wed,; 10:30 P.m*
packager
and
producer,
has
ac-!
WABC-TV,
N.Y.
F.arp” and the “Danny Thomas
[Joseph Katz)
Show” said the main problem in quired the rights to the Duke of :
Bedford’s
autobiog,
“Silver
Plated
f
Commercially,
this may be one
cultivating the market lies in dis¬
tribution.
“It would push the Spoon,” which is to be published}.of the hotter numbers in the CBS
in New York in the Fall by Dou- j Films distribution house, , buoyed
costs too high/’ he said.
Edelman added: -Art not all „f j Weday and Dorans
.
the product has mass appeal. I j. Miss Winston is hoping to nesimpla entertainment, it’s a
would say a great deal of it does j gotiate an Anglo-American co-pro-;
sister;.
not. Dialog comedy very often.}duction deal and to film a large] First outing in the series was
cannot be translated. How do you | part of the story at the Duke’s hobbled by a routine cops and
translate a wav of life in America * country residence, Woburn Abbey, i robbers script, penned, by Peter
Barry. It need not have, been so.
to a way of life in Japan? What j
Plot told of a Washington State
if someone is singing a song—howpolitician
who. hired a Greek
do you translate the lyrics?” he
assassin to kill a local political
questioned.
i
opponent
in
the States.
Although he has no particular j
Producer Sam Gallu and.scripter.
Interest in such a venture. Edel-\
Barry, took this unusual situation—
man gave scant, encouragement to j
supposedly based. on the files of
the tv production interests that are |
the U.S. immigration service—and
descending on Japan in increasing j
made a less than ordinary metier
numbers. “The idea of just mak-!
out of it. That takes some doing.
irg film would not be my desire,” j.
Perhaps the. dynamite. in the in¬
he said. “You'd have to have some-]
herent . situation—hiring a foreign,
body who could write the-stuff for.assassin to commit political mur¬
der in the U/S.—was too much for
vim and I don’t have any answers j
WCBS-TV, N.Y., when it bought Gallu and CBS .Films to. handle.
on that.

Helen Winston’s Rights
To Bedford’s Autobiog

WCBS TV’s (i0€

“You're at the mercy of people/one feature package after another.
who knew the background bejeause jculminating; in the deal for the
if ^'ou Jiaven’t cot that vou haven t • vs
» ,-v
*
Li’ anxthin"’’Ede’man continued i ?aramount library, raised many
-'it v/culd have to te in the hands '
industry.'.eyebrow How could the

So the script played it vague, very
about the situationT except that
the bad politico^ was ,involved m
shady lumber.deal| .inAhenorin,

of artiets who know what the; Ration ever recover the millions^ fu^lv^to^catch^that) ^
?
background is about. I suppose,”«invested in cinematics was they, Instead the script and camera
he acknowledged,
“if someone ^question
bandied .. a m;o ng . the focused on theactual slaying:
cr.me cut here and got .-familiar j ifcepxics. •'
'(knife plunged into man’s - stomv.ith the operation he could, do ay/ station’s “Late Show” stripped achb the, slow. detection and the
fai- job.”
!j across
i
--—a;*
1—
the board beginning at 11:15 • capture. To-give
credit .,where
due,
Of the' current heavy program;P-m. has a . potential, gross billing
ning of Westerns on tv. EdelmaE
1 Of
'; fectively by. Arthur Batanides! was
thought the good shows would sur1 of agency discounts! That cine-caught
vacant amusement
vive as fixtures. Comedy he hoped. ■ fiigtic
sliowcase usually
usually is
is practi,
praetiic showcase
arg .-jje. Was stalked in a horror
vould mark the next cycle.
And u „ •
. ... r.
.. “ • .,
I think the comedv that lasts wiiL^-sold °ot most-of the tiine. In ; houSe and finally was beaten off a
cq^tion cmr-dv1 of one k4d addltlon* there is - the. stripped - loop edifice, plunging to his death,
of anothe?” hi s% '
kind;‘‘Late. Late Show “ the “Early . But* the,, last’ few, minutes' ‘hardly,
or anoiner. ne saia.
Show” and the weekend cinematic compensated for.. the . preceding
showcases, all revenue producers, tedium.
:V . . ■ •
/■ Frank Shakespeare, general man-'i .. Biehard Webb, f unning star,
aser of the CBS N.Y. flagship.Is a :
»rt. WS. iromwrat^ .mb
strnop helipvar in the aur’ipnrp arirT ! Okay m the action .bit,' hut ... he
« be ,1]erfln-the a^0ience and . wasn’t too convincing as the. master
.sponsor pull of cinematics: Impor-, detective. Supporting cast was all
tant to get results for pix telecast-; right; There was some good locar
ling, according to Shakespeare,, is! tion shooting, Frisco streets, dobk’ to huild a big, diverse library siry side, amusement park, etc., but
' that the station doesn’t bore its ■ director
Jean. Yarbrough
was
Hollywood, June 2.
[ Audiences with repeats or similar / boxed in by a routine pulp script.
^ II. G. Saperstein Associates has fyPe *are*
I
Horo.
Signed a deal with Paramount Tele- ’
He acknowledges that some. stavision Produclions-KTLA, in Los / lions may not have the tall capital
capital1 Pa a of fR^JTV RncnlvPC '
BS. for
for the
the video taping
tanim* of
nf •• as
as WCBS-TV to
to build
huild a
a gilt-edged
eiTt-edjied : vUttwl ww 1 f llVyvlVvy
Angeles,
130 half-hours of “Ding Dong j library . of Metro, Paramount, and
School.” Series, starring Dr. Fran-' Pther pix. But he . argues that in
cis Korwich in her familiar role, ; most eases they have sufficient
Hollywood, June 2.
is being distributed by Independ- capital for an initial purchase, and;
CBS-TV has all but restored the
enl Television Corp.
for fall airing.;
airing. • )I
|f ine
the profits
are . piougnea
ploughed back
in | status quo in placing Its film series
. -—i
proiics are
oack in

13#
For Par's KTLA;

i

|

. m Schuike, v.p, of Paramount tnore cinematics a bigger library ; at studios, following blowup of its.
Productions,. called the deal Pan be built.
; ! five-series rental deal with Sam
t»ie largest;single video tape pro-

WHDH-TV’s
Pix Bundle
p
_
.

•
i
I
;

re§lats, WCBS-TV feels it has suffiaent pix for seven years. In a
Comparative famine period, that
currently exists on new pix being

rrcm Screen terns’ File S
a"1viewthatthes ifuture..
coirt£orUWe
position to
Botton, June 2. ,
'WHDH-TV, Channel 5, nabbed!
new package of films, distributed ’ j
by Screen. Gems, comprising 54 ‘
Columbia and 50 Cl films.
The package contains 104 films j]:
dating back as far as 1931 with!I;
“The Iron Man,” with Lew Avres
and. Jean Harlow, and up to 1948
with “Tap Roots,” Susan Hayward
. Paris, June .2.;
and Van Heflin, and “River Lady.”
The second Eurovision Tel e~
with Yvonne DeCarlo and Dan
Duryea.
j lyislon Film Fest, which unspboled
In addition, WHDH-TV bought a'{during the recent Cannes Film
Matador,” Maureen O’Hara and here. He felt that this manifestaAnthony Quinn; "New Faces,” Rob¬ tion, in its present form, did little
ert Clary, Eartha Kitt; “Blue Gar¬ ([good for television reps or tv
i.filmmakers.
denia,” Anne Baxter, Richard
felt most of the invites
Conte; “San Francisco Story,” j! Brandel
from nationalized video webs
Joel McCrea, Yvonne DeCarlo. were
and the commercial stations were
somewhat ignored though they are
the biggest utilizers, of vidfilms.
Schubert Taps Stewart
He also pointed out that commer¬
Bernard L. Schubert, Inc., has cial station reps should have been
signed Herb Stewart as exec pro¬ more in evidence on the jury and
ducer of its forthcoming series that there were too many French-,
"Counterspy,” which will go before 'men seated on it. .
the cameras at the Goldwyn Stu¬ I Brandel suggested a special
dios on the Coast this month.
Organization Committee to also
Thirty-nine episodes are slated seat vidpic makers. He opined
for the series. Other projected that the Eurovision setup missed
Schubert skeins include “Alexan¬ opportunities to set up meetings
der the Great!,” and “New Adven¬ [between station veeps and film
tures of Mr. & Mrs, North.”
producers for an exchange of views

goes into production June 15. It’s
the. second’CBS show at M-Gk. other
being the “Rawhide”; segment.
Earlier, CBS had set “Gunsmoke,”
“Have Gun, Will Travel” and “The
Lineup” at California Studios.

WOR-TV, the RKO Teleradio outlet in N.Y., has made its big¬
gest feature film buy in five years. Station has paid'approximately
: $1,000,000 for 78 full-lengthers, which come from the Columbia and
Universal libraries.
Deal was closed; by the station to pump up the supply of. flicks
to “Million Dollar Movie,” the multi-run feature film format that
WOR has been using since it first got the RKO library. Station
closed about a month ago for a blodk of 20-odd films from Show
. Corp. of AmericaScreen ’Gems sold the pix, which include “Tap Roots ” “Cover
Girl,” “Arizona,” “Ride a Pink Horse,” “Song of India” and “Fol¬
low the Boys.”
W.OR, short on new stuff, also bought a package of 26 features
from Bernard Schubert’s distribbery.

on
Sterling; .Television;. which has
acquired the vintage D. W. Griffith
pix, including “Birth of a Nation”,
has advised the National Assn, for
43>fc of Purchasing Stations Tied To the Advancement of Colored Peo¬
CBS; 21% ABC, 19% NBC
ple that “we have never had. any in¬
tention of releasing “Birth of a
;. MCA TV has racked up three Nation” in its original version. In
new sales of its Paramount pre-’48 fact, we would oppose its release,
library. New stations inking in¬ in its. present state almost as Vig¬
clude KTVH, Hutchinson-Wichita; orously: as you do.” :
WAPI-TV, B i r mi ngh a m and
WTPA-TV, Harrisburg; putting the : Sterling Television’s, letter was
Paramount library in 54 markets. addressed to Roy Wilkins, exec sec-’
retary of the NAACP, and signed
Breakdown of sales since the pix by Sterling prez Saul j, Turell.
were brought out into the market Wilkins had-sharply protested; any
last spring shows that 43% of the telecasting of the pix, contending.
purchasoing stations are CBS affils, that it glorified the Ku Klux Klan .
21%7 ABC. 19% NBC, 9%, duals and. sowed, racial hatred.
NBC-ABC, 2%, NBC-CBS-ABC;
Sterling Television, immediately
and 4% indies.
after the Griffith acquisition, spoke .
. Evaluating the number of sta¬ vaguely of trying . to sell: “Nation”
tions in each sold market, MCA TV as a Civil War tv spec, aS well as
has found that.89% have three of including excerpts ;in. an anthology
more stations, and 11% of the total series of cinema history, Tn . cortiare two-station markets. No sales junction with . the above plans.
to date, in Qne-'station markets. .
Sterling contended, that it \vbuld
try .to present ;the . pic without.
arousing racial feelings,
Tureil’s letter to IVilkins appar- .
ently, shows some tempering of
initial, plans!. Said Turell ill part:
“We intend only to use certain ex^
cerpts in our television series, a
series on motion picture history.
I believe you will approve of the
continuity and commentaiy of the
Version we create. “However, bur plans are far
from set and a program on ‘Birth
Unique plan, offering ’ adver¬ of a Nation’ is still .not even bn. our
tisers product exclusivity and de- presen t p r b d u c t i o n schedule.
commercialization of break periods, There has been some.discussion of
has been instituted by WPIX, N.Y. using as excerpts only the truly
for Wednesday nights.
great battle sequences and; the
Plan, titled “Night of Impact,” theme concerning the assassina¬
has beep bought by three leading tion of Lincoln. I personally -think
advertisers: Sponsors Liggett & it would be wrbng to avoid men¬
Myers, r Procter and Gamble and tion. of the; significance of : tliia
Bristpl' Myers have bought the en¬ film and its history.
tire “Mystery Night” block of prbr
“Certainly, when-.' we plan' this
grams every Wednesday from 7:30 program w i;would:take the utmost.
to 10:30 p.m. Station programs its care in the selection of the scenes
telefilms thematically, one night and in the script we write. I would,
comedy, another ^tion-adventure, most appreciate your'help aiid ad¬
etc.
j vice at that time! I should like to
Deal guarantees;^ whole night of j go over the entire half-hour verproduct. protection for the spom 1 sioh of the . film with you' then.”
sors, in contrast to the customary
Turell opened his letter; with the
15-minute protection offered in the declaration, . “First, I would like
N.Y. market.
In addition, the. you to know that neither I; nor my
usual 10-second and 20-second an-0 company, , would have any part of .a
nouncements and station “plugs'* program that; would stimulate, ra¬
are being eliminated at the “break cial hatred. Nor would we in -any
periods” between programs and way obstruct the fight to establish
only one announcement will be complete and equal rights for the
telecast in their place. !
Negro in the United States.”
Daily News indie “Impact Night”
offers each; advertiser half sponsorship of two different programs
every Wednesday night, and an ad¬
ditional announcement between
Other programs in the night. . Sta¬
tion, mpst of whose revenues are
derived from participation biz as
ppposed to program buys, is going
in for some heavy ad-promotion on
“Impact
Night.”
Wednesday’s
Indications of how tight the sit¬
schedule is being backed by a $37,- uation is for syndicated telefilms
000 print, advertising campaign and; bn WCBS-TV and WRCA-TV in the
heavy On the air promotion./
New York market is supplied by
[ Liggett and Myers, via .Dancer, the respective fall plans of the
Fitzgerald and Sample, inked for O&o’s! .
L&M Cigarets; P&G fori Spic
, WRCA-TV at this point is only
Span through Young &: Rubicam; planning two first-run slots for
and Bristol Myers for four of its syndication .’ properties.
Tuesday
products, Ipana, Vitalis, Bufferin nights from 10:30 m 11 p.m, and
and Ban, via various agencies.
Thursdays from 7 to 7:30 p.m.
WRCA-TV just bought “Lock-Up”
from Ziv for fall airing. The^e
may. be a few others if the net¬
work opens up some 7;30 and
Jack . Kiermaier, assistant to 10:30 periods.
Walter Kingsley, prez of IrideL
WCBS-TV only has one evening
pendent Television Corp., has re¬ slot open next: fall for first-run
signed. There will be no replace¬ syndication product, 7 to 7:30 p.m,
ment, with Kiermaier’s functions Saturday nights! Four syndicated
being absorbed by other execs.
shows are set for daytime strip¬
Another ankling at ITC is that ping. They are “Burns & Allen"
of Robert Gaertner, research di¬ and. probably “Suzie’? for 9 to ifl
rector. ITC currently is looking a.m.; “Our Miss Brooks,” 1:05 to
for a replacement in the research 1:30 pm.; and “Life With Riley,’1
5 to 5:30 p.m.
post.
BREAKDOWN OF PAR PIX

N.Y. Key TVers

on . pic. usage, possible: vidpic , coproductibns, etc. He said that
films should .have, been chosen by
countries, ihstead of allowing in¬
dividual : participation by cprhpanies, and that there should liave
been two categories, documentary,
and dramatic, instead of lumping
all types' of pix together fer the
■awards.... •
He felt that, only pix .specificaliy
made; for tv should be ; entered.
He also felt that the organization
in Cannes did not have, a good
definite time, sked and ’ the press
in attendance were not adequately
notified to cash in on the big
press pub potential. Many j oumalists at Cannes, according to Bran¬
del, did not even know about the
Eurovision affair.
Brandel spoke for himself and
Ziv. MCA and Screen Gems, also
had pix entered but have made no
beefs or statements officially,
though admitting that Brandel had
many good points.. The prizewin-^
riing pix were French.

Kiennaier Exits ITC
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TV: SHOWCASE OF THE ‘B’S’
Hollywood, June 2.
Deal under which Bob Cummings has sold rerun rights to his
“Bob Cummings Show” telepix to ABC-TV will bring the come¬
dian a minimum of $2,595,000 over a- three-year span,. it’s been
learned. If options for two additional years are exercised, total
Hollywood, June 2.
gross to Cummings^would come to $4,325,000.
.
. Hollywood is experiencing a re¬
Figures are predicted .on a $5,000 per run per episode fee to
birth of the “B’s.”
Cummihgs for daytime use of the series. There are 173 of the
half-hour shows, which ran for five seasons on NBC and CBS umThe renaissance, has come in
der R. J. Reynolds sponsorship and are winding their network run
the form, of over 450 hpurling tel¬
this spring: ABC’s deal calls for three runs per episode, or $15,efilms to: be produced in this com¬
000 per show; over the three-year basic period of the pact.
ing. season,.. . Though . somewhat
Out of the proceeds,, Cummings’ Laurel Productions and Mcshorter.. on . budget and . running,
Cadden Corp., with Which he is partnered, will have to pay residu¬
time than the average theatrical.
als to actors, writers and directors.. Some, shows have already been
“B ” and an entirely different kind
rerun during the summer; so that the deal will take part of the
of end-product, the volume of the.
payments up to the fifth run, the remainder to the fourth. After : 60-minuters will spell out the same
the contract period, films revert to Cummings, Who can then make
kind of impact and importance to
another. deal,- either for. additional network reruns or fpr syfldithe industry, as did the “B” in its
cation,
heyday.
Similar arrangement was made with John Payne for his 77
In terms of employment for
“Restless Gun”, films, also set for daytime rerun, by. ABC-TV.
crafts, writers, directors and par¬
Here again, deal calls for $15,000 per episode plus options, for a
ticularly, talent, the hourlong films
three-run arrangement over two. years, with .films reyerting_to
will serve much tse .same function
Payne after that period. Total payment to Payne and partner MCA,
Of . the theatrical “B.” In terms of
/excluding options, is $1,155,000. •
.
talent development, the hours are
already proving an answer to the
wherewithal for trainingand; ex^
posing young and promising talent.

Gross From O’seas in Next 5 Years
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
Steady growth of the foreign
market from its current estimated
. 15°r: of total telefilm grosses to
WABC-TV bought the 195 epiabout 35in five years was sodes of a short film series .^for
forcast by Bill Fineshtiber. Screen. moppets called “Willie Wonderful."
Gems, director of international jBriefies are : scheduled for expooperations/
sure: ih the N.Y. station’s 5-5:30.
Fineshriber, in making the fore-' Sunday slot, beginning June 14.
cast, spoke of the overall American i show is distributed by Wondertelefilm indukry, rather than ; fhi productions.
Screen Gems alone. The yet for-j .
•, . ,————
€ign topper found both the skep-!
tics and optimists wrong in their
assessment, of the foreign field,
“It won’t, grow by leaps and
bounds as generally b^Jjjtved,” but
there will be a general progression,,
according to the SG foreign top¬
per.Growth territories . as telefilm
markets are Australia; Japan and
Brazil. In Australia, new stations
are due to go on the air in Ade¬
laide and Brisbane. Additional
A proposal that leading film
stations are slated for Perth and
and producers band
Hobart. And each of the new mai> syndicators
.
kets will have a commercial as j together to form a trade organizawell as a government-operated sta-1 tion, similar to Television Bureau
tion. Set count in Australia was: of Advertising Of Radio Advertisput at 1,600,000 now. j ing Bureau, is made in an open
; In Brazil, where the set count jitter- by Leslie L. Punier, Yp..
was put at close to 1,000,000 sets,4in charge of radio and. tv for Motwo new stations are slated before [ 8bl Lewiri . Williams & Saylor,
the end of the year, one in Recifi ■ With pooled financial support.
arid the other in Porto Alegre. Punier suggested, this trade promo¬
! Brazil has three other stations now tional and research syndication or-;
operating, Rio de Janeiro, Sal ganization “would fill a gaping void
Paulo, and Belo Horizonte.
iii. the overall television picture;
. West Germany, set count, 2,600,- As your, industrys’ research: arm*
yoiir
organization could conduct
000, and Japan, set criunt. 2,500,000,
also was described as fast-growing the kind of .comprehensive studies
that
would
provide agencies with,
markets.
Other factors which make Fine- sufficient •/ ammunition .— qualita-

‘Willie’Briefies

"Whore new termpact talent. at
the major studios in the.past was
built and exposed: through the
medium of the “B” pic, today stu¬
dios can afford to termpact new¬
comers and spot them in their,
telefilms. The exposure, in . fact,
is far more frequent and the im¬
pact on the public, can crime vir¬
tually overnight, as with such
Warner Bros, tv stars as . James
Garner, Clint Walker. Efrem Zimbalist. Jr. and. Edward Byrnes:
. While half-hour, telefilni produc¬
tion has been a well-entrenched
Hollywood field: for years, the
hourlong field is a comparative
newcomer,. bursting . into major
importance for the first time this
coming television season. A* total.
of 21 hourlong filmed series will
be. on the air, . comprising nearly
27Cc . of all nighttime hours on the
three networks: And the hour for¬
mat includes some nptable differ¬
ences from the half-horir, not only
in terms of production technique
but in terms of casting.

Whereas in the half-hour for¬
mat t the tendency was to play it
safe, with an “established” name,
with the confines of format leav¬
ing little room for the develooment of newcomers, the 60-mrnute
show becuase of the production
problems necessitates a (double or
triple lead. The producer thereby
can be “safe”, with one name, yet
bring in one or two newcomers. Or
he can use all newcomers in the
running leads, and use guest stars
in individual episodes as, a safety
factor.
In much the same way, a preva¬
lence, of telefilm production at a
major, studio can enable the lot to
sign on hew talent with an eve to
pictures but pay their way in the
meantime with tele assignments.
As an example,. 20th-Fox producer
shriber feel that the 35% in five: live, measurable research data-^ Herbert Swope Jr. spotted Luciana
years prognosis is realistic are{ 1° justify a recommendation- for a Paluzzi in a made-in-Italy telefilm
these:: i film program buy when the Condi- a couple of years ago arid tried to
1, Commercial television, com- , tioris warrant it.”
get the studio to bring her over;
Dunier’s letter was addressed ter 20th execs replied they wouldn’t
(Continued oh.page ,3G):
15 syndicators and film producers. know what to do with her if they,
The agency exec said his. letter did, they were already loaded with

was motivated by his desire to ink
( Continued on page 30 >
the best deal for his clients, and
many times it’s a case , of a spot
buy versus a syndicated- program
J buy,
j Addressing himself to the syndicators, Punier contended... that
. ! “as a group, your research—if if
■ . Ziv’S deal . with . American To- ‘ exists s- at- all—is primitive rind
bacco ; on “Lock-Up” has been j archaic:” .
. Hollywood, June 2.
locked up. for 60 markets, via l The Punier letter addressed to
. ,20th-Fox Television, under Mar¬
BBD&O. Toronto^deal plus,other ]
(Continued on page 30)
tin Manulis, has joined the year.new ones. Puts the show m 112 :
■ '
>■ ■■■ ■
- :
round pilot. club, haying deter¬
mined to film pilots throughout
r American Tobacco markets in- ‘-SG^S" *RIN TIN TIN^
the year, regardless of sale? sea¬
eluded in the 13 alternate week
M
' 1U1
son. 20th will roll two new pilots;
spread are Chicago, . Pittsburghin July, the Peggy Lee stanza and
Boston, /Kansas City, Atlanta, Cin¬
cinnati, Baltimore, Detroit, Omaha,
Hollywood, June 2. ■ Daystar Productions’ ‘Leslie Steand New Haven.
Screen Gems’ “Riri Tin Tin’’ tele- vensrStaniey Colbert) “Formula
New deals include - WRCA^TV, series,, launched in 1954, will be for Adventure.”
Herb Swope Jr; tv exec producer
N. Y.; Super Dairy, Austin; Iowa transferred by . Columbia Pictures
Electric Power, Cedar Rapids; to the theatrical -screen, as a fea¬ at 20th, will produce the Peggy Lee.
Luscon Industries, New Haven; ture, with producer. Bert Leonard pilot, Stevens arid Colbert will, pro¬
. KLFY, Lafayette, arid KTVB, swinging . over for same chore. duce “Forriiula ” a science-adven¬
Boise.
ture series, with Dominick Dunne
Lensing staffs Sept. 22. .
American Tobacco pulled out of
Rerun rights to series have been as exec producer.
Already on the shelf as January
MCA TV’s “SA 7*’ following a sim-. acquired by General Mills for five
liar 13: over 26-week run. Re¬ years for telecasting two or three prospects are ‘‘Whodunit”* and
portedly, .“SA 7” star Lloyd Nolan times weekly in the 5:30-6 p.m. “Helimarines,” both pilots having
declined to commit himself beyond time slot on ABC, which should been, srimewhat late for this selling
26 episodes,
spark interest in feature version. Season.

20th-Fox TV Goes On
Year-Round Pilot Sked;
2 New Ones ia July

AS A THEATRICAL

Sponsor Coin Is On; $6,000,000 Still
To Be Grnimitted for Entries
The hot regional race has opened
with a flurry of multi-market
spreads on new syndicated proper¬
Hollywood, June 2.
ties. But the big buying is in the
Somebody at Screen Gems
months ahead, with an estimated
has been seeing too many mys¬
$5,000,000 to $6,000,000 more in
teries arid spy yarns.
program buys up for grabs from a
Columbia subsid now has
variety of regional sponsors.
two shows going with the word
The big regional spenders re¬
“Undercover” in the title. One.
main the brewers, food companies,.
is Rouse-Greene Productions’
“Undercover Man,” slated for
soft drinks, oil companies, cigarets,
appliances and insurance compaCBS-TV. in the fall. Other is
a new syndicated entry star¬ , nies. In the latter category, Naring. Victor. Jory and based on I tionwide Insurance which once
San Diego police files. ‘Title
bought. “Mama” is looking around
i for a possible new entry.
is “Undercover Car.”
Virtually all of the syndicators
now are represented with one or
more new properties, most of them
slated for airing dates for the new
fall season. Same syndicators are
in there pitching for the regional
biz, either making their presenta¬
tions or holding their screenings
now or priming the pitch for the
near future.
It’s a scramble for that gold re¬
gional ring. One of the character¬
istics of mo:-t successful' syndi¬
Station KT.VR, Denver, has filed cated property is this important
an anti-trust suit against Loew’s, "aspect: 59rc or more of the coin
charging “block booking” and ; on the property is represented by
[regional sales. Conversely, it’s a
seeking damages of $375,000.
| long, hard sell without some major
Suit, 7 filed iii N.Y. Federal Dis¬ j regional to tie into.
trict CourL grew out of the Oct.
Prope ties in the current market
’56 deal with the Denver station^ : include “Lock-Up,” Ziv; “How To
under which Loew’s licensed its ’ Marry A Millionaire,” “This Is
pre-’48. library for $900,000 over i Alice.” “Man Without A Gun” and
a 60-month period. Station, at the i “U. S. Marshal,” NTA; (NTA also
same time, gave Loew’s an option { has some tape shows); “What Are
for. a 25<Tb interest in the station. | The Odds” and “Police Station”
Loew’s; in a separate suit in ; Official; “The Racers,” ABC Pllms;
N.Y. Supreme 'rourt, is suing Goth¬ i “Phil Silvers Show,” CBS Films;
am Broadcasting -Corp.
and “Seven League, Boots,” “Behind
Founders Corp* a? guarantors of
(Continued on page 30)
its agreement with.' KTVR for
$813,570.
. KTVR’s complaint cites the Jus¬
tice. Department suit against
Loew’s and others *in which the
Government alleges block booking
of films fori tv stations and which
the Government asks that Loew’s
and others he directed to nego¬
tiate i's existing contracts for
block booking and to give tv sta¬
Screen Gems is establishing Its
tions an opportunity to license its own subsidiary to barter rerun
features on a pic by pic basis.
telefilm and probably features.
The production-distribution com¬
pany hired Sidney Barbett and •
Charles Weigart, two former ex¬
ecutives of Regal Advertising, the
outfit owned by Exquisite Form
bras and used to handle its own
barter
time deals:
London, June 2.
: New gimmick in tlie making of ; Unlike some of the other.major
a 39-strorig vidpic skein will be : tv film distribberies, SG never hris
had its own, separate rerun selling
tried out here with the shooting organization. This Is the first step
at. Elstree. studios, tentatively tin that d-rection by .the Columbia
skedded for July commencement. ; Pictures’ tv company.
Of the ABC-TV series carrying the
overall title “Fate.” V Though all * Meantime, RegaFExquisite Form
the - pix in the $1,120,000-budget is renorted’v dickering with a
project will, as the label suggests, r New York distrihberj’. Medallion
have some link with the mysteri¬ { Films, to take the latter over. Only
ous ways of chance, predestina¬ {official word on that at the mo“
tion, luck and what-have-you to sus¬ ■ ment is that Regal has not jet
tain the series notion, each one finalized any deal. Medallion has
will also be scripted as a potential 'some 50 post-’48 features in tow.
Barbett and Weigart have not
pilot—so that any half-hour job
stands the: chance, by intriguing yet been informed of the specific
[product
they will handle for baran: overseas, network, of sparking
off a further 39 based on the char¬ ‘ ter, but SG has several old halfi
hours
and
some feature film that
acters or idea so introduced.
“Fate” is one of a couple of is already starting its second time
skeins beirig blueprinted by ABC- around the tv orbit.
TV in association with GrossKrasne. Other haS the provisional
title “Have Plane, Will Fly.”
“Cartoon Classics” and “Jungle,”
initially distributed by Sterling
16 More Stations To
television, now is being handled by
^
Ride With ‘26 Men’ Banner Films.
ABC Films has inked another 16
“Classic’” series of five-and-astations . on its “26 Men” series. quarter minute cliffhanger epi¬
Outfit also has sold its feature sodes will be replenished with 104
packages in 12 markets.
new episodes, bringing the** total
■ Stations buying “26 Men” in¬ number of cartoons to 208. The
clude WLWA, Atlanta; WCTV, j “Jungle” series has 52 15-minute
Tallahassee;
WMBD,
Peoria; • episodes.
KDAL, Duluth; and KCKT, Great i New distribution deal was con¬
Bend. Feature: markets include cluded by William Cay ton, prez of
WBNS, Columbus, O.; KMOX, St. j Radio and TV Packages, and
Louis; KMBC, Kansas City and {Charles McGregor, Banner Films
WRGB, Schenectady.
1 topper.

Over on ‘Under’

Denver Stations

SG’s Own Subsid
To Barter Reruns

$1,120,000 Budget For
London ‘Fate’Series;
Each Episode a Pilot

Banner’s Cartoons
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Looks Like Rotating Pattern On
TV Webs’ ’60 Politico Coverage
Doomed; $1000,600 Tab On

JampelExits ‘County Fair’

...’ ”*””..':;

To Hang Out own shingle:!

Carl Jampel, producer and head
writer of NBC-TV’s “County Fair,”

;;
If ♦

IMadio Production Centres
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦4 ♦♦

4 ♦ 4

♦ 4 * ♦♦♦ ♦ ♦

‘V

.♦:♦♦♦♦ + 444 4 4*

resigned this week from his dual |t\t ^\T|^IF,
/"TTV
role to hang out his own shingle as liy
I iJIxlv yil. I
packager of: quiz and panel shows
CBS board chairman Win. S. Paley recovering in New York hospital
under the corporate title of Well- after undergoing surgery for elevated diaphragm .
. Harry Ackerman
ington Productions.
.back on job after two weeks’ convalescing at Coast home, following hosJambel Droduced and wrote “The iPRalizatiou 4* Paris with ulcers . ., John F. Day-, director of CBS News,
Paul Windhell Show ” “Name That! addressed the Institute; of Appliance Manufacturers in Cincinnati yesTune,” “Dollar a Second” aridterday (TuesJ.
other
audience participationers.
participationers. '' IG..
I-nis G. cowan,
Cowan, prexy
prexy of.
of . CBS-T''
CBS-TV, to be featured speaker at Uriiv.
other
audience
He now plans
plans, working entirely on..
on
Chicago
Chicago’s,
s. annual coinniiinicatior
communications dinner , on June 13. CowTan is
Quiz shows,
shows. -alumnus
Bob Nicholson (Cobb) and
his own packages arid quiz
alumnus of the school . .: .“Howdy
."Howdy Doodys
1
w- tlin.0„ni> ^
Lew Anderson (ClarabelP and Jimmy Blaine, host of “Ruff and Reddy
u
“c Ti.n0nna,„C:dUn,tr,hF^h Show," fly to Princeton June B in Bane's plane to perform at fund-

Bob Sarnoff’s recent suggestion -f--' ■
of rotational network coverage of /i , foiioilo XAlC Tn
the 1960 national political conven- .LOSl vdDaQd 141U I O
tions appears almost as doomed as :
«
, • ‘Polar
<n ,
p •
C„ef«;n
Crimac’
Alf Mossman Landon’s disastrous j' uUSutlll
rClCr All
AlfUTH
ijllwlttill TvLCi
1H1C2>
campaign against Roosevelt in ’36.1:
n
i
I
p . n i
T lJ
Approximately $7,000,000 will be
fiOVt PrODerS -Arc
spent by the three webs to cover;
_.
Alfredo: Antonini, CBS music
the two conventions next year. ' j; ,• . f ; .
, .ulta'Ja’
6
TTi’ ^gh
Sr for^nX^spiS
Maintaining his
refusal
to state.
state u^eimooa
likelihood is
guesf conducts
ronriiicts Philadelphia:
PhilAriPinh
exec's suggestion for ': : Maintaining
his
refusal to
The NBC exec’s
ms .reiusai
ib that;
mat Bob. Quigley, ;d-t__
director, guest
Orchestra at Robin Hood Dell
« more effective method of pre- «ost.
*“ July 2
'
Do*ier" CBS-TV Coast program veep, back to HolSienting the long-winded political
^
v n 5av fh
AtSd
eJt the 'y^0011 after trif> east • • • Frank Cooper Associates set William Londipalavers Is being brushed aside by ■ *Fg cd’’!,0
116 -3»S Yi?* StaJ 111
th Africa, will get the -gan as emcee Gf “Mrs. America”, cohtest to be, seen over CBS-TV June
the other webs. While thev won’t
won’t.: Ernest
rnest Bushnell
snneii did
tud provide
provme the
.tne nod.
noa.
20 from Fort Lauderdale . . .... Cooper Associates set Mimi Benzell to
•
: ~ >
hostess NBC-TV’s “Todav”
.. WRCA-TV
divulge any specific coverage plans Government committee, probing
^1
~
“Today” show
show. starfirie
starting this week :....
it this time, the newschiefs of the broadcasting in Canada, with costs
n
•; 4 aA/1 salesinan William Whalen chosen chairman of P.S. .14 PTA in Yonkers
rival
nets
have
indicated
that
once
on
2A
T,?{p11.nf,
the^st:
K
Offl/l
O
r
*
•
WRCA-TV’s
“Hi
Mom”
performers
Jimmy.
Weldon
and
Webster
rival nets have indicated that once . & 120-minute “Folio” producagain the political conventions will
, thp’TnPrp^'PMpr
th
„Efeter <&
.. if Uil llHulO S lUvU Webfoot to New Hampshire June 6 and 7 to shoot film of their visit
force
P«ter Grimes
v
to Lake Winmpesaukee and state’s animal farms for later viewing on
iorce them into almost gavel-to at. $147,376.
„7R .opera
f
Lowest wTas the week-.-.
week¬
gavel
^
.
IV
program . . . Cliff Evans of NBC-TV’s “Today” staff sightseeing in
gavel coverage
coverage despite
despite the
the Unasunas¬ '?l
ly 15-minute Peter Whittall show,
sailable fact that vfewers
HaLm ’ HhlrA' Porf'
arid.due baek;.invG.o|ham Jufle 9;. Don Morrow to lecture
viewers will ,be
be ; “Mr. Fix-It,” at $1,333.
bored with 90^ of what they shalll’
■:
..
UI dliC I dLl at his alma mater, Umv. of Texas, on tv as art form, during summer
shall i The House
at the
the 1969
1969 conventions
conventionsdn
LA 1' T5* House of Commons commitVWVII VI IUIV «. WVl s0mester
^ Shoehalter, assistant publicity director of WCBSsee at
in L.A.1
ee had demanded figures on sponChi
conventlons in L*A“. lee
. • v
TV, touring Italy and France, returns next week,
find L>xll*
RnrAH
on thp
that
■ WOR RdulOi1 N. Y., ilfiS 1IIF6Q:
Samoff. who had given the mat-;
Iosing money on almost all of Galen Drake for two daytime j/. Crossing the pond: George Rosen, Variety’s radio-tv editor, planed
ter of total coverage by each web i them it carried Bushnell has con- stripped shows, guaranteeing the yesterday tTues.) to Israel and Greece for combined holiday and showconsiderable thought, pointed out sistentiv countered the committee’s radio
performer .upwards
of biz looksee . . . Robert Trout headed this; week with wife for threethat the rotational system of han- : persisterice with a refusal to table $109,900 per year..
month survey of Europe . . . Mark Richard of Benton & Bowles Film
dling such special events would luch {igures until the corporation's
Drake, currently on the CBS
add up to two plusses. namely that t,oara 0f directors can be con- web, will wind up his jwtsrark.
live coverage would be available . sulted.
commitment^^-at the erid of: August.
R?attv nfFamnv
to everyone “without depriving
He based his refusal on the claim He begins his WOR Radio commit- Merchandising'^^bepf
Dotmlasa^a^^
any viewer of his f r e e d o m to that it^ would be unfair to the bank- ment, though, on. July 291 RKO ^hisperinT
Vlected^
choose a program more to his rollers, since the costs were: con- Teleradio, N. Y. flagship, has him Gmid Pothelwise known as ‘‘Bellsidp ^
liking” and by the cutting down fiflejntial. Actually, the costs w'ere slotted for two chatter shbws daily, -cast of CBS Radio's “Richt to Hai>Diness’’
Eveivn Seibold arid Marof the IteMscfal «<r»lii of- toy P*rir.iU«t»dfor-the' wmiiitttee
21*.
ods of commercial cancellations, but shows were not identified. Monday through Friday.
Waper
JLh - heY
rang‘ ^ Signing of Drake is considered.a- “’ Christopher Cross moves from veep of Grey -Advertising Agency
better position to offer siis.ained mg from $5,993 to $12.697..
coup for the.N. Y. Teleradio outlet ahd director, of its pubrelations and promotion dept, to prexy of Panlive
coverage of
of outstanding
outstanding news:.
ne\vs ! Committee hearings, continue, ;
hve coverage
which; apparently. has been sound- Ammican Public Relations Ltd,, starting July. 6. , . .Bud Collyer will
happenings.
'
happenings.
!
:
■ " ■
ing out the talerit market for a be the commentator for 21st annual Mrs. America Pageant hour-long
It
contention that
that |f,
It was
was SarnoiTs
Sarnoii s contention
I nflJo D^och'rifi replacement of “Second Breakfast spec over CBS-TV from Fort Lauderdale Saturday. June 29 . . . Fred
the iS°vVen‘10jSI.u^?
conx'entioris, by ua11
all nieans,.
means,: |[ S nOW LOCW S D CaSUlIg With John B. Gamblirig.” Son Robbins’ guests on his MBS “Assignment Hollywood” program this
should
should be
be aired
aired “but
but being
being on.
on. the
the |■
Washington June 2.
John A. Gambling has'taken over week include Jack Lemmon, Martha Hyer, Jack Kelly, Maria Schell
air
air and
and monopolizing
monopolizing the
the air
air are
are ' Federal Communications Com-';vlhs father’s early morning show. , and Will Htitchlns , v . Sid Desfor, manager of the NBC Photographic,
not
the sr.me
sr.me thing.
thing.”
not necessarily
necessanly the
:raission has ap proved a name- John B., n6W on leave of absence, ! Dept., NBC Press, lectures on "Shooting Publicity Photos for TV” at
But the competition is so great cijange cf the licensee for WMGMv is due to retire.,.
- Kent State Univ. course in photo journalism Jurie 16 through 19 . , *
among the chains
v ;
chams and the race ^
to ; ^ew yo^
’
WQR Radio, in its negotiations ;:Stari Freeman and Richard Hayes of WCBS Radio set for series of
be
is paramount
paramount in
in the
the minds
minds l
T rtewv_ Theatres
*
be first
nrst is
Name is - Loew’s
with CBS web; had to ptirchase ;^lectures in Gotham high schools , : . Bob Pfeiffer subbing for vacaof
news Chiefs
and their
of news
chiefs and
their pubat
pubaf- Broadcasting Corp.; old one, the Galen Drake name, which, had itioning Bob Hite on WCBS Radio’s “World News Roundup.”‘Hite is
f;nr«
vppiv: that
-fiTim lntwatinn.!.:__
, ■ ..
r- ■ ■
,^
_^■' • . .
topdc Radio
d.j:-___
o_nr_j re¬
due back June 8o . . : WCBS
sales manager nn__
Tom Swafford
fairs veeps,
that from
™;?ca ^! WiIGM Broadeastihg
Corp.
been a property, of . the web;
to-nommation coverage of the 1960 j;
turned to his desk after two-week hiz-yacation trip to middle west and
political hooplas is almost inev- •
™
Coast . .> Bert Lee Jr., this week started*-on WCBS-TV’s “Late Weath¬
er arid Sports” show, replacing Bob Delaney, who resigned. Lee is
soil of Bert Lee fBertram Lebhar "Jr.) Both father arid son formerly
.did sports on WMGM, N,Y.
. Dan Loonsbery, who did the Bell Telephone specials, will produce,
ment when thev gave 95r; of the 1;
next season’s “Pat Boone Chevy Show” on. ABC-TV . ^ ; Gabber Bill
SfSSteta
Discuss Ways & Means of Censoring Program . Shipley, suffering from . a slipped, disk after being thrown: from a
ihorse,. recuperating at Norwalk, Cprin., Hospital for next; three weeks
seconding speech, every committee {
Content From Orbiting Stations
.. . . Sammy Kaye’s tv director Marshall Stone bowirig as a stage di¬
report, every exhibitionistic parade |
.
rector on Friday (5) at the Horace: Mann School Theatre, with the
—this q lestion will evidently re-1By JAY LEWIS
Riverdale Little Theatre’s production, of “The Time of the Cuckoo”
v^nt.°-n ^r»e .agen^^. ,u,n'^. t.he [
Washington, June 2. I “passive satellite chain” of two
. . Fedora and Pino Bontempi, fronters on WABC-TV’s “Continental
• +ca?Pldate 1S ln*
When global radio-tv networks dozen or more space stations : Cookery,’’ are videotaping their June 6 and 13 shoWs, so Fedora can
.ta ca in me wmte House
fi spring into orbit Via space sateL. which ; merely bounce back to take off twTo weeks for removal of a gallbladder.
consensus is that Sarnoff s idea ;iites, the world must be protected -earth, and the active variety which
IS an
fin excellent
PVOPWPnt nno
■■
. - \1
_ \
*
• a
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one Killhut fLiot
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’ T. -"i■ “.j
: Mortimer Becker, national counsel of American Federation of Tele*
other networks s"mpl- won't go
'‘ ^doses’” of; commercials woiild be comprised of miniature jvision
Ra(Jio Artists, ill
vision & Radio
ill with acute tonsilitis.
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m for Outer Space Waw
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of Amer-

;“ls effort to improve iCan broadcasting.
ttprF0”'^!1 i0n coverage- Naturally. A noted scientist, thus projecting
luere will pe moments w'hen the j the hassle over programming into
from.thef c°n‘ outer space, envisions a sort of in-:
\eniion nail to other parts of the ternational (United Nations?) Fed*
counirv in order to pick up dif- eraj Communications Commission
lerent aspects cf the story but the. to gU5fd-against abuse of the space
w eDs as ot this moment, have no i waves.
lntentions of rotating live coverBritish electronics expert. £lr
age of the political happenings Robert Watson-Watt, at a panel disliom the convention halls.
cussion here last week, declared
^ig Mickelson, CBS s top ne\ys that control of program .content
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thS’it ifen
- lsu
belief;; Raising an ogre. Sir Robert venand iLrM® “
xnxx?
-r<M>«?s!i tured:. “Benevolent censorship of
home town*: nf
!I program content will be a prob^
d elsei fern but it will not be among the
spondents an^cameras^ri hp°rnf : ma^or Probiems-'-at least for the
ine around thp rmtntm.
i next five^years.” Presumably, he
conventions Similarly^ William^ ‘ meant that there’s^^no point in worMcAndrew^ veep of NBC News isi*?1** about this until the gctual
mating it plain that he’ll also dis.'! -I* commercial
broadcastmg
patch newsmen wherever there*s-‘i miSbt.take the. space trek- .
a real story in an effort to break >
a^so st^essed that space
up the grinding monotony of gavel-'! £roadcast stations steer clear of
to-gavel coverage.
: “political implications” in their inTechnically, the coverage of the!; ferlla^onal broadcast fare.
conventions should be vastly suApart frqm such futuristic
peri or next year it was said this worries, the panelists discussed
week. Both NBC and CBS have!
^ more immediate problems of
their operations staffers at work! getting broadcast sateliites into oron new gadgets to make the lot 0f !: bit and functioning. They had great
broadcasters easier. Tape, 0fi:^.expectations on^^ this score.
course, will be invaluable in the!- Feasibility of narrow bandwidth
upcoming conventions.
;; broadcast satellites has already
McAndrew and his newsmen!j been demonstrated. But for comhave been huddling with the RCa! mercial purposes, more complex
researchers in an effort to produce! systems beaming on the broad
better tv lenses to provide for! bandwidths necessary for tv will
be needed.
more depth. There’ll be superior:!
sunerior1! be:
be'!j
two-way radio, gadgets that can be!
Engstrom’s Ideas
slipped into trouser pockeis and'! RCA vice president Elmer W.
much lighter hand cameras than! Engstrom saw forms which could
those in use at the 1956 conven-: be used to carry on commercial
tions.
ii broadcast activities, in eluding

broadcast stations. Latter has dis- •

advantage of being limited to the. ij\t
Affl
particular kind of service for j;-’'
.
which it xvas designed, whereas the i -Mary FrancesVeeck, wife 6f the riew. White ,Sox .owner, ha? aequit“passive” . reflector-type . satellites ; ted herself so well on “Bill Veeck Reports” on WBKB that she may
would be Capable of bouncing back !get a daily hausfrau stanza of her own on the station . . . John Alien
all kinds of broadcast service. - . »mooring here as central division manager of UA-TV, . with Howard
Capability of launching either Christensen continuing as regional sales manager . .. ; Sports writer
type of satellite is now available. Joe Diehl the only man in town working in three media, WBBM-TVEngstrom said. It’s only a problem AM-FM. His show biz dog, Rex the Hex. is recuping from surgery , . ;
of money and effort. One hopeful Ralph Knowles, vet radio director of 17 years at WMAQ, is quitting
aspect is that space broadcast sta- to move to Arizona ^
Joseph Lutzke and Robert E. McAuliffe: joined
tions. would not have to overcome WNBQ sales staff . . . Weatherman Clint-Youle elected prez of Chi
interference created by the heat Executives; Club ... Peggy; Taylor, forriier-Breakfast Clubber currentfrorii
and :ly
spelled Anita Bryant on Don McNeill’s? xxuy
ABC show
uoui the
uic; earth's
eauu i atmosphere
auuuspnere.. auu
-v at the Chez Paree,
A
on.vn
thus --could
could get along bn relatively Monday (1). Miss Bryant will guest on “Dick
‘ Dick Clark Show” June 13
13.
. . .
low-power transmitting equipment. WGN, for the second year, will broadcast Illinois Opera Guild audiHnwpvpr . by
hv. 1968
iQfift a fairly
fairiv heavy
hFxaxrtr tions ... Local NBC newsmen, Alex Dreier and Sander Yanocur,.
Yanocur.. will
However,
payload of some 59,000 pounds do the commentary on an hourlong St, Lawrence Seaway spec slated
would; be necessary to make ■ com-; f<>r June 26 on the networic Frank Jordan nf the Chi shop is producmercial space broadcasting stations .“S • - • Jeanne O Meara here this weekend on behalf of NBC’s “Tip
feasible, As rocketry advances, Tac DouglT’ to find a regional contestant for the quiz show’s national
this might riot be much of a prob- ^^PW^bip derby,
lem by then. ;
... ir/ irmiiT/iTiAv
Because, of the experise of. pres -IN WASHINGTON • •
ent-day .space .jentufes,^Philco
Rep Oren Harris, Capitol Hill^^ big daddy, on radib-tv legislation,
v.p.. David B. - Smith said, the pianed to Fayetteville, Ark., over the weekend to watch his beauty;
burden^is up to the governmentqUe6ll dgughter,^^ Cairolyn, graduate with schplastic honors^^ from the
and not commercial enterprise to u of Arkansas... . . George L. Griesbauer is back at WRC radio, this
put. communicaviqns satellites into time as account executive; :he served WEED., Atlanta in interim .
orbit.
. Robert V. Cahill has been elevated in National Assn, of Broadcasters
Ultimate result,, panelists pre- legal staff, replacing the late Walter R. Powell . . ..Expanding WTOP
dieted, will be chains of . space news operation, Edward F. Ryan, news director, has made Larry Beckbroadcast stations analogous to erman* Washington area news editor and Steve Cushing his top aide
towers hundreds or thousands of . . ; News enlargement arid reorganization also undenvay at WWDC,
miles high for instantaneous: line- with prez Ben Strouie appointing Robert E. Robinson as director of
of-sight VHF and UHF transmis- news and editorial operations; Tom Slinkard, manager, news operasiori across continents and oceans.- tions; Gerald W. Clarke, news production manager; and Edward PaW. As a final Jnotbfof caution, Sir. lick and Ed Taishoff, news editors
CBS radio will mike highlights
Robert: said such- space networks of National Spelling Bee here June 11, 9:05-9:39 p.m. . . Sydna Bromust beware of “political iriiplica- ner, WMAL continuity writer, moved up to traffic supervisor, says
tions” Yri their broadcast . fare station, manager Ken Carter. :
which at all times will be beamed
to the conglomerate of nations IN LONDON *
•
within range. But, he added, gov■
^
,
v
.u^
Robert ?2i>l?a?n
Helpmann to
to plriy the key role In the Associated TeleVision
ernments can provide through the . ,RoJ>*rt
ftelpmann
nesw method “great international telecast of Noel.
*q
W»tff
.^t month...
understanding of culture, habit, TY play .Wedding Day
merit till
and experierice’’-*-which could pro- ment
till the
the fall
fall for
for director
director John
J ^ Moxey.
r . y* He’s
_ to direct
d rect about
about 10
10 epiepi(Contiriued on
mote peaceful coexistence:
(Coritiriued
on page
page 38)
38)
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Wednesday, June S, 1959

IT HAPPENED
ONE
il LATE SHOW”.

■ ■ ON WCBS-TV, NEW YORK

ARBITRON
RATING
(11:15 P.M.-1:00A.M.)

70.3% AUDIENCE SHARE

CLARK GABLE • CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Winner of five Academy Awards, "It Happened One
Night” won new laurels on Saturday, May 23,1959, as
the first of the “Schaefer Award Theatre" presentations
(WCBS-TV's“The Late Show”), It represented the first
single sponsorship of a feature film on a New York chan¬
nel, This Screen Gem? release was viewed in an average
1,032,260 homes, trouncing its nearest competitor by
better than 240%.
It Happened One Night” is just one of the many
outstanding features from Columbia and Universal, avail¬
able through Screen Gems, Inc.:

OEMS , INC.
television subsidiary of Columbia pictures corp.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS
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Wednesday, June 3, 1959

' Across the board
FREEDOM
SUMMER ON ICE
With John Tillman, moderator
With Tony Randall, Rosemary • With Ted Brown
Writer: Manasseh. Moerane .
Clooney, Tab Hunter, cast of I Producer; Hal Davis
“Ice Capades of 1959” (Ronnie | Director: Hal Tulchin
i Producer: Bremer Hofmeyr
Director:. Ricard Tegstrom.
Robertson, Cathy Machado, Aja ’ 30 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., noon
120 Mins.! Fri.; 8 pim.
Zanova. Freddie Trenkler, oth¬ PARTICIPATING
WPIX, N.'.Yl; :
ers); Alex Stordahl orch
*+♦+ »+♦+ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦44 ♦ 4
♦ + ♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦ »
+♦++♦♦♦♦ f ♦♦♦ 4 *
! ABC-TV, from New York
Aims and purposes of the Moral
Producer-Director: Alan Handley
! “Across the Board” is a primi¬ Re-Armament movement were pre¬ FEAR BEGINS. AT FORTY
1. Werner Finck, Rudolf Nelson, (still
Writer: Milt Rosen
tive
version
of
the
daily
crossword
sented “as a public service” Friday With John Paul, Ann Castle,.; on the piano 1, Trude Hesterberg
60 Mins., Mon. (1) 10 p.m.
Beckett Bould, Noel. Howelett, (who still knows :how to sell
U.S. BREWERS FOUNDATION j; {puzzle. ABC-TV only plans to use; 129) by WPIX. N, Y.. in a two-hour
; it as a summertime Tiller for the ! “spectacular.’- Bulk of. the presen.-.
Patricia Mort, John Baskomb, song), to name a. few. ' Hans,.
NBC-TV, from. Hwood
! noon-to-12:30 slot. . It was just •. tation was a lengthy film outlining
Paul Eddington, Michael Duf<J. Walter Thompson*
field, Hugh Manners, Jean A TOUCH OF THE SUN
Since the perfect complement i to plain dull in its initial outing. - how MRA had solved, native unrest
Cadell, Dandy Nichols
beir is an ice show, and since June Monday «1 ■. and the flat format in an imaginary African: land. At
With Michael Redgrave, Rachel
1 officially kicks oif the suds ; didn’t suggest that anything much | the film’s conclusion WPIX news Producer: Antony Kearey.
Kempson, Constance Cummings,
season, the L'.S. Brewers Founda¬ . could- be done to make the show I commentator -John Tillman intro- WTiter: Julian Bond
Roger LIvesey, Basil Henson,
; duced a number of individuals Who_
__.f_tf
.60 Mins.,
Thurs,, 8:30 p.m.
tion got together and bankrolled linore appetizing.
Johii Salew, Charles Stapley*
“Summer on Ice”: Monday night j Emceed by Ted Brown, who was told why they had become follow-,j Associated TeleVision, from London
Jayne Muir, John Stride, Johh
1
Though suffering from oVer-con(I. on NBC-TV. utilizing the entire • adequate, the program' had two ; ers of the movement. .
Tayior; David Toms, Alan Car¬
'
'
‘
-1
Produced .by- Moral. Re-Arina-: densation and a strong dose of
cast of “Ice Capades of 1959” from 1{contestants
from
the
audience
mel, Raymond Platt, others
the Pan Pacific Auditorium ! in pitted against each other in a ment: the filmed "Freedoin” was. over-bleaching: in characterization, Writer: N. Cl Hunter
Hollywood.
As marquee lure, I game of crosswords; They got said to be making its world tv : this documentary-stylfe play never- Adaptation: Lionel Harris
Tony Randall. Rosemary Clooney j cartoon clues to elemental English preem: Previously, an announcer theless succeeded excellently in 89: Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m,
...
ulVj |asserted, the picture ,had been ; conveying the feelings, of a man Associated Television, from London
and Tab Hunter were added start¬ : words and
as insufficient as they
ers on the full hour -special and were, the cartoon clues constituted. \ shown in 15 languages in sonie .46 ;' entering middle age and taking
Continuing its: kick of. bringing
ii’s safe to conclude that the trio's [the only genuine visual aspect of! countries. Its. message is that the ! stock of his life and prospects. theatreland's .greats; to the small
services could have been dispensed | this tv blotto. By .The 10-minute , basis ; of any national policy must; Overcondensation comes into it screen, Associated Television in¬
with. The ice show proper, with • mark, the first day's. program was be adherence to absolute moral i because everything happened, to troduced Michael Redgrave in a .
its collection of virtuosi on blades, ; dragging badly. Afterwards, noth-I standards. These embrace honesty;.I the. central character on the one play that had already earned him
provided the viewer with a succes¬ l ing happened to change the pace,: unselfishness and purity, among day—his 40th birthday—to bring much . kudos on . stage—same like
other virtues.
j home his inadequacies: and minor John Gielgud a short While back.
Art.
A
".'.
sion of skillful and stunning mo¬ ;
| Had the film been preceded ; by ; achievements, while the over- The result was nearly. a case of
ments. Sharing honors with them
? the panelists’ discussion, what j whitening was apparent in that, history repeating: itself:, the actor
were producer-director Alan Han¬
j MRA is all about, might have been r everyone involved was pretty good ‘ scored indisputably; but there was
dley and the camera men. who ; OUT OF THIS WORLD
somewhat clearer. For the. picture ; underneath, after all.
; j an .edge of disappointment to the.
pulled off one of the neatest tricks [ With Dr. Daniel Q. Posin
of the evening in bringing the vast Producer: Harriet Atlass
vfs
overipng. r^citatidp of poWith some humor and consid- ; whole venture in the very fact that
confines of the Pan Am auditorium i Director; Phil Ruskin
litical strife - in a make-believe ) efaWe:- realistic dialog, the “plot” i he’d played so safe and in that the
into startlingly bright 27-iijeh : Writer: Dr. Posin
• country ;where^
-j covered Jerrv's (John Paul) 40th; vehicle didn’t adapt to tv so very
30 Mins.; Sat.. 3 p.m;
! the matiye^king. and. foreign govv, birthday decision that his wife’s ! triumphantly.. .
focus.
'
' n
ht' aged father is too much of a! For though N. C.! Hunter’s work
Randall's chief asset was as b&er ; WCBS-TV, n:y.
barker.
Miss Clooney, both in r Dr. Daniel Q. Posin. a physics ; “uSKL5J?w ht1 burdenTo live With the family, his.i may be. hailed as masterly when
solo and trio 'with Randall and ! professor, is a delightful tv l^c-1
^
^ and ^pt
| reluctant acceptance of a minor - seen in.its footlights setting the
Hunter* was the vocal. attraction
s 1 he works because—at 40—he’s un- be slick rather than searching,
and Hunter's rock ’n’ roll coupled
likely , to get a . job elsewhere, and • professional instead, of profound.
with a few capers on ice filled out doesn’t rest solelv in simplification ‘.well as writer, director , and pro-\ |ji*
the “Ice Capades" stage waits. The .but more in his personality which | ducer. Were all Africans. Prints are i n.“!^ decision to .let the old man live And here the story of a dedicated,
evening belonged to the skaters ' bubbles, laughs, and lights up his i in both color and black-and-white. with his menage after; all. The hard-up schoolmaster (Redgrave)
whose sense, of values has to with¬
and they gave, the hour some re¬ I subject.
! •
:
‘Particularly faulty.was the appar- framework was adequate, but the stand. all kinds of pressures when;,
warding peaks.
j
writing didn’t stay within , it: at
he
takes his family to stay with
There Was the orbiting Ronnie !
W efIf?de ^0) j the plaveS^^
i°ne time it seemed to ;be sliding
of ,tfe
MRA movement.
movement. As
As aa result
result i fway into a study of old. age, via rich relations iri Cannes scarcely
Robertson soloing as the operatic \i s , with
,w such heady: stuff
.. .... as... sun | of
the MRA
clown in “Pagliacci” a’nd teamed KPO.ts; tlio Possibility ..of the sun fhere was an excess of talk and. the central character’s father-in- rang true. All the same, it offered
with Cathy Machado in a graceful | disintegrating, hpw can a rocket little .action; liluch of this wordv law; Latter, however, was still some shrewdly maheuvred sitiia___o
mature understanding tions that, played on emotional
adagio turn; there was Bill Henry : move in a,-vacuum; etc. Dr; Posin. reoetiti6u?n.e?s could: have . been treated with
and his son in their tricky balanc¬ aided by props arid an oii-stage c.at,^ eliminated tliroueh occasional use and comhassion. so a great deal! strings effectively, ’ And it certainly
ing act; there was Freddie Trehk- . moved from one subject to another 0f a concise, -hard-fitting narration, was forgivable. Indeed, it’s maybe'gave Redgrave,- in distinction to
ler in his surefire comedy bit plus with wit. and dexterity, using ini; ^Spectacular” tied in. vvith- the the best tribute one can pay. to; Gielgud who. debbed in another
the comedies of Paul Castle; there 1 most cases everyday language, to World. Conference for Moral Re- the whole effort to say; that al¬ N. G. Hunter play, “A Day. By The
was the “Frozen Gun Smoke” frol¬ explain all the points. The Chicago Armament which is being field this though it. went astray it pricked Sea,” ample opportunity to domi¬
icking by the two Johns—La- physics professor is freer in his summer at Mackinac Island. Mich. conscience and aroused thought nate the action.
Redgrave supplied much, and
Brecque and Gray; there were the movements and voice than a good Among the panel guests were an processes in appealing aiid enter¬
notably, a quality of sympathy to
Old Smoothies < 60-year-old Mrs. many pro entertainers. To illustrate American scientist, who recently taining fashion.
Irma Thomas and 67-year old Or- the lack of gravity on the moon, returned from an MRA conclave
John Paul came across with an the essentially priggish, immature
rin Markhus. both 18-year vets!'of he. ambled in a shoe gait. His sound in Kyoto, Japan; a native- African attractive portrayal of Jerry and and selfish schoolmaster. He was
complemented
by
the entourage) and there was Aja effects for rockets was, to borrow leader and; a; onetime Italian Com- Was backed by admirable general competently
munist. Thev emphasized that “you cast work. In particular Beckett Rachel Kempson as his wife,
Zanova, icedom’s counterpart; of a phrase*, “out of this world.”
though
she
didn’t
have
the
same
can’t join MRA—^you can only, live Bould scored as the old, unwanted
the prima ballerina.
Plus, ;iof
in short, he's a real personality it. It is our only hope
course, the inevitable production
man, while Paul Eddington had resources to suggest, depth of
(Continued on page 30)
Gilb..
numbers. All were in peak form
some effective moments as Jerry's character; and Tight down the line
as
masterful performers and
pal and boss. Production through¬ the supporting contributions were
excellent. Direction was expert,
made “Summer On Ice” a refresh¬
out was topsl
Emu
even when a. certain amount of
ing prelude to the hot tv months
ahead.
Rose*.
VOM ALEX ZUR GEDAECHTNIS- lingering, stagey manipulation was
unavoidable, while the settings —
KIRCHE
(From Alex to Memorial Church) granting that impecuniousness is a
THE NEW YORK COP
With Wolfgang Mueller, Werner comparative thing, for the &ehoolWith Bill Ryan, narrator, others
Finck, Willy Schaeffers, Rudolf master’s home didn’t exactly re¬
Playhouse 90
fer a brief period in his youth with
Producer: AI Perlmutter
Nelson, Trude Hesterberg, Stach- semble an unfurnished rabhit
. Rod Serling’s busting 90-minute the Commies; Charles Bronson, the
hutch—rwere tops.
Erni.
WTiter: Pat Trese
l
elschweine, others
portrayal of a tough and ambitious corrupt Kilcoyne’s aide who saw
30 Mins., Thurs. (28); 7:30 p.m.
labor leader in “The Rank and the rottenness behind his leader’s Producer: SFB, Berlin!
WRCA-TV, N.Y. (film)
|
Director: Cnrth Flatow
Profiling the large New Yprk File” is bound to draw cries of drive for power; Cameron PrudV Writer: Curth Flatow
Police Force isn’t an easy assign¬ both paiii and pleasure, depending Homme, Harry Townes, - Bruce Music: Olaf Bienert
ment. It’s personnel and functions on whose weekly pay envelope of Gordon and Addison Richards in 120 Mins.; Fri., 8:20 p.m^
:
other outstanding secondary ..roles,
are complex and less than dramatic bonus incentive it touches.
This two-hour program is a dedi¬
Franklin Schaffner directed with
The Serling drama On CBS-TV’s
—if the cop in action isn’t parti of
Hippodrome
cation
to
the
history
of
the
Berlin
quicksilver
pace.
“The
Rank
and
“Playhouse 90” Thursday *28) was
the essay.
Final program in Associatedwas notable video fare about cabaret. Latter is a., rewarding sub¬ Rediffusiqri’s amalgam of vaiide
Producer Al Perlmutter and in the nature of “equal time” to his aFile”
ject After, all,; Berlin used to have
highly
carbolic
situation,
on
the
1955
“Playhouse
90”
presentation
and circus acts before its summer
WRCA-TV's public affairs depart¬
it called for. dramatic a world-wide reputation of first- layoff was aired Wednesday (27).
ment tried to do the job, but it of “Patterns” w'hich probed the labor front,
and Serling punched the class. cabaret and, fortunately It proved to be a topnotch example
didn't come off too well. First, ithe rancid cross currents of executi\res handling
enough,
could
regain
some
of
its
time.'clock
on
this
occasion
with
quality of the film wasn’t up to on management’s >• skullduggerish
former (pre-1933) reputation via of the species, offering a welltop grade standards; second, ithe front.. “Patterns” proved a better a writer’s proper indignation.
some outstanding ensembles such balanced bill that progressed with
• \
' Rang,
pictorial essay didn’t move suffi¬ play but this is liot to demean the
as the local “Insulaner” (Islanders, pace and sparkle.
Top-of-bill item was a minor
ciently to envelop the viewer over value of the playwright’s pulsating
a satirical group of the U.S.-spon¬
Lux Playhouse V
looksee into the unquenchable lust
triumph of production teamwork:
t’he course of the -halfrhour.
As aimed at women as The Lux sored RIAS radio, station) or the instead of relying pii a big name
for power as depicted by Van
The script by Pat Trese was Heflin in the role of Kilcovne in soap that sponsored it> “Mirror, “Stachelschweine”
(Porcupines).
or a sensational'act, the show came
much better than the pictorial por¬ “The Rank and File.”
Mirror,” last week’s CBS-TV offer¬ Latter, ah institution in town, are up with a parade by the Band of
tion. As narrated by Bill Ryan,
ing, presents the charms of. Anne featured in this program which the Coldstream Guards preluding
.
The
more
legit
trade
unionists
the script had pertinence, liveliness
Jeffreys and Diane Jergens in a may ■ easily be acclaimed as one Of
and color. Meeting some of ithe will undoubtedly single out the wholly digestible packaged Basic¬ the most successful offerings an excellently-choreographed scene
individual, patrolmen and their program for commendation; On the ally, it*s the familiar story of a turned out by SFB-Berlin this sea¬ presenting The Hippodrome Danc¬
ers as Olympic Games entrants.
wives also was interesting. The other hand, there will be squawks woman and a young girl vying for son.
!/'
Rest of the lineup drew on talent
program was sympathetic tc jthe from fringe ana . dubious union romance and beauty, but just as
Show is a surefire item for aver¬
plight of the underpaid patrolman functionaries charging CBS with basic is the light, exact touches of age audiences and has enough wit from all over. Rudi Althoff, from
and the individual cops on screen union busting halitosis. It is con¬ scripter Hagar Wilde and director and esprit to take care of fastidi¬ Austria, showed that-bears can be
(forgetting my last parking ticket) ceivable too that those who wear Robert .B. Sinclair, making this ous tastes as well. Written and di¬ as : disciplined and ridiculous sis
human beings; the Walton Pazot
the badge of . NAM- may. grouse “Lux Playhouse’’, segment a highly
were winning.
ji
rected by Curth FlatOw, a cabaret- puppets, from France, were start¬
about the manlier in which scripjst himself; program concerns the lingly realistic; Ingvar Anderson,
Perhaps the pitfall of the show’s ter Serling. and his baiid of fine pleasant one. - T ;.
The
turh-ofTthe-century
story,!
by.
entire
span
of
city’s
cabaret
his¬
concept was its intent to take ithe actors depicted manageihent’s im¬
from Sweden, stripped while oh
day-by-day activities of the patrol¬ perious behaviour in attempting to Edita. Morris, has Miss Jergens tory. Photographs and old celluloid the slack wire; the Cottas Trio had
man, to focus on the average cop, settle what appeared ip be a justi¬ visiting her beautiful aunt, Miss footage are neatly woven in. It av couple of Great Danes from
Jeffreys,
who
has
a
secret
lover*
starts out with the turn of the
.as an antidote to the few criminal fied strike on the part of its. em¬
Liam /Sullivan, and, ari attentive century when Ernst von Wollzo- Vienna, if that ain’t confusing, to.
cops who grab the headlines and ployees.
add to their slick! acrobatic act;:
husband, David Lewis. Sullivan
give the body politic a shudder.
Despite the fact that Serling turns his attentions to Miss Jer- gen’s “XJeberbrettl,” the first. lit¬ Lester Ferguson put across the
To take the “average” or focus on .reportedly
reportedly. had to do
do several Te. re¬ gens who: has tried-to mirror her erary cabaret here, created much theme, tune .from “Summer Mad¬
“clay-to-day” activities and yet; to
wrord-of-m.outh yia its sharp' satiri¬ ness” with appropriate romantic
before The Rank and File j aiin.Us personality,,-and Miss Jeff- cal numbers. Mention finds “Schall
create a superior documentary .1 writes
fervor; The' D’AngoIys Junior
met with the
blessings; rey’s jealousy turns her to her
needs more talent than displayed ■ of
the
web’s Chieftains as. well as! husband: Sullivan’s a fiekie cad, it und Rauch” (Sound and Smoke), juggled expertly to the rhythms of
on N.Y.’s Finest.
sponsors, the script- managed , to . seems, .and he’s found out in time another famed cabaret of the pre- their native Brazil; America’s The
WW I era. “Roland von Berlin” Grimaldis clowned amusingly; The
Station preempted parent wieb’s retain a truckload Of verbal, dyria-1 for
* both ladies to. be happy.
Texas Rodeo” for the public affairs mite. It was a scrupulously pro- ., Misses Jeffreys and Jergens are came up next. The twenties brought Antalias, from Sweden; had a
show.
Horb.
duced 90 minutes with enormous excellent, the. former, playing a the aggressive type, of cabaret. couple of startling aerial trapeze
attention paid to Settings, acting, mature, .; luscious, quality against Names like Willy Schaeffers, Kurt stunts; and the Orlandos, from
directing. .
the latter’s youthful zest. Sullivan, Tucholsky, Rudolf Nelson, Fried¬ Germany,: roller-skated with style..
From which catalog it can be
The credo of the decent labor Lewis and Henry Daniell, as a rich Hollaeiider, Trude Hesterberg.
man, as flashed in this script, came I town. leader, also are very good* Rosa Valetti made headlines here. seen that the program packed ’em
This being kudos season at col¬ through with considerable impact.
The S. Mark Smith production The year 1933, the beginning of the in, meaning the. performers. The
leges, the following video perform¬ Whatever injunctions were handed Is technically fine, with especially Hitler era, meant the end of Ber¬ Michael Sammes Singers and1
ers are getting in flowing rates down to Serling, he nevertheless good work from art director lin’s . glorious politics! cabaret Norrie Paramor and his OTchestra
. •!;
:
aided efficiently, though the musi¬
and mortar boards for honorary managed to. get across the idea George Patrick, set decorator John epoch. ■
Wolfgaiig Mueller, top cabaretist cal backing was too pronounced
that all labor was not corrupt and. McCarthy and ; costumer Vincent
degrees:
• jj.
that ultimately the hoods would Dee, . along with cameraman Ray in town, walking. through all the and the repertoire, was a shade
Pauline Frederick: Doctor , of get their comeuppance.
Cory and editor Victor C. Lewis. scenes, gave the. whole thing a worn, while Derek Waring com¬
Laws from Mount Holyoke Col¬
Heflin was surrounded by . a A special nod should go to hair story line. A special treat for the pered adequately. Whole show was
lege. '
splendid cast, notably Luther Adler stylist Florence Bush whose crea¬ nostalgia - conscious. The Appear¬ an excellent climax to a series that
Lawrence Spivak: Doctor! of as the decent union leader who tions are an asset to this = woman’s ance of old still living local cabaret has figured more than once in the
Erni.
t-aws from Wilberforce Univ. ;
greats such as Willy. Schaeffers, top ratings.
had, unfortunately, played footsies show.
Ron.

Foreign TV Reviews

1

Campus Kudos Time
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Variety's weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research;
Bureau, rovers two markets. Each iveek the 10 top rated features for the ivP.inarkets •
will be listed.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations -and advertisers in:
determining the effectiveness of a. feature show iu ra specific, market, have. been,
included in this Variety chart. | Listed belon' is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release, year, original production cpmnany and the present'
distributor included wherever possible along with the title.- Attention, should be .paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings.: for : the measured ■

STATIONS: WRCV, WEIL, WCAU.

RUN

TIME SLOT

1. “SPELLBOUND”—Gregory Peck,
Ingrid Bergman;
1945; NT A

Repeat

Pie for Sunday
.Afternoon
Sun. April 12
1:00-4:00 p.m.
WCAU-TV

2. “SHE WORE A YELLOW RIBBON”—
John Wayne, Joanne
Dru, John Agar;
1949; RKO; C&C

Repeat

3. “HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME”—
Charles Laughton,.
Maureen O’Hara;
1939; RKO; C&C

1st Run

4. “CLASH BY NIGHT”—
BaVara Stanwyck,
Paul Douglas1952; RKO; Show Corp. oi America

Repeat

Early Show'
Wed. April 8
5:30-7:00 p.m:
WCAU-TV

5. “ARMORED ATTACK”—
Dana Andrews,
Anne Baxter:
1943; NT A

Repeat

5. “TOP HAT”—
Ginger Rogers,
Fred Astaire;
1935; RKO; C&C

Wednesday, June 3, 19S9

.

feature period and share of audience., since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late .shmv at 11:15 p.m, mould hardly
have any children viewers, brit its-share of audience- may reflect dominance in. that:
time: period;. In the cities where stations sell their feature programming on:a multi,
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical, throughout the week, a total rating for the
; total number of showings:for the week is given, the total rating not: taking into account
the duplicated homes factor*: Barring unscheduled switches in titles the- listed, features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as ;accurate as could be,
.ascertained. •' ■ ; ;
/--V
-

PHILADELPHIA
TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS

..

Repeat

AVERAGE
RATING

AVERAGE
SHARE

SURVEY DATES:[ April 6-12 . 195?

TOP COMPETITION

STATION

AV.
RTG.

HIGH

LOW

15.7;

18.9

12.3

46.1

Major League Baseball. .. * *.. :WFIL
Hollywood Playhouse . - v,...... ,WRCV

Early Show
Mon. April 6
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCAU-TV .

' 14.6

14.9

14.1

34.8

Mickey Mouse....... .WFIL ...... , *..14.7
Popeye . ,................... wfil . . .: .26.3

Late Show
Fri. April 10
11:15-12:45 p.m.
WCAU-TV

11.9

12.8

11.2

37.8

World's. Best Movies—
“Never Say Good-bye”....... .wftl;

:. . 20.5
. ..10.4.

... ...11.7

.. .10.4
Mickey Mouse.. ..:.... wfil . ;
Popeye ....
..........-«>■ .WFIL ...... ..,22.4

11.6

12.5

; 107

35.3

Early Show
Fri. April 10 ,
5:30-7:00 p.m.
WCAU-TV -

.11-5

ii.7

.! 11.2

30.8

Early Show
Tues. April 7
5:30^7:00 p;hi.
WCAU-TV

li; 5

12.3

10.7

304

Adventure: Time..... : WFIL . . ... . ...11.9
...25.6
Popeye ..:. A.■. .■;.. ....,... WFIL

.

Mickey. Mouse-----^Popeye . . ....;

:W*TL ...... ... 13.8
,WFIL ...... .. .25.4

7. “THE KILLERS’ —
Burt Lancaster, Ava Gardner.
Edmond O’Brien, Albert Dekker;
1946; UI

1st Run

Movie 3
Sat. April 11
11:00-1:00 p.m,
'WRCWTV

li.i

13.9

9.1

321

World’s Best Movies—“AH
This and Heaven Too”,... 1 .WFIL ...... ...12.3

8. “SO PROUDLY WE HAIL’*—
Claudette Colbert, Paulette;
Goddard, Veronica Lake;
1943; MCA

1st Run

Late Show
Sat, April 11
11:15-12:45 p.m;
WCAU-TV

10.9

115

: 10.4.

31.7

Movie 3—
“The Killers”.....*..,.... VWRCV

9. “ROAD TO DENVER”—
John Payne, Lee J.
Cobb, Mona Freeman:
1955; Republic

1st Run

10. “THE ARNELO AFFAIR”—
John Hodiack.
Frances Gifford;
1947; MGM

Hollywood Playhouse .
Sun. April 12
3:00-4:30 p.m..
WRCV-TV
Favorite Film
Playhouse
Sat. April 11
12:00-1:45 pirn.
WFIL-TV

Repeat

• ...11.0

105

10.7

.10,1

31.9

Pix for Sunday Afternoon—*,
“Spellbound”
,.... v .WCAU ..... ... 13.5

8.6

9:3

7.7

46,2

jungle Jim .............*.... .WCAU ..... ...9.0
Detectives Diary............. .WRCV ..... ..5.0
4.1
Grady. & Hurst .........:.... . WRCV ; . .

MADISON

STATIONS: Wise, WKpW.WMTV. SURVEY DATES: APRIL 5-11, 1959.

1. “CLASH BY NIGHT’*—
Robert Ryan,
Barbara Stanwvck;
1952; RKO

1st Run

2. “TREASURE ISLAND”—
Wallace Beery,
Jackie Cooper;
1934: MGM

18.7

1st Run

Fanfare
Sun: April 5
2:00-4:03 ,*■ nL
WKOW-TV

10.9

11.4

10.2

45.8

NBA Basketball...,.. . .. .WMTV
, .12.1
Masters Golf. Tournament..... .wise ...... ...10.8

2. “RED RIVER”—
John Wayne,
Montgomery Clift;
1952: UAA

Repeat;

Theatre 3
Sat.. April 11
11:00-1:15 p.m. .
WISC-TV

8.3

11.0

4.1

52.2

Fanfare—“Clash By Night”... . WKOW . . . . ; .17:8
News; Sport Final; Weather... WKOW
5.1
Shock Theatre:— ;“Reported . Missing”,. . . .,.. .WKOW
' 4.0

3. “YELLOW TOMAHAWK”^Rory Calhoun,
Peggy Castle;
1954; UAA

Repeat

Theatre 3
Fri. April 10
10:30-12:30 p.m.
WISC-TV
:

8.3

10.2

1.6

38.8

Jack Paar Show..;.

5. “RANCHO NOTORIOUS”—*
Marlene Dietrich,
Arthur Kennedy;
1952

1st Run

iShowboat
Fri. April 10
10:30-12:00 p.m.
WKOW-TV

6.0

6.5

4.9

22.0

Jack Paar Show........... .WM^V*.:.; ...11.4

6. “STEAMBOAT AROUND THE
BEND”—
Will Rogers;
1935: NT A

1st Run

Theatre- 3
Sun. April 5
10:30-12:00 p.m.
WISC-TV

5.3

6.5

3,3

68.8

Outdoors Calling;.. *....; .WMTV

7. “SPELLBOUND”—
Ingrid Bergman,
Gregory Peck;
1945; NTA

Repeat

10:30 Theatre
Wed. April 8
10:30-11:45 a.m.
WKOW-TV

• 4.6

3,7

22.9

Jack Paar Show..........

8. “IRON CURTAIN”—
Dana Andrews,
Gene Tiem'ey;
1948; NTA

1st Run

Theatre 3
. Thurs. April 9
’10:30-12:00 p.ih.
WISC-TV

4,5

6.1

3,3

25.9

8* “REPORTED MISSING”—
William Gargan,
Jean Rogers;
3937; Screen Gems

1st Run:

Shock Theatre
Sat. April 11
12:00-1:00 p.m.
WKOW-TV

4.0^

4.5

3.3

35.4

Theatre 3—
“Red River’-*............... .WISC v.v... •. 8:9

s;a

4.1

2.4

20.5

Jack Paar Show.*.....*.,... .WMTV ..... ... 11.3

-

10. “INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT’’— 1st Bun
Delores Del Rio,
Geoige Sanders;
1938; NTA

Theatre 3
Wed. April 8
10:30-12:00 p.m.
WISC-TV

19,2

Theatre 3.......
.Wise. ...108
-Gale Storm--............. .wise
...110
News; Weather; Sports. ...... .wise ...... ...168
Bold Venture.. ■*-.............. .wisd ...... ...20,0

Fanfare
Sat- April 11
9:30-11:30 p.m.
WKOW-TV

17.6

46.0

|
1

;•

:;

6:3

;■

.WMTV ..... ...11:4

44

.WMTV :v... ...11:3

: Jack Paar 'Show--— ;.'y......... .WMTV

,*.10.7

28
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SYNDICATION CHART

exact picture, of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
Variety’s weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American Research
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators vnll find the charts valuable.
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market.1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 This buyers
week ten
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 150 markets. The re¬
different markets are covered.
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per¬
In the syndicated program .listings of the top ten shows, rating data such as the
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety:ARB charts are
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, com¬
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U. S,
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an

PHILADELPHIA
RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
9.
10.

STATIONS: WRCV, WFIL, WCAU.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

Academy Awards ‘Mon, 10:30-12:15'.. WRCV
The Rifleman -Tues. 9:00-9:30'.;.-WFIL
77 Sunset Strip Fri. 9:30-10:30' .WFIL
Wagon Train 'Wed. 7:30-8:30'....-W’RCV
Gunsmoke Sat. 10:00-10:30* .WCAU
Maverick Sun. 7 30-8:30- .W’FIL
Perry Como ‘Sat. 8.00-9.00- ......... WRCV
Cheyenne Tues. 7:30-8 30'
.W’FIL
Arthur Murray Party -Mon. 10-10.30- W’RCV
Chevy Show Sun. 9:00-10:00'
...WRCV
Loretta Yeung -Sun. 10:00-10:30' .. W’RCV
Wyatt Earp -Tues. 8:30-9:00' .W’FIL

AV.
RTG RK.
61.9 I.
50.4 2.
47.1 3.
45.0 4.
42.9 5.
41.3
40.6 6,
39.7 7:
35.9 8.
35 9 9.
35.910.
35.8

DETROIT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY-TIME
STA.
DISTRIB.
UAA
CBS
Ziv
U.$. Borax
Screen Gems

24.1
23.4
20.3
19.4
19.2

61.0
44.7
41.8
46.1
51.8

U.S, Marshal 'Mon. 9:30)..
. W’FIL..
Jeff’s Collie -Sat. 6:00' . ...WFIL .
MacKenzie’s Raiders <W’ed. 10:30V..;. W’RCV.
State Trooper 'Thurs. 7:00' .. .WRCV.
Sgt. Preston of the Yukon 'Sun. 6:30> W’FIL,

NTA
ITC
Ziv
MCA
ITC

17.9
17.6
17.3
17.1
16.5

28.2
50.6
35.7
45.7
37.5

STATIONS: WJBK, WWJ, WXYZ, CKLW

Academy Awards 'Mon. 10:30-12:15*
77 Sunset Strip Fri. 9:30-10:30*'...
W’agon Train -Wed. 7:30-8:30 ....
The Rifleman Tues. 9:00-9:30*..
Gunsmoke -Sat. 10:00-10:30 .
Maverick Sun. 7:30-8:30_
Perry Como ‘Sat. 8:00-9:00
Ann Southern -Mon. 9:30-10.00) ..
Wyatt Earp 'Tues. 8.30-9-09•
Real McCoys Thurs. 8.30-9:00-.... .

1

.
.
.
.
.

WWJ
WXYZ
WWJ
WXYZ
WJBK
WXYZ
. WWJ
. WJBK
.WXYZ
. WXYZ

1. Academy Awards (Mon. 10:30-12:152. 77 Sunset Strip Fri. 9.30-10:30* ... .
.
4. Wagon Train ‘Wed. 7:30-8:3fP . .
5. The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30'. .
6. Maverick 'Sun. 7:30-3:39'
. .
7. Perry Mason ‘Sat. 7:30-8:30.
. .
8. Real McCoys Thurs. 8:30-9:30* _ .
9. Lawman ‘Sun 8:30-9:00. .
10. Have Gun, Will Travel Sat. 9.30-10*

54.0' 1.
43.2
2.
37.4- 3.
33.9
4.
32.4
5.
32.0
6.
31.5 ; 7,
29.2
8.
28 6 j 9.
28.0: 10.

Sea Hunt >Sat. 10:30) .....
N.Y. Confidential (Fri. 10:30'
...
The Honeyniooners 'Mon. 1Q:00)..
Highway Patrol 'Sat. 7:00)._
Huckleberry HGund 'Thurs. 7:00'.
Secret Journal 'Tues. 10:30* .
Divorce Court 'Wed. 7:00•.
Policewoman ‘Sat. 7:00' .......
Death Valley Days ‘Mon. 7:00'...
Popeye ‘Mon.-Fri. 6:00' ..

.. WJBK ... Ziv
.. WJBK . .. .ITC
.. WWJ. ... CBS
.. WJBK . .. Ziv
. . CKLW .... Screen Gems
.. WWJ. ...MCA
. WJBK ....Guild
. WWJ.. ... Official
..WWJ . ... U.S. Borax
. . CKLW . . .. UAA

23.2
18.8
17.3'
16.9
15.0
14.8
14.7
13.8
13.4
12.7

4L3J
40.2
37.1
44.1
30.5
30.1
28.9
36.0
37.9
34.9

STATIONS: WMAR, WBAL, WJZ.
W’BAL
W’JZ
W MAR
\\ BAL
WJZ
W’JZ
W’MAR
W’JZ
W’JZ
W’MAR

47.6 ‘ 1.
45.2 i 2.
3.
44.4
; 3.
43.3
4.
42.0 . 5.
6.
39.7
37.6' 7.
36.9
8.
35.1 ; 9.
34.8 10.

Highway Patrol * Sat. 7:00 .
.. WMAR.. .. Ziv
Popeye 'Sun. 4:30* .
..WJZ ... . . UAA
Sea Hunt W’ed: 10:30) : . ..
...WBAL. . . Ziv
Special Agent 7„'Mon. 9:30'
..W’JZ.... . MCA
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7 30'.... ,.WJZ.... . U.S. Borax
Popeye 'Sat. 5:30'
..W’JZ.... . uAa
Huckleberry Hound 'Thins. 5100',. . W’JZ.... . Screen Gems
Superman ‘Mon. 5:00' .
. . WJZ - .. . . Flamingo
Farmer Alfalfa 'Sat. 5:00‘..
. . W’JZ ... .. CBS
Jeff’s Collie 'Sat, 7:00'_
.. W’BAL . .: , ITC
U.S. Marshal -Fri. 7:30‘ ...
..W’BAL . . NTA

PORTLAND
Wagon Train 'Wed. 7:30-8:30' .W’CSH
Gunsmoke
Sat. 10.00-10:30' .;.WGAN
Perry Mason Sat. 7:20-8-30* .W’GAN
Price Is Right -W’ed. 8:30-9 ( 0'..WCSH
Ed Sullivan Sun. 8:00-9:00'
_W’GAN
Name That Tune -Mon. 7:30-8:00*... WGAN
“M” Squad ;Fri. 9:00-9:30'
.WCSH
Yancy Derringer Thurs. 8:30-9:00'... W’GAN
Chevy Show <Sun. 9:00-9:30 > ....... W’CSH
Zane Grey Theatre 'Thurs. 9:00-9:30* W’GAN
Have Gun, Will Travel -Sat. 9:30-10* W’GAN

Academy Awards 'Mon. 9:30-11:15' ..KARD
The Rifleman Tues. 8:00-8 30' . KAKE
Maverick Sun. 6:30-7:30' . . . . . . .KAKE
Real McCoys Thurs. 7:30-8:00),.KAKE
77 Sunset Strip .Sun. 8:00-9:00'. ..... KAKE
Lawman 'Sun. 7:30-8:00..KAKE
Wagon Train Wed. 6:30-7:30'... ._KARD

8. Wyatt Earp Tues. 7:30-8:00' .KAKE
9. Cheyenne Tues. 6:30-7:30'
KAKE
10. I’ve Got A Secret 'Wed. 8:30-9:00:!!'KTVH

52.9
l.
2.
44.8
s:
44.3
4.
43.2
5.
6.
42.8
7.
39.8
8.
37.8
9.
36.3
35.3: 9.
35.3 : 10.
33.5 * *10.

Whirlybirds -Sun. 6:30) .... .. .W’CSH.. ..CBS
Highway Patrol Fri. 7:00-.._ ...WCSH . . .Ziv
Sea Hunt ‘Thurs. 7:00' .. ... .. . W’GAN.. .. Ziv
State Trooper Sat. 7:00 >...... ... W’CSH.. . MCA
MacKenzie’s Raiders 'Sun 6:00'-.. ...'WCSH..- . Ziv
Silent Service 'Mon 7:00-... .,. WGAN.. .. CNP
. I. W’CSH.. .. ABC
“26” Men 'Sun.. 7:00* ..
Special Agent 7 ‘Thurs. 7:30*. ... ...WGAN.. . MCA
. . . W’CSH . .■L . Flamingo
Citizen Soldier (Tues. 7:00)..
Rescue 8 'Thurs, 7:30'..... ., . WCSH '. ,. Screen Gems
Roy Rogers 'Sun. 5:00* ........... ... WCSH.. .. Roy Rogers
U.S. Marshal ‘Sat. 10:30'......
... WGAN.. ..NTA

49.8
60.1
35.4
29.5
28.2
59.5
65.9
55.3
57.9
32.6
26.9 1

37.3
36.3
31.3
31.1
29.3
28.9
23.9
20.5.
19.7
19.7
15.9
15.9

55.3
49.8
47.6:!
47.4!;
47.0 |
41.7 !
40.2

1.
.2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7,

Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:00>.
W’oody Woodpecker 'Tues. 6:00*
Mike Hammer ‘Thurs. 9:30V ...
Death Valley Days ‘Fri. 9:30'.*.
Highway Patrol ‘Tues, 9:30'-.V .
Huckleberry Hound 'Thurs. 6:00)
Casey Jones 'Sat. 6:00*:.. . .. . .

40.1 H 8. N.Y. Confidential /Fri. 9:00*..,.
39.8 / 9. Sky King (Fri. 6:00) ..
38.1 ;10. Annie Oakley 'W’ed. 6:00' .....

KAKE.Ziv
KAKE... . .Kellogg
KAKE.MCA
KAKE.U.S. Borax
KARD...:. Ziv
KAKE.Screen Gems
KARD-.Screen Gems

29.6
28.4
27.4
27.2
25.2
24.4
23.2

KAKE.ITC
KAKE..,.. Nabisco
KAKE.CBS

22.0
21.6
21.2

Maverick (Sun. 8:30-9:30* .....KGUN
Wagon Train Wed. 8:30-9:30* .......KVOA
77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 8:30-9:30'....... KGUN
Perry Mason ‘Sat. 9:30-10:30* .;.KOLD

49.4-r
45.G:i
43.2 }
41.2 !

1.
2.
3.
4.

Whirlybirds (Sat. 9:00' ..KVOA.... CBS
State Trooper (Sat. 8:30)....:.KOLD.MCA
Death Valley Days iMon. 9:0Q) ..... KOLD.... .U.S. Borax
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00)... KVOA..:. Screen Gems

33.4
32.4
28.4
26.6

61.6
54.0
59.8
62.0

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Perry Como -S.it. 6:00-7:00) ..._KVOA
Desilu Playhouse 'Mon. 8 00-9:00*.... KOLD
Bob Hope Wed. 7:00-8:00*.
KVOA
Lawman 'Sun. 9:30-10:00' _......KGUN
This Is Your Life /Wed. 8:00-8:30; ... KVOA
Gunsmoke -Sat. 8:00-8:30*.KOLD

38.9
38 g
’
t
31.9
31.5
30.7

] 5.
i! 5.
;! 6.
;! 7.
: 8.
i| 9.
’’10.

Badge 714 (Wed. 9:30)...... KVOA. . .. CNP
Rescue 8 (Sun. 7:30* . ..
KOLD.... Screen Gems
U.S. Marshal 'Mon. .9:30>
.KOLD ... . NTA
Mr. & Mrs. North ‘Tues. 8:30):.KGUN.... Schubert
Medic (Thurs. 9:00' ...KVOA.CNP
Walter Winchell File (Tues. 9:00) .. KOLD.NTA
Highway Patrol ‘Sat. 9:30).:,..... KOLD.. .. .Ziv

22.8
22.8
21.6
21.2
21.0
20.1
19.1

49.0
35.3
51.4
32.8
40.5J

LINCOLN, NEBR

3K21

STATIONS: KOLN, KMTV, WOW, KETV.
1.
32.3
31.8
2.
31.3 i
3.
30.6;
29.7 j 4,
29.0
5.
29.0
6.
28.8! 7.
27.9] 8.
27.7 j 9.
27.5 lii 10,

Huckleberry Hound 'Sat. 6:00).
Mike Hammer ‘Sun. 9:30): ......
Highway Patrol iSat. 9:30)..
Death Valley Days CVVed. 9:30)
State Trooper 'Mon. 8:00)
...
Highway Patrol (Sun. 8:00)Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:30)..
Sky King iSun. 5:00)
.
N.Y. Confidential (Tues. 9:30).
Mike Hammer (Mon. 9:00).

. .KOLN... . .Screen Gems 22.1
18.6
. . KMTV.. ,.. MCA
18.1
.. wow. <. .. Ziv
17.3
.:kmtv..,.. .U.S. Borax
16.1
..KMTV..,.. .MCA
..KOLN... .. Ziv
14.0
. .KMTV.. .. Screen Gems 13,1
..KOLN, ;. . .Nabisco
12.5
..KMTV.. .. .ITC . “
.12.3
9.2
..KOLN... ..MCA

(Continued on page 30)

61.0
29.7
33.0
33.5
23.0
20.7
52.0
50.6
20.9
15.0

AV.
RTG.
11.7
23.5
15.9
13.0
10.8
25.8
9.3

20.8
13.1
.19.8

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.
D.A.’s Man .
Person To Person.
Desilu Playhouse .
Policewoman .
Michigan Outdoors
Garry Moore .
Wagon Train Highway Patrol ...
Union Pacific ....
\ 6 O’clock News..
1 Wea.; Box 4..:..

WWJ
..... CKLW
.WJBK
.WWJ
...... WJBK
.. WWJ
..WJBK
.WJBK
.WWJ

13.8
13.9
14.2
13.8
16.6
18.2
3(5.1
16.9
10.2
9.6

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.
Jeff's Collie .
All Star Golf.
U.S. Steel. Hour.
Ann Southern .
Strikes ’n’ Spares....
Today’s Best Movie...
Today's Best Movie.,.
Today’s Best Movie. ■;.
Today’s Best Movie...
Highway Patrol .
Rin Tin Tin.

.. W’BAL
.. W’BAL
.. W’MAR
.. WMAR
..WBAL
.. W’BAL
.. WBAL
W’BAL
.. WBAL
..WMAR
..WJZ

14.2
5.7
24.4
253
24.0
7.5
5.4
6.7
7.2
21.7
19.4.

SURVEY DATES: APRIL M-17, 1959.
15.7
9.2
14.7
8!4
12.9
21.1
26.9
19.7'
17.5
20.5
1J.6
15.9

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, .1959.

44.0 You Bet Your LifeKARD
57.0 Wea.; News; CBS News.. KTVH
45.4 Masquerade Party .KARD
44.4 Person To Person....... KTVH
45.4 Garry Moore .
KTVH
54.5 Wea.; News: CBS News.. KTVH
60.4 1 Weather; News .
I Why The Weather..... KTVH
36.5: Lineup ...KTVH
56.3 j Wea.; New.: CBS News..KTVH
53.0 I Wea.; News; CBS News.. KTVH

STATIONS: KVOA, KGUN, KOLD.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Early Show ...... WCAU
D.A.’s Man ..’..■WRCV
Sky King ....... W’FIL
Newsreel; Wea.; News... W’FIL
\ 7 O’clock Report.
\ CBS News.
.W’CAU
Ann Southern ..WCAU
Frontier Doctor ...WCAU
U.S. Steel Hour.W’CAU
Newsreel; Wrea.; News...WFIL
Twentieth Century--- W’CAU

67.8 ; Twentieth Century .W’GAN
72.2 : Fhshion. Show .WGAN
62.1'Dial 999 ....WCSH
66.0 ! Boots & Saddles...WGAN
66.9: Behind The News.WGAN
52.0 . Youth Cavalcade ...... W’CSH
38.1 ; Lassie . .W’GAN
45.6 i Rescue 8 ..
W’CSH
.44.2 1 Tales of Texas Rangers. .WGAN
43.8 ; Special Agent 7.WGAN
49.5. G.E. College Bowl.WGAN
39.8 ! D.A.’s Man.
WCSH

STATIONS:'KARD, KAKE, KTVH.

TUCSON

1. This Is Your Life »Wed. 9:00-9:30)... KMTV
2. Bob Hope ‘Wed. 8:00-9:00* ......... KMTV
3. Wagon Train W’ed. 6:30-7:30) .KMTV
4. Desilu Playhouse <Mon. 9:00-10:00). .. WOW
5. Chevy Shew ;Sun. 8:00-9:00) .......KMTV
6. Garry Moore (Tues. 9:00-10.00*.KOLN
6. Red Skelton ‘Tues. 8:30-9:00* ..KOLN
7. Welk’s Dancing Party Sat. 8:00-9:00). KOLN
8. Ernie Ford «Thurs. 8:30-9:00' .KMTV
9. Loretta Young 'Sun. 9:00-9:30).KMTV
10. Perry Como Sat. 7:00-3.00).KMTV

21.7
17.8
16.8
16,8
16.2
16.0
15.3
14.5
14.3
14.2
12.4

STATIONS: WCSH, WGAN, WMTW.

WICHITA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7

TOP COMPETITION
PROGRAM
STA.

Popeye iMon.-Fri. 6:00' ............ W’FIL. .
San Francisco Beat iSat. 10:30)......WCAU.
Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00>..
W’CAU.
Death Valley Days 'Moil 7;00h .
. W’RCV.
Rescue 8 (WTed. 7:00)............... W’RCV.

BALTIMORE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.

AV.
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.

22.8
13.7
19.0
21.4
23.0
13.1
7.5
2-J.O
9.5

10.1

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 13-19, 1959.
Burns & Allen.
D.A.’s Man
Buckskin .
( Headlining Tucson ,
"I Wea;; -Wea.; Sports
News Panorama
Chevy Show-r_
News Panorama
Garry Moore .
MacKenzie’s Raiders
Alcoa Presents .....
News Panorama

.: KOLD
..KVOA
-KVOA

21.2
13.9

.. KOLD
..KGUN
.,KVOA
.KGUN
. KOLD
. KOLD
.KGUN
KGUN

13.3
15.4
30.5
12.1
30.1
17.9
20.3
18.7

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 12-18, 1959.
Official Detective ......
What’s My Line?.
Have Gun, Will Travel.
Circle Theatre .
Danny Thomas ...
Chevy Show ..
Life of -Riley....
Tugboat Annie .
Garry Moore .
Arthur Murray Party ..

.KMTV
.KOLN
.KOLN
.KOLN
.KOLN
. KMTV
.WOW
.KETV
' KOLN
.KMTV

5.8
24.4
17.9
16.7
27.1
29.0
7.1
7.1
27.5
15.8

Wednesday, June 3, 1959
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ABC TELEVISION

Source: National

Nielsen Report, X May, )959, $un,-$ot., 7:30*10:30 PM, All Commercially Sponsored Programs. * Average Audience Per Minute. **Average Program Share of Audience.

**Nielsen Cost Per Thousand Report, March-April 1959, All Evening Once-a*Week Programs. Based on Nielsen average audience ratings and estimated time costs and published talent figures

TV-FILMS

Variety

Wednesday, Juiie 3, 1959

ARB SYNDICATION CHART

Variety’s weekly. tabulation,]."based on ratings furnished by American Research :
Bureau, highlights the top ten network Shows on a local level and offers a rating study,
in depth of the top ten syndicated •shows in the same particular market This week ten
different viarkets are covered,. *
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such-as the.
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, com¬
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing .ah

exact .picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is.to reflect the true rating,
strength of particular seriesi Various branches of. the industry, ranging from media
buyers to local stations ahd/of advertisers to Syndicators will find the charts valuable/.
. Over: the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 150. markets. The re. suits, of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per¬
formance of the top. ten.network shows ton. the local level, the Variety,ARB charts are
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually, every tv:market in the .U: S.

(Continued from page 28)

SAN FRANCISCO
RK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
9.
10.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

Academy Awards Mon. 7:30-9:15).. . .KRON
Maverick <Sun. 7:30-8:30) .
-.KGO
Chevy Show (Sun. 9:00-10:00>. ...;. . KRON
77,Sunset Strip 'Fri. 9:30-10:30'.KGO
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..KRON
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30):. .KPIX
Perry Como <Sat. 8:00-9:00'....;
. .KRON
Cheyenne (Tues. 7:30-8:30)..........KGO
Have Gnn, Will Travel -Sat. 8:30-9) KPIX
People Are Funny iSat. 7:30-8:00)... KRON
The Texan (Mon. 7:00-7:30).-KPIX

: STATIONS: KTVU, KRON,- KPIX, KGO.

RTG. RK.

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
STA.
DISTRIB.
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

68.5
1* Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00)'.
35.9
2. Highway Patrol (Tues. 0-30)....
32.6
3. U.S. Marshal (Thurs. 7:00)...>.
32.5
4. Rescue 8 (Wed. 6:30)...
...
31.8
5. Popeye (Mori.-Fri. 5:15) .
31.6
6. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 6:30).
31.2 7. Silent Service (Sat. 7:00) .. V .
27.4
7. State Trooper (Tues; 7:00).A
27.3
8. This Is Alice (Wed.. 7:00)...
27.3
9. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. (5:30)
26.8 | 10. Sky King (Sat. 8:30)... • ■
. ..

MADISON
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

KRON..
Ziv
KRON.. .. Ziv
KRON. i ..NTA
KRON,. ... Screen Gems
KRON,. ...UAA v
KTVU.. . 3 -Screen Gems
KRON.: .. CNP
KPIX..MCA
KTVU.., .. -NTA
KTVU:/. . Kellogg
KRON .. .,. Nabisco

RTG.

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.

TOP COMPETITION
SH; PROGRAM
STA;... RTG.

26.2
60.4
19.9
49.1
16.8
37.3
36.3
14.6
12:6
54.8
11-9
29.6
10.3
25.6
10.3. .
23:7
10.1
20.2
9.4 . . 23.2
9.2
70;8

State* Trooper .........
Woody . Woodpecker ..
December Bride : ....
Huckleberry Hound ..
American Ban dstand .
Rescue 8 ........,...
Perry Mason ........
Sea Hunt
Wed. Night Fights....
Highway Patrol .....
j Capt. Fortune’s ....
1) Surprise Pkg. ......

STATIONS: WJSC, WKOW, WMTV.

Mike Hammer (Fri. 9:30) .
WKOW.. .. .MCA
. Superman (Wed. 5:30)
... WMTV.... Flamingo
State Trooper (Sat. 8:00) ./......... WISC. ... . MCA
Bold Venture (Sat, 9:30)..WISC:.... Ziv
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 5:30)....... WMTV-/•. Kellogg
. UAA
Popeye (Sat. 8:30)......,,..,........./WMTV.
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 9:00) f........
//. WKOW. . .Screen Gems
Martin Kane (Wed. 9i30) ., ."....... WMTV.. .Ziv
..
Highway Patrol (Tues. 9:30)-;.-WMTV. ; .Ziv
ABC
“26” Men 'Sun. 9:30). WISC, .:

Academy Awards Mon. 9:30-11:15*.. .WMTV
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00)... WISG
Gunsmoke iSat. 9:00-9:30)...//..WISC.
The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30). .. ... : WKOK
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30).;/-WMTV
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00)
.WISC
Maverick (Sun. 6:30-7:30) ......... .WKOW
Garry Moore 'Tues. 9:00-10:00) ..... WISC
Alfred Hitchcock (Sun. 8:30-9:00)... WISC
Perry Mason (Sat. 6:30-7:30> ........WISC

SALINAS-MONTEREY-SANTA CRUZ
Gunsmoke <Sat. 9:00-9:30» ..
Have Gun, Will Travel i Sat. 8:30-9).
Tales of Wells Fargo 'Mon. 8:30-9:00:
Ed Sullivan ‘Sun. 8:00-9:00) .......
Danny Thomas Mon.. 8:00-8:30 >
.
I’ve Got A Secret 'Wed. 8:30-9:00'..
Jack Benny (Sun. 7:30-8:00)
.
Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00'.
G.E. Theatre ‘Sun. 9:00-9:30' .:
..
Wed. Night Fights (Wed. 7:00-7:45)

.KSBW
t KSBW
KSBW
KSBW
KSBW
. KSBW
. KSBW
KSBW
KSBW
KSBW

52.5 . 1.
50.0 ! t.
46.9 ! 3.
46.6 : 4.
■45.7 : 5.
45.7.:. ; 6.
44.8 • 7.
42.5 ' : 8..
- 41.91 ; 9,
41.6. i Id.

.KSBW., ..MCA
.KSBW.; .. NTA
.KSBW;. .. Screen Gems
. KSBW -. ..MCA
. KSBW.. . • CNP
-KSBW.. . • ABC
.KSBW.: .. CBS
.KSBW.. .. Screen Geiris
KSBW.; ..Kellogg
KNTV. j.'.., Flariiingo

the following: CBS Films’ three-

TV: Showcase of the ‘BY
; Continued from page 21 ;

I

15.5
15.5
14.9
13.1
12.9

46.9 .
38.5
31.9
30.1
28.1
27.4
24.4
22.0
21.3
19.7

; . KPIX

10.3
9.4
18.3
11.9
53
14.0
24.5
26.2
24.0
19.9
3.4

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 5-11 , J 959.

Person To Person.,:... . WISC
Mickey Mouse Club.WKOW
Welk's Dancing Party.. ...WKOW
Fanfare ,...... /.,-v... WKOW
Adventure Time ........ WKOW
Captain. Kangaroo ...,. . WISC
Playhouse 90 ........... WISC
U.S. Steel Hour..... .. . .WISC
Garry Moore .. .......... WISC .
Meet McGraw
/. - . WKOW

STATIONS: KSBW, KNTV, KRON, KPIX.

State Trooper 'Sat 8:00) .—
U.S. Marshal (Wed. 8:00).,... .....
Burns & Allen (Mon. 7:00 >.........
Mike Hammer (Thurs. 8:00).. *■•"......
Silent Service (Sun. 7:00).
“26” Men (Fri. 9:30):.
..
Colonel Flack. 'Thurs, 7:30).
..,..
Huckleberry Hound 'Thurs.- 6:30).-.
Woody Woodpecker 'Tues. 6:30) , ;
Superman 'Fri. 6:30).....
:... .. .

..KPIX
. KTVU
..KPIX
. KTVU
..KGO
..KRON
.KPIX
.. KRON
..KGO
..KRON

69.2
51.5
49.8
48:7
47 8
51.3
39.7
39.6
40:7
46.8

SURVEY DATES: MARCH 2-8, 1959.
f Perry Como ....... ..
f Lawrence Welk.
Gray Ghost. ......
Navy Log .:..
Lassie
Person. To Person,:..
Whirlybirds .......
Waterfront ...,
Annie Oakley . .. . .
Favorite Story
.
V'

.

.. . KRON
,.. KNTV
..;.KNTV
... KNTV
....KNTV
.... . KNTV
.. .., KNTV
....KNTV,
....KNTV
_KSBW

8.1
17.4
16-3
13.8
14.0
10.219.3
16.5
13,4
13:4

—~

year ..deal with Carling’s beer, for ;.
« - I' ' ■ ■'
■
an over 60-market spread on “Phil
I 0|Pll|C|Afl nPlflPU/Q
Silvers”; <the biggest to date) Ziv’s •
I VIVIBOIWII 11VWIV**« deal with American Tobacco for S
_ ;.
. ,
■
■
; Continued from page 2i
24 ;
en __,
_.,r
. .. ...
A
iContinued
60 markets on
Lock-Lp ; MCA- ;
.
- .
'.
■■ ■ ■.,.. .
TV has inked Ballaritirie for 28 i winrier in the educational tv cir- portrayed, as cp-author Burdick
markets on its new entry1 “shotgun ' cult.
himself acknowledged in a brief
Slade.”
• .
p/
ji
Dr_ pQsin has been seen in Chi- ^losm interview,; which furthered
Next few months %vill . see the'1 eago. before. Associated with De the teaser quality and . embodied
other regiorials lining up. for the liPaul U., which co-produced the a challenge to, do\vnbeat .critics
new season. Right now, the scram- show, he’s been on the CBS o&o/ ^
v«Ate Department). Bur¬
ble for tlieir .’ iz is on.
y WBBM-TV. Current program is dick said, Qur credentials are bett. beine taped at the Windy City stathan the-State Department s.
■ "-.
'
. Uioniot exposure at other! CBS.have wM^d_amoftg )Orie^
i ..
{j b&o’s, in the swap of public affairs
the State Department, has
rmeshr ber
I programs nowr going on . among i nof
p ‘
IWCBS-TV, N.Y.: WBBM-TV, ChiIt’s safe to say that a lot of tele=— Continued from page 21
;j naan- and KNXT-TV, Los Angeles, viewers are going to read “The
, The physics prof should find a i.Ugly American” because of “First
S; #0vernmTfn1t-0P^ra^e<1 network berth next.
Hbro.
! Meeting/’
Art.
stations, aie .due. in Italy; France I
•
and other .areas, A second com-1
• .. •
—;—~-;— --—;mercial setup also Was forecast for j FIRST MEETING
;
I
II
T
England.
With Turnley Walker, Eugene !
IITEG ITdOG UfS
2. Comparative -new tv countries 1
Burdick, Tom Helmore, Dethel!
;
° '
°
will opemup further for tekfilms! j. Leslie,
Owen
Song,
Gilman (Continued from page 21=3

foreign stars. Along came tv, and j: tal up to 468. However, even if
Swope and Martin Manuiis. flew * the specific options involved aren’t
Miss Pr-Iuzzi for the femme lead in exercised, there will unquestion¬
their “Five Fingers” series, first ably be over 450 of the hours pro¬
case of a foreign thesp, being duced, since the networks would
j| not replace an hour show with two
brought over for a teleseries.
Of the majors, only Warners arid 1 half-hour ‘ stanzas in mid-season,
20th are in business with the tele jj If they failed to pick up the op^
equivalent of the “B”—for this j.tion for one hourlong show, they’d
season, at any rate.
Paramount undoubtedly order a new and dif¬
and Metro, along with Columbia’s ferent 60-minuter from some other
Screen Gems, tried hourlong pilots source.
but were unable to sell them..
Length-wise,, budget-w ise and in
*
WB’s Seven
.. ft .
terms of finished product, there’s
Warners, which kicked oftVlhe a considerable difference between,
hour trend, will really be jumping the tv hours and. the old “B’s.” The
with a total of seven series (com¬ rurinng time, sans titles and com¬
prising a minimum of 130 60-hiin- i mercials, of „ the television hour is
ute films, with options almost/cer- j 49 to 51 minutes; its budget is in
tain to be exercised for 39 more. I the $90-110,000 range’. The averLineup, all for ABC-TV, consists; “B” ran some 68' minutes, without
countries .such.
w
Walker '
virtually all top syndication execs
.such , as Cpsta Rica, Ni- ] p-JlSrl? Wi-ifevof 26 “Maverick” and 26 ”77 SVm-1 titles, and covered a wide range
.
Director- Dan Gingold
[comes
comes just about two years after
set Strip” segments, 13 each of j of negative costs, the majority caragua, Honduras.
3.
Soviet
satellite
markets
also
f
30
Mins.*;
Siin.,
4:30
p.m.
I
the abortive attempt to set up a..
“Sugarfoot,” “Bronco” and “Chey-jp running anywhere anywhere from
syndication
trade . organization,
enne” and 13 each with options!| $75,000 to. $300,000 but Some going will open up. (See separate, story . WCBS-TV, N.Y*. (tape)
on
SG.
for
pix
on
tv».
Soviet
Un“First
Meeting”
is
about
books,
,
Years.
back- when telefilmeries
on 13 more of “Bourbon Street: as high as $500,000. In.function,
ion, itself, remains interested at
***** *
eg
i were bucking the networks before,
Beat.” “The Alaskans” and “Ha-1 the “B” represented a program-.'
this stage only in swap film deals. and proved on Sunday (May 31. to -governmental' hearings, a nucleus
vaiian Eye.”
!! mer for dual bills arid a means of
4. Canada also continues to grow be a novel (pun intended) approach rtelefilm - trade organization was
20th has 26 “Adventures in Para-, maintaining overhead.
The tele¬
as
an important market
to
reviewing.
The
half-hour, 1 born.
But that was disbanded
dise“ and 13 “Five Fingers” stan-i films. though also an important,
zas ordered from ABC and NBC! overhead factor, represent a “this . It’s not a rosv path. There are helmed a bit sententiously by Turn- j when there, was a difference of
l espectively. for . a total of 39.' is our best” approach in terms of thorns galore. Latin America cur- ley Walker, who devised, wrote and j Federal ^dmfnuri^ation? rilmmk
, _e ^[ay1^.nil^hi9atlon+s. Comm.isThere’s an option for 13 more: quality, within the econiffTric^qn- •rently is. somewhat depressed be- participated prominently in the
caiise of the load of product there program, was nonetheless the kind |, n, beanngs.
Since then there
‘‘Fingers,” of course. Studio just! fines of television.
Britain has a quota bn American
video pioneering, which, at its 1been some talk m that direemissed on another entry, the hour- [
telefilm imports.Scandanavian best, can lead to a solution of- one^'».{*
competitive conditions
long “The Last Frontier/’ an Alas-;
_
4.—:^- _ai.. v *
"
...
moHhim’tf orliinofinnaT -nrob- In the trade
have been
fnr
trade, have,
beeri: blamed for
kan piece that was beaten to the!
;. countries. won’t buy a series, but .of the medium’s educational prob- 1 Jn
: the failure, to establish a trade outf only six or seven episodes of a lems—getting people to read.
punch by Warners’ epic.,
f
Subject matter was “The Ugly i fit .similar, to TvB or RAB.
| skein; Japan, and West Germany,
Balance is spit among inde-i
Continued from page .21
based on the set count in their American,” and the program did
.
.
n .
pendenets and the networks. Re-! '
; respective countries, pay a small not . so much dissect, the novel,
4S7 AfnnPY
IPC HllfP
vue has 52 hours committed, with!
Closed
Doors,”
Screen , Genis; price for their telefilms
as might a critic, but instead perAlUpCA ualCo fllhc
options for 26 more. These com-!
price for their telefilms.
■RnF fKoco
: i v. formed the distinct arid .favorable
Redwood City- Gal., June 2.
prise 26 “Wagon Trains,” and 13! “Counterspy,” Bernard Schubert,
But vthese arri . probleriis which
in pop up in molt any S?vent*e fervice of being, an honest teaser
A 45';;. sales increase and sharply.
each of “Riverboat” and “Lara-: /Inc.;. “Deadline/.’ Flamingo;
inie.” with options for 13 more of! 1 addition to a number of others due accord^ns* to^Finishtfter'—?la«d for exciting interest in new books, improved earnings :were ,reported
•
from
California
National
Produc¬
the long pull is a steady climb
d
Format> devised by Walker for last week by. A m p e x President
each... Desilu has 65 hours firmlv!
xne long pun is a steady climb., .
KNXT, L.A., and taped for use on George L. Long Jr., for the fiscal
committed, 32 “The Untouchables”!: tions. Independent-Television Gorp/.
WCBS-TV, was simple. Walker, as year ending April 301 Sales
segments, and 33 “Desilu Westing-1 and the few remaining syndicators,
Denver—Work
is
progressing Ws own narrator, introduced the amounted , to $43,691,000; up from
NTA and Guild tape entries inhouse Playhouse” hours.
!j
CBS will roll 78 of its own hour! ; elude “Bishop Sheen ” Vluke Box rapidly on KOA’s new $1,000 000 bo°k and its -general- aims, .and i the $30,000,000 reported in the preshows, 26 each of “Perry Mason/’! ! Jury/’ and. “Open End/* NTA; “Jai building in: the heart of Denver, .actors developed key scenes from vious fiscal year.
Net. profit, said Long, will ex“Rawhide”
and
“The Lineup,”!. ; Alai,” Guild. For stripped daytime Designed arid built expressly for H1® novel about a goof-up State
NBC will film one sleries, “Bonan-!!:| tape programming ITC is offering broadcasting activties; the struc- Deparement and its imsactiviLeS in Ceed the $2,500,000 previously estiture, which/will house both KOA the Far East. Actors used a flexible mated. For the year ending April
za.”
It’s already committed fori!i “Ding Dong. School.” ITC . also is
radio and. tv, will be the most approach, sometimes addressing 30, 1958, net was $1 540 000
13, with options for 13 more,
r:. ji;I selling off its off-network “Brave modern in The . Rocky . Mountain * their remarks to; off-camera voices
' ’
-1
’
The grand total on firm commit-; !: Stallion”, telefilm series.
empire,
according . to . William and. ’Occasionally getting together
Nashville — James S. MbMurry
ments comes to 377 of the hours.! !I. First few syndicators to grab Grant, president and general mam- fqr straight duologs.
has joined WSIX-TV here As naOptions for 91 more bring the "to-!;;; regional gold dust this spring, are
ageiv :
/'
Spirit of the book was honestly tional sales manager.. .

Fineshriber

Syndication Scramble

'

Wednesday, Junt 8, 1959
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CBS: THE MAN WHO GOT AWAY
I^T(Hi^ulnfy&0a2y

Yurdin, Mellilo's Unique Setup On
BeIow-&-Above-the-Line Taping

Two months ago, Hubbell Robinson Jr., as exec yeepee of pro¬
gramming for CBS-TV, walked away from the. Ford specials as a
CBS entry because the network and the client couldn’t come to
. terms on several key issues. Now Bobinson finds himself as execu¬
tive producer .of the selfsame Ford specials: through his own indie
production operation,Along the same lines: During his prexy tenure at ABC-TV; Rob¬
ert Kintner incepted the web’s program pattern—a pattern which,
two years later as NBC president, he was sorry he ever started for
American in the first: place.
It was Pat Weaver during his NBC regime as prexy and later as
board chairman who started the whole “spectacular” shebang,
Spending money as though, it grew on antennas, NBC suddenly
called a halt on the spending, dumped Weaver and his concepts
in favor of half-hour snows. Now NBC’s back in the spec business
(only now it’s called “specials”) bigger than ever.
While Weaver was spec-ing up NBC, CBS wanted no part of it,
going the other way with regular weekly fare aimed at high cir¬
culation. Now CBS is riding with the Weaver-conceived “Wide
Wide World” set to music, the Coca-Cola series on which Weaver
rides, herd for McCenn-Erlckson.
Barry Wood, who produced the “Wide Wide World” series for
NBC, is now with CBS. He’s practically riding with the same show,
the. aforementioned Coke specials. .

Chicago, June 2.
Although Chicago has a fulltime
educational tv station. amply
equipped for the service, the Windy
City’s commercial channels h a v e
been venturing increasingly In ed¬
ucational programs, some of them
for college credit, toward their pub¬
lic affcdrs obligation.
But you have to get up early in
the morning for an electronic edu¬
cation on commercial tv in this
town, because all the shows In¬
variably start iii. the. dawning
hours. As far as can be told from
tnail pull, the shows have been get¬
ting a reasonable audience.
Newest of the tv courses is “Pan
American Classroom,” which starts
next Monday (8) on WNBQ, 6:30
to 7 a.m.* and which is produced in
collaboration with De Paul and
Roosevelt universities, it's an at¬
tempt by the station to tie in with,
the, Pan American Games starting
later this summer. Pan Am. show
replaces the NBC network’s moth¬
balled “Continental Classroom” in
the timeslot for the summer but
will be preceded by reruns of that
show from the present season. New
course will teach Spanish three
days a week and Latin American
culture the other two, and it will
not be for credit. The universities
are issuing a syllabus for the
course for $1.
WGN-TV last season incepted
“TV Teacher’s College” in the 8:15
signon berth and will continue the .
accredited.course next fall. Done in
cooperation with Chicago Teachers
College and Board of Education,
it’s designed to; aid practicing
teachers in the public schools/
WBKB also had an educational
(Continued oh page 36)

mm
General Electric has art order in
for Monday night at . 10:30 on
ABC-TV for next fall. Firming of
the deal will give the network
three out of seven nights with
programming in station option
time, and ABC is already shooting
for a fourth night, Sunday, via
anr undisclosed sponsor.
,GE has decided to use a detec¬
tive show called “Mike Koyak” in
the ABC 10;30-11 fime, and has
ordered the w’hole thing! “Koyak’'
stars actor . Charles Bronson and
is an ABC Film product!
In; making the purchase, GE is
angling for a ieadin to “Kovak”
from the hourlong “Adventures
in Paradise,” which runs to 10:30
on Mondays.
Web got clearance for the 10:30
time from the affiliates last March.
It has long had the fights on
Wednesdays and just a. couple of
wpeks ago it firmed up a Liggett
& Myers order for “Black Saddle/’
10:30 oh Fridays

.

.■1
-:-♦ When CBS-TV thought it might
With CBS-TV’s No. 1 and No. 2
Capone V*. Dillinger
thf ‘v righ^tooths winter
program men (Hubbell Robinson
Looks -like ; the .projected
1#6#
S«uaw
Jr. and Harry Ommerle) put of the. j space show's wilt be bowing
Vallej, it .wanted to call in an outpicture, big question still, be ing
to the mobsters next season.
fit called Production Alliance Inc.
posed this week was: who will .step
Having previously cancelled
f© do the telecasts. Production
in to helm what amounts to the
out “World of Giant/V CBS-TV
Alliance owned bv director Clav
greatest production organization in
last week also decided not to
„1Iiance’ ™nea Dy a“^tor
Yurdin and producer Phil Mellilo,
any phase of show business? Who¬ / go ahead with the Paramount
ever takes over for Robinson will . TV entry, “Space Show,”
is the same outfit thatrV/ill stage
be helming a $100,000,000 program
which was scheduled to go into
the "Mrs. America” telecast on
setup and stepping into an opera¬
10
CBS June 20 in the 11:15 p-ra tion already geared for peak per¬
* Tn«?SH°^rn^if«S«ani.iit»d
12:15 a.m. latenight, slot, and repformance. Leading candidate is
««nts « *ew br<*d .irf iMeo proBenton &. Bowles’ Tom McDermott
Mries; wWch pre^ma SWt. 22
«««-»• P»doctioi, contractor.
but doubt developed quickly that
W’ith Ralph Meeker starring
Tjie more remote tapes are
he would take the berth.
in “Dillinger: A Year To Kill.”
made, the more such ^organizations
Ommerle gave his notice less
Show
Is
designed
to
depict
the
•
are
expected to be used,
than 48 hours after Robinson re¬
lives of the nation’s top crimMost indie tv prbdueers take
signed upon learning that the net¬
inals.
......
care
of only above-the-line (talwork had been overtiming McDer¬
ABC-TV will have going for
ent, etc.) costs but the Yurdinmott for the post. Normally Om¬ ;
Mellilo combo takes a flat fee
merle as No. 2 man would be heir . it the hour “Untouchables” series on the Capone era.
from either sponsor or . network
apparent to the job. He’s already
—=i and then supplies. both above-thehad several offers, Including a
— mi,
line and below-tne-line materiel.
strong bid from J. Walter Thomp*
son to coordinate the new Ford
series, but will bide his time be¬
fore making any decision.
.
With the union difficulties now*
m
•
cleared away on the remote proRobinson forms his own Inde¬ n* l 1*
duction of tv tape, it’s held quite
pendent production outfit which \innlmn_ I onilirr
possible the Production Alliancewill be berthed on the Coast. He’ll lMUC11IIC“ A aylllK
Edward A; Byron, vet ; indie have 100% ownership of all the
*
y
type operation will be put to more
packager of radio-tv programs, has: properties he creates, with Music
|
|>
f
e
and more use. For a network to
shuttered his Gotham office and is Corp. of America agenting all his
I nml C tAT ufrrvc sWp lts own technical, directorial
heading West.
Vllllll ^ I\f| /|cVj
and production personnel to a redeals. In addition to doing the 39
He plans to align himself with big. hour and 90-mlnute NBC-TV
® •
mote point, either abroad or 200
Robert J, Shaw, tv scripter, with specials for Ford next season, he’s
Chicago, June 2.
miles outside the radius of one
whom Byron worked for 13 years already had conversations with
WBBM-TV, making the most ag- of. it* owned-operated stations, is
in the production of “Mr, District Leonard Goldenson on aprospec¬ gressive use in town of its Ampex - said to be a very costly matter.
Attorney” ori radio-tv; Byron pro¬ tive ABC-TV series.
..
Videotape machines, has started a But Yurdin and Mellilo, who don’t
duced and. directed the series.
McDermott is not expected to sideline which may open a whole ; keep a regular staff and thus avoid
Shaw was the writer.
accept the CBS job. Meanwhile new source of revenue for the CBS i overhead, hire their tape maByron, also plans several addi¬ Mike Dann, v.p. in charge of pro¬ o&o. Station has gone Into the busi-5 chinery and technical personnel as tional production deals, on the grams in the east, and. his Coast ness of taping commercials for ad. they need them from the nearest
Coast.
counterpart, veepee Bill Dozier, sit agencies based here, for spot dis- available t\ station and then shoot
tribution as well as for network ; tape footage for network use.
tight awaiting developments.
That some anxieties and nervous¬ and local shows. Only competition; In the “Mrs. America” operaness are evident around the net¬ in the field to date in Chi is the tion, to be sponsored by RCAwork isn’t at all surprising. Usually Fred Niles film plant, which, until j Whirlpool, Johns-Manville and Culsuch administrative upheaval as¬ its own tape machines arrive, has! ligan Inc. (soft water appliance
serts itself in times of crisis, But been leasing those of ABC and : house), the new’ team went to Ft'.'7
| Lauderdale, where the event will
CBS has been going at peak level, WGN-TV by special hookup.
Although WBBM-TV got in late ' be held, and hired local station
1 money-wise and in all other aspects
on
VTR,
its
equipment
having
ar-;
personnel to do the actual camera
of the operation, Some are inclined
to feel that,. properly handled, rived only last February, the sta- and sound work. Sixty-minute taltion
still
has
managed
to
contract
\
ent nut, including the rights to the
might not a walkout of such key
25 commercial jobs so far, inelud- ’ even will be $115,000.
personnel have been averted?
ing
a
series
of
spots
tor
Lanolin
j
similarly. David Lown’s IntcrStrictly as a show business com¬
M
f®r,®un; continental Transmissions, the outLondon, June 2: | ponent, no other single entity in b^am and Mid« Muffler. Bulk of fit v hlch rec4ntlj. shol those dis.
With a ; membership of $o% of • the entire area of entertainment production has. been tor local com-; puted Paris shows tor NBC-TVs
the writers active in the screen matches it. The new program chief¬ mercials, thus far.
“Today,” is something of a produc¬
anp tv fields, the British Screen tain will have going for him such
Scott Young, asst, program di¬ tion contractor. He. does. ho\vand. Television Writers Assn, and company-owned properties as “Per¬ rector of the station, has the. as¬ ever, have staff engineers but he’s
ry.
Mason,”
“Have
Gun
Will
Trav¬
the Radio and. Television Writers
signment of developing the activ¬ understood'to hire the rest of his
Assn, 'have dissolved and formed el,” “Gunsmoke/1 “Twilight Zone,” ity, and his first step will be to technical crews as he needs them.
the Television and Screen Writers “Rawhide,” “Lineup,” the new issue.a brochure to. ad agencies and : And unIike ProducUon Alliance,
Guild, The aim of the new body, “Law Breakers,” the Garry Moore
TT*,them.°f he
network can supply Ms own
which is shortly to be affiliated to 5 h o w, the Ed Sullivan hour, vantages of
video tape. A new de-1 broduI,„s and dirPr.tnrs
^d^! P'oduce^anddireetors^
the Writers Guild of America, will “What’s My Line/’ “Person to SS
Person,”
“Peck’s
Bad
Girl,”
“Play¬
be to obtain for British scribes •
tipn has not, however, been offi¬
terms comparable to those accept-j house '90,” and such daytime en¬ cially formed at this stage.
; | I\f| rm?) IT
_
ed in. other fields.
j tries as “Verdict Is Yours,” the
The sideline gives the Chi CBS ; Ak( ■ I If 0 lyAurOCl*
morning “Sam Levenson Show1,” plant its first chance to make full ilUv I V U IlCff vdl*
It is considered to be the first j the “Jimmy Dean Show1/' and
step towards uniting all writers in ; “Capt Kangaroo.” This is exclusive; use of the excellent facilities into
|]T
/I
the visual medium with the- object; of the dozens of shows in develops which it moved tw'o years ago.
WflCTflVIl Vnnnft^
of forming a Guild shop. The new; ment and on the planning board, WBBM-TV’s four studios, with a
total
area
of
14,200
square
feet,
are
IV
CulCI
11
body has appointed S. E.Honess: plus the host of in - the - house
*
as paid organizing general secre- writers, producers, directors and believed to be the most spacious
tarv. ’
I
this side of New York or HollyABC-TV is going all the wav to
other creative components.
- Until the first general meeting
,9°Tbeenibc different in the dayUme.. Web
used almost entirely for the pro-1.
,, ...
..
,
.
pf the new Association Is held in i
duction. of local shows, which have hasn’t picked a time slot for the
the; Autumn a holding committee
show’,
but
it
is
fishing
around
not
been
many
in
number.
has -been appointed from the ex¬
The new’ venture is seen also as i among bankrollers to find out how
ecutive of the two dissolved bodies.
On this panel, among others, are
%0 tht ststion’s manpower!they’d like a daj’time western
efficiency, what with staff talent,
Ted Willis, Carl Foreman, Frank
studio orch* art department, pro-jsoap opcra‘
Launder, Leigh Vance, Paul Tabori
duction crews and engineers-^ J Networks has formatted a stanza
and Dudley Leslie.. Helen.. Leh¬
Johnson’s Wax and Lorillatd forces which normally aren’t over-i called “Hope Springs/’ Title re¬
mann and Leigh Vance will act as
honorary secretaries pf the Guild j have turned thumbs, down on CBS- taxed—all getting into the com- jfers to a town in the west during
to:assist , the new general secretary : TV’s new western, “Cafe De niercial tape act. On most jobs ' the last 1860’s.
WBBM-TV will use its regular en-1 ABC calls it a “new daytime
until .the . first general meeting.
Paree,” in favor of Four Star’s. gineers, scheduling the work as ; serial story of the frontier west,
“Johnny. Ringo” series, which goes often as possible for times when • from the viewpoint of the women
into the Thursday 8:30 slot next its own crews ar* available To ac-1 who helped to build it." It has a
season as replacement for “Yancy commodate commercial taping, sta-1. sheriff, one Gar Ferguson, “the
tion has rescheduled production of | quiet efficient sheriff of Hope
Derringer,” which gets bumped. its pubaffairs programs, recording . Springs, whose past is a subject
CBS put up a strong bid to con¬ them in advance on Mondays and I of conjecture.”
Ottawa, June 2.
It also has a
Tommy Hunter; 21-year-old Ca¬ vince the clients that “Paree” had Tuesd a y s to. leave Wednesdays,! newspaper editor, his crippled
nadian chanter who has garnered more class, but the efforts were Thursdays and Fridays open for j wife, a doctor, a neurotic boy and
a sizable following via his ballads unavailing. New series, which stars cpmmercial
commercial work.
a lovesick girl—all natural eleon CBC’s tver, “Country Hoe- Don Durant, debuts Oct.; 1,
- - ■ ' ■ ~.
———r
ments of the 20th Century Soaper.
down,” pacted for his own show on
Johnson’s Wax has been sponsor¬
CBC’s major (TransrCahada) radio ing “Derringer” on an every week
web teeing June 8. Stanza will basis, but Lorillard will come in
Pontiac has put in an Order with ' ley, writers of “Search for Tomorbe summer replacement for the for half in July and will continue NBC-TV for three specials next row.” Producer is Edwin Duerr,
“Happy Gang,” oldest continuing the alternate-week relationship for season. They’ll probably go into creator of “Valiant Lady.” Web
Canadian radio show.
“Johnny Ringo.” Needham* Louts the Friday night 8:30 ■ to. 9:30 could put the show anywhere beBruce Smith, will ahiiounce the 6 Brorby is the agency for John* period.
; tween noon and 4 p.m. daily, acTommy Hunter Show which will son’s and Lenneh & Newell for
Shows haven’t been selected as cording to an advance sheet on the
have the Rhythm Pals and guests. Lorillard,
yet
] format.

On WBBM-TV s —riy the network’s re

Ed Byron’s Coast Setup

ComlsforAgcys.

Form New Guild

Brit TV Scribes

‘Ringo’ To Ride On
CBS-TV as Clients
Nix 'Cafe De Paree’

Tommy Hunter Gets

Mac’s 3 Specials
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Space does not permit reprinting
the splendid Australian reviews from
Mr. Freberg’s recent tour. If you would
care to send for full particulars, please clip out
handy coupon. Neatly now.
Ml
"
Stan Freberg
7781 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif,
Dear Mr. Freberg:
I understand you were very large down
under. Please send me your splendid Aus¬
tralian reviews which employ such language
as...“Brilliantly accomplished entertainer’,*
“A genius and a savage satirist!* and “Ca¬
pacity audiences (14,000) roaring with
laughter!* I have clipped out this coupon as
neatly as possible considering its toenails
and all.
Yours truly.

P.S. Do you think a hippopotamus says "Australia,V
as well as a kangaroo? But then I suppose you have
your reasons,
•
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PfaHETY

out by an agency man, is quick
research. . A commercial- can be
taped and edited, tested on sample
audiences and scrapped or used
within a .week,; The same pretest
for film would take months.
Tape commercials have so far
proved out as a replacement for
live, and film at the network level.
It’s estimated that more than 70
local stations now. have tape facili¬
ties. A spot campaign on tape may
A £ood many agency ; men are shows. A recent survey showed the j soon be practical.
predicting that video taping of agency had.tape production schedr [
Upbeat on Original Music,. .
commercials will be. in full swing uled 19 days out of a 24iday- !/ Survey of ad industry shows a
period. This included weekends, ■ ! 30.re increase in original music on
by early I960.
:
Most of the “good many.” of because tape studio facilities are ; tv and radio commercial scores in.
course, are fiom those agencies in hard to schedule when wanted.
! the last year. Study is being made
the vanguard of the niove from
But production centers for fap- I by Piandbme Productions, music
live and film to tape. There are , ing are increasing in number aind firm; and.. will continue with
drawbacks.
r
expanding. All three networks are 1 monthly reports beginning in June;
Agencies that have never done currently involved in making tape -Reports will cover such subjects
much in the way of live production commercials. Others include NTA’s J as the degree to which music alone
are at a disadvantage. Their com¬ Tele Studios, Elliot-Unger-Elliot, carries copy themes; memory value
mercial producers are film produc¬ Video Tape Centre. Filmways and of music in commercials; effective¬
ers and the tape technique is strik¬ Mobile Video. Tape and Sports ness of. musical trademarks; the
ingly different—fully-lighted stu¬ • Network Inc.with location units. psychology of music etc. .. .
dio. continuous .action and three • A couple of aggpcies have alSwitches: .Russell A. MacDonnell
or more, cameras rolling.
: ready taken advantage of the mo¬ j joints Benton & Bowles as a yeeBut the agencies with : live pro¬ bile units. McCann- Erickson is [ pee and. ‘management supervisor,
duction people (no pun I intended' : using tape for far-flung locations j He has a drug marketing backare off and running. And this in¬ . on the upcoming Coca-Cola cam- | ground, was three years; at. Warcludes small as well as large shops, j paign. One .unit is through CBS I wick. & Legler and before that
because some of the former, have ; (leased . for two months from , veep in charge of sales arid adver¬
been doing live commercials for . Sports Network Inc.), another tising for Grove Laboratories. St.
local use..
1 through WEAR - TV, Pensicola' • Louis!.. He holds a BS degree from
Some of the agencies well into Young & Rubicam used a mobile • Massachusetts College, of Phar... .y.:
:
use of tape include Benton & ! tape unit for an outdoor Lincoln ! macv. . .
Bowles, BBDO. J. Walter Thomp¬ commercial. .
j Three;' O.. J. LaRoche & Co. de¬
son. McCann-Erickson, j: Cunning¬ ! RBDO, lacking a video tape re¬ partment heads; are named vice
ham & Walsh. Lennen & Newell. cover on location, shot a Pitts¬ [ presidents- Paul Moroz, research;
Wm. Esty, Wesley Assoc.’s • and burgh Plate Glass commercial at | Chester _.•! LaRoche, media; and
Clinton Frank. Chicago, currently a N. Y. airport.: Regular camera : Humboldt Greig, tv-radio time
,
doing some work through a N. Y. : signal was microwaved back to • buying;:
producer.
!
Manhattan studios where it was | - Charles J. Leavitt Jr„ formerly
BBDO.*for example, has little or , then tape recorded. ...
| with J. Waiter Thompson Co.y joins
no live or film commercial time j One tremendous advantage of J. M. Mathes as an account exec.
on any of its nighttime netw-ork • tape for commercials, as pointed : Jack! Leach exits BBDO p.r. .de¬

Seen in Full Swing in Early D;

partment for Norman Odell
Assoc.’s.
Cunningham & Walsh associate
media director Edward T, Baczewskl is named a vice president.
New Bizt isodine Pharmacal
Corp., a division of International
Latex Corp. (subsid of Stanley
Warner Corp.) selects Brown &
Butcher for promotion of a new
drug, product. Other Isodine: prod¬
ucts are handled by Reach, McClinton.

Chicago, June 2.
Chicago Federated Advertising
Club gave out 47 awards and 28
honorable mentions in the 17th
annual competition last week, from
a total of 775 entries. Prizes were
for advertising created in Chicago
and a 50-mile radius uf the city
from April to April of the past
year. Not counting honorable men¬
tions, Needham, Louis & Brorby
led with: six awards. Leo Burnett
agency bagged five and Foote,
Cone & Belding four.
NL&B plucked the Philishave
electric shaver, account,
John II. Willamrth, a 30-year vet
of Earle Ludgin and previously
exec veepee and art director,. has
been named prez of the agency.
George A. Rink was upped to gen¬
eral manager and Ralph E; Whit¬
ing to chairman of the executive
committee. Earle Ludgin, board
chairman, made the appointments.
Harold G. Fuess joins McCannErickson here as an exec on the
Swift & Co. account.
John H. Morin joined Burton
Browne agency as account execu¬
tive. ' '

.
,

.

.

Utde Cars To
From, air indications/ the new lit¬
tle car. sweepstakes will run tv’s
special course.
NBC says it’s expecting an order
for specials from Chrysler and al¬
ready has a tentative one shot in
the works for General Motors. The
Chrysler order will be through
BBDO, which is handling the car
company’s little entry, the .Variant,
as well as Chrysler cars. ©M’s
special, in the fall, will reportedly
be for introduction of the. ;Corvair, handled by CampbetlrEwald.
. Ford’s small set of wheels, the
Falcon, is in the promotion hands
oif J. Walter Thompson, and its a
safe presqpiption that Ford’s Week¬
ly specials will stump the ;|"ficon.
There is, however, said
a
$10,000,000 budget outside fhfcispe-*
ciails for the Falcon.
'
Campbell-Ewaid also has or¬
dered the Friday night NBC Art
Carney spex for ; United . Motor
Service, a GM subsid, and small .
car spots, could, easily be inserted
or substituted.
The deal for -four one hour and
four 90-minute Carney shows also
includes another GM subsid, A-C
Sparkplugs, through D. P. Brother.
Meanwhile, with the old little
cars: the Lark (Studebaker) is par¬
ticipating currently on the Paar .
show; and; Rambler (Nash) has a
spot campaign going In more than!
150 m arkets. Lark is handled by
P’Arcy, Rambler by Geyer, etc.

Deal Is set for. CBS Radio to
once again carry the Newport Jazz
Festival on in exclusive basis.
Daily goings-on will be heard July
2. 3, 4 and 5 from 9:05 to 10 p.m,
with Studebaker-Packard . Corp.,
via D’Arcy Advertising Agency,
picking up the tab on behalf of
dealers pushing the new . Lark
model.
: Mitch Miller is set; to emcee from
Freebody Park, ht>me[ base of the
festivaL Names including Louis
Armstrong All Stars; Count Basie
and Orch; Duke Ellington and
Orch; Dave. Briibeck Quartet; Dizzy .
Gillespie Quintet; Stan .. Kenton
and Orch; Modern. Jazz -Quartet;
Dakota. Staton; Jimmy Rushing and
Errol! Garner are on the roster.
CBS Radio’s portion of the Fes¬
tival will be produced by Richard
Stenta.

Summer Sponsors For.
13 /Open Enit^ Repeats
. David. Susskind has got himself
two sponsors for summerSihe re¬
peats of 13 “Open End* ihbws on
WNTA-TV, and he’s assured a.
berth for the talk show next fall
on' the Newark-based indie tv sta-.
tion since, his Tegular sponsors
have already renewed for the 1959’60 season.
All-State Insurance arid Sutro
Bros... the stock brokerage, which
has. been, one of his two regular
season bankrollers, bought 13
. “Ends’’ for this summer.. They’re
repeats of earlier shows. Sutro and
Helena Riibenstein, the other regi ular sponsor, are inked for next
! semester with WNTA-TV for new
Susskind* talk stanzas.

WTOP’s Editorials

“And now a word from our sponsor.....All too often, this is the cue for the viewing public
to get up and go out to the ice box;,.. If that happens to you, you’re out in the cold,.... no
matter how big your star, or lush your audience rating,. .; To make those precious three
minutes produce a profit is the main reason we're in broadcasting. N. W. AYER & SON, INC.
The commercial is the payoff

. Washington, June 2,
. WTOP prexy John S. Hayes
Monday (1) revealed both his radio ‘
arid television outlets will start
carrying nightly two-minute edi¬
torials next Monday (8). Editorials, ■/
on local, national and internation¬
al subjects,. will be broadcast at
7:30 p.m. on tv; Il:I0p.m, on radio.
Jack Jurey of news staff will read
them.
Hayes heads editorial board
composed of George Hartford, tv
v.p.; Lloyd Dennis, radio v.p.; Ed
Ryan, news director; Lawrence
Richardson, general executive; and
Jurey and. Steve;Cushirig of news
staff.
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other federal regulatory; agencies,
and he thinks the' Harris group
should look into it.
No: public hearings are skedded,
however.
Red Skelton hies to Racine, Wis., Thursday (4) to gladhand the S. C.
; Continued from pace 18 ;
v Johnson & Sons (his tv sponsor) brass and stage an outdoor show for
.crats were ‘'doing what they say ; FCC is an independent age n c y
7 employes. The show was his own idea, since originally the visit was
Skedded just for chitchat with the Johnson execs. It’s understood a
the Justice Dept, shouldn’t be do¬ ; which is supposed to arrive at its
surprise awaits the/Comedian in the form, of a two-foot wax replica of
ing" because Harris letters would decisions independently."'
_
his "Freddie the Freeloader” character.
The Texas Congressman said he .
Continued from pace 19
"influence" FCC,
•
Skelton is current at the Chez Paree.
is also interested in Justice Dept,
Subcommittee Democrats are pressure on FCC on the option has already invited , some Equit¬
still not satisfied.
;
■
f
Some newspaper folk in town regarded Jack Paar’s'handling of the
I time issue. This is another tv able Rife. coin. Insurance company
"What.’’ asked one Democratic problem where Justice has differed will sponsor, five dramas to bee N:Y. Post’s front page coverage of the recent, monkey flight into space
subcommittee member. Rep. 'Wal¬ (with FCC and expressed strong brought in under lyiildred Freedi as a below-the-belt punch. :
Paar went on the air Thursday (28) and displayed the front page
ter Rogers »D-Tex.>, ‘‘does this j views, although FCC solicited Jus- Alberg production auspices.
White House and Justice Dept, ; lice’s opinion in that case.
All the entries will be in color.. of the early Friday edition of the N.Y. News and "a late: edition of the
crowd think FCC is supposed to be ■! Rep. Rogers (who has the same Not all will be dramas, some mu¬i Thursday World Telegram, both headlining the rocket-carrying monk—a place to stick political hacks • surname as the Attorney General) sicals and variety segs also being, eys. Paar then went on to say that the N.Y. Post apparently didn’t recwho vote the way the White House said the Justice pept. has also at- ’ scheduled for the period alongy ognize this as. the top story of the day and proceeded to hold up its
first page which'heralded: "Raid $100 V-Dolls.”
and Justice Dept, tell them to? ■tempted to influence decisions by with three news specials.
►
What Paar failed to mention was that the Thursday Post carried
this headline only in its first edition. All subsequent editions splashed
the monkey astronauts headline on page one.
N.Y. Post Paarrboiled the NBC-TV comic in a series of articles some
time ago.

Inside Stuff-Radio-TV

See Rhubarb on Equal Time

I-Shot Sponsors

“WHAT’S MY LINE?”
(top panel show in England and America)
Thanks to Panelists:
ISOBEL BARNET, LOUISE COLLINS;
GILBERT HARDING. CYRIL FLETCHER and
Question Master EAMONN ANDREWS '

shortly starts its

9th YEAR
. B. B. C.
(to whom many thanks for exposure)

11,000,000 AUDIENCE
My thanks to my dear friends, creators of

"WHAT'S MY LINE?"

MARK
GOODSON

RILL
TODMAN

for their help, friendship and confidence*
Other successful English versions of
Mack Goodson - Bill Todman Productions

"I'VE GOT A SECRET"
#/THE NAME'S THE SAMP'
'TWO FOR THE MONEY"
'TO TELL THE TRUTH'

(ATV Production)

"BEAT THE CLOCK"

MAURICE WINNICK PRODUCTIONS,
HANOVER SQUARE..

Telephones: M AYfair 9631 /2/t

LONDON

Cables: Showbiz, Wesdo, London

j WBBM, the CBS radio anchor in Chi, has put nine engineers on nine
j months’ notice, per its IBEW contract, in case that many will have to be:
‘released as a result of its Installation of automatic transmission. Star
i tion is putting up a 5 kvr. transmitter in addition to its 50 kilowatter
| to. effect remote control. Remote operation, when its. completed next
{March, is expected to affect between two and six IBEW engineers,
| but Station has put nine on notice if it. should prove possible to shed
; that many.
I Herald-Tribune Radio Network . (WVIP, Mt. Kisco; WVOX, New
• Rochelle; WGHQ, Saugerties, and WFYI, Garden City, N.Y.); is adding
j a different concept to its music programming this week/
j Rex Coston, network music director, stressing instrumental trios,
vocals, piano solos and small rombos, thus taking his cue from 18tu
Century small music combos who. played in drawing rooms and tail¬
ored their music to the size of the room and available acoustics.
Coston contends this is something radio has overlooked. Most sta1 tions.-he said this week, pipe large and often brassy bands over speak! ers to small to carry them, into smaller. rooms than any 18th Century
I drawing room.
j New' setup at the Trib station calls for the "smaller,” more intimate
j type of music for one hour a day, Web. will also continue its 15-minute
uninterrupted vignettes in which each period has a specific theme.,
!-:■ The Daily Express, which rarely misses an opportunity to hit out at.
; commercial tv, has latched on to a. report from Australia about the
i‘‘All-American diet” provided on children’s program there for an
. editorial attack on U.S..penetration of the British market,
j "What Australia suffers from affects Britain to the same degree or
; even worse,” notes the leader. “The ascendancy, of American pro¬
grams on tv here is something that should have the urgent and anx| ious attention of public and Parliament. It is a duty laid upon those
who arrange tv programs , to express the British spirit and not to
’ supplant it. Especially when so much of the program material, for
j which dollars are poured out, is such poor stuff.”
• Producers of the off-Broadway musical, "Once Upon A Mattress,”
will close down the show at the Phoenix Theatre for one night, Tues; day, June 9, in order to present excerpts from the production on
J CBS-TV's "Garry Moore Show.”- Entire cast headed by Carol Burnett
i will appear on the Moore show...

Chi Stations
Continued from page

11^^

: last year, “Science ’58,” for which
{it advanced its signon one hour.
{Classroom sessions were handled
1 by members of the U. of Chicago’s
faculty and were uniquely success¬
ful, in terms of the mail draw,
i Among the other strictly edu¬
cational localers here are the long; running “Live and Learn” show on
; WNBQ and "Out of this World” in
l WBBM-TV. Latter is conducted by
‘ Dr. Dan Q. Posin, physic prof at
: DePaul, who this year won a
: plaque from the Chi Television
Academy. Both shows are weekend
. entries and are slotted somewhat
later in the day than weekday tu¬
toring fare.

1

Como & ‘Danger’

|

m

Continued from page 18

Manila before coming to Tokyo.
Their main purpose was to intro¬
duce the newly-appointed. O’Brien
to the area and its broadcasters.
But the color video tape negotia¬
tions had been advanced by Pa¬
cific TV to the point where the
NBC reps were able to conclude
negotiations,
. NBC . now has io telefilm shows
in Japan, six being show'll in
Tokyo and Osaka. They are:
"Flight,”
"Crunch
and Des,”
"Medic,” "Panic,” "Inner Sanc¬
tum” and "Life of Riley.” Con¬
sidering that they entered the local
competition only two years ago.
Stern thought NBC was making
good progress in Japan. "And it
can only get better,” he said.

PI LOTS WANTED
National agency seeking un¬
.

! believe, they won’t enjoy his. per¬
sonality in Japan.
"Danger” should start here
around July 1 or as soon as NHK
receives the necessary equipment.
Thirty-nine episodes of the halfhour documentary were, sold in
the initial deal.
While the point is still being
; mulled, it is expected that the
{ color programs will be shown with
j an announcer interjecting Japa¬
nese commentary over the orig¬
inal Voices. Most U.S. telefilm
j show's here are dubbed,
i
Stern said that the color; shows
] would "fall within the restrici tions” of the Finance Ministry for
i filmed tv imports which have a
! price ceiling of . $300 for a 30■ mintite show and $600 for an hburi long program..
I
On the last leg of a 13-day
.1 Southeast Asian swing, Stern and
I O’Brien visited Australia and

sold 30 minute Pilot Films.
Advise classification* year of
production. titler star, invest¬
ment.
BOX Y-75, VARIETY
154 W. 46th Street
New York 36

, DEAR TV/FILM
PRODUCER:
Srtdwed-undeir?
You need on assistant who knew*
tha business from contact through
shooting and editing /to. printing.
Background:years net and India
tv'.film production , . . proceeded by
radio production and copywriting .
proceeded by college. Now. employed,
looking for change with /growth pos¬
sibilities.
Write BOX V-79, VARIETY
154 W. 46th St.,.New York 36, N. Y.

DON’T SELL YOUR PILOTS
Until You've Contacted:

DAVE BADER
Atlantic Television Carp.
130

Wait 46th St.. New York 36, Now York

Jlld
JUdson
2-1287

37
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KOVACS ON MUSIC”

Viewed over NBC, May

12.

“For tho’ he spake that which lay deep in his mind and that which was nurtured arid dear to his heart, his voice was as the voice of
. the. nightingale in the thicket when all hut a few. of the dwellers therein had left; or had tuned themselves for the owl-itjxd the frog,
and. hearing neither hoot nor croak, heard not.the songy therefore, they heard not... And yet there were those,blessed to the nightingale,
who did hear for; they listened for this special melody, and it was. to these that; the nightingale sang . .
(quotation from Hernias of
Old Hungary, by Einte.) (

Reviews of the “Gummed Sticker Commercial”
VARIETY
:

—Helm

—Jose

New York Daily News
. —Ben Gross
,. . , had a highly laughtiresome and un“His ‘'conducting’ of. an
...
able
idea
arid
contained
operatic aria for gummed / funny,”
some excellent comedy
stickers commercial With ;
touches . . . he stretched
Edie Adams and Louis.
it;.,.”
Jourdan Was the type of
comedy that seemed to:
disappear with Charlie
Chaplin and the late Fred
Allen.”

Los Angeles Mirror News

DAILY VARIETY

“Koyacs scored his top “Perhaps the slowest dull; est skit in many seasons.1’
moments with the bur¬
lesque on the; recording
of a tele-commercial, with
major assist by .Edie.
Adams, Louis Jourdan....
in a fine display of slow,
deliberate comedy/’

Hollywood Reporter
—Jose

“On tlie negative side
V . . the discourse on
the origins of music in
. the caveman days. .,

New York Times

—Walter Greene

- “Start was good with a
caveman sequence....

—Richard

—Ben Gross

“caved\vellers explain¬
ing . . . was good , en¬
tertainment.”

.. wonderfully executed
sketch about the making
of a musical commercial
for gummed stickers, they
scored a hilarious suc-

As the program was an expositionary ?
one9 it was decided that it might best
be done Without an audience.. , how- ^

New York Daily News

Sheppard

“(during the caveman .
skit) . Jvit (the show)
came to a full stop . . .
(The second-half hour
Was bright, stronger.)”

—Richard Sheppard

—Walter Greene

Comments on the caveman “sketch9'
Variety

New York Times

Hollywood Reporter;

:—Hal Humphrey

New York Daily Mirror

DAILY VARIETY

.—Bill Slocum

—Helm

“The laughing ;. . . was
supplied by. the band.”

“The crew laughed It
up.”

Hollywood Reporter
—Walter Greene

“That also ‘ missed on
laughs."

Words on the dance using the giant piano and giant props
New York Daily News
—Ben Gross

■V . .. done with. fresh¬
ness and originality.

. Hollywood Reporter.

VARIETY
—Jose

“Good ideas expressed
throughout the frill
hour as in the Will
Mahoney-like dance on
the piano keys,”

—Walter Greene

“. ; . smartly conceived
dance number on large
piano keys.”.

DAILY VARIETY
"V
—Helm, '
. (complete, sentence) .
“A .piano was built
with keys so large they
were played by danc¬
ing feet.”

VARIETY
—Jose

. “The Renault Dauphine
commercials were
charming at times and
fitted into the spirit of
the show/L.

Hollywood Reporter

—Helm

“Renault commercials
were
animated car¬
toons.”

—Walter Greene

“He also participated
in the commercials,
plugging the Renault
Dauphirie : car, which
sparkled in every in¬
stances.”

DAILY VARIETY

VARIETY
—Jose
“There was another
amusing moment with
the rendition of ‘Swan
Lake’ by a troop of
graceful, gorrillas.”

Observations on the commercials
DAILY VARIETY

Fully • costumed apes and gorillas
danced the highlights of Tschaikowsky’s ‘‘Swan Lake Ballet99 .

New York Daily News

Los Angeles Mirror
News .

'■'■—Ben Gross

—Hal Humphrey

“The i sponsor had too
many comniercials.”

“There was too great a
contrast between the
simian-like danders and
the beautiful music,
which produced a taste¬
less effect.”

—Helm

“Gorrilla masks were
used by six balleteers
in the Swan Lake num¬
ber, one of the show^s
peaks.”
Hollywood Reporter
—Walter• Greene
“The burlesque of the
Swan Lake ballet by
the Nairobi dancers
< Kovacs. note: ?) per¬
forming in ape uni¬
forms was only mildly
interesting.”

Ears bent to Edie Adams9 singing of Villa Lobos9 yocalese, the Bacchianas Brasiteras . . •
DAILY VARIETY

VARIETY
—Jose

“Good ideas ... as in the
Miss Adams rendition of
a mainly wordless compo¬
sition by Heitor Villa
Lobos, the Brazilian com¬
poser.”;

—Heim.

“Nor was the Edie Adams
shown to her; usual .'ad¬
vantage as a . first rate
mime with a good: set. of
singing pipes
(Kovacs
note i ?) y .but hers was still
a high spot.”

New York Daily News
. —Ben Gross
“Edie’s singing of the
Baccftinas Brasilanas to
cello accompaniment pre¬
sented With; freshness and
originality.” ;:

New Ybrk World
Telegram

Hollywood Reporter
—Walter Greene

-Harriet Van Horne

“The . best interlude, was
Edie Adams siriging a Villa
Lobos composition to rich
* cello accompaniment.”

“A lift then was given hy
Edie Adams vocalizing of
Bach numbers (Kovacs
note:) against an inge¬
nious background ensem¬
ble of cellos enhanced by
some slick photographic
effects.”

the closing credits
Los Angeles Mirror
—Hal Humphrey

CENEML COMMENTS
SEEPAGE38

New York Daily News
—Ben Gross

“All; of this Koyacs
“Even the list of cred¬
madness was topped off its w*as handled in an
with a series of non . amusing; riianner.”
sequiturs run off ■ be¬
hind final credits—rsuch
things. as ‘Watch the
Giant Crabs Elating the
. Friendly Natives’ and
*Me see Big VHiite Iron
Bird/”

New York World
Telegram
—Harriet Van Home

“The closing credits,
by, the way, were bril¬
liantly funny.”

RADIO-TELE VISION
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%riety
Bob Drews lias joined the WCAE announcing staff for the summer
... . . Mrs. Joyce Worden, secretary to Ed Horstman, of WQED; has re¬
tired to await the Stork . . . Veronica Zane, former receptionist at
KDKA-T V,: is now dancing in niteries out of Chicago under the name
of Marianne Moore.
'

TV-Radio Production Centres
Continued from page 22
aodes in one of two new vidpic skeins to be shot at Elstree, “Fate”;
and “Have Plane, Will Fly ”. . . BBC-TV has skedded seven excerpts,
to be aired at irregular intervals, from this season’s summer-shows in
Blackpool. First, covering Bernard Delfont’s “Show Time” at North
Pier, is slotted for Thursday week Ul> ... Associated-Rediffusiori to
televise London’s Festival Ballet’s production of Noel Coward’s first
ballet “London Morning” on Aug. 3 under its recently^announced link¬
up with impresario S. A. Gorlinsky .. . . Journalist Terry Carroll has .
joined Southern TV as I Dover editor, initial stint , being to organize
news coverage of the area to be serviced by the satellite transmitter
at Dover, opening at the year’s end.

JA MINNEAPOLIS . ,
: Roxanne Boone, formerly Mary Manning for. WLAC, Nashville, and
WISH here, joined WCCQ-TV promotion department, replacing Liicy
Cook who resigned; to join the local Siillivan-Spears public relations
firm ;:>Y'".-'Federal/Communication Commission has under advisement
WCCO Radio protest against interference by W.NYC, New York, with
its broadcasting of farm hews. Both stations broadcast on the same
800 kilocycles. The New York municipal station originally was sup¬
posed to cease, service at sunset, but under speeial FCC permission
has been, operating for some time into the evening hours .. Here to
visit the Life-Time station WTCN radio and tv, Roy E. Larsen,. Time
publisher, addressed the Minneapolis Advertising Club on “Advertis¬
ing in an Affluent Society.” V

Mutual finds spring biz on the
upbeat compared to the same peri¬
od last season. Net racked. up a
31% increased use by spririsOrs of
MBS’ five-minute newscast' avaiiahiliti.es:
", '• /
.Web ;repori
in the March;
April, May; months o£ this.year 11
of the 17 daily newscasts? were
sold out. For the aarrie mouths last
year only seven .of these periods
IN BOSTON .
were completely- sponsored*
MBS exec v.p. Blair X. Walliser
Special “Dateline Boston” WHDH-TV show, “The Jazz Scene,” by ' IIS CLEVELAND . .
.
said
, that new clients' were? Added
John McLellan with outstanding lineup of jazz musicians. Bud Free¬
man, Pee Wee Russel, Buck Clayton, Lou Carter/ Vic Dickinson, Jo ; Bob Hope will do play-by-play broadcast on WERE, when Indians to the web’s spring roster[ iiicludj
ing
Pepsi-Cola, Sinclair Oil and
Jo Jones, produced by [Virginia Bartlett, directed by Matt . Connolly/ [ meet Orioles here June 25. Hope will be in town for Cain Park stage
and video taped, debut's,'Wednesday <3> at 6 p.m. .> ;. WBZ-TV’s Betty [stint.! . .Bill. Gprdon,; dee jay who has been missing from radio for a • two divisions of Sterling Drug Co.
Adams and film crew, iri New London shooting for upcoming special ; year here, on again, off. again with. WJW for morning disk spot. Bob that .. had . never had used Mutual
on atomic subs . . . Two more hours. a week of Rex Trailer’s “Boom- Martin, WJW program director,, said Gordon “wanted too many before, as well as Sea Breeze In¬
town” added to Sunday sked on WBZ-TV . . . Marie Houlahan, pub¬ [ things.” But they*li talk same more . . . WJW-TV and WERE won. the dustries. '
The 31% upbeat for the threelicity dir„.WEEI, took part in the annual cabaret night show of the : top tv and radio awards from the Greater^ Cleveland Council on Radio
Ruth Alien repeats her WGAR. series (McCall’s month period ended in May^against
Advertising Club of Boston . . : Dr. Floyd Zulli’s Comparative litera-' • arid Television .'.
ture series taped at WBZ-TV to be carried this month by two West- Magazine Gold Mike winner' on women’s health . . . Barbara Plummer a similar period last y.eif; rests
inghouse tv stations, KRIX, San Francisco, and KTW-TV, Cleveland. •j. back- oh WEWS-TV—but only briefly, as a replacement for Paige Pal-. solely on : the five-miriutg ; news¬
. Russ Moore, former WLOL, Minneapolis, to casts Mutual sells nationally un¬
Zulli, asso, prof. Romance languages and lit, NYU, travels to Hub. : mer, vacationing .
one day a week to tapelihis early morning shows.-. . Mary OTarrell, i WERE as disk; jockey. Bob Hagen is new WERE newsman, from, Akron der its. network.; arrangemefTb with
, Fred Lipp, Storycraft scripter, wrote “The Last Room,” televised affiliates.
"
'./ ,v'. *
sec. to WBZ-TV's ch ef j engineer Bill Hauser, engaged to Joseph Lally, wedding set for Oct.j 31 . . . Woody Herinan and. o.rc'h. toplay for on “David Niven Sh6w” yesterday (2 C
special hburlong dance' party—“A Party for the Vote”—to be tele¬
vised by WBZ-TV, in conjunction with the Mass. League of. Women1 /A’ PHILADELPHIA
Voters, to encourage niass registration of newly eligible voters Jiine
Tony Randall, Wally Cox, Thomas Mitchell arid Kim Hunter berthed
11, 8-9 p.m.
|
Continued from; pape 18
j
at Cherry Hill Inn for the past week. They’re making a tv. film in. Mt...
Holly; N.J., for NBC
. Tommy Edwards replaces Fabian on the “Hy ! usually restricted. to the evening .
I V DETROIT .!
Lit Show” preem (3>.. Fabian now slated for following \v*eek < 10) ., . . ; or week-end hours, if broadcast at
Shirley Eder tape interviews Lana Turner, Hermione Gingold, Far¬ Allentdwn;s Bill Camperson, WHOL program, manager, was sole Penn¬ :.all, leaving the great potential.
ley Granger this week; on WJR’s “Composite” show ,. . . Edwin K. sylvania panelist at the deejay convention iri lyiiama . . . WRCV-TV | of daytime audience with nothing
Wheeler, genneral manager of WWJ-radio and tv,, has been elected to ventriloquist Lee Dexter inked- to nanrate “Tubby the Tuba” at Phila¬ ; but. (Hobson’s Choice) records.”
the Adcraft Club of Detroit’s. Board of Directors . . . .Inn Jeffries delphia Orchestra, children’s concert (March 5) . . . Due to illness of
Mrs. Earl R. Weidner, Malden,
gives an assist June 15 :to Shirley Eder on the latter’s “Miss Shirley” Freeman GpsdeH, . the first dinner dance of the Television and Radio ' prexy Mass. Federation of Woraen’f.
advice-to-listener’s show on WJR . . > William Fyffe has been appoint¬ Advertising Club ip) has been cancelled—to be replaced by an award j Clubs, commenting on the preed to the WWJ news staff ... Dick French, WWJ disk jockey, takes luncheon at the Wanvick, the same day. Gosden and Charles C.orrell i ponderarice of ; rock ’n’. roll proover the late afternoon show, while Bud Haggart assumes French’s (Amos ’h’ Andy) had been slated for the club’s Liberty Bell Award. \ grams, said: “That’s all you get
early afternoon spot. Moves were caused by the death of Jim DeLand. Walter Cronkite. will accept the award for the pair v. WIP’s Bob 4 and it’s terrible. She saiff her org
Menefee. who had a piece in the Broadway production. Will, appear in ( is making a thorough study ©f day“Say Darling^’ at the Caniden County MUsic Fair. . . - .
i time radio..
/t
IN SAN FRANCISCO .
| “We have. 75 young women who
New general manager! of Teleradio’s KFRC is Jack Thayer, exTCirihave volunteered to listen to these
AA
a/
111*11
ll
I-,..
.[
down,
NBC
-will:
lead
iri..
westerns
cinnati. His predecessor, Wendell Campbell, was, named a Teleraidib
with seven hours a. week, 23% of seven Greater Boston stations,” j^he
vice president .... . Crowell-Collier will change the call letters of KLX,
. I its nighttime schedule. ABC is said. “They will report their find¬
Oakland, to KEWB. will make Barry Simmons , a newscaster, use Ted : ——:
' : Continued from nape 18 ! next with six Weekly or 24%, ings and \ve will . have [something
Randal, ex-KOBY, and;Frank Bell, ex-KJBS. as deejays, and import
really, concrete to. work on.” ;
are. [holding
.holding their:
their own,'
own,
th.6fio^xes ^re.
’’hi?
other deejays . . . Gordon McLendon’s KABL, Oakland, hired Jona¬ • th.ologies
The committee is particularly
,..,u
.
:
.j . .
and a half hours per week Pf
than Schiller, ex-“good music” deejay at KEAR and KCBS. for a. night¬ ' with
series scheduled. . . j oaters, a mere. 14%,
seven senes
disturbed over recent cancellations
ly “concert hall” show . . KYA deejay. Lucky Logan (that’s a house
.The . rising ; western list; finds
of. local programs for housewives.
name for Norman Davis' started one of those stay-awake stunts last
These include, the Duncan. McDon¬
weekend, is aiming for 245 hours . . . KGO-TV’s Dorothy Hooker Nye, Revue Productrons, Warner Bros.
ald show; on. WNAC, the Marjorie
only woman tv director, in Northern California, resigned after., a dec¬ ! and Four .Star Films as the top
Mills. Show on WEZE, arid the
ade . . . Selig J. Seligman, general manager of KABC-TV, Los Angeles, ; producers in the category. Revue
Louise Morgan Show on WNAC..
continued from page 18
addressed the Frisco Ad Club . .. . California AP awarded KRQN-TV > has six and Four Star and Warners
Mrs. Weidner said the federation
a first place for its documentary, “The Lonely War,” and a second' ; have five .each slated to roll. Re- and one of the foundation trustees. had passed a resolution demanding
place for its nighily neyis show with George Martin.
[ vue’s list includes “Riverboat,” . The other trustees are Bernard G. that “radio; stations in the fulfil¬
I “Laramie” and . “Wagon Train,” •; Segal, RCA attorney and former ment of the public interest aspect
IN PITTSBURGH . . .
J all in the hour class, and 'the ■ chancellor of the: Philadelphia. Bar, of their FCC iicense, assign a rea¬
“Wells Fargo”
and ' and Isaac D.; Levy, attorney and sonable portion of their time to
Hank Stohl, of Ch. 2 Staff, acting title role in “Man in’the Dog Suit” Deputy,”
at the Playhouse . . . Rachel and Bill Adler, publishers of local edi¬ ; “Whispering Smith” as half-hours, j former chairman;, of the board of j programs dedicated to the art of
home, making and family living.”
Warners has “Maverick.” “Chey- ■ Columbia Broadcasting System.
tion of TV Guide, to Njsw York for the wedding of his nephew, Henry
Greenberg, a Manhattan lawyer, to Greta Lowy. of West Orange, N.J. • enne” . “Bronco” and “Sugarfobt,” j The TV spec starred many show
. . . Charles <Red) Donley, Ch. 9 spdrtscaster, elevated to vice presi¬ . all hoii.rs, and; the: half-hour “Law¬ ! business figures whose careers had
Dallas—Austin Schneider, night
dency of Steubenville, O., station . . . Father Francis Z. Jiiriewicz, just man.”; Four Star; has all half- ! been aided by Sacks, a v.p. of both news editor of WFAA-TV, has
; hours,. “Black Saddle,” “Zane Grey j NBC and RCA. Among those who been promoted to news director.
ordained a priest, is a brother of John Juriewicz, of .WWSW staff .;
[..Theatre,” “The Rifleman,” “Wanted ■ participated were Frank Sinatra,
j ^r-Dead or ; Alive”, and “Johnny Perry. Como, Dinah .Shore, Tony
t
CBC Averts NABET Strike
; Ringo.”' .
[Martin, Jane" Wyman, Nat (King)
1
; Ottawa, June 2. .
Gthbr westerns set to go are [ Cole, Kay Starr, jack Webb, Sid
A strike that could have crip-; !
:■ .pled the elaborate plans. of the ; “Wichita Tbvm,” ‘.'Bonanza," “The j Caesar, Rosemary Clooney, Eddie
' Canadian Broadcasting .Corp; to .Rebel.” “Wyatt Earp,” .“The Mari } Fisher, Harry James, Danny Thom! televise the. Royal tour in Jime was ; from. Black Hawk;” “Bat Master-- r as and Bob Hope.
settled when officials of the CBC , soil,”. “The . Texaii,’’ “Rawhide.”
Des Moines—The Iowa Broad¬
reached agreement with chiefs of /‘Have Gun; Will Travel” arid
casters Association. has elected
the National Assn, of Broadcast j “Guhsmoke:” ./
Matted Director
[ Employees and Technicians (Cana- ! : As a reflection of the growing Paul Loyet of WHO and WHQ-TV,
i dian Labour Congress), in Ottawa. ! concentration 6L program types on president. Other officers elected
"HAGGIS
include Ken Hastie, WMT, Cedar
The strike, by the 1,273-member /the networks, fully .50% or 37
Rapids, V.p., and Bob Erickson,
union would have hit 22 CBC AM hours a week of. prime time will KOKX,
BAGGJS"
Keokuk, treasurer. Oscar
and tv stations.
! be. devoted to the three lop cate-. Grau, KAYL, Storin Lake, was
; . NABET members will vote soon gories,. westerns, riiysteries and elected to the board, as was out¬
: on the 30-month agreement to pro- ! coinedy.
going president Geo. Volger,.
1. On a network-by-network break- KWPC, Muscatine.
! vide wage increases.
I

Femmes in H»b

22% Will Be Oaters !

‘Manie’s Friends’

MURRAY
ROSS

General comment on the program
New York Times:
—Richard Sheppard

“Ernie Kovacs brought
a welcome touch of
whimsy . . .. it had the
virtue of not [taking
itself seriously and of
being pleasantly off¬
beat . . .”

New York World
. Telegram
—Harriet Van Horne

“. . show was, riot to
put too fine a point on
it, generally awful, but
. awful in an interesting
way.” (Kovacs note:?)

Los Angeles .Mirror .
■•'..News.'

Variety
,

—Jose

". . . Ernie and . his
guests did an amtisirig
and oft-times hilarious
show %
. .a healthy
disdain on Ernie’s part
for. the things .which
networks and produc¬
ers have raised to a
.Status of phoney sane-..
tity: It. is refreshing .
and furiny to see a man
tweak ; the=: noses of:
sacred cows. Too much
of * our cpiriedy today
is overprepared. ,It is
almost as if it were
rolling off an assem¬
bly line, polished and .
perfect but riot, very
furiny.”

“Kovacs had some ex¬
cellent ideas in this
show which he pro¬
duced and wrote. the
Kovacs display com¬
prised a worthwhile
. experiment. There were
moments of utter fail¬
ure, but at least the
; irian is willing to take
- a chance upon occa¬
sion, a quality lacking
in. most aspects of the
medium.”

-r-Hal

[Humphrey

.

DAILY VARIETY
•\ —Helm
“This was the longest
reach in. television for
something new and dif¬
ferent in comedy.” /

“Give me a typewriter and a proper 'fulcrum and I will move the world "^-Archimedes,..

New York Daily News
—^Ben Gross
“Ernie Kovacs* is an
outstanding comedian.
As demonstrated by
this show, which lie
wrote/ himself, he is
/blessed with an; adult
and wry sense of com¬
edy . . . .but he certain¬
ly needs that blue pen¬
cil.”
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39 full television hours-tape or film. Now available on a local market basis.
Rating proved, sponsor proved action, plus a price no station can afford to
pass up. You just can’t lose! For full details contact Russell Arnett today.
ARCO FEATURES, INC. 516 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 36, N.Y., MU 2-4777
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Canada Radio-TV Primps For
Royal Visit; New link to Nfld.
Ottawa, June 2.
Completion of the final link (to
Newfoundland) in its national
microwave television web will al¬
low the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. to up coverage of the sixweek tour of Queen Elizabeth and
Prince Philip, teeing June; 18 from
Torbay airport in Nfld. Royal tour
coverage, both video and AM, will
be- live wherever possible, plus
taped and filmed sections where
necessary and more effective.
The tour will be the first airer
carried by the new web link from
Newfoundland.
j
Most elaborate tv-radro setup
will cover the official opening of
the St. Lawrence seaway by the
Queen and President Eisenhower,
June 26. CBC has secured extra
equipment, including a | portable
radio-frequency camera.
U. S. television and radio will
cover some events via CBC and the
corporation’s international (short¬
wave) service will air the; tour in
16 languages.
) .
Thom Benson, CBC staffer, is
directing planning and co-ordina¬
tion, assisted by Liston Mclihagga
of Winnipeg and William: Bolt of
loronto. Joy Davies will handle
fashion commentary.
Events scheduled for network
coverage include June 23 arrival at
Quebec City, June 30 running of
Queen’s Plate at Toronto; July 9
Calgary Stampede; July 16 Indian
ceremonies in British Columbia,
July 30 harness races in Prince Ed¬
ward Island, Aug. 1 presentation of
Queen’s colors to the Royal Cana¬
dian Navy at Halifax. July 1 ad¬
dress to the nation and unveiling

THE

TV Churchilliana

In Chi Comeback

A More‘Live’TV

0’Seas Fix For TV

Jack Sterling’s Calif.

Admiral’s Color Sets

N0TEW0RTH1ES
Jimmy Dean Show, CBS-TV
Singing Jingles
Mgrnt. ROMAR ENT.
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“tv’s. detractors.’’ And though it’s
not an integral part of the in¬
dustry-supported organization for
a new “tv image,7’ the more, the
Continued from page 1
bigger and the possibly better live
program. schemes for 1959-60 are
obviously meant in part to coun¬ Metrotone News, a subsidiary of
teract the medium’s detractors; so MGM and the Hearst newspaper
of memorial to Commonwealth air many of. the specials were an¬ chain. Production of the Churchill
forces, both in Ottawa; others.
nounced after recent unfavorable series will be at Hearst Metrotone.
Prior to his present position. Le
Tour coverage, both radio arid incidents.
Vien was ed i t o r -in - chief and
video, will be in French as well as
executive v.p. of Pathe News;
English.
During the war, age 26, he was a
CBC will spice the various shows
full colonel on General Eisenhow¬
by using w.k. names such as Lome
er’s staff in charge of the Allied
Greene,
Christopher Plummer,
commander's public relations. It
Leonard W. Brockington, Robert¬
was at that time that he came to
son Davies, Harry Truman (on
know Churchill. Le Vien also is a
tape), others. CBC plans on using
crack cameraman arid has an . ex¬
more than 600 staffers in the over¬
tensive knowledge of historical
all airing of the Royal tour.
newsfilm and where and how it
Chicago, June 2.
Arid again the grapplers are try¬ can be found.
ing for a comeback on local tv
Story is that Churchill has hod
channels.
•
>
many film offers for his memoirs,
In a deal that has the approval including several juicy bids from
of the Illinois Athletic Commis¬ Britain, but that he always held
Continued from page 1
sion, WBB~ -TV will card live off. One of the reasons for the
actually, to label all the new live rassling. matches in its studios this choice of Le Vien is said to be the
60 and 90-minute stanzas as spe¬ summer on Saturday afternoons latter’s . “documentary” approach
cials, since both NBC and CBS commencing June. 20. The: grunt- and his familiarity with the loca¬
have scheduled many of them in and-groaners will go on at 3, p hi.,' tion of newsfilm footage.
regular weekly slots. , But whether a time .which presumably follows
The only comparable project on
they are called special non-specials any normal lfcngtii ballgame tele¬ tv has been “Crusade in Europe,”
or special specials, they account cast on WGN-TV, giving the sports based on the Eisenhower account
for something like 7 pr 8% of the buffs a continuum of athletics on of World War II. The Chrirchill
. ..
3,400 nighttime hours the three Saturdays. .
National
Boxing
Enterprises memoirs, while taking in the war,
networks eat up each. year. This
Inc.,
a
subsidiary
of the Chicago of course, span some 60 years.
is an improvement of considerable
(Queried, Le. Vien said that, so
proportion over past years, bring¬ Stadium Corp., is setting up the
ing all of live tv programming up matches and will handle the far, there have been no discussions
to nearly half of all tv’s, prime, tickets. WBBM-TV toppers feel for use of the memoirs in the the¬
hours, according to one estimate. that the immediacy of live wrest¬ atrical motion picture. However,
NBC wants the- big names (see ling, especially when it’s shot un¬ le said, such a film may very well
separate story) to do originals for der ideal studio conditions, can !ie made provided the right pres¬
entation formula can be found.)
the Sunday 8 p.m. lineup of one bring the sport back on tv.
Of late there have been a cou¬
hour dramas, to recreate the at¬
mosphere and excitement that ple of grappler shows on compet¬
existed in the old “Philco Play¬ ing stations, .but they have been
programs slotted ‘ at odd
house.’’ CBS can use them ini sev¬ film
hours, usually as filler.
eral of its new big programs, and
Continued from page 1
the climate now is such that Pad¬
dy Chayefsky and others, out of it
time passes.
Already, quite a
for so long now, are seriously
number of foreign films, which
weighing a return .
never got much exposure in the
As ,'good as it is, money for
theatres, have been seen on the
writers still cannot compare to
Jack Sterling, vet WCBS Radio air by many more people than ever
the cash available fot a screenplay performer, and Carroll Hansen, watched them theatrically.
so the networks are pitchinjg the in¬ coordinator of programs for CBS
There’s the added factor that
triguing aspects of the return of Radio O&O outlets, purchased ra¬
original tv dramatics. And, more¬ dio station KMYC-AM-FM in the dubbing, which is constantly im¬
proving,
is much less of a disturb¬
over, many scribes—whether right Marysville-Yuba City area of Cali¬
ing factor on tv thari it’s on the
or wrong-feel live tv means chal¬ fornia. :
large theatre screen.
lenging tv, which for them is not so
Station is 5,000 watter about 75
While a great many people do
of film.
miles north of . Sacramento And
To AFtRAns, the unionites who for 20 years was under operation believe that the American post’48s
will eventually go on tv, they
have jurisdiction in live and taped of Marysville-Yuba. City Broad¬
also feel that the companies won’t
programming, the 250-odd specials casters headed by H. E. Thomas.
swamp
the air again the way they
Hansen reportedly will give up
for 1959-’60 mean new wealth. For
years, the heavy program payments,; his present post to manage indie did with the pre-’48 releases. Rea¬
son
for
this is (1) the producers
have been made to Screen Actors station KMYC. Sterling will con¬
Guild for film shows. But one tinue, as in the past, to! do his know they can’t get as much
money
out
of the post-’48s as
live production shop just by itself Monday through Saturday WCBS
reports that it will be paying over Radio shows. Both will have equal they did out of the pre-’48s be¬
cause
they’ll
have to share the
$1,000,000 more next season in financial interest in the station.
Sale is subject to FCC approval. loot with the unions arid guilds, and
actors fees, because of the 15 or
(2) the companies are aware that
20 new one-shots it. is going to do.
the indiscriminate relase of prod¬
Whether
the
entertainment
uct to tv might well kill whatever
aspects of the new surge to live
theatrical market they’ve got left.
tv will satisfy the Washington
Chicago, June 2.
Admiral Radio Corp. announced
watchdogs cannot reasonably be
forejudged, but CBS, among other it will go full steam on color tv
Philadelphia—tBUI Wright, one
motivations, obviously hopes that this fall, joining in RCA’s lone ef¬ of the leading noisemakers on
the new season’s schedule of 12 fort to promote video with, tint in¬ WIBG, town's leading rock ’n roll
prime time news specials Will alle-. gredient! Admiral had manufac¬ station, was named an honorary
viate the D. C. problem. (NBC is tured color sets some years ago meriiber of the Noise Abatement
also scheduling them). On the but withdrew from market until Week Committee. Wright’s citation
surface, Washington has been com¬ color was perfected and tint pro¬ was made for his part In drawing
plaining about ratings and option gramming improved, a spokesman attention to the need for more
quiet.
time but it has. also shown, perhaps said. ’
Company said it is in production 1
less adamantly, more profound re¬
gard for the content of tv network with full line of. sets and that it
programs. ,
has developed a completely tran¬
Live programmatics! are also the sistorized 17-inch portable but
outgrowth, it is believed, of the won’t go into production until
dread the broadcasters feel for transistor prices.crime down.

PL 7-5980
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THE HOT SHOWS
COME FROM ZIV!

CIosed-TV As
Hub ‘Storedick’
Boston, June 2.
Closed circuit tv is being used
to nab shoplifters in Hub dept,
stores where boosters aYe lifting
between $3 and $5 million worth
of goods a year, storedicks esti¬
mate, along With new . electronic
gadgets. One store has Sherlocks
receiving messages from a moni¬
toring station on lapel radios.
The closed circuit tv pokes into
corners and nabs boosters who hid
inside stores until closing time.
Along with tv, Jordan Marsh Co.
has
two
Doberman
Pinchers
trained to detect smoke, dripping
water and shoplifters after hours.
James H. Fairclough Jr., vbep
of personnel for Jordans, says the
$3 to $5 million for Hub dept: and
specialty stores is conservative.

$1,500,000 SALES
FOR CBS RADIO
CBS Radio racked up a hefty
chunk of biz to the 'tune of $1,500,000; in the past few days. Biggest
purchases came from Chevrolet,
Ex-Lax, Tetiey TOa arid Oldsmobile.
Chevrolet renewed its five-min¬
ute news programs each weekend;
Ex-Lax bought a flock of weekly
units of daytime soapers;. Tetley
Tea obtained five-minute units per
week for 52 weeks arid Oldsmobile
ordered the Monday-through-Friday 4‘Doug Edwards Business
News” starting next week.
Other biz came from Hastings
Manufacturing Co. for. Casite and.
Hudson Vitamin Products Corp.

I

Des Moines—Dean Naven, radio
station KMA, Shenandoah, has
been elected president of the Iowa
Radio-Television-News Association;
He succeeds Dick Petrik of KOEL,
Oelwein, who becomes a director.
WhAnnual
fi
WHITE MOUNTAINS*
fi
FESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS §
JtdgSrd to 29th
&
SKY
WHITS MOUNTAINS

3 LAKES • 3,500 ACRES

9

Pike • New Hampshire
Information: Waiter Jacob*

5

RIVER PROPERTY
WILTON - WESTPORT
Waafharad bjjrn tiding lands spaclal
Intarast to this charmlnf party house:
Studio LR> Dan; 3 Inns.; I baths;
hufa fla*. porch on watar. $444M;
TILOHMAN ri FROST
P.O. Sq^ Wilton, Conn., TO 1-riH

HITS FROM

ITC
BRAVE STALLION
JEFFS COLLIE

starring LLOYD BRIDGES
MIAMI

»
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40.1 RATING
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Disk Jockeys As ‘Characters’
Miami Beach, June 2. .
Harold E. Fellows, President of National Assn, of Broadcasters,
said last week that a few disk jockeys are so intent on “project¬
ing themselves as characters'’ over the air that they lose sight of •
their responsibilities to their stations.
In a speech prepared for the Second Annual Programming Sem¬
inar & Disk Jockey Convention here. Fellows stressed the ‘rsome; what terrifying” responsibility that disk jockeys hear. Noting that '■
station manager can’t "sit beside a disk jockey and check, every¬
thing he’s going to say;” Fellows explained: '
"There are important hours of the day, when you alone are in; i
direct communion with most of the citizens of the United States,
and upon you alone—in your comportment and judgment—de¬
pends the reputation of the entire American system of broadcast¬
ing.
/
"I cannot say to you in a word, or in an arrangement of words,
how needful it is that you be aware of this great Challenge to our
integrity arid decency and good judgment.”
; The disk jockey’s responsibility, he added, runs not only to his
audience but to his station. "Sometimes,” Fellows went on, "I
V. believe that this basic consideration is overlooked by a few of our
disk jockeys.
They become so intent upon projecting themselves as .characters, .
if you will, or as dominant or influential figures on the local scene
that they fail to remember that they, are but a part of this over- .
all and comprehensive effort that comprises a thing we call a
broadcasting station.”
v ‘ .
V
:

Cin<^ Coney Island Pacls Strain
Of Name Orchs, l^ip&teil Talent

ilLB UMS POP AS Summers Near & Are Cut Rates
SINGLES D ROP for Dealers, Distribs By RCA, Roulette
• . —:-...■'
"•-—:—♦ The campaigns to beat the sumThe indie labels,, which have
T t add j o j4-m6r sales doldrums have begun,
been swinging high and mighty Werner U AK rTOa. rleaa First off is RCA Victor with a
for the past few years, are being
Ernest Werner, formerly with "Surprise Package” plan which
clipped by the decline in the disk Vox Records, is heading produc- puts a selected number of LPs on
biz since the beginning of this tion of albums for United Artists the market at $1.49,
year. The sale of single records Records.
The Victor program is offering’
has dropped^off sharply and some
in addition to planning the cov- - dealers a pre-packaged assortment
of the smaller companies, which ers and packaging, he’s also acting j of 24 monaural LPs and one stereo
expanded during “the era of the as consultant on classical music.
album at a cost of $1.04 per album.
indies, are now finding it difficult
The dealer cost for the package of
to pull in their horns: The basic
25 albums will be S26. Assortment
overhead has gone up, but the take
will include LPs in the pop and
is down.
classical field. Leader in the pop
category is the original east album
’ The major companies,. meantime,
of "Say Darling.”
are in a solid position due to their
Also in the pitch for bigger biz
across-the-board product. Accords
ing to royalty statements to pub¬
is Roulette Records which has set
up
a "dealer club” operation. The
lishers for the first quarter oif this
Roulette program calls for dealers
year, the major’s sales are holding
up firmly in comparison with last
Mexico City,
Guy, June 2. j to.buy one copy of each new album
year: ^Columbia Records, in fact,
The Mexican Musicians Union is . release at a cost, to them, of $1.40
shelled out a peak ..total to pub-, disposed to sign an agreement with - monaural and $1.95 stereo, includUshers for that period, indicating the American Federation of Musi- ‘ *ng, a11 shippin3 charges. The
I that biz is climbing for that com- T. e ‘Airenca” . -ia
.
.f* : dealer, in turn, may sell the alpany.
cians, on a reciprocal basis, with j bums at the regular price of $3.98
The majors, who riiay not have only one condition: that a Mexican ‘ monaural and $4.98 stereo,
been producing the single hits in J orchestra be the first to initiate a
According to Morris Leyy, Routhe same proportion a the indies, tour in the ;U S.
\
p^f2’
plan *s aim.e(* at
HoW find their
ess** tavinfi
t> 'u
_ , .
■/,.
giving the dealer opportunity of
off via their steady* accumulation th^FWerSion :8if'here1dickering 5 ^te™inin2 ,the ,?ales Potential, of
of pop and longhair album catafederation, t here dickering , the albums m advance of buying
loes
Single hits
so mucn
much gravy
gravy H
pact
has. **ei?including
holding,I at the regular price,
logs, aingie
mts Ire
are so
talksthe
W1-h
top He
muslcians.
__
to thmu, hut their basic opcrattoh |
<n
, —=-. ,
p^dStoctor':* conslstent | Osorio^ and^ Francisco MoUtes.
‘Battle of O^Z RaVffl

Mexico, U.S. Talk
Swap on Orchs

Cincinnati, June 2. Another parade of nariie bands
Roosevelt ‘Fed Up*
for the new season at Coney
Island’s Moonlite Gardens main¬
Washington, June 2.
tains its top ranking among sum¬
Rep, jambs Roosevelt -<D- ■
been in a position to. capitalize on ment may not be far off This
DC,U“ f0lIUUl UUl rt5aln
mer dance spots in this area.
Calif.) today (Tues.) said he’s
"fed up” with Justice Dept.
Edward L. Schott, president and ,
Antitrust Division’s delay, in
general fnanager of Cincy’s class
completing -a new ASCAP de¬
n0
f?glfS 1)12
U. S. However, local commitments ^
Hollywood, June 2
2.
amusement park, is sticking to the
cree. Negotiations have been
Wednesday t h rough Saturday
futic^Hencri The^ind^comn^ hav* the violin unit, directed by
The recording industry, known
fnr fhp piamst
Roberto Perez Vazquez, to wax the fat off past historical
night v schedule of operation for j underway for one year: :
hp f°r three months. After battles-e.g., the current disclick,
Moonlite Gardens inaugurated last
Roosevelt, back from Coastshafe that, according to a contract with ] “The Battle of New OrIeans”-is
year. , Clyde Trask, veteran local;
trip, said he may schedule
JL
v
V . .a-.'.. r . ; f Frank Fouce, the Magic Violins - even out to cash ip on the smaller
maestro; continues as booker of
hearings before his . House
. The sales of individual single are slated to appear in Los An-; skirmishes.
Small Business Subcommittee
bands, including - his own;, which.,
hUs, moreover, has ^been frilling, geles and New York,
| Here in Los Angeles, with the
is among Cincy combos that fill
within about .10 days, . calling
'-P1'es, which w'ould climb
First American unit to appear in ashes still glowing, brightly from
antitrust officials to the Capi¬
in- between road units.
tol to answer questions about
c^arkeJu are; n0" Mexico. Rodriguez said, will be the recent Arechigas family holdWarren
Covington’s
Tommy
cause of. delay. He is also conn^.r ^hat ?°uf1e fhesf daySf Stan Kenton’s orch. After that, a out in Chavez Ravine, spot of the
Dorsey orch, June 24-27, kicks off
fo£,,occas,lonal spectacular stea(jy reciprocal exchange is ex- future L. A. Dodgers Ballpark and
the schedule of visitors; . Then . sideling a House speech on
foot-dragging.
natyre of pected, provided, of course, that L.A. Recreation Center, two indie
Johnny Long, July 8-11; Lee
the rock n roll hits rtiay be re- no hitch occurs.
recording camnanies have released
Cas&e’s Jimmy Dorsey orch, July
, sponsible^ for the sales, decline,: .
----patters on "The Battle of Chavez
22-25; Ralph Flanagan, July 29-r
;since it becomes difficult to con- .
Ravine”
Aug; 1; Les Brown, Aug. 5-8; Ralph
Frank Music Acquires
One'disk, while simU» to the
Marterie, Aug. 19-22, and Stan
Kenton, Aug. 26-29. Marterie set
! a hit stayed^up twice as long.
?
Off-B’way ‘WiUy Nilly’ j
the attendance record in 1953 with
I Another dampening factor has
Frank Music has picked up the : a toss-of-the-coin as to whether
5,500.
I ^eeri scribed ,to the "To 40” for- publishing rights to the off-Broad- ’ one prefers the Sherri Records verCincy . bands include Jimmy.
mats. One disk exec explained «
^ wiiiu viiit,’* : Sion;
^ 0I
Lv
James, Buddy Rogers arid Barney
Why kids are no longer buying the way production -n.
"Dr- Willy
Nilly’ ; the cut_ by Homer Escamilla or
Rapp. Also a local array batonried ;. Leroy Holmes, manager of ar¬ hits: "They can hear them as often for its Saunders Publications sub-_;j the Peerless biscuit with the Villa
’
]
Latter’s lyrics are much
by Burt Farber, June 3-6. Farber tists & repertoire for the MGM .as they want around the clock on sid. The music was written by! Bros.
a j stronger and take a Walloo at L. A.
Was a director at Crosley?s WLW subsid labels,' Cub. and Metro, has any point of the radio dial.” He | Pembroke ^ Davenport
’
i
Mayor
Poulson,
City Hall and the
and. headed an orch at the swank been given broader powders in di¬ saw a relationship between the jtocs by ’Edward Eager,
Netherlahd Plaza here years back: recting the two lines: Under the booming sales in pocket-sized]
pocket-sized 1 The production, which opens ait; As of now. the majority of radio
The Four Freshmen supplement new arrangement, he will. rriariage
radios arid the decline the Barbizon Plaza : Theatre to* i 0Iitiets in this area are bypassing
the Trask band Aug. 12-15. Teen¬ 'both labels as completely inde¬ transistory
disk sales. The kids are buying iriorrow (Thurs ), is an adaptation : the spinning of the "Chavez” disks
agers will have special flings on pendent- companies, with authority in
the radios by* saving money they of the Moliere play, "Doctor in ■ oa various grounds. Some of the
four Tuesday nights with , such to appoint his own sales staff and
Spite of Himself.”
| stations claim the recordings are
bookings as Fabian, Dale Wright, personally supervise the distribu¬ Would have spent on records.
j too political, wh’le others say
Frankie , Avalon, and Tommy tor organizations.
|,
wV
'
Hi
a
ia
i
i they’re not uo to the standards of
Sands. Bob Braub, WLW and
In this connection, Holmes lias
WLW-TV deejay, is emcee for the
appointed Ed Kleinbaum as sales
juve: sessions.
Femmes are admitted free . on manager for both, companies.
Thursdays. Gate is. $1.25 week- Kleinbaum was formerly, associate
(At the Disk Jockey Convention)
Irv Phillips, general manager of
nights and $1.50 Saturdays for ed with . Sterling Records. distrib¬
utors Who handle the. MGM lirie
KDAY. remarked that he WOUldn’tname, bands.
in Cleveland.
Miajiii'Beach,
Miami Beack, June 2.
Elf
rpa'w 'oto-' , „ j . ..
j.
, .
.
,, ■....
,
_ Utjcs mentioned the word teleIn addition to his busmess Activi¬
‘Beat Generation’ Goes
Todd Storz, head of the radio chain .sponsoring the second annual l vision”
visior? “ But he went on to say
ties with Cub : and Metro, Holmes
deejay convention, and his staff orice:
once again handled the administra-j
administra- j tjiat
tjie c^y fafhers want to
will
continue
to
record
under
his
From Dot to Hanover
^a'vlass
p??.. 2.000 re^stratitos were take adVantace ot the services of
own
name
for
MGM
Records;
to.
Jack Kerouac’s "Poetry for the
handled smoothly and speedily in the Americana Hotel lobby. Hell- KT>AY’c rmicin rfenarbnent and cut
which
he
is
under
contract
as
an
Beat Generation,” . pulled off the
«nppUea~br.tte Storz ehdn for VIP_guests while , c^ter-ture-the^ation would
artist. As manager of Crib arid Met¬
market by Dot Records, will, go ro,
riad to snin both versions,
reports directly to Ar¬ ABC-Paranwunt. Records provided auto shuttle service for the jockback into circulation via the noldHolmes
eys to and from the airport.
.
Mavor Poulson, when contacted
Maxiri, MGM prexy.
Hanover label. The. disk was cut
as to his reactions on the "Chavez”
by Bob Thiele, then veepee at Dot
The only snafu in the schedule took place at the Saturday night (30) j disks, said "no comment.” Durand now Hanover prexy, but was Freddy Parker Tapped
all-star show ,ewhen several names were bumped off the layout due to ; ing the hot controversial issue of
taken^ out of release by Dot prez
the
overlong running time. That was the fault of some major disk ! the Arechigas in
Ravine, when
Randy Wood who found portions
By Stearns’ Music Cos. names
, who insisted on staying on for at least a half-hour. At 1 a.m., j they refused to bud?e on the
of it "offensive;”
V ■
Freddy Parker has joined juliC Sunday morning. Roulette Records insisted in starting its own show t-grounds that tJl£v v;anted more
Although it was cut for the Dot Stearns’ newly formed priblishinglabel, the LP was owned by Thiele management firms, Parker, who re¬ with Count Basie since it had scheduled a recording session. Basie was I coin from the citv for their land,
of the jocks and their partners. * the mayor charged that the whole
and Steve Allen, who piano-ac^ cently ran' his own management op¬ swinging till 61 a.m. to the jitterbugging
?
»
j thing was a dramatic put-up job
comps Kerouac’s readings. Allen, eration, will assist. Stearns in
▼
j. jw, i.
.
... .
.. _
engineered hy the nDDonents of the
incidentally,; has an interest in the prowling for material and talent as
Longstandmg rumor that Bill Stewart, program chief for The Todd j batfpark. it was later found that
Hanover firm with Thiele..:
Storz chain, was being tapped to move oyer to an exec post with the ^ Arechigas were the owners of
well as setting recordings: ■.
. Meantime; Stearns has set up a Mettopolitan Broadcasting _Coip. iras. revived again during the con- 10 homes throu-hoef Los Angeles.
__•
Werner Muller in U.S. Wholly-owned publishing firm in vention. A Met spokesman in New York declared that one conversation
Was held with Stewart several Weeks ago and that he was one of sevMFW ApntlO ni^TRlRS
orner Muller, Gentian orch England to be known as Julian era! names being considered for a top management spot. Metropolitan
. ",
^
leauer, is due in New York today Stearns Ltd. He’s currently, work¬ Broadcasting, which operates WNEW in New York, KYW in Cleve- ..
a ., R.ccor * has ^shu«letI
(Wed.) on his first trip to the U.S. ing out deals with publishers bn land, and WTTG-TV in Washington, does.not, in any case, plan to switch ^ dla!nb^tor se ^
He will be the guest of RCA Vic¬ the Continent for tie-ins. Firms in to a Storz-type formula operation, the Met spokesman stated.
^ng the one are Leonard Smith,
tor which releases his disks here Stearns’ orbit are Loroh and Arena
■ *.= ••• • * •.
,
Albany; Garim<?a & Co.. Milwau¬
Music. .' ■■
via its tie with German Decca.:
kee; Great Western. Salt Lake
Herbert Grenzebach, German
Hugo & Luigi, RCA Victor producers, hired a plane to fly across : city- Muric S^les. Memphis, and
Miami
Beach
with
the
sign:
"Hugo
&
Luigi
Say
Thanks.”
Phil
Kahl,;
Don’
Dumont. Boston,
Dacca’s artists &: repertoire chief,
Gil Bretnes, N. Y, 'drummer, for-,
and Steve Sholes, Victor’s a&r boss, merly with the Chicago Symphony, of Planetary Music, end Goldie Goldmark, of Sheldon Music, hired a ! with apnointment of the new
distribs. label is now represented
have just produced a. stereo set playing with Goldman Band this followup plane with sign reading: "You’re welcome, Goldie & Phil.”
with Muller.: .
(Continued on page 48)
i in 37 markets.

J

’Battle cf Chavez Ravine’
^
Bern*
Being ForahtOnt
Fought Out Aram
Again
stM-In
In Pair of Disk Versions

Hehcopters, Hams & Highl^hts
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
! By MIKE GROSS
M a r t y Robbins (Columbia): LOVE” (Miller*) features an Inter“LAST NIGHT ABOUT THIS zesting blues pattern' Both tunes
TIME” (Marty’s Musical has a fine (are from 20th’s “I MOBSTER."
rhythmic beat which Marty Rob¬ I Larry Ellis (Dale): “A LOVE
bins makes acceptable ( for the THAT USED TO BE” (Republict)
spinning rounds. . “CAP AND ; is a teen-pegged rocker that will
GOWN” (Aberbach*) dresses up a ; win some interest. “I KNOW THIS
fair tune in an okay beat netting i PLACE” (Republict) follows the
I slow rocking mood along familiar
only fair results.
j;
Kalin Twins (Deccak “MOODY” ; lines. •
«Sheldon - > sets up an instrumental ! Ronnie Height (Era):-^^T’S NOT
and vocal mood with the! kind of (THAT EASY” (Pattern*) has a cute
flair that keeps the jean set inter¬ : vocal and rhythmic appeal that
ested.
“SWEET SUGAR LIPS” ; will be particularly attractive to
f AcufT-Rose : ) perks along. at a nif¬ ! the younger set. “PORTRAIT OF
ty vocal pace that will win; it a good ' LINDA” (Pattern*) is another soft-,
.styled vocal that will help Height
share of the spins.
j;
Frankie Calen (NRCk “ANGEL | move into the pop sweepstakes.
FACE” <Beech\vood:‘). isi.a slick ! Little Richard (Special t y):
rocker that could step out ahead ! “SHAKE A HAND” (Angelt) grips
of the competition.
“DOUBLE i the gospel groove with the sort of
DATE” (Ardmore^ plays . up to ’ impact that's particularly effec¬
teenage listeners with a simple ly¬ tive with those who go for the big
ric and melodic strain.
j blues shout. “ALL NIGHT LONG”
Roger Smith (Warner Bros') ;• Venice*) is a typical rocker blast“BEACH TIME” lMusicjj Worldt) ed out in orthodox r’n’r manner.
works up a cute shuffle beat for I The 4 Beaus (Todd): “PARTr

ART MOONEY ORCH. ., . .
(MGM)
. .... . . .

.

LAWRENCE WELK
First DOT RECORD. Releases
“MR. MUSIC MAKER”
Dot L.P. Album No. '3164
Two E.R’s—Nos. 1079-108 0
.
. (Also Available In Stereo)

ElHot Wexler to MGM
As Marketing Director
. Elliot Wexler has joined MGM
Records as director of marketing.

. . f ....; Y . SMILE His duties will encompass 'work¬
. . . Art Mooney’s Theme
ing Closely with sales, advertising,
(Bourne*) is a natural for a big pay¬

Art Mooney orch’s '‘Smile’’
off because of the solid beat that fits' into current jock fc juke deviands. “Art Mooney’s \Theme" {Sunrise*) is built along preten¬
tious orchestral and choral lines.

promotion: and merchandising de¬
; partments and . developing new
ideas and business stimulants.
W exler, a 15-year vet in the disk
business, started as a Philadelphia
RANK SINATRA . . A; :,
..
HIGH HOPES distributor for Columbia. He also
(Capitol) ....... i;. . . . . ... . . . . . All My Tomorrows
handled the Coral and London
lines and at one, time managed
Frank Sinatra’s “High Hopes’’ i Maraville* ) is. a catching; lighiBenny Goodman. More, recently,
hearted liltet in which an. exhuberavt youthful choral group builds
surefire spinning appeal “All My Tomorrows*’ i'Maraviile*) is a . he operated his own children’s
likable item in the ballaid. grooi'e^ Both tithes, incidentally are from. . line. Moon Records. He has given
up Moon to take over the. MGM
Sinatra’s upcoming “Hole In The Head’’ pic.
i *
*
. * .
job.
.

<

JESSE ELEVEN.... ;
(RCA Victor) . . .

“Porgy and Bess” (Columbia).
Now'that most of the other disk
companies have had their “Porgy
and Bess” fling to tie in with the
upcoming Samuel Goldwyn ver¬
sion of the Gershwin classic/
Columbia has come up with the
clincher in its “original sound¬
track’’ set
Although Sammy
Davis Jr., Who plays Sportin' Life
in the pic, has been replaced by
Cab Calloway for this: , package,
the voices are those heard on the
track for the pic’s stars and they’re
superb;
R o b er t
McFerrin’s
“Porgy,” played in the pic by
Sidney Poitier, is a knockout, as
is Adele Addison who sings Bess
for Dorothy Dandridge, Calloway,
incidentally, is. standout on “I’ve
Got Plenty of Nothin’.” and “It
Ain’t Necessarily So:” . Andre
Previn’s musical supervision helps
give it the style that pulls it way
ahead of the competition.
Mabel Mercer: “Once In A Blue
Moon” (Atlantic), Once again
Mabel Mercer has come up with
a package for. Atlantic that ex¬
cellently shows off her taste and
style. Working with songs by
Alec Wilder, Jerome Kern, Lerner
& Loewe, Noel Coward, and the
Gershwins, among others. Miss:
Mercer has a repertoire that’s
loaded with class and she knows,
just what to do with it. Assisting
her in this standout vocal shoWr
casing
is
arranger - conductor
George Cory.
.
Nat King Cole; “To Whom It
May Concern” (Capitol). The soft
styling of Nat King COle takes off
on some fresh never-before-re¬
corded ballads.
Working with
Nelson Riddle arrangements. Cole
gives ’em all a potent gloss that,
makes the package highly appeal¬
ing.
Lester Young-Count Basie Orch:
“Lester. Young Memorial Album”

(Epic). This is a two-package trib¬
ute to Lester Young, jazz saxist
who. died last March. The album
is made up of vault stuff'cut dur¬
ing the days when Young was the
sparkplug of the Count Baiie orch.
Most of the sides were cut . during
the 1939-40 period when the Basie
band Was swinging hot and Ybung
was developing the style that later
brought him to the fore on his
own.
. Sid Ramin Orch: “Love li A
Swinging Word” (RCA Victor). Sid
Ramin;, a high-powered arranger,
takes a dozen “love” tunes and
turns them into swinging danceable, items. “Love Is A. Simple
Thing,” “Love Is Just Around The
Corner,”
“Love Letters” and
“Love is Here To Stay” are some
of the numbers that show off
Ramin’s energetic arranging-conducting style.
Ruth Olay: “Easy Living” (Mer¬
cury L : Ruth . Olay: is a highly
stylized vocalist who’s been mak¬
ing some noise in Coast cafes and
has. come to national prominence .
via guest shots bn the Jack Paar
Show. She’s got a big vocal range,
putting her at ease on the high ...
notes as well as the lew ones, and
makes , each item a highly inter¬
esting vocal piece. “Sometimes I
Feel Like A Motherless Child,’*
“Tess! Torch Song”, and “Do You
Know What It Means To Miss New
Orleans” are some Of the- goodies
in the: set. She’s 'neatly assisted^
by the Jerry Fielding orch.
Dennis Day: “The Story of John¬
ny Appleseed” (Cricket), Dennis
Day’s vocal, and narrative, approach
i8 just right for kidisks. His style
is appealing and never condescend¬
ing and in this instance, the mat¬
erial is something the kids can take
to easily. Package should do well
in the moppet market, • . Gros. .

... . IT COULD’VE BEEN WORSE
...... . .... . . .. Here's a Heart

Jesse P.leren’s “It Could've Been Worse’ i Korwin- > features an
intriguing blues pattern that’s vocalised into a natural money plat¬
ter. “Here's A Heart’' ‘{Fairway*. sets up. a mat ballad mood for
Jesse Bl’Z'cn to warm .up to.

+
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ROBERT CHAU VIGNY. ...... FRENCH ROCK’N WALTZ
(Top Rank) . . v . J . ............. .The Bottle Hymn

TALENT AND TUNES

Robert Chauiigny’s “French Rock ’n Waltz" (Editions Salabert-i)
is a sock instrumental in which the .French touch is brought to an
American musical mood. “The Bottle Hi/mn" i Music Maestros*.),
sirincs .along with interesting sound equipment.....

;■ .* •

*

' *

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

NEWPORT YOUTH BAND . .
CHA-CHA FOR JUDY
(Coral) . . . ... . . .A ..... ....... ...... .Rock Bottom
f The Newport^. Ynuth\ Band’s “Cha-Cha For Judy" (Marshall .
Brown*-) is a topnoicfi terping bet via a solid :hip-sicinging beat
that’s hard to resist. “Rock Bottom’’ < Marshall Brown f) drives Igr-

Machines

*-

*

*

JACKIE WILSON.... '
- - - - ; . I LL BE SATISFIED
(Brunswick) ... . . ... . . . . . . . ; Ask

*

The Tasseis’ “To A, Soldier Bey” (Monument*) has the rocking
ballad form along with: a message, n beat and a recitation to give
the teenage audience just irhat they want via record. “The Boy
For Me" (Monument)|is a likable swinger that plays well in pikes.
*

* •

'

*•

REG OWEN ORCH. j .
....
..._ GLNCHY
(Palette)
......... ... ... ...... . Kazoo
Reg Owen Orch's “Ginchy" (Zodiac^ > is a solidly built swinging,
instrumental that’s headed for top spivs on all levels. “Kazoo" (Zo¬
diac- ) is a lighthearted instrumental with an offbeat kazoo sound
for added juke appeal::

summer season appeal. Smith’s ex¬ NERS IN PARADISE” (Commer-i
posure on the “77 Sunset Strip” cial-Amber*) is a distant cousin to !
tv’er will help the plays; “CUD¬ “Strangers in Paradise” but not }
DLE UP A LITTLE CLOSER” so effective.
“TIGHT SHOES” ;
(Witmark-) gathers no new inter¬ (Commereial-Amber*) fits, into a.
est in this treatment.
:
noisy rocking groove that gets oc- .
Ralph Young (Everest: “PIER casional spins;
: i
31” (Marvelle*) slams across an ex¬
Ganimian & His Orientals (Atco): :
citing beat with a forcefiil vocal in “COME WITH ME TO THE CAS-|
the folk groove. “SILVER DOL¬ BAH” (Monument - Pfogressivef) '
LAR COUNTRY” (Nationwidet) comes across with a peppy Orien- j
banks on a western motif for its ta! motif that could score in some *
appeal and develops okay interest. areas. ‘MY FUNNY VALENTINE” i
Perry Botkin (Decca): “THE EX¬ (Chappell*) will remain a standard }
ECUTIONER
THEME’! iLong- despite this, treatment.
ridge*; is an interesting thenle that
The Four Esquires (Paris): “ACT
will pick up spins because of Bot¬ j YOUR AFE” (Gretaf) reworks the,
kin’s plunking. “WALTZ OF THE • “too young teener” theme via some .
HUNTER” (Longridge*) is built On i nice melodic patterns. “SO ENDS :
a pleasing waltz base.
t THE NIGHT” . (Jack Gold*) is a
Jack Scott (Carlton): “THE WAY ibig ballad affair that doesn’t carry
I WALK” (Starfire*) sways with a ’ enough weight to pull it through, j
likable beat. and Scott’s vocal i Arcesi (Orpheus): “OL’ MAN;
makes it go places.
“MIDGIE” ? RIVER” (T. B. Harms*) has : a
(Starfire*) is a rocking blues that , pepped-up treatment in Arcesi’s
; handling that . may make some
could get by m some juke areas.
Morgana King ( 2 01 h - F o x): noise in the spinning market; “COW
“GIVE ME LOVE” (Miller*) is an PO” (Weiss & Barryt) is a dull
average ballad that will have western-based entry.
trouble in current mark: t. “LOSTt
LONELY, AND LOOKING FOR
* AS CAP. t.B.MI.

Retail Sheet Music

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder f*
arrived at under, d , statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu ¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting. from these .findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks). and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).

Jackie Wfsc.i’s ''I'll Be Satisfied’’ < Pearl*» has enough rocking
passion to give it a strong whirl oi^thc jock. 8c juke turntables.
“Ask" <. Allied’- ) is an inspirational rocker to: which Wilson brings .
a dramatic reading.
i;

THE TASSELS__ h
..... TO A SOLDIER BOY
(Madison) .
j. ......... .... : .The Boy for Me

Retail Disks

as Published in the Current Issue

icard with a rocking beat that may be okay for the. juke trade.

POSITIONS
TALENT
This Last
W.eek Week
ARTISTS AND LABEL
1
2:; JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia) :....
......
V
WILBERT HARRISON (Fury) ... .. ......
• 2■
3 ,
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
.... .
3
BOBBY DARIN (Atco) ................... .
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty):..
........... ..
6
9
..
DION & BELMONTS (Laurie) .
7.
8
BYRNES-STEVENS (WB) ............
..
8
IMPALAS (Cub)
7
;.;9v"

6

10;

TUNE
Battle of New Orleaitsf
Kansas Cityf
Personalityf
Dream Loverf
Quiet Villagef

Teenager In Lovef
Kookie, KoOkie*
Sorry, I Ran All Wav "Homef
DAVE (BABY) CORTEZ (Clock)........ .. Happy Organf
: FATS DOMINO (Imperial) ... j I’m Ready f
* (Margie* ...

POSITIONS
TUNES
This Last
Week; Week ' TUNE •
1
2
\ fBATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS .....;
2
'•[Kansas city ,...., ...V........
!
3 .
4
f PERSONALITY
.4' ' 3
fDREAMXOVER
tQGlET VILLAGE ......
5
5
f A TEENAGER IN LOVE .. ..........
.6
9

PUBLISHER
....... Warden
L-Logan
. . Baxter Wright
. Witmark

• 7:-

8

*KOOKIE, ROOKIE ................

8
9
10

7
6

f SORRY, I RAN ALL THE WAY BiOME / ..:Figure
. 1.... Lowell
fttAPPY ORGAN V . . : .
Conley
fTALLAHASSEE LASSIE

* ASCAP t BMI * F-Film
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THE B|G EVENTS IN MOTION PICTURE
ENTERTAINMENT BECOME ORIGINAL
SOUND TRACK RECORDINGS ON

“SAY ONE FOR ME” STARRING BING
A BIG 20th CENTURY-FOX MOTION PICTURE...
A BIG COLUMBIA ORIGINAL SOUND TRACK RECORDING

MUSIC
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RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

jay meet, would select -a less dis¬
tracting locale for fthe. next get- together. Storz did not commit
himself to running ai third conven~
Uarietytion in 1950. but it was indicated
Survey of retail disk best
that he would be willing to con¬
sellers based on reports ob¬
tinue as sponsor until another au-.
tained from leading stores in
thoritative group took the assign¬
17 cities and* shounng. com¬
ment off the shoulders of his staff, ;
parative sales rating for this
headed by coordinator Bill Stew- /
and last week.
.
art. In any case, the fun-making j
in Miami Beach will probably re- .
■
National
§
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example, like Fargo, N.Y.
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The focus of the second annual!
deejay meet and radio seminar • —
JOHNNY:
HORTON-(Columbia)-,
w as^lso considerably more diffuse '
1
1
Battle of New Orleans...
_........
4 ..
2
1 ...... 5. 2
2
1
16
1
11:11
1135
than the kickoff assembly in Kan- i _£
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
saS City. The gripes of the disk
3
Dream Lover.:v.
5
1 10 ..
5
2
3
3
2 .,
2
2
8
5
5
7
4 101
jockeys were muted; probably be-:
2
cause they were swimming in- •
WILBERT HARRISON (Fury)
stead of squawking; controversial,
3
3
2
Kansas City. ..........
1
.
4
2
2
6
8 ..
4
2
3
5
7
6 ..
6
6 94
' questions were not as tackled os; —
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
•
sharply as last year; and some dis- ; 4
4
4
Quiet Village..... ..
2 . 3 ,.
3
1
1
3
4
4 ..
2
7 ,4
5 .
93
cussion points were only warmed
—
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
'
•• - •• ' .• 7- ^
leftovers from Kansas City.
* j
5
5
Personality
.........
.
.
.
V......
6
6
1
3
4
10
8
7
5
3
1
..
9
2' 2 . .
..
87
’Top 40—Pros and Cons
j _
DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)
■.
•
■■
‘‘Formula radio." the battle-cry 1
6
10
A Teenagerin Love.. .
. .>.. *.......,
7 ^ .. ..
8
7
9
1
:.
9
3
;4
6
3
3 61
in Kansas City, was'again promi^
nent on the agenda in Miami j ^
~~ED BYRNES & CONNIE STEVENS (WB),.
.
Beach, turning up as the fulcrum J
7
6
Kookie, Kookie.... . .
3 .
. . ..
1
3
4 ..
8
6
8 : ..
6 ; 3
59
of several panels, such as ‘‘What Is j
IMPALAS (Cub)
A Personality Today?" ‘‘What.
g8
7
Sorry
..
.... ... .. .. ..
4 10
8 ..
10
3 ,.
2 29
Next, Mr. Music Man?" "The. One- i —
FRANK-POURCEL (Capitol)
Minute Record—Good Or Bad?”]
9
9
Only
You.
.
..
...
..,r
8
..
..
7
6
9
...
9
5
9
.
..
..
24
“Programming—More Than Just ] _r_
FIESTAS (Old Town)
Juggling Numbers” and the wind- j
10
17
So
Fine...,..;,.:...........
..
.,
-^
4
J...
7
..
10
..
3
..
..
10
21
tip panel of the convention, “The * 10^
Pros and Cons of Formula Radio.” j
- FREDDIE. CANNON .(Swan)'
Dick Martin, a top jockey from
11
...
Tallahassee; Lassie..: .......... .
.. ♦.
6! .. ..
.... .. .. ..
7 ;.
4
8 ;. .. ,
19
WWL. New Orleans, expressed the '
DAVE (BABY) CORTEZ (Clock)
fundamental sentiments of the; 12
12
8
Happy Organ i... ; 9
7 ,. y. ...
.. .. ..
9 ,
v
4
9 17
average platter spinner 'when he!
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
asked: ‘‘Where a.e the personal- I'm Ready..
:.......
...
5
7.- 5. .. .. /•~.. ^ .-.
. ..: -.. . ■-... .. 16
ities today?” He said: “the op- j 13 A 16
'
BROOK BENTON (Mercury )
portunity to project an individual! "
13B 12
Endlessly
10 10 .....
9 ..
5 ..
5 .. ,. .. ,.
..,16
personality, thereby enhancing his
131
ability to sell for his station and ;
' PLATTERS (Mercury) ••
his sponsors to the followers he
15
20
Enchanted . . ......,.
3 . . .... :. .. ..
•
; -7
. .. .; .. .. 12
has gleaned has been decidelyj —
FABIAN (Chancellor)
submerged, yes condemned, by the j 16
11
Turn Me Loose.......... .,.... .,...:....
...
♦. .. .. .. 10
8 ..
5 ..
.. .. .. ..10
lead-goat known as chart-program- ; —
SKYLINERS (Calico)
ming. Hand-in-bend with the die-:
17
A
13
Since
I
Don’t
Have
You.
..;
r
-.........
y.
.
..
••
.
..
7
6
..
..
.. .. ,,
9
tatorial policy that restricts the. 4-i;
ELVIS PRESLEY (Victor)
w'ould-be personality from exer- ■
17B . . A Fool Such As I...
2 .: .. .. .> .. ..
.. ... yy.
v,.: .. ..
9
cising some of thesC qualities for.! 171
which he was hired in the first *
CHUCK BERRY (Chess)
'
place, namely taste, imagination; 19
^. 13
19A
Almost Grown,.. v..... --v-- -6
.. ..
.1
9
.v .:
7
and good judgment, there has been ! -7JAMES DARREN (Colpix)
a large adoption of a high-pressure j 19B
’’
..
Gidget .................;.v. . ....
, •. •
.> .. ..
8
7
7. ■
presentation-format w h i c h has ' —
JOHNNY
& HURRICANES (Warwick)
made it well-nigh Impossible for:
..
Crossfire ..i
■,-v;
_,L
..
..
-v. , .
- 6. 10. ...
6 ]
individualism to 'shine forth.”
| 21
—
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellori.
. .*
' v ' . -v '•''
‘
/'
It was the only real cobblestone ;
22A
..
From
Bobby
Sox
to
Stockings:::..................
..
3
.,
10
..
..
..
,,
v.
>■,
..
..
4
> ' rr* .vn by a disk Jockey at the“ 22j
DODIE STEVENS (Crystalette) '
'
tightly controlled news program- ■
22B
19
Pink Shoe Laces,.>
■ ■ ■> .. .. ♦ 8 10
.. .. .. .. .... ..
4
ming format widely followed in i. £
2]
the radio industry. ] Most of the
PRESTON EPPS (Original 1
other jockeys, such as Jim Haw22<
22C
Bongo Rock.;.....■ ■. ■
♦ ----j.....:
y- * • -a-.V-- •* •• 10
! !0 •• •• -^ ... 4
thorne, of KDAY, Hollywood, were
—
HUGO and LUIGI (Victor)
resigned to operating within the
2s
25
La Pliune De Ma Tante . . .
••
-♦
••
9
.
2
management dictates, or were not
^
clear on how' to fight a broadcast
pattern that has proved so sue- an Important supporter in Bill, determnie the pattern of station stations to revamp their Top 40 , Clyde M^Phatter to. headline at
cessful.
Kala
policy to give more room to the Blinstrub’s, Boston, June 15-21.
Kaland, program manager for the*, operation.
.upcoming numbers. He suggested
__
Westinghpuse. Broadcasting Co. !
Culligan Vs. McLendon
Bill Kaland’s Views
Wesi
The anti-formula“jockeys found Kaland made a powerful pitch for j
' aKpKvapti Matthpw that disks which are dropping be
MUSIC BY
.====the freedom of tnu^uti^,
x
knoekfd off the programming lists
I in programming and his speech
fm* [f eotTGordon MeLenmm, .Mct^ndon
room* fm. pew plattem,
JESSE GREER
im- stations ;___
__'
Ori the
thp question
oiiestion of
of “Too
"Tnn M:
prexy. over
“Network vs. ' On
Many !
England's 4fl Instrumental — evoked air emotional response similar to that of lost years blast^^ independent Radio,’“drew a small Releases,” there was unanimous I
agamst the . Top>40 _ made lastqyantity. of blood, mostly of the agreement from the jocks and the
by Mitch Miller. Kaland s hu- uetworks.
Culligan pleaded for diskers. The jocks stated that it
Showing Up Strong Here With— [ dience,
:e, how ever, w’as considerably
webs and indies to stop knock- was impossible to open up, much
★ RUSS CONWAY on Capitol
|I smalle:
smaller.
jng each other’s brains out in stich l.e^s to play , all of the records they
(No. 1 Oise in England)
Kala
Kaland was countered by Bob debates since it depressed the receive each week, sometimes runPurcell, prexy of KFWB in Holly- value of the ,whole radio industry njug to 300 per. Mike Maitland,
★ JOHN BUZON TRIO on Liberty ![ Purcel
FROM
.
I wood,
and
Harold Krelstein, in the eyes of advertisers. Culli- CapitoFs^ v.p., said that his label
EARL CARROLL'S
★ FREDDY MORGAN on Challenge !; Fiough
p°0°ud’h Stations prexy, both of gan also warned against the “bitter was cutting down. on-releases and
'"VANITIES"
★ FERRANTE & TEICHER on
! whom
whom defended “formula, radio” harvest of cynicism'’to be reaped found that, business was better,
ABC-Par.
| as the only way to provide broad- frpm the abuse of the music-news Archie Bleyer, Cadence -Records
Published by.
casting “product control.” Both formula by some indies. To il- Ptexy Who does not issue , more:
★ SCOOBIE & DOOBIE on Climax
casting
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.
execs pointed out that it was the lustrate, Culligan came up with a than a handful of records a year,
MILLS MUSIC, INC.
clear responsibility of management taped caricature of a high-pressure ^3id that the flood of releases sugand not that of the disk jockey to jndie station..
■ Sested : “increasirig disregard of
^
. . . +*
;vvk*****t*t**x*x
x
..McLendon was notj interested in ords chief, ^
also stated that his
.
. l ending the tattle and accused the company would pursue a policy of
network stations of adopting “du¬ releasing fewer, but better disks.
bious sales techniques.” Among
The jockeys’ failure to. respond
these were network-inspired- surjt vey^ to show that only teenagers to-the convention was highlighted
♦ and moppets listen to indies and ^ the discussion of the feasibility
5 that the latter are deficient in of a national deejay organization,
, J quality. known as “beliovability.” moderated by N. Y, publisher Joe
PALISADES PARK
#.
•1, McLendon
iTAVlJVJlUUil urged
UL5CU liiQl
moreC experimen- Csida.
■
; , The
” low attendance
. •
.
• was
/
For the privilege of booking Hie
jL tation in. broadcasting, pointing
- 1e Prim^ discouraging factor eyen
if out . that he wras now testing a though Martin Block, or WABC,
T “good music” station- and said
strongly urged the formajL there may be room for all-talk, ^10n ?f such an outfit. Many of
j ail-sports, soap-opera, etc, stations.
jockeys, while agreeing in
cii«w
principle with the idea, said the
MILLER MUSIC CORPORATION
The crystal ball‘^ givri « ^*“0^ a^ml^reOon^of

SIDE SADDLE

ONCE IN A
LIFETIME

JACK and IRVING ROSENTHAL

I CRIED
FOR YOll

i World's Foremost Dance Orchestras!
I World’s Foremost Amusement Park!

r

{

for 14 years.

—ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPMATHW—1

Job GLASER, Pres.
745 Fifth Ave.
20J N. Wabesh Ave.
407 Lincoln Rd.
New York 22, N Y.
Chicago, III.
Miami Beach, Fla.
PLara 9-4400
CEntral 4-9451
JEffarson 8-0387

ZlOUMa0n-- tfoWmWhleNCat;)tnn

greater ^tun.y iefore such an

| prexy She j^eTti^beers to o^nization was possible.

1419 Sunset Blvd.
H'wood 44, Calif.
OLympla 2-9941) .

I
I
I
I.

name, stated that “business stinks”
„ .... • '
-v.
and prcsdicted that this was an end . Ca?tain Kangaroo (Bob Keeof an era With many indies going shan) will, ajppear with the Dallas
under. Profits Would be narrower Symphony Orchestra in a chilin the future, he said, but steadier dren’s concert scheduled for Jan.
once the: srake-oht took place. Joe: 9, 1966. He will also appear with,
Kolsky, Roulette exec v.p., urged the Houston Symphony Orchestra.

FOLKWAYS RECORDS

WORLD'S LEADER IN AUTHENTIC
FOLK MUSIC
new high .Fidelity releases
EVERY MONTH/:
Writ# for ■ complete catalog- of 400
' LongpJay ' Record Albums In ' ETHNIC, '
. A M E B I C A N,
INTERNATIONAI,.
: JAZZ.
SCIENCE,. IN6TBUCTI0NAL, ' CHIDBEN, UTEKATUBE.
FOLKWAYS RECORD8 A SERVICE CORP.
117 Wait 46th St, K. Y. C. 36, N. Y.
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Two famous Presley motion picture hits are being re*
released by Paramount Pictures across the country
as a double feature—right now! As Presley packs
’em In at the box office, the Original Soundtrack
albums are again going to be red-hot best-sellers.
Set your Presley profits. Order both albums now.

“A TOUCH OF GOLD,VOL. I "Elvis Presley’s new Gold Standard album featuring
four b|g pop single hits on one 45 EP, and including,
as a premium, a Presley Fan Club card. Be sure to
Order this fast moving item today! EPA-5088.
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# ##«*J
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RETAIL ALBUM BEST SELLERS
RCA: Toni Harper
One time teenage singer Toni
Harper i“Candy Store Blues”), nOW
22, has been signed to a pact by
RCA Victor. Herifirst album, under
sujpervision of ; a&r man Dick
Peirce, will be comprised of songs
written by students in the sorigwriting class at UCLA.
Verve: Vanessa Brown
Actress Vanessa Brown has been
signed to etch for Norman Granz’s
Verve Records. She’ll cut an album
of folk songs as her first chore.
>

United Artists: Ruby Braff
David V. Picker, exec veepee at
United Artists Records, has signed
trumpeter Ruby Braff to the label.
Plans are now being worked out
for Braff’s first: album which is
tentatively called “Blowing Round
the World.”

, Survey, of retail . album best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing comparative.
ratings for this week and last.
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Artist, Label, Title ;
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty).
Exotica No. 1 (LRP.3034). V..
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack (E 3641).;..
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77 SUNSET STRIP (WB)
TV Soundtrack (W 1289) . ,.
__
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
‘
Peter Gunn (LPM 1956); .._ __
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Come Dance With Me (W 1069)__
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
The Hungry j (T 1107L.,........

Capitol: Phil Napoleon .
Phil Napoleon's dixieland crew
has joined the Capitol roster. The
combo will be recorded by Andy
Wiswell. Capitol artists & reper¬
toire man in New York.

De Lugg MD of Hanover

MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Folk Song With Mitch (CL 1316).....
;SHELLY BERMAN. (Verve)
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) •• - *
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Open Fire, Two Guitars (CL 1270).. .

Milton De Lugg has followed
Bob Thiele over to Hanover Rec-i
ords. De Lugg will take over as.
diskery’s musical director.
Thiele, who recently shifted to
Hanover as prexy from his veepeeartists & repertoire spot at Dot
Records, had De Lugg as musical
director at Dot, too. De Lugg also
worked with Thiele when latter was
a&r head at Coral;
De Lugg will be assisted by
George Brackman.

7

7

10

V.

ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
More Fabulous 50’s (KL 1130),•■ >. ...’. v
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral)
Buddy Holly Story (CRL 57279) . .

, ..

SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1933) :. ;......... /. .:.
MANTOVANI (London)
Film Encores, Vol. II (LL 3117) :........

10

MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
More Sing With Mitch (CL 1243)...
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Look to Your Heart (W 1164)..

___

FLOWER DRUM SONG (Columbia)
Original Cast (BL 5350),
.:..;....;
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
To Whom It May Concern (SW 1190)....
MANTOVANI (London)
Continental Encores (LL 3095)...,.......
BELAFONTE & HORNE (Victor)
Porgy & Bess (LOP 1507)..,;....,;...;

MOONEY

'

JONI JAMES (MGM)
'
101 Strings & Joni (E 3755),....

..

4

...

4

.

ARMSTRONG & FITZGERALD (Verve)
Porgy & Bess (MG 4001).:---,..;.

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

FABIAN (Chancellor). .
Hold That Tiger (CHL 5003)...........
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Still More With Mitch (CL 1283)....... .
GEORGE SHEARING (Capitol)
Shearing On Stage (1187)....... /.
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Bine Hawaii (DLP 3165). ...............
one-week
stint
grossed
nearly re the release of his master “Music
$100,000 ... Miles Davis Sextet to Cha Cha By” . . , Dom Frontiere
opened at the Blackhawk, June
will follow his Columbia album,
Christy at Fack’s II, Kingston Trio
at hungry i , ♦ . Frank Haynes de¬ “Pagan Festival,” ..with “.The Four
Faces of Love” , » . Tony Garber
parting Frisco to join the new
Quincy Jones band • * • Al Wal¬ has joined Disneyland Records*
promo dept, s ... RCA’s Coast man¬
lace Orch departs the Fairmount’S
ager Bob Yorke in Chicago this
Cirque Room June 27, will be re¬
week for annual meeting. From
John Lewis, Modern Jazs Quar¬ placed by Benny Strong’s band.
there he goes to N. Y. for hometet’s director, has been named spe¬
office talks .
cial musical consultant for the
Monterey Jazz Festival, Oct. 2-3-4,
Capitol disker Ed Townsend and
and will work with boss Jimmy
Lyons on the programming . . . personal manager Jo McEntyre
Harry Belafonte due at Frisco have formed their own puhbery,
Opera House June 17-23—last time Cherritown Music . . . Liberty is
Sings
he played the Opera House his talking to batoneer Manny Harmon

June II for a series of tv shows
i. . /. johnny Long closes at the
Statler Hilton, Dallas, June 10 and
wall be followed by Orrin Tucker’s
band. Sandy Sandifer. will follow
Tucker in July. :

New York

THE HANGING TREE

I

MARTY ROBBINS

COLUMBIA

|

RIO BRAVO

(From the W/B pic)
^DEANMARTINCAPITOL^

HmETsSiT
DON RAIKE WARNER BROS.
FRANK 0RTE6A JUBILEE
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t

| ROOKIE, KOOKiE
,
I
.
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' LATEST RELEASE 1

JOHNNY NASH
SingS

;

AND THE
ANGELS SING
, BABY,b BABY, A
k.
baby
A

Roulette Records : acquired dis¬
tribution of Billy J. Killen’s “First
Dance, First Kiss, True Love” on
the Meridian label
♦ . Everly
Bros., Cadence diskers, off to Aus¬
tralia for the “Big Show” ... .
Announcer Bill Shipley, bedded in
Norwalk (Conn.) Hospital after
being thrown from a horse, taping
three classics for the Talking Book
series While convalescing. . . CleffTone Records has signed the Morty
Wax promotion network (Dave Fox
in Detroit... and Billy Amidon In
i Cleveland) to handle Steve Brian’s
new release. “Love Train” and “If
You Believe” . ; . Ajack Record
Distributors now handling the
Seeco line in Pittsburgh,.
Bernie Lawrence, Apollo exec,
on a national tour of diskery’s distributors . . . Randy Weston’s quartet replaces Roy Haynes’ combo at
the Five Spot. Mai .. Waldron’s
group is held over . . . Louis Arm¬
strong plays the opening concert
of the Berkshire Music Barn's fifth
season June' 28 . . . Genevieve,
Cadence thrush, off to Flint, Mich., J
for a tent version of “Can-Can”
. . . Carlos Hatvary signed for
longtermer at Cafe Grinziiig.
Roz Ford, all-night deej ay at
Baltimore’s WITH, switched to
Balto’s Mutual outlet WWIN .
Chris Connor currently , at Basin
Street East . . . Jimmie Rodgers
hitting the in-person circuit this,
month with his first stop, at the
Twin Coaches. Pittsburgh, begin¬
ning tonight (Wed.). On June 12
•he goes into the Commodore Ball¬
room. Lowell, Mass.
June Valli leaves for England

San Francisco

Hollywood

JOHNNY NASH

Convention Highlights
^; Continued from page 41 —^j
Once again, thq jockeys were scrambling to sell masters to the var¬
ious labels attending the meet. One disk exec cracked: “At least 25
hew labels were organized in my suite last night.”
*

*

Everybody is in the disk bizThe National Airlines pilot, Herb
Wolff, who fibw a cfow'd of New Yorkers down to Miami Beach, turned
out. to be the head of a new company, Panama Records. Miami’s Mayor
Robert King High is also the owner of another label, VAK Records.
The only femme jockey, or deejane, at the convention was Ann Wag¬
ner, of WFBM, Indianapolis; The youngest jockey was Gary Moore, of
WJAM, Marion, Ala. From the Far East, there were Tae Ro Tun, of
HLkA, Radio .Seoul, Korea; Atmoko, of Radio Republio Indonesia;
and Anwar Siregar, YDP, Medan, Indonesia.
*

■ *

:

*

Dick Martin,.. WWL, New Orleans, , was the first jockey to cop the
new Martin Block Award for being “the disk jockey of 1959.” Martin
was chosen by a. secret vote of the jockeys in Miami Beach. Block re¬
ferred to himself as the “granddaddy of the disk Jockeys” and was
given a cake to mark-his 25th anni as. a platter spinner.
' .
.
*
. *
Negro Jockeys and personnel had no difficulty in their Integrated ac¬
tivity with others at the Americana.
• if
*
A couple of jockeys w'ere walking around with battery-operated tape
recorders and interviewing celebs for later reruns on their own shows.

ABC-PARAMOUNT RECORDS
FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

For Every Program

JUNE
NIGHT

VAUDEVILLE
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AGVA’S MriMllMli ’ MEET
Entratter Wooing NBC-TV For

TIFF ON PROXIES,
REPS,

Margie Coates 75G Suit Vs. (Jfs
Dave Byron on AGVA Fund Charges

Chicago, June 2.
Jack Entratter, prexy of theA
By JOE COHEN
Margie Coate, still in hot wafer
fiands Hotel, Las Vegas, is }Xi the
process of welding video and cafes.
over
her
stewardship
of the Ameri¬
Washington, June 2.
Pittsburgh, June 2.
He’S currently negotiating with
Convention of the American
The Cotillion Room of the
Downtown Copa, which has been can Guild of Variety Artists’ Sick
NBC-TV for a series of one-hour Pierre Hotel, N. Y., will open next Guild of Variety Artists which
specials which he will produce. At¬ season with a continuation of the opened yesterday (Mori.) at the unable to come up with any win¬ & Relief Fund, has filed a $75,000
libel action here against Chi
torney Jack Katz, who also num¬ composer salutes. Starting off in Raleigh Hotel brought the most ning weeks recently bn its. regula¬
bers Perry Como among his cli¬ September will be a nod to Irving controversial session in years as tion nitery policy, is going to try AGVA member Dave Byron, who
something different. Spot will in¬ termed it an attempt to “gag” his
ents, is negotiating the deal,
result of protests over the seating sert an abridged version of the old criticisms of the administration.
Berlin.
. .
It’s Entratter’s idea to bring in
The Cotillion will close for the of delegates. In a tiff lasting the meller, “The Drunkard,” next Suit stems from a recent letter
the specs at t about $150,000 each
entire day, bit.ter acrimony devel- week for what it hopes will be a from the hypnotist (he’s billed as
with name talent. While, still be¬ season June 14.
oped on admission of delegate Jay run.. Three Pittsburgh cafe per¬ “The Amazing Byron”) to national
low the normal price for specials.
Lester and proxies of Sammy formers have been signed to star exec board members and others
Entratter feels that it can be done.
Davis Jr.,. Joe E.. Lewis, Abbe in it, Rummy Bishop, Sherry Lane suggesting “book juggling” of the
The music and the staging used in
Lane and Emmett Kelly.
fund.
and Ed Scotti..
the tv musicals can be transferred
Focal point of the dispute was j- Cast will also include Charles
Though it mentions no names,
to the cafe, he feels.
Jay Lester, elected as Denver rep. (Cheech) Litman, a drama student Atty. Melvin L. Rosenbloom, who
Entratter thinks that the direc¬
Letter from the Denver branch at U: of Miami, and the nephew of filed the suit in Chicago Federal
tion of the cafe shows of the fu¬
claimed that Lester hadn’t been Lenny Litman, who recently sold District. Court on May 22, said all
ture lies in book shows, and thus
in. that city. for seven years, was the Copa to Andy Vanyo.
recipients of the letter knew it
ultimately, the various ingredients
unfamiliar with local problems and
could only have referred to Miss
can be utilized in other niedia in¬
therefore Denver remained unrep¬
Coate as sole officer of the fund.
cluding television. According to
resented. It was revealed that
Letter was one,of’ several Byron
Entratter, the. present cafe era is
sarrie protest on Lester had been,
sent to “correct abuses” in the
one still dominated by names, de¬
sent for seven years running. Les¬
fund’s administration.. Over the
spite other ingredients such as
ter, along with others, was nomi¬
Las Vegas, June 2.
past year, he has been one of the.
nudity that have come into being in
more vocal opponents of national’
'A .temporary restraining order, 1 nated by petitions signed in the
Las Vegas. Book, special music
New York office. He was finally
administrative secretary Jackie
issued
v;l;on
Musicians’
Local
369
}
and staging, can enhance the value
seated by a vote of 41 to. 11. . Not
Bright.
of names, and can be Used in a and the New . Frontier arid Last j attending were Lewis and /Miss
Frontier
Iluieis
became
embattled
i
Taking note of outstanding loans
manner that will keep the attrac¬
Lane, both of whom sent wires
over
the
contract
of
combo
leader
|
from the fund as high, it said, as
tions fresher for longer periods of
giving , proxies to Jack G wynne or j
$7,500, the letter asked, “Who are
time. Of course, a tv tie-in can be Kathy Ryan, was lifted last week j Jeannette Starr. Davis and Kelly
the people receiving these loans?
profitably used to attract a longer as a climax to a two-day district; are also absent.
. j
court hearing.
j
list of headliners.
Meeting also refused to admit'! The American Guild of Variety Are our books being juggled to
Labor
officials
and
Strip
hotel
:
Lee M. Cohn, labor writer for the.; Artists, currently holding its con¬ accommodate these favored par¬
Entratter, currently In New
ties? Will it be necessary to ask
York, on his way to Europe, will entertainment authorities testified Washington Star, who protested 1 vention ; at . the Raleigh Hotel. the Senate Rackets Committee to
at
the
hearing.
The
hotel
charged
that he never previously had. been .; Washington. Will have the prob¬ investigate?”
try to get Brigitte Bardot into the
that
the
union
issued
threats
to
lem
of
finding,
a
name
candidate
barred
frorii
a
labor
meeting..
!
cafe, and at the same time, he’ll
Early last February, tlie national
look for a string of showgirls, one Miss Ryan and members of her ; Indications point to an. attempt j to. run against. incumbent Penny
from each country he visits, to give group, and told her not to go to tpdaiy iTues.). to dump Penny Singleton, an. ardent foe of the board voted^to continue the fund
work
after
she
failed
to
abide
by
|
as
a one-woman operation under
Singleton as chairman of the meet- j present paid administrators of the
the Sands floorshows a^ interna¬
union bylaw? and submit her con¬ ing. She had been “worked over” j union. .
i Miss Coate after she had been
tional flavor.
tract to the union 48 hours in ad¬ by .repeated points, of order, Inf or-. J Miss Singleton, who has been in I under fire over the loans. At that
Entratter says the three^year vance of the date she was sched¬
mation, personal privilege, etc. In- ? that office for one year, has op¬ | time the fund had about $250,000,
deals have'solidified his pciiaon in uled to perform.
eluded in batch of union admin- j posed many . moves of Jackie j with disbursements a well-guarded
names. Recently, he says, he re¬
Attys.
Calvin
Maglehy
and
Toy
istrator Jackie Bright’s adherents j-. Bright; national adririnistrative sec¬ ! secret.
newed deals with Jerry T.e\vis,
Gregory contended that the union, bedevilling the chairman were.; retary of AGVA. She was instruDean Martin arid Nat King Cole.
!
’
-—•-represented
in
court
by
Atty.
John
delegates Bobby Faye, Lester, Sid j merital in forcing a cleanup of the
Entratter. recently purchased a
AGVA Foundation setup, and has
piece of the Riviera, also in Las Mendoza, was attempting to set a Marion; Don George; Joe Campo, ; opposed many other moves made
minimum
on
the
number
of
musi¬
who inay be elected chairman if
Vegas. He says he will have no
by the paid officers,
.
(Continued on page 54)
part, in the management, merely cians which could appear in the
The administration is currency
buying as an investment, “Just hotel's lpunge.
combing files for a candidate like¬
In
dissolving
the
"
restraining
,
like AT&T.”
ly to run against Miss Singleton
order and refusing to grant an in¬
in the elections which will take
junction, Judge George E. Mar¬
Washington, June 2,
place during the summer. Last
shall said, “I am riot concerned
A poetry-quoting lawyer, cf all
year. Bright persuaded George
with what the union does to Kathy
Jessel to run against Miss Single¬ things, was the courtroom downfall
Ryan/’ He said that the matter
tori; but former lost. It is not of a pair of strippers here.
before the court was whether or
Darlin’ Darla (Janelle J. Kosnecessary..to nominate a candidate
not the action of the union, con¬
at the convention under AGVA min) and Carol Lee t Carol B.
stituted a threat or economic pres¬
Minneapolis, June 2.
Masiello)
drew sentences of $100
rules,
since
petitions
may
be
insti¬
sure or was harmful to the hotels.
A “Moulin Rouge” type of res¬
Boston, June 2.
tuted to put a, nominee on the or 30 days in jail in Municipal
; Judge Marshall said the evidence taurant-night club of circular de¬ ballot.
Court
Thursday
(28) §fter the pros¬
... They sold the furnishings of the presented did not indicate that sign is included in a local syndi¬
In AGVA’s history, there have ecutor, Assistant U.S. Attorney
Latin Quarter, which Lou Walters there was any malice or ill-will on cate’s plans for a $4,000,Q00 ’’mun¬
been
two
prexies
who
never
at¬
Maurice
A.
Dunie,
explained the
built and, so the story goes, par¬ the part of the union against the icipal gathering place with a festive
layed his last 63c into the nitery hotels. The union was merely act¬ air and facilities for light recrea-) tended a meeting. Bob Hope and public’s standards of morality in
Joe
E.
Lewis,
Bright
is
known
to
this
context:
biz which brought him note and ing against Kathy Ryan and her' tion.” It will comprise, in addition j
bank notes. It went on the auction musicians because they violated the to the nitery, a number of shops disfavor a ^functioning president,
Vice is a monster of so
who can hamper his plans. Nomina¬
block.
. frightful mein,.
bylay/s of the local constitution, the along with a depressed level plaza, tions generally take place on the
As to be hated heeds hut to
The lavishly decorated supper Judge explained.
featuring a pool, with fountains, last day; of the convention,, which
he seen;
club, which had booked big names
etc.,
and
a
"peacock
alley.”
Attorneys for the hotels, how¬
is slated to end tonight (Wed.) or
Yet seen too oft, familiar with
of 20 years ago. Opened in 1939 ever, argued" that the union could
It’ll he a part qf a lower down¬
her face.
with a French singer arid a ean can order other musicians not to work town loop development that’ll elim¬ tomorrow. The three-day national
board meeting follows imme¬
We first endure, then pity,
line, which rocked Boston in those at the New. Frontier and Last Fron¬ inate the local skid row. .
. then embrace.
days. Walters had acquired the de¬ tier after the retraining order had - The; nitery restaurant will be on diately*
The
words were Alexander
funct Town Chib on. Winchester been lifted.
rising levels surrounding a theatrePope’s, in “Essay on Man.”
. St. that had once been a Lutheran
in-the-rourid stage which . can be
Judge
Marshall
said
he
did
not
The
Federal
lawyer had said the
.church, and furnished and decoraised and lowered by hydraulic
“twists and twirls” of the dancers
’ rated it solely on the cuff.. Site. believe the union . would act in lifts. The project’s two-level ar¬
opposition
to
what
was
represented
at
the
Merry
Land
Club here sug¬
bad previously been the Karnak
rangement sans a roof will be
gested “nothing other than the sex
Club in the *205. Walters had the in court as the attitude of the similar in design to the New York
Atlantic
City,
June
2.
union,
toward
the
Strip
hotels.
.
act.”
SRO sign out from the start and in
Radio City plaza.
A full season policy of big names
Ben Goffstein, president of the
no time was paying $200,000 in en¬
Plans allow for. 'a radio; studio,
Not so, claimed their defense
tertainment taxes alone arid ex¬ Riviera Hotel, Warrbn JBayley of 35-lane howling alleys and a civic will be followed this summer by counsel, Samuel L. Block. It was,
;Paul “Skinny” D’Amato, operator
the Hacienda and New Frontier, theatre:
panding.
he
argued, an “overexaggeration”
of the 500 Club. Booked so far
Within a short time, he opened Kathy Ry.an, • and Jack Foy, presi¬
are Patti Page, who will play a , . . “burlesque” of sex and “noth¬
ing
to arouse lustful thoughts.”
other Latin Quarters in New York* dent of the musicians^ local, were
week starting June 3. followed by
Miami Beach arid Falmouth, Mass., among those who testified at the
Sammy Davis Jr. who comes in
hearing.
duplicates of the Hub club. In
July 11. :
.
.1942, Mickey Redstone bought the
j Joe EL I^ewis, who has not been
LQ for $275,000,
The New York State Fair at Syr¬ seen in. loeal niteries in many a
The LQ was leased; by various
acuse will have a free grand¬ year, comes into the resort July
‘managers including Lee Fields,
stand show with name programs ; 18. D’Amato booked Lewis while
The Lido de Paris show will ar¬
Willie Oxman, . Edward Meister,
next September. This, is the first he was in Las Vegas several weeks
rive in New York from France
Rocco Palladino and Carl Wein¬
..
time that no admission will he ago. •;
Mexico City, June 2.
next
Monday (8) and will remain
man. Its stormy history included a
charged: for such events.
Milton Berle comes hack Aug. 8
In a bid to . open up opportuni¬
.*$1,500 robbery, a mysterious: shoot-.
Cuffo show will comprise “Truth for a week. He played the club in town for one day for a press
ing and a $25,000 fire in 1943. In ties for national talent, and to give or Consequences” with Bob Barker last season. Dates for the other luncheon at the St. Moritz Hotel on
1945, the club became center of a new faces a chance; the National emceeing, plus Edgar Bergen. For¬ weeks are yet to be filled with Tuesday. They depart that day
; controversy when Rocky Palladino Assn, of Actors has ruled that 75% mer will be seen the first three D.’Amato again gunning for such as for Las Vegas to begin rehearsals
sought to book Christine Jorgen¬ of all elements appearing in night days,; starting Sept.. 4, and Ber¬ Frank Sinatra to come in one of for the June 23 opening at the
sen for a date, resulting in a ban clubs and vaudeville houses must gen will follow Sept. 7 to 11. On them for a week before and. La¬ Stardust Hotel:
from the D. A.’s office closing the be Mexican.
Show, produced by Donn Arden,
Sept. 12 the grandstand will fea¬ bor Day weekend attraction.
night spot for several days.
Jaime Fernaridez, secretary of ture a 100-mile auto rAce at the
is expected to run a full year. A
After a series of financial dif¬ the association, said that this Will regular admission charge.
previous
edition of the Lido lay¬
TINKER BELL CLEARED
ficulties, the spot, shuttered for riot work any hardship on clubs • The Ed Leary Ice Show and
out has been at the Stardust for
: ,
Indianapolis, June 2.
good on.May 22, .1955. At the auc¬ arid theatres since these can con¬ ^slack wire performer Herbert Cas¬
Stripper Tinker Bell was acquit¬ nearly a year. Gene Murphy, press
tion, the Blackariioors, statuettes centrate on bringing in.trip name tle will be in the Bergen show. ted last week in. police court on a relations head of the Desert Inn
that lined the interior of the sup¬ entertainers from abroad; But the There will be a name bill in the charge of giving an indecent per¬ and Stardust Hotels, . arrives in
per room, went for $100 each, mir¬ fill-out bills must be with Mexi¬ Coliseum on Friday and Saturday formance.
N. Y. this week to riiake arrange¬
;
ror ceiling in the bar and cock¬ can performers so that they can. nights (Sept. 11-12) With acts still
She had appeared at the Fox ments for the luncheon and trans¬
tail lounge Sold for a iheagre $30. build up a public following.
portation to the casino country.
to be signed.
Theatre here.

Pitt Copa’s 'Drunkard’

Cotillion’s Next Berlin

tifi Court Order
Vs. Vegas AFM In
Frontier Dispute!

Name Prez Vice

Pope Poetry Spouted
In Court by U.S. Atty.
To Doom 2 Strippers

MpIsTISw

Latin Quarter, Built In
Boston By Lou Walters
On 63c; Goes at Auction

PATTI, SAMMY, JOE E.,
MILTlE FOR A.C/S 500

Truth or Consequences’
1st Syracuse Fair Cuffo

RULE 75% OF VARIETY
BILLS MUST BE MEX

Lido de Paris Tronpe
Dae in for Vegas Ron
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Puerto Rican Agents in Field Day
As Union Rules Hit U.S. Offices
San Juan, PR., June 2.
A group of local , agents have,
virtually tied up all the hotel and j
nitery biz in th£s island. Because
of union restrictions i and necessity :
of getting high salaries, local per- j
centers have. been able to have •
things entirely their own way,:
even to the detriment of the major j
- agencies in New York and Miami
Beach.
I;
The major offices, for a while,
were able to put a lot of the talent
into hotels operated: by the Hil¬
ton and Intercontinental chains,
along with the newer inns. How¬
ever, conditions have changed to
the extent that the large offices
have been all but forced out of
the picture. Bulk of j the traffic is
now with Mexican, Cuban and
South American acts; who ply the
islands.
The major factor that.has forced
mainland agents out of the Puerto
Rican talent picture are the union
regulations that forbid the writ¬
ing of a single pact for television,
theatres and nitery date. It had
been customary for; acts to play
the hotels, then work television
jandr'or vaude dates In the island,
'which would lower the price of
the American talent' for all con¬
cerned. However, it was impossible
to cover all this through separate
contracts.
j
This paved the way for the in¬
dies, who would sell the act to the
nitery for one sum, and for casual
tv and theatres for | another sum.

j

is

El Toro, N: Y„
slated to open
tomorrow (Thurs.), Spot, to be
operated by Ray Shaw, will be on
a Latin policy, with initial bill com¬
prising Lydia Scotti, a dance group,
pips strolling guitarists. : .
The indie would realize a profit
El Toro was originally, slated to
on the whole deal.
open in April but construction dif¬
This type of operation couldn’t ficulties caused the delay.
be indulged in by the mainland
date-diggers. . Result is that the
U.S. agencies and acts have virtual¬
ly been forced out of Puerto Rico,
American agents who have, visited
San Juan recently have admitted
San Francisco, June 2.
that they cannot compete on that
The widow, of Morris M, Meyerbasis because of union regulations
which make necessary individual field Jr,, who operated the. Orcontracts for every field, and thus j pheum vaude theatre circuit, left
package operations become impos¬ an estate of $1,734,496, accordingsible; Several have indicated that to an, inventory, filed in Frisco’s
they would appeal to the unions Superior Court last week.
Mrs. Nannie A. Meyerfield died,
to. permit changes In the present
modus operand! so that more U.S: last Feb.; 11 at 91.
:
. Property . included more than
acts can be used in the islands.
They believe that with more $1,000,000 in securities and down¬
American acts working in Puerto town Frisco .real estate worth
Rican hotels, they could book more
than . $500,000.
Principal
more cheaply into Havana and beneficiaries are a daughter and
possibly open up other islands in grandson.
the Caribbean to U.S. acts.

Qprdon Copper, talent buyer for
the Tivoli circuit; Australia, will
arrive in the U.S, today (Wed.) for.
a prowl of acts. He will check in at
the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly
Hills, and will leave for Las Vegas!
June 10.
Following the Vegas perusal,
he’ll fly to New York for confer¬
ences with Eddie Elkort of Gen¬
eral Artists Corp.

Chicago, June. 2.

Japan’s Czech Circus

Milton. Berle, wearing his au¬
thor’s hat but reading his writers’
lines, mixed with the local literati
last week to plug his first novel,
“Earthquake,” at a fullhouse SunTimes Book & Author luncheon.,
“The plot of my book is simple,”
said Berle. ‘‘You buy it and I get
rich.” Ditto, presumably, for his
collaborator, tv scripter John Roeburt, who was absent. Comic said
he’d been asked by Hoke Norris,
S-T literary ed, to speak for 10 or
15 minutes. “Are you kidding? i
bow for 20!”
Other Berle-ing points:
“Boris Pasternak read the book.
Then he sent a wire and offered
me asylum in Russia.” .
“Lawrence Welk said it’s danceable.” •.
Winding on a serious note (for a
moment, anyway), Berle said the
book was sin outlet for the serious
side of him that he’d never had
an opportunity to express in his
46-year career.

Tokyo, May 26.
The Czechoslovak State Circus
featuring 70 artists ahd 35 animals
will open its Japan tour July 1,
playing a month at this city’s Kuramae Kokugikan before moving on
to Fukuoka, Osaka and Nagaya.
A unique feature will be “PlanetScOpe,” a giant screen on the
ceiling on which two projectors
will show a color circus film.
. Two shows , will be given daily
except for Tuesday; an off-day.
Tickets in Tokyo are scaled from
56c to $2.23.

Sunderland, Eng., Reopens
Sunderland, Erig., June .2.
The Empire Theatre here, local
vaudery shuttered by Moss Em¬
pires Ltd. two weeks ago because
it was not paying, is to be bought
by the Sunderland Town Council,
which will convert it into a muni¬
cipal theatre.
Sunderland Empire was opened
52 years ago by Vesta Tilley. A
2,700-seater,
it
was
regularly
played by U.S. acts on tour in
Britain.

$1,734,496 Estate Left
By Meyerfieid’s Widow

Tivoli Circuit’s Cooper
In U.S. to Case Talent

’Earthquake’ & Offered
Berle Asylum in Russia

For Cafes, Hotels
; Atlantic. City,. June 2.
One. of the hottest Memorial Day;.
weekends ever recorded in metro¬
politan areas, pips the fact that.
the holiday came on a weekend,
sent a record 75,000 crowd here.
With most. amusement spots
geared for an Average Memorial
Day crowd, the influx was beyond
their

Forrest Duke ~ Daily Variety

DARIAN
f-AS vsoAs

Pier,

New spot on boardwalk which
gpt underway for. the summer sea- _
sain over the MepnorialDay holiday
is the Black . Orchid lounge with
Bunny Boyle, Tony Yalo, Hope
Brooks, Nancy Kelly, Reyez, and
Marie Villon with Sammy Clanton .
and his .piano, featured.

55;
li “Laugh!3
You’ll Flip,

PITCH
b

Steel

. Night clubs Saturday night did
much better than average Memo¬
rial Day business. George Shaw,
Graziella and Jimmy Roma plus
Carrie Adams were offered at 500
Club; Paddock had Dave Da vies,.
Tamara, Laura Lynn and Debbier
Lane; Hialeah, the Strong Bros.,
Dorice Inge, Kim Riviera, John
Frisco, Kathy Frost; Sepia Harlem,
Toni
Levexier,
Flash
Gordon,
Derby Wilson, Juanita Jones, Mateeth, Regina Defeo, Billie Graves
plus Jimmy Tyler. Smaller spots
offered added ehtertainment.
Indicating that boardwalk hotels
this year are going out for a share
of the nitery dollar, Harvey Stone
and Dolores Leigh were the attrac¬
tions in Traymore’s Submarine
Room; the Ritz-Carlton featured
Charlotte &. Pedro Albani in it9
Carousel Room while Hotel Chel¬
sea brought in the Blackburn
Twins & Jerry Collins as it moved
to mike. Wertminster . Hall a night ‘
spot. Most of the top beachfront
hotels opened their cafes including.
Seaside with the Redcoats in their
Surf ’n* Sand Room; President with
Joe Stern in Round-the-W'prld
RoonifeClaridge with Guardsmen in
Mayfair lounge.

MOST OUTSTANDING NEWCOMER
TO HIT VEGAS IN YEARS!

FRED

expectations. •

which features Jimmy Dean in its
Music Hall and Richard Maltby
in Marine Ballroom, played to near
Slimmer business all day Saturday.
Business fell off Sunday, when
cooling northwest winds dipped the
mercury,"

MIT
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If. the thrill of discovery rive*
you extra special satisfaction, get
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A REFRESHING
PERSONALITY—IN HUMOR
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DON TANNEN

SPRrietyS
•?: operatic masterpiece You'll

Currently Headlining

THUNDEBBIRD HOTEI,

LATIN QUARTER

An outstanding young newcopier makes his Vegas debut in
this, package — he's Fred Darian,
a singer who is certain to join
the vocal headliners before many
months go by. Darian is handsome,
has a big voice which he controls
wuth. ease, and he moves with
graceful showmanship;
Duke,} ■ ■

New York
DIR.: GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.

“THE COMEDIAN’’ 1

aOd.

,n ^2:^ai‘-s£0,VtoiwB

:

r

Personal Management MIKE STEWART - 1650 Broadway, New York City

The Only Real Monthly
j
PROFESSIONAL GAO SERVICE
J
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
j
Now-: In It* 105th Issue, containingstories, . one-liners; poemettes, song
titles, heckrers, audience stutP, mono¬
logs, parodies, double gags, bits.
Ideas, intros, Impressions and Im¬
personations, political, Interruptions,
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous
Views of the News, etc. $20 yearly^
Introductory Offer: Last 12 Issues $15
. Foreign: $30 YK—Single issues $4
/ No C.O.D/s

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54 St„ New York 1*
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I ing here: The result is chaotic, con¬
fusing and could be damaging’ if
! exhibited in an area where record
! sales are biggest. Cortez.is a capa:

o

.

Inside Stuff—Vaude

1

that Atlantic City would lose its lasl hi,- national exhibit Were
. 1 . ■
; v .. ■ ■ ieu t0
own resources, nis stint dispelled last week when General Motors renewed for six more vears
EAGLE &. MAN
circles the stag'
stage with a variety of
coordmatlon. s!a«- the lease on the GM Exhibit which has been a euffo attraction on
Comedy
;
wacky
wacky charactei
character bits delineated by ■
with r„ri.,vbanW Steel Pier for many years. Announcement that the new lease had been
30 Mins.
;;
a
fantastic coll
* tzntastic
collection of. headgear | th^a“a
negotiated was^made: by Thomas J. Kenny; who manages the exhibit
Steuben’s, Boston
which
wtiich makes
makes hii
him Napoleon, Castro,! ™fc'fcs ?inPa ccmd Selstaitjut fm-. CM, and George A Hamid;, pier president. The present exhibit,
Here’s a pair of Clever
Here's
clever lads who Mickey
Hussjtareomic.ii-.gfr dangltoi
Jjini Sthey
• a™they^■
which oeeupiri more
than 15,000.
15,000 square feet,,exclusive
feet, exclusive of office and
Mickey. Mouse, a Eussian_?onue.
are^ could ' wh!ch
Ihore thah
:.m31ol“an« areas,
a^a«^:opened
on..May
lW,
,
present their own brand of comedy.
comedy, Chester, lookinj
he omittfd without ,S;affia^
lots: Piano bit i■maintenance
epeneii on.
May 24, 1947,
backed with pro musicianship, m a Martian ana an Israeli. soiaat, f0nmvs ;n rocv
,roii stvlc then ■
'■ ■
.' ■ . .
an act which should land .them in among many.
_
;t0 the electric organ where he
Foiir Canadian performers arrived, in Gaza last week to enthe front ranks of them contempt,Emergency
Force troops, rfCanada
of the
, -n Krwtiv iioxra fiQ4_ t iel^ndfehiw^tto^OTtt*..
oeus oven me mooay items, witn- terta!n,
r—y . VN
~
”
J ^1
v01.,aua is one ui.
me seven
raries. Out for some time m Aus-1 fen .wimino. ^
out evidence
evidence or
of cues,
cues, ne
he jumps
jumps countries
force). They
Mae
timind te dioV onH ant ■ out
~-■ “ contributing to, the
lUw. iuluc/.
iuCy. are Montreal thrush
mrusii iviae
traka and in U. S. sputh and west,
organ to 88 to pipes, leaving j Sagan and her pianist-husband, Lee Norris, Toronto terper. Zena
but not heretofore documented in
^iihl potato ^eTem^mscenttiFany ;
^^CeverS- a«d Vancau^er mag,c°: (i'elaaie
New Acts, they offer*a lousing 30
minutes of unrestrained comeay Other comedy teams:- Man.
in which they take turns in playing -“Birth of the Blues straight unAs it
Cortez’s1- nitery
straight for each, p^her and blast
out some -great jazz mterps on
theI who-has nothing over other organ-;
with just the right
trumpet
cornet.!
trumpet and
end
cornet. ■ .; a"i«
L.J“ Hiuo mif » isis
»* except a mgn-raung
high-rating aisac.
disk. Un.ilj
-*.«***r-;.;
wi> ?
Tie,»i/ve
umui
Gastonia, N. C.
Standout is a smash “When the *7nrit^e \rumnet' on Mvliicl^ he somebody Writes him
an
act. |
Editor,. Variety: :
Saints Go Marching Un” With Eagle
I ins” m sreat stvle An teaches him showmanship savvy •;
on cornet and Man on trumpet with i ^es.Hoi^Lips in great
aria produces a routine for him.
. Referring to “Toby” show com¬
latter, doing Satchnio carbon and | Solv Smith nanics the ^ud and ‘ he ‘would.be wise to stick to disk-.
ics in May 20 Variety, you missed
Eagle capering his 200-pound bulk
.^^d and Rg. . ^Gorm?■ will , undoubtedly be picked up by! inSsome of the. best that played the
on 5-ft.-4 frame in battle of music.
a segment of the comic fraternity i
Opening finds Man.;: slim, person^
.south: Cal West with Bill, Roys
Trumpet solo “I Can’t i RONDART & JEAN
,4. t! J_
■
! n..( Ttenminir .
Comedians/ Bud Hawkins, Billy
^5
Chicago, June 2.
Van Allen, Jimmy Doss, Bert Bert¬
j
If
Chez^
If the Chez
Paree needed a ray
ram, Ches. Davis .Boots Walton,
Happy Lawson,
tonsdandXpixier*haircut, ^mmes^oh after engendering, mughs fbmsoek |
es^F^ require'^re£u 1 a^.' saa^ne ^ the wake_ «f .fn- Hawy
LaWson Lee White, Skinny
Candler, Don
through aud to big bellylaffs.
Thedouble Satchmo “Saints”biti sharpeningforworldmarkef. Male ^rnal Revenue^ Service back-tax Candler,
Don Lanning:
Lanning.

Skelton Chi Run
Red-Letter Days
For Chez Paree

j

'2

Pair go into a double dixieland
‘Jazz Me Blues” -that is terrific
with expert trumpet and cornet
• work. With gags falling thick and
fast, Man take.s^pver the^nuke for
Birth of the Blues while Eagle
■
—
——
* ___
D/%OaTa/\^l f r*

BOSTON'S

i NEW;
k* NEW
trf? i t mL
Jrn HOTPI
ikSlMJW
hotel
M°m
jI■
*
i
% R I i HBlhe
1111
UHi Jhe completely
completely new
new
u
HOTEL AVFRY^with
IpPI WB£: HOTEL AVERY, with
nr,-uato hatfS
P»vafe bath and TV
fn
all rooms,.will
rooms, will
in all
yoor visit to
O&Smfipr; make your
Boston a memcrab
a
** .w:-^Boston
memorable
one. Located in the
heart of the shopping and enter¬
tainment district. Children under 14
FREE. Parking facilities. Sensibly
priced, too!

I

% i

®

Avery t Washington Sts.
Opposite Boston Common
:
HU 24000

.SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT >

u ^ stronff firSsh and stood the partner does most of the dart-: claims, disclosed a fortnight ago,. .
Ernest Tipton :
>aSes3 resulting in running: shooting series of darts on it has it in Red Skelton. The clown.
i^——■
—
|UQ e0“. J “ r: , J ’nine In Steu- ! to dart-board from his mouth: He J making his first appearance at the f——
j
, ._ which they rebrised and- does this from various stances, even largeseater in 23 years, has been
m
Si wi^ the horns in wild * reclining on chair, with his head . playing to capacity or near at
M IP jl
nrv,^ art is nleiitv visual.! upside down, and hits more: than every show since his May 21 teehas boff showmanship and looks.: one bull’s-eye^ during eourse of off. Additionally. he smce has gen» ■ i W M
to hit comedy top ranks for tv,'routine: Also, bursts, balloons held. erated more reservations in one
■
u ■
C
niteries and stage.
Guy.
] against dart-board by femm^e part-: cTay_^ver 3foop__than aiiy Chez
;
: ■■
W
-■
j ner; who. also doe? minor share of. headliner before him.
.
' ..

NICK
LUCAS

ELLIE ROSS
ELLIEROSS.
!‘‘“Atf'S^stoogD from audience; ,.Not unexpectedly, business easSongs
• - for-a William Tell-type stunt when ^ warranted six, instead of the
13 Mins. .
^ RonHaft knock*: a risaret off the usual four, shows over , the first
Mister Kelly’s, Chicago
|
lS MmVing dart two weekends, and it’s likely next .
»,Koa
lipntiHvx' throivih it^This garners good'audiT . weekend will ffitto, ■ *,
.
■ ,
cated chanteusmg that ldentines
rea'-tionespeeiaHy after com-f
Skelton was figured for a hep
with the small, poshy parlore, is
■ edy bit ^w’heh he tries out dart- reception, but still’remarkable are
tentative toiler m thaL genre jusc, blou ing dI1 a; dummy and hits dart the standing ovations that accrue to
now. Her stmt here, however, is b2n„ jn middle of its forehead.
each performance. That hasn’t hap-:
her first important cafe^ assign-;
xecds some stronger finish and pened at the Chez, it’s said, since
.7
v
At
snarpemiiK,
uut
iidh
iiuycuj
nFFt“‘.
xicicu Traubel
xrauuei ueJSt wid
^ enfry^-i sharpening, but has novelty appeal, Meiopera uiyn
diva Helen
de- ,
• could build into .a worthy entry.: :
'
- ■■ :■
'
' •
‘ buted iher nitery turn there in
,1 1953
hug* her nltery turn: there in)
Besides ^
some minor'cSb
minor club ,%.||^
work.;,
-1 .
■ • .
II i»5J.
available info has her credited with
it
1
n t li k
o ^
„i
A
1
.
: ..
So far,
some legit, summer stock and tv
Vaflde. Gaffe Dai6S
So
far, Skelton
Skelton has
has kept
kept outside
outside
— to
thesping
f ftuuv,
l appearances to a minimum —to
“conserve strength,” as pressagent
Included in her
.orA.il^~
: _ ‘vnnqprvp
It. Comic has
“3Ioori is Blue,” “Who Wants to . ; v
v ; f
Milton Weis puts It:
Fall in Love?” and a bilingual olio
INeW I OTK
committed himself to only a few
comprising “Pigalle,” “La Seine” •
The Wanderers booked for the; major radio and tv interviews and
and "Darktown Strutters Ball. > Town & Country, Brooklyn, tonight an appearance last Wednesday
i Turn caught also furnished a spe-; ,\ved-, on bill headed by Larry: < 26) at a luncheon given by the
. cial number about a fenime w’ho scorch . :
Castle Sisters into ■ local chapter of the Academy of
; goes to bed at 10 but head? for Biinslrub’s, Boston, June 22 . .
Television Arts & Sciences, He’s
/home at 4.
. ,
‘ Shoshana Damari has returned to. been exceptional . grist for the
:
Miss Ross is not much at home the Cafe. Sahbra for a four-weeker. newspapers, however, including^ a
• oh French lyrics: nor does; she . . . Bobby Remsen and Vic Graham ; half-page layout in the Sun-Times
convince v. ith her Anglo-French ;re,v at the Golden Slipper, Glen ; 0f candid pix snapped at his preem
dialect; Whether such shortcomings . Cove. ;L: I: . . . Carmen McRae and : stint—a rare acknowledgment in
can be remedied, there. Is still the Irwin Corey comprise the new bill; tbis town for ,a nitPrv art And
problem of material and presenta-. at the: Village Vanguard ,which
lion. Simply, both need more so, started last .night (Tues.) .. ...:' Ss havh
wooin” hta a
pHistication, albeit singer's appear;; Jacque Zarro* the new fiddler-at
. .,
6“ n 'loom0 him al
. ance_garb. coif, etc —is on the .Erika’s
. Brooks &. Haller signed '
y aa v*
.
right course. More and stronger; with personal manager Bill Foster, j
Skelton departs next Tuesday
special tunes, enriched with sharper .
’■ ;
j / 9) for a concert - style 11 - day
wit and satire, are indicated. Given.
•
stand at Carter Barron Aihphi: all this, it only remains to ascer-.
'theatre- Washington, D.C. He has
Gcgi Grant has been set as guest i
: tain if Miss Ross can generate the
^HhTlvwnnd Rnwl’s ”Cole a moilth back at the Riviera in
. ‘flair and savoir faire, the.dramatic
VegSs commencing June 29,
accoutrements, that perhaps are.
aat the* PlelsanYon: th?n fIi®s to Tokyo and probable
i more potent than any other ele-..
And the MapestW631*311^8 before U.S, forces in
; ment.
; Hdtel in Reno July 9;... Patriciarl Korea. _
•
Morison will star in “The King]
7—”--^7—-----...
* j BABY CORTEZ
CORTEZ.
And I" at Dayton Memorial Audi-; 0
_
;{ Songs, Fiano, Organ
torium for one week beginning £ammy
status (JUO
[ 22 Mins.
July 14 .. . Shecky Greene andLas Vegas,
Vegas June
June 2,
2
’ Las
; Chaudiere, Ottawa
• . Ruth Olay topline the show open- j
r
’
-*
Ed Levinson,
f
Marqueed as “Baby,” Dave Cor- ing at the Cloister Friday (5) . . . f Bd
Levinson, spokesman
spokesman for
for a.
a
j tez gets top billing at the Cham; Nelson Eddy back following a two-i hew SrouP currently negotiatinjg to
I diere Club via his Clock, label; .week
nitery stand in
Juarez, I Purchase the Riviera Hotel here,
■ disclick, “Happy Organ.” But. he | Mexico . . . Andre Previn will join • announced that if and when the
j neglected to equip himself with a ! Elle Lee and the Bowick Singers at i sale
is
consummated,
Sammy
f vital item—an act—before preein- Hollywood Bowl July 1 concert, i Lewis will continue as entertaini ■ ■ 11
»■ Andre Kostelanetz will conduct the ment director.
~
!
A- Philharmonic orchestra;
Lewis has produced the shows at

|

^

NITERIES FAVORITE
OPERATIC jRC JP

METROPOLITAN
QUARTET
1457 Munsey
NEW YORK

Bldg., Balto J Md.
PHONE, TO 2-5090

New York

J

Sammy Lewis Status Quo

Chi^

CURRENTLY APPEARING
!■■■
II IflU It I#
IUMil I LH
■
•
.
NEW YORK

LATIN QUARTER
/*baiid

NIGHTERIES FAVORITE OPERATIC
SINGING GROUP
PERATIC SINGING
GROUP

■h m || npuwiivwii '
IT uN Vr X I rll r
I I fill JLA I LI IL
ONF- TO
Tfli
HEW YORK PHONE:
ONt. TO 2-2090
Z 20VU
Munsiy Bldg.«
Bldg., lalto..
METROPOLITAN ARTISTS. INC.,,1427
1427 Munsty
lalfe., Md.

THE METROPOLITAN SEXTETTE
,
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The DEEP RIVER BOYS
starring HARRY DOUGLASS

ELMWOOD

CASINO

WINDSOR, CANADA
Direction: WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Pori. Mgr.: £P KIRKEBY

.

•

■
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He.nhy YoUfigman set for the
Black Orchid June 10 .
. Cliff
Arquette inked for the Tribunesponsored Chicagoland Music Fest
in August... Dick Haymes parted
by Mr. K’s, Minneapolis, starting
Aug. 10 . . . Singer Chico Holiday
into the, Metrbpole, Windsor, Ont.,
Ailg. 3 for two frames, with Danny
Costello opening there Sept. 14 . ..
Tommy Leonettt switched his July
Cloister date to Oct. 6
Petticoats to the Park Hotel, Great
Falls, Mont., July 13 .■ . . “An Evening With Richard Rodgers.” costarrng Felix Knight and Larry
Douglas, plays the. Minneapolis
Music Under the Stars Fest Aug. 8:

■

arhKS,or ,he past

With HisTrOubadotS
||A| |||iV IIATf 1
HOTEL
K S ' v

fflULIDAY
HOLIDAY

HOTEL

RENO. Nev.
RENO.
Nev.

:

^

THANKS FOR A WARM
VRM HOMECOMING
HOMECOMING

International Tonr

With His Troubadors

,

TTollvwood
Hojlywooid

Currently MONTE CARLO HOTEL
Miami Beach

toby ’ Comics Recalled

»■

iilk,PJl|

Opening JUNE 4th
thru
thru July
July Ml
Mi
■
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WANTEDBRIDESMAID ON STILTS
Th» 30 Poof Brldo of Candy .
■ Rock noods. « ktilt-walkins
girl frlond for July honey¬
moon.

Contact: Columbia. Picture*,
New York, N. Y.
PL 1-44M Ext. 251

GLASON'

$ FUN-MASTER

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Thoatricals

"We Servlet the Stars"

.

Big Temporary Special or All
33 Ga4 Fites for $15, Plus $1.00 Postage
Foreign: $1,50 oa., 3S for $40 .
• 3 Parody Books, Per Bk. . ., $10: •
• 4 Blackout Books, Per Bk. .. $25 •
• Minstrel Budget ...
.. $25 •
How to Master the Ceremonies
$3 per Copy
No C.O.D'e ........ "Always Open".
BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St., N.Y.Cw 10 CO 5-1314
(WE TEACH SMCEEINO and COMEDY)
(Let. * Real Professional Train You)

YVONNE MORAY
PALUMBO'S CAFE
Philo.; Pai
(thank yiu Phil-Webb Atts.)
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.
'Joe Glaser. Pres. .
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JOAN
BRANDON *:
world's Greatest hypnotist

Directors and Producers Agree .
"Joan Brandon la the Greatest entertainer I have ever
booked in all my years of producing shows here end
In California." . .
JIM WILSON,
Valley Shows, Phoenix, Arir.

*■ ■

^
m .
Pab.: J. Brondoi.
BrandoR. 45*
45D W«»t
West 24th St
Strggt, Naw tork
CHglfga 3-8387 rt
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RCA-Vletor Rgeords Exclusively'

Houston
Carmen CavaUaro opened a twoweekery. at International Club, of
Shamrock. Hotel,
following
by
Molly Bee aiid Pete Pederson . . .
Jean Shannon & Brooks Bros,
opened at Tidelands Club : . .
Sohny Land Trio at Royal Palms
. . . Lu Ann Simins in at Crescendo
Club for two weeks, sharing bill
with comedian : Charlie Manna.

<4* ..
*
.

CarrMtly .
PARAMOUNT THIATRI, SaR Paglo. Brasil
Mgt» BILL MITTUR, 1619 Broadway, New York

U&RiEfr
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distinction of bpening and closing)
satisfied with, a lengthy (70
Shoreham, Wash.
New Frontier, Las Vegas the season: Last September, Miss. Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y. were
Washington, May 26.
Ella Fitzgerald (with Lou Levy minutes) show. Though her cur¬
Las Vegas, May 23.
Knight teed off this handsome inrent show reprises of her familiar
Celeste
Holm, Bob Cross Orch
Mickey Rooney, Joey : Forman, timery with a; pro flair and she is Quartet), Count Basie Orch (T61 bits—“I Got Lost,” frenzied cym¬
with Joe Williams; Bela Babai bal beating with ‘‘All Over Now” .(12.*; $2 cover.
Diahann Carroll, Helen Wood, Don winding up the Same-way. . ..
Orcii; $4-$5 cover .(‘$10 dinner and “Lazy River7—plus an ovation
Swenson, Venus Room Starlets
Although: appearances on the
Celeste Holm, that versatile
- with, a Winehell mention . for
(12!), Nat Brdndwynne Oreli (13 )■; cafe circuit are less frequent than opening). . ..
charmer, returned to the nitery
produced: by Bill. Miller; $3 . min-' a. decade: ago. Miss Knight still
"You’re. Nobody Till Somebody
The Starlight Roof of the Wal¬ Loves You”—she comes up. with line to open the Shoreham Hotel's
■ hnum, :
; exhibits the, savvy that kept her
big, fashionable Terrace for the
lilting, interps at the top of all dorf-Astoria opened the summer new fare, sometimes sentimental, w'arm months. Only trouble was
. A show headed "by Mickey ( platter lists. .Performance on. the season with a bang, Ella Fitzgerald; soinetimes a. spiritual, but. scoring
that, on. opening night, the cloudy
who’s
/moved
over
id,
the
eastside
all . the way.
■Rooney reopens the two-year-dark-.! whole is : almost too restrained
overcast was too cool for comfort,
. This tiine around she features
ened Venus Room, and. it’s an im- ] when , compared With the produc¬ from Birdland with a stopoff at the
while foreboding rain. Despite the
pressive one. for which producer•; tion thrushes now . in evidence. Copacabana, is a natural - for this pianist
Ernest
DeLorenzo
and
devilish weather, the place was
Bill Miller can take well-deSeryedU This. is a welcome change but posh layout , as is Count Basie, who guitarist Red Newmark, who fur¬ almost filled, and that's all the
.
hows. Rooney and his. partner Joey ’ sometimes leaves the. newcomers is co-billed.
nishes fireworks with his fretting'
evidence required to establish that
..'
Jt’s
a
field
day
for
the.
Fitzgerald
__
of. “After You’Ve Gone.” Always
Forman could . do no: .wrong on . at a loss to judge, offering.
her name means customers.
opening night when .they breezed.,
Femme mixes: tunes nicelyj be.r fans. She’s oil for close, to an hour Mhead, Miss Sherwood 'quiets the
With "The. Third Best Sport”
through some very funny Mel Dia¬ tween the ballads arid the, blues with a. songb.ag packed - with 15 I tablers with a brace of Irving Bergame over, she reverted to the
mond-scripted skits; that kept the for. art okay: reception, but it isn’t socko items. It was a long vocal ‘lin standards, "All Alone” and
haul but. she never tired and nei¬ "Always.” After a smart admix¬ same material she had used at New
yocks coming fast.
until she. swings into, the familiar
ther did the. audience; Thrush ture of rock ,’n’ roll, she . pleases York’s Plaza last year. It’s good—
Rooney, with' his perfect timing;.. items .on the. folk tune side that
could have sung all night and, the the oldsters with a pair of seldom- a packaged act with a theme run¬
demonstrates his worth as an actor. / solid attention is given. Entire
crowd 'probably would have asked heard . oldies, vWreck of Old 97” ning through it and a cleverly staged
. comedian and magnificent mugger f show is in English which limits, to
climax leaving. everyone happy,
for more.
and "This Train Don’t Carry No
as he romps through such roles, as a certain extent,., the. drawing
even if singing isn't the top article
She was in top form at the open¬ Gamblers!”
Japanese general and slow-motion power, for this bilingual room,, but
among her talents.
ing show working her. way through
Kudosing "iriy friend. Gene Aus¬
tennis player. Forman, well, on his- smoothness, and delivery more than s.wingeis, ballads and 'blues. with
Whole thing is built around her
tin,”.
canary
gives
with
four
of
his
way to stardom in his own right, make up. such a minor minus. ;
assurance and style, to build into tunes: “Lonespine Road,” "Wed¬ opening singing line, "What does
is the ideal partner for Rooney, v . Music 'by Johnny Gallant and the
one of her best vocal sets. Working ding Bells Are Breaking Up This a man want in a woman?” No
who gives him full : credit for Ms Paul NotaT trio gives., artist fine
with the Lou Levy Quartet, who Old Gang of Mine,” “How Come surprise at all Involved; it turns
potent assistance.
support. and please during inter¬ rate a nod for .laying down an
out to be lots, ail phasris; remind¬
Diahann Carroll, a sepia looker, lude sessions. Rririm closes June 13 effective accompanying, beat,. Miss You Do Me Like Y’ou Do?” and . ing her of songs. In the process
has a keen sense of drama as she. for the summer, -with the, Notar. Fitzgerald opened With "Its . De -‘Take Your Shoes Off, Baby” arid ] are. some of those "he’s' left me,
tries, to get off. She has to come''
sings with both power and, ; deli-1 group heading north into the Lau¬
everything de-.;ibarik for a cymbal-beating signoffj but I’ve got my memories” types
cateness,: combined With impies-r | ren tians for resort, engagements lightful and delicious for the rest; "Bill Bailey,” for a begoff.
< which she delivers wliammo with
sive : personal drive. Numbers iny! and Gallant planing to Europe on of her eG-minute musical toun .
Johnny Long orch prefaces: the her misty blue eyes and torchy
elude “How About Ypu?”, *‘It Had! a combined pleasure arid business
Repertoire is loaded with stand- s^6w with a slick "summer sere- projection. Ender for the act is
To Be . You,’’ .“I Enjoy . Being AI jaun’t.
[Newt.
well staged. She has new lyrics for
an an-rdJ
hade” instrumental of "Good Old
Girl,” "Shoppin’ Around!” "But.j
they re given the Fitzgerald touch Surrimertime,” “Heat Wave” and "76 Trombones.”
' Not FOr Me,” ‘‘I /Wish I Were In!
All the time Miss Holm (sweet
. Love''Again,” and a medley from I ; Flamingo, Las Vegas
Holm) has accomplished a strip
“Porgy and Bess,”. .
, .i
which leaves her in something so
Lais Vegas,. May’28. . turn, the, Basie band . conies on to
After Miss Sherwood's fortnight,
Helen: Worid neatly blends a vi-1 Ted. Lewis, Marie McDonald, accompany, her nn "Whatever Lola Yonely arid Orrin Tucker’s band brief that the inspiration must
vacious personality into . a sparks 1 Larry Adler, Ted: Fio Riio, Beverly Wants,” “Who’s, Got The Pain”
have come from Minsky's. In it
come in for a June 11-24 stand.
(she had begun clad floor to neck
Yankees”),
ling exhibition of graceful toe; Marshall, .Eddy Chester, Cathy Ba¬ (both, from, “Damn
Bark.
to wrists), she leads the Bob Cros3
terping. The beautiful 'ballerina is ; sic, Don Kirk, Jeannie Stevens, ‘‘Funny Face.” "Lullaby of Broad-.,
featured in two ’ Dorothy- Dorben • Flamingoettes. (12), Jack. Cathcart way” nnd a blues bit; it all. Worked
orch, each member blowing various
F ountainhead ,
. production numbers,; "Gigi,” and Orch <;i4>r produced by Barry Ash¬ up to a rousing sendoff.
horns, with Cross at the back on
! .v New ISo^e
‘.‘A Salute To Gershwin,” With the ton;:^ minimum;.. .
Show opens with Basie bartd
a tuba, while, herself spinning a
;;
fine songolrigy of Don SWensOn and.
working over a nifty swinger fea¬
baton in frantic circles; It’s a
New Hope, Pa., May 29.
faultless, footwork of the Venus.
turing the maestro’s slick keyboard
Jackie Miles, Sandy Stewart, climaxer which takes some time,
Ted Lewis returns to the Strip
Room Starlets (12) as backing. Nat
lead: The oich (three rhvthiri, Johnny Crate ford, Buster Burnell j stirs an audience and leaves them
with hiri All-Star Revue;, and. again
. Brandwynne’s orch (13) is out¬
seven brass and five reed) keeps Girts (4 ), Mickey ..Rodgers Combo . too already-applauded to react
the nostalgic s.ong-and-dance pack¬
standing; as. homogenizer of the!
everything . musically right ; and (.5); $5 minimum,
noisly when it’s over. Yet, they
•
age is. a solid: click. Lewis has sur¬
entire show, which is set for four;
even when it’s swinging hard, the
mitted Miss Holm when the music
rounded himself with, some .top-,
weeks.:'
■•'. -Duke.1 ‘
sounds fits excellently , into the
Jackie Miles .ran into a noisy : finally silenced.
notch. talent,; and the t earn pull s
room’s , acoustical reemirements. prom crowd at his preem at the!
<A sidelight was something no
consistent yocks plus brisk mitt
Main, portion of the Basie ;set is Fouritainhead-^-and . .walked off- to -j one could have staged on purpose.
action. \
BenBIue's,
trirried over , to . Joe Williams. A heavy applause with the young- j One of her numbers was “The
Beverly Marshall, . a pixie-like blues singer of solid standing, WiiSanta Monica ;
:sters on his. side.
j Honorable Mr. So and So.” At the
pantoinimist and terper, .is a stand- I liams racks up a big, score .with
The man. with: the quivering lips ! instant she started it, a married
Santa Monica. .May'29.
out comedienne Who is. ripe for a | "More Than Likely,” "Tt’s The pulled out all . the stops in' a 45- i Washington. YIP who merits cor¬
. Ben Blue, Barbara Heller, ;Sdtfir
Broadway musical,: Eddy. Chester, i
■ my Wolfe, Diane Lefii, Mildred Lewis’ original "ShadoW:” is a Talk of The .Town" and "Well All minute stint. He did card tricks, j rectly the term “honorable” before
threw .in sorrie magic, (eating j his name, entered the Terrace to
Law, Dick Bernie; Richard Cannon, strong asset, .and Cathy. Basic, a; RMit! Okay, You Win.”
Basie also hitis .a neat beat for lighted cigarets* sang'like Birig and j meet his girl friend, who had been
Frankie Rapp, Barbara English,. beautiful singer, contributes'heavi¬
terpsters afte^ the formal show Satchriio and himself, banged on waiting an hour alone.)
Ponce-Ponce, Ivan Lane Orchr ( 5:>; ly to the festivities. • Lee Berger the
is over arid the W-A regular, Bela the: piano—and. told jokes.
Miss Holm’s breadth of personal¬
$3 miniiriurn.
.
■grides on the 88,
:
Babai. manages to keep, the dancTailoring his material to his ity is large, but it fits better into
. Marie McDonald is extra added cers happy with his easy, pre-show youthful audience, he managed to an intimate room than the spacious
Ben Blue?s Santa Monica bistro or* the bill, and proves here again mii«ricale; Basie: iriGidentally! will
work in his swishy. version of environment of an open-air dance
continues to stand out as one of that she can easily headline at. any hold over when Tommv Sands re¬
"Honeysuckle Rose” without of¬ floor. Yet, she clicks in this situa¬
the top, dollar values along the nitery or theatre.. Miss McDonald places Miss Fitzgerald June 22.
fending. One table of older folks tion; best, perhaps, with the come¬
saloon circuit—both in food, and never looked better, , and the beau¬
' Gros. , • roared with; anticipation when dy numbers.
entertainment. . While . the club’s teous canary scores as a: songNext on Allan Bralove’s Terrace,
Miles said he was. going to do the
production numbers aren’t of the seller with such numbers as "I
Black Orchid, Chi
routine which long has been his for three weeks starting June. 5,
stature of Las. Vegas niteries or Feel, A Song Coming On,” “I.
are Los Chavales de Espana, fea¬
classic.
:
He
didn’t
let
them
down
Chicago,.
May
27.,
the local Moulin Rouge, it .does Crinld’ve . Danced All Night;” ,"I.
George De: Witt, Mauri: Leighton, and the kids seemed to . enjoy it,! turing Grupo Flamenco. The Cross
score evenly on talent;
orch, enjoying immense popularity
Enjoy: Being A .Girl,”. “Married I Joe Parnello Trio; $1.50 cover:
tQO; ' •
Joining the Blue’s fold is reiurri- Can Always Get,” "Learning The
He started another Miles special with the Shoreham regulars since
ihg Barbara Heller, and, newcom- Blues.” "Over The Rainbow!’■ pius
. It’s a. debut in this small room ^-the hilarious Gene Autry bit— his Jan. 1 opener, stays through
evs to this spot, •. songstress Diane; a medley, "Paradise,” ‘Tailing In
Carp.
but had to beg off because of the the slimmer.
Left! and comic: Frankie Rapp; Love With .Love,” and "Why Was for the current tandem, arid bright¬ late hour;
. ;
hliss Heller is a skinny little gal I Born?” Miss McDonald’s con- ly acquitted over some 50-odd min¬
Singer Sandy Stevvart, back for
utes.
George
De
Witt
is
about
as
Chi
Chi.
PaSm
Springs
.whose performing abilities catapult ductrirTaccompariist, Ted Fio. Rito.
the. second time in a month at the
Palm Springs, May 30.
her into the. heavyweight class. is an : excellent . teammate, and; diffuse, and loose-knit a comic as plush: Bucks Courity spot, didn’t
any around, but a thoroughly ami¬
■ Aiitone & Curtiss, J. Robert
Her turn runs along the same path during one of her costume changes
able standup who moves the gags have to won-y: about fitting in with Lucas, Evelyn Farney, Bill Alex¬
as last, time out. It’s filled with gets warm audience reaction when
younger set. She's only 21 but ander Orch (5*.; $2.50 cover Sat.
and bits briskly for nice returns:. the ....
sock as she mimics, sings, struts he plays some of the hits he’s
He kids, tv commercials and how-. ; her presentation and the way she :
onlyand even gives Blue, a master in cleffed, "Charlie My Boy,“Little
to^-stop-smokihg e f f or:ts, runs 'handles; herself make this hard to *
..the . Chaplin class, a run in the Grass Shack,”: "I Never Knew ”
through . celeb carbrins; and winds j believe.: : :
;
Though the season is officially
deadpan department.
Interpret^ "Sometiriies;”
"Laugh : Clown by ifielditig . tabler song requests '
Her clever Songalog ranges from (
lions' include Bette Davis, Tallulah Laugh,” arid "Toot Toot Tootsie.” with beaucoup kibitzing. Much of i the intimate "That Certain Sihile,” \ Over, this boite hasn’t heard about
the closing. In fact, with Antone
Bankhead^ Roberta Sherwood and
his stuff is . corn-fed, but De Witt’s! her biggest record hit, to an up-1
;
Don
Kirk,
Jeannie
Stevens,
Chris.
& Curtiss, comedians, who run the
Judy Garland.
Brown and Marlene Kirk, who are pacing , arid prepossessing manner : tempo “Thou . Swe.T" in jvhich her j gamut from pratfalls to High C,
.
Miss Lefti, a big, sexy, looking also featured in a sock opening help coax the laughs along, .
| voice shows «o:rie of the dramatic; the Starlite Room has just com¬
blonde, scores with a splid "Give; Barry Ashton production, number
Bepia singer Mauri Leighton is quality of Judy Garland's. Beauti-;
Me the Single Life-’ and "I Get A called ‘Sing You Sinners,” embel¬ a deep-throated and. stylish per-.' fully , gowned, -the pretty redhead i pleted one of its best weeks of
.
Kick Out of You.” Rapp, a stand- lish soine of Miss McDonald^ former, with plenty of talent .that \ know;s exactly ■ what she is doing j the year.
This pair of comics can’t help .
up Comic, is . as: scintillating as^ numbers with fine vocals and foot¬ cOrnes over despite some annoying j at the mike. And she can sing, too.:
but be compared to Martin &
his material allows.
The yocks work. ,
mannerisms. Her otherwise excelJohnny Crawford, a pleasing Lewis when they were first bri¬
come sporadically as he rotates, his:
Larry Adler . balances the bill, lent; aniriiation tends: to . become [emcee with a. good , singing Voice, gaded, but except for the fact that
gags. around his Italian father..
and got hefty applause from first- overly ejgjressed, and she’s apt to - arid the Buster Burnell Girls con- Jaekie Curtiss is the clown and
. Filling out the Blue show is Mil- nighters. with his harmonica.: art¬ rilocutiohize : here. and. there. Re-; tiriue on the bill, with he. Mickey comes
from
the
east
(Hell’s
: dred Law,: a brunet terper whp istry; Accompanied at the piano sulfant is an emphatic delivery Rodgers, combo . providing: the
Kitchen) and Marc Antone is the
Bitt.
-flashes some nice gams with a by Ellis . Larkins,: Adler offers Where subtlety arid shading w'ould background,
straight arid comes from Steuben¬
smile; : Barbara - English, another with sensitivity and' shoWirianship be. more effective. Her best, items
ville, O. (Martin’s hometown), the
buxom blonde,, used as a foil for "Summertime,”: “It Ain’t Neces¬ are "There Will Never Be Another
Uliaudlere. Ottawa
comparison ends. They even give
.skits with. Blue; Richard Cannon, a sarily So,” "Funny Valentine.” You.” and a dandy .presentation of
Ottawa, May 30.
. imitations of M & L and prove
Negro singer who also Wrtends "Gavotte,” "Rumanian Rhapsody.” voodooish "Similo/' WKich she does .. Baby Cortez, Vic Spaddy, Melino ; it's what’s up front, if it's fresh,
here ; between show:s^
He im¬ and “St. Louis Blues;’’ Jack Cath- almost tongue-iri-cheekish. for . a A- Hollis, Bob Arlen Dancers ( 5) , • that counts.
pressed with "Just One : of. Those cart’s orch (14) backs the. skedded htfty mitt: getaway.,
Harry Pqzy Orch. (8 ); $1 admis- j. They are in the best team .tradiThings” and “St Louis Biues:” On four-week show , with: appropriate . Jqe Parnello’s tuftesters ably
>tion of show biz and though to¬
Sion.
shov'back.: and deserve a special
latter number he’s self-accomped aplomb.
gether only two years can he rated
Duke-:
nod for De Witt’s:4turn, . managed
on drums. Ponce-Ponce, a Hawai¬
Baby Cortez, as Dave Cortez old pros. Comedy has to come
with minimal rehearsal. Show’s in
ian bus boy, , belts a good •“Gra¬
back to Hollywood soon and when
.
(New
Acts)
is
billed
at.
the'
Chaufrir a fortnight.
Pit. ;
nada” and mimics real well—
: La Louisiane, Parts
dieire in his current (td June 6) it does Antone & Curtiss will
Vaughn
Monroe;
A1 . Hibbler,
stint, is hampered seriously by lack prove to he the Laurel & Hardy,
.
;;
ParisJune
2.
Sammy Davis Jr., Louis Armstrong,
Statler-Hilton, Dallas
of routining and showmanship Abbott & Costello or Dane &
. Inez Cavanaugh, Don Gais, Aaron
Johnnie. Ray and Elvis Presley,
■ . Dallas, May! 29. . savvy.
Carried by his disclick, Arthur of their day.
Bridgers;. $2 minimum.
which shook up the club.
•
Pair is pretfeded by J. Arthur *
^ Roberta: Sherwood,. with Ernest “The: Happy Organ;” he will prob¬
Blue’s regular , partners, Sammy
DeLoferizo ,and Red Newmark- ably garner okay busiriess for the Lucas who sings a whole flock of
Sinartly
laid
out
little
cave!
is
Wolfe and Dick Bernie, continue
Johnny
Long
Orch
(11); $2-$2.50 club, but unless: the stint gets, some standards, doing best with two old
. to back the show in competent done a .la. Bourbon Street in New cover::
sort of sparking, the letdown the spirituals and worst w’ith “Hello,
style arid draw their own mitt ac¬ Orleans, with a trio of listenable
customers will get when they Young Lovers.” Evelyn Farney, an
tion in a; couple of skits. Blue’s sepia jazz and ; blues ! performers.
watch him onstage, may do serious adroit hoofer, completes the bill.
In
her
second
stand
at
the
plush
Glee Club, comprised of the acts Situated under! a restaurant spe¬ Empire. Room
Bill Alexander's band, down to •
in
20
months, harm to disk sales.
and club employees, winds revtie cializing in Creole food, the eatery Roberta Sherwood iriakes a big bid
..Vic .Spaddy, comic, and Melino five, backstops with plenty of vpl.
Sen 1.
with "While A Cigarette Is Burn-; and boite have become Yank tour¬ to! break .her previous attendance & Hollis, acro-coiriedy, are re¬
ing.” Ivan Lane’s house band (5) ist haunts as well as a focal spot K(which put her in the top three placed Monday (1) by Bpri & Bor,
crimes across in his usual tip-top for U.S. regulars and Frenchmen [h.o! draws in her Oct.,. 1957, rim). novelty bit. Bob Arlen’s clicko line
looking for jazz atmosphere.
. fashion, . .
Kafa.
Bowing to. a capacity house, thrush of five femme terpers stays on
Inez Cavanaugh, an old hand at —in a plain blue cocktail dress with three colorful production
San Francisco, June 2.
Freiich boites, js in good form and and.!.sans; niakeup-j-strolled from bits, last one using ihales from the
Comedian Jonathan Winters, who
Ritz Carlton, Montreal makes her blues, and special mater the
entrance/ piping "Love Is audience for gimmicki items with
Montreal, May 29:
rial ring right and true. She is Many Splendored,” wandere.d strawhats, rolled trouser legs, and suffered what amounted to a
Evelyn Knight,: Johnny Gallant; always a begoff and Well supported through the. room for handshakes ‘tiny aprons. Line is attractively nervous breakdown in mid-May
\Paiil Notar Trio; $2-$2.50 cover
by, plus good interim playing of and chatter hits before' going on¬ dressed arid nicely trained for good while working at the hungry I,
Don. Gais and. Aaron Bridgers on stage.
impact, Harry Pozy orch maintains checked out of a suburban .sani¬
: Evelyn Knight is the only thrush the piano. Club , looks to develop
No doubt about It; she had her its longtime superb . showbacking tarium late last week.
to date in the Ritz Cafe with the into a staple here, :
. Mosk.
He flew to New York.
old fans and lotsa new ones. All and dancing music.
Gorm.

&

and satirfies tha

Jonathan Winters in N.Y.
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SAN FRANCISCO

VARIETY BILLS
WEEK OF JUNE 3

NEW YORK CITY
Uockeltes
MUSIC HALL iI
It. I'aige Ore.
Varei At Bully. A
ROXY ;
Lea Chanteurs.
The: Goofers
Trio Martelii
} Helen Halpin
Maria Neglia
.-•? Darryl. Stewart
Rita Lauria
[ M’Kay At Charles
Alan Cole
1 KoliU Boucher ^Oi;0
Corps de Ballet

HelgaNeff

•London House

."

Bobby Hackett

Farra •*.'• Carter
Ben Gee Ac Bernle

Mister Kelly's
Martha Davis St
Spouse a
Ellie Ross
Marty Rubinstein'3
Marx&Frigb ..
: Palmer. HoiiM
A1 Hirt X6)
.
Ronnie Schell:
George Taps.
Schmitz. Trio
Ben Arden Oro

Harris
Jack KtideU
Eddie Ash
Manuel Bel Toro
Inez Ac Gordon
Ken Harris Oro

Drake

AUSTRALIA

LOS ANGELES

BRITAIN!
ASTON
Hippodrome
Piddock & Penny
Annette & Noel
6 Showgirl Nudes
Trevor Evans
Johnnie Neal
Peter Raynor
Bill Giles
BIRMINGHAM
Hippodrome
Bruce Forsyth
Suzi Miller
Tino Valdi
Van Veen 2
Fox Girls
Fred Lovelle
Gilhert
BRIGHTON
Hippodrome
David Whitfield
Bentley Sis
Roxy & Glenda
3 Brittons
Alan Randall 3
Falcons
Billy Burden
BRISTOL
Hippodrome
Lonnie Donegan
Lorrae Desmond
Des O'Conn •'r
Miki Ac Griff
Kemble Sc Christine
Donegan’s Skiffle Gr
De Vere Dancers
CHISWICK
Empire
Billy Cotton Band
Fiack & Lamar
Alan Clive
Hal Roach \
Julius Neliring
Cycling Kirks
EDINBURGH
Empire
Bill Kennv
Maurice R'-eco
Limdon Ac Pam
Smnothev & Layton
P & J Yuile
Sharpe Ac Iris
Copa Cousins

GLASGOW
j‘. Empire .
Katlile Kay
Larry Marshall
Archie McCulloch
Mart-; Benson
CftmT.e Sim
•Jimmy Nairn
; Ella LWilson
•' Rolls'i Royce Choir
|
[HANLEY
i
:■ Royal
: Vic Oliver
•; Reg Dixon,
j Tanner Sis
| Vanda Vale
• Alien' Ac Albee Sis
| Norma Morgan
{ Janet ! Butlin
j Stan-i Waite
•Frank Cox
i D & ! P Westlake
J Harvey Sis
t
LIVERPOOL
!
; Empire
Harry Seeombe
i:Kaye. Sis
i Harry Worth
; Albert Whelan
! Romanes Bros.
; Ei'.anp Ac ^odolph
; "e - >ie Robins
i Max Russell
J>?.t Lr-mbert.
Sensational Skylons
' Mitchell Smgers
MANCHESTER
Hippodrome
Paul lAnka
DeVeire 3
. Granger’s Puppets
I« *rr.v< Bailey
,/'p -r ie Meaton
■ Overbury Sc Suzette
! Rv.y Rivers
t
NEWCASTLE
;
! Enmire .
Georytt Itlmer
; -renei; Hilda
Jerrv; Desmond
r-Avard Qe Courcy
■ Monica Roc
Ferris Bel
* Jumeles Newman

NEW YORK CITY
Blue Angel
Dorothy Lcudon
Roger Price
K. & M. Welch
Randy Sparks
Jimmy l.\ o:r 3 ■
Bert i’oaaid
Bon Solr
Kaye Ballard
Bertice Reading
I.it’le. Dane 6c
Mason ;
Three Flames
Jimmie Daniels
Chateau C arid
Hanna Alironi
Ralph tout Ore
Pan chit o Org
Candi Cortez
Cop?czb=na
Tony Martin
Allan Drake
Zeme North
Ron Stewart
Lou Donh Ore
Pagan Ore
Den
Lenny Bruce
Donna Lee .
Downstairs Room
Demi Dozen
Sylvia Shay
Isobel Robins
Ceil Cbrt
Jack Fie'cher
Gecrgc Hail
Gerry Ma'.hews
Stan Keen
Ronny Graham
Not 1 Fifth Ave.
Robert Downey
Harold Konville
Hotel Astor
Irving Plelds
Ho;gi Roosevelt
Lenny Herman
Hotel Plaza
Lisa Kirk.
Ted Str. eter Ore
Mark M<'nte Ore
Hotel Pierre.
Fehx Knight
Larry Douglas
Dolores Perry
Joseph Ricardel Ore
Alan Logan Ore
. .
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ofr

Joanne Wheatley
Jimmy Blade Oro

i’Martha & Adolfo • •
HAVANA
j E &;!.B Carley'
■ Sue Peters
Hotel Capri
Rudy Fanertl
1 Barton & StuchbT’y
Rosita
Fodres
! Lloyd Nairn
Carlisse & Raymond
Mitsouko. & Roberto
1 l-’rank Ward
Manteca r
Nancy
&
Guile
Deidte Green
Natalie Herera
Godino Singers
Anna( Paulle
.
Hotel
Hilton
"Dancing Waters”
ADELAIDE
Fernando
Albueme
.
Hotel Riviera .
j; Royal
Escher
Boy.i
Elsa Marvel.
[Sabrina
Raquet & Rolande
Eleiia del Cueto .
Anciiiea Dancers
Raquel Bardisa
Ramon Calzadilla .
. S Ac i M Harrison
Moreno Or±.' •
Natalie Herrera
Billy i Baxter
Fajardo Ore .•
Gloria Sc Wattuses
MisLin Juniors ■
Hotel Nacional
Faxa Q
Crocker & Clark
Carlos Argentino
F. Guerrero Oro
David Sterle
i Jaclab Monnier

MELBOURNE
Tiyoll
Will Mahoney
Rady Horn
Gtbson Girls
Gordon & Colville
Allen Bros. & June
Amazing Margoes
Anny Berryer
Margo Clancy
Edit Juhasz
Frank Wilson
Lor a'ne Bransgrove
SYDNEY
Tivoli
Johnny Lockwood
Leu Lowe

Gcrel St. Regis
Ray- Bart Ore.
iitt Slmw Ore
in Boboll
Liz \Vtlliums .
Dick Ki’nkinSon .
5.;r n wuzrrer
.; Johnnie Ray
. Angie, & Margo
> IJictc furry
. Pony. Sherrell
; Jo i.cir.iborti> Oro
‘3 il iiov.c Ore
.
Le Cupidon
! . ..csina Pagan
> Howard Beder
Living Room
’ Ma .
;

Band Box
Billy Gray
Bat Ya
Mickey Katz
Jackie Lee Cochrbn
. Ben Bi je*s
Barbara: Heller • . .
Frankie Rapp
Diane Lefti
Mildred Law .
Sammy Wolf
Dick Bernie .
Richard Cannon
Ivan. Lane Ore.
Cloister .
Shecky Greene
Ruth Oia.v - •
Terry Gibbsore
Cocoanor Grove '■
Dick Shawn Vivienne Della
Chief a
Freddy Martin Ore
Crescendo
Mort Sahl
The.Four Preps
Joe Castro Ore

I
!
i
|
.

interlude
Earh Grant
Rusty. Warren .
Paul Mazursky .
Gateway Singers ...
Moulin Rouge
Jimmy Durante .
Dpnn Arden’s “Big
Ben Beat”
Dick Stabile Ore
Seville
Gloria Lynne
Dave Pell Octet
Slate: Bros.
Duke Hazlett
Mel Young
The Players
Statler Hotel
Sportsmen.
Leighton. Noble and
his Ore
I Nita Ac Peppi
L
Ye Little Club
Carole. Costello
Joe Felix
Roger Nichols

, LAS VEGAS
Desert >rtn
Jimmy Durante
Eddie Jackson ~
Sonny King
Jack Roth
Jules Buff a no
Art Johnson
DOnn Arden Dncrs
Carlton Hayes Ore
■ Dories.'
“1.C01 Nights at.
Minrky s”
Pinky. Lee
Janik & Arnaut .
Victor »uli3n Ac
Dogs
Jamal Twins
Gillian Grey
Bob Vegas
Allen Conroy
Marya Lihcro
Tony diMilb
Cee Davicron . Ore
El. Corral
■
Dubonnet Trio
Eddie Bush ■
Versatiles
; €1 Rancho Vegas
Joe E. Lewis
La Nouvelle Eve
Dick'. Rice Ore.
Flamingo
Ted Lewis & Co.
Marie. M-.Dqnald
Larry Adler
Harry James.
Don Kirk
Flamingoettes
Jack Cathcart Ore. Fremont Hotel ..
Joe King- Sc Zariiacs
Make Believes
Joe Santa 4
Newton' Bros.
Golden Nugget
Harry Ranch
Lee & Faye May¬
nard
Sons of Gold’n Wst
Hacienda .
Four Tunes
Johnny Olenn
Shirley Scott
Nevada Club
-Tig Adams
Riyera-Barrancp La¬
tin Revue
The Mark IV
MUdtoiies
Felix Ramirez Trio
Leo Wolf Sc Joe
Wolverton
New Frontier
Mickey Rocriey

Joey Forman
Diahann Carroll.
Frances Fayo
Treniers
Little Red if Marcy
Layne .
Pepi Callahan
Jack Costanzo
Jackie & .Roy
Riviera
Harry Belafonia .
Jimmy Nelson:.
Ray Sinatra Ore ..
Dorothy Dorben Dcs
Sahara-.
Marlene Dietrich
The Szonys.
Don Rickies .
Sar.arem. Dancers ; ■
Louis Basil Ore. ■
.
Sands
Nat King Cole'
Rowan Ac Martin :
Tyler Gilman
Texas Coi>a. Girls.
Antonio Morelli Ore
Showcoat .
Sons of. Pioneers
| Hank Morton
Johnny'Cash
I Merle Travis!
Silver alippeir
Hank Henry
1 Sally Rand".
I Sparky Kaye ■ . .
jJoe Cappo
I'Peggy Dietrick
....
Toni. Ac Harry Wham
| Red Marshall
;Danny Jacobs
1 Geo. Redman Oro
|
Stardust
| Lido De Paris .
Tony Pastor .
j Kim Sis
Thunderblrd
1 Dale Robertson
j Lenny Kent
{ Dunhiils
- Samara .
| .\1 JahnS Ore ■
iTropic.a.na
’ Jayne Mansfield :
; Mickey H2rgitay
.'
I Elsa Ac- Waldo .. .
• Lucieh &. Ashour
j.Flying DePauls.
• \’ipkv Sc Piroska
! D Williams Singers
j Perez Prado
• Herman Kaye Ore

nlerr" ionaf
Julius :;LaRosa
Lqu Nelson
M^-Iehna Line
Mike Durso Ore
Jaiinicri Ore
. Savoy Hilton
i Tommy Purcell Ore
MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH
i Town & Country
j Lurry ’Storch
Amerlcrns
i Duke Jenkins Ore.. ■.
' Ned Harv ey Ore
Tommy Lebnetti
.)
Fontainbleau
; Sicuri Ore
Kirby Stone 4
: Pupi Campo Rev
j
Two Guitars
Lee Martin- Ore
•Nstale Fields. 3.
! Olga Valdi
Carillon
| "
Lucerne
'. ivan Nepa .
Lou. Walters Revue ^Havana Mar.u Gras
: Xenia Brante
Elissa Jayne
Dios.a GosteRo
I Iv. Poliansky Ore
Tun Tun.
Roberto & Alicia. .
; Misha i.tJsdanoff
George K-roily •
I'liics Velarde
i
Vien)iiJ-r> t.-ntern
Ted Kivitt
Don CAsiiio
! Monica; Boyar
Cindy Fuller
Pepe
• De?n S’’e! dun
Jacques Donnet. Ore
Blanco
• Ernosti Schoen Orc
Ruth Wallis
r'austo Curbelo Ore
. vKLago Barn
Clover Club
Montmartre
• Larry McMahan
S Britton Rev
Eddie Schhffer.
j Joni Roth
Deauville
The Cookies
; Lou Mdsconl
Mandy
Campo
Ore.
Freddie
C~Io Ore
f Belle Carroll
Spivak Ore
- Murray Frznklln’s
{Jim Lowis
Diplomat
George Darcy
•
• Lou Harold. Ore '
Hal
Fisher
.
. 'naul. Gray
!
Village Gate
Kathryn K3ne
Slurray Franklin
: Harry iBibb
Mai Malkin Ore
Dick Havilland;
i Ron &i Nama
Eden Rbc
Kay Carroll .
Jackie Heller
Sue Lay.-ton .
Giovannis "
! Irwin Corey
The Cooks
Luis Varona Ore
-"Eddie Bernard
•
Wcidori-Astorla
Ella Fitzgerald
? Count [Basie Ore.
RENO
i
Bahai Ore
Harrah's Club
- Ma pie's
Lancers
Esquires
CHICAGO
Deedy & Bill
Tr.;strurr:entalist»
Lawrence Ac Wilson Meri Ellen -it
Black Orchid
Blue Not*
Jan Blakciy
Ccharis
George DeWitt
Dukes lot Dixieland
Don Baker
P:v-:rtieMauri Leighton •
;
C’!:z Pared
Abbie Neal Ac ' ..- •
Jaye P. ?Torgah ■
Joe Pamello (3)
‘ Red Ske'ton
Ranch C iris ■ Moryr-n Brrs!. - .
81ue Angei
i Peggy {Taylor
. Harold's Club
Rickie La'yne
Mighty Panther
, Geo ( jbuk Ore.
Wiere Bros.Riverside .L arlets Lviv Jean
(the/ -v: -rabies <9>
Carl Ravazza
F ’. FPzor i ick Ore
P.-ir ess Camille
Cto'rsler Jnn •
Kingpins
O •: ..
Duk * r.f Iron
Don Adcnis
KaCday
GoldenJam :-:n S'im II . ■■
Teg ?.I.yies
Char*'cers Noimun Tolbert
it rr
Lewis Trio
Andrini Bros.
Jess Wei b
Ai I.opez Ore
I
Ccnrad Hilton
Three D's
'Che*-'*" ,e -wt-yre
Roger McCall
• "Frosty Frills"
Joe Maize
Tom Riu-ed Trio
.
t
1
t
•

. Backstage

Hangover

Stan Arnold
Rene Joubert

Earl Hines
Joe Sullivan
Muggsy Spanfer

Btaekhawk

Hungry I

Mllea Davis 6

Canterbury

Geo. Alexander
Benny Strong Oro.
Sasy Street .
Marty - Marsala
Wally Rose Ore
. rack's .
June Christy.

' Fairmont Hotol

Gordon McRae
E. Heckscher Oro

Gey *0's

Kingston Trio
Dick Gautier
Marilyn Child.

Jazz Workshop

Red Garland

On the Levee
Kid Ory Ore

- Purple Onion

Cruz Luna
Cathl Hayes
Ronnie Schell

345 Club

.

Diamond Lll
Joy. Healy Dncrs..
Bee & Ray Gorman
Dick Keegan. Ore ‘

A; L. Simpkins
Marquis Family
Bill Clifford Ore.
Moro Landis Ore

‘Hof,’‘Imitalion’
Continued from page 4

tion it held in April. “Room At
Top” (Corit) took seventh-place
honors, highest rating for a Brit¬
ish-made pie in Variety’s month¬
ly sweepstakes in many months.
Ability of the pic to win playdates
in larger theatres, of course,
helped its standing.
“Gigi’' (M-.G) finished eighth, the
same as in April, plainly indicate
ihg the amazing stamina of this
musical. -‘Compulsion’’ (20th), a
newcomer,. landed in ninth spot
although not strong on all dates..
; . “Alias Jesse James.” fXJA) cap¬
tured loth place even though , in¬
clined to be spottier than many
Bob Hope comedies. “Warlock”
(20thV finished 11th while “Diary
of Anne Frank,’.' from the same
distributor, rounds out the Top
12 pixi It Was by far the weakest
pic in ..the lineup anfi never rose
above ninth place in. weekly rat¬
ings..
V'
“South Pacific” (Magna),' also a
runner-up in April, and “Mating
Game” (M-G), which was 11th in
the pi heeding month, were the
runner-up films.
. The outlook for new screen fare
in June shapes a hit more promis¬
ing Than did the new product for
May. “Ask Any Girl”. (M-G), which
preemed big at the. N. Y. Music
Hall, looms as a potentially sturdy
vehicle. “Young Philadelphians”
(WB) showed enough to cop sec¬
ond place in Veekly ratings the
final: session of month despite its
elongated title.“Pork : Chop Hill”
■f.UA)' also looms big. being nice in
Chi and fancy in Detroit the final
week of May. '' '■
“It Happened . To Jane” (Col).'
also new, : was -.-strong in Boston,
sock, in Washington .but fair in
Baltimore and just, okay in Frisco.
■‘Sleeping Beauty” (BV), fourth in
April; wound : up 10th in w’eekly
ratings one session.
... “Green Mansions” (M-G) was
runner-up pic. two different weeks.
It was seventh in April. “Thunder
in Sun” (Par) never quite lived up
to its . earlier . expectations though
finishing as a runher-up film one
Week. : “World, Flesh and Devil”
f'M-G) is in much the same, cate¬
gory, taking ruriner-up position an¬
other Week.... .
: “Shane” (Par), out on reissue,
not only proved the strongest old¬
ie out in release during the. month
but fhanaged :to finish 12th. the
final week in May. “Watusi” (M-G)
was- ia ;■ runner-up pic the same
week. :
.
“Windjammer” (NT)* now play¬
ing only a few big first-runs, con¬
tinued great in Minneapolis and
nice yh a few other keys. “Hor¬
rors, i of. Black Museum” (AI)
showed possibilities with some
nice to sturdy engagements.

this was still the Apollo. Theatre
arid not Birdland, - management; ■:
booked in Pigmeat for a change of
pace , The pace changed but not
his act. And the way the audience
received his five-mintue bit, Pig¬
meat will: probably go on forever.
Gros.
The Roxy, under the Robert C:
Rothafel regime, is undergoing an¬
other change of stageshow policy.
Empire, Glasgow
Instead of production, the accent
; Glasgow, May 27.
is now on acts, which gives the
Paul Anka {Vic Hammett, mu¬
house a much wider scope. There sicaldirector)., Johnny haycock &
are still some bugs to be DDT’ed Bee, Two Matahazas, Smoothey &
in this change, but there’s every Layton, Granville Taylor . & Val¬
indication that fit can work out.
erie,. Rondart
Jean, Gaby GrosWith the accent on talent, there, setto, McAndreWs Sc iitills, Bobby
are so many more things to watch Dowds Orch.
for. in the booking. There’s the
necessity of getting the audience
Paul Anka has only to announce,
immediately or not at all, so. that his newest disk to make the youngr
acts accustomed to working the er crop of femmes scream. He
nitery orbits need to remodel their evokes, this resiponse here, ^giving
turns to meet the requirements of out with such .tunes as ‘T Miss You
this outsized house.
So,” “Down by the Riverside,”
There’s still one important item “Don’t Gamble with Love,” “Your
that must be considered in this Cheatin’ Heart” and, of course,
policy. With an act format, some, “Diana,”
by the nature of their turn;
Singer, who must watch a ten¬
shouldn’t remain onstage for long. dency to round his shoulders, is
On this bill acts took more time ultra-confident; for a, '17-year-old,
than . they could profitably use. ! and would win better reaction from
However,, these are all items that oldsters by tempering this confi-i
can be worked out in the booking. dence to appear less brash. He has
Rothafel has made a good start Iotsa showmanship, is backed by
with this show, which offers a good resident orch under musical, direc¬
quota of entertainment. The Goof¬ tor Vic Hammett’s baton, and gar¬
ers (5) have a lengthy turn, but ners more screams from teenagers
they fill their time to good advan¬ by singing “Guess It Doesn’t Mat¬
tage. They have a set of musical ter Any More,” addressing tune to
zany isms that go over in a large his late chum Buddy Holly—“in
house, which culminates with sev¬ Heaven.”
In soso support, the best act is
eral members playing their instru¬
ments while on a swinging trapeze. a .specialty, the Two Matanazas, in
original
comedy-acrobatics.
They do excellently.
. Johnny Laycock, partnered. by
Helen Halpin handicaps herself shapely
I
distaffer,
offers lively mu¬
with doing impressions of person¬
by playing five horns at
alities who haven’t achieved wide sicianship
same
time;
circulation in personal appear¬
Gaby Grossetto is nimble French •
ances, and thus she loses one value juggler,,
going it alone minus his
to her turn. Her topper is the Judy usual male
Smoothey &
Garland ibit, which loses some of ' Layton, malepartner.
duo,, win yocks not'
its intimacy in this house.
so
much
with'
comedy
crosstalk as.
Darryl Stewart, the Aussie tenor,
effective pathos in
has a voice loaded with lyricism. with Smoothey’s
he wins solid. palming.
He has ample projection here and comedy;
Granville Taylor & Valerie offer
gets over strongly doing the
cocktail-bar magic, but
“Waltzing Mathilda” of his native routine
Taylor
up no medals for
heath, -and several standards that ease of notches
personality or clarity of
add up to handsome returns for diction; he
could so easily improve
him.
these points;
In the opening spot afe-McKay onMcAndrews
& Mills, mixed pair,
& Charles, a likable dance team open
layout with graceful terping.
with a song opening who go into Rondart
& Jean, dart-blowers, are
some sprightly dances while chang¬ in New Acts.
Bobby Dowds' house
ing costumes onstage. It’s a clever¬ dfch showhacks
adequately.
ly contrived turn with good terp
Gord.
material and fine execution.
Per usual, the Robert Boucher
musicrew is on the bandstand: and
backs excellently.
Jose.

Raxy, N. Y.

The Goofers (5), Helen Halpin,
Darryl Stewart, McKay & Charles,
Robert Boucher Orch; “Pork Chop
Hill,” reviewed in Variety May 6,
’59.

Unit Review

Apollo, Ni V.
Sarah. Vaughan, Symphony Sid, . Holiday Watercade
Lambert, Hendricks & Ross, Max (Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City)
Roach Quintet, Jimmy Smith Trio,
“Holiday Watercade” produced
Pigmeat & Co. (2); “Sierra Bar- by Lehn Laden; staging, George
ron” (20th).
Chergotis;. costumes, Adelaide Loi;
stage choreographer, Martha Ann
With Symphony Sid, N.Y. dee- Bentley; water choreographer. Bit¬
jay, at the emcee helm, this Har¬ ten Bergen; with Martha Ann Bent¬
lem house has dropped its rock ley, Suzanne Dote, Howard Sc Ran’n’ roll format for a two-week dell. Levin. Laden (2), Boden &
swing into the jazz groove. Open¬ Boden, Bitten Bergen, Divers (Ed
ing bill of the jazz fest. featured Gillen Stan Dudek, Charlie Diehl,
nothing new to N.Y. jazzsters aince Johnny Edioards*- Aihoss Darigo,
the turns are all regulars at Bird- Charlie Aitken, Mitch Drake >,
land, the Village Vanguard, and Line (14), Mort/NewbUrgh Orch;
the like. Novelty: of the session, At Roosevelt Stadium, Jersey City;
however, is having 'em all packed $2.10 top.
together under one roof with an
accompanying color western pic in¬
Actually, the star of this show is
stead of booze.
the. elaborate and well designed
The vocal turns, Sarah Vaughan portable equipment that can prop¬
and Lambert, Hendricks & Ross, erly exhibit an aquatic entry,; De¬
hold up best. Although she’s now signed in three sections, one to
more of a pop singer than an au¬ house the stage acts, another for
Continued from page 49 .sssf thentic jazzster. Miss Vaughan still the water specs and a tank for the
brings her jazz orientation to the
the .move to ditch Miss Singleion fore. She’s a popular singer in divers and water clowns, the physi¬
facilities for staging a first-rate
succeeds- - Sally Winthrop, Johnny these parts, coming back every cal
water spec are contained in “Holi¬
:Wobds. and. Irving Grossman. Stratr now and then, even though there’s day Watercade.” .
egy was prepared, by caucuses in more loot elsewhere. Her phras¬
However, the entertainment sec¬
ing is stylish and individual and tions falls into a well-worn groove,
advance of convention.:
Bright opDqsition. was spear¬ she belts a good round in¬ atid what is needed primarily to
headed by Russell- Swann, Dick cluding “Just One Of Those take this layout out of its oft-seen
Jones, Paul Valentine, Murray Things” and “The Midnight Sun category is some. imaginative stagLane.- Opposition to Bright feel Will Never Set.” Lambert, Hen¬ ihg and talent. Some of the acts,
that an all-day battle may pave the' dricks & Ross, two guys afi.d a for example, ballerina Martha Ann
on the other hand are Bentley and hand-to-handers How¬
Way for legislation which would, femme,
real “far out” singers. They break,
force a delegate to attend several up the house with variety of hip ard & Randall, are first“te. The
meetings in each year in the city items that run the gamut from a former is a socko spinner, and the
aero team is a smooth affair that
he' represents. / National system Jimmy Rushing-styled blues to an makBs
some seemingly impossible
whereby a. member votes for dele¬ all-out scat bit.
lifts appear effortless.
gates in all cities makes possible
The instrumentalists get off
The unit indicates that lotsa.
a situation : under which many okay, too, , but in the case of Max work has been done on it. The line '
cities: fail to get true representa¬ iRoach, the musical set gets a bit of 14 aauamaids who double )as the
tiresome. . Roach was on for a little dance line have been well-drilled
tion. '■
. Charges of fraud, collusion and more .than a half-hour, and his ahd.. perform ; well: The water
: anti-labor practices Were hurled; at drumbeating, although exciting clowns and the divers are excellent
and inventive at first, tends to be¬ and the pacing, is good. However,
the Bright forces. .; - First order of business at ? to¬ come a bit repetitious. Same goes the element of imagination is miss¬
for
the licks taken by his bass, ing. It looks, like any other show
day’s ' meeting Was election of a.
chairman: In previous years, the sax,, trumpet and trombone side- of this genre.
men.
The Jimmy Smith Trio wiser : Producer Lenn. Laden, doubling
ranking officer in. attendance, auto¬ Iy keeps
in the three-number set as emcee and with ah unnamed
matically became chairman, with limit and builds each number nice¬ assistant,
dhes . a comedy act that
?n election if no officer is present. ly. At the organ, Sniith’s fflying sometimes reaches painful propor¬
This, year’s, agenda provides for finger^ lead the way on such as tions. Suzanne Dore with a small
ejection of a chairman Tegardless “All Day Long,” “La.ura” and a hot voice sings fairlv well and Bitten;
of the fact that-Miss. Singleton is swinger.
Bergen, the Danish mermaid,
on hand. .
Jose.
And to convince everyone that splashes picturesquely,

fiGVA
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Shows Abroad

Inside Stuff—Legit

Dance Reviews

I
. ’■■■' ■ .
■■■ i — y. “The Pleasure of His Company,”: the Playwrights Co; & Frederick
Lock Fp Your Daughters tion is visually attractive, however,
imna-ui
Brisson production of the Samuel Taylor and Cornelia Otis Skinner
London. M«.v 29.
land Sally Smith, a H-year-old
- *»»panese^imperial
comedy, was inadvertently omitted from the list of established hits in
Bernard Mile* & Josephine Wilson pres- • newcomer, IS a refreshing title
Household uOgAKU to.
the tabulation of Broadway shows of the -1958-59. season, published in
•ntation
of two act
musical: comedy, player. She gives a confident, in(WITH N.Y. CITY BALLET)
last week’s Variety.; The show, currently in its 33d wbek at the Long^SSr* egr H,“e”y
Beraard fectioqs performance and h«* voice;
• Previously via dance groups acre Theatre, N.Y.! will transfer June 15 to. the Music Box, N.Y.
Miles; music. Laurie Johnson; lyrics, ; though SOlnewhat Small, has Charm
from
India,
Indonesia,
Bali,
Java
. “Flower Drum Song,” listed in both the established hit and not yet
ISS* SSrv
««•£: j and style. Other assets of the show
oAhed May 28. *59, at the!; Mermaid ; are Hutchinson Scott’s scenery and and other Far East points the definite, categories, should.have been included only in the latter. AITheatre. London. S2.is top.
-j Bernard Nevill’s handsome period dance-going public of Manhattan though it has played to capacity since its opening last Dec. 1 at the
Worthy .
w ■ - *°>'Ada™J COStumeS.
has learned how extreniely “an- St. James Theatre, N.Y., it has not. yet earned back its investment. The
Poiitic/ur.1.. •.7.7.7. .7*
" ' Job?Sharp i
There is, no original choreog- cient” are the song and dance per- above two errors in the listing do hot change the numbers in the variRamhie ......... i.... Frederick Jaeger j raphy in the presentation, and the. •
^rts ®f
°ris categories. There were, as stated, 13 established hits, seven shows
.V';.V;.V.V.V:/..^Kelui^A. .onlyftwo notable prqdMction num- ■ with the Japanes^Imperial H<mse- not yet definite, 30 failures, and six unclassified, miscellaneous.
Dabhie ..
Brendan Barry, hers are a double eightsome reel G^aku^rdutines^lUeraliy trims“The Visit,” rated as -a failure among the shows still running but
• ...» wi
! and “The New Bohemian Polka ” lafedk “eieeant arid* authorized not .yet-definitely established at the end of last, season, should have
•&1d®bK j it is possibly,a reflection.on the music”} the^question of time and.been ineluded among the hits. According to Roger L, Stevens, a partBrazencouri ...
Roger Boston show as a whole /.that-the exhilaratWatchmen ............ Michael ^Hanbuw jngiy staged former item .'was? an tradition is underlined. Which is a ! ner of . Producers Theatre, which presented . the Fnedrich Duerrenmatt
way of Saying that such visitors' ! ^rama starring Alfred Lunt and Lyna Foritanne, the show recovered.
Gentleman ..
’ Barry Jackson Opening night hit.. Melville*?, tyries
servant ....... Sama Swaminathan [ match the book and. are, in conser music must be regarded—and re-E the cost of its New York production, aithbugh there is still; a deficit
viewed-^-from a.special point of'bh the previous, separately-financed British edition.
mVI Squeeeum . . . .
^.^ H^eii | queiice, lack bite or wit, while
\
cioris .:. Mr.deiemej, Newbury j Charles Z war’s score is ^without a . view. This is. not show business, I
though it is a spectacle.
Joe Cook, whose death recently at 69 was the occasion, of extended
wench.. .
;SaPy Adams , memorabletune.
; An all-male company of 22 per- j recall by yet legit and film publicist Glehdon. Allvine and Variety
Bernard Milos has sWn
forming in costumes of the utmost I staffers, was, as expected, front page news in the Evansville (Ind.)
Vuricrmfant in
in unearthing:
unnjjrtirincf:. Henry^
Tiprtrv. time of Queen Victoria.s visit. to !
Judgment
elegance .to the musical instru- j Courier. Cook had been raised there: and was always devoted to the
Fielding’s comedy “Rape Upon
nients and the. musical tone, scale , town, holding fond memories of his step-parents,; the . Cooks, local
Rape” and ingeniously adapting it ’ ^
of Japan their numb^^ are jn : rnerchants, and of various schoolteachers, townspeople and local Jourmotion,
choreographically - nalists;
^
' =
• .
as a musical to launch his Mermaid I
^ «i2l+2? ?£d slow

J

l

-S:Sfe

in^Ploeri«ntrafni^
AsVthe obit notices' brought out. Cook was. part-Spanish; partand ^pageantry% ?'stateiy rlcall of | Wsh;. His father had^been a theatrical, scenic_painter .named Lopei.
years ^ ® authorsh 5 p more ^han 2^5j fntth^E^ihburgtf Ca&lei ty*’ap: ancient race myths and tales con- His brother Leo had been a performer; too, as has been Joe Cook Jr^
years ago.
•. . . n ..
! parent, that her bethrothal is going stitute the fare. One deals with a now believed living .in Las Vegas.
In the tradition of Restoration i to be on the rocks and with the barbarian Mongol hunting, finding,
A news blackout of Cook’s own choice prevailed during his 17comedy, 'Lock up ^ourDaugh- -change of setting from the manse fascinating and devouring a snake year illness with Parkinson’s disease. In consequence Cook, like others
isa bavdy and amusing romp, i home in Paradykes to the castie in the forest. This is danced with dying well beyond the heyday- of fame, did not have the impact Upon
skillfully staged and beautifully; the
prediction gradually takes a truly: weird. effect by Masatara the general public of today as upon the. memories of oldtimers, many .
acted by a shrewdiy-selected cast, i effect.
Togi, the only, soloist,
of whom esteem him one of the most versatile; performers ever known.
The , two leading femhie parts, in I
Under Murray Macdonald’s spir-. K It is to be remarked that three ; Cook’s youngest son Leo, from Pompano. Fla., and hiS : older daughter
particular, are delightfully filled, ited direction the cast responds in1' members of the same_ Togi clan, j Mrs. E. C. Lee, of Carlina, Pa., attended the final mass. ■
c
by Hy Hazell and Stephanie Voss., fine style. Sophie Stewart, who I
The P ries by L:onel Bart caD-! played the title role ini the original | the..
j; :A new all-automatic lighting control system, virtually eliminating
ture the Restoration period felicit-: legit version, now portrays MariI
delays for
of lighting
rnmnailv enes bv I rehearsal
reneaisai uviays
ior the
me recording
recoraing.oi
ngnung cues, has
nas been
ueen developed.
ueveiupeu
ously as illustrated by such num-i gold’s aunt with more charm than riaviliinnc
bers as “When Does the Ravishing- subtlety. Jean Kent gives a lively descent^as^its re^rtoiT of some { h* Century Lighting. The system, labelled Punch, is capable of record200
items
is
Ssd.Urieal,
some
back
ing
Hghting
cues
for^a
90-circuit
system.in
less
than
15
seconds.
The .
Begin?” “Red Wine and a Wench.” . interpretation, of the girl's dis[ device, comprising three electrically, operated, units, a manual^ control
as well as the title number! Laurie ; tiriguished actress-mother, and Brett to around A.D. 700.
Gagaku
opened
the
regular
N.
Y.|console,
a
card-punching
machine
and
a
card-reading
machine,
permits.
Johnson’s music has a ghy ring, ! makes a. handsome hero. William
although it is far later than the[ Dickie as the jilted fiance, Trevor City Ballet performance May 26, i an infinite number of pre-sets instead of the 10 previously, possible,
The system eliminates all manual operations except setting iip. theperiod.
j|
. [Reid as the . girl’s . father, and! will give some 10. performances 1
Miss Voss plavs the demure and! Madeleine Christie and Edith Stev-. within the .frame of the host or- proper initial lighting conditions for each icene or pre-Set, and the
ganizatipn.
Which.
built
a.
raised;
timing
of the “fades” from one pre-set to the next. The Punch cue cards
virtuous girl who decides to elope i enson as the hero’s two maiden
with her lover because i of her? aunts head a lively supporting cast, platform with red lacquered rails . are made during rehearsal, and then during the. pertormahee of a show
and
'.posts'Tor
the
■
p
resentation.
The
’
each
card
is fed automatically And in sequence into a read-out niafather’s opposition. Escorted! by her j
Myro...
preniiere. was. a: benefit -by the , chine, manually executed for the speed desired by.the operator^ . ..
maid, she sets off to a rendezvous !
..
~i~~
.—
; pPcxety van5 w?sr *u sofX; i
According: to. Edward Fi Kook, Gentury president, the system took
but runs into a street fight and j
4'aught tapping
affair between, leaders of the two t tWo years to develop, and will be put into. pfoduction shortly. The cost
becomes separated from he)r escort.; ^
London, May 23.
A bold voung spark, s^ein® the girl ■ Peter Bridge presentation of three-act t n Having anoeared already at the of the s>>:tera is $650 for. the light control circuit and $8,000 for the
Having appeared already at the
nn
nvun at ni^ht
matoc arl ' farce
Geoffrey Lumsden. Staged by; T!„iS"-.
ffl
.
on ner own at m- nt, makes ad- Anthony Sharp^ decrr. Michael Trangmar. United .Nationsthe company may «vd puncher and reader.
Vances, which she reDels. land the Opened May 22, '59. at the Piccadilly i be seen, in Washington and pos¬
police charge h; m with attempted ; Tlieatfe- LondQb; $2-a0 top.
j ciblv
on Aomp
cambitse*? before
before rere-1 . Brooks Costume Go* was the subject of a two-page historical runsibly,
on
some
campuses
rjnp
!'
Henry...;.:..
Graham Armitage r
rape*
ii
n Mabel
Bridget McConnel * tufhing to Tokyo. It will be .much ^own hi all i.ssues of the Playbill for the week of May 18. The piece in
A lecherous magistrate: is pre- ' WeUington Potts......... . George^Benson , discussed in artistic circles, though 1 the program for Broadway theatres was written by. Violet Welles and
pared to make a deal if {the girl. nJ! Rodd .
V.Raymotfffir too exotic and ethnic for the run covered the establishment of the firm in 1906 by; Ely Stroock to its
• Land:
current operation, under the presidency of his son, James E, Stroock.
will agree to an assignation, but his Matron
Margot Lister ; of audiences.
wife nlaved hv’
lnrec^: Gertrude Pof s ...... ... Winifred Shotter
:■
As noted in the article. Brooks originally concentrated on the man'Vie\ piajea Dy :>n>S ^azeil, lures Gordon w. u ig ......... Leslie Randell
the deiendant imo her livang room. Laker-Hop___. . ... Derek Smee
Kaiifirp
ufacture bf uniforms, with the move to regular theatrical costuming
Faufare
Meanwhile, the hemine’s lover has A5jcbjB ^
Basil Lord ;
mnv\tbi«Scu^iiiirTv
occurring in 1918 when the firm acquired a supply of costumes left by
(ROYAL DANISH
(KUIAL
DANlhti BALLET)
BALLLT)
, producer Charles Frohman, who went down with the Lusitania in 1915.
misadventures and is also [charged: Gen.^^ ckrtmichaei '.V. -.Geoffr^’ Lumsden
with rape.
1:
j Lady Cartmichacl ......... Nan Mttnio
Copenhagen; May 26.
The story also noted that Brooks now costumes 75% of the Broadway
The first act is about as breezy ;
. :, As part bf. the 1959 Danish Bal- shows, in addition to clothing stock and amateur companies, televias it could be, with bawdy humor: fh
TrS,olgICallJ let and Music Festival; a big spring sion productions, industrials, ice shows, :etc:
tourist attraction, .Copenhagen’s •••.-. ; ;■ - .-——-—-—.,
■:..,
; ■.
—r——.——
Royal Theatre presented a double
bill
of
“Giselle”
and'
American
1)
J
Tl
tior. of the show, while there are '
Q^ffrev
LflS^s
anghsingsI?“5esa'nt
'
:We
rlLn
-J Iyt
S
'°hr.- has! wisely:
been ed..sdr which is fortunate, as ■,
it is weaker than tne first. (In addi-;
tion^-o Miss Kazell and Miss \oss, i
the impeccable cast includes Rich- j
ard W ordsworth as tne corrupt,
judge. John Sharp as the Heroine’s ;
father who spends h:s. lifei reading j
newspapers, Frederick Jaeger as;

'■Caught Napping.’^
“esmte .
some incredibly peuriie dialog the
aUtKor haj flung in enough pre-1
dictable fareial situations, stock
characters and rnixups to create
y0cks. The undemanding may give
this show a fair run in the West
End. . It will be a money-spinner
in stock, but can hardly be re¬
garded. as a sturdy candidate for •
Broadway.
j

i‘!e^U?^iake
a:,dTere"-tfooper
: the
• The locale Is a boy's,school,ar.d;;
a:> the lover.
ftlyro.
action involves a missing bath
~
. .
1
'
i in which the headmaster’s effigy
AS&2*iS>Ossl
: has been flung into a carnival, the
^ Stephen Mitchell .in ;>55ociation with fixing of a race horse by a shady
Murray Macdonald & John Slovens <hy arransement with. Hisnh Wontneri presen- 5 bookmaker, the blackmailing Of.
tation of two-aet «ei"ht scenes) musical j the school matron, mistaken idenr&00!u. •a»d Iyri‘‘s* Alan;. Malviiier;j -tity- and other trivia. The type of
music, CharleyZwrr: b-sed on;;-the n»ay
u.
v,, „„„
by Fe R. Pryor and - L APert flarker. action Can be JUOgcd by One SCenG
General staging, Murray Macdonald; stag-., where ah aristocratic lady (beari
the. same. chrisUan name.:
Bernard NevilT;
director; Robert the horse) IS kidnapped, in error^
Piobst. stars Sophie s^ew^rt.-jpan-Kent, flung^into a cupboard arid silenced
27. '59fTt the Savoy Th^^Pitendon^w : -with fa- carrot .in-.-her itibutfi;’. The
top. ’
•;
'
quality of the
tne dialog can be judged
Miss Sarita Dunlop
Madeleine Christie . by SUCh a; genv as “Tell themM.->',.eleint
BeenieaIenc?J Dunlop
^{y1 Henderson ; you*^eV011’^ indisposed.” “In de where?”
where?”
Mrs. Pringle
Sobhie
"Caught •■ Napping”:
Napping” relies OverOver-;
.
Sophie Stewart
“Gaught
Mareirgo?doag
..much;
much; ori
oh physical disability. introArehie Fors-.th
Archie
Forr.th
.... .WemV
.T»remV Brett ducmg a deaf peeress, a literally
James Payton —. . William Dickie dumb
stooge!st'oogeh - 'and-, ‘ah
‘an-' •.• absent-.
absentMa).a&eiiarar^y...
kaj.aseitorarly..'.TrJvor
.V.';.’.*,'.:"' frJvor Rrid
nl?d mint&d and senile butler! In 'apMordan
—
Aubrey Morris parent desperation, Anthony Sharp
f’•.-Trevo^riffiths
..-Trevo^riffiths has directed the piece at a breakCapt^Innes
Capt^
Innes
Graham^si;idmi% neck speed, riot
hot attempting -.sub'.sub-'
others: Pauline. Ashley. Mary; Benni-ng, tlety. The author doubles'- Hi the
T^indci
Anr^ D^v/soit- Csrolyn rnlp Af o ■ nniTinniiQ* iipnprfll
Gray.
Billie
Hill.
Virginia
Minoprio, VOle OI a pompous general.
Prudence Potter. Gordon Dobson. George
George BenSOn skates cheerfully
Lucas. R9n Lucas. Philip Politer. Eric through tile role of a harassed
1
*r'
.
■
I|
housemaster, plagued by the headd is a fairly disSSJ
naS.eidonc hl° t,he+1920 s‘ IV; has ^b‘
vious appeal to organ*^e.d bus
parties, but basically its-; success j
will depend on the willinjgness of
the British public to support a
home-made musical
no matter
what. It is a doubtful prospect for
Broadway.
!
Alan Melville, responsible - for
the book and lyrics, has followed
the musical format of the pre-war
era, with a saccharine j heroine,
transparent plot/ plus situations
and dialog to match. The produe-

Randall produces some engaging
touches as a vapid juvenill lead,
and Nan Munro scores as the deaf
general’s wife who . finds herself
on the receiving end of the kidnapping
As the aged butler. Graham
Armitage acts as a sort tii crumbling chorus and gets Tuighs readily once audience resistance fias
been broken down. Margot Lister
as the matron and Basil I.orfi as
a genial, rascally villain, help' to
keep the situations afloat.
^
To Winifred Shotter, a veterdt!
(Continued on page 60)

,

On-Droadway Reviews

several visits to Denmark arid has
. *
taught and .worked with the Royal j Xhe Young and Beailtilal i ing fresh air only in the back seat
Danish Ballet, is well-knovyn and . Theatre East Repertory Company pres- f of a . Stutz Bearcat, slinks omiappreciated at . the Royal Theatre, entation of three-act (five scenes) comedy- nously on and. off state in a black
"Fanfare’’ was given a single per- ^ama ^saiiy^^n.iMiedon,stones . Cgpe Qn two or three . occasions
fOrmance at the Festival:this year, cLnber;S-«h!rtumesf Vari Horn, opened ; toward the end he appears witharid was- enthusiastically received May 28, '59. at Theatre East, n.t., $2.9a:| out. the cape, presumably to. indi-.
by a packed hous^ at the beautiful —cast- Amanda Meiggs, Rhett Harris.; cate: progress toward maturity.
18th century Old Stage Of the Ken kallender. Jack standard,: Judith I
Nedi.
Roval TheatrA- •
Tillman. Ruth Livingston. Doris Davis, ...
■
- . .
noyaL aneaire.-... .
. Fayth,
F>avth: Ralph.
naioh Goodman. James
Royal. Danish. Ballet, which ex- K?ue;
Fallout
tensively . toured America several j
——
: ! Harvey stuaft & David Tayntoh presenyears -ago under Columbia Con-1
j0sephiiie
Perry is a girl with;
Wtion of a: musical,
mu,,
Com 1
Jo<;eDhihe Perry'Is
with tation
revue, in two act*
certs management.^ is still, one of f problems. At 17.
f ound V SLtSfcfenuSft
17, she hasn’t (ota»a
the
the,worlds
world s top flight companies in
m.! the meaning of love; she’s mis-[Nassau;
Nassau; sketches
sketches .and blackouts. Abe
spite .of the dismissal and subse-! understood, mistreated and miser^jS?r3gSA SX22i:~
quent. controversy over Harald: aftlc And in this off-Broadway re, end
'jtSSS!' BdaS
Lander, its talented artistic direc- j vivai n.f ^allv Rpnson’s “The-Young ^,chyab; settlQ8s. costumes and lighting,
tor A knowledge and feelirio fnr : V Vj n
i .ru
dnJ Fred Voelpel; musical direction andar-:
x
Kn0W1
axi~ *ee‘m^ fori and Beautiful,” she is spoiled and rangements. Saul Schechtman. Opened
tradition enabled them to give
May 20, '59, at thb Renau Theatre, N.Y:.-

;

a borg.

,

In’the F; Scott Fitzgerald short $4Cast;OIqi-6ve Dale, Paul Dooley, Judy
periOrmailce. Choreographed and,
.
nn whiph thp nlav is based- Guyll, • Margaret . Hall,; Jack Kauflin,
directed by Erik Bruhn, their top Stones, on Which tne play IS Dasea, Charles. Nelson Reilly, Joe- Ross, Joy
male dancer, this Festival product ’ Josephme performed in the; grand Lynne Sica. Virginia Vestoff.
tion riicnlaved in eood TTipasUrP fhp mahner for her courtiers, a sue-v.
fine ensemble wbrk and hiehlv de- cession °* woridly adolescents, with •- At the start of the second act
veloi^d ^inimetics fom which tiie a disdain for the: realities, of life, of ^Fallout,” a revue in 31 parts,
. Roval Danish Ballet is famous The , In thcir original form, the stories Judy Guyll, a pert little brunet,
Suet^^d e^S&lv;u£ ?oi^ni were filled with acid portraits .of stepS: onstage dressed as a tramp
&/S SCwi% ^e :pSans Chicago social climbers of: 1915.
of sentimentality and triteness: . It is difficult however^ to por’ thri^
*£%
However,
Margrethe . Sehanne tray to today’s audiences the
danced gracefully and delightfully, legendary flapper, and. the-.com‘
without, acrobatics, and led the rest, temporary callousness to all except J a“Srrius
efound
' -Fallmri”
of the company in a performance a narrow; social order. Such an scattets amilsing Darticles but it’s
of precision and highartistic merit.} assignment takes, expert playing
Second on the bill Was "Fanfare,” arid direction; and although the “®verf «ultf on the entertainment
Here, where ensemble work is im- new Theatre Erst repertory coin° *
-. •
: . .
portant. the Royal Danish , Ballet pany is eager arid attractive, ft ’; Jt has
provocative title, but
gave the piece a well-knit arid hardly can claim those qualities
gayly smooth performance. Rob-) yet.
stead- of containing cogent remarks
bins' ballet dates from 1953, when
In the original 1955-56 Broadway about ^p^^rid. rtrambles around,
it was created for the New York production, Lois Smith \ played
^
City Ballet,; where Robbins is co- Josephine. With the play receiving
director. Company’s :performance only a lukewarm critical reception,
Was full of zest and dazzle, and the This time Amanda Meiggs; tackles
® ?oint of View a.,d
moments with the fat and Comic the complicated central role and
^ • 8 inere.
contrabass and with the military scampers through three acts with
Tne nine-member cast; is young
bassoons were especially delightful undiminished energy. Only for a and attractive, but Without a real...
Robbins himself directed the pro- few moments at the end does she singer or §n outstanding comic,
ductien.
Marker.
convey the picture of a girl alone, Of the group, Charles Nelson
• •
lost, and in need of real love.
Reilly, a big, cumbersome, man
the Hume Cronyns (Jessiea
The rest of the cast, all balanced with: shuffling Bate end /bpoming
Tandy) left last Friday (291 for at precariously on the
edge of volc®*: comes off best, particularly
least three months’ vacation bn Josephine’s temper, come off pretty *sv
A.??3* c2
their private: island in. the Ba- well. Rhett Harris; as *the teen- ,5aliite-to the Oriental performers
llamas.
age suitor who believes in'breath-:
(Continued on page;59)
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| c*Dc«rt Renew | fflostitway snows Belted at 8.0,
‘Abner’$34,400,‘Feefing’$20,800, LA.

But the Merm Gets Record $82,785;

•
^ ■■
Business ranged from passable-f— .. ■ — -■—■.
——
to strong for all but one of the
p
. _
seven shows on the road last week.
StAPlf IfamC •'
runs Into July)—started more Or
lllOlI UO\J9 iJIUiIU LO //U^ JiUi yLL, I IAJ
The weak entry was “Garden.
UCU»
less with the slogan “All is well •.'■>.•
* “
District,” which ended .an eightBill Tierney will appear in “F.i- that begins well.” For the past
Broadway, had It rought lastroff). Over $18,100. Previous week,
week Chicago run Saturday (30) hian-s Rainbow” at the Finger months pessimism has.been voiced, week. Business dropped substan- $18,600. Closes June 13.
and is currently playing.' a fork Lakes Music Circus, Skaneateles, predicting the flop of the Festival tially for a number of shows, with
Redhead, 46th St. (MD) (17th wk;
night’s run at the Cocoanut Grove N.Y., next July 21-26, and Aug. 3-8 —one of the first European ven- the frame starting off slowly, pick- 132 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410) (Gwen
(Fla.) Playhouse.
...
in' “Drink to Me Only” at the tures of its (mostly over-exploited) ing up in mid-week and sagging Verdon). Nearly $59,100 with
The Broadway company of “Sim-: Guthsyille Playhouse, : .Ailehtown, kind. The fight for subsidy . com- Saturday night (30), Attendance parties and refunds for one perrise at Campobeilo” joined the Pe.. .
. V
mon to all Italian cultural enter- for the early part of the current fottnance missed by Miss Verdon
touring lineup .this week, thus
Paul Leaf, stage manager of prises (subsidy which invariably session was also weak, but is ex- because of illness. Previous week,
'keeping the road show count for “Once More With Feeling,” will arrives but too late to allow for pected to pick up a bit at the tail $62,300 with parties. Lays off July
the, stanza at seven. The bus-and- direct the Harry Kurnite comedy careful planning) was hampering end of the stanza.
6-11.
truck company of . “Li'l Abner,”, for" its Bucks County. Playhouse, this.time to the engagement of inThere were three closings last
Sweet Bird of Youth, Beck (D)
• currently in Los Angeles, ends its. New Hope, Pa.,; presentation, be- ternationally famous stars ahd lav- Saturday and; several more are <l2th wk; 95 p) t$6.S0* 1280- $47tour June 20 in Seattle.
ginhing July 13, with Julia Meade isb staging. of the productions, scheduled for - this month. The 963) (Paul Newman’ Geraldine
• •-. Estimates for. Last Week
: and Scott McKay costarred.
Moreover the temporary- inactivity sellouts and virtual capacity entries Page, Sidney Blackmer). Over $42 Parenthetic designations for out , “Voice of the Whirlwind,” a new , of the “Teatro Comunale” itself^- last week included “Destry Rides 900. Previous week $45 900
Haves (D)
(DV
Touch of the Poet Hayes
of-iown shows are the same as for play by Pat Hale, will be presented j site of all important musical events Again,” “Flower Drum Song,”
Broadway, , except that hyphenated June 29-July 4 at the Barter Thea- in this city for the past 30 years— “La Plume de Ma Tante,” “Majori- (34th wk; 268 p) ($7.50; 1,139* $43had to be faced.
The building, ty pf One,”“Marriage-Go-Round,” 887) (Helen Hayes, Eric Portman,
. T with show classification indicates tre, Abingdon, Va. .
tryout and RS indicates road show..
An 11-week season gets undei> crumbling, is being rebuilt, mod- “My Fair La'dy,” “Raisin in the Bettv Field) Almost $16 200 with
Also, prices , on touring shows in- way June at the Green Hills Thear ernized, air-conditioned and should Sun” and “Gypsy,” which is be- fetors^ Previous^leek$17 MO
; reaay.
ine au-iiuritica
nevea io
Tune *13
13 ’
ready. ivroa
(God .aim
and the
authorities lieved
to nave
have esiaDilsnea
established a recora
record wjth
w;th twofers Closes June
elude 10% Federal Tax and local tre, Reading, Pa, Mesrop Kese- be
of the building code, willing) for gross for a regular Broadway run.
Two for the seesaw Booth (CD)
tax, if any, but as oh Broadway kian is director, Rosemary Rich- the:
■- <■■■ . _ ; “Redhead”
“Redhead”fell
off from its steady ((72d
72d wk:^
the
1960
season.
fell
wk
572
n)
(Ifi
qn
7Rn «32 3rS
grosses are net; i.e. exclusive of ards . is producer and Ted Moore
But in spite of an those pminous sellout pace because of refunds at Da^
•eirliotinhs
the
nnpnin?
meht one
nno performance
noWnrnunPo missed
Tniccorf
Andrews, Anne Bancroft).
taxes. Engagements are for single is set designer.
opening . night
Over $20,400. Previous week, $21,week unless otherwise rioted. :
Carl Low and Clay Flagg will proved a success. True to its tradi- Gwen Verdon.
200. Hal March and Lee Grant take
r»mr<Ar,ri
launch a 14-week.season next Sat- tioh: the Festival opened with ah
Estimates for Last Week
over the costarring roles June 29.
_ ■
urday (6) at their White Barn; “exhumation” of an early, littleKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
West Side Story, Winter Garden
Garden District# .Civic
. ThGfltrc • Irwin- ps, - witli Hslc known Italian opera (it was here
(8th wk) <$4:50-$5.50; - 910; $26,000) McKeen returning as. director and tliat in 1953 Cherubini’s “Medea” CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), \ <MD) (88th wk; 700 p) ($8; 1,404;
(Cathieen Nesbitt, ^Diana _ Barry- Low again playing leading, roles. had its; comeback to ever since MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Must- $64,200). <Dver $42,500 with twomore). Almost $9,000. Previous
a:. triumphant existence in in- cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP (Op- fers: Previous week,^$41,800 with
here
Sylvia Sidney is slated to tour ICad a:triumphant
. week, $81500: Ended -rim here
week the strawhat circuit, in a Stage and ternatiohal opera houses from Na- eretta). Rep (Repertory),, DR (Dra- twcuers. Exits June 2 < to tour,
Saturday (30) and plays this week
pies
to
Dallas, with Callas and Far^ matic Reading).
•.
Arena Guild of America package
and next at the . Cocoanut Grove
of “Once More With Feeling”’.. .
(Fla.) Playhouse, with Miss SS-f
Nes¬
P
Other parenthetic designations ^4- *47«0)Wl\eM!vP>S2|65M
Ba_
The
Lakewood
Theatre,
Skowbitt out of the cast and Diana Bar¬' hegan.Me., gets its season iunderrymore as sole star.
. RC)' way June 13.
refoluuSnS^^ and^WiMic: mejoZZre
„
.
' Music Man, . Shubert (MC-RS)
Once Upon a Mattress, Phoenix
$71
Norman Bliunenfeld will design, drama and by foresight or mere last Saturday, top prices (where
(16th wk) ($5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71,chance its spirit seemed particular- iwo Prices are given, the higher is (MC) (3d wk; 24 p) ($4.60; 1,150;
miis
and
direct
the
lighting
for
the
up458).
Over $63,500.
Previous
'
coming season at the Starlight ly well suited for the present time, for Friday-Saturday nights and the $29,382). Almost $17,200. Previous
week, $65,200.
The music of the middle-aged loioer for weeknights), number of w^eek, $16,500.
Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
teats, capacity • gross and stars.
Closed Last W'eek
^
Week
A package of “Biography,1’ -pro-. Verdi already anticipates much of seatsr
LOS ANGELES
‘ . V duced by Elliot Martin and star- his late mastership.. Exiting .ehseiii- Price
’rice includes 10% Federal and
First Impressions, Alvin (MC)
Bells
Are
Ringing,
Philharmonic
(
ring
Faye
Emerson,
will
tour
i%
City
tax,
but
grosses
are
net;
(11th
wrk;
84
p)
»$8.35-$9.2G;
1,453;
bles
and
more
than
ever
partic5%
GHh
wk;
«$8.35-$9.20;
J -.iy>o v /Pit
nc
en. .1. .
°^
^
^
•
.•
*
: Aud.
(MC-RS) (6th wk!t tee
($5.75-$6.50;
e.i exclusive of taxes.
$61,568) (Hermione Gingold, Farmer theatres for 10 weeks, begin¬ ularly vvohderful chorus pages com- i;e,i
2,670;' $78,300) • (Judy Holliday). ning June 22 at the;; Pocono Play- posed to bolster the enthusiasm of
t!
Tynnorioi ley Granger, Ellen Harjley). Over
Almost $78,800 with Civic Light house, MOuntainhonie, Pa.
hisi fellow-fighters,
ienow-ugniers, are
are still
suu capable
eapauie
dnuv.
44 nHkMlfinll*?4’0®*-.
»««•»*
532,200.
Opera subscription. Previous week,
jan: Chaney Will appear as Daisy
evoking much enthusiasm today. ,flnn) (Andv Ciiffith* closed last Saturday (30) at a loss
$77,500 with subscription,;
Mae in the Rye (N Y.) Music TheaFlorence’s veteran conductor
'
of approximately its entire $300,000 investment.
. • . .• . .
. tre production of “Li’l Abner,” for (Vittorio Gui lea the performance i
tamtmert.
®
’ $66,082
Nervous Set, Miller (MC) (3d
with much skill and
and. apparent afaiLil Abner, Biltmore (MC-RS) two weeks, starting July 28.
fection^-rassisted by a cast of sing¬
sing- W1^| p . ^
wk; 23 p) ($6.90; 946; $33,056).
(list wk) ($5-$5.50; L636; $49,300).
Tcmi Avert has been set for the fection—rassisted
young •^b^oj-Druiir, song, St. James Almost $7,000. Previous week,
Nearly $34,400 with Theatre Guild lead role in . the Stanley. Prager ers among whom two young
subscription. Previoire week, $17,- package of “Bells Are Ringing”’ Italians the tenor Gastone lima- :^^„U26t.h..wk; 208 p) ($8.05; 1,615; $7,400, Closed last Saturday (30)
500 for seven-performance split. The cast will also include - Rusty rilli and the bass Paolo Washing- $63,166). Almost $63,200. Previous at a loss of approximately its enton (evidenUy a name given to him week, $63,166.
tire $50,000 investment,
investment.
Once More With Feeling, Hart-. Doire.
Gazebo, Lyceum (C) (25th wk;
Sunrise at Campobeilo, Cort (D)
ford (C-RS) (3d wk) ($4.85-$5.40;
Barbara Baroe will be femme by a pro-American, manager, as he
1,024; $27,600) (Fernando Lariias, lead , at the Guthsville Playhouse, is a Florentine bor^-and-bred art- 194 p> {$6.90; 995; $29,600) (Walter { (70th wk; 556 p) ($6.90; 1,155; $38,ist) distinguished themselves par- Slezak). Almost $10,900. Previous 1 300) (Ralph Bellamy).: Nearly $33,Marjorie Lord).- Almost $20;800. Allentown, Pa.
Previous week, $21,500 with Guild
.The Sharon .(Conn.) Playhouse
week, $12,800. Closes June 27.
600. Previous week, $28,900. Exited
subscription.
begins a 10-week season June 29.
Gypsy, Broadway <MC) (2d wk; last Saturday (30) with an approxi■-——— :
The production staff includes
12 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1,900; $80,500) ?»te $65,000 profit on a $110,000
SAN DIEGO
Maurice Geoffrey, business man(Ethel Merman). Believed to have investment.
My Fair Lady, Russ Aud. (MC- ager aiid jressagent; Thomas Burset all-time record for regular run
----—
RS) (Michael Evans, Diane Todd).
production manager; Atwojjd
(Figures denote Opening dates)
Broadway show at $82,785. Previw
j
p..
Almost $56,300. Previous week, Lvensaler, director, and Philip
NEW YORK
ous week $51,100 for first four
LOQuOD lutS
Boy Friontf, Cherry Lane <1-25-58).
performances
and
one
preview^
atth* Mus>c
Crucible; Martinique (3-11-58);' closing
June 14. •
m ANTA jD)^25th_wfc 196 p)
The
•
• • -V.
Summer Playhouse, with Morry
' Enemy of the People. Actors
.
pRavCKsra
Efron
as . general . manager,
Fallout. Renata (5-20-59).
Leave it tp jane, Sheridan So/(5-25-59). Plummer, Raymond Massey, James teen building at the
rrn launched its second 14-week seaUan« Iavm,
Th»tra 7l.11.SQl
rtolir)
*99*700
Brouinne
111,2
Many
Loves; Hvintf
Living Theatre
(1-13-59). : Daly).Over
^W. OitqtOver $22,700.
Previous aSJite critotl al
panrhovo
beeS
*?T
S,Z^n’*?*?*, SS‘ son last Monday (D.
Mark Twain Tonight, 41st St.. (4-6-59).
ujpair *9q oon
wk) ($A30-$4.85,
($4.30-$4.85, t 1^550,.
The St. Louis (MoJ
(Mb,) Municipal
_
_ week,
purchased by Irwin Shapiro.
(3-23-59),
wees, $25,200.
Our Town, Circle in
Square (3-23-59).:
Shaw
Repertory,
Provincetown
(5-26-59).
$39,000) (Ruth Roman, Jeffrey Opera opens its 41st annual seaThar?J^v^
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick
Threepenny Opera,'de Lys (9-20-55):- .. I
Lynnn. Opeued May 25. to Pne S()n June 11 with Patricia Morison
Wa^ Tth. Tore^orv Jan Hus'(1^-59); (R) (29th wk; 231 p) ($8.05; 1,050; Loewe arrived in London last week
rave (Morten, Examiner) and three and Tony Dexter in “The King and
moves today (Wed.) to the Cricket.
$44,500) (Robert Dhery), Over from Paris to confer with T. H.
favorable reviews (Knickerbocker^ I.”
Young
A.BjjTui.Theatre
East
(5-28-59).
$
44
,
900
.
Preyious:
week,
$45,000.
White,
author of “The Once and
'' '•
- - .. SCHEDULED OPENINGS'
^
ii r
7r/r ’
Chronicle; Hodel, News; HaU, Call
The; Mountain Park Casino,
Or. willy Nilly, Barbiaon (6-4-59).
*
Lays ;off July 6-Aug. 1.
Future King,” which they’re preBulletin). ' Almost $24,300. Pre- jfolyoke. Mass., opens its 18th : IS?Majority of One, Shubert (C) paring as a Broadway musical for
vious week $30,900 at the Bilt- spason'Juine 15,
Cave Machpalah.Livii^Th^re (6-11-59). (15thwk; 12Q p) ($6.90; 1,453; $53,- next fall.
more,
Los Angeles.
Angeles., .
Thp Fulton
Fulton Theatre.
nore, los
The
Theatre, Lancaster.
Lancaster,
Drunkard, Gate (624^59).
The City of London Corp. has
000) (Cedric Hardwicke, Gertrude
Thra#
Sisters,
Fourth
St,
(9-10-59).
' ■ ■
“
Pa., launches its initial 10-week
Berg), Nearly $53,400.’ Previous recommended a grant of $5,300 to
Shakuntala, St. Mark's (9-29-59).
Vlnctnt, Cricket (9-30-59).
week, $53,2G0 with parties.
. balance of the cost of
CLOSED
Mike . Million. Morosco (C)
Thoetre^TBfaik&Ure
Much Ado, Lunt-Fontanne (9-17-59).
by Robert and Channce Sldlling, ; Chic, drpheum (5-18-59); closed May 23 (32d
wk; 252
p) ($6.90;946;
$35,- ySfln
lfteatre at ill C“riarS'
. . after .six performances.
Gangs AU Htra, ^nbassador (io-i-59). js scheduled for testing this sumonm
t
noonn JjUiiuuii.
Broadway producer Max Gordon,
closed May 24 after 24 performances.
two^rr prPvimiT Week
HroaawayproUUCerMaxUOWOp,
Lysistraf*,
(sistrata, E.
e. 74th; St.
st. (5-19
(5h-i9-59);
59); closed I
^r^ous week, $io, I here for a two-week looksee at
Connecticut sumiinar, Shubert (10-22-59). Pawling; N.Y„ which begins : its
May 24 after eight performances.
3Q0 With twofers.
w.rm
26th ■ • season
June 30: Isobel Rose
the West End entries, has reTis Pity Shc’c Whore, Players (12-5-59);
Sound .MusiC/ LuntrFontanne (11:12*59), ■
•
——ajiwAAtAw ac il .
closed last Sunday (31)..
tidied to New York withXt 5s Fingar, Music Box 02-2-59)..
Jones is producer-rdirector Of the
siiant Nigh.t, Morosco (12-2-59); •,
pperation and Floyd Allan will be
tioning any local properties.
u#nto*any
local prQpertles■' ~ "■ —-•scenic designer.
*-r—;;
Colbert). Almost $43,400 again.
I nnrlnn Sftnwc
Film performers Dorothy MaLondon
Lays off June 15-Sept. 12.
EUTCH'S 10-WEEK SEASON
LOS ANGELES
i^onaon Shows
onowi
lone and Jacques Bergerac will
Be An Angel, Civic (5-11-59). ..
..
MusiO Man, Majestic (76th wk;
--—
(Figures denote opening dates)
costar in a strawhat tour of “Once
Billy Barnes Revue, Las Palmas (10-13-51
;P) -i|Wi:. l{626;. $70,500). America’s Oldest Summer Stock
Boy Friend, Ivor (2-16-59).
diu« magic k«vu«, waies u-iv-w;.
Camtno Real, H'wood Center
center <5-21-59).
Nearly $65^000. Previous week,
Starts
Starts 68
68th
th Season
Season
Candide, Saviiie (4-30-59).
by Harold Kennedy.
Circle
of Wheels, El Capitan (5-22-59).
Circfe «f
S68.500.
Ccught Napping, Piccadilly (5-22-59).
The Ephrata (PaJ Legion Star
Compulsion, Omnibus (3-10-59).
Mendel Beatnik, LeGrand (5-29-59).
,,My
.J-Jr.
™C)
Denver June 2.
i-ahtv "in^ha'da^Giob1^C(i<«^59)59^
Playhouse begins its season June
Plain A Fancy, Pasadena (5-29-59).
(168th wk; 1,339 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
TruJoA
nnoim
Amari
Five Finger Exercise, Comedy (7-16-58). 22 with Snooky. Lanson in “TunQuare Fellow, Stage
stage Society (5-8-59)/
S69 500> (Edward Mulhare Pamela
Elitch Gardens Theatre, AmenFool's paradise, Apollo (4-1-59).;
nel of Love-.”:
Shrike, Horseshoe (5-16-59).
Gilt, Gingerbread, Duke York’s (4-17-59).
Phrictir.-a I- aotre<y;-wifp of
■g^«glSf«Sg,^Mfe.
ChS). Mother $70%
Silver Whistle, Centre (4-25-59).
Grass is Greener, st. Mart. U2-2r58>.
Lnnsiuia Lina, actress wne oi
Tonight at 1:30,
«:30, HoUywood (5-29-59)...
Once More With Feeling, Na- slated tQ °Pen lts 68111 season
how sey You, Aidwych, (4-22-59).
. producer-director William Hamttohil (C) .(3|d .:wk;- .25ri)^; J«“e 14.
,
_ _
|™a,P1'
mersteih, Will play the femme lead
scheduled openings
1,162; $43,800) (Joseph Cotton,
In the top slots for 1959 are
Tender Trap, Valley (6-5-59).
Long, short,
(5^'59)v in “The King and I” at a number
.Turn to Autumn, CaUhoard (6-5-59).
Arlene
Francis).
Nearly
$15,700
Lndi
Claire
and
Thomas
Coley,,
Repertory, old Vic (9-17-58).
of music tents this summer.
Cold Wind, Players Ring (6-8-59).
with twofers. Previous week, $21,- Barbara Lord, Pat Sully, Harriet
Streetcar, Omnibus (6-11-59).
„.t^
CLOSED
500
with
twofers.
Tentative
closMac
Gibbons,
Dean
Norton,
Len
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane <4-30-58).
Mi nil., °.idIi1g
launchesTh:atr,eA®xceki°r'
its 20th seasbn
Blue Denim, Players Ring (12-26-58).
(ing notice- up for. next Satur- Doylev Reynolds Evans, Wallace
Not jn the Book, .criterion (4-2-58).
.
tonight (Wed.), under the direction
Fair Game, LeGrand (4-23-59)/
Green Bay Tree, Hollywood (4-17-59).
{day
<
6
).
Acton
and
Thomas
Ellis
complete
?LPalurSe
" HaSket’ (tzt-M): f Don Stoli Productions will run
’ Pleasure of His Company, Long- the cast
Prodigal wife. Winter Gatd. (5-28-59).
lor two weeks instead of one week
noar Like a JBove. Phoenix (9-25-57,.
as in the past, :
Rose Tattoo, VaUey (4-24-59).
acre (C) (32d wk; 254 p). ($6.90;
Arthur Sircom will direct. He’s
l^a5eD!pymS,UwSehS^?ib^8).
Cathleen Nesbitt, who. finished a
1,101; ^ $37,600) (Cyril Ritchard, new at Elitch though veteran of 32
Taste of Honey, Wyndham’s • (2-10-59); cbstarring stint in “Garden DisCornelia .Otis Skinner, Charlie Broadway productions and many
transfers next Monday (8) to Criterion, trict” in Ohiraffn last Satnrdav (Rfl-V
Ruggles, Walter Abel). Almost $24,- road companies and films. William
Ulysses in Nighttown, Arts (5-19-59).
in ^nicago last sacuraay tdu ,
Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
will appear in “Time Remembered”
Unexpected Guast,
100. I^rious week, $27,900. Moves q Johnson to be stage manager
West
Side. story.
Story, Majesty’s
Majesty's (12-12-58).
(12^12 58).
west side,
at the Berkshire Playhouse, Stock(May 31
-June 14) ;
31-June
June 15 to the Music Box: Melville
Richard Shoemaker scenic
Wolf's
Wplf's Clothing, Strand (3-17-59).
(3-17-59).
hridco
tha Wolr n( Iiini «
world Paul- siickey.
ormge. Mass .Tne weekof june 25 oSio
World
Siickey, Palace (5-5-59).
(5-5-59).
gse**
HvHidwt- Ruict is subbing this- week for JXt
SCHEDULED
OPENINGS
scheduled openings
Robert Horton in Picnic will
Ll'i Abn.r—Biitmore, I..A n-13).
who’s on yacatipn.
Ten-week
nlav sked..
sked opens
ODens with
with
Ten-week play
French Mistress, Adeiphi (6-4-59).
Fareweif^FaiVweif^Gwic^(
6-5^59)
the opening hill at the NortliFarewell,
-Farewell, Garrick (6-5-59).
“Third Best Sport.”
Others to he
™
sport” bthere
be
(6-a-59). . land.. Playhouse, Detroit, beginning S%. ™*>Trwt*aonto-a.
Detour After Dark, Fortune (6-8-59).
Girl
Hostage, Wyndham’s
Wyndham’s (6-11-59).
next Tuesday (9)
All
Strand. (6-17-59X
(6-17-59).
All in
in the
the . Family,
Feng[y6SEt«n4
Betsy PaSier Will tour the sum- \ One* Mor* with Feeling (Coast Co.) $42,000; Previou.- week. $41 900
in 509, The Matchmaker, ' HowCLOSED
. Auntie Mama,
Marne, Adeiphi
Adeiphi (9-10-58).
(9-10-58).
• iner theatres in a package of “Once fo™il <JSis*i”S°rs;TI'<8&H"t'
R«*oniM. Music Box (D) (18th |e.” ‘"FheJin“ o{
“*»«” ‘Jb*
Change of Tune> Strand
(5-13-59). ;
d <5*13‘5?)*
: More t^ith Feeling,” which Elliot
Sunrise at Campobeilo (Ralph Bellamy) Wk;
143 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; Man m the Dog Suit, TChe MarGhosts, Princes (4h6-59).
Living'for
Living
for pleasure,
Pleasure, Garrick (7-io-58).
(7-10-58). . ‘Martin will present for eight Weeks ■tSfli ^h*.*s^w od c.) math $38,500).:(Claire BIoom/Rbd_Stei- quies “*‘A Visit to a SjnaU Planef
Swedish Co.,
Co,, Princes (5-4-59).
beginning July 6.
Roman, Jeffrey Lynn)-rGeary. sj1. ci-13). ger, Oscar Homolka, Akim Tami- and ♦ The Homeys.” j
Florence, May 28,

Off-Broadway Shows

Scheduled B’way Preems sTaVeufor2Ti«,", n?w musical

Touring Shows

• ...
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| 46th St., N.Y... Holds regular weekly] setup as for Stage & Arena Guild I Guild, (5 E. 76th St., TR 9-850?)
♦
i1
. /^ auditions. See also: . Lambertvllle, of America (see above). • =
[& George Brandt
“Heartbreak House'* (D). Pro*
SULLIVAN, ILL.
“Summer of Musicals,” Grand ducers, Robert Joseph (137 W. 48th
Little | St.| Cl 7-7161) and Maurice Evans,
Theatre:
Producer,
Guy
S.
Little
A 1 ^
^
4
Corning Summer Theatre. Prolasting I “Highest Tree” (D): Producers,.
++♦♦♦♦♦ ducers, - Dorothy
Chernuck & Jr., Box 185, Sullivan, Ill. Casting
leads: and supporting players for Theatre Guild & Doire Schary (27
Following are available parts in urtcoming Broadway, off-Broad^0m.aJ K.Lerman.
Casting for Equity resident company of 10. r W. 53d St.; .CO 5-61701.
?rc?/. and touring-shows, as well as ballet, films, industrial and teleMusicals scheduled for the 10“Kids' (D). Producers, George
v ision shows. All information has been obtained directly . by -the
t^' week season:; “Bells Are Ringing,” Hamlin (c/O New Dramatists ComVariety Casting Dement -by telephone calls, and has been fe, ^
■‘‘Kismet,” “Guys and Dolls,” “Stu- miHee„ 130 W: 56th St; PL 7r6960)
checked as of iwon yesterday tTues\.
.
.
•*
• ’
■ ; T' * ■
dent Prince,” “Song of Nonvay," & John W. Caldwell.
The available rqles will be. repeated weekly until filled,, and addi- .
. .: EPHRATAf .PA.
“Say, Darling,” “Naughty Mari“La Bonne Soupe” (C) . Produlions to the list will, bell made, only when information is secured from . te g.i o n. Playhouse. Producerj, etta,” “Fanny,” “Gentlemen Pre- ter, David Merrick (246 W. 44th
responsible parties. The intention, is to service performers with leads Darrell LarSonr casting .agents, for. Blondes" and “Oh Captain.” {St; LQ 9-0830J.
Mail photo aiid resume to produc- j. “Midnight $un”: tD). Producers,
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather than to £aa"^■;
Howard Erskine (56 W. 45th St;
r«« a iengthy list of blind items. This information is'published *Uh-.
S$°stoek
OX 7-9620> & Joseph Hayes. :.
TOLEDO
out charge.
j'
credits' Send by mail-only to Ken
“Mighty Man Is He” (Cl ProToledo
Summer
Theatre.:
Artistic
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- Friedman c/o agency.
••Jihji.;AHaXwV:2l».'.W.:|
ductions announced for\later this season, but, for which, the manage* •
. fish CREEK WIS
«8th
Resident
E,uity
|
reents, as yet,. aren't holding open casting, calls. Parenthetical. desigha:
pen|nS1,la Plav^
Producer
company. Seeking versatile actors j
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, XMC) Musical Comedy, Caroline Rathbone; general man- with
classical experience; scenic If.er’ ’^eni
.c/o ;Triid.PrQdiic(MD) Musical.Drama, iRep) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic Reading.
ager; Roger Hamilton: Resident designer. Six-week repertory sea.
■■
!"
1 i*"'"- ~-—.• - - / \
. ■' '—Equity company; Accepting photo
d”«rs, Robert Bialos, <182 Legioa
IP
"
P
I Auditions at the Sheridan Square and resume .of general talent; also aum^'bV
actors inter- st.), in association with Beaux Arts
||
Legit. "
|| • Playhouse,- ^Seventh; • Ave. and applications from, technicians Jand ocSrt-’^rt
■ Fourth St., N.Y.
.. apprentices. Address the manage- ested tn complete season. only, productions
Mail to director ^at ajjove address
“Mrs. 'AitIs Goes to Paris” (MCh
Phoenix Theatre,. 189 Second hient at the theatre;
Productions scheduled:. Lady s Not producers, Kermit Bloomgarden
__
mWr
1 Ave., N.Y: Producer,’ T. Edward.
hamptov n n
^gmalion,
As. (1545 Broadway; JU 2-1690) & Ray
BROADWAY
] Hambleton; stage director,, Stuart . Hampton^PlayhouseV General For Burning
“At the Drop of a Hat” (Ri. Pro-! Vaughan. Accepting photo and re- manager; John. Vari, 405 E. 54th You Like It,” “Playboy of the stark
“Much Ado About Nothing” (O.
ducer. Alexander H. Cohen, 40 W. - sume of new applicants for resl-. st., N. Y. Accepting photos and re- Western World” and “Importance
. Starts re- producer* Producers Theatre (165.
55th St.; Cl 6-0594. Seeking a stun-; dent acting company.,Those quail- Sumes. for possible leading men of Being Earnest.
hearsals
June
J?2.
.
W.
46th St ; PL 7-5100).
ning and intelligent femme stage- j fymg. on the basis of backgromid and woinen in Summer productions,
TRAVERSE CITY,
CITY. MICH.
, “New
New Faces of 1959”
1959“ (R). Pro*
manager able to model clothes and • and experience should have short will also .consider applications
Cherry County Playhouse; Pro* ducer* Leonard Sillman GT E. 79th
used to tv appearances. Mail ; audition material from Shakes- from some non-Equity and techni•
.
photo and resume to production of- i peare, period comedy and modern cians. Mail to general manager, ducer, Ruth Bailey,; Spring Hill St.; TR 9-1380). : “Only In America” (D). Pro*
fice. or inquire by phone. .
j prose drama. Mail, to director.
Schedule includes “Fair Game,” Lane, Cincinnati 26; director, Bar¬
“BeautUul Dreamer’’!: (C). Pro-)
fif..
Stairs^-Sep- nett Owen, 337 W. 22d St., N. Y, ducer* Herman Shumlin (11 E. 48th
ducer George Cayley,! 507 Fifth ! JucUon, 242 W. 56th St N.Y. Pro- arhte Tables,” “Epitaph for George 22. Mail photo and resume to di- St:; PL 3-7566).
“Pink Jungle” (D). Producer, :
rec tor. Equity company of 10, plus
Ave
N Y * dire c 16 r, Eddie I d«cer, Patricia lyewhall; associate Dillon” and “Tunnel of Love.” :
4
,
v f . . t
• nrhnuppr TTr^cnTifllrant QhaR- rkt*n.
__••
Paul Gregory (234 W. 44th St; LO
stars.
•
Bracket ' Available parts:’ middle-^^
INDIANAPOLIS
‘ /
4-5071;
Coast office; 930. N. La
WARRENSBURG, N.Y.
aged, femme writer, mannish;!
Avondale Playhouse. Producer,
r,».n
Thl.vl’. x>„ Cienega Blvd., Hollywood 46).
middle-aged male writer, hJ’PP- i
hv HiFtPaf°>hJo H°snerv producer-director* Wil“§«»♦<>*>’’ (MCC
Producers,
critical, menacing; character wom- : sume °> mail or left at the office. ^ani Xregoe, Casting, for Equity du?ef Peto B?uskinh 2ttw 46th
vc- yr>T ?oSko’ jL-tr, Robert Fryer & Morton da Costa
an, birdwatcher; State* Trooper;!
resident company, apprentices and
vfit,
<234 W. 44th St ; BA .4-28441.
leading man. writer, 80’s, male I. .
STOCK :
. technical crew.
crew; Mail photo, and
Pl^'lehts'Co”
composer, 18-20; femme lead, | n.y; Theatre Co, Casting contact, resume: to. producer, -6844 Canal avSeable fory comedtnne^ tenor
early 20
s. carnival dancer
Jean. l^esue.
Leslie 27 jc/.
E. oom.
38th; oi.,
St., ts.i*
N.Y. Rlvd.,.
BlVd... New Orleans,
Orleans.
-.—:r”-—
“’tv"'-. with
. ■ |; dt*an
>745 Fifth Ave.:*PL sSsOol.
^
let background, soloist calibre, con-1
of \Tn«!p” /md
Proartistic aspirations; mMe. huskj . HoMing i n t er vic ws Tuesdays , ’ LACONIA-GILFORD, N.H.
ducfr°“V|eA I ttfmmerlem
It?Mn painter, early 20 s, male.; ^j-oug^ Fridays at 4-7 p.m. CastLakes Region Playhouse. Pro- tact producer for information:
middleaged
caretaker, ^ eld^ ^ ing about 75 performers for eight ducer, Alton Wilkes,: Park Wald
WASHINGTON. D.C.
. | (488 Madison Ave,; MU 8-3640) iu
character man sculptress,
J ' different, companies, to perform at. Hotel,. 117 W. 58th St., N.Y. Equity’
Arena Stage, 26th & D . Sts.,' partnership with Leland Hayward
Swn
to BrbdueeS bv 50 resort hotels for a 10-week sea- resident company.. Mail, photo and N.W. Washington 7, D;C. Produc-*& Richard Halliday*
“U.S.A.” (Dh Producers, Robert
resume to pr°-uce s by i son. A few parts still available fof resume of general talent to . pro- ing director, Zelda Fichandler/
■ ■■** . o
I; ,,. ,VT/M * “Silk Stockings.” Mail application, ducer. c/o hotel until June 15. Also Accepting photo and resume ap- Weiner & Nick Spanos, (SU 7Connecticut Summer
photo and resume to above address, considering - applicants for box- plications for resident company for 191.4yv.
Producer David Merrick. 246 vV. j Stage & Arena Guild of America, office personnel, technical crew the season of October, 1959, to .
.OFF-BROADWAY
44th St.. N.
choreographer, (saGA, Inc.). 140 W. 55th.St,, N:Y. and-sceiiic:. staff;
, >
.
May, I960. Only actors interested I “Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers,
Onna White. -Casting); director. _ Accepting, - .photo and. resumes for
LAMBERTVILLE, N.J.
| m .complete season ; need: apply J Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law,
Eduard Fuller. Casting virtually all, packages , and summer theatres afMu$:c Circus. Producer, St. John * Mail applications, to theatre, . in- if no production office set),
parts for the musical version of the fimated With SAGA.; . Seeking Terrell: Same casting procedure j eluding summer address, if pos-i “Shakuntala” (D)c Pilgrim ProE<luit-V- • Abhors, resident coinpa- as, Brandywine Music. Circus, Con- ! sible Applicants selected will be duction, (242 W: 56th . St.) Propenence required. Send photo and nies>. technicians and apprentices, cordville, Pa. (see above),
notified of audition material to ducer, Patricia Newhall.
resume to casting director, c, o The Affiliates are: Show Shop, \
NEPTUNE.' N.J.
I prepare. Auditions in. New York j
“Three Sisters” (D;. Producer,
producer, by mail, only.;;
Canton, Conn.; Starlight TheaNeptune Music Cirbus: Pro- after Labor Day.
j Dayid Ross; (c/o 4th St. Theatre,
“Flower Drum Song’ IMO^Pro-' tre. Pawling,- N. Y.; . Gateway, ducer, St. John Terrell.. Same castWOODSTOCK,
N.Y.
j
Ei
4-5710).
ducers, Richurd Rodgers; Oscor Playhouse, Somers Point, N.J, (see f xng -setup, as for Brandywine Music
Woodstock Playhouse. Producer,"
Hammerstein 2d & Jose;ph Fields*; individual cities below). Casting Circus C’oncordviU^ Pa. "(see
A. L. Sainef.
Director, David
Male and femme dancers-singers- through W'arrcn Hein* c/o SAGA, above)’
Samples. Mail photo, and resume I
T'n fgiiiweifin
actors of Oriental, appearance for;
^
’ bw wm»F pi
to director, c/o Westminster Play-.
^ t'lUl/loU/iI
ers, 5th Ave. Presbyterian Church, '
tTffi1
TorKtxG packages , '■
Blum, c o Rodgers & Hammerstein, • “Boy Friend” . (MO; Producer, ducer, Michael_Ellis. MaiL photo N. Y,, C.. Openings for four addi- j
' .
488 Madison Ave
i!
. Gus Schirmer; 16 W: 55th St., N.Y., and resume of Broadway-and stock tional apprentices (no pay, no 1 Adams fk Leigh Associates, 7
fee),
pay
own
room
and
board.!
West
46th
St.,.
N. Y, Assistant,
■•Happy Town’’ ..MCiJi Produc-.; a
Director,,
ers. B & M Productions; director,; «st Carter. Jlail.photo apd.resume! sr”‘ntive Lenny-Debin N.J. Cast. Contact producer at 10 E. 40th St Merle Brown, accepting photo and
l resume of children for t.y. coniAllan A. BuckhanU; choreographer., to the aooce- address ;or, contact mg to* first hall, of .season, com- MU 5-6700:
,• -lL__
mercials. Mail to. above, address. .
Lee Scott; production ; assistant, casting direc.ioi. Eight to. 10-week .*
ftthtITiji? cuniuc
“Blue Men',” CBS, Casting direcJeanette Kamins; musical director, season in-proscenium and tent. •
r
L.
tor, Alixe Gordin,! Plautus.ProducSamuel Krachmalnick. Parts avail-. .
BROADWAY
tions. 44 E. 53d: St, N.Y. Casting
able (singing required'; jnale, 50's,;
THEATRES.
> GlU 2-9148) Accepting photo'and
Alan Jay Lerher & Frederick director is interested in seeing .
character: comedy lead; jimale. 25.1
ALLENTOWN, PA.
l-res^
Loewe musical' (Untitled) (120 E. applicants, in performance in procomedian, lean, slender; femme,! Guthsville Playhouse, P> O, Box:::ti^^n^iivr^^cholM,shibs°still-^avaff- 56th St,; PL 3-6773).
fessional productions. Mail photo
19-23. attractive, blonde^ soprano; 1125; Producer-director*. John^? S Phonb for^bSntmSt ^
“Belle Denise” (D). Producers, and resume, with details of wdiere
male. 25-30, baritone;femme, 19-23, Cameron. ; Equity, nqn-Equity^'S^r2i7Zt;
Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes] and when appearing, so that Miss
commedienne. a'.tract'ivej! chest so- ,;playefs and apprentices sought for.
•
.yWIM*S MILLS,-; MD, . .;
Gordin can attend. Agents may
prano voice; femme. 19-23, so-. ;8-week season; mail photo and res- • Hilltop_ Theatre (The^New Hill- .156 W. 45th St.; -OX 7-9620).
“Calculated; Risk" (D). Produ- contact her secretary by mail. at.
prano voice; five singef-hetors who ; jme to producer, c/o theatre: ^P1.T“e^trS Inc-h_Box 26,. Owings cef,
Irene
.Selznick
(112
Cent.
Pk.
the
above address.
play band instruments; maile and
BELLpORT, N. Y.
. Mills. Producer Don Swann Jr.;
CO- -5-2611).
Dela McCarthy
515 Mad•
t*
" ;
. • •
luvvntiuj Assoc.; yau
niau*;
femme characters, varying m age! Gateway Playhouse. Producer, general manager, Larry . Childs, S.;.it—t
t?
k
^fpAucers,
Ronigpri
Ave. Casting; Colin D’Afcy.
and type to double in parts. Send H. C. Pomeran; director, David Accepting photo hnd resume by
Submit photo and resume for con.photo and resume, do not .phone Sheldon. (Equity and non-Equity) mail for resident Equity company;
or Visit in person. Mail; to Happy Equity actors to be experienced also applicants from _• apprentices shall Earl (16 W. 55th St., Cl siderktion.
Town Company, 140 W| 58th St., teachers-of acting,. speech, dance, and technicians. . Mail_.-to theatre. 7'“3Chlri- (CD): Producers. Roger!
N. Y., suite 7D.
!!
or .music/. Mail photo and resume]
PAWLING, N.Y.
Stevens & Robert Lewis (745 Fifth 1™ 1
“Si:*6?hr^jSh
“Saturday Night” (MC>
Pro- to the glayhouse for possible inter- ’ Starlight; Theatre, ' Producer, Ave PL 3 7500)
Ave., N.Y: . Cast mainly . through
ducers, Jule Stvne & Joseph Kip- views, ^ Apprentice
applicants i Iscbel Rose Jones. Casting through
“Dear Liar” ■’(CD).*. ‘ Producer, ^Sencies, but majhtains:fUe for Jnness, 237 W. 51st St.; JU 6-Q028. : should state age.
; Warren Hein, c/o Stage & Arena Guthrie McClintic (1270 Sixth
$?*£!! ?’ „n?and
Casting through agents-of bv mail.*
BRADDOCK HEIGHTS, MD.
Guild, of America (above). Pro- Ave • Cl 7_5i52)
photo, and resume by mail .on: ..
Casting begins June 5, fehearsals 1 Mountain Theatre.
Producer, ducer also accepting photo and re“Duel of Angels” (D)
PmdiiFormula Seven Production’s* 1650
Aug 17
j William O. Brining; director. Hoy. sume at the theatre, Route 22, cers 4piaywi#htf Co!P(V45 Fffth ®r0adway, N.Y.- Room 904; ProAve • PL 3 7500)
ducer, Garvey Nelson. Accepting.
“Sound of Music”
sume for full Equity company,, also
“Dybbuk from Woodhaveh” (D) Photo and resume of general talent
ROSEC/ROFT, MD.
ers, Rodgers & Hammerstein* in_i
„ . -w—partnership with Leland1 Hayward ; cohsidenng applications for ap* | Music Circus. Producer, John Producers, Saint Subber (200 W;^
a a 1^?1Lto ab®va
atdr.ess*
Grey Advertising,
430 Park
Ave.
& Richard Halliday. I Children ; Pf.entl^es and t,ecIH?11cal.c^v‘ Ma:11 Schafer. Casting contact, Howard 57th St.;, JU 6-1890) & Arthur
Casting, Jim Kaye. Submit photo
with trained voices submit photo; ^nPr4&C^nnnP^p!ftn a
Hoyt’ c/o ^galls & Hoyt Agency, Cantor.
and:
resume
by
mail
only.
.
and resume to Eddie Blum, c/a«
Ave;’ Wasb* 160 W. 46th.St,;N. Y: Holds regu“Every. Girl Needs a Parlor” (C).
.Hartford .Management, Inc., 18
Producer-director, Carmen
Ca*
producers, 488 Madison Ave., N. Y.im^t0IX BRUNSWICK, ME.
wr
(lar weekly auditions.
palbo, (152 W. 54th St., JU 2-1596). E. 48th St.; casting director, MarAll other parts through agents;
r ■ i Brunswick Summer Playhouse.] j.
iutnJz'
“Faster, Faster” (D)! Producer- shall Migatz. Interviews by appointProducer, Victoria Crandall, 162 I
director. Carmen Capalbo, (152 W. ^eht, but only on basis of photo
W. 54th St.* N.Y, Will consider i-'■ rfbwS-T
54th St., JU 2-1596).
' and resume. Mail to casting diphoto and resume applications ;
w
qf ° Nv3
“Fioreilo”
(MC).
Producers,
^
^
„
OFF-BROADWAY X1_ . from
property: man and'six boys'!.Sf
Robert Griffith & Harold Prince
“I’ve Got a Secret ” CBS. Pro“Hunger That Crosses
’/Hunger
Crosses^ t h ee, and six girl ^apprentices.
W TesuIne
resume xo
apprentices. Mail.
Mail to ;* pb9/® .a^d
to casting repre- (63Q Fifth Ave.; JU 2-0600).
ducers,
Goodsoh-Todman.
Seeking
Bndge Between” (CD) Pibducers*; producer.
sentiLive.,
“Five Finger Exercise” (D), vaudeville performers* with special
Dramarena Productions;; director. CANTON, CONN.
SKANEATELES, N. Y.
Producers, Plaj^wrights Co. & Fred- hobbies; hot necessarily -headliners,
David Sawn* 174 W- 89th $'t.r N. Y.! Show Shop. Producer Robert
Lyric Circus Light Opera Assn. erick Brisson (745 Fifth Ave • Also seeking impersonater Who can
Parts Available (all male): 18, u. Andrews: Same casting" setup (formerly Finger Lake-.Lyric Cir- PL 3-7500)
imitate the voice, looks, action ar.d
ard
,gawky. country boy;* 53, hardbitten,! as for Stage & Arena Guild of cus). Producer, Walter Davis; copro¬
“Flowering Cherry” (D). Pro- other , specialties of famous p?’*mine-worker; 25, corpsman* hand- America (see above).
producer* Robert K. Adams; Direc- ducers, Producers Theatre . (165 W. { sons. Photo and resume.
some, esthetic, intense; 25* blonde,
CAPE MAY, N.J.
tor, David Davis; Business manclippings and applications accepted
St.; PL 7-5100).
rugged, authoritative; 40, former
Cape May Playhouse. * Produce ager, Virginia Davis. Principals 46th
“Gang's All Here” (D). Produ- by mail only. Address Frank AtrrEnglish professor; 27, cocky, bel- ers Thomas -'Whit** c* Reid Perry cast through agents only. Opening cer,
Kermit Bloomgarden (1545 ha^vi, “I've Got A Secret,375
ligerant, red-headed, short; 22, 159 E. 49th St., N.Y.C. Accepting June 23.
Park Ave.* New York 22. Interview
Broadway; JU 2-1690).
muscular New Yorker; 30, quiet, photo and resume of stock credits/ .
SMITHTOWN, N.Y. .
“Girls Against the Boys” (C). to be held at unspecified date for
lonely photographer; 26, i southern, by mail only.
iVIarymede . Playhouse, Inc. Di¬ Producer, ^Albert Selden (444 two special shows to be televised
cook. girl-crazy, lazy; about 30. {
CEDAR GROVE, N. J.
rector, James Van Wart. Accep- Madison <Ave’, PL 3-1030),.
in the faU,
short. intelligent, alert. Mail photo j
Meadowbrook Dinner Theatre, ting photo and resume of Broadway
“Golden Fleecing” (D)/ Pro-1 J. Walter Thompson ad ar^rry,
and resume to director. Plan late Producers. Gary McHugh & Carl and stock credits of Equity mem- ducers, Courtney Burr, (58 W. 420 Lexington Ave.; casting cVrecfall opening.
r
{..Sawyer.; N.Y. office/ GI 5-3196. bers only. .Mail to director, c/o 57th St.; Cl 5-9151) & Gilbert tpr, Evelyn Peirce. Commercials
“Leave It To Jane” (MG'. Pro- j Casting through agents only.
Hofstra College Playhouse, Hemp- Miller.
only; cast from file; application for
ducers, Joseph Beruh & Peter!
CONCORD VILLE* PA*
stead*. N.Y. .Also considering a few
“Goodbye Charlie” (C).
prpr appointment, photo and resume by
Stephan.
Auditioning ; youthful] Brandywine Music Circus, Pro- apprpnl-*"- ?. •
ducer, Leland HayWard (655 Madi- maJL .
male and temnie singers with : ducer, St. john Terrell. Mail photo
SO.'IERS POINT, N.J.
son Ave.; TE ,8*5100).
Kastor, Hilton, Chesley, Clifford
legitimate vo^ce, every Thursday i and resume to: Howard Hoyt, c/o
Gateway Playhouse. Producer,
“Goodwill ; Ambassador”
(C). & Atherton ad agency, 420 Lexirigfrom 6-7 . p.m./for replacements.! Ingalls .& Hoyt Agency,. 160 W. Jonathan Dwight. Same casting Producers, - American Playwrights
(Continued on page 60) .
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$hows Abroad

B°b GcuJeit^Kyay^

Road ‘Marne’ Operating Setup

Ottawa, Jtme 2.
ninal apfnr R'nh nnnlot- Vi\e hopn
\
sienecTfo^he^ofe^t^ir SSicelo" I
The flowing budget breakdown is based on the accountant’s stateContinued from page 56 '^5
in the untitled musical beingV<»- • Sfc1'? *2? the.?T^'eek r0ii<* tpur'ota* ConstAce Bennett ied for
foi: next
next .season
by Alan
AlaiAjay
. .
( aun1d \a*apini$
formarices of. Wendy Hutchinson, ied
season by
\Jay i e<lltI011 M ; Auntie Maine.
Lerner .and
Frederick Lod\ve.
Loeve. I
j .
RE\EblE SPLIT
\
Ti-pef Fnri * comedienne ' falls a as the young girl and Campbell Lerner
and Frederick
Julie
Andrews
and
Richard
bVh5.l0s/
•«eceipts
...
•
..••••
•.....
-•
•
••
•
f
•
•
•^
• $2,^69,676
thankVqs; rrilp but she decorates Singer as the night-club operator Julie Andrews and Richard Bur604.028
knew inner
in her bad
old udJb
days in
the scene pleasantly, as do a bnce sne Knew
uau. urn
iu tori
ton will
will.. star. ,. Show is >ein>l
being- Theatre Share . :
'-Company Share
1,665,645
of attractive femme !;: juves.
. ...
i adapted from a T. H. White novel
juves, Gav
Gay b°b°-,
b0£°-, 'a-... v.
r*-.r,
anH Bridget- McConnei..
\Tf*rnr»no'i
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Onoue was putting on his makeup.
MET WHAMMO IN DALLAS
He was enchanted by the behindthe-scenes routine,
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“What I admire so much in the
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Japanese theatre is the respect
Dallas, June 2.
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circumvented indirectly, and the and love of tniitHn
Sheldon Sackett Says—
magnificent anecdotes concerning
competition has in fact been multi¬ regard for a^tapPmTacting: that /"^ slight Increase in. ticket prices
Publisher Sheldon Sackett said Alexander Wolcott, Ogden Nash,
and
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oyer
capacity houses last
has
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cjpled
on
for.
centuries,”
plied by the importation of robot
week he had purchased the Peter Arno, Helen Hokinson, Robcombined to make the Metropoli¬ Orpheum Theatre in Oakland, Cal., ert Benchley, John McNulty, Dorforeign musicians in the form of he said.
foreign-made music on film and
What astounded Gaxtqh was the j tan Opera’s 1959 visit to Dallas the on the eastern shore, of Frisco Bay, othy Parker, Frank Sullivan, E. B.
fire sequence on display in the best season financially since 1953 for $550,000 and would use the White and other behind-the-scene
tape.'.
;- . '
“If it is to be our complacent Summer Dance at the Kokusai and the third best in the" history theatre building as home base for managing and departmental edia planned new daily newspaper.
tors including Gus Lobrano. Wilroie to pit the American musician Theatre. “I've been in the theatre of the tour engagements here.
Sunday matinee crowd, poured . Sackett, who recently sold his
against foreign musicians, let us 45 years—in the most expensive
Broadway
,
shows”
he
said,
“and
into the. State Fair Music Hall Oakland and Vancouver, Wash.,
not be secretive about it. If we
f? cn^l brilliance. Ross
must, let us permit foreign musi¬ I’ve never seen anything-as thrill- 4,197 strong to hear “Carmen” and radio stations to Gordon McLenm s_fades*
... *
,
cians to come to our country, where ing as that fire scene. I was being j deposit a total of $29^134 in the don for a price he announced as had
One anecdote of showbiz interest
You’d boxoffice. These statistics added to $800,000, operates, a daily in Coos
they can work under American r’locked every ininute.
rear. the place was on fire.”
-' j the figures of the three previous Bay, Ore., and also oWns the plants concerned a gathering of Ross
standards and for decent wages.
frbm which 13 Oakland-area labor frien.°s immediately after his fuLet us not pit our American musi-.
Gaxton and his wife; the former performances this season show 'to¬ I papers are published.
neral. services. The meeting was
cians against a celluloid music com¬ showgirl Madeline Cameron, are j tals of 15,109 in attendance and
ttv,'. 7 . . ■ •.. ,
. ,
held m Sam Behrman’s apartment
petitor who leaves nothing with us leaving for a week in Hong Kong ; $101,092: in receipts.
Jus publicized^ plan is to start a to discuss a project involving Walsave distress for our American after a week in Tokyo; They’ll re- 1 In 1953, the receipts were $110 - liberial-Democratic daily in Oak- ter Winchell. Robert E. Sherwood,
musicians:”
turn here for another week after 358 and the attendance was 17.755, !and; where, only one daily now Marc Connelly, Lillian Ross, Gibbs,
Morse said he would be inter¬ leaving the. crown colony.
but that was before the Music Hall emsts, Joseph R. and (ex-U.S. Sen- Sullivan and others present proator) William F. .Knowland s arch- posed to take a full page ad in the
ested to hear “aiiy-explanations
was . reseated and there' approxi¬ i Republican
afternoon Tribune. The n. Y. Times to castigate Wmchell
which some segments of our enter¬
mately 4.400 seats to sold.
. ;> last direct Tribune opposition dis- for derogatory thinss he had writtainment industry may make -to
The reseating reduced capacity ji appeared in 1948 when William ten about Ross shortly before the
this Congress concerning their cur¬
to 4; 100 and over Capacity, crowds Randolph Hearst folded his after- latter died. All tried their hands
rent practices of palming off . as
are accommodated by placing noon Oakland Post-Inquirer. How- at preparing copy for the ad.
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“unintelligent” ahd. impracticaT for effort on Montreal metropolitan
smash
“West
Side
Story,”
has
be!
government by Jacques Delisle and attempts to minimize the dangers
and “Mafia, U S. A.” Curious item
; . ! distribution to create a artificial Fernand Lavesque. Their series, which arise in the prevalence of
here is ■ that United Artists, which come a ‘‘reviewers” pet.. .
product vacuum at any time dur¬ published in La Presse, Montreal, obscene literature and to impede
generally . distribs. Small’s prod¬ .; While Laurents. himself .has not ing the. year. It’s bad psychologi¬
the application of existing laws by
uct, previously protested Warner’s been quoted bn the situation, he cally, too,. they say, because, it cre¬ got them r $1,000.
A second $1,000 went to Tom raising questions concerning their
two titles. UA also Objected to has repeatedly expressed dissatis-1 ates . the impression among the
Kent,
former
editor
of
the
Winniprecise
meaning and the definition
faction
with
the
Broadway
critical.;
World Enterprises* “Mafia, U.S.A.”
public that the quality of films peg Free Press, for an 11-part se- of their terms,
WB.likewise protested Columbia setup and in some cases the re-! generally, is receding.
ries
on
the
Gordon
report
on
Canview's
of
some
of
his
specific
j
Pictures’ registration of “Under¬
Even though the - signs point to
CHATTER
world,'U. S. A ,” as in, conflict to shows. . Most of these somewhat • upped attendance, there are manv ada’s economic prospects. The
awards
are
sponsored
by
and
Novelist
John
P. Marouand
guardedly-phrased
comments
have:
its "Mafia, U S. A”. Bryan Foy,
in the industry who still feel that named for a newsprint company, bought a Pinehurst. N. C., home
incidentally, is prepping a Mafia been made in television panel dis-.'. a. good many houses will have to
■
.
and
will
be
a.
permanent
winter
cussitihs.vAt
any
rate,
he
obviously,
yarn for Columbia, but. under title
close. One key exhibitor last week
South Bend Qutlander Editions
resident.
doesn’t regard himself as I critics’ put the figure as high as 30fc, and
of ‘'The Congress of Crime/’ -v.
“pet,”
Newlyr
installed
high
speedRenown
Books
Inc.
authorized
to
In further title protests, Colum¬
that a good many of the situations presses and an augmented news conduct business in New York with
bia, with its own “innocence,”
which • haye been holding on by staff have enabled the South Bend,fcamtal stock of 2G0 shares, no par
beefed over Nicholas Hay’s regis¬
the. skin of. their teeth for. the past Ind., Tribune to now publish sep- value,
tration of “The Innocents,” claim¬
several years are rapidly reaching afate - editions, for Indiana and
Warren W. Stout, former reporting tabs -are harmfully similar.
the point where, shuttering and Michigan. With South Bend only er for the Albany Times-Union and
Hal Wallis’ .“The Last Days of a
Continued from page 2 ■ ■ - - | conversion to other purposes is the Seven miles south of the Michigan the'Knickerbocker News, retained
Badman” drew . the objection of
only road left; open to them. Hand state line, an edition for Michigan by the N.Y. State Conservation
; Universal; claiming the same, tag, caught up with the N. Y. premiere: in hand with this goes the argu¬ ^readers had long been thought of. Dept, as a consultant on motor
| and Bryna also, came forward after her. return from the super¬ ment that such a streamlining of ^ress limitations, however, pre- boats.
against Wallis with its “Day of the market circuit. There, amid -^hc the exhibition plant may, in fact, vented such a move.
Condae Publications Inc. formed
jams and jellies, she was posturing he desirable since it would Weed
. Gun.”
Raymond J. Donovan heads the to do business in New York with
Allied Artists, entered, fray With before the housew-ives and making out secondary situations.
Indiana state ney?s department capital stock of 220 shares, no par
a jab at FamodsV Players’. “The With the autographs on. “Early, The distributors maintain that which covers 12 counties in north value. Directors are Clinton F.
7 thqre is no such thing as a “prod¬ central Indiana. Michigan news Egerton, Thomas Byles and Harry
Big Circus” as identical to its own, Havoc/’- ■;
According - to the. / fif-st-time ; uct shortage,” and- that the. lack editor is Robert . V. Liggett who R. Best Jr., Queens, L. L
and Saratoga Productions also,
Praeger Paperbacks Inc. authorauthor,
fhe
book
was
selling
even'
voiced a protest oyer same title.
of bookings on a large number of directs a staff of some 32 news and
A A was on the receiving end from better, than the proverbial A,unt (I available films proves this. There photo correspondents in five south- ized to conduct a publishing busiWestem
counties.
An
edition
delivness
in New York. Capital stock
a: beef from Metro’s producer Al- Jemima' stuff. The supermarket! is a shortage of the top-drawing
. tCrt Zugsmith, who. claimed prior¬ routes included. Baltimore land. pictures,. which by their very na¬ ered to; subscribers in the im- is 200 shares, no par value. Phillips,
mediate
South
Bend-Mishawaka
Nizer,
Benjamin. Krim. & Ballon
ity on “The Young- Set.” Metro, Wilmington, plus a side-trips to ture are limited in quantity,
;
were filing attorneys at Albany.
area remains unchanged.
had a go, too, against J. Arthur Washington. . After that, she< re¬
Publications Development Corp.
Rank’s “Northwest Frontieri” as: turned to N.\Y. and her brqwnauthorized to conduct a poblicaThnrber on Ross
injurious to its own “Northwest stone manse on the upper ekstkide
The peerless James Thiirber, has tions and advertsing busmen m
Passage,” produced in 1940. ;
to, continue the ballyhoo .in other
turned in a moving Manhattan New York, With capital stock of
spheres. These included television
madrigal dealing with ‘The Years 200 shares, no par value. Coudert
appearances that had their climax- ■w Continued from pace 5 — ■ ■ With Ross” (Atlantic Monthly Bros, were filing attorneys at
in a guestar spot on British comer J
Press—Little Brown; $5.00). It is a Albany.
over
the
holiday
weekend,
the
ex¬
dian Dave King’s NBCrTV show:
vastly superior and . far more re- ————
■ .
for Kraft last week. ■
j hibitors expect most of the prob¬ vealing; necessarily more insidev,
lems which have beset them dur-.
Continued, from paste 2 £==
QAAH Da^sIu
Miss Havoc is preparing to close j' mg' the. past two years to disap? account of the New Yorker editor’s
way with w'riters, cartoonists, etc.,
raf VvUfl llvUB]
out of: some of our singers coming her N. Y. quarters in a few days pear, with both sides agreeing to 'than
the job performed by Dale
and belting..out songs,” he said. and take a rest at her Malibu home work more closely on all enter¬ Kramer in 1951.
. 5^5 Contianed from pnee 3 sa
“You’ve got to have the American. on the Coast. In July she'll fly in tainment advertising1 in the future. •
, touch here. The Japanese stage to star in “The. Pink Burro,” by
One direct result of the problem
lacks the personalities who could Jean Riley, on the “U. S. Steel has been the increased use of radio an interloper’s rather pallid interwhichever they prefer. In
Hour” oyer CBS-TV.
improve it.
advertising by the exhibitors in pretation and reporting of an ex- this way we all do well if the pic■You haye to have stars.; If • Will “Early Halvoc” be updated the area. In addition to Loew’s fraordinary editor; Thurber’s look- ‘tore is a success and, on the other
they would seie some of our stars to cover her mature years? “I and the Senate, the Colonial, an¬ 1 see, on the other hand, is moving hand, they take a licking, as we do,
•in person—see the way we, work— started to write another book long other downtown house, has run and real, a co-worker’s exquisitely if it’s a dud.”
There’s no doubt that a company
it would improve the standard before. ‘Early Havoc’ was pub? regular, and heavy' spot schedules ! engraved, mezzotint capturing the
here. The Japanese are deadpans. lished ” Miss Havoc said. “I was on local stations, receiving in re¬ man’s warts, hangnails as well as would prefer to own its pictures
Our girls smile in musical comedy.” warned not to wait for the rer turn, special: editorial ; coverage the human qualities beneath his 100%, like in the old days. But
these are the modern times, the
- Naturally, impressed by the views, because that way you. get which is, and has been, a bone of apparently tough hide.
Thiirber told Wolcott tax-consideration times, and the
packed houses he encounters here,. discouraged <if you’re not a regular Contention with the newspapers.
Gaxton added, “I don’t think any¬ author, that is) if some of the Radio coverage,; for example, in¬ Gibbs that he was embarking on a Hollywood Individuals want to
thing that's successful needs a shot critics aren’t as kind ais you Would cludes a special Monday through
SSS:
SiS'seqnltIes
their °™tor'
in the arm. But why not have want them to be. Therefore, they Saturday half-hour show oh WCWB
some of the stars come here: just told me to get another book started devoted exclusively to Jhe pictures SggQffi.
-V-rtoi now yielded to the trend
like the' ballplayers?"
in advance, and then you get the which are appearing at all the the¬ comma-chasing, super-super per- t°ward participations, but wants to
Visiting backstage at the Kabiiki launching out of the Way. For¬ atres in the area, with only motion fecttoidst between pages. The re- see to it that the individuals share
Theatre, Gaxton was all. attention tunately; the reviews, were wonder¬ picture sound track music used to suit is enriching.
the risks as well as the chances of
break the talk periods.
■while1 famed kabuki ;actor Baiko ful,”
'
Thurber fell heir to a flock oft a big payoff.

Wayne Morse

Literati

Tynan Bait Lifted

Gould Bs Revival

Mafia Splashia

June Havoc

Unclear Ad

Gaxton In Japan
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PSriett

Theatre, Framingham strawhaiter,
as manager.
Pleasure Island, 80-acre amuse¬
Georg- Stieh new njaitre’ d’hotel ment
center, patterned after Dis¬
for the cafes in Carlton House.
neyland, is set for June 22 opening
Barbara Hutton, not unknown, in
Wakefield.
donated $100,000 to Lincoln Cen¬
Jack Kelly's Ice Frolics, with Mi¬
ter Of Performing Arts
chael
Meehan, holding at the Bradjames
xviorcom. jtaai.u i .
. -q^e
James Stewart
.tt.h Marconi. Radio
n(r ; ford Root which will operate-all
City Music Hall art director, off | ■■ mpr '
ai Taxier ht the
on four-week vacation cruLe to:
' “h A1 .Taxier. T the

Broadway

iUH°PA. Swan of Le
vaude art, Swan's Alligators, is in
the Bird S. Coler I Hospital on
X.Vs Welfare Island.
Ernest Emnierling; veepee >
charge of advertising-publicity for
Loews Theatres, on Circle tour of
Europe, is due back jin N.Y. June
15. He will have beCn away four
weeks at that time. !
Leo Mayer Champions Inc. has
been authorized to conduct an en¬
tertainment business in New York,
c o Leo Mayer Jr. Capital stock is
200 shares, no par value. Michael
F. Mayer was filing; attorney at
Albany.
j;
Marcia Landry that was, nowr
Mrs.. Stanley Hale, jis president¬
elect . of the American Women’s
Club of Zurich, Switzerland and
retiring: treasurer of j the Federa¬
tion of American Wjbmen’s Clubs
Overseas which convened last week
in Paris.
p
Jules Rudel operas in English
at Chautauqua this [summer will
employ Walter Cassel. Gail Man¬
ners, Dolores Mari, (Vat Patacchi,
Joseph Posner. Paul jUkena, Phyl¬
lis Curtin, Patricia Neway, David
Atkinson, William Nahr/ Marjorie
Gordon. Grant Williams.
Singer Herb Jeffries and strip¬
per Tempest Storm,/who wed in
San Francisco May 21: sailed for
Paris Friday (29) on; the Liberte.
On same ship other show folk were
Met impresario Rudolf Bing, singer
Jo Stafford, accompanied by her
husband Paul Weston.
Christed Productions Inc. ha*
been authorized to conduct a mo¬
tion picture and theatrical produc¬
tion business in . New York, with
capital stock of 200 shares, no par
value. Directors are! Dr. Eugene
J. Czukor. Barbara Britton, David
P. Wiener.. Taylor, Scoll & Simon
filing attorneys at Albany.

By Gene Moskowitz
(68 Are- Breteuil; j SLT. 5920)
Actress Ivy Bless; now turning
agent for John Mather. She will
be stationed here, j;
Jan Peeree in for a looksee after
a solid success iri his London sing¬
ing recitals.
j'
Jean Cocteau to make his first
pic is eight years. “La Testament
D’Orphee.”
i
United Artists disks will be
pressed and distributed by PatheMarconi here.
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz
through on their European vacation
and head for U S. June 13.
Raf Vallone due back next season
at the Theatre Antoine in the longrun legit hit, “View From the
Bridge.”
1;
Ray . Ventura has j snared Rene
Hardy’s novel, “Lost Sentinel,”
for film purposes. He is angling for
a Yank director to make -this war
tale. "
V,'
Marcel Brochard, I prexy’ of the
Boulogne Studios, ;i getting the
Cinema Award of the year for his
technical contributions to French
filmmaking.
I
Actor Lino Venturri will produce
and star in his next pic, “Le
Docker,” which . will purportedly
bear some resemblance to “On The
Waterfront.”
j
Maurice Chevalier;, back and ex¬
pressing a desire to play Moliere’s
“Le Misanthrope” arid “Le Bour¬
geois Gentilhomme”; at ComedieFraricaise.
Yank singing-rdaucing actress.
Marpessa Dawn, getting plenty of
offers after the French pic,- “Orfeu
Negro,” in which she starred took
the Golden. Palm at the recent
Cannes Film Fest. ^

By Guy Livingston
(342 Little \Bldg.;
DEvonshire 8-7560)
Eddie Hodges in for press rounds
for “A Hole in the Head.”
Bobbi Baker booked for Brorizo’s,
Worcester, opening this week.
BKnstrub’s has the Vagabonds
with Sammy Davis Jr. due in June
8.

-■■■.

I;

Dick Richards . closing Upstairs
Room at the Black Angus this week
for refurbishing.
!i
Jason Robards JrL to play Mac¬
beth at the new Arts Center Thea¬
tre in Brighton. ' .
Genevieve inked .to open Carou¬
sel, 3,000-seat Framingham strawhatter, in “Can Can.”
Newport Jazz Festival to be fol¬
lowed hy a hew Newport Folk Fes¬
tival in Freebody Park, Newport.
Max Michaels, frirmer assistant
manager of Cinerama, to Carousel

%3;5e?i2nr?l»'
_.IrmYfil .. ^a
m,rriS,“’ about past-war young
I “lee falk in to dispose of stage
effects at New England Mutual
hall, After 13 years and 300 produc¬
tions, his Boston Summer Theatre
is giving up.
Jimmy Dean booked to open
Salisbury Beach Frolics June 26
for two nighter. Sammy. Davis, Jr.
follows , for club’s first full week
opening June 28.
Denny Mulcahy booked Jimmie
Dean; Sammy Davis Jr,, Tommy
Sands, Liberace,. Platters, Frankie
Avalon, Erroll Garner arid Billy
Kelly for his Salisbury Beach
Frolics season,
Jazz exhib, in conjunction with
Newport Jazz Festival and Boston
Public Library, on display in cen¬
tral library with Bix Beiderbecke’s
horn, and rare Bessie Smith film;
“St. Louis Blues,” being shown.
Cambridge Drama Festival has
inked Siobhan McKenna, Sir John
Gielgud. Margaret -Leighton arid
Jason Robards Jr, for their season
at the Arts Center Theatre in
Brighton opening July 10 with
“Twelfth Night;”

;

By Jerry. Gaghan
(319 iV. 18th St.; Locust 4A848 J .
The Capri installing a screening
room for pix parties in its Locust
St. addition.
The Dick Crean String Band wilt
Change its name to that of its new
backer, comedian Cozy Morley.
Fred Astaire to appear at Gimbels book store. June 18, to plug
his
autobiography,' ‘‘Steps in
Time.” /.
Eugene Ormandy extended his
stay in Israel to conduct an extra
concert with the Israel Philhar¬
monic. bringing total to 10.
Nationwide Booking Corp.; with
offices in Chester and Hollywood,
opened a Camden branch under
the direction of Johri Budd.
Joseph Gistirak. who had been
an actor with Hedgerow Theatre
for 12 years, returns to. direct the
group’s production of “Medea.”:
Frank Lentino. former proprie¬
tor of the Pompeii Robm on Rittenhouse Sq., Ooened the Ringside
Bar on the \vaterfront, in South
Philly.
• '
Frank Miller, former Philadel¬
phia Orchestra cellist, who went to.
NBC and later conducted the Qrlardo (Fla.) Orch. signed as first
celiist with Chicago Symphony:

(COVtni Garden 0135/6/7)
/ Arthur Blake opqried. a cabaret
season at the Stork Room last
Sunday (31),
Mike Nidorf in over the weekend
for confabs with Val Parnell and
Lew Grade,
Joan Heal begins a cabaret sea¬
son at Quaglino’s and the Allegro
Room beginning June 9.
Paul Robeson planning a concert
tour in Europe and N.Y. during
breaks in the run of “Othello” at
Stratford-on-Avon.
Mark Ostrer, who died a few
months ago; left over $963,000 to
be divided between, his wife, two
sons and stepdaughter.
Sir Philip Warter hosted a Savoy
dinner on Friday (29). to mark the
conclusion of the Associated BritishRathe sales . convention. •.
Sir Arthur Jarratt, who was
president of.. the Kinematograph
Renters Society at the time of his
death, left more than $580,000.
Alicia Markova due back from
N.Y. tomorrow - (Thurs.) and will
be.: guest of honor the following
week at the Variety Club’s Ladies
Luncheon. •:
. “Not In the Book,” comedy writ¬
ten by British Film Producers.
Assn, prexy. Arthur Watkins, due
to end its run Saturday, after more
than 500 performances.
Liberarice arrived here yester¬
day (Tues.). Prior to a stint in the
Royal Variety Show at Manchester
on. June 23, he will fill vaude dates
at- Finsbury Park and Chiswick.
Frederick Brisson in with Rosa¬
lind Riissell- for a three-week stop¬
over; .during which time he’ll plan
the Broadway, presentation of
“Five Finger Exercise,” a current
hit at Comedy Theatre:,
Albert Dekker signed by Sam
Spiegel for “Sudderily, Last Suirimer,” which Joseph L, Mankiewicz
is currently directing with Eliza¬
beth Tayibr, Montgomery Clift and
Katherine Hepburn fri the leads.
“Moment of Danger” is the new
title of the AB-Pathe-Warner.
Brothers release, which was for¬
merly known as “The. Takers.”
Starring roles are filled by Trevor
Howard, Dorothy Dandridge; ahd
Edmund Purdom.

By Hans Hoehn
V
(760264)
Paul \Haerbiger observing 65th
birthday:.
West-Berlin.now has 267 cinemas
with 131,686: seating capacity.
CCC has “Taboo” on its project
list. Film is. about a south sea
island/ -:
UFA distributing the British
documentary; “Seven: Years In the
Tibet” here.
Curd Juergens signed a contract
with Ariola Records. Actor will
wax disks in both German and
English: . ’
Berlin Philharmonic , will give 44
concerts during the 1959-60 sea¬
son Chief, conductor Herbert von
Karajan will direct six.
Caterina Valente, . under ex¬
clusive contract with; CCG, will be
starredwith Mario Lanza, in that
company’s “That’s My Man.”
•
. The Mario Lanza pic, “Serenade
of ai Big Love,” preemed. at Zoo
Palast.
Local, distrib of this
mainly Metro-financed film is Con¬
stantin.'
'
. ..
,
. “Tragedy of Mayerling will be
filmed, by CCC. O. W. Fischer will
play Crown-Prince Rudolf. The
role of baroness Mary Vetsera may
be done by Romy Schneider.
New local U.S. pix preems in¬
clude “In Love and . War” (20th),
“Maracaibo” (Pat), “Raw Wind in
Eden”, (U), “Bell, Book, Candle”
(Col)“R6ck-A-Bye-Baby” (Par),
and “This Is Cinerama.”

By Hal V. Cohen
(Atlantic 1-6100)
Suzanne. Turner will be the
ingenue this summer at the White
Barn Theatre.
Mac Murray had the big toe of
his right foot amputated at the
Allegheny General Hospital.
Pete Dana resigned from U.S.
Films, lnc.,: indie distrib outfit he
helped to organize; recently.
Former Pittsburgher Bill Blowitz and Jerry Pickman accom¬
panied Danny Kaye to town.
Jimmy Fallon, one of owners
of the New' Arena, and his wife
celebrated 21st wedding anni,: ■•/
Pittsburgh Symphony, conductor,
William Steinberg off for England
to baton the London Philharmonic
again. '
Frankie Busseri. of Four Lads,
and Joyce De Young of Ray
Charles
singers, .broke
their
engageirient.
••
By A. P. Scully
Arthur Wilmurt, of Tech drama
. (Tel Fainnew 4-1823)
faculty, and his wife,. Zelda, cast
Henry McCann Jr. visiting . his
for “Golden Crucible,” the /Bi¬
mother; old vauder Oracle McCann.
centennial drama. .
Ilse Janssens pencilled into How¬
ard Manor, fur summer pianologues.
Jessie Glendinning now living in
Yucca Valley over the hill from
By Austen Nazareth
■Y/ Palm Springs.
Horace Heidt. keeping open his
(43-B Hanuman : Rd.f New Delhi)
Filipino librettist-poetess-editor Lone Palm hostel for summer, Desi
Nina Estrada touring this country Arhaz. closing his; in Order to add a
flock of new rooms.
to study the Indian theatre.
American Theatre Assn., New . Antone and Curtiss, comedy
Delhi; presenting “The Philadel¬ team, replaced the Bona ires at the
Chi. Chi, Supporting acts, J. Rob¬
phia Story” at Constantia Hall.
First story by an Indian writer ert Lucas and Evelyn Farney.
to win a Hollywood film contract :. Bill Perlberg off to Europe for
is author Bhabani Bhattacharya’s locutions Of ‘‘Counterfeit Traitor,”
novel, “He Who Rides, a Tiger.” Bill Holden’s next. Says he and
Rod Steiger arid Susan Strasberg Seaton have signed! Debbie Rey¬
nolds to a 5-yearer.
are likely leads,
Tewfiq el Sabbahi, g.m., and
Cable tv outfit headed by Charlie
Saad Siab; distribution chief, of Farrell" claims it’s being tapped by
Cairo’s Mrigda Film, on Indian at: least a j thousand free-loaders
visit to negotiate distribution of who are not paying the $7 monthly
pic, “Djamila the. Algerian,” in this charge. Want city ordinance to
country; also talking co-productiori, stop the pilfering.
U.A.R. exhibition of Indian films.
Mike Ferrall. femme Marrian

India
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Walters and their eight-month-old
swimming champ, Bobbie, off for
sea coast in a month; return in
October for next seaispn at the
Playhouse which they turned into a
winner this year.
'
First original ever, produced at
the Playhouse, Jean Riley’s “The
Pink Burro,” has been picked up
by the Theatre Guild and sold to
U.S. Steel for the tv rights. Com¬
edy revolves around a famous bean¬
ery Here called The Watering
Trbugli, run by two old vauders,
Ed and Maree Frisby. j

Hollywood
James M$son returned from
London: . .
. .
Rhonda Fleming . home . from
Cannes Film Festival.
Verna Felton*, '67, celebrated her
60th year in show biz.
Col. James; Stewart, reported to
USAF for. week’s: training.
Jule Styne here to audition
talent for “Saturday Night/’.
Howard Gray elected board
chairman of Southern California .
Broadcasters Assn/
Bob Carroll Jr. off on world tour
to gather material for Lucille BailDesi. Arnaz special.
Glenri. Wallichs succeeds late
Cecil B. DeMille on Board of Gov¬
ernors of Friars: in California.
. Debbie Reynolds made oneminute briefie for National Tuber¬
culosis Assn.’s Christmas seals. /
Sidney P. Solbw succeeds Jairies :
Stewart as chairman of I960 Motion
Picture Permanerit Charities drive, .
Dick Farrell succeeds Art Seid
as . head of tv . editing for Martin .
Manulis Productions at 20th-FoxTV. ■■
Carl Schaefer succeeds. Liiigi
Luraschi as chairman ot Internar
tiorial Committee. of Assn, of Mo¬
tion Picture Producers. :
Mmes.; Kirk Douglas and Johnny
Green Will co-chairman benefit
preem of Goldwyn’s “Porgy and
Bess” at Carthay July 15. :
. Pat- Conway heads group - of
celebs hopping to Boston for June
19-21 charity preem of Treasure
Island, new Hub recreation center.:

By L. Rees
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offer¬
ing. “Goodbye Again/’
Fteddie’s nitery with Oscar
Peterson Trio has. $1.50 coyer.
Employment gain of 3,600 here
.this; month expected to help boxoffice.
; i
“Tall; Story” will be . Minnesota
U. Theatre’s fall-winter season
opener.
Chirpers Tommy Lee and Donna
Hightower into Key Club with.
Duke Groner band,
Mitch Miller set for Advertising
Federation of America address
here this month.
Comedian Herb Shriner topped
St. Paul Women’s Institute’s final
show of season.
: .
Hugh (“Wyatt Earp”) O’Brian to
head Wild West show at baseball
stadium here July 12.
Minnesota Amuse. Co. (United
Paramount
circuit)
executives
Charles: WinChCll, John Branton
and Ev. Seibel in N. Y. for homeoffice conference.:
(Deidtoare 7-4984)
(4009 .Xerxes Ave.; So. Ft 7-2609)
Civic Theatre dark for summer.
" Harold Goldberg in from New
Fritzel’s installing .strolling viOr
York to try to make deal to have
legit.iriiate touring .attractions linists at dinner hour.;
Show, biz attorney Leo DeOrsey .
booked into, one of local film
here last Week; for Eversharp; stockhouses,
.. ..
holders meet.
..Leo Zabelin,. former pressagent
for roadshow pix, joined; Max
Cooper publicity firm.
Herb Rogers opened group ticket
By Humphrey Doulens
sales office in Loop for. his TentMaurice Evans is at his Nod Hili house and Music Theatres,
place.
French chanteuse Fifl D’Orsay
The Stanley Joseioffs are locat¬ opens at suburban Mit tomorrow
ing at Compo Beach.
(Thurs.) following Olsen & John¬
Ben and Lil Boyar are due here: son.
; Comic Manny Qpper left To\vn
soon.
Casino after a 12-year engagement
Victor Gilbert has bought a new and
is opening a drive-in eatery
swimming hole for Stonehenge.
in the south.
The Davis Cunninghams were
Vic Caesario,. local dniramerhosts for a dance at High Ridge. siriger, joined Novelties as perma¬
Lawrence Langner celebrated his nent member when they Were last
69th birthday last Saturday (30). in town at Black Orchid.
Johnny Lewis orch voted mid¬
Helena Bliss is back from a star¬
ring engagement in “King and west’s best danceband in semi¬
finals of American Federation of
I” at St. Paul.
national contest.
Fred Heider, ABC producer, has MusiciansJam Handy producers . Bernie
taken a summer place at Fairfield Baker
and Doug Sylvan in town 10
Beach.
days for the Hertz and RCA Indus- .
, Aline MacMahori is filling local trial shoWs, both being held at th*
guest spots in advance of the Blackstone;
Shakespeare season at Stratford,
Dink Freeman, comic who has
Conn.
been basing here, bought into a .
Eleanor Steber, Jose Iturbi and new St. Louis nitery in the Am¬
Eartha Kitt have been signed for bassador Hotel; wfll be working it
a summer series of “pops” con¬ himself, along. With a small combo.
Bandleader Puff Caniion and
certs by Connecticut Symphony at
Fairfield. Iturbi will , conduct his publicist Joe Cacioppo have formed
own concert, Evan Whallon. will a new finn, Cappo Inc., specializ¬
lead for Miss Steber, with Maurice ing in musical arrangements, man¬
Levine giving the beat to Miss Kitt. agement, publicity and audition re¬
cording;
Aaron Cuhinari, whose office
reps the Chez Paree and other
show biz accounts, formed a part¬
nership in a second p.r. firm with
By Fred Tew
White Sox owner Bill Veeck and
(TU 5-3694)
Arthur Bragg’s 1960 Idlewlld Marsh Samuels of. Cleveland,
Revue into rehearsal.
Detroit-born Julie Harris came
•back here for minor surgery at
Alexander^ Blain Hospital,
WJBK-TV’s Sagebrush Shorty
By Joe W. Walker
will be special guest of CBS-TV’s
Debbie Reynolds in town for
Capt. Kangaroo June.6, instead of convention, show:
in July.
Starr due here July 3 to
Mickey Mouse, Goofy and other gotSally
Steel Pier ; Western Cowboy
Disney creations have invaded the sessions
underway.
Detroit Institute of Arts in an
Gene Barry (Bat Masterson)
exhibit “The Art of Animation.” . . guest:
of
Jack Giiischard as he ap¬
WXYZ prepping a big shindig to peared here
for Super Market con¬
dedicate new $4,000,000 Broadcast
vention
show.
. .
House and executive offices in a
Paul
“Skinny”
D’Amato and wife
suburban Detroit, set for June 4. Betty to. entertain
resort and outHelen Thompson, a songstress of-town friends in supper
who has been sidelined by illness 500 Club this Friday (5). room of
a couple of years, hits comeback
Owen, local radio personali¬
trail June 26 at the Copa Club, ty,AI
to emcee 65th anniversary diiiNewport, Ky.
her-dance
of Press Club of Atlantic
Eddie Hodges, Hoot Gibson,
Gregory Peck and Don Murray due City this Saturday (6) at 500 Club.
in town for a personal with UA
Detroit press agent Howard Pearl
ready to squire them, around.
Shirley Edeiy WJR commentator,
By Glenn Trump
taped three interviews with Jayne
(201 Patterson Bldg.; J A 8333)
Mansfield. The gals gabbed as they
roamed from room-to-room in the.
Red Lion, local jazi nitery re¬
heart-keyed Mansfield manse.
opened last week following its fire.
Bill Fleming handling noon live¬
Some 42 reps of leading Detroit
restaurants met recently to dis¬ stock reports on KTIV, Sioux City. .
cuss cancellingd tieups with na¬
Abe Slusky reopened his Playtional credit card systems. Prin¬ land Park outdoor amusement
cipal gripe was against the seven centre in nearby Council Bluffs, la.
per cent, some take off the top.
Joe Baker, former co-pwner 'ofPlenty of sound and fury, but only KBON here, joined with e*-ad .
the Knife and Fork Club.and Cliff agency proriioter Milton J. Stephan
Bell’s followed through, arid can¬ in distribution of food supplement
celled.
rind vitamin products biz.
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female pilot Isagel, beautifully
MARRIAGES
danced by prima ballerina Mariane
Joan Biackman to Joby Baker,
Orlando, dances to her death as
Beverly
the voice of the imprisoned, poet¬ thesps. Hills, May 24. Both are
ess. is heard in the background.
Sarah Jane Fleming to John L.
- After 24 years have passed and
ELIZABETH COLLINS :
Elizabeth ..Collins,. 82, onetime Mimia’s attendant concludes this Schickling, New York. May 30.
Bride
is a concert and operatic
'•••' joe KELLY .
. : i atres,in. several towns in the area dancer and wife Of Sim Collins, tragic tale of technical disaster in
singer: he’s a rep of Columbia
joe Kelly, 57, known best. as i at one time. Edwarff Grubel died longtime vaude performer, died the following words:
Artists, now managing Lily Pons’
quizmaster ,of the ‘’Quiz Kids’’ for ; in 1936, .and Mrs,. Frank Grubel May 29 iri New .York; Her husband
Deposited in our large
Coast tour.*
13 years ori radio and tv, died of. aJ became president of ^ theatre trouped for years as a member of
sarcophagus
Marythomas Helgcson to William
the turn kriown as Collins & Hart.
. heart attack May 26 in Oak Park, following her husband’s death.
we
journeyed
further
in
Tangney, Chicago, June 6. Bride is
Surviving, besides her husband,
,111. At the time of his death, lie
desolate seas,
THELMA STRABEL
daughter of Douglas Helgeson,
is a daughter.
.Was working for Chicago . educa¬
'
released from the sting of
Cinerama manager in Chi.
tional tv station, WTTW, as co-pro- \ Thelma Strabel,'novelist and
hitter stars.
dS lLd“ h«t
short story, writer rtoso wbrte
Virginia Vincent to Frank Lon¬
ERIC ORBOJvI
And
through
everyone
drew
‘■•Tnf^rn riuh ”
: jweremade into films, died May 28
don, Hollywood, May 9. Bride is an
Eric Orbom, 43, U-I art director,
Nirvana’s wave.
actress; he’s an actor.
■^Tos'u'sootns
tjuu as tt
tut
for the.quizzer
[ue tjuiuw ■ , _
1 died of a heart'attack May 23 in
This is ah', outstanding modern
Hollywood. He had been associated
of.•..Quiz. Kids, Kelly ended his for. .
Suzy Perette to Larry Wynn,
opera, based
daring and re j New .York, May 15. Bride's a fashstudio, since 1?46,
"m.i*l educationat
icauun at. the..age.
.ums. age. of eight■‘5^.*,
the novel -of- the same - name' and i• with;the
^illV!ne siuaio..sim;e
wa»cu. on a «
to join * travehngshowas a; boy; “UnS
,wife And three children sur-. markable poem,, the audience was , ion designer; he's an account exccgiven, a frightening vision of where at Independent Television Corp.
.soprano Diuea as. lue insaiNigni- ^j.1yepntit!ed!''',‘Yo«0WerirThere.!’ j.
this world may be. leading. Out¬
Judy Keller to William Catalano,
standing . Swedish talents:. have Pittsburgh, May 27. Bride's on the
one time as a. screen writer on { • _, ,
^
ac.—
ted in'
- -sunimer stock;
• -stories other than her-own In "Dri-I • -Robert W^.Jloorc; 51,- San Diego, combined efforts to create a work staff of WIIC-TV.
Kpily,.!:t?TrtiC'i.,in,.1,;,d^ in,.!3?? if* vate life, .she was Mrs. David P.•.<£>.. <*■** j“,k?y'„difd.?{ a heart: reflecting .the tragedy of the age:
Carla Gi.' -t to Shane; Wilder,
station WELL, Battle Creek, Mich., Goodwin.. Her husband. W'as .killed .
.
, .(.composer Blom.dahL poets MartinVegas, May 25, Both are
V1 mpying to Chicago four years latei;in an airplane accident 12 years
j011.* -daughter, mother, brother son and Lindgren, artist Sven Enx- Las
io join. WLS. as staff •ahnouncer.; , ago/
and
.sister survive..
survive.
■ ...
! son,• cfior.egrapher Akesson,
.
and..sister
young , thesps.
Carla
Hoffman to Dr. Theodore
There he emceed. ..“National Barn . . bDance” and created the radio per¬
. Mrs. Mary. Louise Reavis, 53. a”,^
^hrtno^nii!Munsat' Stay 3". to Los Angeles.
BASIL YOUNG
onetime *;yanities;’ showgirl,. died, *-el-’.c2n.^?t.or'-Sixtea^'3rLng and jBride is an actress and daughter
sonality, Jolly Joe,, for the long-1
May 27 in /Menlo- Park, Cal. Hus¬ leading artists, from the Royal Op: of. telefilm producer and former
J°e c*i*cus'Vertormer^amf ’fair
band and' three, chiidten survive. era and Ballet.
Vari_ty mugg Joe Hoffman.
Composer Blomdahi has com¬
Cmml Martha Pilling to . Kim on
Father, of Lee Novak of Ker- bined ultra-modern music, folk mu¬ C. Gregory, New York, May 31. He
radio Record Network and thrush sic, church music, electronic music is. supervisor of broadcast opera¬
Madeline .Kern, died. May 24 in and ballet. The high points of tions for CBS-TV; oricie is with
the pipgram
:i yesteryear before entering the .•New'York...
“Aniara” are the jazz dance, the Northwest Orient Airlines.
-* :
went off the arr m 1953. In 1956 he j carnival. business in 1906.
. ... .
. .
.dance in . the • hall of mirrors, the
signed on with. WTTW for “Totem .j youngl who ran a chain of; food
Elizabeth Ann Raymond to
Mother, 86, of actor. William < wailing sorig of; the blind poetess; Peter
A. Dufresne. Burlington, Vt.*
. tJRD- .
: ^
. v^: . ! arid game stands, was one of the '
dfed May 27 in her Palm ; and the dance of the female pilot,' May 16. He’s a film editor with
Kelly was m .Oak. Park Hospital j oldest concessionaires at the Cali- Powell,
J Isagel.
at the time of his fatal heart attack : forriia State Fair in Sacramento, Springs, Cal., home.
WCAX-TV there;
recovering Jrom mmor surgery fpr j He operated a stand there.for more
Shirley Brotman to Allan Blye,
Father, of ABC-TV prexy Oliver
a; hernia. It s. understood he was.in"•..than 50 years; retiring in 1958.
Winnipeg, May 26. Bride is a
Treyz, died of heart attack May 26
line for a “This Is Your Life”1
CBC staffer; he's a legit-tv actor.
in
Livingston
Manor,
N.
Y.
. honor from Ralph Edwards and
Dorothy White to Rubin Steele
DEIRDRE DIXON
that, preparations for the show had
Frels, San Antonio, May 23. He is
Deirdre Dixon, 24, ballerina,
Sir Alfred E.; Shemiaii, 71, the¬ •
Continued, from page 1 ^
begum;:\
son of Mrs. Rubin Frels of Vic¬
died May 28 in London. She was atre architect,: died recently in
Wifri and son survive.
toria, Tex., operator of the Frels
seriously ill following rin automo-.' Liverpool, Eng.
j justices”, he had suffered at handsi Theatre Circuit.
bile accident; two years ago, and »1 ''.
, of Mexican film industry (he had i
Dora Elia Zamora to Eduardo
BELLE DAUBE
recurrence . of heir Illness , hap-r ■ . ■ . ■
■.■■■. .. ■ •
.
been: inactive for almost three Villarreal, San Antonio, May 30.
Belie Daube, 71, onetime stage
years before his recent acting Bride is with the Azteca Film Ex¬
. and screen actress also known as
She was the wife of Michael
chore in “La Cucaracha” and as¬ change in that icty.
• Harda. Daube, died May 25 in Somes,
____
Dame Margot Fonteyn's j
sistant tjirector or stint in John
Lee Reynolds to David BegelContinued from pa?e 1
Hollywood. A native of Nprthamp- r partner. She had the leading role:
;“The
Unforgiveh”), man. New York, May 29. She’s
ton, Eng.; she came do the li.S.' in Frederick Ashton’s, new ballet, Academy of Art), who has painted, Huston^
around; the turn of the century;. |‘’La Valse,’’ and last appeared at the . scenery, has created gay sets blmned ri “bad: press,” rushed up associate producer of “The Arthur
to his bedrbom for his .38 and Murray Party” tv show; he’s vice• ! Co vent Garden only two weeks ago
H; m“Les Rendezvous” and “The with May poles around which the started banging way with mem¬ president of MCA talent agency.
passengers dance in their sexy, yet bers of the fourth estate breaking
• Firebird.-V ..
sterile, earthy. manner., Suddenly existing sprint records in getting
Aniara gets off its course. The outside the house. and to their
BIRTHS
ROBERT C. CARLIN
Robert C. . Carlin, 86, of the steering: mechanism jams. Space cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Hy Hollinger,
German dialect vaude team of ship heads out of our solar system
daughter.
New
York, May: 28.
Carlin & Otto, ^died May 28 in towards the constellation Lyra. . (3) Fernandez was showing off Father is Holl of Variety; mother
Buffalo. Starting in vaudeville in Panic; breaks . out on board. The some pf his trophies (among oth¬ is actress Gina Collens.
Philadelphia, he. was an early {gaiety in .the scenery•'. is trans¬ ers frir his inspired direction of
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Ferber, twins,
partner of Edward . S. Gallagher formed into emptiness rind the May “Puebierina,” prize winning pro¬ son and daughter, Chicago, May
' In subsequent y ears she was - seen (& Shean) whom he, left to team poles take on the impression of duction of years ago . starring 23. Father is a freelance record
bn Broadway in some 10 plays.
with Otto.
Dolores del Rio) and -newspaper¬ promoter in that city.
dark crosses of death,Her credits included such pro¬
Carlin & Otto was a regular
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hall, son,
The near-hysterical passengers man made lour deprecatory noises:
ductions as “Home Folkai* (1904h dialect team in the old two-a-day.
(4) , The inebriated members of
“Richter’s Wife” (1905), “The Two Carlin’s ;first, wife, Bella Parsons, turn for aid to the television-in¬ the press and the equally well- London, May 23. Mother is actress
Anne
Rogers; father is an exec in
spired
apparritus,
Mima,
Which
. Mr. Wetherbys” (1906), “Before and was a vaude performer, and after
After” (1907), “Peggy Machree” her death 'he married . Pearl conveys images from all ages and piled .Fernandez got into an argu¬ the band biz of his father. Henry
all parts of . the universe, The ment about charms of an unknown Hall.
(1908), “Madam President” (1913), Courtwright who survives him.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Glasser,
mechanical goddess, a communica¬ sultry, curvaceous senorita and
“Around the . Map” (1915) and
twin sons, Santa Monica, Cai., May
tion machine Jhat far surpasses any the giih began to pop.
“Marie. Antoinette” <1921LJAMES DUFFY
;
26.
Mother is former actress Joan
(5)
The
Fernandez
version
Is
becomes the cem
Her last Broadway
appearance
..._,_
James Duffy, 75, Veteran circus . electronic brain,...
Was in the .1925 presentation of' owner, died May 23 while tenting Uer of attention arid its attendant that : the press came at midnight Barry; father’s a film producer.
Mr.
and Mrs. Alvin Sussman,
and,,
he
like
a
gallant
gentleman,
“O Nightingale.” Before her mar- ‘ in Gookstowri; Ireland. Duffy, i becomes the story-teUer. BlornNew Y'ork, May 22.
viage to Jacques Yinmont of Holly- j whose family has been associated i dahl has chosen electronic music got out. of bed to receive them. daughter.
v. ood. she was a buyer, for Bergdorf with the -Irish circus business; for for Mima. He says the taped mu- After liboUt an hour or so of Fcther is eastern division sales
they Became insulting so i manager pf_ United Artists Asso- •
Goodman in New York.
a century, toured Ireland for 46 sic “is accorded a specific symbol- driaking
y,_
+« J?__ . ciated, distributors of telefilms.
Survived by her husband;
years. _
:
■. r ' ■ •
; ic function .in the tension between
n^Sho^ear ^ Mr* and Mrs. Jack DeHaven,
Surviving are his wife, a member ;
meant no harm.
j daughter, Pittsburgh, May . 26.
of the, Kayes . circus. family; a '
LAWRENCE REATUS
Whatever the reason, -an; uneasy j Father’s on staff of WWSW.
daughter
and seven : sons. All
of
Laurence Beatus, 74, a former !?if“
„
-TT-peace
reigns
in
“La
Murallh”
(The
Mr. and Mrs. Alastair Sampson,
Aniara
executive for Loew’s Theatres died : lhe^s -a.re.an the circus- field His
fortress-like
stronghold daughter, London, May 27. Father
Opera: in two acts (seven scenes) pre¬ Wall),
■*~~ in
• —
— - after a -long : brother, John Duffy, runs another
May 29
New. York,
sented by Royal Opera Co. at Stockholm. that Fernandez call?: home,'located contributes topical verse to the
family circus.
illness,;
..
;
'
May 31, 1959. Music, by Karl-Burger Blotadahl. Based on poem by Marry Martinson in "the ritzy Coyoacan: suburb. The BBC’s “Toqight” program.
He started in 1912 as treasurer
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Skoog,
as adapted by .Erik Landegren. Staged by director is net answering phone t
FRANZ KOCH
for the old Yorkville Theatre iri
Gentele.. Scenery, costumes by Sven calls and servants say that he is
daughter, 'San Antonio-, recently,
Franz Koch, 61, one of the: best Goran.
Erixson.- Choregraphy, Birgit Akessonv
New York, and later served in
away.
: Father's nom-de-mike is Herb
Conductor, Sixten. Ehling.
known
Germanfilm
camerarrien,
managerial, capacities for film
Blind Poetess: .':..Margareta Hailin'
houses in Brooklyn, Denver and died April 28 in Munich of a lung Daisi Doody ........... Kjerstin' Dellert ‘While the Mexican Association ‘ Carl disk jockey and manager of
_
Mima's attendant ..... .Erik Sacden of Radio and Television Reporters ! KENS in that city.
Toronto, Canada; iri 1928, follow¬ infection;
Mr. and Mrs. Ford Rainey, son.
Chef one .. .......
Arne Tyre.rt is asking for '‘justice” to avenge
ing a ten year stint as manager of . Koch made more than 150 films, Technician
I -; Sven Erik- Vikstrom
New York, May 29. Father is legit
_____ Arne Ohlson the slight wounding of member
Loew’s Palace Theatre in Wash¬ siding greatly iri. the development Technician II ..
actor.
HI
:.Bo Lundborg Carlos Haro Ocampo, one of the
ington, he was transferred to N.Y. of German filming techniques;. He Technician
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Donahues,
Comedian Sandon ....-..... Olle Sivall
as a division manager for the met¬ started with Peter Ostermayr in Isagel ......-J;... Mariane : Orlando quartet, the others present would daughter, Philadelphia, May 22.
Munich
before
the
first
Wbrid
War
Stone
Deaf
apd
Dumb
..
.Ragnar
Ulfung
ropolitan'area,' a pos| he held until
prefer to have the entire affair Father is a WFIL producer.
Dancers:
Anne-Marie
Wallin,.
Britt
and made such classics. as “Boy¬
his retirement in hffirch, 1952.
(Ricardo Perete, Jorge
Malmberg, Margaretha Jonsson,. Margit drop.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Julien, son.
i He is survived by his wife arid cott.” “The Mother of the Com¬ Lithander, Karin Hallman, Viola Aberle, Uriza and lensman Armando Mo¬ New York, Mav 23. Father is a
pany” and “Border Fire.” He. Asa Herniansson. Marie-Louise Berthold.
two sons.
reno.)
They
are
not
talking
at
the
Broadway
legit producer.
made 30 films since 1945. •
monient, but will, have their stories
LEFF POUISHNOFF
ready
if
the
{
“affair
Fernandez'’
MARTIN FONTANA SR.
technique ’ and spirit, space and snowballs into a public issue.
Leff Pouishnoff,_ 68_._ classical j
Martin
Sr., 62,
pianist, died May 28 in Hampstead,! 2QT
w Fontana
v
^ died May earth.” When the earth is de¬
Much is made of fact that over
London. Born in Russia, he w’as rin i
stroyed by. a hydrogen explosion
Continued from page 1
infant prodigy.; Son of a sugar fac- i pfifiof tI?e conveys this in. shattering electron¬ two <iecades ago, in 1938, Fernan¬
dez
was involved in another shoottorv clerk he gave his first concert Guffd Theatre, dating from open- ic sounds.
' *
“Limelight” opened. Before that,
mg
scrape,
wounding
a
studio
hfWas ?ve,
Theatre
Act 2. Life ebritinues on boardr
technician in the head when di¬ “Monsieur Verdoux” played at the
never had a lesson.
I Gu^ 0Vf^ersP1^
After the fashion In the Stage- but Mima, equipped with a con¬ rector was told not to leave a set Broadway in 1947. It did little
, He was accompanist to Feodor
science, dies in despair. To give
Chaliapin and studied at St. Peters¬ bahds Union IIATSE) where many the impression of increased space in midst of filrrimg. Victim died business and ran into a storm of
burg before comirig to London in jobs pass:\o sons or nephews, his
board they have built a hall of after a year but director flew over objections, some of them politi¬
I92lv where he became a favorite son Martin Jr.- is now property on
inspired.
master at the same house, now mirrors before which some women to Cuba unitil the heat died down.. cally
oft concert audiences.. Pousihnoff known
Moveover of a film from an artie
• Whatever the outcome of the af¬
as
The
Arita.
dance in a weird arid sexually exwaged an endless battle against
to
a
Broadway
showcase is virtu¬
fair,
the
comback
of
Fernandez
is
cited/fashipn. Later the blind poet¬
poor pianos and once walked out
ally unprecedented. UA feels that
LEONARD D. BRETT
ess, sung with .striking impact. by in jeopardy for the press is lash¬
of a concert because he was disr
that
furore
over
Chaplin has sim¬
Leonard Darke Brett, 52, execu¬ Margareta, Halliri,. appears as ! a ing out at him as “an alcoholic,” a
satisfied with the instrument.
Survived by his wife, Dorothy tive producer with Associated Tele-: burning { flame of longing on the “communist”, and a generally un¬ mered down by now to the point
where
the
man’s
art
can be appre¬
vision, died May 24 in London. He lost space ship.
reliable .character: This contrary
Hildreth, herself a pianist.
began his career as an actor but
to: the sympathetic treatment he ciated without his .politics entering
A 20 Year Voyage
moved
Into
the
production
side
and
^
JESSIE C. GRUBEL
Their power of thought has bro¬ received when he -lvas; sent back the picture.
Chaplin has made another pic¬
Mrs. Jessie C. Grubel, 80, presi¬ served with H. M. Tennent as a ken down rind imagination has died by U. S. iriimigration authorities,.:
dent of the Electric .Theatre Co. stage director until the outbreak out as the passengers assemble to while on. his Way. to Cannes, when ture since “Limelight.” It’s called
whiefi operates a first-run house in of World War II.
an Air France Diane landed in “The King in New York,” is a
On demobiiizatioii he became celebrate the anniversary of 20 New York for refueling.
Kansas City. Kans,; died there May
satire on the XJ. S. and has failed
years of flight. The aging group
23 after suffering iriteraal. injuries, house manager for the London sings a song of salvation. Sudden¬ ; Morale of all this being that you to excite critics abroad. Film has
in an autoriiobile accident. She was Mask Theritre at the Duchess. He ly the blind poetess appears to de¬ may trade hot: imprecations with never been seen in the States.
joined
BBC-TV
in
1947.
the widow of Frank C. Grubel,
clare that she sees the city of members of the fourth estate, us¬ Latest news from Chaplin head¬
early day theatre owner who died
Heaven, As : her involvement. In¬ ing the choicest of four-letter ex¬ quarters is that he plans to make
in 1950.
JOE GILBERT
Frank Grubel arid a brother, Ed¬ . Joe Gilbert, 56, yet actor, died creases; she collapses and is. re¬ pletives, . but never, never start a new picture in which he’ll revive
throwing lpad. It’s murder for a the “tramp” character which mad#
ward. established the Electric The¬ May 26 in Hollywood. Starting his moved by two doctors. .
him famous.
In the fourth rind final scene, the crirger!
atre in 1906. They also had the- screen Career: in 1923, he Was
active in studios Until his retire¬
ment in 1956.
Wife, two brothers and two sis¬
ters^ survive- .

Director ‘Shods’

{ Swedish Space Opera

Chaplin’s ‘Comeback’

<►*
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'Cape Canaveral had
, jr-usical mUs,le named
blared hit way across the
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keys at
Even tKe
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epilogue of the P'^over the patrons .who. ■'
near-hypnotic spell ove
in com.
seemed to bow
mentary Ho The .audience ■
keys, Roger weaves toge.n
chantment.”

as at the.,
Q wib 0( en.

p,ttssuroh press

,

■ ' He Had a sellout bouse eating* sweetmeats
from his hand . . >

Vancouver sum

. >'rp word to describe
’■Fabulous is exachy
^usiasm pf the
this -concert, though n..., _ stronger . .Ian-*
.audience .might ca*. to. .
-.
^

-a record breaking
concert tour of
81 cities reaching
an in person
audience of

guage ..pT .wor^h . staR-telegram

"The extremelya^eilout;

better known

',h®f^chn;que,to: lull ad.,

which clamored lop rno.
;

327,000*.
—now; booking for

;t J .1,0 a soldout

wRoger:"Wllw'ys^^-0oPea‘fonce . • *
house in h.s first Se
^ ^.(or him as a
His assets «°.rke^PL4ed him. through the
delighted °ud'enyv )0^st applause-'
two-hour Show
•
s6ATTUE TIME®

"The sensational
^aTih^keyboard
himsell an absolute wizard at tn^
I in a pr°9ran|. *!or ", the mah seemed
charm, skill andhs-rna•
han<jSi arms
a~y man has a right ta

sense o the-word.,
hboard ., v He
^ ^hn?two concerts .yesterday at
OETroit new*

the Shubert. Theater.

ger
W’m IlLi ams
■

Cl

"Long hair, short ham, 4n'"yjljjjg jj:s’ ^varie.
:'L^^.shortWrvhn
hah’^S!v
^coprert-koffeeklatah

Television
4 ALBUMS on all
BEST SELLER CHARTS
• SONGS OF THE
fabulous century
• TILL
• near you
• more songs of
the FABULOUS 50‘s

• Person to Person
• This Is Your Life
• The Ed Sullivan Shovf w)

"Roger- W"i!-?;«ra^ ^
tile piano techniques:.to q..cap
y.
yesterday afternoon.

Ford Show
• Cross Canada
Hit Parade (CBC-r/)
9 G.E. Showtime (CBC-1 v I
• Voice of Firestone
• Patti Page Show

"The concert a&^d^a^r^:/ ..
It was qs :! «-e o! the cli^ b.^ ^ Q, mu.
from outer space ■ ■■■.,; ueavenly haf"
6ica! melody, ^soul Ml I^Uersch
mony and two
oliahted' on the.tccal
rhythm had "dden;y ^9
||out aod;.

any pianist who has ever lived!

The artist who has sold more, records than

exclusively, KAPP RECORDS

oenver post

• Tennessee Ernie
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EUROPE’S HUMAN TRAFFIC JAM
. Legit Season Grossed $63,503,%
1 But B’way, Road Haying Weeks Off

As Times’ and 'Rush’ Catch On
Charles Chaplin* f a millionaire'
with a vast appetite for more, is
reportedly trying to get put of his
deal with Lopert Films, the United
Artists subsidiary, for the U;S. re¬
lease of two of his films—“Modern
Times” and “The Gold Rush”
6tory is that Chaplin isn't happy
With his terms.
Pretext under which he’s trying
to cancel the contract is that he is
supposed to have contract approval
rights on dates. Although he got a
very favorable deal at the Plaza
Theatre, N. Y., where “Modern
Times” has done well, Chaplin
thinks tiie terms should have been
even better.
Deal for release of the two Chap¬
lin comedies w’as made via the Roy.
Export Corp. in Paris,
it reps
Chaplin on his foreign sales, UA
Is planning to switch “Modern
Times” from the Piaza to the Vic¬
toria Theatre on Broadway in a
week of so, the theory being that
the . general;, public by now may
accept the comedian’s work.
Chaplin’s obsession about money
has become almost legendary.
Though he’s politically sympathetic,
he has ahvays refused to sell many
of his films to the Soviets and. oth¬
er Communist countries because
they wouldn’t, come up with the
cash money he demanded for them.
Chaplin’s latest film, “The King
in New York,” has never been seen
in the States,

Chautauqua (Pious Vaude)
Due for Screen Revival
Of Swiss Bell-Ringers
. Hollywood, June 9.
Old Chafttauqua circuit brand of
churchy entertainment will be
glorified in a film to be produced
by Edmund . Grainger for Metro.
Chautauqua (summer) and lyceum
(winter) flourished . from 1875 to
1925 with William Jennings Bryan
and Swiss Bell-Ringers champ at¬
tractions, among others. (The cul¬
tural festival still flourishing at
Chautauqua, NX Y., is blood-kin to
the concept) .
Grainger’s upcoming feature will
he based on a book readying for
publication by Putnam. Authors
are Day Keene, Dwight V. Babcock
and Mauri Grashin, who will be
credited under the collective nom
de plume, “Dale Wallace,” Keene,
and Babcock are writers, Grashin
Is their agent They have retained
stage rights to . the property in the
belief, that there’s a musical some¬
where in the story,
Keene, who acted before becom¬
ing a book arid tv; writer, recalls
getting offers from Chautauqua in
the early ’20s, just before the cir¬
cuit’s expiration under the advance
of motion pictures and the radio.
“I didn’t take them, though,” he
(Continued . on page 67 )
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Always the Censors

By ABEL GREEN

By HOBE MORRISON

Satisfied to Be Great

Legit had a record season in
•1958-59. A new total gross mark
Paris, June
All of Susan Hayward’s
Paris,
June 9.
9.
Prominent show business
was registered on Broadway for the
I960 Olympics in Rome
films are banned in Egypt.
What the 1960
exec was asked this week what
Incidentally, the Egyptians
will.do
w’ill. do to boom the already em¬
cmhe had heard about Samuel' sixth consecutive season.
The season’s b.o. total was $63,passed Columbia’s,, “Jacobow’barrassedbarrassed - with
with-riches
- riches European
Goldwyn’s production of “Por503,500, including $40,151,300 for
: sky and the Colonel,” the
tourism is a current hotel and gengy and Bess.”
gen¬
Broadway and $23,352,200 for the
eral housing problem.
Already
Danny Kaye starrer, and it feral
He said he had talked to the
road. The figures covered the 52- .
played in theatres.* Then the
hoteliers like the Rome Excelsior's
producer and the latter wasn’t
week period ended May 30.
censors woke up to the fact
Armando Armanni and Paris’
so enthusiastic as usual,
As has been the case ponsisteritGeorge^ V’s Francois Dupre, and
that; the film Involved a Jew
George,
“Goldwyn merely told me it
ly in recent years, the total numres¬
and promptly banned it.
Louis Colonelli are refusing reswas great/’the exec relayed.
:
her
of playing weeks did not keep
South African censors cut
ervations, along with others, for
pace with the higher grosses. The
racial-angled “South Pacific”
next year at certain periods. Room¬
Room•
;
total
for Broadway was up a bit
(20th-Magna) to ribbons and it
ing house and pensions are being fIT 1
1
•£ 9
1,157, but the road figure was
may not be shown in that,
scheduled to accommodate the |l|||AOn
I IIVPFCllV to
somewhat
less at 687.
ebuntry,
boom.. A preview of Rome’s Olym¬
Olym- vlUWttUj 1/liWvllj
Since the total playing w'eeks
=1——- 1 ;
•
•
rt<T
pic stadia, on both ends of the
is
a
barometer
of the real volume
n
'
Eternal City, gives a graphic idea.
Ul
•
1 Affl 117
1
of. legit activity, it’s evident that
The just completing housing and
despite the higher grosses for the
billets for the athletes, personnel,
i 1958-59 season, the theatre is not
wiHivvpiivii) aumw
; execs, et al.—later to become ......
_ ^
_
_ civilian apartments—indicate the
Hollywood and the American i as healthy as in the former years.
I That, obviously, reflects the genrA UaimLa/ avalanche of human traffic that is film business in general are rapid- ! eral inflationary economic trend,
All ImI fldnllNl ■ inevitable.
ly taking oh the new look. On a ; as indicated by the steady rise In
' *yw
•
As o{ now the Jet Age makes; variety of fronts impetus hasr&e^
X ticket prices and the even higher
ftrnrvo
London, Paris and Rome from 7-10 I given to the trend toward a smallBruce,
Hutchinson, editor of hours away from New York. Pan er fiut sounder economy with div- i Increase in production costs and
,r.B.
U? ^utchinson,
Victoria Times and a Canadian Am»s pioneer jets are doing a ersified investments to cushion the ; operating expense.
I f Broadway, which had never behistorian. (“The. Unknown Couri- Klondike business but, wisely, do- i?I°w of adversities at the box- / fore had a single week’s gross top
try"), has declared*
ing everything possible to cement office.. Physical: properties are tlie $1,000,000 mark, had eight
“Government is becoming a future^ goodwill. The Maxim’s-ca- | lessening, theatres are ^eing con- ’ such weeks during 1958-59. The
nt
peconung a tered haut cuisine, already stand-! verted to garages, bowling alleys,
show. Statesmen are judged main- 0U£ ^ the airborne brand of gro- ' etc* At the. , same time the . top , first of these precedent-setting
[
(Continued on page 76)
rBw.n?SSine"n2r:f hi.r' i ceries, now includes an a-Ia-c!rte | cir^ite. in \many_ instances are
if™
-elatl°rt*, .ljfxpei^rs
j service so that passengers on the j modernizing for what may become
an3 —P^lde luxe ..flights' (extra fare) have
Toadshowv era. They re lookw*ood
to pretend j
00,
ing to make their money out oi
of I
wood star . . . We like in
jj
ooi
mg
that we’re opening a window* on j
i uonunuea on page
(yontfnuea
fewer but newly updated houses
life. No, we’re pulling down the
and with fewer but more elaborate
blinds and turning out the. lights; BBt
,
l
17*
productions;
and ^converting, the whole human; IflinCflTAlC yJO
yJO
As reported in . Variety last
ifllllwli
vlO^ . f ill
species into a pack of morons in a if
.
week, the various film companies
Washington, June 9.
dark room. How long can demoIn the past five
in
five, years disposed of
Congress is being asked to give
n.*l|
cracy stand that drug? ... I tell
I
*
Da
*11
assets tagged at $350,000,000.
you, society is in a flight from iti
AflftOtAllV'C \flll ] Properties parted with included a tax break to the aging human
self and we're
we’re providing the womb
Ailllflldll
l&IUCllCUld)
vy Ullll
L/1111
the. backlogs,: real estate, labora- body.
for it to pop back into. Technitories, etc.
Ij Sen. Richard L. Neuberger (Dc|lly
|\
iI Warner Bros, is now in process
c|TIy Hollywood . represents an
process Ore.) and Rep. Herbert Zelenko
•
Spiritually
it,represents
Iamt,ot
seIllng
off
^
xanch
in
CalaSpiritually it, represents
I iMTAffAtArV ’■ °f »«nfiw off its ranch in Cala- 'D-N. Y.i have proposed bills' in
a retreat, .a
a rout.;
rout.
* lAvI l/l^CllUl j . basa, Calif., ni
along with its hold-:: the two houses allowing a lvt» tax
~ ■ • ■ ■ ■' ■
ings in Associated British Pictures !; writeoff annually on all salaries
I AmPO
i CCrC
AV
.»*,. r , V
Albany. June 9.
Corp. According to Wall. Street . earned starting at age 45, on the
D
, Minstrel shows,, supposed dead sources the proceeds of about $25,-.-j theory that age depletes earning
; power.
I Oil industry, as well" as certain
; other minerals, are permitted “de¬
pletion allowance” on argument
Loew’s Theatres will construct, quence of at least three home tal- IACCPUI|J]? D A Yph
I that once the fluid or metal is
a new fourrstory building, includ- ent blackface productions, which
!
taken
out of the ground it’s totally
ing a store and. space suitable for have vexed XI) opponents of racial
fiAtTATirnC n 1 niP i kiriir “depleted.”
offices and showrooms, at 1546- stereotypes and (2) members of
.
Same
goes for age in human
1548 Broadway, between 45th and the Negro race who have raised
.
J tam /h dttco
By TOM
beings, claimed Neuberger and Ze¬
46th Streets. The property, 40 x the prayer, “When will these jokes
TOM CURTISS
C^/-1 r
o
Paris, June 9.
lenko.
When
years pass, potential
100 feet, has long been owned by/ end* Oh, Lord, when?”
:
-- Josephine
Josephine Baker
Baker SieT^L
became a reign- earning power diminishes, they
S Theatres,and was recently
Most receht outcry against black- ing queen of the Paris music halls- say.
a
- ^ •
.face -gags, with their traditional.^be- in “La-RevueNegre” of i925. Post-i Show* biz personalities, profes¬
. The building,, modern in design littlement of the Negro as idle; ers of her, clad in a belt of ba- sional athletes, models and airline
and construction, will cost in: the shiftless, no account, etc., came at nanas. alone, decorated the boule- pilots are usually cited as example*
neighborhood of $250,000; Demoli- the state-operated McGregor Rest vard kiosks from the ’20s on. She * of age affect on the paycheck.
tion; work on the old building Camp for veterans; White patients starred in a series of shows at the]
started this week and it’s expected joined with Negro patients in.de- Folies-Bergere and the Casino de • A group of Washington profes¬
that the new structure will be crying the use of such minstrel Paris.
i sional models once attempted a
test case with Internal Revenue
ready for occupancy by Oct. 1. The forms and stereotypes by volunteer
During the war she wTorked with; Service,, claiming an allowance to
facade will be constructed of glass, (amateur) entertainers.
the; Resistance movement in North \ compensate for their passing years.
and aluminum. The entire buildKnickerbocker, News (Gannett) Africa and turned her chateau into • IRS, showing unusual wit for such
mg will be air-conditioned and will editorialized . on a; pro-minstrel’s a refuge for those hunted by the ; a ■ serious Federal agency, handed
have elevator service. There will platform. This drew a joint letter Nazis. After the war she was back, I down a ruling claiming IRS
be two entrances to the building, from Dr, E. Martin Freund and still with some Impact, Rt the j couldn’t accept the argument that
a new one on Broadway and the j Rev. Edmund J. O’Neal of the Al-I Folies and three years ago she; the lookers “became less attrac¬
(Continued on page 79)
(Continued on page 67)
*
(Continued on page 66)
• tive” with age.
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‘Come But Don’t Bring Your Tiara,’ ^ tSi™,
Menotti s Plea tor Less ini-llu Spoleto sags?
^

||
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!
-bokov’s famed no.vel its title, is the
Italy,- June 9. ■♦
■ , . ——-- ———-—— [star dancer of the Venice, Bombay.
Spoleto. Italy,-June
Italo-American composer jGianCarI^°Menottf2s
1 tropolis has . an Australian belly
Carlo
Menotti has °“deelared^war
“declared war • ®HIUIY ThbliiaS Raises
25G for Pet Charity S/eat^d^u^b^Na
on the tiara.” Meaning he’s- asking
his
this
his camp-followers
camp-followers to
to desist;
desist.; this
Kansas City, June;9. J
is
^ LolS9
summer from wearing jewels Uvheri
Week-end of events centering; Meanwhile, Indian customs auattending the Festival of ]; Two
\VnrTd; ?n ^his demote mountain around Danr!y Thomas personal thorities have barred import into
\\orlds in mis remote mountain appearances here over the week- the country of copies Of “Lolita.”
village. The chi-chi of Aniei .c^ and end ,5.T) grossed $25,000 to oper-‘ jQfficial action has stirred, protests
Europe converged hereate the St. Jude Hospital to be
newspapers/
:
mer m spoits cars and goiderr lame budt jn Memphis for children .
■' ■ ■
toreador pants by day and full stricken witb leukemia and other
battle finery* by night. It had a blo0d diseases. Thomas said that /1 1 1 f '
M
I , 1
distinct tendency to make the na- K^nsas city is the first city Where j fllfl
(Vl2V Altfl
Lves restive.
a large scale metropolitan fund- vvlll Ivl iilujf LlllU
Menotti’s problems include ■ mat raising campaign has been mount,
ing his audience comfortable in ed for his pet charity. A drive is
. = T- f t
«
1
r •
other ways. A local duchess is con-; to be started, in 12 other major
If fillVtf U ft €11*151
descending to rent her 491rGom cities:
11 IIUl lv ilUdlllll
palazzo at $22 a room, to help the j He kicked off events by appearshacking situation. Meanwhile the ; ing at the baseball game between
iff
.*
f\
•. 1.
composer-turned-impresario is beat-: the Athletics and Orioles.at MunicIfflllClf* nAirfilC
ing the Transport Ministry in: ipal. Stadium Friday night, . and
lllllvlv ilv V Vflv
Rome for a train to bring his iaudi-j closed put his schedule herb with
ence up from Rome every day and ; a benefit dinner Sunday night with
By EMIL Wi
W; MAASS .
back the same night. So far all he’s- more than 600 persons paying $25
. ..
.^
gotten is politeness, no train* Spo-iper couple at the Hotel Muelile- .
Vienna, June 9.
leto is on the Infrequent
infrequent milk run ; bach.
Ah jmseasonal
unseasonail cold wave spoiled
of rail transit.
j
———-■' V '■—- ■■
the traditional opening of the local
Spoleto's potential as an annual1
annual f f PliJliimA
DU!..* pYlfc
1U.
.toWfe-ifiathraib.
saw,^ some
Spoleto’s
1esti^ 5^- saw
affair is perhaps more discusted
discussed in ’: V.
t.
U
t.
iIlUlppc
rWiljjpe LlllS
JCXllS
■- 60.000
60,000 foreign visitors (including
(inducing
_t
r
_
10 non Amai<wiancV nnin« t-ntn Vihn.
New York
than
in Rome. Nonethe- 1
mjix- _
w, - ,1_
IT.w
12,000 AmericansV pour into Vienless for this second season Ed SulWaldOn 10F U& MW
na during JVlay.^ The. summer sealivan is coming to put it on tele*7
1
J i II r lson .
\vitii City Hall cerefilm, en route to Moscow. Also the
AeCkendOfl llOteli m®^es'_^c!cj5iiaS * performance
Tjnke and Duchess of IVindsor havre
• ", ! of- the Blue' Danube 'ballet and a ;
promised an appearance. Not; overClaude C. Philippe has resigned concert by the Vienna Philhar-r
looking Elsa Maxwell.
"V
Tennessee Williams has ifcrtttan'*
CoS *£
»&•''
.°f , *he
a skit for “Alhum Leaves ” the the .Zeckenaort tioieis v'0\P*»1re Guards,Mop outfit of the Austrian
arty vaudeville revue which "ill
us* uMhnlteTexpenses I Army, gave its first concert under
be included. He and :other. w.’riters
staite hi?- itew^Sst l**?**. Gustav' G“».
like Truman Capote. W. E. Auden.,
y; His deal also calls for a
°nly 1116 state-operated theatres
William Inge have, it is believed.-;
and* .-the- Habnund Theatre (latter
not been so ungracious as. to ask,
eicellent-operetta hnuse) per-

Waldorf For the New

Par Earmarks One Print !\
Of ‘Commandment^For
Grabs Use m Prisons

TTiov^ was Fledermaus," the Burg theatre
"Woe Unto; Him Who Lies” by

, th

Hollywood, June 9* signed. Philippe has an interest
s^a^f8 Ar<?M • , ^
A new form of living memorial in the Canadian inn.
to a prominent filmite has been set ; One of Philippe’s .primary rey Thlt*e
up by Paramount. Studio is having sponsibilities will be the planning
J
one print of Cecil B. DeMille’s “IQ and development of the Zeckenth.e early 1700s^whep Vienna s
Commandments” always available dorf, the new 48-story $66,000,000
for exhibition at correct .onal insti-! hostel slated to open in the Radio Motto of the presentation was. See
tutions sans charge.
City area late jiT 196L , Ground-i^ ^ ^
P^t on ?50 years ago.
Practice originally was estab- breaking ceremony takes place in ] Simultaneously _witii the festi-.
llshed about 18 months, ago: and August. .The chain currently bp- vals, the> Jpseph^Hayun memorials
the print has been in continuous erates six other hotels In New
il?1™■v1.5Pna .°°
use ever since. With the death of York: the Astor, Chatham, Com- May 31,1809) Herbert v. JCarajan
the film pioneer, however, the print modore, Drake, Manhattan and ; °Per}od them wfih a concert In the
has now been replaced with a fresh Taft. Ail but. the Chatham h a v e j Musikyerein } House. Americans
one and is designated in the De- some kind of .entertainment.- ':Thfe.
Mille name.
new Zeckendorf will have the larg- i ^.°”s
. N^^ab Miistein,
--:—---I!.
! est public entertainment rooms
^i®ni)bm, tenor Robert
M„.
. ; with a street entrance and a poUcy ! BehaD',e°'’d“t“r ThMDas SchipPhlUurmnilir Tnnr
t calculated to bring*prestige to the Pgrs, yioluust _Zmo.-Francescatti,
rminarmoilic loor aei
operation. Philippe will concern “Per“ singers ^Hubert Dilworth,
Musicians of the S.Y. Philhar- himself with the physical planning Obye_ Moorefleld, Carlos Alexanmonic won their point that the • and building, from the ground up, der’
-s Laverty and others,
per diem for foreign travel was , especially as regards the. banquet' .. • ■" ,
■ r^r“
insufficient. They 11 get a tempo- ing facilities which are so vital an DAD UA9r,P /' IDEED 1C
rary summertime raise of $10 ’ income source in today’s hotel op- IWD nUrli d vAllEUl. M
weekly and make the junket to erations.
;
An
Europe and
and Russia.
Russia.
Europe
... Philippe Is
is generally, credited
Dept, wMl
will pay the tour /' with having hypoed the Waldorf's
State Dept.
, .--,
-. *•-...;" ,T
„
deficit.
ij;
San FfanciSco, June ,2* .
i.i
. (Continued on page 66)
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Liberace libel Action
,r T - ,
te
r\
■-VS. London Daily Upens

Selection: of the Metro comedy,
“Ask Any, Girl,” , as.; the official
u. s. entry at the Berlin film fesLoncon, June 9. J tival this, month (June 26-July 7):
A libel action * by Liberace [has some iriv^th^ industry, sayhig .
against the Daily Mirror began in /that the process by which films for ...
the High Court yesterday (Mori.). .= fests^ are. p.icked is badly in. need. .
The action stems from a comment of overhauling.
■ . ,
by the Mirror’s columnist CassanEven the Motion Picture Export,
dra (William Neil Connor); which Assn., which chose the .David
was published in. 1956. The Daily Niven-Shirley MacLalue starrer.
Mirror announced last week .that isn’t happy about it. However, the
during the hearing Cassandra’s Association says it. can only pick
column will not be appearing.
from the list that is submitted te;
Last night (Mon.) Liberace also It by the companies:
•
began a short vaude season at the
To \yhat extent company politics
Finsbury Park Empire, a. nabe
into, the^^ question of^festiva^I
London vaudery. Later in the selections is always difficurt to de-.
month, he will go to Manchester termine. There’s no^.question, on
as one of the stars of the Royal the other hand, that those who are
Command gala
concerned with festivals, and the
■ ■
■ ■■ .
image the U. S. spreads before
foreign audiences consider ‘‘Any
TArA11iA D-Li: K|«'e|a.
Girl” an odd choice particularly
lUnifllU AduOl DllnS
.;. for Berlin,which is partly a ”ponnp •nr e
Tiff i •
u
» litical”. festival in an area Where
1/Dv-iV lor In^King Hero
criticism of the U* S. is .rampant
A .
f tv«.i
it
l anfi American policies are. freUlll Of Hitler beneral *Iuently criticized as being “out of
• m .' , •:
• ■
touch” with the realities.
Toronto, June 9.
Nobody quarrels with the qual- :
Trans-Canada’s CBC-TV chain jty of the picture itself; Which: is
w^s accused by Rabbi Abraham current in Radio City Music Hall :
Feinberg of this city’s leading Holy and is considered a funny comedy.
Blossom Temple of ‘rmaking a tel- Point made is that film fests de
evised hero” out of General Kurt represent that what they're ishowMeyer. Latter was convicted of ing is arnong the .top fare of
the fatal shooting of 18 m^rined each country concerned, and that
Canadian troopers following the1 semi-farce of the type contained in
Normandy landing in World War “Ask Any Girl” is apt to be misIL
understood.
, a:
Larry Duffy, producer of CBC’s
This becomes particularly ironic
“News Magazine” series; denied in the light of the fact that the U.S
the charge and said it was one sec- Information Agency: has turned .
tion of a 30-minr/e story dealing down dozens of pictures for Iron
with nationalism in Germany and Curtain countries for reasons
(Continued on page 44) ; : T ;
(Continued on page 79).
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r.

trhou^oJe^heWW-^r spam
j ? And he’s, received such honors as
: these: ;■
| (1» The Medal, of . Merit, pre••*•••• •
rented by then-General Eisen. I ; ho>ver and. followed by personal
. ..
/.[kudos from. President.Harry Tru. .
(Continued on page 79) ’ .
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Some in Gotham Rue Choice of Metro’s ‘Ask Any
Girl’—-Funny to U.S, But Will Europeans Get It?
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entertained for. the 28 here who
had that “lucky” number).
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By ROBERT J. LANDRY
: Starting with the advantages of (a) wriVng well..and (b) having
been an eye-witness, trade publicist Joseph Henry Steele has fas¬
cinatingly recalled and detailed 10 years after the event the awkW’ard amour of Ingrid Bergman and Roberto Rossellini. In. his new
365-pp. $3.95 hardcover volume for McKay, Steele has plainly had
access to much inside stuff, plus the "material in his own .files arid,
one would presurne; diary. In any event, h-s “Ingrid Bergman: An
Intimate Portrait” is a highly readable, and in many ways instruc¬
tive account, frankly pro-Ingrid but apparently well-docurnented.
This reviewer took away these impressions:
< 1) With Ingrid Bergman folly was an incident but with Robusto
Roberto follywas a habit.
..
(2) The Swedish doctor’s circulatory system, was fed from the
Artie. Circle, Rosselini’s from Vesuvius but both husbands had one:
thing in common, they w;ere. rotten losers.
(3) In distress Ingrid learned philosophy, calm arid rare per¬
spective. Her letters, and comments at the peak of the holier-thanthou crusade against her. are remarkable for an ability to smile at ;..
self. This, was a trick her. first two mates’ never mastered though
Steele suggests the actress's third husband,, Lars Schmidt:, has it.
(4) Lindstrom won ali the battles but lie may. have lost the war.
He won’t like this bopk and readers of it \von;t like him-.
&. (5) Irigrid-Roberto proved that having news photographers on
one's tail is. worte . than faUing in cactus.
• :
V
. .'
(6) Ten years afterwards, “scandal” 'is apt .to sound, like amusmg.
folklore.
.■ ~

: started here in Frisco^ on Oct. 31,

Subscription Order Form
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Bergman’s Idyl! 10 Years Later

.-■■'•New-Driihi, Jurie'2.
Latest to ride the high tide of

New York 36. N. Y.

‘Porgy’ PreHn’s $50 Top
. Tickets are priced at $5 to $50
for. the benefit, premiere of Samuel
Goldwyn’s “Porgy . and Bess”i at.
New ..York’s Warner Theatre June
25. Proceeds go. to the George
• Gershwin Memorial Foundation.
J Invitations sent out. by pscar
1 Hamrnerst.ein II state that the $50
admission includes a supper party:
: at the Waldorf-Astoria . honoring
j |.Goldvyyn.•
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OLD U.S. FILMS TO O’SEAS TV?
WiB Par ^aditHML Ex^ Prod^
Inducements Go By Private Likes
-

Paramount, this week was well
underway with “auditions” for the
Job of exec producer , on the Holly¬
wood lot—^-meaning, the top spot on
the artistic end of production and
someone to work under the hew
Jacob (Jack) Karp studio admin¬
istration;
1 ,•
In view of Par’s stated, new and
more aggressive film-making plans
—specifically, a willingness to
spend more money for properties
and talent—-the post looms as a
very, important one on the Holly¬
wood scene.
It’s obvious that landing the
right kind of a man is no cinch.
The topnotch producer talent out
west is concerned about the payoff
in terms, of capital gains. The pres¬
tige factor is no longer so import¬
ant as it had been.
Today's “giants” in production
for the most part have their Own
companies and are not interested
in heading production at a major
studio on straight salary- They
want percentages or other bene¬
fits./;
, And this adds up to the problem
facing Par, .in terms of who is
wanted for the job, does such per¬
son want the job and how about
the participation in profits?
Talks have been held with sev¬
eral individuals but these, have
been strictly sounding-out prelim¬
inaries. No names have been of¬
ficially dropped; Par brass don’t
want the eventual occupant of the
spot to feel that he was a subset
quent choice.

New Labor Deal
. American companies . in. Cuba
have 6igned a new, .five-year labpr
agreement covering film workers,
it provides fpr raises, but assures
continued and unhampered opera¬
tion in the country for the foresee¬
able futureincreases amount to 10% for
those making $100 a week and 15%
for those making less than: that.
Stringent legislative proposals In
Cuba, such as a proposed rule that
non-Cubans couldn’t operate a lo¬
cal company, have: been dropped. .

COAST LAB SALE
AS COLUMBIA PROFIT
A non-recurring profit of $2,622,000 from the sale of its Coast lab¬
oratory enabled Columbia to wiiid
UP with a profit of $27.5,000 for the
39-week fiscal period ended' March
28, 1959. .
For the same stanza of a year
ago the compa ny showed a loss of
$1,047,000: The, company has hot
earmarked any sum for Federal in. come tax for the curreiit period
because of the loss carry-over of
the prior year., •
V '
.
On the basis of . current . esti¬
mates, the company indicates, that
therq will be an operating profit
for the fourth quarter of. the. Cur¬
rent fiscal year.
JAZZMEN AT PREEM
Armstrong and Nichols Part Of
‘Pennies’ First-Night
Louis Armstrong and Red Nichols ,
will perform on stage at the Capi-! •
tol Theatre, New York, next Wed¬ i
nesday night (17). as part of the: ■
premiere . of Paramount’s ‘‘Five
Pennies,” Film is based on the
. jazi musician’s career.
Herman Keriin, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
v will present Nichols with, a plaque
in recognition of his “three dec¬
ades of: devoted service to music
and musicians.?’

. . “All it needs is the spark' to.

Russian Cartoon Feature . set it off.”

A Soviet-made feature length That’s liow one. major company
cartoon has been acquired for
executive last week described the
distribution in the United
situation relating to the sale of
States and Canada by Uni¬
theatrical feature pictures to Euro¬
versal., The animated film, in
pean television.
“Let one com¬
color, is titled “The Snow
pany go in and sell and we’ll all
Queen” and is based on *
do it,” he said.
Hans
Christian
Anderson
. It is somewhat astonishing at¬
fable.
titude in. the light of the comUniversal is adapting the
pahies’ past experience in the U. S.,
film, for its American release.
where the release of old features
A new narration and soundto tv almost killed off the. theatre
track will be utilized. Plans
business. Yet, the Yank distribu¬
are to release the film around
tors
appeal* perfectly willing—-even
Christmastime.
eager—to repeat the same pattern
In Europe.
Of course, they argue, the .same
conditions do. not apply. The* Euro¬
pean market for tv programming
is still extremely limited and the
possible revenues from sales of
features, are small. Also, there are
sortie territories-^notably. Britain
and Germany—where the sale of
films to tv would unquestionably
cue exhibitors sanctions.
However, the companies are.
looking to . the. future, and there
The Turkish Government, which they see commercial television Op¬
has a policy of limiting American, erating side by side with Govern¬
film imports; only to those, which ment-supported video: on the Con¬
can be paid for by., available dol¬ tinent. And they, seem to be eager
lar funds, has allocated $200,000 —even anxious—to. get a foot in
to a government-owTied pension the door..
fund which Owns some theatres,
‘Odious’. To. Be First
but has.. never, been in distribu¬
Nobody wants to be the first one
tion.
to move, and yet-everyone is quite
The fund thus gets one-fifth of determined' not to.: fie beaten to
20th-Fox, the first
hil available monies for U. S. Im¬ the . punch.
ports, even though the American company to strike out energetically
companies already, have. contractu¬ in the direction of, European tv, is
al commitments lyith regular Turk¬ opening its branches world-wide, to
ish distributors' and the fund the distribution of filmed tv mate¬
Emphatically, this includes
hasn’t got a contract with anyone; rial.
All this is part and parcel of theatrical films “when the time is
ripe'.”one of the' most magnificent snafus
. David Raphei, who has been ap¬
in. recent memory? Neither the
Motion Picture Export Assn, nbr pointed to head ;20th’s tv opera¬
the Turks are very clear at this, tions' in Europe; Coasted this
moment on where to go from here. Week for more detailed discussions
with studio personnel on the scope
The story starts more than a of the new' .setup. 20th execs , in
year ago. when the Turks devalued ,N. Y. are making no seeret of the
their currency and issued the poli¬ fact that they’d sell features to
cy of importing only what can foreign tv. Like everyone else,
immediately be paid for. MPEA’s however, they’re, not eager to
German rep, Leo Hochstetter, break.the ice. .That will probably
spent considerable time at An¬ be done by an independent out¬
kara and finally helped, formulate fit, one. of the companies which.ac¬
new import arrangements involv¬ quired major product for U. S.
ing the granting of funds to sup¬ tv and also got foreign rights.
plement those of the International , One of the “incentives” to latch
Media Guaranty program of thC on to European ty is the fact that
U. S. Information. Agency. That dubbed prints already exist,
program .covers Turkey to: the tune Whereas the tv film series have to
of $500,000, as far as films, are | be specially . dubbed, which inconcerned.
v
. volves. additional cost!
: The Technicalities
|. The companies don’t feel that, in
Hochstetter also succeeded In several European countries, the ex¬
getting the Turks to authorize the: hibitor reaction to selling features
setting up of non-resident . ac¬ to tv would be quite as. violent as
counts, clearing funds for local it was in the U. S. since, native pix
uses,’such- as expenses, , taxes, etc: have been shown on the air . in
The Turks finally made: available places like France for a. long time.
$1,250,000 to cover U S. imports Stipulation is that they must be
: (Continued' on page 22)
five or more years old*

No-Spank Prank
Des Moines, June 9.
A dozen high school kids
staged a theatre hoax here last
week* They sent letters to
about 300 recipients inviting
them to the Capitol Drive-In
theatre to see a sneak preview
of a non-existent Alfred Hitch¬
cock movie, “Not for Love
Alone.”
Through Lloyd Hirstine, op¬
erator of the drive-in theatre,
the sheriff’s office and the
school, the students admitted
to the prank that had cost
them about $20 for printing
and mailing expense. The boys
were reprimanded but no for¬
mal charges were filed.

Away From LA

With competition among the film
companies increasing for the serv¬
ices of the top independent pro¬
ducers, a new approach to attract¬
ing and holding these valuable
film-makers is being evolved. Since
deals do not vary drastically from
company to company, other con¬
siderations must be offered the
producer and/or packager.
In- seeking a home for his crea¬
tive efforts, a producer who Is on
the receiving end of various over¬
tures must weigh the inducements.
To he sure, each producer has dif¬
ferent demands. If he’s the type
that likes to assemble his own pro¬
duction from start to finish, includ¬
ing the hiring of the technical help
and the selection of his own studio
facilities, his inclination probably
will be to go to United Artists.
However, if he wants ready-made
studio facilities and a full comple¬
ment of easily-availdble technical
aides, he most likely will seek an
affiliation with one of the studioowming companies Consequently,
being the proprietor of a fullyequipped studio has certain ad¬
vantages in dealing with producers
who shun the responsibility of su¬
pervising every utile derail of a
production.
Exec Manpower
’
An important point in making
deals for indies is the executive
manpower and the personal rela¬
tionship between the indie pro¬
ducer and the top brass oi a film
(Continued on page 28)

Buffalo, June 9.
Buffalo Will be . the site this
summer of shooting of a Saber Mo¬
tion Picture Productions Inc. film
entitled “Draw to: an Inside
Straight.”
Company which is
headed by Robert1 Barron, former
local .boy, will open a-Buffalo of¬
fice for the production of several
pictures here during the next year.
Lead in the story written by C.
J. Stevens will be played by Buf¬
falo Detective Chief John Phalen.
Shooting will begin here this
month with technicians and other
cast members coming here from
New York and Hollywood.
Buffalo thus follows New York
United Artists is currently reCity, Dallas; Toronto, Kansas City,
Orlando and other “production examining the distribution of its
sales force throughout the domes¬
centres" outside Hollywood.
tic U.S.-Canada area to determine
whether it represents peak effi¬
EPHRONS PIPED ABOARD
ciency. UA has 84 salesmen in the
field. It doesn’t handle its own,
See Team’s Signing As Omen of physical distribution.
UA is sharply aware that popu¬
Par’s Newer Zip
lation shifts in the States create
Hollywood, June 9. . a constantly changing set. of con¬
; Henry and Phoebe Ephron have ditions in local areas. Result is
been signed .by Paramount to an that emphasis keeps shifting from
exclusive longterm producer-writer branch "to branch, with some spots
contract, first such pact offered by that had tw’o salesmen npw at the
point where they can be handled
studio in several years.
by one, and others requiring a
Move is a further step in' Par’s larger .sales force.
expanded production, prgoram.
There’s no intention of letting
and is expected to be followed by any UA salesmen go, particularly
additional inking of production in view' of the large product vol¬
talent.
ume handled by the company and
Ephron most recently produced the rising grosses. However, some
“A Certain Smile” at 20th-FOx, salesmen may be shifted to areas
where he was under contract since where population influx is hypoing
1950 until deal expired several theatre business,
weeks ago.
James R. Velde, the UA general
sales manager, last week reported'
that the UA sales force would be
equipped with special kits showing
the w’hole UA lineup with attend¬
ant publicity, etc. “Since we seem
to be back to the days when you
went around selling films with
pressbooks under your arm, we
feel this will give our men an add^«
. There will be four major prizes ed chance of impressing the ex¬
—one “Grand Gold Prize” for the hibitor with our films,” he said.
best full-length film and three Not only will the kits be carried
“Gold Prizes” for features of out¬ by the salesmen in their calls on
standing artistic merit.” In addi¬ exhibitors, but they’ll also be
tion Moscow' will hand out many placed in the local exchanges and
“Silver Prizes” for best direction, kept up-to-date.
best script! best male and female
performance, best music, best art
direction, best camera work, best
documentary^ best children’s film,
etc.
For: How Much
Joseph H. Moskowitz, 20th-Fox
The rules say the Organizational
committee “reserves the right to v.p. and eastern studio representa¬
show the prize-winning filmt to the tive, has purchased 10,000 shares
Soviet public after the festival.” of the corporation’s common stock.
It is not clear whether payment to Believed exec bought the slock on
producers of these pictures is in¬ the open market over the pa^c
tended, As Variety reported from month and paid around $40 per
Cannes last month, the Soviets share, for a total of $400,000.
Previous to this Moskowitz held
have agreed to purchase French
and Italian films entered and showm only a relatively few 20th shares.
His investment came on the
in the fest.
. Pix #ill be judged by a jury of heels of a 5,000-share acquisition
(Continued on page 28)
by Charles Einfeld, ad-pub v.p.

In<ShifGng’U.S.

Moscow Rules Reach States Top Late;
On Paymen ts For Winners
Rules covering the first -Moscow. The Soviets say they prefer to have
International Film Festival Aug: itussian subtitles oii each feature
3-17 were received in . N. Y. late and short submitted.
last week; If strictly, enforced; . All this. clearly indicates the
they’d mean that the : .U, S. al-: hurry, with:which the Moscow com¬
ready has missed the boat
petition was arranged. News that
Regulations are broken down the fest was being planned didn’t
into .18 sections. One. says that even get out until, last month,
“Any country, desiring to partici¬ Shortly before the International
pate,.: 1 should submit an official Federation of Film Producers
application, to the Organizational Assns., meeting at Canines, recog¬
Committee two. months prior to nized-the. festival. ; .
the qpening. of the festival.” That
Motto, of the competition is:
means, the Yanks would have had “For Humanism in Cinema Art,
to liaVfe. their application in on For Peace and Friendship Among
June: 3, i.e., after the rules were re-. Nations!” Each country is invited
to enter one feature and two short
ceived in N. Y.
Furthermore, it’s stipulated that films. . Latter . can. be a docu¬
entries “must” reach the Organiza¬ mentary, animated cartoon, puppet
tion Committee, by July I, 1959. or chlildren’s film! Only, pictures
This gives the Motion Picture Ex¬ completed since March, 1957, are
port Assn; exactly three weeks to eligible. They cannot not have
pick a film,: get itself straightened been shown in any prior fest. Rules
out ; with. Washington policy-wise, leave the door open for additional
get the. picture screened and . ap¬ entries of “artistic merit” from any
proved and shipped to Moscow. one country.

JOE MOSKOWITZ BUYS
10,000 20TH SHARES
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Lengthening First Runs Still Debatable
As Good-or-Bad For Subsequenfs

Italy Tax Jdb Aii Indp^Dt XHtch’
With the June 18 deadline for Italian tax payments only a little
more than a week off; the Motion Picture Export; Assn, tax commitr .

tee met in N.Y, yesterday - (Tucs.) to formulate an ; emergency
i;
course of action.
Are first-run situations ! hulk¬
ing'' pictures to the detriment of
-Unless the. Italians make up their minds about the status of in¬
the subsequents?
j;
dividual U.S. companies in Italy [by. the June 18 date, the Yank
Some
distribution
executive*
. Warners has acquired distribu¬
/distributors will have to come across, with-the second, half of a $1,think so. and they're trying to do
tion rights to “All Gbd’s Children,” . 000,000 corporation tax assessment.
something about it. Others argue
Minneapolis, June 9,
William Rowland indie production.
The original assessment was for $1,600.000.. However, -the- actual
that the longer the run the greater
In what amounts to a revolt
A. B.. Guthrie. Jr. 1 story . deals
the "importance” of . the film and
against local clearance Which
demand; notes amounted to $1,000,000. The companies paid $500,4
with race, prejudice -among.-'.teen¬
the greater also its attraetibn in
makes 28 days after the end
agers.' Top players are Rita Morend: : . 00Q in April, with the Understanding that tlie Italians would make
the subsequent situations.
of its engagement in the first
Mark Damon and Gerald Mohn.
a final ruling by mid-Jurie. This,. despite protestations to the Ital¬
dow Mown theatre played a
Theory put forward is that it’s
ian Foreign and Finance Ministries, they have not done.
a pictures’ earliest availability
v.isi.r to puil a picture white it’s
There are actually tw’o kinds of Taxes pending in Italy. .One is
for neighborhood houses, the
still reasonably in its primC and
the corporation tax, which is applied only to companies actually
latter now have demanded the
let the subruns get their Soften
operating
in Italy. The other is an income tax. There, have been no.
privilege of bidding competir .
\ery profitable) share. This’ pre¬
assessments so far on the latter. The Italians so far have assessed
t lyely : with the. loop theatres
supposes that a—possibly j. arti¬
the
companies
only up to 1956, when the dbuble-taxatidn treaty
for first runs.
ficially extended—run in thje key
between the U-.S. and Italy werii into effect:
Circuit owner Harold Field,
house tends to draw too much of
operating two. de luxe 23-day It’s felt that, if the final ruling is that the companies do indeed
the aud ence t!iat normally would
neighborhood theatres here,
Albert Zugsmith, Metro'. pro- . operate in Italy, theyll then be socked with an inccime tax bill.
attend the neighborhoods,
.
•started, the ball rolling by
Since the status .of each of the U.S. outfits differs, they’ve been
.. ducer now on.' loan to Universal,
A leading exhibitor last . week
making the demand initially
handling their problems individually,, with one not.providing infor¬
i this week informed the Securities
said he completely concurred with
in behalf of one of the two
• & Exchange Commission that he
mation to. the other. .
tho'e in distribution who felt this
houses,
the
St.
Louis
Park,
'
arid
his
family
now’
own
more,
than
Hope is that tlie Italians may. be persuaded to extend, the June
way. “Because there’s such a lack
which is installing 70 m.m.
j lb'T- of -the outstanding stock of
18 deadline.
of top films, pictures are ‘being
{ Allied .Artists,’. He's been buying
projection' and equipment, .
held much too long and this hurts
; the stock from time to time over
When William and Sidney
the subsequent runs.” he Imafn• a period of years and at this point
Volk heard of the Field move,
tained.
• has ; accumulated the 109c that
they lo -,t no time in making
It’s been noted that, where a big 1
|
must be reported to the SEC.. .
the .demand, tooAnd now
film I’ad a very long run, it* busi- i
i . AA has about 890.000'shares outthe pressure on the film com¬
r.f-ss in the rabes wasn’t vihat it
W eek Ended Tties. (9)
; standing, which means Zugsmith,
panies is coming also from
should b.\ However, the drive-in ;
:. withat least: 39.000 shares, probothers of the 11 de luxe up¬
fcu inc-rs usually held up very we!L
town houses in the earliest . ■ ably-- is the top individual stock-.
AT.
Explanation for this is that the
: holder. Most recent annual state¬
c earance slot,.
,
■1959
..Net
e'C-ner audience is composed of a
ment from A A had president Steve,
High
Low
'Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tyes.
Change
dice rent crowd from that which,
’ Broiay owning 85.000 shares.;1 -...'
: /
. in 10C>
High
Tow
Close
for wk.
normally, would attend the nabes.
;
But there’s;-no chance , of any
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Critics

Willingness of some producers
to skip Broadwav and open bn the*
ci-tuit with major product is seen
refecting the high costs of openins on New York’s main stein as
much as a change . in exhibitor
aritude.
•
"Naked
Maja”
and
‘[Shake
Hands With the Devil" are justs
two recent examples of films open- _
Ing away from Broadway.
Feeling is that exhibs throughout the country have woken up to
ihe fact that there’s a limited
meaning to the success or failure
ot a film on Broadway, and that
by far the better yardstick is the
performance of the picture In key
houses of the local area. A large
number of films have caught oh
in N. Y. but failed elsewhere ■ in
the country, and vice versa.
This simply strengthens the producer reasoning that it’s foolish to
spend aril lose heavily on a Broadway showcasing. One of the reasons for opening in Broadway is to.
give a film prestige and momentum
for its national release.
*
There’s also the question of the
New York critics—at least the ones t

An infringement suit involving
"A Place in the Sun,” Paramount's
1951
film versidn of Theodore,
Dreiser’s “An American Tragedy,” =
was brought against the studio, last :
week in N.Y. Federal Court. Plain-:
tiffs are Elizabeth R. Keons, widow
of playwright Patrick Kearney, and
their daughter, Deidre Kearney
Rose,
Kearney, according to the complaint, : dramatized “Tragedy” in
1926 with Dreiser’s permission. His:
widow renewed the play's copyright in 1954, The action seeks a
judgment declaring the copyright
rental valid. It also asks an in-_|
junction restraining Par from, produring, exhibiting or distributing
"Sun” in any media.
Suit claims that the screen credits oii "Sun” stated that the film
was adapted from the Dreiser
novel and Kearney’s play. Paramount, however, entered a general
denial. It. asserted that the film
was based entirely upon the novel,
Also named defendant was Monica
Kearney Hcaiv, daughter of. Kearn'ey. by a former marriage, who refused to join In the suit.
"Sun,” incidentally, was pro¬
duced and directed by George
Stevens, Screenplayed by Michael
Wilson and Harry Brown, it starred
Montgomery Clift, Shelley Winters
and Elizabeth Taylor,
—^V -' ' .—
/*•■■■ /nrj
CA
.
IlCra, ttflv,
$1.JU

LhJS

on the big papers—who tend to ;
Board of directors o£ Gera Corp.,
app:}- standards, well abowe the subsidiary. o£ Glen Alden; Corp.,
national normv Tdrese entity par- has dct,lared a divident o£ »1.5ft
ticiuarly the *. Y. Times' .Bosley ^ Khare oh ils sft voting preCrowtner. do carry weight with efred ,lack £<jr thc quarte* £,d.
out-pi-Manhattan scribes.
.
ing June
Gera has RKO. Thea,
Distribution execs aren t going :tres as , ™ subsidiary of the Aidm
overboard in their anti-Broadway outfit

s„

&.C;il;.ian^th«y ftrcss ‘S3*: p,tr'?
Di'V is .payable :June 29 to
ticu arly on the top product, the : holder/ o£ tecdrd on Juna K .;.
big N.
run is still very smpor- j
■.
!f"‘in
ftk’SjSrS? t*.PS
tm e-s.
v\un the foreign maiket
looming higher than , ever, the reflection of the B way ■ publicity
abroad also is something to be
considered.

■ . Calinda' Productions Ltd. hasbeen authorized to conduct a mption picture production business in
A’eW York. Capital stock is 20G
, shares, no. par value. Carl Blank of:;
I N. Y. is filing attorney at Albany.

Stanley to .exhibit -Cinerama films
in - certain theatres. However, if
he ehain, - desired .to show " fresh
product : iri .theatres
which
it
leased, it was required to submit a
petition to.; the court Tor formal
approval.:: .

Europe to U. S* ;
; Cecil Bernstein
Wilbur Clark
J. M. Coltart
Staats Cots worth
Charles Einfeld
Rene Fraday . :
Arthur Freed;
Abel Green
Pierre-Louis Guerin
Muriel Kirkland
Beatrice Lillie
Lido de Paris Revue
^ Fredric March
. Harold Mirisch
John BI Nathan
Kim Novak
Mfllie Perkins
Gloria. Swanson
H. Gregory Thomas
Charles Torem
Leo Van Munching
Bob Precht
Jbhn V.ari ..

U. S. to Europe
Clarence Adler .:
Gertrude Brooks.
Doriald Crisp
. George Cukor
Walt Disney
Jack Ehtratler
.Leland Haywood
Charlton Heston
Burl Ives
Leo JaffC
Louis Lober
Mal'ni
Joseph Maternati:
Marta Abba Milliken
Lloyd Richards
Maurice Rapf
Philip Rose
Domenico Savino
Maurice SUyerstein . •/;.
Richard Skinner .
Bernard Straus
Norman Twain
Maurice Winriick

53 8

37 3

1134
12*2

8TjS2

7
297s
97s
934
3
1014
1034
97s
77 s
2212
1478

2j4
1778
6;
6^8
l5k
7*8
53s
634
47b
9
7

Allied Artists
AU’d Art-, pfd
Buckeye Corp.
Cinerama Inc.
Desilu Prods..
DuMont Lib,
Fiamways ...
Guild Films .
Natl Telefilm
Skiatron ....
Technicolor
Tele Indus ..
Teleprompter;
Trans*Lux

48
19
30
187
55
178
37
234
4

104
255
22
13
15

5 . " ■
412
lOvs
10
9:
8i2
,5a8
434
17“ 8"
38“8
834
:■ 734
7a4
.718
1“ 8 "•
134
8%
8
634
YU75&
63 4
538
514
1612
181-2
. -123 8
IO14

.412. •' — 12
10’
— &4
. — 12
812
t2
434
177 s
— 7s
. 734^
— %
— 5^
TH
i34
8
6»4
— 34
634
— *4
. .514
—172
1612
10!4
—2V4

Over-the-Coiinter Securities
American Corp.
Cinerama Prod. • •King Bros. ----........
Magna Theatre
..
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Scranton Corp. ...
LL A. Theatres

Bid
2H
2i.i
U2
234
145 2
4i2912

Ask
‘ 2!2
—
2!2 '
13/4
+ !4
3
— W
15
— $4
5
9 “a
— 74

♦ Week Ended Monday (8).
+ Actual Volume.
7 Ex-dividend.
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce9 Fenner & Smith Inc.)

L. A. to N. Y.
R. G. Armstrong
Marlon Brando
Dick Clark
Fred Clark
Dick Contino
Allen Copeland
Armand Deutsch
Nina Foch
John Gavin
A1 Hedison
Spnja Henie
Don Hine
Dina Holloway
Martha Hyer
Stanley Kramer
Aleeri Leslie
Jacques Leslie
Jack Linden
Billy Matthews
John H: Pace
Casey Robinson
Helen Rose
Marty: Shapiro
Robert Wells
Fred Zirinemann

N. Y. to L. A.
A1 Brodax
A1 Bruno
Jack Byrne
Terry Carter
: Agnes de Mille . .
Russell Holman
Arthur Israel Jr.
Mike Merrick
Louis A. Novins
Walter Prude
Milton R. Rackmil
' David Raphel
Debbie Reynolds
Emmett Rogers
Roger Wise
Sam Zagon
Martin Levine, general manager
of Brandt Theatres, returned last
week from Europe where he at¬
tended the Cannes Festival and
visited Jerusalem as a delegate to
the triennial convention of B’nai
B’rith.

National Boxoffice Survey

Warners Reversal—AO to the Good

First-Run Trade Offish; ‘Phillys’ First, ‘Pork’ 2d,
‘Hot’ 3d, ‘Room’ 4th, ‘Diary’ 5th
I

Net Profit of $4,626,000—Year Ago Los* Amounted
To $2,894,000

Seasonal influences are taking a- pulsion’' '(20th) are the runner-up "!
By HY HOLLINGER .
hefty toll - at first-run . cinemas P'
" .. ■ T .
'■’•.Columbia's- production philosoReduces Bank Owing*
Warners has turned the corner—
. across the country. This is the . Shake Hands With Devil (UA) Dhv as evolved bv the management
but good. Film company this w eek
It’s onward and upward with
period when potential theatre looms as one: of the: most promis- team headed by President Abe
reported a net profit of $4,626,000
Warners; on the financial front.
patrons discover the oiitfioors aU
in Schneider, calls for hitting hard
after a provision of $2,250,000 for
; Company ; reduced its bank
over again, and head for same shapes great in Detroit, okay:\in.. ■•. v t}_ * v - , <
.
•
credit from $5,000,000. at Nov.
federal income taxes for the six
every bright weekend. Also. it’s Pitt and Denver and fair in L.A. j, ,
, .
/middle" Translated
months ended last Feb. 28.
28, 1958, to $2,000,000 at the
th?f7SeasoV when mirntf ^
end of February; of the current
This compares with a net loss of
being graduated apd first-run good in Gmcy and okay in Dofilm company is gearing Ms
.year and since me latter time
$2,894,000 for the corresponding
houses have to take a back seat as troit.
■! nmin-am ^ wk arid' int«; hufeof
the
entire
balance
has
been
period
of a year ago. This figure
a. point of interest. Then, too, ..the
"Mysteriahs”
(M.-G); ... another' repaid. '• ’, )r-"
represents a*loss.of $394,000 after
bigger cities do not get their big newie, shapes bef^ in Detroit buttK «t-«n^SS^bSS-'
.
Further,
the
corporation
this
an estimated carry-back credit of
influx Of visitors'until later in the is lean in L.A; “How To Maker
'^“*“*§5, •
week confirmed sale of its
$800,000 and a specal provision of
summer.
f
.-Monster" (AH is rated drah; in |?-J1* ^ “>st between $500,090
* ranch. property in Calabasas,
$2,500,000 for loss on advances tq
; '‘Young Philadelphians” (WB) • Portlami while “Gigantis” (WB) Is • and $800 000.
-■'■■■
Calif., for $10,000,000. This
independent producers.
Is moving up to first place • after only fair in K.C. .
: f Out of the 35 to 36. films. that
means a net profit of $6,Net profit for the new’ half-year
being second the two . preceding | '‘Imitation of Life” (U), ; for ; Coumbia will release this year, be-,
500,000,
is
equal to $2.91 per share on the
w eeks, “Pork Chop. Hill” (UA).! weeks high on list arid second-; tween 12 arid 14 will- be in the
1,585,196 corrimon shares outstand¬
champ last session, is winding up- place winner for two months in a ; low budget level, costing between
ing.
a strong second currently. “Some j row,.looms giant in Detroit, sturdy : $150,000 to $400,000. All the others
Film rentals, sales, etc., in tha
Like It Hot” (UA), which had been !in; Louisville and. fine in Philly. [will be in the $1,000,000 and over
new period climbed to $40,373,000,
on top for four Weeks
weeks in a row, is • "Naked
‘.‘Naked Maja” OJA)
iUA)is-rated
is-rated swell Jj category. The economy packages, uAI/lKIlUkV 11CU Illd
finishing third, same as a week jin Detroit.,
* ! to be made by producers Sam
- .
compared with $31,332,000 a year
back. Net current assets, were
ago.
I .-'Green Mansions”, (M-G>, mild iKatzmari; Sam Fuller;; William
fi
i ll fi
1
hack.
$33,043,000 and debt maturing
“Room At Top” (Cont) is mov-! in Providence, is okay in Toronto: I Castle and Stan Shpetner, will all
rQVAV All I QcH
jng up froiri ninth to fourth posi- j “Man in Net” <UA),. hotsy in Bos- i have one thing, in common—an ex- : I d V U1 ’Xmll"V&tf 1ft
after one year was $4,879,000 as of
last Feb. 28. Year ago the assets
tion. “Diary of . Anne . Frank” j ton, is not so hot in Toronto and; ploitation gimmick. The company
Iast
were listed at $35,932,000 and the
(20th), with a batch of new play- j Buffalo. “Angry Hills” (M-G) is sad j. will not undertake a low budget
| l |\« _ •« |\
g "ere
dates, some at popscale,'is taking in;Denver..| item unless it feels the picture is
j A_l IlClVin
one'l,car debt w’as $5,975,000.
fifth spot.;
| “Warlock” (20th) looks modest; accompanied by an “idea” that has
111 1/lvlI lU 1 Uvl
WB disclosed that during last
“South Seas Adventure” (Cine-! in Chi. “A1 Capone” (A A), big in : a; chance of breaking through in
; February the eoriipany purchased
rama) is climbing from seventh to : Chi, shapes ..stout in Buffalo and : terms of boxoffice results.
v
A tally of the poll of exchange : 160.000 shares of its common stock
sixth position. “It Happened To | fine in N.Y.
..
Schoolkids Factor
locals of the International Alii- at a cost of $4,227,000. This is the
Jane” (Coli, (eighth last Stanza, is. . “Around. World in .80 . Days I
•
. .
. .
... .
i
‘
_
stock, presumably, which had been
landing seventh mondy. “Gigl'-:! (UA', playiDg return dates, loomsj ; Cols emmick pix will he sub- ance of;Theatrical Stage Employ- fie!d by Serge Semenenko and
(M-G), long high on the weekly‘ tall in Seattle and okay in Minne- : 3ected t(> PnbdP : scrUtmy this ees indicates that a majority of ( changed hands to David Baird The
Variety,.list, is capturing . eighth , spoils. “Tempest” (Par) is ; rated;,
when| advantage of vaca- j unl(jns desire -the deal with the Specific deal had WB buying out
'
. jiiqning school kids is available,!
’W
i Baird
°uc
spot.
j dull in Provided
Providen
“South Pacific
Pacifig” (Magna' strong Various release patterns have been j him companies, calling for a . _ WB upbeat it attributahTp tn _
“Shaggy Dog” (BV) will finish] “South
ninth as compared with fifth a in Toronto and Omaha, and good set for these items. Some will have j straight,. $6 across-the-board wage variety of factors, including ad*
week ago. “Woman Obsessed” j in K.C. “Thund
“Thunder in Sun" (Par)., saturation openings in certain ter- 'hike. The IA office has been sur- ! Vances made in television activitv
i«r T>.hiiiv
-ntones:
in '■■
: ,.
.. *
...~*—** -g_
ritories; others
others will
will be
be • hooked
booked in
..
j. <.
- - =:• writeoff
in the _ ^yooiuii “uivuy.
* a
(20th) rounds out the. Top 10. j is dim in
Philly.,
kev city
eitv ,houses.
houses. The
aim is
is to
*f,e. Previous .period of
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on key
The aim
to ! ve>lnS the locals to determine.: the losing “Old
Man and ine Sea"
’ "Shane” (Pan (reissue) and "Com-! Pages 8-9-10).
j develop sufficient impetus for j whether to accept th^ straight S6 : and at leBast a c" “ a"a
hea

1

r Ht*T

_

^

business‘c'ah rpiUtamMe^early

Experiment a Hollywood Memory ^
r

■-

J

^ »^>o^uster ^

llrn ———f
WB Shares'Value
I Nearly Doubled

. tries such as Otto Preminger’s ly in New* York and Chicago, pre- : II# IJ PL _
^ 1/ I
"Anatomy of a Murder,’’ Samuel ferred the pension plan, the locals : Tt 11
v RIllP
Goldwyn’s “Porgy and~Bess” and in the Smaller communities went *
f ttlUV
Wise Sayi Critic* Fail to Encourage Few Technical
ets-^y?
of ^ forthe straight increase, it’s saidj
-.
,
, T
k
f
*n. i.
n
11
;.^ght,^ Col s bid for the hot weath- fhat fear of additional cutbacks in
mnnwIiT
And Treatment Innovation* 1 nat Uo Lome Along jer trade, win. include such items as ( smaller cities prompted the memllRdFIV liniiniPfl
;j "Legend of Tom Dooley,” “Have i bers to accept the immediate wage
■'vllMIvU
ncrease ratner
„
• x ,
„ .
, ,
,
.
.; Rocket, Will Travel,” starring the j increase
rather man
than tne
the nension
uension’ w.pn.r
wamov
lilrA
Warner Bros,
By FRED HIFT
ally most inclined to criticize us Three Stooges who have made a ’ hike
Broc. common stock on
. . ■__
tbe® New York
Stock Exchange
Exchange hit
Writ onlv is there not enough ex- -for iiie ‘formula’ approach.”
ibig comeback via the televising of
rr
^
Xork,Stock
hit
j)
aw
new high
of $47,12*2 per share
share
Wise felt that producers tended their old shorts; “30-ft. Bride of
■
high °*$47i1212
penmentation^ ln^^eriGan films to put up reSistance to anythirig ; Candy; Rock,” a sci-fi comedy star- H A
ltst wee^ "hlch is nearly double
these
^' J , j tpm that involved “taking chances” and ‘ ring the late Lou Costello" "The UA^AudDOOIlS r63lHr€tt6$
the years low of $24.75. Percentoffer something ^usual in terms ;the
of. jeopaFdizing the in-; TSgler a Wiltiam- Castle produd!
I i
J I f
V 1 %•
age-wise, this is the best market
the^mericari^film1^rIItics^<,^ ^rom t vestment. “Play it safe!” is the : tiom that will have a gimmick as
-.Intended-idr Exploiting
the American film critics.
t Hollywood motto, at least when it did the producer’s “Macabre^’ and !
W i
m t Tr
•sSd on the blS board..
Thus the plaint last , week m comes to the question of seeking : “House on Haunted Hill ” arid
PrimlliPf All TaIaVI^IAA
^ewcst spurt came on the heels
N; Y. from Robert Wise, the pro-, n6 ways to stimulate expression^"The K-S^n ” ^ ^ipa^se-made
riOUUU OA IC1CV1MU11,0f an Eastman Dillon&Co. interjAfter. surveying the tv field in ' «nce
office memo which recommended
ducer-director. now working on on the screen, Wise observed,
! sci-fi Die that Col aronirpd nntjAfter
the editing of the Harry Belafoiite :
The director also felt that films 'right
Although Col has started i ihe States, United Artists has de- WB as the stock to buy at this
starrer, "Odds Against Tomorrow ’ : at this point don’t reflect enough heftv drumbeating on William 'cided to drop the featurettes which time. The memo was sent out to
which he directed for Harbel and • 0f the burning issues of the day Goetz's "Thev Came to rrirrinra “ 1
been shooting on some of its-’.th® brokerage houses's salesmen
United Artists release. Prior to j and continue to be concerned with the Dlans are to release this multi ^ features to publicize the produc- fnd was reported on in Variety
that. Wise did “I Want to Live” . the comparatively limited number ; millSn dollar filmiri^SeDtembe? Ition on tv. It's instead concentratweek.
for Walter Wanger.
] of. basic conflicts. “Not a single !
- ■ .
.
p
* l ing on 9-second ‘‘riewsreel” shots
Investor support in WB is based
Wise’s next will be a screen biog 1 ‘intelligent’ .anti-Communist film ‘ « i :•
rv t
* w
' involving personalities in current ?n anticipation of continuing earnof the late Bob Capa, war corre-j has been made,” he noted, explain- .oClSlum. Liraer to Vy arner and upcoming pictures.
rings gains, capital gains (sale of
spondent. Picture will be called ing that he meant a picture: that i
Hollywood, June 9. . ; UA found that the featurettes poast real estate and British hold“Batlle.” It’ll be shot in various j. didn't put the Reds into the con-j Belgian government has kudosed ‘ weren’t practical for several reaand, importantly, a substanEuropean countries. This is Wise’s j ventional “villain” mould. Wise, Jack L. Warner, prexy of Warner: sons. For one, - they cost about tlai stock tender.
first as a producer^director. under f thought4hat the plan to film "The ; Bros., by naming him an officer of j $5,000 to make. For another, they
b ^-liis three-picture deal with the! Ugly American” was a step for- ] the Order of the Crown, for fur- don’t properly reflect the actual RrihiVc fTniffllfcliriflffa
Mirisch Co. and UA. Nelson Gid^ j ward, though he pointed out that; thering good relations between the values in the finished pictures as , 1,ta,u ° liillguicui luge
ding is v/riting.
v/riting the script, Film 1 much depended on the degree to !U.
! U. S. and that, country,
big . screen,'
Ij they appear on the big.,
D* ri* pjfl-PAwon’t roll until,
until next summer.
[which
I which the.
the . critical sting of the!
the | Presentation Was
wTas made here by j Finally,
Finally,: stations have ateridency!
a tendency ! * wlo Dig- LOlu AcIcdScS
Wise for a long time a staff di-‘ stories, in the book would be ^ George Barhelemy, Belgian consul! to slot them as “fillers” in poor ;
rector at Metro, said it was “sad” j ao^ened.
~n
'general.
..
I time spots.
:
i
that, today;. there was so little '
United Artists and Knightsbridge
room for experimentation in Hoi- .
i Films'of Britain have made a deal
lywood films. "Time is the prob¬
f)TT •
! under which the British outfit will
lem,” he opined. “In Europe they
JJ #
i produce several big-budget films
can afford to experiment because
■
for UA release.
they have more time and lower
rl
T
J-m^k
Knightsbridge is headed by
budgets. Here, wp’ve got no time IJ Ronald Neame and John Bryan.
- and high budgets.” .
_L
It produced the Alec Guinness
However, Wise, felt, even if a j In a survey prepared ior Thea- ; period, the research organization 1 cautions that, the “sale
sale of any comedy, "The Horse’s Mouth.”
producer is '' {Bing to go out on :
. _ _ 0f America Sindlin-•indicates that the film companies j post-1948 pictures in volume, of Norman Wisdom, leading British
a limb and allow the director to.:.Vwe™ of Ameuca;^^inqi n :, lost ^ totkL ot $212,000,000 iri film .course, would change -everything, comedian, will appear in several ofinvestigate^ and create new ap ; toer & Co. contends that the major jrentajs as compared, with an in-1 based upon past experience.”
the Knightsbridge productions,
proaches, they aren t appreciated ;film companies in the three-year f come froin tv of $140,700,000. The] In an obvious effort to prove
Knightsbridge
also will
will turn
turn out
out
Knightsbridge also
and^ writ^°about' motiori1 pictu^e^Period from 1957 to 1959 will have . yearly loss is placed at $73,200,000 that the release of film to tv. was a iv film series under its UA deal.
and write about motion pictures,
. 0-..Aa. . ■ ■ ■ _ ,
fnr 1957 Siftft.finonoff for 193ff and- Uxtremolv harmful tn thP imiiKlrv
:deal,
t:
fedtScriticS)Uyhey<make:^11
lost $71,300;b00
more in film rent- \^
$80,600,000 for;}m 'md■! ^ctremely harmful to the industry.
Among the theatrical films to
be
1*e: tfle^mes. ;jrne.> .maKe a Dig.,.
.
•
. .. •
.
,. • !$o8.200,000 (estimated) for 1959.1 the report.—similar to one issued made
bv the British company are
made by
point of mentiomnk anything thats.ais than they .received from the In contrast, the Sindlinger com- i more than a year ago-contends “Firrt
Tr
"First Train
to Babylon” and'“Un_r’•

J
■ ■ ■ • '■

^ ***

JA AbandonsFeaturettes
5“'rv
Ptr“en*
Intended for Exploiting Sr“„a«,e & ba0n;rd,ilm issue
, Product on Television
&S-

in po°ri

With UA; Also in Video

TOA’s Sindlinger Reprise on Selloff:
Distribs Lost More’n They Picked Up

Specifically, he mentioned the $5,300,000 in : 1957. $36,900,000 in : and estimates that 1960 will bring i pahies.: but would have paid for ■ thebe’-proDertics
Prior' tn
opening shots in "I Want to Live,” ;j 1958 arid
and $29,100,000 in 1959. The j' m
in $21,400,000
S21.400.000 and the
the Derind
nri of a «jnhstaniiat ta-^ takeover
—__ of /i.
^
period from j‘ the nrndircti
production
U.Vs
the- V_A
Lopert out¬
fit, “Babylon" at least was peddled
and meanings. “We spent a lot of.
time and thought on these things,” j
Mise observed; “but we got few j
thanks from those who are gener- ‘

films to . tv from the loss in film comment that the impact of free J on theatre receip- s and the number i
j)on G:Ifcert nnd Rusvcil Fnlnxr
rental it figures -the-, companies pix on televisibn on: the theatres ; of 'theatres forced to close because; have opened ti^ T'i
.suffered because of the showing of "is in afstage of diminishing de-jof the competition of free pix. on ln at Dalliart.*" Tex. and closed
free films .on tv! For the three:year
But. the research outf i11 tv.
i their. LaRita Theatre.
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ups and downs. Leo Tover’s pho¬
scene, played strictly for laughs,
Sav Cine for Me
Bora (o Be Loved
tography (De Luxe Color) is on the
Wayne’s veterans beat a retreat
(C’SCOPE—COLOR)
bea© all the way. Bditing- might
before a group of very' young
Musical has a Catholic priest
Low-budget double-biller, nice
have^beeh closer in certain spots.
Southern cadets rather than fire,
bestowing his .blessings on
approach although not much
Spectacular telling of a; Civil
Tashlin has dressed up “Say One
back on small fry.
some Manhattan show biz
else.
War story finds John Ford in
for
MeT’
with
colorful
and
realistic
It’s
probably
asking,
too
much
to
.
characters.
Doesn’t
come
off
top
form.
Teaming
John
settings; all well framed in ipinemaexpect historical accuracy. This
well but Bing Crosby and
Hollywood, Juno 5. .
Wayne and; William Holden,
Scope, But the finished product is i Universal release produced^ directed
is the kind of Civil War; as au¬
Debbie Reynolds will help the.
plus action, adds up to a major
and. written, by Hugo Haas. Stars Carol
no "‘Going My Way.”
. Gene. .'’ Morris*
diences imagine iL—full of blazing
initial sell.
moneymaker.
Vera Vague, Hugo Haas; irttrU- ‘
action and romance. . Thrown in
j duces Dick Kallman. Camera, . Maury
T\Ventieth-Fox release of .Frank Trshlin
I Gerstman; music, Franz Steinipger; ediUnited Artists release of Mnisclt Co. . are some brutal scenes of battle¬
rroquoitiiloufie
tor,- Stefan Arnsten. Previewed, at .the ;
presentation of
Mahm-Raekinr produc¬ field surgery! including an ampu¬ production. Star.s Bing: Crosby, Debbie.
■ studio, June .1', ’59. Running time, 82 •
Reynolds, . .Robert Wagner; - features Ray
(FRENCH-SONGS)
tion. Stars John \V..vne. William Holden;
MINS..Walston.
Les
Treinayne,
Connie
Gilchrist.
tation.
The
sequence
of
Wayne-s
features Constance Towers.. Althtea Gib¬
. Paris, June 2,
Frank
McHugh;
Joe.
Besser;
Alena
Mur¬
Dorothy
Carol Morris ‘
son. Ifoot Gibson. Anna. Left. Russell : men destroying supplies and - roll¬
.. Cocinor release of Coclnex-Sedif-Noel
Simpson. Stan Jones, tarleton loung, ing stock at Newton Station and ray. Directed . by; Tashlin. 'Written by Films prpduction. Stars Gilbert Becaiid; Mrs. Hoffmsin .....-v./. Vera Vague .
Robert O’Brien; songs,'Sammy Cahnand
' Hugo. Haas
Basil RujscL-el. Directed by J ohm Ford.
features Miieille Granelli; Michel Roux,: Prof, Brauner
James
Van
Heusen;
dances
staged,
by
Alex
laying
a
trap
for
Southern
beenEddie
-......
.. Dick Kallman .
Script* John Lee Mahin end Margin Rackin,
Romero; - camera (De Luxe Color),. Leo Robert Manuel, v Roger .. Carel, Michele Dame
. .....-. Jacqueline Fontaine
from novel by Harold ^fnclair; camera , foreements is Ford at his. best.
Tbver; music. Lionel Newman; editor, Luccioni,; Directed by... Claude Barma. Drunk’s. Wife :.... i.Billie Bird
(color by DeLuxe\ William-Clothier;:
Jacques
Emmanuel, • JeanWilliam Clothier's photography Hiieh S. "Fowler: At Paramount Theatre, Screenplay,
i. Pat Goldin
mu^ic. Pavid Buttolnh: sone. I Left My >.
Charles Tacchella; camera, Jacques Lev Saxophone
.:N.Y.,
June
2,'’59.
Running
time;.119
MINS.
Robert' C, Foulk
Love*’ by Stan J,.nes.
Previewed at :«is outstanding. Some of the scenes
mare: editor, Charles Bretoneiche; music, Drunk .;.. .... .■»■.
Astor Theatre. N.Y., June 4, ’59. Running
Conroy ... ..... ..... Bing Crosby Becaud. At' Biarritz, Paris, Running "time, Woman ..;...... Mary Esther Denver
I have the quality, of paintings. , The Father
Mother
Margot Baker
Holly:
......... . ...... Debbie- Reynolds 90 MINS. ■
. •
time. 120 MINS
}<
Fred :, ,.,-__..............;. Tony. Joehim...
Robert Wagner.
whole Tony Vincent
Colonel Marlowe ...
'John Wayne • Deluxe color brings the
Dernard
;.,.......
Gilbert
Becaud
Ray Walston
Major Kendall .
William Holden {thing vividly to life
and Jack. Phil Stanley ;..:.;;
. . Les Tremayne Katherine .... Mireille Granelli
Hannah .
...
Constarice Towers I Solomon’s sound is unusually good; Harry LaMaise
Although
“Born
Tp
Be Loved” ,
Michel
-........—Michftl
RpUx
Mary Manning
-C.. 1: Connie- Gilchrist
Lukev
.
.
Althea Gibson
Fred
........: j. Robert Manuel
Brown
HQot Gibson ; David Buttolph has concocted a Jim Dugan..... Frank McHugh Maurice ...... :. Roger Carel isn’t very well written . or acted,
...... -..-....„ Joe Besser
Mrs. Buford
.
tAnna Lee [ medley of Northern , and Southern Joe Greb
it
cannot
be
.
discounted
.entirely.
Sunny -. ...J.. Alena Murray Nina ..........,. -Michele Luccioni
Sheriff
-Russell Simpson
Inexpensively inade by Hugo Haas ,
General U. S. Grant ..
■ ' Stan Jones T tunes which rate importantly, and Chorine ~. .7.........;Stella .Stevens
Fay Flagg,
. .. - Nina Shipman
as
an
independent.
Universal
has
j
Stan
Jones’
“I
Left
My
Love”
pro.This
fairly
bright
situation
com¬
Colonel Miles
C;rl^05. \T.1
Commandant
. Basil* Ruysdael i vides. a catchy, theme. As in all of {. Monsignor ... ..7 ..... 7... 7 Setn; Vari. Cabot edy is familiar . but - brought off now bought it-Jor d6uble*bill book¬
June January
Judy Harriet
7 Dick Whittinghill with .enough invention and zest to ing. Despite limita tions; there’s - a
! the Ford films, the music has a;-- Lou Christy . ... ..
Robert Montgomery Jr; make for a good local playoff with certain chai’rii .about it, a refreshIt’s always been that wGive I fitting, masculine- quality', being, ■ Hotel Clerk ..:
Otto .;;.... Murray Alper
John Ford a compim? of ; brawny j sung- mostly by a male chorus.
j Cant., Bradford ...Richard Collier foreign chamces for dualers a pos¬ ing change . from the/.resolutely
men. let him tra;n his cameras on I. “The Horse Soldiers'! applies, the "Rabbi Berman
David Leonard sibility.
But the pic : lacks the drab arid determinedly downbeat.
the- U.S. cavalry and provide a Western formula to the Civil War: Dr/.Leventhal" /„7-...:.. Thomas B. Henry weight ■ and originality for arty; : Haas’ screenplay, which lie pro-/
•Rev.. Kendall , ......
Wilkie de Martel
a script with plenty of action and I theme.
With John Ford at the Pastor Johnson .......Alexander Camobell theatres. A. man hears nis friend's duced and directed; and in which
he's off on the road to glory. In [helm, it becomes a high adventure Detective. Minelli ...... Bruce McFarlaiie wife has run off while he was out he stars, .has to. do with .romance.
‘’The Horse Soldiers,” which in¬ ; drama that makes its robust pitchof town: Said man .sets off to help. Carol (Miss Universe) Morris is =a
volves a . little-known incident in ' right to. the broad audience for
Basic idea in Robert O’Brien-s He has never seen the wife arid bespectacled seamstress _who can’t
the Civil War, rll these elements whom it is meant.
Hift. . story ..probably had potentialities. plenty of complications ensue be¬ even make a dress to fit herself,
are present and the picture cpn'It's; a. “Going My Way” sort of fore he gets the girl who is not judging by the sacks with which
. sequently adds up to a whopping
affair with;. Bing . Crosby again as really the pal’s wife. . Claude Bar- her prize-winning figure is masked
The Womaaeater
big, colorful spectacle ;; In
the i
the priest nvith his . target shifted ma, in his first pic, shows, a flair throughout the film.. . Haas is a
from juvenile roughnecks: to, show, for . comedies and ’ is; able to give music teacher, her neighbor. . He
“grand’* tradition.
j!
Old - fashioned mad /doctor
business delinquents. . But some¬ enough depth [ to his coriventional tries to lighten her life by promot¬
As for boxoffice. the names of
ineller with n.g, prospects.
thing went wrong in the develop¬ characters, aided by their breezy ing; a romance between her. and
John Wayne and William; Holden
ment; the entertainment values' are playing, to. make this good enter¬ his pupil, Dick Kailman.: She> in
alone provide the kind of draw that
Hollywood. June 5. . short Of impressive, and the box*, tainment.
no exhibitor can euarrel with. So
t-urn, lightens his life by promoting "
Columbia Pictures release; of Guido office will have =. to depend on
“The Horse Soldiers.” with names, Coen production Stars George. CouloUns,
Gilbert Becaud, a top singer a romance for him with .a wealthy
tried-and-true action and the Civil Vera Day; features Peter -Wayn, 'Joyce Crosby .and Debbie Reynolds as the here, supplies, some catchy tunes widow. Vera Vague- All €rids hapGregg, Joy Webster,'. Jimmy Vaughan..
; .
War background, is one jof those Directed by Charles Saunders. Original marquee names..
and also displays a' nice screen - pilj^ with, a double wedding.
pictures that just can't miss. There story-screenplay, Brandon Fleming; cam¬
Frank Tashlin’s production di¬
. Haas’, production; has a naivete V
era; Ernest . Palmer: editor,. Seymour vides its time between smalltime personality. Others are also good
are “but?—.”
I
about it that reaches way back . to
and technical credits are fine.'
Logie; mUsie. Edwin : Astlev. Previewed
hisht club,activity /and the efforts
With all of Ford's skill for-stag¬ Jime 4, ’59. Running time. 70 MINS.
' /
: ' MOifc, .■ the early days of films. .For the .
. I George Couloiiris of Father Conroy. (Crosby) to keep
locale of his central. action, Haas
ing battle scene*, mid his superb DoctorMciran
Lewis Carling1
Robert Mackenzie the flock from .straying. Latter
has a gemuhtlich. teneirient such
eye for pictorial eomriosiliori, the Doctor
Patterson
. Noinian Claridge
Bu Riiifi C fapz Los
as hasn’t been seen for years in
film is.extrermdv uneven, j! Piefori- Native Girl .,... ;..... Marpessa Dawn conducts a midnight mass, for en-.
Tanga
..,........
Jimmy. Vaughan tertairiers and others in Manhattan
Femmes
films and probably longer in real .
ally, it's probablv one of/the best
Susan Curtis
..
Sara Leighton ■ as does St. Malachy’s on West 48lh.
(Rififi Among; the Women)
life. The halls are always., clogged
Fni’d has ever done and there's Sergeant Bolton
Edward Higuingc
one stunning •'■eev.n ; ft -r j another. Mrs. Santor
■' (FRENCH)
." .
,v Jovce Gregg- Street1, and this provides, the peg
v.-ith. the residents.-gossiping, ha¬
Bristow
.
Harry
Ross
for ' such. cracks, as the clergyman
Paris, June 2.
But these long. shot-- of'men on Sally
ranguing; meddling. There is an
- .
.7::
Vera Dav.
horses tend to became tedious and •Tack Venner
artless approach to humans and.
_
Peter Ws.vn having.his. own late, show and “the
.padre
.
is
.
running
•
an
after-hours
they eons dcrably .-low up ;the. flow’ Fair Attendant:. ....... .. -Alexrnder Fieldluces Silvia Montfort. Roger Haiiin, Pierre their, problems that goes back to
Judy
;.. Joy . Webster ■joint.”,!
Blanchar, Franeoise Rosay, Jean Gaven. some of ; the Viennese
of the -story.
comedyMan in Club .....
David -Lawton
Directed by Alex Joffe, Screenplay, Aug¬
Tasteless and disturbing facet of uste
...7
. . • John. Tlnri
dramas done early in the century;'
Also, where. Ford i* a master in Lascar
Le. Bretoh. Gabriel Arout, Joffe;
Constable ........
Roger Avon “Say . One for Me” is the type of camera.
point is that love does
Pierre Montazel: editor. I-eonide Haas’
creating ?visu-il excitement, the
ehtertainment. these entertainers Azr.r. At Paris, Paris. Running time, 105 triumph, that it can. exist in in¬
dramatic scenes involving- Wayne.
This. British import is ari old- dish Out. For example.- the. opening MINS.
nocence and goodwill, and. that it;
Holden and newcomer Constance
Nadja Tiller
has. Miss. Reynolds reheOrsirg. a ■ Vicky
fashioned
meller'
which
even
,
in
Towers don't co:rm of With much
Marcel..:-............. ... Robert Hossein can be. portrayed without dropping
conviction-.
For tea* natter, the England , could not rise above the number, for. a church, benefit while , Yoko-...., Silvia Montfort the . shoulder, straps: . .
....
Roger Hanin
C.ro*by and a nun look on approv¬ Buel ........, i-..
This is a delicate.'dish for . audi- .
v.ho’e script- v. .'itton hv John Lee indiscriminate
program
market
Le Pirate ..
Pierre Blanchar
Mahin and :?Tri hr R>ckin’l strains For American audiences it’s un¬ ingly. Garbed in a tight-fitting cos¬ Berthe .: — . .7 ..... -.... : Franeoise Rosay1 ences weaned on stronger meat.
tume. Miss Reynolds goes through Janies 7-7..... -:.-......... Jean Gaven And/it is no.t very well. done, in
credulitr, switching back and forth
able to overcome an old-hat plot, -a torso.^ wriggling rouline . that,
truth/ Miss Morris is. appealing,;
from grim, war and suffering to carelessly put. together.
would . be more at home in a
Film coasts on the name of its and her romantic, vis-a-vis*. Dick
broad humor and—in one [instance
Title of the Guido Coen produce, Minsky grind.
'
hit. predecessor “Rififi.” but has Hallman, Has possibilities.. Vera
—something .resembling farce. .
tiori takes its meaning from, a 1 Yarn has Miss Reynolds irasiiing neither the. feel nor original mount¬ Vague comes , on strongly. . Her
This is the story, of Colonel Ben¬
South
American
plant.
Which ?rto show biz—leaving school to ing to equal. It has some, violence; style is at variance, with Haas’ gen¬
jamin Grierson who. in .-Abril of
natives call the Ju-Ju and idolize, •da $o-*-as‘. her father; .an: oldtime and. the usual incisive detailing of eral airii, but . it livens things con¬
,1863. was ord'rvd. by i General
which catches women in its flaring vaudeyijliah becomes . ill: Crosby: a robbery to make this an okay siderably. Haas,. as always when
Grant to take tV°'> cavalry regi¬
tentacies and consumes.. George at the request of the girl’s father,! gangstgr entry, with possible dx* directing hirriself., tends to underr
ments and ride 300" miles iinto the
Coulouris, a half- mad British undertakes, to look after her!
ploitatidn chances abroad;
plav.7 .
.
■■ .7' ;.:/.
heart of th-:* Confederacy to de¬
scientist, uses this tree and its.
“Born To Be Loved”', is not a
-Here the plan is to rob the
Miss .Reynolds auditions at a
stroy the rail I'nk between Newton
human victims for. the purpose of
supposedly burglar-proof Bank of good, picture from' any standpoint
spot
called
the
Black
Garter
and;
Station and V'ckJuirg aind thus
extracting a. liquid supposed to
is accepted bv . Robert Wagner, Belgium., It is done, but gangland except Its approach. This is fresh
choke off supplies c-om .Southernbring back the dead. His experi¬
producerrstar of the sho\v, and a ; feuds wipe: out .everybody for the; despite its perennial, use. It will
held VicksburV
Grierson accom¬
ments are conducted in a lab in
first-class wolf. From - this conies ! ugual “crime does; not pay”. tag. be a welcome, addition to doubler : ,
plished his objective, riding‘COO
his home after hi? brings back the
the obvious romantic ins- arid outs! Director Alex Joffe has larded »billing; and, it is . one’. of the. few
miles in 16 da*-? and hr:riving his
tree frorp the tropical jungles.
culminating
in,marriage.''
| this with okay scuffles, erotics and low-budget films that can safely..
troupe bark into the Northern lines
Victims are young femmes he lures
at Baton Rouge.
'j
Tashlin as the director works the suspense during the robbery, but be used with all audiences.
to his lab.
it.lacks the zest to make this more
Powe.
Woven into this is a romantic
musical
items
into
the
proceedings
! than
Coulouris is called upon for
a gangster opus with cor¬
involvement between Wayne as the
over-acting by Charles Saunders, with-smoothness, but seems a little j responding .: dualer chances off¬
colonel and a Southern belle who
The
Aiigrv
Hills
qldfashioned
in
emphsfeizihg
story
J
whose .. direction
generally. is
shore! .
learns of the planned route and
(C/SCOPE)
static. Vera Day, .his co-star,. is situations. Camera’s focusing on
Acting is good blit can do little
whom he takes along on the entire
pretty as an employee in his home the figure of Christ on the gross is ] with the sketchy characterizations/
expedition to keep her from coil-:
Espionage-underground yarn.
but has little to do but.be terrified. heavy-handed business; the spiri-; Technical credits , are topnptch.
veying her. knowledge to the Con¬
Gorifusing treatment Indicates
Peter Wayn, as her . fiance, who tuality kngie could have been got'-•'77 Mosk.
federacy instead of shooting her saves her from the lab; . Joyce : ten across with more -subtlety, ;.
mild b.o.:
as a spy. A subolot concerns the Gregg, a discarded housekeeper;
Songs, by Sammy Cahn and
rivalry between Wayne and Hol¬
€e Corps Tant Desire
Hollywood, June 5,:
and Edward Higgings, a police; Jaimes .Van Heusen are, not likely
den, playing a dedicated North¬
Metro , release : of . Raymond
Stros*
.(This Desired Body)
j
sergeant, are as good as the Bran¬ to be :listed: among /their best:
production. Stars Robert Mitchum;. coern surgeon assigned to accompany don Fleming script will permit.
credits, although, the title number
(FRENCH)
stars Stanley Baker, Elisabeth* MueUer,
Wayne on. the mission. : .'v . ‘
Gia Scala.. Directed .by Robert Aldrich.
is top quality—giood lyrihs. pleasant
Paris, June 2.
Whit,
A.
I.
Bezzerides;
based
The combination of Ford, and
melody—:and stands a chance on ••Fernand Rivers, release of SB-Chaillot Screenplay,'
production. Stars Beliha Lee, Dany Car¬ ori the book by Leon Uris; camera,
Wayne has clicked so often before,
its owir.. “The Secret of Christmas,” rel,
Daniel Gelin, Maurice Ronet; features Stephen Dade: music, Richard. Bennett)
I Tartassatfi
it’s no surprise that thev’re in the
Jane Marken, Balpetre. Directed by Luis editor, Peter Tanner. Previewed at the
so
far.
as
the
picture’s
story
goes,
(The Overtaxed)
Saslavsky. Screenplay, Juliette Saint Gi- studio. May 29, '59. Running time, 115
groove again this time: ’round.
is a. sure click but . actually is a niez;
(ITALIAN)
camera, Pierre Petit: editor* Marin¬ MINS. -:
Wayne is rugged as the. colonel,
modest;, offering that might .get ette Cadix. At Normandie, Paris. Running Michael Morrison .7___Robert Mitchum
Rome, June 2.
feared and respected by j his men CEI-INCOM release of a MaximarCei- action at yule time.
time. .105 MINS.
•
Lisa ... ... . 7.;,.:,. Elisabeth Mugler
.• Stanley Baker
who depend on his resourceful¬ Incom production. Strax Toto,: Aldo . FaLina
... ..... .7 .... ......... Belinda Lee Konrad Helsler
Crosby, turns in a curiously in¬
Eleftheria -..... Gia Seal*
ness to bring them out alive. ICs brizi; features Louis de Fuhes, Luciano hibited perforhaarice. He plays the Guillaume ..... .'■•;...;. I, Daniel. Gelin Tassos
. Theodore Bikel
Mann, Catha Garo, Alina Campori, Mir¬
Henri .:::...... .7....Maurice : Ronet
obviously the kind of John Wayne anda Campa, Ciccio Barbi, Anna Maria rote tight, not at all like the free¬ Marinette
Chesney
..,..
.
...........
Sebastian Cabot
Dany Carrel
Peter llling .
Balpetre Leonidas
which
the
public
appreciates. Bottini. Directed by Steno. Screenplay,
wheeling, TiesUrely-paced Crosby of Father ......... *. . . ....
Ray Taylor 7.....;. . . .. Leslie Phillips
Holden has the bole of the “intel¬ Mertz, Gianvitj, Maccari from, story by yore,, but the voice is . still there. Mother ........ .. . .. .7. . Jane Marken Dr.
stergiou ..:
.7. v. Donald Wolfit
Metz and Gianviti. Camera, Marco Scarlectual” and the humanitarian and pelli. . Editor, Eraldo da Roma,: Trade- Miss Reynolds is a cutie, handles
Comdr. Oberg .....
.. Marius.Goring .
Pic
is
a
sort
of
laborious
version
Maria
^7 Jackie Lane
he plays it well, puttinel: a great shown in Rome.
the:dialog and: emoting competently of “Aud God Created Woman” Andreas ....: -.. .7
. Kieron Moore deal of sarcasm into his lines.
Papa Panos
George PasteU
Fast-pacbd and amusing, topical and is particularly; agreeable when sans the! /snap and jolt of the BJuey
.... Patrick Jordan
Miss Towers is blonde and at¬
making
with
the:
song
and
dance.
latter. Result is a; fairly plodding .Kleopatra
Marita Conslantiou
tractive to the eye as the South¬ comedy with winning perform-;
.
Wagner,,
in
an
assignment
quite
Tavern Proprietor .7 ., Stanley Van Beers ’
vehicle
with
some
exploitation
fac¬
ern helle.
Since its difficult to andes by Toto and Aldo: Fabrizi.
similar, to “Pal Joey,” is a dis¬ tors on its^theme! and sex scenes. Papa Philibos ' .. ..... .7..7 Alec Mango
believe in her role, it's also hard
Excellent chances on the .home agreeable heel wbo’d double-cross Otherwise/-its literary tone and
to believe in her performance
!What Robert Aldrich,apparently
a loved one for a choice booking. unshaped characters. limit this for
market,
especially
in
respect
to
which- is standard, blit shows pro¬
was attempting, in story arid in
mise in one or two emotional cost. Lightweight for export; but The character is not a completely stronger chances. abroad.
treatment, was the kind of espion-;
:
good
for
Italo
areas
abroad.
plausible
one
but
Wagner
;
does
Two
half-brothers
fall
for
a
prosscenes. It’s one of the one-dimen¬
tie. One marries her. The pic then age-intrigue film that the Euro¬
[ Pic deals, with attempts by a pretty will by it.
sional parts.
;/
Comedian Rav Walston con¬ denotes the frictions set up in the peans frequently do so well; That
In small roles. Hoot Gibson re¬ 'rich storeowner, played by .Toto,
home
until the girl realizes that he does not succeed, is due . partly
tributes
the
highlights
of
“Say
One
calls another era of filmmaking • to avoid paying heavy taxes by
to script deficiencies and inade¬
and tennis star Althea: Gibson j convincing and/or bribing , tax in- for Me,” He’s supposed to he a for¬ one really , loves her in spite of; quacies, but. also to the overall..
what
she
was. Film has a. good
mer
songwriter
of.
importance
but
:
spector
Aldo
Fabrizi
to
go
easy
on
makes her screen debut | as Miss
of the story. The Ray¬
his ! double^check of the firm's ac- now.oh.a continual binge. His is an production, gloss but actors can conception
Towers’ servant and companion.
mond Stress production for Metro
“The Horse Soldiers'^ under¬ ! counts. Tax problems remain urtr affable ..personality and ' the per¬ not do much with their unclear has some fair names, but it is riot
roles,
On-the-spot
Jensing
in
a
standably bend';. be-rivwards to do J solved at the end .(solution.offered form ance as a drunk is., frequently
likely to stir much interest.;
little fishing village helps^.
justice to both sides. /Wayne’s is to try to win tax-free football ;ainusihg..: ; j:
A.. I.. Bezzerides did the screen¬
Mosk.
. Comiie ’ Gilchrist, . as Crosby’s
but families are linked
men, while rough ’n’ tourii in'bat¬ [pool!
play from a novel by, Leon Uris.:
the taxer’s housekeeper, also . scores notably.
tle. are a remarkably considerate ! nevertheless . when
The setting is. Greece, at the time it
:
daughter,
falls
for
shopkeeper's
Les
Trerhayne,
Frank
McHugh.
Jce
Edgar
S.
Van
Olinda,
screen;
lot and . Wayne himself ;■ exhibits
was overwhelmed by. the GermanBesser and, Alena .Murray- among drama and music critic, as. well as
some almu-t .sjper-humap traits. : son.
invasion of the Balkans,
North and Scrub iunerrei heroic¬
Dialogue is topically fine. The. others,, round out the cast in columnist, for the Albany Times* ■ Italian!
Union, was awarded a 50-ye.ar pin The plotting is extremely compli¬
ally in the van tcocoonj!ms. and : combo of a top comic team makes agreeable, fashion.
Music,'..as .supervised arid con¬ by Masters Lodge.- of Masons : in cated and. the .characters are at-:
the point is .under-cored in an al¬ for plenty of laughs. Technical
(Continued on page 24) .
ducted by Lionel Ne\\jman, has its that city last week.
Hack.
most
naive
dt gre e.
jin
one I. credits are good..
The Horse Soldiers
(COLOR)
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with United Artists and the. Mirisch Co. dispatching special kits of
recorded material on the .John
With air conditioning no longer “Good afternoon—Cool. Loew’s.”
By ROBERT J. LANDRY
Waiyne-William Holden starrer to the novelty it used to be and the¬ ; . (.2 ) All ads, cards, windows and
;
Otto Preminger’s Upcoming Carlyle release .for: Columbia, ‘‘Anatomy
atres,
no longer the sole haven advertising away from the theatre
some 4,000 ddejays. in the U.S.V
of • Murder,” may. plausibly be submitted in: evidence as a well-organ¬
from rising temperatures, the na¬ should carry COOL copy.
Canada and Mexico,
tion’s theatres must employ a new
(3) Put up a good front: avoid
ized: brief . making the case, for motion picture promotion In today’s
: Kits include two UA LP albums approach in selling their cool cli- hot colors (red, orange, etc.) in
highly competitive,, distraetian-eluttered"market. Call it the', anatomy
--David
Buttplph’s
soundtrack . mates ..during the hot. weather sea- signs, displays, uniforms.'Use back¬
of a campaign.
/
■ ■
score, Constance, owers’ collection, ; son. That’s: the \deW of Loew’s grounds of light blue, green, light
Start with the word- -‘‘anatomy’’; Itself./-The.. clear purpose of numer¬
of wartime ballads, “Constance ! Theatres pub-ad. .* Veepee Ernie yellow\ white. Potted, plants, lat¬
ous arranged,, tie-ups is to drive, hammer and slip the. term-into the
lEmerling. who has prepared a spe- tice and ivy, art. of pine trees,
i Towers Sings to the Horse Soldiers,’ i cial manual for the chain’s houses waves, clouds and mountains give
public vocabulary; Of course .Michigan Supreme Court Justice John
• and. a Disneyland cutting- of Stan, .on “why p rope r operation and an illusion of coolness. A lobby
Voelket under his . pen-name of Robert .Thayer first got the term on
l:J6n.es’ ballad frofn the filiri, “I proper publicity7 are more impor- fountain is a good deal, or a cart
the rpad w hen he wrote the novel which held, the: Best. Seller list for •* Left My Love.” Also in the kit will
i tarit than ever” in pitching air with ferns or flowers. ^
63. weeks, runhiog 185,000. single hard-cover copies,: (with Book of i be chatter material .on the film and : conditioning.
< 4 ) Avoid pictures of Eskimos,
1
the,
personalities.
.
Me nth Club, help, : 265,000 '. But: expect the word: tp. be dropping all
j. “Your job, from now on,” Emer- icebergs, blizzards, snow-loaded
( ■
»y.-.
letters,
and other extreme cold
!
ling
warned
the
circuit’s
theatre
over from now: on: .
.
.
1
Newsweek obliged with “The Anatomy of an. Amateur
(author); j How Gimmjcked Shoiildya Get? J ‘ managers, “is to create in the pub- symbols.
1
5
)
Where
radio copy is used,
Look had the “Anatomy ; of . a Success” (in, murder) and Mademoiselle
[ Exhibitors operating the better. j lie[s..mihd an image, of: superior air have announcers use “Cool Loew’s’*
the “Anatomy of a Fashion” (designed by Joan Leslie, plugged by
j coridifioning at Loew’s: a cool Cli■
:
houses
across,
the.
country
are
tafcfor
the
duration
of the. warm
Peck & Peck and pre-planned for Kathy Grant to. wear in the picture).
[ing a second and more cautious i mate that is comfortable, healthful months.
The . whole organized conspiracy (of Dave Golding, Nat Riidich, .et
: and under expert, supervision at all
i
look
at
“gimmick”:
pictures,
.
The
(
6
)
A
perspirinjg.
rumpled,
al) to. attract attention has rriultiple tie-ins not. only, of “anatomy” and
He; cautioned that the: reference is; to exploitation-type [time;”
“murder” - but Of a logo, dr trademark figure, designed by Saul Bass
[atres must overcome the influence stringy-haired cashier* is a poor
i
product
which
.
is
given
a
splash
advertisement
for
the
comfort
you
well before Preminger started shooting the. film in.Michigan. The logo,
, of a certain percentage of detracSame goes for
known in the trade already as .‘.‘the horizontal man,” is intended to. be. ' campaign and usually is sent out j tors who will downbeat the cooling are trying to sell.
via
multiple
booking.
the
ticket
taker
and
other
employ¬
stuck all over the American scenery, starting, almost immediately: This
; systems because of their own probIf your boxoffice is out of
■will-go up first in Los Angeles as a teaser 24-sheet-^just the logo.. It I Films which, fall into this eate- ] lems: with sinus, arthritis arid ees.
will then be over-posted with the cast,-finally with the full billing facts. • gory in many instances gross well | other disorders. That’s why, Emerr the cooling zone, try to make it as
In short, the horizontal, man will ggt a triple-tease shroud within 30; the first few days, said the vice- ] ling emphasizes, continuing pub- pleasant as possible . with a fan
days, rare to. outdoor .display. :. ■: ..
.. ;.
:
■ - president of one important circuit. ! licity stressing comfort and health and acequate ventilation.
. Meanwhile “the horizontal man” (positively not to bo r,amen Otto) He commented further, however, ; is so essential. And, he adds, the.
( 7 ) Don’t cheat on your temper¬
will be imprinted on .100,000 pieces of distributor, wagon, and. retail • that he arid his competitors are be¬ puhlicity; should be backed up by a ature-humidity checks. In the long
rack placards issued by Dell for the new. 50.c softcover version of the ginning, to find, that the public may plant Operation that is as close to run, you’ll be cheating yourself out
; book, which has sold 2,000,000 in +
• !
■ \ /. '
■; • • • | .weii be : resentful and the long¬ the. ideal as possible. Managers, of customers.
(8) Instruct all employees that
a first wave and for the third mj)- j gartize parties, in homes and demon- term, is tpo severe.
he notes, should anticipate break¬
This doesn’t mean that all “gim¬ downs, be ready, for them when theatre doors and windows left
lion (sic) will carry a -cast; credit.} 5^^:.. jewelry to wives (The An¬
on thd back, coyer, The .corpus de¬ atomy of Marriage?)
micks”.afe risky.
For one, he j they occur, and- watch temperature open during hot weather will can¬
stated. Allied Artists’ “House on l and humidity in the auditorium, cel out the cooling plant’s opera¬
licious . also gets a big. play. ;ori the
dust-jacket of a book about .the.
, Haunted Hill” had the entertain¬
tion or impair its efficiency:
Lighted Thinking Chambers
| ment values that were advertised., i “One bad experience on a crowded
. making of “Anatomy of Murder” j j
( 9 ) Get all red and orange bulbs
j weekend, can. undo all the good you
to be issued presently by St'.-MarNew advertising wavs and means j. He specified he [was talking J have built up,” Emerling cautions. out of wall brackets, table lamps,
. tin Press ($4,95) under, the... pre¬ horizons. are being explored by the j about the real cheapies which are
rest room fixtures.
Reduce in¬
dictable1 title .of “Anatomy, of a U.S. film companies in an effort to i. given thb hard; sell: The audience |. Emerling’s .... fact-filled manual terior wattage wherever possible
Motion Picture.” Further, the body readlr the ia) fringe aridtbl.oc- ! is lured to them via the campaign. ! Contains general . “cool” hints, catch to cut down heat.
Exposed hot
[lines for advertising, ad copy, spe- /water pipes in closets, utility
promotional,
shine
------ will —.
. . •«•„. the al- ! casional filmgoer.
Although the [And now he wonders about what
bum covers :of Duke Ellington s;
and. tested approaches yia: [part Of the public, so attracted. j cial stories and stunts 'to promote rooms and anywhere in the cool¬
ing area should be insulated.
Columbia disks.
. .,
j SUCh media as newspapers,, radio, ; \vill stay away from his theatres , air. conditioning.
110) In extremely hot weather, it
Not the. least arresting, aspect of ;.tv and magazines are not being because pf the experience with } The Loewis executive’s 10-point
| “do” and “don’t” list eontaino the is especially important that the
the campaign for the film, which- neglected, there is a new focus pn such tactics..
following:
stars James Stewart and . includes | added concepts. to buck-up standengineer
be on the job in time to
In. any event, he said the camLee Remick, Ben Gazarr.a, Eve Ar- ; ard procedures.
0
( .1) Ask cashiers in hot weather get the house comfortable for
| paign alone will no longer induce,
den, is that its publicity, advertis- j The past weeks; have witnessed i him to buy a low budget produc- i to answer the phone by saying early patrons.
ing, promotion, trailers and liter-.; a couple of bold departures from I tion which plays up the thrill and
ary profile were planned and exe-. the accepted practices—Colurnbia’s shock angles. He doesn’t want to
cuted in Michigan while the picture jg. page: supplement for “T h e y I take the risk of irritating his cus- American Bandstand tv program,
with an estimated 40,000,000 view¬
was being shot in the streets and Came to Cordura” in the Sunday ; tomers.
ers, to tell his hero-worshipping
public buildings. A three-room : jj.. y.. Times and United Artists’
+,* +
.
constituents to see the film. More¬
suite at the Northland hotel._ U1;. sponsorship of the radio broadcast !
over, Col employed theatre and tv
Safety Patrol Kids Tie-up
Marquette was, the editing-cutting! pf the. Patterson-Johansson chamtrailers, radio spots, national mags,
room for Lou Loeffler and two > pjonship fight for “The. Horse [
.
SanAntonio.June9.
lobby
displays and exhibitor mail¬
'aids; Exposed stock, was ..air-shipped [ Soldiers:’’:.
f The local officials of the Tnterto Hollywood fbr lab-processing,
Moreover, there! appears to be a ; state Theatre Circuit, headed by ings to get Clark’s endorsement
then air-shipped back; Each Sunday} reawakening among the film [ com- I George Watkins, city manager, are before the public and bookers and
morning for seven weeks Preminger i parties of the industry!s advertising • inviting the boys and girls Who buyers;
Clark’s, stint earned him a twosaw: the rushes in a local theatrej approaches arid there have been ; serve on the school safety patrols
prior to its 2 p.m. opening. ;
numerous efforts, particularly by to see a special Saturday morning picture contract with Col and theDetroit, June 9.
.' What ! in part makes. the “An--! Universal’s puh-ad veepee David | showing. The turnout was so large film compariy is hopeful that he;
The $50,000 advertising fund
atomy pfi;Mufder” campaign unique ! A.Liptbn, to silence the detractors, last year that there have been two ciii do as good; a selling job on already pledged by Metropolitan
is this whole do-it-yourself em-:of film advertising. The resur- showings set up this year. One for himself when “Harrispn High,” his Exhibitors of Detroit to boost film
phasis. Look, fellows, no sets; noj gence of interest in advertising has private ...and parochial schools arid initial film, is ready for release. attendance in nabe houses mav be
overhead, no.studio; our own mime-, been marked by/ numerous press the secrind for public schools.
doubled as a result of contribu¬
ogiaph and addressograph, our Own conferences and luncheons—Uni¬
It’ll Happen To Jane
The showing will be held at the
tions by distributors. Should the
trailers made in . .the courthouse versal, UA and Col—to explain the Majestic Theatre, downtpwn; Inter¬
fund
so sw’ell, $4,000 would be
Kansas City, June 9.
and ready Tor; the Columbia film thinking : b e h i n d proposed cam¬ state house and will feature the
: Next release for which the great available each week, under tiie
exchanges, and the pre-hooked paigns;;
pic;
“Cowboy”
starring
Glenn
plan,
to
promote subsequent runs
plains , area is planning a satura¬
theatres,, three weeks after shoot- . . U’s ’pitch was staged in connec¬ Ford.-,'
tion push is “It Happened To via tv, radio and in newspapers.
tion with Look Magazine arid
. ing started. .[■
.v!
The
distribs’
interest in partici¬
Jane”
Group
bf
ihidwest
exhibs,
Two separate trailers were made: sought, ta play up the importance
.‘Fright Level’ Gimmick. [ | circuit chiefs and distrib execs pating in the campaign was ascer¬
in Michigan; Part of. the first was of pie-selling .via national..magr
tained
when
a
committee
of local
met
recently
to
set
up
Great
Plains
... used on the Ed. Sullivan . telecast azines: U’s success with “Imitation
Dallas, June 9.
of March 29. The second trailer of Life” served . as a potent ex¬ [Majestic Theatre here is seeking Builders Association to carry out exhibs contacted key execs in N. Y.
recently. The Detroit committee
the [saturation. ideas.
for more general, rise (arid .turiied ample:";:/
a girl or young woman who . thinks
Group elected Myron Blank, included Woodrow R, Praught. Irv¬
over to National Screen Service) • The. offbeat approaches em¬ she can’t be frightened. Forrest
also follows a “newsreel” format. ployed = by . Col • arid UA have: as Thompson, manager of the Majes¬ Central States Theatres, Des ing Goldberg, William M. WetsBoth trailers have exceptional be¬ their main purpose, the . attraction tic, has in hand; what he believes Moines, as president. Included are man and Milton H. London.
theatres and territories which will
They met with the following
ll ind-scenes “intimacy,” including of. people who;have lost the.film-,
the touch of Preminger, bawling out, going habit. In order to reach the is a proper test of this person’s see special campaigns on pictures executives: Alex Harrison and C.
in an area stretching from Minne- Glenn Norris, Fox; Razz Goldstein
regular fan, the standard media “fright level.”
a grip for smoking on the set. .
The person selected will, he the sota down the Missouri Valley and ana Nicky Goldhammer. Allied
Haste may riot traditionally make. are used—amusement pages, postperfect but haste put a cockleburr j ers, radio-tv spots, etc.. However, guest of the theatre at a special into Texas and: Oklahoma,
Artists; James R. Velde and Milton
midnight
showing of “The Horrors
Two special trailers with Ernie E. Cohen, United Artists; Sidney
under everybody's posterior in the j as Col’s pub-ad director Robert S.
present instance. . Duke Ellington Ferguson explains it, today’s ex^ of the Black Museum” (AI) next Kovacs have been produced for Deneau and Jerome Pickman. Par¬
showed lip on location three weeks pensive productions cannot be sup- Tuesday. The gimmick is that there use in this caimpaign, and radio amount; Leo Greenfield. Buena
prior to completion of the riegative, I ported solely: by the regulars. He will be no one-else in the theatre. and ;tv are expected to be used Vista; Rube Jackter, Paul N. Laza¬
..Thoirispon said, the, theatre is in¬ heavily.. Pattern was developed in rus and Jonas Rosenfield, Colum¬
• actually recorded two of the num- feels, that the blockbusters, in. or¬
der to be successful,' must reach terested in checking the reactions the early spring with “The Hang¬ bia. Execs of other companies
bers in a neighborhood nitery/'
of
a person who thinks, she can en¬ ing Tree,” which did ’well above were contacted by phone.
Once the decision was made in the fringe and occasional patron:
January to shoot for the July 4th “You must realize that; you cannot dure the horrors. portrayed on the the national average in this ter¬
All indicated they would give
screen
—chilling .fog,
piercing ritory. “Jane” plugging is ex¬ the plan favorable consideration,
rather, than 'the Labor Day week¬ reach these people through your
pected to exceed that on “Tree,” the committee reported. Plans are
end release it was make, or break,. normal advertising channels,” he blade, acid bath and the like.
heretofore one of the heaviest in to start the advertising June 21 to
All material was, for immediate use. explained. That’s why, he added,
the territory in recent years.
Long-deadline, magazines: had to. film companies have been going
Npt lri It. But Sold It
promote subsequent showings in
take lesser priority instead of vice off. the airnusemerit page, taking
this area of “The Mating Game”
. versa. News photo breaks from lo¬ run-of-the-paper. ads, bus. cards, su¬ - Use of teenage idol Dick .Clark
and “Tom Thumb.” That would be
Does The B.O. Also Swell?
cation, : invitational visits of iriter- permarket bags, or what have you. as an: exposed “hidden: persuader”
followed by “Pork Chop." Hill,”
. Viewers, radio-recorded. stuffl for
Columbia anticipates a distribu¬ “Alias Jesse James,” “Rio Bravo,”
Ferguson, however, stresses that to endorse a picture in which he
station uses (with. their .own -iriat Col and other film companies are didn’t appear is credited'with help¬ tion of several million gimmick “Al Capone Story,” “Shaggy Dog,”
service) and, the various fashlori not foresaking the bread-and-butter ing a modest budget entry rack up accessories in connection with the and others as they break.
and other .comimerical tie-tips were media which are still considered a $2,000,000 gross. The picture in release of the sci-fi film,: “The
all executed at th< gallop.
the prime outlets. The aim is to question is Columbia’s “Gidget,” H-Man.”
Showman Term as Mayor Ends
Standard, of course, with any seek the offbeat or the spectacular a . film - which bypassed Broadway
Accessory consists of a highlyDumas, Tex., June 9.
nia j or production are links with in order to attract “that extra for situation neighborhood dates.: compressed sponge and. die cut in
H. S. McMurry has stepped down
products seen in the fiim-Ahence audience,” he notes.
.. Filled with; young Col contract the shape, of the “H-Man.” The following his one term as mayor
the deal .with Underwood Typeplayers and geared for the blue sponge is said to swell to about of this city and will devote his full
:. writer; ; But:. here is a special
jean set,: the picture—apparently 10 times its original thickness when time to the operation of the Evelyn
*Horse Soldier* Diskings
piquancy: one tie-up is with Eirifor an undisclosed suin —-. had placed in wateh One surface of Theatre and the Prairie Drive-In
mons Jewelry via Vogue mag, Em¬
Harnessing of disk jockey selling Clark’s wholehearted support. His the sponge is imprinted with the with his partner Ted Powell.
mons has “3,700 fashion show di¬ power, on a non-musical film is be¬ role in the- promotion was many- warning: “Dip the HrMain in water
The duo also operate a* bowling
rectors” around the U.S.A. who or-. ing tried on “The Horse Soldiers,” faceted. He employed his popular . •. . arid watch out!”
alley here.
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New Slants For iAircondition ’Sell

Detroit Exhibs
Fund Matched
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4&RIETY
Exposition Hits Port.;
. ‘Monster’ Lean $4,500

L.A. on Skids Albeit
‘Hands Fair 15G,
‘Some Hot’

Portland, Ore!, June 9.
; The Oregon Centennial Exposi¬
tion gets .under, way this week arid
first-run trade is reflecting this set¬
up with some lightweight grosses.
However. “Woman. Obsessed” is
f
^ Philadelphia, June 9.
: heading for a good take at the; Fox
Holdovers are toppirig new en¬
, ; while? “Windjammer’’ still Is lofty
trants- here in a generally, quiet.,
i in filth session at the Hollywood,
session/ “Night of Quarter Moon”
i “How To Make: a. Monster”:, shapes
shapes slow at Stanton while
Los Angeles. Jv.he 9.
j drab at big Paramount.
"Tides of Passion” looks lukewarm
Estimated Total Gross
First-runs here currently are
.,! Estimates for This Week
at bandbox World. “Young Phila*
This; Week .
, . .$398,900
shaping up to hit a two-year low.
i Broadway . 1 Parker) i 1.890; $1delphians.” is solid; in third round
v.iih few standout engagements.
(Based on 20 theatres)
‘.$1:'50>—“Wild arid Innocent” ; (U*
at Stanley: “Imitation of Life”
“Diary of Anne Frank.'; on first
! and “Tap Roots” tU).'reissue). Slim
Last Year .......! . $504,800
still is lively in. eighth frame at
general run, alms to hit goad $15.$4,000. Last week,. “World. Flesh.
Estimated Total Gross
(Based on 22 theatres)
the Arcadia.-. >
500 in tin ee theatres. Pie jjlso is
Devil”
(M-G*.
and
“Panama
SaT;
This Week .! ... SI,816.600
showing
in
five nabe jhbv.ses.
“Pork Chop Hill:-’ is rated.lusty,
•Rep), $3,800,.
“Shake Hands With Devi1/; look^
* Based on 23 cities and 225
in second Fox : stanza. “World;
; ...!Fbx.;'.Evergreen'* .'1.536: $L$1.49*
. theatres, .chir’ly,-first runs, in-,
to land a fair S15 00U 'id three
Flesh,
Devil” looks dull, in second
j-y‘Woman; Obsessed’’ (20tli) and,
week at Goldman. "Shaggy Dog"
eluding X. Y.j
spa*-:.
| “Lone Texan” .< 20th*; Good $6,500.1
moms., hefty in .sixth' Session at
“It Happer.ed To .Tane" is head¬
! Last .week,“Some Like. It' Hot”
Last Year . . . ,. S2.286.100 :.*!UA-> <4tli wk>. S6.40Q.
Randolph.
ing for a dull SIS.'000 or near in
i Based on 25 cities and 25.7 I Hollywood 1 Evergreen): 11.200:
ti>**ee house's aLoinoo<>mn« week.
Estimates for This AVeek ^ :
theatres.
>
“Some Like It Hot” still is hoUy
SI.49-51.75*—“Windjammer”.:. 'NT)
. Arcadia - 'S&S) '536; . 99-$1.80—
SI2.000 in ninth round 'hX the
'5th wk*. Tall $8,000. Last- week,‘Tmitation of Life” (U) .(8th wk).
Chinese.
$7,600.
Fine $6,000 or over. Last week,
Baltimore, June. 9.
: Orphettm 1 Evergreen) (1.600: Sl“Young Philadelphians” shapes
$3,000.
Sl.49)—‘Face
of
Fugitive”!
i
Col*
Cool
weather
failure
of
new
moderate $11,000 in third: Holly¬
(1,430;
and “VerbotenV 'Rank). Okay $6.- product. to do much and dip by = Boyd (SW - Cinerama)
wood Paramount frame. “World.
000. Last week. -‘Young Philadel¬ holdovers is sloughing biz here $1 :i.0-$2.60 *—“South . Seas, Adven¬
Flesh and Devil” is doing ;a slow
ture”
(Cinerama),
(16th
wk).
Neat
phians” .(WB) and “Westbound” this week. On the pleasant side are
$U).ut)0 in two local ions second
*WB*. $6100.
“Room at Top,” still nice in sixth j $10,000. Last week, $12,600.
stanza. “Pork Chop Hill" 'shapes
!
Fox
(National)
(2.250;
90-$1.49)
.
Paramount
'
Port-Par)
>3-400;
$1
frame at the Playhouse and “Young
soil $10,500 in second, also two
- . ‘How To Make A Monster”; Philadelphians,” oke in. third at ! —“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) (2d wk).
$1.50
» spots,
■!;
^
j
AI* and'.“Teeriage Caveman’’ (AD. Stanley. . Big disappointment is I Lusty $14,006. Last week/$19,000.
Kansas City. June
9!
“Room At Top” is.holding-fancy
Onlv- two new' bills among the
S4.500. Last week./‘/Pork. “Diary of Anne Frank” sad in •Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 99with $9,000 or dose in fourth Fine
ajor first-runs.
Lucasta” chdP
and W ink of: second at ^ the New after a. poor. : $1.49) .— “.World, Flesh. Devil”
.... .-- "Anna
......... ^__
. Hill
A’-*s session. “South Seas Adven¬ ! major
(UA). $5.8'
opener. “Hangman”, is drab
(M-G) (2d wk). Dull $5,000. Last
ture” hit a big $17,700 in 30th shapes slow at the Missouri while.
first at the Century, one of the week. $7,000/
“Pork Chop Hill”- at Midland is .
week at Warner lloi/ywoodi:
worst Openers, there is some time. . . Midtowm (Goldman) <1,250; $1.10only fair. Several holdovers arev.w-. > H*#l J (FOO AAA f
Estimates for This Week.
urprisingly
strong;
including Iran IVlllfl «bZo«lH/U III
$2'—“Diary of Anne Frank" (20th)
Estimates for This AYeek.
Downtown Paramount. Fox AAll“Shaggy Dog” on extended run at
v- “
___
Century (R-F) (3.200; 5Q-$1.25)— i4/h wkC Still oke at $14,000. Last ,
shire, N ew Fox 1 ABPT-F’.VC • 3.'
three
Fox
Midwest
houses.
“Young
300: 2.296; 765: 90-$!.50*—“Shake
“Hangman" (Pari. Dull $5,000. Last wbeki ditto. ./'
. Philadelphians”
at
Paramount
Randolph (Goldriianl (2.250; 94Hands With Devil” 'UAi and
week. “It Happened to Jane” (Col)
looks pleasing. “Gigantis” turns
$1,80.) —“Shaggy Dog” (BV) (6th
“Edge of Fury” 'UA* D.ownpar.
<2d wk*. $4,000.
Commonwealth drive-ins to firstNew Fox'. Fair SI5.000 or near.
!
\yk).
Hefty $7,5Q0. Last week,
'
Cinema
(Schwaberj
.
(4607
90run temporarily for moderate
Last week. Downtown Paramount
Toronto, June 9. | S1.50> — “Love My Profession” $11,060. : ..
week:'
■'
with Uptown, Loyola. “$haggy
Among. newcomers here current- j, Kings) (2d wk). Good $3,000 after
Stanley
(SW) (2.900; 90-$L80)-^
Estimates for This AYeek
Dog” *BV* -3d -wk). “Golden. Aee
"Young Philadelphians” (WB) (3d.
lv. ‘‘Green Mansions” is okay but; 53 500 in first
of Comedy” «DCA» 'reissue* «3d
Brcokside -Fox Midwest) '750; .; “Watusi” shapes sad: “The Trap” | ' . : w. .
r4fin. qn wkK Solid $15.000., Last week;
wk. Downpar. Loyola*. “Thunder . 75-51.50 '—“Sleeping Beautv” «B.V) looks "fair- in 10 spots. Standout, is^
iS*!? nii-'iLSi $18,600. '
in Sun” >Par»
wk. Uptown-. «11th wk 1. Boosted to big $7,000 as. second stanza! of^/“Room!■-at Top,” ; Jnmv ifSr^'J'Sv fnStanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$1.40)
$26,300. Fox Wilsliire with Or- closing notice.. Last w:ee,k. $6,000. . .;doirig turRaway biz at the Towne | (3“
^lce $3>000 after same in
—“.Night of Quarter Moon” (M-G).
pheum. Hollvwood. “Pork; Chop
Capri 'Durwood •. .' 628; 5L50. i and better- than ., opener... “Some | second.
/n
. Slow $6,500 or close. Last week,
Hill" UA>, “Machete” <UA/ < Or¬ . 52.25. $2.50) — “South Pacific" , Like It Hot.’’ now.in eighth frame!
Hippodrome: (R-F) (2,300; ,50->
pheum, Hollvwood' $20,100. New*. ■Magna) -ijlth wk*: Fine $7,000. i looms fast at Loew’s. “It Happened * $1.25)—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) (2d “Al Capone” (AA) (4th wk), $8,000.
Studio (Goldberg) . (483 ; 90Fox with El Rcy: Warner Bjbverly. Last w-eekfh§7.500,
5
- to. Jane” In second .stanza.at Im-; wk). Sad $3,500 after $5,000 on
$1.80)—“Love Is My Professibri”
“Auntie Marne” WB* '8ih wk. 1
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$i 25) /Pcrial is rated okay. ■
.
!j first.. / .
(Kings)
'3d wk). Nifty $4,200.
New Fox: 3d wk, El' Rey- '1st. wk.'
—“Ilunrv. V” <Indie) '2d w*k). Oke •
Estimates for This,Week
j Little (R-F) (300; 50*$1.25)— Last week,.
$5,000.
Warner Beverlv>. "Rally 'Round
51.700. Last week. 52:000.
Carlton tRankV *2,318; 75-S1.25V, “Milkmaid” (Indie) (4th wkh Fair
Flag. Boys” '20th* 'New Foie* '1st
Traris-Lux
(T-L) (500; fi9-$1.80)
' Crest Ri verside 'Common- ^“Man ih Ne!t” (UAV-Light $7!000;;$1,400. Last week. $1,500.
wki, “Bell. Book, Candle”!; *CoI>
Is Many Splendored
week.7 p“Danger
Within” j Mayfair (R-F)) (900; 50-$1.25)-^ /-'••“Love.'.
«E1 Rev* ;3d wk\ '‘Indiscreet” ' wealth* >900 cars each: 85c> w. Last
Thing”
(20th)
arid “Three Coins
*WB'
“Westbound"Rank): 56,0007
i “Guns, Girls. Gangsters” (UA* and
(WB* 'reissue* (Warner Beverly-, “Gigantis"
Fountain” (20th) (reissues). Fine
>AVB* arid “Teehagerc from Outer., Century, Downtown, Glendale,! ‘/Riot in Jiivenile Prison” (UA). $3,800.
$7800.
j;
Last
week,
“Green Man¬
Midtown.
Oakwood,;Okay $5,000. .Last week;- “Man .in. sions” (M-G) (6thWk),
Downtown. AA’iltern. Vogue *SW- Space” 'WB*..Medium $7,500. Last Kingswayj$3,000.
.
^Odeon, ih-ince of Wales, Scarboro, i Net” (UA), $4,000
FVC'-1.757; 2.344; 825: 90,^1.50' . week, subsequents.
Viking;
‘Slev)
(1,000:
75-$1.80)—Midland 'Loewi (3.500: 75-$ 1)— ‘ State . (Taylor) (1,338; 1.059; 995; | ,New . (R-F) (1,600; $1^5-$2)—
—“It Happened to Jane” 'Col* and
"Thunder
in
Sun"
(Par)
(2d wk).
Hill” . tUA). Fair 687; 1.089; 1.393; 752; 1,200^ 684; (“Diaiy of Anne Frank” (20th V. (2d
“Face of a Fugitive” 'Col1. Dull “Pork. Chop
Dim $4.Q00. Last week^ $10,000.
$13,000. Last week. Downtown. ‘ S9.000 but may hold. Last week; 694; .50-75'—“The Trap’ 'Pari and, wkv. Blah $4,500 after $8,000 for
World
(Pathe)
(604;
94-$1.80)
—
“Battle Cry” ;\VB'. “Battle Hymn” “CreenM.ar.sions” .M-G> ahd“New:; ‘’Sleo -Down to Terror” (U*/-.Fair ; first.
•U* reissues* 1st wk-5 daysii.•Sl- Orleans After Dark.” ■ A A *,. $7,500 $28,000, Last week: ‘‘Giant Befie-1
pl_vvolls- (Schwaber) (460* 90- “Tides of Passion” (Indie). Quiet
$2,500/
Last
week,.
“Crucible”.
ir
9
days.
.
moth”
(AA)
and
“Sneed
Cmy
!.
PI£®Hse
fl;*0 Wiltern with HillsUect. Iris.
(Indie) .(.2d wk), $2,200.
Missouri * RIvO > ' 2.5S5: 75-SI)— ‘ A A); S15.0OO for four-house tiein, ■ , wk). Nice $3,800 after SAnn-'
‘WTvsterians” <M-G*. “First Man
$4,000 in
Ir-.to space” -M-G*. $17,300. Vogue. “Anna Luccsta”. ,«UA-» ?"d “Time with 4,086. capacity.
fifth week;
“House on Haunted Hill" > AA
fm.o.j -3d wk*. “Macabre”! <AA week. “Around World in 80 Dyas”!.^-“Sound arid Fufy” i2t.li) (3d wk*. [' Sta*l^^R-FV=f2,800,..5.0^1,30
f U'A *• * reissue-* reopened the house'Satisfactory .$.6:000.; Last •• ;week,'!''-‘^0U,?S Philadelphians. JW-B1- (Jd.
(reissue5. $2,000.
!
• ; :
. i wk). Fair. $6,000 after $7,000 in
Iris, El Rey, Loyola 'FWCl 825: under RKO operation for . oke $8,000.
So:500. .
iiviami 'iR-iik') (1-S!t)'
. second,
Continued on page 10 *
- UP; * 1:90Q: J5-90>--' ••‘Ca?^n. 'Admiral’^ >Ranki! OdJ Town <R-F) ^I2^50-$L25)-in g P hiladel obi a ns :\\B) '2d uk) rsturdv S4 000. Last .wCek/i “Woman Obsessed (20th) (2d wk).
^leasing 56.000. Last weelc, 35.000/
'
7
'.Slow $3,000 after $5,000 opener.
Pittsburgh, June 9.
S7.000.
---—
Big baseball crowds for Pirates
r’ 7*own, Fairwav. Granada 1 Fox V. Imperial. (FP' (3,343; 75-$l-:25 '^—;!
“It
Happened
to
jane”
(Col)
(2d;
rOA
j » :•
r AA
at Forbes Field, Bicentennial events
11'd west * '2.043. TOO.. 1.217: 85-SI •
downtown and perfect summer
—‘ Shaggy Dog” 'BY*. Fourth week
weekend weather giving business
;-t Uptown, second week: at others.
generally the hot. foot. "Shake
International 'Taylor) *557; SD—
Great 515.000: holds at Uptown.
Hands With Deyil” at Penn..and
“Gigi”
1 M-G) <45th. wk*. Good
Last
week.
$20,000.
Detroit. June 9.
Seattle, June 9.
S3.000. Last week. $3,500. .
“Young Philadelphians” at Stanley
Another good week is in'; pros¬
There are mighty few bright are weathering downbeat best.
Loew’s 'Loewi '2.093: 75-51;25)—
pect for downtown deluxers;: here!
“Some Like It Hot’-' (UA> '8th wk). spots here! this round. One of Elsewherb; it’s largely so so. “Diary
“^;mke Hands With Devil” is socho
Fancy $10,000 Or close.. Last .week, them is return engagement of of Anne Frank” contiriues' to die
a- the Palms. “Naked Maja’/lookc
“Around World in 80 Days ” which on roadshow run at Nixon,.
nit/v at the Michigan. ■‘Hangman"
shapes sturdy on opening wreek and
“Compulsion” is holding up fair- ,
1995
75 2 40
shapes okay at the Fox.
|
'“South Pacific”> 'Magna).'(48.thi-.wk),.! on popscale at the Blue Mouse. Pic ly well at Fulton In second as is
Of the holdover .films, “Imitation
Buffalo. June 9.
for
nearly
Lusty $7,500.^(Last week, $8,000! *-had- played
- roadshow
’
“
1 a “Shane” at Harris. At.Squirrel Hill,
of L?fe” still is great in seventh '
Trade at first-runs is very spotty1 Towrie 'Tavlor) (695; 75-$1.25)S'eai* downtown/ “Pork. Chop Hill” “No Room at Top’? is still strong.;
round at the Madison. “Mysterians” in ourrent session. Newcomers are “Room at.Top” 'Conti '2d wk). On held up so well it continued, for
Estimates for This Week
s' upc-s fine in second at the not confribuling much. “Shake word-of.-mouth, serisational turna- a" third nice round at Orpheum.
Adams. “Love Is My Profession’' Har.ds With Devil is. slow-in first f way : biz- at $11,000. Last week, “Some Like It Hot”, also is big in
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 80-$1.25)-/
stays lively in third session at week at the Buffalo while Man m $io 000
“Compulsibn”
. (20th). . (2d . wk.)
sixth week.!
Trans-Lux Krim. “Shane” is rated NeU’ looks sluggish opening round:
Should do Okay $4,500. on windup.
University - (FP) (1.556: 75-$l:25)
. Estimates for; This Week
good In second at Broadway- at Paramount. On other hand, “A1 —“Watusi”)M-G v. Sad $4,500/ Last
Last week, $7,500..
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (739; 90Capitol.
Capone shapes smart in second week. “TempesU’ (Par) (2d; wk>,
Harris
(Hams)
(2,165;
80*
$1.50)—“Around World in 80 Days”
frame at Lafayette. Young Phila- $6 000
Estimates for This Week
(UA). Hep $6,500 or near. Last $1.25) — “Shane" (Par), (reissue) .
delphians”
is
still
okay
in
third
Uptown
;'Loew)
(2^43;
75-$1.25V
Fox tFox-Detroit* *5.000;; 99(2d wk).- Western hot doing badly. ..
week,
“Young
Philadelphians”
$i.25 — “Hangman”
'Pari: and round at Ihe Center, and "Diary \ —“Green Mansions” (M-G): Okay (WB) (2d wk), $3,000.
Sticks for five days in this w^eek
“Blaze of Noon" (Par). Okay. $15,- of Anne Frank, is/only passable 7«9.000. Last week. “Mating Game”
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,870; for okay $3,500. Last week, $5,500.
000. Last week, “Woman Obsessed” at Century and disappointing in ; (M-G) (3d wk). $9,500 in eight days.
Nixon (Rubin) (1,500; $1:25view- «-f scale. .
1
• ■ ■ ■_•
•
90-$1.50)—“Murder by Contract”
.<20th.< and “Juke Box Rhythm”
“Diary. of! Anne Frank”
(Col) and “Hangman” (Par). Mild $2.50)
Estimates for This AVeek
!
(Col*. $12,000.
j;
Never got off
$6,000. Last week, “Al Capone” (20th) (3d wk.)
Buffalo (Loew) (3.500; 70-$D—;
*A14
Michigan (United Detroit* (4.000;
ground, arid coiries out after- four
“Shake
Hands
With
Devil”
<UA).
i
HlQDlS.
l|U16l,
UiU
lll3D
(AA)
and
“Gunsnioke
'Tucson”
$1.25-51.49‘—“Naked Maja” (UA*
Weeks.
Despite
raves
arid fine
(AA) (2d wk), $5,800.
Dull $6,500. Last week, “pork Chop ’
and “Careless Years” <UA>. Swell " TTiH” (TT A l
“T
Hill” (UA) and “Lady
of Venge¬
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen) campaign; Dull $5,000. Last week,
$1.7.000, Last week, “Shaggy;Deg”
about
the
same.
ance” «U/rf $6:900.
.
.
<2,500; 90-$1.50) — “Woman Ob^
(BY) and “Rawhide Trail” <Indie)
Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$l)^-l
Indianapolis; June 9.
Penn (UA) (3;300; 80-$1.25)-^
sessed” (20th) and ‘‘Forbidden Is¬
(4th wk>, $18,000.
I
“Yroung Philadelphians” <WB) (3d! Biz is quiet here this stanza,
Dull $5,500. Last “Shake Hands. With .-Devil’’' tUA).
Palms (UD* (2,961; $1.25-$L49>— i wkK Dow’n. to okay $6,000. Last; stai‘t of school vacations and fine land” (Col).
week, ‘‘Compulsion” (20th) and James Cagney’s name, action and .
“Shake Hands With Devil” 1 (UA) I week. $7,000.
I outdoor ; weather ; holding down “Panama Sal” (Indie): (2d wk), plenty of Irish backing ! are help- :
and “Speed Crazy” vAA*. Great
Century tUATCl (2.700; 70-S1750A j cinema attendance. “Young Phila- $4,600.
ing to. overcome general slump and
$18,000. Last week, “Pork Chop —“Drary of . Anne Frank” (20th)-' deinhian«»’
delphians” is
ic boxoffice
hnYOffioA leader
i^aHAr with
Hill” 'UA) and "Outlaw’s [Son” Disappointing if passable $13,000 a. fairly good figure at Circle. “Old . Music Box (Hamrick) <850; 90- ought to . do okay br , river. Last
week,
“World,
Flesh,
Devil”
$1.50)—“World,
Fie
s
h.
Devil”
<UA> «2d wk), $19,000.
|;
Man
arid.
Sea”
at
Keith’s
looks
looms. Last week, “Go, Johnny,
Madison «UD> (1,900; $1.25-$1.49) Go” <DCA> and “The Crawling trim. “Pork! Chop Hill” at Loew’s (M-G) (2d wk). Fair $3,000 in 6 (M-G), $8,500,
days. Last week, $4,800.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (900; 99—“Imitation of Life” lU) ' 7th win Eye” (DCA), $4,900. .
shapes. barely okay.
. .
Terrific $13,000. Last week, '$14,- j
. Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90- $1:25)—“Rooiri at Top” (Cont) (4th
Estimates, for This Week
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000: 60-$!)—
500.
!:
Circle (Cockrill-polie) (2,800; $1.50)—“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) and wk). Heading for nice $3,500. Last
:“A1 Canone” (AA) and “Joy Ride”
Broadway-Capitol fUD) (3.500; (AA> <2d wk). Sturdy $9,000. Last 75-$l) — Young Philadelphians” “Guns, Girls, Gangsters” (UA). .<3d week, $3,300.!
90-$1.25*—“Shane” (Par) (reissue) : week, $17,200.
Last. week,
Stanley (SW) (3,800; 80-$1.25)-^
(WB). Good $8,000. Last week, wk).. Nice $5,000.
and “Bermuda Affair” 'Indie* (2d 1
“Young'./. Philadelphians!’ . (WB).
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70- “Woman Obsessed” (20th), $7,000. $6,700.
wk. Good $7,500. Last.week, $9,500. $D—“Man in Net” (UA) arid “The
Indiana (C-D)! (3,200; 75-$l) —
Paramount (Fox-E v erg r e e n) Fairly satisfactory notices and
United Artists (UA). (1.667; $1.25- . Hangman” (UA). Slow $7,000: Last “Bandit bf .Zhobe” (Col) arid “Ride (3,107; 90-$1.50)—“Some Like It Paul Newman
are the njaiq$1.50'—“It Happened To Jane” : week, “Woman Obsessed’’ (20th> Lonesome” . '0:1).
> '?ab ■ 55,000. Hot” (UA) (6th wk). Swell $7,000, springs to land fair enough $9,000.
(Continued on page 10) '
1
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on page 10)
Last week,. “Tonka” (BV), $6;000. ,
Stays. Last week, $6,200.

,1ife’6G

Key City Grosses

R.C. Offish; ‘Anna’
Dull 5G Fork’9G

11G, 2d, ‘Hot’

Pitt Biz
But‘Hands’ Oke $10,000;
‘PhiDys’ 9C, ‘Shaoe’ 3?G

‘Hands’ Handsome 18G In
Det; ‘Naked’ Nifty 17G,
‘Life’.Baff $13,000, 7th

su ooiPkay $9^0Q LasV week j W Days Lusty $o,5(H).

Seattle; ‘Hot’ 7G, 6th

‘Diary’ Okay $13,000 In
Buff;'CapoEe- 9G, 2d,^iivpa^lpi

; si. ^ : )—

Fat $7|00,‘Pork'9K6G

PfaiWTY

Wedhesday, June 10, 1959

‘Jane’ Okay $12,000 In
St. Loo; ‘Phillys’ 8G, 2d

Chicago, June 9.
First run tempo is generally slug¬
gish' again , this rounci, with diily
a few . longrunners cushioning the
downbeat, Situation isn’t‘. helped
by the fact-, there’s only one new; comer, ‘‘He Who .Must Die," this
Import expecting a solid $5,000 at
the 'Surf; ••
••
“It Happened To Jane" is fine
in Roosevelt second. “Young Phila¬
delphians’’ shape nice in .third Chi-,
cago. stanza. Oriental’s “Warlock”
looks mild for same sesh: \
“Pork Chop Hill" is rated okay
In State-Lake third. Fifth week of
“A1 Capone” is hbtsy at Todd's
Cincstage. “World, Flesh, Devil" is
getting an. Okay, fourth round coin
at the Woods.
1
. '.
The hot ones are “Some Like. It
Hot” and. “Shaggy Dog," both
socko in 12th rounds at United
Artists and Garrick respectively
as well as “Gigi,” ..fancy in 15th
Loop session; Esquire’s “Room at
Top" expects a smash seventh
week, ■
Of the hardrticket pix, .“Diary
of Anne /Frank" is drab again in
sixth rounds despite the closing
notice and press: attempts to activ¬
ate biz; and “South Seas Adven¬
ture. nice in 37th Palace stanza. '
Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) <'3,900; 90-$1.89).
— "Young Philadelphians". <WB>,
(3d wk). Held with nice $18,000i
after $19,000 lart .week,
. |
Esquire (H&E 'Balabanl .11,350;
$1.505—-“Room at Top”, (Cont). <7th
wk*. Trim $8,000 or. near. . Last
week, $10,000.
/ Garrick (B&K*. <850; 90-$1.25*—
“Shaggy Dog" <BV) <12th wk).
Fancy $11,000. Last week, $14,000.
. “Night of Quarter Moon" fM-G.)

■ Et.ans Ff.iday <12

Loop iTelem’ii • <606; 90-$1.8Q>—
.“Gigi" (M-G* < 15th wkv Brilliant
1 $11,800. Last week, $12,500.
; McVickers (JL&S). <1,580; $1.25$3 >—“Diary of Anne Frank" (20th *
(6th wk'. Modest $9,000. Last week,
$8,500.
..
Oriental (Indie.) J3:400; 90-$1.50)
—“Warlock’’ <20th> (3d wkh Mild
$11,000 in 5 days. Last, week, $15,-

ooo.

., Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1,434;
. $1.25-$3.40 — “South Seas Ad ven¬
ture" t Cinerama! (37th .wk).. Good
$19;500. Last Week, $20,000.
. Roosevelt (B&K) <1,400; 90-SI.80.)
.—“It Happened to Jane" (Col) f2d
wk). Fine, $16,000 or near, after
$20,000 last week;
State-Lake. <B&K) . (2,400; 90$1.80*—"Pork Chop Hill" <UA) (3d
wk'. Okay $14,000; . Last week,
$19,000.
•
;
Surf (H&E BalabanV i 685; $1.25)
—“He Who Must Die." (Kiss), Hep
$5,000. Last week, “Law Is. Law'”
(Conti (2d wk), $3:800.;
,
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036;
90-31.80)— “A1 Capone": <AA) (5th
wk'. Excellent $16,500. Last week,

$22,000,

United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90$1.80 >—“Some Like. It Hot" (UAV
(12th wk). Torrid $14,000. Last
week, $16,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90$1.80—“World, Flesh, Devil” (M-G)
(4th-final wk'. Okay $10,000. Last
week, $15,000; “Ask Any; Girl".
(M-G) starts today (Tues.).
World (Teitel) (606; 90-$1.5O)—
“The Bed” (Kings) (2d w*k>: Fair
$3,500.. after $5,300 last week..

PR0V^T0RKrfl0T7G
Providence, June 9.
It’s a dullish, week hereabouts
With best take . being: done by.
“Young Philadelphians’’ in: second
week at Strand;
State is mild
with. ‘‘Green Mansions:"; Majestic
is solid with' “Pork Chop Hill.”
Second' of “Tempest" is drab at
.. Albe.
' , ; .
: Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO). . (.2,200; 65-80) —
“Tempest"”' (Par) and" “Great St.
Louis Robbery" (UA): <2d wk).
Drab $3,000, First was $5;000.
Majestic (SW) (2.200; 65-80) ~
“Pork Chop Hill" (UA) and “Hey
Boy, Hey Girl" (Col)., Hep $7,0Q0*
Last week. “It Happened, To Jane”
(Col) and “Two .Headed Spy" (Col),
same.
State. (Loew) (3,200; 65-90) —.
“Green Mansions" (M-G) and “City
of Fear" (UA). Mild $7,500. Last
week, “Night of Quarter Moon"
(M-G) and “Nowhere to Go”. (UA),
$6,000. Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
80-$1.25)—“Young Philadelphians"
(WB) (2d, wk). Good $6,000 after
$7,000 in first:

Estimates Ate Net
Film gross estimates: as re-^
ported herewith from the vari-,
o.us key cities, are net; i.e.,
without usual tax; '.Distrib¬
utors share on net take, when..
. playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in¬
come.
•
...■.
. The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement.
taxi -.

St. Louis, June 9.
Trade at first-runs'this round is
niainly.-very sluggish but “It Hap¬
pened. To. Jahe"«*at the Fox Is okay.
“Watusi” at Loew’s will hie slim
opening stanza., ‘-Young Philadel¬
phians’’ in second week at the St:
Louis is passable. “Gigi" in ninth
frame at Shady Oak, looms: triin,
.. . ; Estimates for This Week
Apollo. Art (Grace) (700; 90$1.25'—“Crucible" (Indie). Good
$2,500,. Last week, “Beggar Stu¬
dent" (Indie), $1,500..
Fox <Arthur) (5,000; 60-90)^—“It
Happened. To Jane" (CoL and
“Ride Lonesome” . (Col),
Okay
$12,000. Last week, “Never Steal
Anything Small" (.UJ and: “The
Trap” (Par), $10,000. .
Loew’s (LdeW) (3,600; 60-90)—
“Watusi" (M-G) and “Tiajuana
Story" (Col). Slim $8,000 or. near.
Last week, “Count Your Blessings”
<M-G) and “Good Day for a Hang¬
ing" (Col), $10,000. .,
Orphe.um (Loew) (1,900; 60-90)—
“Last Time I Saw Paris” (M-G) and
“Girl Who Had Everything" (M-G)
(reissues).
Okay $5,000.. Last
week, “Man in Net" (UA 1 and “Kill
Her Gently" <Col), $6,000.
Pageant (Arthur) <1,000; 60-90)—
“Auntie Marne” (WB) and “Damn.
Yankees" (WB) (reruns).
Mild
$3,000. Last: ‘week, “Tunnel of
Love" (M-G) and “Written on
Wind" (Ui, $3,000.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; .60-90)
—“Young PhilaidelDhians" (WB»
(2d wk). Oke $8,000. Last weeki

PICTURE CROSSES

B way Runs Wane in Heat & Rain,
But ‘GirF Big 138G, 3d, ‘Woman’
l W Low % 2d
Although there are more conven¬ at the Paramount. “Pork Chop
tion (Rotarians’ International con¬ (Hill" and stageshow is down to a
clave is no\v in session) visitors in j mild $38,000 in second round at the
New York City this session, Broad¬ Roxy, but “stays on.
way film business continues largely I “Alias Jesse James” helped by
offish,. After being hard hit by ; several previews of “Horse Soldtorrid weather late in the week. j iers" during the week, is heading
first-run$ were further sloughed : for an okay $13,500 in present
by a heavy downpour last Saturday j <4thj frame at the Astor. “Young
night which huit that prize night. j Philadelphians’’ shapes nice $19,Absence of any big newcomers also : 500 in third week at the Criterion.
is an obvious handicap this session. ! “A1 Capone” held with nice $14,400
■ “Ask Any Girl" with stageshow in 11th stanza at the Victoria.
still is money champion with a
“Here To Eternity” is holding
sock $138,000 in current < 3d) week ; around $9,000, good, in second
at the Music Hall. This show | round at the Odeon. It continues
holds a fourth round. “Some Like (there until June 16 when “Middle
It Hot”: continues as standout ; of Night” opens. “Diary of Anne
straightfiimer with a great $33,000 Frank” shapes modest $10,000 at
in 10th session at the State;
the Palace in 12th frame. “World,
“Woman Obsessed” looks to Flesh and Devil” looks $14,000 or
land a fair $25,000 in second stanza under in present ‘3d) week at
Capitol.
}
“Room at Top” still is great with
$14,700 in 10th round at the Fine
Arts. “Compulsion" is down to
lean $6,500 for 10th week at the
Rivoli, only marking time until
“John Paul Jones” preems on
June, Iff.
Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) <1,094; 75-$2l—
“Alias Jesse James” (UA) <4th wk).
Minneapolis, June 9.
The hard-ticket “Diary of Anne This round finishing Friday «12)
Frank,’’, of course, is the most im¬ ; looks to hit okay $13,500, being
portant of the four c fresh Loop j helped by previews of “Horse Solarrivals which include the return ! diers.” Stays on.. Third was $14,downtown engagement of “Around 009.. “Horse Soldiers” s.UA) comes
World , in .80 Days.” “Shake Hands I in June 26.
With Devil" shapes slow while i Capitol (Loew) <*4,820; $l-$2.50>
“Angry Hills” is modest. “Anne” —“World, Flesh. Devil” <M-G> <4111looms, fat on opening round, at the final wk'. Third week ended last
night (Tues.) was slow $14,000 or
Academy.
Ies% Third was $19,300. “Five
It’s the 29th week for the soon- Pennies"
.Pan opens June 18.
departing “Windjammer,” third big . Criterion <Moss< (1,671; 95-$2>—
one for “Room at the Top.” Second “Young Philadelphians” <WB) <3d
session of “Young Philadelphians.” wk).
This round ending todav
is okay as is “Pork Chop Hill," also <Wed.) is heading for good $19?in second. Seasonal , slump contin¬ • 500. Second was $2!l,Qdb. Stays,
ues here1 with Daylight Savings with “Anatomy of a Murder” <Col)
Time taking its usual toll.
j due in July 2.
Estimates for This’Week
I Palace (RKO) Jl, 42; $L50-$3»—
Academy (Mann) (947; $2-$2.25' ; “Diarj* of Ann? Frank” <20th) <13th
—“Diary of Anne Frank” <20th). ! wk».« The 12th starza completed
An exclusive hard-ticket engage¬ j yesterday iTues.) was slow $10,ment for this afea, and limited to ( 000 or sam? as 11th week,
four weeks. Near-capacity benefit i Odeon <Moss> '813; 90-$1.80>—
preem last Thursday (4) did around : “Here To Eternity" <CoL (reissue)
$4,000. being scaled at $5 and $4. ; ‘2d wk'. This week winding up
<Thurs.) is heading for
Fat $14,D00; looms. Last week. tomorrow
okay^$9,000 or near. First was
“Naked Maja” (UA). $3,500 at $1.25 $10,500.
Continues,
with “Middle
top;

.: Boston, June 9.
. Film biz here is at low ebb being
bopped by heat and cuffo cultural
combo Boston" Arts Festival. Three
new arrivals at deluxe, houses did
little to brighten setup. “Man in $10,000. .
Net” looks best of lot being slick
Shady Oak (Arthur): (760; 60-90»
at Memorial. ‘.‘Woman Obsessed”,
is. mild at Met: “Count Your Bles¬ —Gigi" < M-G) <9th wk‘. Trim
sings" . is fairish .at the State- $3,500. Last week, $3,600. •'
Paramount -went ;to " reissues , with
“Shane” for-good returns.
Few holdovers are in good shape.
Strongest is. "Room at Top,” fancy
in fourth at Kenmore. Hard-ticket
“Diary of Anne. Frank" is. falling
at the Saxon in sixth round. “South
Seas Adventure" is okay in ninth.
Estimates fGr This W’eek ..'
■ Louisville; June 9.
Astor (B&.QV. (1,371; $1.25-$1.50>
Few exciting spots, at first-runs
—“It Happened to Jane" (Col) (5th this. week, trade being - weaker
v,;k). Fourth week, okay $5,500;,.
than last week. Peculiar to the
Beacon Hill (Sack) <678; $1t$1.50) local situation is that most houses
—; “Gigi’- (M-G) (23d wk), Oke are getting a spurt , of biz at the
$3*500. Last week,: $4,000;. . •« "
last show at night, probably stem¬
Boston.. <SW-Cinerama) ,(1,35.4; ming from more daylight hours.
$l,25-$2.65>—“South Seas Adven¬ Two big seaters, United Artists
ture" (Cinerama): <9th wk). Stout with “Pork Chop Hili," and Rialtro,
$16,000. Last week; $17,000.
with .“Woman. Obsessed,” swinging
. Capri (Sack) Vi:i50;..9dv$i-50) — low. . “Young Philadelphians” in
“Third Sex” (Indie) <2d wk<, Good second week at the Mary Anderson
$7,000: Last week, $9,000. •
is hep. “Room At Top”, at Brown,,
Exeter (Indie) 11,376; 75-$1.25)— looks good.. “Imitation Of Life" at
‘•Mirror Has. 2 Faces” (Indie). i the Kentucky has stretched into a
Opened Sunday (7,); Last week, ‘ very long stay, still sturdy in 6th
“Kind Hearts and Coronets" (Indie) .stanza.
(2d wk), oke $4,000.
Estimates for This Week
Gary (Sack) <1.240; 90-$1.50) —
Brown (Fourth Avenue) (.1,200; ' Century (S-W) <$1.75-$2.65) —
“Young Philadelphians”: <WB) < 3d 60-90)—“Room At Top" (Cont). AVindjammer ’ <NT) <29th wk).
Wk). Nice $7,000. Last week; Good $5,000 or near. Last week. Three more weeks to go before
$8,5001 .
“World, Flesh, - . Devil"
(M-G), “South .Seas Adventure” (Cine¬
rama) takes over. Tall $12,000. Last
Kenmore (Indie)
(700; $1.25- $3.500:
Kentncky .(Switow) (900; 75- week, $13,000.
$1.50)—“Room at Top” (Cont) (4th
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 85-$l)—
wk). Fancy $9,000. Last week, $1.25<—“Imitation of Life" (U)
$10,000;
; (6th wk). Sturdy $5,000. Fifth, “Angry Hills" .(M-G). Modest.
$3,000. Last .w’eek, “Watusi” < M-G),
* Memorial (RKO) <3,000; 60-$l:10). week, ditto.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,000; $3,500.
—“Man: in Net’’ (UA). and “Gun60-90)— “Young Philadelphians” • Lyric /Par) (1.000; 85-$D—“Pork
. (Continued on page i0)
(WB) (2d Wk: Hep $5,000 after Chop Hill" (UA) <2d wk). Hep
$6,000. Last week, $8,000.
opener’s $6,500.
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 60RKO Orpheum (RKO) <2,800; 8590)—“Woman Obsessed’’ '(20th). $1)—“Shake Hands With Devil"
Matinees light with slow $6,000 (UAL Slow* $5,000. Last week,
likely. Last week, “A1 Capone" “World, Flesh, Devil” (M-G) (2d
(AA) (2d wk), $5,000. :
wk), $4,000.
United Artists (UA) (3.000; 60RKO Pan /RKO) (1,800; 85-SI >—
$D—“Pork. Chop Hill" (UA); Dull
Cincinnati, June 9,
$5,500 or a bit better. “Count “Around World in 80 Days” <UA)
Cincy film grosses maintain a Your Blessings” (M-G), $4,000.
(Continued on page 10)
moderate tempo, this Session.
“Shake Hands With Devil” is shap¬
ing good at the Albee as is “Hang¬
man” at the Palace; for the new
bills. “Yjoung Philadelphians" :is
okay at Grand and “ft Happened to
Jane" fair at Keith’s, both in sec¬
ond -rounds. '.‘South Seas Adven¬
ture” continues hep in 32d week!
Hard-ticket “Diary of Anne Frapk"
. Washington, June 9. f Mac Arthur (K-B) (900; $1.10’—:
bids for pickup in third week in
Most mainstefm houses here are .“Two-Headed Spy” (AI) (4th wk*.
response to reverse appeal in . ads:
i
“Is lack of support because picture happy because of durable hold¬ ; Good $4,500. Last "week, $6,300.
lacks the sex, terror, horror, mon¬ overs this , round. "Pork Chop Hill”
Ontario iK-B) (1,240; 90-S1.49'—;
is holding big in : second Keith’s “Room, at Top” (Conti <6th wk*.
sters?"
round. While; “Some Like It: Hot" Fat $6.000.. Last week. $6,600.
Estimates for This Week
. Albee (RKO) <3,100; 90-S1.25V--. continues its boff marathon at the
Palace (Loew) ‘2.390; 90-SI.25'— ’
“Shake Hands With Devil" (UA). Capitol. Others shaping for nice “World, Flesh and Devil” ‘M-G.'.
Good $8,500. Last week, “Woman holdover rounds include “Room at 4 Opened Sunday <7). Last week,
Top,.”: ‘‘Compulsion" and. “It Hap¬ i ‘‘Woman Obsessed" <20th» ‘last 3
Obsessed’’ (20th), $7,500;
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) . (1.376; pened to Jane," “Young Philadel¬ days), oke $3:500.
‘
$1.20-$2;65)—“South . Seas Adven¬ phians" looks good in two houses; < Plaza (T-L) • (276; 90-$1.49) —
“South Seas Adventure" sprout¬
ture” (Cinerama) <32d wk). Hep
- “Love is My Profession" '(Kings*
ed
new
legs
at
Warners,,
shaping
$15,000., Same last week.
' (2d wk). Great $7,000. Last week.
. Grand (RKO) (1,400; ; 90-$1.25)— tall for 25th stanza, “Last. Mile" $10,500;
“Fearmakers," making their
“Young
Philadelphians" : .(WB) and
first
Washington.entries,
loom
fair
Town /indie) (600; 90-S1.25—
(m.o.). Okay $6;OO0: Last week;
- at the Town,
; “Last Mile" : <UA) and “Fear Mak“Imitation of Life". <U) (7th wk), dualed
Estimates
for
This
Week
!
ers"
(UA). Oke $3,500. Last week,-.
at 90-$1.50 scale, $6,500: .
Ambassador - Metropolitan (SW'.
(Par) (reissue* (3d wk»,
Keith’s .(Shor) (1,500; 90-$1.25>— (1,490; LOGO; 90-31.251 — “Young. :.‘Shane”
$2,500;
“It Happened to Jane" (Col). (2d Philadelphians”' <WB> <2d wk>.
Trans-Lux ‘T-D <600; 90-S1.49
wk). Fair $6,000. Last week, $6,500, Good Si3,500. Last Week. $15,000. 1 —“It Happened To Jane” (Col* <3d
; Palace: (RKO) (2,600; 90-$1.25)—
Capitol (Loew) (3.426; 90-$1.49) \vk). Nifty $7,500. Last' week.
“Hangman” (Par). Good $8,000, —“Some Like It Hot" (UA) H2th $9,500.- Last week, "Young Philadelphians" w’k). Showing plenty of potency at j Uptown (SW) (1.100; $1.25-$2.50«:
(WB), $8,500$12,500, same as last week.
—“Diary of Anne Frank" <20th*
Valley (Wiethe). (1,200; $1.50Columbia (Loew) <904; 9b-$i.25) ;<3d wk». Lean $7,000. Last week, i
$2.50)—“Diary of Anne . Frank” —“ConipUlsioh” (20th). (4th, wk). ! ditto. .
..
. (20th) (3d wk). Heading for $7,000 Fine'$7,000. Last week. $8,000.
> Warner (SW - Cinerama) <1.308;,
or better,. still mild, but a pickup
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850; 90-S1.49)— i $l,20-$2.75>—‘South Seas Adyen-.
over $6,600 last Week. Holds for “Pork Chop Hill" (UA) (2d wk). j ture" .(Cinerama) <25th wk). Hefty:
fourth week. >
Tall $12,000 after $15,000 opener. 1 $14,000. Last week, $13,000.
i

ille Limping Albeit
ThiUys’Hep $5,000, 2d;
‘Room’ 5G, ‘Obsessed’ 6G

‘Seas’Lofty 15G,32d

Mpls.; ‘Pork’ 6G

0fpSmomR0V\iU.PT? faU?ls17itObsessed" i20thV:3d
wk). First holdover session ended
last night (Tues.) was fair $25,000,
Initial week, $31,000. “Say One
For Me” (20th) is due in on June
$2'—“Woman

19.

Radio City Music Hall 'Rockefel¬
lers) (6.200; 90-$2.75’—“Ask Any
Girl” <M-G> and stageshow <3d wk».
This stanza finishing up today
Wed.' is heading for solid $138,000. Second week, $144,009. Stays
a fourth week, with “Nun’s Story”
■WB) set to open on Junp 18.
Rivoli <UATj (1,545; 90-$1.25)_
“Compulsion” (29th) (11th wk).
The 10th week completed yester¬
day <Tues.) was drab $6,500. The
ninth. $7,200. "John Paul Jones”
<WB> preems June 16. Offbeat here
is partly understandable since
“Compulsion” now is playing in
other Met houses.
Roxy (Indie) <5.705; 90-$2.505—
“Pork Chop Hill” <UA) with stageshow (2d wk). This round finishing
up tomorrow (Thurs.) looks like
mild $38,000. First week. $50,000.
•‘This Earth Is Mine” <U> is not
(Continued on page 10)

‘NIGHT’ SLUGGISH 8G,
OMAHA;‘PHILLYS’6G
Omaha, June 9.
Only new’ entry at the downtown
first runs this stanza is “Night to
Remember." modest iX the Or¬
pheum. Holdover of “Young Phila¬
delphians” is trim at the Omaha
while “Tom Thumb" is good at
State, both in second stanzas. Hardtieket "South Pacific" stays big at
the Cooper in 33d session.
Estimates for Th‘s Week
Cooper iCooper- <708; $1.50$2.20»—“South Pacific" <Magna)
‘33d wk*. Dandy $7,500. La:,t week,
$7,000. .
Omaha (Tristates* *2,066; 75-SI)
—“Young Philadelphians" 'WB)
‘2d wk<. Trim $6,000 after $9,000
bow.
Orpheum (Tristates) <2,877; 75$1)—"Night to Remember” (Rank)
and “Hey Boy. Hey Girl” (CoL).
Mild $8.C00 of less. Last week,
“Woman Obsessed" (20th', $5,500.
State (Cooper) <772; 90)—“Tom
Thumb” (M-G» <2d w’k>. Good
$5,000. Last week, same.
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Frisco Uneven;
‘Shane’ 9G,‘

Wednesday, June 10, 1959

MIRASOU EXPANDS
SUMMER

Once in Tornado’s Path,

(Continued from page 8)
861; 1,298; $1.49-$i.75)—“Diary of
Anne Frank” (20th) (1st general
Albany, June 9.
run). Good $15,500,
Forge Amusement Corp. has
Hawaii (G&SHl,i06; 9041.50)-•‘Conquest of 'Space” (Par) and been authorized to conduct busi¬
Kansas City* June 9..
“War- of .Worlds”. (Par), (reissues!. ness in Lake George. Joseph
A new wrinkle in service for its
San Francisco, June 9.
Mirasola, who has operated the Customers w as tried out last week¬
Dim
$1,800.
Last
week,
“Question
First-run biz is mild here cur¬
of Adultery” (indie) '(repeat), 9-L Beach Drive-in there Tor end at the Crest Theatre, Common¬
rently but there are some'passably
•‘Susan Slept Here” (U) (reissue), several seasons, also is conducting wealth circuit drive-in on the city’s
good to strong spots. Only bill to
$1,500..
the former Starlight Drive-in— south side,, when it furnished a
be launched this session doing
Pantages> Fox iBeverly (RKO-! now the Glendale^—at Pottersville, nightly weather forecast; obtained
much is “Shane,” out- on reissue,
FWC)
(2,815;
.1,170;
90$1.50)—j
near
Schroon Lake, It was dark from a private. service. The fore¬
and heading for a nice take at Par¬
Denver, June 9.
amount. “Pork Chop Hill? shapes; Mile High film biz looks to. hit “Woman Obsessed” (20thV (2d wk) ; for seven seasons. .
cast was issued over the theatre’s
dandy in second stanza at! Golden • a low at first-runs this stanza. Fair '.*£4 **N.igKt to- Remember (UA).[ Mirasola likewise services area sound system by direct telephone;
Gate while “Young Philadelphians” skies brought flocks of. tourists
i
summer hotels, camps and dude line from the downtown offices of
Boys: (20.th) (repeat) (Fox
.
with weeklv lfim shows The Midwest Weather Service, for
is rated good in second round at who hit for . Centennial sights. Flag,
Bev). Dreary $3*800. Last week, Irancnes
weekly lbm snows,
“Shake Hands With Devil” is okay, with Los Angeles (“Night to Re¬ using portable equipment . and his ; whose services Commonw ealth has
St. Francis.
..!!
“Some Like It, Hot” continues however.
“W o m a n. Obsessed.” member” in all theatres),..$13,100. own cre\ys.
Contracted this summer;
big in seventh stanza at the United • looks good. ‘‘Shaggy Dog” still is
Forge Amusement Corp. has [
service is on a basis of regu- .
Egyptian, State (UATC) (1.392;
Artists. “Go, Johnny, Go” shapes doing smart trade in fourth, frame
capital
stock
of
200
shares,
no
par
lar forecasts during the late in¬
2,404:
$i;25-$2)—
“World,
Flesh,
slight in first week at the Fox, at the Denver.
value.
Morton
A.
Bernstein,
of
;
terrnission
on Fridays, Saturdays
Devil” (M-G) (2d wk). Slow $10,still is great in 48jth round ;
, Estimates for This Week .
Manhattan, is a director and filing ? an<* Sundays, and -special bulletins
Centre (Fox) ' 1,270; S1-$L45)— 000. Hast -week'.- $20,100;
lat thW Stagedoor. “South Seas Adattorney.
'
';
during
week
night shows. . The
Orpheum, Hollywood • (Metro'venture” cohtinues smash, in 28th “Woman Obsessed” 120th) (2d wkk
■
;
• '• | Crest was in the path of the 1957
session at Orpheum. “World, Flesh Good $7*000. Last week, $10,000. politan-FWCV (2.213; 756; 90-S1.5.0
:
f
toranffo
which
destroyed nearby
and devil” is only so-so in second: Denham 'Indie) (11584; 75-$ 1'-“a OCA Via American Inti. In : =
"To Catch A Thief” (Pari and
frame at Warfield.
.
_ in -NoP* *UA) (Holly- ;■ Minneapolis
MiilllP/innH^ & Milwaufce<
MllwJUlkpp that area are“Trouble With. Harry” (Pat) (re- wk“Man.
^Estimates for This Week
^ especially
..“11 w;eather
j'‘•
^ „ n . ' i^T
o
..conscious. The forecasting . ServoodV Soft :$il.000
$11,000 or less,
; T
n
violden Gate <RKO> *2.8p9; $1:25) issues). Mild $5,000 or near. Last i \vood!,'Soft
•
- 1
Hnllvwnnri .T»np 9.
^^
- ■—
—“Pork Chop Hill” 'UA' and “Ma-' week, “Floods of Fear” (Rank),:
International Pictures •
patron?. Mcord- i
■chete” «UA> '2d wk'. Dandy $3.ooo. .
.
Denver.'Fox!
(2,432;
$1-$1.25^
$12,000. Last week. $20,000-. .
and°Coloner’ ,Col)>ei3sues.. Poor I
^ 1^° R°5' Tuiker- “
■
Fox • FWC > '4.651; $1.25-$1.50'— “Shaggy Dog” ; BV > 14th \vk>. Fast - t-i inn ,
i
Los ■ Aiigcles (FWC); (2^017; 90-! apoUs and Milwaukee exchanges, |, Midwest Weather. Service was
“Go. Johnny, Go” »AA' and “Cos¬ $10,000. , Last week, $16,000..
Esquire (Fox) '650; .90>—“My;|
d
Is Much Too!
mic Man” (AAi. Slow $10,000, Last
Initial, hooking will be “Go, organized here in the fall, of 1958
week. “Woman Obsessed” '20th.> . Mouth” ^Indief3 %o%n '^lon ! Beautlfur’ rkdie) and^^cToo Bad ; Johnny, Go ” set for Alhambra ,as a- private : forecasting and reand “Last Stagecoach West” '20thi. Mouth
.Indie).
So-so^
I
Hndie) (reissues)., Theatre, Milwaukee, June 18.
i search firm, providing weather, inLast week, “One Summer of Hap^
! formation for clients which in$8,500 in 8 days,
r
(Indie!, $2,500. •
i Qkay $o.000,
Warfield <Loew» •2.656; fl0-$1.2o>, piness”
; elude utilities, contractors,. execu¬
Orpheum (RKO) '2,690; 75-$D— [ Hillstreet .(Metropolitan.) (2,752;;
-—“World. Flesh, Devil” *M-G) and “Angry Hills” (M-G); Bad $4,500. i 90-51:50)—“Mysterians” (M-G> and;
tive pilots, retailers and others.
“Persuader” *AA» '2d Wk)'. So-so Last week, “World, Flesh, Devil” : “First Man Into Space” (M.G) (2d
The Commonwealth deal is be*!
$7,500. Last week, $13,500.
... ‘M-G! (2d wk», $5,500.
lieved
to be the first in the area'
iAvk). Pale: $3,800.
Paramount'Pars <2,646; 90-51.25* ,
involving a theatre. Midw’est is-,
; Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 75-SIM
Hollywood : Paramount iF&M);
_“Shane” <Par> • reissued and' ^-“Shake
headed
by Robert Beebe, a former*
Hands With Devil” (UA>. !
468- $140-$2;40)—“Young Phila- j
Hollywood, June 9.
“Time - Lock” 'Par?. Nice; S9.000. Okay $9,000. Last w'eek, ‘‘Porkj: delfehians” (WB) (3d wk>. Modest J Columbia Pictures’ editing dept. weather bureau tornado warning
Last week. “Happened TO Jane” Chop Hill” rUA) (2d w’k', $ll,000; '$11,000. . Last week, $13,200.
reaches the year’s high this week * specialist.
(Col1 and “City Of Fear? -Indie!
Uptown (FWC): (1.715: 90-S1.50) . with. 12 features being cut at stu- i
(2d wk*. $6,500.
,!•■■ _ 0_ i
RPhAhWAV
l —“Shaggy Dog” (By) .(4th wk) and : dio. three in London and one in Warn Showmen: Eyes Of
St. Francis ‘Par' 11.490:. $1.2o-;
DKUADWAI
i“Thunder:
in Sun” (Par) '.2d wk*. Paris.
:tt;
mL.
$1 50! — “Young
Philadelphians” j
(Continued from page 9):
i Wobbly $1,800. ! Studio activity’ is centered on j&2U011S. UpOD InPin
j\VB> -2d wk. Good $10,000. Last
being
rushed
in,.as
first
hoped
for.
•
Fine
Arts
(FWCV
(631;
90-$l,50)
“The
Tingler,”
“Have
Rocket,
Will:
Austin.
June
9.
week, $13,000.
i;
■_
Orpheum < SWT-Cinerama) «J.4o6; but Will open only after this has —‘Room at Top” iCont) (4th wk). Travel,” “Man on a String,” “The ! Eddie Joseph, local ozoner .own-;
$1.75-S2.65' — “South Seas Adven¬ gone four weeks.
:Fine $9,000. or. near. Last week, living Fontaines,” “Satan’s Buck- ' er and niember of the Board of Diture” 'Cinerama' ;28th \^k;. Hep
State (Loew*) t l.900; 90-$2) — $i0;000, . ., ;
' et,” “The Crimson Kimona ” “Bat-i rectors of the Texas Drive-In The“Some Like It Hot*’ (UA» llJ-th.: Four Star iUAJC) )868;. S1.25-S2), ne of the Coral Sea”’ “The 30-Foot • atre Owners Assn,, has issued a
$14,000. Last week. $16,000. .
United Artists 'No. Coast111.151: wkh The 10th stanza_ completed —^‘Compulsion” <20th) .’.' 7th W’k). pride of Gandy Rock,” “They Came ; warning to theatre owners in the
$1 25-SI.50'—“Some Like | It Hot” n?n?hd?iUft W2|q«rSn
$4^,000 Last week, ^*300^ ’td Cord lira” “The Last. Angry! state that there is a possibility that
<U*.\' '7th w*k>. Solid $10,003. Last Head” «'lLV^riow^et0tk
^
^“JlJke Bo5C Bbythm,” “The, legislators will attempt to add a
week, $10,500.
?
p
SCn1-'
T
Legend, of Tom Dooley.” /
; tax to theatre admissions.
Stagedoor *A-R> r440;. $1.?5-S3 o0.' Sin
Victoria-‘City
Inv.)
<1.003:
50-S2»:
?U
B00^^
$12’000*. L
;J
Lbndon: “Killers of Killiman-^ . Tlie. state legislatures are ineet—"Gigi” «M-G* 48th wk. Neat
—“A1 Capone”, i AA'i i ’2th wk). The;
Warner Hollywood (SW-Cine- jaro.” “The Mouse That Roared,” !11}® in special session for the spe$8 000. Last week ditto. I;
^
cific purpose of raising taxes,
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons' Wi4; 11th stanza ended last night iTues.) ramai a 3S9- $L20-$2.65'-—“South . “Yesterday’s Enemy.”
$1.25-51.50'—“Bolshoi Ballet’’ In¬ was nice S14.400; The 10th week, Seas :.' Adventure” ....«Cinerama.). j Paris: “Babette Goes to War.” .1 , An., occupation. tax w ill become
SI5.600.
"Elephant
Gun”
(Loperti
started
37th
week
Sunday
(7;
after
_—_.;■■■
j
effective as soon as Gov. Price
die* 'reissue.' '4th wx*. Gooff $3,890.
is due in June 19..
..Daniels signs a bill, passed in the
, big $17,700 last week.
Last week. $4,500.
jv
First-Run
Arties
Vogue *S.F. Theatres- -364: 51.25-'
•Naked Venus’ to Howco last session
_“He Who Must Die” - Indie*. Fine ■ Baronet 'Reade) '430; $1.25-$2)
Charlotte, N. C., June 9.
$3,300. Last week, “Ballet Romeo.
DETROIT
“Mirror Has Two Faces”. 'Cont)
Howco International has ob-?
Juliet” -Indie* '2d wk*, 52,400.
3d wk>. Second stanza ended Mon(Continued from page 8)
tained the U. S. and Canadian;
'$7^C0.*- vas ^air 55*800. First week, (Col)^^d /.^oung Land” (CoI) ^'2d ; distribution rights to ‘The Naked )

‘HANDS’ FIRM $9,000,
DENVER;‘DOG’10G, 4

BOSTON ;

Albany, June 9.
< Continued .from page 9 > ,
Gene Lowe, who was senior
* fight at Dodge City” -U A-. Slick •
salesman for the Albany territory
$11,000. La t week, “Pork Chop
before Universal closed its exH;ll” fUA* and “King of Wild Stal¬
Fine Arts (Davis) 1468: 90-$1.80' 515,000,
~
--••, -fT _ handled
.....
_ ^affi’iated
by Gaston Hakim of Gas-!
ag0,
lions” 'AA*. $14 C00.
i:
At Top” (Cant^llth wfch ; 9
^ tbn Hakim. Productions, Los An-pvlth Jha.t distributor, as sales repMetropolitan <NET’ 14.357: 70- ^•Room
The 10th session ended Sunday '7' 208, Sl.o5-$2.65 — Sputm Seas Ad , g les Rest' will be covered oft a! resentattve here.
$1.10'—"Woman Obsessed” '20th
<^mireat 51.4,°0p... Ninth week. ;
i roadshow basis, by Scott’ Lett,j
Lowe succeeded Ernie Ziegler, .
and “Smiley Gets'a Gun’’ -20tli'.
. .t.dqn t1 .
^ (Transimc) .1 - Howco International general sales 1
had been sent back to Albany
Drab $8,000. Last week, “ilO Com¬
Guild (Guild) (450; $l-S1.7o>—
*rans-L«ux ivrim (lrans-i^uxi <1, ^
. as sales reDrecentative in Setitemmandments” 'Par' 'rerun' ;i-3d wk>. “Embezzled Heaven” ' indie)-. (7th 000: $1.49-$L65^-“Lpve: Is; Profes-; manager.
.
S
$4,503 in 9 days.
wk». This round looks to do good sion” (Indie i (3d wk): Second w’eek .
• been promoted to branch manager
Paramount 'NET- '2.357; 70- $7.80(f after S8.800 for sixth week, ■ ended Monday.(.8) with-fine $9,50.0. 'BEAUTY' IN PinSBURGH ECHO
^IevTldndd Ziegler retired^to
$1.10> — “Shane” 'Par» 'reissue'. “Crime and Punishment, U.S.A.” ? :-~
. ;■ ’
J
. ;•• Pittsburgh June 9r
0
' a company
accept a position with
Neat $9,000. Last week. “(Thunder
lisini ANAPni
! Walt Disney’s “Sleeping
Beauty,'’ , se];|j[ng telephone-directory adverIWlSl
ANAPm I<t
"SleepingBeauty,’
in Sun" 'Par' and “Hangman" 'ANorSeJU!;f;i.v ,592: S1.80-i.
ilNUIAlN1
which
recently
had
a
grind
run
at
tising.
'..:
.
.
'.
(Par*. $8,500.
S2.80' — “Virtuous Bigamist” j
llt. '3d wk). Second
u .'.week.
(Continued, from page 8)
! Nixon, local legit house, at ad-1 .. starting as ai poster ;clerk with.
Pilgrim <:ATC> '1.000; 60-$1.10' Union)
mil6-w
eek,:. “Rdadrecers” (AD and \anced _prices, is .. coming Iback.^into:■] ________f_____
Yox at BufTalo in 19.19, Lowe cam^
— "Because of Eve” * Indie; and >nded v^stsrdJiv *Tugs 1 was miltl
i^^i1 hcca,
‘'-'"nnn‘
*-,J1 ofc•
•■' • city
- August, 1920.
“Dangerous Age” 'Indie'. Fair <c^
$3 »:nn
700 but ct9i*e
stays nn
on. .- viref
First .\**a«
was • Tfeddy-O”-:
“i>addy-0” fA.T“
(AI', '■ $6,000.
j^
the- downtown sector the middle,
; to this
in
$3,C00. Last week, . “Riot Juvenile $7,500.
.
• ' Keith’s (C-D) a'.300; 90-51.25)— the month for_a pop engagement at {
Pri on’’ ‘AA! and “At War with
Paris iPathe Cinema)
’’
""
'
•
Army” 'reissue1,54,500. ; .
$1.80) .— “Women :
Saxon Sack* *1.100; 51]50-$3*— »NTA). Opened Mor
“Diary of Anne Frank” '20th' * 6th ahead. “Heroes
v.k>. Falling to mild $5,000. Last •■Janus). '4th wk»,
loll
v-• --*■
., .•
, *vw ___ __
.
..
. .
Third; S6 000.- Mugger ,UAi. . Ofce^. 56.000- Last: gjory^..;
foHoW. ' “Sleeping" B^ddy: Adler, «ill screen bow in
w eek. S6 500.
L
Trans-Lux, -T-L' '730; 75-51.25'
Has, iLopert; 1525; SI.50-S21Great; BeauJt ,i
theil Warner, which< '-'.The Hound DogMan,” Fred Gip*
(UA),
“Venus cn Broadway” 'Indie) and Modern Times” iLopert) (reissue), St.^Louis Bank ..Kopoery
(L
A), ; has installed Todd A-0 equipment,: son novel produced by Jerry Wald.
“Unretouched” ■ Indie» <2d wk'-( 6th wk). Fifth Tound ended FricTay $5,000.
hopes to land Samuel Goldwyn’s j Studio will launch, singer as a
Censored with six cuts for hypo- *5) was sock $12,800. Fourth week. .
——- ""-•*—•.
cast meiftber for his first pic, rath¬
“Porgy and Bess.”
to $5,000. Last week. $4,000.
$14,300.
•
;
■
.
er than build film around him.
Orpheum 'Loew) -2.900: 90-SI.50'
Sutt»n (R&B> '561: 95-$i.80)— Theatre {& Home) Gone
Due
At
Boston’s
Astor
— “Green Mansions” ' M-G • and ••Gigi” IM-Gr <32d wk' The :31st: / :. Druraheiler.. Alto.! June 9.
.
...
Bbston, June 9. . Thelma Bailey, WOMPI Queen
“Menace in Night” 'UA* H2d \vk'. frame completed ^Saturdav (6) was •
Fair $9,000. Last week, S12:0OO.
Dallas, June 9.
enn^h $16,300. The 30th ; week. (• Fire of undetermined o.ngm de- { Todd-AO will be installed in the
, stroyed_the Midway theatre _in ; Astor Theater here for “Porgy and , Thelma J. Bailey, of Allied ArtState < Loew ’ <3.600: 90t$1-50 '— $16900.
Trans-Lux 5M St, (T-D (540; $i_ nearby Rosedale; Full damage^fig" Bess, which' is set to open Aug. . ists, has been .elected prez of the .“Count Your Blessings” ‘M-G> and
i.Tki-...
*. i
i ( i0(jaj chapter- of the Women of the .
New England
“Face of Fugitive” -Colt. Slow $1.50)—“The Roof” (T-L) (5th w*fc>. :.}ire was not made known but $10,- 6, for an exclusive
$8,500. Last week, “Doctors Di¬ Fourth session ended Monday < 8) : Q00 w*orth of equipment and furr run, on hard ticket.
Motion Picture Industry, Other
\va« fanev $7,500. Third week. I nishings: were destroyed, apart
lemma” 'M-G' -2d wk>, $5,000.
There, are only two other Todd- officers ; includes Mrs,; Florence.;
$8,700. “Middle of Night” (Col)J.from the building; v
AO installations available ifi New Lowry,. Paramounti second veepee;opens June 17, playing day-date ii Small, structure,
■ ...... _. which seated , England, Paul G. Anglim, “Porgy Mrs. Esther Lee Covington, Metro,
MINNEAPOLIS
with Odeon..
1234. and contained Lvmg; accom- | ancj Bess” press rep, said, one. in first veepee; Mrs. Jo . Ann Farris,
-Continued from page? 9>
niodatidn for owner John. Lepeke , Hartford and the other in Provi- Central Shipping .and Inspection
(2d run-. Returns downtffwn via
razed 1D le?s ■' dence;
There are no plans to Bureau, recording secretary; Shir¬
35m film at regular prices (after 50
BUFFALO
1 fuiW^S
than an hour;. :
show* the film in any form other ley Templin, Frontier, .correspond-:..
weeks in Todd-AO at $2,65 top.
(Continued from page 8)
" ! .
■■■■■ ; '. .•■•;.
than in Todd-AO, he said.
ing secretary; Mrs. Marie Russcy,
Also previously played seven local arid “Ride Violerit Mile” (20th).: BARNEY BRENNER'S STEP-UP
The Hub engagement, third of 20th-Fox, treasurer.'
nabes. Okay $5,000. Last week. $7.300..
: j .
Los Angeles. June 9four preems skeded this itimmer,
Elected directors included Marie
“Shane” 'Par- 'reissue.' '2d wk',
^ Teck 'Loew) f 1,200; 7Qt$L25'— |. Continuing its policy of promo- with world preem at the Warner Powers. Heywood Simmons Book- .
$4,500.
State 'Par) <2.200, 85-SI) — “Sqme^Xike• It Hot”-. (UA) <llth , tiomwithin-thc.*rank EloctroVision Theatre, New York, June 24, arid ing office; Mrs. Lorree Butler. In¬
“Young Philadelphians” 'WB) '2d $2^400^^^ ^ $2,500. Last wreek, ,i ^ag appointed Barney Brenner, as- west coast preem July 15, Cathay terstate Theatres; Mrs. Juanita
! sistant. manager of the Baldwin Circle Theatre, L. A., will be White, Index Booking Service, aind
Wk=. Okay $7,000. Last week. $9 Q00. ^-rsUfatUo .XTarHwai (dknSuburban World 'Mann' <800; "Uneie
Toni’s
Cabin"
tftepJ.4 Theatro to manager post at the shown on reserved; seat basis with Mrs. Bette Horn, National Screen
- Arms” <20th)
- -v (re¬
,^e_ ; Imperial Theatre, in nearby Ingle- '10 "shows weekly. Opening night Service.
Verlin Osborn, Para¬
85=—“Too Many Crooks” (Lopert) “Farewell To
<2d wk*. Satisfactory $1,509. Last . issue), Opened today (Tries.) after wood; Abe Zide, Baldwin usher, in Hub has been sold out to New mount,. outgoing prez, also will
week. $1,800.
i
England Baptist Hospital League serve on the board of directors
“Uncle Tom’s Cabin” <Repr was follows ’Brenner as. assistant, *,
World 'MannV t400; 85-SI.25-.^- yanked when it did only $700 in . Martin Brenner, moves up to his as a benefit.
for the coming year.. The hew offi¬
“R«om at Top” <Cont> '3d i\k.'. Big four days of second wreek, . First brother’s former spot from Bald¬
“Porgy and Bess” ha<J its world cers and board of directors will be
$4,000. Last week, $5,000, |;
I was $1,900:
win doormari.
legit preem. in Hub Sept. 30, 1935. installed, at . the June meeting. ..
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Cukor Takes Over
Hollywood, June fl.
. George Cukor succeeds
Charles Vidor, who died sud-.
denly last Thursday. (4) in Vi¬
enna, as director of William
Goetz’ “A Magic Flame.”
Cukor planed out for Vienna .
yesterday to take oyer on pic¬
ture, which had. shot for three
weeks and one-half completed
at time of Vidor’s' death.. Pic
resumes this week. Goetz flew
to Vienna last Friday.

Noel Meadow, has the rights to peddle the names “Hurok” and "iBolr
shoi” as brand names .foir a vodka..
One way to land a duplex 9-room apt. on Central Park West: Roger
H. Lewis, the UA pub-ad chief tain, trudged the area where he wanted
his Lisa Daniels (Mrs. Lewis) and their new baby (the heiress arrived
last week, a li'l ahead of schedule), and left his card with the superin¬
tendents. Also a pass for the Astor, and a request to “let us know if
anything opens up.’' It did,-and they can.take. possession any time;
Sign in the boxoffice of a Westchester neighborhood theatre playing
Disney's ‘‘Shaggy Dog.’1: “Prices for this picture are set by the distrib¬
utor and not the management of this theatre.” Tab was 99c for adults
and 50c for children at mid-week evening performance.
. Charles Vidor, who died in Vienna last week during the production,
of. “A Magic Flame,” is the third Hollywoodite to succumb of a heart
attack while working on a.: film- on a foreign location: Tyrone Power
died recently in Spain during the filming of “Solomon and Sheba;”
Last, year producer Sani Zimbalist died in Rome during the produc¬
With the disclosure that Amefition of “Beri-Hiir.”-. : Leo Jaffe,; Columbia’s first v.p., off on. a 10-day
business trip to London* Paris and Rome ; . . Robert Wise left for the • can . Broadcasting, -r Paramount
:
Theatres
plans, to install 70m
Coast oyer the weekend to complete the editing of “Odds Against To¬
morrow,^which was filmed in N.Y. at the Gold Medal Studios... .• Ei>: | equipment in 30 tc 40 of its .key
theatres
plus
reports of similar acroll Garner’s music can how. be heard as. part of the soundtrack added
to the silent Charlie Chaplin classic, “The Gold Rush,” during its re¬ : tivity among theatrem.en in large
i cities. Theatre Owners of America
vival/at the Grande Thea.trei- on E. 86th St.
has assembled a new. list of. films
Marc Brandel, temporary fugitive from the U.S. . teleplay lists, is in ' scheduled for release in the kingLondon scripting a. film from h!s original story. He’ll co-produce it sized gauge.
with Sydney Box, lvyho will .finance it, for shooting in Lon.don and'iii. - . Set for release this fall, are CoAmstefdam. British-born playwright and liis American actress wife. ■ Tumbia:s. “Porgy and Bess,” Loew’s
Kudo, have taken a villa in Cannes from mid-June to September, and : “Ben-Hur,” Buena Vista’s “The.Big
he’ll finish the scenario there. Brandel had a few dozen plays on tv Fisherman,” and Universal’s “Sparhere before going hack to England, but the couple with their young | ticus.” Scheduled to be made in
daughter, Antonia, expect to return to the States in Ociober for sev¬ 70m but with release not likely
eral weeks.
{ until, well in I960 are BV’s “Swiss
^ Bennie Berger, former North Central Allied president, named en¬ ’ Family Robinson” and 20th-Fox’s
tertainment committee chairman for the national American Legion : “Gan Can," “The King Must Die,”
convention to be held in Minneapolis Aug. 24-27.
( and “The Greatest Story Ever
Honolulu newspaper head writers had a tough time fitting in the ■] Told.” That, according to TOA, is
name of the woman Chosen as queen of the annual Kamehameha. Day : the entire 70m outlook at the mofestival. Her name is Harriet Sailikaihualanikaililiokekunuia-laimo- j meht; ;
kukawahinekuluahine Akana , . . Liberal translation: “The surface of | Previously the exhibitor associathe foaming sect: expressing the rage of the great divider, the aged : tion had .warned its members to
j go slow; in installing^ 70m etpiipwoman who stands forth.”
Casey Robinson in town to plug “This Earth is Mine.”,
Com¬ ! ment because the available and pomencement Jtime means honorary degrees. Show bizites so honored in¬ ; tential product supply did not war¬
clude Fredriy March with- honorary degree df Doctor of Humanities rant the expenditure at this time,
froifr the U. of Wisconsin and director Delbert Mann with a Doctor of
Laws from Northland College '. . Maurice Rapf* film-scripting “son of
the late Metro v.p. Harry.Rapf, off to Europe to scout properties for
Walter Lowendahl Productions and for his own indie efforts . . . Metroseems to be building up its homeoffice publicity staff again. Recent
additions, include Bert Hershfeld, formerly of Universal, and Barry
Stsinbach, .a newcomer to the industry - - . Mrs. Frances Spingpld,
widow of . the late Columbia v.p. Nate Spingold, inducted as a. Fellow
Two theatre realty transactions
of Brandeis University. :
Universal prexy Milton R. Backmil to- the Coast . . . Charlton Hes¬ in New York last week saw. Harry
ton stopped off in Gotham en route to England for the location .shoot- Brandt acquire the Yorktown The¬
irig of “The Wreck of the Mary Deare.”. .. Oscar Doob went to Indiana atre on upper Broadway and kale
to visit the areas associated with the life of Civil War Gen. Lew Wal¬ of the lease of the 2,400-seat Sail
lace, author of “Beri-Hur.” Metro may shoot special exploitation films j .Juan Theatre in. the Washington
on the campus of Wabash College where Wallace wrote much of the ; Heights section to Harry A-Harris,
book ....... Maurice “Red” Silverstein* v.p. .of Loew’s International, to j Brandt’s acquisition of the 950Rome for 10 days on production deals . . ; Debbie Reynolds returned 1 seat Yorktown was made through
to the Coast . . . Otto Preminger's “Anatomy of a Murder” begins dual i the Pamela Amusement Co. Inc.,
engagements at the Criterion and Plaza on July 2 . . . Three new ac¬ 1 whibh he heads. Also purchased
count executives have joined the N.Y. office of the Rogers & Cowan ! by the corporation was an adjacent
praisery:—Eloise Walton, James Gershman and Betty Carlin ... Burl j two-story building consisting of
lyes to . London to resume his role in Carol Reed's “Our Man in Ha-, ■ seven stores and five second-floor
j offices.
vaina.”*
’
Trans-Lux Distributing has acquired the French film, “Venomous- ' The Yorktowm Is a Brandt TheaSisters.” It’ll be: released in both dubbed and titled versions ... Irv¬ y tres operation. Sellers of the two
in Shapiro (Films-Around-the-World) near closing a deal for the Ger-r j parcels of property are Katherine
man “Der Rest 1st Sehweigen,” a modem Version of the Hamlet story, 1 p. McGratty, Julia D. Berghold
which Helmut Kautner directed with Horst Buchholz in ...the lead. It i and Virginia -D. Curry. W;eisinan,
i Celler, Allen, Spett & Sheinberg
was made at the Real Film studios in Hamburg.
Franco DeSimone, g.m. of Titanus Films; married oh Monday (8) in j repped Brandt while William F.
Pisa, Italy.. . . Maurice Silverstein, v.p. of Loew’s International, cur¬ ; Berghold was attorney for the sellrently in Italy tp attend the DeSimone wedding as well as the Titanus. ers. Purchase price was undis¬
International Convention in Stress, marking the 55th year of activity closed. :
Harris., who assumed the lease
of that company .
Lee Steiner, counsel for Titanus in New York,
will also attend the convention at Stresa after a Mediterranean cruise ; on the San Juan, operates. a chain
I of Spanish language houses In. the
as guest onPeter Ustinov's yacht.
: That very fancy and impressive annual report which United Artists /metropolitan area. House was opput but to note its 40th anni cost the company $1 per copy. Some 16,- ;.erated for the past eight years by
000 books were printed . . . 20th-Fox editing put some of the strong i the E. M. Loew circuit on a policy
language from “Blue Denim” even though it was passed by the Pro¬ ! of Spanish stage, shows and films.
duction Code .. . .‘‘Diary of Anne Frank” may be cut for continuous- < Deal was consummated through
■ Berk & Krumgold, theatre brokers.
run release after all.
• VWriting and Selling Fillers and Short Humor,” edited by A. S. Prior to: its. conversion to Spanirii
Burack (The Writer), is a Baedeker of short, cuts to a fast, buck for language fare; the San Juan was
writers: All reporters got anecdotes^ hut. show biz scribes got more i known as the Audubon Theatre
than average. Contributors include Richard Armour, Mary T. Steyn and \yas a unit in the Skouras
and Gurney Williams. Tome lists 300 markets ... Spurred by West chaiii. During the pre-war years
Coast critics who: have acclaimed Craig Hill as “young edition of Cary it was a top vaude-film house.
Grant,” the star of “Whirlybirds” and Howard Estabrook are prepping
new screen treatment of “The Awful Truth.” A package deal. .
Howco Productions, indie Coast outfit, declares 135 Louisiana thea¬
tres are lined up to play its newest; “Louisiana. Hussy,” via saturation,
booking. Charles CasinelH production, was located in the bayou state
. . V Dartmouth College Glee Club, has Its first theatre: date set in its
Dallas, June 9.
90-year history. Group goes into Radio City Music Hall with the next
Negotiations started before the
show . , , United Artists now has 1;083,643 shares outstanding as con¬
version of debentures into the . common issue' continues .. . . Marlon; death last Week of Col. Harry A.
Cole Were completed during the
Brando in from the Coast.
Another new buyer of the 20th issue is Donald A. Henderson, Aveekend with tlie purchase by Phil
company’s secretary-treasurer. He purchased 2,600 shares,1 bringing Isley Theatres of the three. Bon¬
his total holdings to 2,610 shares.
ham theatres from the Cole estate;
United Artists once considered doing “Diary of Anne Frank,” with The theatres are two “hardtops”
William Wyler directing and Audrey Hepburn starring. Compainy fi¬ and one ozoner. :
nally nixed the idea, and 20th-Fox then picked, it . up ..
. Attention
At the same time' the Isley has
USIA!s Turner Shelton: Jay Frankel has a dream.: He wants, to show set Charlie Wise as general man¬
“The FBI Story” at the Moscow festival. That’d be as good a.bomb ager, for the theatre circuit which
as any,
;
•
also operates in Houston, Fort
Dartmouth College Glee Cliib, which has appeared in films, con¬ Worth and West Coast.
certs radio and television, is preparing for the first stage appearance
of the organization in its 90-year history with “The Nun’s.Story,” at
Showing Near Home Lot
Radio City Music Hall,in New York later.this month . . .'Since 1948,;
San Francisco, June 9.
the. Glee Club, has given, concerts in 102 cities in 34 states and appeared
- Simultaneous world premiers of
on the Ed Sullivan and Perry Coino tv shows. It was also seen. in. ti e Universals “This Earth Is Mine”
film. “Cinerama Holiday” arid several shorts;.
. v/ill be held at the Golden Gate,
On the occasion of the 15th anniversary. of the George Gershwin Frisco, and the T & D, Oakland,
Foundation it is instituting an annual award fiqir the most distinguished Cal., June 24.
I
contribution to the arts. First such award has been voted Samuel
Much of the picture, was filmed
Goldwyn, producer of “Porgy and Bess.” It will be signalized with a iii. the Vineyards of the Napa Val¬
' (Continued on page'. 24)
ley; near the two Frisco Bay cities.

Hollywood Production Pulse
20th CENTURY-FOX
Starts, This Year..5
This Date, Last Year.,... .13

AMERICAN INT’L
Starts, This Year .......... 7 J
This Dare, Last Year .... .16

COLUMBIA
Starts, This Year ......... 74
This Date, Last Year..... 12
"ONCE MORE WITH FEELING"
(Stanley Donen . Films) .
(Shooting in Paris)
• Prod.—Stanley Dpnrn
Dir.—Stanley Doner,
. Yul Brynner, Kay Kendall. Gregory
Ratoff, Mervyn Johns, Martin Benson,
.Harry Lockhart. MaxweH Shaw, An¬
drew Faulds
t (Started April 6) :

"THE BLUE ANGEL"
(Jack Cunimings Prod.)
Prod.—Jack Cummings
Dir.—Edward Dm.vtr.vk
M
Curt Jurgens, May Brlft. Theodora
Bikel; Ina Anuei-.s. Barbara Luna,
Stella Stevens, Wolfe Barzell, Dick
Tyler, Ken Waifcen, \oytek Dolinski,
Carmen Austin. Else Burkett
(Started April 20»
"THE BEST CF EVERYTHING"
(Company of Artis s Prods.)
Prod.—J erry Waid
Dir.—Jem Ne^ulesto
:
II-;pe Lange. S'ephen Boyd. Suzy Pankcr. Diane Baker. Gardiner McKay.
Martha Hver, Robert Ev«ns, Sue C; rsen,
Donrld
Harron, June
Blair.
Rachel Stevens, Alena Murray. Julia
Favm*. and starring Joan Crawford
(Started Mav 11)

UNITED ARTISTS
Staffs, This Year
7
This Date, Last Year.17

"ANNIVERSARY WALTZ"
(Fields Prods., Inc. for UA)
"OUR MAN IN HAVANA"
(Shooting in New York)
(Kingmead Prods.)
Prod.--Joseph Fields
(Shooting in Havana)
Dir.—David Miller
Prod. Carol-Reed
Dwid Niven, Mitzi Gaynor
Dir:—Carol! Reed
(Started April 27)
Alec Guinhess. Bdrl Ives, Maureen
. O’Hara, Ernie Koviics, Ralph Richard-' "THE GALLANT HOURS"
son, Noel Coward. Jo Morrow
(Cagney-Montgomery Prods.)
(Started i^pril 131
(For UA Release)
Prod.—Robert Montgomery
"A MAGIC FLAME"
Dir.—Robert Montgomery
(Goetz Pictures
James Cagney. Dennis Weaver. I.es
(Shooting In Vierinat .
Tremay’ne.
Karl
Swenson. Walter
. Prod.—William Goetz
Sande. RidBard ( arTyle, Carl Eenton
Dir.—George Cukor
Reid, Ward Costello, R- ymend Bailey,
Dirk Bogarde,
Capucine,
Genevieve /
Robert Burton. Vaughn Taylor. John
• • Page, Martita Hunt, Lou Jacobi. Mar- •
Brenom, Jn>>n McKee, Harry Lenders,
cel Dalio, Sidney Kaye, Ivan Desny. •
John Zaremba
(Started. May 11)
(Started April 29)
"SUDDENLY LAST. SUMMER"
"WOMEN CONFIDENT*AL"
imperial Piets, for UA)
(Sani Spiegel Prods.)
(Shooting in London)
(Shooting at Par'monjd-Sunsot)
Prod:—-Sam Spiegel
Prod.—Robert E. Kent
Dir.^-Joseph Mankiewicz
Dir.—Edward I.. Cahn
Elizabeth TaVlor. Montgomery.' Clift,
Mamie Van Doren, Richard Coogan,
Brad Dexter
. . Katherine Hepburn
,
(Started May 25)
j
(Started June 5)

Yorktown, Saa Joan In

ISLEY COMPLETES SEAL
WITH CMf’S ESTATE

AU JED ARTISTS
Starts, This Year........ >. 3
this Date, Last Year...... JO

WALT DISNEY

UNIVERSAL

Starts, This Year .. .. *... 3
This Date, Last Year ...... J

Starts, This Year_..... 4
This Date, last Year
4

"TOBY TYL E R"
■ Exec. Prod.—Walt Disney
Assoc. Prod:—BUI Walsh
Dir.—Charles Barton
Kevin Corcoran. Henry . Calvin, Gene
. Sheldon, Bob Sweeney, Richard Eastham, . Barbara Beard, Dennis Joel
(Started March 30)

'

"THE SILVER SKATES"
(Shooting in Sweden Sc Holland)
Prod.—Walt Disney
Assoc. Prod.—Norman Foster
Dif.—Norman Foster >
Rony Seander, Carin Rossby, Alf Kjel' lin, Inga Landgre,. Erik Standmark.
Gunilla Jelf, -Lennard Klefbom
;
(Started April 2) .
;

"SPARTACUS"
(Bryna Prods.)
Prod.—Edward I.ev-Ts
Dir.—Anthony Mann
Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier, Tony
Curtis. Jean Simmons. Charles Laugh¬
ton, Peter Ustinov. John Gavin. John
Dali. Nina Foch. John Ireland. Charles
.McGraw. Joanna Barnes, Harold J.
-Stone
(Started Jan. 27)

WARNER BROS.
Starts, This Year
.5
This Date, Last Year.6

"KIDNAPPED"
j
. Prod.—W’alt Disney
j "THE BRAMBLE BUSH"
Assoc. Prod.—-Robert Attwool
i (United States Piets.)
Prod.—Milton Sperling
. Dir.—Robert Stevenson
|
Jjimes MacArthur,. Peter Finch, Finlay,
Dir.—Delmar Petrie
ICurrie, John Laurie. Bernard Lee, :
Richard Burton. Barbara Rush, Angie
’Niall MacGinnis, Miles. Malleson. An- ;
Dickinson, Jack Carson. James Dunn,
drew Cruickshank '
i
Henry Jones, Tom Drake, Frank Con(Started AprU 27)
!
• oy
(Started March 30)
^YELLOWSTONE KELLY"
Dir.—Gordon Douglas
Clint Walker. Andra Matin, John Ruesell, Edward Byrnes, Ray Danton
(Started April 7)
Starts, This Year .... ...7 7
"GUNS OF THE TfMBERLAND"
This Date, Last Year . .. ...11
(Jaguar Prods.) .
Prod.—Aaron Sperling
Dir.—Robert Webb
"HOME FROM THE HILL"
Alan. Ladd. Jeanne Crain. Gilbert Ro¬
Prod—Edmund. Grainger
land, Frankie Avalon, Lyle Bettger,
Dir.—Vincente, Minnelli
:
Noah Beery, Verna Felton- Regis
Robert
Mitchum,
Eleanor
Parker.
Toomey. Alana Ladd, Johnny Seven
- George Hamilton,.George Feppard,
(Started AprU 28)
.. Luana Patten, Everett Sloane, Yvette
"CASH McCALL"
Mimieux
Prod.—Henry Blanke
(Started April 9).
Dir.—Joseph Pevney
James Garner, Natalie Wood. Niaii
"THE WRECK OF THE MARY DEARE"
Foch. Dean Jagger, Otto Kruger, E. G.
Prod.—Julian Blausten Marshall
. Dir.—Michael Anderson.
(Started May 4)
Gary Cooper, Charlton Hestdri, Michael
Redgrave
(Started April 9)
"NEVER SO FEW"
Prod.—Edmund Grainger
Dir.—John Sturges
Starts, This Year.
.78
Frank Sinatra'; Grn->. Lollobrigida. Peter
•
Lawford, Briaa ^onlevy, Paul HenThis Date, Last Year.8
reid, Kipp Hamilton, Steve McQueen,
. - Dean'Jones, Richard Johnson
(Started May 18)
'MET OVER THE ATLANTIC"
(Benedict Bogeaus Prod, for Inter-Conti"THE LAST. VOYAGE"
. nent Release)
(Shooting in Japan) .
(Shooting in Spain and Mexico)
PrOd.—Andrew L. Stone
Prod.—Benedict E. Bogeaus .
Dir,—Andrew L. Stone
Dir.—Byron Haskin
Robert Stack, Dorothy Malone, George
Guy Madison, Virginia Mayo, Georgs
Sanders, Edmund O’Brien, Tammy
Raft, Ilona Massey, George Macready,
Merrihugh,
Woody
Strode,
Jack
Anna Lee, Margaret Lindsay. Argen¬
Kruschen.Richard Norris
■>
tina Brunetti. Venetia Stevenson, Tu»
. (Started May 1C>
dow Owen, Frederic Warlock, Cindy
/(THE TIME MACHINE"
Lee, Brett Halsey
(Galaxy Prods.)
(Started April 27)
Prod.—George Pal
"ALL GOD'S CHILDREN"
Dir-—George Pal
Rod Taylor. Alan Young, Tom Helmore (Yamin-Rowland for Warners)
Prods.—Robert Yamin, W’illiam Row¬
(Started May 25)
land
"THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN HAWKS"
Rita Moreno. Mark Damon, Gerald Mohr,
(Shooting in Holland)
Jay NoveUo, Ford Hsnhill. Eugeno
Prod.—David E. Rosa
Mart inTom -Gilson, Richard Rust,
Dir.—Richard Thorpe .
Douglas Hume. Richard Laurier. Don
Robert Taylor, Nicole Maurey, Linda
Eitner, Diane Cannon
'Christian
(Started May 20)
(Started May 20)
"THE OREGON TRAIL"
(Einfeld Prods, for OOth-Fox)
Prod.—-Richard Enfeld
Dir,—Gene Fowler Jr.
Fred MacMurray, Bill Bishop, Gloria
Talbot, Henry HuU, John Carradine,
Startsr This Year......... ^6
Gloria'Moreland. Elizabeth Patterson
(Started May 26)
This Date, Last Year . .... 7
•

METRO

INDEPENDENT

PARAMOUNT

"A VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET"
(Hal Wallis Prods.)
Prod.—Hal Wallis
Dir.—Norman Taurog
Jerry Lewis. Joan Blackman. Earl Holli¬
man, Fred Clark, Lee Patrick
(Started AprU 27)
"LI;L ABNER"
Prod.—Norman Panama
' Dir—Melvin-Frank
v
Peter- Palmer, Stubby. Kaye.
JuUe
Newmar
(Started June 8)

Charles Funk, assistant to Fred
Kunkel at the Penn, Pittsburgh,
has been named manager of tha
UA circuit theatre in Buffalo,
where Kunkel has been Working
for the last few weeks on a lendlease arrangement. He takes over
immediately. Marty Giehrl moves
up into Funk’s post directly under
Kunkel.
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The National Magazines say it-

“THIS IS A WONDERFUL PICTURE!”

SHFAMILY MEDAL AWARD...
“DANNY KAYE AN ENTERTAINER PAR EXCELLENCE!” IS PICTURE
1 mod housekeeping [ “DANNY KAYE EXCELLENT! DIFFERENT FROM ANYTHING
IS SIMPLY TERRIFIC!”...PLUS GLOWING REPORTS FROM H.H,
BH] “SUPERB! SURE-FIRE CANDIDATE FOR LONG, SUCCESSFUL RU
PROUD TO PRESENT!” niiiHiin“WOW! DANNY KAYE AT HIS BE
GOING TO BE KAYE’S MOST SUCCESSFUL PICTURE IN YEARS!” SI
afec slamng

1B1 BEL GEDDES-LOUIS ISIM* HARRY GUARDING'-BOB CROSBY * BOBBY IBP * ii
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ENT BLOCKBUSTER
This Summer’s“hot-business formula—

THE FIVE PENNIES
p*d%*~*%

on the marquee = Dollars and Dollars
in the boxofficei

m' *

World Premiere, Capitol Theatre
New York City-June 17
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OF THE MONTH...“LOTS OF LAUGHS! SPIRITED MUSIC! TOPS!”
HE’S PLAYED SO FAR...WARM AND EMOTIONAL! DIXIELAND JAZZ
WD SEVENTEEN j,.. The Trade Magazines say it -‘THIS IS A WONDERFUL PICTURE!
mmm
IIHBU PRODUCTION ANY THEAT
S THE BEST IN ENTERTAINME
[iiHi]LTiia^i]iai:i9iiiN
FOR THEA
BBH«g»
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SEGOVIA TREATS HIS
GUITAR LIKE A GIRL

m

By DAVE JAMPEL

ice

Tokyo, June 2.

■ Concert; artist: Andres . Segovia
f
.
Mexico City, June 9.
i likened the playing of his guitar
j
Labor . trouble: is brewing for
to an amorous rnanwoman relation;
the
seven
remaining: Hollywood
ship/
:
I distributorships here.
The cur^
... Concluding a tour of Japan,, he
Karachi,
June
2.
[
rent;
collective
work contract ex;
national
as
well,
is
hitting
new.
Mexico City, June 9.
told Variety, Everything we: do is
The Karachi. Board of Film I pires in July and the Union of Film
related tp the woman; I love rov
The contvcvver."ial issue of mu- lows each day.”
Censors has banned the exhibition i Industry Workers is intent! on obIf niuhicior.l taxation continues
iihipai f:\ation of cinemais has
instrument and then, my instru¬
of the film, “Timbuktoo.” (UAL
j .taming, a. new . wage ' hike, per
has—don’t
forget
that—
flared a»u>w here. Scene this time to grow, then, exhibition execu¬ ment
The grounds on which, the. pic i usual, as well as fringe benefits.
Is ti e Cft\ of Mer’da. in Yucatan, tives here see the day when in¬ female curves. That .is the reason
has. been .banned have yet to be. With distributor opposition voiced,
centive
fur
construction
of
.
new
why
it.is
not
toMifficult
at
the.
same
v.hire the presidente municipal
openly in past weeks to pay boosts .
officially announced. ,
mayor' Luis Torres Mesias, as- theatres will completely vanish. •time to love tire woman and to love
at this . time,. Section No. 1 (em- .
tuie.y t;.ki-nc advantage of the fact As it is. money is tight today for ■tlie guitar. There is .the.-same kind
bracing distributor 'office person-;,
•
tiiar C
r Sartos Galindo. head of ■ new- construction.- because of the. • of relationship..
nel) 1k;s presented its demands di-. :
uncertainties,
and
the
constant
“And
the
response.”
added
the
the National Chamber of the Film
j
rectly
to the. Federal COnciiiatipnIndustry v as 'Ivanna the |l\ S. pressure hv' municipal authorities 64 year-bid Spaniard whose Worldi Board; This going aver the heads.
liriess reaches beyond. the concert
«studyins* Yank exhibition-, has is¬ for' higher and higher taxation,.
[of-distributor
management, accordhalls, “you- -know;, the guitar- is as
sued a t’osure order.-against the
i ing to union belief,, may. speed up
hysterical as the; woman because
25 theatres oneratins in that; city.
riegotiations
for.
a new contract. .
sometimes—I. don’t: know why—^
The shuttered houses are dij . Dchniands are npt as steep as had!
[the guitar answers better than at
Frankfurt, Jupe 9.
\ided between the two major ex¬
. been first intended. Instead of av
‘ other times ,to our insinuations!” '
hibition circuits— the Gold j;Chain
Paramount International is plan¬
30cc to 35rr wage boost, liriioii.
“I used to like very much. Heifetz
and Theatre Operating Co. '.There
ning to add tp. its foreign grosses will , accept 20rc: as . compared with .
—a great/' violinist.’1 he said!, “be¬
are also three independent the¬
by
stepping
up
its
distribution
of
general . 21 rc, increase. . won for:
cause he .was very quiet playing,
atres.
/
this
very, dignified. I hate all these mu¬ European films, selling them in theatre ; personnel /earlier,
Mavor Mesias defended his ac¬
Rome, June 9.
year.
Fringe benefits asked for
sicians who move around, pianists world markets.' although, not neces¬
tion bv stating that the cinemas
Filin industry officials and ob¬
had not complied with city decree servers from 17 countries < includ¬ who jump to, make . a chord ' arid sarily in the U. Sy>, according to include hospitalization, retirement.
fund, arid .vacation adjustments.
imoosmg municipal taxes of; from ing the U.S. and Britain) have ac¬ conductors vvho .get wild/’ he of¬
yj- to lf/ir on gross receipts of cepted invitations to ; attend the fered and proceeded to wave his James Perkins; president of Par .The distributors; have been insistInlernatibnal.
Here
on
a
European
!
ing
that under, current conditions.
all -comir.orc’.al establishments, in¬ 1959 Titanus Films Convention. arms simlessly in illustration. “The
tour, he pointed out that the comr ! the existing contract should be
cluding pix houses. He said that Fri.. Sat.; Sun. iJune 12-141, an music is.nrore serious than that. All
pany has just employed Howard ! prolonged for two years.
I
that
is
is.
simply
showmanship.
It
these taxes had not been paid since elaborate affair celebrating: the.
Harrison, who will headquarter in ! ; Involved . in managemerit-union
last January, so last week his in¬ 55th Anniversary of that. com¬ I has nothing to .do. with the music,
London, to arrange for buying and ; dispute are the three major Mexi.spectors moved, in to seal liip the. pany’s activity. Some 70 members fit's..;silly.;
j . ’When yoii tell a girl you love handling European pictures. His . can distributors ;(Peliculas Mexi- .
theatres.
- i;.
of the global press are also expect¬
job
will be to attend international ! canas, Pcliculas Nacioriales and .
i her; you tell her with, such a
ed to attend the: three-day con¬
Exhibs Paid Voluntary Ta*
i natural Statement; not w ith great film fests and look, over the cur¬ [Cimexk several independents inActually Merida cinemas; have claves., being held at Stresa bn. gestures,” he . Subinitted: .=
rent crop of European pix and see. ’ eluding distributorships, operated
never been subjected to any offi¬ northern Lake Maggiore.
. In his 50th year of concertizing. which ones Par can buy to dis¬ by the Sotomayer and Alarcon inEvent, which naturally will, also Segovia still makes public per¬ tribute.
cial taxation in the past. But* in
i terests, and the severi Yank disa friendly agreement with the city bring together Titanus’ Italian em¬ formances‘from 116 to 120 times a
During Perkins* current junket, I tribs operating .here: United Artadministration, they had been con¬ ployees with other Industry offi¬ ye^r.- Just before coming to . Japan he arranged to buy “Room at Top.” [ ists, WrB, 20th-Fox, ..Metro, Univer¬
tributing a total of $2,000 a month cials here. will spotlight: prexy Gof- he played, a 38-concert tour of the the prize-winning film, for distri¬ sal, Columbia arfd Allied Artists.
to the city treasury at first. ;Later fredo Lombardo;s announcement United States arid before that had bution in France. And Par is also
[
Coincident with the. union move
this was upped to $3,200, still on a of the company’s future activity,, played 46 concerts in' Europe. releasing a German film, “Love, to win more money, for its membervoluntary basis.
This works out especially its production program Sometimes, in countries such as Dance and 1,000 Hits,” musical
■ ship come insistent reports that,
iwhich includes several pix With Holland. Germany and Switzerland; starring Caterina Valenfe, in Latin
to approximately $265 per house.
i Hollywood distributors plan to !
But Mayor Mesias insisted that Yank links >. Several dinners and he performs every day on tours of America.
1 combine their forces into one ceritheatre operators were taking the . receptions Will also enliven the so¬ i TO and 15 concerts. “You know I
“>Ve are very interested In ac¬ •tral- organization. This not.only is
cial
and
entertainment
side,
\vhile
; fortunately have good health,” he quiring German and other Euro¬ dictated. as an economy move but
city administration for a sleigh
ride ard that boxoffice returns are cruises around the Lake arid a spe¬ ; said.. “In all my life I have lost pean films for international distri¬ [ also as a better controlled speedup.
providing a h gh yield for chains. cial projection of an “Anthology of | only six . concerts, for health, rea- bution,” he stressed. “‘Best way to , of film distribution. The distrib¬
His levy fixed a ~rh tax on box- the Italian Film” 11929-40) are i'spris.”
•'
get . around the competition from utor consolidatiori report has been
office receipts on first-runs 5n the other features:
j
.Segovia saw. slight differences in
A giant internaConal SDectacle . the audiences.of the world. “There tele in the States is to make up for [around for over a year now. But
center of town, and 5rc for|outly¬
it with foreigri revenues. Because i checks with, local rePS brings the1
will
wind
up
the
convention
the
’ is. not much difference /because
ing nabes.
j:
night June 14. with proceeds of ! they are- united in their love, of Paramount has a comparatively ; static, answer that “no changes are .
Exhibs C’aim Tax Ruinous .
; being considered.” ;
the affair to he turned over to the : music,” he said. ‘.‘When they love small American film production—
The house operators say. this "Pro Juventude” society.
Still, there has been belt pulling
Show . Bach or Mozart or Debussy; they from 20 to 22 pictures a year—we
can easily handle the foreign : in by RKO; arid; Republic, and intaxation is “ruinous"*;, also that will be televised over Italy’s RAI‘ have the. same reaction. ICs more
films.”
;
M | dustry talk is that headquarters of
they could not remain in business. TY network as well as picked up
or less expressed, the same way.
However, last week, the owners of by the local fad’o net.
Company would prefer buying ‘ offices operating here have been
the Sun Juan, Alcazar and Esmer¬
those which have established inter¬ ; takirig a hard look at the Mexican'
Conjecture as to why Titarius se¬
alda houses, paid ud the bade taxes lected the northern location, far
national stars. Paramount will, con¬ setup., If it is felt that the 400- ,
and have ooened their doors. from Rome, for its get-togethers
tinue its policy of asking for higher person payroll is too large, then
These are independent operators. may be answered by the fact that
termk on its giant multi-million- it may be! axed. A consolidation
Houses of the GoM Chain and The¬ it is near industrial Milan., a poten¬
dollar productions, he added. Al¬ move would slash this by more
atre Operatmg Corporation,j. 12 in tially vast arid still untapped pool
though the raised percentages on than half, according to estimates,
What
total, intend to fi<?ht to the (finish. of additional film .finance.
last calendar year’s “10 Command¬ of uneasy Union officials.
ments” met with many objections ’ union hopes is that the. ieports
The Nat'onal Chamber of the
Paris, June 9.
[are just a counterattack by the
Film Industry is t {king up the
from
exhibitors
here,
Perkins
The state-run film exhibitor set¬
matter w th Secretary of j.State
pointed out that “We have no trou¬ j distributq.rs.
up; SCGEC, which groups five im- ble in other countries getting good
Gustavo Diaz Ordaz. Theatre op¬
.portant
first-run
film
theatres
in
terms
for exceptionally. .good pic¬
erators have stated they are; ready
to submit to an auditing of books
; ;!•
Paris and 22 others around France, tures.
to show that they cannot pay the
Despite the- unfriendly film trade
London, June 9. v ! may go on the block soon! Houses
new. high taxes.
/■
Metro begins its 35th birthday were confiscated, during the war trade press in Germany oyer high¬
The situation is bigger!: than celebrations in London next Thurser terms for “Commandments,”. it
Just a provincial squabble. |! Eyes day ' ll i with; a. celebrity party at by the Germans arid direct owner¬ did extremely fine business. And
Dublin, June 2.
of other mayors are centered on the Empire Theatre and. later that, ship has not been . definitely set¬ company is considering offering
Wexford, seaside town which hat
Merida fc-r if the issue is won by night will launch a season of hit tled yet. Some Cinemas .may re¬ “The Tempest” at a higher per¬ provided1 itself, with a late fall tour¬
Mayor Mesias. there will be a flood parade programs to mark; the oc¬
vert to heirs of ex-owners, but the centage on this new season’s calen¬ ist season for the past eight years
of similar boosts throughout the casion.
with an opera fest, has set “Aroi-[
Members, of the public
dar in Germany as well.
majority feels it is best to sell to
republic.
j:
celebrating their 35th birthday on
Germany is now tied for fourth do,” by Verdi, and Rossini’s. “The'
Off and on. increased taxation that day will receive a piece of avoid; the tangled skeins of “who place for Paramount’s . financial Thieving Magpie” for^ the ninth:
©f Mexican cinemas has been tried birthday cake arid be the com¬ ’ gets Wi&at” squabbles,
ranking of markets outside the season; Oct. 25-Nov. j. Verdi op¬
in the pa^t.
Latest case, |: some pany’s Quests at the first night.
j
Film people .are looking hard at U. S., with England first, Italy sec¬ era will be conducted, by English .
months back, was in Guadajfajara.
batoneer Charles Mackerras arid
The nit parade season! begins
’ this because coveted arid rieeded ond, Japan third, and France arid staged by Frank Boerlage, of the
But Wren exhibitors combined with “Count Your Blessings” arid
Germany just about equal in
The .Rossini
forces -the tax was reduced. Juan others due to follow are “Mating j first-run /theatres are involved. grosses, for the fourth spot, accord¬ Netherlands Opera.
piece will be conducted by John
I. Mechona. pres/derte municipal Game.” “Tunnel of Love”! and “The There is . always a scramble for ing to Perkins.
Pritchard; of. Glyndebourne Op¬
of Guadr-.lajara, is still smarting Scapegoat.” The season will run -: Paris firstrrun time sinefe it is still
era, and directed by Peter Potter.
from the beating he received! since through until. mid-September.
j the key prestige arid commercial
As usual the leads will be im¬
the heads of the 20 film houses ap¬ :
Concurrent with the birthday ( booking spot. Yank companies are
ported and include Mariella Adani,
pealed to. the governor of Jalisco celebrations Metro is to stage an split on the question of whether,
Mariella Angioletti, Nicola Monti,
state. Jur n Gil Preciado, to obtain exhibition of stills taken from the an American-owiicd theatre: is a
relief.
In Monclova iCoahuilah hits, of the last 35 years, together necessity.
London, June 2. ; Nicola Nicoloy, Pablo Pedani, Aldo
Protti and Giofgia Tadeo, ...
the Go’d Chain shut down two with color stills of “Ben Hur,”
Some Yank reps feel that 'with
Charles R. Young has been
Side events include .a filiri festi¬
cinemas in protest oyer “exhorbi- j
j good pix. outlets;, are no .problems: named by .John Davis as a director
val,. four recitals and concert by
tant municipal taxes.;* Later;! pres¬
j Others, state that French hits have < of , Circuits Management Assn., the
the BBC Symphony, conducted by
sure of citizen's groups forged a
• snapped the top firstruns in the j Company which controls the Rank
Rudolf Schwarz.
reluctant mayor to backtrack:
; last few years and that a company-/ Organization's two theatre chains,
[ owned house is the answer. Para- [ Odeori and. Gaumont-British.
Ruin Seen in Higher Taxes
Frankfurt,. June 2. . 1 mount is. the only .Yank outfit to !
From northern Baja California,
Young, who has been a director
Franco is planning to build up
\ of J. Arthur Rank Organization
sweeping on down, to Durango,; Co- the Spanish film industry, and re-, own a theatre here: at present.
One of the top; SOGEC houses, , (ManagementV, Ltd., since;; 1956,
-ahuila. the central plateau and duce the number of German films
into deep south Yucatan, the imported into the land, according the 1.850-seat Normandie on the I and for the last two years has been
:
Berlin, June 2.
threat of higher taxation !hangs to a report; here. The Germans Champs-Elysees; has been offered i group-, publicity- co-ordinator, also,
Little Finland is nearly .always:
over theatre operators as the have had .a hevday in that south¬ to some, top French distribs but was made director of ad-publicity the first nation to come along for
sword of ruin. Coupled with re¬ ern country, with a tremendous in-r none; has taken it. The same ap¬ for CMA and the management com¬ the Berlin Film /Fest; So was . it /
cent salary increases won by the¬ crease; in the sale of their pics to plies. to Yanksy There is talk it pany at the beginning of this year; last year, two years ago - and also
atre personnel, profits a re [skid¬ Spain during the period of the might end iip belonging, to- a big
eight .weeks away, Dr, Olavi Lindisk power; - maybe ; EMI, which,
ding to the vanishing point, j
niis, who reps Suomen FiimiteolMPEA bajeott:
may
turn
it
into
a
music
hall
to
A spokesman of the National
lisuus (SF), planed to Berlin to
But they’re about to be restrict
Chamber of the Film Industry ed in this foreign, market. Last showcase platter stars. •
make the local press familiar with
said:
“Throughout the Republic, year Spain produced 75 films, and
.
Eva
Maze
from
Frankfurt
is.
In
company’s “Sven Dufva,”- Finland’s .
At any rate, the. fate of this im-1
tax increases of sizeable propor¬ of the entire 75, only 12 met with portarit house setup is felt to be Manhattan currently to scout dance official contribution to the local
tions are being levied against pic¬ ary kind of success. At the same an important thing; in the film ex¬ and concert music talent for pos¬ pic junket.
“Dufva” is a historical pic Play¬
ture theatres. As a result, the in¬ time German films did exceeding¬ hibition picture here.
Whether sible dating in Germany.
Her most , recent import Is the ing at the time of the Finnishdustry is positively drowning, be- ly well at the: Spanish boxoffice. these houses will go /into private
. ing one of the principal motives The Spaniards must now release hands or ! to big companies could Philippines; Folk Dance Group Russian war 1808-9,/ Incidentally,
why exhibition and distribution one local film for every four for-, .’‘influence” the; release. setup pic¬ which' was at the May festival in it is the seventh Finnish pic to
enter the local film fetes.
not only of foreign material but eign films.
ture here, .somewhat.
Wiesbaden.’'

Karachi Bans ‘Timbuktoo’

Par Would Buy Films
In Europe, Distribute
In Many World Mkts.

Pix Industry Officials
From 17 Countries To

State-Run Films Exhib
Setup in France May
€o on Block Shortly

Metro’s 35th Anni To
Be Observed in London

^AROLDO/ ^MAGPIE’ #R
WEXFORD OPERA FEST

Ghas. B. Young Named
To CM A Directorate

Fear German Product
May Suffer in Spain

Finland Already Set
For Berlin Film Fest

J

Eva Maze in Manhattan
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‘RED’
New France Film Aid Program May
Paris, June 9.

4-

According to good, sources the
new Film Aid Law has beeri prac¬
tically . promulgated and agreed

Berlin Fest Tout* on TV

By HANS HOEHN

Mannheim, June 9.; ,
Berlin . International Film
Of the various European . film
Festival; has produced a 20festivals which don’t belong to the
minute short. entitled “Berlin
upon by Andre Malraiix, Minister i
so-called “A” category, the annual.
and . Its Film Festivals” and
of Cultural Affairs, and .Antoine
Mannheim, fest iMannheimer Kulsurveying the Berlin fests for
Pinay, Minister of Finance. But
tur — und Dokumentarfilmwoche)
the past. eight. years.
there can still be a slip, before this
has been able to achieve a strong
Picture, made in cooperation
With, the German newsreel
place, of its own. As indicated by
is put into effect before the June
its title,, it’s a junket Which dedi¬
companies,
is
in
English
and
;
.17 deadline. ;
German and is available to ty ' cates itself to cultural and docuMain difference from tile. exists
mentary (full-length pix included)
stations; .
ing Aid Law, which runs out in
: films..
next January,, is that the new one;;
Many in the trade opine the
will be based mainly on credit j
number of annual pix fetes is too
. father than, on tangible financial.;
big. But this certainly does not
handouts. Money will be collected
apply to Mannheim. On exhibition
as usual on admission taxes and a
of international cultural and docu¬
tax on films before release,. but
mentary
pix, Mannheim has made
this fund may now. be put into the
a name for itself. Fact that the
Credit National, a special govern¬
Federation
Internationale des As¬
mental fund for extending indussociations de Producteurs de Films
• trial credit. It would no longer be
(FIAPF) has recognized Mann¬
. administered by the governmental
heim as a “B” festival is eloquent
Centre Du Cinema.
proof of this.
This year’s Mann¬
No definite administrator , of
heim fest (the eighth) sees some 33
.Paris, Jime 9.
these, funds has been picked as yet.
Although the new Filin Aid Law nations participating. Number of
Funds will guarantee producers on
direct loans for making, a film has not . been , promulgated yet, exhibited films will total more
which will have to be paid back other tax measures now before the than 150. Number of guests, in¬
eventually, or \yill guarantee reg¬ National Assembly, from the Min¬ cluding 160 newspaper scribes and
ular commercial bank loans if the ister , of Finance Antoine Pinay, reps from 19 nations, is around
producers wish.
Aid Funds also will affect the -film setup in its 600.
The current Mannheim fete Is
will be used for direct handouts to application to pix workers and the
attracting special attention because
prestige films which producers industry.
Matters up for consideration in¬ for the first time it includes an
• might feel a ri?ky biz venture but
which could enhance the reputa¬ clude the fusion of the regular exhibition of children’s and indus¬
CIDALC (International
tion of French films both at home tax on income and the progressive trial pix.
surtax on percentage takes, cutting Film Committee for Education and
and abroad.
Culture)
is
meeting here current¬
out
all
local
taxes;
easing
up
on
. This might mean encouragement
for many of the young filmmakers faxes, in inheritance cases and ly and win have awards 'of its .own...
modification
of
the.
tax
setup
for
As
every:
year;
awards will be
who scored at the recent Cannes
given to the : best films.
The
Film Fest. Funds also will support .corporations;
awards,
called
here
‘Mannheimer
Film sources here say that fu¬
Unif ranee Film* the org to hypo
French films abroad; FINAClNEF, sion of the regular tax and easing Filmdukaten,” are in the hands of
the outfit which is buying into for-, of the tax on inheritance will af¬ an international jury consisting of.
eign theatres, for French film show¬ fect most film professionals, es¬ 10 members from FIAPF countries.
casing; and the French Film Of¬ pecially scripters, directors and Jury includes three German reps
stars, who work on percentage in addition to Paul Ferraud (Paris);
fice in N. Y.
Francis Bolen (Brussels), Carl J.
New Aid plan would be set up bases. . This could ease the drain
Lochnan (London), Yrjoe Rannikon an eightyear basis with two on longterm income and perhaps
ko (Helsinki), Paul Rotha (London)
threeyear segments and one two- lead to. more activity filmwise,.
and Otto Sonnenfeld (Tel Aviv).
especially
among
the
big
bracket
year one. During this time, direct
people.
Festival ran from May 25 to
handouts will be replaced by a
May 30. Organizers are the city of
The
second
point
is
also
a
hope¬
credit system to producers: The
Mannheim, SPIO (top‘organization
exhibitors will be cut out of Aid ful sign for film exhibitions since
of the West German film industry)
Funds for hoyse refurbishing after there are heavy local taxes "which
could be suppressed to give some and the local Filmclub.
next January. They are the, ones
aid to: the heavily, burdened exStarted Back in 1952
to lose on this since government
hibs. This could help stabilize an
The Mannheim event started on
tax bites remain the same. An exindustry losing ground at the b.o. a modest basis in 1952.
Its. idea;
liib outcry may be expected.
currently.
. was to foster the cultural film',
The fate, of the Centre Du Cine¬
Pinay’s line of monetary stab¬ j often neglected by the trade; The
ma is not clear so far, but i s main ility,. less governmental interven¬ annual Mannheim junkets keep
power Will be lost when arid if the tion and equal treatment of the putting this type of .film into the
handling of Aid^ Funds is taken film industry with other corporate
spotlight. Mannheim has the rep¬
from it. This might mean a stream¬ affairs are taken as good signs by utation of being an art-conscious
lining jof the Centre to largely an the biz section of the film setup.
city. -City’s, present mayor, Dr.
administrative arm for handling
Hans Rescbke, is an idealist on the
release visas, foreign film rela-r
art-slanted s h o r t films... He’s
tions, censorship angles and other
helped by Dr. Kurt J. Fischer,
pic procedure problems. Whether
year-long director of the event.
Jacques FlaUd .will stay on at. the
Mannheim belongs to -the U.. S,. Centre is also unknown,
occupation, territory arid has
- around 30Q,000 inhabitants. Heavi ily. destroyed during. the. war, city:
SCOT CINEMAS HARD HIT
. Sydney, June 2.
has obviously henefitted’ .much
Ernest Turnbull, chief of 20th- from . the socalled German ■! WirtMany. House
Closures
Reflect Fox here and also prexy of the
schaftswunder (the economical, mi¬
Growing . Inroads of . Tele
Hoyts’ circuit, which is allied to racle).
Most of the ruins have
the distributor, is reported as be¬ long
disappeared.
Mannheim’s
Glasgow*, June 9.
ing, in. London to set a deal with special pride is its new National
Spate of cinema closures, now is Sir Michaiel Ballon covering the.
Theatre, one of the most prominent
reflecting current economic trends Down Under distribution of Bal¬
legitimate stages in the land. The
in the film trade here and also the een’s newly-formed production set¬
growing inroads of television. An-r up. Understood here that Turn- victim of an Allied air . raid in
other small indie cinema shutters bull is eager to link with Balcon 1943, it was rebuilt at a huge cost.,
‘bvertiire’Opens Fest .
• for good nearly every day. Many following the takeaway from 20thFest was teedoff by the United
cinema managers and technicians Fox recently of the British Lion
Nations
film, “Overture.” . After
are being put-out of work. The International product by British
larger circuit cinemas in key situa¬ Empire Films, distrib unit hooked the usual speeches, nine more.films
were.shown,
that day; including the
tions are standing the strain best. to the Rank interests here.
! Oscar-winning
WB ; cartoon,
Closure of the West End Cinema
The old Ealing product was I “Knighty Knight Bugs.”
at Paisley, near here., brings the
originally distributed here by BEF
All festival pix are shown at the
George Taylor indie circuit to one before the swing over to Metro.
Alster-Lichtspiele. ; The public is
remaining house.
Four already
It’s kgown that Turnbull is anxious inrited to seij the films at a. regu¬
have put up the shutters^ A fifth
to have good British product for' lar admission price.
was destroyed by fire,
both distribution-exhibition to off-, . The participating countries ate:
A main factor in the decision to
set the Lion takeaway. Hoyts oper¬ Austria; Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada,
close down the West End Cinema
ates about 180 cinemas here coast Denmark,. East Germany, Chile,
was a big shift of population to a
to coast and is product-linked to
GSR,
Finland;
France; Ghana,
new housing area. Also, the man¬
20th-Fox,
United . .Artists
and
Great Britain, Greece, Holland,
agement stated it was impossible Warners.
Hungary, India, Israel, Italy, Japan,
to get first-ruri films; of which the
Malaya, Norway, Poland, Portugal,
large, circuits had the monopoly.
“People, again, are tending to REBUILDING PAMPA OZONER Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland;
Pampa,
Tex.,
June
9i
Turkey,
United Nations, United
stay at home at nights, even if
Construction has been started on States of America, USSR, Uruguay,
there is only a half hour's program
the
rebuilding
of
the
fire
damaged
West
Germany
and Yugoslavia,
on television they want to see,”
Outstanding is the strong lineup
said manager Duncan Town end. Pampa Drive-In Theatre.
The • 05-foot tower and screen of East European countries.. Soviet“We even issued 600 free passes
at one time, and only about 120 were completely devoured by wind¬ dominated . Germany (East Ger-;
were used. They w-ould not even swept flames. Damages estimated many) alone submitted 26 films of
come in for nothing!”.
at $16,000.
.
which
the ; festival
committee
.

New French Tax

Balcon’s New Prod. Co.
May Swing Filins Over
To Hoyts’ Down Under

For Total Abolition of Cinema Tax
London, June 9.
The British picture industry is
hoping that this week will see par¬
tial success of its campaign for
Spoleto, Italy, June 9.
total abolition of the admission du¬
Raimdnda Orselli, here as
ties. Having been snubbed in the
secretary to conductor Thomas
Chancellor’s April Budget, trade
Schippers for the second an¬
leaders and individual exhibs. have
nual Festival. of Two Worlds,
been applying the pressure * to
has reverted to her old love,
Members of Parliament throughput
ballet.
the country. It’s now confidently
She was recruited by Giananticipated that on the resumption
Cairlo
Menotti who
found
of the Finance Bill debate some re¬
himself in rehearsal minus a
lief will be forthcoming.
ballerina.
There are two major motions
It cost her, the secretarial
due to go before the House during
post as Schippers reasoned
the Committee Stage of the Fi¬
that with, a taskmaster like
nance Bill. One, sponsored by the
Menotti she’d be a myth as a
Labor Party, and calling for total
abolition, has little or no chance
part-time helper.
of success. On the other hand, a
compromise motion, tabled initial¬
ly by some 20 Conservative M.P.s,
which proposes that the first $56
a week of duty should be remitted
to each theatre, is likely to be ac¬
cepted by the Government.
If the prediction proves accu¬
rate, the concession will be a valu¬
able boon for small theatre opera¬
tors, quite a few of whom have
been waiting for a final govern¬
mental decision before deciding
whether or not to go dark. The
Rome, June 9.
relief may be jiigt about adequate
The
Italian
exhibitors
have to turn the scales in favor of con¬
called off their plans to shutter tinuing in business.

Back oh Her Toes

Cinema Closure

all Italo cinemas for a week (June
8-14): Previously, this had &een

Qoeen Okays Invite To
‘Porgy’ LoaJon Preem

planned as a drastic move to spot¬
light the. plight of local exhibs vs.
excessively high admission taxes.
Cancellation was announced last

London, June 2.
The Queen and Prince Philip
have okayed an invi aticn to at¬
tend the European prer.n of
“Porgy and Bess” (Col) in Lon¬
don. This will be Nov. 2 at a Lon¬
don cinema, yet to be picked. ‘
Proceeds of this preem will go
to the World Refugee Year fund.
It is likely to be the Queen’s only
official attendance at a film show
this year. This will also be one of
the Royal pair’s last public ap¬
pearances prior to leaving for their
African tour.

Friday (51 after a meeting between
Italian film industry toppers and
Italian Finance Minister Tambroni.
Latter is said to have promised ac¬
tion on the part of the government
to study alleviation of the tax prob¬
lem’ with a governmental commit¬
tee nowr slated to begin such study
today (Tues.),
Announcement by exhibs spoke
of the “postponement” of. their
protest action, with theatremen
planning renewed agitation in case
the government, fails to act.

Tokyo, June 2.
Foreign film companies operat¬
ing here remain stunned by the
latest wrinkle in the Foreign Min¬
istry’s series of edicts which often
seem designed to put a slow
squeeze on the film import biz.
Ministry is now “reviewing” all
franchises to make sure that resi¬
dent companies are at the short
end of a 60-40 split with their par¬
ent firms instead of a 70-30 divi¬
sion as before.
Boost of 33&% in resident ac¬
counts makes that much more sub¬
ject to 55% taxation as profits.
Ministry is. holding up the pass¬
ing out of • licenses for fiscal 1959
until: its requirements are met.
Provisional licenses are being is¬
sued only with the stipulation that
the companies will comply. Actu¬
ally, they have little choice.
MPEA Far East veep Irving
Mass told Variety: “We were just
taken
completely
by
surprise.
There was.no indication of this in
my previous talks. While we have
told them that we will be consci¬
entious in trying to cooperate, we
are very unhappy and apprehen¬
sive because the government is
both the judge and the jury.”
picked nearly 12. The U. S. sent
.18 films and the committee picked
“Knighty Knight Bugs,” “Machine
of Information,” “Architecture of
Our Time,” .“All Our Children,”
“The Wetback Hound,” “Sydney’s
Family Tree,” “A New Day,”
“Western Symphony” and “Master¬
pieces of Korean. Art.”

Duke to Become Patron
Of Edinburgh Fest
Edin' urgh, June 9.
The Duke of Edinburgh, busband of Britain's Queen Elizabeth,
has accepted an invitation to be¬
come patron of the Edinburgh In¬
ternational Film Fest. He hon¬
ored the Edinburgh celluloid jun¬
ket in 1952 when he attended the
preem of “The Open Window-”
Again in 1956, he accompanied thfe
Queen toa performance of “InyitaII
tion to tnfi"®qnce.”
w*
The 13th Edinburgh Festival
opens Aug. 23 and runs to Sept. 12.
One of the main events will be
the presentation of the Council of
Europe Awards.

SWEDISH SPACE OPERA WOWS
Added

■
I
’
j

Performance Required—
Will Play Edinburgh

Stockholm, June 9.
The new' opera “Aniara,” based
on space ship refugees from earth,
was scheduled for only three per¬
formances during the Stockholm
music festival, May 31-June 13,
but there will be an ex.ra perform¬
ance tonight (9V. All opera ticket
sales’ records were broken when
the box office opened at 10 a.m,
on June 4.. Nearly 2.000 tickets
were sold wi-hin one hour and a
half.
“Aniara” will be performed at
the Edinburgh festival and will not
be shown in Sweden until the early
part of October. A Stockholm daily
expressed the opinion that the
Royal Opera was making a great
mistake by opening a success at
the end of the season as most
people will not have an opportu¬
nity to see the production until
the Autumn.
<Opera v <r r
’ mi vaqe 1
of Variety last Uw.te 3) issue.}
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All-New Spectacles Actually Captured
By The Giant-Screen COLOR Cameras In Africa's
Wildest Peril-Lands!
wALL-NEW DANGERS as beautiful girl-pilot crash-lands
in the dread “River of Crocodiles!”
ALL-NEW THRILLS as Tarzan battles merciless white
jungle-pirates and savage Kabuchi tribesmen!
ALL-NEW ACTION as the “murder safari" dynamites its way
through the treacherous Oola jungle!
ALL-NEW SUSPENSE as Tarzan stalks the killers from-civilization
to the fabulous ...
‘Mountain of
Diamonds!"
*FILMED ON
LOCATION IN
KENYA...
FIRST TARZAN
PICTURE SHOT
ON LOCATION!

Starring
GORDON

ANTHONY

TARZAN'S
Newest
Is..
SARA

NIALL

i So
SEAN

.^
SCILIA

Eastman

fs

color

SCOTT- QUAYLE • SHANE • MACGINNIS • CONNERY- GABEL
Produced by

. . Directed by

Screenplay by

From a Story by

,SY WEINTRAUB - JOHN GUILLERMIN -BERNE GILER ard JOHN GUILLERMIN • LES CRUTCHFIELD |jgg
8ased upon the Characters Created by Edgar Rice Burroughs • A Sy Weintraub-Harvey Hayutin Production • A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

• AVAILABLE NOW FROM PARAMOUNT!

r*

'VARIETY'S' LONOON OFFICE
I St. Martin'* Plae*, Trafalgar Squarf
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HASSLI OVER MANN NOVEL

Foreign-Based G.I.S Show Yen
For Service Pix; No Femme Fave

East German, W. German Outfits
Plan Fihdnizatioh of Book

Actors Decree Foreign task Pay

Frankfyrt, June 9*
Rights to the filmization . of
Thomas Mann’s novel, “Buddenbrooks,” have been kicking up a
whale of a lot of East-West trouble
ever since the author’s death.
The writer planned to have his

——— " ■ ■ ■

-

—:-f

Wiesbaden, May 26.
i n/t n 1*
mi l
r* i .o
•
List of the .10 most popular
j
films exhibited by the Army and
_
_ j. .
[
Air Force Motion Picture Service
Glasgow, June 9.
It appears that ABC Radio has;
sm>
in Europe in 1958 reveals a surAfter 20 months of coinmer^
won the sweepstakes for the June {
prising fact. Contrary to a pppu- cial tv in Scotland, more than
between ^sta^We^t 25 Patterson-Johansson champion- j
lar notion that servicemen dont. 2,000,000 viewers are now able to Germany But the West German ship fight. Network has been vy-

Scot TV Andience Ifike

latest Television Audience Meas*
urement statistic This represents

just revealed by the AAFMPS in
order otboxofflce draw are “No

since Scot inftej tv teed off here.
Summer, replacement programs .

overtoMs

Timdfor Sergeants” OTB), “Bridge here. Include a local discussion
on River Kwai” (Col), “Don’t Go series, a magico series, and a
UVl-gj;, ;

Odj-UHOAO.

JUUAI/A

.

.

r \

Mexico City, June 2.
In a move to avoid evasions of
fiscal and union dues, as well as
tendency by producers to knock
down talent priCes, the National
Assn of*Actors (ANDA) has issued
a new rAling> effective at once,
nutting a S5 000 dollar minimum

the event, which is owned by Tele- j paring ^coproductions.
the eastern half otthepro- prompTe, and will be televised oh
jSme t^rnandezaNDA seere-

six of the toppers concern life in
the service.

^aier.

ABC Radio Habs right:

“r
*

^ daughter
V

Rnnuiin

nnwlttpor ^

TelePrompTer. which lined up ethical” producers have been totUnited Artists for glOO.OOO feorth iowjng the practice of writing up

.Erika
Tline w

^ ro»;<i?S* Phoney «<*«**** “ which payboth ABC and CBG Ra; ttent to foreign actors is placed
™

--

'V

; at 2)OOU.
$MA

mis, UeriWIiaeZ
S3IU, is
This,
Fernandez.saif

Sad Sack” (Par), “Young | on the Scot network indude “Ma:
! far from the ’truth and simply
^ rigmng due withLions’*
(20th),
“Peyton
Place” verlck,” on Saturdays, and
(20th), <fPal Joey” (Col), “Delicate Lawman,” Sundays at 8 p.m.
TDEFTthe E^Ger^fflm m the ^xt day or two.
enter offer underpriced contents,
Delinquent” (Par) and “Sheepman”
~
company in Potsdam which is run „ rt «
|
y
Pu>CeSle
; by the Reds. Four years after the I u^.
•“*•**•“ to wodnee tonteu-.
A total of more than 2,297,000 . P™50 r,|BI I
V
author's death,: both companies are
, £r , , „
°wP!£
We?
tickets on
GI circuit in Europe
TA |[rtfA DAT llpln In
were sold to these top 10 films,
10 Ufge IHI1 HCip IB
with over 270,000 servicemen and
•
P.,.
Turk#
their families buying their way
jjSSIftg l OiCIgll vttlW
g
Tokyo June 2
the spurious contract racket. This
into “No Time for Sergeants,!’ tops
London, June 9.
aseff
The Separate intertsts’ of Ameri- j8 done to avoid pajment of fees
o» list.
Further sign of the Increased
can sailors and Japanese geisha to the union (pro-rated according
, Interesting sidelight, too, is that pressure British film producers“re
are
pert
girls wm be united on the screen
earnings) and to Mexican in. it’s generally thought that the. mil- hoping to ; ekect on the export
>een
:.-•••■•
_
in an adaptation of George Camp- come tax officials,
itary prefers light comedies. Four, throttle Is that a meeting has been
Generally, Fernandez said, suprestbeu’s
novel,
“Cry
For
Happy,”
of the military theme pix, “Ser- sought; and agreed, with the presL
geants,”' . “Near
geanrs,
wear
Water,’*
water,
“Sad
o*u dent of the Board pi
of Trade,
xraae, au
Sir
.. £ ■■■■■ | a VUUVUUU which is expected to go brfore the
f” a number STyeaS
Sack” - iand
and
“Delinquent”
are David Eccles.
Eceles. Nb definite date has
f M“a * *VUUVUV" cameras here early .in 1960. This
a miniSJSiof $2?00
comedies:
But the yet been set
set- for the deputation,
deputation.
classed as cbmedies.
But.
Buenos
Aires
June
2.
codjedy
deals
wrth
a
grpup
of
U.
S.
and
UI}
for
t^ir
Tervices. ThereBuenos^Aires, June 2.
Other three, “Bridge bn
on :Kwat/
: Kwai,” jji
ha which It’s
it’s planned the Federabther
Almost continuous rains for two Navy enlisted men who ta^e UP rore *Le Sndden soate bf $400 to
)>Sayonara/> hod ’’Uons’r d«l^
mintbs/whlSh Sd“* »»
P- Ptetee, ™ “obgrim problems.
. :
join, but it’s eocpected to he soorn
Df the country, have paralysed th^ days of the Korean War.
;
v:OUs frauds” for both the union
Another unusUal aspect of the top.
The goyeimment wBl be^ed to shooting schedules for a^number
.^reenwriter Irvmg Breeher is and
government,
films listed is that there’s no pre- help get restrictions eased in ior^ 0f film producers who are shootFernandez threatened to go over
doimnant femme lead figuring m eign markets on tluree scores:
ihg^ as inuch as possible ih exterior
* ali member’s contracts in the fM
the favorites. ^ Glenn Ford, Marlon British pix are provmg more^and locations, taking advantage of mag- ^
ture with a fine toothcomb. Aitf
Prando and Jerry .Lewis each ap^ more acceptablejiversess, that ,thp nificenf local scenery. This delayed
JarCTiC
evasions will be vigorously prqrfepeared in two of the^top 10r but home market is still shrinking, and Argentina Sono Film’s work on
**
^
with offending actors liable
apparently the GIs didpt go over- that the quantity declrne in/Hoi- ..y<> Quiero Vivir Contigo,” which
to fines and imprisonment. The
whelmingly for any glamour gal lywood product gives Britain -a has been, rolling since March in ^uebon banner of William Goetz unjon head said he will also keep
in their film selecting.
.
; chance she must seize with, both the Bariloche lake district, with for adpmbia.
Goetz, who pro- a watchful eye jn event so-called
To» *5’i Favorites Off List
hands. .One market that will be Germany’s: Susame
Cramer ?u.cefi Sayonara, is expected to hona fide contracts are offered
The stars who each showed up offered as an instance of the poten- teamed with Alberto de Mendoza. J0^L?rec?1®r heFe*.
. .
. with basic minimums but with
in two of the top films the previ- tial helpfulness of government inThe $462,500 spread by the J The picture is involved a good ^^backs by actors to produce, s,
ous year, Elizabeth. Taylor and tercession is Japan where, al- screen Institute (INC) in prizes
the^parents^and faimly by agreement. This custom has
James Stewart, didn’t figure at all though In theory British films emi f0I; the best 1958 pictures have life of the ^rls, said Brecner.
It a^0 been flourishing in the past,
in the 1958 top 10. And likewise get limitless import licenses, the considerably boosted production, will show their approach to solv- he dainjed.
the two favorites of 1950, Grace Americans get most of what’s go- There are 11 native pictures al- P* their own lives without turn____
Kelly and Biurt: Lancaster, weren’t ing.
At the moment the British i-eady in the can, nine shooting
their backs on their heritage, y
u
•
.
|.
i
in any of the top 1958 films. Ap- Commonwealth Film Corp., the ex^ and another four in preparation.
I know the picture will attempt to J^2Z MBSK II LUItUnU
parently the servicemen pick their port company fathered by the
fhe industry is a. bit riled by stamp out the canard that geisha
pictures more on the basis of BFPA, gets about eight licenses, the awards, particularly the $150,are girls of easy virtue—a
theme than by the star count.
whereas it’s felt that the British fioo share taken by Argentina So- common beUef. And I think we
„
’
The European Motion Picture pix that could be shown in Japan no Film, via awards to six of its cah find comedy in the WTiy Navy
IT C MtAviQ Mice (ini'
Service operates 237 35rii cinemas [number between 40 and 50 annual- productions. This choked off an guys find out the same thing.”
u* u‘ UUU1
and over - 300 16m theatres on its j ly^
impulse by distributors and exhibit
“We have to make subject matMannheim, June 9, .
circuit; ranging all the, way from |
Another example of difficulties tors to organize benefits for . flood ter that television can’t give the
Jazz played a surprising part at
the l.OdO-seat luxury^ . houses at [ in Japan; and^again illustrates;.of victims. Sono: executives are now people,’’ Breeher said.
“I think | the opening of Eighth Mannheim
Frankfurt, Wiesbaden and Munich , scope : for government maneuver, junketing at Cannes^ where their the influence of foreign pictures j Culture and Documentary Filin
to. the dayrooms, messhalls quonset i is that as from c4pril 1. I960, li- “Zafra” Was selected by the In- has made it possible for people- Week which ran until May 30 here,
huts where the projectors play cut; cerises will nolonger be ^issued stitute as the Argentine entry, like Billy Wilder to come up with Event, usually * opened to the clasthe latest productions On the 16m | to outfits that, deal solely with 1m- This drew scathing protests from something like ‘Some Like It Hof j sic strains of Mozart and Schubert,
propectors. ;
. ! porting films. . The BCFC current- [sugar planters and refiners, w’hb which is lusty and rowdy, and ac- ' got off to a hep start. For the first
Final surprising; revelations of. Tv fits into this category; though, feel: that the picture unjustly knowledges : that there are two time in its- history, a jazz concert
the; statistics is that although the ‘ appropriate changes will doubtless slants an untrue picture of condi- sexes,” Breeher orignated “Life of featuring American bass player Osgeneral GI ticket price, is only | be. made before the deadline date, tions.
Riley” oni tv.
ear Pettiford and three German
25c, the servicemen apparently j The Rank Organization, incidentalThe Screen Institute has now
-.
—•. -;; ’:—
—-r.•
jazzists launched the event. Group
donf mnd paying upped prices- for't ly, made moves that would, enable awarded cash prizes in a script P«/v]r *Twinr
played before a select au/ience, inuvor 7* T’lta
T’ltfl ^mfTnT
CjafTnr
an extra-good feature. " T\vo^^ of . it^"To.take^ advantage of .-■this-^1960 contest. It is significant that of I
Hgvl
JgCi,j : UiS
lLC
eluding high officials from the
the top 10, “Bridge” and “Young i switcheroo, but the Japanese Fi- 408 scripts reviewed, only t\vd tinp
n
i* c:i«
rei
r
« ministry, mayor and city councilCftv. D^i;«
Lions” went bn the GI circuit for \ nance'Ministry put ^ block on this, known writers got awards, namely
TOF
0SI1 men,
rOF DCFiUl
Deriin flilll
rlini F
rest
men. Fest officials and reps from
50c because of upper prices, from f
The president: of BFPA, Arthur Griselda Gambaro and Carlos OsT nnrinn Tunp 2
; 19 lands.
. distributors,.: and. nonetheless sold Watkins, will head the upcoming valdo Latorre.
' - . Two
British
films
*
iiav'p
hppn
?
One of the staid government
bigTwo!'
British Ji°ms0!1iifvenebeen
bigj. wu. j_>niAon
xiriiia iiuvc
uccii i .0rie o£ the staid ■ government
>.
more than 200,000 tickets each,
| deputation to the BOT. other mem'
-—1—'
•splppfpd for
c^niRcr 5
fwA RPr.
gies. seated in
front row,
row, comselected
tor screening
at the
Ber-:i Biesseated
m the
thefront
comTwo other films
were
also berg being Robert Clark. John DaWnHnCf.
lin Film Festival, June 26-JuIy 7. i rented later he d never sat so
Opened at. double prices during vhs. David Kihgslev mid. John
1 Itvol l» 1 lUU^
Thev are “Tiee^ Bav ” a Rark : close to Jazz music before. But like
1958, “Around the World, in 80
1958k
80;, Woolf. . :Watkins
-Watkins wilt
will also top
ton a
KHoit: oUwrAte ,-dnatted he preferred
Days” (UA) and “10: Command-ji eroiin
croup of reps,
reps skedded to travel to
l^UlllcnicS IlC
iBucliholz _and Hai-ley Mills, and i
ments” (Park But by the end of } Madrid for. confabs on June 15-16
Paris, June 2.
j Michael
Balcon’s production of associated with the event. The Fes¬
the year, these two films hadn’t j to discuss the Spanish market with
Father. Bruckberger, a Jesuit j “The Siege of Pinchgut” which is tival, one of Germany’s outstandj
j^ats^uns^ljd^S rid^^Ste?i-teg Ry
150
so their ratings will only
based on Bemanos’ “Dialogues Des ! stars Aldo Ray and Heather Seari. I films from 33. countries.
show up on the 1959 scoreboard. • take vip in ;Spain are, that the prds- Carmelites,” which he also _will I
"I
Winners
were
the
German,
^
v' ■■• ■\
|.ent 25-per-annum; restrictions ;On
direct here next season, with Jules
:
. ■
“—- , French, Holland-and Belgian films.
It
n
j e
m
y
the import of Bi'itish filrns are edn.No 17. S. shorts placed among the
Borkon producing. The priest was
:CA.||>. raci.
1\6W K6CQTU
OGII1C ■
sidered outdated, and that cuf- : technical advisor in 1948 on i a
: winners. Although the live. jazz
IKipiCo udflg fCol
* '■ « .
, .
,
rcncy remittances are slow. . - v
was a hit, jazz films did very poor; The Madrid confabs may 'well
“Angels of Bin.” This,
- i ly, Englander Paul Rotha, who w as
orelude a series of overseas visits: plus his outspoken atofudes on
^
president of the jury judging the
Naples, June 9.
various things, had him transferred j
by BFPA toppers, inasmuch as it’s
Here’s the line-up for Seventh ’ Pix- commented that the public is
to the U. S. He came back reNeapolitan Songfest, which un- th'cjl of jazz films
Auckland, N.Z.> June 2.
j face meetings mieht achieve much.
for ^be filmchpre.
rrvlTn June
TiinP 11-12-121:
Of tne
the loO
Father Bruckberger
said he rolls
iou cultural
cuuurai and
ana docuaocuReflecting. general film" biz up- j That’s the way the producers are
1*5? v
'™V
hoped
he
was back in good favor
Singers: Mario Abbate, Aurelio
flIlPf shown at the Eighth
beat here is the record longrun set thinking, anyway, which is a nieas- bopea ne was pa
with his superiors, but it was al- Fierro, Dana Ghia, Arturo Testa, ^anpbeim Festival, Z6 were of
up: by “South Pacific” (20th) cur- ure of their determinatin to im- Wltft bis superioi
wavs difficult to
San’e
reritly in its 23d week in Auck- prove on a present situation which ways^ditiicup
to live down these Nunzio Gallo, Gloria Christian, r
sort of things.-;
Wilma DeAngelis, Sergio Bruni,; 1114wit^ 18 pix. The L. S. had^six
land’s 806-seat Plaza. . Exhibs say sees something like 50% of their sort or xnmgs.
Jala de Palma. Miranda Martino, v'nim’nd: __ Architecture ^ _ of
Our
it may last several "weeks more, earnings coming from Overseas.
T__r'
■ •. .••,■ •■■■■..
; • .. .
Eli6 Mauro, Sergio Ricci, Fausto
?' ,, ^l-^bty Knigiit^ Bugs,
This.'tops; thie pre.vibu^New Zea-^^^. f
J
v
m
w
■! •
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•r ,l .•
ci.
Gigiiano.
Teddv Reno,
Renb: Maria
Paris. JSidneyt,A1T
s Family
A New.
Cigliano, Teddy
Maria Paris,
- - Tree,
;T ,t.^„
Nilla Pizzi. Germana Caroli, Wera
-rnA”vn^n^Id
d
“Witness., for. .Prosecution” (UA^
Nepy, Luciano Rondinella, and the
^‘estein Symphonj
-I.
London,
June 9.
which ITan
Auckland’s Ocleon
Octeon
Rome, June 2.
rani at Aucklandls
i\ i
’ >..; Rome;
- to
*
Jollv Duet
'
The prize-winning French fullA
public
stock
issue
in
a
^
' Italian film exports in. the first
’A .
st
for 18 straight weeks last year:
young male singer, Tony Es-r.
Both films played at upped prices four months of 1959 have topped
trada,
was
launched
last
($1.20 top for “Pacific”) though all. previous figures for the same
»^!*a
1 Second prize-winning film, France’s
Thursday (4) by, Leonard Saffir
“Pacific” plays only two shows a period, with 876 contracts bringing
^ ^ “Les Mistons,” already won the
and
his
co-director
Viscoun¬
day, against fbur daily: unwindings in.: some $2,628,000 in ; minimum
: C-rand Prix at Brussels last year.
tess Tarbat '
of “Witness,”
The Rodgers and: guarantees and outright sales (no
Marp - “^arr1 1
^Iade by Francois Truffaut, it conStock units are on sale at
Hammerstein:. tunefest is, b e i n g grosses or percentages are figured
^are’. „Saf.c
sta Mlss i cerns juveniles. Third prize went
35c apiece and holders will.
shown in the full Todd-AO process, in:this.total).. :
•CT?C »'
Sut,tanel a ; e
?zun: i to Germany’s “Great Day of Giociello,” “Napole n’coppa luna,” ;
, Farir[2 ••
have, voting privileges which
which the Amalgamated chain will
Previous high for, a January^
“Solitudine,” “Stella Furastiera,”
: will give • them a say in, the
Install in the country’s four njain through-April span totalled some
.
“Vieneme
Nzuonno,”
“Napuliene
e
future of the 22-year^old sing¬
cities eventually.
^
$1,950,000 for 820 contracts ip 1955
Dallas’ Fine Arts Theatre has
‘Napule,” “Passiuncella,” “Prirna booked Universal’s “Uncle Tom’s
er. They’ll, also qualify for
Currently also doing well h^e while 1957 registered a low, with
e doppo,
“Primmayera,” “Scur- ; Cabin” of 1927 with updated diadividends add will be entitled,
Is “Ten ' Commandments” (Par), only 516 contracts being negotiated
to buy Estrada’s disks at a cut
dammose « cose du _munno,” “Si ] log-track narrated by Raymond
Which has cracked its 7th week, but: for a total income .from exports of
’ttu”
(Massey.
: rate/
(Continued on, page 79) . [ . some $909,000.

(M-G).
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Sailers, Jasaos .
Geisla Girls Would Be
Umted in Yaak foSXZSfSSSSgSiR
Film;
United
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Jazz Mask at Cultural
Marakem Pix Festival,
U. S. Shorts Miss Out

I

New Record tor
for ‘Pacific’
In Asekhnd, ‘10C’s’Big
Start Aids N.Z. Upbeat

Film Exports Up

Taking Stock ini Singer

J
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HORROR-PHONIC
SCREEN TRAILER.
plus the EXTRA
excitement of a
HOWL RECORD)

DAY-GLO DISPLAYS.
Window Cara and
40x 60 Lobby Display I

BAitU un

THE NOVEL BY
SIR ARTHUR
CONAN DOYLE

f

THE

PETER PETER
CUSHINGANDRE MORELL-CHRISTOPHER LEE-iSSS™.®
BRYAN '
TERENCE FISHER
ANTHONY HINDS '
MICHAEL CARRERAS'

Screenplay by

Directed by

'Produced by

Executive Producer

A Hammer Film
Production

WedrieBdayyjun® 10, 1959.

Inside Stuff-Pictures

PICTURES

JACK UNDER PRE-TRIAL
Action Vs .‘(Chattefiey’ Film On
Up.

Three Hours to Kill After Worli

Authority of U.S. Customs to prevent the entry of foreign films show¬
ing, nudity may be in for. a test in. the U.S, Supreme Court/ Challenge
came this week from Cavalcade Pictures lie:,. whose Mexican import;
“The\Nude” has been: detained by Customs. Reason, accordingto Cav¬
alcade, Is that the film, has scenes of a nude figure model in an . art
school. According to Stanley Fleishman; Cavalcade lawyer, these scenes
are mot obscene within : the terms of the Customs. importing, code.
" Furthermore, Fleishman noted,: Customs. had recently passed a num¬
ber of much niore candid : sequences : in. sevei’al French pictures. He
. mentioned “Gervaise,” “Marchands. des Filles” and the British. -‘Room:
". 43/’ Fleishman didn’t note Customs’ greenlight for . another French
film, “Les Amants” which was passed without a cut after having, been
held tip for months:
Fleishman said Cavalcade was willing to carry the case to the High
Court, if necessary, to have the film released without any deletions.

. Judge Benjamin Harrison; in Los ;
Angeles Federal Court has post¬ Fans Cite This Against Hard-Ticket ‘Anne Frank’—
poned to July 1 pre-trial - in the
Chi Talks Up Problem—Cites Other Road Shows
suit of Jack Linder, former Broad-;
way/producer arid riow. an agent,
against Columbia Pictures,. Linder , Harrison’s Reports Sold
Chicago, June 9.
is charging infringements of copy¬
Plainly miffed over the way It’s
To Undisclosed Buyer been
right in connection with . the re¬
sloughed here. Daily News
lease of “Lady Chatterley’s Lover.”
Harrison’s Reports, four-page picture critic Sam Lesner has
He’s asking $350,000 in damages.
■weekly “newsletter”' which con¬ taken up the cudgels for 20tlfs
/ Linder claims he got. the stage
“Diary of Anne Frank,” .which re¬
and screen rights to the novel in fines its content to editorial opin¬ viewer rhapsodized over, and
i036 from Samuel Roth, who in ion, about exhibitors and distribu¬ which winds at the McVickturn had purchased them from the tor, trade practices, along with film ers Thursday ill) after only seven
D. H; Lawrence estate; Linder pro¬ reviews, has been sold; by owner* weeks.
An inexpensive$1,250 reception for.Kim.-Novak brought a million duced a legit • version.. and copy¬
Lesner has thumped vigorously
dollars of free, publicity in Columbia Films in Germany as irate Bava¬ righted, it in . 1943. “Lady Chatter- pubiisber A1 Picoult. Latter bought
rian Ministry officials protested to the press abput “a Hollywood ac¬ ley” is a. French import released the control of paper a few years for the pic in recent days, includ¬
tress being feted at a historic Bavarian castle.”
•■ '
•
by Kingsley- International. Linder ago from Pete Harrison, who ing last Thursday (4) when he de¬
Every top German paper ran headlines with screamers from “Bava¬ says. Col has. the controlling inter¬ founded it in 1919. Sheet’s 40th voted his entire space to examin¬
ing the whyfores of “Diary’s” dull
rian Castles Are No Place for Film Parties” to “Kim Novak-s: Castle est in the picture.
anni :is to be observed next month. run. Main reason, as reflected by
• Reception Becomes Bavarian State ‘Affair1 " and “Outspoken Scandal”
Judge Harrisoh viewed the film
—with big pictures of Kim and tiny ones of the castle.
in the Courthouse to determine . Picoult, whose father died re¬ reader mail, appears to be an¬
Columbia’s clever general nianager in Germany, Erich Miiller, pulled the extent of similarity with Lin¬ cently, is entering a family-owned tipathy to the roadshow policy
construction business. He’s keeping with its fixed matinee and evening
■: the .stunt—he arranged to rent famed Castle Schleissheimr near Mu¬ der’s play. .
Potential buyers
under wraps the identity of the performances.
nich, for a three-hour reception for. Kim bn June 1, in Germany to
new owners, to let them make the said they were thwarted by the
pump for “Middle of the Night” .after the pannes film fest and a
disclosure.
It’s
believed
Harrison
added
expense
of
staying down¬
quickie tour of Poland.
'•
:•
town and “killing” time (roughly
retains ah interest.
Harrison’S
Reports
has
been
three
hours)
between
work’s end
Discharge of all pre-bankruptcy debts arid obligations: owed by Scott
close to Allied States, having for and start of the nocturnal showing.
:. Radio Laboratories Inc.; former name of ElectrpVision Corp., has been
[Skeptical
traidesters,
though,
wonyears supported the policies of
granted by the Referee in Bankruptcy /for the U.S. District Court for
this exhibitor Organization and | der how that explains the successes
Northern District of Indiana.. This now leaves EleetrpVisiqnV prexied
echoing
the
sentiments
of
Abram
of - other
roadshows,
namely,
by Edwin F. Zabel and. in which Robert L. Lippert is a partner, free
F. Myers and other Allied leaders. “Around World in 80 Days/*
. and clear of- all past encumbrances, according tb Zabel. Company
Carrying no advertising, its eco¬ “South Pacific” and several of the
some months ago acquired the Fanchon & Marco theatre circuit in
nomics are based on subscription. Cinerama attractions.
Filmites
Southern; California, plus, the F&M booking office.
generally discount anything but the
Bankruptcy petition was filed against Scott , in August, i956, two
product,
or
process
novelty,
as the
and one-fialf years prior to election of present management, accord¬
chief factor in a roadshow.
Screen Directors International
ing to Zabel. Scott at that time was an Illinois corporation which did
Guild,
eastern
group
of
theatrical
Lesner
got
other
reasons,
how¬
business in Plymouth, Ind. ElectroVision noW makes its headquarters
film arid telepix directors, and the
ever, for “Diary’s” sad biz. Some,
in Hollywood. . ..
Coast’s own Screen Directors’
he said, "bluntly told hie they just
Guild of America bave buried the
didn’t want to be disturbed by any¬
National Theatres 1$ negotiating for acquisition of a community hatchet. Under ..a ptOpq^ed agree¬
thing as profoundly moving” as the
antenna system in its latest diversification move. It is . f‘in serious ment, SDIG would become the New
George Stevens production. And
negotiation” for the purchase, of the Williamsi»ort (Pa.) TV Cable York branch. of the Hollywood
the critic’s disillusionment was
Corp:, the largest of four community antenna systems;serving the area. guild after both groups approve the
capped, with the report that a local
Williamsport TV Cable, in business since. 1952, serves over. 8,500 revised SDG by-laws making such
rabbi doubted the film was suitable
people in the area. Like other community antenna, systems, it charges an affiliation possible. for
young people.
an installation fee and a . monthly service: fee in return for piping
“Perhaps the reserved seat policy
inaccessible, tv signals over a closed-circuit into a subscriber’s home; . The eastern unit has long sought
Soviet Union has set a goal of
an.
association
with
the
Coast
was
a mistake,” said Lesner. To
There are more than 300 such systems in the U.S; in difficult signal
700 feature films yearly by 1965,
areas. The Williamsport system feeds six separate channels into sub¬ group, but previous attempts to according to a broadcast by Mos¬ another complaint, its length, he
reach
a
satisfactory
basis
for
an
agreed
the film is long, but “so is
scribers’ homes.
-. •
•. \
cow Radio monitored in Holly¬
affilalion; failed. This led "to con¬ wood. Russia’s aim is to be the the bible. So is the history of
stant
bickering
and
resulted
:
in
Theatre Owners of Ameriea appears to be continuing its lone wolf
leading film producing country of civilization.” Out on a limb, he
role in campaigning for stereophonic sound. The exhibitor organiza¬ the eastern unit’s picketing of pic¬ the world, V. N; Surin, Soviet added: “I firmly believe that in
tion bemoans the fact that except for 20th-Fox and the makers of 70m tures made in the east under the Deputy Minister of Culture, is general release at popular prices
films, no one in Hollywood, seems to be interested in releasing prints aegis of Hollywood directors. The quoted. Upbeat in .film production, ‘The Diary of Anne Frank’ will
with stereo, sound. As a new service to its members,- TO A is including picketing served as a retaliatory which amounted last* year to 184 score a boxoffice triumph. Let¬
in its monthly product release schedule a notation of films on which move against the Coastites who re¬ features, is part of a seven-year ters from readers , indicate this ”
fused to allow eastern directors to plan which will reach its goal in Pic’s premature closeout in the
stereophonic souiid prints are available.
. .
Many theatremen, TO A notes, went to considerable expense to work in Hollywood unless they, 1965, minister was quoted.
j Loop has left the Fox office here
install stereo, sound facilities but now find they have no pictures on joined the SDG. The SDIG, as a
Soviet interest in theatrical films j without any jelled plans for grind
which to employ the equipment. So far, it’s indicated,, only 20th has Consequence, demanded that the was said to. be mounting rapidly, l[ sub-runs in the Chi area.
heeded the constant appeals and has made all its Cinemascope pix Coast directors join the eastern with television, apparently, hold-1[ Lesner’s original praise of the
guild if they wanted to Work in
available with stereophonic magnetic |rack prints.
ing little menace, , since ty is used ;- film was the most extravagant of
New York.
Under terms of the agreement, in Russia.primarily for government \i Chi’s four metropolitan shot-callEsther Williams got along . “swimmingly” with New Hampshire’s
announcements
and
“cultural” ] ers. In a subsequent piece, when
subject
to
approval
of
both
groups,
handsome and youthful governor when she came here June 3 to talk
events. Broadcast claimed thati\ the picture was established as a
before the New Hampshire : Legislature in behalf of President. Eisen¬ the N.Y. directors would retain the enough new motion picture houses loser for the McVickers, Lesner
right
to
deal
\rith
all
local
probhower’s Federal Council on Youth Fitness. Addressing a joint gather¬
were : constructed last year to said its b.o. was “one of my most
ing of the. House and Senate, the film player and former Olympic ; Iems in accordance with national boost total capacity. iff the Union shattering disillusionments with a
swimmer, declared: “1 just met your delightful governor: I don’t know . policy, including collective bargain- to 700,000 seat?. More theatres vast motion picture audience that
. ing, finances and discipline over
how you can argue with him’/’
if
also are being built, it was added. makes loud but meaningless de¬
Gov. Wesley Powell didn’t object tb her remarks a hit, since he was ; directors working under its adminmands for mature, intelligent
having a hard fight at the time to get the Legislature, controlled by ; istration. The N.Y. branch, in addi¬
(films) and then turns stone cold
tion,
would
be
represented
on
the
his own Republican party, to enact a departmental reorganization bill.
when
one of the great motion pic¬
national board of SDG in numerical
tures of all time is offered that
proportion
to
its
membership
A sum of $3,500, as residual union rights for the records made for
audience.”
the defunct film industry business-building campaign, stands in the. strength,. Snd all east and west
Way of salvaging the material for use by individual exhibitors; It coast directors would enjoy similar j:
Hollywood, June 9.
appears/that no one wants to pony up the coin to save the records. ; arid equal working privileges. ”
Screen Extras Guild board of di¬
A committee to investigate ways of salvaging the material was-named . At - a meeting of the eastern rectors and Guild’s negotiators in
by the Council of Motion Picture Organizations at its May directors’ : group last week, Charles H.-.- Was- a new contract with riiotion pic¬
meeting, but. so far no -one has come up with a' solution. Meanwhile, j serman, staff director of Television ture and television producers have
the contributions made by theatremen. for the proposed business1 build-, | Graphics, succeeded Howard. T„ been . iristructed to take a strike
ing campaign has been partially refunded. A sum of $27,000 was held iMagwood,; of Filmways Inc., as authorization vote of the general
i president. Also . named officers
out to cover the production costs which were accumulated.
/
Boston, June' 9.
were Jack Glenn, first v.p.;. Mag- r ihernbership. should further nego¬
'•
• 3,
■'
tiations fail.
;
The biggest saturation campaign
The Parisian film critic Andre Bazin,. who died at the age of 40. last. ! wood, second v.p.; Bert Lawrence,
ever
to
hit
Yankeeland
is set for
j
secretary,
and
Joseph
Lerner,
Instructions
to
this
effect
were
November, is having most of his film writings edited via a series of
books called “QiTEst-Ce Que Le Cinema?” .(What Are. Films?V.'Unlike j treasurer. George L. George con- issued Friday (5) night, at annual Joe Levine’s Italian import, which
membership
meeting,
when
mem¬
kicks
off
June
30
at
the
Pilgrim,
!
tinues
as
executive
secretary
and
most,daily criticisms these, read well in book form, for Bazin, always
went deep and far in his articles. He analyzed . screen writing and j Erwiri Feldman as: general counsel; bers; voted unanimously to reject | in Hub with Y/arner Bros. Boston
counter-proposals
submitted
by
branch
receiving
a
record
break¬
direction and the overall meaning and commitment of the film on
film arid tv producers.
j ing number of 115 prints for July
social and psychological terms'. Bazin is now. credited with encourag¬
go.
“The producers are offering
ing and helping the so-called “new wave” of young filmmakers who
Screen Extras Guild less than half j Warners will have some 250
recently ran off with the top prizes at the Cannes Film Fest
what they gave to craft, unions,” playdates during tlie saturation
H. O’Neil Shanks, exec secretary, period, which means that over oneRobert O’Brien, who wrote ‘‘Say One for Me” (Ztith-Fox),..has ’a lot
reported to meeting, held at half of the total number of possi¬
In common with the theme of the picture, which is .reviewed, in this
: Academy Awards Theatre.
j bilities in the territory will be
week’s Variety. It concerns the influences of a Catholic priest oil a
“This obviously is rank dis¬ played off during the first two
group of citizens of show business, in Manhattan.
. . As a result of a National Labor
P’Brien, who had been a radio writer, is a member Of a Catholic , Relations, Board election; Pub¬ crimination and unfair. . In addi¬ weeks of release, as Bill Kumins,
family which included vaudeville performers. Picture had been in licists Local 872, International Al- tion- the producers are asking the : Warner branch mgr., estimates.
“Hercules” at the Pilgrim June
the “think” stage for some time, having been delayed because pro¬ ! liance of Theatrical Stage Employ- Hollywood extra. players to make
ducer-director Frank Tas'hlin and stars Birig Crosby arid Debbie Rey- ■ e;es, has been certified as bargain- . television. commercials at cut 30 rates kleig lights, fanfare and
personalities
and coverage by ra- .
Tates.”
'
.
.
I
. rioids had Other commitments.
; ing agent for Columbia’s field pubdio and tv f\YBZ>. Following -day, /
: licists. The vote, according to seq-.
July
1,
“Hercules”
opens in every
For. the first time ever, a firm of screen advertising contractors took • retary-treasurer Tom Kirby, was
key situash ill -New England to¬
a full page advertisement in the London Times. The company was unanimous. Col retains six field
gether with a-1 the Boston subsePearl and Dean, which has the sole rights to screen advertising on publicists presently,
the Associated British circuit;
ij. Although the Col fieldmen have ,
; quent. runs which will play on a
| multiple run, day and date, with
Copy spotlighted the modernization- program which Is being car- j; affiliated with the IA union, the.
Tied out by the ABC group, as well as namirig the top pictures booked i! film company’s homeoffice pub- j Alan Pakula and the Mirisch Co. j| the first-run engagement at the
. on the circuit,, among them “Room At the Top,”. “Gigi,” “The Re- i! licists are members of the Screen have sighed a deal under which Pilgrim.
luctant Debutante,” “Look Back In Anger,” “The DoctoiVs Dilemma” [j Publicists Guild, a rival union of Pakula is to develop and produce
and “School for Scoundrels/’
.
,
]J pub-ad staffers. The IA unit, which a program of films for the Mirisch
Bob Krcmz's Pathe Post
i has a working agreement with the outfit for United Artists release.
Philip (Bob) Kranz has become
Another foreign .film bit the Legion of Decency dust last week. The ;! Publicists Assn., on the Coast, rep^ j Pakula, former assistant to the director nf educational film sales
Catholic ratirig body put the French “Heroes: arid. Sinners” in its con-;; resents fieldmen at a number of j ’late Don Hartman at Paramount, for Patlie News. He had been act¬
demned category because of . ,tlie “sordid and morally degrading at- ': companies and. its ranks also in¬ did “FeaT Strikes Out” as his first] ing director of nontheatrical sales
mosphere.In which the theme of this film is. developed:” Legion said clude many freelancers working in/ ■ solo effort. He’ll do “Flight from] for National Telefilm Associates.
this was compounded by/“blatant violations of . Christian and tradi¬ ; films. It is also bargaining agent Ashiya” with Harold Hecht before ]
Kranz w-'ll revive Patlie’s News
tional standards of decency, both in situations arid costuming” Pic is for Paramount’s homeoffice pub-: embarking on his program for the] Magazine of the Screen to sell edu¬
released by Janus Films. .
j licists.
, . j Mirisches.
i'
] cational subjects to schools.

Dire^^
No Longer Foes

Output of 700?

1

EXTRAS’ GUILD POLLING
ON POSSIBLE STRIKE

‘Hercules’ Throws Bolts In
New England: Marshalling
115 Prints to Saturate

1

Columbia Field Publicists
Not in Same Union As
Home Office Brethren

Pakula’s Mirisch Link
For United Artists
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ON THE N/GHT OF JUNE 16 AT NEW YORK'S RiYOLi THEATRE-

A PROUD BANNER WILL BE
RAISED... A PROUD MOTION
PICTURE WILL BE LAUNCHED I
The entire motion picture industry may anticipate
the event with pride. For upon that evening, the
Summer’s Star-Spangled Attraction of AttraetionsJOHN PAUL JONES-vifil sail triumphantly into Broad¬

way’s most-prized showcase, the Rivoli... the home,

SAMUEL
BRONSTON

since its refurbishing, of only three previous pictures^“Around the World in 80 Days,” “South Pacific”
and “Compulsion”. There, a noteworthy and
distinguished audience of dignitaries and celeb¬
rities will greet a masterpiece of motion picture
making. It is highly fitting that the gala opening

^

night will be for the benefit of the Navy League.
Samuel Bronston’s sweeping saga features
n£ore than 100 speaking parts, portrayed by a

~t%

brilliant international cast.. , location shooting
in the gardens at Versailles, the Royal Palace in
Madrid, Virginia’s reconstructed Williamsburg

*Wm

... spectacular sea-battles between full-sized

j^H]

re-creations of famed Revolutionary warships- <'*9(1
and so many niiore wonders as to lavishly supply
a half-dozen of even today’s great attractions!
All of this will be told-and sold-to the American
public by an unusual, powerful and penetrating adver¬
tising campaign, featuring display ads m such national

Starring

ROBERT STACK- MARISA PAVAN
CHARLES COBURM -ERIN O’BRIEN
Guest Stars

/

MACDONALD CAREY- JEAN PIERRE AUMONT
DAVID FARRAR • PETER CUSHING • SUSANA CANALES
And a Special nrTTr
Appearance

rm/io as Catherine

by DE I 1E UnVIu

the Great

publications as LIFE, LOOK, TIME, TRUE, ARGOSY, PIC¬
TORIAL REVIEW, AMERICAN LEGION, VFW MAGAZINE

and a full schedule in the fan books.
In addition, a heavy and sustained barrage of pro¬
motion and publicity-virtually unprecedented both
in length and intensity-will bring to bear every big
gun among the opinion-making media.
Filmed in Technirama® with Color by Techni¬
color®, JOHN PAUL JONES is so richly produced, so
excitingly directed by sea-master John Farrow that it is
certain to win the approval of audiences everywhere.

__From WARNER BROS..
Specially selected engagements in July. Genera! release in August
WITH UNPRECEDENTED
50-STATE GOVERNORS' PREMIERES IN EVERY CAPlTALI
Ho# on Warner Bros. Records tee or-pinal musx from the. sound track of "John Paul Jones,”. available at your favorite record dealer.

Produced by SAMUEL BRONSTON
Directed by JOHN FARROW
Screenplay by JOHN FARROW and JESSE LASKY, Jr.

tSha® Color By tEGHNlCOLGR®

PICTURES

iSfiRIETY
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Hollywood,. June 9.
. Hollywood, June 9. - Col/ . . , Leslie Parrish will play
Six lowbudgetters filmed by pro¬
Walt Disney cast Jane Wyman as, Daisy . Mae. in. Panama-Frank Para¬ ducer Fouad. Said both in this
star of “Pollyanna,” which writer-' mount production of "Lil’l Abner”
r Evidence for United Artists’ con¬
director David Swift rolls July 28 > . > Col producer Charles Schneer country and abroad will be re¬
fidence in the.- future was put be¬
; . . Philip Dunne will direct and set starting dates on pair of films: leased by Joseph and Victor Satinfore the UA stockholders at their
coilab with Edith Sommer - on “Gulliver’s;. Travels,” July 8; “I sky’s Releasing Corp. of Indepen¬
dent Producers. All were put be¬
annual meeting in N. Y. yester¬
screenplay. of. Walter Wanger’s Aim at the . Stars,”' Oct. 5 .
Albany, Jiine 9.
“The Dud Avocado/' for 2Qth-Fox. Dick Lane returns from television fore the cameras prior to any disVail Mills Drive-in Theatre Inc. day (Tues.i. Tonping the array of
.'
release . .
Philip A. Waxman, to, screen for Hal Wallis’ “Visit to trib deal.
good
news was . the report that the
Lineup Includes two - made in has been authorized to conduct a company, in the first nine weeks
currently readying “The ' Gene a Small Planet,” at Paramount . ../
Krupa Story” at Columbia Pic¬ Allied Artists registered “Bugs U. S., “Itch for Scratch” and -theatre business, with office in Al¬ of the second auarter, had shown
tures, next will . produce “The Moran;” Columbia Pictures, “Con¬ “Gangster Story/’ both lensed in bany. Max Gordon is director, and a gross of $13 325.000, a 22^ rise
;. Smile of a Woman,” to star Jack gress of : Crime;” James B. Harris N. , Y. and latter also, in Chicago. filing attorney.
This is presumed to be the cor¬ over the $10,925,000 during the
F’alance. . . Melinda Markey, Joan and Stanley, Kubrick, “Laughter in Balance are “Virgin Sacrifice,”
comparable period in 1958.
Bennett and Gene Markey- s sprout, the Dark,” with MPA A.
filmed in Guatemala; “John and porate setup under which Sylvan
It was a quiet meeting, with
oes into Jaguar’s . “Guns, of the
the Black. Gang," Italy; “Captain Leff operates the Vail Mills Driveimberland” at Warners .
Hal
1,202,536 shares—79^ of the total
in,.
betweenAmsterdam
and
GIovPliantom,” Italy and Portugal; and
Wallis signed John. Williams for
ersville.. He took over the automo- outstanding stock of both classes
an
uptitled
film
currently
winding
“Visit to a Small Planet” . . .
biler from the Lamont interests,, .—represented at the Astor The¬
in Spain.
Julie Payne, actor John Payne’s
Only critical o/uestioning
Foreign films will go out with which previously had sold the atre.
dotter, feature film bows, in Jerry
dubbed English soundtrack. Dis¬ Riverview Drive-in, at Rotterdam came from Mrs. Irene Martin, own¬
Wald’s “The Best of Everything,”
tribution. starts in about four Junction/and the Sunset Drive-in, er of five shares of stock, whose
at 20th-Fox .;. .Wald turned, over
at Xingston, to Fabian Theatres {proposal to rrrke stock ownership
weeks.
his rights'to biopic Cuban leader
arid Heade. Theatres, respectively. by UA directors mandatory went
Fidel Castro to Marvin Wald and
Los. Angeles, June 9.
Leff is a former Universal sales- down to resounding defeat.
Dick Wilson, who will spend six
Two fleets of Cinemiracle mobile
irian, who conducts the Highland
weeks in Havana prior to start of
Entire slate of directors of the
■
units,
exhibiting
“Windjammer”
in
and
Rialto (four-wallers) in Utica, company was reelected at the
production.
.
and the Town (cbnventional) and meeting.
Shelley Winters goes Into Boris two sections of Europe this sum¬
Robert J. Benjamin,
the Black River Drive-in at Water- board chairman, told stockholders
:D. Kaplan production for Columbia mer/ according to William R:
town.
Pictures. “Let No Man Write My Latady, foreign rep for National
that the outlook for continuation
Epitaph,” scripted by Robert Fres¬ Theatres.
of the current dividend rate was
hen Jr. . : . Aaron Rosenberg’s
One unit will tour Holland and
very good, but no higher rate was
. next two productions for Metro Belgium,, the other Sweden and , Nelson. Morris, an industrial film
under
consideration.
release will be “The Voice at the Finland. Fleets/ in addition to producer entering . the theatrical
UA’s worldwide gross for the
Bajck Door” and “Go Naked in the booking In larger towns will, also field, suggests the organization of
first quarter of 1959 was $19,297,World,’’ : both to roll under his go into the villages v here the eight active, producers who would
Areola Productions banner . . ...
000 against $16,504,000 for the
contract a pool of talent for eight
Nancy Gates snagged femme lead three-panel Cinemiracle equip-, years service. He believes this sys¬
same period in 1958, stockholders
ment
could
not
otherwise
be
seen.
in Budd Boetticher’s “Comanche
were informed. First quarter net
tem would provide a •■ method, to
Cincinnati, June 9. was $712,000 or 51c per share
Station,” . Randolph Scott starrer
.develop new faces and, at the same
for Columbia Pictures release . . .
Lou Wiethe, veteran Cincy ex- as against a net of $636,000 or 46c
time,. Would give indies an avail¬
Neil Patterson, who scripted Brithib,
resorted
to
personal appeal per share in ’58.
able talent market.
. ish-made “Room at the Top,” will
and reserve English to bolster busi¬
Benjamin reported that, the
The actors, as Morris sees it, ness for 20th’s “Diary of Anne
repeat <fn Jani de Hartog’s “The
would receive minimum annual Frank” after a slow fortnight in board of UA had granted options
Spiral Road,” Jack. Arthur produce
tion for Universal . . . Alan Baxter
guarantees, in return for being his plush suburban Valley Theatre. for a total of 37,000 shares to 13
Minneapolis, June 9.
into William Goetz’ “The. Mountain; /Industry here has hit another of available to the produce1!1 s’ pool for Booking is for four weeks.
key execs at $27;91 per share. To¬
Road” at Columbia. . . . Robert
tal number of options authorized
two pictures yearly. On the theory
Wiethe put the question: Why under UA’s restricted stock option
Montgomery cast vethesp Selmar the apparently recurring periods of that- r active independent film¬
Jackson as Admiral Chester A; the past several years when many makers would make two pix annu¬ have Cincinnatians not supported j PronintaTOpS
Nimitz .In “The Gallant Hours/’ “worthy’- and more or less expen¬ ally,/ Morris, contends1 that each a fine
“Diary
n. production
T.™
.ftn like
'
'or,r , of
rt ' into eflfeet by the stockholders at
sively produced pictures find them¬
Adm. Halsey biopfe.
actor in the talent pool could con¬ Anne Frank”? in. his ads in the their annual meet last year.
Tay Garnett will direct "A Terr selves in a streak of local boxof¬ ceivably receive 16 assignments dailies.
Shareholders also heard that of
rible Beauty/’ upcoming co-prpducr fice failure.
from this groupalone over the “This. Is one of the truly fine the $10,000,000 of convertible de¬
The offerings of mostly praised eight-year stanza.
pictures of all time, and l am glad
tion of Raymond Stross and Robert
;V :
bentures onlv $488,900 remained
Mitchum’s DRM Productions, re¬ pictures which carried their pro¬
that
I
have
the
Valley
Theatre
in
Producers participating, in the
placing George . Marshall who ducers'' high ..hopes but have been
which to . present it,” he said over j outstanding. Right to convert these
into common stock will expire next
bowed out due to Metro commit¬ falling by the local boxoffice way- talent, pool would have first call on his signature.
the
performers’
services
pn
a
rota¬
ments' . -.
Alan/Carney will re¬ side since the current relapse start¬
“It. is truly a clean wholesome, Friday (12 L Those who do not
convert by that date will have their
create his stage role of “Mayor ed; recently are sufficient in num-. tion system, according to; Morris. magnificent production.
I
am
Dawgmeat” in Panama & Frank’s ber to cause more gray hairs to A producer could even !draft the proud to be part of an industry that debentures redeemed on June 22
Paramount film .version of “LiTl sprout, again'for industry toppers same talent repeatedly if the pro¬ is capable of producing a master¬ at 107Cc of principal amount plus
ducers in the first call position do
Abner” :. . \ Milton Sperling and
Interest up to June 22.
not choose to exercise their rights, piece such as this.”
Philip Yordari’s Orbit Productions, here. , Letters sent by Wiethe to Pro¬
Arthur B. Krim, UA president,
Included among those that have, he. points out. .;
which turn out moderate-budget
testant,
Catholic
and
Jewish
clergy
stressed that prospects for UA
been
.
turning
.
in.
unsatisfactory
films, registered four titles for.this
. Furthermore, an actor not used
unit:, ’‘Tokyo Doll,” . paperback grosses . here are. “Naked Maja/’ by; the group in any given year noted that the picture was not re¬ were most promising, not only be¬
novel by John McPartland; “Gun “Watusi,” “The -World, the. Flesh would collect his minimum guar¬ ceiving deserved patronage and in¬ cause of the backlog, but also with
. in His Hand,” ririginal by Jack and the Devil.” “Count Your Bless¬ antee nevertheless and be free to vited them to see it for themselves. a view to product coming up and
Barton; “Last of the Breed,” by ings;” “Never Steal . Anything work elsewhere, Norris notes; If, He. also invited a good word for the results of UA diversification
Lee Savage; and “The Titan” : . , Small,” “The Black Museum” and however, a producer exercises his the film by them, in contrast to into the music, recording and tv
Kenneth Hyman inked. Brigitte “Man in the Net” (very bad) plus option, then the actor would be their protests about questionable or fields. “Our true strength in tha
Bardot to star and Marcel Camus “The Young . Philadelphians” and paid a stipulated fee by the work¬ objectionable pictures.
future will rest on our being a wellto diiect his indie, “A Lady’s Af/ “Pork Chop /Hill,” the last two ing producer. Out of this fee/ the
A few clergymen have responded rounded company in the entertain¬
fair/' to be made in both English named exceedingly disappointing minimum guarantee could then be to tlie Wiethe, inviation and a small ment field,” he said. He added
and French. .
considering their merits;
returned to the prbducers’ group, number of church bulletins have that none of UA’s diversification
A. C. Lyles Inked Richard Grey
recommended seeing “Diary of moves were as yet contributing to
Perhaps not garnering as heavy Morris explains.
to write original screenplay for
Morris plans to make liis entry Anne Frank,” Wiethe learned. He the company's gross, but that all
“The Girl in Bed 13,” to be filmed a pull as their blockbustering qual¬
expects the last two weeks to build would do so in the future.
in
the
theatrical
field
with'“Knock
ities,
.
called
for
but
nevertheless
for Allied. Artists release . . .
over, the first two.
He exolained that, for the time
Linda Cristal goes on loanotit from coming through in highly respec¬ and Wait Awhile/’, the novel by
being, UA’s profits via United
William
Rawle
Weeks
published
table
boxoffice
fashion
in
what
may
Universal to Italian. film producer
Artists
Associated, which took
Virgilio De Blasi’s “Cleopatra” for be considered a seasonal slump in 1957 by Houghton Mifflin: Sam
over the Warner library in the
title role . .. Albert Zugsmith inked have been “Some Like It Hot,” “A1 Ross, author of “He Ran Ail. the
r* IT i fi t
^
wit^ Associated Artists Fronew non-exclusive producer deal Capone.” “Room:at the Top” and .Way,” prepared the screen treat¬
A1 AtAl/LMl 1 Auctions, would be confined to diswith Metro which gives studio first- “Shane.”.
ment. Plans are to film the picture
call on his services . . . Gene Nun.. T
"
Jtribution fees. UA doesn’t techin Belgium/ Holland and"Germany
nally Fowler, son of- film director
next, spring. Anthony Mann may- '-Xke- Dia/j‘ o£ PA/neJU JYa^k" 1 (nlcf1!y “»P*- but
an option
Gene Fowler Ja., and grandson of
direct, with Karl Malden in one of <2oth., opDein#rttiI™:
.; vet writer, has role -in Richard It’s the ‘Upbeat Cavalcade’ the top roles.
. Einfeld’s. 20th-Fox release, “Ore¬
engagement
at
the
Academy
here
i
775>000X°an
end
of Si,
As WB Musters Globally
Thursday (4), will have the low¬
gon Trail.”
Los Angeles, June 9,
est admission scale of any of the month would be reduced to $14,Jeffrey Hunter set up his own
Warner Bros, will hold a fourhard-ticket offerings that have 000,000. Benjamin said later that
indie unit and first will, make “The
been; presented in Minneapolis UA may exercise its option to buy
Golden Hoard.” yarn by Clay day international sales convention,
beginning
June
17,
at
the
Ambas¬
and which have included “The Ten UAA within the next few years. It
Fisher, under his Hunter Enter¬
prises banner. . . Sam Spiegel cast sador Hptel here; first such con¬
Commandments/’
“R a i n t r 2 e has until 1968 to do so.
Regarding UA’s loan arrange¬
Buffalo, June 9.
vethesp Albert Dekker in “Sud¬ clave since 1948. Meet has been
County,” “Around the World In
designated
“California
Upbeat
denly; Last Summer/' a Columbia
Buffalo Drive-In Theatre in 80 Days/* the Cinerama pictures, ment with Prudential Insurance,
Pictures release . .. .Gordon Doug¬ Cavalcade.”
nearby Cheektowaga. has been “Windjammer/* “South Pacific” which provides for profit sharing
$3,500,000, MWUJQlUili
Benjamin w
las takes over direction of Warner ] Total of. 135 . division managers, purchased from the Alex Wintner and
Id “Gigi."
VfAsl»
J(after
T •
Bros/ “Rachel Cade,” to foil June branch managers and field men Estate of Cleveland by three Buf¬
Mondays through Thursdays and j PIained, that the arrangement was
30 , . , “Harrison. High, initialer on from 38 exchanges in the U.S., falo operators, John. J. Nasca, on Sundays the “Anne Frank” tap j ver3r favorable for UA since,
Dick Clark’s Drexel Productions Canada and abroad are slated to Louis Battaglia. and Anthony Ra-- will be $1.75-$2
-and on Fridays - among other things, it permitted
slate at Columbia/will be directed, attend/ In. addition, to screening guss. who own and operate the and Saturdays $1.55-$2.25,
UA to pay back $5,500,000 of loans
by Paul Wendkos ... Bing Cros¬ new product, delegates Will be ad¬ Twin Driver-In in the same area.
It’s pegged as ? “limited en¬ taken at 12^/ interest. The Pru¬
by’s deal to star in 20th-Fox dressed by prexy Jack L. Warner,,
dential loan is at 6^. “The bonus
The
Buffalo
was
the
first
drivegagement”
of
four
Weeks.
The
four
: “Bachelor’s Baby,” as joint produc¬ exec. vp Ben Kelmenson, Interna¬ in in Western New. York and one
weeks guarantee was included in to Prudential will always be very
tion venture, fell through* since
trivial,”
he commented. It gets
tional
prexy.
Wolfe
Cohen
and
gen¬
of
•
the
first
in
New
York
State
Ted
Mann’s
successful
bid
for
the
studio was unable to dome up with
a suitable femme lead . . .. Dick eral sales manager Charles Boas- built in 1941. New owners plan picture.: Its hard-ticket. predeces¬ one quarter of one percent for
modernization
of the
100-car sors at the Academy, “Around the every $1,000,000 of profit over
;
Powell, who was to produce-direct; berg. .
ozoner/ Acquisition of. the theatre World in 80 Days” and “South $3,500,000.
now is prepping ‘‘Solo” and “Ca¬
will give the Buffalo-Twin opera¬ Pacific,” ran 50 and 36. weeks, re¬
Mrs. Martin posed a number of
sino” for his 20th slate.
; .■*
tors a strong hand in picture buy¬ spectively.
questions, such as one relating to
James H. Nicholson wooing Sal
ing and booking in the area.
Mineo for hero role in American
the $345,000,000 in antitrust dam¬
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
International. Pictures’ “Aladdin
age suits pending against UA and
and the Giant,” to be produced in New York yesterday (Tues.) up¬
the other companies, UA ad budby Herman Cohen . . . Walter Wan¬ held the District Court’s dismissal
__
_ to eight
payments to cost accountants,
Paramount
has raised
der registered “The Charles Ward of a $450,000 antitrust suit brought
the number of feature releases on I ®tcBenjamin minimized the
Story,” based on late prexy of by operators of the Peekskill .The¬
dangers of the company getting
the
schedule
for
this
summer.
Add¬
Minneapolis’ Brown-Bigelowprint- atre, Peekskill, N. Y., against seven
stuck
with
a large antitrust judg¬
ed
starter,
for
this
month,
is
Ham¬
ery . . . Frank Gerstle .joins Mamie distributors (Universal was not
Aiming, to spark United Artists’ mer Productions’ “Man Who Could ment, stressed the need for cost
Van Doren, Richard. Coogan and named) and American Broadcast¬
40th
anniversary
international
sales
Cheat Death/.’
accountants and said ad budgets
Brad Dexter in Imperial’s “Women ing-Paramount Theatre?.
drive, Louis Lober, general man¬
Others include two Elvis Presley were being charged to each in¬
Confidential.”
Eddie Firestone, member of . Plaintiff had claimed the defend¬ ager of the UA foreign department, reissues, “Don’t Give Up the Ship” dividual picture, with the produc¬
Broadway; production of “The Caine ants conspired in; favoring a com¬ left this week for Paris as. the first with Jerry Lewis, “Hangman” with tion absorbing the burdens of ad¬
In reply to another
Mutiny Court Martial,” copped role petitive AB-PT theatre over the stop of a tour of UA Offices in Robert Taylor, Fess Parker, “Last vertising.
in William Goetz* “The Mountain Peekskill house. Lower tribunal’s Europe and the Middle East.
Train from Gun Hill," teaming stockholder’s question, he also
Road,” at Columbia . . . Skip Ho- decision was that there was no evi¬
Lober will huddle with the UA Kirk Douglas and Anthony Quinn, noted that UA didn’t have a single
meier into “Comanche Station,” dence of such a conspiracy as had personnel on the drive and on up¬ “Tarzan’s Greatest Adventure” and out-and-out western on its future
Budd Boetticher production at been.. charged.
: coming product.
j Danny Kaye’s “Five Pennies.”
sked.
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filmsters abroad, was gratified to } much of the show: biz trade for native or even the Yank tunes.
be recognized. “Sgt. Bilko’’ while perfumes, etc.
Madugno’s “Chao . Chao Baby,” ■ doing the Louvrne bit.
Famed Maxim’s maitre d’hotel while disappointing in the U. -S!,,
./-.' Mimi. Hines and Phil Ford cas¬ Albert < Blazer) still recuperating is getting wide open exposure. in
ing the Champs-Elysees scene for after six months’ time out. ; His the class Paris spots,; Big hit .also, .
, (Vntlniicd from page. I ;
-the first time before their Gran- longtime. side, Robert, helms the both ini the fiddle boites and via
A choice of steak.-roastheef.'Corn- fullest honors for.its most distin- ada-TV stint in London, this week. door of Maggie '& Louis Vaudable’s loudspeakers in the . CtE music
Sheldon [Reynolds and Gene! renowned restaurant. Blazer can stores, , are French lyric. versions
Kh h**n several fi-h entrees, and guished citizens,; along With
be written to at 30 rue Joseph De- of “My) Yiddisha Mama.” .
the like, along with the gast'ro- Goethe. Strauss, et ah While he Kelly, readying their indie film! ville,
Colombes (Seine).
'
ipossibly
also, later tv) productions, j
Sorigsmiths are the, same, wheth¬
no!.:ie trimmings that ke.uiote feels this. honor greatly lie wants
Yvonne
Louise,!
Carl-Foreman
.to;
Athens
and
Zu...
Wolfe Kaufman, Sol Hurok’s er .in the Brill Bldg;. environs or
his
fifth
■
.wife
most trr.nsAtlantic luxury flights;
; Einzi) buried rich on fibn. locations.
.peripatetic Paris rep, all over the the posh Bliib Bar of the Ilostaria'.
better,
known
Tim* Olympiad next \ear iiil
beside him.. He agreed to re- !"■..Harold j. Rome, fortified by ad- map. ..scouting talent, just ., back dell’Orso. . Piano.lbgist-Sbngsmith
ir.fce last' year’s- Brussels Ekpjpsj- turn to the ..church .in this'dcnni- ivance Decca-disk samples of-his from Bordeaux where, he saw the Fiance Nebbia . “ihas demo, will
tien ar.d Israel’s 1.0th anniversary nantlv Catho’.ic country, and since. “Destry Rides Again” LF, casing Louis Barrault production bf The travel” jnd, spotting. a sho\v .bizcelebrations road companies. | al¬ . his wife felt that this honor should : a Switzerland chalet for his fam- • new; .Jean:Anouilh play..
0 minded reporter, produced the 45
though the latter b!ds. fair to boom not be denied him. she also adopt-.; ilyjs summer vacation..
rpm EP featuring' his- self-com¬
Roman Ramblings
from the geographical juxtaposi¬ ed his faith. Stolz’s previous wife . Darryl Zanuck: and . Juliette !•
...Mar-ip.. Lanza now occupies the! posed “Bella . Roma”. (Beautiful
tion of the Rome event.
( also was Jewish, but the composer Greco all over the map. 'She's.! Villa Badoglpe \yhich was built for j Rome) and “Fior Di Loto (Lotus . ,
Firmer Currency
i
i elected not to live under the^-Nazi busy.disking and Zaiiuck has. four! the. Marshal after he* conquered * Flower),: With rhythm acconip. It’s
The “firming” of the curreTuy rule although a full ‘ Aryan;” He sets of writers working oil as many ! Ethiopia^ ;
j backed by Enzo Samaritani’s ”Chi-...
pleases everybody. e..-peciaH-y--!tl.ie spurned many Hitlerlures. unlike pictures in Paris.
j
tarra Zitta Zitta”. (Play Softly, Gui¬
Yanks who nevw liked the ”fi;ee” Franz Lehar^and Richard Strang.‘ ? RepGrt 0f Kay Kendall’s./‘seri-! Desi Arnaz and Lucille. Ball tar), and “Vagnbondo”; (Vagabond);
rate dipsydpodle although !the moulding a bxd to make his. wifeousy ^mnG^ which ha? delayed | were in Rhine .with the Ken Mor¬ written by himself (with Brdvallaes)
“friendly Arabs” on Vie cipd an -honorary Aryan.
“Once More. With Feeling,-”: exag-1 gans, with . beaiicoup . tourist fa¬ and to self-guitar aceomp. “Bella
tigue, en route to Capri. The Arboulevards persist with their “aoOThe Paris Joints
; gerated.. She’s due back - in the I nazes stood for three hours for a Roma” sounds, likely; for the: U. S.
to-the-dollar” come-on. In fact
The Crazy Horse . S a l o o h, Le Harry Kurnitz . filmiiation this ' .Papal mass which attracted the market if some Roman emissary
the legal rate : 485'francs. to 'the gexv, Coccinelle'(the fabulous week; Kurnitz, Janies Jones ta ; show biz bunch, , most of whom j would scout it at: Tony Prantera!s
dollar) is sometimes more tiranj.me male impersonator) back at the European resident for almost two ‘ however had seats but not the Ar-j sw'ank Hostaria.
so-called “free” 'grey market* rate, carousel, the Calavados <next. to years now1, William Saroyan, Irwin.' nazes/
' j . In Vienna the publishers’ con¬
Ditto the lire *G25 to the dollar1. ' the Hotel George V) as the No. 1 Shaw, among the Rome^Paris litattracted
>1. Lineoin
joe Levine in Rome plugging vention
Its’ hoped that the Currencies, will windup spot, the ElyseerManlignon erati set.
.
. j Schuster (Simon &), and from the
become readily convertible ; as for the snow biz.midnight snacks. ■ Hollywood, agent Charles ^ K:' “Hercules/*
music field were Leonard Feist and .
The ; international s h o w biz Sal. Chianta. (Leeds Music veepee>t
soon as the European common lhe new Folies Pigalle are the good Feldman shuttling between .Vienna,
market expands.
j
old and new* spots.
.where his protegee, Capucin, bunch. some; 3Q0-400. en masse for Mickey Scopp, Jg.m. of Robbins,
Much griping about the needless
The Russian; boites seem to have famed Paris model,. is costarfing the eocktailery hosted by the Hotel Feist and Miller Music (“The Big
“paper work” for U. S. (and eased off on the' gy p-and-take. In; with Dirk Borgarde in the illfated Excelsior’s boss, Armando Arman- three”), huddling with Paddy
other* tourists when “country-hop- fact prices—long a Paris problem' Charles Vidor film, and Paris for ni, and Rome’s American Grover Crookshank.. in London and Jack
Whalen, Mike Stern (with Estelle); Denton in Paris;.. Jack/Mills and
ping” and. while that is now feca- —are no higher than the past two huddles with ;Darryl F. Zanuckl
demic. none the less there is room years and,- if not going overboard ) The Charlie (Mae) Einfelds. 0.6.Frank Geryasi commuting to | Herman Starr other Yank music
for improvement. On the o|her .0n the champagne but ordering, ing , the Paris-Rome-Londbn axis Madrid on the Johnston office’s! publishers making the rounds. Reg
hand, N. Y. Herald Tribune [col- good native still wines, still affords , and sparking interest, in “iDiarj* of problems.
. y ; j Connolly cancelled out Vienna at
nmnist Art Buchwald, for one, is good value to the hip clientle.
Anne Frank”, and Millie Perkins;
Rosanna Brazzi reading a Broad- i last minute, having just gotten
adamant that European customs ; The trunk s y s t e m of tipping
Bill Holden back to the Coast;
.way script; he’s “tiied of; playing { back to his London base, from New
are a breeze compared to the gen- ! makes the pourboire painless since
Renee and Arthur Freed; ditto; the. Latin lover.”
;
. j York. ' •.
eral nuisance, especially for Euro- the 15cc is already allocated. The latter to put “Bells Are Ringing?
Myron D. Karlin awaiting John. .Milan remains the pop music..
peans, experience when coming in- wine steward .may get a few- extra : into production , with Dean Martin
to the U. S.
j
; francs and the “breakage” to;-. in the Sydney Chaplin role. Latter Lefebre’s advent to Rome- -Karlin capital, of Italy, rather than Rome,
Charles Vidor Tragedy !i
i sweeten the pot for the waiters is . vacationing here with ballerina is g.m. of D.E.AvR. Film, the Rome which takes its music cues from
distrib for UA, and Lefebre is the the northern metropolis. .■.■.‘There’s..'.'.'.,
iv-‘—*
—
The Charles Vidor 'tragedy}! hit.
.. •1 NoeUe Adams who .yens a: Broad¬
everybody hard because the peri-•WiietBer.its. BtfSauile or vrtiat way legit , role having tasted Main new UA Continental sales man¬ an incipient new trend manifested?
patetie American show biz bunch 1«>e. general stability reflects itself Street USA attention when; over ager, just shifted over from 20th- in Milan called “the screamers”
had seen him and His wife,! the |« Cromer and Catering relatmns with “The Broken Date” French Fox, along with Guido Ascarelli, which1 might be likened to a Mi¬
another Fox letout.
lanese road company of the John¬
former Doris Warner 'ex-Mrs. <® f11 froot8 *“» ^■■ **’**** ballet last year: Judy Holliday is
Mo Rothman, moving back to nie - Ray school. Rock ’n’ roll, of
Mervvn LeRoyi. in intimate fdcus. | rants. The cabbies alone, especially recreating her : legit . role for
New York in a top exec spot, was course, is not to be denied all over
Freed’s
next.'
Metro
indie.
.'
Inci¬
This reporter encountered WI
^
dentally, his. Os c ar-acclaimed to have escorted Lefebre to Home, the map.
in the Vienna’s Bristol bar with
“Gigi” only- so-so. in France, where but his wife’s miscarriage in a
rather seedy man, in an obviously
the French thought the Maxim’s London hospital upset all plans.
tete-a-tete conversation.
Vi**-i!£;
turn-of-the-century
stuff too con¬ . Charles Smadja, UA topper in
confided he had just gotten this
“ accept it as part of the
trived; LesHe Caron made more Paris,) off to a Riviera fishing
island for . four weeks’ holiday,
:■ The espres«l joints vie With thh; local impact- than did. Chevalier.;
; Continued from page 3-sssiS
Paramount’s Continental chief¬ with his wife, Josette. Only be¬
* i
An fhJ fnA/PAd ! strippers, the “service libre" (Jitcontrast between »^c ..«*£«r “J : eraBy no-tipping, meaning self- tain John B. Nathan to the U S. for. tween 7-9 p m. European time does and some foreign films: [ Money,
successful.o9-year-old direetorj.andservice) eateries and Snaek bars,” a quickie for his. son’s gradua¬ he receive the international phone, to be divided among the Turkish
calls that pile in on him.
importers, is.to be available as of'
his old friend was maAed, ^
; aa part
,he --Americanization” of tion,
The drama was heightened hj.ypg European capitals. While es*
Despite Vertigo complications, January, I960.
Joe Hummel & Harry KoVak
Dons Tidor being enroute; to reS50 j/ an Itaiia„ export, it
The tl. S. film companies do not
Odeon..
Theatres
(Ireland)
Ltd.
Retired Continental sales boss
Smith College for-her daughter s ;fs regarded as part 0f the genv
topper Louis Elliman turned out operate their own branches in
commencement when the tragedy jerai relaxing of tradition/ It cer- Joseph S. Hummel odt of the hos¬ for the “Shake Hands With The Turkey, but release through , local
pital. following Jan eye operation
Devil” (UA) charity fete, which franchisers; Latter Were told by
„sh? and MrA
i tainly. is so. so far as Vienna's
(Edith) Goetz were chopping in;Jock -MacGregor, handled in. okay the government to allocate the dolBom'e'before2 the^IatmrSfaid-f• Xn^ oplnThS M^orta SeV press, style. “Starlets” .are) the. lars among themselves, which isi
i
fabling .their same the world over; and even inj what the: Turkish Filin Importers
,• „- '
i George V apartment:
Vienna for Japan to ready his next.
' -, ,- ,: \prbceeded to do; . However;
Jukebox, hifluetnces
Another. “mirade” is. Harry Nor Dublin, where a $5 top W’js. un¬
picture, leaving Vidor’s film. “Magve only $50,000 to the. pension
usual, the planeload of neo-filmIc Flame” ,Col- “in expert hands”
vak’s; upbeat in a .battle with Jcan- sters, whom UA’s Francis S;
. .which is a pet project of the .
[gS?^ Cukor ha^ since take-over ^’h^'-A-Go®°'v PlusheW .1 Jlas« (cer; for the past; two years; Even Winikus escorted from London to government. Officials thereupon ,
fm vrfnr J
Ssflce tdkemover environs, good booze and drinks at! the. American "Hospital medicos
the Irish capital, they acted in the scrapped the importers’ allocation,
Maurice Chevalier
$^3fif°T
SC—'even
—1Chr
^[conceded
“his indoiriinf
able now.’ cliche Hollywood, school of and made their own, throwing the
Maurice
Ghewliei was
was another
anqtner - eidentaily,
is growing
more!
wiU to iivethat
did more
than science
\ lenna item;_a bad1 coid caused the fashionable with the international; and medicine/’
Although still cheesecake. Dana Wynter flew the $200,000 bone.; to the fund.. This
*l-\ear-Oid French star -o ?um- set,r t0 the bars is much, in evib; with nurses round-the-clodc,. the polar route from -Hbllj^yood espe¬ automatically reduced the amounts ;
mon his medico by air from Pans, dence
rAimtibi^
i • • • cially for the preem and back available to the regular, importers,
He’s set with Sophia Loren!; and ; The Whisky -A-Goga spots that!.the ContinentJappears to WlnjdS pronto. Fete was marred by an who then found themselves with
unusual dow’npour; Filni of the contracts exceeding the amount of
John uavin m Paramount s
Parted'.in Paris and spread to the ; ing remarkable Proeress
pia.” directed by Michael CUftiz. j Riviera Were originally/afterrhour j Gloria Swansori :lost a diamond Irish revolution (1921) was shot dollars available to them.
Robert Stolz the^ last of! the bottle ; clubs but have spread ;to ^ eai^soSS^ b^W ISe in the Dublin environs) and the
Meanwhile, the IMG contracts. ,
\ icnnese greats
had. spepwUy i discoteeques all oyer the European Santa Maria (A^res) airfwrt and new Ardmore film. studios which good lor $500,000, provide ; spe^.
are busy with feature film and cifically that they’re valid only if
composed One Hour With Ynu. , map. Ex-filmster Alex d’Arcv.has I die wild on the .let arriuin p
'
the thematic which Chevalier: will one going in Munich.!^ which ^\he urday
!pin video production.
the full contract Is delivered/
to Miss
sing to
Miss Loren,
Loren.
American ; calls the Cinema Clubv Mbst/nf • Am
graci^sly ^ahnost S: ; Victor Michaelides; agent In which under the circumstances is
lyricist
>t AI Stillman will set: the . these boites attract show biz clien- ' the plane apart but failed tn ttrwi Greece, for Metro, WB, UI, Column virtually impossible. IMG mbans
lyric. Librettist Alan Jay; Lerner tele. The young international: set i ^
^ bia,, UA and Rank, plus other that the distributors hand . over
recommended
Stolz, * generally is of ^he
the opinion;,
oDinibn “why
“whv ;■ -iV«vViT«-ww** Europecin producers, ajid the top their Iqcal. - currency to the U. S.
imi'nded Stillman to Stolz.'
pfoducer-dislributor-exhibitor, to
and Famous Music which will pub- dance to mediocre local ' bands < ^ Y^and^'S
agency and get paid dollars in New
lish. Stolz wanted Lerner but the ; when the top American bands, oh ! L da^ht^
l * Zurich for an operation on his. York;
latter’s
exclusive
collaboration disk, are available?’’
V hypo : ^5“ eyes (cataracts), which Will hos¬
Another. . headaclie facing the
pitalize him about a month.
with Frederick ^Fritz* Loewc for-; for the bands, as their platters are ! Ijree oSeS^Hprpd
Ttniu
Americans in Turkey is the ques¬
First American Drugstore
fended this. Both, incidentally. (now vended qn the premises, as; [vold ^ Fnrnn^^
Hollytion
of remittances.
Following
Yanks audition the so-called
are now in Paris working on;their much of the hiterv scene as pedto /urx®Pe» an(^ the star
discussions w ith the . European.
next legit score, this time a hotel dling cigarets. flowers and dolls.
<>f.£er si>are traveling American Drugstore close to the Payments Union, the Turks; decid¬
writing'
plus Arc de Trioniphe but it is a some¬
apart, Lerner in the Piaza-Athenee
But shades-of-Petrillo! Wrhat it time
hm#a rtAW
+-- them letters,
7"’ -5-'
ed on a double course of repaying
and Loewe at his old George V does to live musicians is obvious,
^dmg what bewildering Franco-Ameri- their; debts. Up to certain amounts, :
standby which remains the key■* The
local SACEvIs
AKMs *-Q-^.■■■■ye ■ :oast ’ not to mention a can pot-pourri considering that the debts will be paid out of mon¬
show biz haunt. It s no longer the VGAMAs, PRS’ and the other loc^
*S£s: Yael Dayan! along with a 40c “super hotdbg” ies available for the first year of
(plus 15Gp for the “service,” i.e.,
tip) the socailed lunch, counter .spe¬ a 12-year/ amortization plan. Over
cialties include vintage, wines, these amounts, the debts are to be
film bunch . and the Raphael like- ample. AKM protects itself with a
dU|rr ln,^:Nev1.;S)rlc, in aperitifs,; cocktails j plus ■ some: repaid over that 12-year period.
wise is no longer the “hideout.” . speciar extra ticket for the music
^0rl?/r-Pdb«Sh?S hlr pretty fancy, (and fancy-priced) hot However, the Turks so far. have
In actuality, the George V.with its tax. much to the annoyance of
-t?®. s4irror- already and cold plates:. The Drug Store failed to indicate the cutoff liihit, .
multir’e exit<, is perhaps the* best bonifaces. who would rather it. be- f-rtbesHel11^r ^ the ;Jr.ench transla- also includes a barbershop,/beauty leaving, the companies in the dark
hideaway from autograph hounds, came a hidden tax
tion ,)Julliard», . and . due June. 17 parlor. ..gift; shop,- souvenirs .along as to whether or not they can get
and or agents and or “deals.”
lit Vienna 'Too!" "
via Weidenfeld &)^ .Nicholson; tne with the usual stationery, and post- paid in the first year, or must get
; cards. Oh yes, there’s also a .phar¬ their earnings out over the 12Stolz is called “Herr ProfesWith the livelier gait of '^the Viv:.Hn^°"p^
year span. ..
sor by the man in the street:, and ennese
esoresso
bars..
manv
also
_
-*-ueille
•/'
ennese espresso bars.. many also
,i
• Littel-t- (ex-Mrs. Deems macy)
A remittance deal originally Was :
Wilbur . Clark and Allen Roen
sahtted with much deference*, as have added jukeboxes and with it Tf'^°re recently, widow
worked out with the Turks in 1955,
o.o.’d
rehearsals
of
the
new
Lido
-„
.
has
come'
a
dried,
income^'to
the
Aus01-poimah
Mlnevitch);
plans
to
Eir.zi, his wife, chauffeurs;; him
come'a dried.'income to
Ausaround. Stolz is thlie ’last* survivor
•
trian songsmith society, the AKM £larry French film director Alain show slated to open June 23 at but was iievef implehiehted by
of the Strauss - Straus
Straus r Kalnian- -licenses and upped gross revenues , Terouanng next month. She’s su- Las Vegas’ Stardust, succeeding Ankara. Some; amounts have come
Benatzky - Fall - Kerke*
Tker sehopl of reflect this new phenomenon. Even ! Pei'stitious about -June.- Her mar- the incumbent, revue, which ran a out in the. intervening years. ; .
solid year in the Nevada 'gaming
composers
Funk Heads Buff’s Century
resort. (Clark' and. the Stardust’s
salute
greeter,. Tommy McDonnell, pressBuffalo, June 9..
is.
.
,
__
Mrs. Robert Stolz’s Conversion j David MCA* Stein is quite the ! Eddy .'Silvers* brothez: of thelate luncheoned the just-arrived Paris • Charles E/Funk, Pittsburgh, has
been
appointed
general manager
fiobrshow
iii
New
York
at
the
St.
Incidentally, a warm footnote to Paris male Elsa Maxwell for Yank ‘ L°ms (“April Showers”) Silvers,
the -Stolz’s personal relationship show’ bjz yiMiors.. Incidentally, composer-conductor for Al Jqlson, Moritz Hotel yesterday ITues.) be¬ of the Century, downtown first run,
by
U.A.
Theatres..
fore
its
takeoff
for
Vegas).
is her conversion to Catholicism E.M. is very mucii on the local ; On.d; comedian-author. Sid Silvers
Funk w-as formerly assistant at
Domenico (“Yolare”) Madugno
three months ago.-It had been in- scene. .
’] )P-hil'. Baker & Co.) operates
dicat ed that the eminent composer
The Phil Silvers, unlike, many tv jOheron, on the. rue Scribe, 'with and Renato. Rascel’s Italo tunes, get¬ the Penn, . Pittsburgh, succeeds •
would be accorded a g. ateful jpity’s . personalit ies uho are not as w!k: as | his French wife, Jean, and gets ting more French plugging than the George A. Mason here:
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CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCES!

SIMULTANEOUS 8-THEATRE ENGAGEMENT
AT POPULAR PRICES!
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^^^^^^B^rtfl^reatpictures of our times
.tremendouslymoving!" -SHEILAH GRAHAM
"A memorable movie everyone should

: | 1:| 1|

seer

-EVA WAWE SA/NT

“It is difficult to add to the praise
that has been given D. 0. A. F.- magic
has been woven into this film!”

terpiece! Flawless and massive
-TIME MAGAZINE

-GEORGB SIDNEY, COLUMBIA PICTURES

ly great picture-one of the
St Of all time!”
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Texas Radio Showman Figures Thai
Tf We Can Sell, We Can Make Pictures'
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Amusement Stock Traders
Washington, June 9.
Universal Pictures amassed 16,800. more; shares of Decca Records
common stock for a grand total, of 175.500 to highlight Securities &
Exchange Commission report on major stock deals from April 11 to
May 10. -•
• ••
'/
Report also discloses sizable transactions by . Albert and Jack War¬
ner in Warner Bros, common. Albert disposed of 6.500 shares, leav¬
ing him with 2.700 held by a trust in his namel Jack acquired 1.632
but sold 7,000 at $20 a share pursuant to an opvion. His holdings, after
the deals, totalled 237,431.
• Twentieth Century-Fox trading saw Charles Einfeld pick up 5.800
common shares for a total of 5,485 and Robert Lehman drop 6,200,
leaving him with 17,400.
' ,
: Fico Corp. reduced its Columbia Pictures common holdings to 94,566 by selling 1,721 shares during April. In Trans-Lux Corp.: transac- .
tions, Harry Brandt, through foundations, bought 700 common stock
shares and sold 2,000.
In other show biz transactions:
—Ellsw orth C. Alvord bought his first 1,000 shares of Loew s Inc..
common and George Killion acquired 2,000 of same, boosting, his
holdings to 9.500.
.y
. —Eric H. Haight exchanged 101000 shares of Katioiial Telefilm As¬
sociates for National Theatres securities pursuant to merger. In a
similar deal, Oliver A, . Unger acquired 20,000 and. disposed of 40;125
common shares of NT A,
—^Martin Ransohoff. sold 12,900 of Film ways common,' hdld.rng on to
115,900. His children have 11,200.
- —Elmer W. Engestrom bought 500 shares of Radio Corp. of Amer¬
ica common, boosting his total to 2,093/
—Walter Craig of Norman, Craig and. Kummel ad agency sold 1.900
of Teleprompter Class A common, leaving him with 13.225.: .

ire can sell pictures, irecan i pie, Ingrid Goude, a former Miss
pictures.'*’
j Sweden, is starred in “Killer
On that reasoning a Texas [com¬ j Shrews” and Lisa Simone, a for*
Continued .from page issa
mer Miss France, is ditto in "Giant
pany owning radio stations-j-and !. Gila
Monster.”
/ The Angry Hills '
it mi theatres—has entered the pro-.
. _
Baciion of feature films. Brought1 McLendon, who hopes to hutld tempts at more than the usuah twoInto being is McLendon Radio i “P b>s regional picture. company, dimensional. seen in melodrama.
I : ‘”res Co
1
. said that the unions would be wise Perhaps in book form there Were
j- ’* r- ^ „ *<r,T
“to give us a chance to grow. The subtleties that were made credible:
According to Gordon McLendon, unions ean
ji, out if -they In screenplay they seem to. have
the young head of a rix-si^tion la- make ,;le same nianpower demands been condensed or crystallized
group,
id. his company has -devel¬
devel-■ as are aske(j in Hollywood.”
with . results. that are surprising
op. Ci a successful technique fc|- the
Hollywoodites involved In : trie and, ini s'oiri e cases, surely uninten¬
skiing of theatre tickets via radio. productions included a c to r Ken tional. One, for instance, is that
T:c McLendon method, described Curtis, making- his bow as a pro¬ the head of the Gestapo in Greece
it- -Imagery transfer.” apparently ducer; Rav Kellog director, and emerges as a likable, troubled
l.„s caught'the fancy of the major Ben Chapman/ production . mana¬ thinker, in. all a sympathetic . char*
and .McLendon jtran- ger.
acter.'//'•/
*crlptIons have been purchased for
Robert Mitchum plays an Ameri¬
t: e national exploration of the rccan war correspondent trying to
i- ue oi ‘'Shane’" and for the/proget out of Greece. Even for the con¬
ventional . portrait of the cynical
ir.c.aon of * 'Hound of the BankerU. S; reporter. Mitchum seems to,
||
have few qualms. He agrees to take
The new McLendon picture jCompa. y has completed two pictures
•:..Hollywood isn^ being selective! $20,000 io deliver the names of the
....
is In the process of windm^up ; enough when is comes to deciding /glligrince in London. A chase de» Li,: d. ah suet m Dallas. ^Tue which pictures shoultLbe made m = velopS jn which .the vpfo-Nazis try
cnmflea-d ones are
1 he Kilier wideycreen processes, directorRpb- ; to get the list and the anti-Nazis
SiicvN." made for .$123.000,j!and -erf Wise said in. Gotham last' try to get Mitchum out of the
Giant Gila Monster:” bro'ught week.
-country
1'S15?,000.-The third iriLh a ./ . He said quite frankly thatriie
Although, fhe'screenplay is loose
1. c^et ot Sio.UOO. , is Mv ([Dog d:on-t care for. C Scope andother r and .untidy./Aldricl/s direction has,
1 uccy.”
ii
widescreen processes. “I wonder. ROt done much to. tighten it up: He
The Rationale'
j:
. . .
. advantage
,
,
. . Greek
,
whether we are. not diminishing ‘ takes^good
of. ThYs
McLendon’* theory for entering Hie value of Cinemascope by using locations/ Kis casting, is good.; But
it loo indiscriminately,” he opined, he sometimes sacrifices movement Hearing Due in Federal Court on ‘Forced’ Charge
T u:v prcducsion is a.s.'io.Hoft
AVhe said that now. that the in- and story , to ' the background,
Since the company has: the
For Kids Usually Free with Adults
ki =’.-:iow '.to--cm'pioy radio ad\cr- . dustry had a choice of various Scenes. in/ a Greek- convent, for
t .ng '.ccces^lidly. Why shouldn't ■ vvide'-creen processes, it was more instance, while‘s atmospheric, are
important than ever to decide . otherwise unrewarding, and atit
i: on Ls own pictures” I
a given storv.really need- mosphere by that, time should have
Boston, June .91 j dren. “Tliis per capita licensing 2 li the pictures are made at • whether
ed the ’’big” treatment.” He added - been implicit.
A Cambridge ozoner wreht ; into | method has been approved repeatre;. o:-ab!y low bud ro:s. the ycni- ’ that he felt the same way ab6ut5 Mitchum’s character Is ; never
federal court here to protest the , edly by the Dept, of Justice as
pony should be able to recoup; the the vse of coloh
; [ denned.; or very pleasing; Gia ! extra bite it says is required to : not being in violation of the antint-o the eo-'ts in the areas Wjjiere.
“Shaggy Bog" ^
it (iv.ns radio stations.
j.•‘If

Film Reviews

RUES INDISCRIMINATE
USE dFJlffll LENS

• role .is not veiy interesting. ElisaThe compare, T s t a t i o n s ! are S. C. Simness a Tirster’
Operators of Fresh Pond Open j statement said.,
a
•
*•
. 'beth Mueller-is so vivid in .her few
KLU\ Dallas: KILT. Houston:
Un Acousties, Amperage scenes, that she seems :a likely: bet Air Theatre filed a complaint ; Ludwig also said his company
LYSA. Sun Antonio: KEEL. Shreveagainst latter, alleging the firm is | plays no part in fixing the admrsTo
S,
C.
Sunness.
general
man-/for
further
work,..paTticuIariy
with
pc.t:. V.’KAY, St..Louis and KABL.
tfving to “force” them to charge / sion prices, “The exhibitor may
Sh n Franc's-., o.. The six . natipn-.. a S': of tlie Sunness Theatres of ■ today’s international casting. Stan- an admission fee for every child' charge w-hatever admission prices
a C'ordirg to McLendon. :c Q y e.r a Bmghamtqn.'NV Y.. went the honor ^ ley Baker plays the Gestapo chief, under
12 attending the picture. | he wishes and if he so desires, he,
of
being,
the
first
.“customer”
of
;
*£/
thoroughly
^
__|greeable
..fallow:
rm rktt area oi 29.OGO.UGO' pehpie:
The complaint, signed by attor- j many charge only for, adults,” he
the newly-organized Council: for ‘ ^
.Fy U'ing Iris own stations.- which
H i- ti'P Tn'nrnvpnipnt nf Thp-trpc
Donald W olfit and Manus Goring ney George A. McLaughlin, prexy I said,
s.mply means taking money 0l^ ot
Jtw
and are acceptable as .conspirators pn of the theatre, contends it is against;
tr.i‘ pocket and putting : into.1 an- ^m.on Pxtuie Pio^ection.
: both sides, and Sebastian Cabot is their long established, policy of ad- j I
Sunness submitted a. request for a standout as another,
c-.iuv, McLendon feels 1* can. lake
encviih coin out of theatrest ’in- technical inspection of his Jarvis,
Stephen . Dade’s camera/work mitting cuffo all' moppets, under .12 /1
accompanied by an adult; They ( l
tiu>\ markets to break even, i He. ‘Crest and Art Theatres. He asked seems, to have been done largely at
also maintain the added levy.. vio- j t
s.vi the rest of the United States that projection and auditorium ' night, under adverse^^ lighting conlates
the antitrust laws arid ask an ;
a::d trie foreisn 'market as j the acoustics bechecked.
. ■ ditions. Richard Bennett’s music is ,
.Film distributors, under court
“•-••avy ” In the case of the $75,000 'Theatre Owners of America, , often strikingly: effective. Poire, ^tojunction agamsuii,
A
hearing was skedded for: order via the industry antitrust
• Mv Dog Blic’uIv.” aimed at the which is administering. the pr<j-'
Thursday HIV ;
! suit to refrain from fixing admisfiib-teen trade. McLendon believes Sri*m for the Council, forwarded
In order to show, the film, the . .
• ®
' ©5«! Que Mambo .
1m* can get his negative cost out of the request, to the National The-,
complaint charges, the ozoner
prices, apparenUy have an
Paris, June 2.
lavas alone.
!
■ at re Supply Col of Buffalo,, a firm.
Boreal release of Peg production. Stars must pay a minimum charge of, easy way to assure for themselves
Dario Morcnor. features Magall' Noel,. Al¬ 17tfcc per child for each child ad-/ rentals which they claim are equit“Killer Shrews” and “Giant Gila
^ 9n, l-ie ^
berto Sortii. Jean Poiret. Michel Serrault,
IVIf-ister,” being offered as a dual dealers and suppliers, certified by Duvailes: Dlrecled by John Berry. Screen- mitted, irrespective, of age. ^The i abie and basqd on the ticket costs.
the
Thebtre
Equipment.
Dealers
i
play,
Masson, Jean Aurel, .Yvan charge, it explained, is based on
bill
f a itrfi Rene
- camera,
• Paul
- - Cotteret:
Irving H. Ludwig, president of
P•
.
nntrri
■ Tnkrdoto As«n. - to Cooperate in the. program. !Audouart!;
editor.
booked by th; . enure .interstate .T,
of thp Cmm i Genevieve Vaiiry; riu<=ic, .Guy Magenta, a 50c tariff by the distrib for every
Buena Vista, which is Walt Dis¬
ain Cf Texas und open in Dallas.
SUr\''- * a?a
- i"e'
A* Triomphe^- Paris: Running time, 15 admish. “It is computed on a the¬
,.,1
s
service,
w
ill
be
made
w
ithout
.
AWNS.
ney’s
distribution subsidiary, stated
on June 23,
oretical admission fee of 35c for
... .; Dario Moreno
Dario ..I.
this week that BV is demanding a
charge to the theatres.
Pioneer’s Psychology?
....... Magali Noel each child,” McLaughlin said. The
Liliane ...
minimum
rental fee for each adult
Nando ..
...... Alberto Sbrdi cornplaint.stat.es many of the thea¬
McLendon frankly admits lliait,
.
Jean Poiret
Detective .
arid each child attending a theatre
he hasn’t “ihe vaguest idea of what ■
Inspector
. 1, . Michel Serrault tre’s patrons would not attend if
required to pay fees for children playing “Shaggy Dog.” Through
I'm doing, but I’m trying to learn.” /
Chicago. • June 9.
This trifling, pic was made for under 12. Such a charge would percentage deals, of course, BV
He added that he’d feel a lot more |
Sam Goldwyn’s ‘‘Porgy & Bess” hefty pop singer Dario Moreno render attendance at the theatres shares in each admission and is
comfortable “if I knew* scmetliing
saying what the . minimum price,
about the foreign market.” j; He has been set here for the McVick- who acquits, ''himself/ well as a prohibitive; as an alternative, pat¬
least, will be. Theatremen, Lud¬
......
hasn’t worked
out any distribzuflon ers Theatre itarting July .22, bankteller who becomes a singer. ents would have to hire so called at
But
the
simple
treatment
arid
deals as yet but is weighing a nrim-. moved up from an; August preem to
babyrsitters, the complaint adds. wig said in effect,; are free - to
“In addition, the plaintiff’s pol¬ charge whatever they want but BV
her of alternatives. His company . ^riorlen The hiatus after the cui> familiar, tale rank this mainly a
for France.
wants its percentage formula tied
may handle the pictures personally.;
disappointing “Diary of betDirector
' John Berry: has kept icy of not charging admission for in With a specified minimum.
in the markets where it. owns ine
1clos^rsl *^me 11:
this moving and inserted some such children under the age of 12
In, an- apparent reference to
radio stations and turn them
75!.ers.
^’r» T i Sood . coriiic .shenanigans/ How¬ is fair and equitable in the sense
cm over
Vvin 1;
to another distrib for the rest of COIT1Px.t)tiori. chiefly from the Pal- J eVer. th:s could not overcome the that outdoor theatres . , . cannot driv6-ins. some of which admit chil¬
trie U. S. and abroad. “I’m Tioi : a5f.' ^ocal ^.inai'ana? - sh?w<?ase» j lacklustre material/Support and commence, to operate until dark¬ dren for free; Ludwig said exhibi¬
quite certain how to handle.it.f lie , v‘nlch has nothing Ip-follow its cur- . technical credits are Average, as ness - arrives. And children under tors are not enjoined from charg¬
12 years of age, in many instances, ing only for adults. He has no in¬
said.
“I’m waiting to see^--whal, j ren5 "South Seas Adventure.”
lis the music.
Mosfc.
will be offered. Why should I give/■—■— ' /' ' ■'
■ . ; '
■'
■——- do not remain awake during the tention of interfering with jk. thea¬
evening presentation of the motion tre’s price policy/ Bint here again
away 30^?”
; ! I
picture.” By agreeing to the de¬ he insists that BV be paid off on a
McLendon said he' hoped. to
mand, the complaint added, the “per capita” basis. If the kids get
make 10 or 12 pictures in tlie
theatre would be violating the pro¬ In free, it’s all right with BV so
$75,000 to $150,000 jbudget bracket
visions
of the Sherman and Clay¬ long as the company collects for
and perhaps brancp out into bet¬
i Continued from page J1 ;
ton
Acts, since it ivould constitute their admission from the exhibitor.
tor things “when. !I learn
a
combination
to “fix prices.”
It’s noted that - Parairiount has
ii
nghalfoSut
Ih^busint^1’’
S°The!
supper
dance
at
the
Waldorf
June
25
following’thq
preem
til
Following the filing of the com- been selling “Ten Commandments”
niclnrp avoc
of f/p °f lhe P^ture..
*
'
/
’ . /
United NaticmalStudiesTn Dalla^ ^ ‘,::VIicidle
the Night” co-stars Kim Novak and Fredric March will plaiht in U.S. District Court at via “per - capita” deals and some
For the sub^auent'eriSe^MeLra* > hQSt a midnight;^screening of the Columbia release for the casts: of Boston, the president of Buena time ago won out in a couple of
don
1 >^r®adway shows at, the Odeon Theatre tomorrow (Thurs.) , . .Cinema Vista, Irving H. Ludwig, defended court actioris seeking, an injunction
on Lake Dallas and Dut Sfioo'noo j Lo<J“e of B pai Brith holds its annual golf tournament, on June 18 at the rental policies. He described against the practice.
into reLbfsUnJ Ue S^cSren^v1 ^
Clu^: Briardiif Manor, U.Y.-I , M/Sst.,Stanley P. Kel, the. complaint against rental poll/
budding a second sound sta-e U 1 ba” °f Bndgeport’ Gonn- awarded a Certificate/of Merit.for his work cies as “completely without merit.”
In a statement from New York Ckasens Reopens in A*C*
1 ur tl e actual nrnHncHnn i bp 1 as nonc°mmissioned officer in charge of the Armed Forces. InterservbrnuL in
?ce -Ticket-Committee. In the/three years the veteran infantryman had telephoned to Boston newspapers,
; Atlantic, City, June 9. .
HoTvwood Eveningv hp
1 hoaded the bureau, it’s estimated that he supervised the distribution Ludwig said. the. complaint is “ap¬
HoLywood.
Eventually,
he plans
Max Chasens, who for many
Ti-ivp1
trVn/rf
rpc,mfi+7h
P
l to
to |; of
of S4,000,000
S4,000,000 worth
worth of
of free
free tickets
tickets to
to servicemen
servicemen visiting
visiting New
New York.
York. parently calculated to mislead the
resident ciew, neces- j.S/?t. Kelban is being reassigned to a Quarteririaster Technical Intel- public, regarding Vista’s policy of years has been associated with re¬
s.tatmg onlj the importation qf a ligence Detachment in Heidelberg, Germany.
seeking a fair rental fee from this sort motion picture theatres here,
basic complement df perhaps dii:ecr
will reopen the uptown Capitol to¬
Museum of Modern Art film library has started presenting a John exhibitor.
tor. production manager and per¬ Ford series. Nine Ford pictures will be seeli*. including “The Quiet !
,. Regardless of the admission morrow (10). He was booker arid
formers.
j
Man.”
price policy of an exhibitor, BV is buyer with the Hamid theatres,
At the budgets under which/he
Lacy W. Kastner, prez of Columbia Iritematiorial, who suffered a entitled to reasonable compensar which last week sold their string of
Is operating McLendon said it was heart attack last month, this week transferred from the hospital to his tion for . the exhibition of its pic¬ five picture houses to a Boston
obvious that he could not employ home . . . James P. Cavanagh, who’s written several, of Alfred Hitch¬ tures to insure a reasonable re¬ group.
.
high-priced stars or feature play¬ cock’s tv showsi has been signed to do the script for the next Hitch- turn,” he/said:
/ Policy of house will, be first-run
ers. He said, however, that he; at¬•rcock theatrical film, “Phycho,” based on the Robert Bloch novel . . .
Disney subsid, he said, has of- films arid unusual releases. Chasens
tempted to get some people who i Installation of ..the equipment
_ for
___ Mike
_ Todd
__
_ _ at fered to license “Shaggy Dog” on j is son-in-law of Harry Waxmann,
Jrl’s Smell-O-Vision
v.ere somewhat known abroad ,; so ' Todd’s Cinestage Theatre in Chicago has’ started under . the -sUperv'i- terms that provide a minimum | who operated a group, of. houses
that Use pix would have a charice ’: r n of Swiss inventor, Hans Laube...First test-showing will be in lite rental fee for each theatre patronM here, before, selling out, to the
in tl:? foreign market. For exiim- July: •
including both adults and chi?-! Hamid group several years ago.

‘Pergy’ Into McVickers

Soundtrack

THE ONE AND ONLY

CHARLES
CHAPLIN
IN THE WORLD'S
GREAT LAUGHING
PICTURE
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Entertainment 'Fit for Children

Screen Producers Guild
Sets Committee ChairmenJ
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New Orleans Theatres One-Vote Loss

Hollywood, June 9.
. Chairmen of eight committees of
the . Screen Producers Guild have
been set by prexy Walter. Mirisch.
to take on helming' of the Guild’s
Permanent . Charities Committee. A !
new committee. has 1 been estab-.
lished this year. Publications, to
be headed by Samuel. G. Engel; ..
.Next. ’ year’s , lineup includes
Paridro S. Berman, Dues; Milton
Ziori, Ill., June 9.
Sperling, Public Relations; Louis
Zion, theocracy burg once fa¬
R Edeimari,. Membership; William
mous
for
its
blue
laws, no longer
H. Wright, Insurance; Jerry Bresler and William Self, Awards; has a cinema.
Lone
filmery,
the
Zion, which
Frank McCarthy,. Motion Picture
opened in 1948, closed last week
Relief.
with
explanation
from
owner GriArthur Gardner also . has been
appointed to. .fill out the unexpired nie Bridges that he simply wanted
term of Lewis J. Rachmil, who re¬ to retire. . . Last., year, however,
Bridges publicly appealed for cit¬
signed, as a board member. .
izen support to offset waning in¬
terest i-in the theatre. Appeal was
virtually ignored by religious
colony, \
X
Prior to ’48, . town had been
without a theatre since 1,913. Most
of the local blue laws were re¬
pealed at a referendum in 1949. .

New Orleans, June 9.
The city council Thursday (4) by
a: 4-to-3 vote kiliedX an .ordinance
designed to give the theatres some
Chicago, June 19.
aid in the amount of amusement
For an injudicious remark—that
tax paid. .
■' -X
The ordinance provided 'that
he'll only permit films “fit for
theatres
would
pay
two
percent
children" to exhibit here —|this
amusement tax oil a gross’receipts
town’s new police censor chief, Sgt.
basis monthly rather than on a per
Manchester, N.H., June 9.
Vincent Nolan, has lately beenj un¬
ticket basis.
A new system. of permit; ■ fees;
der fire in the press and from vari\ Councilman Glenn P. Clasen, its
soon
to
become
effective
in
the
ous libertarian groups.
i;
author, contended that the pay¬
Manchester. Building Dept., will
Most recent blast was from] the affect new theatre . construction
ment.on a per ticket basis actual¬
American Civil Liberties Union, work as well as improvements to
ly results in collection by the city
which in a letter to Mayor Richard existing • establishments..
of a four to .five percent: tax.
Daley last Tuesday <2> character¬ .. The ordinance calls for a $2
The ordinance. . would . . have
ised the Nolan policy as “clearly il¬ charge for motion picture projec¬
placed collection of the five, per-,
legal” and a “cultural barbarism.” tors using arc lamps with wattage
cent amusement ': tax on other
Nolan was quoted by the! Chi of 1.000 or more, and a five-cent
amusements on a gross basis rather
Tribune as having stated thaji if a charge for each electrical Outlet ■
than.. on a. ticket basis, as well.
“picture
is objectionable
to a Child,
However, aiftendmehts introduced
_
..
, . -, installed 24 inches or less on cen-;
tie picture is objectionable iperi- ter, as in strip lighting, marquis-.
by ; Councilman- Victor H. Schiro
ctf." Contending the position 1:6 be lighting, footlights, borders, etc.
would have placed amusements at
illegal, the ACLU cited a 1958 U.S.
..--—X
such places
as Poritchartrain
Supreme Court decision in thejease./
Beach, City -arid Audubon Parks..
Ottawa, Tune 9.
and others on a two percent sched-.
of a Detroit prosecutor who foll|A]jr frifom Wilt
Special awards were. presented
clamped a ban on any book which VaUlOllL LIllClM Hill,
ule similar to that of the theatres.
by the Canadian Film Awards this
he did not want . h»s 13-year-old
It would have left the other amuse-.
year
to the Canadian Broadcasting
daughter to read. Tribunal j lield
merits on a five percent schedule.
Corp. and Toronto freelance film
that to reduce the adult peculation
A series: of maneuvers among
writer Dean . Walker at dinner,
to reading what's fit only forjmopcouncihnen who wanted relief for
meeting in Toronto Friday. (5).
vvas a violation qf the const,-.
Albany.' June 9.
Yorkton. Sask., June 9. j tl)e theatres, those who wanted the
■,
* I parks and beaches included m the
National. Film Board collected
,
: .
.
, . I:
,
Palace at Lake Placid, which
ACLL a so termed -\o.r.n s pot- went
jn early October—sev- five of the IT awards^ and four, . ;City council has rescinded York- , two percent rate and those who
j.wanted, no charge at*, all, resulted
Icy a “cudurel
barium which .erai months after it had received went to Crawley Fffms of Ottawa. ton s amusement tax.bylaw.
Aid. Otto Feitz charged the de-. in. the ordinance being killed;
Meeting was co-chaired by S. W.
Caldwell, presiclerit of the Assn, cision had a “slight odor” and j Clasen, in appearing for his orof Motion Picture Producers and claimed it had been “hustled j dinance in its original form,, asLaboratories «f Canada, and Wal¬ through” the finance committee serted that the theatres needed
and council.
hj “some relief.”
.
, . ,
■ exhibited—has. reopened, with a ter Herbert, director of the. Canada
When the tax Was first applied, ! Chief city admiirstrator David
not unaew'iond tne l:.\v w.i.chjhe is Rew manager arid an advertised Foundation. E, R. McEwen of the
had : R* McGuire Jr. declared
that .the
.supposed to erfo.ro;. bu . instead p0jjCy of “wholesome entertain-- Royal. Canadian. Air .Force,, farmer the Rothstein .chain
—.. theatres
--^
.......
. ..
s.-CTits to think that i. is n.- job to nient.'’ This, apparently-includes mgr, of CFA, read the citatirins., said admissions would be increased [ ordinance as .Clasen mad mtromake it up as hi*'gees along.’’ _ . the
'
the “rejection” of horror
pictures j Awards were set up in 1947 by because of it,, he reininded. Now,! uuced it. designed to aid. the thear
There'd beer* r.o reaction by and “those dealing with sensation-j Canadian Film Institute. Canadian Xthat amount. should be taken off, ; •
*.
revenues by
Assn, for Adult Education and;Can- be held.
| about J5300.G00. However he exdeadline iiv'm *:ie i'icyor's..iff ice. alNm.”
X'
-'
pressed
the
belief
that
unless the
v.i.h a spi>kr>:.’. i ird cMlne Daley
Film Rowunderstands the 1,,000- ada. Foundation.
chinse was'made the theatre busihad not yet sconced, the letter.
seat er will now not show any pic- j Awards included:
monopoly,he commented. : hess/ would continue to drop so
tures rated“B” Or “C“ by the Le-j Theatrical Shorts: -“The Tall “With the city getting natural gas, j! that
”'
the city wouldn’t get the
you
gion of Decency. In effect, this Countrv.’’ Parry Films. Ltd. XNorth why
o , vshouldn't
,
^
„ subsidize
x, . the
,,. money anjway.
gives, the pastor of St. Agnes : Vancouver, B. , C.; “Money Min- fuel dealers? It s the same thing. * '
Church'.'final, approval on films to. frrsJ’ -Crawley .Films;.'- “.The - Quest,” , He said the. theatres■paid $800...
be played.
National Film Board.
. less in amusement taxes in the !
General Information: -The! Liv- past year but there was no stater-rp
e
>
Morisignor James T. . Lyrig rein icFE!
lerES J-3i C2v3EC ycaled lust July- that thePaluoe ' ing Stone.”. National Filiri Board, ment to. show they were losing
/0
m
’
had been interdicted for six “Public .Relations: Saskatchewan,” money. “^Iaybe they're not mak'
"'Xinncapohs. June 9.
months because it refused to \vitli-.:; “Our. University,” Crawley.- '
ing as much rnoney. as they think
Tiiere's sun:.* ivscntirert in this draw a Brigette Bardot film. James - . Sales Proinotiori: “Beauty To ' they shotiid,” he added. .
territory's indcpend.rt cri(ibhor P. McLaughlin, then .manager, de¬
Washington,. June 9. .
Live.
With.”
Crawley;
■
•
Trairiing-.
“That’s a ridiculous statement,”
circles at Allied Artists for fjoin¬ clared “And God Created Woman’*
_____
_ ! Delft Theatre Corp. of Butler,
Aid. W. Johnston, a. theing the major ccmpanies' rjarilts'* had been licensed by the State of and Instruction.” “Fire In Town,” ’ countered
’
atre
manager,
who
defended
the
:
Wis
.
has
been okayed for a $300 National;
Film
Board.
.
and demanding percentage in; even N, Y. and considered, that suffiTravel and Recreation: “Grey Rothsteiri organization and said it 000 SmaU Business Administration
the smaller rAuations fer^ “Ai cient. He held fast to the policy
-loan, SBA officials said it’s the
C’apone. its first bop on tee biggie cf playing out. the engagement, Cup Festival ’58,” Chetwynd Films, ^:as losing money.
Toronto::
i '.Qu.eiico,”, Christopher
When the argument got out of largest approval for a. theatre in.
since “Fnendiy • Pers msion * and . v.lrch racked up one. of the PaL ,
hand. Aid. Art McBurney, finance^X th£,,a®eIn^-’s. history.
“its only other one. in the past ace-s biggest grosses during the. Chapman. Toronto.
Television Filins: “Winter Cross-, chairman, reminded that the^^ matP^icipating
several years.
year. The majority of the stock^kes.
of
The 40 to 50"> demand X—it's holders in Adirondack ! Theatre ing At L'lle Aux Coudres.” Uraw- ter for discussion had nothing to 60^ and i
ley;
“One
Day’s
Po;son;”
and
.
do
Nuth
the
Rothstein
theatres.
,
60
r
and
a
.bank
the.
remainder.
“must” percentage—makes it im- Corp. supported him, as. did the
“Blood and. Fire,” National Film
possible for the small-t-;\vn;:thea- theatre staff,
He said the tax wa's an unpopu- * noitfon^wh^rhHnnS^^p0^^
lar wartime measure brought in ; Pprtlan
"h,ch Wust be Pa,d 9« «.
ti-es to play “another ci the boxThe prediction was then iriadc. Board.
ten years.
office attractions lhat.tnry peed. both. in Lake Piacid ,-no.e than ! Tv Commercials tfilmk “Du Mau- when the. council was trying to j Delft has a drive-in at Iron River
af eoroing to Lowell Kapian, Ber- *or} of whose permanent popula-. rier 608,” Omega . Filriis of Mon¬ hold the mill rate. His committee and theatres in Munsirig and Stainbelieved it. was time to get rid. of baugh, all in Wisconsin.
ger circuit buyer-hooker, who em- tion is Catholic) and in. Albany.! ti eai.
pnasizes that unuke. most pa?.30r that McLaughlin eventually would; Amateur Films: “Watch •.Out,” itX. The city had. never been! succompanies' blockbusters, tms pic- have to resign.
J Jack . .W. Ruddell. Toronto; ‘‘Pin- ; cessful in collecting it from hock¬
ture v.;as produced on a compara-.
■
*
■
i oke,” j. S. Grassick, Toronto;
ey and baseball clubs, touring
lively modest budget.”
: shows and dances, he said.
Los Angeles, June 9.
“Smaller situations just can t af- PpnfJ] nn Film A|Jc
i
DEFIANCE-SHOUTED ONLY
ord to play these pictures on
ori per¬
per- 1 CUVI1
1 U1U
Ud
j
ford
. Motion picture industry was ku- '
centage.” insists Kaplan. “The \
dosed
for
its
“significant contribu¬
Trans-Lux .Makes Cuts In Indie
small theatres can't continue to
tion to the dominant interests of
Stripper as Demanded:;.
%• nation;” ..by.. Uie. General Fedexist unless the terms arc such;
Washington. June 9.
that pictures like *A1 Capon^ willThe pencil on fiim ads is wielded
eratiori of Wohien's Clubs, at brg’s
Boston. June 9.
Minneapolis, June fl.
. earn them a respectab.e profit to in mvsterious wavs,
Communications Day luncheon
Cuts in “Venus . on Broadway”
In behalf of his neighborhood
held Friday (5) at the, Hollywood
offset their losses or non-prpfit on : Trans-Lux here’ submitted to the f indie ) filiri at the Trans-Lux. w'ere
,
most run-of-the-mill prcduct which three local dailies identical ads imposed bv Boston citv censor Wal-' Suburban World Ted Mann is push- Palladium, attended by more than
especially comprises the bulk of for Brigitte Barfiot's. “Love Is My ter Millikeh. Wednesday i3t. :Millir ; mS .ta* federal court conspiracy ■ 1.000, delegates sessioning at na¬
minor distributors.
Profession.”
The pic -was de- ken demanded that six cuts be i andfestrawt-of trade amt against tional convention fiere. .
In the form of a resolution of
made in the-film which portrays a?ott!fr local mdependent uptown
“We’ve been hearing appeals scribed thusly:
{ Circuit owner Harold Field, whose commendation, the industry was
®»» ‘?J.K??inor oistributors for . “A frankly shocking film .about strippers in bumps and grinds.
small-exhibitor and independents’ a man- obsession with his misDavid. Kaplan. Trans-Dux mgr., outlying St. Louis Park theatre is praised for its unselfish dediriatibri;
to the support of humanitarian
support. But is this support earned tre?s ,
opposed the censorship with a inVolvedand can it be afforded if such comThe Post & Times-Herald de- statement contending there was ! Alleged is an “unlawful” attempt causes and for enriching .the lives
pr.cies demand percentage |;"h.en* cided to leave mistresses out of it nothing objectioriable in the film !to squelch competition between the of millions.the; world over through
ever they infrequently come, along and jet its readers know orily that and. that if necessary , he . would go ! Suburban World and St. Louis Park the magic of motion riictures.
Chloe Gifford, GFWC prexy, -in
V.ith a boxoffice >masb.
.,|t Was—a frankly shocking film to court to rifiake a test case out of;; on Field’s part. Mann is asking
the incident. He said the film had i tripled $5,000 damages, or $150,000. making presentation to Y. Frank
: about a man's obsession.”
: -;
Freeman. AMPP board chairman,
been
shown
in
other
cities
without
j
The
suit
is
novel
here
in
being
The Star took another tack,
F^e^n Prodficers and Bens
the first time locally that one in- stated: “With this the General Fed¬
viewing “frankly shocking” as the official: oppositibn.
We *r« interested in your product
Howeyer; the day after his re- - dependent exhibitor is arrayed; eration . of Women’s Clubs ex¬
fer United States and Canadian. dis¬
overly suggestive words. Its ver¬
presses nits appreciation.
ofj the
+,
tribution. Uet us also exchange; infor¬
sion of the ad: “A film about a( fusal to eliminate the “suggestive , against another in antitrust action ! •
mation rbout future production, or¬
^a-dS
man’s obsession, with his mis- X scenes”’ aisked for by Milliken, he and no .film company is named as: the
ganization. Write to:
' bn^h.
^
EDWARD DE RCO
tress.”
But later it. accepted a ! made the cuts. The bumps and a co-defendant;, '
c o Jack Montgomery
new ad which contained J he follow-T grinds! of. the. strippers have been X It’s counter to the federal court;°.f the^indus247 W. ,44th St., New Yer* Ctty 36.
ing quote from the Star’s own. qrit- 1 cut and the filrn jumps fronr^ the action brought by the St. Louis a--'d gn,:dnn„„ ”U:
ic. Jay Carmody: “A sex. saturated bo\v on of the peelers to bowoff. . Park to restrain United Artists i’-^n
- narrative ..
. Miss Bardot. lias/X Since prior, censorship of films from calling upon the St. Louis; tributinri ” t0 ^V6n fireatei! con:
never had a role more luridly was declared unconstitutional by Park to bid competitively against
the Massachusetts Supreme.. Court,; the .Suburban World for UA picshaped to her talents L'
, Returns to Film Biz .
The tabloid News decided to be BoSton. censors may orily view. the j tures . in the earliest subsequentRayrnoridville, Tex., June'; 9.
! different and published the origi- film . on or after opening arid, then run clearance slot, 28 days; in the
“ack”
for .cuts.
4.x„ X v
„ -■
• two
m, theatres’area,
-tv
,, . ,
.
j..
N. -Smith-has assumed, operar— BADi0 CITY KUS'G HiU—, ! nal ad intact.
Venus on Broadway, minus its; The Field suit is an outgrowth , tion of his Texas Border Theatres
' R:sFcfe2!ci Center • C-£ 45:o :
“interesting” .-scenes', X was; yanked of Mann’s request to UAX1 to . put . locntod hero; Falfurrias. XM^rioh
Lloyd
Hutchirs
has
so-d
the
DAVID SHIRLEY
CSG
Texas Drive-Tn ai Navasnla.. Tex., .Sunday < 7) and new bill, “Gat” up One of its pictures for co.nip.e-. • and Premontl He: had retired 'evto Ilbwarcl Iiobh. Hulch'ns iii-d; -and ‘‘Sinners of. Paris” . opened titive .bids between the Suburban; errl years r?o. but*has decided to
World' and St..Louis Park and the ; get b-ck in',o “haimess agkin ’purchased the c;.on; r aXert .18 yesterday.. Monday (8)X
News of the .censoring got about; film, company’s compliance. Iri- : Doh'; Revno1d^ pf. Dall?sis bookmonths <;ro\ from ‘Tr?; . V/alt'‘r
H- v G M \z C -;r
r: r.iRCCIl-IR
.aud
biz
fell
off
on
presumption
revbived was to be the exclusive 28- ine and . buying for the SmithMatni-v:
i'Xutchins.
w.ll
return'
to
c-= esu Kaicnc- im-iKLi-w-n
CbiUz, Colo. •
i maindcr. was dull.
'
; day award.
Vljiealfes. X.
°
'•*' '•;; •

And Chi’s New Cop Censor Gets It

Placid Defiance Loses;
New Boss Deferential'

Alderman Jeers That
Theatrical Monopoly’Is
Given B.O. Tax Break

Frown as Ail'd Artists
Ases
ECtfris- On

9, Largest Loan
Yet to an Exhibitor

Wamen’s Clubs Extol Pix

Wielded Mysteriously

Ted Maun Pushes Suit
Vs, Fellow-Exhibitor

It StfS
etesi

THEM

Can a Pharaoh's evil
prophecy
reach out
across 4000
years to
enslave...
to kill...
to menace
YOU?

It LIVES without

BREATH!

talks

without

Tonei

E!

lift

...WITH ANOTHER
TERROR-SUSPENSE
'

HIT FROM THE

PRODUCERS OF

"CURSE OF
FRANKENSTEIN"
and
"HORROR OF
DRACULA"

__ PETER CUSHING • CHRISTOPHER LEE
YVONNE FURNEAUX
TERENCE FISHER
wsm
• Directed by

Plus

* Screenplay by

ibyMIHCJH- Associate Producer ANTHONY NELSON-KEYS

A HAMMER F1UI PRODUCTION
AIWIYERSAL^INTEWMTKWM. REUASI

HIS BODY IS AN EMPTY SHELL THAT HIDES A LUSTFUL FIEND’

the ideal companion picture... .1
THE UNDEAD
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2 Only Taking Bout

Philadelphia, Jurie 9.
. . Floyd Patterson - Ingemar Jo¬
hansson heavyweight title bout will
be telecast in only two theatres,
June 25, the midtown, first-run Closed-Circuit Bout Scaled $3.50-$7—Blacked Out
Stanley, and the S, Philly key, the
In 75-Mile Circle of Manhattan
Sacramento, June 9. j 4Broadway.
Ticket
sales
opens
June
19,
with
Two bills aimed at regulating j
SUES ROBERT MITCHUM
a $4 tariff on all. pasteboards; In
KEEP MONEY IN ORBIT
toiivision were killed last week in !
A price range of $3.50 to $7 will.
the State Legislature.
j Paul Wilkins Asks Relief on 1340 previous .y ears, the Stanley Warner
prevail in -theatres carrying the.
chain carried the closed circuit ‘This Earth Is Mine’ Gets The
The measures, introduced by*
Agent Pact
closed-circuit telecast of the Floyd
fight telecasts in the Stanley,
‘Life’ Blastoff at U
Assemblyman Louis Francis, a Sm j
——
Pattersqn-Ingmar Johansson heavy¬
Chester, Pa., and the Stanley, Cam¬
Mateo Republican, were heard by {
Los Angeles, June 9.
weight
championship fight. Admis¬
den,
N.
J.,
in
a
d
d
i
t
i
o
n.
to
its
With
“Imitation
of
Life”
breatlv
the Assembly’s public utilities;
Robert Mitchum is named in
ing new life into Universal, the sion charges in. arenas and audito¬
committee, which voted unani- : Superior Court action brought by Philly houses,. . .
riums
may
be slightly higher, de¬
company
is
hopeful
that
“This
mously to send them to ‘‘interim -.Paul Wilkins, who asks forde.claraEarth Is Mine” will be as fruitful. pending on whether. or not they
Ftudy"—a handy euphemism for tory relief in enforcing an agent’s
offer
a
live
card of. fights along
At
any
rate,
;U
is
planting
similar
putting proposed laws to sleep.
■[ contract assertedly signed in 1946
seeds In the way of pre-selling in with the closed -tv . event from
The proposals would have:
:: ’ and amended in 1947.
anticipation of sprouting similar Yankee Stadium, N.Y.
Actor claims pact Is void, ac¬
ili Prohibited intrastate trans¬
boxoffice results. It’s new policy
Despite the fact that b.o. sales,
mission of television programs cording to complaint, but Wilkins,
of fewer and bigger pictures is wit¬ are slow in New York for the Sta¬
where a charge for the show might who states he discovered Mitchum
nessing an extended and expanded dium event because of litigation
be made in one portion of the in little theatres, maintains it still
bally drive on each new Cntry, that has caused uncertainty about
State while another portion of the is in effect. He demands alleged
There hasn’t been so much concen¬ the bout taking place, theatres are
State saw the show' free;
!
back payments.
Howard Minsky has been shifted \ trated drumbeating at. U-since— signing up for the event in droves,,
from eastern. sales manager of In- ! well, since “Imitation of Life.”
2i Required pay-see firms to
“
“
~
■with-most of the major circuits al-.
ternational Telemeter, Which is now j Charles Simonelli, U’s eastern ready committed. Indications are
get a “certificate of public con-= f
T
• j r*
Ll
a division of Paramount, to the post 1 pub-ad chief, called in his staff that the seating capacity will top
venience
from the California JeiTy L0W1S rOr€Seeable
of assistant to GCorge. Weltner. ] last week and pepped them up the 500,000 seats available for the
Public Utilities Commission befoi'e :
a* n »*•» W
starting operations.
SlO-fflll FfOIII FaTaillOllIlt Par v.p. in charge of worldwide with exploitation plans for “Earth,’’ Robinson-Basilio bout, which at:
sales. Prior to joining Telemeter which. includes a 40-city tour for 75% of capacity, tallied a record
Francis called the bills “protecT
_
.
..
_ „
theatre b.o. of $1,400,000.
tion of the public’s free television” [
IllinilfF NfiYf 7 YMTS several years: ago Minsky was a Cincy Robbins, a new hopeful.
and said boxoffice tv’s “possible'
I/UIUlg 11CAI I 1WI5 Par. division manager. .
As of yesterday (Tues.) a total .
Reason for :the change is th.at
profits could be enormous.” But in
Hollywood; June 9.
of 572.000 seats in 160 locations
the next breath he added, “there’s j Jerry Lewis will be paid a riiini- Louis A: Novins, headman; at Tele¬
in 140 cities were reported avails
r.o positive proof the public would mum Df $i6,000.000 for his exclu- meter; is hioving his headquarters
able.
from the Coast to New York arid
The
TelePrOmpter - sponsored
T
* _ _
__. .
.
; sive services during: the next seven it’s felt there’s no heed for two |
Jerome Doff, Skiatron vice->
, ■ • .
event will be blacked out for a
top
execs
in
the
same
Gotham
of¬
president
from
Los Angeles,, years- un*f ter^ ot a c0nt”ct fice. Telemeter is no longer a sub¬
75-mile radius of Yankee Stadium.
argued that ■ the basic attack on i closed over weekend letween
TelePromptef, which paid $300,000
sidiary, . as' such, having been
Hollywood, June 9.
home-toll “comes from theatre ; Jerry Lewis Productions Inb., and tucked into the corporate .fold as
What makes a hit a hit got a for the rights, will split: the b.o.
owners.” He said:
; ' Paramount.
a divisional unit.
couple answers here this week, take 50-50 with the theatres. Thea¬
“Our appeal to you is not that , Pact calls for a total of 14 pix,
both from gentlemen In the same tres pay for .the rental of equip¬
there shouldn’t at some time be ; seven in which comic Will star
company. While no wounds were ment and local loop charges! Tele-.
regulation if the need be shown,: for Paramount-York Productions,
visible, it was apparent that one Prompter, foots the long line hills.
but only that we be allowed to go i.and seven to be produced by
No Paid Ads
answer was given in some pain.
into business unhampered . . . this | Lewis’ own company, in which
Those involved were Universal
For the most part, theatres do
; Continued from page 3
is free enterprise in the open mar-; lie’ll also star. Initialer under P-Y
ad-pub v.p. David Lipton and Uni¬ not intend to use paid advertising
ket. The public should decide.”!; ; banner will be “Like Father, Like 15 “art workers”—cinematogra¬ versal producer Ross Hunter (“Im¬ space to promote the telecast. It’s
Doff also claimed “free tv isn’t Son,” to roll in October with Lewis phers, writers, critics from differ¬ itation of Life”).
figured that, solid editorial support
free, vou pav for it in the adver-. also producing, Frank TashJin ent countries—and there will be a
It started when Lipton told a will, be obtained on sports pages in
timers' ad budgets,” and added: i directing. First under Lewis’ uwn second, jury of nine to review the luncheon meeting of local exhibi-. the cities where the telecasts will
“These bills create a further; flag will be “Ole.” directed by shorts. There will be a secret bal¬ tors the importance his studio be available. TelePrompter has re¬
monopoly for the entertainment j -Norman Taurog. Both will be lot and a simple majority or votes places on the “pre-sell.” He got tained a special publicity staff, in¬
row in business. And remember, > made as musical comedies and be will be required! The committee into specifics on “Imitation of cluding men at the training camp
we're m the entertainment bus!-! released on Paramount’s 1960 reserves the right to reject any film Life.”
of both fighters, to feed material
Lipton said the film had strikes to the cities in which the fight will
ness, not the gas, power or phone ; sked,
; .
“which offends the national feel¬
business, so our business should j Lewis, according to Jack K^rp, ings and dignity of a country.” : against it before it was released be seen. :;
be up to the Public Utilities Com- • new Paramount studio administraA print of the film awarded the (it’s since doing fine). He said the
All fight theatres will receive a \
mlssion.”
I: I tive chief, who made disclosure of Grand Gold Prize must be con¬ pic \vas a medium budget remake special trailer prepared by FilmWhen questioned about pro-; deal jointly with Lewis, both in tributed to the Soviet State Film of a book long out of print. He ack Trailer Co. Inserted -in the
also attributed quite a bit of its trailer are the films of Johansson’s
gramming plans, he replied:
i; - partnership with Dean Martini and Fund. ’
success to the pre-sell ad cam¬ first-round knockout of Eddie MaPlease Send Three.
The - Soviets are inviting each paign.
chen, rated America’s No, 2 con¬
Hunter read these remarks In tender.
participating Country to . send a1
print and apparently felt he was
delegation
of
three
to
Moscow,
In general, theatres do not plan
way shows. Sol Hurok productions, 2^nthaff *
vSr
representing “executive and ; art not In anything like thorough to offer a feature film in conjunc¬
baseball and football. We’re just
producing four one-hour Bolshoi
111 f easiIjr surpass ^ any of the workers of their national cine¬ agreement. He called a reporter in tion with the fight. Loew’s Thea¬
and
gave
a
few
reasons
of
his
own
matography.” They must pay their:
tres, for example, will end the reg¬
Ballet films in Los Angeles
ovyn travel expenses, but are ,in- why “Imitation of Life” was a suc¬ ular feature an hour to an .hour,
Doff introduced other witnesses t rnmjn
\
__ Lnflj
xaA
»j-ri-4
I Comic currently i-s . stsrriris in : vited as far as their Moscow stay cess.
on hand in case thov
oc
ixtaih .»
caaii : is concerned. :■
After fervently declaring his and a half before fight time. A
*Jri i* ^*Hal \>alli*
visit to a Small
screen program of shorts arid news¬
It is, at this point, still uncer¬ “utinost respect” for Lipton/ and reels has been scheduled to. pre¬
his (Hunter’s) opinion that he (Lip¬
Howard °KeeI’’bag Resident
: Hm^VQmniitment11 with* nrodueer"
Somerset, SAG executive officer; :■time commitmen- "lth producer. tain whether—even ’if the. time lim¬ ton) is “the best in his field,” he cede the closed-circuit telecasts
its .permit it—the Yanks will
John Lehners. president of the;
participate in the Moscow festival; let fiy.
“it’s a quaint, old-fashioned,
The decision is up to the Govern¬
vroSrWOA?tAFIj'C10
Film
?°"nG1
i
);
5
M
WAS
A
TEEN-AGE
MAGOO'
Frank Allen, manager of Palm:
. ■ ment, which in this instance means ; naiveconviction,” said Hunter,
Springs Television Corp.; Howard j n„lia<ntp
“that
the public will buy anything
the U. S, Information. . Agency
Br-iggcrman, president ’of Mon- j ^“^“pV StMn lteS
is; Continued from pace 3 casa
whose spokesman in film matters if there is enough convincing bal¬
terey Peninsula Television Co,:
T
° uems
lyhoo.
So Liptbn’s observations of
is Turner B. Shelton, USIA film
■Imitation of Life* need to be ex¬ compariy. For example, a producer
and Kent Bedwine, MPPA ioh- j
Hollywood, June 9.
chief. ..
may. like the manner in which the
'* *
. ■ !;■ I UP A prexy Stephen Bosustow
The Americans in Cannes felt amined, because it t»ok more than'
/
But there was no need. The : has given go-ahead signal for start. that Moscow had been too hurried¬ an intensive well-planned, pre-ad sales topper distributes the fin¬
ished film or he. might favor the .
campaign
to
sell
it
to
the
public.’’
committee never called them, and of first two Mister MagoO cartoons- ly arranged, and also they; ex¬
cooperation
In the first place. Hunter said, publicity-advertising
representatives of the theatre j which will be sold via org’s new. pressed the fear that it could turn
he receives from a particular com¬
“Lipton
is
misguided
in
labelling
owners never appeared, either, as “unlimited play agreement” , plan into - a propaganda. sounding board
pany, In addition, a producer not
‘Imitation’
a
medium
budget
re¬
the legislators swiftly finished off of booking series.
‘
'
„ for the .Soviets. In a brochure at¬ make of a book long out: of print.” fully hep to. the literary market
the proposals.
New format, set up last . April, tached to the Moscovv rules, the
The film cost $1,500,000, said may choose a company that is alert
calls for circuits and individual | fest. committee stated the aims of Hunter, which isn’t medium budg¬ in snaring iriiportant properties
theatres to lease tJPA’s program of j the competition:.
et yet.
which wiil be assigned to him.
SHRINKING CIRCUIT
12 shorts annually for a full-year's] : “It .. . !will acquaint the public
“The picture, as far as I am con¬
Another consideralion may be a
with the best motion pictuires of all cerned,”
added Hunter, “had no companys’ facilities abroad. A pro¬
Blinnesota,
Once
8»
Houses,
Down
gla.
j
i,?g
J
1®*'oi,
each
-“S^***'
___
.
.flat',
rpnfa
nemo
unofforitorl
V.sr countries! contribute to the develflat rental
price,
unaffected
by
strikes against it and had every¬ ducer determined to make a pic¬
To 39-Sheds Nabes
;
opment
of
cinema
art
and
promote
_
number of times each subject is
thing going for it. It took over
’mutual understanding among na- two years to write arid prepare ture on location may study the Minneapolis, June 9. Ii ^hown.
type of cooperation he can hope
,> tioiis.” It’s also seen helping to
Minnesota
Amusement
Co. f Decision to launch production at | promote a broad exchange of ex-' and each step was planned in ad¬ to receive from the firm bankroll¬
(United Paramount circuit) con-, this time was reached following a ■ perience, consolidate:, friendly ties vance, thought over very carefully, ing his projects. Or he might
discussed, written and re-written.” look into the type of Inducement
tinues its retreat from exhibition j tour made by. Roy Haines, general, and establish business contacts. ,
Hunter also took exception to that Columbia provides for its
in this territory, especially in the; sales manager, during which he
Fest will centre in the Kremlin
Twin Cities.
held exploratory talks on plan with where a 1,500-seat auditorium is Lipton’s statement: that the film more important independents, such
didn’t
have boxoffice potential.
as the right to purchase stock in
Its lease on one of its two re¬ theatre heads, Haines on; a three- being made available. There will
In reply, he says, “Academy the Fido Corp,, a coinpany set up
maining Minneapolis neighborhood week junket signed such principal be additional screenings in eight
Award
writer Eleanore Griffin was by Col execs for the acquisition of
house, the Uptown, one .of the circuits as Balaban & Katz Corp., Moscow film houses. . While at
leading and finest neighborhood Pacific Drive-in Theatres, Butter¬ Cannes, the Russians made it very signed to do the screenplay, $78,- shares in Coluiribia.
theatres here, doesn’t expire Until field Theatres, North Ohio Thea¬ plain that they intended to stage 000 was spent on Lana Turner’s
Of course, the flexible manner
clothes (and) $1,250,000 worth of
Oct. 31, but it turned over the tres, Interstate Circuit Inc;, Stan¬ the fest every year from now oh.
jewels were used in the picture.” in which the industry ik operating
house yesterday (1) to circuit own¬ ley Warner Theatres, United De¬
today
may give producers the op¬
In addition, according to Hun¬
er Harold Field.
i troit Theatres and Alliance Amuse¬
ter, “I even convinced Sandra Dee portunity to riiaice deals with more
ment
Co.
than
one
company. A. project that
s Chain’s only oAher Twin Cities’
Pes Moines’ Teht’s Coin to take a minor role in the picture
Bosustow previously reported
neighborhood house, the Rialto
Des Moines, June 9.
so we could have « built-in teenage interests one Company may not be
that
in
conversations
and
commu¬
here, is up icr disposal and may
Estimated proceeds from the an¬ audience (and) signed Mahalia considered a boxoffice entry by an¬
be shuttered if no purchaser can nications with : prospective pur¬ nual benefit dance sponsored by Jackson and Earl Grant for other other. Moreover, one company may
be found.
own a property for which it con¬
chasers about 60% had already the Variety Club (Tent 15) here on added plus values.”
Once big Paramount chalil, expressed a desire to participate May 3. are between $1,000 arid
Hunter concedes that Lipton’s siders a certain producer : ideally
which at one time included more in project.
$1,200. The money will be Used to pre-sell campaign was good, but suited to transpose it to the screen.
As far as can be ascertained,
than 80 theatres, now numbers
First two in series will be help victims of cystic fibrosis—the asks; “How many pictures have
only 39. Circuit is operating Only “Magoo Meets Boing-Boing” and latest charitable enterprise by the had great pre-sell campaigns and there is no panic in the industry
two firstrun houses each in down- “I Was a Teen-Age Magoo. Des Moines club,'
that has been Caused by competi¬
lost money'?.”
town Minneapolis and St. Paul. • Haines resumes his touring , this . The .dance was at. the Val Air
“A great advertising campaign tion for the independents. Over*
Appearing before the state legis-! week, to meet with exhibs in Salt ballroorri, with : Arthur Murray can’t help a picture that the pub¬ the years, various , relationships:
lature to oppose daylight saving [ Lake City, Denver, Des Moines, dance instructors: giving a program lic doesn’t want to see,” Hunter have been built up among filmtime, counsel for exhibitors .dCK! Chicago and Cleveland, and hud- and Keith Kiilenger’s orchestra notes. “Everything, every phase of makers, agents and packagers arid
clared both St. Paul theatres ini-; dies with Bosustow late in June playing. Tickets wrere $3 per couple picture-making today, is important it’s mainly those personal associ¬
curred substantial operating losses , to map pitch ..for eastern arid for adults and $2. per couple for . .. . Arid no one thing makes a ations that . bring about the
eventual deals.
last year.
I southern trade.
teen-agers.
V
picture successful.”
•)

‘Present Television Is Not Free’

toN.Y.

Ross Hunter ‘Rebuttal’
To Upton’s Credo on Wbys
For a Successful Film
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$170,000,000 IN ’59-’60 VIDPIX
KjRep. Harris Tapping Atty. Gen.
For a Date in D.C. As Issue Of

As Faur Apart As the Foleitii^
“Suffering commercials during a prime tv production is, as John
Barrymore observed about footnotes, like scampering downstairs
to answer the doorbell on your wedding night: They’re usually
ill-timed, inane and downright Infuriating.” Thus Ron Evans, tv
columnist, in the Toronto Telegram; teeing off an attack on tv
advertisers’ polemics against rival products. He continued:
“Who now cah have confidence that any analgesic really scut*
ties straight into, the bloodstream? All those pills are dragging
their feet! And, after all the conclusive proof that most tooth¬
pastes . leave film scum or whole colonies of germs thriving, how
can you be sure that any dentifrice is really in there pitching?
The tv hucksters have managed to shatter, so many illusions about
so many competing products, the poor befuddled consumer is left
without a single misconception to lean on”
:• V

By BOB

CHANDLER

Hollywood. June 9. :
; With nearly 70%. of the prime
evening network schedules to con-,
NBC-TVV $138,000,000
sist of telepix, Hollywood is gird¬
Looks lpce. NBC-TV will
ing for the biggest tv-film produc¬
rack Up ah estimated gross of
tion year in history.'. in excess of
$138,000,000 from new and re¬
newal sales for 1959-60 season
$170,000,000 worth of product will
nighttime schedule.
be put before the cameras between
Web
reportedly
accom¬
now and next May.:.
plished this during a month of
The film vs. live breakdown on
heavy selling. Some 17 mathe three-network nighttime sched¬ . jor renewals and 15 new orules shows film with its highest * ders, eight of them on shows
ratio ever, a full 69.1%, as against, 5 that. will, be making their de¬
buts next season, were pacted.
only 6,1.7% a year ago. Last year’s,
during the concentrated sellfilm show total w?as 67, while. this
year, a total of 78 telefilm seg¬ ; Ing period.
ments will get nighttime exposure.
Moreover, of the 78, a full 20 will
be hourlong shows as against only
nine last season;
Of the $17O;6O0:,0d0, the. networks
Will gobble up $150,000,000 for their
r t,
prime-time ..t e l epix! The other
$20,000,000 will go info production
for syndication, with a minimum of
15 such shows presently scheduled.
Network Allocations
Though in terms of number of
filmed programs^scheduled. CBS-| It.s ee,ting harder and harder
Aitr tv •for CBS'TV to close a deal on (hat

Washington. June 9.
Discomfort Index (according to
the political .thermometer) is rising
| for broadcasters wanting the
\ snarled “equal time” condition re¬
sulting from the Lar Daly decision
straightened.
Politically, the situation Is get¬
ting hotter all the. time. Latest de¬
velopment is a disclosure by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) in an inter¬
view that he will call Atty. General William Rogers to Capitol Hill
| for an in-person quizzing about alj leged efforts of the Justice Dept,
i to influence a Federal CommunicaA survey of tv stations across
j tions Commission decision,
the country shows, that a substan¬
j All Democrats oh Harris’ Legis¬
tial number would like to carry
lative Oversight Subcommittee (the
More Ernest Hemingway prop¬
the “Voice of Firestone,” and
group which probed Richard A.
erties
will
get
dramatic
airings
on
would, be willing to do so In or
Mack, Bernard Goldfine, Sherman
CBSTV next season. .Buick this
Adams, et al;, in ’58) have chal¬
about the Monday night time' slot week signed for four 90-mihUte
lenged Rogers’ right to send FCC
from which the show was bumped dramatizations
of
Hemingway
j a brief calling for FCC to reverse
works.
by ABC-TV.
:
itself
on the Lar Daly ruling. r
First one Will.be aired Thursday,
Survey was done by the. sales
These Democrats say the At¬
wing of United Press International Nov. 19, at 9:30 p.m. Other dates
torney
General is operating outside
for Newspix, N. Y. commercial film haven’t been set yet nor have ail.
the law, that an independent agen¬
company, which has still another the Hemingway titles been picked:
cy
like
FCC should be free of such
McCann-Erickson Inc. set deal
scheme to keep Firestone Tire &
political pressure. (In this ease.
Rubber's broadcast institutional :on for Buick,
President Eisenhower personally
the air, ;
..
directed Rogers to get the Daly
Newspix plan is. a live coaxial j
edict reversed.)
show fed to from 80 to 90 top
Sunday
msht
7:3°-8sponsor
timeNetCalls It ‘Political Letter’
\ work
and
tentative
Oldsand expend the largest Amount.
markets, minimum required by !
4RP has a total of 27 film shows -■,
; mobile , couldn’t
see eye th eye last
Rogers has subsequently written
Firestone..* In the case of Rocky
ABC
.,.
Harris a lengthy Tetter, quoting
Mountain and Coast stations, show
o n't he slate, of which a full 11 will V* ee*
federal court decisions, etc., to es¬
could be taped for later broadcast.
bie houriong shows. Telefilms Will'nnlfl n- fj
«n<3. of
/vF ABC’s
ATir?^ niaVi:>:rrr<»
constitute 80%
nighi^me .1 torcot^e company adoption on the tablish the point that he acted
Newspix claims tremendous in¬
slot
until
July
1—all,
naturally,
in
‘
legally
in telling FCC what it ought
programming, 18l$ hours out of 23
terest on the part of station man¬
per week. ABC last year had 22 an effort to give both sides time to do about equal time.
agers, many of them expressing
fiirn
.
..■.to-iron-out.seemingI.vstroRg-d:f.“The Attorney General’s letter
the need for quality programming
iiinvsnovs. .
• .
-...-Terences in .program taste.
to me,” Harris said, “is nothing
of ‘ Voice” calibre. The Newspix
{
-a, ^e^s
Figuring it’s got a lot at stake except a political letter. You can
proposition, however, has another,
Hopsided balance.
CBS will be. v/ith the cpstlv Ed Sullivan 8-9 say I am less than satisfied with
less abstract, appeal besides qual¬ . ABC-TV is feeling the reverber¬ , 64 ,0 film, with 28 shows and 16 roundup and also with the rest of
ity; more money. According to ations of the CBS-TV executive . hours out of 25 per week. NBC.has the Sunday sked, network wants .his reply.”
Harris said he hadn’t yet fixed
some reports, stations carrying the situation. With, further major ■ scheduled the lowest film content:.. to pfck. a crogram it likes. Olds.
show would get twice the 30%? of changes expected within the CBS 22 shows (same as last yearr, five. °n the other hand, wanted the a firm date for inviting Rogers to
the
Capitol for questioning about
orbit,
due
to
the
recent
ascension
rate card that is standard for reg¬
j0f them hourlong. NBC film- total “Dennis OlKeefe Show,” which
of James Aubrey Jr. to the web;s is 1312 out of 2312 hours, or 57' h. CBS emphatically rejected last his equal time maneuver, but it
ular net pickups.
Will.
probably be either the week
executive
vicepresidency,
ABC
Survey , indicates that the top
! . The half-hour shows will again week, CBS is pushing for a situamarkets are readily availabie lfear? losing a few of its top-tank- = contribute , the greatest bulk of, tion comedy, even if It’s not the starting June 22 or 29. Karris said
his
subcommittee
wilL also want
through independent outlets. Same ing program execs to the. Aubrey ‘ programmipg and production. The ; highly-touted “Wonderful World of
Rogers', view on the type pf equal
applies to most western stations, camp.
t-58
half-hoiirs
on
tap
will
cost
in.
Little
Julius,”
which
Olds
nixed
time
legislation
Congress
should
There has been - heavy. specula¬
because the “Voice” pickup would
. enact.
tion this week that ABC-TV’s pro¬ the area pf $105,000,000, With the again and again.
fall in station option time.
20
hourlong
skeins
Tiinhing
up
a
Olds,
meantime,
is
dickering
topper. veep Tom Moore, is
And, he added pointly, the sub¬
Firestone is Willing to take a gram
[with NBC and ABC for a time slot committee may also want to go Into
being courted by Aubrey for a production bill of $45,000,000.
two-hour or so spread, on; the show, high spot. at CBS. And Daii Mel$87,000,000 By 6 Firms
* °n •‘O’Keefe.” NBC offered Mon- Justice Dept, “pressures” on other
but early in the week—and prefernick, the 'ABC-TV program: devel¬
In terms of the $150,000,000 outtbe bar?: independent regulatory agencies,
. ably Monday—is a must. Show is opment
chief and; one of the four lay for network telefilms, six com- Jo-st»Il THursday /;o-0 slot. Could particularly the Interstate Com¬
used to cue in. dealers, distributors top men in the net’s program .de¬
panies
will
account
for.
58%
of
the.
b-e
«
OWs-will
suspend
a dcci- merce Commission.
and salesmen on sales promotions partment, is another being pegged . production, a full $87,000,000: The..■sion.as long as it cam in hopes
th?.t
It is also known that Harris has’
for the \veek.
for a CBS slot and perhaps a vice- I Six are Revue, with which 10 hall- : the sponsor and CBS can finally had the subcommittee’s staff look
UPI’s survey and the Newspix presidency.
1 hour series and three hours. Will ; meet on a Sunday entry.
into
Justice Dept. Antitrust Divi¬
plan are now ■ being cbnsidiered by
When Aubrey was at ABC, In } lead the pack:: with^ a-.$21,000W::
^s made sion efforts to influence FCC to
Firestone.
charge of programming and also i outlay; Warner Bros., which with j SLfijS w Sn,T°c hSTif t0 -Ga throw out the option time practice,
involved in some administrative its eight hours and one HalfTraur j^
per:?d although Justice’s view in that in¬
overseeing, he Was in part respon¬ 1 will spend about $20,000,000; CBS- ?n CBS, but CBS laid down the stance was soliticted by FCC. The
sible for luring Moore away from ; TV, with three hours and three |!?w: chan§e
ai£ broaden commission did not ask for Jus¬
CBS, and it’s understood that the i half-hours which it. produces and 1
v-f,®ip^dy ,lmel:bls tice’s opinion on equal time.
two men are fairly close profes¬ i owns, $13,500,000; Four Star, with ! ^uidn * be> fione .satisfactorily,
Ironically, Harris agrees with
sionally. As. ABC-TV program ; s e v e n half-hours worth $12,500,- ! )fea
moving
Steady ’ was Rogers as far as the Lar Daly de¬
boss, Aubrey brought' Melnick 000; Screen Gems, with six half- • 4roPPedcision
is concerned. Harris also be¬
along rapidly.;
; hours at - aboyt $11,000,000; and 1
; ' ■ . '
' '
lieves is should be reversed, and
Even if . Benton. & Bowles pro¬
that
opinion
is unquestionably
iDesuu,
with
two
haif-hours
and
gram boss
does i two hours worth about $9,000,000,!
Co.ni
An
puss Tom
J.om McDeirmott
mcuermoit uoes
(Continued on page 54)
. On the syndication front, Revue,^
Screen Gemis and Ziv will. be most
active.(latter also has $5,500,000
T
_in , ABCTV has an option until some
[ network programs^. With California 5 limb in July to sell National Telei
Europe
on
vacation,
Kelly this past semester. Pontiac but he returns to New York at .the i National: Productions, N a t i o n al i film Associates’ “Third Man” to a
has also set a Victor Borge special end of the week.
Telefilm Associates, CBS Films, [ network advertiser.. Meantime, Leand one which: will front “new
ABC Films and Independent Tele- | Ver Bros, has indicated the “strongtalent.” .Other three shows have
vision .Corp. also figuring import-1 est interest” in taking the same
not been announced.
antly. None has finalized syidic.i-1 ^lf-hour telefilm stanza and put. Kelly will produce and front In
tion plans willi the exception of Ting it on . CBS-TV next fall..
Ed Sullivan, will tape a 90-min¬
his first Pontiac show on NBC bn
CNP, which has two shows already j Speculation, is the NTA will ask
Thursday, Dec. 10, in the 8-9 slot:
out on its ABC option in order to ute special, his second of the new
before the cameras.
season
for CBS-TV. He’s hiring
Second show, which he will pro¬
close a deal w ith Lever. One of the
Ottawa, June 9.
duce but not appear in. will be
spots Lever is eyeing is its own Sat¬ . Intercontinental TV, the same out¬
House of Commons committee
fit
that
shot
the .controversial Dave
Friday, March 18,-at 8:30. Third, j ori broadcasting heard a red-faced
urday night. CBS time. Bankroller
began “Brenner” (formerly “Blue : Garroway tapes NBC-TV, in Paris,
the CBS repeat, will be Friday, } apology by a. Canadian Broadcast:
and
moving
the Intercontinental
.May li. . from
, 1.0, to 11. Borge’s
.
; ing Corp. official for CBC’s '‘corn> crew from France down to Spoleto,
telecast is scheduled for a Friday, * plete failure” in a May 3 airer oh
;
Italy,
to
make
tape footage on the
10-11 slot, early next season,' television production of “La Plus
CBS-TV is beaming at audience
Festival of Two Worlds, the event
though the exact , date was not dis¬ Belles de Ceans.” Show was de¬
reaction
to
its
preeni
showing
of
originated
and
run by composer
closed by NBC,
signed to provide dramatized back¬
ground of Mother d’Youvjlle, “Brenner” last Saturday (6) op¬
Detroit, June 9. i Gian Carlo Menotli.
Festival
opens
tomorrow’
founder of a Catholic community posite NBC-XV’s “Black Saddle”
Detroit attorney George Hagpf . nuns, recently beatified by and ABC-TV’s tough-to-beat Lawr- garty, has announced the sale of his (Thurs.) and runs until July 12.
Sullivan will expose the special on
Rome. It drew hefty blasts from,
Oregon
Television
Inc.
to
the
Nafi
Hollywood, June 9.
several sides, including top Catho¬ fence Weik.
Corp. for $4,000,000. Ken Brown, CBS-TV some time next fall, but
Desi Arnaz, after eight years of lic officials £nd clergy in Quebec,
“Brenner,”; concerned with the one of the owners of the Detroit ; reportedly not as a part or an excostarring with wife, Lucille Ball,
adventures
of
a
police,
fietective,
Explanations were made to the
Biifg ’ tension of his own Sunday 8-9
will solo for the; first time in “So committee by Marcel Ouimet, bulled a Trendex of 16.8 to an 11 Tigers, is prexy of Nafi.
j. p.m, show.
Tender, So Profane,” upcoming CBC’s deputy controller of broad* for. Welk. and a 16 for “Black Crosby is chairman of the board.
Oregon Television operates * In addition to this one-shot, Sulstanza on ’CBS-TV. “Westinghouse casting, who admitted CBC Was Saddle.”
KPTV
in
Portland,
Ore.
Crosby
|livan
is taking a camera crew to
Desilu Playhouse.”
guilty of “acts of imprudence and
“Brenner” bad a 40To share of and Brown already own KCOP in Moscow in August for a 90-minute
Lensing starts next month.
lack of foresight.”
audiecce.
L. A.
■
1 special on the Trade Fair there;

Survey for Recovery of‘Voice

f

Olds,‘O'Keefe &
s

3 Pontiac Specs

iLEVER YENS THIRD MAN’

FOR CBS-TV IN ’59-’60

1-Shot of Spoleto

CBC TO CAN. GOVT. ON
CATHOLIC SHOW: SORRY

‘BRENNER’ 16.8 BEATS
‘BLACK SADDLE’ &s“ (6'fOT
Crosby Co. Buys KFTV

s
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Dramenb Goes

Rigidity on Spectrum as Panel
Of Congress Kicks Bali Around
Washington. June 9f.
A blue-ribbon panel discussion j
of the spectrum problem got un-!
derway yesterday iMon.) before the House Communications S]iilK|
committee on an old familiar note: !
fervent unanimity that action;: is j
urgently needed to bring order.; to j
the airwaves, but a chasm of dis-1
agreement as to the proper approach%and who should make iti.
j
The discussion; presided over, by
Rep. Oren „ Hams iD-Ark.), fea¬
tured sharp criticism spearheaded
by the National Assn, of Broad¬
casters of the Executive Branch’s
handling of Government frequen¬
cies.
NAB prexy Harold E., Fellows
complained that Government ind
non-Governiiient users of the spec¬
trum operate
“under different!
ground rules." Broadcasters and ;
other commercial users, he testi-!
fied, must justify to the Federal,;
Communications Commission their
need for frequencies, whereas ‘‘the;
Government use is a closed book,
with no comparable justification.”

Elgin May D» a Ditto

Chicago, June 9.
Chi , FM .station WKFM has. filed; suit; in Chi Federal District
Court against Pulse Inc., alleging discriminatory practices in the
research company’s radio: surveys iri this eity. Station is claiming
treble damages of $577,500.
WKFMTs complaint charges Pulse with intentionally omitting
the station from its survey this year of FM stations iri the Chicago
market. The 5O;O0O-watter owned by Frank Kovas allegedly con¬
tracted with Pulse to report on its share of the local radio audi¬
ence. However, it was not Included in the published report that
came out.a few weeks ago, in which all other FM’ers now on the
air were included.
.
...
. The omission', the complaint states, has the effect of decreasing
the station’s ability to compete in interstate commerce, inasmuch
as advertisers rely on- the Pulse report in making their buys-Ac¬
tual damages claimed, as a result of the omission, was $192,300.

Hoping, it’s true about teenagers
—true that .they’re getting married
younger
every
year—-Keepsake
Diamonds has proposed to Dick
Clark’s “American Bandstand” and
been accepted. This new network
sponsor has decided to. buy into
Clark’s afternoon musical strip for
(Week of June 1-7)
the teen market, and the engage¬
Simmer on Ice.. .(NBC) 28.9
ment will be for at least four
What’s My Line. . . (CBS) 26.6
months' beginning late . this sum¬
Danny Thomas.... (CBS) 24.9
mer [or next fail.
Gunsmoke ....... (CBS) 24.2
“Bandstand,” on ABC-TV, has
Playhouse 90..:• .‘(CBS) 23.8
reportedly got another jewelry-/
Father Knows Best (CBS) 23.7
type, sponsor on tap,. but whether
Ann Sothern--. . (CBS) 23.2
Elgin Watch, the sponsor in ques¬
77 Sunset Strip... (ABC) 22.3
tion, is aiming to convince the
Rifleman ......... (ABC) 21:9
Clark teenage audience to give a
Wyatt Earpb....... (ABC) 21.6
watch as an engagement present,
is: unknown; ' Perhaps no direct
pitch regarding watches as engage¬
ment presents among the younger
set will be used by. Elgin, if simply
because ABC promises “product
protection” on the Clark cross-theboarder. Arid as far as Keepsake
is concerned, the engagement ring
pitch is a certainty,..; :
"•
Keepsake is picking up partic¬
Hollywood, June 9.
ipations each week through the run
Anne Jeffreys and Robert Ster¬
of its Clark engagement. The Elgin ling received in excess of $40;000
purchase will probably be.. for in settlement of their suit against
New program lineup oh CBS Ra^ feveiy-Week particijpratidtt also.
producers Bernard L. Sehubert
dio aimed at beefing up the crossand John L. LoVeton. for 10% of
the profits on “Topper” tesleseries
board 7 to 8 p.m. schedule will fea¬
in which they costar. Couple filed
ture three, new comedy shows head¬
under terms of a contract inked
ed by Andy Griffith. Burns & Allen
August 23, 1953. '*
and Bob & Ray. Schedule will also
They’ll also reeeive same per¬
permit two five-minute periods
centage on future profits of series/
within hour-long span for “Busi¬
according to their attorney.
ness News” at 7 and “News Ana¬

ARB Top 10

Jeffreys-Sterling’s 40G
In /Topped Settlement

Dr. Irvin Stewart, former FCC
commissioner and head of Presi¬
dent
Truman’s f Communication
Policy Board in 1951, hit at Ithe
lack of authoritative organization
in the Government’s use of '(the. lysis” at 7:30. New-schedule start
June 29.
spectrum.
j
Griffith will be making his first
Echoed by Electronic Industries
Assn, and other panelists. Stewart regular series appearance on the
web
with what Howard Barnes,
pictures this as a stumbling block
to any overall solution to the program v.p., describes a free¬
spectrum problem. The give-and- wheeling monolog type of program,
take trading among Government Griffith’s program (taped* will be
agencies, he complained, creates a aired at 7:35.
situation “made to order for sus¬
Burns .& Alleir five-minute series;
picion.”
at 7:40 in a measure marks Gracie
There was widespread agree¬ Allen’s so-called emergence, from
ment that action, in the form of re¬ retirement. Material ort the radio
organizing the Executive branch’s program will be culled from their
handling of the Government fre¬ previous. tv. shows.
quencies. was needed rather than
Bob & Ray will be making their
further “studies” by a body that • first regular appearances on the
lacked power to implement its rec¬ web. They were previously heard
ommendations.
on. “Monitor” over NBC Radio. The
Big dissenter in this, connection, comics will be aired from 7:45 to 8,
and virtually isolated from (the in spot formerly occupied by Ed¬
other panelists, was the Office of ward R. Morrow. Latter signs off
Civil
&
Defense
mobilization. June 29 to start a sabbatical from
OCDM director Leo A, Hoegh (de¬ his radio-tv activities.
clared that a “good look” must be
The five-minute news analysis at
taken before any body with posi¬ 7:30, formerly done by Eric Sevetive authority to act in the field is reid, will be taken over by Stuart
set up. He plugged for the Admin¬ Noviris.
“Business News” with
istration’s proposal for a Presiden¬ Douglas Edwards at 7 and Amos ’n1:
tial Commission study which could Andy , from 7:05 to 7:30 remain in
make
recommendations
without their usual slots. '
taking action itself. Others, includ¬
ing FCC Commissioner Robert
Bartley, supported plan bv [the
Cooley Commission set up i by
OCDM
last
fall.
Commission,
headed by Victor E. Cooley, rec¬
ommended that a spectrum study ’
be conducted by a permanent ;
three-man board which would have *
Frank Cooper Associates has set powers to effect a reorganization
of control over the Government Phil Reisirian Jr. for the one.rhour
portion of the spectrum.
[
script adaptation of O. Henry’s

Washington, June 9.
Write off the $51,000,000 educa¬
tional television bilr as dead for
this year.
House Communications Subcom¬
mittee announced it will take no
action on bill until further studies
are made of it after Congressional
adjournment.
Bill, which; authorizes $1,000,000
grant to each of the 50 states plus
the District of Columbia to ad¬
vance educational tv, had already
passed the: Senate. But it faced
almost certain veto this year by
President Eisenhower who : is ax¬
ing all new .big spending legisla¬
tion, using logic that such pro¬
grams make budget balancing im¬
possible.;

SEE COMPETITIVE W
IN CANADA NEXT YEAR

Crowell-Collier

St; Paul, June : 9.
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.,
which in April, 195fl, bid $4,500for a package that included
Minrieapolis-St Paul WTCN tele¬
vision and radio stations and then
withdrew the offer, has finally
succeeded in entering the Twin
Cities’ broadcasting field with the
acquisition of suburban South St.
Paul radio station WISK.

000

Chicago, June 9.
FM’s bullishness in this market
was indicated earlier : this year;
when WFMT became the first sta¬
tion on the frequency (modulation
band to crash the Hooperatings.
And now a second FM’er has
turned the trick—WFMF—-.placing
11th in a* field of . 36 stations of
both audio niediai, Or 10th if only
the commercial stations- are count¬
ed.
(WFMF is preceded in the
standings by WMBI, religions, sta¬
tion- origiriating from the Moody
Bible Institute, which does not sell
commercial time.)
WFMT con¬
tinues to hold the eighth position.
The
Hooperatings
.are
sub-;
stantiated somewhat by 4 recent
Pulse survey of FM, which found
WMFT first in the market with an
average 23% of the FM audience,
and WFMF riext iri line with an
average 19%.
The Pulse study
showed that 42.3% of homes, in
the Chi. metropolitan area have
FM sets (a jump of 2% over last
year), and WFMF researchers esti¬
mate the percent figures to repre¬
sent around 1,500,000 total sets. .
The two hot FM stations, accord¬
ing to the Hooper report, are beat¬
ing such established AM stations as
WAAF, WAIT, WTAQ, WCRD,
WEDC, WHFC and WGES in this
market. Still tops in "amplitude?
audience here is WIND, the Westinghouse. station, which pulls be- .
tween 30 and 38% oF the listener^
ship.
WFMF, owned by Functional
Music Inc., is the only FM station
operating until 4 a.m. and pro¬
grams light instrumental music in
all idioms 22 hours a day. . Station
limits commercials to eight min¬
utes per hour, doesn’t engage in
double spotting, arid screens. the
ET’s to be sure they don’t have a
girrimicky or arinoyirig “AM sound.”
It rates in the Hoopers because
of its afternoon and early evening
audience share, its ratings in morn-:
ing hours being neglible.. Except
for seven newscasts- per day and
the blurbs, the station broadcasts
almost no “words,” the object be¬
ing to make the commercials stand
out.

The publisher of the now extinct
Collier's purchased station from
Ottawa, Juno 9. ' Nicholas and Victor J. Tfedesco.
Competitive television will ar¬ who also own and operate a Red
rive in Canada some time in I960, Wing, Minn., radio station, for
according to. the Minister of Na¬ “approximately” $750,000.
tional Revenue who reports to parThe Tedescos, who acquired
liairient for, CBC. This will; not WISK (then WCOW) in 1951, say
only break the long-standing (since they’ll use the funds derived from
Canada has. had tv) monopoly of AVISK’s sale to buy another radio
the CBC iri six of Canada’s largest station, “perhaps one in the Twin
riiarkets—Ottawa, Toronto/ Mont¬ Cities.”
real, Halifax, Winnipeg and Van¬
couver—-but allow CBC to compete
C-C’s Expansion Blueprint
with privately-owned stations* in
Hollywood, June 9.
areas where CBC has no outlets
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.,
now.
which acquired its third radio sta’ Revenue Minister Nowlan told
tiori last week with the purchase
the House of Commons comihitjtee
for $750,000 of WISK, Milwaukee,
“Ransom of Red Chief” for Talent- on broadcasting that at least. 12 plans to expand its broadcasting
Associates. Reismari’s also doing a approaches for private video li¬ activities --with acquisition of the
90-minute adaptation of Sinclair censes have been made to the gov¬
(Continued on page 54)
Lewis’
“Arrowsmith” for same ernment. He expected they, would
go to the Board of Broadcast Gov¬
outfit.
It’s held highly probable that
ernors
this
fall
for
consideration.
Talent agency put Gil Ralston
Edward DeGray will be named
to work on adaptation of Daphne No licenses will. be granted until
president of ABC Radio in the next
regulations
being
drafted
(nov//
by
clu Maurier’s.“The Birds” for
week or two. DeGray has been
BBG have been given government
C BS-TV’s “Suspense” series.
vicepeesident in charge.(of the
Elliot Asinov, who. wrote “Mari okay.
If ABC-TV cannot find a night¬
audio web since a year ago April,
on Spikes,” baseball novel, was
when Robert Eastman was moved
time sponsor for new editions: of
shipped to Cuba on a film assign¬
out as head of the outfit and went
“Colt 45” next season, it’s likely ment and Richard Hayes and Stan
Hollywood, June 9.
into the spot rep biz for himself.
that the existing episodes of ithe Freeman landed a guest shot for
,
Matty Fox started production . DeGray has been following a
tomorrow
(Thurs.)
on
the
Jimmy
( last week on the most expensive ( slow-and'easy formula since his.
western half-hour will comprise
Dean Show.
Another fall nighttime sale was : tv program to date- without tipping takeover, meaning that he will riot
the first Warner Bros, entry into
Other agency deals involve Wil¬ racked up. at CBS-TVv this week | how it will be used. Three days accept any sponsor orders until he
daytime tv.
liam Lundigari for a new Ziv space with Toni picking up alternate- ; of taping four hours of the Bolshoi first gets an okay from major ABC
Network is pushing for a bank- series and the hosting assignment week tabs on . the “To Tell, the j Ballet at Par-Sunset studios- here affiliates. Moreover, as he assumed
! will
cost
“substantially
over command, there was a sharp budg¬
, .
roller for 26 or 39 new “Colt” half^ for the “Mrs. America Contest” Truth” series.
Half-hour had become available ■ $1,000,000 ” Fox said. Cost Includes etary retrerichmerit by the parent
hours, with the idea of slotting June 20. Joyce Jameson was set
.them into one of ABC’s vacant. for a spot on “Pantomime Quiz” when Marlboro Cigarets bowed out. | flat fee to Bolshoi and Hurok. Fox American . Broadcast ing-Paramount
Toni will join the incumbent. Car¬ (wouldn’t .disclose the figure hut said Theatres in the radio area. East¬
10:30 p.m. time slots for the . 1959-( over ABC-TV. ..
ter Products, oh the Goodson-Tod- i it. -was. the biggest single fee the man had invested heavily in live
1960 season. Another one of the i
[ballet company ever received. It musical programming in the less- -.
man show. ’
shows being targeted for that late:
Series, incidentally, shifts from [ also includes a major overhaul of than*a-year he was presiderit, but
time is “Tombstone Territory.” ■
its current Tuesday 8:30 period to ! the Par-Sunset stages, a 68-piece no\v none of Eas'.man s prograiris
Both have in common the fact that. [
.
Toronto, June 9.
W. C. Thornton Cran has been 7:30 Thursday, starting in Sep¬ orchestra, specially built flooring, a remain on the web:
while new productions will be used ;
control room and lighting setup,
if sold at night, older editions of named director and prexy of Stand¬ tember.
Some months ago, it was ru¬
and a 15-man lighting crew.
both have had previous network ard Radio Ltd. and Rogers Radio
mored that Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
Broadcasting Co. Ltd., which owns
exposure.
i
KTRK-TV HEART SURGERY
Fox refused to discuss how the prexy, would also be put in charge
and operates radio station CFRB.
'
Houston, June 9.
tapes will be exposed. One possi¬ of ABC Radio/ over DeGray, but .
ABC, as is generally known here.
“Born to Live,” documentary of bility is a sale to live television as various network spokesmen de- .
now, bought “Restless Gun” for |
J. Elsworth Rogers is retiririg at.
daytime exposure next season, and his own request from, the presi- i a young boy, transformed by heart specials. Another, Fox revealed, is nied the truth of the rumor. It
if “Colt” goes daytime after all, dency of the two companies, but j surgery at Texas Children's Hospi¬ a roadshow policy with tapes piped appears now; that DeGray will be
the 39 half-hour reruns will prob¬ will continue to be associated ' tal into active normal boyhood, into theatre for widescreen projec¬ entirely ; his own boss, reporting
ably be used to pad out the “Gun” j with both as a director and con¬ will be telecast Mondaiy on ktrk- tion utilizing local- station or tape- only to Leonard Goldensdn, head
of AB-PT.
equipped iriobile unit. .
tv.
''; •
■
'■■■}.... •
daily time slot.
j!
j sultant.

Set Reismaa to Adapt
‘Ransom’ for TA; Other
Deals by Frank Cooper

‘Colt" May Shoot

Toni Joins Marlboro

Cran Prez of CFRB

Bolshoi Tapes Roll
But Matly Fox Still
Uncertaiu on Exposore

RADIO-TELEVISIDX

P^RMETT

Wei*esday, Jane 1^ W59

tiage, Divorce
in NBC’s Social Specials

Tape Factor in Dulles Funeral
Indication of the versatility of vidtape is reflected in the ex¬
perience of WPIX, N.Y., in getting fast film coverage of the recent
John Foster Dulles: funeral in Washington. Tape , came into the
picture in two ways; in a cable; feed from.Washington to New York,
and as a substitute for processing a positive film print from the
film negative.
.
■
WPIX, using UPI newsreels, had arranged with Metropolitan
Broadcasting for the latter to transmit the newsreel footage from
: its. WTTG in Washington to WNEW-TV in NX, where it would
be taped and delivered to WPIX in time for its *1 p.m. newscast,
Funeral ran later than expected, and DPI found that it would
be unable to have positive prints ready, in time for the feed. It
. brought the negatives;over to WTTG, while: in N.Y., WNEWhTV
. .technicians reversed the polarity of their Ampex recorder. As.
the sigiials came in, thev were electronically switched from nega¬
tive to, positive, and; WPIX had its finished, footage in time for its
newscast
■
. .■
; . ■ .. ■■■

By ART WOODSTONE
The -three television networks,
are practically Sold out—except
for their hourlong programs. And
since the 1959^1960 season will see
more 60-minute shows than at any
other , time in tv's history, knd be¬
cause these selfsame shows mean
extra-heavy investments (in time
as well as production costs), this
is no trivial reservation.
. There’s no, little concern over j
the lack of sales and to what ex¬
tent it might affect the profit-loss
statements of ABC, CBS and NBC,

: While there are too few sales to
f i.keep ’em happy in network land,
T the webs will have to ride :with
. the 60-minuters just the same, for
1. two good reasons. First, they're
_ committed to producers in most
Hollywood, June 9. tp
cases; Second, they made, the com: mitments in th e. first place on the
Stan Freberg, never an admirer
to
widely-held
theory that the hourof the television networks, is
Phil Silvers1 writing team. Doc ' font programs can tow-audience,
more downbeat than ever on their
Simon, Coleman Jacoby and Arnie fvcJ if they don t, at pr-esen, sjem
lack of . enthusiasm for trying Rosen have found another home ' to be very successful in drawng
In this, regard, ^theyfresh and new approaches to come- at CBS-TV. .. With the departure, sponsors.
dv. His new source of disaffection of the Silvers half-hour, the trio j serve as ,lan?
’os?
stems from; the fact that while in has sinned to write for the Garry essential to building up the res^a^vr^-i mainder of the’lineup on any given
Australia on an arena tour, he Moore 60-minute show next season.
night, and this • worked very sucproduced,
directed, wrote
and;,
Object Is to upbeat the comedic
starred, in a 75-minute taped spe¬ angles on the.Tuesday night vari¬
cial, Down. Under*s first, for Caltex
ety stanza, Vincent Bogert returns
100-Proof
Oil and ATN. in Sydney.
as Moore’s head writer. Boh Ban¬
What throws him is that his spe¬ ner Associates will produce.
ABCtTV’s “Bourbon Street
cial,
enthusiastically
received
Beat” is SRO, but not because
there, consisted in the main of ma¬
of the latecoming Van Heusen
Shirt business that, came into
terial which the networks here had
the Monday show last week.
turned down: Material, was pre¬
Van Heusen bought a third of
sented to CBS-TV as a pilot script
at the networks’ request late in
the hour show for the first 12
weeks. On top of this, however,
1956, following Freberg’s success¬
the network tied bn the sell- \
ful summer show on CBS Radio
out sign for the rest of; the
that year.
Freberg recalls, thatseason by inking a 27-week
CBStTV brass didn’t dig the hu¬
one-third sponsorship deal with.
mor, refused to let . him .do the
. Reynolds Metals, which pre¬
commercials and then set him
viously signed for a hunk of
walking
when
they suggested,
ABC’s “Adventure in .Para-,
“Why dont' you do the show like
Ottawa, June 9.
dise.”
Other
sponsors
are .
'■An Evening with Bea Lillie?”
Tabby-Owens
and p. Lorillard,
“If we put on a cultural program
Freberg says be’s. spoiled, for
each with one-third for 39
American tv after the Australian in Toronto when Buffalo puts on
■weeks...
experience, pointing out he did the a western, where do you think the
Meantime, Armour has
entire show without interference
audience goes?” This was put by
firmed up its ABC-TV boy into
of any type ap'd all sorts of coop¬
the hours, for better than
the
Canadian
Broadcasting
Corpus
eration from the Down Under tv
$6,900,000 in time and talent.
execs and agency men. They even v.p. E. L. BushheU, during a reply
Buying; on the ABC-TV “Miritried to get a camel for. him when to a -question about audience rat¬
.
ute
Man Plan” (see separate
he asked for one, he said, and ings in a session of the government
story). Armour took part of
didn’t
touch
the. commercials. committee oh broadcasting.
the “Alaskans,” “Adventures
From here on in, he’ll stick to an
“We know,” he said, “that when
in Paradise”: and the Tuesday
occasional
guest
appearance — We put on ^Citizen’s Forum’ or
“Bronco”-“Sugarfopt.”
which he doesn’t like eitherjbe- ‘Press Conference’ in Vancouver,
great many viewers switch to
caUse *‘i cant’ be socko in fivh or
seven minutes and I’ve goi. to Bellingham or Seattle.”
] cessfully in bringing in . fore and
strain for laughs"—but will JconBushnell told the members of aft half-hour sponsors.
centrate on his commercial busi¬ Parliament on the committee that j Webs , are doing everything in
ness, Freberg Ltd,, and on wiring cultural program ratings were im-j their power to sell out the 60
a Broadway musical which . he proving. “You caii’t force people - minute stanzas for next season,
hopes to have ready by failto be educated,” he said. “If all i but the tally indicates the sucour ■programs had an educational j cesses have, at best, been modest.
I don’t know that we’d
NBC-TV: Jour
have much of an audience;”
.NBC-TV has four hour telefilm

Additional full-hour, prime time
NBC News specials are on the
agenda for summer and fall pro¬
gramming. No sooner had William
Hollywood, June 9.
] r. McAndrew, veep of NBC News,
Hal Cooper, who wrote “Search ; indicated he was hip-deep in fashfor Tomorrow” in Gotham, has ■ ion ing seven full-hour news spejoined Guedel Productions as pro- j cjais> than news was spread that
ducer on the upcoming “For Bet-j
department was in the throes
ter or Worse” CBS-TV day timer,... 0f another battery of documentary
which bows June 29.
-programs.
Strip will. be host-narrated by
Having taking a look at marriage
Dr.
James Peterson, marriage
in last week's “I Take Thee” spe¬
counsellor at the U. of Southern
cial, NBC News was now ready to
California. It’s. CBS’ third Coast
examine the-vast divorce industry
daytime origination, all Guedel
across the Country. McAndrew’s
packages. Others aie On th-r lao
observation was tliat it is just as
and the. Art Linkletter
xlouse , important to present domestic so-

Hal Cooper to Guedel

*?arty-

in

Canada, Too, Finds

Culture to Braw

Barron Polan Sues
Susskind oi

Charging he was. left out in the
cold on the “Meet Me in St. Louis”
telecast, agent Barron Polan last
week brought a breach of contract
suit

against

David

Susskiiid

in

N. Y. Federal Court, Action, asks
an accounting of all production
fees and compensations derived by
the producer ; or his corporations
from the show’s CBS-TV airing
last ApriL
Polan claims that under a De¬
cember,
1958, agreement with
Susskind he produced “St. Louis”
fbr tv as a joint venture. They
were to share 50-50 in the pro¬
ceeds. But, according to the com¬
plaint, Susskiiid repudiated the
the agreement. Acting far him¬
self through corporations he con¬
trols,; Susskind assertedly arranged
for the telecast and ignored Polan,
Televersibn,.. of
the
original
Metro film starring Judy Garland
was -presented as a two^hpur spec¬
tacular April 26 with Philco and
Westclox picking up. the tab. Jane
Powell,
Tab
Hunter
Walter
Pidgeou and Jeanne Crain had top
roles.

31
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cial problems as global blockbusters and that his department had
no intention of overlooking either
sphere.

Another American-based issue
j to come under NBC News cameras
j and microphones would be the
j Federal
income tax.
Overseas
projects include another David
j Brinkley writing and narrating the
; special.
The Brinkley special
would center round the Venice,
j
Additionally, there was talk of
j doing a documentary on presentFirst public offering of stock in j day Spain making full use at the
the radio and television station ; same time of the compelling Goyas
chain owned by the family of the | in Madrid’s Prado to relate the
late Charles P. Taft, founder of . story of the Spaniards,
the former Cincinnati Times-Star, I
General increase in news inter¬
will be made shortly. Meantime, ] est, McAndrew said, also prompted
the company, Radio Cincinnati! him to prepare several major
Inc., and its subsidiaries have been ] shWs on Africa, Latin America
merged into the Taft Broadcast- j anoN a midsummer wrapup on
ing CoM the name of the new com-! world conditions with all NBC
pany in .which 483,322 shares of j News correspondents reporting the
common stock will be offered to story.
" —
the public.
He’s also inked a special? on the.
TMt Broadcasting filed with the St. Lawrence Seaway for ’Friday,
SEC, last week for clearance on June 26.
the public shares, which consti¬
tute about a third of the outstand¬
ing stock in the new outfit. Under¬
writing the new shares, which un¬
til now were owned by members
of the Taft and Ingalls clans
(both descendants of the late pub¬
lisher), will be the Harriman Rip¬
ley Co. brokerage.

Woo Geo. Bians

Public offering sets the maxi¬
George Burns may be back in
mum price per share at $20. Par
network television in the fall,
value is $1, and. each family share-

uSrterofihiseh?itolsroughly
one'i°fa«tf“
third of his holdings.
| Institute

of Americe is dickering
Radio Cincinnati now owns and | with the cigar-smoking Burns to
operates tv and radio, outlets in | front a brand-new format on ABCCincinnati,
Columbus,
O., and j TV.
Birmingham. It also has 30^ of i
aBC-TV prexv Oliver Treyz*
a Knoxville tv-radio station. SEC; MCA’s Sonny Werblin and CIA
registratibn statement indicates, ] executives planed out to Hollywood
according to the company, that • yesterday (Tues.) to catch Burns'
Radio. Cincinnati is one of the 10 j opening at the Sahara in Las Veglargest chains in the nation, j as. They’re trying to wrap up the
Old Corporation’s net ^revenues ; <j^al on a half-hour show.
in the last fiscal year were $6,980,|One of the formats being, pitched
.000 in tv, $1,991,000 in radio.
ah Bums is along the lines of “Bet
Your life,” Groucho Marx’s quasi] quizzer. Idea is to give Burns, who
= appeared this past season in an unCBC has been asked by the com¬ programs, “^.verboat,” “Laramie,”
a
p », m n
y »«« successful haff-hour situation committee to lay open confidential “Bonanza” and “Five Fingers,”
as much flexibility as possible.
listener ratings on its eight major which are wide. Web has a prom¬
markets, chiefly. Toronto and Van¬ ise from parent RCA th take six
London, June 9.
| T^-trante to pA the Ao» in
couver.
The request followed a hours of “Bonanza” at the begin¬
Jo Stafford, making her first; ^ Thursday 10:30 pan. period on
lengthy probing into CBC’s 54- ning of next season, and even if U. K, appearance since her click At5L"
__
man audience research depart¬ the fact that, this is “house”, busi-- j London Palladium engagement in :
■
_
_
ment. Xwhich lias a $273,000 budget) ness is overlooked; that still leaves 1952, racked up a fat score on vai
which, said Jack Trainor, its as-^ 33 hours still to go. This telefilm
sistant director, farms the surveys tally does not include the status,
of the Friday and Sunday NBC ladium” (7>. The press was unan- I
to commercial'firms.
NBC has reportedly scheduled
The gabbing 'got around to rat¬ live hourlong programs; The Fri¬ imous in their praise of her sing-' the Jan Murray property, “Dollar
ings of susfcainers with cultural day 8:30 time, according to one ing and her presentation. Ratings a Second,” at 10:30 pm. Thursday
thCmes, Marcel Ouimet, CBCs ! source, has now sold 23. out of.the showed that she was viewed by for next fall with Mogen David
deputy controller of broadcasting. • 39 available hours, but that. still some 15,000,000.
.Wine in for half.the show.
said, “It’s not tour prime purpose i
yearly ^alf ^
American singer remains to do
Time slot was originally held by
to educate.
Sbme of these pro-]
^ network must fill with an hour television spectacular of Philip Morris. Cig firm was plan¬
grams have tripled in audience
safe
her own and will then proceed to ning to insert adventure series,
over three or four years:” BushneU
fc
the Continent for appearances on “Trouble Shooters,” but moved the
referred to one of the corporabehalf of her own show on radio skein to 8 o’clock Friday because
weeks, dating from its. start next
tibn-s cultural shows, “CBC Folio,’
: of clearance problems in the staLuxembourg.
fall, but at. the moment NBC is
which, he told the committee, iiad
* tion option time. It’s presumed
still fishing for sales during the
doubled its. audience in. the past
all-important remainder of the
year and currently outrafed two
season.
of three video oaters in Sudbury,
ABC-TV got 30 quarter-hour
Hollar.”
ABC-TV: Some Gaps
a northern Ontario mining town.
~
~
. At ABC, .Where this whole trend renewals on its daytime program ■
Levant, Ill, OH Leave
toward hour programs Started last schedule. • Deals are mostly for]
year, there is still a fair amount of 26-week rides, with most of the
Hollywood» June 9.
60-minute time open, although coin reportedly going into post-2 j
Oscar Levant requested, and
Piirex Corp. this week . bought I nothing to the degree at NBC. pm. programming.
j KHJ-TV granted, indefinite leave
the :<CBS-TV «:30 to 9 p.m. period | “The Alaskans” has "a total of four
Johnson & Johnson, Tjrackett; of absence from local two*a-week
on Fridays, effective July 24 to • niinutes open every two weeks. Cp„ Beech-Nut Life Savers, and j teleshow. Levant, who missed FriSept. 25.
j which leaves a third to go. “Ad- General Foods, all through Young ] day’s show, was unable to tape toShow for the hot weather slot ventures In Paradise” has about & Rubicam; Armour and Lever | day’s (Tues.), stanza, pleading iU
will be Teruns of “I Love Lucy.” ^two-thirds left to seU. “Bronco”- Bros., via Foote, Cone & Belding, health and exhaustion,
The slot-was bought by Kellogg fori “Sugarfoot” the two 60-minute and Toni, via North Advertising,
Station is subbing tapes or films
are the renewers.
I in his absence.
‘‘Dennis the Menace” next season. I ..
(Conthraed on Page 50) .

Jo Stafford Big Draw

UH UnJ, rallauHini 1Y e(iy-

See Dollar a Second On

Thurs. With Mogen Coin

30 ABC-TV Day Renewals jS mZ.

Purex CBS-TV Buy
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WRIETY

‘Ding Dong’Digs Up $500,009 In
Spot Biz on Syndication Route

[WNEW-TV Fronts‘DiversifiedImage;

SAG Attaches Furniture ‘
In Office of Guild Films
TclODlX'Fffltl

, In . addition to other claims
against the tape and telefilm syndi- ———' -' ■ . .■-———/•' '
—: >■ WNEW-TV, like most of the
“Ding Dong School.” the [Dr.
Frances Harwich series revived; via Film Vs. Tape on ‘Ding’ cation, company,7: Guild Films, now
i
jro
l* , l *. [ other tv outlets in the seven-sta¬
syndication, has about $500,000
tion New York market, finds that
Preference of stations buy-. stands to lose its Office furniture.
worth of “built-in” spot biz riding
' sponsor buys of telefilm’ prqgraihs
ing “Ding Dong School.” of¬
for it on its current n.arket-byin the metropolitan area . are few
sAuc«ededG“ndgeu^he
fered in either the film or
market trail.
!
■arid far between. ,
video tape version, gives an
N. Y: Criurity Sheriff’s office to atChicago, June 9. [. Station has . 33 separate.. halfHenry G. Saperstein, whose pro¬
insight
in.
today’s
syndication
tach the office furniture to satisfy
World traveloguer Cornelius Van- ; hour shows running . over the
duction company is doing ithe
a judgment for actors’., residuals.
derbilt Jr. and Chicago producer course of the week, two-thirds of..
show, said that out of 20 participa¬ • mart. .
Of. the 50-odd stations sign- : . Guild late last winter agreed to j stan Gottstein have formed a part- ' them rerun properties. Station, . in
tions slated for the half-hour day¬ :
pay a minimum of $2,000 weekly nership for a syndicated 15-minUte ! making telefilm buys, uses what it .
time stripper, 10 have been ac¬ ] ing for the Independent Teleor iO^.pf the film rental gross to radio feature to be called “Vaga- [ calls, an “averaging techriique.’’ On..
counted for via regional and. .na¬ J vision Corp. release, 60.^ want
the film version, 20ro want . elear accounts with SAG, but since bonding With Vanderbilt.”
tional spot deals. The remaining
a. high-priced series,, station execs
then has stopped payments. Florgome 40 taped interview’s have explain, the participations, couldnit •
10 spots will be available for local: I video tape, with another 20 X
. undecided at this stage. (Show
epee (Bobbie). Marston, SAG exec, aiready been made for the series carry the cost of the show. By di¬
sponsors.
I
is
slated
for
fall,
airing.)
then turned to the sheriff, who vrith such personages as Lucius versifying the schedule with . re¬
Topper of H. G. Saperstein As¬
Producer Henriy G. : Saper¬
came through with the attachment; Beebe. Upton Sinclair, Walt Dis- runs, the overall cost of the. tele¬
sociates also spoke of his other
stein says that many .stations
Only comment a Guild Filpis ney> Qolda Meir, David Ben-Gu- film prpgramiriing schedule is
shows, “All Star Golf,”, slated for
equipped with only one Amexec would make late last week rion Frisco. Mayor George Chris- broiight down.
its third season on ARC-TV start¬
pex Videotape recorder are
abput the furniture was; “We re topher and columnist Herb Caen, ’ Among the four indies,. WNEWing this fall, and “Championship
not taking the tape versipns.
still sitting in it.”
.
Vanderbilt hopes also to record TV could be called the station witlj.
•Bawling syndicated show now go¬
Such stations, he says, are so .
About the time the attachment talkfests with Khrushchev and the “diversified image,” fop there
ing into its sixth >».ar of filming
busy
using
their
recorders
for.
was
okayed
early
last
week,
Guild
Tito.
Program, meant for cross-theand distributed by Walt Schwjimtaped commercials and other . Films gave up its longtime 460 board slotting, is being pitched to is about equal accent on. telefilrns,
mer’s Chicago-based outfit.
features, “live” tigpe shows. The
local
tape,
uses
that,
when
Park
Ave.
headquarters,
and
for
a
national
spot sponsors,
“Ding Dong” is distributed! by
other indies have sepa r a t e
given the choice, take film.
period of two days the company
r-^-————=—-—rIndependent Television Corp.,
“images,” WPIXv telefilms; WOR-.
In that way. they can leave
was hard to. locate by telephone._
,
w
which has racked up sales in over
TV, features; arid WNIAl-TV! per¬
the
one
installation
clear
for
.
Later, Guild announced that it had-IIF A JVfl TPII
50 markets. “Ding Dong” is be^ng
sonalities.
other uses._, V
moved to 655 Madison Ave. (Mari- W Im K| - I V
If IAVIIIm
produced on both film and tape,
. WNEW-TV has three major . .
hattan) and to 32 Court St M XlilV I f
MlV f Ulg cinematic
with the purchasing stations being
strips, two during the
given the option on which media
(Brooklyn).
_ ■ ... _ _ _
^ -i'.
daytime and one starting. at 11:30
It also turns out that last FebruI
lII-lL
they want.
p.m. Virtually all of its features
. Spot buyers lilted ud for the
ary Ampex . repossessed both of
Bfl flfllll IllOVIF^
are rerun properties. Station’s tape
the vidtape niachihes it had. sold
.***; "V1UI i"wllvw
scheduled Monday-through-Friday
machines are being utilized for
to Guild. Repossession was fo^
daytime half-hour show include:
the “Sonny
Fox Wpnd.erama
Cocoa Marsh, Crayola, American
non-payment. Guild’s N. Y. reTF ff _ If H
Cl _
Show,” “HyvGardn er,” . “Alari
Character Doll, Playskool, Amsco,
corder;was then sold by Ampex .
¥C fl2)IT«tllf tilflTS Freed” and . the “Paul Coates
to an outlet in Oriradio, Ala., and
^ V*
A1A» V/1V1.W Show!” . “Coates Show” is . a
and Rainbow Craft. All have
signed up for 13 weeks with the
the Hollywood niachirie was resold
V V
,,
to KCOP
L a.
A
KCOP, L;
Oddly enough, in the scramble KTTV, Los Angeles, program^
usual options.
•
■
for local time to plage syndicated syndicated for- N. Y, airing. Sta- .
Stations signing for the strip i in¬
product, half-hour first-runners, as tion also is telecasting Westingclude: WNTA, N. Y.; WGN, Chir
house Broadcasting^ taped “Youth
A sharp rise in Latino* telefilm AFT A <1 ■ *1 Hil
9
opposed to features,; are being Wants to KrioW” and “American .
cago; KTLA, Los Angeles; WFIL.
Philadelphia; CKLW, Detroit; biz for the fiscal year ended May 111 I 11 I TIT I * IrtTA
giveri the short end of the stick.
Youth Forum” series. illlE
till
1
I
lu^vi
Case
in
point
is
the
fall
plans
WTAE, Pittsburgh; KTVI, iSt. 31 has been recorded by Screen
Station
recently inaugurated
T
•
of WABC-TV, the ABC N. Y. flagLouis; WMAL. Washington: Gems.
taping of its “America’s Great
Report,
based
on
a
comparison
of
n
11
Al
lf|
ship.
Web
has
moved
to
take
WMAR. Baltimore; KFJZ, Dallas:;
Teachers”
public
service series;'
\A|f| in /A miftc i three nights ip the station option
WLW-A. Atlanta; WTTV, Indian-! biz chalked up in the ’58 fiscal
L/UIU 111 Ll lillllv* . time period of 10:30 to 1 a.m. and which may be exposed by Westingapolis; KTNT, Seattle; and WHBQ-; year, was issued in the midst of
house
stations.
.
rumbles that the Latin market is
:
■ plans to take Over a Sunday 10:30
Memphis.
National Telefilm Associates’ half-hour period, too. Station had
On the “All Star Golf’ hour j tightening.
SG’s director of international “International Package” of 65 fea-! a strip of syndicated properties
show', renewed by Reynolds Metals
and Miller Brewing. Saperstein ' operations, Bill Fineshriber, said tures has been sola in 24: markets. Uunning in that slot an9_ >*111 have
T ...
...
.
. . . , j no recourse bjit to yank some of
underlined the advantages accru¬ that the current dubbing commit¬
Latest stations to ink include | them in the faff in fine with the
ing to sponsors because of their; ments call for completing Spanish
February renewal commitment for soundtracks for over 800 half- WKRG, Mobile; KOLD, Tucson; web’s plans.
the upcoming season. It has giyen ] hours of SG programming by the KIVA, Yuma; WINK, Ft. Myers;
what’s happening at WABC-TV
him a chance to attract the best end of the fall.
KBOI, Boise; WPTA, Roanoke, is symptomatic of other ABC: afFor the coming year, SG is plan¬
New additions and shifts of syn¬
pro golfers from all over the
WJTV, Jackson; Miss,; KPLR,
acr.0S^rT,t!le C0Ju^tS asT ^
world, he stated. Early renewal ning to start production in Latin Ind,;
cf T nnic- ttrtv Prttnf p.ii..
j affils of NBC and CBS. ■ In. short, dication sales execs,, embracing
United Artists Television, ABC
also has given him a chancei to America of new series designed KXTV InSSnJ’ G ^ 1 Falls*.
all
the
networks
have
been
moving
shoot at the best goif course loca¬ .! entirely for the Spanish-language .KXLY, Spokane.
.:
jn 6n the 10:30 to 11 slot, consid- Filins, MCA TV, arid Independent •
tions. and most importantly, with jj market. Preliminary negotiations
Package consists of many post- gred a prime time for first-run Television Corp., have taken place.
a good deal of the show already j have been underway for a couple ’48s, most of which are British syndicated product.
At United Artists . Teleyisipn
(Webs also
filmed, it has given the sponsor;= of months,
imports, arid some Shirley Temple have done some chopping away at (UAT), Jack Gregory, former east¬
time to execute a promotion-mer- j Portuguese dtibbing. which, SG pix. ,NTA’s next package of fea- the 7 to 7:30 station option periods ern and western division manager
chandising campaign, keyed to the ’began in Sao Paulo last spring, tures is Mue tp ^ put on the mar- for fhe upcoming season.)
of Ziv, has been named western
new episodes. Show is slotted at i; has now; been extended to four ket in the fall. Next.package prob-.
while its prime syndicated slots division manager for UAT, head.: series; “All Star Theatre.” “Adven- ably will be 78 pix from 20th-Fox. will be contracted this fall, WABC- quartering in Los Angeles. James
5 p.m. on ABC-TV.
!
: tures of Rin Tin Tin,” “77th Berigal
T . :
TV will remain firm in its feature F. Delaney, forriierly of ABC;
: Lancers” and “Jet Jackson:” . SG. M
Mfl .Vnlaitk APic I In
programming periods. Conflict be- Films, joined UAT as southwesterri
j says it's the only U.S. distributor IVACl
ijLiUcUIA
Up tween station and web option time division manager. Myron A. Elgis,
I dubbing in Portuguese.
formerly with Television Programs
Ilnivprcal
niefrike doesn*t figure nearly as important- of America, Was named regional
I , Leonardo
Garcia-Zenil,
sales
- . UlilVCLoal i f 1/ldlllUd jy with cinematics, for the pix are
? manager of Screen . Gems de
sales manager of the w estern divi¬
Mel Schlank, : former telefilm telecast in the off-hours of early sion!'’'Mexico, S:A... is off on a six-coun¬
■
Xtry sales swing.
Starting from .distribution, exec of National Tele- ’ morning or late at night. N. Y. ..' At ABC Films, Stan Smith, for¬
Mexico City, he will visit Colom¬ ! film Associates arid Gross-Krasrie, : flagship will continue its Monday mer sales v.p..at Official Films, heScreen Gems is deliberately bia, Guatemala, Panama, Nicara¬ ! has formed Universal Television through Thursday “Night Show,”
breaking one of the fundamental gua, Costa Rica and Honduras. : Distributors. Universal will han- | starting at .11:15 p.m., with Friday came eastern sales manager. Harr
rules of the telefilm trade. Com¬ The. last three countries are just ■ die tv arid radio prdgramsl
and Saturday nights devoted to old Klein, former exec v.p. of JJ
pany is going to dub “Huckle¬ starting tv service.
; Schlank had. been a v.p. of the horror pix. There also will he a Theatres, was named a N Y, ac¬
count exec and assistant to ABC ;;
berry Hound,” a SG-produced car¬
During the past year, SG’s : NTA program sales division and a Sunday night film and the 9 a.m.
toon series, into Spanish, but ;in- Latin-American, v.p.; John Mason, : V.p. in charge of sales , for Gross- ■ one-hour stripped feature show-. Films prexy Henry G. Plitt in bus¬
iness affairs. Other appointments
stead of doing the dubbing in the helped work out the complete, pro¬ Krasne.
! case continues the next season,
requisite “neutral” Spanish, it has gramming plans for two hew. Sta¬ i... • ■ - ■■
. ■■ •>•■■■ ■■ .
.
;I Most half-hour syndicated prod- were Irving Paley as N. V; account
decided to have me kid cartoon tions, Radio America-TV in Lima, ; r '
■ . . ■
;
. j uct on the statien is a vehicle fer exec and John J McMahon as Chi¬
cago account exec.
characters speak in various dia¬ Peru, and HIN-TV in the Domini¬ i
Viilitiv rkdtHkv
- participations, with two shows sold
At MCA; John Cameron, formlects of that tongue.
f iUpiA trOallcr ...
' as program buys. The two sponcan Republic. SG’s shows now ac¬
Countries like Cuba and Mexi¬ count for.about half, the air time ’
■ '
• •
-sored shows are “Sea Hunt,” erly with Ziv,i will be MCA’s ac¬
co, each with its own variation lion of each of these two stations It
• • • •
;
. .
.
j double-exposed by Sun Oil arid count exec in the Baltimore-PhilaSpanish, seem to get upset when has just over 90 hours of Span¬
TransrLux . Television’s Murray ] Bristol-Myers on W’PIX, and an- delphia-Washington area. He will
it can be detected that the tele¬ ish-dubbed programming on the Oken promoted to the post of ! other double exposure, “Border be based in: Baltimore. William D.
(Continued on page 54)
film program was dubbed, else- air each week through the nine western division manager,: . : . i Patrol,” with WABC-TV itself giyKircJiner; host of WOR- ing it two rides, Tuesday at 10:30
Latin-American: countries with ac> Continued on page 54) j'
tive tv service. Total number of
Cft00n Stnp ^ m,Pi-lp.m. and Saturday at 7 p.m. Sta; dubbed half-hours telecast each and celebrating: his parents. Golden ‘i?" -alSo has two daytime Strips.
week is just over 200, according | Wedding anrii “ I * Trans-Liix Teler ' Beulah. and “I Married Joan.”
- to Manson.
vision has taken on the syndicar
^ :
Official Films, .with two firstI 26 quarter-hour segments. .
runners out. on . the market, “\$hat
Industrialist Ratner’s
Derel Producing Associates plane
MCA TV has sold another four Are the. Odds” arid “Police Sta¬
;
sales:
.MCA
Hours of Horror Fix i Europe for NTA International. He i stations for its Paramount library, tion,” is building its sales staff to
a telefilm series On the bdok
“Bellevue Is My Home,” written j.
Miami, June 9. I will handle NTA Interriatiopal ■ bringing the total number of sta- a : 15-mari organization, under
by Dr. Salvatore R, Cutolo in Col¬
Industrialist Lee Ratner plans ; theatrical and tv properties in the !
buying the Paramount pix Stretch Adler, sales director.
laboration with Arthur and Bar¬ to produce one-hour “horror” tele- ( European market. Shelton has an | to. 58.
Outfit is due to have another
bara Gelb.
‘ films. Ratner, whose interests in¬ | extensive background in foreign: [ New stations inking i n c 1 ii d e property for the syndication mart
Dr Cutoio has been deptity clude large real estate holdings • film distribution. . . : FermaTIlm i WSB, Atlanta; WALA, Mobile; in September, “InternationaT De¬
medical superintendent of BelleVue near Fort Myers,, has acquired | has made a deal with. C & C Films 1 WSYR, . Syracuse, rind WSOC, tective,” being produced in Eng¬
Hospital, N. Y., for the last 25 rights to 24 original stories for for the treatment of more than: Charlotte:
land1 by Ed. Sutherland. OF prexy '
years. Gelb is a member of the adaptation
All the stories are 13,0.00 feature films
Harold Hackett is now in England
/
j I __
■ v
drama department of the N. Y. based op the weird and. super¬ i Melvin 3. Edelstein, general i
on “Detective” and to line Up an¬
Times and his wife ie a freelance natural.
j manager, of Latin-American sales ]
Ziv Adds 15 AccL Execs
other Anglo-Americari co-produc¬
writer.
,'
Hollywood, June 9. . tion deal.
;
Ratner said that shooting will ifdri NT A International, is off on. a
j creme I. Feldman,' prexy of start this month on the first1 tele¬ JLafmo tour . . . Thomas B. Armiziv has added 15 account execs
Recent additions to the syndica¬
Derel, said that production wpbld film, titled “Blood Clot.” It will be
its syndication department, in tion, sales staff include Bruce Col¬
begin shortly in N.Y. on the (pro¬ filmed in N: Y., with Louis Cavrell i V sfonP FHms ■
W * a hiajor expansion of its field lier, formerly with Guild Films,
jected half-hour.series. Production directing. His second production is : directdt^'.of ' prbgWrh**devei6pment j*orce'.
total: number of now; working out of Dallas for Of¬
will be headed by Gene Feldman, tentatively named “The Razor,”
ficial; Herb Pearson, Jeff Davids,.
! for CBS Films..has left for the I h1™ l? the ”eld *9.-W\. .
who resigned from Revue to work and w ill also be shot in N. Y.
: Coast to oversee production on ! To keep step with added prod- and Barry Winton.
en the “Bellevue” series, Feldman
In addition to the first-runners,
Some • of the. future .productions “U. S Border Patrol” . . . WNEW- uct, four account execs have been
had been associate producer . on call for a trbpical setting, and TV,: N. . Y.; has bought the Ency- upped to spot sales managers: Jim push is on. for sales on Official’s ..
such shows as “Mike Hammer,” I Florida locations will be used for clopediri Britanoica film library Hensel, Leon Taylor, Joseph Mos- film catalog, w:hich includes 23
“State Trooper” and “SA 7.”
1 these. "
series
;'
from Trans-Lux Television
cato and Michael Eisler,

YagaDOIld jyndlCBt6d
AM Segs for Vanderbilt

WABC-TV loving
lit With Movie^
Vs.HaIHlL Slots

Latin Lands Up
For Screen Gems;
8G0Segs in Sight

Shuffle of Personnel
At United Artists TV,
ABC Filins, MCA and ITC

Jinks, Pixie & Dixie In
Spanish Dialect Dab On
SG’s ‘Huckleberry Hound’

Mei Schlank Sets Up
Universal TV
TV Distribs

Vidpix Chaittr

‘BELLEVUE IS MY HOME’
AS TELEFILM SERIES

OF SWELLS SALES HRG
TO V5; "DETECIWE’ BOE

01

58 Stations for Par Pix

TV-jFIUMS

PfaumfY
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Getting a projected series ready for the market is a costly prop¬
osition. :
Bernard L. Schubert, prexy of the company bearing his name,
cites some figures on his “David Harding, Counterspy” to prove
the point. He says he paid $150,000 to Gerieral Teleradio for the
rights to the “Counterspy11 property, a radio program originally
owned by Phillips H. Lord. Before bringing the planned two pilots
: in, Schubert says- his costs will run to a; total of $250,000.
There already are 26 scripts completed Under supervision of teleplay .writer Jack Anson Finke. Reed Hadley has beqn signed for
the title role. First episode will roll Monday (15) at the Goldwyn
Studios, with Herb Stewart as exec; producer. Background foot¬
age for foreign settings is already being shot in actual locales. •

STOCK AS P. S.: Screen Gems Pix to Poland
UUI urtRQ
Gotta Get Clearance from USIA
+

Columbia Screen Gems’ featuresfor-tv deal with Poland goes
through the United States InformaTelevision tape syndication, Ap¬
i tion Agency for title clearanca
Omaha, June 9.
proaching its first arini, is growing.
KETV, an ABC-TV affiliate, * after all.
More programs are being offered;
has bought 244 Warner Bros.
Initial report of the deal made
there is a greater variety of pro¬ . feature films from United Art¬
no mention of the role of the State
gramming formats; arid more sta¬
ists Associated. This gives sta¬
Dept, or the IJSIA. Report, secured
tions are . equipped with tape re¬
tion’s .film library a total of
from SG’s N. Y. office, apparently
corders.
2,001 features from seven ma¬
did not take into account all the
jor studios.
It’s not the “wonder drug” of
terms, as written in SG’s Paris of¬
ABC-TV affiliate already has
the biz, as it was tabbed when
fice, which negotiated the first
bought packages for Para¬
Guild Films plucked “Divorce
pix-to-tv contract to be made with
mount, 20th-Fox, . Columbia,
Court” from KTTV, Los Angeles,
an Iron Curtain country
United Artists pix, among
last July, and a number of sta¬
The provisions in the projected
others. /
tions entered the tape syndication
Polish agreement carries a condi¬
sweepstakes with possible tape en¬
tion that all titles must be cleared
tries. Not at this stage, anyway.
by the USIA.. The same condi¬
But there’s no doubt about it,
tion prevails with Hollywood pix
tape shows are finding berths,
sold to certain Iron Curtain coun¬
some faster than others. Type of
tries for theatrical exhibition. Deal,
shows /range from “Peter Potter’s
t involving about 59 pix, was negoJuke Box Jury” (National Telefilm
i tiated by George Blaug, SG’s EuroAssociates;!
to
public
affairs
i pean sales representative who
; “Youth.Wants to Know” (We.stingj headquarters in Paris. Film Polski
j house Broadcasting) to sports.
represented Poland in the negotiaI Biggest tape syndicator now In
; tions.
the biz is NTA. In addition to
] Apparent procedure in Soviet
“Juke Box Jury” (KTT.V, Los An¬
/satellite deals on Hollywood pix for
geles,; origination); NTA has the j. The Hearst Corp. has formed a \ tv is for the distributor to make
i “Bishop . Sheen Program” and • new division of King Features Syn¬ | the first stage of the deal with the
: “Mike Wallace Interviews.” Out| film interests in the satellite coun¬
; fit also is prepping a musical show dicate Special Service which will ties, then submit the titles for
'.starring Xavier . Cugat & Abbe /produce and market filmed tele- ! clearance by the USIA. The two1 Lane and for the fall, NTA will put • shows based on King. Features i staged affair could take some time,
I “One Night Stand” taped shows j properties. A1 Brodax, for many
j and “Alex in Wonderland” .(Alex- /years in the tele department of i If the pix sold are of non-Amer;ican origin, then the situation is
I ander King) in syndication.
j the William Morris Agency, has different. Columbia .which fias dis‘Star of Week*
i resigned the percentery to go with ; tribution of the French pix “La
' Another tape . show, slated to
; Plaisir,” made a deal with Ceskoebriie off the NTA beltline is “The /the. new subdivision, to be known. j slovensky Film Export for telecasti Star of the Week,” featuring a top ’ as King. Features Television Pro-. t ing of that pic in Czechoslovakia.
; With the French film, SG reports
i musical personality , at each outing. ’ ductions.
Right now the potential for j On the immediate agenda is the that it does not have to go through
taped show is 58 different markets. production of a newT “Popeye” ani¬ ; the USIA title clearance proce; dure. Deal wTas made by a French
The list is expected, to grow. to 70
by September and to 100 by Janii-. mated cartoon. New features based company and the pic involved was
i ary. When the potential market list I on the King Features cartoon ' a French film.
hits the 10.0 market mark, the fore¬ . property wilT be made as soon as
cast is that , tape will be able to ; contracts are set/ Old cartoons
widen its budgetary horizons,
1 have been shown until now*. Broi It was inevitable that the initial i dax will leave for the Coast early
taped; shows would concentrate on /next week to confer with animavarious court hearings, interviews /tion studios. He Will later go to
and chatter. But even within pres¬ I Europe to eye European studios
ent confines, the budgetary hori¬ : as well. Other properties contemzons are broadening, as indicated • plated for production are one adj venture, and one comedy pilot with
in the NTA lineup.
I
London, June 9.
It could be argued, as it is in the ’ name personalities.
; trade, that NTA wouldn’t have its
KFTP is the newest subdivision ■’ Skein of 39 telepix based on the
present lineup if it weren’t for the of the Hearst organization which i WTitings of Art Buchwald is being
program demands of its o&o . owns and operates 25 magazines ■ prepped here, with shooting tentaWNTA-TV, -N. Y. But NTA execs and 15. newspapers throughout the ; tively skedded to start at M-G
j Studios. Elstree, in January, Deal’s
aver that each of its syndicated ; country.
| been set between the Metro outfit
taped properties has been keyed
: and Lelo Productions, the Alan
to the market-by-market field, un¬
■ Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe comder a production staff*separate and
!
Pany.
r
apart from that of the station.
! Norman Rosemont. director of
WNTA-TV is' another station cusLelo,
talked
production
personnel
tortier and on its own, couldn’t af> with Metro’s Larry Bachmann be; ford a Mike Wallace today or other
ABC Films has picked up a sales j fore returning to the U.S. last
taped shows slated for the syndi¬ option for a- private eye series,
i Tuesday (2) after a 10-day stay in
cation mart. :
“Carter’s Eye,” from Bob Stabler, •/Britain discussing various Lemerproducer of the pilot. Projected j Loewe ventures, including “My
,
Merchandising Angles
■ Proponents of tape argue' that a series is being offered for possible • Fair Lady.” Rosemont’s also a
good many syndicated properties 'regional sales. ABC Films’ option ; veepee of Lerner-Loewe’s Alfred
are losing their merchandising po¬ = on it expires at the end of the Productions Ltd. He pencilled in
tential for regional and local spon¬ : summer.
‘ writers who’ll confer with two
On another project, “The.Racer,” American scribes skedded to mull
sors. (There has been a trend
away from program buys and to¬ | David Janssen has been cast as the over material with Buchwald in
wards spot buying in telefilm syn¬ ; lead. Janssen’s last series role j Paris next month.
dicated product.) Strong person¬ | vvas that of the lead in “Richard
It’s planned that the 39 subjects
alities in tape, it’s argued,: can . Diamond, Private Detective.” “The . will include some 60-minute prowean back many. local and . re¬ ' Racer,” which ■■.will, be pitched for ; ductions in addition to the gengional sponsors..
\ networking, is a World Television • eral half-hour jobs. One such is
One of the current' debates' in . Programming project.
World is ; likely to deal , with the celebrated
the trade is the rating pull- of a .: owned jointly by Joseph M. i Buchwald visit to Moscow, to
I which and other centres of the
“Bishop Sheen,” or a “Divorce ! Schenck and ABC Films.
Court,”. versus a traditional tele¬
“Congressional Investigator” is ! columnist’s travels a unit will, it’s
film action-adventurer' or perhaps i ABC Films’ definite syndication intended, travel for background
| footage.
a feature. Some station buyers
argue tape only will come into its i entry, with airing slated as early as
> the fall. Star of “Investigators” is
(Continued on page 54)
f Bill Masters.;
By MURRAY HOROWITZ

KETV’s 2,001 Oldies

Push ‘Popeye’ In
King Features TV
Formed by Hears!

California National Productions,
the NBC telefilm subsidiary/ and
CBS Films, the ; CBS subsidiary,
are launching- off met work skeins
“Roller Derby,” which last sea^for syndication. CNP has grabbed
69 half-hour episodes of. “The son was an ABC-TV network stan¬
Californians,” the Lou Edelman- za, is now being peddled as a
produced package, and CBS Films brand-new series - of 39 one-hour
shows: on the syndication market.
is going to come out with 71 halfhours of “Trackdown,” a Four Star, Arco Features of N.v Y.. is handling
production arid syndication rights.
stanza.
./.
: Arco. has .. started taping the
. Two companies will be racing derbies in Los Angeles, Frisco,
to get sales as soon as: possible, Minneapolis, Chicago, New York
with the series slated for fall ex¬ arid Philly. . And for stations riot
posure—in CBS’ case,/ after Oct. yet equipped to air. tape, Arco
13, 1959. There is little off-net¬ plans to make optical transfers of
work product available for syndica¬ the tape to film.
tion these days,, because .of the
network demand for $uch shows
. as daytime; entries next season,
and hence both syndication .houses
anticipate heavy early . sales, be¬
cause of the dearth of product in
their own area. ///
‘ GNP is releasing “Californians”
via Victory Program. Service, the
division handling; residual sales.
; Company is offering. the package
to stations three ways, for. local
daytime stripping, as a regular
once-weekly syndication, !or as
part of an “omnibus” of western j -Filmways Ine.has hired A1 Simon,
half-hours. Victory Program Sales v.p. in; charge of productioir for
contemplates tieirig il together with, McCadden, the, George Burns outreruns of - old syndication shows , fit on the Coast, to head a new sublike “Steve Donavan, Western Mar¬ 1 sidiary making regular telefilm
shal,” “Frontier” and “Hopal.Ong programs for the blurb-producing
. Cassidy;” To make it more palat¬ v outfit.. Filmways deal with proable to stations, Victory, is also . grain man Siriion, who ’ is moving
trying to get clearance to/ use .' on to the FilmWays board, beefs up
“Union Pacific” and “Boots & J the trend of commercial producers
Saddles” episodes. Both of these. /toward programmatics.
shoWs are being handled at present I Simon leaves McCadden on Aug.
by CNP for first-run syndicated, ! io, and, at the same time, busisale.
• ness v.p. Maurice Morton is leavCBS will release the Four Star I ing the company after a five-year
show, oh the other hand, as strictly ; stint there. He’s been offered an
a price-weekly nighttime entry.
i exec veepship in Filmways TV
j Productions, the new '/ subsidiary
\ which Simon will head as president, but there is no final Word on
Morton’s decision.
Filmways TV will headquarter
at General Service Studios in Hol¬
lywood. Simon will pick his own
properties and the new company
will handle its own distribution.
This the°. biggest step taken so
Exiting of Charles .(Bud) Barry
as prexy. of . the NTA Network, a far by any of the. teleblurb markers
but some
division of National Telefilm As¬ ; into programming,
sociates, brought a quick denial by /months ago, a big Fil m ways coinNTA brass that the plans of. the • petit or. Transfilm Inc., announced
network are affected by the Barry its intention to go /into programresignation.
! ming, and since theri Transfilm,
■ In a statement from the Coast, has .reportedly been taking steps
NTA prez Oliver A.: Unger said ; to jinri up a program production
that “details as. to: this, hew pro-; ; staff and get capital.
gram service are now being de¬ ] Vah Praag Productions, another
veloped.” Taking over Barry’s spot • large Gotham blurbery, has alat this stage is Ted Cott, director t ready made one program pilot on
of -NTA’s o&o operations,, and ac¬ tape and is in the process of pre¬
tively engaged in taped, program¬ paring a .second on film in Holly¬
ming. Cott'will retain his o&o posi¬ wood.
tion.
.Barry moved over to Young - &
Rubicam as v.p. in the agency’s tv Rokeach Wooing Regal
department, where he will report
For Barter on Girdles
j. First sales meet under the new
to Peter Levathes. Barry became
' management team of prexy Henry
I. Rokeach & Sons, food special¬
NTA. Network prexy in January,
; Plitt and sales topper Howard Anty
firm,
hai
been
negotiating
for
when he left his job at Metro as
Hollywood, June 9 / j derson will be held July 6.
head of the film company’s tv org¬ ! purchase of Regal Advertising, a
j
shop
that
stresses
barter,
Metro picked up Dick Malibaum’s
anization.
Coroner Series
. Role of taped . programming fri j Rokeach, a spot tv advertiser, option as production, head for an¬ :
Silf Skin other year.
I / |
NTA Network, plans was explored i recently purchased
Hollywood, Jmie 9.
;
girdles.
If.
Rokeach
buys
Regal—
Maibaum’s
.status
had
been!
in
at the National Assn., of Broad¬
! . Los- Angeles County Coroner’s
casters convention some months ; or any other agency—it would, question in the Wake of Metro not ; Office files will be the latest source
ago. Then, stations were told of make it a wholly-owned siibsid, ac¬ having scored a single berth,with; i of/material for a teleseries, tagged
the. possibility of, the NTA Network cording to Ben. Wheeler, the food its pilots this selling season! But j “The Victim” and set for limning
supplying some 20 hours a week, of company’s , president, R o k e a c h MGM-TV•• topper, George Shupert, ! by Herts-Lion Productions in July.
programming. Right now, the NTA would then deal in cash with the : has blamed the late start, the net- 'Pitch is being made for Luther
Network, formerly called' the NTA agency,. Which in turn would bar¬ I work time squeeze and other rea- j Adler to. star as the coroner’s inFilm Network, is not in operation. ter film for the time for both food j sons . besides the quality of the j questor. ..
Its last three series, ‘‘How to Marry and girdle spots.
} pilots for the lack of sales. Many
Robert Stambler is creator of
Silf Skin is currently handled j of Metro’s pilots came into the- [show and will also supply story
A Millionaire,” “This Is Alice” and
“Man Without A. Gun,” have, been , by Grey Advertising/ Rokeach by market late for this comparatively ideas drawn from official files. Of| Coordinated Advertising.
placed in syndication./
I early, buying season. .
:;-Jj ficia.l Films will distribute.

‘Roller Derby’ on Tape

Cott Vice Barry

1

Set Lerner-Loewe
{ Buchwald Vidpix

‘CARTER’S EYE’OPTION
TAKEN BY ABC FILMS

MCM-TV Renews Maibaam

THREE SUE ZIV FOR
$1-MIL ON ‘SEA HUNT’

Los Angeled June 9.
Ziv Television Programs Inc.,
together, with producer Ivan Tors
and Standard Oil of California,
sponsor of teleseries, “Sea Hunt.”
are defendants in a $1,000,000
| damage suit brought by three
plaintiffs.
; Filed in Superior Court by Frank
| Donahue, actor-stuntman and for| mer Navy underwater demolition
i expert; William Webb, assistant
| director; and Richard Ross, tv
i producer, complaint asserts that
jin June, 1955, the trio submitted
an idea and material for a tv series
• titled “Underwater Legion.”

TV-FILMS
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VARIETY

ABB FEATUBE CHART

weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished: by American. Research
Btireau, covers two markets. Each week the 10 top rated features for the tv:6 markets
will be listed.
j;
.
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining the effectiveness of a feature show in. a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart: Listedbelow is such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release} year, original, production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along, with the title. Attention should be paid.
to such- factors as the time and day, the high and low fatings for the measured
Variety’s

BOSTON
TOP TEX FEATURE FILMS
1. “GODZILLA”—
Raymond Burr;
1956: RKO

STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC.

RUN
1st Run

2. “MRS. MINIVER”—
Greer Garson,
Walter Pidgeon;
1942; MGM-TV
2. “SUSPICION”—
Cary Grant,
Joan Fontaine;
1941; RKO
S. “30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO”—
Part 2; Spencer Tracy,
Van Johnson;
1944; MGM-TV
4. “LES MISERABLES"—
Frederic March.
Charles Laughtpn;
1935; NTA
5. “THEY DIED WITH THEIR
BOOTS ON”—
Errol Flynn,
3?*
Olivia DeHa\illand;
■ J?1941; UAA
6. “30 SECONDS OVER TOKYO”—
Part 1; Van Johnson,
Spencer Tracv
1944; MGM-TV
7. “CRASH DIVE”—
Tyrone Power,
Ann Baxter;
1943; NTA
8. “BEACHHEAD”—
Tony Curtis. Frank
Love joy, Mary Murphy;
1954; UAA
8. “THE MALTA STORY”—
Alec Guinness;
1954: UAA

Repeat

9. “ANGEL AND THE BADMAN”—
John Wayne,
Gail Russell;
1947; H.T.S.
10. “THEY DRIVE BY NIGHT”—
Humphrey Bogart. George
Raft, Ida Lupino.
Ann Sheridan;
1940; UAA

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat .

1st Run .

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

TIME SLOT
Early Shovv
Wed, April 8
5:00-6*30
WNAC-TV
Cinema 7
Sun. April 12
12:00-2:30
WNAC-TV
Cinema?
Sun. April 12
2:30-4:30
WNAC-TV
Early Show-'
Tues. April .75:00-6:30
WNAC-TV
•
Cinema7
Sun. April 12
4:30-6:30
WNAC-TV
Boston .Movietime
Thurs, April 9
5:00-6:45
WBZ-TV
Early Show
Mon. April 6 .
5:00-6:30 .
WNAC-TV
Early Show
Thurs. April 9
. 5:00-6:30
WNAC-TV
Boston Movietime
Wed. April 8
5:00-6:45
WBZ-TV,
Boston Movietime
Fri. April 10
5:00-6:45.
WBZ-TV '■ •■■■..Boston Movietiine
Tues; April 7
5:00-6:45
WBZ-TV
Boston Movietime
Mon, April 6
5:00-6:45
WBZ-TV

AVERAGE
RATING
HIGH
17.6
16.7

6. “KEY LARGO”—
Humphrey Bogart, Lauren
Bacall. Edward G. Robinson;"
1948;' Warner Bros.
7. “TASK FORCE”—
Gary Cooper,
Walter Brennan;
1949; Warner Bros.
8. “THE INSPECTOR GENERAL”—
Danny Kaye,
Walter Slezak;
1949; Warner Bros.
9. “GEORGE WASHINGTON
SLEPT HERE”—
Jack Benny,
Ann Sheridan;
1942; Warner Bros.
1©. “DESTINATION TOKYO”—!
Cary Grant,
John Garfield;
1944; UAA

LOW
15.4

AVERAGE
SHARE
TOP COMPETITION
48.7
Boston Movietime—
“Beachhead”

1st Run

Repeat

1st Run

1st Run

lst.Run

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

1st Run.

Movietime
Tues. April 14
8:30-10:30
KVOA-TV
Early Show
Mon. April 13
10:15-12:15
KGUN-TV
Williams Theatre
Thurs. April 16
10:15-12:15
KGUN-TV
Giles Theatre .
Fri. April 17
10:15-12:15
KGUN-TV
Million Dollar Movie
Sat. April 18
10:45-12:15
KOLD-TV
Sunday Night
Playhouse
Sun. April 19
10:00-11:30
KOLD-TV
Early Show
Tues. April 14
10:00-11:45
KGUN-TV
Late Show
Sat. April 15
10:30-12:45
KGUN-TV
Early Show
■; Wed. April 15
10:15-12:00
KGUN-TV .
Sunday Theatre
Sun. April 19
10:15-12:00
KGUN-TV
Big Movie
Fri. April 17
10:15-12:30
KVOA-TV

AV.
RTG.

STATION
< . WBZ ,.....

i6 y:

12.5

Command Premiere—
“Juarez” ..... .WBZ __ ... . 6.9

14.3

14.7

13.5

Major League Baseball,..... .WHDH

14.1.

14.7

13.1

48.7

13.2

13.8

12.2

12,7

13.5

11.5

41.1

Early Show,—

12.4

13.1

11-5

40.1

Boston Movietime—
“They Drive By Night”.. r.. .WBZ

12.3

11.9

11.9

13.5

13.5

... .ii.e

Paul Winchell ...... .WHDH ... ....114
Lone. Ranger
. . v,-. ...... WHDH
\.. . 9.8
African Patrol ......,...!... . WHDH .. . .....6.9

10.6

40.6

10.9

34.9

10:9

13,5

... . . . .25.1

Boston Movietime—
“Angel and the Badman”.. .WBZ

WNAC

... ... .12.8

:.:.10.a

Boston Movietime—'They
Died With Their Boots On”. WEZ
Early Show—
“Godzilla”

40.9

....

-12.7

.......... .vl .WNAC

... ... .16.7

Early Show^
“Champion” ........ . WNAC

.. . .....8.7

11.5

12.5

10.6

35.8

Early Show—
“30 Seconds Over Tokyo"
Part II

• WNAC

... . .. .14.1

10,6

11.9

9.6

33.4

Early
u
Show—
OIIUW-—
“30 Seconds Over Tokyo”
Part I ....WNAC

.12 4

STATIONS: KGUN, KOLD, KVOA.
Repeat

SURVEY DATES; APRIL 6-12, 1959.

14.3

TUCSON
1. “ACT OF LOVE”—
Kirk Douglas,
Danr.v Robin;
1954; UAA
2. “ARSENIC AND OLD LACE”—
Cary Grant, Raymond
Massey. Josephine Hull;
1944; Warner Bros.
8. “JOHNNY BELINDA”—
Jane Wyman,
Lew Ayres;
2948; Warner Bros.
4. “THE MAVERICK QUEEN’ —
Barbara Stanwyck,
Barry Sullivan;
1956; H.T.S.
5. “CRY VENGEANCE”—
Mark Stevens.
Martha Hyer;
1954; M&A Alexander
5, “ROBBERS ROOST”—
Richard Boone,
George Montgomery;
1955; UAA

feature, period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the. effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late shoio at 11:15 p.ni. would hardly
have any children viewers * but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where Stations sell their feature programming oh a multi*
stripped basis utilizing, the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number .of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring, unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the. particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be
ascertained

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 13- 19, 1959.

13:1

14.1

12.0

23.8

Garry Moore ,........
.. KOLD . , .. .30.1
Alcoa Presents
.. v... ..KGUN , . 20 a
Name That Tune .....
KOLD . ;. . .: .18.5

99

11.2

7.1

58,6

9.8

10,8

6.6

69.5

The Millionaire
(Headlining)
__ . . KOLD . ___ fi i
Big Movie—
“They Were Expendable”.. . KVOA .. ...... 3.8
Big Movie—
“A Yank At Oxford”.. ..kvoa
......4.8

-9.7:

11.6.

7.1

37.6

Trackdown (Headlining) .... .. KOLD
Big Movie—
“Destination Tokyo” ...... : . KVOA

. ......15 2
.

7.2

8.4 :

10.4.

5.0

38.5

Late Show—“Task Foice”,.: ..KGUN

.

',8:5

8:4

91

7.5

33.7

Sunday Theatre—“George
Washington Slept Here”... ... KGUN ....

. 8.2

7.8

8-7

'

’ 5.4

37.1

Phil Silvers (Headlining)
.KOLD
Big Movie—“Act Of,Love” .. ..KVOA

. . 10.0
., i..5 .1 ■

41.3

Million Dollar Movie—.
“Cry Vengeance” ........ . .. KOLD

... .8:4

Big Movie—
“Gentleman Jim”.. ..KVOA

...... 3.9

■ ~ .4
7.6

7:4

• lOJU

8.7;

72

9.1

7.0

83

3.7

50

4.6

5.0

45,4

Sunday Night Playhouse-^“Robbers Roost” . . , . . ,

38.7

31.4
.

..,KOLD

Giles Theatre—
“The Maverick Queen”.... .. •KGUN,.
Theatre 13—
“Gentlemens Agreement” .: . HOLD

,8.3

9.4
4.8
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U&rarff

: Ottawa, June 0.
Summer schedule of . the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.’s video
network indicates 24 live shows will reach Canadian tv screens for
the season, 13 of them new, six sponsored.
Bankrolled new shows are: “Joan Fairfax Show” by Imperial
Tobacco; .“Live A Borrowed Life” by Adams Brand and ColgatePalmolive; “Parade” by Sunbeam and Coca-Cola; “Don Messer
Show” by. P&G and H. F. Ritchie; “Swing Easy” by Javex and
Sterling Drug; Vancouver drama series by Lever Bros, and Gen- .
eral Foods.
New sustainers include “This Is Ottawa,” “Astronomy Today,”
“Long Shot;”. “The Show That Jack Built,” “Two For Physics,”
“Who Knows?” and “Albert.”
Former summer shows returning to the web are: “Rhapsody,,r
“Hope Around, the . Sun,” “Ed & Ross,” “Holiday Edition” (of
Junior Magazine), “World Passport.”
Continuing: “Country Calendar,"’ “Explorations,” “Playbill,”
“Mr. Fix-It,” “This .Week,“ “Viewpoint.”

DimSATIOSAL TV-RADIO

House of Lords Ponders TV Profits By
Those Who Took Tremendous Risks’

London, June 9.
Profits earned by the commer¬
By EMIL ZUBRYN /
cial tv networks are to be taken
Mexico City, June 9..
into account when the franchises
Mexican;• television is rapidly
CBS TV copped exclusive rights come up for review in 19.64, said
moving forward to become a major to the 1960 Olympics in Rome and the government spokesman, Lord
educational medium directed at will air daily live-on-tape show's.
Hailsham. when winding up a de¬
those from primary through highWeb expects to carry up to 60- bate in the House of Lords last
school grades.
miniite accounts of the sports hap¬ Wednesday <3). It* was its busi¬
This is - in keeping with a state¬ penings in prime evening time ness to be good stewards of public
ment made some while back by starting Aug. 25 with same-day money, of opportunities to secure
Secretary of Education, Dr. Jaimes coverage in many instances, .
good- money from public service,
Deal was made known this week ! he added.
Torres Bodet, that “motion pic¬
tures, radio broadcasting and tele¬ by both CBS-TV and Italian Olym¬
The debate was opened by Lord
vision constitute excellent aukilu-J pic National Committee. Sports Boothby, who referred to the criti¬
aries for oiir. teachers. AH these ] Dept, of CBS News will produce cism often made about the profitmediums can contribute in a most; the series, using Alitalia Airlines earning capacity of the tv contract¬
effective manner in giving objec-1 to jet-flight vidtape proceedings ors, “but the people reaping these
tiyity to. teaching methods and, at ! of the games.
profits had taken tremendous
the same time, stimulating chil¬
risks,” he noted. He thought there
dren to better comprehend the •
was toe much “canned American
realities of the world in which:
stuff being bought on the cheap”
they must develop.”
!
but he liked the advertisements,
While the motion picture me¬
which were often a relief from the
Ottawa, June 9. 4——• ’ -—•.
— .. - .
dium is marking time, and radio i
program. He felt that the critics
With approach, of the Royal visit iTtr TUL II
,
broadcasting is gradually spread- !
should stop worrying about the
to Canada, and the end of the curS lUay. f.10,000,UUU ing its facilities to teach the rudi- |
number of ads carried, but should
| ments of reading and writing in i
concentrate on the “breaks” made
rent parliamentary -session in sight,
London, June 9.
in programs.
rural
communities,
.television
is
various government probes are exrevenu? garnered by the
j preparing to take , a gargantuan
The only really valid criticism,
pected to slash the folderol and . pafijes in Britain in May w;as a forward step in the field of edu¬
Boothby contended, was that the
Independent Television Authority
get down to. businss. This includes j shade under. $13,888,000, from 29,- cation.
was accused of permitting monop¬
| A tight task force of 250 educa¬
the House of Commons committee j 86.1 spots. :.
London, June 9.
oly practices contrary to the Tele¬
. on broadcasting, which. has been I . The two London area .outfits, tors have received special training,
Associated - Rediffusion has in¬ vision Act. To some extent, he
,
intensive,
courses
in
audiovisual
inpoking the. taxpayers’ nose into ! according to figures compiled "by
vested $21,000 in a three-year twothe operations and activities of the j Media Records Ltd., g r a b b e d | struction. These are to be the key way agreement with Peter Had- averred, the charge was unde¬
Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
| around $4,387,500 between them— ! instructors, for.: the entire Mexican don’s stock company which oper- j niable, but the government, which
. Throughout the committee’s ses- ! Associated Rediffusion, putting out j educational system, with Secretary, i ates at Wimbledon Theatre, South ; inadvertently had created this
sions has been a running effort ; weekday; programs, taking some Bodet pushing forward for coor¬ London. John SIcMillan, A-R’s i monopoly, could end it by estab¬
to flush from CBC names and de- | $2,784,500 from 2:680 spots ; and dinated use of television, radio and topper, and Haddon announced lishing as soon as possible a new
.tails of airers on its video web. al- Associated Television, covering films, for instruction of children ’ that was the outcome of a year’s channel, either under the ITA or
another body, at no cost to the
legedly costing the public-owned. j weekends, chalking up $1,603,900 and upping cultural programs for ; negotiation.
public. »The companies, he sug¬
the general adult public.
j
corporation, hence the taxpayer, j from; 1,320 spots
McMillan explained that the gested, should seek to improve and
more than the sponsors. The com-.
———-/ ■ -.• .. ' ■■
Azcarraga’s Participation
' the scheme had three main aims:
their programs and not
rnittee referred to a list provided.; =
.'•*
^
In the drive for education via to provide a chance for A-R direc¬ rationalize
seek to extend or perpetuate the
early in the sittings by CBC showTWbA ft**
tv, Mexico has lined up a strong ' tors to gain experience by produc¬ present monopoly. The future of
team^ comprising official and pri- ' ing, plays for the legit theatre; to "the big four” lay to a large ex¬
Ing costs, but not the names,, of
a number of bankrolled shows, in- WytUlVll
UV Via
vate facilities, with the backing of 1 discover new stage plays that tent in their own hands.
dicating CBC “lost money” on al^
n
_
the know-how of top tv personnel. : might be adaptable to tv and to
At the end of a long debate, in
most all of them. CBC takes an
'I'll „
Coordinating efforts of private offer A-R facilities for stage pres¬
(Continued on Page 50)
opposite stand: it claims it was
l\|||f| I IV 111
Video interests is Emilio Azcarraga, • entation of up to six plays a year
initially set up to provide CanadiWHI 11 T U1 LUCi
radio and tv pioneer.
Special considered by A-R to have poten¬
an tv watchers with the best pos__
_
Channel 2 programs, in morning tial tv. qualities. Other advantages
sible video entertainment and by.
11I «
I vaamaaa hours, will bring educatipnal-cul- include, the televising of excerpts1
selling its shows to commercial
:
f CJf UCCIISCC : tural programs direct into school- i from Wimbleton Theatre shows, i
sponsors, even at less than the.
#«vviiwyw j rooms, with initial telecasts to be- the interchange of actors and sce¬
shows’ costs, it has been saving
.
T ' _
! gin late this month. Unfortunate- nic designers and the fact that the
taxpavers .millions of dollars.
Dublin, June 9. :ly, in it ia 1 series • wiil be for a stock company may well produce
The committee, says CBC, believes
A«decision Is expected any day j iimited number of schools, possibly i new acting talent.
the corporation is subsidizing the i by the Irish Republic on the set- i 100, but plan is to have several
First A-R director to be attached
sponsors, . but CBC claims spon- j ting up of a commercial tv network ! thousand receivers installed in to the theatre is Marc Miller. Mc¬
After considerable friction with
: this city by the end of this year, Millan stressed that Haddon has the homeoffice in N. Y., Leon
■>[.*
j As program develops, thousands full control on how the $21,000 is - Cagan has resigned as chief of
dered, the. CBC, via. a motion, to i blrea,{Iy been submitted to the Gow upon thousands of other receivers spent and that the new scheme in ■ NBC International’s Latin-Ameriproduce the complete figures on ' ernment but It Is uncertain wheth- will be set up iu the provinces, in no way lessens his control over’ can division. Cagan simultaneous¬
sponsored commercial shows for ^ er the final say-so will be delayed areas where telecasts are received. the running of his theatre. Had- ‘ ly quits as proxy and general man¬
week as a guide to -future demands, until after the mid-June elections.
The educational program is by | don’s company was selected be-1 ager of i NBC’s Interhacional de
E. L. Bushnell, CBC’s v.p. and actHot contender for the ty con¬ no means limited to school kids. - cause of his reputation in the the- j Mexico.
ing president, had told the commit- tract is an organization known as For adult citizens, iiew channel 11, i atre and the quality of his com-1 Departure of Cagan, who came
tee it Would take eight persons Gael Linn, which, for some years, owned and operated by the Na- ■ pany. Haddon, a West End star,; to NBC two years ago from ABC
full time to produce the details on has. been involved in cultural devel- tional Polytechnic Institute, repre¬ took over Wimbledon Theatre five ! Film where he was head of the
the committee’s original request opments in the Republic: If that senting an investment of 3,000,000 years ago when it was in a bad latter company’s overseas telefilm
for data on all the live shows the group gets the nod from the Rer pesos ($240,000) in transmission way and has brought it prosperity. sales operation, had been expected
public, NBC International will be equipment alone, is the heart of a “But,” Haddon told Variety, “the for several weeks. Network has hot
CBC aired in a month.
_■;_brought in to act in a management vest cultural-educational program¬ A-R arrangement is a godsend not named a replacement.
_
service capacity as it does already: ming project:
only financially but because it will
Specific policy differences were
/I
1 )
V\
rmr
with the commercial tv operation
enable me to experiment with my not spelled out, but they are said
Rmmfnr the Gamut
I OltiftflQ C rUV- I V
hi Wales and the West of England.
Under call letters of XIPN-TV, programs instead of always having ] to have occurred chiefly as the
VulKUlU vl Cl Jr If
There are, however, rival bidders Channel 11 will be 'devoted exclu-: to play safe.”
result of the telepic selling pat¬
for the concession, one of which sively to cultural-educational tele¬
terns proposed by Cagan for Lat in*1*
■ TL*
-1* 11 is a group which includes Associ- casts covering a broad field rang¬
American markets. Internacional
I
| n«Q M Q|| ated Television and Pye. interests. ing from classic dance, painting,
de Mexico Is involved not only in
1 vvl A lllo 1CU1 There is, also, a strong feeling lo¬
concerts, lectures, serious plays,
selling but in providing technical
cally that Gael Linn should link
documentaries,,
as
well
as
history,
and managerial aid to Mexican
. Toronto, June 9.
S.
up with this group or, alternatively,
radio and tv operators.
archeology, science, ednomics, poli¬
(Continued on Page 50) .
A Toronto suburb will be used
tics and the broad range of cur¬
Cagan is expected to remain in
experimentally this faU to intro¬
rent developments.
London, June 9. . j Mexico and continue independ¬
Apart
from
locally
produced
ently
in broadcasting operations,
duce pay-as-you
pay-as-yomsee
see tv to Canada, nn VA
programs, the Institute will seek : Latest in the line of plays on
according tpE:
t<? E. E. Fitzgibbons, head
cooperation of foreign universities, i British commercial tv to introduce
Fa¬
of the television division of FaD’pacfe fn
Ffirnn* institutes and cultural societies to a legit top name, “Associated Telemous Players Canadian: (His fa" uwl*
MV TICK, I4U1U|IV provide documentaries (with
fa¬
! vision’s “A Touch of the Sun” with
ther, J. J. Fitzgibbons, is president
Tokyo, June 9.
dubbed-in Spanish sound) for
and managing director of 376
The semi -Government Japan transmission over its facilities. In Michael Redgrave, grabbed viewers
Tokyo. June 9. .
houses acrosi. Canada operated by Broadcastihg Corp. (NHK) will be- exchange, XIPN-TV will make in 3,279,000 homes according to
Welfare Ministry officials indi¬
FPC and also holds the franchise gin tests this month to expand its available its filmed short Subjects Television Andience Measurement,
Ltd. Homes viewing BBC-TV at the
for Canada of Telemeter.) ;
Radio Japan shortwave broadcasts to cooperating foreign sources.
~ same transmission time—8:30-10 cated they will soon start cracking
i the whip on tv commercials w hich
If successful, the setup will be to the Soviet Union and to Europe,
The Polytechnic institute, in the
extended to metropolitan Toronto This is in line with the web’s in- broad cultural aspects of its pro¬ p m. on Tuesday, May 26—totalled j give the impression that medicine,
: medical supplies and equipment or
(approximating 1,250,000 persons tention to increase its total daily gramming, already has the support 2,459,000.
Comparatively narrow extent of | cosmetics are guaranteed by doc¬
with 34P,000 tv sets) and thence shortwave broadcast hours by five of the National Institute of Fine
to the rest of Canada. The price to and a half hours to 25 hours. Tliis Arts, which will provide technical the “victory” for “Sun” is further tors brother of medical authority*
A Ministry spokesman said viola¬
the tv viewer will be 25c to a buck would still keep it below the pre¬ as well as talent aid in. production exemplified by TAM’s breakdown
of number of homes viewing in
in the coin box—and there will be war level of 34 hours daily,
of dance, theatre, music, etc., pro¬ each of the seven network areas. tions of the Pharmaceutical Law
have been noted in the commer¬
no commercials. Fare will include
Radio Japan now* beams to 16 grams.
In London, the figure , was 973,000 cials of the Fujisawa Co. on pro¬
current movies and sports features global areas in that many lan$2,400,001 Program
for the play, comparing with 757,- grams broadcast by JOKR-TV and
hot carried on free tv. V
guages. Difficulty, ip expanding is
. Total overall cost of XIPN-TV is 000 (a 45 rating as against 35); in NET in Tokyo.
Toronto has been selected be- in the shortage of competent anThe category of “authority” can
cause it has three Buffalo stations, nouncers, not only linguistically, estimated at 30,000,000 ($2,400,000), the Midlands the corresponding
plus the Canadian.. Broadcasting but also in those with a sense of with this embracing cost of equip¬ statistics were 561,000 and 334,000 also be stretched to include celeb¬
Corp:, serving the area. Protection journalism and without strong ment, buildings, and special facili¬ (ratings, 47 and 28); in South rities other than medical and could
ties. These latter include a mobile Wales and the West of England, mean actors too. if they tend to
on films will include, these cur- idealistic leanings,
rently showing in nabes, with payRadio Japan service was Inaugu- unit and what in effect is a tele¬ 182,000 and 163,000 (38 and 34) exaggerate the effects of the.prod¬
as-you-see approximating an indi- rated to South and Central Amer- vision university building (located were the figures; in the South, uct. Only announcers, it was said,
can mention medical prescriptions.
(Continued on page 53)
viduaPs telephone installation.
ica in April.
(Continued on page 54)

House of Commons Hotfoots CBC;
Want Showdown on Expends

CBS-ITs Rome Olppics

A-R Puts $21,009
In Brit. Drama Co.
To Build Legit TV

J/6C1S10II litlC UI1

Cagan Exits NBC
Latm-Amer. Wing

Canada’s Pay-TV
Test Rds Fafl

Star’s 3,279,000 Homes
In ATV’sToickof Soa’
Vs. 2,459,(WO for M-T¥|

luMUO J&fNUl dD0rtW<lY6

TOKYO’S CRACKDOWN
ON PHONEY COM’LS.
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^StRIErFY

The; station at the
heart of the British
Independent Network
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P&RIETY

Variety's weekly tabulation,, based on ratings furnished by Afnerican. Research
exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is. to reflect the true rating:
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and Offers a rating study. . strength - pf particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particidar market: This week seven
buyers to local stations and/or. advertisers to syndicators will find the charts: valuable.
different markets are-covered.
■ Over the course. Of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 150. markets; The re¬
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data such- as the
sults of that, tabulation will be found weekly in Variety, Coupled with the; fating pet-,
average share of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, com:; formance of the top ten network shows on the local level,.the Variety-ARB charts are
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing ah
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U. S.

BOSTON
KK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

STATIONS: WBZ, WHDH, WNAC.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

AV. J
RTG | RK.

Academy Awards Mon, 10:30-12:15 > WBZ
Wagon Trci i (Wed. 7:30-8:30* 7 .. . WBZ
77 Sunset Strip -Fa. 9:30-10:30) 7.. WHDH
I've Got A Secret'Wed. 9:30-10:00=
WNAC
Perry Mason (Sat. 7:30-8:30(1 ....... WNAC
The Rifleman -Tues. 9:00-9:30) ..... WHDH
Arthur Murrav Party Won; .10-10:30* WBZ
Gur.smoke .Sat, 10.00-10:301 ....... WNAC
“M” Squad «Fri. 9:00-9:30' - • ..... WBZ
Loretta lourg 'Sim. 10:00-10:30)
WBZ

54,4
42.2
38.5
36.9
35.1
84.2
34:0
33.7
32.3 i|
29.5 -I

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA,
DISTRIB.

1. 'Highway. Patrol tTues. 7:0Q)... ;..
2. Jeff’s Collie (Mon. '7:00) -7.
3. Silent Service <Fri. 7:00> ........
4. Special Agent 7 (-Fri. 10:3.0'.
5. Whirlybirds iThurs. . 7:00) .,. .
6. This Is Alice (Sat. 7:00) ...
7- Walter Wihchell File (Mon. 7:00):.
8. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs, 6:30).
9. City Detective (Tues. 8:00) .
L0. Sheriff .of Cochise (Sun. 6:30 '..

ALBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROV
1.
2.
3.
45.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Wagon Train Wed:. 7:30-8i30)
Bob Hope Wed. 9.0a-10:00»i ...
Perry Como 'Sat. 8.C0-9:00'|j ..
Restless Gun -Mon. 8.00-8:30) .
Talcs of Weils Fargo ■ Mon. j8:30
Peter Garni Mon. 8:00-9:30(1 ..
“M” Squad Fri. 9:00-9:30) . ...
Price Is Right. -Wed. 8:30-9:00'
Chevy Show-'Sun. 9:00-10j;00'..
Gursmoke \Snt. 10:06-10:30) ...

.... 1VRGB . 53.6 f
.... WRGB
51-6 j
.WRGB
.'47.5 {
... WRGB
46.5;
;00- WRGB
44.3 |
..... WRGB
43.8 |
.WRGB
43.3 |
.WRGB
38.1!
.WRGB
38.0 i
36.7.1;
.....WTEN

MPLS.—ST. PAUL
1.
2.
• 3.
4.
5.
’ 6.
7.

Academy Awards Mon. 9:30-11:15'
KSTP
Giinsmoke 'S:.t 9:00-9:30t .
WCCQ
The Riflema i Titos. 8:00-8:30) .
WTCN
Have Gun, Will Travel 'Sat..8:30-9> WCCO
I’ve Got A Secret Wed. 8:30-9:00) . WCCO
Wagcn Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30' .
KSTP
Loretta Yeung 'Sun. 9:00-9:30> .. . .KSTP
KSTP
9. Real >Ic( oys :Thur's; 7:30-8:00).
WTCN
10. Garry Me "re Tues. 9:00-10:00)
WCCO

Hew
.

1

2,
3.
3.
4.
5

.

6

s.
9.

.
.

10
10

Academy Awards Mon. 9:30-11:15)
WDSU
Wagon Train 'Wed. 6:30-7:30) . WDSU
Eat Masterson Wed. 8:30-9:00.' .WDSU
Loretta Young tSun. 9:00-9:30)
WDSU
Arthur Murray Party 'Mon.! 9:00-9:30' WDSU
Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9 00-9:30' i: ..WWL
Rawhide ‘Fri. 7:(i0-8:00) '.
.WWL
Have Gun, Will Travel <Sat. 8:30-9) WWL
Perry Como -Sat. 7:00-8:00). WDSU
“M” Squad (Fri. 8:00-8:30) j...WDSU
Black Saddle 'Sat. 8:00-8:30) . .. ...WDSU
Ycu'Bct Your Life ^Thurs:: 9:00-9:30) 1VDSU

KOMO
KING
.KING
KING
.KOMO
KING
KING
KING
KING
KOMO

Gunsmoke ‘Sat. 9:00-9:30' | . KRNT
Wagon Train • Wed. 6:30-7:30'
WHO
IVhat’s My Line? -Sun. 9:30^-10:00*
KRNT
DesIIu Playhouse Mon. 9:00-10:09* .. KRNT
Red Skelton 'Tue-. 8:30-9:00)
KRNT
The Rifleman. 'Tues. 8:00-8:30*
.
WOI
Have Giin, Will Travel Sat. 8:30-9) KRNT
Restless Gun Mon. 7:00-7:30U..
WHO
Sugarfoot -Tues. C:20-7:30).
WOI
Danny Thomas -Mon. 8:00-£t:30l...... KRNT
77 Sunset Strip TVi. 8:3019:30» .
WOI

COLUMBUS

.24.4
21.7

News; Spts.; Wea,: News WHDH
Walter Wihchell File- . WNAC
News; Spts.; 'AVea.News WHDH
Person To Person:.7 WNAC '
Crusader
.., WNAC
Mike Hammer ... ,....:; WNAC
Jeff’s Collie .7. ....... .WBZ , :
fBoston Movietime ....
1 News'; Weather: . A .. ' WBZ
WHDH,
26.1 Cheyenne , .■ ..: ■ •.
38.4 Casey Jones; News; Wea. WBZ .

21.2

19.2
16.5
15.7 :
15.3
14.3
14.1
13.5

52.0
46.0
52.3
423
43.9
41:3
32.4
39.3

Highway Patrol lSat. 7:00)—..,...,. WRGB.... Ziv
31.2
Whirlybirds (Sun. 6:00) ,.\ .:, ....,7 WAST_CBS
24.6
Navy Log (Tries. 7:00):....7:.;7, WRGB...., CBS
24.5
Decoy (Tues. i0:C0> .\....;.:.. WRGB.. Official
. 23.3
Rescue 8 (Tues. '10:30V-. ?.......,... WRGB.... Screen Gems 21.2
U.S. Marshal ;(Fri.7:00WRGB. ...NTA ;
19.3
Death Valley Days (Thurs. 7:00)
. WRGB..,. U.S.Borax
18.8
Mr. District Attorney «Sat. 10:30.),. ..WTEN.... Ziv
17.6
Silent Service ASat. 10:30)
WAST.. .. CNP
17.6
Special Agent 7 (Wed, 7:00.)
. .... . WRGB.. .-.'MCA
17.6
The Koneymooriefs 'Tues. 7:30'.:... . . WTEN.... CBS
17.4
Bold Venture (Tlnirs. 10:3Q> .
.:!. WRGB.. t. Ziv
17.4
I Led 3.Lives (Sat. 16:30>:
''. WRGB....;Ziv.
17.1

70.4
49-2,
57.5
44-5
45.7
60.9
54.8
33:3
33.3
54.0
30.8
42:4
32.4

56,2 1.
42.2 , 2.
35.5 :: 3.
34.6;! 4.
33.9 1 5.
33.0 6i
31.4 ;i 7.
30.8;! 8.
29.3 :• 9.
28.8 10-

Death Valley Days (Satv9:30V-: . .WCCO:, .. U;S. Borax
Huckleberry Hound a Tues. 6:30). : ..WCCO.. . . Screen Gems
State.TTooper (Tues. 9:30). .... .. . KSTP:.. ..MCA
Flight (Wed. 9:30) .. A
. . KSTP ... .CNP
Sea Hunt (Thurs! 9:00' .
.\ .. WTCN.. . Ziv
MacKenzie’s Raiders <Sun. 9:30).. . . .KSTP.,. ...Ziv
N.Y. Confidential (Tues. . 7:00* ..; ./WCCO.. .. ITC
Wild Bill Hitchcock (Sat, 11:00)... ,. WCCO., . Screen Gems
Sky King! (Sat. 11:30* . , .. J .'■. .7,.. wccO; : .Nabisco.
Popeye iMon.-Frl! a:30*
,.. . . WCCO . ;
UAA,

24,7
21.4
16.0
153
15.1
14.0
13.7
13.4
13-3
13.1

51.1
45.7
27.1
27.6
24.1
24.3
. 30.9
73.6
72:3
50.0

STATIONS: WWL. WDSU, WVUE.

DES MOINES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

AV. I
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

STATIONS: WRGB, WTEN, WAST.

ORLEANS

Academy Awards Ovlon. 7:30-9:15).
77 Sun:et S.np 'Fri. 9:30-10:30;: ..
Maverick .'bun. 7:30-3:30) . .....
Real McCoys' • Thurs, 8:30-9:00)_
Wagon Train Wed. 7:3Q-3;30) ....
Lawman 1 Sun. 8.3G-9:00)
Walt Disney Presents (Fri.; 8:00-9:00
The R:flemen Tu*‘-*. 9:00-9;30)....
Csieyenne -lues. 7:30-8:30)
Loretta Y'oung Sun. 10:00^10:30) .

WNAC.. .. MCA
, WNAC.,.. NTA

AV.
RTG.

STATIONS: V/CCO. KSTP. KMSP. WTCN.

62.2 :i 1.
55.3 m 2.
44.8 ! 3.
•44.8 j I 4.
' 44.7 ij 5.
44.2,1
39.41! 6.
39.2;! 7.
38.911
38.8 rf 8.
38.4;; 9.
38.4!; 10.

SEATTLE—TACOMA
OMA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

...WBZ.Ziv
...WBZ..:.. ITC
. WBZ..... .CNP
...WHDH; ..MCA
..'. WBZ". . . .CBS
.. . WHDH, ..: NTA
,WNAC7.. NTA
WNAC..... Screen; Gems

57.1 1.
46.2 2.
43.0 3.
42.8 4.
41.0 5.
37.3 6..
35.4 7.
34.0 8.
33.8 9.
31,6 ; 10.

Mike Hammer <Fri, 9:30)_.•?...... WWL ....
Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30 •
..
WDSU: • ..
Stale Trooper (Tues. 10:00' . ...... WDSU:.. .
Sheriff of Cochise (Sat.. 9:30..:... , WWL ....
Soldiers of Fortune 'Sat. 5:30' .... .WDSU....

MCA
Ziv
MCA
NTA
Flamingo

Casey Jones (Sat. 6:00) „ ., ......... , . WDSU...
Man Without A Gun -Sat. 10:00) .:.. , \V1VL..,.

Screen Gems 25.7
NTA.
'25.4.

Sky King (Sat. 11:00'
... .WDSU:... Nabisco
Union Pacific (Thurs. 9:30) .;... V-.. WDSU:..,. CNP
Our Miss Brooks <Sun. 9:30) :..: ... . VVDSU... CBS

36.1
32.2
:31.8
27.5
26.0

25.1
23.7
22.3

67.5
55.2
79.3
43:4
82.0
60.9
54.4
97.7
40.2
35;6

STATIONS: KOMO, KINS, KIRO, KTNT.
Highway Patrol (Thurs. .7:90)...
Divorce Court 'Sat. 8:00) . . . ....
Death Valley: Days (Mon. 7:Q0) . . .
Rescue 8 (Fri. 7:00)..
Topper (Wed. 7:00) ..
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00) :.
Huckleberry Hound 'Thurs, 6:00).,
Decoy (Sun. 9:30)
People’s Choice <Tues7.7:00).......
Sky. King (Sun. 6:00) ..;

. . KOMO.. ., Ziv
..KING-.. .. Guild
. KING... .. U.S. Borax
. . KING ... , . Screen Gems
:, KOMO.. .. Schubert
./KING... .. Kellogg
. KING... .. Screen Gems
,. KING... .. Official
.KOMO.. . . ABC
..KING... ..Nabisco

22.5
21.7
21.6
20.3
19.9
19.8
19.3
17.9
16.0
15.1

STATIONS: KRNT, WHO, WOI.
48:4 j 1. Sea Hunt (Sat. 9:30* . .
44.6! 2. State Trooper (Thurs. 9:30) ......
3. Highway Patrol (Sat. 10:30)......
4. Dial 999 (Fri. 9:30)...... . . ......
39.6 4. Flight (Wed. 9:30.
.: ,7, 7 ....
38.9 5. Death Valley Days (Sun: 9:30)....
38.9 6. Whirlybirds (Tues. 9:30) ,.. . . ....
37.7; 7. U.S. Marshal (Tues. 7:00) .: ......
35.3 I .8. N.Y. Confidential (Fri. 8:30) ., 7.
32.9 9. Woody Woodpecker (Mori:.’6:00)
32.41 10. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:00) ,,
32; 11 i 10- Superman (Tues: 6:00) . . ;
. .. .

.KRNT., .. .Ziv
..WHO... .. MCA
. . KRNT.. . . .Ziv
.. WrOI..... . . Ziv
. .WHO:. . ..CNP
, .WHO... .. ,u:s. Borax
.. WOI.... , . CBS
.KRNT.. ...NTA
. .WHO... .. ITC.
.: WOI.... .. Kellogg
.;WOI , .. Screen Gems
.WOI ... .. Flamingo

34.8
20.1
19.5
18.9
18.9
16.4
15.2
15.0
13.7
13.5
12.7
12.7

48.1
33.1
38.0
33.8
34.4
44,5
51.7
29.9
30.0
42.8

27.2
26.8
26.6
24-8
20.5
189
18.7
185
17.1
17.1
16.7

AV.
RTG.
12.7
15.3
.10.9
16.7
10.6
11.4
21.7
12.5
23.7
12.0

SURVEY DATES: APRIL I 1-17, 1959.
Bradlev’s Record Hbp.:.. WTEN
9.0
Meet The Press . .
. . . WRGB
18.4
News; Wea.; CBS News;. WTEN
12.9
Garry Moore 7 ,7., 7, ,, WTEN
T 6.9
Gairy Moore ..... 7:. . WTEN.
17.6
News; Wea.; CBS News.. WTEN
9.6
News; Wea.; CBS News . WTEN - 10.7
Silent Service =..
WAST . 17.6
Mr! District Attorney. ... WTEN /. 17.6
News; Wea:; CBS News . WTEN . 10.3
Dragnet ..
...- -: WRGB
24.8
Playhouse 90" .. .... .,WTEN
18.4
\ Mr, District. Attorney .., WTEN
17.6
\ Silent Service . ,......, WAST
17.6 ..

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.
D;A.’s Man .. .- .'I' .... . ..KSTP
Cheyenne .---: ...... WTCN
Garry Moore .. .. . 7 . . . WCCO
U.S, Steel Hour.. ,,.... WCCO
.... . . . WCCO
Playhouse 90 ,..
What’s My Line? . ..WCCO
Cheyenne ........ ......WTCN
Uricle AI ------ ., .... WTCN.
Uncle'A1
,...., ...... "W-TCN
News ...... .... ...... KSTP

10.8
15.6
27.6
16.6
13rQ
28.2
20:2
4.1
4.6
6,7

SURVEY. DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.
Sports; Famous Fights. . .WDSU
Garry Moore .. ......:. . ., . WWLArthur Murray Party,^ . . WWL 1
D.A.’s Man .. .. w. . . WDSU
fFour Star Edition...:.
i Playbill ... ... .'WWL • •
Danger Is. My Business. . WWL
| World Tonight ........ .
I Sports;Wea.; Theatre.. WDSU
Town and Country: Jour.. WWL
Playhouse 90 .: ........ WWL
What’s My Line? :/...... WWL

16.2
23:8
7.2
81.7
. 6.4
14 0
20.6
0.6
82.9
80.3

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12. 1959.
Flight .... ......... .. . KINGr
Perry Como ........ ..KOMO
The Texan
■;..,.:... ...KIRO
Calvaleade of Sports, ...KOMO
Wed. Night Fights,.:. .:. KING
Shell News; News.... .., KOMO
Shell News; News..,. .. . KOMO
Alfred Hitchcock . . .. .: . KIRO
Success Story .....
..KING
Meet The Press...... .. . KOMO

11.*
25,1
139
22 3
“26.8
13.8
,12.7';
20.5
20.1
7,9

SURVEY DATES: MARCH 30 - APRIL S, 1959;
62.5
39.3
45.8
30.6
33.3
22.7
25.7
25T
25.3
31.4
37.9
31.8

STATIONS: WLWC, WTVN, WBNS.

1. Gunsmoke Sat. 10.00-10:30) .... . WBNS
49.5.: 1. Sea Hunt; (Mon. 7:30) ...... . 7 .. ..WBNS,. . . Ziv
2. Academy Awards 'Mon. 10:30-12:15; WLWC
43.7: 2. Death Valley Days USun. 9:30) .7... . ;. WBNS.. . U.S. Borax
8. Real McCoys 'Thurs. 8:30-9:00),.. .. WTVN : 45.1 ! 3. Whirlybirds (Thurs.. 7:00).. ,.
,. WTVN.. ..CBS
4. 77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 9:30-10:30). ,_ WTVN
44.0 ! 4. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30).. - -W.TVN.. . . Screen Gems
5. Ann Southern Mon. 9:30-10:00) . .. WBNS
43.21 5. Our Miss Brooks <Sun. 6:30).. .: . WBNS.. .CBS
6. Danny Thomas 'Mon. 9:00-9:3Qj_ WBNS
40.2- 6. Roy Rogers (Sun. 6:00).
........ . . WBNS . . Roy Rogers
6. The Rifleman 'Tues. 9:00-9:30) __ WTVN ' 40.2 j 7. San Francisco Beat (Wed. 7:00).... .. WTVN.: ..CBS
7. ' Leave It To Beaver 'ThursJ;7:30-8:00> WTVN
38.21 8. U.S. Marshal (Fri. 10:30)
, .WTVN.. . NTA '
8. Maverick 'Sun. 7:30-8:30)' A-___
WTVN
38.0 1 9. Special Agent 7 iTues.,8:00)...,
.. WBNS .. . MCA
9. Wagon Train 'Wed. 7:30-3:30) . .
WLWC
37.9 1 9. State Trooper (Fri. 7:00).......... . . WTVN.. .MCA
10. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00).. WBNS
37.0 li 10. Casey Jones (Tries. 7:00).-..WTVN.. .. Screen Gems

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 6-12, 1959.

49.9
39.2
49.9
56.5
44.1
49.6
50.0
36.9
30.7
38.7
39.0

D.A.’s Man,-.... , 7 . . . WHO
Playhouse 90
__ ..KRNT
Wrestling .... .^ : . WOI
Person To Person .. .v . ..KRNT
Circle Theatre .... a .... .KRNT
What’s My Line? : .. . ..KRNT:
Garry Moore ...:..... ..KRNT
Sugarfoot .*.........., . WOI
77 Sunset Strip,--- 7 WOI
Feature; Wea.; News:. ..WHO
Feature; Wea,; News 7 ..WHO
Feature; Wea.; News.. . . WHO

12,7
24.0
13.1
27.9
211
42.8
30.3
33.2
83.6
18.0
11.5
14.6

SURVEY DATES; APRIL 612, 1959.
Buckskin ........... ...WLWC
Chevy Show ........ ...WLWC
News; CBS News..... . ..WBNS
News; Sports-News .. .. .WLWC
Best of MGM ,. ... WLWC
Best of MGM........ ...WLWC
News;! CBS News...., .. . WBNS
Person To Person.. ...WBNS
Cheyenne .
. .. ... WTVN
News; CBS News.
...WBNS
News; CBS News.,... ...WBNS

14.9
81.5
18.9
9.8
15 3
13.1
14.2
25.4
26.8
19.9
20:3
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

I TAKE THEE
MUSIC FOR A SUMMER NIGHT HOLIDAY U.S.A.
CHEVY SHOW
BRENNER
With Edward Binns, James Brode¬ With Frank McGee, narrator; Jim . With .Melissa Hayden & Andre With Burl ives, Gisele MacKenzie, With Janet Blair, John Raitt, EorEddie Hedges, Red Nichols &
othy Kirsten, Joe Bushkin, Kim
rick. Flora Elkins, Rudy Bond, Backus, Phyllis Diller, EveSan- : Eglevsky, Jean Leon Dertine &
His Haitian Dance Group, Geula
His Five Pennies, Jacques d’AmSisters, Kukla & Ollie
defter, others ..
Joseph Sullivan, Walter Kinsella,
Gill. Group, Frances Wyatt, Betty
boise & Diana Adams, U.S* Naval Producer-Director: Bob Henry
Producer: Chet. Hagen
others '
Academy Glee Club
Writers: Ed Simmons, Milt Rosen,
Anin Grove, James Hurst, Glenn
Executive Producer: Herbert Brod- Director: Robert Priaulx '
Jack Brooks
Producer-Director: Bill Colleran
Writer: Ric Ballad
Osserorch
.
■. kin
Writer: A. J. Russell
Musical Director: Harry Zimmer¬
Producer-Director: Jack Sameth
60 Mins., Thurs. (4), 7:30 pjn.
Producer: Arthur Lewis
man
60 Mins., Wed. (3), 9 p.m.
Exec Producer:Frederick Heider
NBC-TV, from N.Y.
Director: Joseph Anthony
60 Mins., Son., 9 pan.
TEXACO
A topical essay on some of the 60 Mins., Wed., 7:36 p.m.
Writer: Alvin Boretz
CHEVROLET
CBS-TV, from N.Y.
seamy aspects of love and marriage ABC-TV, from New. York
. 80 Mins.; Sat., 9 p.m. ;
NBC-TV, from Hollywood (color)
in the U.S. was explored by NBC(Cunningham & Walsh\
LEVER BROS.
‘Music For A Summer Night”, is
TV last Thursday;. (4) night. It a hot weather, echo of “Voice of
(Campbell & Eivald)
CBS-TV: (film) .
The second of three specials be¬
wasn’t a good outing for the pub¬ Firestone” which ended .its long;
(Ogiivy, Benson & Mather)
Having acquited themselyes ading ■bankrolled by Texaco, “HoliConsidering the limitations of lic affairs series, done under the run on the airwaves earlier in
“Lik^'Voide
” the
the^new
the week. ’ .“Like
“Voice,”
new day U.S.A,” failed to get off the:! drably during the 1958 summer
half-hour -scripts,, the “Brenner'’ aegis of. NBC News,: and telecast th^VreekJ
premiere on CBS-TV last Saturday ■ during prime evening time. In fact, series , is likely to find its fans groimd., :it was burdened with an J season as replacements for Dinah
it
was
a
poor
show.
among those who like a musical overciite script overgimmicked ; Shore, Janet Blair and John Raitt
(6) was among the best of its breed
for the last couple of years—good . Producer Chet Hagen scattered Kot?SUTTL
production and overeslimation of are back on the same old b°t
and so; strong, in fact, that it is his shots, touching on many prob¬ frirnmines^
^
— Burl Ives’ talents. A versatile per- werther stand with a frolicsome
entirely possible Lever Bros., the lems superficially, failing to de¬
velop
one
central
theme.
Problems
The
accent
on
“Summer
Night’s”
.
former with top-ranking status as
?show that purveys a happy
sponsor, will cancel the program
touched upon, were “marriage mill” kickoff show was global. Music of folksinger and actor, Ives could mood ta:lor-ma.V for Sunday sumbefore next fall.
towns,
teenage
marriages,
mar¬
France, Vienna, Israel, Italy, Haiti not wprk the miracles called for mer viewing.
There were repeated reports;
.
Under the producing - directing
prior to the kickoff show, which riage brokers, the commercializa¬ and Broadway was spotlighted in . tlii
. .
*
reign of Bob Henry, the opening
Alvin Borety wrote, that the bank- tion of romantic love in the U.S., the aide hands of a flock of guest
stars Even ballet eot in its licks
Ives was doing what comes na- 7^ .
** / TTT,
roller was “worried.” Certainly, etc.
In the midst of: the serious with'an excerpt from “Swan Lake” ^ny .OI| some folk songs but un- show bounced along at a hkable
they can’t have been worried about
an insufficiency of quality in the look-see, segments of. comedy were by Melissa Hayden and Andre fortunately this was limited to a pace that bodes well for the rest
couple oL numbers which only sug- of the hot weather outings. It was
first program, but it is likely they interspersed. Jim Backus did a Eglevsky.
There was nothing stirring about
^cJh^ential of en- easygoing
musically flavorsome
were and are worried that “Bren¬ night club routine on. funny as¬
miiciraT offerings but each tertajnment the show overlooked.
jr.®
°
,
?
ner” (dealing as it does in material pects of married life and comedi¬
which suggests the men in blue enne Phylli*5 Differ spoofed some addeA ui to Dlea^me divertisse- Histead. they had lves emceeing and had a delightful touch of
^ fundamentally un- comedy supplied by Burr .Tiflmay not always be right,; and that pressagent marriage stunts. The ■Stent/ lightweiSt as tt kay be.
strom’s Kukla & ollie (sans Fran),
there’s a fine moral line which film segments weren’t too funny For those who want a break from
when crossed can make the cops and they jarred the overall mood. the shoot-’em-up tv fare, this 60- ^ “.g^v ThJie cLr with the
Pitting of the turns was near
Eve Sandeffer played a lonely minute series may serve a purpose, j®
ime Gal with the perfect except for the Kim Sisters.
no better than the men in mufti
Guesting on the opening, show, g^ijipho^combo. Ives lead-in A y0uthful femme trio from Korea,
they chase) is too strong for that girl seeking a man through a mar¬
mass of housewives who buy soap riage broker. That short documen- in addition to the ballet folk, the hepjat routme to this number fell the gajs are novei an(j interesting
l;s Iaqe*
performers but their turn could
in the great hinterland. Second : tary on marriage brokers, hardly Guela Gill Group of Israeli singers, the Haitian Jean Leon Destine ^Af ter an okay opening number, have been shorter. One of those
Cause for Lever to be worried [ kicked up any new dirt. . .
delivered by two rock ’n’ rollers with which
hinges on the probability that it j Some of filmed segments of unit and singers Frances Wyatt, «appy Holiday,
will be difficult for succeeding ; “marriage mill” towns in Georgia, Betty Ann Grove and James Hurst. Ivev the show virtually came to a they closed would have . been
writers to bring, the same quality | Maryland and .Las Vegas: were iri- All kept the show running at a dead stop with a long song routine enough to demonstrate their ver[ teresting. In those over-commer¬ lilting pace under the guidance of gr the 11-year-pld singer, Eddie satility on stateside rhythms,
to the stanza that Boretz did.
Rest was a delightful musical
Boretz had an advantage that no cialized atmospheres, it was amaz¬ producer-director Jack sameth Hodges^ from ‘The Music Man
k^d potpourri. Miss Blair socked SSs
'other writer can claim: He wrote ing how moving were the pictures and exec producer Frederick
eSli?,tn0?ftCaSn1?tofgm<“Let’s Face The Music and Dance,”
“Blue Men,” the “Playhouse ©O’.* of the young couples getting mar¬ Heider. whose last chore, compid[ entally, was producing “Voice of
accomped by four boys; Raitt had a
stanza, from which “Brenner” was ried.
Gtos.
rendition of “The Battle of
adapted, and. is thoroughly familiar : Narration by Frank McGee was Firestone.”
■ ■ ■■
turned m a pleasant ballet routine, spirited
npioant"
with his own aims. .In some respects okay, but the script, by Ric Ballad,
but
the
conception
was
on
the
routhe half-hour. was better than the meandered . ineffectually, Hofo.
PAJITOMiMB QtjlZ;
^ ane slde.
In^ vo?“e on 4ou ?Are S,v“
90-minute program. It was more
The &cw picked up itf the latter and “Our Love” in/^et With
cogent, the acting was superior on BRUISED NEWS
MI wththe nPpeittf„ce „f Glsele SSk and Joe sSshto SS
the shorter version and the Joseph With Dave Cameron, Hal Parets,
Bean, Dick Yaw
MacKenzie m a couple of numbers, up with a n*flv keyboard solo and
Anthony . direction . and George
Ted Knight, Ginny Tyler .
Morse, Robert Clair, Denise doing a solo on “I’m Blase” aftd a jazz lilting ^cafwkh M^ BlS?
Jacobsen camerawork were superb Producer: Hal : Parets
DareeL
C«a
Wittams,
tnests
duetting
neatly with Ives on “Lit- on ?)b Look At Me Now"
•
on the adaptation. :
Director: Bob Searles
^
Green VaUey” At the windup, singing^’groun had some fun vdth
“Brenner,” played most effec¬ Writers: Hal Parets, Cameron
njn.
Ives
joined
^
the
U.S,
Navlal
Glee
a
medley
saluting
musical
instrutively by Edward Binns, is a high- 30 Mins., Thnrs., 11 pjn.
gKMu^.Mon., 9 pjn.
Club m some ^spirited sea chan- ments and everything wound up
ranking officer whose fundamental RENAULT DEALERS
v
ties that had the welcome quality beautifully with the ensemble
job is keeping other cops in line— KHJ-TY, Hollywood
°f strnightforwnrSnes,.
Her,,,
4 HgnmerIf “no news is good news,” then
squealing on them, to use. the
“Briiisedi
News”
is
the
best
news
true just the same that the best
--st?uis bunctay’
Grosidiom and also to be more exact..
He has a son in the department, in years. It's also a very funny harbinger of summer that tv has YOUNG AUDIENCES
tayed equally well by James showV With a little trimming, it is “Pantomime Quiz.’V It began its with David Randolph, others >
KINI POPO SHOW
roderick, who possesses another could develop into one of the
Producer: Ned Cramer
i
With Carl Hebenstreit, snesta
snests
unpalatable responsibility, that of brightest comedies on the . air.
ABC-TV, and its still a light,, in- Director: Martin Carr
<
Producer: Johnnie Frisbie
It’s the sort of offbeat idiea that formal and fun^stanza..
playing undercover man for the
30 Mins., Sun., 4 pjn.
Director: William Don^erty
Donglwrty
vice squad. The way Boretz saw television rarely touches. ProAs usual, Mike Stokey, a^pretty WCBS-TV, New York
3Q Mins.. Tues.-thru-Fri, 10 p.m.
them, they were, fallible but. hon¬ ; ducer-writer Hal Parets has been regular guy himself, populated^ his
PeoDle
be glad
that PARTICIPATING
People should
should
snouia be
nc glad
giaa that
max KONA.xv HonoIuIu
est, although he suggested in his ! doing variations of it for years hotspell half-hour with active, J4X.reopie4
Audiences” has
^ ^"TY» Honolulu
Young Audiences
has returned to
..
.
script that honesty is not always a i as a scribe for “Bob & Ray,” but charming performers—Carol Burn- “Young
of this degree is a relatively ett, Susan Cabot, Milt Kamen, tv The WCBS-TV public affairs ttT~.
il__9af1 Hebenstreit*
Hebenstreit, known as
black and White matter. Now, that satire
untapped
source
of
mirth
in
tv,
frnnfpd
hv
TlaviHPflnrfnlnb
Klni
P°P°.
fWhlCh
tranS
mm Beta. Dick Van Dyke.
stataa, fronted by David Randolph, ,Klm, Po»0'
translates
won’t do, it seems; too many people
show should catch on locally, ert Morse, et al. Show has a mild
■ ■■
loosely as “oh the ball” in pidgin
are liable, to get their dander up. The:
particularly with younger people alteration in its longtime format: ls fls good a primer on music and „
. hasn’t h*»ld m rphpar«al
. Boretz’s offering was not'perfect, and lovers of no-holds-barred, Since Stokey has bihlt kind of a musical instruments as any kid— Hawaiian), iiasn t held a rehearsal
despite all its quality. Here, qual¬ anything-zany-goes humor.
“stock company” to play “Panto- or adult—can probably find any- for his show m nearly seven years,
ity becomes relative. He bad a
“Bruised. News” is broken down mime Quiz,” he will use three where.
And he adheres to no set format,
. denouement which was a bit' hard into . ordinary news
channels teams of pros this summer, with
On the second show of the new
Spontaneous show accordingly
to swallow, but it was quite evi¬ (sports, roving reporter, gossip, the winning team coming back series, Sunday (7) afternoon. Ran- h
it_
TnnmpnV« hiit Hp^ph*
dent that he tried to overcome the weather), but otherwise nothing is after every win to meet one of the dolph had the Contemporary Brass ff3
spotty moments ^but Hebenbuilt-in problems of a man who has sacred, including George Putnam two challenging clubs. . A good Quintet play a variety of music, »treit has a glib delivery that
to write a whole, believable story and Paul Coates who come in for team could stay on all summer; it’s demonstrate the instruments and keeps viewers Wondering what’s
in 26 minutes:
a great deal of satirical ribbing. a strange and pleasant way for an generally make the atmosphere of apt to happen next Show itself
Again oh a relative basis. It was Its various “reporters” r.re as actsr to make aback.
Art. 'education entertaining.
Art.
-s a sometimes sophisticatedi xl.
mixed-up
and unknowledgeable a
stimulating, too. If the tv webs are
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦f»♦♦♦♦♦>♦ ♦♦♦♦♦4dom sophomoric potpourri of ad
going to continue doing half-hour lot as one could find anywhere.
programs, as they most certainly For example, when contacted by * ►. r« fl
¥T
T Hb intemews, guest singers, dancwill for the foreseeable future, phone, the “on-the-spot” reporter
I PIP r ollnw-l Tl I .nmiTIPnt I ers and musicians, spiced up with
then they ought to do more pro¬ assigned to. coyer. a “missing pos1 • — 1 Illiy U tl jl tiUUilllUlU
I genial and occasionally oddbaU
kum”
story
is
in
the.
midst
of
a
grams on the order of “Brenner,”
in a neighborhood ^♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»4♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦4♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦44♦ ♦.»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦t comedy.
where most of the superficial twists/ 'double-play
softball
game
(he
phones
later,
in
are sacrificed for one or two proW
Playhouse 90
show to report his throw to
at the side of his kept lady. This
ing thoughts. If ; Madison Ave/s the
was tbe
highspot
base was tardy).
..An
made, on CBS- waa
An attempt was made
tbe ?ghspot^
array of fuinength pix but it’s
minions can get past the idea that first
Other examples of thoroughlyWhen CBS-TV earlier this f£*}:
sea¬ doing pretty well, rating-wise, and
‘Tlayhouse 90” Thursday (4) Crt„^iLi„^’TXJfarI^4.tTs
^even a smajl dose of controversy, bruised news: I) When an inter¬ TV’s “Playhouse
son produced “The Plot to Kill
delivered up in contradiction to viewee ventures the opinion that to depict the
tbe tailend
taUend of Mussolini’s
MustalM’s ^Ii^’tte^b
got itself
itSu banished
banitaed ~more significant—hta a lucreStalin” the web got
The Pattern, won’t damage a pet “EdWard . R. Miirrow wears? a ignominious career, but unfortuunfortu¬ from
tom Moscow,
Molcow ^h^
KmST of
mosUy
“The Killers
merchandising scheme, then tv’ll toupee,” interviewer' Dave Cam¬
con¬
un- Mussolini” production might con-r
,
V
,
,
nately
it
didn’t
quite
succeed
un¬
he the better for it.
Art.
eron immediately covers up by der
get
the
Mafia
after
CBS
the
directorial
and
nroduction
ceivably
„
Youthful
seven-y
ear
^
vet
of
der the directorial and production
explaining that the statement does hLff
^
£
S
for stalling traffic on the video H?nolulu tv—his was the first
banner
of
Buzz
Kulik.
Nor
did
Danner or buzz Kuiik. Nor did ]anes
Runs
live” face ever to appear on
not. reflect the feelings of sponsor A.
Runs.
E. Hotchner’s
scripting, on Jhis
this lanes./
X SPEAK FOR MYSELF
Hotchner s scnptmg,
___
*
video here, Hebenstreit impresses
station. 2) Sportscaster “Chuck occasion,
convey the undoubted
With Marfa Mannes; Yirgilia Pe¬ or
as a rin«h DOtpntial pntrv int/» ttfrChick”
(played
by
Parets)
gives
- David Niven Show
lurking in the
terson, guest
7 time mainland tv if he ever gets
the scores (8-6, 7-2, 5-4), but with¬ drama and suspense lurking,
“The Last Room” is simple
Producer: Marlene Sanders Toobin out team names. 3) Names in the tragic and tumultuous affair that
ended in the hanging of both the story, delicately written and stir¬
Director: Stan Epstein
news,
as
.
given
by
Cameron:
Fateist: leader and his. mistress, ringly performed, particularly by
'
T1
TT ,
30 Mins., Sun., 9 pjn.
“Charlie, John; Willy, Gloria, Fascist
Wife Johnnie Frisbie HebenClara Petaeci* in the public square David Niven. This being Niven’s
WNEW-TV, New York
I et al. .4) Sexy weather girl “Connie at
Milan.
•
“Show,” and the only episode in streit as producer, lmes up visitMarya: Mannes, a shrewd amal¬ | Cumulus” (Ginny . Tyler) uses a
isolated scenes managed to stand which he chose to do more than mg celebrities and loeal entertainIsolated
gam of Henry Mencken and Eliza¬ Side of beef as her weather map.
beth Browning, started a weekly ! Most unfunny portion turned out, but the overall effect was one host, it follows that he made a wise ars I°r ^be shows, Part-Polynesian
of
stagnation and considerable decision about which “vehicle” on oeauty and former featured Tahiseries slugged “I Speak For My¬ I out to be the interlude with Hollywho Kis
his NBC-TV series to take a crack H:an’ e°iertaiiier is, incidentally
self” on Sunday (7) opposite Dave I wood g ossip girl, “Prunella boredom. Nehemiah Persoff, who!
the author of “Miss Ulysses of
at.
Susskind’s “Open End.” Surely, Goldenyears” (also played by Miss more recently portrayed Pablo in atThe central theme Is moving
Pl?ka” and the forthcoming
“Playhouse
90’s”
version
of
“For
i
the
Metropolitan
Broadcasting Tyler), It could be chopped to
Ensbies of the South Seas,
Corp., operators of Channel 5,‘ improve and. tighten the show. In Whom the Bell Tolls,” was the and absorbing, and although, it’s
Killcloaked
in
the
oft-used’
and
frePfh^am
is . a. sheer ^delight on -:
baldheaded
Mussolini
in
“The
Kill¬
fre¬
could have placed this storm-filled, fact, whether the full half-hour
cohvicr quently maudlin plot framework of
.yiben S-Je corrals a troupe
stimulating author and critic in a format can stand the. test of time ers of Mussolini,” but the convic¬
tion
and
character
of
the
Fascist,
“the
Estate
relibf
Tahitian
entertainers. Genuine
anti-church
state
vs.
the
reli¬
spot that doesn’t have to conflict . is a matter ’of con j gcture. But if
with “Open End.”
the fiih begins to lag in spots, it leader hardly came through the gious underground,” it survives its Tahitian talent is hard to come by,
video receiver.
subject matter and gets its simple ev^n £ntr^atlvely “nearby” Haprobably
can
be
trimmed
to
a
Miss Mannes, a staffer on The
minimum'of
Some of the lesser roles packed point across with a minimum<rf wail> hut its well worth waiting
Reporter, mag, is an articulate, workable 15-minutes-a-week. of more punch, such as John Dehner’s good vs. evil preachment.
I°rsuper opinionated gal and in her consistent fun.
Colonel
Tedesco
and.
Eduardo
Eduardo,
Assigned
tweak
When the show’s on-camera, Wilby
the
state
to
break
Cameron plays it ptfoperly
preem show teed off on the subject
Ciaimelli’s
Mar¬ the resistance of a captive illegal Bam “Duff” Dougherty directs
CiapneUi’s interpretation of Mar-of “The Delights of Depravity ” In straightfaced as the central figure.. shal Graziani. Outdoor, shots were church
follower
(Eduard
Franz),
with
a flair that accents its honest
Church
grappling with this issue she had Ted Knight is on for an amusing frequently arresting, but the piece and have him reveal the names of spontaneity.
a fine assist from Virgilia Peter¬ bit. Parets rates cheers for his de resistance of tiffs 90-miniite the two leaders
movement,
DPDnfmftwteaden*
of
the
movement.
Four-nights-a-week
outing adds
inspired,
unusual
idea
and
good
son, who’s also no mean slouch at
account of Mussolini’s effort
to Niven resorte
resorts to the usual torture tlp to a distinctive “modem Hawaieffort+i°
sounding off about the state of script. Director Bob Searles gets escape
eventually it is ian” program that could well be
escape from
from the
the Partisians
Partisjans was
was the
the methods.
But eventuaUy
right
into
the
mixed-up
spirit
with
affairs in literature, etc.
cracte, arriving at his Sped fo? key to^nlana dtl«!
purposely - goofed switching and brief newsreel clip of his ugly end Niven who cracks,
Miss. Mannes is an absorbing general mechanical clumsiness. j
own “last
1
—■! 0wn.
last room,”
room. so to speak, or especially now that an entire nadamsel to watch and the camera¬ Local Renault Dealers pick up the
a point
his own
- Additional
Arlfiiiinntil TV
TV Reviews
PAtAiAii#*
a
point wherein
wherein his
own resistance
resistance tion’s eyes are looking toward
man’s closeups of her were first- tab, and figure to win a lot of new
is shattered. With his
Additional TV Renews
Jus victim dy¬
dy- Al0baland. It’s got just about aU
rate. Her. shaggy rough- hewn friends by engaging in this romp, j
ing but still mute as to the desir- the warmth of Hawaii's everlasting
On Page 42
ins
(Continued on page 54)
Tube... :j
"
-—
(Continued
(Contihued on page 53)
sun.
Walt.
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ZIV’s
Powerful New TV Series

/

Stories of people,unjustly accused ....
and the one man who brings them their

ONLY CHANCE OF HOPE !

ALREADY BOUGHT by le&fp

advertisers and stations jrr^itle^s;
large and small — nomr east,
south and west!,.. The£|^r*an
In your market can tetPyo** If
vour3 Is still,
Jiim now!
v
:
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Foreign Television Reviews
THE SQUARE RING
I[ actress Margaret. Lockwood, Julia' ed a Recapitulation and • summary | for a start; until somewhere in the
With George Baker, Sean; Connery,; !•Lockwood revealed a fresh, un-: at its close, Which it didn’t get. It second act.
Alan Bates, David Davies, ji spoiled personality and consider-/did get skilled interlinking from
Whole of the first act was de¬
Thomas Heathcote, j A If re d i1 able talent; a talent wdrthy oft Kenneth Harris, who often used voted to the would-be comicalities
[ verbal scalpels on Israeli Prime of the pre-marital binge involving
Burke, Percy Herbert, Vic Wise, better things.
Plot gimmick is, that Julia {Miss ^Minister Ben-Gurioh, Lady Megan hero Joe (George Cole) and bud¬
Harry Landis, Arthur Gomez,
Lockwood) lives on a converted (Lloyd-George and Israel’s ambas- dies Paul and Bob (Anton Diffring,
David WTaller, Neil McCarthy
h o use b o a t with, author-father ‘ sador to the U.: S. and UN, Abba Richard Gale). Some of the by¬
Director: Bill Hitchcock;;
Harry Dean (Colin Gordon) and Eban.
Writer: Ralph W. Peterson
play was; amusing, but in total the
tries to prevent him from getting i Production was ingenious and 15 minutes or so were a bere for
Adaptation: Jessica Morton
into trouble teed off by his vivid: technically fine,; using old news- all their evidence of sharp obser¬
Designer: John Clements.
imagination and penchant for re- feels intelligently and employing, vation. The action progressed to
90 Mins., Tues., 8:30 p.m;
as in the same unit’s .study of the morning after, presenting Joe’s
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ living his own characters.
Though, as indicated, this initial Hitlerism, “Tyranny,’! background last-minute . doubts about the
don
|
Ralph W. Peterson’s uppercut at effort didn’t quite make it, the idea blowups to punch over its constant whole upcoming venture and his
crookedness and commercialism in showed promise. Characterization reminder of a troubled people;
agonies up to the moment when a
. Erni.
professionalism pugilism packed was generally engaging, and the
brush with his beloved’s brother
•
good weight at the b.o. at the Lyric, situation was adequate. But the
(Colin Croft) shoved him happily
Hammersmith, in 1952, l and was byplay wasn’t at all bright enough, BROKEN JOUltNEY
to her side.
later filmed to score not so many while
show With
Sylvia pjiua,
Syms, ucuctu
Gareth Davies,
Throughout, that keen appreci¬
T
j productionwise
• , '
. « . the
xf
nitu ojivia
i/avics,
points. Adapted to tv, it made missed out on a couple^of points.
Edward Evans, Mary Jones, Car- ation of human behavior was evL
a comeback almost to jits Lyric On two occasions, at least, the envimen Silvera
dent, but this alone couldn’t pro¬
form in short, it was one of the ronment wasn’t swiftly+estabUshed: [ Director: Ronald Marriott
vide all that was necessary for . ef¬
best legit offerings yet to hit the notably, . it was some time before • Writer; Jaines Brabazon
fect.
When some likely-looking
commercial networks and provided
was made clear that the father [ gettiligSj Ronald Marri„tt
situation did arrive—as in a muchpunchy, if not entirely socko, en¬ and daughter lived on a houseboat. 60 Mins Fri 9 p m
married male’s confronting of his
tertainment.
j:
With continued good
from Lon- spouse and establishing his: dom¬
•
inance—it. usually proved to be
The yam involves a handful of young Miss Lockwood. and from; don
Gne Qf those runners distantly old hat. It was all much of a
leather-slingers in their dressing Colin Gordon, and .with equally
room before and after going into, a polished -.s up porting; coptrips s|re(i by "Marty,” : this dealt with pity: the talent was undeniably
downtown ring. They range from throughout its life, .the series the very human situation of the there, but wrongly channelled.
George Cole and Richard Gale
a novice, Eddie (Alan Bates), ought to shape as adequate li^ht- yoUng man taking home his fiancee
through a punchy hasbeen called w'eight summer viewing.
Erni.
for the first time. And for most of did excellent work as the doomed
one
and his best man, while Sally
Sailor (Thomas Heathcote), to an
" “
.
the course it didn’t do ibadly, showex-champ Docker (George Baker) THE IVOR NOVELLO AWARDS ing how the fences that inarticu- Bazely in her infrequent appear¬
who’s aiming to make a belated re¬ With Vera Lynn, Peter Sellers, Joe late human beings erect for them- ances displayed much charm as the
turn to glory. Through their hopes
Henderson, Johnny Dankworth selves can eause disastei>-or near- harassed bride-to-be. Anton Dif¬
and fears is evolved a series of
Orchestra, Ron Goodwin, Mai- ly. It wasn’t a winner, bat aided fring,; usually confined to Gestapocomic, suspenseful and tragic in¬
colm Arnold, Billy Biitlin, Billy by some sensitive performances it type parts, came up well as the
Bob who knew all about womenr
cidents, ending in the death of
Cotton,
Christopher
H assail, came well up in the field.
other supporters chipped in
Docker when he sustains a cerebral
Jimmy Henney, Max Bygraves,
John and Hilary (Gareth Davies, while
competently. The production de¬
hemorrhage.
Eric Robinson and Concert Or- Sylvia Syms) travel to Cardiff to partment
was okay, too.
Erni.
A supremely professional job of
chestra
meet his Toks. She’s from a wellplotting and characterization, the Producer:
Francis Essex .
to-do family; Her intended in-laws THE COMMON ROOM
piece showed the fault* on the 45 Mins., Mon., 10:15 p.m.
are humble. Everyone’s attempts With William Devlin, Gillian Lind,
small screen, of being overweight
from London
.
not to. offend the . others’ feelings
Henry Oscar, Ballard Berkeley,
in its philosophizing and; ruminat¬ BBC-TV,
By presenting a recorded version are misinterpreted — Hilary’s not
Peter Halliday, Ellen McIntosh,
ing about the hopeless lot of box¬ of the Songwriters Guild of Great hungry* but. her . refusal of the
ers. after age 29 or . thereabouts. Britain ceremony held earlier the special trifle prepared by John’s
Norman Pierce, Rita Webb, Jean
Maybe this was imposed to a large same evening (May 25)—namely mum is read as an insult; that’s ' Theobald, Janet Brace, Geofdegree by restricting action to the the annual handing-oyer of awards the kind of thing-^-with the result i frey Staines, Thalia Kourl, Ed¬
dressing room-—though shifting for top contributions in the pop that dad blows his top. But a bit
ward Brooks, Harry Littlewood,
the scene to the ring itself would and light music fields—BBC-TV of honest speaking clears BTe air,
Martin Steradale
probably have raised even greater grabbed itself a sizable handful arid the youngsters return to Lon- I Writer: Leo Lehman
dramatic problems as well as pre¬ of talent and, natch, more than a • don with their , happiness unim- Producer: Andrew Osborn
senting production snags.
30 Mins., Wed., 8 p.m.
Acting champ was undoubtedly fcw staves of tuneful songs. The ! paired.
BBC-TV, from London.
Thomas Heathcote as the punch- program Was, in. fact, a lineup, of j. Sometimes the psychology was
Onetime teacher in one of Brit¬
sodden Sailor; it was a fine perfor¬ vocal and. orchestral items per- at fault. The resolving was a shade ain’s secondary modern schools,
mance that ducked all dangers of formed with polish and punctuated ! crudely contrived. But as a plea Leo Lehman has written 13 tv
gimmicking by mannerism. Harry by shots of prizewinners accepting j for honesty in all relationships and plays to follow up a half-dozen
Landis was in Heathcote’s class as : their statuettes, overlaid with a | as gentle drama, it pleased. Sylvia presented by BBC-TV last year.
a bright and breezy pro oh the. way dash of sentiment in emcee Chris- Syms, in particular; did an excel- His aim: to paint a portrait of a
up, while Alan Bates jabbed in tdpher Hassall’s reminder of Ivor j lent job as Hilary, with Gareth profession within the frame of his
(Davies sharing honors as the
some telling work as the novice. If Novello’s work.
Highlights included Peter. S.eM mixed-up old. father. Production own experience.
George Baker, as Docker, didn’t
In this first comedy canvas he
Erni.
entirely succeed, that was scarcely lers’s unabashed rendering of the; and settings were good.’
succeeded in presenting recognis¬
■ .■■ .——
his fault, most of the development comic “I’m So Ashamed,” Johnny j
able
human beings more nearly
Dankworths
■
.performance
.
of
his
^
TELL
THE
TRUTH
calling for him to sit around look¬
ing glum and tense; when he got own “The Colonel’s ■ Tune/’ Mai- wj+h Frances Dav Pinna; Stanley than many others working with
his chance in the last act; he ham¬ colm Arnold’s histrionic . conduc-; W5aymo?d Bmett/^ai^OweS' contemporary life as a brush. Tak¬
ing . “Cabbage and Caviar” as his
ch,w Tarinr
“
mered at it powerfully.
Sean tmg of his theme music from the
title, he told a light-hearted yarn,
Connery came over competently as *Tnn Of The Sixth Happiness'’ prodnw^Jota Irwin.
touched with satire, about tne.
a guy who’d promised to lie down movie and Max Bygraves’ smgmg Director- Colin Clews
school staff’s protest over the
in the fifth round but was sabo¬ of his tune “Hands.” Whole affair DeS^er: T^ Swood _
quality of its meals. The plot had
Mon„ 8 pjn. ••
taged by an opponent , who quit in was smoothly produced, with cam- 30
the third. Direction was smooth era mobihty usefully m evidence, Associated Television, from Lon- its foreseeable developments —
every time an inspector or gover¬
don
and unaffected,
saving its while the offscreen commentary by
“touches” for just the right mo-1 Jimmy. Henney added some know-Tell The Truth” doesn't Seem nor was invited to sample the
ments.
Emu
ledgeable comments about the to: have lost any of its engaging chow, the cook anticipated the
music . trade personalities who quality■ during its layoff from the visit and served up a blue plate
MONDAY TO FRIDAY ;
stepped.up to'.get. their.awards British networks: in this howdy- special—but it wa3 adequate to
With Charles Richardson, Roger from a nervous Billy Buthn.
again show it came over as one of carry its by-play and characteriza¬
Moffat, Louis Ramsay, iNaf Tem¬
the more diverting of the panel tion."
It’s hard to estimate how future
ple and orchestra, others
games! The four likable qUestionProducer: Christopher Doll
ISRAEL RISES
ers, guided by chairinan Shaw episodes are going to shape up if
Film Editor: John Griffiths
With Kenneth Harris, David Ben- Taylor, were required- to discover the personage of the conniving cook
Designer: Gordon Roland
Gnrion, Abba Eban, Megan which of three guests was really isn’t going to loom as large through¬
Editor: Robert Reid
LloydrGeorge, others
[a test pilot, when only one of the out. She, played id admirable style
40 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., i 6:45. pjh. . Director: Peter Morley
trio was compelled to tell the by Rita Webb, was a triumph of
BBC-TV from London j:
Writer: Cyril Bennett
truth;. then to find out which of observation and creation—sure of
As a lightweight summer re¬ Film Editor: Charles Squires
three .. gals was an; aqua-ballet her mastery, unshakeably Socialist
placement for three of the five 60 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
1 swimmer;. then to nose ; out the and quoting Khrushchev as her
weeks during which the rightly Associated Rediffusion, from Lon-; onetime butler to German ambas- prophet, warm-hearted, and ready
“Tonight” is off the air,;; “Monday
don
j sador von Ribbentrop. Cash awards to. make concessions that left her
To Friday”—the title explains the
This. 60-minute documentary on t went to those questioned in pro- the victor. Everyone else in the
transmission arrangements — the-history and problems of Israel.; portion to: the wrong votes cast by cast was most competent, while
shaped up brightly in the edition lays itself open to much criticism, the panel.
production was excellent. Erni.
networked Thursday (4) Jit was a but earns tremendous curtain,tip | show was given slick production
superficial potpourri, paralleling in applause for +its promoters and ; by Associated Television, which
pix , the kind of tidbits weekly compilers • in that they ever at-n; presents the series byarrangement
journal that flourishes here, taking tempted it at all. And they turned with Goodson & Todman and CBS.
in a chat with a youngs cellist, a in a job of integrity that stressed
ditty or two by Louis Ramsey, a the salutary point that the future
• '•
handful of hints for;; amateur, of the land ought constantly to be
. Val Parnell’s Sunday Night
photographers, an anecdotal glance; the concern of us all.
.
WEDDING DAY
No doubt prompted by the front¬
at the missing-persons problem, 1 But in trying to cover Israel’s With George Cole, Anton Diffring,
and a deal more.
political background since the BalSally Bazely, Richard Gale, page brouhaha over the Panaman¬
Whole treatment was pretty four Declaration of 1917 and exEmrys Leyshon, Patricia Hen- ian adventures of Margot Fonteyn,
snappy, while the resident inter¬ plaining the difficulties and daneghan, Alec Bregonzi, . Charles Associated Television made the
viewers and interlinkers, Charles gers of Arab hostility, the program
Hill, Agatha Carroll, Colin Croft, ballerina its bill-topper for this
Richardson and Roger Moffat, ex-: was not only inhibited by obvious
Michael Segal,! Derek Sydney, Sunday (31) show. It’s difficult,
hibited easygoing competence.
considerations but also failed to
Bernadette Milnes, Victor Platt, anyway; to think of any other good
j; :Emi.
show how the country has indeed
Vic Steyiens, Leslie Sarony, reason for inviting her to appear:
her talent’s
undisputable,
of
risen from parched poverty to comPeter Bathurst
DON’T TELL FATHER
course, but it’s not the kind of
parative economic health. The life Producer: Sydney Newman
With Julia Lockwood, Colin Gor¬ of the average citizen, irrigation Director: John Moxey
thing to be aired for 10 minutes—
don, Joan Benham, Noel Hood, projects, industrial development— Writer: Ray Rigby.
plus in a program that’s been built
Garry Marsh, Jill Booty, Beryl these were largely given the go-by. Designer; Voytek
up strictly on vaude lines with a
Cooke, Alan Edwards; Cameron If such comments inspire the an- 60 Mins., Sun., 10:50 p.m. .
direct middle-class viewer appeal.
Hall
Partnered by David Blair, sub¬
swer “but the scope of the subject ABC-TV, from Manchester
Director: Pat Baker
was too . enormous for everything
.Undesirable equipment for view- bing for Michael Somes Who was
Writer: Barry Baker
to be included,” the followup com- ing. this “Armchair Theatre” pre- bereaved the previous week, Miss
Music: Eric Spear
!
ment must be that much of "what sentation was a too-comfortable Fonteyn danced the pas de deux
Designer: Frank Nerinl !■
was included could have been told armchair: it. invited sleep. For from Act 2 of “Les Sylpliides” ex¬
30 Mins., Mon., 7:30 p.mi
as an incidental to a less diffuse though writer. Ray Rigby’s idea was pertly. The result was; however,
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ survey—as, for snap instance, by a bright one—rtracing ip comedy somewhat dull. Nor was. the rest
don
following the story of one family vein the experiences of a bride- of the bill up to customary spar¬
If this skein of six!; situation who’d lived through all the trou- groom-to-be from! last bachelor kling standard, though the Flying
comedies got off to a; doubtful bles and helped build the . nation, fling to the moment of hitching— Rosinas put in some slick, trapeze
start, its 17-year-oUI ^st.+onoer
As it \yas, the compilation he just didn't develop a play, work, aided by smart camera cut¬
didn’t. Daughter of British film ranged so Avide that It badly need- There. wasn’t any kind of coiiflict, ting, Anthony Newley interspersed

Foreign TV Followup

his renderings of hit tunes “I’va
Waited So Long” and “Personal¬
ity” with unassuming chatter, and
Pepper Davis and Tony Reese did
a bright kid of a quiz show. to¬
gether with other amusing fooling.
The “Beat The Clock” item, with
its unconquered jackpot standing
at $1,120, offered an unexpected
slice of gaiety, with an ordeal-forcontestants involving puppets.
Bruce Forsyth Worked as hard as
usual with the interlinking, being
picked up this time' in. the orchestra.pit for the now-customary, spot
showing viewers something of the
Lond on Palladium’s workings.
Cyril Ornadel and the orch backed
as competently as the Tiller Girls
danced. Production was efficerit,
while the design niade good Use
of sets from the storeroom.
.
Erni.
Saturday Spectacular
Associated Television’s “Satur¬
day Spectacular”, featured another
Frankie Vaughan Show, one of
the last home tv appearances of
this exuberant entertainer before
tackling the challenge of N.Y/g
Copacabana Club; Playing safe,
Vaughan stuck to the usual for¬
mat of his shows and used several
acts with which audiences are
now becoming over-familiar. The
result was a useful puneliy hour’s
entertainment but lacking surprise
and excitement.
. Vaughan made several. appear¬
ances putting over such songs as
“Stairway To. Paradise,” “Some¬
time, Somewhere,” . “It All De¬
pends On You,” “Okay, All Right.
You Win,” “That’s My Doll” ana.
the title song of his latest pic,
“The Heart Of A Man," with his
Usual polish and verve. He also
oined in a little mild dancing and
lidding with the Kaye Sisters and
sang “Please Come To Me”. with
them. The girls also: put over
“Goodbye, Johnny” and “Dancing
With My Shadow” adequately, but
this is ari act that is getting bogged
down into a rut.
The King Bros., vocal instru¬
mentalists,, were in lively form, and
Billy Dainty, a cheerful comic, had
. some slick moments in an act
which purported to show how kids
can get into show biz. Ted Luna
is a lugubrious comedian with a
limited style, and -his string of
service gags made little impact.
Nor were the Happy Wanderers
entirely at home in the show.
These are the street buskers who
will be visiting Broadway soon.
In the Frankie Vaughan Show they
were. dressed in uniforms instead
of their own crazy garb and thus
lost much of their character. Best
of the supporting acts was Alan
Schiller, a talented classical pian¬
ist from the National Youth Or¬
chestra. Here, at least; was a
touch of novelty in an hour which
though well rehearsed and full of
zest was rather too spotty for a
showman of Vaughan’s calibre.
Alan Tarrant’s production was
breezy and fast moving and Peter
Boden’s settings well in keeping
with the cheerfulness of the show.
But some of the camerawork was
a bit harsh, especially in closeup,
both the', star an&KU. the; Kaye
Sisters particularly %fferih£ be¬
cause of this.
• ~ -•
Rich.

J

Lifeline^: _ The consultant psychiatrist who
introduces this weekly program on
BBC-TV—it’s one of the profes¬
sional not-done things in Britain
to bill the name of a medical man
—is proving one of the most inter¬
esting and articulate characters to
be seen on the air. In this edition
(4), devoted to “Children, and Vio¬
lence,” he examined the problems
posed to parents by programs of
violence on tv and by the sale of
atomic cannon, soldiers carrying
flamethrowers and similar toys of
debatable virtue.
The three parents introduced in
the program were sometimes clear¬
sighted, bften: less than eloquent,
Which latter helped stress the men¬
tal confusions of an issue that-mUst
plague inany mothers and fathers.
And in summing up, the psychia¬
trist slung no mud at television or
toymakers, pointing out that young¬
sters aren’t unduly influenced by
violence if they have good adult
precept and example but that they
can be affected if they’re in a bad
emotional environment. Could be
that he was challenging, iiatiohs and
society at large, not merely family
circles.
Production was concerned,
straightforwardly with speech and
reactions following . a brilliantly
compiled intro giving examples of
violence in program$ and an i im¬
pression of children’s reactions
thereto. \ ^
Erni.-
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"RIDE THE
PINK HORSE'
wahda mum • thomas gomez
this outstanding feature film...already bought by
WCKT-T¥ Miami
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fured by j & O Industries, Berke¬ [
♦♦♦
♦♦♦♦♦ ♦
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ » ♦ »♦> ♦ ♦
ley, Cal.
.
Arthur T. W’echsler,. formerly ac¬
count exec with McCann-Erickson i
and Grant Advertising, has joined
Guild, Bascom & Bbnfigli as.an ac¬
»4 ♦ ♦ f f ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
»♦♦ ♦ 44 ♦ ♦
♦ ♦ M ♦ 4
count exec.
: New. ,art director of Boland Asso¬
IN
NEW
YORK
CITY
.
.
.
ciates is Don Lesh.er, ex-BBDO.
Walter Busse, ex - J. Walter
Leoh Levine, former producer of the “American School of the Air”7
Thompson, has joined Harlan & series on CBS and for. past six years with Columbia U. as Director of
Steedman, Frisco,: as an account Radio-TV, is leaving at end of month. He joined originally to handle
•
... -•
Probably one of the biggest mis¬ millions in billings for several exec. .
the 2Q0th Anni of Columbia hut stayed on.
•. \
Ayers, Allen & Smith, Frisco, has
Joe Given tapped as; spokesman for Oasis Cigare^/by Liggett &
calculations in postwar' advertising others.
Tele’s Teen Peak
been appointed . Western rep for Myers via McCann-Erickson. Also etched tv spots fdr" ISBagara Starch
history was made by the two Madi¬
Teenagers viewing peak comes radio station KPO.I, Honolulu.
through Lennen & Newell and flock of other product Spiels . . . Nome
son Aye. agencies that turned between 9 and 9:30 .on the average
Boland Associates’ new produc¬ Carol did radio spots for Chevrolet campaign via Campbell-Ewald.. . .
down the $60,000 account of the tv night, reports TvB. In that half tion manager is Robert S. Schiller, Olin Tice, WCBS Radio newscaster, off on five-week holiday. Warren
Adell Chemical Co. That was in hour, 9,800,000 teeners are viewing. former production; exec with Travis Sweeney will sub . . . Robert L, Hosking added to WCBS Radio sale9
1954. Adell is the maker of Lestoil That’s more than 50r© of all U. S. H. Davis & Associates, Milwaukee. development . . . Ted Baughn is pitching for Folger Co'tfee’s campaign
which this year will spend $11,- teens. Figures are from a study
Forjoe-TV, Inc., has been named in midwest, via Cunningham & Walsh . . Bob Hamilton doing chore¬
000.000 in spot tv.
!
underway at the bureau, based on national: rep for KTLE-TV, Foca- ography for McGuire Sisters on their tv spots for Coca-Cola deal . . .
The account is handled by Jack- Nielsen and Pulse . data.. Other tellorldaho Falls.
Jessica Jones emoting today (Wed.) on NBC’s “My True Story” and ap¬
son Associates, a house agency highlights: 82.7% of all persons in
Bonifield Associates, . Oakland, pearing July 7 in CBS-TV’s “Verdict is Yours”. ... Shelley kirk made
that grinds it out right on the the country—128,600,000—4 years Cal., has taken over the account of tv spots for U.S. Rubber Koylon via Fletcher Richards, Calkins &
premises of Adell in Holyoke, of age or older, watch tv during the Stahdai'd Controls, Inc., Seattle, Holden and today iWed.) makes new tv spots for Morton’s frozen pas¬
average day from 6 to midnight. with A. E. : Young, Jr., as account tries, via Ted Bates . . . John Mason Brown of GBS-TV’s “Last Word;”
Mass.
j
working on another book at his Stpningtori, Conn., home . . . CBS. news¬
The heavy-duty, all-purpose de¬ Two-thirds of the population over exec: ■'
man Howard K. Smith takes his family to Maine for Summer holiday
tergent is Adeil’s only product, 4 watch tv some time between 7:30
while newsman Richard C. Hottelet goes to Ontario with his family
and its success es the biggest ad¬ and 10:30 on an average night.
for fishing-sailing holiday ,.. .George Edwards, WQXR’s “Bright and.
vertising coup in years. In fact. Peak viewing is between 8 and 8:30
Early” emcee, to Miami for four-week, holiday . . . New officers for
Lever Bros, has announced closing, when nearly half of the population
- London, June 9.
of its Cambridge plant where pow- j over 4 is viewing. Full details will
John Tait arid Partners current¬ 1959-60 of N.Y. Chapter of Broadcast Pioneers are Blair Walliser (MBS),
der soaps are made. The shutdown be. released in July.
ly undertaking a drive for the prexy; Arthur Simon (Radio Daily), Edward Shurick (Blair: TV) and
is attributed to the rise of liquid
Switches: Don Blauhut, tv-radio Decca group to- boost stereo disks Peggy Stone (Radio TV Reps), veeps; Elizabeth Black (Harry B. Cohen
detergents.
'
director, for Parkson Advertising, and reproducers, a; i mi ng to Advertising), secretary, and Robert J. Higgins (BMI), treasurer.
Arthur W. Hepner named coordinator of, NBC News Information
Rise is hardly the word. Last leaves for the Coast to set up “counteract certain misconceptions Services
. > . Paul A. Maguire tapped as manager of newly established
year Lestoil and five jsimilar prod¬ Hollywood offices for the agency. about stereo” and, in short, to Philadelphia office of NBC Radio Network Sales . . . CBS newsman
_ $14,000,000
_ He’ll be in charge of Coast tv pro¬ stress that stereo sound in the
ucts spent__
more than
in spot fTvB gross figures)! an in-j duction where most of the agency’s horiie is just as simple, to achieve Charles Collingwood to Madison, Wis., for filming of upcoming “Con¬
crease of 235^ over i 1997.
shows ate headquartered. .
as good mono reproduction. Cam¬ quest” episode to be narrated by him . . . Burton Benjamin and Isaac
Kleinerman, producer and associate producer, respectively, of CBSconfined to the
The
“im:tators”
who
eved' Norman Warren, who once ,paign’s
_
__press.
TV’s “20th Century,” to the Coast for filming and research on; fall
Adell’s ma keting phenomenon for I beaded his pwrrN. Y. agency, be- ; Associated-Rediffusion, the Lon- episodes . , , Sherman C. Hildreth named director of station techni¬
a Ion* t^rne before bopping into • come$ yeep and creative director , don area commercial web providfup° f jay * jnclud^ rCol"ate-Palmol-' of the Los Angeles office. Fletcher j ing . weekday programs, starts a cal facilities for NBC o&o outlets .. . . Mike Grilikhes, administrative
Gen™!‘£eety&FiSSt-iRichards. -.Calkins & Holden.
j new ad feature last week for ad- manager, network films, CBS-TV, planed to the Coast on biz after 10week trip in London . . . Bill Davidson, NBC Veep, is-chairman of en¬
Procter &T Gamble’s Mr Clean i Herbert H. Breslin joins Smith ; vertisers Working on a low bud- tertainment committee for Rotary International’s 50th anni conven¬
(Benton & BowlesI.ever-s Handy i & DoFian f an account rep in the get. Scheme oilers a five-second tion at Madison Sq. Garden and lining up names for nightly appear¬
Andv (Kpnvon & Eekhardt)* S C P- r- department. He was -formerly; slide at $126, plus around $10 for ances. .. Arthur Kfiorr, tv producer; and Bob Burton, BMI veep, work¬
Rnvn iFoote Cone & with Harold Wolff & Associates, I the making of same, with 10 such
ing with Davidson in lining up talent. Rotarians have already gandered
Beldfn*>- fnd Texire Detergent N. Y., and Chrysler Corp . Detroit, j slides being slotted into one spot, Guy
Lombardo, Victor Borge, Robert Merrill, Mahalia Jackson, Eddy
called llie southern Lestoil There: New Cunningham & Walsh direc- “Arcade,” as. the item will be Arnold, Vivienne della Chiesa and others . . . Arthur L. Hecht, copy¬
Si at ea^t 20 mo^l to viioul »o» are Joseph D, Nelson Jr. and icaUed. - will have musical back.
writer in sales presentation dept, of CBS Radio, named program pro¬
and
coverai
have
come
Laurence
W.
Scott.
Nelson
also
,
ground
but
no
•
commentary
and
regions, and several have come . becomes senior veep,
| is ,sk.edded, initially to be aired motion and merchandising manager for advertising-promotion dept.
and gone.
. . Frank J. Shakespeare Jr.^. general manager of WCBS-TV, speaks
Allen H. Center takes over as ' three nights a week-between 7:30
to group from Teachers College, Columbia U.. at CBS-TV Production
Competition is frantic. As an veep in charge of public relations 1 ahd 10:30.
agency man put it. “It’s a big for-Leo Burnett agenev next month : Rumble, Crowther ^ Nicholas Center today (Wed.) . . . Paul Tripp, producer-lead of WCBS-TV's “On.
game.
Everybody’s
^ J
, . ,
. getting every¬ in post vacated by Bill Treadwell,: Ltd., has launched Ian intensive the Carousel,” and his family head for Europe end of July for sixweek
body else's
el^s kinnies.”
kmi^.. And
A^ that’s
mats n°w with Gi.ey eenter is director campaign, using tv. to a major de- stay. His show will he taped in advance . . . Virginia Graham who
headed the Variety Club telethon in Pittsburgh last year has been asked
not all. Bidding for spot schedules of p r
Motorola
.
j gree, fen* Spam canned meat,
is sending the ;pn«ji up m many
^ „„„
NUCoa ^
& Dean Ltd. made last- back again this year for June 13-14 . . . Daily Richard Willis show on
WNTA-TV
being taped for national syndication . . . Shari Lewis wilt,
markets. Lestoil was priced right
;
to Dancar-Fiiz*erald-Sam-■ minute plans for additional deleout of tv in Buffalo ajid has thrown
to attend the Sixth Interna- guest on the NBC-TV Janet Blair-John Raitt Chevy: show June .14 . .. .
Allen
Sherman
set as head writer for Perry Como replacement show on
its entire —- considerable — budget S '
T?rb»iri9pn
DFS
,fh’I.tional Advertising Film Festival,
to newspapers. And the Buffalo a ^
b
! starting at, Cannes, today (Tues.),. NBC-TV June 13;. . . Lux Morales. Philippine singer who was injured
problem probably prompted the $1,500,000
t . biller_ ■■ to the Coast; with oyer 800 already on the books. several weeks ago just prior to her American tv preem,, will appear
It’s a record, as is the number of on Jack Paar show June 15 .. Beth Hollingery associate producer of
current experiment iwith a heavy, *°encj l*° >ear* a-°*
film entries, 785.
newspaper schedule' in Chicago.;
“Price Is Right.” weds Dan Ferrow, concert singer and head of voice
Wilson Advertising Ltd. is the dept, at Butler U.’s Jordan School of Music June 29.
Not only are a few of the come-;
first
;,tq
,
use
a
hew
cinema;
at
the
Val Avery appears tonight (Wed.V on “Armstrong Circle Theatre”
lateiies trying to btiy away Les-"
Mayfair Hotel by screening to over CBS-TV . . . Theodore Blkel, who is on his way from Hollywood
toil’s spot schedules.! there are also .
Chicago; June 9.
clients a handful of 30-second to Holland, where he begins the feature “A Dog of Flanders” on June
some rough competitive knocks in; With Larry A. Wherry selling commercials skedded for tv show¬
22, will be here just long enough for a guest shot June 18 on the Jack
copy lines
. ji his interest in the agency. Wherry, ing. shortly.
Paar show . .v. Martha Greenhouse into NBC Radio’s “True Story'.’*
But despite all the skirmishing. Baker & TildenWill change on
Tuesday (16) . . .. David Davidson elected prez of Writers Guild of
Lestoil continues thg leader in its ; July 15 to Baker, Tilden; Bolgard i
America’s eastern branch last week, arid Ernest Klnoy and Alvin
markets. Thatrs according, to a & Barger with Bruce/.A. Baker;1 ...
TamiiiIa
Boretz, his first and second veeps, respectively; Gene Wyckoff became
check of. grocery trade press sm> succeeding Wherry as prexy., Louis |
I Ofunill II3PBI
veys and consolidated consumer E. Tilden remains chairman, and —
from *>age 2
. secretary and Robert Allison the WGAE treasurer . . . Leonard C. Warager Jr. to WABC-TV sales staff . . . Johnny Mathis, Les Paul & Mary
analyses. A dell’s marketing modus Clifford E. Bolgard and Harry D.
; . ^
operandi. bv now wellknown to the Barger become principals as vee- that the Meyer, interview (eon- Ford, Fabulous Fabian, Stan Freberg, Fats Domino, Stan Kenton orch
soap industrv. still drops the jaws pees.
.
ducted in English) was suggested and McGuire Sisters are lined up for Dick Clark’s one-shot on June
of Madison Ave. strategists,. Com-,: Reach,. McClidton & Preshall by: Dr. Van Damm, chairman of 28, “The Record Years” which ABC-TV will carry . . . Mello-Larks
pany buys every station in a mar-: had to drop CandyGfarti account the. Central Jewish Council in Ger- guesting on the “Captain Kangaroo” kideo stanza June 26.
Virginia Payne of CBS Radio’s “Ma P€a‘kirisM will be guest of honor
kei on yearly contract, no prime because of ..conflict with another ; Aiany, vvho also participated in the
at Germantbwn, Pa.’ Rose Carnival Saturday (13) .
. Athena Lord
times, and runs about 70 spots a' client, so the $700,000 account is tv interview,
week on each. Station manager and i now up . for grabs. Understood i , Fcmberg’s accusation waa that and Jack Arthur into cast of CBS Radio's “Right to Happiness”. ..
Toni
Costigan,
manager
of
WCBS-TV
news
bureau,
accompanied
May'or
rep must come to Holyoke to close eight agencies are being consids filmed program in Meydeal >a station man; once desisted,, erel with final decision due in a : er s honie in West Germany was Wagner, on junket to South Carolina for tour of U.S. Marine Corps
Base
.
.
.
Ed
Robbins
upped
from
chief
announcer
to
network
program
his station was omitted! Campaign *-month.'
j “an exariip. e of the prevailing tenis underway sometimes for four; Philip M. White left Reach, Me- j dency to^ .overlook the past_ evil manager of Herald Tribune Radio Network. Jean Ensign named promo¬
months before Lestoil is sold in • Clinton to join BUchen Co. as y.p.' •^
danger of Hitlerism.” tion manager of network. Robbins will work out of Trib’s key station,
the market under -ja “no demand, . and account supervisor.
• j - e saM tliat .the CBC interview WVIP, Mt. Kisco, Mrs. Ensign out of WVOX, New Roc&lle . . . Nath¬
no product” philosophy. There are j Monte J. Sanders, former vice- ? camd at an unf rtunate time when an C. Belth, author and pub relations director of 4£pi-I>efamation.
no deals, no samples,, no premi- ; prez in charge of client services at I the Germamgov ernmentis making League of B’nai B’rith, on panel discussion of patterns^ discrimina¬
urns, no point-of-purchase mate-, Klau-Van Pieterson-Dunlap, Mil- [ a gallam; effort to eradicate anti- tion over WEVD today (WEVD) . . ; John Flem&v BalL boordinator of
rials—one price to dealers, fair; waukee. joined account manage- j Sermtism and prevent the^growth special programs for CBS, and Bob Banner, producer, t& Cleveland ion
biz . . . Hal Simms will cover Bern BenUett’s radio-tV ^qgrams. during
trade price to consumers.
; ment staff of Waldie & Briggs as |
WzLn?0V.eraf?t; ,, .
latter’s five-week holiday in Europe . . . Ken Banghart subbing for va¬
The competition^ on the other account supervisor.
!
cationing John K. M. McCaffery. during July on WBCA-TV-s “11th
hand, has tried everything but
Walter W. Stumpe, directorof ;
tirlp!? f/him winfp Hour News.”
circus parades, including all-media Needham, Louis & Brbrby’s mar- : and that 've talked to him because
Rita Garner has been upped by WMCA ta director of public rela¬
he
is
the
leader
of
one
of
Ger¬
forays, vast giveaways, twofers and keting dept.^ became a striper last
many’s largest war veteran's tions. Her old job, as head of sales development, will be filled by
so on.
Some of the strategies week.
Mona Millen.
groups
and
we
did
not
in
any
way
seem hysterical. Lever’s Handy] Frank Wralsh elected a creative make Meyer a ‘hero’ but that na¬
Andy has dabbled in network, but
of Campbell-Mithun.
tional groups had won an increased IN CHICAGO .
.
/
at last check he was mostly slog¬
number of votes in recent German
Elliott H. Johnson resigned as account manager for American Re¬
ging along in LesjEoil's marketing
elections.”
search Bureau in Chicago and is.now with the R. Jack Scott agency.
footsteps, trying to firm up estab¬
(Meyer, who was;Hitler’s young¬ Jack. Gross doubling in Chi and N.Y. until the post is filled again . . .
lished cities. P&Gs Handy Andy *
_
^
.
_
•
est SS general at 33, fought the 2d WBKB seeking to create a show for Tom Mercein, whom the station
is an animated character in spot | •.
San Francisco, June 9ahd
4th Canadian; divisions, was signed, last week after he ankled WMAQ-WNBQ . . . Rnby Anderson,
commercials witha sweet smile
Lennen & Newell, Frisco,_ has
and high dome strangely akin to . w.on \be account of one Of Califor- sentenced to death' for shooting 18 known as Virginia Gale on WGN, elected prez of Chi chapter of Amer¬
Canadian
prisoners of war; was ican Women In Radio-TV . . . Harry Trigg, program director of WNBQ,
President Eisenhower. S. c: John- ma’s biggest breweries, Regal Pale,
son’s Bravo bombarded Pittsburgh ! William V. Patten, a Lennen. &. commuted at the last minute to vacationing on the Coast three weeks with his wife . , . Marshall Gill
life
imprisonment;
was then re¬ and Eddie Aliya guesting as vocalists on WBBM’s “Music Wagon” for
with everything but sandwich'Newell vice-president, will be acduced to 14 years and released the two-week period that Bill Lawrence, is vacationing .. WGN press
boa.ds. and the scrub bucket in; count supervisor.
V . ,
after
nine
years
for
“good con¬ chief Jim Hanlon took last week off to attend (1) the Notre Dame grad¬
Bravo spots carries a garland of; Thomas P. Beaumont has been
flowers
:
;napied. manager of the merchan- duct” After serving time in a Ca¬ uation of his eldest son, (2) the wedding of same couple days later, (3) .
nadian penitentiary, Meyer- re¬ the grade school graduation of. a younger boy . . . WNBQ director Bill
turned to Germany and is now
who doubles as nitwy coiriie, starts his second local engagement
■c
SreS H J. hax ®tree^; William P. : Reilly, has been ap-, salies manager of a West German Daily,
x F nnii
June 15, this time at Gate of Horn . v . Charles Otson named proiiio- .
brewery—^besides heading a move¬ tion manager of WITI-TV, Milwaukee, new CBS affil there . . Susan
fr-v ^ha ^^
fa*?; i potetod account supervisor.
hi ' Lest0‘I i New v.p. of Guild, Bascom Jt ment of 150,000 ex-SS men.)
Heinkel off on two-week vacation in the east, her show continuing
blt the shop
n‘ Crisp,
without live on-camera performer . . Boyd Sisters may get a daily
mav have won
shnn SW
fTolfr»teT« W
•
^ **_,is Richard
•••••,.
.
. .Chi-*
may
Colgate’s
cago marketing expert who joined
San Ahtonio-r-Three local sta¬ segment on WBBM-TV’s “Rayner Shine” waker-iipper,
Super Suds, which was recently the Frisco agency last year. .
tions, KONO-TV, EENS-TV and
moved over from;; Cunningham. &
Richard P. Hogue has < be en WOAI-TV, were presented with,
WASHINGTON
Walsh.
j;
named v.p. and general manager certificaites for services rendered
At any rate, if at couple of agen¬ of KXTV, Sacramento.
Aiihnr Godfrey, paying he’s feeling “great,” came into Washington
during the recent Easter Seals cam¬
cies made a multi-million-dollar
Garfield, Hoffman & Conner, paign, at the annual .dinner of the] Friday (5) to attend his son Michael's graduation from a private school
error back in 1954, Lestoil has Frisco, has taken over the account San Antonio Society for Crippled (Landon)... Theodore Granik in a. local hospital for tests-.. . Jim Silsurely pointed the way to several for the Agricat,, tractor manufacr Children and Adults.
(Continued on page 52)
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SPOT TV JUMPIN’; $156,419,000 IN
FIRST QTR. OF’59 MARKS 25.7% RISE
Spot television took a | hefty
Jump in gross income the first part
of 1959. Indicating just how bull¬
ish things are in spot; the jstation
reps collectively brought in $156,419,000 in the first quarter of the
year, a rise of 25.7cr in spot ex¬
penditures over the same Quarter
a year .earlier.
Dental, drug, food and grocery
products all increased their budg¬
et; in spot between last January
and March by at least 40rc in
each category. These have!always
been big users of spot time, but
then there are product categories,
such as household furnishings,
animal products, transportation
and travel companies, sporting
goods manufacturers—all of whom
were in spot but never to the ex¬
tent of drug or grocery companies
—which upped their spot expendi¬
tures by considerably more than
40rc. For instance. { household
furnishings spent $1,345,001} in the
first quarter, an increase of,103^
over the like ’58 period. Pet prod¬
ucts went up 65<7r. hitting ja gross
outlay of $2,441,000. .
j!
Figures were supplied Televi¬
sion Bureau of Advertising in a
study done in conjunction with
N. C. Rorabaugh.
Daytime tv pulled in $58,288,000
v37.3'V * of the total first [quarter
spot outlay Prime time got $80,747,000 '51.6^7 > and late night
earned $17,384,000 111.1*7 •; And
announcements of the one-minute
variety accounted for $120,440,000
worth of the spot time buys. Rest
went into programs and IDs.
Present for the first time among
the top 100 spot spenders were:
Bisseil Carpet Sweeper, with $364.300; Cannon Mills, with $361,700;
Herlz-U-Drive, with $436,500; PamEnterprises. with $441,800; PanAmerican World Airways, with
03G8.800; Pepperidge Farms, with
$368,800: Peperidge Farms;, with
with $353,100.
!;
The sweep of spot ip early ’59
is further evidenced by the fact
that relatively large buyers, such,
as Adell Chemical. American
Home Products. Duffy-Mojtt. Min¬
ute Maid, Procter & Gamble. Ja¬
cob Ruppert' brewery. Tick Chemi¬
cal, Kellogg, and Bristol-Myers in¬
creased their expenditures mate¬
rially.
P&G went from ; $7,768,-:
700 to $10,679,400- Bristol-Myers, a
large network advertiser, upped its
own SDot outlav from $588,600 to
$1,297,600.
j!
'

FCC Tells WGMS
To Stay at Home
Washington, June 9.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission, splitting 4-to-3, has told
WGMS of nearby Bethesda, Md.,
it must abide by FCC rule that a
majority of its programs Originate
from its home studios. !
RKO .Teleradio Pictures, owner
of the station, had requested a
waiver of the rule, arguing that a
big portion of its live program¬
ming consists of concerts from
such places as Constitution Hall
and Library of Congress in Wash¬
ington. Also, it said, WGMS’ Wash¬
ington auxiliary studios are more
convenient for guest interviews.
RKO, added that it was ‘'artificial
and purposeless” . to Originate
enough of its recorded music from
the Bethesda studio to stay in
keeping with the majority* origina¬
tion rule.
j:
Majority of FCC, in reply, point¬
ed out that when WGMS was given
permission to move to Bethesda in
1954. the station had pleaded that
the community was in need of a
nighttime AM service. RKO Teleradio had endorsed these represen¬
tations when it took over the sta¬
tion in 1957, FCC further noted.
RKO Teleradip was told that any
"economic h a r d s h i p” [resulting
from its dual Washington-Bethesda
operation could be overcome by
requesting a transfer of j: WGMSFM from its present Washington
location to Bethesda.
Chairman John C. Doeirfer, and
Commissioners Rosel H. Hyde and
T. A. M. Craven dissented in the
action.
|;

P&G in TV: $84,000,000
Procter & Gamble . spent
$98,154,000 in advertising last
year, making it the nation’s
biggest booster of Madison
Ave.
General Motors, for
many years the nation’s top.
spender, dropped to No. 2,
with a®* budget of $91,755,000.
P&G, according to the Tele¬
vision Bureau of Advertising,
spent- its enormous ad budget ;
in seven media, but about 85*7)
of it went to spot and network
television. TvB, the tv in¬
dustry’s promotion bureau,
was quick to point' out that
the $84,000,000-odd dollars
this 85ro represents made 1958
the. biggest sales-profits year
in P&G history.
';

Make 26
Intended for Video
; San Antonio, Jufie 9.
. Filming of the "Little Buckaroo”
with youngsters in all roles, will
resume next month at Pipe1. Creek,
Tex, : Kellis. Dibrell, attorney, Is
prez of Traildriyer . Productions,
set to produce some 26 shorts.
Aimed at television.

Clere. WERE Prez Miller
On Hot Seat for Using
Plane of Air Nat’I Guard

Tokyo, June 9,
The World’s largest submarine
telephone cable; linking Japan and
the U. S’., is being planned by the
Cleveland, Jun£ 9.
Japan Overseas Radio and Cable
Ray T. Miller Jr., president of ! System (KDD) for the mid-1960’s.
the Cleveland Broadcasting Co. j The line would enable Japan to re¬
(WERE* and a state senator, was in ‘ cast tv shows from the U. S.
hot water, when it became known | The line being planned Would be
that he led a delegation from Co¬ a. two-way system with a capacity
lumbus to Cleveland for a Knights of more than 100 circuits at the
of Columbus election using an Air outset, costing Some $70 million. It
National Guard plane for transpor¬
tation,
; is hoed that laying the cable would
After "no commenting” to 're--, begin sometime next year!
porters who called him first for the ; Also being considered is a link
story. Miller, later said he would other Asian nations which would
pay the plane tab (S360> out of his perriiit Japan to telecast, its tv
own pocket if dunned for it by the shows to' China, the Philippines
state. - ’ .
'• ? and Southeast Asia.
The . pilot flew the legislators'
Overseas telephone service is
here from, the state capital, where not conducted by radio, a. not en¬
they are in session, waited until; tirely satisfactory arrangement
after the election fin which Miller: since blackouts are often caused by
was defeated for a high post • and ; magnetic storms., .
then flew them back.
j
Miller recently introduced and
got passed a state law, guaranteeing
radio-tv newsmen immunity from (
court action in cases where they re- r
fuse to reveal their news sources. T

OLD BENNY TIME GETS i
OLD‘BOY’IN SUMMER '

j CBS-TV will fill the Sunday 7:30 ;
’! p.m, sl6t;.with "That’s. My Boy” re- \
WDAF GETS FM OKAY
Kansas City, June 9. . | runs starting June 21.
^
i
Federal Communications Com¬
Time, becomes vacant after June
mission recently granted an ap¬ . 14 when Jack Benny takes a hiatus.
plication for an FM operation to Comedian will return in the fall in
VVDAF, Natianal-Missouri TV, The. ! a 'later; time period—10 p.m!—in
Station has set no definite date } which he’ll alternate.’..'with!. George
for initiating the FM operation, but
may have it going within six . Gobel.
months, according to Bill Bates, ' "That’s My Boy” starred Eddie
Mayehoff a few seasons back.
general manager.
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on
London, June 9.
Advertisers using British commercial tv may be relying too
much on 15-second spots, according to Horace Schwerin, topper of.
the Schwerin research organization. The opinion, based on the
company’s findings in the local market, was voiced at: a one-day
conference, arranged at the Royal Festival Hall last Wednesday
(3).by Associated Television, network serving the Midlands area
weekdays and the London region weekends.
The Festival Hall meet, intended as the first of an Infrequent
series devoted ter the theme of making tv advertising more effec¬
tive, attracted around 1,000 in the ad agency and production field.
Including some from the Continent; Event proved to be a tour de
force for Schwerin, who flew in from New. York last week (1), re¬
hearsed his spiel at the Hall till 3 a.m. after a brief visit to; his
London Office, continued the Hall runthrough all day Tuesday (2)
and spoke for six hours on the day.
Other contribs to the Wednesday function included Patrick Hen¬
ry, sales director of ATV, who chaired the proceedings- John Hob¬
son, topper of the John Hobson & Partners agency. Mark Abrams,
who’s research director of London Press Exchange, and the. man¬
aging director of Foote, Cone & Belding here, Brian MacCabC;
Schwerin’s main plank, erected with the use of color slides and
screened'tv commercials, was that bookers of ty ..spots don’t test
their productions enough and often confuse liking same with po¬
tential effectiveness. He reckoned that in; general the longer com¬
mercials, running 46 to 60 seconds, made more impact than the .
shorter jobs. Other subjects he covered included animation and
the kind of actor or actress to use in plugs intended to appeal to
children.
.
. Bulk of Schwerin’s data was .drawn from the results of findings
in the U.S., Canada and Britain, .'it’s claimed that his organization .
has been at the job of testing commercials for over 10 years and
has handled around $28,000,000 worth’ of research for various out--'
fits.

illy’s W1P Can Play in Sand
Bromfield Acts Like
A Marshal for Real
In Chicago Anto Scrape
Chicago, June 9.
John Bromfield. star of “IT. S.
Marshal,” had a real-life experi¬
ence as keeper of the law during a
personal appearance stint here last
week on behalf of the. Easter Seal
Society. He came through it, true
to type, heroically. •....•
Enrpute to, a children’s hospital
for a personal appearance, BrOmfield’s auto. was sides wiped on the
Outer Drive by a car containing
six men. Three, made a run for it
when they saw. Bromfield in his
western duds, his tin star gleam¬
ing, but the tv good guy ordered
the other three to stay. put and
they did. With one eye on his cap¬
tives, he then marshaled traffic on
the Drive around the. damaged
autos for 45 minuses, until the. po-.
lice arrived. One of the captured
men was arrested for drunken
driving, and Bromfield drove off to
keep his date.

Radio—TV Closets Full of China

. Atlantic City, June 0.
Radio Station WIP, Philly, can
bring Its crew to this resort for
its planned two-week vacation the.
last two weeks in July. ■.
An objection filed with the Fed?
eral Communications Commission
by. the owners of radio Station
WLDB here against the proposed
transfer of station WIP activities
to Atlantic City has been with¬
drawn.
Mrs. Dorothy Rremner,. who op¬
erates the local station. With her,
husband, Leroy, wired the FCC
Friday < 5) asking that the first, tele-,
gram be disregarded "since there,
was not on file an application by
WIP requesting authorization for
aiiy change in .existing studio facili¬
ties,” ’.
•
. TBoth stations are affiliated with.
the Mutual Network. Leroy Bremner attended a meeting, hereWith
other local radio Station officials
when the broadcasts, were okayed
by. all present, including city com¬
missioners, and representatives of
civic organizations.
’ The two weeks of remote broad¬
casts, provided no. other . angles
comes up to cause , the Philly sta¬
tion to cancel out, will originate
from various points in the resort
with city-owned Garden Pier to be
WIP’s. central spot.

=8y JO RANSONs
Most sought-after assignment of the trench-coat set will be on the
the day appears to be Communist prowl for "first” and "exclusives”
China.
Every major American . the moment the. State Dept.’s ac¬
credited newspaper, radio-tv rep¬
newscaster and analyst is getting resentatives, numbering. 30 as of
ready to stuff his money belt with this moment, get their visas from
Chinese dollars preparatory to. China. :
crashing into Peiping for a sig¬
. Til Be.Sheean You*
nificant looksee.
Vincent Sheean, who signed with
Observers insist that all outdoor Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. re¬
track records, including those esr cently as Far Eastern correspond¬
tablished at the Penn relay races, ent, appears to have a slight edge
will be smithereened to chop suey on Murrow in powwows with Red
once Red China okays the entry China Officials once Peiping grants
of an Impatient group of America’s approval to American correspond¬
electronic newsmen, many of ents to enter their country. Murwhom are currently cooling their row, aware of Sheean’s excellent
heels in Hong Kong.
contacts in the Orient, paid the
Latest entry in the Red China latter tribute the other day when
sweepstakes to cover the story is he said: “If anyone can get into
reportedly Edward R. MurroW. Red China, Sheean Will be the one
Though Murrow is going on. a sab¬ to wangle his way.”
batical from CBS effective the end
Meanwhile,
Sheean
notified
of this month, he's indicated to Westinghouse that he was busy
CBS’ newsgathering chieftains, that taping interviews with Indian lead¬
he would indeed grab at an oppor¬ ers in New Delhi. He had also
tunity to be among the first to re¬ hired a tv crew in Bombay and was
port back to America on whai he readying a major video interview
saw behind the bamboo curtain. It with Prime Minister Nehru. There
appears that Murrow’s year-long was also a possibility that Sheean
absence from the CBS airlaries would get a radio-tv taped inter¬
may be cut into considerably if view with, the Dali Lama at his
he should fulfill a number of ob¬ retreat! in India. Westinghouse
jectives he has in find for the next stations hope to get the. first batch
12 months, among . them several of Sheean interviews within the
electronic pickups in the Middle next two weeks and. air them im¬
East, but uppermost would be a mediately. '> • •
first-hand report on Red China,
.. WNEW Wants In
Interest in the Sheean coverage
coupled perhaps with an interview
with Premier Chou En-lai.
of the Far Eastern front has proved
It’s apparent that the best of | nationwide with numerous inquir¬

ies from Indie stations asking how
they could latch on to the upcom¬
ing shows. Martin Weldon, news
chief of fast-moving WNEW, N. Y.,
indie, approached Richard Pack,
programming chief of the WBC
stations, with a proposition to get
the Gotham rights to any Sheean
Far Eastern broadcasts. Weldon
also indicated he was in the mar¬
ket for. a stringer in Red China,
once the greenlight is flashed for
American broadcasts from Peiping.
Other journalists
reportedly
angling for visas to China with an
eye to doubling as newspaper cor¬
respondents and broadcasters are
John Gunther and Max Lerner. It
is also conceivable that - former
N. Y. Gov. Averell Harriiilan,
who’s been cleared by the State
Dept, as a correspondent for the
North American Newspaper Alli¬
ance and is seeking a visa from the
Peiping government, may try his
hand at radio-tv commentaries in
the event that radio-tv deals ma¬
terialize.'
Among regular news broadcast¬
ers okayed by the State Dept, for
travel to China are CBS’ -Guy
Searle, how stationed in Hong
Kong; NBC’s Jim Robinson, also
in Hong Kong, and ABC-TV’s Ray
Falk, presently iu Tokyo.
Once it was a "must” to be first
with broadcast news from Russia
but today any trench-coat corre¬
spondent worth his salt wants to
microphone his impressions of
the Chinese Communists.

Pix for Schaefer
F & M Schaefer Brewing. Co,
which hit a rating bonanza with
"It Happened One Night”. over
WCBS-TV, has picked up its op¬
tion for another three pre-holiday
cinematic specials, under the title
of "The Schaefer Award Theatre:”
tike the Clark Gable starrer,
the three pix will be slotted in the
usual "Late Show” period, start¬
ing at 11:15; p:m, Titles haven’t
been selected as yet, but the dates
have been set. Dates are June 26,
prior, to the July 4. weekend; Aug.
29, for the Labor. Day weekend;
and NoV. 25 for the Thanksgiving
holidays.
;. Schaefer, via BBD&O, is paying
somewhat less than $35,000 per
telecast for the cinematics by, tak¬
ing four specials: Client and sta¬
tion received an unusual amount
of mail from viewers lauding the
comparative scarcity of commer¬
cials. “Night,” which ran for 105
minutes, had only four 75rsecond
commercials.
As to the rating of "Night” on
Saturday, May 23, it popped a
21.3 Arbitron and a 70.3 share of
audience^ coming in 11th of all
shows telecast for the week of May
18 through 24 in the New York
market. Arbitron clocked the 10th
place "Gurismoke” at 21.5.
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It’s not just a trend any longer.

averages. They’re both comfortably above 30—ABC with 31.4*

Now the margin is clean-cut, decisive, even overwhelming.

the other top net with 32.9. The third network’s average is 26.8.

ABC-TV and the other top network, between them, own the

On one score, ABC stands all alone. It has the highest average

No. 1 ratings in 36 out of 42 evening half hours (17 for ABC,.

share of audience four out of seven nights a week—more than

19 for the other top net). The third network is first in only

the other two networks combined !

6 half hours.

A new Top Two, did we say? Actually, it’s been that way for

The same Top Two dominate the evening share of audience

some time now. It’s just that now it looks so permanent.

66 right to the TOP —go .. •

abc Television
Source: Nielsen 24-Market TV Report, week ending May 31, 1959, average share of audience, Sun.-Sat, 7:30-10:30 PM, all commercial programs.
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Kleinennani Sherlock of Celluloid,
Hops 6n Global Road forCBS-TV

Tie Proo£ Is111 thePianfesW'
Svi;

•

Editor,

Variety:

Dallas.'

.

j
The writer notes the article in your recent issue concerning
.' our KABL in San Francisco and takes , strong exception to ? the
comments of Dave Segal.
Excavating, for example, the {to wrap around. Jayne Mansfield . ^
A^tmw^^hv
Having freely, copied our operations (and others) for years, Segal
ruins of Herculaneum.and Pompeii more.than a million times...'
.' '■
y, AR? Ve
*■
is apparently now going to try to run our business as well. I would
must have been childjs play com- x -.Six- upcoming “Twentieth Genstation brass claims this
think that Segal is. having enough trouble with some of his own
pared with the task of uncoveringli!?little device an attractive busistations without trying to masterrnind others.
r,Pfl ftlm
t;,p rR^TV “Twpn-') tbf, ?u-f£in£ . r00R1 and they deal
ness getter for WPEN, a pointWhen Segal says' we’ve adopted good music as d piii^icity ;ktunt,
„
ii,
^^rr^nS— Goermg, The
of-sale help for the products
. and intend early abandonment for a pop music policy}Khe’s got
tieth Century’ productions.
r Moon, The Movies Learn to Talk,
carrying it and a small piece
. a hole in his head. It has already cost up to $25,000 in advance pro¬
Isaac Kleinerman. associate pro- ; What’s Happening to Aviation, and . pf promotion for all. radio,
motion of good music, including full showings of billbdar&s, news¬
ducer and chief film detective for ! *he Fall of China.
...
■. ■ ■
■■
.».
;
■■
paper spreads, etc. We have imported experts in good music op¬
eration from throughout the country. 'We stripped the Station .of
the program series, freeeirtly
offensive advertising accounts which would be incompatible with
turned to. Gotham after a con-; they are careful annotators; edto WKIyjl
good music, thus eliminating $22,000 in monthly revenue. Just
siderable. overseas expedition dur- ! tors and . catalpgers .of their, pro-. H Iriw Jiu w iiw ina
how far do we have to go to prove weTe sincere in our intentions
ing which time he traipsed through ! fessional material.. But their own,
,j • • .. .
to run KABL as a good music operation?
!
To take up the other points the article makes, we’re going to
cellars .attics as well £ the glisten-:
make good music pay in' San Francisco, While it’s, true that a cou¬
mg diplomatic corridors on the: that Kleinerman lias shot of his
lS*11* 11Iia5>
ple of sloppily-operated good music stations have failed, in the
prowl for special footage.
1 two daughters, Laura, 11, and .
.•
past, in the Bay Area, KABL music has. good management and air.,
On this occasion, tlie Hawkshaw Judith. 8,. are. seldom put back in f M8
D*
C
ready sounds far better than any other good music station I’ve
of celluloid visited such film trea-; the right can. But. ask him to dig iflAY ||f tIlftlTP
ever heard anywhere.. Good iftusic operations on AM. have failed
sure troves as Prague. Madrid, up a rare shot of Himmler or an
A IV VlUIu Vyl V
in the Bay Area in the past through lack of proper management
London and other potential leads.; obscure reel on - Ataturk.. and .
.
and programming—not because San. Francisco won’t support a
Chicago, June
He was one of tlie few Americans AKleinerthan will produce same
.
Chicago,
June 9.
9.
good music station. What’s , more, I still say we’re, going to be
—especially ‘*CBS Americans”Wo. quicker than, a' station break.
.Mexican
bullfights,
long
es. Mexican
es¬
number one in view of the big audience split among seven, pop
crack the Iron C urtain, of late., on j
; ■' '• — ■-———1—
Chewed
chewed by American television as
stations—KOBY, KYA, KFRC, KLX, KSAY, KJBS, and KSFQ.
such a junket. In Prague he had: .
,•
•
,
unsuitable fare, will be tried exex¬
FM stations in the San Francisco area don’t bother, us. Some are:
an opportunity to dbcuas perti- ; /*!;_ '1Y_\ ___ Pnill
■
perimentally here this summer by
pretty good but they just can’t afford to do the same type of
nent problems with the Chinese I XII r Q|l ll||| ll/fill PS
WBKB
via
vidtaoe
recordings
thing we’re doing. And we’re prepared to support KABL for three,
Ambassador. It was jKleinerman’s , VH* » wiumi yuiiivu made in
'in. Mexico City
Citv by Telesisyears at least at a big loss. Our Board voted to. sustain the sta¬
hope that one of these not ton dis- ,
^
tima Aiexicano.
Mexicano.
The 45-minute
tion for at least three years, if necessary, on a good music, for¬
taut days the Chinese government ;
rl T
- tape contains three actual toreros
mat, because We figure it; could possibly take that long before any¬
would permit a CBS documentary j
I QllflAfl RV TV IxlV Ii las
as. they took place about three
one can. say that a good music station simply won’t work in San
shooting crew to mp- e into the | liCUIlIvU wj
11 MJHU weeks
weeks ago.
ago.
Francisco. Our first week’s operation brought 547 pieces of con¬
Communist Chinese j territory fori
,An/i 1,1* w --iv
gratulatory, listener mail.
j'
The ABC station will first edit
Chicago,
June
9.
a graphic storv cf iontemporary
Chicago. June 9,
While it’s true we run pop music and news stations elsewhere,
goings-on. It is confecivnbl" that!
WBKB. the
ABC-TVanchor
fe s tnertai Sme 4^
we can run a good music station, too. Our news awalrds. at KLIF
CBS-TT may he one p£ the hrst to ' here, -has .scored a local: coa|>
in Dallas—both the national Sigma Delta Chi; and National Head- ,.
gi t into Commim.st fCtima for a nailing down exclusive telecasting j
y.
•
H}._ •
Wm
liners’ Awards for distinguished journalism—prove that we know
how to run quality radio stations. The proof of the pianissimo
^ir^ui;,riinli':’alcdby
wS'S hSe.
Chinese
diplomats. [
.
; American Games. vrtiich will be
will be in the playing. "
Scanned Banish Archives
: he^
Chigago^ Aug ^27-Sept; T. , and esthetics of the sport instead
We’d suggest that Segal: run his stations and we’ll somehow man- '
age to run ours.
Gordon McLendon.
Ore of his fir it- stops on this tripTbe C0UP;*f ntSi,311
of the violence,
was in Denn..' *'c v.ih :re he ex- dose to SSo.OOQ for the Tights and : gAxekiQ£» the blessings
amined thousand j of! ic-ct of film rates., as-: the-, stations., major prosociety
r.r> the DahisTr resist*>ne' n^ove- gram project of the year.
. rot the-various humane societies
rn the lJanu.i re.istu..ic.
.*o e
.
, an rnJri,,1.ot. nc^
and the Mexican consulate for the
ment against ‘Im
KleinerAt least 90 minutes of the sta-:
•
treatment it will sive the
man noted that l)cnmark1 has a tion’s time. wiU be given over to eUWiect but even if! it does get
long and imp-cssive . film history the-Games on each of the 12 days,;^
WRTC^anffet
dating back to 1013- In Prague, with all events .covered, either
where the fiim arcLiivis lire m live or on tape or film... WBKB
wSveler
sp’cndid shane, Kleinerman was will use a mobile unit and ABC’s Jbe showing However, the station
privileged to see ex'n’aoT'cinjry video tape equipment to record bas never been afraid of contro--:-—j.
Milwaukee, June 9.
shots of the fall of Ciuchcslovakia.. the events conducted at inconven-: versy 1^1. ‘;be Past-;

j

^

U/DITD TL,nI„« ||«t

|l|

iRrOWSlldl
Rillfif *

lex Pic Sans Gore

f

II/DVD

Landed by WBKB

lackth’ Aiirt Good Enuf For Mayor
Of Milw.; Updates text for Telecast

The associate producer ii confident ienf hours for telecasting. The
Sterling (RedV Ouinlan, ABC
that there is also a jiiuge amount telecasts will have an open end striper in. charge of the station,
of rare film on ’’people’s heroism” and may on some days run longer said.he w’ill attempt to tie the proin Israel, Denmark,, Franco aind' than
the AD-minUte minimum, granr in with the. Pan American
other countries, much of which he Opening day. ceremonies, with Games, which start ; Aug. 27, to
examined. Ult.irately the gander- highranking government dignitar-!.,make . the
televised
bullfights
ing of this film will result in .a ies from every c o u n t ry of the ‘ slightly more kosher.-1 If possible,
special CBS-TV production:
Western Hemisphere in' attend- ^ he will get someone from the
Also on the agenda: Ls a propc- ed ance; will be telecast a minimum Mexican Consul’s office to do the
'commentary.
trip to Japan in the .iear futiiiV. of two hours.
Kleinerman,
in
this
instance.
PahAm Games are, in effect..the i
If. the reaction to the. first show:
would take a special drew with him Olympic Games of the Western Ms strong and favorable, Quinlan
to attempt to tell the heroicVzed Hemisphere. Some 2.000 athletes ‘ say? he will consider telecasting
pictorial story of jthc spiritual from 27 countries in all the Ameri- i bullfights once a .mpnth, getting
transformation of aj.or.ee w arlike . .Cas and the Caribbean Islands will i the- ■ .tapes . in. a^ program exchange
power into a more jpeaeoful niid participate. Sports include boxing, ; with Emilio Azcarraga, who owns
westernized^ type nation. On this track, baseball, soccer,. gymnasties,j Telesistima Mexicano^ and a nurajourney, Kleincrmcii. as K liis skeet shooting, swimming, tennis, ! ber of tv. stations south of the
custom, will conLnue'his hunt for weightlifting, wrestling and vacht- border.
old flta Buried to nbity ardUvcs.'..^
r
- j Azcarrasa’s^ station, in Tiaiuana;
Unfortunately. American airmen .
Lnfortunately.
.____-,rav'
unwittingly (iz-trovsa
destroyed much
miwi, of
.
■
.
.L. Ltl,V.a ’ ^5sts ,b lllr‘«h>s
Japan’s film during grim bombing
expeditions.
An old hand at tracking down .
film. Kleinerman- knows virtuadv I
all the film bunks hate and abroad
occasions when t-it"
but there are oeeaslfe
T.rr®ay& he’s u?lb1?.
y. U.S. WCOS, DffllUlUOnS
and unusual film find';
find ; its
wav into
T
V
t
- _
fathom why apyone would object
its way
private
■ >
London, June
to. them ^they’re presented as
private collections
collections or
or is
is airshed
stashed'’’
awav
Britain is making available to
.The first; thing any
away in cobwebbv!
cobwebby! corners of
crumbling
American networks, through Brit- Anmrican does when he visits
crumbling homes
homes.
!
n;«
• ish Information Services, a 14- sPau* or Mexico is to get tickets
His Technique
.
^U.
.
minute film with James Mason t°. a bullfight,” Quinlan said. “He
w T.° dredge up -slick niatnia1. about the history of Big. Bert, the may never go a second time, but
Kleinerman. upon ajr*\ving in a London landmark dominatiRg the -"ho. wants tb see^ it once. Televi-.
toreign city, inserts <7 small r.dver- Houses
of
Parliament.
Mason : s:'on should show it once—at least
tisement m one or two of the local gave his services for the project, | once.’’
fi^VSnU?efiimnC:1Tntiln£ :v
rsc‘ek- ”Big Ben, 1859-1959.” which ties,
The tape, at WBKB contains
^nnrrld wi n,,,1 - n f Gh
in wlTa the centenary celebra-: three 'bullfights. , one of them an
umi^he’s^e^v^to^ir^oti^e^or llons of the world-famed do.ck. . | unorthodox exhibition on horse,
the nurchat;e n* ihp hin-T
^ ~°V
Picture was made primarily for ; back by Carlos Aruzza, Mexico’s
_ .
^ ‘
’ .
tv screenings in Canada and Aus-:; m°st famous matador, now in
Owners of film w’i.1 gotten ask tralia. Additionally a. shorter ver-; semi - retirement;
The camera !
Kleinerman to pay liigniv inflated sion, sans Mason and running; work by the Mexican company is
prices tor the required footage, about four minutes, has been pre-, reportedly superb.
o-nf.npV*?er
as ^ high as pared for foreign-speaking coun-'
Date of the showing isn’t set
w £io°„r 0Re-ni-miFeT°f Kotage tries,
I ye.t, but'.the bull fight itapew'ill def-1

Mot

f^ w

!/;

Telefilm Csffoed To

f

^

UJS« Webs, Dominions fathom wi

Stoered f famaSn>eS ihr^nr h
It?^ Pidhable that BBC-TV will r initely be slotted opposite Irv
The standard price it ann-rf k screen the pic, or part thereof, be- f Kupcinet’s post-midnight converS2 50 ner font fni
Vivf ■ tween iiowT and July: There’s no ; sational on WBBM-TV, partly be-j
‘■Twentieth
arbitrary centenary date: Sunday rcause Quinlan yvants .to explore j
1
. u*y i ’e,lcs'
‘31) marked the. 100th year since i the possibilities of programming
A°r does Kleinerman have much the clock first; registered the time, ! in the wee hours,
time to sit at sidewalk cafes dur- Parliament
acknowledged
t he- i
.
■ .'
—:
......
ing his expeditions.. He cahn.pt j. event last week <3>, and the arini-1 . Milw ''WVIX
taxe in the regular sights as is the., versary. of the day the bell firstl:es*in8.
c°hventlk,R?l tourists,
The CBS-TV film dick spends as .
much as four hours dailv, six davs!
a week cooped uh in overseas i
projection rooms eagerly scanning'
old newsreel';, fadi'd docuinentaries. but with a ! bloodhound’s
E«-m rcacy to potra* on tho ma-,
tonal he has been; looking for.
JjefiuenUy he will seen as much, as
^).(«)0 toet
Mlm dei.v arid curing a s-x-wc!: ovtr*.junket
this can add ’up to s'.inLcient film <

chimed falls next month.
' ' '
r-xji'lw?ck''?’/UI?e \
. ■
•. -WXIX, LHF channel recently
„
, _ .
Ml
abandoned by CBiS; and sold;-to.
Heads Rocky AAt. AWRT
'Gene Posner for $50,000, went
Denver, June 9.
baPj'-P° ^ ai5 yesterday^fMon.)
Ann Walker, KBTV merchandisa test pattern and_audio staing director, has been named 'to numor.
head : the newly formed Rocky
M.lwaukee rad.o. station
Mountain Chapter of . American; , The :U^ is exDected to beein its
Women in^Radio & Television;
»reg„lar. programming on or about
Maggie Houston; KVAR director; juiy 1, it’s rumored that Zenith
of women’s programs, Colorado‘has been, negotiating to test paySprings, was named v.p,
' • I ty again on the revived station.

VrDC
WLpa

UaI IIaava
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Milwaukee’s

mayor,

Frank

P.

laps Hal Moore |.Zeidler, has done a revision of
As Prosram
DirectorShakcspcares
"Macbelh" f?r th*
••
purpose of modernizing and clari-

Hal Moore has been made program director of WCBS Radio,'
N.Y.i starting Monday, June 15. He
succeeds Allen Luddeh, who’s been ;
upped to director of program scrv- ■
ices for CBS-owned radio stations.j
Moore comes from WNEW, N.Y.,

f>ine the antique language of the
P.?ay.-- The version is being pre¬
sePte° next . Sunday (14) by the
Milwaukee Players of the Dept, of
Municipal Rea’eation and will be
telecast on: WTMJ-TV as a special

where he was program .manager. Pto^ram..
He started there in 1938 as staff;
Mayor Zeidler says he, under:a n n o ii n'c e-r and. subsequently took , the reyisioii after his chilworked at WCAU radio-tv, Pliila-. M161)- complained about the archaic
delphia,
•before'
returning
£0 t language when they were reading
WNEW in 1853.
He was named • Shakespeare in high school.
His
program head in 1957.
*■
j argument to justify his tampering
- -,
;■• ' ;
; with the Bard’s immortal . indit*Y |
ill
:v
. I [logs is that it’s just as valid to
I mlAiiiftyn I honflAl i translate 16th Century English to
l/ClltWuI C vilullllcl - 20th Century as it is to translate
English to;, any other langauge.
|
i
| j . A sample: Shakespeare’s “Aroint
KlflC Ara lc Ainnfn/I j thee witch’? comes out in the
DIUu lll v liUlCvlUUiZeidler text, ‘‘Get on. you witch/’

Washington .June 9.

!

MPLS. KSTP-TV WINS
VS. ROCHESTER BAN

Federal Communications Commission has rejected rival pro- ,
posals to. strip Wilmington, Del.,
of television Channel 12 or reserve
Minneapolis, jlihe.. 9.
the outlet for educational use:
It dismissed a petition by the
KSTP-TV . has won in another.,
Joint Council on Educational Tele- found of its fight to halt the.
'vision to make the channel educa- ; Rochester, Minn., common council
tional and. anothe:r by Neptune; from banning its programs over
Broadcasting Corp.. Atlantic City; ! Rochester Video Inc.,; which -opr ■
to assign it to either.Atlantic City I crates a. community antenna sysr
or to Atlantic . City-Wilmington. - tern to permit the town’s residents
FCC said, however, that educa- j to receive distant stations.
tional applicants wrould be emitted . Federal Judge E. J: Deyitt
to comparative considefatioriWith j. granted the lotal Hubbard station .
pending commercial applications! its sought continuation of a* tem¬
for the channel, which was vacated ! porary injunction restraining the.
by Storer Broadcasting Co. last. council from revoking the R. V.
fall.
franchise which it allegedly has
Finalizing rule-making cn other , threatened to do if R. V. carries.
channel shift proposals. FCC also: { KSTPrTV programs.
—Assigned Channel 10-minus to!
KSTP-TV accuses the Rochester
Appleton, Minn., for educatipn use ! common council, and KROC-TV^
in accord with plan by Joint Coun- [ Rochester, of a eohspiraey to en¬
cil on Educational Television for able the latter to monopolize NBC
a regional educational tv network ’ programs in that town. 90 miles
in -Iowa,
Nebraska,
and
the ‘ distant, and area. . Both stations
Dakotas.
. i are NBC affiliates and thus- are in
. •—Assigned Channel 14 to Mount v
direct competition, .the plaintaiff’s
Pleasant, .Mich., jfor educational;
complaint points out.
use and substituted Channel 27 for !
■ The. plaintaiff. alleges, that .fear,
Channel 21 in West Branch. Mich.
of; council franchise revocation has
Central
Michigan . College
of.
prevented R. V! from carrying any
Mount Pleasant had asked for this
of. its programs, to date.
action.
!
—Substituted Channel 7 for;
Honolulu—-Mel Wright,.who lias
Channel B at Wailuku. Hawaii, de-•
managed KGMB for
years, has
leting educational Channel 7. from j resigned his Hawaiian Broadcast¬
Honolulu and reserving Channel j ing Co. post. He’ll become general
11 for educational use. Hawaiian,! manager and sales manager of:the
Broadcasting System had petto ■ six-station Skyline TV network,
tioned for these changes.
I with headquarters in Idaho Falls,
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Mr*

vS-^sident

flew
WVH ' York
— - — 19* N*i*

Dear Ira*
J11IB

figures have

. n_iired

and I'm hapW
^rkaUy me 3<* *>r «•

to sign off
^gt gome fairly g
v Dock", doubling and
periods. Wlthis g
mion *itfc your ^out, among
Tfe also rocked oorcon®etiti^e^
period- .
- .
ev® tripl^^^rong "" v< „N school dance P .^*r- ■

.

"

£oT]
*Zr* jzZ*^x&s* t&s***

‘fflatSMgSSSrsf^
5 ;_—
.'
^1., ««h a‘fl»e Pack?5.v.1—+nn Tele-vision.
posted on

cordially yoors.

Brian A. fflggJDS^

UDm Director -■?*#

BAH/ce

FLAMINGO’

PACKAGE

MR. HULOT’S HOLIDAY ♦ RIFIFI ♦ SILKEN AFFAIR
HELL IN KOREA ♦ FRISKY > BATTLE HELL
SUDDEN FEAR

♦

LONG JOHN SILVER

♦

SCANDAL IN SORRENTO

ROCK, ROCK, ROCK > PRIVATE’S PROGRESS > LOSER TAKES ALL
THE GREEN MAN

♦

GOLD OF NAPLES

♦

AND MANY, MANY MORE

Watch for Flamingo's NEW Critics’ Award Package to be released soon!

FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES. INC.
221 WEST 57 STREET • NEW YORK 13, N. Y. • JUdson 6-7040
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Radio Reviews
IMAGE MINORITIES
|
With Bob
Considine, barrator; |?
guests
j
Exec Producer-Director: Peter Las- j.•
sally
I
'i
Associate Producers: Peter Flynn,
Charles Grinker
Editorial Supervisor: Jimi Holton ;
Writers: Alice Wallace, rJim Al¬
drich
j
80 Mins., Mon.-thru-Thurs., 8:40 :
p.m.

have already heard the Top 40
twice during the. morning,
. Allen still uses the Drake tag,
“Housewives Protective League,’*
and makes personal appearances
at local food stores for sponsor
plugs. Drake has moved over to
N. Y. tcleradio indie WOR, which
also purchased, the name, Galen
Drake, from CBS.

!:

NBC Radio, from New York
NBC Radio's new series of pubservn.e- programs. “Image Minor!-.
tie>.” cannot help L tit contribute
to a richer unriersi ?aiding of mismrrtv ^roun^ and heir jmanifold :
p:ohlt•ins in the Uni :ect States.
■
IN
predcr- o j-mj scries.
Li!:.
e Ru>sia,” th :s b?ars the
under. table stamp o.. massive: re-: .
searc:i into one o f tne major
a-peet s o: American i lis^ury, name1.. tin * openina ot iLni? country’s
to all races and religions and
:
a vs no’ole.
the U \>otmenu not ;
aceoi'ciled American iCidians, Noso.
Germans.
Jews.
Chine
S* ue-;
Sv. ede <. Italians and other melting
.
pt»t in .migrants to ticc. e shores.

Radio Followup
Freeman & Hayes ShowVersatile Stan
Freeman and
Richard Hayes have had --their
afternoon segment on WCBS, N.Y..
the. CBS radio flagship, extended.
from 3 to 6 p.m. Monday through.
Saturday.
Expansion merely allows for
more of the same pleasant chat'eiv
mild, humor and live and disk
music -in a soothing vein—nothing
that, should keep the housewives'
from doing the dishes at the same
time.
Both Freeman and Hayes, afe
excellent balladeers and the for¬
mer’s bright piano stylings pro¬
vide solid, backing /he even occa¬
sionally gives the live commercials
a lift with a! lilting background).
If the jokes and kidding are less
than hilarious; they are still in
tempo with the duo’s easy style:
Listeners can
participate
by
sending, in a record request with a
reason, why.
Winning
requests
'three a day. 18 a week) get the
sender her tune and a Longing
watch..
Segment caiiglit had a solid com¬
mercial lineup,. including CocaCola, Ballantine beer, TWA and
Camels.

verttsing and : a $9 license fee for
[ each receiveri .-:, .The 405-line transmission system
: is recommended by. the Commis¬
sion which also proposes that a
nine-member TV Board—similar, to
the. ITA in England—be: set up.
One contracting firm will be chosen
from list submitted to government
and will be given: license to run
service for 10 years^ Opening Dub¬
lin. transmitter within 15 months
and providing a country-wide serv¬
ice with -four additional; stations
within .three to. five: years. Studioand; fixed equipment will revert to
TV Board .at the end of 10 years.
Proposals, cover an initial 21'
hours of programming a week, with,
one hour per .day of programs orig- •
mating! in ..England, stepping up to [
50 hours a week and a much. larger |
proportion of Irish programming at;
aii early date. Advertising is to!
take1 the; form of spots, .although
sponsored programs may be specifi¬
cally permitted.’
. j

Associated Television took a full-page ad in the Sunday Pictorial
(31) which spotlighted the fact that, the network earned $15,000)000 for
Britain, Announcement described the company as Britain’s, greatest
tv dollar earner and ..also referred to the expansion of its National
Studios, at EIstf.ee at a time when other studios w’ere. closing, “With
further film series for world-wide distribution, ATV is creating fresh
employment for British artists and technicians.” the ad concluded. The
Sunday Pictorial group is substantial stockholder in the commercial
tv company, having an interest of around 21%. .
Last issue. (June 3) of Variety .listed ABC-TV’s “The Rifleman" as
the No. 3 network show in the first May Nielsens. This was accurate
insofar as the advance Nielsens were concerned, but later., wrhe.n the
final Nielsen top 10 tally appeared, the Emmy Awards show carried
on NBC-TV Came up with both second- and third places—a legitimate
quirk: because.of the way Nielsen lists “sponsored programs.*'.
For the 10 p.m. segment of the NBC one-spot, the rating was 33.9.
For the ’10:45 .segment, it was 33.3. ^Variety'included; in . it& listing
“Father Knows Best,” but on the finals that CBS! show didn't appear
in the Top 10.
.
A week earlier, on May. 27 ■; Variety lisle.d Nielseri as the source for
the, Top 6 tv specials of the v58-’59. scason .on. NBC and CBS. Figures
were actually those of the Trendex rating service:.

|

House cf Lords
.Continued from page 35

Legislation, to end .excise taxes on communications effective June
1980, has been introduced by Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D-QklaJ: And
the. authorship- is significant. Kerr is a senior and in flu ential1! member.
! of the Senate. Finance Committee <group, handling-tax legislation) and
! successfully sponsored the theatre admission tax reduction last year,

j 30,

which speakers of, all parties par¬ , lie intends to press. passage of h:'s bill which would wipe, out taxes on
ticipated. Lord Hailsham hit out leased wire equipment, local and longdistance telephone, cablegrams
at the, “needling,, carping’* critics, ! and telegraph. It doesn’t apply to tv sets.
who were doihg. no good to those
Pro,cm ‘2:- show < )f tills docuwho put forward the public serv-: j
Volume II of the FCC’s new' four-part compilation of,its rules and
rrentary set the sia^ e for a fourice view of broadcarting. ’ He re¬ • regulations is expected to be available bv the end of the! month. FCC
week ■2i) hours ox broadcasting
the immigratime
jected the idea that Parliament ; said the volume will cover frequency allocations and radio, treaty mattier; and assinulaii m ■of strangers
had. been misled, and. thought it i ters. general rules and regulations, experimental radio services,, inci-..
in th;.s country. Ti:icrc was imwas wholly inappropriate for Par¬ : dental and restricted radiation, devices .and industrial scientific and..
pres^i ce sweep and toucli'.hg'drama
liament to intervene, unless there medical service. Price is $2—sent to Superintendent of- Documenis of
in tne opening nroar,am and n the
was a gross, breach, of the Act.
j Government Printing Office, Washington. .
series manages to maintain the
The time for decision ;ofi the fu¬
a i) sort>ing pace set in the.first proture of tv. had not yet arrived; the ]
It Will be recalled that Galen'Drake, who moves over from CBS Ra¬
gram. NBC Radio w iii have congovernment spokesman added. The id io to: WOR Radio, N.Y!. had; a career; as a concert singer prior to
tributi?d a construe'.! ve picture of
BBC charter did not run out until j changing b:s name legally to Galen Drake. Before. the legal name.
what 1Lhe minoritv cr oups mean to .
1982, and the franchise, of the pro¬ • change. 19 years ago, his name was Foster Ruckeri. Name of Galen
!
tiii-' country.
[■
gram companies extended until Drake was. a CBS Radio property, purchased by WOR Radio With the
Firs t program teed off with Veep
1964,
There was a great deal to be ' moveovet of the radio personality.,
Ilieinn:d M Nixon v.lho tiiiced t!ie
said fqr. the theory that they should
ancest ry of his familv iand debe
allowed
to ;fun out together. [; Tommy Bartlett’s aqua-thrill show'.will be. presented at Central Park
c’ared that A meric aN greatness
Although it was illegitimate to ■ in Schenectady, N.Y... Saturday afternoon. (13i, under -the auspices of
resulted trom climat e of!freedom
which those of aii races and rollcomplain of the profits of. those j WRGB-TV and its sister station, WGY. This is the second year the.
gions have found nccc: 1 authorwho had risked their money dur¬ I General Electric Co. outlets, have booked the 90-minute performance
editor Harry- Golden spoke ol his
ing the period for which they had as a “thank you" to viewers and listeners: Bartlett emceed for years
days on Gotham’s lower east sine:
got their franchise, . it Would be on network television and radio programs, from Chicago. .:
Gene Tunney • described 1 his adwholly unrealistic not to consider
\t-ntures in an Trish neighborhood
"them at the time of review.
New’ issue of Look has a spread on the women behind tlie men .be¬
and Edward Corsi. former U.S.
On the question of a thirds chan¬ hind the guns on tv. In! pictures and text it tells how the wives of west- .
Comm issioner
Immigration.!
of
nel, Hailsham said it had been ern perfoiimers cope with the success of their mates. Point is made,
told of minorities in the!;days of
Paris, June 9.
suggested it should be financed on that Women watch cowboy shows about as much as any group. Not
Ben Franklin:
i;- ■
i
Though emphasis these days a subscription basis, but U.S. ex¬ all wives of tv’s western heroes, however, regard the. sudden popu¬
Bob Considine.- na rrator of the!
series. also introduL■ed a Negro seems, to be on video programs and. perience had not been encourag¬ larity of their husbands as unalloyed blessings.
from the south v.l>o related a spectaculars made abroad for Yank ing. The question would have to.
The nettled wife, of one tv western headliner told the reporter that
moving tale of segregation and, usage via the new tape, systems, ay-ait the report of the Television henceforth she’d refuse to accompany her husband on personal ap-.
then came up with an Indian who \ radio is still very much alive. Be¬ Advisory Committee oh line . de4- pearance tours. “Why, should I?” she demanded. “To look at us, any¬
sought to withdraw from the main-:sides the various news and inter¬ nition and color, and. it Would be one would think we’d scarcely met. If it’s necessary, to travel by car,
stream of American life. Much, view programs, the first U, S. radio wrong to prejudge the issue.
I’m shunted into, the! one following his. During interviews, tlie pressScholarly insight on the!: subject ■- spectacular Was recorded here this :
agents keep me isolated as if I’m carryong some kind of communicable
came from distinguished ;i sociolo-; week at . the Alhambra .Theatre. It ■
disease, Even when .we walk down the street, I find myself trailing
gists topped by a remarkably clear’ is “Holiday With Chevalier.” made I
him by a couple of steps—like an Indian squaw; in an old-style
exposition on prejudice ard dis-\ by CBS Radio and bankrolled by
western,”
crimination from Prof. ! Gordon ! the Chesebrough-Pond s Co^
Allport of Harvard. An!; on-the->
y Continued from page 31’
CBS is counting on making
A private, members bill, sponsored by Socialist M,P. Christopher
spot interview with Manhattan''
garment workers at their machines , this a regular here if it clicks in telefilms which alternate on Tues-. Mayhew, designed to restrict advertisingr ori British commercial tv to
was cracker jack reporting.
j the U. S.. For the first radio spec days over ABOTV, are approxi¬ a maximum of six minutes in any one hour, was published last Week.
from Paris the stress was on sang. mately 50^0 available. Ditto “The Among the Laborites supporting it is' Herbert Morrison, a Minister
Subsequent programs will deal;
with minority influences ini various j Chevalier. emceed and, of course, Untouchables.” another of the new in the last Labor government. There is. however, little hope of the
cultural endeavors and the lineup' gave out with his hep songs-and- 1 ABC entries for fall. Ahd the big¬ bill making much progress. Next Friday .(12) is the. final day allotted
of immigrants, experts, etc1:, sched- j patter showmanship.. Michel Le- gest bio.w to ABC, it:would appea?, fpr private bills during the current session add in view- of its coiitrotiled to appear, reads like ! a direc-j grand did background ana interim is the dearth of money being of¬ yersial nature, it is unlikely to make any headway, Mayhew* has led a
tory of inspiring figures. ; Concept j music deftly, and Such French.sing¬ fered by sponsors for ‘‘Walt Disney strong campaign in- Parliament and the press, protesting against what
of the “Image" program.came from ! ers as Juliette Greco, Jacqueline Presents.” The. once all-powerful he calls abuses of the Television Act. His riiain beef is directed to the
Matthew J. Culligah, exec! veep of Francoise, Line Renaud, Les Com- show has nearly three-quarters left principle of allowing the six minutes per hour to be taken on an
NBC Radio, and once again he’s pagnon^ D.e La Chanson (9) and to sell before it can; economically average over the day. .He claims that the peak hours carry ah undue
demonstrated the wisdom and effec¬ Sacha Distel performed.
reconcile the $liC|,000-a-week pro¬ proportion of commercials and that is what he wants to restrict. .
tiveness of this project, i! “Image
Howard Barnes produced and duction hut. (and the concomitant
Minorities.”, dealing-with trans¬
time charges.
United Electronics Lab, Louisville radio school which has been in
planting of human beings from show' will run on CBS nationwide on
business 13 years, applied last week to thg FCC for r. permit to build
CBS-TV: Late Starter
one land to another, is one of the a Sunday in September as a tieup!
At CBS, the situation is slightly and operate a new station on UHF, Channel. 51! Town’s pair of VHF
most stirring experiences tin' man¬ with Pond’s 30th antii. Two other.)
kind and as such should assist specs may be done later. A contest. different, but the net result is the stations, WAVE and WHAS, long-established airers, have been the
Immeasurably in blotting out some is also working in free trips abroad. same. Both ABC and NBC got into only local tv. outlets,. with tlie exception. of a shortlived, venture by
of the distrust and suspicion flow¬ Bill Jacobson wrote this songalbg- the running early with hour pro¬ WKLO in UHF. O. S. Hammer, v.p. of . the Shively (a Louisville
ing in the murky veins of! certain! travelog which captured the flavor gram entries for fall: CBS came suburb) firm, said: the company has a complete, studio ready at that
super-patriots and bigots!;
j of the touristic Paris and gave out: late, so that at the moment spon¬ location, and will heed only to build a transmitter and towey. Major
Among the many commendable! its songs in two lingos by the w ell , sors haven’t yet bad a chance to program emphasis will be on local news and shows,! with a large seg¬
features of “Image Minorities” is’ assembled group of singers.
see pilots of either “Lineup” (in ment of the time given over to educational material, One other Louis¬
the writing.
Rans. 5
Mosl:
its longer form), or “Law' Break¬ ville venture in UHF was of. short ouration, when WKLO under Jog
ers.” “Lineup/’ the early Wednes¬ Eaton’s, managership operated, in the. Henry Clay Hotel for a period of .
day evening entry, is half avail¬ a few months, before being shut dowp. W., L. Rector, is prez ni the .
allen Gray show
j|
Director: Arnold Christie j
j
able, and . “Law Breakers,” its concern seeking the U license, and secretary-treasurer is Arthur Graf¬
30 Mins.. Man.-thru-Fri., 2:30 p.m..
Tuesday 7:30 companionpiece, is at ton, Louisville attorney.
WCBS, N. Y.
least two-thirds. unsold.
^ Continued from page 35
■
Alien Gray, replacement for
There.' have been- certain happy weeks ago, strong hour show's ] more of the (four); shows included
Galen Drake on the daily WCBS
exceptions to the unsatisfactory re¬ clash head-on in this early , time | in the plan,;for a niiniiiium of 13
half hour, is, like his predecessor, with Scottish TV, rather than act turns-on. the. hour shows. For in¬
period with other strong hour | telecasts over. 26 weeks.”,
a relaxed, soft-spoken spieler of on its own.
stance. ABC;e . “Cheyenne,” “77 shows.. Hence, sponsors fear that, i
NBC has a gimmick of its own—
incidental information and, product
The new Eire network is. tenta- ■ Sunset Strip! and “.Maverick” are
with the high cost of programming ’ not a . discount gimmick, , the web
cajolery.
h
tively scheduled to start operating
Qn Monday’s *8* for example, the in the spring of next year, but no all fuli up, or virtually so. CBS and the relatively low sets-in-use! j. insists—to. rotate sponsors on. its
little women learned the origin of firm commitment can be made un¬ had no . trouble “making it” again figures at 7 or 7:30, the three-way • open shows. It. is, however, offer¬
blue jeans 'California gold rush); : til the government makes its; with “Perry Mason," “Rawhide” or split won’t deliver a good cost-per- ing a discount similar to ABC's, to
the SO-rminute “Playhouse ; 90,"
[ sponsors who buy “Five Fingers,”
the number of coffee hduses in.
award. It is considered possible • both of which, are! SRO. NBC.post¬ 1,000 return on the program-time
London in 1750 <2.000': the poduj located on Saturday nights at 9:30
that
this .will
deferred
until ed the full-up poster for all to see investment. ”
lation of Anchorage. Alaska 195.- i
: opposite some strong CBS oppoTo
meet
the
problem,;
ABC
and
000‘: and what the physioligist uses. after the elections, when De Valera on “Wagon Train/* .But these are NBC in the.past 10 days have conic ! sitioh..
:
as an index to human age (skin). is expected to become the next small numbers. compared on the up with “special!’ selling schemes
Product pitches are generally in¬ president.
whole to,the trouble status of where the unsold hourlong shows
terwoven in the chatter (“Alaska
-———
•; i hourlong programs.
are- concerned. ABC has . a scheme
relies on Libby’s canned corn” arid
See Profit in 3 Years
Early Slottings
WITH, Baltimore, switches from
involving “Alaskans,” “Adventures
so on; and music is sparse, jbutalso
Dublin, June 9,
*
Part
of
the
Inability
to
sell
off
in
Paradise,” “Bronco,” “Sugar- its indie status to join Mutual start¬
integrated (Eskimo dance music
from the Ethnic Folkwav !Library !• TV Commission which spent 13 the hour shows lies in the time foot” and “Untouchables,” called ing Monday (15). Radio station, one
and “Love Is a Many Solendored ’ months investigating projects for. slots and not necessarily in the . the “Minute Man Plan.”; To per¬ of the Tinsley group,; is. operated:
Thing" as heard in 1955 j on An¬ ah Irish video service has reported, fact that they are hour show’s. On haps oversimplify it, it offers spon¬ by the Maryland Broadcasting Co.
chorage jukeboxes'.
j
i that basic capital cost will be! the assumption that hour shows sors a chance to get in on one- Thomas Tinsley Jr. is prexy of the
Through it all, Allen sounds aS:-;around $4,500,000, but that the; pull audiences, many 60-ininuters minute buys iii these sbows, with company.
easy as across the back fence, and r:service shoulS better than break: sit at the beginning of the evening discount, if the bankrollers guar¬
WWIN, which had been the MBS
the friendly talk is most likely a;1even at the [end of three years:!; sked. that being 7 or 7:30. And. antee the web of “at least four affiliate in Baltimore, becomes an
nice change-up for distaffers w’hopThis is based ‘on revenue from ad- i as pointed out in Variety several minutes over two weeks in one or indie.

U.S.’ Made-in-Paris Radio
Coming Up in the World;
Chevalier Spec by CBS

TV Hours: Ouch!

Decision on Eire

j
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poUcies; it’s explained . . . For a publicity gimmick contribution to Na¬
tional Radio Week WDGY had disk jockey Jim Rarasburg originate a
show from an Anchorage; Alaska, radio station. He ostensibly was in
quest of a genuine “Eskimo Pie,” the “Pie” people being the sponsor
. .; WCCO Radio had much publicized Michigan farmer Stanley Yankus
\ Continued from page 44 ;
on its local; “Open Mike” program answering questions about his re¬
min named program director for WTOP-TV effective June 19. replac¬ bellion against Government farm regulations and . decision to move'
ing Thomas B. Jones, new program director for WJIM-TV, Lansing, ' with his Wife and family to Australia in quest of .more agricultural
M;rii. . . . News Associates Inc., capital rep for Radio Press, in new freedom. Yankus. Was heard directly on the phone from his Dowagiac,
offhvs here formerly occuoied by Mutual; MBS moved to Shcratori- : Mich , farm . . . Although he has stepped out of tv, Cedric Adams,
I’-irk Hotel . . . WMAL-TV's Haywcod Meeks off for Virginia Beach, WCCO Radio,; took occasion to deny on air reports he’ll retire from
rest . . .. Washington police credit WWDC for helping catch thief who : audio too. Actually, with his 25th .anni in radio imminent, he’s taking
t i.)k ;.n armorel tnrefc carrying, among other things; the keys to oii two additional weekly audio shows, giving him a total of 41 . . .
eight banks in the aiioa; license number, was spotted land reported) WLOL expanded its news.facilities and now' presents reports from all
by a WWDC listener i . . Connie B. Gay has nixed “disk jockey” term over World, five times .daily . . . WTCN-TV joining KMSP-TV in offerring weekend “late, late” feature films and KSTP-TV also lengthening
c:i in-' WCiAY. idenlifi.es them as “music casters.”
.■ its Friday and Saturday night programming past 1 a.m. . . . Russ Moore
i from Corpus Christi, Tex., a WLOL disk jockey addition . . . After 16
i years With KSTP, the last 11 years as tv program director, Del FrankIt’s a v.'orlJ tv debut for Leslie. Caron when she cast-tops “The Wild ■ lan.resigned to join Screen Gems as Kansas City, Mo., sites represents
P.na” with Kush Griffith and Mogens Wieth alongside for Associated tive. Stan Hlibbard Ji%, succeeds him at KSTP.

TV-Radio Production Centres

;\ wsDoy ...

Television June 23. Pecer Potter, directing, is back after^producing
opera in Istanbul . .
BCC does a biog of Paul Robeson in its Home
S-rviee Thursday * lljf . . .“Close-Up,” Associated-Rediffusion weekly
program on mot on pictures arid its personalities, chalks up the 100th
next week IS1 . . . JB3C-TV. which estimates that around 5.250;000.
w itch, its operas, has entered the commissioned “The Spur Of The
Moment” in a competition-in Salzburg in August that precedes a 30o ntr.try congress on the place of opera and ballet in tv and films.
“Spur" will be aired here June 17 ... The Tyne Tees TV weekday
program “The One O’Ciock Show” reached its 100th telecast Friday
i.V . . ..Peter Dimmock, topper of BBC-TV’s outside broadcasts, is.ach¬
ing as sport adviser to Eurovision for’an experimental period • . . A-R
s arts beaming a new; “I Love Luev” skein on Fridays to the London
area only . . . Actress Ann Todd has delayed a U.K trip to appear in
“Foreign Field” for BBC-TV May (18) . . . American thrush Abby
Lincoln recorded a spot for the last of the current “Chelsea, at Nine”
vaude series for Granada TV Sunday 17» ... BBC-TV now starts its
ske:n of six excerpts from Blackpool summer shows May 19 instead of
May 11 as previously planned.

I.Y ROSTOV . . .
WBZ-TV’s Betty. Adams launches her new crossboard 9-9:30 show;
“T ;aay at Home." Monday <15* . . . Norman Knight, prexy Yankee net,
WNAC-TV ar.d W.NAC, honored by American Heritage Committee
Freedom Book Award . . . WEZE moved from Hotel Bradford
s udios to “visible" station on street floor, Statler office bldg. . . . Fran
Corcoran, WBZ-TV’s new director of community services, back from
Manhattan after informational sessions with NBC execs . . . Michael
C. Horn, national sales account exec, WNAC,.WNAC-TV and Yankee
ret. appointed tv chairman of Boston Food Brokers’ Week . „ . WBZTV puts on two special reports of American Medical Assn, cor.yent on in Atlantic City this week 11-12) with each vidtaped program
c->r. rising of a panel jciiscussion- by three medicos . . . George Moynihan, WBZ-TV pub affairs director, receives National Safety Council's
.1353 Pubi c Interest Award today 'Wed:) . . . Revlon inked big ad cam¬
paign on WNAC-TV to intro Sun Bath tanning lotion .
. WHDH-TV
nabbed big package of 54 Columbia and 50, Universal pre-’48s films
plus package of 11 post-’48s unreeling starting in July
. . WBZ-TV
shedding special cne-hour show taped at North American Aviation
<k»Ncrib:Rg latest technical developments and experimentation in space
medicine Sunday 14', 7:30-8:30 p.m.
■
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Representing Minneapolis radio stations at the Miami Beach Storz
cli-k jockey conclave were Don Doty and Leigh Kammen, KSTP. and
Bill Diehl, Don Kelly and general manager C. B. Clarke. StorzY WDGY!
Clarke, was presented With a “gold record” bv the America M «:’s and
Boys’ Wear Institute,'for promoting a youth “dress right” campaign
combatting juvenile delinquency over his station . . . New 15-minute
Sunday afternoon WTCN-TV program is devoted entirely to imported
automobiles . . . AM Radio Sales, owner arid operator of a group of stations in the area, including local W LOL, sent its 16 salesmen on a tour
of them preliminary to a sales meeting here. Idea was to cement the
relationship between the reps and their stations and to afford a more
thorough knowledge of the organization and operations, personnel and

W; BALTIMORE

.S
Minneapolis, June 9.
An open forum that makes the
north and south a single commun¬
ity for a public affairs discussion,
will link the facilities of WCCO
Radio herewith those of KTHS,
Little Rock, Thursday (11) night.
.WCCO. will bring Arkansas Gov.
Owai Faubus. directly from KTHS
on the local station’s “Open Mike”
program to state his segregation
arid other views and to be queried
over the phone by its dialers who.
also are invited to express opinions.

Minnesota Gov. 6. A. Freeman
Kit Tyson, at one time assistant publicity manager at WBAL and will be at the WCCO microphones
WBAL-TV, is now with Henry Otto Enterprises as associate producer.: with . the program’s moderator,
, . . Paul Shields who resigned as announcer for WBAL-TV is now serv-' George Rice. At Little Rock, Gov.
ing With WRC in Washington as staff and hews announcer . . . Dennis i Faubus wilt be KTHS moderator
James was given the title “Television Emcee of the Century” by Cen- i Harvey Arouh’s. guest.:
tennial Club at recent celebration of club’s 100th’ anni . : . Mike Meise, j
assistant, news director at WBAL, named v.p. of Radio-TV Broadcast-} KTHS listeners, like, those of
ers Assn., Chesapeake Bay Area Of Associated Press . . . National WCCO, may telephone into the
studios arid talk directly with the
Brewing. Co., closed 52-week deal with WBAL-TV for “Strikes and
and
citizens.
Both
Spares” bowling show' produced by Bert Claster Enterprises . . . Wal¬ governors
WCCO
and KTHS are 50,000-watt
ter N. Linthicum retired as night program director at WBAL. after
stations, making is possible for the
more than 31 years service w'ith the Hearst-owned corporation.
8:30 to. 9 p.m. Central Daylight
Time, program to be received anywhere frqm the Arctic to the
KMGX Radio (CBS); cited by Missouri State Employment Office for Equator arid from the Atlantic to
the
Pacific, both stations have an¬
“Operation Job Hunt” campaign, designed to secure summer jobs for
highschooi.and college students . . .“TV Golf Clinic” w’ith Bill Crews nounced. :
The
electronics -were developed
now' a weekly feature on KT-VI. sponsored by the Plymouth Dealers
of Greater St. Louis.-. . Appointments to new administrative posts on by WCCO a CBS affiliate, during,
three
previous
“Open Mrke” re¬
the KSD staff, as announced by Harold Grams, general manager: Ar¬
thur.Casey, sales, manager for the last six years; upped to station man¬ motes.
ager; Edgar Franciscus, a member of the sales staff for five years, nowlocal sales manager; Sterling Harkins, chief announcer since 1946,
Lincoln, Neb. A. James Ebel. v.p.
named program manager, and Larry Wright, traffic checker since 1954,
and general manager of KOLN-TV,
named traffic manager; . . . Milton Geis, former director of art for Ch.
announced that station personality
18 in Milwaukee, now director of graphic arts at KMOX-TV . . .“Mrs. Wayne West will take . over the
Missouri” crowned in special ceremonies at KXOK Radio Park » . . newly-rcreated position of music di¬
Bon Hyland, KMOX Radio general manager, named chairman for St. rector.
West,
associated with
Louis Advertising Club’s summer “shirtsleeve” sessions, which will KOLN-TV for a year, has been re¬
feature; among others,' Red Grange and Joe Garagiola
sponsible for producing and host¬
ing the hourlong “Morning Shpw’*
cross-the-board and will continue
this.
,
WJR inaugurates new program “Detroit Press Club Presents”, this
week in 9:30-10 p.m. spot. Program is panel discussion-interview in
which figures in news, are questioned by a battery of newsmen with
WJR news editor William Sheehan acting as moderator .
. John
Biromfield in town for American Red Cross, the National Board of Fire
Underwriters and, incidentally, “U;S. Marshal”. . .. WWJ’s Jean Mc¬
Bride off for Alaskan vacation . . . George A. Jaksa has joined the news
staff of WJRT, Flint . . . Denman F. Jacobson appointed local sales
manager for WWJ radio . . .“Americas Economic Future” will be
anal\"zed in four programs on WJR with the objective, “to have a di¬
mensional discussion of important aspects of the economic future of
the United States by individuals who are conversant with, the topic,
although their views may differ sharply.” Local, state and national la¬
bor, management and political figures will be heard.

iy ST. LOUIS

L\ DETROIT

iy CLEVELAND
WJW-TV copped five awards to top the three tv stations here in the ;
annual AFTRA competition, while WDOK led the radio .station list :
with four awards. Big Wilson, KYW, and Howie Lund were judged top ;
disk jockeys; baseball and football games won in best programs class; :
Bill Gordon, WEWS. was top tv performer; Dorothy Fuldheim, WEWS, •
was top woman tv personality; Bud Wendell was named top radio perforrner and “Police Beat,” WJW, top radio show . > - Pete Myers, WHK,
had to give up his. “Mad Daddy” scream r&r show while his throat re- ;
covers from strep infection . ; . Sid Desfors, NBC publicity pic chief,
talks on cheesecake at Kent State U. photojournalism meet (16-19) . . ..
John Broinfield in tow'n promoting via back-pack coffee dispenser , . . :
Ralph Mayher, KYW-TV chief newsreeler, suffered pulled muscles ;
rescuing flood victim here ... KYW-TV discovered Akron radio sta-:
tiori WHKK has a program on which answers to KYW’s “Cash on the ]
Lind”, are given. One lady monitors WHKK, won $335 via tip route.

Jjmmy Dean Show^ CBS-TV
Singing Jingles
Mgmt. ROMAR ENT.

PL 7-5t«0

[N PHILADELPHIA
. WIP’S Bob Laurence, oiie of radio's few “legit” critics, ankling sta¬
tion after 13 years to take over similar chores in Sari Francisco .
“Cowtown Rodeo” returns to WFIL-TV for third year. Station’s Bill
Webber and Howard Harris III, rodeo circuit vet, do the commentary
Mary Margaret Kearney, educational director of WCAU, arid
George Lord, director of news and special events producing 13-week
series “Philadelphia Spotlight,” in co-operation w'ith the local Fed¬
eration of Women’s Clubs . . . , Pete Boyle, WRCV-TV personality,
scripted and illustrated a piece on the “Dutch” country in current is¬
sue, of the Pennsylvania Traveler . v WIFI now broadcasting directly
from the George Washington Motor Lodge, near Valley Forge Music
Fain The Hankin Bros., owners of the motel, al;^ operate Willow
Grove amusement park
. . Under the chairmanship; of William B.
Caskey, exec veepee of WPEN, local radio, and tv> in a saturation blitz
spearheaded a drive to recruit 50.000 volunteers fbr the United Fund
. . . WCAU-TV newscaster John Facenda, his wife and son Jack leave
on Hawaiian vacation trip (12). The boy will remain in the islands this
Slimmer and on his return will enter the Franciscan seminary . . . Les¬
ley Lowe, daughter of former Variety Washington'reps, Herman &
Florence Lowe, graduated from Smith College With honors past week¬
end. Mother is npw,WIP publicity director. :

Houston telethon’s 82G
Houston, June 9.
Workers had tabulated. $82,000
in

the

Eyes , of

Texas

“The Show Will Go On”
You can depend on

telethon

which was carried from Saturday
night until Sunday afternoon for
15 hours on Houston’s three com¬
mercial
tv stations, KPRC-TV,
KGUL-TV and KTRK-TV.
Final figure of the telethon is
expected to go higher when tabu¬
lations are made within a week or
10 da^s and Lee Gordon of KPRCTV, Larry Rasco of KGUL-TV
and Howard Finch of KTRK-TV
alternated as emcees.

MARVEL-CLEANERS
2l 2 WEST 35th STREET
LAckowonnc 4-3326—7—8

^SfLGAJzluiCj, P&t^QSi+Ha+ice."
Pick-Up and Delivery — Same Day and Emergency Serv
UNSURPASSED QUALITY

television Followup Comment
; Continued from ..page

able information, : Niven is . last
seen praying at church and then
taken captive himself by the state.
The story gets its strength chlef.ly through the character Niven is
portraying, and the way he' por¬
trays it. It is. a sensitive, expres¬
sive piece of acting;. Franz is con¬
vincing in. the role of the prisoner;
and solid support is given by John
Hoyt; Michael Fox and Norbert
Schiller.
A compelling perfor-.
maiice is given, by Susan Oliver as
‘a..mute, a role written in. primarily,
to shed reflective light on the
character Niven is playing. Levis.
Allen’s direction is excellent.
■ -■ Tube.
The Naked City
According to the narrator of this
ABC-TV series, there are 8,000,000
stories in “The Naked City.” There
must therefore be at.least 7,999,099
Stories more logical than this one.
Aside from its lack of likelihood,
“The Scorpion. Sting0 is grim en¬
tertainment marked by a bloodand-thunder portrayal Jay. Neherriiah Persoff. . ;
Stirling Silliphant’s script,, based
on a Story by Alfred Bester, would
have us believe, that a . powerful
Madison Ave. talent executive
would hate himself to the extent
that- he carries on a subconscious
campaign of writing himself poison
pen letters when under the influ¬
ence of the liquid spirits. As if
this were not enough to stump an
“A” psychology student, his hand¬
writing manages to revert, during
these periods, to his youthful
scrawl when he was apparently the
nicest, kid ever to apply for a job
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on. agency , row... Anyway, it
Stumps the c'ops,-Persoff’s slowthinking Spouse,; and .the villainvictim
himself. . Conveniently,
though, he. gives himself away a
a Couple.of minutes before it’s time
for the credits to unravel, but not
before he has taken a pot shot at
his mirror image . three times.
There’s a good deal of inspiration¬
ally symbolic chatter by the wife
in the end, and it appears that
everything’s going to be all right
for the psychotic;. .
Persoff is. front; and center
throughout. It is an exhausting
performance, but he is a fine
enough, actor to handle it skill¬
fully, so that there is the neces¬
sary shred of latent dignity in the
fnan. . Persoff can lose, himself in
a role like this, but he. is sensitive
enough about -the part to know
when thunderous emoting turns
into ham acting. Supporting play¬
ers in thri cast, get by. Running
leads James Franciscus arid Harry
Bellaver are reduced ; to straight-;
men. for Persoff in very small parts
this time. out,, and carry it off with
proper, police' demeanor.
John
Brahm directs capably;
Tube..
Stripe Playhouse
The suavity that. Hal ’March dis¬
played in his emceeing on the nowdefunct “$64,000 Question” is lost
in this unfunny, .-contrived telesketch, which .was a pilot for
Heeht - Hill - Lancaster’s “Bachelor
Party.” Designed as a comedy with
an O. Henry finale, all that is
accomplished is a pointless. Witless.
30 minutes of boredom on CBS-TV,
Plottage deals with a rumor
floating around an insurance office
that the big boss is trimming his
staff. Each of four clerks, of which
March is one, is . sure he is to be
tbe one pirikslipped,. and because:
he’s the only bachelor, March an¬
nounces he’ll quit and save the
others’ jobs. He meets a gal, Pat
Crowley, , and: all this Is changed.
In story Windup, none of the quar¬
tet gets the axe; it’s their superior
who goes. The Tritzell and Everett
Greenbaum teleplay arrives at this
conclusion in complicated and
clumsy fashion.
March suffers from a silly part,
so can’t overcome its hurdles. Whit
Bissell, Herbert Anderson and
Elliott Reid handle the other three
clerks adequately and Miss Crow¬
ley is okay in her few scenes. Di¬
rection bv Richard Haydn doesn’t
help much.
. Whit.
One Night Stand
On a budget reportedly to be In
the vicinity, of $1,200 per stand,
the boys in charge of production
at WNTA’s “One. Night Stand”
have learned to make the short
coin go a long way. They’ve set up
a pattern of taste and intimacy
that’s given the series a high per¬
centage for its times at bat on the
N. Y. station.”
“Stand’s’ ’ leader Monday night
(8) was the Woody Herman Sextet
(clarinet, trumpet, guitar, bass,
drums and piano) and the maestro
built bis stuff along soft, melodic
jazz lines that was excellently
suited to latehour (10:30 p.m. tillmidnight) listening and viewing.
Unfortunately; Herman confined
his crooning to the closing shots
instead of spreading it around
throughout the 90-minute swing.
He’s no great shakes as a singer
but he does have an ihtriguhig

ANNOUNCEMENT

rhythmic style that would have
been a fine pace-changer during
the affair.
With the maestro leading the
way most of the time on clarinet,
the combo laid down an easygqirig
beat based on flowing jazz patterns.
Nat Adderly’s trumpeting on “But
Not! For Me” .a-rid- Charlie Byrd’s 1
Greensboro, N.C.j June 9. i pass a bill elinmiating it all over
guitaring on a flamenco number
A. proposed ban on beer* wine j the country,” he told the group. •
were standouts.
and liquor advertising passed quiet¬ I Rep. David M. Britt of Robeson
Spelling the musical turns were
thrush; Jane Harvey and dancers. ly into the North Carolina legisla¬ j favored the measure because, he
Bud & Cece Robinson. Miss Harvey tive graveyard after a short hut ! said, “with television ads, my kids
is an okay , stylist but without too | potent funeral oration by Rep. J. Y. [learn the beer commercials before
they learn their ABC’s.”
. *
much variety of style to carry the Jordan of Buncombe.
songbag assigned for the stand.
“From a practical standpoint— I The North Carolina Press Assn.
However, she did deliver a. tasty and I emphasize the word practical : and broadcasting and billboard in¬
repertoire arid made Rodgers. & —I think this is one of the most terests protested the bill at
Hart’s “Nobody’s Heart” and “Glad inept and' silliest bills I have ever
To Be Unhappy” good to hear seen in my four terms on this Leg¬
again: The dancing Robinsons islature,” Jordan said..
scored handily with an old soft
The house judiciary committee Iowa State College’s
routine arid a lively Charleston.
Camera w’ork, by Frank Luciano, then voted 13-3 to give the measure
$55,644 Loss on WOI-TV
Bill Kokler and Jerry Brooks, es- :an unfavorable, report, .
Des Moines, June 9.
pecially when shooting the: combo,
It was introduced by Reps. Sneed
Iowa State College, Ames, lost
; was excellent. Other behind-the- ;High of ; Cumberland and Harry
camera bows go to: producer Max :Horton of Chatham Who said they $55,644 on its television station,
Miller, exec producer Louis Mel- :Wanted to equalize all the laws WOI-TV, during the fiscal year
amed and director. Dari Luftig.
. dealing with alcoholic beverage: ad¬
that ended June 30, 1958, a state
Gtos:
.
vertisements. This : they proposed
to do . by banning such promotion audit revealed. Income of the sta¬
tion for the last year totaled $475,Open ’End
, |entirely./
437, against expenditures of $530,■ Religion and the subsidiary
Jordan and others on the com¬ 921. Another $160 was listed as
themes of fear and prejudice were
the topics.. on WNTA-TV’s .“Open 1mittee objected to the measure be¬ “doubtful accounts receivable.”
End” Sunday (7) and they made 1cause, while the state could control ' The loss reduced to $120,919 on
for a long (over three, hours) and ;intrastate ads, it could do nothing Jufae 30, 1958, the station’s avail¬
unusually stimulating discussion. ■about the , host of publications and able funds which had been built
Prodded by moderator David Suss- :radio arid television broadcasts up in earlier years. The station
kind, the panel ranged far. and icoming in from out of state.
carries some ABC network shows.
wide in this complicated area, and
Jordan repeated a phrase sound¬
the talk was often brilliant, but (ed during a public hearing last
Aussie Goes Quiz
the show. suffered from “shock ,week; “We would be sticking our
effect” over the opinions of one .
Two years late, perhaps, but
in a small bole in the dam
man—Williarii F. Buckley Jr„ finger,
;
Australia is catehjng up with the
while
the
water
is
.
cascading
over
editor of the National Review.
,
yen for quiz shows. American
the top;”.
Buckley, an opinionated Yale
buying agent Charles Michelson
Rep. Carroll Holmes of Perqui¬ has
man with arch-conservative lean¬
purchased two. of them for
ings, so dominated the . show that ’mans, . committee Co-chairman, said use Down Under next season.
he
was
in
favor
of
banning
liquor
it appeared for a while as if the J
Kines of "Concentration” and
whole thing was going to be an jads, but opposed to the bill because “Tic Tac Dough ” owned by NBC
interview with him. The spectacle ]it would not control interstate pub¬ International, will be exposed on
of . an intellectual embracing such ]lications.
TCN, Sydney, and H-SV, Mel¬
“I would love to see Confess bourne.
dramatically conservative views is,
admittedly, an oddity, but it should !
not have been allowed to get. the
show off its tracks the way Susskirid allowed it to happen.
Other participants on "Open
End” included Dr. Paul Ramsey of
Princeton U.; John Cogley, a lead¬
ing Roman Catholic Writer; Dr.
Waiter Kaufmann, professor of
philosophy at Princeton; Arthur
A. Cohen, author and publisher,
and Martin E. Marty, associate
editor of the Christian Century.
The quality of their thoughts and
comments, expressed with wit arid
great analytical intelligence. Was
exciting arid made this a show,
well worth remembering.
Partly due to Buckley's “diver¬
sions,” which in effect included a
catalog of his special views on
many matters (he suggested, fpr
instaince, that it was the total fail- .
ure. of American liberalism which
was the cause of religious revival
in this country), the discussion
tended to stray in too many direc¬
tions; and frequently it dealt with
abstracts. There was fascination,
however,; in the crystallization of
thoughts on Sen. Kennedy as
President, in the give-and-take on
religious freedom as it affects ma¬
jority-minority relationships, ha
the argument oyer religion and its
political arid' social functions, etc.
While it was hard to take Buckley seriously (it took the panel *
while to realize that), Cohen was
most impressive and so were Ram: sey and Kaufmann. • Susskind, who
should be relieved of having to
make a commercial pitch (and
when are they finally going to
change those filmed plugs on the
show?), dutifully stayed clear of
getting into a fight with the
scrappy Buckley, though it was
evident be way itching to get into
the fray.
Hift.

BiD Vs.liquor Ads Talked Into
Stupor BySolons in N. Carolina

to the dj.’s op america...

to the- featured paneusts
arid speakers

to the eecond company hosts...

and to the mamyothecs
lohose aeiuty anO

The Yftghtman Corporation and Wjghtman Produc¬
tions; Inc., producers of motion pictures! announcesi
APPOINTMENT OP NEW MEMBERS:
-William Redly, formerly of Empire Prodictloiu, Vico
President and YrodieHoa Mooagtr,
Robert Plgott os AccoMt Supervisor and Service
Manager.
Panf Guxone at Accost* Supervisor dud Director of
sfill photography division. .
Affiliation of Preston ‘ ltdr Predictions for complete
animation service.

The Wighftnan Corporation and Its affiliates will move
to new and larger quarters at 480 Lexington Avenue
during June.
With this expansiohi we will now be able fo offer our
client* avan better service In all phases of film pro¬
duction for television end Industry.
_

■

PAUL

DE FUR, President

m LBtmeioN awnui, new vork it. n. v.
YUkon 4*9563

^ToucK of Swi’
SSSSm:

Continued from page 35

coope&ation rria^e this
55s'

180,000 arid 133,000 (46 and 34); In
the North East, 179,000 and 162,000 (42 and. 38); in the North,
1,043,000 and 719,000 <45 and 31);
while in Scotland BBC-TV gained
more viewers than did the ATV
Show, With 188,000 homes tuned
in as against 171,000 (ratings, 33
arid 30). .
The TAM figures relate to
homes in each area able to receive
both BBC and commercial pro¬
grams, meaning that statistics for
those parts of the country where
only BBC-TV shows can be. viewed
aren't Included.
The BBC-TV programs beamed
at the tiriie of airing of “Sun” were
a 1946 RKO Radio film,. “CrackUp,” which started at 8 p,m , arid
a report on mental deficiency in the
"Eye oh Research” series that begari at 9:30.

yeari's

convention

in miami seach an
outstanOinq success*..

oua, deepest appreciation to
au. toho participated

StOKZ
8Goadcastmq
company

_
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operate with the Mexican effort.
They are going a step further than
this in initiating studies to see
how American audiovisual mate¬
Continued from, page 33==
rial,. documentaries, etc., can be
; Continued from page 3S i
used internationally. In . other
own when It adopts the dramatic
words,
that
the
material
is
.“coinhead was set off by a large Byron {between art and pornography,
patible” with the idiosyncrasies of format. Key execs in the tape biz
collar of semi-transparent material. .['between’ love and lust, between Mexico and/or other nations where reject that viewpoint. Why put a
j passion and ‘"kicks” and stop ‘‘dir
Overly long drooping bangs were • minishing : our stature as human material. Can be effectively used, western on tape, they argue. Key
to tape use is its ability to capture;
parted and blended iwith the rest •; beings.” Next week Miss Mannes
A. MexiCari-U.S. coriimission is
of the disheveled Italian hairdo. will look at the tyranny" of teen-, already working jointly to develop, the “live” quality of tv. In the fu¬
ture, it may be dramas! but of a
Thick, dark, unplucked eyebrows agers.
educational films adequate for the
gave added emphasis'; to unusually
Program also had Miss Mannes Latin-Amefican area, and taking different variety than the current
strong facial contours. A touch of doing a sales pitch for The Re¬ into consideration the manner of telefilm syndication, fare.
There is even; talk of taped “spe-^
the frivolous and feminine were verter which, in this instance,, was
the large translucent bubble ear¬ decidedly in poor , taste. An an- thinking of ci'izens south of the cials” in syndication. One: move in
rings and a dangle bracelet. Ner¬ j bouncer could do it better, thus border. This program is direct out-{ that direction is seen in. MGMvous fingers emerged, from enorm¬ ; taking Miss Mannes off the hook. come of the. 85th annual conven- J TV’s deal with David Susskind’s
tion of: the Society of Film & Tele-f Talent Associates. TA is slated; to
ous full gathered {sleeves. The ; as a pitchman,
lower part of the two piece at- j ‘"I Speak For Myself” certainly I vision Engineers held in Miami, ! do a series of network specials
home outfit appeared] to be a long rates more than 30 minutes on the i where delegates gave heed to the ] next season based on past Metro
tweedy' skirt. Miss 'Mannes gave I air because Miss Mannes possesses j words of Mexican engineer . Mi-; pix clicks. MGM-TV in the. deal
the impression of ! having just \ wisdom and bite and it is a down-; guer Pereira, representing Telesis-; has retained the residual rights tp
slipped into something casual,, but ; right shame to confine her to ; a , tema Mexicana, S,A.,; When he ap-; the taped specials, ostensibly for a
more important w as ithe nature of j meagre half-hour. Later in the se- *. pealed for. adaptation of “useful”
her commentary and1 queries dur¬ iries she will have her say on such educational films prepared in the future syndication ride.
.
Live Musicals
ing an altogether too brief 30- matters as the passing of mariners, _ U'.S, for Latin-America. ’
New tape can economically cap¬
mimite appearance.
i why women bore men, the gun as i
ture the “live” riiusicals, interviewDiscussion dealt with Tennessee ■ playmate and the world of soapr
chatter programs and public, af¬
"Williams’ ‘"Sweet Bi£d of Youth.” '.and tv serials. Few women on the
fairs shows, heretofore the prov¬
"Vladimir. Nabokov’s ; “Lolita” and \ air . today possess Miss Mannes’
ince of networking in some cases,
other current aspects of literary i insight and it is most refreshing
* sex and its apparently demoraliz¬ • to . catch her,
Rails. . isss Continued .from page 32 _^; as opposed to syndication,
ing influences on the young. Miss
■ As to the marketability of the
Mannes also, in wry fashion, spoke
MacGarcgill will handle the New taped shows, sales racked up on
of the current ‘‘sick!’ approach to HY LIT SHOW
England • territory out of Boston.. “Bishop Sheen” and “Juke Box
women in literature and wondered Producer-Director; Merrill Brock- He. was formerly with WILD Ra¬ Jury” is one index. Both shows
when folks would return to Puri¬ ■" waydio. Boston.
have been sold in 13 markets, or
tanism. Miss Peterson walloped 30 Mins., Wed., 7 p.m. =
Sales, department of Independent aibout 25?c of their fnarket poten¬
tralde book publishers for asking W-CAU-TV, Philadelphia
tial.,
Because most of the bigger
Billed as a “variety show,” new Television Corp.. has made four
authors to soup-up loi’e scenes with
wicked eye toward ; the baxofftce. Hy. Lit deejay session is: notable exec promotions and one addition.! markets are accounted for, the
revenues
grossed to date are about
The Reporter critic suggested that for not being a “Bandstand” car- . William. Andrews has been
folks learn to tell the difference . bon: Another plus iactor is mobil¬ named northeastern division man-, 50^ of the potential,, according to
NTA.
ity of direction, due in part to the ager, Andrew's, who had been man¬
j fortunate physical setup of the ager of the . western division, has Syndicated telefilm properties can
i WCAU studios.
been.replaced by John Serrao, who boast of a much wider playoff,
' Action takes place in lobby of had been district managed in that! with a hot show- placed in over 150
station . (a modern structure in division.
markets before the sales push is
:
suburban Phillyi and good use is
finished. The potential for today’s
William McGee, formerly dis- j
made of the balcony,, revolving
taped syndicated show is 58 mar¬
doors, and huge glass: windows trict manager in the western divi¬ kets.
with view- of grounds and heavy sion, has been made a district man¬
Things change rapidly, though.;
street traffic. Different levels make ager in- the southwestern division. | How tape and film shake down,
for interesting camera angles and Robert Hoffman, formerly with
remains
to be seen. When the tape
three-dimensional effect. Choice of United Artists Associated, joins ^
. entrance spot for tv production is ITC as a district manager in the ; syndication baby is two years old,,
many
of
the current arguments
| a “first” in history of building. central division.
| about the pros and cons of the
; Movement "is also heightened by
Thomas
Gallagher'has
been
pro-;
type
of
programming
afforded by
j the Jean Williams Dancers, a
moled to. the regional sales divi- ■ each technique should be settled
{group of youngsters..
| Lit is young and personable with sion. He had been.an account exec.; in the market place.
; teenage appeal. He keeps gab brief in the middle west and will con¬
| with spiels limited to announcing tinue to work out of Detroit.
nurribers and predicting upcoming
Five field account execs recently
tunes. This week’s choice —“40 resigned from ITC.
Miles of Bad Road” by Duane
Eddy. Studio audience, a nicely
=5 Continued from page 32—
turned out group, jitter bugged to
several; numbers, then Lit asked
where in. the world; it’s a form of
guests a coupie of . questions. This
local pride and also an indication
segment seemed rigged and static, — Continued from page 30 5
of local business acumen, since an
with posers pretty dull.
Vocalists at preem (4V Included full legal limit of,seven radio sta- ; alien Spanish dialect implies to
j the local tv operator that the dub¬
Tommy Edwards, Cathy Carr. Gary lions and five television outlets.
Stites. the Dynatones and Kathy
Wilton :D. Cole, chairman of the ;
Linden, all.'of whom belted out board and chief executive officer of bing business was done in some
their hit tunes and plugged latest the .publishing company, said that; other country when it could have
releases. By an nnforseen coin¬ he considers radio , a “growth in-■ been done by him.
cidence, Fabian, who- was slated dustry,” and that the company’s! Nonetheless, SG figures it’s safe
for the Hy Lit opener, had to irnritediate efforts will be concen-; to dub in dialect when it comes to
cancel out. Fabian, went west to
a cartoon show, especially this one.
attend the Dick Clark “This Is trated on acquiring additional rar; For instance, Mr. Jinks, the cat
Your Life” stanza which was being did stations -before moving into w’ho studied Method acting in
television:
Crowell-Collier
made
•
taped on the Coast, the same
“Hound,” will speak, a haughty
evening. Edwards subbed,, with. its first radio acquisition more than S
two years ago with purchase of] brand of Castillian for Latino
Fabian skedded for this week.
Pixie and Dixie, two
Program shapes as promising;. KFWB here, and recently bought view-ers.
Direction and lensing rate Grade- the Knowland’s family KLX in San small southern mice,will speak
A.
Gagh..
Francisco, which will be renamed Mexican and Cuban dialects, re¬
spectively.
And “Huck” himself
KEWB.
• Cole spoke at a luncheon for the will end up talking like a “typical”
press! He stated that as of Jan. 1. Latin-American vaude comic.
of this. year, Crowell-Collier had a
tax loss carry-forward of $10,000,Continued from page 35
000. and “all or most of these
at Plan de Ayala St.) replete with funds” will be used to acquire
BEER:
lecture halls as well as, complete broadcasting properties, :
, Continued from page 29 sj|—
laboratories c o v e r ing physics,
Genesee! Schmidt!
Of a total gross revenues of $29,chemistry, biology, etc., and diver¬ 000,000 . last year, KFWB contrib¬ shared by a heavy Congressional
sified
manual
.
training
workshops.
uted. nearly $1,7C0!000. Cole esti- majority.
FOOD CHAINS:
These will" be the zones of action in riiated this year’s. sales at over
But the side . issue of Justice,
production of educational and spe¬ $31.000.000.. of .which KFWB: will
A & P! Winn-Dixie!
cialized subjects, with ass u r e d account for “well over $2,000,000.” Dept, pressures. is highly charged
widespread
diffusion.
He refused to divulge the net prof¬ politically and could easily side¬
GASOLINE:
Where microwave facilities are its of the station; but said the com¬ track: equal time legislation in the
not feasible the Polytechnic In¬ pany’s consolidated net last year House, blit prob.ably only on a tem¬
General Petroleum!
stitute station will resort to tele¬ \vas $4,300,000 arid this year would porary basis.
Ashland Oil & Refining!
tape.
top $5.000.000.,
Hearings on 4 Bills
Apart from Channel 11, another
Explaining his conviction that
Meanwhile, it seemed certain
OTHERS:
educational plant, Channel i2, is radio is a growth industry, Cole
here
that
FCC will have its course
being set up in the Revolution pointed out that the radio industry
Johnson's Wax!
Primary School, located at Arcos has the advantage of “inflexible charted on equal time before June
18
when
Senate! Communications
de Belen, and Ninos Heroes, not supply”; in the face of growing ad¬
Firestone Tires, Etc.!
far off from the central downtown vertising volume. The number of Subcommittee (headed by Sen.
John
Q.
Pastdre
of Rhode Island)
area of the city. This channel will stations in. each market are limited
cost $1,000,000 pesos ($80,000 > and fixed; he said, constituting the hearings open on four equal time
bills.
FCC
Chairman
John C. Doerand will be used exclusively to “inflexible stinoly,”. but the de¬
telecast programs directly to other mand for . airtime; by advertisers fer. will be an opening-day witness,
together with a still undetermined
continues, to grow. Result will be
INDEPENDENT primary schools.
There are also strong, but so increasing prices for broadcast Justice Dept, official . arid CBS
TELEVISION far unconfirmed rumors that the time, he stated. Cole also paid trib¬ prexy Frank Stanton.
The Senate group has before it
CORPORATION National Univ. pf Mexico will also ute tp Robert M. Purcell, director bills introduced by Sens. Gordon
have its own transriiission facil¬ of the company’s b^o'idcast divi¬
Ailott
< R-Colo.), Strom Thurmond
488 Madison JAY*-* Now York 22
ities before this year is out.
sion, and KFWB-KF.WB prexy, for (D-S.C.), Vance Hartke (D-Ind.)
Telephone • PLaza 5-2100
bringing KFWB to its present
U. S. Cooperating
and
Spessard
Holland (D-Fla.), The
Thus, along a widespread front, dominant , position iii the Lps An¬ Pastore > subcommittee originally
Mexico is readying a television as¬ geles market.
skedded the hearings for June 12,
CAPITAL AVAILABLE
sault on illiteracy, and to boost
Dallas —; Mi’Hv Cox. WFAA but shifted them to June 18.
Finance Pilots. Live Presentations,
the cultural and educational levels
Unusual Formats for T.V. Must havo
farm editor, will; head the 10th.
network approval. Wa are not Inter¬
of its. citizens. In this drive the annual
ACLU's ‘Use, Views
farm
tow rf the sta¬
ested In buddying playwrights. Op¬
U.S. Government has been the tion which will leave n the anmiel.
Question of whether tv-radio
portunity for fop professional writers,
first to offer its cooperation: The trip oil JimeM? to TMs;t fhn ivp^tern newscasts should be governed by
packagers. Idea men. Do not send
Format.—Write for appointment. •
Depts. of National Defense, Edu¬ section of. the ’U T and Canada. the equal time pro visions of the
BOX V-93, VARIETY
cation and Foreign Affairs have The group will return to Texas FCC Act should depend on a can¬
154 W. 46th St., New York 36.
j indicated their willingness to co- July I.
didate’s “use” of station’s facilities,

TV Tape

Television Reviews

Personnel Shuffle

Jinx, Pixie & Dixie

Croweli-Gollier

VEHICLE

Mex Educ’l TV

Rep. Harris

the American Civil Liberties Union
said this week.
ACLU sent FCC Chairman John
C. Doerfer a communique declaring
that bona fide newscasts should no|
be sub j ect to equal time guaram
tees of Section 315 of the commu4
nications law; “but when any pro«
gram, newscast or otherwise,, leans
so heavily to one candidate as to
constitute in fact a ‘use’ of the sta<*
tion, then Section 315 might legit¬
imately be invoked by. other, can¬
didates.”
ACLU’s statement, followed an
earlier communique to the FCC
anent the Lar Daly case;.

PGC Extends Deadline
On FM Stereo Comment
Washington, June 9.
Federal Communications Com¬
mission has. extended from June
10 to Dec. 11 the deadline for fil¬
ing comments on FM stereophonia
programming methods.
Extension was requested by Elec¬
tronic Industries Assn, to give re¬
cently created National Stereo¬
phonic Radio Committee time to
complete detailed technical studies
of
various
stereo
broadcast
methods.

10th Annual
WHITE MOUNTAINS*
FESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS
Julg3rito20th
SKY HIGH in ih»
WHITE MOUNTAINS

} LAKES ‘ WOO ACRES

Pike • New Hampshire

: Information: Waiter Jacobe

45 Min. To Bway
W4 affer f«r y«Ur Inspection by appalntmiRt.
MvermI wlftct raildene* listing* tf Rial Estate
prepertlts tomprlilai 1. tt (0 aerai pltii,
priced fra* 120,000 ts $50,000.
Retldaaca*
offered raapa In type* Irani aiedera ««tiap or ary to eld Calenial: ef 100 years er were.
These unlaue estates are. set la the unsurpaiwd natural, beauty as Reekland Couaty
tradltleaally “syMpatica" te the ereetlve ladividualistie
personality.
Geed
mortpaH
terms are available for. qualified purehatere.
Call er write te:

WILLIAM J. BALOG
Realtor

ELMWOOD 6-0755
Rt#. 4Ji and Summit Avt.

Pomona, N.Y.

HELP!

tv WS1TER-PRODUCES
With 13 Years Experience la
COMMERCIAL TV and
PROGRAMMING
Seeks Berth witb
AGENCY .. . NETWORK or
packager;
in croatlvo, production or
administrative capacity. ■
Now operating own buslnass from
■ : Inside barrel; : making daily run
byar Niagara Falls.
Throw llfallna to

IOX Y-91, VARIETY
154 W. 46th Street. New York 36

Horse Farm, established, equipped
and working, with Va mile regalaHoa track, stable, balldtags,. farmhoase and new Reach -heme. 100
dares, DatchesS Cointy. Terms.
LeBow, 24 Grand St., White Plains.
N. Y. WH 8-6900.

ON IVIRY CHANNEi v

BROOKS
COSTUMES
aweddhi st^N.vx.>Tei.n. r-stoo

.
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THE BATTLE OF JUKEBOX BILL
Hennaii Kenin Looks Set to Remain
m
^

RCA Victor has finally got off +
the ground with its tape cartridge •
project. Originally set for launch¬
ing last fall; Victor execs have
Glasgow, June 9. .
now started: its marketing program
Title of the Clyde Valley Stamp¬
following an unveiling of the ers, local seven-man jazz group,
cartridge player at its Chicago dis¬ was offered here to highest bidder
tributor meeting last week.
at an auction sale. It went for 180
The machine, which plays tapes to C. P. Stanton, dislc agent and
packaged in a small plastic maga¬ jazz promoter, bidding on behalf
zine easily inserted into, the mech¬ of bandleader Ian Menzies, who
anism; will sell for $299.95, The started the original Stampers.
machine has. been designed for
Reason for the auction: the band
stereo effects via the addition of recently split and neither side
supplementary speakers.
would agree as to who owned the
Victor is planning to release 150 title.
;
. tape cartridges over the next year
at prices ranging from $4.95 to
$9,95. This is considerably below
the cost of conventional stereo
tapes and is competitive with the
equivalent stereo disks. Although
the advent of stereo disks has cut
into the tape market^ Raymond W.
Saxon, Victor v.p. over radios and
phonos, told the distribs that the
new low cost of the tapes and the
simple mechanism represents an
important advance in. home music.
The low cost Of the tape cartridge
. Hollywood, June 9.
is accomplished by recording. at
the relatively slow speed of 3^4
The American Federation of
inches per second.
Musicians, along with Local 47,
Victor also introduced a new line
of stereo phonos at the Chi meet. t are protesting the final outcome
National Labor Relations
Major improvement in the new l of
sterep phonos is in the direction ; Board voting that ruled that the

Washington, June 9.
Songwriters and publishers have
mustered an articulate and re¬
nowned array of witnesses for the
House hearings opening tomorrow
(Wed) on the Celler bill to end the
jukebox royalty exemption.
But it’s the mute apeetre of the
jukebox scandals that Is counted
oh to win them the long-sought
slice, of the multi-million-dollar
jukebox coin.
For the first time in decades, the
Cleffer groups come to Capitol
Hill feeling they, have the jukebox
operators on the run. Their many,
previous legislative tries were
frustrated by a seemingly immuta¬
ble geographical fact—the juke
operators are spread throughout
the nation in every Congressional
district, and the songwriters con¬
centrated .mainly in New York-and
California. But . the juke indus¬
try lost many a Congressional ear
when the Senate Rackets Commit¬
tee spread forth its picture of a
tainted industry this year.
From the witness list, ASCAP,
BMI and other proponents of the
jukebox bill, are loaded for bear,
figuring that if they don’t get it
through this year, they can clear
enough legislative hurdles to cinch
enactment next.
Rep. Emanlel Celler (D-N. Y.),
author of the bill, leads off testi' ^st^anrth^ted^ot^
th«-mWe.'CppyiJgl>i
with virtually all units. ^ reoognCed bargammg agent; Subcoramitlee He’s Chairman of
Victor’s lowest priced stereo phono - fpr inusiciflns. forking in the infl* ..the. parent Judiciary Cominittee
starts at $159.95.
jor film studios.
[ and is expected to stick around,
The two-day bailotting, which: especially when the measure’s opwound Thursday (4) night, gave! ponents take the stand. Hep Vic,
.
■ , I tor. Anfuso (D-N. Y.), is slated, to
MG A the hod after a note count follow- Celler in support of the
determined that the AFM missed
•'
out in = de-authorizing the Giud’s bill:
Then a parade of prominent
“union-shop- clause by 169 votes.
(Continued on page 62)
Approximately. 1,400 musicians
were eligible to vote, which meant
Greensboro, N.C., June 9.
that the AFM needed 702 votes to
Should Elvis Presley be taxed to secure a majority necessary to resupport Rimsky-Korsakoff?
yoke the Guild unlou shop..
Rep. Watts Hill of Durham testi¬
The Federation’s protest to the
fied before a meeting of the House NLRB states that the list of tootFinance Committee of the N. C. ors held eligible to vote by reason
Legislature that it would be j of their employment, in the major
.! “poetic- justice.”
lots should have been reduced to
Pou Bailey, Raleigh attorney ap¬ 1,020 by the elimination of certain
pearing on behalf of jukebox op¬ supervisory personnel.
erators; said it would be just as
The vote was initiated , by sup¬
valid to tax billboards to support porters of the AFM and Local 47,
the State Art Museum.
as a move to de-authorize MGA’s
.
Jack Mills; Mills Music prexy
So went debate on Hill's. bill to "union-shop'
If the AFM : now touring Europe, on call for
levy an additional $5 tax on juke¬ had won, , the clause.
Giuld would have immediate return to the U. S., if
boxes for the benefit of the North been powerless in enforcing toot¬
needed; to wrap up the deal in
Carblina Symphony.
ers to pay dues to the new union. which Jack Wrather and associ¬
The committee made no decision
The Federation has still another ated interests are buying up the
on the measUrie,. but it listened NLRB action pending. This one
raptly as Dr. Benjamin Swalin,: attacks the 30-day membership re¬ publishing company for $5,000,000.
symphony director, ,. invoked quirements of, the Guild’s union The original target date for com¬
pletion of the negotiations was
Goethe, Henry Adams, Emerson, shop. '
July 1 and it’s lively that the own¬
and George Washington in support.
The Guild, meanwhile, has peti¬ ership switch will take place, on
“We are seeking to elevate the
tioned
the
NLRB
for
elections
in
or near that date. However, Mills
public’s taste,” the/conductor said,
in the face of an avalarice of trash. the independent motion picture may be needed back hi the U. S.
field,
tv
film
and
phonograph
re¬
before
the final inking tq clear up
To illustrate, he quoted from a
juvenile magazine story entitled, cording industries.' Latter group some internal accounting prob¬
are
currently
in
the
AFM’s
domain.
lems
in
the music firm. These are
*T Go Ape”: •
matters which only Mills.. and
“I’m a ding-dong gorilla
, ”
Wrather, as the principals in the
It began.
deal, can settle.
The. symphony, legislators were
There is still an outside chance
tpld, receives a state appropriation
that the deal may fall through. In
of $30,000 a year, making up a $57,negotiations involving a mass Of
000. balance from membership and
-. Hollywood, June 9.
details, hitches may develop oyer
gifts. Last year it gave 104 con¬
Norman Granz’s Verve Records issues that were unsuspected at
certs, including 60 which Were free
has been selected as the first in¬ the outset.
to 110,000 school-children.
Wrather, head of the Muzak cor¬
Committee members also learned dependent label to be Included in
that jukebox operators pay a $100 the. Columbia . Reccird .Club. Ac¬ poration, has set a goal of building
license tax and $15 or $20 in state, cording to sales manager Bernie a music empire, including publish¬
county and municipal taxes on Silverman, the. tieup with CRC ing arid diskery wings, in conjunc¬
each machine. A Revenue Dept, of¬ should aid Verve’s album sales: tion with his ownership of.: Inde¬
ficial said the figure is $15. Bailey
The deal is exclusive and. offers pendent Television Corp., in part¬
said it is $20.
ail CRC members access to Verve’s' nership with Associated Television
(ATV) of England, program pack¬
Hill agreed With several others entire jazz catalog, of albums.
it’s a poor principle to tax one:
agers for British commercial tv.
organization to support another,
Wrather also owns several U. S.
but declared it.is justified in the
video .dramatic: series, such as
case at issue; .
“Lassie,” “The Lone Ranger” and
“Sgt. Preston of the Yukon,”

Bids With a Beat

Vote of Tooters

i ^icii,ns

North Carolina Would
Tax Jukeboxes Extra $5
To Support Symphony

Targeted for 1st

VERVE LABEL JOINS
COL RECORD CLUB

Moss-Pahner’s Dynasty

Gershenson Exits U
to Set Up Own Firm

Herman D. Kenin, who suc¬
ceeded James C. Petrillo as prexy
of the. American Federation of
Musicians last year, looks set for
Johnny Bragg, an ex-con of the a long run in the same spot as the
Tennessee State Pentientiary, who AFM delegates begin moving to
learned how to sing, with The Seattle, this weekend for start of
Prisoners, a group of fellow pris¬ the 62d annual convention, open¬
oners, ha* joined Decca Records’ ing June 15. No opposition of any
country & western roster. Bragg, significance is expected to show
writer of “Just Walking In The up against Kenin who has suc¬
Rain,” which was a hit for Johnnie ceeded in solidifying the union’s
Ray ori Columbia Records several ranks in the past year via negotia¬
years ago, had been recording for tions of radio and disk industry
contracts.
the Sun label while in. Prison.
The central issue before, the
Upon his release from prison
early this year, he has been han¬ Seattle convention will be the split
dled by Jack Stapp and Buddy in the Coast caused by the emer¬
Killen of Tree Music in Nashville. gence of the Musicians Guild of
His first sides for Decca will be America. Victorious in a recent
“True Love Will Never Die” and National Labor Relations Board
election, MGA’s existence poses a
“Just So That Someone Is Me.”
challenge to the AMF. in all fields,
not only films, since MGA has
petitioned to represent tooters in
the disk and radio field as well.
Strategy of the AFM will be to
ebnfine the MGA. to its present
jurisdiction and then eventually
defeat or absorb it if the occasion
arises.
One dispute that may arise on
the convention floor is the resolu¬
tion passed last year which
switched the annual conventions
. to biennial affairs. The Seattle
... Chicago, June 9. I meet is supposed to be the last of
Meeting of the indie diskers and j the annual meetings, but ii’s
distributors here, via .the American i understood that humerous deleRecord Manufacturers and Dis-' gates are in favor of ‘reinstituting
trihutors Assn, (ARMADA), is fo- ] the old procedure. For the delecussing, on the problem of fly-by-! gates, attending conventions is
night operators. Bobby Shad, head j equivalent to a paid vacation since
of the Time and Shad labels, is: all expenses are paid. For the
raising the issue of indie op com- j AFM-, the annual meetings reprepanies. which are using non-union j sent a serious drain on the toeasmusicians. for their recording ses-i ury, totalling several hundreds of
sions: .
■ thousands of dollars.
Shad has pointed out that failure [ On a more general level, the
to pay full union scale and royal- ] union will press resolutions urging
ties to the AFM constitutes a form j Government action against the imof Unfair competition. While a ■ port- of foreign soundtracks for
legit recording session can cost an ; use on American films and video
indie around $1,200 per session,: shows. This has been a central
the shady operators can get by by; campaign of the union for the
shaving ebsts to a few dollars per j past year and the AFM has manside.: He pointed out that many j aged to line up some Congressional
so-called, demonstration disks, j support for such legislation.
made informally, wind up as mas-j
---*ters which are sold commercially.j
Shad is . pressing the indies to
adopt a union label which -would [
be recognition that full rates are
being paid. AFM execs are known
to be agreeable to such a proposi¬
tion; blit Several major companies
object to the inclusion of an AFM
Mexico City, June 9.
marking on their, disk labels.
Luis de Llano, Televicentro (tel¬
evision center) executive, is pre¬
paring judicial action against Co¬
lumbia Records for alleged unau¬
thorized use of Spanish lyrics of
the musical comedy “My Fair
Lady.” De Llano translated lyric*
St. Louis, June 9.
from original version for theatri¬
Guy Lombardo and his orch cal presentation here.
fi
rounded but the month of May at
According to complaint, Colum¬
the Chase Club with near-capacity bia has sold over 10,000 disks of
houses nightly in the first extended the “My Fair Lady” waxing, and
Loinbafdo booking here in eight de Llano’s translations were used,
years. Average gross nightly for he insists, without his authority
the eight-day engagement tallied or consent.
$4,500, one, of the season’s best
The writer receives a percent¬
scores at the Chase cash register.
age for use of Spanish lyrics in
Along with setting the tempos the Fabregas presentation of the
for dancing, the Royal Canadians musical. He blames producers,
did two floor -shows nightly.
however, for turning these over to
Columbia for waxing of the songs.
Total received by de Llano for the¬
atre use of his translation has come
to somewhat more than 7,000 pesos
($560 dollars), he said.
What de Llano wants is compen¬
Frankfurt, June 9,
sation for use of his lyrics in rec¬
: American singer Bill Ranisey has ords. He has not set any specified
just had his second hit on a Ger¬ amount as yet, subject to a survey
man platter; It’s “Konstantinopeli- of total of records sold.
panischen,” a. comedy number
meaning “Constantinople Panic.”

Hollywood, June 9. ‘ John Vail Named GJVL.
After 10 years of heading Uni- i
M T ■- f
T
»
. Hollywood, June 91
.
"I JO£ LiBJUty S JL>aD€l
: Lee T. Palmer has exited his versai Pictures’ music department, j.
post as Coast rep . for ABCrPara- Joseph Gershenson has i nked a j ; - J ohn Vail has joined Joe Leahy’s
ir.ount Records to. join Up with Irv¬ non-exclusive deal permitting him Worcester Records as general maning Moss in the formation of Dy¬ to Set up his., own music company,! ager. Worcester is an indie. pronasty Records, a new indie label. Major Music Enterprises, for serv- . dticer for Felsted, a London Rec¬
- fordssubsid.
Palmer,, in the recording brisk iting tv and= theatrical films,.
ness for 16 .'years; ■ .will- apt as exec
He'll continue to supervise the : immediate, plans on the Worces-.
veepee and general. manager of scoring of all Universal pix. In his ; ter agenda are' the. launching of
Dj nasty with quarters here: . Moss new activities, Gershenson willalso mew di§ks by Barbara Allen and ,
is prexy.'
i record for the Decca label.
Kathy Linden.

Decca Inks Ex-Con

Shady Labels

Spanish ‘Lady’ Lyrics
Without Authorization

8-DAY ST. LOO DATE

’Em Again in Reich

WAtt iStiSiAudi? Polity Opens
ceciiia,” sung as a German cha- j
New Brazilian Branch
cha. . Ramsey’s first disk click was [ Sidney Frey, head of Audio
t^Tecent recording, in German,, Fidelity, is spreading his wings to
pf purple People Eaters.
• South Americrn with opening of a
. : The Cincinnati-born lad, former ‘ Brazilian branch with offices in
American Forces Network an-1 San Paulo 'and Rio de Janeiro,
riouncer, is now living in Germany, fDiskery, which has offices in E:igsinging at tlie American military; land and Canada, plans new
clubs for his supper. He’s also : branches in Mexico and Australia
signed to sing in the. new CCC shortly.
film “La Paloma,” in which Louis ; Sabastiao R. Bastos. vet Brazilian
Armstrong is also doing a jazz disk sales manager, is v.p. of the
stint.
new branch.
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
r$y HERM SCHOENFELD.
Karen Chandler }!'Sunbeam*: [cute juve-angled idea forcibly; pro“R'EUBEX AND RACHEL” (Sun- • jected by this combo,
beam-i is a rocking adaptation of i The ; Play m a t e s . (Roulette*:
a folksong idea which; f gaves this j “WHAT IS LOVE” (Planetary*)
songstress a strong chance to hit: a clever number with, a beat, gets
big. •■‘FAR AWAY PLACES” (Lau- a nifty slice due for wide Spins,
rel*' gets the type of rhythm T AM” (Joy*) is a big ballad also
workover that’ll give tliis.fine bal-; well done.
lad a solid chance with the coke ! Dick Domalne (Joy>: “MAKE ME
set.
|i
: YOURS” < Joy*1 is a big romantic
Bob Beckham (Deec'a.: “YOUR i number savvily handled by this
SWEET LOVE” (Three/Tunet),. an I crooner for juve appeal. “DEAR-

The Weavers: “The Best of the I not too distinctive but gets by
Weavers" (Decca). Here's . ,v redap
spirit^hat MkeJP^dicin
.. . , • • .. . w
and -his boys put into .the songof offerings by the Weavers when j
Included are workovers of
. they were pacing the Decca stable j*‘Tiger Rag,” “Rockin’ On A
with their exuberant folk entries. • Rocket” and the religiose TSHake
: Although, it's old stuff, the: groups'.: A iland/' to shUft^how the; boys
■ vibrant harmony technique -nakc ita" n'ove 1,1 a11 ar^as.„ t.
such as “Goodnight Irene,” “The |. Antobal’s , Cuban .All-Stars:
Roving Kind,” “Wimoweh.”. “The : “Agua! Agua!” (Felstedi. This is
Wreck of the John B” and “On Top ' for the hip-swingers who have a lot
Of Old Smoky” good to hear: of staying power. . Antobal’s AIL
atrain
i Stars hit a driving beat from the
t=Nea!:Heftl Orch: “Music
(Coral). This is a sweet-swinging • with treatments of the mah*h°» the
musical excursion through the US. 'gJJg'
Neal Hefti lays down a highly ifefuine and the st^
listenabie musical mood as he • £ha.. .
Cuban rh>thms . are in
. REMEMBER WHEN \ .
^
;
works his way through “Old Cape , knowin^hands h^-e.
,
THE PLATTERS . .j
. . Love df
LAWRENCE WELK
Cod,” “New York. New York,” | Los Chavales de Espana: “Fire
(Mercury) .....
. .... .... . *> . ..Love
df a
a Lifetime
Lifetime
nraie*
Y
is
a
limn
a
ballad
First
DOT
RECORD
Releases
“Sail.
Fernando
Valley,”
“Chi|
and
Spice”
(RCA
Victor).
This
The Platters’ ‘'ReMember When” (Porgie*)
a lilting ballad
Sir is
WrSflS
■ ■
“MR.. MUSIC MAKER”
cago” and the like.
i flashy and versatile Spanish jmr
with a good, lyric irhichthis combo handles
ex-..
rid es in
in topjlight
topflight comm
commer-..
Dot
Album No. 3164
The Tarriers: “Hard Travelin’ ” port, otherwise known as The Kids
viaT.styh\ "Lore of \a Lifetime” (AMC*)
.*) is
is another
another strong,
strong, big
big
Two E.P.’s—Nos. 1079-1080
(United Artists*
The Tarriers ; From Spam,..turns, in an attractive
ballad.
!'
*:
;
(Also -.Available in stereo)
have a. .way with, a folk Item that-P^A^e^^^pac^e,^^

Best Bets
*■

JONI JAMES . . . . . I
. . . ;, .. . I1 STILL
JEALOUS .-o—^'«d'>'S3S?SSd:
STIIJ GET
GF/I JK41.01S
(MGM) . . . ... . L:. . . .
, ........ ’.. : . . Prayer of Love
LoVe . GALLOWS ; POLE” lChilders*i,; 1 fr*ihg
. ety of moods and tempos, including
E. H. Morris*
\ . from the . based on an old folksong, is ex-, entries that gives ’em all new::z'apatead.os* boleros, sambas, tangos,
Joni James’ "I still . Get Jealous” (E.
Morris*from
. j to aa votent
a Th ntle sons “John B ” ;and a zarazuela medley to sustain.
“High-Button Shoes” score, is shaped into
potent, eniru
eniry bv
by this
this ■ Partly. handled by this singer for
^faf.impaet.
^ oltti^H^ and | th^pace throughout/;- ... , •.
songstress who continues to rackup hits consistently. "Prayer , of
hefty spins
ON . (Chdoers*) is a fdkstjled bab »Hush Little Baby” make up a
Aaron Bell Orch: “Victory Ai
Love” {Tangleicood*). is also due for hefty
spins.
m.
lad with a morbid theme:
• part of their wide folk range.
Sea” (Lion'. Richard Rodgers’
ct?i7
vrirT
tv d?Prn?\ftii7'R f
Varetta
.
Dill
a
rid(Triumph*:
•
jpnuiit^
Basie -Tbnv ' Bennett: score for the. tv series, which has
THE TEMPOS... SEE
INSEPTEMBI
SEE YOU
AOl ^
SEPTEMBER ..SCORCHED ^ (HilU & Rangevr is ' .B^sle/Bennett” R?Jlett" This ^already proved a click on^ax m;a
.Bless You My Ldve
(Climax) . ..... -j;; .... ....... ......Bless
[an ihteresting rocking ballad with : is, a return match for the'Basie - straight version on the ;RC.VVictor
The Tempos' “See \You ln September”: \ Gold* ) :is d nifty ballad "* a. catching beat ''which Ahis. song--; 0rch and the Bennett voice: First . K®1*•
ttlfiX® c^??htll,Ad1S
with a catching Latin beat and a fine seasonal lijric. This combo
,-'5• GO(?5' time they, were teamed up for a seene._ Aaroj. Be is smaiy <?o bo
deliver* savvily. -Bids You My Love” KGteiat) is an bkay baltad^ GRAVY BABY" .(Medalt/is a sohd Columbia release and they’re back.
JJuf
^
blues
entry,
;..
for a. Rouleite
It’sa .Jn^mes
uiucj'wmj,.
: together lor
nouiecie- ride.
nue. n
i. — inl(}
: , a• ^^u
r r. r—:1 Jeries
r .• ^
-r *
!
.Clare
Nelson
(MGM*:
“YOU
ARE
a
nifty
teamup
for
their
:styles
^^^^Vin
^
It!
THE PLAYGIRLS J_
_ ,
.
: . HEY SPORT
i. MY SUNSHINE” (Southern*' is re- complement each other .excellent- ^ g enterDrisine AdaDtatidn' ^bf
(RCA Victor) . . ..Young Love Swings The World
I vived in .a. bright multiple-diibbed ly.. :“J-eepers. Creepeg,’^ _^ I ve. ^
renewed impact. Grown Accustomed To Her Face,
., . audience
alJ(j;enca .
Y /. V
The Playgirls' "Hey Sport” iLeeds* y is a jumping tune. with f production for v-wide
vAT.tiF.v run
i nvF” fwp.
“Anvthine Goes”
“I Guess
d neat teenage lyric which could upset the jinx on the femme
“THE VALLEY
OF LOVE”
(We- = “Anything
Goes . and
and _.I
GmS; We audience.
ch/arin^
««iioar
X:ZTg L°r* ^ th' W°m"
jmarn is routine.
!
*
*
I * ASCAP. f BMI.
. ...
Tout uf ^
MARV JOHNSON
JOHNSON.__
-____ . II‘M
M COMING HOME f
. i . .......-....
;
•'Iw’SS
showcases the George
(I'niled Artists)
(United
ArtUls) J.
.................. ^, .River
River of Tears
Tear, , Clara Ward Gospeleers
I ®"The 1940^45 period had Shearmg^omboJn a^other cUsplay
Marv Johnson’s “I’m Coming Heme” yJobetJe*. a swinging blues';
.S'S
For Raidmai Festival?
«
number,
makes a ^
fine showcase for this interesting stylist who's'
due to climb in juve favor. "RU'er of Tears” iiJobeie
Jobeteii is an okay
Chicago. June 9.
War II. . Some , -.were s ue.k ;anqes .Df a 'g^dup-of familiar standokay'
slow rocking ballad. I
;
:R
ayinia
such as >‘Litfle -Whitf Lies,"'
Ray
ini a -Music.
Music F.estiVal,
Festival, which
wh
*
*
•
. •
. • .
■ but they an Decame an im- ur,. . Cnn “ "i'll Rpmemh^r
nil T V T KTII FV FIR^T TVAVCF FTR^T
FTR'CiT t OVF ;
added jazz names to its long- portant part, of that era and. the ( ^ jj ,r 41g •
The Rain”
J- LILLE>, FIRST DANCE. FIRST KISS FIRST:LO\ E,j hair
haif schedule
schedule ;this
year,. will
will also
with aa pleasing
pleasing asas- *and others, ^
this year,
also Four
Four Sergeants,;
Sergeants, with
and also includes two
(Meridian) . . . . j:. . ... . . . . v. . . . . . Georgia Boy. ’ Wra-e ff0Snel : ringing via a sist fr°m.thru^ Rosemary June, nifty..origihais. “Nothing But Do :
gos»eI singing 7ia * do anVxcelient ^ecap Tn this .
^
Billy J. Killen’s “First Dance, First Kiss, First Love” iKahl-. I, booking of the
Clara Ward Singers, package. “Remember Pearl Har-■ .
A ci. i
#
Lakeland';) is a simply delivered tune which is a natural for the
-.W^:ciwenfly-'.♦ouring'.
teenage market. "Georgia Boy” '.Kahl-Lakeland- > is an attractive I
Europe, will plane back to appear ^ngCa ’D It Again” and ‘(There’s • fer has given a group of jazz clasiolkstyled number. !
in a two-evening performance at We Can Do It Again^ ana lneie.s
a contemporary setting in this
*
*•
*
suburban Chicago./fete,' Aug.. |.
^,u^,ng set of small gombo instrumentals,;
ART & DOTTY TODD .... .. _____ ... . . PARADISE ■ 5*thean*d-7.*
“
Schaefer,
, piamst-arranger-conducstimulating package.
(Era)
i: . ....... . .. . . ... . .... Ayuh« Ayuli
for, is backed; by a rhythm trio and
Art & Dotty Todd’s "Paradise”
^orty Lewis, on sax' and clarinet,
"Paradise'’ *'Feist*
Feist* y> is an updated version j :.
of the great oldie which
rendition, j
M Iftc
Air Corn* for this^^
ri^anly executed performances
irhich could come back big via this rendition.
"A
7r,h Ayuh”
Arnih” iWarriiani
a so-so
novelty
5 IUI1U COlitCl Ih
: has. gone to the Air Corps for tms 0f oldies I ke “Tin Roof Bluest
"Ayuh,
iWarmani )>) is
is
Ayuh, Ayuh.
>\\arwn,
ts a
a so-so
so so novelty.
noielty.
Modern Jazz Quartet are folk roundup: It’s an offbeat set ..rve Got The Right To Sing The
1
aDDearine this week at the MaCTOio xvith a repertoire That, will be ob-, Blues.” “Basin .Street Blues” and
excellent ballad, is delivered in EST LEE” (Joy*, bounces along
FiSeht^o in Florence scure to many but which^daev^l l others,^^ plus^ a Schaefer original,
effectively intense style by. this with fright beat for good impact.: 'S
aPPeal as Brandwvmgs along Some { -Blues. For Going Home.”
singer. -JUST AS MUCH AS
Te« Brewer <Coral.: “CHAIN.
Sf U 1S* k?£l
^f^ horiie ’'- ' tomW. CSumina: “The. Virtuoso
EVER” (Roosevelt ^ is .a lilting OF FRIENDSHIP” ^Mermaidy) is
haveK-i0
^^
1! "Accordion”■’ (Decca*. This is an
rhythm entry with chances.
a bright .rhythm tune with a juve- ^ the PlQrentino. fes l.va .
machine, but
accurately titled; set. . Tommy
Frankie Dee (20th Fox*: angled lyric which this songstress
The appearances at the Maggio ought to keep it movine o
n Gumina, ex-Harry Jamesv bahds“S\VINGIN’ IN A HAMMOCK" chirps. in her usual style. “BYE festival are part of a 10-concert counters.
. _ . „ . , „•
i man, makes his squeezebbx hop,
(Bourne*., a fine oldie.!turns up a BYE BABY GOODBYE” .Comae/. tour which includes performances
Mike Pedicin: ‘Musical Meat-. skip, jump and swing through a
modern-styled version iwhich will Southern** is another neat rhythm in Rome. Naples, Milan, Turin, cine” (.Apolloi. Here s a potpourri ..series, of showpieces like. “Hora
give it a new round of spins. “I • item tailormade for this performer. Genoa and Venice.
. of instrumentals and vocals that s staccato,” “Polonaise -.Jh-.. A/Flati’-*
HAD THE CRAZIEST DREAM”
—
__ ''.V
~ - ■ ' ■ ■
-———
^- ; “Dance of the Accordions,” “Perj petuaT Motion” and a couple of
(Brcgmcn. Vocco Conn*) is another
^ ^
^ „
A •
1 •
I Bach Preludes.
Herm.

JO Best Sellers on Coin Machines,
rSn%ni’ ./^LWBestSiUCTsonComMadimes^w^
• Echo Mag Parlays

HEART” .Southern*, is a refreshinglv oldfashioned type of ballad
delivered in communitv-sing style
bv this combo for plenty of juke
lmns,iS'
CTn}>0BfArBl!ectnY<;?
'Tee
spins. “CRY.
BABY, CRY” -Tee
Tee** is another pleasing tune siniilarly
handled.
ilarly handled.
The Marquees Warner Bros.*:
“LOVE MACHINE” < Music World-: >
is an uptempo rocker W ith a clever
idea which this combo handles
smoothlv. “WHO WILL BE THE
FIRST ONE” 'Music World:, is a
more routine ballad.
;
The Four Voices (Columbia*:
“WHO, WHO. WHO” (Winneton-:.
is a nifty ballad handled with an
attractive rhythm arrangement by
this quartet.4“WHO
quartet. “WHO KNOWS WHY”
•Opus*. is a big ballad with a romantic-religioso flavor:
Harry Belafonte (RCA Victor*:
“FIFTEEN” • Clara**, a lovely ballad in a traditional manner, may
not have a commercial pop beat
but rates wide exposure. ROLND
THE BAY OF MEXICO” 'Clara**
i> a superb sea chanty which may
catch on big.
Alfred E. Neuman (ABC-Paramount : “WHAT—ME : WORRY”
Trinity1 . summing from the Mad
mag character, is an o<ay novelty
with some laughs. “POTRZEBIE”
' ITinitf '• is a weird sounding instimmental,
..u
The Hubcaps iBrunswick':
(Brunswick':
“SCOTTY’S ROCK” Hillsboro*, is
a rocking novelty' with 'a catching
Scotcu burr in the beat. “SLEEPING BEAUTY” rilillsboro*) has a

t
I
♦
t
*
J
♦.
♦
t
f

. .
I. BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS (3):IJonnny Horton..

2- PERSONALITY (4) .:.Lloyd
, »-ivcib rmr (ii
3. KANSAS
CITY (7)
(7)
3KANSAS CITY

....Columbia

Pnce..........

ABC-P«r
f Wilbert Harrison.. .
Fury
-yR^0isen_... ... .;...Chess

Platters & Prose In
Paper Disk Format

’
The mag-disk parlay is kicking
• ■ off thkjgnonth with the first issue ;
>
► | of Echo’ mag. IPs a novel item,
j
»| priced at $1.50, to be peddled
-f
. Impalas .................. Cub ; I through bookstore outlets and
f
.
Martin
Denny.
.
...
Liberty
*should attract some interest.,
*
4.
Fats Domino....:__ ■ • Imperial ’ | First issue features articles on
8. I’M READY (2)
!...
♦
; [ a variety of subjects and five five- .
Dave . Cortez ... ....; • Clock
J. 9. THE HAPPY ORGAN (7) ...
[ ' minute recordings, to. be played at
♦ 10. KOOKIE, KOOKIE (6)
Ed Byrnes ..
- -.. . .. WB
X
• •3313 rpm. The mag has a hole
♦
; t
I
. j running through the center so that
*•
Second Group
• j the whole issue can be. placed on
4
4 ONLY YOU
Frank Pourcel.. . .... .Capitol ► j the phono player and the la-mi-.-.
►' nated plastic records, which are
J
_....
_ r
Freddy Camion..
Swan
4 TALLAHASSEE LASSIE
; 1 not detachable, can be played.
4 LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR
Connie Francis.. ....MGM ► 1
Included in the preem issue are
T
Brook Benton.. .........Mercury ■ ► j articles on Fred Astaire by Nat
% ENDLESSLY
.
4
roODBYF JIMMY,
ttmatv GOODBYE
GftOMYF
Kathy Linden___ .. Fclsted ; Hentoff, Larry Adler by James
i COODBYE,
4
► i Thurber. a cartoon appraisal of
t YOU’RE SO
cn FINE
pivp
1
Falcons......
. . • •. - UA ’ ' Mike ( Nichols) & ; Elaine (May) by
4 cr. _,jVr
. Fiestas...... ... .Old Town ► ! Jules Feiffer. a preview- of the new
•
► i Broadway, musical, “Gypsy,” by
T LONELY BOY
Paul Anka, .[.... ..,.; ABC-Par ;: Gypsy Rose Lee, and a piece called.
.4* ,
• :
► i “The Human Dilemma” by Alex-,
4 ALONG CAME JONES
’! ander King. Representative disks
4 SING ALONG
;/
Jimmy Dean.. :...... .-.Columbia-_■ ► j accomp the articles. Sound repro.4
i
'! duction is okay and articles are
4
utis in parentheses indicate number, of weeks song has been in the top 10)
’ i fine. Mag is published by Barrie
f
► 1 L. Beere and edited by John
X
a , Wilcock,
Gros.
<4
4

4. DREAM LOVER (3)
5. A TEENAGER IN LOVE (4)
6. SORRY (9)
_
7. QUIET VILLAGE (2)

.>,...

Bobby Darin;.
.......... Atco
Dion & Belmonts.Laurie

MUSIC

PfaaETY
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Lip-Sync Disk Shorts for TV Give
Henry Morgan, in the album liner note for his Offbeat disk, “Saint
and Sinner,” in which he’s cd-billed with Isobel Robins, parodies much
of the technical information that's been intriguing the diskery copy-

Kapp: Eartha Kitt
•Eartha Kitt , has joined Kapp
Hc says, “The fantastic quality of the LP is due to Its. haying been Records, renewing an association
Hollywood, June 9.
recorded on two Vershlugginer Equal Margiii machines: on soft, wax, with Dave Rapp, fliskery’s chief,
New disk promotion operation
and then transferred to hard rubber by a little Daisy stamper ... . or that began when he was artists &
British Disk Bestsellers involving
distribution
to television
some other way. None of the highs and lows in this superb recording
A Fool Such As :I .... Presley
stations of three-minute films of
(frequency range of-^-X CPS to + unlimited CPS) are within the. repertoire chief at RCA Victor, ' \
(RCA)
current
pop
record
releases
will
Kapp
.
is
planning
to
release
th^
range of human hearing. Nor can they be detected by the most ad¬
Doesn’t Matter Anymore Holly
benefit musicians and actors here,
vanced of audiospectrosonie. equipment. Just take our word for it— first package with the songstress
; (Coral)
under contracts worked out be¬
in
September.
they’re here. For. best results we suggest you use a Victrola, fully
. It’s Late .,.......,. .Nelson
tween Tele-Records and the Musi¬
wound/’
.•••
(London) .
cians Local 47 and Screen Actors
Gone: Little Richard
Roulette .,..... . . . . .Conway
Little Richard has switched from
Guild.
According to. Supermarket News, issue of May 25, supermarket rec- \ Specialty Records to the Gone
(Columbia)..
• Tele-Records plans'to dub disks
ord buyers are “sizzling” . over Variety’s, frontpage banner story of label. Deal was set between Gone
I’ve Waited So Long Newley
onto soundfilm and film a mouthed
May 20, “Payola Goes To Supermarket:” A. Supermarket News $pot; prexy George Goldher and Chen
(Decca),:
performance by the disk performer.
Side Saddle .:........ Cbmyay
check of key areas came up with mostly negative answers. No rec¬ Landry, singer’s manager. Little
Films will be distributed to sta¬
ord jobber ior industry observer would say that there is no such thing Richard’s first sides under the Gone
(Columbia).
tions free of chary?, with Telegoing on, but. all stated v that if. payola had come to the supermarket, banner are ; how in preparation.
Donna ...•;.......
Wilde
Records
getting its take from the
it’s the exception rather than the. rule. The story also pointed out
(Philip’s) ;
record companies as a promotion
United Avi-rts: Ruby Braff
Guitar Boogie Shuffle . Weedon
that merchandisers weren’t surprised’ by. the charge. An informant
fee.
The
performers reenacting
Ruby Braif, jazz trimiipeter who
was quoted with “Just, look at the record of the recording industry,
: (Top Rank) ;
the disks will work at scale.
and you’ll see that it's a logical move.’’. Supermarket buyers said they has. been recording on a freelance
Come Softly to Me Fleetwoods
Deals with the unions, however,
resented the accusation because it was ^*a slam that’s tough to prove basis for several labels, has been
(London)
inked to an exclusive: deal by
provide for residuals down the
untrue, unless names are named.”
Mean Streak . ....... Richard.
United Artists Records.
line. In the case of the musicians,
(Columbia)
no new recording is clone, but every
Nat Tannen has acquired all the Bdudleaux Bryant copyrights for his
.Todd: Ik? Cole
musician involved with the original
Tannen Music firm. There are approximately 100 copyrights in the
. Singerrpianist Ike Cole (Nat’s
recording will be repaid, and ad*
deal including such songs as “Hey. Joe,” “How’s The World Treating brother) has signed with the new
ditional payments made to the
You,’- “Midnight/’ “Out Behind The Barn” and “It May Be Silly.” Todd label headed by Paul Cohen,
AFM and Employers &; Welfare
The songs were acquired in g deal between Tannen, Wesley Rose and ex-Coral a&r boss.
Fund.
Musicians are. paid per
BdOdleaux. and Felice. Bryant. It will become effective July 1, for an
Ike. Cole’s last album, was for
j side at the rate of $20 each for
undisclosed, amount of cash, and Tannen. will retain 505o interest, of Promenade via the supermarket
Chicago, June 9. ! the leader, contractor and orcheSr
the publisher, earnings for a period of five years. Deal, was made by shelves..}- /
Jack Tracy, takes over as album j trator, $25 for the arranger, $10
Rose and Biyaht to/get all the copyrights under one roof.
a&r chief for Chess Records June I for the copyist and $10 for each
Hanover: Bernie: Wayne /
sideman.
■>.
«
-• After several *• recording stints; 22 after 15 months as a&r boss for
The Professional;. Music; Men (songpluggers’ relief org) is celebrat¬
Screen Actors Guild deal is the
ing its 25th year. In the past quarter-century, PMM has provided for with the Coral and ABC-Para¬ Mercury’s EmArcy jazz label. He’s I first made by the union calling for
the sick and needy , in the industry. A in past years, the PMM is mount labels, conductor^composer joining at the ; same /time that } pre-payment of rc"icuals; on the
raising money through a. raffle, the books for which, were distributed Bernie Wayne hasr shifted to the Benny Goodman affiliates with the i telefilms. Tele-Records will pay
Hanover banner,. In the move to j diskery.
in. the trade, last week.
.performers a flrt £130, which inHanover, Wayne once again comes,
under the aegis of Bob Thiele, disk¬ I . Tracy’s duties will also extend ■ eludes the £59 minimum for
Anthony Rubino -has been set as •merchandise manager In the ery prez, with whom he recorded i to. Argo, Chess’ jazz subsid, which mouthing to a playback and resi¬
needles and . accessories section of Columbia Records. He succeeds when latter was artists & reper¬ ja&r post Dave Usher recently dual payments for six. runs per
(Continued on page 60)
vacated.
:
toire chief for Coral.
record. In both union deals, re¬
run rights expire after four months
for a single .record and one year
for an album, with repayments re¬
quired for use afterwards.
HtlAlL
JJ1SA
DfiSl
! Tele-Records is headed by’ Alan
1
Lane, also a v.p. of Skiatron.
Company has deals with Capitol,
ju
©
Mercury, Vista and Disneyland,
©
*3 .
Tn
Cadence and Jubilee labels. It
A
s
: b'
3: 0
3
plans to do 25 films a month, and
^to
:S- 5
. 0
.s U
I
tn s
■So.
0
Ih
charges a basic rate of $1,200 per
ca
.'S'
KARIETY
o>
0
t? 0
record for distribution to ICO sta¬
QO a S
. s . "S
*3
0
s. : S
s CO T i tions,
Survey of retail disk best :
.•o
s s O'.;
c
■
;2
with graduated rates for ad¬
•is ■ ,s-- I. /w.
0
O
C-'' :I To1/5
>> • ^
sellers based on reports ob¬
j •S' . 5
0 A
ditional stations.
1 - S' s.
U T
. T3 • 0
■ £ % < : tf ' 30
tained from leading stores in
0
■
.
S’
>. ■.S’1 73 i ' •o
c
O
■
s
•
G
G
■
0
O':
"o
•
c
0 G ■ O
a A
18 cities and, showing com-.
CO
S'- •s.
0
'• O
To £
<3
Q O'
u CO. ;0: W 1 •/u
partitive sales rating for this
CO' O m:
1 T
V P > • O
O -g ;c
0
•3. •. CO'
and last week.
'
«
■
z
i
uc
P
X
7 . o. . $ 1 X Cu ■
7
m
0
O
j:
©
■■ c
: T: 1
l ■•-’3
i
National;
!
"lx
©
I
1
■ B-i ; 2 V ■fi .u
Rating
Dublin, June 2.
N
■=i
'«•
•I
«.
n a- .
I.
|: 1 ".C
This Last
i s *3
cG
"co
T
' '• A disk of Molly Bloom’s solilo¬
'
c
•
r-'rt. C0 ■0 0
l
'.:*2
. ©■ <5 •: i.
«
Artist, Label, Title/
. wk; wk..
quy from James Joyce’s “Ulysses”
flQ a w S
Is J
00 8 '.'ft. . . S;
■< 1
cut for Caedmon in New York
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
three years ago by Siobhan Mc¬
Battle of New Orleans:...:.
.
.......
1 . 1
i
1
2
2
1
i
161
Kenna,
is not to be released in
3
2
6
1.-'
1
5
5
i
1
2
1
Ireland. Decision was taken by
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
Irish
Record
Factors’ chief George
2
5
Personality ....... J. . . ....... ...
3
2
1
1
2
123
8
6
4
3
3
3
6
ri 1
2
1
O’Reilly in association with Phil¬
WILBERT HARRISON (Fury)
ips
Records
who
are handling the
Kansas City....__............:
3 ■ 3
2
8
6
3
4- 4' .2
4
6
9
5
99 disk in Europe.
4
6
3
2
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Decision was reportedly made
2
Dream Lover ....,
.
... 4
5
2
2
3 93 because book is not generally on
4
6
6
2
5
7
9
3
5
2
sale in Ireland. It is not formally
■; -MARTIN. DENNY. (Liberty)
5
4
Quiet .Village-.. Z. J...
4
4
6 10 ■■4
2
1
9
73 banned by the Censorship of Pub¬
5
8
4 10
3
lications
Board, but copies are oc¬
DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)
casionally seized under the Cus¬
6
6
2 61
1
4. 3 10
9
7
9
5
9 • T To
toms. Act of 1876 which permits a
ED BYRNES & CONNIE STEVENS IWB) ...
customs officer to ban the entry of
■ XjA 7 ; Kookie, Kookie .
31 “indecent or obscene prints, paint¬
5
1
6
8
8
I
FREDDIE CANNON (Swan)
ings, photographs, books . . /’ Most
J 7B 11 . Tallahassee Lassie.V................,. ......
9
, 5
6 _31 Dublin booksellers have books for
1
6
8
sale, make nb secret of it but don’t
FRANK POURCEL (Capitol)
9
9
Only Yon,..>.. .> .... ,
y.. ...
....
8
8 10
_26 display “Ulysses” on their shelves.
8
5
8
7
8
DAVE (BABY) CORTEZ (Clock)
Zero Mostei’s Version
.v
7 21
9
10
8 _3_
■7.
Zero Mostel will put readings
IMP ALAS (Cub)
from James Joyce’s “Ulysses” into
11
8
Sorry......
2
_2° the groove for Washington Rec¬
8
10
6
ords. Mostel created the role of
. FIESTAS (Old Town)
_19 Bloom in “Ulysses in Nighttown”
So Fine...
_8_ 5
8
4
12. 10
off-Brpadway
and in London.
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
In addition to the “Ulysses”
13
6
17
3
...
Lonely Boy ...... ;........
7
waxing, Mostel has been set to
:
FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
make a comedy disk for Offbeat
4 16 Records, subsid for the Washington
14
13 . I’m Ready..;..............^ .... . .
3
10__
FABIAN (Chancellor)
label. Also on the Offbeat schedule
14 are “Saint and Sinner” with Iso¬
15
5
7
16
Turn Me Loose ,....
7
bel Robbins and Henry Morgan
DRIFTERS (Atlantic)
...
12 and an as yet unnamed disk with
3
7
16A .....
There Goes My Baby..
Ronny Graham and his wife El¬
FLAMINGOES (End.)
.
.
vk;;:
12 len Hanley.
3
?
16B ,.
I Only Have Eyes For You....... -. -.
• FALCONS (UA).
11
You’re So Fine ....
8
BROOK BENTON (Mercury)
_5_3;
10
10
9
19 A 14
Endlessly ......-^---.....: 10
COASTERS (Atco)
4
10
Jac Holzman, Elektra Records,
9
10
19B .
Along Came Jones...
prez, and folk singer Theodore
KATHY LINDEN (Felsted)
Bikel
have formed Half Moon
4
9
_9
21A" .. . Goodbye, Jimmy, Goodbye ..
Productions. The new company
JOHNNY & HURRICANES (Warwick)
will
invest
in miscellaneous (not
.
.
.
4
_9
9
• 2lB 21
Crossfire
.. .y
.
necessarily showbiz) properties
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor)
and produce concerts coast-toio
_8
5
23
22
From Bobby Sox to Stockings..
—
10
coast.
Half Moon will swing into action
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
in the fall by presenting a concert
_8 _7
7
24
/.
Frankie .......... . .
series
starring Bikel. Firm will
RAY PETERSON (Victor)
,
operate out of Elektra’s New York
10
5
7
25
The Wonder of You... .
-.. . ..
offices.

Jack Tracy to Head
A&R for Ckss Albums

New York-

/X

X

‘ULYSSES’DISK BANNED
BY IRISH DOTS

TT

m

Holzman, Bikel Join
In Half-Moon Outfit

T7

TT
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Wednesday, June 10, 1959 _

Pffi&llbTY

Como’s got a hit again!
order today!

47/7541

59

PftRlEft

MUSIC

On The Upbeat

Wednesday, June 10, 1950

P^RIETY Scoreboard
OF

I day (6) , . , Top Rank Records to
I disk Johnny Dankworth’s concert
Herbie Mann, jizz flutist,1 will 1 at the Newport Jazz Festival.. . .
tour Africa for the State Dept.’s Lena Horne inked for a four-week
cultural program . . . Harold Scott, cabaret season at the Savoy Hotel
United Artists • disked won the starting Sept. 21 . . . Peter New“Obie” award for liis portrayal in brook . takes over planning and
the off-Broadway production of production at Philips Records fol¬
“Death Watch'* . . . United Artists lowing Neil Margerson’s decision
Records has selected soundtrack to join Muzak . . . BBC broadcast
set of “Some Like It Hot” as its Sthe first performance of “IniproStar Album of the Month. For the ! visations for Jazz Band and Symmonth of June, the album, which ' phony Orchestra” by Matyas
is a regular $4.93 seller, will be ? Sieber .and bandleader Johnny
available at S3.S8 . . . Errell Gamer J Dankworth with William Steinberg
London . .Phil--gets a luncheon from the Pittburgh i conducting the
Variety Club June 15 . . Elektra i harmonic at Royal Festival Hall. .
j
Mercury
label
warbler June:
Records will give away merchan¬
dising prizes to distributors’ sales¬ i Valli due in Friday «12) for tv:
men as incentive boosters during i spots . , . Songstress Dinah Wash- •
June, July and August . . , “Jazz,” i ington arrived at the weekend to ■
an illustrated history of the mod¬ ! record a spot for Granada TV.
Saturday (13 ) . . :. Four weeks be- ‘
ern jazz era, .written 'by Leonard j•fore
the opening of the Proms at;
Feather, hits the newstands this ithe
Royal Albert Hall, on June 24,
week via Peterson Publishing.
■ there’ll be a second “Midsummer;
Mike Shepherd and Sammy ; Madness” concert devised by An-;
Fields producing disks for the new i tony Hopkins and Fritz Spiegl with \
Lo-Fi label. First sides out next , items including a “Symphony of ;
week'will be by The Mistakes . . . ; Five Thousand” wherein the audi- '
Directional Enterprises, tun by : ence will be issued with do-it-'
Fred Amsel and Jerry Levy, signed ■yourself kits to perform^ under 23 t
The Waalers, Golden Crest diskers.- ! conductors . . . Pianist Russ Con-;
Mike Merrick, Harry Belafonle’s ! way has composed the theme music ;
p.a.. to the Coast for advance on ! for a- BBC-TV series, “The Adven- i
the “Tonight With Belafonte” con¬ : tures of Brigadier Wellington-;
cert . . . Singer Tommy Leonetti i Bull,” starting Friday (12) . .. Rank j
weds Patricia Teresa Quinn June ' Records. Ltd. lines up two Radio .
13 . . . Little Brown; & Co. has • Luxembourg series, with . Kent
scheduled the first biography of : Walton jockeying, to start July 1
Kurt Weill for I960; publication. !.
Mitch Miller due in Friday to
It’s being -written by David Drew, .; tape interviews with bandleaders
English critic, with the coopera¬ ; et al. for his CBS radio series . . .
tion of Lotte Lenya, the com¬ ■ Humphrey Lyttelton Band skedded;
poser’s widow . . . Enrico into the , to tour the U. S. in September
Calabrese Club. Erie. Pa., June ; under , an exchange deal, bringing.
20-21 . . . Bobbi Baker at the j a Newport Festival. package here.
Casino Royal. Washington, until
the end of the week! . . . Enroll
Hollywood
Garner and the Duke Ellington ]
orch will be teamed at the New¬ { Perry Como in this month for a •
port Jazz Festival July 4 . . . Stan visit and to plug his RCA disks .:. I
Greeson, personal manager of i Tommy Sands cut two sides for j
pianist Roger Williams, has formed | Capitol last week, one of which, |
a management company under his {“Sinner Man” will be part of his j
own name , . . Fabian booked for I nitery act . . . The Mills Bros, cut !
the Ed Sullivan tv show: June 21 ■ a new Dot album with Larry Gorwith Frankie Avalon (following on ‘ don conducting-arranging:. . . Dom
June 28 . . . Kai Winding septet j Frontiers has formed; Fortune
open at the Peacock Alley. Mid¬ | Music Enterprises
.. Chancellor
land Hotel, St. Louis, June 12, j is huddling with singer Linda Lawstaying through July ' 4 . . . Gene i son regarding a disk pact.
Krupa Quartet at the Metropole,
N.Y., for two weeks;
Chicago

New York

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

Retail Disks

Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
arrived, at under a statistical system 'comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from under sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio.of points scored, two ways in the case of talent (coin machines, retail.
disks) and three uays in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music).
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TALENT
ARTISTS AND LABEL

JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par) ......

Battle of New Orleans!
.. Personality!
Kansas City!

WILBERT HARRISON (Fury)
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
.. MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) ; , v,
DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)

Dream Loverf.
Quiet Village!
.. Teenager In Love!

:,.
B YRNES-STE YENS (WB) .,. .■ ..... ..... .. Kookiej Kopkie1^
FREDDY CANNON (Swan) .......,.,.. :. Tallahassee Lassie!
Sorry, ! Ran All Way Home!
IMPALAS (Cub)
FRANK POURCEL (Capitol) ..,

POSITIONS
This
Last
Week. Week

Only You!

TUNES
PUBLISHER

!BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS ....
^PERSONALITY
!KANSAS CITY ,....
^.......

.. Warden

!DREAM LOVER ......
.... . . .
!QUIET VILLAGE .
..
-!A TEENAGER IN LOVE .. ........
*KOOKIE, KOOKIE .

Fern-Prog.-Trin.
. .. Baxter Wright
Rtimbalero

j Lou Breese and Frankie Masters :
London
\ orchs signed for the International.;
Back from his fourth U.S. tour, j Trade Fair here July 3-18
!TALLAHASSEE LASSIE ...
...
Mantovani is lining up his fifth, j Dorothy Donegari opens Mr. K’s,
skedded for September, 1960 . . . [Minneapolis, June 29 for three
!SORRY, I RAN ALL THE WAY HOME .
Filmusic
Publishing
Co.
has j weeks . . . Carmen Cavallaro set
!ONLY YOU ............
shifted offices to New Bond St. i for Freddie’s, Mpls., Nov. 2 for
following the Rank Organization’s rtdo.
> ASCAP t BMI F-Film
acquisition of all shares in the i ■
. ■
...
company and the appointment of
Philadelphia
Harold Shampan as general man¬ j
ager and Len Taylor as head of
Stan Kenton working the Red
music exploitation . j . . BBC-TV ; Hill Inn, June 9-14. ... . Red Prylaunched a. new panel show* under sock into La Maina's Musical Bar,
title “Juke Box Jury,” with ver¬ June 12 . •. Warren Covington
dicts given oh the | newest pop and the Tommy Dorsey orch play
Continued from page
disks . V . South Sea Islander St. Alice’s auditorium, Upper •
Carmita gets a regular spot in the Darby, June 14 . .
Bandleader David Rose who' recently resigned. Riibino will be responsible to Bill
weekly ABC-TV program “Holiday [Red Rodney opening his own Gallagher,. diskery’s director of sales, for the merchandising of Col’s
Town Parade” which! bo wed Satur- | booking office : ... . Clayton .Bur¬ accessory products. Rubino has been ^ith the company for the past
dick named sales manager of Best ; 13 years. {
Records . . . Jimmie Amadie trio
booked into the Capri ... Harry
The •‘General Electric Theatre” background music is joining the
Chipetz, indie distributor, inked current package parade of video music. Elmer Bernstein, who com¬
^ A “HIGHLIGHT"
to handle Disneyland Records in posed the music, for GE’s 1958-59 series on CBS-TV, will, arrange .and
For Every Program
this area . . : Dave (Baby) Cortez Conduct 12 themes from various shows for a Columbia Records album.
and Frank Virtue & the Virtues It’ll be released in the fall!
headline the bill at Chicago’s
Tivoli Theatre, June 12;. . .
London Records in Ottawa will cut and promote vet composerJohnny Mathis in final stanza , at
the Latin Casino, June 8-13 . , . pianist Billy Eckstein’s “Queen of Canada” as tierin with Queen Eliza¬
Vocalist Frankie Lester, now' fronts beth’s visit to open St. Lawrence Seaway at month-end. Eckstein, now
ing the Billy May Band on its 70, appeared on Broadway at age 14 as “The Boy Paderewski,” and
coast-to-coaster,: will be leading still plays clubs in Montreal. In his heyday he had 200 compositions
the same orch under his own name internationally recorded, and had a song in “The Ziegfeld Follies of
in the fall . . . Tina Robin into 1919.”
the Fountainhead, June 19-25, fol¬
lowed by Fran Warren June 28?
July 2 ... Dave Appell and His . The first Intercollegiate .Jazz Scholarship competition wound up in
Applejacks at Steel Pier, Atlantic New York last week with, seven winners. They were; John Keyser,
Ppnceton ’61, on bass; Tony Greenwald, Yale ’59, on trumpet; lari
City, June 14-20.
Underwood, Yale ’61, on flute; Herb Gardner, Harvard ’60, ori trom¬
★★***★★**★**★ it it ★
★ ★★ bone and composition; Paul Cohen, U. of Pennsylvania ’59, on drums;
Steve Kuhn, Harvard '59, on piario, and David Mackay, Boston U. ’60,
on piano. Under the terms of a grant from the F. & M. Schaefer.
Brewing Co., the winners will study at the School of Jazz summer
session in Lenox, Mass.

Inside Stuff — Music

JUNE
NIGHT.

!CHRIS CONNOR!

J'
^

J
*

Currently

|BASIN STREET EAST, New York:
f

Atlantic Records

J.

fersonal Manager—MONTE KAY

|

Now Booked Exclusively by
JOE GLASEfevPres.
745 Fifth Av«.
203 N. Wabash Av«.
407 Llncofn Rd.
New York 22, N Y.
Chicago, III.
Miami Bieach, Fla.
PLaza 9-4500
CEntral 6-945T
JEfferson 8-0383

Witmark
Conley:
Figure
Wildwood

SAY CSE FO^

SAY ONE

FOP ME
England's #1 Instrumental—

SIDESADDLE
Showing Up Strong Horn With—
★ RUSS CONWAY on Copitol
(No. I Disc in England)
★ JOHN BUZON TRIO on LibVrfy
★ FREDDY MORGAN on ChalUngc
★ FERRANTE ft TEICBER on
ABC-Par.

;

★ SCOOBIE ft Doom on Climax
MILLS MUSIC, INC,

Louis J. Brecker has set the band schedule for New York’s Roseland
Dance city for the rest of the year. Opening last week (2) was the 1
Wally Gingers orch, to be followed June 30 by the Don Glasser and
Chiquito barids. Paul Martell brings In his crew July 28 with Buddy
Bair following Sept. 8. Tony Abbott comes in Oct. 19 and Jimmy Pal¬
mer will handle, the end of the year run beginning Dec. 29,.

JOHNNY NASH
Sings

J

Warner Bros. Records Is on a piano concerto. kick for its June al¬
bum promotion, Diskery has packaged two monaural LPs featuring
* pianist George Greeley and. the Warner Bros. Orchestra at a special
price of $2.98 each. ;The sets are “The World’s Ten Greatest Pop Pi¬
ano Concertos” and “World Renowned Popular Piano Concertos.” Re¬
j lease
of. the “double feature” promotion follows Greeley’* recent na¬
tional dee jay tour.

HASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION—j
I
I
I
1

L-Logan
... Fir«

Q619 Sunset Blvd.
H'Wbod 46, Calif.
OLympia 2-9940

I
I
I
I

An organization for people interested in collecting sheet music has
been formed on the Coast. The.org has collectors of just about every
kind of sheet music from the oldest copyright up to “Gigi.” Collectors
can reach the sheet buffs at the Association of Sheet Music Collectors,
P.O. Box 42573 (York Station), Los Angeles 42, Calif.

ABC-PARAMOUNT RECORDS
FAMOUS MUSIC

CORPORATION

BE SURE TO NOW
SEEAT FABULOUS“GYPSY”
STARRING ETHEL MERMAN
THE BROADWAY THEATRE, 1681 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y.
THE GREATEST EVENTS IN ENTERTAINMENT HAPPEN ON

COLUMBIAD RECORDS
♦ Ticl—th" f $ Mvcn bt

AWitinWw-th futtcwtlt Sysfc*. fm.

MUSIC
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U^ARIETt

Pique, As Usual,
Part

RL iftlL

Wednesday, June 10, 1959

ilLtfUM Dfidi

I
The

usual

Survey of retail album best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores and showing .comparative
ratings for this week and last.

Naples, June 9.
controversies hav

musical spotlight with the !
Remo event. Fest rolls Thursd
Friday-Saturday <11-12 -13)
Naples’ Teatro Mediterraneo, v
the usual radio-TV pickup? plani
by RAI-TV, the Italo net.

'1

National
Rating
This Last

wk, wk.
4

■

squawks from writers who
tition.
Notably, authors of three
(“Solituddne,” “Si ’ttu,” and ‘
selle”) openly protested vrher
tunes, declaredly written for male
vocalists, were respectively
signed to distaff singers' Mir
Martino, Marisa del Frate,
Grazia Gresi. (Di Gianni, who
wrote “Si ’ttu,” and Rehdine, who
wrote “Solitudine,” both sued the
fest -legally over these “assign¬
ments.”) Result: Marisa. del Frate,
piqued, ankled the Festival, soon
followed by three other top singers,
Johnny Dorelli, Gino Latilla, and
Giacomo Rondinella. Arid this is
only a very incomplete account of
the very garbled and veroferous
festival controversy picture,, once
more a reflection of the giant in¬
terests at stake each -year.at these
Italian musical events.
Delia Scala will femmecee the
event, and seats are S7: each not
counting the black market hike.

RCA Accents TV Music
Having clicked with the “Peter
Gunn ’ package, RCA Victor is ac¬
centing tv music in its current al¬
bum release. One of the sets. is
“The Music From M Squad,” with
orch conducted by the show’s mu¬
sic director, Stanley Wilson, and
music by Benny Carter and John¬
ny Williams. Another set, “Im¬
pact,” is spotlighting 12 themes
from major tv shows played by
the Buddy Morrow orch?.
Victor is rounding out its nineset release with three more jazz
packages, plus some pop and
religioso entries.
i

OF THE
WEEK

The1

AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Play
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Lombardo Chosen For
Two-Nation Salute }

Guy Lombardo, Canadian-born
but a U.S. citizen since 1939, has
been chosen to play the national
anthems of the U.S. and England
when the international boundary
line marker of the Moses-Saunder
Power Dam in the St. Lawrence
River is unveiled June 27. Cere¬
monies will be attended by Queen
Elizabeth and Vice-President Rich¬
ard M. Nixon.
Lombardo’s orch played for the
British Queen in 1957 during her
visit to Newr York.
!

2

j

16
17A
17B 10

I
17D

9

21A
21B 11
23
24A
24B

Artist, Label, Title
HENRY MANClNl (Victor)
Peter Grinri (LPM 1956>, ....
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) .
Exotica No, 1 (LRP 3034) ....
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack (E 3641)..
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
The Hungry i (T 1107). . ....
77 SUNSET STRIP CWB)
TV Soundtrack (W 1289).....,
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Look to Your Heart (W 1164)
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) /
Come Dance With Me (W 1069)_____..........
MITCH MILLER (Coluiribia)
Folk Song With Mitch (CL 1316). .,
....J,..
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOG 1933) .....
MANTOVANI (London)
.
Film Encores, Vol. II (LL.3117)...................
BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Blue Hawaii (DLP 3165)....
ARMSTRONG &. FITZGERALD (.Verve)
Porgy & Bess (MG 4001):... .v.:
...........
SHELLY BERMAN (Verve) ;
Irisire Shelley Berman (MGV 15003)......___
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Tenderly (.____
PREVIN/ROSE (MGM)
Songs for Young Loverri (E 3716)......._.....
ARTHUR LYMAN (Hi-Fi)
Taboo (E 806) .. ....: '.........
FABIAN (Chancellor).
Hold the Tiger (CHL 5003). ..
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
More Fabulous 50’s (KL 1130).
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Sing Along With Mitch (CL 1160).,., > ;.;.. . . ._
JOHNNY MATHIS (Coiuriibia)
Open Fire, Two Guitars (CL 1270) :.. . . .....:...
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Kingston Trio (T 996) . . .
BUDDY HOLLY (Coral!
Buddy Holly Story (CRL 57279)..:.:.i..
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
Original Cast (CL 5090)._:
MANTOVANI (London)
Film Encore, Vol I (LL 1700)..
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
Hollywood in Rhythm (CL 1310)........--:..

Battle of Jukebox Bill
i

Continued from pace '35 ■
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with anti-Semitic undertones and
tendencies against the present
government. .
Nobody seems to know howinriny
copies of the banned LP wer* sold
Mills Music and songwriter Clar¬ in Germany-Hjr who’s got ^em now.
ence Musd filed suit in N.Y. Fed¬
eral Court last week against Bol>
by Mellin’s Robert Music Company
in a hassle over the renewal copy¬
PACE-SETTERS
right to the standard,” “When It’s
FROM MPHC
Sleepy Time Down South.” Tune
was written by Muse and Leon and
Otis Rene in 1930 arid plaintiffs
claim that all renewal rights were
MWTY tOBBIHS COtUMBIA
assigned to Mills In 1957 and
1958/ Mellin, on the other hand,
claims , that he owns a renewal
right assigned to him by Muse in
(Tnm ttu W/rprfc)
1951. Muse, however, has. notified
Mellin that he has no rights in the
song.
Plaintiffs ask' for a declaration
of the ownership of the renewal
DON MIKE WARNER BROS.
right and: an- injunction blocking
FRANKORTESA^JUBfllE.
Mellin from asserting any claim
in the tune.

MILLS, MELLIN IN ROW
OVER OLDIE’S RENEWAL

ASCAPers take the stand—Mrs. ed radio and tv sets in hotel rooms
Helen Sousa Abert (daughter of might be subject to performing
royalties, will send spokesmen. So
John Philip Sousa), Oscar Ham- will National Licensed Beverage
merstein 2d, Dorothy Fields and Assn.,; who have joined the juke
Morton Gould. ASCAP General operators in past opposition to roy¬
Attorney Herman Finkelstein, tes¬ alty legislation.
After the first three days (June
tifying Thursday, will put forward
10-12) devoted mainly to propon¬
the major argument for the cause. ents of the bill, the subcommittee
Other slated witnesses include: will recess until June; 17 when
Rex Stout, of the Author’s League Perry. Patterson, of the Automatic
of America; George Frost, Copy¬ Phonongraph Manufacturers Assn,,
right Committee Chairman of the Nicholas E. Allen, for Music Op¬
American Patent Law Assn ; John erators of America, and j, R. ClanSchulmari of the American Guild tori, for Music Operators of Vir¬
of Authors & Composers: Julian T. ginia, plead the. main opposition
Abeles, Music Publishers Protec¬ case.
tive Assn.; John Koshel, Jr., So¬
But, as now! scheduled*, Celler
ciety of European Society of Song¬ bill backers will have the last
writers, Authors & Composers; word, Arthur Fisher, Register of
Burton Lane, Songwriters Protect Copyrights for . the Library of German Courts Blitzing
tive Assn.; American Bar . Assn.; Congress, is expected to reiterate
New York Bar Assn.; Federal Bar his office’s long-time support for
‘Hitler’s Inferno* Record
Assn, of New: York, New Jersey moves to lift the jukebox royalty
Frankfurt, May 26.
and Connecticut; songwriting .team exemption: And ASCAP attorney
The Hitler record called
of Al Hoffman and Richard Man¬ Finkelstein Is tentatively listed to “Speeches and Songs from the Nazi
ning; Sigmund Spaeth of The return as wind-up witness.
Era” has now beeri banned by in¬
Music Journal, arid Mrs. Saul H.
Finkelstein presumably will be dividual courts throughout Ger¬
Bourne; of Bourne, Inc.
prepared to rebut MOA’s presen¬ many but the question remains—
Also: ASCAPers Arthur] tation of findings from the Price- who brought it in, and where was
Schwartz, John Redmond, Leonard I Waterhouse economic survey now it sold?
Whitcup, James S. Rule and Clara in the works. MO A hopes to pic¬
All the larger Frankfurt music
Edwards.
ture the. typical juke operator as shops deny ever stocking this rec¬
BMI will be represented by Syd¬ a shiney-suited small businessman ord, apparently a pirated copy f>f
ney M. Kaye, Hubert Long, Cindy fighting huge. odds, to keep one the. Audio Rarities platter. 2445
Walker and Alec Wilder. General toe iri the. black. A similar survey sold in the States as “Hitler’s In¬
Federation of Women's- Club and
-r— .-used by MOA. at the last House ferno.”
National Federation of Music hearings on jukebox legislation in- i Chief district attorney for FrankClubs will also be on hard.
; 1952 was challenged on the basis 1 furt points out that the record is
American Hotel .Assn,, worried - of the methods and size of the ' not a historic presentation of an
about possibility that coin-operat- i sampling. \
J era, but pure Nazi - propaganda

NEW

THE HANGING TREE

I

RIO BRAVO

nwmsm
ROOKIE, ROOKIE
(Lh< III Yiw CmU

EOWARB BYKHES WARMER BROS.

MUSIC BY
JESSE GREER

LIFETIME
FROM

EARL CARROLL’S

"VANITIES'■
■ Published by

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

Wedne&day, June 10, 1959

pennies

DANNY KAYE
LOUIS ARMSTRONG

SOUND TRACK ALBUM
EXCLUSIVE ON

RED NICHOLS

RECORDS

In their original sound track performances .•.: exclusively
on Dot. A brilliant cavalcade of juzz woven about the
dramatic life story of Red Nichols.. . from the new Para¬
mount Picture, “The Five Pennies.”
GREAT NEW LYRICS AND NEW SONGS BY

DLP9500
DLP 29500 <Ster«o)

Vista Vision®
Motion Picture Hi-Fidelity

SYLVIA FINE

DANNY KAYE

EIGHTEEN EXCITING TRACKS INCLUDING:
MAIN TITLE
THE FIVE PENCES
AFTER YOU'VE GONE
BILL BAILEY, WON’T YOU
PLEASE COME HOME
COLLEGE MONTAGE AND
FOLLOW THE LEADER
JUST THE BLUES

Paramount Pictures
Present

GOOD NIGHT, SLEEP
TIGHT MEDLEY
CARNIVAL OF VENICE
INDIANA RADIO MONTAGE
GOOD NIGHT, SLEEP TIGHT
LULLABY IN RAGTIME
BATTLE HYMN OF THE
REPUBLIC

in

THE FIVE PENNIES SAINTS
THE MUSIC GOES ’ROUND
AND’ROUND
WAIL OF THE WINDS
JINGLE BELLS
THE FIVE PENNIES FINALE
AND BATTLE HYMN OF
THE REPUBLIC FINALE

MAJOR PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN
5 Great Single Records l
“TheFive Pennies:Saints” — Danny Kaye, Louis Armstrong
“The Five Pennies”- Dodie Stevens
“Lullaby in Ragtime”—The Mills Brothers
“Follow the Leader”—Steve Allen
To Be Announced

THE FIVE
PENNIES
also starring
BARBARA BEL GEODES
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
HARRY GUARDINO
BOB CROSBY
BOBBY TROUP
TECHNICOLOR
Produced by Jack Rose

Nationwide Deejay Promotion! Full-Color Store Display!
Trade and Consumer Advertising !

Directed by Melville Shavelson
Screenplay by Jack Rose and Melville Shavelson
Story by Robert Smith

Spectacularly Successful Coast-to-Coast Personal
Appearance Tour of Danny Nagel

Suggested by the Life of
Loring “Red” Nichols
Associate to the Producer and
New Songs by SYLVIA FINE

...follow the

line!

A Dena ProductionMusic Scored and Conducted by Leith Stevens
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‘Wild Bill Cody’
Pittsburgh, June 9v
Mrs, Mamie Alice Peniman, 38,
who worked with her husband,
Fred ■ Peniman, and their, eightyear-old daughter in ( an act called
The Wild Bill Cody Family, was
shot and killed here Sunday after¬
noon when a nine-year-old boy,
Frank Monaco, picked up a rifle at
their exhibit and fifed it.
The Pehimans had been [working
In the sheriff’s . office show of
Frontier Village, a part of the bi¬
centennial lineup at Pittsburgh’s
Point State Park. [ Mrs. Peniman
bad just loaded the gun in prepa¬
ration for the night... show when
the Monaco boy spotted the rifle
and asked his mother if he could
handle it. She readily assented,
thinking the weapon; was makebelieve and just part of the ex¬
hibit, and when the boy pulled the
trigger, Mrs/ Peniman standing
nearby fell to the floor. She was
pronounced dead on arrival at the
Allegheny General Hospital.
. Peniman at first intended to
carry on with his daughter but
changed his mind and canceled the
remainder of his bicentennial
booking.

Washington, June 9. +z
'
Chicago, June 9.
. The 2Q% Federal cabaret tax
The national board of the Ameri¬
hardship is again spotlighted With
can Guild of Variety Artists,, in the
the impending summer shutdown
closing hours of the meeting today.
or dancing blackout planned by
(TuesJ, knocked out all remnants
various
saloons.: and salons across
of any opposition to national ad¬
Chicago, June 9.. .
After working at the Latin Quar¬ the country.
ministrator Jackie Bright: The j Drake Hotel's. poshy Camellia
ter,
N.
Y.,
for
several
weeks,
La.
In.
Kansas
City, for example,: the
board in a final rush of legislation I House, booking ’em far ahead, is
tona, Graham & Chadel had to be Muehlebach Hotel’s Terrace Grill
passed resolutions firing president i lining up what figures to be its
pulled
off
the
,job
because,
of
dif¬
will
shutter,
for
July and August,
Penny Singleton, Rajah Raboid and | strongest season yet for next full
ficulty with the licensing division first time it will have done so. And
Russell Swann from the executive ; and winter. Room is set to kick off
of
the
N.
Y.
Police
Dept
Permit
both
the
Cafe
Bonaparte
in the Cfil
board, substituting their own sup¬ j with England’s Anne Rogers Sept.
of Joe Latona, top man of the act, Sheraton-Blackstone, and the Ter¬
porters, Lenny Paige, Don (George • 11. and is near to firming Patachou
was
revoked.
According
to
Eddie
race
Room
of
the
Cleveland
Stat?and Budd Jacobson for their unex¬ I and Jane Morgan, latter probably
Elkort, of General Artists Corp., ler-Hiitori will forsake dancing for
pired terms.
for the year end holiday period.
who
is
handling
the
Australians’
the
hot
weather,.
with
possibility
The board also fired Miss Single- There’s also talk of a precedental
bookings in the ML S., errors in the the latter may just forget it al¬
ton and Raboid off th-? Welfare male
singer,
*Mt
possibility
filling out of their immigration pa~ together coriie fall.
Trust Fund and substituted Jay spurred by the recent reception ftir
perswas responsible for the police
Freddie’s Cafe, in Minneapolis, a
Lester and Bobby Faye.. Cy (Reeves Toni Arden and her brother, Jan.
jiazz room, is. understood Willing to
action.
was named alternate. They also re¬
Hospice expects Miss Rogers to
The Tuckers subbed for the com- play acts as well if not for- the im¬
newed the demand to have the generate sock business off the ac¬
post- Harboring similar sentiment
edy-acro turn.
present Trust Fund counsel, Sil- colades she collected here as “My
is Charlie Saunders,, vet' restaur¬
verstone & Rosenthal, resign, and Fair Lady” co-star last season.
ateur in the same town, who’s
substitute AGVA counsel (Harold
known to be amenable to a show
Berg in that spot. The ultimate
policy
for his Charlie’s Restaurant
plan is to have the Welfare Trust
if only Uncle Sam at least halved
Fund feed monies into the AGVA
the tax. Spot catered to dancers at
Foundation, completely controlled
one time, but that was years ago.
by Bright. They hope to have the
The St. Louis Sheraton-Jefferson
WTF pay the salaries of all offi¬
has already taken the tax cue.[ With
cers. including that of Irving GrossChicago, June 9. j biz off, and the. levy given much of
man, who was named public rela¬
Washington, June 9.
Arthur Lymon’s exotic jazz, the blame, the hospice, switched re¬
tions counsel for the AGVA Coun¬
Almost $500,006 in Israel Bonds
group, long an Hawaiian attraction, j cently from floorshows to jazz
try Club and Recreation Center at were sold to make the Ambassa¬
$175 weekly. The home is presently dors: Ball here last week a smash
will make his mainland bow with combos in its Boulevard Room.
Cafe and hotel operators, with
open only three months a year, but success, with a program whieh
an eight-weeker at the Edgewater supper clubs have \ sniped at- the
Grossman’s salary is on a ^ear- starred Sophie Tucker, Betty Com¬
Beach Hotel here starting July . 7. tax not only fbr its onerous burden,
round basis. Waywas also left open1 dex! & Adolph Green, Ray Bolger,
Lymon’s. quartet will be the prin¬ but for its stark inequities. How,:
to have a paid administrator for Alec Templeton and Ralph Bel¬
cipal component of a. flashy it’s asked, can the government, de¬
the AGVA Foundation. Presum¬ lamy at the -Sheraton Park Hotel
Hawaiian revue comprising some fine a singer-pianist in a cocktail
ably, Bright would get that post.
here..
20 singers and dancers from the lounge as entertainment but fail
In another action, Cy Reeves was
It was a^long show—about two
islands.
to so classify Count Basie’s band
elected to the national board to hours—but it was also the best
Show will mark the Edgewater’s at a spot; say, like Chi’s Blue Note?
; Portland: Ore., June 9.
serve out the unexpired term of Washington has had in a long tune.
first
floorshow
presentation
since
This disparity,. for one, prompts
Raymond Burr will be in town
Grossman.
j
The impressive audience (numer¬
There is presently no effective ous ambassadors. Government tomorrow ( Wed.) to open the 100- the demise of the old Marine din¬ many ; lounges to play a pianist
ing
room
several
years
ago,
and.
is
where
they might otherwise book
opposition to Bright on the national VIPs, etc.) gave each act a noisy day Oregon ■Centennial Exposition.
board and none on the executive ovation,. but there was no doubt Over 5,000.000 people are expected to be produced by Merriel Abbott, an 88er to double on vocals. Situa¬
erswhile
booker
for
the
entire
Hil¬
tion, of course, also limits job op?
committee. However, it’s likely that that La Soph Was the favorite.
to attend the expositBon: and World
ton hotel chain and latterly talent portunities for the instrumentalist
appeals will be made to the Asso¬
Miss Tucker used her latest . Trade Fair. Thiri town will be
ciated Actors & Artists of America nitery routine, ideal for such a • bagged down with (a record-break¬ buyer only fori itss two local, es¬ Who does warble
One trade argument that has
and the Ethical Practices Com¬ ball, and belted out “Some of ing number- of transient attrac¬ tablishments, Palmer House, and
Conrad Hilton. Under her present
mittee of the AFL-CIO..
I| .
These Days.” natch, as her climax- tions: Many, promoters, are book¬ contract, however,; she’s allowed to; fallen, on deaf congressional ears
is
that Uncle /Sam would realize
er. She returned to acknowledge ing stuff in town to lure the cus¬ produce outside.
more revenue if the tix wffre cut,
the massive applause and spoke tomers away from the huge ex¬
per
the Upped collections from
Lymon
is
considered
ripe
for
movingly about her recent visit to position for a few. hours.
U.S. debut in the wake of a success- : theatres and arenas since the Fed-,
Israel, saying she plans to under¬
in addition to the many .exhibits, ful nitery tour by the similar Mar¬ eral amusernent tax was modified.
take financing of an Israeli hospi¬ rides, and attractions at the
tal as her latest philanthropy grounds, there will be stars in the tin Denny foursome, also . Hono¬ Theory is that nightlife business
lulu-Spawned. Lymon’s American would boom sufficiently to more
Chicago, June 9.
there. :•
' :
Arena, running the full I'iQ days,
Adolph Cornden & Betty Green, on a louiyday to two-week.booking reputation (apart from Yank tour¬ than compensate for the reduction.
Judy Garland’s Opera jj House
ist
word-of-mouth) obtains from
gross was disappointingly |! despite who disclosed they are negotiating policy. The Arena shows under five alburns, notably, his “Taboo”
$101,132 for seven days, j; Show, to bring “A Party” to Washing¬ the direction of WayneDailard set for Hi-Fi Records.
which fmaled last Sunday 7 >, was ton’s .National Theatre in early ( haye inked John Harris’ “Ice Cascaled to $8.80 for the 3;6o6-seater. fall, performed excerpts from the pades”; Country America; Roy
Caracitv for the stand was about show-, Bolger planed in from the Rogers : Show;
Sam
Snyder’s
Coast for the affair and had diffi¬ “Aqua-Follies”; The Art Linklet- Swan Room, N.O., Drops
'. Washington, June 9.
$140,000.
|:
Feeling was that the Garland culty getting off stage. The audi¬ ter; Show; Lawrence Welk; Harry
Shows for Summer Rep. Randall S: Harmpn (D-ind.)
magic was diminished.’for |[the big ence,kept Wanting more.
Belafonte; Kabuki Dancers; arid
New
Orleans,
June
9.
j
has
introduced
legisiatrori to re¬
Templeton’s comedy spoof on The Oregon Story Pageant.
house because of the s.nger’s near
The Hotel Monteleone’s Swan peal the cabaret tax. It’s identical
sellout engagement here last Sep¬ current male .diskers registered
In. competition, Northwest Re¬ Room has dropped shows for. the • to a number of bills proposed aibig with the fancy-dressed crowd,
tember at Orchestra Hail: jj
leasing, in association with the summer months and will operate
Package, with comic Alan lung, and he had. the compliment of
; ready by other Congressmen. .
oldtime vaude hcofer John W. complete silence white . playing Paramount: Theatre,: have set a ; under a new policy until SeptemBut. prospects fori Capitol Hill
{Buck and- Bubbles. Gordon Jen¬ various selections, classical and series of one and. two-niters, includ¬ ■1 her, when acts. will be resumed:
jerry Lewis, “My Fair Lady,” | Nick Stuart, entertainment direc- [ action on such legislation this year
kins orch and singers and dancers, otherwise: Bellamy, arriving after ing
Ximenez-Vargas . Ballet Espanol, ; tor of the plush spot, is .already ; are growing dimmer all the time.
his
performance
in
‘‘Sunrise
at
opens at the San Francisco Memo¬
Vincent .•Price, in “Dear. Theo,”
rial Opera House July lii for 10 Garnpobello” at the National Thea¬ Shai K; Ophiri Louis Armstrong ■'negotiating with top name acts for [ Top priority of the administration
appearances In the fall.
tre, told some jokes and .spoke,
davs.
i to. balance this year’s Federal
. and Patricia Morrison in. “The Gay
briefly about Israel Bonds.
. ■ ■
I;
The room is now a. dining spot
90s
Revue.”
The
Ellison
White
U.. S. Supreme Court Justice
with. music but no dancing. Russ budget niearis ?tem. opposition to
judy Booked Into Li A. .
Bureau: has ; inked “L’il Abner,” Bobroswski, former coricertmaster [ any tax reduction
Felix
Frankfurter
was
honorary.
Los Angeles Jjitne 9.
Judy Garland Revue has been ball chairman, with . David Lloyd The[. Cleveland Symphony,: Ballet of the New Orleans Philharmonic
booked into Shrine And [for five Kreger serving as chairman. Tal¬ Russe De Monte Carlo, and three Symphony, and four members of
to follow after the exposition shut¬ this group make up string ensem¬
nieht performances. July 14-18. ent was lined up by. Sheldon. ters.
■ • ‘v ■■■■■■
ble featured nightly.
Show, the same as she opened May Wen gel.
Celebrity Attractions; ai:e bring¬
11 at Met in N.Y.. will be scaled
ing
in.
Jan Pe.erce; Andres Sego¬
from $2 to So top.
j;
Hyannis, Mass., Curfew
Chicago, June 9. [
via, plus four more for one-niters.
John Moss and Fred Hayman are
" Second of the Black Sheep key
Clips Midtuwn Clubs Irving Gfanz “Jazz a La Carte”
presenting.
with Ahmad Jamal, Dakota Staton,
clubs (franchised by B u r t oh
. Hyannis, Mass., June 9.
. Edict of the town fathers in cut¬ arid Shelley. Mann is the first pro¬
Browne of the Chl-NVY.-WashingDenver, June 9.
ting closing time of three clubs motion in town June ilth.
toxi Gaslight, pubs) wrill open in
Regular niteries with floor
Gobd weather, extra promotion
from 1 a.m. to midnight, has re¬
sulted in: switch . of the Catalina shows, movie hoiises, clubs with and new rides combined to give August . or September in Frisco
nitery into a. beanery,
Bobby combos, and. cafes are setting I Eliich Gardens here a wham open- with two Chicagoans operating—
Sylvan Lipschutz,. ah insurance
The Rotary International will be Carle and the Bleridaires had been heavy budgets, tb get a hunk of I ing. •
spending considerable coin at its booked into the spot for. the sum¬ the floating buck. . Nearby towns j. The new “Turnpike,” scenic exec, arid Benn Reyes, ex-Frisco
and
counties
are
pushing
their
an¬
mer
by
Fred
Petty,
Boston
booker.
convention., which started Sunday
! auto ride, wowed the [kids and teen¬
Selectmen cracked down on nual shindigs of fairs, rodeos, arid agers, while “The .Wild Moose,” newsman arid publicist, and. lat¬
‘ 7 >. The group has hired (Madison
terly a show biz promoter, in the
Square Garden. N. Y„ where it three midtown clubs, Catalina, Cof¬ celebrations to get a bumper crop installed late in ’58 season, con¬
.
;
held two big variety showsi on Sun¬ fee . House arid Rennies, to curb of spenders.
tinued to rake in the coin. Sched¬ U.S. arid Australia.
“rowdyism”
iii
the
early
ayem.
Frisco branch, for which a long¬
day and Monday. Arthur Knorr,
uled for completion in mid-June
term
(
lease
was
sighed
recently,
former producer at the Roxy Thea¬ Twenty three other license hold¬
is “Rub-a-dub-dub,” ail original
tre. X. Y.. who has handled other ers in... the Cape resort town
Elitch water . ride with float- will locate in the centre of the
town's
newly-burgeorihig
cafe
dis¬
mass convention entertainment, escaped the edict because of loca¬
through scenes and live animals
tions away from the center of town;
was in charge of the program.
from . Mother
Goose
nutrsery trict on Sacramento St. Majority of
Nitery ops protested that the
the
club’s
stockholders,
according
Knorr converted one corner of
rhytnes.
to Reyes, will, be drawn from Bay
the Garden to a gigantic stage with witching hours of 12-1 is worth all
. Washingtori,. June 9.
The. 68th season brought Jimmy
a 40 x 60 platform and two sets of the early evening hours, 8-10,
Irvin .: arid Israel Feld have (Dancing Shoes) Palmer and his Area social arid; business leader¬
ship. This and pther Black Sheeps
of eurtains along with a [gigantic but to no avail. The action caused worked o-u t. .• an “Irtternjational
switchboard to handle the lights the Bobby Carle group loss in Night”, to open their Carter Bar¬ band to the Trocadero Ballroom. will boast the turn-of-the-century
bookings which , they had refused ron Amphitheatre season Thurs¬ Les Brown followed last week decor, that characterizes thO pro¬
and cues.
|
'
Sunday’s layout had Guy Lom¬ because of the Catalina all summer day (11), ; honoring Washington’s 82 while Teddy Phillips took over totype Gaslights, including lotsa
5th through 11th to be followed by
bardo. Heidi Krall, Ralph Hunter &
Ambassadors plus other. VIPs. First the Jimmy Dorsey orchestra, stained glass,, cigar store Indian,
player piano and swinging: doors,
Negro Line for Brit. Spot
Collegiate Chorale, Mahafia Jackshow in the dugout is “Clown and
Churchill’s, London, is slated to. the Baton” starring Red Skelton fronted by Lee Castle, June 12 to all authentic.
son and Ed Herlihy, Monday’s ses¬
finish
out
the
month.
sion had Ray Block, Chet Huntley use a Negro line starting in July. and David: Rose.
Initial Black 'Sheep, operation
Ten plays will hit -the boards of kicked.off last March 17 in Den-?
Eddy Arnold. Minnie Pearl. Prom- Kenneth Later Agency is set to
Featured, too, are Charles Darenaders, Robert Merrill, Yivan cast the chorus out of New York. vo, .Swedish singer; Chiquita & the summer theatre under direc¬ ver. Of the others to contie, one is
The British nitery is normally Johqson, Hungarian aero-ballet tion of Arthur Sircom. First is to be operated in, Phoeriix by vet
Della Chiesa and Victor Borge.
There will be a giant dance at the on a revue policy, but generally team; and Raphael Mendez, Mexi¬ “Third Best Sport.” Ludi Claire baridleader-tuniesmith; (now retired)
arid Thomas Coley will have leads: Ted Fio Rito.
Garden tonight (Wed.v. •!;
uses local fernmes:
can trumpet performer*

Drake, Chi, Lives Up
Strom Nase Shed

Sell 50QG in IsraeB Bods

N.Y. PoHce Cancel
Aussie Duo’s Permit

Lymon’s Hawaiian Four
Bows Eyewater, CM,
Retura t» Flour Stows

JUDY’S GROSS HITS
SHORT 101G IN CHI

BILL TO KO CAFE TAX
GIVEff SHALL CHANCE

Into Frisco

Rotary Int’l Blowing
Works at N.Y. Conclave

To Bow D,C. Series
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AGVA IN DUAL PROBE HOTSEAT
To Resign in Harassment Campaign
Philadelphia, June 9.
The Latin Casino; flagship of the
city's’ niteries for two decades, is
moving to New Jersey. Owners
Dave Dushoff and Dallas Gerson
confirmed long-rumored reports
with announcement of purchase of
a license .in Delaware Township,
Camden County, across highway,
from the Garden State Racetrack. ,
Philly ops have long been eyeing
the more liberal Jersey'laws, eas¬
ier purchasing of liquor and open
Sabbath provided by move. Current
operation in midtown Philly will
chut down June 13 after close of
Johnny Mathis’ run. Latin Casino
will be converted into a catering
6p0t.
Owners e x p e c t to open Jersey
location early next year. Archi¬
tect’s plans call for new club to be
built in shape of amphitheatre,
with dining area to seat 1,500. It
will occupy an 11-acre, tract with
parking space for 1.500 cars.
Owners stated: “We have sim¬
ply outgrown the . physical possi¬
bilities of our present-location and
parking has become an impossible
problem.’’ Their decision was prob-'
a bly .accelerated recently when
what seemed to be shaping up as
a fair season suddenly collapsed
with six losing weeks in a row.
Closing of Latin leaves midtown
Philly with only Celebrity Room, a
more intimate type club, to fea¬
ture name acts.

A.C. Convention Business
Booms to New Peaks At
$100-Per-Delegate Rate
Atlantic City, June 9.
. Convention business; “the ■. life
blood of this resort for. 42 weeks
of the year, reached a new peak
in May. :
Wayne Stetson, manager of the
resort’s Convention bureau, said
the resort entertained 81 meetings
in May, with a total attendance of
65,529.
Not listed were the
many small groups which gather
continually in the various hotels
without publicity of any kind. •'
Stetson estimated that the con¬
vention delegates left something
like $6,552,900 plus with resort
businessmen. The bureau made' a
study . of convention spending a
year or so ago and' came up with
the fact that average spending, per
delegate was approximately $100
with a stay of four days.
Last May, in. 1958, the city
through, its. convention bureau en¬
tertained 48,705 delegates who
came here with 77 conventions: In
1957 some 79 conventions were
booked, but only 45,294 came here.
In 1956,. a very: poor convention
year as far. as the city was con¬
cerned, only 55 Conventions were
booked, with 43,068 attending.
Both this month and July seem
sure to also be record breaking
convention months., A total of 55
gatherings are slated to meet here
Including such as. the American
. Medical Assn., which started sessions Sunday (7), with oyer 15,000
. physicians from all sections, of the
Country and many parts of the
world in attendance.
.
One of the largest cbnventions to
be entertained comes here July 519 when members of the Ancient
Arabic Order Nobles of the Mystic
Shrine, of North America. take over
the town. They will be followed
in by the National Housewares
Manufacturers Assn. The Shrine
brings 20,000 delegates, the Housewares show 6,000.

Lotus Club, D.C., Starts
New Policy With Davis Jr,
Washington, June 9.
New ownership of Lotus Club
here launches big-name, policy
week of June 15 with Sammy Davis
Jr.
David brothers-—Fred, Edward
and Henry—who operate Crescent
Restaurant, took over the nitery
June'T from a group of owmers do¬
ing business as Cooperative Inc.
Purchase price was not disclosed.

By JOE COHEN
Washington, June 9.
The 12th annual convention of
the American Guild of Variety Art¬
ists which met last week in Wash¬
; Chicago, June 9.
ington discovered that it was one
Dean Martin and Harry , Bela- of the most looked into organiza¬
fonte are being dickered by the tions within the show: biz Union
Chez Paree for late summer or orbit. AGVA learned: last week
fall engagements.. Nitery is also that the Select Senate Committee
talking a reprise for Louis Prim a on Improper Practices in Labor
& Keely Smith to - include New and Management was vitally’ in¬
terested in that union . and ...had
Year’s eve.
Belafonte. has never played the* been looking into its affairs-since
club, and Martin hasn’t been back last August, and that the AFLsince his break with . Jerry Lewis. CIO was evidencing more than
Martin was to. have. appeared: here¬ passing interest in the practices by
in April, but cancelled because of the top paid administrative eche¬
lon of AGVA.
picture commitments.
These disclosures added spice
to what was one of the stormiest
meetings' in the Union’s .checkered
history. It was probably, one of
the only conventions which never
got around to adopting an agenda,
so violent were the quarrels and
recriminations..
. The highlight of the. meeting
wias the report given by the un¬
ion's president Penny ; Singleton
and the tactics adopted by the ad¬
herents of national administrative
secretary Jackie Bright to prevent
her from delivering that report
Chicago, June 9.
■ Vice- ridden suburban Calumet which excoriated the union’s paid
City,;. with ' its rb wof stripptries, administration, especially in re¬
has been “up against a concerted gard to the union’s home for- the
harassment of late that may bode, j .aged and indigent at South Fallsat last, a genuine cleanup of the I burgh, N.. Y., which has yet to
' house anyone fitting the category
town. .'
; for which it was created.
Sheriff’s cops and state troopers,
Miss Singleton charged that the
frequently swooping in jointly, paid administration deceived the
have been raiding -the offending membership. ““They are so busy
saloohs. at an accelerated tempo in protecting their way of life, that
the' past month, and with impres¬ the actor has been made a secsive results. Biggest prize to date
(Contihued on page 66)
for the gendarmes came within the
fortnight when they bagged 97 on
one raid, including strippers, Bgirls, .bartenders and . managers.
Many of those pinched subsequent¬
ly faced the local and. Federal
grand juries for data as to vice
practices and possible tax delin¬
quency.
As has so often- been the case, it
may remain for Uncle Sam to
Wield the. broom, via Internal
Revenue Service. The bureau last
Friday (5) filed tax liens1 against
Washington, June 9.
three Cal City joints for nonpay¬
Joey Adams has been selected
ment of withholding and. excise by Jackie“Bright* national admin¬
taxes. Arrearage of two of the istrative secretary of the American
spots is less than $1,000, but the Guild of Variety Artists, to be his
third, according to IRS, owes over Choice for the presidency. of the
$10,000. - . .
union. He has been picked to. run
against incumbent Penny Single¬
ton, an avowed enemy of Bright in
the. Union’s administration, and
who has been asked to resign by
a Bright coritrolied national board.
(See separate story.)
Others named as presidential
Eartha Kitt. has signed for a
String of Negro theatres. She’s nominees are Rajah Rabpid, who
pacted for the Tivoli, Chicago; Aug. resigned as first veepee of the un¬
1; HoWaid, Washington, Aug. 14 ion, at the convention; Bobby Faye
and the Apollo. Theatre, N. ' Y-, and former president Gus Van. It’s
Aug. 28.
“ believed “that all (possibly except
Miss Kitt will head a" unit which Raboid) will retire in favor of a
will comprise the Jaye Bros., Will two-candidate slate. However,, the
Gaines and The Wanderers. She possibility still exists that Bright
discovered . that there’s consider¬ may run. another candidate should
able loot in theatres. During a re¬ a stronger name. present itself’
cent date at .the Apollo, Miss Kitt Others can be 'nominated by pe¬
tition.
went into percentages.
Adams went down tcfWashington
on Friday (5) at Bright’s Request for
a conference. Mrs. Joey Adams
Black Orchid, Ghi, In
said that her husband had a club
New Management Shifts date Saturday (6) in that, city;
Nominations for the first ViceChicago, June 9, .
(Continued on page 66)
Efforts to revive the shAky Black
Orchid were started last week with
some intra-management shifting
New AGVA Flack
that makes Pat Fontecchio the ma¬
Washington, June 9.
jor figure, at least for the nonce.
Irving Grossman, longtime board
Kingpin Paul Raffles, though re¬ member of the American. Guild of
taining a lesser stake in the nitery, Variety Artists, has been: named
is ankling for active participation public relations director of the
to join his. father-in-law, shoe AGVA Foundation at $175 weekly
manufacturer Harry Karl, on the plus expenses^ At the same time
Coast. Status of the third partner, the board vetted to hire a tempo¬
Bill Doherty, /was Undetermined at rary public relations firm to
deadline, amid talk he may reduce counter the bad .press given the
his interest or bowout entirely.
union during, their deliberations
Club’s poor condition, including in this city. It was reported that
a sizable but undisclosed tax bill one firiia was. willing to do the job
due Uncle Sam, has been an. open on a short term basis for $250
“secret” for some time. It’s under¬ plus expenses not to exceed $125.
stood that Fontecchio has lured “ It has been an old union practice
fresh green into the operation from at AGVA for board member? and
an unnamed “angel” whose, identity officers loyal to the administration
is expected shortly.;
to be rewarded with jobs.

Chi Chez Paree Paging
Dean Martin, Belafonte

Like It s Serious

To Run Vs. Penny
For ACVA Prexy

EARTHA K1TT TO TOUR
NEGRO THEATRE CHAIN

Washington, June 9.
The national board of the
American Guild of Variety Artists,
in Its three-day meeting at the
Raleigh hotel here, took an unpre¬
cedented step in passing a reso¬
Honolulu, June 9.
lution asking the union’s president
Sheraton Hotel chain, which took Penny Singleton to resign on the
oyer the four Matson Navigation ground that she failed to return
Co, Waikiki Hotels last week, will to the board meeting after profan¬
shut down the Maunakea Room ni¬ ity was hurled at her by former
tery atop the Princess Kaiulani president Georgie Price.
Hotel. Space will be converted in¬
The resolution passed after her
to luxury, penthouse suites. The walkout climaxed a long series of
room has never been a money¬ harassments against the union’s
maker.
president. She had taken consid¬
New owners of the Royal Ha¬ erable punishment during the con¬
waiian, Moana; Surf Rider and vention which preceded the nation¬
Princess Kaiulani also plan to al board meet, having been unseat¬
build a cocktail lounge, near the ed as the confab’s chairman, and
Royal Hawaiian's main entrance.; had been foreedtofighTto'be
Pending are plans for a $10,000.- heard at the meeting.
000 600-room hotel behind the
The board also passed another
Royal Hawaiian.
Present names of the four.hotels resolution disbanding all the com¬
mittees
set up by Miss Singleton,
will be retained intact, without the
addition of the hyphenated Shera¬ including the finance committee
which
would
have studied the un¬
ton title.
ion’s financial structure and ex¬
penditures.
Other
resolutions
passed by the board include one
to hire a public relations counsel¬
lor to counter the extremely had
press given the union during its
Washington meet, and to cooperate
with the McClellan Committee.
The incidents leading up to the
request for her resignation came
upon questioning started by the
appearance of an article in the
: Daily Variety on the current inAtlantic Citv. June 9. ;j vestigation of the union by the
Steel Pier, which draws more; Senate Committee on Improper
than 1.500.000 cash customers at; Practices in Labor and Manage$1.40 top through its turnstiles j ^ent. The story had previously
each . summer season, goes into | broken in the local press. Lead by
daffy operation Friday (12) with i Trying Grossman, Bobby Faye,
top names hooked for its vaude- j Price and other staunch supportville house and the'best of the i *rs of national administrative secnation’s name bands due to play; retary Jackie Bright, the convenfor the dancers in its ocean Marine •
(Continued on page 67)
ballroom. .
i
—^---Pier will continue policy of past |
_

Sheraton Shuts Down
Honolulu Hotel Rood

®Bcw«r

pictures, and one vaudeville and *
motion pictures; a thrill circus and
water sports show featuring the
diving horse and performing por¬
poises in the. arena at the pier’s
Washington, June 9.
end; big top acts including clowns
Toppers of the American Guild of
and animals; fun houses, exhibits,
including the diving bell which Sir’S
carnes yacatmmsts to the bottom ingt0n as the convention site. This
of„ni. n " ! city* they have learned since to
.
on the pier, but not new, their extreme regret, is one of the

D.C. Fishbowl Is No
Place? for Secret Meet

Wgter?which’willhe aico

j

th» Thrcc^tnnee, with 1 quest for verbiage. The union also
peg|tosby;

cl“unS

“blost ^rti“big ft^ne bands have j
aFL^CIo!
(Continued on page 67)
■■ Brown, an assistant to George
--^ —
~
' Meany, AFL-CIO president, to de-

ARMY TALENT CONTEST
UIMA1C CCT 1TTRIC

IQ fused to divulSe for what regions.
The union’s first brush with
Washington, June 9. I newspapermen came when It..told
Finals of ’59 All-Army Enter-; Lee M. Cohn of the Washington
tainmeht Contest are skedded for! Post that he wasn’t allowed. He
the nearby Fort Belvoir, Va., Wal-j Protested that this was the first
lace Theatre June 16-18. with tal- j labor convention that he wasn’t alent divided into two main classes, lowed to attend, fie Subsequently
vOcal-instrumental and specialty. | asked contacts at the office of the
Winners ..will'appear on“gd Sulli- | Select Senate Committee on Imvan television show in August and j proper Practices in Labor and Man- ,
tour world in ’60 edition of “Roll- agement headed by Sen. McClellan
ing Along.”
; (D.-Ark.) what kind of organization
Judges for vocal - instrumental; this was that didn’t want its operclass are Lee Schapiro, musical di-j ations covered. The Committee aprector, RCA Victor Records, New I parently said that they would also
York; Dr. L. Jeanette Wells, Cath- “like to know and that it had been
olic University music professor; investigating this organization since
Scott Kirkpatrick, National Thea- • August.
tre manager here; Capt. Samuel! The initial story sent other pa•Loboda, U. S, Army Chorus com-! pers and Time and Newsweek re¬
manding officer; and Capt. William ; porters around, to join the Variety.
Mobley, U. S. Navy School of Mu-j When the loudspeaker system was
sic commanding officer.
\ functioning well, all outside the
Specialty class judges are Ed- meeting room could hear. However,
ward Robbins, William Morris “their life was made miserable by
Agency, New York; Cay Knockey,! a sadistic sergeant at arms Lea
Arena Stage general manager < Rivet, a Montreal delegate, who
here; Les Carpenter of Variety’s i would swing out both doors
Washington bureau; Don Hearn,; rapidly in order to clip reporters.
Washington Post cabaret critic.
j He became expert at it after a
. ■ ■ ■— ---. ; while.
Mane Palmay, singing comedi-j
ennei back from Las Vegas opens i
.',er? a‘5° ?a;sed *°J~
June 16 for one week at the Park|bldduiS delegates to inform the
(Continued on page 67)
Inn, Valley Stream, L.I.
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Finance Com. Exit
Means End of AGVA Coin
Study; 33G Phone Bill

AGVA Convention Sidel^hts
One of the headscratchers of the convention came during Jackie
Bright’s report in his defense of a stay at the height of the winter
season at a Miami Beach, beachfront hotel. Denying that he had to
justify this action and that he wa's an employee of the union, he asked,
“What am I a high-priced office boyr-a stooge? Do I have to tell you
everytime I go to the men’s room or when I eat, I am not an employee
of this union, I am an executive. Do you call the president of the
United States an employee? We are not servants.”

This dissolution of the finance
committee by the national board
Which adjourned its meeting early
this : morning, indicates that all
studies of the union finances will
be dropped; The union has; voted
in a recommendation by national
| administrative' secretary Jackie
*’ ji
’ *
.* ■
Bright to increase the initiation
Resignation of Rajah Raboid as first veepee of the union was made fees of principals from §100 to
during a question and answer period. After telling reporters that he | $150 and from $50 to $75 for chowould leave. because of his disgust with the way things Were run, he rus members. Chorus members on
mounted the stand and resigned with good feeling for all.
j one-time deals are to pay $25 and
•
*};■..*
*
; $5 for each week, worked.
One of the recommendations by Jackie. Bright is that initiation fees ■!: Several charges have been made!
be raised from §100 to $150 for principal members and from $50 to by president . Penny Singleton
S75 for chorus members. At .the same time, the administration.. will Which includes the statement that
make an attempt to get ah'-overall .salary'increase.
* ;!•
*
*.
|: out of the union's income’of $944,- .
' 309 last :yeari riet remaining in
George A. Hamid, chairman of the AGVA Welfare Trust Fund, came the treasury , was $19,527.
She
down lo address the candidates on the status of the Fund. His opening : warned that , the organization canwas a nod for the hardworking Nat AbraraSori; who died recently.Jj not survive if 98c out of every
There was a minute of silence in honor of the former head of the WOR ;'dollar goes out in disbursements.
Artists Bureau. ’
ji
* ;;
*
*
..
.*• j' Other facets brought to. light about.
.: the Bright stewardship is the size
Elly Ardelty one of the top high acts,- who represented the outdoor ;/of its telephone, bill which funs to
branch of Sarasota, made a i fervent pitch to permit the importation $33,000 annually. Among other exof the Moscow State Circus to the U.S. for a tour. She said that there ; penses that have been brought to
are no schools for acrobatics! left in this, country, arid the sole means ;. light is an annual expenditure of a
of keeping this branch of the I profession alive was to permit the flow of j! sum around $500 • for fresh flowers
new ideas that come with imported outdoor acts. Otherwise- she felt, | in the N. Y: office. .
the outdoor performers would die because of attrition of ideas.
!
The. finance committee was dis...*h.
*
*
;
..
..j]
One of the surprises of the convention was the comparative silence 1! solved, ..as:, were all others appoint:
ed
by Miss Singleton..
. by Dick Jones, elected as a delegate from Philadelphia. It was felt I
that Jones, a voluble and articulate for a Bright. Would stampede the i There is 4 likelihood that the
meet with some florid rhetoric. However, he was very much a toned jI national board will vote salary in¬
'down Jones from the firebrand who attended previous meets. Somesi' creases for some employees. This
delegates wondered how come especially during his mild speech against, will be acted upon in an in-camthe AGVA Foundation loan. .
■ i• bra session. Bright gets $500 week*
*
'• ;1j ly in salary, which .is the same
For a convention attended: hy many comics and show biz folk, the , that is gotten hy other union leadAGVA powwow was a singularly humorless affair. There was only ,an ‘ ers. including David Dubirisky and
o?ca?:onal sound of laughter.| Otherwise, the delegates had to look out¬ Walter Reutfier, with memberships
far greater than the claimed 12;000 j
side the convention room at the Raleigh Hotel for its kicks.
*
; for AGVA.»,
AGVA achieved the status of some of its bigtime sister unions. It
had its first major robbery; of “important papers.” Ernie Fast, mid- >
west regional director, reported that his roorix was rifled, jewelry and :
money were left untouched.; but papers that would be detrimental to •
‘'certain parties” in the union, were stolen. He refused to. say who
Continued' from; page 1 555'
would benefit by the theft of; the documents just when it was disclosed
that the McClellan Committee was interested. His announcement of readied her. retirement, to. devote
the theft at the meeting, caused a. 15-minute recess so that the dele- . her time : to thti education of a
gates could inspect their rooms. No other burglaries were reported,
brood of adopted children of mixed
* j;
*
'. *
•'
races. There was a farewell en-;
Ralph De Toiedano, Washington rep of Newsweek who was another j gagement at the Olympia.
new.'.man refused admission Pto the AGVA confab, stormed that only ! But Josie is. back again—With r.o
one other convention had ever barred him—the Communist Party con- ’ sad talk of retirement this time—
vention in New York of some years ago*
• j at the Olympia, and her absence
One of the strongest worded telegrams ever addressed to an. AGVA ! Seems to have hypoed her popular¬
convention was sent by Deriver member Don Gilbert, who. said, “If ity. A new public has joined the
old: faithfuls, and she is a smash,
Jay Lister is seated then \ye know the convention has been rigged.” :
having the greatest hit of
HJ called for a congressional investigation of Jackie Bright and the possibly,
her career.
d s'rirment of attorney Harold Berg.
! '■’ ..i
. She has kept her .girlish figure
and her laugh and sex voltage. She j
is still an . extraordinary ; enter-;
tainer, at once chic and down-to- j
earth: As. she struts down the
grand staircase on her entrance,
^^ Cor.tfnued from' pa?c 2
decked out in : the extravagant
banquet and nitery biz. lie has has, frequently taken, chances on plumage of bid revue tradition and
wearing a tight; shimmering dress,
been instrumental in widening its newcomers.
Philippe, who is 49, entered, the she flashes a smile.1 that is like an
show biz contacts, enlarging the employ of the Waldorf at the age explosion in a diamond mine: Thus,
scope of its bookings.. For ex¬ • of 20 just three days after the she kids the ritual arid is at the
ample, he was the first to call upon : inn opened at its present Park same time its best, surviving ex¬
ponent.
•
top Negro names for the hotel. He ‘ Avenue site. In 1943, he succeed¬
Banking on the theory that Jose- !
ed Oscar i Tschirky). of the Waldorf,
provided an exciting schedule of • the famed culinary genius. He has phine is a show in herself,: Bruno
names for the Waldorf’s Empire ■ since developed a staff which, has Coquatrix hasn’t provided much of
Room and the Starlight Roof.
“Paris Mes
; enlarged the banquet and cater¬ a supporting show.
In addition, Philippe has cre¬ ing business so that during, the Amours,”. as the vehicle is called,
ated international public relations ' past 15 years it ■'.-has exceeded hasn’t the spectacular razzle-daz¬
by contacts with various ! corre¬ , $150,000,000.
zle of the Folies-Beirgereor Casino
spondent groups and newspapers.
In his new post Philippe will be revues arid its skits are on the sour
He brought into the Waldorf orbit 7 able to contribute to the planning side arid its acts seem to have come;
Of names such personalities as ; of the new Zeckendorf Hotel so. out of the wood-work of an old
Lena Horne, Maurice Chevalier, ; as to add the benefit of his own yaUdeviUe circuit. The choreogra¬
Harry Belafonte and others. In practical experience to the archi- phy and dancing of George Reich
addition to these names, Philippe i tects’ plans;
and his “Ballets Ho”! troupe lend a
\
'.- i"
modern note and La Baker, evi¬
j
Comeflie Francaise
dently
not wanting or needing nos¬
‘ Philippe, married to actress
Mony. Dalmes, has a daughter talgia as a crutch, neglects to sing
any
of
her . old songs—not even her
• Claudia by a former marriage. He
In
is a founder-member of the gour¬ theme, “j’ai deux amours ”
truth,
her new. material is only
met society, Les Amis d’Esqoffier,
•
1 and later organized the Lucullus so-so.'
Press arid public are so ecstatic
• Circle.
; Philippe, last year, was indicted at seeing Josephine again that the
tax violations in the New York flaws of “Paris Mes Amours” have
With His Troubadors 7; for
Federal Court.
He denied the escaped with scant mention. The
!
charges
and was given a vote of Olympia has. a, hit that1 will run
NOW AT
| confidence by the Hilton board of the summer and deep’into next I
■ -.1
i directors. Last week. Federal Judge '.season.
j Thomas Murphy dismissed one. of
|the
counts
and
ordered
the
Gov-;
RENO, Nev.
| eminent to furnish full particu- Project Major Resort
i lars on the remainder.

Josephine Baker

Philippe iofns Zeckendorf

NICK
LUCAS

HOLIDAY HOTEL

For Hawaiian Beach

Album Reviews, VARIETY, Jane 3, soys:
"Sammy Davis, Jr., who playi In 'FQRGY AND BESS' has been replaced by

! CAB CALLOWAY
for this COLUMBIA package.

CALLOWAY. INCIDENTALLY, IS STANDOUT on
TVE GOT PLENTY OF NOTH IN' and ’IT AIN'T NECESSARILY SO'H
_Currently (Second Week) Paramount Theatre, San Paulo, Brazil

I

Honolulu, June 9.
. Inter-Island Resorts has invested
$800,000 in 28 acres of waterfront
property at scenic Kalapaki beach
on Kauai island. With a $3,000,000
resort development contemplated.
Work will begin later this year on
the first increment of 200 rooms.
RUmors that the fesort chain
was negotiating for the choice land
has caused a sharp rise in the
firm’s stock prices in the last two
weeks.

AGVA In Probe Hotseat
^ Continued from page

—

ondary thing in this Guild. He is floor a motion to accept Bright’s
no longer an individual, he is a report, there was . a considerable .
hassle as to whether.. the, chair
dollar sigh.” She. charged that the could accept the. motion for an.;
purchase of the South Fallsburgh outside attorney. Meeting, ad¬
property was pressured through journed on that note, but the fol¬
the Mexico City convention last lowing day, N. Y. delegate Russell
June by Bright and AGVA counsel Swann opened the proceedings by •
charging Bright had deceived the
Harold Berg, and Bright' enter¬ members , and also charging Berg
tained his friends at that hospice with “acting for Bright and not
during the slimmer which resulted AGVA/’ and. he demanded the
right to introduce a substitute mo¬
in an operating loss of $7,600. tion to permit an outside attorney,
“More than one-fifth of the $35,000 as he said/ is permitted under parturned over to Bright to start a .liamentary
procedure.
Upon
home for the aged and indigent Berg’s: advice, chairman Campo
went into a program of self-ag^ ruled out the motion.
grandizement for the self-elected
An observer, from the AFLrCIO
president of the AGVA Founda¬ was present at all the meetings.
tion” (a separate corporation set up George Brown, an assistant to
to operate the home): She charged ! AFL-CIO president George Meany,
that none of the aged had received ' delivered a greeting from, the parone cent of the $50,000 spent by. ; ent Uriiori and remained for most
AGVA Foundation:
of the sessions.
Reiterates Charges
Brown was asked by newspaper¬
She reiterated charges that . the men whether. he. was: acting as an
home does not belong to AGVA official observer,. He said/ “I came
but to its incorporators headed by only to deliver a greeting.”Jackie Bright, and. that, its opera¬
“It takes four days to deliver a
tion as a home for the aged is il¬ greeting?”
legal because it has; not .complied
“That’s my business.” .
with requirements: set by the N.Y; j
State Dept, of Social Welfare,
which has not yet issued a certifi¬
cate to the AGVa Foundation;
Also in her speech was a letter
from Robert Mayer, chief counsel
Continued from pigis 65 55553
for the AFL-CIO, which advised
that the national board interest it¬ ■ presidency are Johnny Woods, Raself in this matter and engage • boid,'. Joe Campo, Bobby Faye,
counsel.
[ Murray. Lane, Paul Duke arid .Irvi
Miss Singleton was permitted to j ing Grossman. For second ye epee:
go on .because of a deal arrived at CamPP, Faye, Gandy ; Cariflido,
between the Bright forces and the
opposition. - After Miss. Singleton Frank Ross; Dick Jones, Johnny
declared, on. the floor ..that she Woods, Dick Martin, Paul Valen¬
would not. be. railroaded but of tine, Romeo Perusse, Raboid, Roy
giving, her report, delegate Murray Rogers (not the cowboy), Russell
Lane, on-a point of personal privi¬
lege, seized the floor and described Swann, Buddy Walker and Murray.
For third .Veepee: Harry
what he termed were deceits in Lane.
the operation of the home. He de¬ King, . Jeanette Starr, Campo, Irv¬
scribed the home as a jungle unfit ing Grossmari, Joe Evans, Ross,
for habitation by the aged. Its Sally Wirithrop, Gandido, Faye/
remoteness, he said, makes it. only Charlie Brett, Rogers, Frank/Pal¬
a place where the poor arid old mer, Matty King; Armand Marion, .
would go to wait for death,; and Birdd Jacobson, Don George, Rus¬
urged that a site like Florida be sell Sw^nn, Jimmy ;Vai Gray,,.Vince.
Silk, . Pat . Patton, and Lulu Mans¬
sought instead.
" .
Because of the character of this field.
For recording secretary: Miss
speechthe Bright forces proposi¬
tioned its oppoents that it would Singleton, Miss W.inthrop, Jones,
give Miss Singleton time at 3 p.m. Linda Compton, Basil Rathbone,
on Thursday (4) to give her talk, Peter Ghan, Vivian DUncan, Bob
only if they didn’t bring up the Haley, Duncan Renaldo,' Frankie.
For treasurer: Joe
AGVA Foundation. Although the Richardsondissidents had no choice but to Smith, Jones, Lane; Peter Chari
agree, it was known that she could and Armand Marion.
give her report without; any action, ; To be elected are delegates from
since the meeting would go back 12 cities, as well as three delegates
to querying Bright on his report at large.
There were several
which was not accepted, but voted lengthy discussions, that devel¬
to be received. This left no pos¬ oped.. Murray Lane, Who had been
sibility of a motion to act on her nominated as a delegate from Bal¬
report. The questioning of Bright timore; disclosed that he had that
continued until nominations were day shifted his home branch to that
made,' arid then to top off the pro¬ city. He will run against incum¬
ceedings, the convention voted to bent Midge Jackson. .Attorney
give the AGVA Foundation an ad¬ Harold Berg ruled, that there was
ditional $15,000 loan, . The meet¬ no residence restrictions on run¬
ing adjourned following reports of ning from another branch.
An¬
the Appeals board, and the na¬ other developed over discussion
tional board meethig opened the over nomination of "Dick Bain, who
following day.
is in the Navy and is connected
with the band as an’entertainer, as
Stormy From Start
The meeting was stormy from a representative from Washington.
the start, the battle beginning with Although 'the uniori?s . constitution
the protest of the seating of Jay stipulates that Federal employees
Lester as delegate; from. Denver, are not eligible for office in AGVA,
although he hasn’t been in that being a serviceman does riot make
city for more than seven years. Bain a Federal employee, accord-.
Lester admitted that it was moral¬ ing to a ruling by. Berg.
Nominees can withdraw! until a
ly wrong, but would continue to
take advantage of it as long as the specified date still to be set. .Bal- :
constitution permits it. The con¬ ioting Will, be by mail Under aus¬
vention also reversed tradition for pices of the Honest Ballot Assn.
the second time during that meet,
first was electing , delegate; Joe
Campd. to chair the meet instead : glaVon;$ fun-master]
of the highest attending officer,
PROFESSIONAL
and then by voting to accept
COMEDY MATERIAL
Bright’s report ahead of those of
for oil Tkootrictfli
the officers.
"W« Servlet th« Star*"
Big Temporary Special on All:
It was then evident that Miss
35 Gag Files for U5/ Plus $1.00 Postage
Singjieton might riot. deliver her
Foreign; $1.50 ea„ 3$ for $40
report. Reading.of that report took
a 3 Parody Books, Per Bk.
. $10 a
all day Wednesday. Following the
a 4 Blackout Books, Per 6k. .. $3S •
reading, queries on the AGVA
# Minstrel Budget
.... $2$ a
How to Master the Ceremonies
Foundation started and Miss Sin¬
- $3 per Copy
gleton demanded the right to bring
No C.O.D's ........ "Always Open”
in an outside attorney to. prove
BILLY GLASON
200 W. S4th St., N.Y.C., It. CO 5*131$
that the Country Club and Recre¬
(WE TEACH CMCEEING and COMEDY)
ation. Center doesn’t belorig. to
(Let a Real Professional Train You)
AGVA. Since there was on the

Prime Joey Adams

The Amazing

Stars

ef "WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND*

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Appearing Until June 14th
9UEEN ELIZABETH HOTEL, Montreal, Canada
June 25th te July tth
SHAMROCK-HILTON HOTEL, HousIob^ T«a$
Mgh M.CJL
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wanted to consult her attorney be-. Robert Wilson Suffers
fore : answering, The. union’s at^
Blackout in Scotland
torney Harold Berg then ruled
that it was the. duty of any mem¬
Glasgow, June 9,
Continued from page 1—
ber to reveal immediately to the
Robert Wilson, vet Scot singing
bany Inter-Faith Council chiling union any talks with a Federal star, was . reported, missing last
agency regarding AGVA. Price ac¬ week. near Waterford, Southern.
the paper’s rationale. .
cused Miss Singleton as being par¬ Ireland, while appearing with his.
i Curtiss opened a two-weeker at th*
New York
"The writer of. the. May 18
tially responsible for the union’s “White Heather” concert unit.
Bari Grant signed for the Copa- J Ko-Ko Club Friday (5) ... The Art
editorial .apparently. .is .not
difficulties in this . direction and After a three-day search, singer cabana,
Aug. 80 . . . Jan Murray and Dotty Todd Trio hold over in¬
clear in his own mind about
used some strong language in the
the difference between,art and ■ process. At this point, Miss Sin¬ was found wandering in a dazed goes into the Flamingo, Las Vegas, definitely in the Casino Room of
condition,
his
clothes
in
tatters.
HA
July 10 . . , Bob Melvin dowrijfor the Ambassador Hotel. . , Marlene
materials valid for the studij
gleton Walked out. The resolution
will play the Copacabana
of social history. He says, with: ■ subsequently passed stated that was taken to a hospital in a serious the Lotus, Washington, June 15 ... Dietrich
.
condition.
Toni Bari now at..'the Gondolier... in Rio de Janiero for two -weeks
justice in our opinion, that ar- ■ the president under questioning
Wilson has been worrying for Lisa Kirk , holding ari additional beginning July 27 ... Metropolitan
tistic merit should control art.
by a former president admitted sor.ie time about the condition of five days at the Persian Room and Opera star Jean Fenn and comic
form, and then makes a plea
Bobby Sargent open a three-week
damaging publicity for whichVshe his wife’s, health. He is thought to •: will close June 19.
for blackface minstrel shows.
engagement at the Statler Hilton's
is partially responsible, abandoned have had a mental blackout.
There , is no question such min¬
Terrace Room tomorrow tll>.
her position ..of responsibility and
strel shows have long been a . got angry about the use of a single
Chicago
form of American entertain¬
profane /word;; When ordered to
Wally Griffin current at the
ment. That they constitute an
Detroit
return, she failed to resume her
Muehiebach Hotel, Kansas City,
aft form remains open to de¬
duties. Therefore she .is being
Claude Thornhill orch at the
arid
winding the show policy there
bate. If the author, of the edi¬
, asked to resign as president of the.
Roostertail...
Rocky Sullivan new
torial will read some of the
Chicago, June 9..;. for the season , . . /Billy Williams emcee at Paige’s. Lounge . , . Lorez
union.
'•••
Quartet booked for the Minnesota
scripts for. minstrel shows.
Recent opportunities for new and State
Alexandria is the singing star of
Miss Singleton stated that" she
Fair
Aug.
29
for
10
days
.
.
.
. ti'hich may be obtained, in the
overlooked talent iri major Chi Sylvia Syms back in town for the the Flame Show Bar bill . . .
will not resign, .
■Albany. Public Library, he will
Although, the vote for. the reso¬ cafes is paying off, chiefly for the jHenny Youngman bill current at Soprano Nada Olgren has joined
discover they are derogatory
comics.
Billy Falbo, a vet of out¬ f the Black Orchid , , . Peggy King baritone Randy Sabatini at the
lution was 28-10 in favor with
. : not only to Negroes, but also to
three abstentions; the vote indi¬ lying waterholes, who recently ! and Frankie Scott launch at Eddy’s Commodore Supper Club . , ..
other ethnic groups in the pop-.
plugged
a gap iri support of Julius in KayCee on Friday (12), with WXYZ-TV Comic Johnny Ginger
cates increasing; strength by the
follows his matinee tv performance
.: ulation”
dissidents in both the convention LaRosa at the Chez Paree, is back Joanne Wheatley due June 3Q . . .
The language in which minstrel, and the national board, despite the at the lairgeseater in the warmup Jimmie Komack had his stand at for kiddies with another version at
the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas, pushed Club Ciche . . . Comedienne Fritz!
dialog if “frequently1’ expressed fact that Bright has a majority for Tony Martin.
Burr stays at Club Alamo , . .
Vis of such low and even obscene that Cannot be upset at this point.
Meanwhile,. offbeat satirist Bill back to Aug. 27. Joe E. Lewis goes songstress Marianne James is at
kind that it would, insult any.; in¬ During the convention the vote for Daily, a local NBC-TV floor direc¬ there June 18 ; . . Jack E. Leonard Eddie Shepherd Chop House . . .
telligent listener,” the physician the dissidents reached as high as tor, is set for his second nitery and Jane Keaii current at the Bev¬ Mello-Larks current at the Knife
erly Club, New Orleans . . ..Roose¬
and the minister stated. .
24 votes, against 4.1 for the Bright stint, with folksinger Bob Gibson velt Hotel In the Crescent City and Fork Club.
; When young people and children forces. Last year in Mexico City at the Gate of Horn June 1$. tapped Johnny Desmond for July
“are exposed to such language, it convention, ■/ the dissidents could Daily’s booked for a week, and it’s 23, two. frames, with Marguerite
traceable to his cafe debut a few Piazza set.for Oct. 29.
TOBIAS PUSHES DIPLOMAT
damages hot only their taste but muster only two votes,
Henry Tobias, entertainment di¬
al so degrades In their minds the quips and jibes are directed, and nionths ago at the Black Orchid.
rector of the Diplomat Hotel, Mi¬
persons or group toward whom, the develops prejudices early in their
ami Beach, has embarked on a
Hollywood
Calling, attention to the action of lives. Some churches have taken/
promotional trip for the hotel. He’s
the Mount McGregor Camp direc¬ action to see that material such as
Jack Costanzo is back beating slated to visit 38 cities to talk with
that
used?
in
blackface
minstrel
tor, Freund and O’Neal wrote,
Continued from page 65
^ j the bongos at the Garden of Allah travel agents groups and organiza¬
. . . Pianist Harry Fields is holding
‘‘There is considerable difference shows is not presented to or by
between objecting to material that their members, ..They believe their press of the activities. This was down at the Brussels on Sunset tions in the interests of the inn.
He’s currently in New York.
Blvd. ., Mark Antone and Jackie
Is truly offensive and insisting up¬ professed: religion does riot con¬ generally ignored. •....'
Another1 tactic came when it was
on the deletion of passages; from done ridicule of any person or
y
decided to use loud talkers outside
classic literature becaiuse some -hy¬ group.”
The door to carry on conversation
persensitive persons resent them*
"so that the newsmen coilldn’t hear
Hardly any one can contend a
the proceedings. Mrs. Rex Weber,
blackface minstrel show is classic
wife of the union’s comptroller fa
in nature”
paid employee), started to talk
Continued from page 65
Concluded the objectors: “We
loudly
to anyone that was near. She
suggest that an amusing and lively
variety show be substituted in¬ been booked. They include Sammy picked on Anne O’Connor a Chi
Kaye,
Stan
Kenton,
Tony
Pastor,
member,
who told Mrs. Weber off
stead, and we make a plea for bet¬
ter understanding and appreciation Gene Krupa and his trio plus but good, and that tactic wasn’t
Larry
Elliott
orchestra.
Tommy
tried
again.
of the feelings of the people in
The AFL-CIO observer refused
general, whether they be facial, re¬ Dorsey orchestra starring . Warren
to comment on what he bad ob¬
ligious or so - called minority Covington.
The Quaker City Boys are the served oii four days at the union.
groups.”
attractions this weekend in the However, all sessions, but the
Music. Hall while Johnny Austin finale, which passed the $15,000
and his orchestra are in the Marine loan for the AGVA Foundation, and
Ballroom from June 12 through 18 the nominations and Appeals Board
when Lee Vincent lrioves. in for proceedings, were attended.
i
Continued from page 65
week. Backing Quaker City, Boys
are Al & Connie Fanton; Lona &
tion wanted to know why she Her Pals; rind Johnny;Woods.
hadn’t reported her conversations
Dave Appel! and his Appelljacks
with Committee investigations to coroe into vaude hbu.se Sunday (14)
Continued from page 1 —ja
the union, and what was said. Miss through Saturday (20),;
George Hamid and son, pier’s 'says, “stock and terit shows paid
Singleton stated that she had been
asked by the Federal body not to operators, continue a policy of of¬ better.”
Chautauqua, the trio recalls-r-.
reveal her conversations with fering the more than , score of at¬
them. Upon demand that she tell tractions for the one admission or learned through their research
what; transpired. Miss Singleton price, with payees getting on for into the matter—was one of the
99c early in the day. Faririly groups; great civilizing influences ort. the
often make it a day and night deal, American scene in the post-CiVil
eating.
picnic lunches at facilities War period.
“THE COMEDIAN"
MOTOR HOTEL
Starting with a strong religious
provided, ,6nce on the pier, how¬
' Th# Only Roal Monthly
:
ever, there are many concessions tinge, the Chautauqua programs al¬
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
to lure more cash from the visitor ways stressed the cultural and edu¬
777 VINE STREET - HOLLYWOOD 3-5671
plus places which he riiay purchase cational. Its strong points, . of
Now; In Its 105th Issut, containing
food
arid
soft,
drinks,
etc.
course,
were
the
Bryans
and
the
stories; ono-linors, poomettes, song
Swiss bell-ringers. By labeling its
titles, hitklirs, audlonco stuff, mono*
logs, parodies; double Bags, bits,
shows/ “culture” Chautauqua was
Ideas, Intros, Impressions and. Im¬
Mrs, Chalfen Accepts Post able to overcome the strong ob¬
personations, political, ; Interruptions.
Thoughts 61 the Day,: . Humorous
jections such presentations bright
By Cable From Moscow have aroused as entertainment.
Views of the Nows, etc. $20 yearly.
BE A GUEST AT HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST, SMARTEST
Introductory Offer: Last. 12 Issuer $15
Minneapolis, June 9.
There Was a lively Puritan strain,
Single Issues $3 r.
./ Mrs. Morris Chalfen, wife of the particularly in rural. America, that
Foreign: $30 Yr.—Single Issues $4
ADDRESS
. .
THE PLAYERS MOTOR HOTEL IN
No C.O.D.'s
“Holiday on. Ice” producer, was was able to accept culture, but not
elected . president of the Northwest eritertainment.
BILLY GLASON
20$ W. $4 Stt- New York 1*
THE HUB OF HOLLYWOOD . . . TV, HI-FI AND
One of the factors that doomed
Variety club’s women’s auxiliary,
succeeding Mrs. Grace. Green, a Chautauqua was the federal enter¬
circuit owner’s wife;
tainment or amusement tax. When
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
. . AIR AND SOUND
. Mrs. Chalfen was notified of her this had to be printed on the tick¬
election by; telegram to Russia ets Of admission, it cut the ground
[
CONDITIONING , . . HEATED POOL . . . EX9UISITI
where . she accompanied her hus¬ out from under claims to pure cul¬
band: who is there for the engage¬ ture. “Chautauqua1’ is a fictiorialized
ments of one of the “Ice compa¬
I
FURNISHINGS ... TERRACED SUITES . , . KITCHEN
nies. She also accepted by tele- story, based on an outline Grashin
grain. ••
/ had hoped to get into book or
FACILITIES . . . SWITCHBOARD SERVICE. WALKING
The wife of circuit owner Ted , screenplay form for years. Keene
Mann was awarded a charm for 880 wrote the first draft of the novel
and
Babcock
and
Grashin
then
re¬
hours of volunteer work at the
|
DISTANCE FROM DESILU, PARAMOUNT. CALIFORNIA
club’s heart hospital on the U. of' worked it. It will be a big /budget
film for Metro.
Minnesota campus.
STUDIOS. MOTION PICTURE CENTER AND THB
But, in addition to having the
Mrs. Mann is chairman of the.
Bryans, such acts as “The Coburns
hospital coinmlttee.
Seven other women received of Broadway,” (Charles Coburn
MUSICIAN'S UNION BLDG. . . . IDEAL AND LUX¬
awards for working 100 hours or and his acting wife), it will also
Miami Beach
more at the hospital.
portray those “gong-shows.” These
URIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS FOR DISCRIMINATING
were the illustrated lantern slides,
so-called because on the sound of
the gong, the assistant to the lec¬
SHOW PEOPLE.
turer pushed out one “slide and in¬
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
serted another,

Minstrels

Vaude, Cafe Dates

New Comics Getting
Bookings in Chicago

D. C. Fishbowl

Steel Pier

JUST OPENED
IN HOLLYWOOD

AGVA Bd. Pressures

Chautauqua

The DEEP RIVER BOVS
Current Gallant Record Hit

"I DON'T KNOW WHY11
LAKE CLUB
earlHifleli, III.
Fere. Mgr., ED KIRKEBY

m u in ii in »i ih nmnrin immi n m u m ii nmr?

'Opry' Plays III. Fair
- / “Grand . Ole; Opry” has been
signed for one night, of the 15
nights of entertainment at the
Illinois State Fair, Springfield.
Unit will appear Aug. 15. Fair is
slated to open Aug. 14 arid run to
Aug. 23.

AAA APPROVED
DINERS’ CLUB & AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED
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NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS

voice has been heard at the Old
Palmer House, Chi
New Orleans for 18 years now, is
Chicago, June 2.
as good as ever. Margie Robinson;
Al HirVs Swingin’ Dixie Band,
a hoofer looker, has worked out Ronnie Schell, Geotge Tapps (5),
interesting tap routines for a
-Schmitz Sisters (3),- Ben Arden
small, floor. Frank Coviello and
Cool jazz Is a complete switch his musicians are top quality as a Orch (9); $2 cover. .
in policy for this midtown nitery small group for showbacking and
. There are two notable things
which opened a few months..back dancing.
Carp.;
about - the current Empire Room
as the Casa Cugat. Ralph; Watkins,
layout, one being its ranging ap¬
co-owner of the spot, operated a
The Cloister, L. A.
peal, the other Al Hirt’s dixiewestside version of Basin St. i\V.
.labders, vaulting, from relative ob¬
Los Angeles, June 5.
51st St.‘ several years back. The
scurity to the: toplirie at a major
Shecky
Greene,
Ruth
Olay,
Ter¬
building was subsequently torn,
plushery. in just one booking.
down and a parking lot is now in ry Gibbs Orch (ifi); $2 coyer;
This New Orleans-based crew
its place.
H<j later made a stab
Opening in as,wild a 90 minutes (out of Dan’s Pier 600) generates
at a Greenwich Village:version,:
called Basin Street. South but it as has ever been clocked on Sun¬ a sound that for; excitement and
set Strip, the new Cloister / show ingenuity touches possibly a new
flopped.
Xavier Cugat and ordi made a sparkles with .Shecky Greene and standard; Their twb-beating has
a latitude arid; dimension that ex¬
couple of short stands lone with Ruth Olay, a couple of zooming
plodes with a compelling creativity
vocalist Abbe Lane.J, then manage¬ talents who, in this twoweek
every note of the way; and from
ment had a problem with tourists, stand, receive their best L.A. shOWstart to finish, the sextet had the
lured by the bandleader's name casings to date.
As tradey as he might be, comic customers in a tumult; that vet
and disappointed by his; absence.
robin staffers claim was surpassing
The current continuous; jazz show Greene pleases those “in the know”
for a jazz group:
policy may well be a click. Large and those who' would like to beV
Hirt’s trumpeting is clean and
room was near capacity on the He’s a master of the one-liner* an
venturesome,
a dazzler bn such
night caught Friday tSi- and the adept story-teller and a- fine dial¬ items as “Night, and Day” and
audience was highly receptive, de¬ ectician.. His delivery has bril¬ “Can’t Get Started With You.”
liant
tempo,
frenzied
when
the
spite the strajige contrast of cool
“Tiger Rag’' features the trom¬
jazz sounds in. the Polynesian at¬ material or ad-libs deman,ds bone, arid “Tin Roof Blues- gets
Greene
mosphere established for the rhum¬ smooth when it doesn’t.
an exalting clarinet treatment. In
ba set (palm-tree fixtures and. un¬ already, has a worthy local follow¬ all, it’s, a library played with ex¬
ing, gathered from his many Las
carpeted floor for terping).
ceptional wit. and imagination; gnd
Vegas
lounge
appearances,
arid
he’s
The three groups extant offer
withal, a happy; visual presenta¬
a refreshing contrast in styles. more than likely to swell that fol¬ tion with bits of deft hijiriks, off¬
lowing substantially within, the.
Vocal headliner Chris Connor, a
stage
.excursions by one and sun¬
coming fortnight
.
longtime sure thing with jjazz buffs,
Miss Olay, who. has appeared dry, and the added comic value of
lends her skillful bop phrasing to
here at Ye Little Club, the Avant a bantam .clarinetist wedged be¬
eight or more numbers a turn. She
Garde and the Interlude*, is corny tween, big and corpulent Hirt and
likes to bestir the audience with
pletely at home in this bigger room. an equally tall trombonist; Band
a swinging rouser like “Strike Up
She's an exciting singer whose ap¬ finales with “When Saints Go
The Band,” or Hallelujah. I Love
proach both to melody and lyric . Marching• In”, .that brings on the.
Him So.” then follow with some¬ turns her act into a memorable one ! whole bill fotr a socko conclusion.;
thing intricate and cool like “Hang that looms as large as her fine |
Offbeat, satirist Ronnie Schell,
My Tears Out To Dry” qr “Where voice. In good taste, she thrusts first-timing in Chi, is a prepossess¬
Are You?” When it conies to the considerable sex into “Tess’ Torch ing performer from the social com¬
soft number, she commands com¬ Song” arid “Slow Blit Sure,” brings, mentary school via intro talkalog
plete attention.
/
a smile with her “On Behalf of the arid later sketches, .among-them a
Miss Connor is something of a Visiting Firemen’’
opener , and Gov. Faiibus press conference arid
purist. She sells the song and the draws tremendous response with Ed. Murrow person-to-personing
song alone. No gimmieksjuid house¬ her sliding “Sirigiif in the Rain,” Jimmy Hoffa. / Schell is generally
warming chatter. In fact, no talk at There is little doubt that it’s only effective . with
material
that's
all except for a brief introduction a matter of time1 before national clever in concept, though in spots
of the men behind her.
She is audiences “find” this -first-rate' peiS rather broad. That mav partly owe,
to the. room, which in size and lay¬
backed most ably
through some former.
demanding arrangements by Stan
Holding over from the Cloister’s, out has fully half the audience
Free, piano; A1 Levitt, drums; and initial show is the Terry Gibbs looking at profile. Comic obviously
Knobby Totah. Bass.
j!
orch, a 16-member group that is more the intime toiler
. George Tapps and his troupe of
Herbie Mann, a young jazz mu¬ scores solidly on its own,, backs the
sician with a bopper beard. Brooks- performers in fine style and helps four i including two femmes) are
on twice for nice reactiori with
cut suit and disarming sitage pres¬ all the way around in the show.
slick . topology and modern. balence. is fronting a new group in its
Ron.'
letics.. Peaks are hit the second
first Continuous engagement. The
time around.. with Tapps delineat¬
combo is unique and exciting and
ing the original softshoe. and the
could very weil reach ja broader
company Winding with a flashily
Yew Hope
audience than the jazz .circuit of¬
modern square dance to a “Hora
fers. Regularly, the sextet features
X>w Hope, Pa., June 5,
Staccato’’
accomp.
Mann on flute, vibes, bass, drums,
; Gene-* Baylos. Sheila Reynolds,
bongos and congas. But the unit Johnny\ Crair j or d; ■Buster Burnell . Three young . Schmitz sisters
can go to all rhythms J with tim- Girls i4>, Mickey Rodgers Combo : provide a pleasant, if undistin-.
i guished, chirp .interlude via pretty
inbalies. finger cymbals ': Nigerian *5’; $5/. miniinnin.
j straight arrangements. of such
shakers. Kenya drums land other
! items as ‘‘Enjoy Yourself” and
exotic percussion instruments. Con¬
Gene Baylos, a hard-working
ga man Potato and Josj> Mangual fast-talking comic Who skillfully ; “You Need Hands,” . They make
( the turn.oke visually, hut sans any
on bongos are late of the Machito blends, one-liners, and . ad-libs,
j vocal excitement. Showbacking by
hand:
i,
warmed iup a dull pre'eni crowd
Ben Arden’s; AFM’efs, is slick as
The group has a substantial book at Morris Singer’s new Bucks
always.: Ted Lewis returns June 25.
of Afro-Cuban
and \vhat Mann County nitery.
Pit.
■
calls ethnic music the plays African
Singer has been doing good biz
cane flute on the latter/, but also for the midnight shows of his Fri¬
swings solidly on standards like day openers. But the early show
Steuben's. Bosion
‘'Undecided,” and “I'll [Remember turnouts have been sparse and. this
Boston, June 2.
April.”
is
the situation: that confronted
Eagle. &. Man (2 ',• Alegrias De
Modernist J. J. - trombone' John¬ Baylos..
Espana . (4 >'. Don. Dennis, Linda
son's quintet performs jwith tech¬
He opens iup with “empty house” ; Davis, Tony Bruno Orch (5) ; $2.50
nical skill, but is cool to the point jokes, then begins to get to the
i mininium.
' s
of chiliness. Due to previous com¬ dinner group with friendly, insults.
mitment, Johnson had to make a About 45 minutes later, he had
!
Eagle & Man,, a riotiously funny
date in Westchester, which may- them begging for more. He .finished
; team with barrel shaped Jack
account for seeming detachment of up strong, rattling off fast; lines at
| Eagle and Frank Man : getting iri
the one set he plaj ed on the night a terrific pace.
| some hot jazz licks on trumpet and
caught.
'■■■ !'•
Thrush Sheila Reynolds has a
cornet (New .Acts,. June 3 issue)
Filling in during hi!s absence legit-type voice which she put to
. creating tumult in Steuben’s. 450were the Three Sound.-;|piano man good use on “Love Walked Iri,”
j seater opening, night, augers well
Gene Harris backed br bass and “III Take Romance” and a medley
• for the. tiyo weekeF. .New comedy
drums. Harris has a fine melodic headed by. “I Could Have Danced
j team, brought in by booker Jack
jazz style, neither too far cut, nor All Night.” She sings in the pop
-i Mandell, wins on all counts,
too far in,
i
range for the most part and dcca- j . Linda Davis, tall brunet looker,
* sionally soars into, the operatic ; works some slick aero contorsh
area. The. soprano sequences fit j bits on table, displaj’ing dexterous
Old Xctv Or’eriGss'd. D. C.
most of her material but add noth¬ [feats of muscle control. Alegrias
Washington,/June 2.
Ruth \Vallis, Motaie.'f. Robinson, ing to her . rendition of “Fever,*’ a 1 De Espana. ty;6 boys and two girls,
Lcs Widiatus, Frank Cchfiello Orch; sultry riurriber which sounds bet¬ j: bring . whirling
Spanish
gypsy
ter sung with a beat.
$1.50 cover.
j;
I dances and.song to .the nitery floor/
The show; is rounded out by. j In . a. musical production, one
emcee-singer
Johnny
Crawford, , femme Sings,..while one lad takes
In her 11th engagement in nine
years at Nick Gaston is intimate the lively quartet of Buster Bur¬ j over the 88, and rema'ning couple
and popular dovntovyn
supper nell dancers and the Mickey Rod¬ [ give with the terp work to good
Biti.
mitting.
..
club, Ruth Wallis has Cok-cted a gers combo.
Don Dennis is /in fine voice with
horde of local devotees!; who keen
. Drake Ilolel, nii :;
rousing “Cherry Pink.” segueing
coming back to be amused v.ith
“Surrey with. Fringe” arid
her double-meaning songs Clever [
■■■■'Chicago,-.June.5. ; to
they are. the type Which send
Joanne Wheatley lieith Hal Kan-, steams up the. aud with “Marching
elbow nudges into ribs. But her her/, Jimmy Blade Orch (.6'; S2 Along Together”, for finale. Tony
Bruno cuts . the show with fine
material isn't on the ix'ude side.
It’s not apt to offend anyone.
style.
This sho\v exits. June 10
Miss Wallis writes! her own
Ex-FredWaring thriish Joanne '-.with final bill of the season open¬
numbers and is prolific.
She's Wheatley 'with spouse Hal Kanner ing next day.
Guy.
continually turning ur* new rna- lending 88er-vocal assist), is the
terial, plus having- a J" vekiog of season finale, in the plush. Camellia
Vpslah’3 al
sufficient volume .’Ulatcould House.
Dowsjslairs. 1^. Y*
sing for nights without repeating
Miss Wheatley’s punctilious, so¬
anything, good for th.- return prano is pleasant if not especially
'■ . (FOLLOWUP)
trade.
j; .
“DemirDbzzn/” which has been,
affecting. .Kanner's tenor comple¬
She has. in
; ermpb^ed ment is interesting and effective funning at. Julius Monk’s Upstairs
enough soncs to fill i; nine LP* most of the; time, .but. superfluous at the Downstairs: for over six
disked under her own l/luil. Wailis on one or.two numbers. Their best months, .remains one of the best
Originals. Her v umhi: -csrion at tandem was “My Baby Just Cares shows, in 'town..
Recerit
cast,
the Old New Orkvri*
six •week-', For Me,”
A subsequent “Un¬ changes and /the insertion of a new
but Gaston' has bonki-i .her ior chained Melody” had the dramatic song are. in keeping with the high
eight more next. Cvtoi«n\.
aura to win; a good .-milt, although level of perforrnance and material
“Honeyir.ooii IVti«poiis one of the acconip was an irritatingly pre¬ that spark .this miniature revue
her b?*>t. vhh “C’apej; Canaveral terit ions arrangement.' Miss. Wheat- with humor arid brightness..
Blues'* another. The crowd Iikeo. ley, who -works stageside .with,
New to the show are. Isobel Ro“Oil Man
From
Texas ^ Weill savvy,, helped herself to good reac¬ [ bins and Estelle Parscins, respecWell! Weill''
Her spbof. ‘‘Lore tion via. “Help Yourself” and ; tive replacements for Sylvia Shay,
Songs for Idiots,” slants out, too. “Hello Young Lovers:”
Jimmy j who previously.; succeeded Jean
Les Williams, whose pleasing Blade’s
Both
crew
responded, corii- I Arnold, .and Jane Connell.

Basin Street East; X. Y.

Chris Connor, Herbie Mann Sex¬
tet, J. J. Johnson quintet; $3.50

Fountainhead,

Wednesday, June 10, 1959

Uahiety

gals do an excellent job.
Ditto
for the four other continuing per¬
formers, Cecil Cabot, Jack *Fletcl>
er, George Hall and Jerry Mat¬
thews.- .
..-:'-Miss Robins is also responsible
for the delivery of the., new tune,
“Summer Is,” with lyric by Shel¬
don Harnick and music by Jerry
Bach.
The
number,
scratched
from the Broadway production. of
“Body Beautiful,” is pleasant, arid
Miss Robins’ execution is good.
Her participation in other seg¬
ments of the program is capped by
a hangup job . on “Autumn” in ‘‘A
Seasonal Sonatina.”
Miss Persons, who’s concentrated
on legit in the past, is making her
nitery debut in the/ revue and is
standout , in her handling of “The
Race of the Lexington Avenue Ex¬
press.” The two on-stage pianos
are also getting a fresh workover
by William Goldenberg arid Bob
Colston, who are fine as succes¬
sors to Stan Keen and Gordon Con¬
nell.
Jess.

Society, London
London, . June 2.
Lita Roza, George Birch , and
Gypsy Adams Orchs; $3.50 mini¬
mum.

liar rail's. Lake Tahoe
Lake Tahoe, June 3.
Dorothy Collins, Myron Cohen,
Estelle Sloan, Will Osbornels Orch;
$2 minimum.
.. Dorothy Collins’ longtime expo¬
sure on tv and radio (eight years
with the “Hit Parade’,’) identifies
her as a songstress, but . in her
Harrah’s debut she caps a 35-min¬
ute staging with a choreog routine
with male partner-^-and the so-so
offering indicates; she’d , lose no
points by staying With the talent
department where she’s proven. .
Miss Collins, in a tight-bodiced,
bouffant-skirted ice blue creation,
Wins heaviest endorsement with
titles frOni the “Hit Parade”: “How
High The Moon,”; “Too Young,”
“Make Love To Me,’’ and “Teach
Me Tonight.” The blonde chirper
also shows much command on other
faves such as “Blame It On My
Youth” and her begeff, "There’ll
Never Be Another You.”
The unsmooth spots in Miss Col¬
lins’ turn comes when she- mixes
her vocaling with terping, but the .
remedy could be found, with addi¬
tional rehearsal and/ revisions in
the choreog, which is supervised
by her terping partner/ Bob; Herr
get/ He also assists with the distaf¬
fer’s costuming in a “Rag Of Bone,
Hank Of Hair” -bit; with titles segu¬
ing from the 1912 era to date.
Myron Cohen is in a class by
himself in telling a story. His sit¬
uation stuff calls for visual and
vocal techniques—and he proves
both: His delivery on the dialect,
stories is never offensive — just
funny.
Warmer for the bill is vivacious
tapartist. Estelle Sloan, a shapely
redhead who can command the .
initial attention in any room. She
bounces on for song interpretation
of “I Could Have Danced All;
Night” . that indicates capabilities :
with the pipes as well. Her “Syn¬
copated Clock” is a surefire rou¬
tine she’s perfected to the final
click of the pendulum on her met¬
ronome. prop. She exits with an.
Irish routine: Show . runs thru
June 14.
Long.

Lita.Roza, well-kno\vn locally as
a vaude and disk singer, rarely es¬
says a nitery stmt, but on her per¬
formance at this ritzy and intimate
Piccadilly restaurant she emerges
as a bright bet for the. cafe circuit.
With some , prepared material to
supplement the standards she cur¬
rently features, she could . be a
solid attraction in most situations.
In lieu, qf special material. Miss
Roza develops a theme through
a half a dozen or so songs. She
illustrates the female’s attraction,
for the male from the early age
of nine up to maturity, with such
entries as “A Woman’s Intuition,”
“Love Me Or Leave Me,” “I Cry As,
Children Do” and “There’s Noth¬
ing Rougher Than Love!”
Her
begoff is neatly taken care of With
her rendition of “A Certain Smile.”
Miss Roza, dressed in a fetching
gown, has a stylish voice, a warm
arid friendly personality and there’s
a striking note of sincerity in her
delivery. She looks good on-stage
Tidelands, Houston
and knows how to hold, an audience.
Houston, June 1.
She’s in initially for two weeks,
Jean Shannon & The Brooki
but the engagement may - be ex¬
Bros.
(2).
Don
Cannon Orch (6);
tended
to
a
month.
George
Birch’s combo gives her adequate no.. covet or. minimum.
backing and, with the Gypsy Adarri
Platinum-haired thrush, assisted
Tzigany group, takes good care of
the dance time..
Myra. • by the lively. Brooks Bros., (2>,
presents a lively 35 minutes at the
Tidelanas Motor Inn nitery. Miss
. Ulno's. Los Angeles
Shannon, who sings and dances, is
one'of the hardest working femme
Los Angeles. June. 4,
Ann Mason, Jack Eltcrn, Steve on . the nitery trail, chapging cos¬
tumes at the drop of a skirt. She
La Fever; no cover or minimum^
starts- show in a purple gown, the
. Songbird Ann Mason’s current skirt comes off to reveal toreadors,
two-week perch at Dino’s should then . the toreadors go to show
be quite a refreshing appetizer for dancing shorts and a trim pair of
the regular and tourists seeking legs. While the Brooks do a dance,
the “77 Sunset Strip” tv’ers at¬ thrush dons another evening gown,
goes back to shorts, then there’s
mosphere.
ariother evening gown and finally
Miss
Mason,
an
eye-filling
aT dress" of the flapper era. Even
blonde, displays a good deal offT that’s not all.
At the begoff
poise and talent while vocalizing*! Charleston number, what appears
such pop tunes as “That’s Why. the •to be legs to a pair of pajamas
Lady Is A Tramp,” “They Can’t slowly descend as the Brooks carry
Take That Away From Me,” “Up femme offstage.
A Lazy River” and “It All Depends
Miss Shannon is best when she’s
On You.” Her wind, “Boogie With
A Carmen Touch,’’ is especially belting such oldies as “How Come
Yoii Do Me,” “Some Of These
good.
Days,” and “I'Don’t Care,” and a
Lack of stage space at. Maury song and dance routirie of the gay
Samuels' and Dean Martin.’^ eatery ’20s. Brooks Bros, show fine pre¬
key Miss Mason from showing off cision dancing.throughout. Thrush
her gams, via terping—part of her appears to be straining in act, be¬
act in other bistros.
cause of the frantic pace and many
Jack Elton’s fingering, on the 88, costume changes. Act’s here for
and Steve La Fever’s bass keep three weeks.
the necessary musical mood needed
Don Cannon orch again excel¬
for this spot.
; Kg fa.
lent in difficult backing job..
Skip.

Queen Elizabeth, /Hont‘1
Montreal, June 4.
Lucille & Eddie Roberts, Denny
Vaughan Orch (12), Louis Bannet.
Trio; $2.50-$3 cover.• rnnurnerable Montreal appear¬
ances have never dulled the razorsharp mind-reading Offering of
Lucille & Eddie Roberts; each time
around there is something new to
general routining. that keeps this
act at the top of their; particular
line. The magic bits used by Rob¬
erts as a sort of warmup have been
dropped giving duo more time to
amaze and confuse the patrons.
Roberts intros sequence with his
usual glib, fast natter and. then
brings on Lucille who doris a blind¬
fold and the tour around the room
begins.;
; On night caught, a receptive
crowd was slow to get in the mood.
However, the affable personality
of Roberts soon broke through the
reserve and. team wound up to
plaudits:
« "
During shows, the Denny Vaughan
orch has little to do than try and
figure out how act works: The Rob¬
erts bow out this Saturday (13)
with Mata & Hari set for an open¬
ing Monday (15).
Newt.

Seville, Los Angeles
Lbs Angeles, June 5Gloria ’ Lynne, Dave Pell Octet;
$1 cover, 2-drink' minimum. - . .
Unfainiliarity with sepia singer
Gloria Lynne, a newcomer from
the east,; and too much familiarity
with Dave. Pelt Octet, are probaibly the reasons a poor turnout
was on hand at the. opener: Both,
however, are top acts in their
respective fields.
Miss Lynne has a basic ingre¬
dient needed.to be a hit—a voice/.
Her ..vocal mannerisms are in the
league of Sarah Vaughan and
Carmen McRae, but. stilt . distinct
She comes across solid . with a
repertoire peppered with “I Got
Rhythm,” ”How High the Moon.” .
“June Night” and. “Little Fingers,”
latter two from her album, and a
N.Y. medley of songs.
Pell’s baritone sax . paces the
octet throughout a variation of progressive moderns, several of .
which are Miarty; Paich, arrange¬
ments. The jazzites will, particu¬
larly dig Pell’s interpretations of
“Lulu’s Back In Town” and the
easy playing of “You Are Too
Beautiful.” .
.Kafa.
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antics and vocals. Classic; standbys
include “Little Girl From Little
Washington, June 5.
Los Chavales de Espana < 14}, Rock”, and “Calypso Pete,” and her
“Diamonds Are a Girl’s Best
Bob Cross Orth (12) $2 corer.
Friend”- trademark signoff, and.
Present three-week Shoreham satirical takeoffs of Sophie Tucker
Hotel Terrace engagement is the and, Tallulah Bankhead. Bob Hum
.first for Los Chavsles de Espana ter, piano, and Sammy. Goldstein,
in an outdoor setting. They should drums,, are her. fillins. with' the
do it more often. Their fast-paced orchestra.
act with numerous people on the.: . Opening line number by the
move most of the time, pounding MormLandis Dancers is followed
heels and; otherwise; is ideally by the Mattison Trio for a lively
suited for a classy open-air estab¬ 13-minute warmup.' Trio (Dorothy
lishment like Allan Bralove’s place Matthews, chic blonde, and Guy
Tanno and Dean Diggins) clicks
here.'
The Kids From Spain, as their with precision taps and interpreta¬
name translates, have devised a tive numbers,. Jimmy Wilber’s
varied, well-balanced show, making threesome takes over for intermis¬
the most of everyone’s talents and sion dancing. Larry Vincent sings
mixing singing, dancing and musi¬ at the 88 in the cocktail room.
cianship with expert, staging. It Roberta Sherwood moves in June
Roll.
often seems the company is larger 19 for four weeks.
than 14, but that’s an illusion
Chi
Chi,
Palin
Springs
created by the motion and the vei>
satility of entertainers who fill
-Palm Springs, June 3,
several performing:, roles.
.- Pepe .Callahan Latin Band, with
Pepe Reyes and Angel Manchevo Ernie Rocha, Frank Escalante, Sal
have interesting and imaginative Hernandez, Racquel Duprez; no
routines as flamenco strimpers. And covet or, minimum. -V
one advantage to , putting their
numbers under the stars; is that
This combo has been an attrac¬
tion around town all winter, but
much of the noise is lost. .
The two vocalists, Alberto Aochi. this is the first. time they, have
and Luis Tamayo, rate ‘‘dies” arid moved into a nifery : that, can seat
get them. Kochi’s specialties are 750. Having no band to back them
more robust Iberian songs like up (Bill Alexander’s orCh being
“Granada" and “Valencia.” Ta¬ now on yacash), P.epe’s bunch
mayo, who takes, on both Spanish found the going hard at first but
and French lyrics, picks the slower they later ; rearranged : things ..and
and sweeter types, “La Noche de after that went Over much better.
San Juan” arid “Sous le Ciel de
Booked in to June 19 as the first
Paris.”
.'
of
the Starlite Robin’s summer
replacement
acts, Pepe and his
Musical
arrangements, ....; w i t h
various instruments highlighted at band play for dances, sing, do spe¬
times, are expert, although ; a cialties on bongos,- maracas, piano
violin trio was too Tar from the and timbales.
mike, on opening night. Such first ;
Racquel Duprez sings songs like
experience flubs , are being hastily “Drum Negrita,” “Cien Afros” and
corrected because there is know- “Delicado” as well ;as .American
ledgable showmanship behind this standards like “Magic Is the Moon¬
group.
.
Carp.
light,’’“Tenderly,” “Sunny Side Of
the Street,” “Careless” and “No,
They Can’t Take That Away From
El Rancho, Las Vegas
Me,”V ;
Las Vegas, June 3.
Eydie Gorme, Mr. Vagabond .. She’s a. solid vocalist, backed.by
Trio, Johnny Conrad Dancers 14) , an unusual combinatiori of South
Dick Rice Orch (14) ; $3 minimum. American musical talents. Scul.

Skoreham Hotel 9 D. C.

:

.

.
.

Eydie Gorme Is headlining for
the first time here, and the im¬
pact of her opening night makes
it appear that El Rancho owner
Reldon Katleman was justified in
his faith in the young singer. Miss
Gorme is equally effective as a
belter or a balladeer- she has a
winning personality blended with
graceful showmanship.
Repertoire for this engagement
includes “I. Don’t Care,” “Just One
of Those Things,” “Heffo Young
Lovers,” “When You’re Alone,”
“When The World Was . Young,”
“Sometimes I’m ‘ Happy,”
“I’ll
Take Romance,” “Funny Valen¬
tine,” “Chicago,” “Can’t Say No ”
and “Rockabye.” Her 88er, J6e
Guercio, gives strong assistance
as he pilots the Dick Rice orch
(14). .
Pete Peterson’s “Mr. Vagabond
Trio,” an offshoot of the original
“Vagabonds,” is a pleasant enough
act with its accordion, guitar, and
bass players tossing some upbeat
songology.
Group’s, comic hat
routine is Old to Vegans, since it
has been repeatedly done here by
Buddy Lester, The Novelites, and
several other groups, but it ap¬
parently is good yock bait for. the
tourists.
Johnny Conrad and his Three
femme dancers—a blonde, bru¬
nette, and redhead—offer a bril¬
liant demonstration of acrobatic
and precision terping. The Tom
Douglas production is skedded for
four frames,
.
: / Duke.

Cbaudiere,Ottawa
Ottawa, June 6.
Hale tc Hayden, Ruth Rogers,
Bori & Bor■ Bob Arlen Dancers
(5), Harry Pozy-Orch (8); $1 ad¬
mission. :
Benny Hayden, here two years
ago with former partner Haller, is
teamed now with Michael Hale, a
singer, in a routine that shows im¬
provement Over the previous act
and. apparently retains only Hay¬
den’s mad one-man impression of
the Olympic games. In this exhausting-torwatch Chase, comic races
around the Chaudiere’s big floor
donning hats and mugging to ape
various nationalities . plus such
characters as Yul Brynner, others.
Stint could profitably, give Hale
more pipe chores without r lessen¬
ing comedy impact..
. Bill also has looker-chirper Ruth
Rogers in a slick, socko song bit
that showcases the canary’s fine
ability not only in piping but. in.
showmanship. Bori & Bor, ending
June 6, is a holdover from the pre¬
vious bill that saw Baby Cortez’s
predicted eight-day run sliced to
six. Rest of the fare runs to June
13. Staying on is the Bob Arlen Line
of terpersv Harry Pozy band excels
in showbacking and playing for
customer dancing.
Gorm.

Roosevelt Hotel, N. Y.
Lenity Herman Orch (51, Al Con¬
te Trio;, $l-$2 cover.

Beverly mils, fincy
The- Grill Room, of the Roose¬
velt Hotel ;is a fine haven these
days
for . the
d a n c e-mirided.
Lenny Herman’s hep five-man crew
is back on the podium and is pro¬
viding, the type of dansapation
rhythm that’s, appealing to young
and old. 7'..'
Carol Channing is racking up . Concentrating for the most part
another diamond-studded engage7 on tried and tested standards, Her¬
ihent in the current two framer at man and his- men appear to have
John. Croft’s plush supper club on developed the perfect technique
the Kentucky side of the Ohio for leisurely dancing. At: session
River. She. approached the attend¬ caught, both teenagers. and the
Serutan set. seerflhd. equally to
ance record of. her sock bow. 14
enjoy the pleasant pace. For the
months; ago. Supporting the sihging
'oldsters, the beat was just right
comedienne in .a standout floorfor an uncomplicated fox Trot; for
show are the •. Mattison Trio, the.
the youngsters, it had sufficient
dependable Moro-Landis line with
schmaltz for. unfrenzied lindy hopBill Raymond as singing erncee,
ping. Generally, Herman sticks to
and the location Gardner Benedict the American idiom, but occasion¬
band.
ally throws in a latino beat for the
Miss Channing held the boards aficianados.
The Herman band
for 63 minutes opening night with¬ consists of a sax (Herman), bass,
out, overfeeding the capacity. 850 accordian, drum and piano. Her-,
Tablers. The tall wiry blonde, gravel man,, the bass-man and accordion¬
voiced and with goo-goo eyes, ist are up front and take turns, at
freshens her routine with several the vocals.
different impressions and . songs
Spelling the Herman crew is the
this visit. Streamlined material, by A1 Conte Trio, another? contingent
Charles Gaynor and George Burns, that’s topnbtch in dishing out
receives an artist’s attention in danceable music; For those that
every department. NaFya dull mo¬ prefer to sit, both outfits provide
ment during her chores, Miss Chan¬ a pleasant background. to the
ning makes on-stage changes be¬ Grill’s quiet and tasteful surround¬
hind a dressing table between ings. :
Holl.
Cincinnati.' June 5!.
Carol Channing, Mattison Trio,
Moro-Landis Dancers ( 8), Bill Ray¬
mond, Gardner Benedict Orch (10),.
Jimmy Wilber Trio, Larry Vincent;
$3 minimum, weeknights, $4 Sat.,
and holiday eves plus $1:50 coven
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Cocoanut Grove, L A.

lish .aad then sings in French;
New Orleans, June 5.
Los Angeles. June 5.
Preceding Piaf and with a 10Betty Kean & Lew Parker, Tina
Vivienne
della
Chiesa,
Dick
Robin, -Leon. Reiner Orch (i2); minute intermission to break The Shawn, Freddie Martin Orch <16>;
.
mood
between
vaude
and
tor$2.50 weeknight minimum; ^Sat¬
$2-$2.50 cover.
chants. is the hike-riding family
urdays. ' .
4r-''
from France called the Therron
Vivienne della Chiesa and Dick
Betty Kean and Lew Parker pull Troupe. Consisting of four femmes Shawn ran their maiden race at
and two males, outfit-does about
sustained yocks in their 40 .or more
everything. possible on two-wheel¬ the Cocoanut Grove Wednesday
minutes on stage, and have tableers and" unicycles with the distaff¬ •3) night and the double-entry had
holders with them all the way.
ers adding much to the visual thorobred form all the way.
They poke fun at the customers
Miss della Chiesa’s contralto
impact of. offering. Comedy moand at - each other, and run off a
. merits are injected neatly ..and even voice, with some expert Bobby
constant flow of laugh-packed ma¬
the baby sister of. the troupe, who Kroll arrangements backstopping,
terial that includes sketches, imr can’t be more thatn 10, impresses
rings true throughout a turn which
pressions,. and other rib-tickling witli her cycling efforts. Baton
encompassed pop and classical
merriment;.
tosser. GUy Allen scores, particu¬ songs. It’s a sure bet that her mag¬
.... Their depiction of “The Bicker- larly, with his flaming batons, for netism will cue Gus Liampe to resons,” a quarreling couple, is a a clincher and- the musical antics book, the attractive blonde Italian
high spot of the turn. Their satire- of the three Bizzaros from Italy Singer.
of Edward R. Murrow and im-; are a cinch to pick up plaudits in
Among her selections were “Non
preshes of Sophie Tucker, and this room,
Dimenticar,” “Magic Is tire Moon¬
' Miss Piaf, who gets the best in
Maurice Chevalier also stand out.
light,” “Scarlet Ribbons,” a med¬
music
from
her
own
small
combo
In support is Tina Robin, a dim¬
ley of tunes from “An Affair to
inutive dynamo with a big voice. and the Maury Kaye orch, is in Remember”
and
“Around
the
The highly personable Miss Robin, until June 12 with Juliette and World,” and “St. Louis Blues.”
her own show opening June 13.
an invigoratingly fresh face, brings
Shawn can serve the same dish
Newt.
strong melodic ammunition in the
over and over and still make it
form of a diversified lineup of
palatable. His familiar takeoffs on
Ye Little Club? L. A.
tunes,, delivered with plenty of
Elvis Presley arid the cornin’ home
showmanship.
. Los Angeles, June, 5,
of his Civil War grandpappy still
Carole Costello, Andre Philippe,
Her impreshes Of Kay Stair,
draw the yocks. In fact, Shawn,
Roberta
Sherwood and . Teresa Joe Felix, Roger Nichols; 2-drink while drawing the laughs at will,
minimum.;
Brewer are high-voltage, and she
draws ajfew tears in certain spots,
nets plenty of palm-pounding.
proving that the better comics al¬
Loii Costello’s daughter, Car¬ ways have a touc^r of pathos.
The Leon Kelner: crew turns in
ole, . belted
out
her numbers
a firstrate job of backing the show
Shawn alse-^Jrnpresse(i in’ his
\vell and tunefully in her nifery
and keeps the dance floor crowded
bow at this Bevhills testing, ground subtle manner of quietipg down
during the ankle-bending sessions
for tyros, and opening night saw an over enthusiastic patron who
with a judicious admixture of old,
the birth of a talented young singer turned heckler during the show.
new, Latin and dixieland rhythms.
who should make her mark.
Freddy Martin’ orch paces the
Band vocalists, Bobby Blanque and
.
The 20-year-old youngster, who show With a solid opener of “My
Jack Delaney, share the - assign¬
shares current stand with French, Fair Lady” tunes and with some
ments.
.
Liuz..
stylist. Andre.; Philippe, is ah easy musical notes that cried, “Let’s
entertainer, although she still lacks dance.” Show holds through June
Latin Quarter* N» YV
Kafa.
the polish which time will endow 17.
her with. Her delivery is natural,
(FOLLOWUP)
Cloister? Chi
Johnnie Ray gives a fresh facade and it’s apparent she can success¬
to the lorigrunning Latin Quarter fully ' bridge the gap between hot
Chicago, June 2.
layout, * “All About Dames,” An and sweet number*—evincing, too,
Don Adams, Meg Myles, Raiiu
annual visitor to this spot, Ray a natural flair for comedy. Both in sey Lewis Trio; $1 cover, 2'drink
comes in at a time when the proms soloing four numbers and dueting minimum.
'
are in bloom' and he’s figured to a pair, with Philippe, she has the
catch a substantial portion of that crowd definitely on her side, an
Current layout is tried-and-true
1 attribute for any newcomertrade.
in these precincts, and likely to
Opening with “Look to the Rain¬ hold at sufficient biz for its threeThe former weeper is essaying
a new set of. songs, tunes, inciden¬ bow,” she confines herself to^good week dotting in the face of a
tally, that he doesn’t seem to have standards, progressively and with general nitery slump around town.
fully worked in. However, as he got mounting assurance through “Pen¬
Don Adams, one of the more im¬
acclimated the E. M. Loew-Eddie nies From Heaven,” “Getting to be pressive
satirists
about, clicks
Risman. spot, his effectiveness in¬ a Habit.” “X0 Cents a Dance” and chiefly with such sketches as the
creased considerably. By closing her finale, “Melancholy Baby,” Hit school- for baseball umps and the
number,
of
the
turn,
however,
is
time, he had the crowd under full
bust-seller pegged on a gal named
“The La-de-ah Song,” with Phil¬
control.
“Delta.” His warmup, however.
; Ray is still the frantic performer ippe, a hit rendition. “I Wish You Still mires in low-key maundering
who seems to feel the songs he Lovc\” with femme handling Eng¬ that faults on too few laugh lines
sings. He still , has the drive and lish and Frenchman his native for the slow gait. When he lights
feeling of a holy roller. He has tongue lyrics, also comes in for on a specific bit, though, he can be
bounce and energy .and virtually good hand.
very funny, as with his lampooning
acts out every song. Result is a . Philippe, who has. the intimate of “sick” humor. As a practitioner
performance of tremendous inter¬ approach, shows experience in all himself, it’s the more appreciated
his
numbers,
with
a
medley,
“I
est. Many of his tunes havenT
outfront.
been essayed locally, and in these Love Paris,” “La Vie en Rose” and
Figuresome Meg Myles, glamournumbers, he shows a little strange¬ “April in Paris,” a standout! He gowned, gives the airconditioning
ness. For the closing moments he cops applause, too, for "Les Amants
a battle. Vocally, her dusky tones
reprises the hits that brought him de Paris,” “C’est Magnifique,” “I cool it through a satisfying catalog
into the bigtime and he . is a Could Write a Book” and “Chanson
that includes “Wouldn’t It Be
Francaise”
definite in.
Loverly?” “Thirteen Men,” “Trol¬
A newcomer here is Jimmy • Joe Felix at piano and Roger ley Song” and “Lazy Afternoon.”
Joyce (New Acts) and. also in . the Nichols at bass provide melodic Even for the idiom, however, singer
backing
for
stint.
Whit.
featured class are Augie & Margo,
tends to play it too mannered and
who hit a top response in a display
detached at times, suggesting that
of some.: sexy terping. They are
Lido^ Paris
more vocal moxie would eomph
extremely skilled dancers and their
the reception. She has the savvy
(FOLLOWUP)
effectiveness could, be enhanced
otherwise and standout looks to
Paris, June 2.
considerably by a wider range of
*' Pit.
: In its 18th month, the Lido show rope ’em.
ideas. However, no complaint from
is still kept fresh, frothy and fre¬
the customers? : .
netic; Some of the sheen of the
Rivorsid^Reno
The Tuckers, a two girl and a original dance numbers of the
Peno, June.4.
boy trampoline turn, returned to Alaria Argentine Ballet may -have
Ames Bros. (4), Evy & Evcrio,
this scene after an absence and been diluted a bit by sending the
also contribute effectively to the original to the new Las Vegas Lido Starlets (8), Eddy Fitzpatrick Orch
overall, entertainment values! They unit,, but the new acts are all first- (10); $2 minimum.
replaced Latoiia, Graham & Chadel rate and this is a; show that wears
The Ames Bros, in this locale are
(see news story in this issue).
well as attested to by the touristic
proven faves, and opening night
One
of
the handicaps Ray SRO every nite.
auditors attested the quartet’s pop¬
worked under at the beginning was
Second unit Alaria group, com¬
the fact, that bandleader Jo Lom¬ posed of four hoys and four girls, ularity, albeit many of the tablers
bardi; had been injured from a fall give a fine erotico-exotico note to were of the prom set-ywhat with
onstage during a rehearsal session. the proceedings while the Bluebell this week marking the end of the
While a substitute leader proved Girls give out their breezy, elec¬ school year and the teenagers had
effective, some of Ray’s apprehen¬ tric terp routines. The meccano good reason to be doing the
sion might be traced to the absence aspects are still dramatic and eye¬ niteries.
With A1 Semola directing from
of Lombardi.
;
Jose.
catching gambits, especially the
giant waterfall and the ice skat¬ tbe piano, the foursome click in a
Bellevue Casino, Mont-1 ing bit with Nancy Lee Parker and 40-minute turn of the standard
Nicky Powers performing a catchy titles, the pop stuff, and novelties,
Montreal, June 5.
plus a bit of comedy between titles.’
Edith Piaf, Therron Troupe ( 6), pas de deux,
Bernard Bros. (2) are highly The boys show best on such as “Yes
The Bizzaros (Z), Guy Alien, Maury
funny in tlieir record mime num¬ Indeed,” “Dry Bones!” “Red River
Kaye Orch (8) ; $2 admission.
ber, especially in an inspired Rose,” “Smoke Gets In Your. Eyes,”
and “You, You, You.”
Piaf . in any language means takeoff on a bevy of songs from
The repertoire is neatly designed
socko . biz but Piaf in French and “The. King and I.” Mime and in¬
in a French Town means hot only vention carry solid satire for a to give each a solo spot at the mike,
with
talents running from the
high
class
act;
Amin
Bros.
(2)
has
smash returns but also a recep¬
tion unequalled by any other per¬ one;hacked to a table -and footing straight stuff to the impreshes for
the other around dervish style for individual exposure, where the turn
former to play this area.
before the lights tends to drag.
That this diminutive chanteuse fine reaction.
Taking the first curtain in a uni¬
Arnaut Bros. i2V do their old
is an .established fave with Montcycle
duo billed as Evy & Everto
faithful
of
a
couple
of
mating
birds
reialers goes without saying. Per¬
sonal; appearances in the past for the usual fine aud response —a boy-girl team with tricky antics
decade have always been surefire Hall, Norfmari & Ladd supply a on tbe one-wheelers. The distaffer
draws, and-her many waxings are funny, deadpaii musical knockabout takes second spot to Everto. but
household items for the 3,500,000 number. Ruby Bruce intros an with the eyeful talent is a definite
French-Canadians in this part of impudent, twinkling nude dance asset for the 10-minute offering.
the world. As. usual. Miss Piaf is bit' tp the show. Show winds in The two do it tandem on some of
garbed in her simple black dress, December when the new entry, the bits, and Everto proves his mas¬
which is a little more stylish than “Ca C’Est L’Amour” (That’s Love), tery of the bike with defying trick¬
those worn some years ago, but comes in. Lido then goes back to ery on high and small surface plat¬
the simplicity is stiil there and a yearly show change to keep up forms.
Bracketing the bill are tbe Star¬
the impact of this vibrant per¬ its annual prestige even though a
sonality, alone on a stage in a two-year .stretch; worked well biz- lets in Moro-Landis productions
single spot, results in a type of wise. Restaurant aspect is also, big with Frank Fanelii aiding in the
showmanship seldom encountered a-people come to eat early for vocal dept. Eddie Fitzpatrick and
in the thrush biz today.
good seats. Lido still has $7 min¬ boys capably back entire show.
.Standing squarely before the imum per person. It’s a good buy. Final curtain is on June 17.
mike, Miss Piaf explains all her
Mosk.
Long.
.
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VARIETY BILLS

!
. Backstag*
. Stan 'Arnold . .
Rene Joubert"
Blackhawk
Miles Davis 6
: . Canterbury ,**
Geo. Alexander
Benny Stroiig Ore
,
Easr Street
: Marty Marsala
Wally Rose Ore ■■'

WEEK OF JUNE 16

Hangover
.Earl Hines
Joe Sullivan
. Muggsy Spanler
Hungry I
Kingston. TrioDick Gautier ..
Marilyn Child
Ann Richards
Jazz Workshop
Red Garland
On. the Levee
Kiil Ory Ore
. Purple Onipn
Cruz Luiia ■
Cathi Hayes
Ronnie Schell
, 365 Club
A. X. Simpkins
Marquis.-Family

House Reviews

Palladimn. London
I witty comedy, scoring with his tra¬
London^ May 30. ■ vesties of tv cowboys, a highway
“Swinging Down the Lane,’’- Vai •! patrolman, a Jairies Cagney im-.
■■■■. Fack'a
Parnell. &. Bernard Delfont pres-! personation, arid a take-off of a tv
: UockcMcsii
MUSIC HALL 11
June Christy.
’ U.
If) re.
Varel * Bailly
entation of a two-act revue,, de* j| singer on. first appearance and la-.
Black Orchid .
| Helga Neff; ,
Dick-Curtis
ROXY
Les Chantcurs
| Hehny Youngman.
vised
and staged, by Robert Nes- \1 ter when he lias absorbed the styles
Mike.
Denton
'
| Farra & Carter .
The Goofers
Trio Martelli
I Sylvia Syms
Fairmont. Hotel
bitt hyrics and music, George Car-: of many different, stars and taken ;
. Helen Hatpin
f Ben Gee & Berni*
Maria Neglia
(Joe Parnello (3)
' Gordon McRae
, Darryl SUjwurt
Rita Launa
den. Leslie Bricusse, Max Bygraves, >I their various tips for success. He
| :
Blue Angel
f ' Harris '..
El Heckscher Ore
Alan Cole
j Mighty Panther .
i, M'Kay & jCharies
. . [Mighty
: Jack Kodell
: Pliil Park, Cyril Ornadel, Dave ; also 'features in a somewhat fam¬
Giy 90'*t
Corps de Ballet
I loll!. Boiiiher Ore [ Lady Jean
iliar sketch about a star and a
; Eddie Asli .-•
..Diamond Lil .
Freenian/ Derek Scott; orchestra-:
|:
I Princess Camille
■* Manuel Del. Toro .
' Sharon Apel
stand-in, the/ stand-in always get¬
lions. Max Harris, ■ Eddie Mordue,:
ilriez & Gordon.
AUSTRALIA
ting the meanest chores until final
Ronnie Hazelhufst, Bob Richards,
tag-line; in this he is joined, by
MELBOURNE
•l.irUut
1
&!;A<lol£o
Burt Rhodes, Ronald Haimner, Ted •
'.Al Lopez Ore '
Joanne. Wheatley ..
1C
B Cinley
Tivoli
Ronnie Hilton, playing the .star.:
Roger McCaU
. Jimmy Blade . Ore
j Brennan; viusical direction, CyYil '■
Will Mahoney
sue
s:
Peter!*.
Blue Note
London House
Hilton hirnsclf offers a pleasing,
B.u !tm & jStuclihT’y
Rudy Horn
V>.
! Ornadel;
choreography,
George ''
. DuLes of Dixieland
Bobby Hackett
JJoyd Nairn .
G.'oson Girls
HI
! Carden; costumes, R. St: John Ro- songalog, which cornpiises an Al
Mister Kelly's
j
Chez: Pare#
i
Mis
iTivnlc Ward
Gordon & Colville.
. i-T
; Tony Martin
: Xcnni
Lonnie; Bruce
[per;, decor. Tod Kingman.. Opened Jo.Ison iiiipression and current hit
Aiied Br;!S. & June t)‘
’ Billy. Faibo
j Lurie;
Lurlean Kumer ,
A.w;:ii! M.irm>es
A
May 29, ’59, at the Palladium, Ldn-- “Gigi.” For comedy he is joined
! Geo. Cook Ore.
/Marty
. Marty RiiDiii'iein a
:•
_ ^
Annv Berryer
*
don: $2.30 top.
- .'■by his regular, pianist, Will .Fyffie
j Chez Adnrables (9) ; Marx & Frigo• .
TOlU LOitrOP'.-..
Margo Glonvy
Jr. (son of the late cornedianh .
■
Cloister
Inn
.
j
Pal
Cast: [stars. Max Bygraves;, also
E,?:t Juhasr
C
ai^^Hous6:
London, June'2.
"• Don Adams
• [! AlH*
Jimmy
Clitheroe,
d'minutive
.includes Peter Sisters : (3), Bob '
’ Meg Mylfls
I/.Ronnie
Itonm s^heu-'
;.---Harb!.d-- Holt’s •'presentation' -.-Of a
comedian, • ap-.Ramsey Lewie Trio ••[•Georg
[ Williams, Rob Murray,- Elizabeth north-of-England
!• Sciim^tV.Trm
"••/• -Giie-gian show in/ two,, parts. ■ At. j Lamer, Aleta Morrison, SchaVer pearsrfn his foie, of the awful kid,/
l
Conrad Hilton
Schnr
i “Frosty .-.Flags''
'.Ben
j
. Ben Arden ore
.
Palace ; Theatre,' London, May 31,
• Bros, i 2 »■, Hope. & Keen,. Harry ; garbed in page-boy outfit, and with
,*.lA
: ’59; $3. top.
,
. Jacob.soj?, Bob Dixon, Wanted Five, a lanky male as. his contrasting foil.
!
j
HAVANA
ANA
■
]Keith Hamsher.e, Carl Ewer, Dane- Perkiness is, his main asset. •
Cariisse
the Jimriiy Currie sDectable of
|
Hotel: Caprr
.;. C;
Cariisse.. &
& Raymond
Raymond 1. ; Toni. Lehrer’s: one-nighters each ling Girls. (18>, Dancing Boijs. <7>,!.
! Rosita Fodres
M
described
as
a
Mameca •
Sunday at the Palace. Theatre have Specialty Dance Group tZ),, George 1 “The. *Flood,”
Penny Ni t boils
ASTON
■f Mitsouko & Roberto . m
uouino.-Singers
"
glirripse
of ancient Rome in period
Mitchell
Singers
<8i.
|
LIVERPOOL
Hippodrome
| Nancy & Gude
■‘Dancing
Wr.teis" /proved to he such boffo b:o. that
■Dancing waters’*
of Caesar Borgia/ is. not bn scale;
Empire
Natalie Herera
F.iJlnck A- Permy
Hotel Riviera
i Elsa
eiVi*:rd,
i the season- has been extended by
1
Hotel Hilton
AnneG _* & Noel
Elsa • M*k,
Mi.rvel
of earlier Currie, aqua-spectacles.
. Fernando Albuerne
tieaadel Cue
“Swinging Down Tire Lane’- is I Although stage is/ flooded with
:R
amcndcMCjdina-:
' a father■: two performances at.
’ Escher Boya
Ramon
Cal. jdilla ■:
Aiberf Wiin-ionR -.mc.nos Xros.
i Raquet & Rolande
Natalie iierrera
Herrera.
Her Majesty’s Theatre and a sub- a cheerful lightweight twice-night/■ .water,.-it is a bit of .a wash-out .
ly revue/ which should keep, the !
ElL-ne & X'-violph' i Raquel Bardisa
. .Gloria
Witt.uses
sequent engagement at the Royal Palladium boxoffice busy until I so far as stirring first-half climax
Lynnctte E..e
••' Faxaatf
Faxa Q ’ " ^-'Uses.
' Moreno Ore
Ar.n Bavett
is concerned.
:.. ■: '
•
’ Jessie K'C/n
BIRMINGHAM
• Fajardo Ore
'
.;.-f.-Guerrer^orc
F. Guerrero Ore , ■
|. Festival Hall. It’s a; remarkable pantomime/ time. It is vehicle for I
;
Hotel Nacional
j
. .Tropicaiia • . .
Hippodrome
Specialties register strongly for
entertainer/! Warm .. m i t t i n g.
Celia Cruz
Carlos Argentino
Georges Ulmer
• Ceiin
•'• triumph for a little-known enter-/ topnotch/ ' versatile
Dominique,
S msatirn il Skylons ' Rudy Fanerti
i -Ri\ eros
Iie-e FUcia
! Rneros
tairier,. but ohe . that. is ‘well de- . Max Bygraves, and Robert: Nesbitt'j French pickpocket, irivites custom¬
MJcn-il ■"mten
Jen y Desmor.de
has used his technical skill to ers on stage and divests them of
LONDON
Howard De t ourcy
MGELES
.' serve*::--;
LOS ANGELES
Peilidlunt
provide a colorful, lively show with | pocketbboks, watches, even braces;
Ma::k* P. e
It takes .. .more than just talent
I'-. -re Bel
the exuberance, of youth.
The! he. repeats this in auditorium, us¬
I
Band
Box
interlude
Nfsmrn
_
interiud®
for an hr'tist to hold the stage in a
customers: would
obviously be;
!
Billy
Gray
■
Earl
Grant
5:>‘» Wilniims
Can-Can Primers
Busty
warren
.Wg theatre solo; for ah entire eve- . content for Bygraves to do a one- j ing rapid technique and garnering
Bat Ya . .
Rusty Warren
Rob Murray
BLACKPOOL
Paul Mazursrvy
ning and keep his audience rock-. man stint, biit the thin revue | top outfroritef surprise/. The Kims
1 Mickey Katz
1■ Paul
Mazur say
E*it be*h J. rner
Pelece
■ Jackie Lee Cochron Gateway
.Singers
are three agile
acrobats . from
Aleta Mtriisnn.
Gateway.singers
ing with laughter.: It calls, addiR< v Castle
framevvork is designed , to enable ;
! ’
Ben Blue’s
Moulin RouseMarion Ryan
with / humorous
faces,
^jimmT
mtrartf*''
tionally, for perception;; wit, and a number of excellent vaude acts ■ Sweden
: i Barbara Hejller
: .Timmy Durante
Sc’n'.Irr Bros. Peter Hni-h
. Donn Arden’s ’ Big ' shrewdness, in observation. Lehrer to appear, whenever the star has 1 clever routines and a novel stilt¬
5 DvU-. s Boys
walking act. . Dior Dancers (three
Beat’7
^ Ben Beac;_
possesses these qualities .and also
Baker A Douglas
;, Dick
-Winter Gardens i. Mildred Law
Gillian Moian
Dick Stabile
SLabjie^ Ore
Ore
ilas an engaging manner- and the to change costume or take a; males, one femme* are adagio
! .
Seville
Colin The mas
‘ Sammy Wolf
breather.
Bercix-n A- Vtmi
foursome who register strongly as
. Gloria Lynne
facility to project his offbeat brand
./Gloria
Lynne
Erica Yerjke
[ Dick Benue
COVENTRY
. The show, starts- limply .with a * three. males. toss the: distaffer mem¬
I: Dave
AV n Bruce
? Richard Cannon
Dave Pell
Pell Octet
Octet
of 'hURlor.
'
.Newsom*
Slate Bros,
Freddie F-ss
’• (van Lane Ore
rain-swept city street scene,, but ; ber around for solid palming; act,
Ker. Dodd
Duke Hazlett
Haziett° ‘
1 , Lehrer's . observations have bejj -Duke
”!b?T r&nfeell
1
Cloister
Ro -emary Squires
then moves into the countryside; formed, two years ago, and pro¬
i Met i,ounS
Young '
lli'd-' Cambell Rus- - Shecky Greene
Kenny Baker
(iLfet
come known as “gruellies,” illus- with a burst of color. With the first!.
duced by Bob Garijou, is okay for
sell
! Ruth Olay
.
The Playe.s : .
Dei Shawn
trating the fact that he is. a pur- half finishing, on the Thames riverf any world situation/ .
ii Tl>esmier‘Hotel
Statler Hotel
Bronwen (Jcnes
Terry Gibbsore
P:;nia Twins
Jean
Fenn
veyor
.of
.a
gruesome
.type
of
Jean
Gerald
D>scon
Coctfanut
Grove
FINSBURY PARK
Seriii-Tones offer vocal harmony,
side.
The
second
stahza
is
osten-:
•
Bobby.
Sargent
.Trhn
Biddelev
Dick
Sha\vn
• B°bb>- Sargent
humor. But. even his gruesome
Empire '
sibly in By graves’ country house,; Grace O’Connor is femme vocalist,,
Alan Hockev *
Vivienne Della
Liberace
■ Leihi1st°or?0ble
and subjects, are made• devastatingiy but by. then the revue theme has / and Herbert Hare aids in comedy
his Ore
NEWCASTLE
Chiesa
Embaosy Girls
Nita &
& Peppi .
, funny by his pungent and cyrncal
. Empire
Freddy Martin Ore :! Nita
Janet Medlin
_
Crescendo
|| ^ Ye Little Club
approach. Atom bombs, the fall- been quietly dropped to nobody's : bitSi Neat line of chorines in, -the
Alan Clive.
dissatisfaction. .
. /: j 12 Debutantes; Jack Walker ba¬
' ShelleyMort Sahl
.
l Carole Costello
Nelson Bros.
]! joe°KeUx?
°ut. ; Christmas carols/ folksongs
f Jr j The Four Preps
Joe Felix el °
3 Brittons
The star proves ariew that there 1 tons resident, orch;. Layout is set:
1■ Roger
Roger Nichols
Nichols
. /and love tunes: are mercilessly
^t-ndert 6/ Jean
Fiancois & Zandra
until October,
Gord.
Smoothe.v ;& Layton
/ scrutinized—and with each the is no performer in Britain better .
Ins Sadler
Fred Lr.ve’le
GLASGOW
LAS VEGAS
VEGAS
audience’s
enthusiasm
mounts. at projecting his warm personality
Taylor, f - I Valerie
Empire
Empire^
Glasgow
One number, the Words of Which over the footlights. Whether he is
CARDIFF
. Rill Kpnnv
Desert inn
! Frances Faye
New
Glasgow, June 4. :
Harvey Sis
; are composed exclusively of the singing his corny songs,. cracking
Patti Page
!■ TrenleA
Treniers ^aye
.
Dav*id Hughes
Maurice Rocco
doing impersonations
or / Larry Marshall & One O’Clock
Little Red
Red Sc
Maxcy
names, of chemical, elements, is gags,
-Prof. Backwards
Little
&Marcy
DeVcre
3
!:
Allen A Albee Sis
Gang,
Kathie
Kay,
Archie McCul¬
quietly
joshing
the
audience
along
Art' Johnson
Layne
delivered
With
breathtaking
speed
Murray
&!;Msidie
M A B Winters
Dbnn Arden Dncrs
Pepi Callahan
Ossie Morris
Van Veen 2
arid is a remarkable feat of mem- his relaxed, friendly, technique is I loch & Gay Town Discoveries, Roy*
Carlton Hayes Ore
Jack Costenzo
Kedpel ct j Betty
HANLEY
tops. He scores in a miming fish-] al Scottish Country Dancers, Bob*
Jackie-A
Roy
ory,
as
well,
as.
a
highly
diverting
Jackie'
&
Roy
Dunes
Mongado~s:
Royal
irig sketch with a perky moppet! by Dowds Orch:
Riyiera .
/■■/Riviera.
'• ■'* entry.-'
‘•1,001 Nights at .
Murray Campbell
Jimmv Young
Dennis Day
Minsky's”
Jeanne & Jon
Max Wall
Mm^Brosf
The artist sets the pattern for (Keith HamshereV and with a. gim- ]
Mills
Bros.
Pinky Lee
MANCHESTER
P & J Yuile
mick
in which he visualizes railway . ; . Vaude apparently finds . if a
Ra>.
Sinatra
Ore
Ray sinatra
his entertainment by his own third
Janik & Arnaut
Hippodrome
George Meaton
Dorothy
Dor ben Dcs
Dcs j persoU
Victor Julian &
Dorothyxorben
introduction; and then, announcements being adapted tow problem to get acts these days.
Overbury & Suzette Vic Oliver/
• Sahara
■ Dogs
Vmd: Vr’e
various types. of travellers; He Hence the- spotlighting of a new .
Gilbert & Svlvia
George
Bums
seated
at
the
piano,
he
introduces
George Burns
Norma Morgan
. Jamal Twins '
LEEDS
Bobby Darrin
[ each of his numbers with a -cynical ribs tv commercials in a song, amateur talent in the “discoveries’’
T-r.e Bntfin
Gillian Grey
Empire
Tybee Afia
layout, / with
.
Stan W i e
Bob Vegas
Albert Modley
DoSe
Rirides .
and amusing comedy broadside. It tufns up on :a horse, spoofs tv’s segment of this
Don Rickies
O & P Wc-stlake
Allen Conroy
3 Martinis
Sar.aiem Dancer*
adds up, to twu hours of smash, Western stars/ tells a string of neat Archie McCulloch, local promoter, .
Mich-.el D-rlow
Marya Linero
Jones Boys
yarns and sings some of his. famil¬ doing his emcee chores with some
Louis Basil ore ;
\^sophisticated entertainment.
Me Andrews & Mills Tony diMilo
acts recenlly found in a newspaper'
iar songs and a few new ones. '
( Cee Davidson. Ore.
..
T,.San,^s,
vh‘-Myro.
C| r™i«
Nat King Cole
The Peters Sisters appear with talent search. It is'riot the calihfe
■ Tinknnn»tC Trfo
Rowan & Martin
.;
Tyler Gilman
S
a number of characteristically of vaude for a No. 1 house. Sum¬
^.ddief.fush
Texas Copa Girls
energetic songs and lead into a mer doldrurris can he faulted for
/ V|ir^Ba„e/h« Vmm«
Antonio Morelli Ofc
scena, “Jazz at Eel Pie Island/’ this lapse from* professionalism.
f
Showboat
:
/ Kathie. Kay, disk chirper who'
featuring The Wanted Five, a crazy
\ir"dVa«iS
Spns of Bioheer*
Hank Morton
roc .’n’ roll outfit, and the dancers. gets regular airings via tv, offers
John Conrad Dncrs
Johnny Cash
pleasant songalog for satisfying
u.lk Rice Ore.
Merle Travis
Humor
is
provided
by
the'
Schaller
JIMMY JOYC|E
Flamingo
Silver olipper
Bros., and an expert comedy tram¬ applause. Her repertoire includes .
Ted Lewis & Co.
Hank Henry . .
Comedy
NEW YORK CITY j
poline pair, Rob Murray arid Bob a new Scot-flavored favorite in
Marie McDonald .
Sally Rand
“Come Home To Loch Lomond
15
Alins.
’/
Larry Adler.
Sparky Kay#
Williams.
Murray is a laconic}.
Blue Angel
. Milt Sliaw Ore
arid Me” and the w.k. “Granny’s
Harry James
Appletons
Latin Quarter, N.Y;
Australian juggler with a Self-;
Dorothy Loudon
. In Bdboll
Don Kirk
Dick Weston
Hielan’ Hame.”
Roger Price
• Liz Williams
deprecatory
line
of
.
patter,
and
|
Flamingoettea
Peggy Dietnck .
Jimmy Joyce is an Irish storytel¬
K. & M. Welch
Dick Hankmson
Ella Wilson, on accordion, -is a
Jack Cathcart Ore ..( Toni & Harry Wham ler frorri Boston, who could easily Williams is a goodrhumored Yank j
Randy Sparks
Lat:n Quarter
breezy . opener with some lively
Jimmy Lyon 3
Johnnie Ray
be billed 3? the Hibernian Myron with the hangdog spaniel which j tunes, as are: the Royal Scottish
c Zaniacs -.Danny Jacobs
Bart Howard
. Atr.:.,
Margo
' Geo. Redman Ore
Make Believes .
Cohen/ ; He is working vein of rich obstinately refuses to obey its | Country Dancers. in second seg¬
Bon Salr
' The Tuckers
Stardust
Joe Sante 4
lore in the doings of the Boston master. Both acts are old favorites • ment: McCulloch invites aud parKaye Ballard
- Du-z Gurry
Jane Powell /
Newton' Bros.
]
Bertice Reading
. Pony Sherrell
Irish Catholics. , He has the air and standout yock-raisers.
Golden Niiggot .
Paul Whiteihan
ficipation by inviting femme cus*
Little. Dane Sc
i Jo - Lombardi Orb
Pomppff-Thedy.
Harry Ranch
of identification With- his subjects /.■'Skillful, speciality terping comes ; tomers on to stage for some in- .
Mason
3 Harlowe Ore
Happy Jesters
Lee Sc Faye May¬
and his stories artd under, no from a long-legged blonde, Aleta | ter views : and.
balloon-bursting
Three Flames
Le Cupidoii
nard
•
! Audrey Cooper
Jimmie Daniels
H‘osina Pagan
stretch of' the.imagination: can his Morrison, in two spots, and inusi-! comedy.
Sons of Gold’n Wst : Tony Pastor,
Chateau Madrid
Howard Beder
Hacienda
Kim Sis I
yarns be described as anything but comedy's Elizabeth . Larner sings
From local indie tv comes “The
Hanna Ahrpnt
,
Four Tunes
Thunderbird
humorous, and respectful.
charmingly in another couple of! One O’clock Gang,!’ personnel of
Ralph Font Ore
[
Johnny Olenn
Cdnnfie Boswell
Panchit o Ore
! ^tt Dennis
Shirley Scott
Sonny Howard
He specializes in Irish stories amiable scenas. Hope & Keen, a.; mid-day. lunch show, with some
Candi Cortez
Jatk KeI1>;
Nevada Club
Dunhills
Couple of young British tumblers, homely coihedy arid song. Larry
that
are
laugh-provokers.:
Joyce
Copacabane
liitern-fional
Jig Adams
Samara
Tony Martin
. • Julius LaRnsa
is a portly lad, who. seemingly can make a neat Palladium debut. The Marshall offers his Scot comedy
Rivera-Barrarico La- Al Jahiis Ore
Allan Drake
i Lou Nelson!
tin Revue
I .
Troptcan
Tropicana
go On
lanky ' Jimmy ./ Nairn
as
dn indefinitely. He cl
closes with dancers and singers are easy on with
Zeme North
; McKenna Line .
The Mark IV
Jayne Mansfii
the eye and fit into the swift pat¬ stooge, ad there are melodies
an -W*
aria from “Pagliacci;”
Ron Stewart
; Mike Durso Ore
feSfay
' *»
“Pagiiacci," effective¬
Mildtones
Mickey
Hargit
tern of Nesbitt’s : production, arid from Charlie Sim arid Marie Ben-.
Lou Donn Ore
j Palmier! Ore
ly, delivered.
Jose.
ly.
- Felix Ramirez TrioElsa Sc Waldo
Waldo
Pagan Ore
Savoy Hilton
R. St. John Roper’s costumes are son. Outfit is funniest in their
Leo Wolf Sc Joe
Liicien Sc
& Ashour
Ash
•
^_:_
Den
Tommy Purcell Ore
Wolverton.
Flying DePauls
DePau
gay and vividly hued.
Rich.
school-classroom
sketch,
which
Jack Douglas
Town & Country .
New Frontier
Nicky &.Piroi
John Gorman
- Alien & Rossi i
garners useful palming, and they
gl'feua/‘,t‘sta’.r, QTJINTETTp:. ALLEGRO.
Mickey Roohey
Bernadine Read
Wanderers;
Joey Forman
Perez Prado
j Instrumental-Songs
also
offer
an
“Old
Tyme
Music
Downstairs Room
Farrar 3
Diahann Carroll
Queen’s, Blackpool
Hall” sketch, aided in dance by
Demi Dozen
I Yvonne'S Dogs
Cork Club, Houston ,, Sylvia Shay
■ Ned Harvey Ore'
Blackpool, Eng., June 2.
Kay Rose and : Peter Johnstone,
These five artists from Florence,
MIAMI- MIAMI BEACH
Isobel Robins
I Larry Harle Ore
James
Brennan presentation of with Larry Marshall1 as Talbot
Ceil Cabot
Two Guitars
Italy,, are- a versatile; group. of
“Jokers All/* with Dickie Hender- 1O’Farrell, Marie Benson as Marie
. Jack Fletcher.
j Olga Valdi
Americans .
Duke Jenkins Ore.
musicians. .Group/ opens With an
George Hall
! Ivan Nepa ■
Tommy Leonettl
.- Fontainbieau
son, Ronnie Hilton, Jimmy Clith- Lloyd, arid Charlie Sim as G. H.
Italian . medley, then perforins
Gerry Mathews
! Xenia Brante
Kirby Stone 4
Pupi Campo Rev
erqe, Dominique, Dior Dancers Elliot; Jimmy Nairn, in whiskers,
Stan Keen
• K. Poliansky Ore
Lee Martin Ore .
Natale Fields 3
Monti’s. “Czaida.”
Nrixt ; there’s
(4), The Kims (3), Grace O’Con¬ acts as the traditional emcee.
Ronny Graham
: Misha Usdinoff
Carillon
Lucerne
Liszt’s r‘Second. Rhapsody,” and
No. 1 Fifth Ave.
Viennese
anti
Viennese;! l
Lantern
Lou Walters Revue Havana Mardi Gras
Showbacking from the resident
nor, Jimmy Currie's Water Spec¬
the stirring, “The Passing of the
Robert Downey
• Monica
llonica Boyar
Elissa Jayne
. Diosa Costeiio
tacle “The Flood/* Herbert Hare, l1orch under Bobby Dowds is okay. ■
Harold Fonville
Dean
Dean Sheldon
. Tun Tun
Roberto Sc Alicia
Regiment,” which the five wrote.
Gord.
•
Hotel Astor
Ernest
Schben
C
The
Semi-Tones
(4
V,
12
Debu¬
Srnest Scheen Ore
George Karolly
Milos Velarde
If a high point could be selected
Irving Fields
|'
Village
i.Barn
Village/Barn
Ted Kivitt
Don Casino
tantes, Jack Walker Orch.
Hotel Roosevelt
:. Larry
in the agt,. this is it. ■/'.
Cindy Fuller •
^irry . McMahan
Pepe •;
Lenny Herman
Joni Roth /
/Joni
Jacques Donnet Ore
Blanco
Fine comedy bit is the ‘‘Second
Wakely qf N.M. State Fair
Hotel Plaza
*Lou
, Lou MosconT
Ruth Wallis
“
Fausto Curbelp Ore
James Brennan, indie, producer, I
Rhapsody” number; in which all
Lisa Kirk
jI Belle Carroll
Clover Club .
: . Montmartre
Hollywood, June 9.
Ted Strueter Ore
.i Jim I^wis i
S Britton Rev
Eddie Schaffer
five play the 88
once/ which has assembled satisfying fodder for '. Jiminy Wakely/ countiy & west¬
Mark Monte Ore
> Lou Harold
Harold1 Ore
Deauville
The Cookies
takes even more musical than com¬ summer vacationers at this popular ern singer and head of Shasta
Hotel Pierre
i
Village |Gat#
Gate
Mandy Campo O
(Mandy
Ore J Freddie Calo ■ Ore
edy talent. Playing “Fascination,” family bouse. Accent is on clever
Felix Knight
;: Leon Bibb !.[.
Spivak Ore
Murray Frankliii'a
Records, has signed to eriicee all !
Larry Douglas
ii Ron & Naina
i
uipiom
Nama
Diplomat
George Darcy
the three violinists cruise the specialities plus comedy, and pace
Dolores Perry
I
Village Vanguard I Hal Fisher
shows for the New Mexico State
Paul Gray
stageside tables for personal sere¬ of show, staged by Billy Fetch, is
Joseph Ricardel Ore Carmen McRae
Murray Franklin ..
Kathryn Kane
Atmosphere is al¬ Fair at Albuquerque, running for
nades, and group invites flapping always fast.
Mai Malkin Ore Dick Havilland
Kay Carroll \
Eden Roc
accompaniment. to “Dark; Eyes.” ways warm and is aided by coziness nine days in Octoberi
Vincent Lope? Ore
Ella Fitzgerald
. Jackie Heller
Sue; Law.tqh.
/ Tex Barron, fair president, flew
Quintette, first/ came to U.S, six of auditorium itself,
Giovannis
The Cooks
Dickie Henderson clicks with here to ink Wakely,
years ago from Italy;
Skip,
i
Luis Vafona Ore'
. Eddie Bernard!
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New Mgt Group Has
Carnegie Hall Theatre

But Twasn't like the Fabulous '20s
By LES BROWN

9. ;- Herb Sheldon to Operate
Barn at Montauk Point

Chicago, June
Chicago made a comebacks as the
top legit road city during the
1958-59 season. More theatres were
Television aetorrm.c. Herb Shel¬
lighted. here for longer stretches don : Will, become a. legit producer
of time than anywhere else west this summer. He will operate the
of Gotham, and while the other new-Montauk (L. I.) Manor Play¬
hinterland cities were continuing house, opening June- 17 for a 13the downward trend of recent .week season. The 600-seat theatre
. years, Chi was having a. banner Will occupy an indoor tennis audi¬
season, at least on paper/
torium built by the Montauk Beach
In sheer dollars, the term Just Co. Productions. will., be mostly
ended topped all seasons for as miisicalSi .
far back as Variety's records go.
Arthur Whitelaw, formerly. with
There were 15 shows, including the Sea. Cliff (L. X) Summer. The¬
one holdover from the. previous atre and. co-owner of the Mary-;
season, and. a total season gross of meade Playhouse, Smittitown, L .1.,
$5.061,100 for 130 , playing weeks. is general manager of the. Montauk
Only the gross total is impressive, operation.. Bob Scarpato, of the
and even that is subject to severe Syracuse Univ. faculty and for¬
discount in view of the higher merly with the Sacandaga (N. .'-Yj".
ticket prices and inflated produc¬ Summer Theatre, is resident direc¬
tion operating and theatre main¬ tor, with Dave- Axelrod • as as¬
tenance expenses.
\
sistant.
"
. For a comparison, the preceding
season mined $3,282,000 from 11
shows playing 84 weeks. Previous
high mark on record was $4;314,330
established in the 1952-53 se.ason.when 27 shows played a total of
187 weeks.
The 1958-59 season mark was
helped by the fact that the Shubert Theatre, the town's largestseater, was lighted all 52 weeks,,
London, June 9:
first with “My Fair Lady" at a $7
With the death early today
top and then with “Music Man" at (Tues. >. of Sonnie Hale, the pre¬
$6.60. Together the shows grossed miere of his new play, “The French-'
over $3,250,000 in ’58-59, . almost Mistress," is tentatively set for
twice what the other 13 plays were later this; week at the . Adelphi
able to take in all together,
. . pTheatre. Richard Bard will take
Long-runner . for. the year was over the male lead - in the Jack
.“My Fair Lady" with 36 weeks, Hiilton production, in which Hale
was to have costarred ’with Marje- j
. CCfHitinued oii page 76)
Claire Verlene and Hugh Wake¬
field.
' '
. . The •, comedy : w?as
previously
slated to .open last Thursday (4),
but the preern was postponed when
Hale was hospitalized with a throat j
infection. - Hylton acquired, the
show after its original tryout last j
.._ • .
•
■ .
„
.
, April at Windsor, where . Queen
• ^est Side ^Story^. w.nich begins - Elizabeth . and Princess Margaret
its post-Broadway tour July 1 at i were enthusiastic members of the
the Auditorium, Denver, will beaudience
-one of Hie heaviest productions on i
Hale, whose real name was John
the road. The musical will carry. Robert Hale-Monro, wrote “Misfour baggage cars and seven musi-! tress” under the nom de plume
cians,. including conductor Joseph of Robert Monro; He had also
Lewis. The pit contingent, when J authored other legit scripts and
augmented by local footers, will. collaborated on film scenarios;
^7•
i Born in 1902, the- actor appeared
The AFMers going out with the jn many plays and .films, and! also
show Will be. flown , ahead of the : directeda number of pictures!. He
company on each jump for; lodger ; was successivelv married to Evelvn
rehearsals with the pickup musi- j.Lave. Jessie Matthews and Mary
ciahs than would be permitted if ! Kelsey,
they travelled by rail. The staff
for the tour includes rEinmett Cal¬
lahan, company manager; George
Eckert production stage manager;
Joe Hill,, stage manager; Larry
Pool, assistant, and Harry Forwood.
pressagent.
Leonard Spigelgass is getting
• Producers Robert E. Griffith and , about $5,OOQ ■- a-;week Toyalty.
Harold S, Prince, general manager! author of- “A Ma jority of One,
Carl Fisher and Howard Jeffrey. jThat’s figured , to be - one of the
■assistant to choreographer Jerome! largest author royalties for a
Rcbbins, will. attend’ the Denver ’ straight play in legit; history, Maopening. The musical terminates jority is currently, in its 17th sellout
Its Broadway run June 27.
j week at the Shubert Theatre, N. Y[. The playwright's hefty take, is
j diie to the show’s exceedingly high
; gross potential ratliet than ah uni usual royalty deal. He’s only get}' ting the
minimum
Dramatists
;
T
_
Guild royalty of 5% of the first
,., Washington, June 2.;
S5.000 gross, .7^% of the next
ap-. $2:000 and
of the balance:
perent that the Shubert Theatre..
However, the Shubert is a 1,453the stage and dressing rooms of; Seateri and at the $6.90 top the
which were gutted by fire last, pofeiltial capacity-take, without
Jan.^29, will not be_reopened as a standees, is about. $53,000 weekly,
theatre, Bernie
Ferber.
house
■
■ ■
• •
■
*
manager, has revealed that he fe-!
signed several weeks ago because
of “long indecision” of owners on
w'hat to do, plus doubt on his part
it would ever be a theatre again.
__ The
, f Shubert, operated by. Jay i
A stock tryout of a prospective
Hornick, of.., Philadelphia, is a ' 0fl;-Broadway production is schedformer burlesque house, but has : uje(j for the. Carriage House Theahad lean pickings with legit in re- . ^ Little Compton, R, I.. this sumcent years.
j meri The play, Roland Wolperf s
j “The Green Plateau,” will be testi ed Aug,; 12-16 at the 150-seater.
■ The off-Broadway presentation is
'- contemplated for the Downtown
Ashtabula1, O., June 9.
[ Theatre, operated by William Lan-r
The Rabbit. Run Theatre, atdis, who’ll be co-producer at the
N. Madison,, a hamlet about 25 C a ft ia g 4
Horise
with
Ellen
miles, south west of here, has been Burchard. :■
taken over by James MacGume,
The strawhat, on the estate of
Bobbie Troka: arid Abbe. Scott, \vho Miss Biirciiard’s father, Roswell B.
wi'l operate it as an Equityrhondedi Burchard, former Lb Governor of
spot, this . summer; The spot was Rhode Island, will,open July 1 foi
leased from Mrs. Mrirgaret Klump; an eight-play' season. A resident
who will serve as promotion direc¬ Equity company will be utilized.
tor and party booker for the ven: ture.
William and Jean Eckart are de¬
The season starts /Underway signing the sets arid costumes for
June 30.
;;
“Fiorello.”

Sonnie Hale Dies,

SPIGELGASS GETS 5G
AS ‘MAJORITY’ AUTHOR

See End of Shubert, D.C.;
Bernie

it’ Tryout At
New Rhode Island Barn

New Group to Operate
Strawhat in Rural Ohio: J0h^empi“redrtKr’ FhT DmJSmvn
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Report of L&L Deal for Cap, NX

V The Carnegie Hall Playhouse,
N.Y., has been triken over by BenLar Productions. The : outfit is
headed by Lawrence Rothman, who
* Reports that Alan Jay Lemer
last season was associated with the
and Frederick Loewe intend tak¬
Phyllis Anderson. Theatre, • N.YJ;.
ing over the Capitol Theatre,
and previously operated the nowBroadway film house, for their up¬
dark President Theatre, N.Y. :
coming musical version of “The
New York.
: The Carnegie spot was converted
Once and Future King” have been
to an offrBroadway theatre three Editor, Variety:
denied by representatives of both
Now.
that
the
award
season
is
years ago by Sanford Friedman
the author-producers and the the¬
oyer, some objection should be
and Mike Weinberg.
atre. It's understood Lerner and
recorded to the method of an¬
LoeWe, who’ll also co-produce the
nouncing the N. y. Drama Critics
tuner with Moss Hart, are seeking
Circle prize for the best play.
a new theatre because of the
Specifically, I suggest that the
perennial Broadway hooking jam,
tally of votes for the various
especially involving large-capacity
choices should be kept confidential,
theatres suitable for legit musicals_
and just the winner announced,
The same situation applies to
as is done with the Pulitzer Prize,
Robert E. Griffith and Harold S.
and the film Oscar awards.
Prinde, who have been casing sev¬
Plans for a touring production! .. It hardly seems fair that “Raisin eral Times Square film houses as
of “Flower Drum Song" are appa-;. in the Sun” was designated the a possible berth for their upcom¬
reritly cold. The decision is attri-: Critics Circle selection, and in the ing musical production of “Fiobuted to difficulty in casting the: same announcement to point out
rello.” Among the theatres being
predominately Oriental parts in; that it was. a winner by the narrow¬
considered by them is the New
the musical, particularly since est margin over two other plays,
__
Amsterdam,
a former legit operaabout 60 such types are currently ; ami to leveal that:not one of the jtion now being used as°one*of a
employed on Broadway in three j prftiPR
nf the
thp New
Vpw Vnrlr
jioj o*_^ ,_
critics of
York /failv
daily dumber of 42d
Street grind houses.
productions,
including
“Flower newspapers cast his ballot for it.
The New Amsterdam would nor¬
Drum.” The latter show is in its
Alexander H. Cohen.
mally be considered a bad bet be¬
28lh capacity week at the St. JamerJ
cause />f its location on the hurlyTheatre, N.Y.
.
burly thoroughfare, but there’s a
The two Main Stem entries,
possibility an entrance to the
besides the Rodgers-Hammersteinr
house
could be constructed on 41st
Joseph: Fields
production
are
Street, opposite the National The¬
“World of Suzie Wong”, and “Ma¬
atre.
Main Stem film houses that
jority pf One:” There are approx¬
have been given a onceover as pos¬
imately 39 Orientals in “Song,”
sibilities
for conversion to legit,
while “Suzie” has 18 and “Ma¬
j other than the Capitol, include the
jority” three. “Rashomori,” another
!
Palace,
Rivoli
and State.
Broadway entry in the Far Eastern _
“Majority of One” has passed ,
.
t
The Capitol, owned by Loew’s
groove, has no Orientals in . the j
the 100^ profit mark. On the basis i Theatres is reportedly
rpnnrtorihr due t
„
for
cast.
;
Although the “Song” tour is but.!
the. producers are going ahead with : Leonard Spigelgass comedy is fig- \^aroimd^^on
c?p?city. *9
plans for a London company on | ured to have netted about $123,000 j
I4 similar 3°,b
the theory that enough Oriental ; as of last Saturday (6) The Theatre «as
completed by Loews
talent is available in England to ; Guiid-Dore Seta& prodSctKt!
l%!fcj?aag *
cast , the musical. Also, it’s figured !
capitalized * at $112,800 with the i
ace has ample
that British audiences will more ] management guaranteeing an addi¬
(Contin cd on page 73)
readily accept Occidental perform- i tional $7,200 in bonds.
ers made up as Orientals. The West!
The play, Currently in its 17th
End. production is aimed to open week at .the Shubert Theatre, N.Y., :
about next. January or February.
has been earning'an average weekly }
Meanwhile eollaborator-produc- i operating profit of $15,000. As of 1
ers Richard Rodgers and Oscar j the audit, the show had netted
Hammerstein 2d are working on j. $46,517, of which $40,000 was dis¬
their
prospective
new
show, “ tributed, evenly between the man¬
“Sound of Music,” due Nov. 12 at; agement and the backefs. It’s fig¬
Palm Springs, June 9.
the Lunt-Fontanhe Theatre, : N.Y. ‘ ured the comedy picked up an addi¬
Michael
Ferrall
and Marian
The tuner will have a;. book by tional $75,000 profit in the five
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, i w;eeks between the accountirig and Walters, a husband-wife producing-directing-acting
team
who
based on the story of the Trapp.: last Saturday.
brought the Palm Springs Play¬
Family, It will star Mary Martin.;
Following the»production’s move
house into the black this season
into the black during its eighth
for the first time in its 11-year
week at the Shubert, there wps a
history, got their reward yester¬
cast payroll increase of 5% ol the
day iMonJ. They were fired by
gross. The statement doesn’t indi¬
Mrs. Ethel Lucearino, head of the
cate w:lio’s in on the percentage,
• non-profit Guild which leases the
but it s assumed to be either or
1 Playhouse from the city.
both of the costars, Gertrude Berg
The firing took place after city
and Cedric Hardwjcke. Schary gets
Walter and Jean Kerr will stay
authorities had signed a new lease
3^ o£ the gross as director.
home this summer in Larchmont,
with the Guild, with the under¬
N, Y., with their five. children
standing that the Ferralls would
“and go crazy.” They’ve recovered
be back in charge next fall. Mrs.
from the failure of their fnusical.
Luccarino’s letter was sent to the°
“Goldilocks” on Broadway last
Ferralls* after it was erroneously
winter and are both working on
i assumed they had left town for the
various new projects.
Kerr is taking a three-month va¬
cation as drariia critic of the N. Y.
Herald Tribune to write a book
about esthetic. Which his authoress KeS- Yoark'sPecreentrP™Park.nSTh2
wife says won’t be as arty as that union at its annual meeting last Fefranl
Negot?aUonS are n£w
sounds, Mrs. Kerr’s immediate as¬
signment is a piece, for the Sunday
magazine section of the N. Y.
Times, about how to cope with had
*__
notices; After that, she has an idea missioner Robert MosesV refusal to
continuance
of Joseph
t .n
. ni
for a straight-play farce, but thinks permit
maybe the form is passe.;
Papp’s cuffo Shakespeare Festival fbVBIll 3110 1 l3Vff0er
^
'The piece for the Times maga¬ in the park. The petition has been [
zine will, of course,: be based on sent to the mayor.
the generally unfavorable recep¬ - Moses’ edict w'as upheld last
Playbill, the Broadway theatre
tion of “Goldilocks,” for which the week bv N. Y, Supreme Court
Kerrs wrote the book arid lyrics, Justice Samuel M. Gold, who dis- J program, and Playgoer, its Coast
and w hich Kerr staged. The theme, missed a petition to compel the counterpart, have worked out a
Mrs; Kerr indicates, will be that Commissioner to readmit the fes- i deal for mutual representation for
you can’t “cope” with bad notices/ tival to the park this summer.! advertising sales. The .arrangebut just have to be philosophical Meartwhile, Papp has filed a notice ; fnent, clinched by Gilman Kraft;
about them.. “As Walter says,” she of appeal to the Appellate Division president of Playbill, and John F.
] Huber, president of Playgoer, pro¬
explains, “when . you do a show of the Supreme Court.
vides advertisers with a cumulative
you’re asking for it, and you have
market of “2,000,000 theatregoers”
to be prepared to take it.;” .
in the New York. Los Angeles and
Mrs. Kerr, who had. her fifth
San Francisco areas.
t Continued on page 77)
Playbill, which was radically re¬
vised when Kraft took over its
Legit VIPs in the U.S. and Can¬ management in 1957, is now in its
ada will be getting free samples <a 75th year in Newr York.
24-bottle case every month) of Old
Cincinnati, June 9.
Bert Wheeler, Horace McMahon, Vienna Beer and Old Stock Ale
Joey Faye arid Elizabeth Eiistis are ; duririg the next 12 months as part
the lerids, with co-author John cf ; a campaign to popularise the
Washington, June 9.
Cecil [Holm as director arid playing ■ O’Keefe Centre, now under con¬
Actors Equity president Ralph
a supporting role in “Three = Men1 struction in Toronto and due to
on a Horse,” this, week at the j open in the fall of 1960. The ven- I Bellamy is scheduled to appear toCincinnati Summer Playhouse^ The . ture, which involves a $12,000;000 [ morrow <Wed.) before the House
arena tent; opened its season last i outlay, is being built and will be • Congressional Committee on Eduweek with “Say, Darlirig.”
[ operated by O’Keefe Breweries,; cation and Welfare to ask for
The strawhat is operated by local! which puts out tue beer and ale i legislation on bills for the estab| lishment of a Federal Advisory
business man and former Broad-: products/’ .
Alexarider H. Cohen, Broadwvay i Council on the Arts,
way producer Mark Kroll, with.
The actor currently starring at
Broadway company manager Morry producer and New York booking!
Efron as producer-general man¬ representative for the Toronto the National Theatre here In
ager. ■;
hbrise,. arranged the promotion.
i “Sunrise at Campobello.”

Would Withhold Tally
On Critics Circle Prize

‘Majority’ Profit

Producer-Actor Couple
Clicked at Palm Springs;
City Reopens Q.T. Firing

Walter and Jean Kerr

Relent on No Tuners?

EQUITY AGAIN ASKING
OK OF BARD IN PARK

i

Swith the

wh0

Set N.Y.-Coast Ad Heap

Bert Wheeler Starring
In Three Men1 in Ciiicy

Only YIP Beer Addicts
Need Apply (to Cohen)

Equity to Tell Congress
* It’s for U.S. Arts Group
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La Petite Mu Here
(The Little Moliere j Woman)
.... Bordeaux. June 2..
.Tc.vi Louis Bariaiili production of two-,
act
scenes* comedy by /Jean Anouilh.
S*amh4. Jem Louis Barrault: music. JeanM:chel Dam »se: settings. Jaques Noel: cos¬
tumes. Jaqucs Noel ard j Marie Helene
I>:»ste. Ooenori June 1, ’j9.!iat the Grand
'The-Vre.* Bordeaux.
j;' . .
..v
l i-.‘ Simon*' Yalere. Catherine Anouilh.
Pas! V? K 'belts, Claire Wrfe .uVc. Gilberte
(."•.list. <i:net.e Annecy. i Jane Martel.
:e Salles. Ciuu'ie
Viierhe. Janine
F-'vnev. Andre Brunof. Je'nDes.silly. Jean
I* ire.ies. Jean-Pierre (Ir^nr.;;!. Regis Outid.
O -br.ei CattancL DoniintauejRwJn. Michel
B'i:as. Robert Io-mb rcl. GUvJaquet. Luis
Mi<s»*i. J■(•.ofis Bouchcif. Jean Pqron.
Ami'?- Bat.br?, Mario Butfnnot. Francis
M’.oge.
; • ')= '
’•

;

Retribution can be |; inexorable, I
|
cruel and uncanny, j About 20 :
years ago. Jean-Louis parrault re¬ i
signed from or was foi*ced out of J ;[
the Comedie Frenca^e/ usually re-;;
ferred to as “The Hojuse of Mol¬ :
iere.”
Two
months: ago.
the
French govo’-nment decided to cut
this same Comedie Francaise. in
half and give Barrault';, one of the
two theatres, to do with as he
pleases.
I
The producer-star wi(l! take over
In October and cr.e pf the first
plays he will introduce; in this new
work bv Jean Anoudh. a b'ography
of Moliere. He will tliu< be leav¬
ing . Moliere plays themselves to
the parent Corned'e, but introduc¬
ing all of them, a sentence or two,
a scene or two, ct a time, in this
over-all combination, j To sharpen
the point, this play will be a smash
hit. It can hr.rd'y miss. '
“La Petite Moliere"’!is a theatri¬
cal curio. Wriden
France’s
most uroiific >ahd most -iu’cessfuli
piavwright. it tel's about the loves
and travails of Frances most.rev¬
ered actor-playwright |of all time.
The title is incorrect,; ^coming to
emphasize Mol’eve’s lg't. wife,-, the
enigma*;c Avmande- Beie.r*.
Ac¬
tually. the -to’-y slartsi rs-Moliere.
is a struggling
to~-ci/>ec!or/with
Madeleine Bejart r.s Ir.s star and
nr stress.
j;
•* ,
He fights to'-ker* the company
afloat, writing ol y I; aft er play
again.-t gre°t od/-.*,* flirting with
girl after eirl. elw?vs j!vl*?i Made¬
leine’s “underdan l:r.g'* and reluct¬
ant accenrar.ee. Finally l’? gets his
break.- is commanded to appear
with his troupe befo f the King,
and his pro'e-V:onr.! nod^ion is as¬
sured.
He discard 4 Madeleine
and marries her youretj.sister (there
is a. hint that it may actually have
been her daughter-.
|
The oncc-swc'et" ghl thereupon
becomes
ambitious y.i'*h. who
makes the pIaywri«htV.;Tlfe a liv¬
ing hell. Ard Mrdrleirm: looking
on from the -klel’Res.j sighs,. “It is
asionishing that the !nun who un¬
derstands l ie so remnrkahiy well,
knows nothing of how to live.” . •
In a program foreward. Anouilh
says that he v rote ; "La Pet’te
Moliere’’ as a film script but he
couldn't find a p-odueer, so he
decided to have .it done on the
stage.
It is told, therefore, in
short “cinematic’* seemed rather
than normal play, structure.-. Bar¬
rault’s staging carrie/: out the 'il¬
lusion that this ir a scenario, rather
than a play, by having the scenes
flow into e-'Ch. other, i
Remarkably apt scenery, with
frequent cut, f’ows from full stage
to half stage to apron and back.
There are no pauses.' j it is all In¬
genious—and it works.
Anouilh
may be telling the truth wh-?ri'. he
says ii is no longer a film but a
screen-t^atment on stage.
But
he's kidding h;msclf 'or the audi¬
ence' if he tlv'nks the 5-jhow will, not
be filmed. It should jmakc a fine
picture.
4
■While Barrault, as Moliere. does
a fir t-rate acting jpb. ijt is a.s direc¬
tor that he is the irerl; star of the
production. It is perhaps his finest
staging accomplishment.
Made¬
leine Renau't. as the mistress who
i< (h-onped. turns in thji best acting
of Lie '.how. and poriiaos her ca¬
reer. It is a tende”. !moving, *Pft
lie ''T-rending perfo-marce.
T’l'e. other top role.; that’of her
ym.mg s'lste1* or is it daughter?' is
acted bv Catherine Anouilh, the
pl:r,iyrm:it’s daughter.}* su'd is the
pro we;*k s"ot.' She isn’t up to it.
e p -chilly in the secorid act. She
is : ine r.s a young girl,1 but doesn’t
bring • off the trrns:tR>n. though
that may be the fault, of -'the'.au¬
thor. who seems not to have pro¬
vided a seen? or seems indicating,
the chance of character. At. any
rate, between, now and October,
when the play opens in Paris, this
weakness should be remedied.
Orb.er acting bits are expertly
J - ndled by Simone Vaicre. Pascale
Roberts, Jean De^aitlyj JeamPierre
^iianvai, Jean Paredes and Gabriel
Chdtand.
ji;
The sets, as indicated, are in¬
genious and intelligent.
Jaques
Noel, a designer in his early 30’s,
has an important future; if his work
is an indication. The | background
music by Jean-Michel Damase (at
least as played here) is not good;

“Dream/! the director has per¬
suaded the cast to relax and. let
the audience enjoy the'show. Even
the fairies play it lightly.
“Let us not hedge: Miss Eleanor Steber is too fat to play this role.
. With jowl and paunch w-obbling,
too loud . and too self-conscious;.
Another unfortunate item is an .in¬ his eyes, winking and his face When she falls to her knees we hear it,.and fear; she will.be unable to.
trusion of a few puppet scenes; t\yitching, . Laughton prowls the rise: again. When she fights off the advances of 5carpia, it. seems too v
which carries through Barrault’s stage ..leading ,hi$ band of rustics likely that she will win.”
notion of “total theatre,’- but is with rare relish; Instead of the .! Sp writes Toronto Telegram, legit, critic; Mavor Moore, reviewing
usual ass’ head, he Avears a kind Metropolitan Opera’s “Tosca,” Thie production, he calls “ah awful mess.
precious and unnecessary.
As a prospect for English trans¬ of Daivy. Crockett hat adorned with This kind of inadequate, sloppy, preposterous production, coining from
lation, “La Petite . Moliere”. could two huge donkey’s-ears, so the I so pretentious a source, is unfair to opera, unfair to audiences and un-.
do well; despite the fact, that Mo¬ audience> can see .his- enormously fair to the Rotary Club which, sponsors these visits.” Moore, is a for-,
liere. is not as familiari a figure funny; roving leer. It adds much iher musical producer., havihg put on most of the first 10 . annual “Spring
abroad as he is to the French: to the wooing scenes with Titania. Thaw” revues in Toronto, all lohg-funjners:
But, any translation should be
The play within the play is done
Eloore found; “Carmen*’ the. next evening, “marvelous” except for
skillful.and tasteful, and the pres¬ . as ari effectively ribald revue some poor sound effects, and scenery “worn transparent and ripped.”,.
ent production scheme should be ; sketchy and Laughton’s final death
retained.
Kauf:
j scefie .is a .magnificent, and., imj pertinent . pieee !of buffoonery.
itto rdinplaisant Lover Yet the :- actor : convinces With
character-acting as well as clown¬
4
Glasgow. June 2.
H. M. Tennent Ltd. .& Donmar Piodue- ing. ’
tions Ltd. presentation of . twb-act (tour
His
fellow'’. . mechanics. could
scenes* comedy, by Graham.GrceneV Sta?Shaw Double-Bill
Dr. Willy Nilly
irifi. John Geilgud: settings. Carl Tdms.
easily: have strolled • out of' the
Norman Roland presentation, of come- .
' Knickcrbotker Prbductiqns pireisentafion
Stars Ralph Richardson, Paul Scofield.
Crazy. Gang, though Cyril Luck- of comedy with music, taken from Mo-, dies^ “Buoyant Billions” and “Overruled,"
Phyllis Calve.rt.: Opened June 1. ’59. at the
by
.Geprge
. Bernard ..Shaw. Staged by
lier’s “Doctor in Spite of Himself.” Stag¬
King's Theatre, Glasgow; Si.30 top.
ham is; hn ; over-subdiied Quince. ing, Alfred Drake; adaptation,. Alfred Philip Burton; sets, Tony S(achelczyki
Victor Rhodes .. .... .. Ralph ,Richardson Vanessa; Redgrave. Priscilla Mor¬ Drake and Edward Eager; lyrics and,inci¬ costumes, John Lee; lighting,- Morgan
William Howard .
...... Lockwood West
dental songs, Edward Eager; music. Pem¬ 1 James. Opened May 2S, ’59, at .the Provr
Clive Root ...
Paul Scofield: gan; Albert Finney and Edw:ard broke Davenport; production design, Ed | incetown Playhouse, N;Y.;.$3.90 top.;
Maid •
-' Helen Lowry De
Souza ;play' the ill-starred; Wittstein; musical arrangements. Pem¬ 1 Cast: Joan Wetinor.e^ William Whitman;
Ann Howard
........
Polly Adams
lovers at. breakneck speed, occa- broke Davenport and Joe'Glover. Opened • Patricia Falkenhain, Kathleen Roland,
Margaret Howard ..... . .'M-.vdse Comoton
June 4, ’59, at the Barbizon Plaza Thea¬ ; Charles Macaulay, Conrad Bain. Brani
Mary Rhodes ............ Phyllis CalveH sibnally using slapistick. Mary.XIre tre. N.T.; $4.60 top.
i Nossen. Leonard Giaccone, John Garrir
Robin Rhodes
....... David Rogers is
a .beautiful . but thin-voiced
Gene
Hufeisen,
Norman
Barrs,,
Cast: Features Howard Da Silva: also ’son.
Hotel Valet ;
Gerald Flood
includes. Ann' Thomas, Truman Smith: i George Boras, Normaii Roland. :
Dr, Van Droog ;....-Oliver .Burt Titania, Robert Hardy a; rather Parker McCormick, Leonard Elliott. Ken¬
grotesquely 'mannered. Oberon. and dall Clark, Philip. Burns, Edward Sherin.
Even in his final days, at age 92,
Graham Greene is . on a . tho'Tr Ian. Holm gives, a splendid version Also includes, Margot Welch, Richard j
Blair. N"ancy. Dussault. . Paul Dooley, i George. Bernard Shaw bad a lot. of ’
oiighlv uncharacteristic kick in this of Puck as .a! cheeky, spry dead¬ Thomas Barbour.
•'■•;
j writing in. him. “Bubyant’Bil¬
new comedy .about dull domesticity end kid. .
In fact the only casualty in this
and marital infidelity. The locale
Tlie difficulty of improving on a lions,” his last play, is evidence; .
is Contemporary London ard Amy . refreshingly different “Dream” is classic is demonstrated’ in “Dr! |
Happily for the . people who
sterdam, and the play, is notable Shakespeare*s verse. It is a pity Willy Nilly” which is being billed i queue up for tickets when a Shaw
for a standout performance by that something . could not have in : this off-Brpad\vay presentation ’ play is announced, the troupe at.
Ralph Richardson and effective been, devised , between the. way as "a .diversion from Mbliere’s the Provincetowm Playhouse knows
staging by John1 Gielgud. It. adds that noble poetry/ is. sn often “The Doctor in Spite of . Himself.” what. .it’s about and makes the
up to a satisfying show.
declaimed and the .way that/ in Plenty of. talent is allowed .loose, Shavian dialogues ring true and
Richardson .captures, the essen¬ this productibn. nicst of its lovely on the stage at the Barbizon! Plaza sound as witty. Following “Buoy¬
Only Anthony Theatre. to perform in the.' tradi¬ ■aant”
its
, . . and
.
. _ curtain raiser, “Over...
tial spirit of a smug dentist at first cadence is lost.
unaware of his-wife’s aff air , wit h a Nicholls as Theseus and Stephanie tionally antic. manner of farce and : ruled,” the company will do “Getphilandering friend.. He. is. prim to Bidmead as! Hippolyta give, the slapstickMoliere’s classic, hero 'r tirig Married,” as part of a Shaw
its: full and
pregnant who becomes a noted, physician . repertory at the theatre;
the .point of bpredom with .his corir. poetry
' . Rich.
slant references to dental tecli-. .beauty, v
concocts, nostrums, pinches ladies ! ..‘.‘Buoyant Billions” is hardly a iiique.
•"
and. solves all problems except the I play iri. the accustomed sense, the
vital one of how to make, this piece j bridge. between the acts being .
Phyllis Calvert is also in .char¬ . KougSi aad fSeadv Lot
consistently entertaining. .
j something , more., like a yawning ;
acter as the wife, who tries to re¬
London,. June 2!
Perhaps the Moliere plays lose : chasm. It is in the main; a series.
59 Theatre Co. • presentation of threemain the ideal mother to her
art drama.b.v Alun Qwen; Sta^ng, Casoer something in the translation, but • of . Shavian observations on . the •!
family while .busy with adiiilterv: Wrede:'
decor., Malcolm • .Pride- Opened they should fare better than this.
i world scerie. pieced, together.- by
Paul Scofield wanders. sardonically. June I. -'59. at the Lyric Opera1 House.
Alfred Drake and Edward Eager , the theme that ordinary' modern:
through the two acts as the prac-I HammTrt-sirii.th, London; SI.75 top..
Tndian Womart
: Helen, Montague wha. devised the work; and Pem¬ /man has built himself a living hell'
tise.d. casual •p.hilander.eri His play-- Pablo
.
Ronald Harwood broke Davenport and Eager, who
. unsurpassed by anything the world!.
ing is individual and offbeat, if nbt Indian Soldier ...... .Wilfred Grove
Cbica .
. .. ........June Brown were responsible for its incidental has seen before! .
1
too convincing. . ,
C'apt. Kelly . ,.....•.. Jack MacGow'ran musical numbers, have a lot of
!
At one paint his. hero/ “a. Vorid
The supporting players; an? effec¬ Capt., 0’Keere
Patrick Allen
Alan Dobie' amusing characters to work with, /• betterer,” observes, “We have had
tive, particularly Gerald Flood as. Capt. Morgan
Colonel.
Rupert Davies but! insist on firing only blanks
the puzzled hotel valet. in Amster¬
j/more horrible . •’persecutions and
during the [first act and then
dam. ard Oliver Burt: scores as a
: massacres/ more, diabolical tortures
.. Alun Owen’s first play is a grip¬ sputtering alive for a few moments
Dutch dentist. The show, is aided
I and crucifixions, . more slaughter
ping effort, though, the young! au¬ in the second: The puns, which
bv Gielgud’s e'xoei t direction- and
i and destruction . than Atilla and !
defy quotation, make it appear, that,
thor
tends..
to
use
the
stage
as
a
the two-part settines of. Call.Toms
1 Genghis Khan and . all the other
the authors had some terrible axi¬
in the. London home scenes!
. .. platfOrrn for; his characters tJ
! scourges of God ever ventured, on..
oms, to grind when they started out!
mouth
their
opinions,
rather
than
With its clever mixture of com¬
; If people, knew the history, of
Howard DaSilva, as the silly but
edy and drama. “Lover” is a good ?s an. arena for dramatizing a story.
/their own time: they would die of
prospect for London, especially, ‘Nevertheless; the. talk is: sound and sly Sganarelle, leaps and bounces,, horror.”
prattles
and
sings,
but
since
he
with., its name leads,.
Gord., . provocative and the characters are.
I. The boy, a malcontent with an
seems to lack a genuine c.oniic
interesting and well-drawn!
Oxford education, then takes off
touch, imuch of the . energy is
T.he play is set in ail* outbuilding
; for the jungles of Panama/where
Wasted.
.
■
A ->Sid:4iiimnpr
of a.monasterj' in a Spanish-Amer; he discovers a billionaire’s daughThe other players .also work
. .i^p^a.Ka/ '
ican republic. The time is just,
. ter at home among the natives, and
hard, and some of their, efforts get
after the American Civil War, through the blurred book! That is ! charming the serpents and snakes/
London; June 3, ,
. Shakespear? Memorial Tbeutre preien- when .many European; soldiers of
j with a saxophone.
Each is disparticularly true of Phrker McCor¬
tation of two-act comedy. Stagma. Peter.
Hall: decor, Lila D? Noblii: music. Ray¬ fortune w;ere; helping the Indians mick. red haired, buxom girl with ! trustful of the other, each has
mond Leppard; ckoreographv, Pauline. and
(some
'
sneering-'
Shaw-at-hisrsharpthe. half-castes against the plenty of sparkle.
As . the tasty
Grant;1 lighting. Michael Non kern. Fea¬ Spanish oppressors. The situation
}.est things to . say about marriage;
tures. Charles
Laughton.
Mary
Ure.
wet-nurse, seized upon by the hun¬
Opened Jup; 2. '59; at Shakespeare In “The Rough and Ready Lot” is gry
doctor, she skillfully gets, j and in the. end they marry any- .
Memorial Theatre, Siratford-Lpon Avon; the .clash between two officers, one
| way, offering the play’s note of
across, the idea that she’s enjoying
S2.S0 top.
.
j hope for oUr future.
.
Theseus
...
Anthony N’ichblls a rabid Catholic; the other a rabid herself,.
.! ithe third act. of the four acter is
Hippol.vta ......._
Stephanie Bidmead atheist. Their hostility comes to a
Ed Wittstein, .the set designer,
Philostrate . . ....... Donald Layn^-Smith head when the question arises as
gets things' off winging with ! a ' called ‘‘the discussion”) there’s a
Egeus
.
RoyDotrice
! great strain on the cast. All acHertnia ....... ,......... Pris'.illa Morgan to . whether the monastery Jn which handsome
arrangement of flats
Lysander . .. .
Albert F>hney- .they’re: hiding should be blown up
with black and -white; line sketches /quit themselves, well, with particDemetrius
Edward De Souza
depict ing, the spirit of - the Moliere ! ular plaudits going, to • Joan WetHelena...V..Yjnes?* Redgrave to aid their advance. v
more as . one of , the billionaire’s
Quine e .........:t'yrd I.uckham
The Cathblic, in hig fanaticism, characters,
Nedi.
Bottom
.. Charles . Laiighton
stupid and snooty , daughters. In!
is prepared , to go to any lengths
Flute
Peter W'oodthorpe
the curtain-raiser the actress has
Starveling-_. Don-H Eccles to .prevent, it. Sitting! on the fence
2 X 4 ....:;■
a fine time as. an unfeeling wife
Snout . ...;. Michael Bl'kemore is the Colonel, who is anxious to do
Snug
.. .; Julian G^ver
Jim Paul Eilers presentation of two-act tq Whom affairs with other inen
nothing
that
will
prevent
him
be¬
(23 scenes) revue, written by Bob. Bern¬
Puck .. -I.-n Hobn
Fairy
.
Zoe Caldwell ing, able to settle down in the stein, Warren B. Meyers, -Marge Greene; are playthings.to keep her amused.
O’Malley, with mpsic by Alyson / Patricia Falkenhain-handles the
Oberon ... I..
.. Robert Hardy'
locality!when the wai* is over. The Tom
Skipp Hoyland, Warren B. Meyers, Harold
Titania __....
-. Mary, lire
part of ihe heroine with the proper!
Fairies •.
Mavis Edwards. Georgine . other Character is an Irish mercen¬ Beebe, Nicholas Schacter, Seth RubenAnderson. Judith Downes? Margaret ary,. mainly on haind for comic, re¬ steiri. Staged by Bob Bernstein; musical _ mixture of .disdain and confusion,
director. Nicholas Schacter: costumes, j and also, does all right , with; the
O’Keefe, Jean-Ow^m Malcolm Ranlief;
with
no
convictions
about
any¬
son', Michael Scoble.
Vicki. Features Lynne Charnay, Saralou
Gf the men,. Charles
Attendants .
. Ro-»er Biz'ey, Charles thing except the necessity for keep¬ Cooper, : Doug . 4tobinson.. ..Burt ' Bier, [^saxophone.
Opened : June 2, .’59, at the Showplace, Macaulay as a widower. Gonrad
Barremcl. ' Dav:d
Buck.
Michael ing clean.
•
N.Y.; $3.50 minimum weeknights, $4 Fri- Bain, ak the .solicitor arid William
Graham ..Cox, Christopher. Cruise.
The author provides mmgent, day/Saturday nights.
Jon
Dehrtis,
Nicholes
Hawtrey,
Whitman as the. supercilious hero,,
Norman Henry. Edna L •ndor, Peter cynical . and .forceful dialog con. Mason. Dan Meaden. Diana Rigg,
do creditably!
Jim Paul E ile r s* Showplace,
E;cb?rd Rudrt. R<'hp)-,. Russ‘'U. Don cerning.religion and duty, and he
The opening, piay, “Overruled” is
Smith
Dave
Thomas, .. Stephen is obviously a young map Of [ideas; which has. been! operating as. a
an overlo.ng commentary oil mar-,
• Ihorne
though at the moment they are un¬ Greenwich Village, cabaret-theatre
ried duplicity arid manners. But
disciplined.. Caspar Wrede’s direc¬ sin ce 1957, is now officially a pro¬
! there’s a? lot of good ShaW there,
. Charles Laughton, making his
tion is static. but doesn’t gloss over fessional off-Brbadway legiter. The /too.
Nedi.
Stratford-on-Avon bow. elected to.
the bitterness;. tbe drama or the current, and fourth revue offering
tackle Bottom for the first, time,
is . the first under Actors Equity
humor of the author’s text:
and makes a genial, rollicking
Heffing
Married
jurisdiction.
However,
“2
x
4,”
Rupert Davies, plays the compro¬
character of it. Director Peter
Norman Roland presentation of threedoesn’t reflect pro status.
Hall, at the risk of Offending mising colonel with a. brilliant
None of the assorted 23, items
blend pf dignity, fear, stupidity and
Shakespeare purists, has. exik>riBilUons”
and
“Overruled”):.
Staging,
scores in its entirety arid drily: a Philip Burton;-sets,
Tony Stachelczyki..
mented freely to
make' “The weakness. Alan Dobie brings a ma¬
few are partially effective.; The costumes, John Lee; . lighting, Morgan..
Dream” , an
unabashed
laugh- lignant power .to the godless! of-:
Janies.
Opened
June
4.
’59,
at
the
Prov»
getter! The result is almost con¬ ficer, but Patrick Alien Is less sub¬ material is! mostly dull and. occa¬ .incetown Playhouse, N.Y.; $3.90 top.
tle as . the Catholic who'sabotages sionally sophomoric, as in the taste-/ : Cast: Joan Wetmore, William Whitman, •
stant:'mirth.
4
\
less
“Difge*?
segment..
:
Most,
de¬
Patricia
Falkenhain;
.Kathleen
Roland.
Avoiding the stuffiness and over- the whole campaign through his
Norman Roland, Conrad. Bairn Charles .
productipn of the usual “Dream.” religious fervor: Jack MacGowran voted to the contemporary scene,, -Macaulay, Gene Hufeisen, Bram Nossen, .
Hall has. moved, the action to an gets laughs .with, seeming ease as were writteri by Bob Bernstein, who George Boras, John Hoey, Norman Barrs.
Leonard Giaccone..
;
Elizabethan country house • and; the Irishmah. There is: a. good set¬ also, directed. His “Canned” item
is a little stronger than some of his,
.
plays it rather like a masque. Ife ting. by.;Malcolm Pride.
George Bernard Shaw, sizzled,
Dramatic inciderit is too . often other attempts at humor, but it
has the stage strewn with .rushes,
when he talked about marriage,
ai minstrels gallery “doubles” for sacrificed to talk in this interest¬ peters out towards the end.
nothing \ particularly especially marriage in .England.
a restic bridge in the woodland ing play, but it is well worth tne . There’s
privilege of being brought to the standout in the music provided by “Getting Married,” the second in
sequences: .
. There' is none of the conven¬ !West End desjpite its immaturity. Alyson Skipp Hoyland, Warren B. a Shaw repertory at the ProvincePlayhouse
that
includes
tional fussiness and pretty-pretty It would be. unlikely for Broadway; Meyers/ Harold Beebe, Nicholas town
Schacter and Seth Ruberistein. The “Buoyant Billions/* and; “Over¬
Rich..
effect.! .yet Lila De Nobili's decor however/ .
ruled,”
gives.
GBS.
three
acts to
cast; is limited to four performers,
and Michael Northerh’ls . lighting,
. Alex Baron’ is subbing as com¬ of Whom Doug Robinson is the send his broadsides in, and he
retain the moonlight magic asso¬
scores
several
direct
hits.
most
impressive.
The
other
three,
ciated with the play.- Visually, the pany manager of ..“Gypsy” while
Before salvos are fired in unre¬
Joe Roth handles a similar assign¬ Lynne Charnay, Saralou Cooper
show is indeed a dream.
strained praise; however, it should
Hall has also replaced Mendels¬ ment for the Los "Angeles and San and Burt Bier, are passable.
The Showplace. is a narrow 74- be rioted that Shaw apparently ran
sohn’s music with the work. of Fraihcisco .engagements of “Ro-r
Raymond Leppard, a refreshing. manoff and Juliet,” with Peter seater. The minimum tab Friday afoul of one of the very thing* he
change: Having made such sweep¬ Ustinov returning to his own com¬ and Saturday, nights is $4 and attributes to married men in this
(Continued on page 77)
ing changes from the orthodox edy as star.
other evenings $3.50.
'
Jess.
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Mr. and Mrs.
I

.
Chicago, June 2.
. Cedi Barker presentation of -three-act
comedy by Sherwood Schwarts. Staging,
Seymour Berns; settings, Edgar Lansbury;
lighting. Lea Jones -and Len Bateman. Stars Medilyn Maxwell, Steve Dunne,
Jackie Coogan; features Stanley Gordon,
Lee Hauptman, Pat Stedman. Opened
June 1, '59, at Hinsdale Summer Theatre,
Hinsdale, HI.;. S3.60 top.
.
Cash -.... Jackie Coogan
Bob Barton-.......- Steve Dunne
Boiinie Barton
-. MarUyn MaxweU
Mary Ann Hawkins .......... Pat Stedman
Walter Creighton ..Lee Hauptinan
Elliott Henderson.. .Robert Thompson
George Mott :...
Darwin Apel
Justice of the Peace... . Stanley Gordon
Producer ......;..;.., .■ Lincoln Demyan
Director
. ;_...... . :•'.••Frank Roach
Hal
Gilbert Fergusen
Jerry ; /:........-.Y____:. Joe Greco
Script.Girl ...........-Lyn Menaiigh
J. Worthington Osborne
Christopher O’Brien.
Young Lady ... I .> i_Virginia Gardiner

Business was healthy for most"
road shows last week.. “Sunrise, at
Campobello/’ which joined , the
small touring lineup last week,
Peter Sacco, young son of John
started off solidly in the first of
five frames at the National Theatre, G. Sacco, musical director and pro¬
Washington.
ducer at the Starlight Musicals,
Of the. seven shows on tap. last Indianapolis, and .Frances Pole,
week, three were in Lbs. Angeles actress and pressagent for the Spa
and two in San' Francisco.
Summer Theatre, Saratoga, N.Y.,
Estimates for Last Week
will make his stage debut in “The
Parenthetic designations for out- King arid 1“ at . the Indianapolis
of-town shows are the same as for outdoor operation.. . .
.Broadway, except that hyphenated \
A tryout of Dot DeCamp’s “Alter
T with show classification indicates Ego" is planned for June 15-20 at
tryout.and RS indicates road show.. the Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.,
Also, prices on touring shows in¬ which opened its 27th season last
clude 10% Federal Tax and local Monday (8*tAnother new play,- Pat:
tax, if any, but as . on Broadway' Hale’s “Voice of the-Whirlwind,” . The braintrust of Red Skelton’s
grosses are net; i.e.r exclusive of is scheduled for June 29-July 4 tv show, producer. Cecil Barker,
taxes. Engagements dre for single presentation at the theatre;. ;
director Seymour Berns, and writer
week unless' otherwise noted.
Sherwood Schwartz, are. collaborat¬
Jack Merigold will be production
CHICAGO
ing in their respective capacities
-Stage
manager
for
the
13-week
Music Man,- Shubert (MC-RS)
Dallas (Tex.) State Fair Musical on their first legit play, a comedy
117th wk) ($5,50-$6.60; 2,100; $71about television, They hope to take
458*'. Almost $60,500. Previous season.
. The Brandywine Music - Circus, it to Broadway. As summer thea¬
week, $63,500. ■
Cpricordville, Pa;, begins its fourth tre fare it’s acceptable, but any
more ambitious mounting ; of it
season July 7.
■LOS. ANGELES
.Jane Morgan in “Bells Are Ring¬ woUld be risky, the weaknesses are
Li’i Abner, Biltmore (MC-RS) ing” will be the initial offering of so patent and basic.
(2d wk) ($5-$5.50; 1,636; $49,300).
“Mr. and Mrs.” hews to.formula,
the 27th season at the.KennebunkOver $38,700 with Theatre- Guild:
it is predictable, and studded with
port (Me.) Playhouse.
subscription. Previous Week, $34,the
’banal unlikelihoods of a tele¬
Peter Harris will direct the Val¬
400 with subscription.
I
ley Players production of “Janus,” vision situatiem . comedy. Because
My Fair Lady, Philharmonic'
the June 15 opener at the Mt. Park | the comedy premise isn't, particu¬
Arid (MC) (1st wk) ($5.75-$6.50;
Casino* Holyoke, Mass: He’ll also larly fresh or. funny, of itself, the
2,670; $78,800) (Michael Evans,1
appear., in. ,■ 1<> other " presentations humor has to lean on absurd de¬
Diane Todd). . Almost $69,000 for
by the company; which is going vices, such as getting the justice of
seven . performances with Civic
into its 18th season.
I the peace drunk to keep him from
Light Opera subscription. Previous
. Faye Emerson in “Biography” recognizing the bride, or from the
: week, $56,300 at the Russ Audi¬
will be. the opening bill June 22 j dialog, which strains overly to set
torium, San Diego. :
of the 13th season of the Pocono up gag lines. In spite of some droll
Once More With Feeling Hart¬
mpments and. flashes of satire, it
ford (C-RS) C4th wk) T$4.85-$5.40; | Playhouse, Mduntainhome, Pa. The
production, staff at the barn in-.j shbws a heavy hand and just isn't
1.024; $27,600) (Fernando Lamas,
witty enough for the Main Stem
Marjorie : Lord). Nearly . $17,100. eludes Rowena Stevens, producermanager; Dixie Lee, pressagent; stage. - •■■■
Previous week, $20,800.
Paul . Flood, business manager; { : Schwartz's debut opus centres on
Joy . Howden, promotion;: John . video’s. ideal married couple who
SAN FRANCISCO
O’Shaughnessy, resident director, not only can’t get along in actual.
Bells Are Ringing; CUrran (MC- and Jack Bates, scenic designer.
1 [ life but have never really been
RS * (1st wk) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,758;
Karen Ford will appear as the j married., Keeping this a secret pre$59,000) (Judy Holliday). Opened femme lead June 17-27 in "Say,1 ; sents the obvious problems for
June 1 to four favorable reviews Darling” at the Playhouse-on-the- their manager and troubles thicken
»Knickerbocker, ■ Chronicle; Mot- Green, Columbus, O.
! when the sponsor commands the
ton. Examiner; Hodel, News; Hall,
Stanley Prager will direct: the stars to have a baby as a means of
Call-Bulletin); almost $59,000 with Los Angeles Civic, Light Opera hypoiiig their faltering ratings.
Civic Light Opera subscription.
production of “Oklahoma.”
They attempt to fake it by plump¬
Previous week, $78,800 with CLO
- The Spa Summer Theatre* Sara¬ ing the gal with pillows—arid so on.
subscription at the Philharmonic toga, NX, begins its 13th season ;
The production is comfortably
Auditorium, Los Angeles.
June 29.
paced and nicely staged by Sey¬
Two for the Seesaw; Geary (CDJohn Dutra will appear opposite, mour Berns. Jackie Coogan, show¬
RS) (2d wk) ($4.30-$4:85; 1,550;
Body Goodman in “Dream Girl” ing a flair for comedy, is oUtstand- j
$39,0)00) (Ruth Roman, Jeffrey
the week of June 15 at the Cincin¬ mg as the. harried agent who has to
Lynn). Nearly $24,700. Previous
nati Summer Playhouse. -He’ll also keep peace in the “family,’’ and
week, $24,300.
appear opposite. Jill Corey in very early he becomes the focus,
“The Moon, is Blue” the week of for laughs. Steve Dunne plays the
WASHINGTON
June. 30 at . the Northland Play¬ Don Jurinish video husband in
Sunrise at Campobello,. National
house, Detroit.
slick, appealing, fashion, and Miss |
(D-RS) (1st wk) ($4.95-$5.60; 1,. Frederick Dvonch will be musi¬ Maxwell, liishiy filling out an array ,
676; $46,200)
(Ralph Bellamy).
cal director for “Song of Norway,” of costumes, fares unevenly but ■
Opened June 1 to three affirmaV
opening its second season June 25 competently, in the concocted role [
five. notices (Carmody, Star; Don¬
at the Jones Beach (NX) Marine of the “wife.?’ The supporting cast !
nelly. News; Sullivan, Post); sell¬
of Hinsdale players is good overall
out at nearly $41,400 with theatre Theatre.
Hildegarde, in a one-woman in the stock roles.
Les.. j
Guild subscription. Opening night,
show, is skedded for a week’s run,
was a Democratic Party benefit,
j
beginning July 14, at the Hunter¬
don Hills Playhouse. Jutland, N.J.,
which opens June 23 with Elaine
Stritch in “Time of the Cuckoo.”
(Figuresdenote opening dates)
Aaron Frankel* back in New
(June 7-21),
New york
: Alter . Ego, . by Dot DeCamp—Barter. York following his withdrawal as
Billy Barnes Revue, York (6-9-59).
Theatre, Abingdon. VaV (15-20)1 Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25-58).
Law and Mr. Simon, by Julie Bern*. managing director of. the Margo
. Crucible, Martinique (3-11-58); closes1
(Menasha Skulnik>—Westbury CL J.) Music Jones Theatre, Dallas, Texas,, will,
next Sunday (14).
Fair (9-21).
direct. the package of “Happy
Dr: Willy Nilly, Barbizon (6-4-59).
Piece of. Blue Sky, by Frank Corsaro
Enemy of the People, Actors (2-4-59). .
(Shelley Winters)—Tappan Zee Playhouse, Time,” starring Margaret Truman.1
Fallout,
Renata (5-20-59); closes next:
Nyack, N.Y. (19-20) (Reviewed lii VARI¬ He
also staged “Tiger at the Sunday (14);
'
: l
ETY, May . 27. '59).
Leave l> for Jane, Sheridan Sq: (5-25-59).
Gates,” in whieh Hurd Hatfield is
Many
Loves,
Living Theatre (1-13-59).
currently starring at the Bucks
Mark Twain Tonight, 4lst St; (4-6-59).
County Playhouse, New Hope, Pa.
Our Town, Circle in Square (3-23-59).
Shaw Repertory, Provincetown (5-26-59).
Tallulah Bankhead has cancelled
Threepenny Opera; de Lys (9-20-55).
..
Much Ado, Lunt-Fontanne t9-17-59>.
a scheduled summer, theatre tour I
Waltz, of the Toreadors, Cricket (4-6-59).
Gangs All Here, Ambassador (10^1^59),
Young & Bu'ful, Theatre East (5-28-59).
in “Private Lives” because of in¬
Happy Town, 54th St. (10-6-59).
SCHEDULED
OPENINGS
juries sustained recently in a fall J
Drop of a Hah Golden (10-8-59).
Cast of Characters, Downt’n (6-10-59). .
Girls Against Boys, Alviji (wk 10-19-59). at her New York home.,
. Cave-Machpelah, Livinst Th.’tre (6-11-59)
Miracle Worker, Playhouse (10-19-59).
Drunkard, Gate (6-24-59).
Bruce Becker’s Tappan Zee Play¬
Connecticut Summer, Shubert (10-22-59).
Three Sisters, Fourth: Si. (9-10-59).
house* Nyack, NX, begins its
Warm Peninsula, Hayes (10-22,59).
Shakuntala, St. Mark’s (9-29-59).
Sound Music; Lunt-Fontanne (U-12-59). second season June 19 with the . Vincent, Cricket.X9^30-59).
5.Finger, Music Box (12-2-59).
Great God Brown,. Phoenix (10-5:59).
tryout of /“A Piece of Blue Sky,”
Silent Night, Morocco (12-2-59).
starring Shelley Winters.
LOS ANGELES

Stock Items

Off-Broadway Shows

Scheduled B’way Preems

London-- Shows

.(Figures denote ove.nivg dates)
Blue Magic Revue, Wales (2-19-59).
Candida, Saville (4-30-59L
Caught Napping, PlceadiUy (5-22-59).
Clown Jewels, Vic. Palace (3-5-59).
Detour After Dark, Fortune (6-8-59):
Eighty In Shade, Globe (1-8-59).
Farewell, Farewell, Garrick (6-5-59);
Five Finger Exercise; Comedy (7-16-5©.
Fool's Paradise;: Apollo (4-1-59).
Gilt, Gingerbread, Duke York's (4-17-59).
Grass-Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58).
How Say You, Aldwych, (4-22-59)..
Irma La DoUce, Lyric (7-17-58).
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (5-6-59).
Long, Short, Tail, New (1-7-59).
... Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58);
Marigold, Savoy. (5-27-59).
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
- Orpheus Descending, Royal Ct» (5-14-59).
Pleasure. His Co.. Haymarket (4-23-59).
Prodigal Wife, Winter Card. (5-28-59).
Roar Like e Dove, Phoenix <9-25-57;..
Salad. Days, Vaudeville. (8-5-54).
Simple Spyman, Whitehall. (3-19-58).
Taste of Honey, Criterion (2-10-59); tranaferfed Monday (8) from Wyndham's.
Ulysses In NIghttown, Arts (5-19-59).
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
West Side Story, Majesty’s (12-12-58).
Wolf's Clothing, Strand (3-17-59).
World Paul Slickey, Palace (5-5-59).
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Hostage, Wyndham's (6-11-59).
Murder On Arrival, W'stm'nstT (6-16-59).
All In the Family, Strand (6-17-59).
Complaisant Lover, Globe (6-18-59),.
•
CLOSED
Beware of Angels, Westm’nsT (5-26-59.
Not In the Book, Criterion (4-2 58).

Lerner-Loewe
Continued from page llss

backstage facilities, but too much
of its capacity is upstairs,, which
limits the potential gross for legit.
The Rivoli stage is figured too
shallow for legit musical use.
The New Amsterdam, formerly
orie of the choice musical houses,
was lost to legit when the West
42d Street block took on a hf>nkytonk atmosphere during the 1930’s.
However, the
1,700-seat house
(with upstairs office- space and an
extra rooftop playhouse) might
still be a desirable legit location if,
as has been suggested, -the en¬
trance could be moved from 42d:
St. to 41st St., opposite the Na¬
tional Theatre,
. j\
In any case. with every avail¬
able Broadway musical house al¬
ready tenanted or booked, other
theatres must be found for several
additional
scheduled
song-anddance shows.
|

Be An Angel,.Civic (5-11-59); closes next I
. Sunday (14).
|
Billy Barnes Revue, Las Palmas (IQ-13-58).
Boy Friend, Ivar (2-16-59)..
. Camind Real, H’wood Center (5-21-59).
Circle of Wheels, El Capitan (5-22-59).
Cold Wind,. Players-Gallery (6-8-59).;
Mendel Beatnik, LeGrand (5-29-59L
Plain & Fancy, Pasadena: (5-29-59).
Quare Fellow, Stage Society (5-8-59).
Shrike, Horseshoe (5-16-59).
Silver Whistle, Centre (4-25-59).
Tender Trap, Valley (6-5-59),
Tonight at 8:30, Hollywood (5-29-59).
Turn to Autumn, Callboard (6-5-59).
Who That Lady, Players Ring (4-13-59);
moves June 19 to the Civic.
•
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
Streetcar, Omnibus (6-11-59).
.. Look Back In Anger, GaUery (6-24-59).
." CLOSED
Compulsion, Cmnibus (3-10-59).

Touring Shows
..
( June 7-21)
Bells Are Ringing (Judy

.

Holliday)-^
Curran. SJF. (8-20).
: LIT Abner—Biltmore, L.A. (8-13); Civic
Aud., Portland, Ore. (15-16); Orpheum,
Seattle (17-20, closes).
, Music Man (2d Co.)—Shubert, Chi (8-20).
My Fair Lady (2d Co:). (Michael Evans,
Diane Todd)-—Philharmonic Aud., L.A.
(8-20).
Once More With Feeling (Coast Co.)
(Fernando
Lamas,
Marjorie
Lord)—
Alcazar, SJ*. (8:20).
Sunrise at Campobello (Ralph Belamy)—
National, Wash. (8-20).
. Two. for the. Seesaw (2d Co.) (Ruth
Roman, Jeffrey Lynn)—Geary, S.F. (8-20). ;

Destry,’ ‘Redhead’ House Records,
‘Story’48i4a‘J.B.’2?G, “Seesaw’23G
Broadway ttounced back last
week. Receipts, v/hich toppled the
previous stanza, improved sharply
for most, shows. Prospects for the
current session look good, with
the number of buyers in town con¬
siderably higher than in recent
weeks.
One show closed last Saturday
(6) arid two more are scheduled to
wrap up the end of this week.
The sellouts and virtual capacity
eritries last week totaled nine.
They were “Destry Rides Again.”
“Flower Drum. Song,” “Gypsy/’
“La Plume de Ma Tante,” “Ma¬
jority. of One,” “Marriage-GoRound,” “My Fair Lady,” “Raisin
in the Sun” and “Redhead.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy>, D iDrama);
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
■MC {Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama ), 0 (Opera), OP (Op¬
eretta).
.. Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, Do weeks played,
number of performances through
last Saturday, top prices (where
two prices are given, the higher is
for Friday-Saturday nights and the
lower; for weeknightsi, number of
seats, capacity gross and stars.
Price includes IQ^o Federal and
5% City tax, but grosses are. net;
i.e.. exclusive of taxes.
Destry Rides Again, Imperial
(MD) (7th wk; 52 p) ($8.35-$9.40;
1,427; $65,0Q0) (Andy Griffith, Dol¬
ores Gray). New house record at
$66,713
with parties.
Previous
week, $65,900 with parties’
. Flower Drum Song, St: James
(MD) (27th wk; 216 p) ($8.05; 1,615;
$63,111). Over $63,100. Previous
week, $63,200:
Gazebo, Lyceum (C) <26th wk;
202 p) ($8.90; 995; $29,600) (Walter
Slezak). Almost $11,800. Previous
week, $10,900. . Closes June 27.
Gypsy, Broadway (MC) (3d wk;
19 p) <$8.60-$9.40; 1,900; $80,500)
(Ethel Merman), Over $71,700 for
seven performances. Previous
week, $82,785.
J. B., ANTA (D) (26th wk; 204 p)
($6.90; 1,185; $46,745) (Christopher
Plummer, Raymond Massey, James
Daly),: Almost, $27,000. Previous
week, $22,700. Basil Rathbone suc¬
ceeded Massey last Monday (8).
. La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale
(R) (30th wk; 239 p> ($8.05; 1,050;
$44,500) (Robert Dhery). Nearly
$45,100, Previous week, $44,900.
Lays off July 6-Aug. 1.
Majority of One, Shubert (C)
(16th wk; 128 p) ($6.90; 1.453;
$53,000* (Cedric Hardwicke, Ger¬
trude Berg), Almost $52,900. Pre¬
vious week, $53,400.
Make a Million, Morosco KC) (33d
wk; 260 p) ($6.90; 946; $35,300)
(Sam Levene). Nearly $16,500 with
twofers. Previous week, $13,200
with twofers.
Marriage - Go - Round./Plymouth
(C) (32d wk; 247 p) ($&9p; 1.062;
$43,000) (Charles Boyer, Claudette
Colbert). Over $43,400. Previous
w-eek, same. Lays off Jime J£-Sept.
12.
Music Man, Majestic (77th wk;
612 p)
($8.05;
1,626; $70,500).
Under $69,000. Previous week,
$65,000,
My. Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
(169th wk: 1,347 p) ($8.05; 1,551;
$69,500) (Edward Mulhare,. Pamela
Charles).. Another $70,400.
Pleasure of His Company, Longacre (C) (33d Wk; 262 p* ($6.90;
1,101; $37,600) (Cyril Ritchard,
Corrielia Otis Skinner, Charlie
Ruggles, Walter Abel). Almost
$27,400; Previous week. $24,100.
Moves next Monday (.15) to the
Music Box. Melville Ruick subbed
last week for Ruggles, who was on
vacation.
Raisin in the Sun, Barrymore (D)
(13th wk; 102 p) <$6.90; 1,076;
$41,569) (Sidney Poitier). Alriiost
$42,000 agairi;
Rashomon, Music Box (D) (19th
wk; 151 p) ($6.90-$7.50; 1,101; $38,500) (Claire Bloorh, Rod Steiger,
Oscar Homolka, Akim TariSiroff).
Nearly $19,600. Previous week,
$18,100. Closes next Saturday (13).
Redhead. 46th St (MD) (18th wk;
140 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410) (Gwen
Verdon). New house record at $62,617. Previous week, $59,100 with
parties, and refunds for one per¬
formance missed by Miss Verdon
because of illness. Lays off July

6-11.
Sweet Bird of Youth, Beck (D)
(13th wk; 103 p) ($6.90; 1,280; $47,963) (Paul Newman, Geraldine
Page, Sidney Blackmer). Almost
$44,700. Previous week, $42,900.
Touch of the Poet, Hayes (D)
(35th wk; 276 p) ($7,50; 1,139; $43,887) (Helen Hayes, Eric Poriman,
Betty Field). Over $18,500 with

twofers. Previous week, $16,200
with twofers. Closes next Saturday
(13).
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD)
(73d wk; 580 pi <$6.90; 780; $32,300) (Dana Andrews, Anne Ban¬
croft). Almost $23,000. Previous
week, $20,400. Hal March and Lee
Grant take over the. 'costarring
roles June 29.
West Side . Story, Winter Garden
(MD) (89th wk; 708 p) ($8; 1,404;
$64,200). Over $48.5.00 with two¬
fers. Previous week, $42,500 with
twofers. Exits June 27 to tpur.
World of Suzie Wong, Broadhurst (D) <34th wk: 271 p) ($6.90;
1,214;
$47,400*.
Over
$26,700.
Previous week, $23,500.
Miscellaneous
Once Upon a Mattress, Phoenix
(MC) (4th wk; 32 p) ($4.60; 1,150;
$29,382). Under $17,700. Previous
Wefck, about $16,500.
Closed Last Week .
Once More With Feeling, Na¬
tional (C) (33d wk; 263 p) <$6.90;
1.162; $43,800*
(Joseph Cotton,
Arlene Francis). Nearly $21,000
with twofers. Previous week, $15.700 with twofers.
Closed last
Saturday <6) at an estimated lOOCo
profit on a $110,000 investment.

NO. JERSEY BARN HAS
DINNER-LEGIT TIEUP
A package dinner-theatre deal at
reduced rates will be offered pa¬
trons of the Pine Brook (N. J.)
Show Tent, opening its initial sea¬
son June 19. Two restaurants in
the northern New Jersey area, the
Condor, in Livingston, and the
Chanticler inMillburn, are involved
in the project. The plan will en¬
able Pine Brook patrons to make
reservations for dinner and th«
•theatre at either of the eateries.
The minimum tab for the combi¬
nation deal is $4,95.

Bolshoi Looks SRO For
Toroato, Montreal Dates
Montreal, June 9.
. With almost $175,000 advance
before the boxoffice opened to the
public last week, the six perform¬
ances of the Bolshoi Ballet at the
Forum are. a cinch to go clean
before the June 16 opening of
“Giselle.” The Russo troupe’s four
performances in Toronto prior to
the Montreal stand are already sold
out.
Late program changes* for the
Montreal dates have given local
impresario Nicholas Koudriavtzeff,
of Canadian Concerts & Artists, a
few headaches and caused consid¬
erable subscriber confusion. .The
schedule originally listed one per¬
formance of “Stone Flower,” but
due to long music and lighting re¬
hearsals required for this ballet, it
has been dropped and will be re¬
placed with “Highlights 3,” com¬
prising selections from the group’s
“Highlights 1 and 2.”

Ray Boyle Will Return
To Fred Miller, Milwkee
Milwaukee, June 9.
Ray Boyle, who took over last
spring as managing director of the
Fred Miller Theatre here, has been
rehired for the 1959-60 season at
a salary of $250 per week, a raise .
of $50.
The pad; gives Boyle “sole au¬
thority for artistic control, direc¬
tion and selection of plays and
talent.” Boyle indicates he will
do some acting and directing next
season, in addition to his man¬
agerial work. The stock operation
is run by a non-profit local group,
Drariia, Inc., of which William J,
Feldstein is president.

‘Orpheus* for Stratford
Stratford, Ont., June 9.
John McCollum, U.S. tenor, sings
the title role in Offenbach’s “Or¬
pheus in the Underworld” at the
Avon Theatre here, July 10-25, In
connection with the Shakespeare
Festival. Martial Singher, French
baritone, and N. Y. soprano Irene
Jordan sing Jupiter and Eurydice.
The opera has. been revised
along modern lines by Robert Fulford and James Knight. Tom Brown
directs, Louis Applebaum con¬
ducts and Brian Jackson designs.
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P^RIETY
Houseman-LandauBook

Show biz pressa-jent - Arthur Can¬
tor is delivering a lunfcheon speech
today iWt'd.! at the Publicity C'lub
of New York on “The; Vicissitudes
of Entertainment Publicity.’’'
The Walter Prudes ^choreog¬
rapher Agnes de
planed last
Thursday 4* to Japan?, to be gone
two weeks’.
He's w'dtli the Sol
Hurok cii-ce.
The amateur and stock rights to’
Arch Oboler’s ’’Night jof the Auk.”
as oubiished by Horizon Press in
the original version.! have been
assigned to S.-mueV French.
Producer-realtor Roger L. Stev¬
ens planes June 20 to; England to
look over the new London shows
and discuss various Broadway and
West End projects. He's due back
July i.
■ r
r;
Frederick Fox will' design the
sets for “A Mighty Man Is He,”
skedded to open on Broadway next
Feb. 11 after a fivejmonth preBroadway hike.
!
A new 295-seat Folksbiene .Yid¬
dish Playhouse will be erected on
the site of the Forward Hall. N.Y.,
which is to be demolished this
summer.
“Beg. Borrow or Steal,” a newmusical by Bnd Freeman and Leon
Pober, will open July 21 at the
Curran Theatre, San Fjfancisco. A
move to. Broadway is planned for
next October.
I .
Hollis Alpeft, novelist and Saturdav Review film critic,;will do the
book for a musical version of his
storv “This Year’s Hotel.” which
Alan Pakula plans presenting on
Broad wav next year. •
•’The Love Tree,” by Irys Vorel,
Is planned for Broadway presenta¬
tion bv Elty Productions.
The Living Theatre, N.Y., will
present a June 12 midnight pro¬
gram, “Poems and Pictures.” with
Allen Ginsberg, Gregory Corso and
Jack Kerouac reading their poems
while drawings by Jackson Pollock,
Larry Rovers and Robert Mother-,
well, among others, are projected
on a screen.
“Saturday Night,”, with book by
Julius J. Epstein and his late twin
brother, Philip G. Epstein, and mu¬
sic and lvrics by Stephen Sond¬
heim, is slated for Broadway pro¬
duction the first week in Decem¬
ber by Jule Styne and Joseph Kipness.
,
,
“Vincent” is the new title for
“The Hand of Fire"i;.the. play
about Vincent Van Gogh, which
Ammon Kabatchnik and Fred Sammut have skedded for ia Sept. 30
opening at the Cricket Theatre,
N.Y.
“Ballad of Jazz Street” is the
new title for “Jam Session,” which
Stella Holt intends producing in
New York next October.
Rene Paul is standy for Charles
Boyer
in
“The
Marriage-GoRound.”
Zara Shafcow returned to New
York recently from Winnipeg, Can¬
ada. where she directed at the
Dominion Theatre for seven
months.
“Bon Soir Madame,”' based on
two Moiiere comedies; vThe Doc¬
tor in Spite of Himself’*:, and “The
Imaginary Invalid,’’ is planned for
off-Broadway production in June
by Norman Seaman and Eugene
Van Grona. The latter? who col¬
laborated on the project w’ith
David Weiss, will also direct.
“Mister Broadway,” a musical by
Hanz Holzer dealing with Jacques
Bustanoby, onetime New- York res¬
taurateur, is planned for. Broadway
production next season by Robert

COOL SUMMER
DISHES

RESTAURANT
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Since 1382
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GR-7-4860

. . “The American Shakespeare '
Festival” by John Houseman
and Jack Landau (Simon &
Bialos. with Hal LeRoy slated , as
Schuster;
$3:95), is timed to
director-choreographer and Wolf¬
the opening: this month of the
gang Roth as scenery-costume de¬
fifth repertory season at Strat¬
signer.
' ’ ;
ford, Conn. Authors:' co-direc¬
Three, shortplays/ Tennessee
tors of the project, recap past
Williams’ “The Night of! the Igu4!
Seasons with, text and iilusana.” William Inge’s “The Tiny
tratib.ns;
Background of the
Closet"., and Jack Punphy’s “Too
theatre is reviewed;. and there ;
Close , for Comfort,” .will be pre¬
are comments oh the stage;
sented during the early part of
style, of productions., the act¬
July at the Gian Carlo Menotti
.festival at Spoleto, ltdly.
Mem¬
ing: company, costumes, music,
bers of the. Actors Studio will ap¬
an4 the. Academy,
pear in
the presentation, which
Book comprises ,a tasteful .
will be directed by Frank Corsard.
record and is a handsome,
souvenir of the organization. .
James Andrews’ “Last Days of a
Young.Man,” tried out: last March f.
. .
.
Rodo. .
at the ’Miller Theatre; Milwaukee,; ——-' - '
has been, optioned by Harris Mas- j „ V
.
terson, who also, owns the rights to ;
,,cEnroe s “The Ears.
Maurice Zoiotow’s “The Marriage - tne
-oU. A musical version of Maurice
Equation.” Masterson.
incicientally, has dropped'plarus .to Wduofe [
short stoh;, “The Quiet
Joseuh Kesselring’s
Kesselrinff’s “Surgery
-SurPPrv js Man.
with
book by Robert Me*
Joseph
■
Indicated”
•
[Enroe and songs by Johnny Burke,

BROADWAY
: (Not including off-Broadway).;

Season

Total
Playing
W'eeks

Total
Gross

V

Biggest
Single
Week

Number
of Show's
That
Week

.

For.
Week
Ending.

1936-37..
$13,886,300
1937-33: . ..
99^
11,501.300
i,C6i
i938-39 ..
12,751,000
$446,000
32
Feb. 25, ’39
1939-40.. . .
991
i 12.665,800
.26
Dec: 30, ’39
.381,500
(Figures are not available for the seasons 1940-41 through■ 1946-47■)
1947-48,. .. 1.325.
777,550
Dec. 20, ?39
28.826.500
29
1848-49... .1,231
Feb. 21, ’49
743,300
/ 30
28.840,700.
1949-50... ... 1.156
Feb. 4, ’50
28,614,500
.737.100
• ; 29
1950-51.. .. 1,139.
752,600
27 •: Dec. 30, ’50
27.886.000
i951-52... .. 1,072
25
Feb. 23, ’52
781.100:
29,223.000
1952-53... .. 1.012 .
26,126,400
.722,700
: 27 . . Feb. 28, ’53
28
1953-54..- .. 1.081
753,000
Feb. 27, ’54
30,169,200
1954-55.. . .. 1,139
29
Jan. T, ’55
886.200
32.087,800
195.5-56.; . .. 1.239.
881,7.00
30
35,353,100
.Feb. 25, ’56
1956-57.. . .. 1.182
. 934.800
30
Dec. 8, ’56
37,154,500
1957-58...
1.081
28
952.700
Feb. 15, ’58
37,515,300
1953-59... .. 1,157
Jan. 3, ’59
40,151,300
1 ,170,600
. 30

ROAD
1948-49... .: 1,152
Dec*. 27, ’48
707,400.
35
23,657,900 ^
1949-50 .. .. 1.019
Jan. 28, ’50
653;3Q0
:. 20,401.300 . .
;. 31.
Oct.
21, ’50
1950-51. .. ..
913
653,100
28
20,330.600
1951-52...
829
22
Oct. . 20. ’51
615,900
18,827,900
gplilrf*” °fthpT HnnV SKing
: ninS to make his Broadway man1952-53...
32
,.
1,036
706.000
Jan.
31,: ’53
23,417,600
;
nl„ wab °,k
H
LHely I agerial debut as co-producer of
Oct. 10, ’53
794
23
547.400 .
17,623,200
An-eles
°r *
S
«chnee>, Adaptation of 1953-54...
An eie* newspaper man.
Nancy Wilson Ross’ novel, “The 1954-55,.. ,.
Dec. 4t ’54
879
28
21,122,000
60i,0G0 .
A musical version of “The Farm- Return of Lady Brace.”
1955-56,.. ..
864
617,300. ' . 22 ".'. April 28, ’56
22.853,500
Oct. 20. ’56
1956-57 ... ..
772
691;4C0
23 '
19.826,300,
f^ure^BfondWav^nrn!?!^^’ f£r I
Of the lineiip of shows listed in
Jan, 25, ’58
728 :
716,200 - V 26 .,
22,645,000
Rnhprt FAp^S production^ by. iast week’s Variety as Theatre 1957-58., . ..
Robert Frier and Lawrence Carr. Guild-American Theatre Society 1953-59....
24
687
800,900
Oct: 18, ’58
23,352,200
Jonn puff Stradley is. planning ! subscription - offerings
for
the
a New York production of his own 1959-60 Boston: season only one.
p * Y A
^ the Sunset:”:
• i “The Sound of Music,” is definite.
John Frankenheimer has been Tlie.; others .being . mentioned in
signed to direct “The Midnight . Boston as subscription prospects
Sun,” which will have sets bv1 are thus far merely'possibilities,
; Continued from page 1 ■
George Jenkins.
.-Y '
•’ .
■ ■__
An off-Broadway production of
j stanzas was for the holiday period j patronage.
This exodus appears
August Strindberg’s .“The. Dream
| ending last Jan, 3, when the gross I to be only partially offset by an
Play” is planned for next fall Ly
[ reached $1,170,600 for 30 shows, j increase . in conventioneers;: vacaIza Itkin, who’ll; also direct.
i That . remains
the
single-week ! tibning tourists visiting New York,
Harry Herner will direct, der
Continued from page 71
record.
At any rate, it appears to be a long-.
sign and co-produce with George
Boroff the Lion Feuchtwanger- holding over from an additional 30
Continuing the trend of recent range development for Broadway.:
“Simone,” weeks the previous season. It end- years, .both pre-Christmas Week j
Of the road cities, Chicago, was'
scheduled for Broadway next. fall, ed its run here Feb. 7 as the new and Holy Week were comparitively again the legit leader with a seaCnarles
Bests
The
Kids. ; Chi alltime boxoffice champ, Tvith good at the boxoffice, the latter j son total gross of $5,061,100 on
which has been getting commu¬
nmmii- cc week
of $4,344,900.
stanzastop-!
a new
nitv theatre
thpatrp
«ihmvr»ji<iintr in
- ' f ho t
. • ■
‘ gross
° ~
- - - being
ucxiig one
unc of the
me eight
cigm-ouiiuaj
wr : 130 playing weeks.
wcciya. It
xt was
>vaa«
new.
nity
showcasing
"oSheast is scheiuled-for Brdad L?ngest en,fafem.e”tvfor,a s‘ra,*h.V ping $1,000,000 on Broadway. The b.o. high for the traditional tour^ next-^season’s^ 1^ on the,Main Stem j ing.center, althou^l/the playing
George Hamlin, executive directhe, Erlanger, with^^O yveeks. was $372,100 ori 11 shows for the 1 week figure was below several fortor of the New Dramatists Com- ^
;°W
$675,300 at a week ended Aug/2,.1958. The road ! mer years. Other cities topping
mittee. and John W. Caldwell, a fboO ..top but still came out a. ]ow was $65,400 on a single show ! the $1,000,000 season’s gross mark
.. theatre
’
■
’•
--,
a.
’ Were Philadelphia, Los Angeles.
little
director,
who
staged- .lncon ,n ffct.^e accounting
books. r*My. ^
Fair Lady”) for
the
week
the play last April at Louisville : “Mustc Man” has .already grossed : ended July 5, 1958. ;
San Francisco, Boston, Washington
Univ.
over $1,000,000 in its first 16 weeks
. .
lAaif and
-_
Detroit, - in. that Order. Only
Vinton Freedley has been elected - and will be the lone holdover this esoeciallv in NewP York is the1 Chicago had‘"over 100 playing
president: of the- Actors’ Fund . of, summer. The musical is,a ppssibil- grJwirig trend toward wmter vaca- ; we«*s, however.
recorfl
ppnpr,i and
afiH a
n . January-'
.Tannan?. ! ’ As
As th(»
in.
general
the ‘Rrnarfw:
Broadway and road city

Chi Seaton Gross

n^ovv'rer^n
ftri^ha^heen

th6
i1

tion's treasuror, thj post PrI?Sy
f... rvooww mtmre nomoA
held by Freedley. Others-named to
Jfficeb^Rclufi? rilh^Tt Min^ firlt
office include Gilbert Miller, first
ffi oresSeht^Ka^
vice
second
WaSn p’
second veene^
Mansell
secretary and s General
mana^er
?
1 J
d .^neral
“About Time ” a iiew revue by
Dickson Hughes, is planned for fall
production bv Ivor D. Balding and
Frank C, Davidson.
Jay Julien is planning a Broadway production next season of

c'i/lrS

! February exodus to
? particular.
Begining

Flofida in tabulations in the Legitimate seithe second tion confirm, the theatre is con-

^ 5
:
w aV
notched 28. i T°dd . 16C Blackstone 15, Civic 14 ;
l fnd fhe .Great Northern;5.’ Latter, j
long^a white elephant, was sold to
*he GQ\’eIJment this year and will |
jeg razed for a new Federal court-;
:’USe'
I
I
Despite the season gross of over !
$5,000,000, it’s still a sad comparij son .-Witli 30 years ago, -when 19
. Chicago theatres housed 90 shows
for a total of 566 weeks.
*

week in Janua,:y '.atter thc.
. ,inuil}S
tendency to register inNew Year week drop) and com 5 creasingly higher grosses on fewer
tinuing
through
Washington’s ; shows. For example, while the
Birthday, used to be the traditional .Civic Light Opera subscription
boom period on Broadway, even seasoris in Los Angeles and San
topping
the
October-November; Francisco have been drawing heavpickup.
j ily at the boxoffice. the number of
Increasingly ..In. recent years,; shows iii both cities has decreased.
however,
the
January-February j
A new and possibly potent factor'
period has tended to level off, The j in the road situation is the Biroadsame pattern has been evident in j way Theatre Alliance, With its systhe class restaurants and other I tem of bus-and-tr.uck touring, pro¬
lines catering to upper-income | ductions playihg split-week and
one-nighter stands on concert-style
subscription setups .in many 6f the
smaller cities. That has apparently
been an element,in 1958-59 season
total gross of $2,795,500 for splitThe following figures include touring legit and such local productions as the Civic Light Opera week bookings.
musicals in Los Angeles and San Francisco, hut exclude such outdoor operations as the St. Louis Muni-1
..
—
cipal Opera and other summer and winter stock, or such non-legit presentations as opera, ballet, ice show's <
Oliver Smith will design the sets
and variety offerings. "Weeks refers to the total number of. Weeks played by all shows during the season. : for the upcoming; Broadway proFigures are unavailable for the 1952-53, 1953-54 : and 1954-55 seasons, or for certain cities for other sea- i duction of “Connecticut Summer.”
sons.
1951-52
1955 56
1950-51
1949-50
1956-57
1958-59
1957-58
Atlantic City ......
$ 178,7.00
Weeks ..........
9
_$ 354.200 $ 223,700 $ 201,100
$ 334,200
245,600
Baltimore ...
14
11
11
IQ
Weeks ........
27
1,861,iOO
Boston ..
1,672,200.
1,513,400
. 1,913,500
2,185,900
98
.... ...:
57
103
110
49
Weeks ....__ .....
4,972.900 $3,892,800 $2,860,090
5,061,100
Chicago ... . . . .... 4.056,100
3,631,900
3,282,000
180
.140
155
118
84
130
Weeks ....___ .....
164
337.500 : ..
500,400
....
316,900
349,800
Cincinnati
286,800
■'22.:
13
26
22
Weeks
11
Cleveland .. .....
468,300
567,900
:
..
501.400
302,700
336.100
537,700
540,600
20
22
18
21
.
13
Weeks
858,000 .........
Detroit ....... 1,055,600
755,900
1,084,100
935,900
. 37
31
42
. 36
36
Weeks .......... ....
1,447,700.
2,727,700
3.039,800
2,666,200
Los Angeles .... . ..2,551,600
' 74' '
Weeks
.....
17.8
114
70
56
119,800
134,200
Milwaukee ........
4
6,
:
Weeks
143,300
! Montreal
165,600:
69,800 ‘
': 8 :
8
;
Weeks ..
'3!
337,500
316,900
484,500
512,400!
New Haven ....... .....
349,800 •
22
22.
........ .
18
20 : SPECIALIZING IN SCENERY LUMr
.. .'
•
26
i
W'eeks
1,537;000
2,007,700
1,703,800
2,108.100
2,667,900 : BER FOR THE THEATRICAL TRADE
Philadelphia .......
1,889,900 . 2,384,800
Distributors of K. D. Fireproof
89
..
....
__
85
9.7
92
79W’eeks
Lumber and Plywood
271 West 1«th Street, New York
567,000
........
384,200
263,000.
Pittsburgh -- . . . .....
214,300
130,700
WA ?-60$8
,21 i
....
13
Weeks
.
19
8
6
2.250,800 ' 1,043,400 '
2,373,000
1.505,900
San Francisco
3,293,500
40
71
61
73
,
W’eeks .......... .....
.
105
PROFESSIONAL CARDS HONORED
. 34i;900
348,900
.....
529.700
364.200
558,000
St. Louis ...—
Theatrical and TV Make Up • AM
•
17.
18
15
14, Leading Cosmetic Lines • Imported
24
W’eeks .. ;...;
.317,300
360,900
254,400 : A Domestic Perfumes • Distinctive
439,300
380,600
Toronto ______: .. .. i
Fountain Service.
14
18
10
23
18
Weeks' .. .
FREE DELIVERY
OPEN SUNDAYS
635.900 :
1,156,500
1,137,100 •
644,000
225,600
Washington
"The Drug Store of the Stars"
2838
' 12
46
35
-Week/: ..
HADLEY REXALL DRUGS
1181 6th Ave., Cor. 46 St., NEW YORK
147,500
114,900
43,000
W’ilmington
Telephone PLaza’ 7-0022
■■■■' 7 '
9
9
1 Weeks .........

Key City Season Totals

MAXWELL
LUMBER COMPANY

Terrace Apartment
Very desirable,
rooms, fur¬
nished, facing south, river view.
Living room, two bedrooms, two
bathrooms. Gat kitchenette, free
utilities, hotel service. : Restau¬
rant, roof sun deck, tennis, hand¬
ball
courts,
golf
driving
tee,
swimming pool. 5th Avenue bus
at door.
Convenient all trans- portation.

HOTEL PARK CRESCENT
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TO TOUR WITH 'MARY STUART'

Literati
Hound Table Banned
Round Table, new offbeatnik
literarv quarterly published m Chicago, ‘is being banned from the.
mails bv the U>S. Post Office be¬
cause of two stories.
One is by
Jack': Kerouac and the other by
William S. Burroughs, . which are
described as “obscene, lewd, las¬
civious and filthy” in a formal
complaint from the office of the
Postmaster Counsel General in
. .Washington.
/•;'
Chi postal authorities halted.
400 copies of the mag. on March 18,
day after the first issue Was pub¬
lished and, according to; the quar¬
terly’s editor, Paul Carroll, never
notified the publication of the im¬
pounding. The editors found out
some five weeks later when sub¬
scribers complained they, had not
received their copies.
Case comes up for a hearing on
June 23 in. Chicago, with Hoke
Norris, literary critic of the Chi¬
cago Sun-Times; Hans W. Mattick,
prexy of Illinois Academy of
Criminology, and editor Carroll
expected, to be principal witnesses.
American Civil Liberties Union has
appointed attorney Joel Sprayregen to represent the magazine in
contesting/ the ruling by postal
.authorities.
Among
distinguished
persons
who have submitted written ap¬
peals in behalf of the mag are
: entic-eduealor
Jacques
Barzun,
poet John Ciardi, Harold Taylor,
prez of Sarah Lawrence College;
Dr.: Gerhart Piers, director of In¬
stitute of Psychoanalysis in:. Chi;
Anthony. West, author apd book
critic for the New Yorker; novelist
. Norman Mailer; and. poets Allen/
. Ginsberg,'; Lawrence Ferlinghetti
and Robert Crrieley.
. - .
. Kerouac-s .;; story is titled. “Old
Angel Midnight”, and Burroughs’
“Ten
Episodes
from.
‘Nike d
. Lunch4.” .

Timberland/’ Which Jaguar is film¬
ing as /an Alan Ladd starrer for
Warner Bros, release, will be
issued in paperback form by
Bantam Books coincident with re¬
lease of film.
Houghton .Mifflin will publish
Cornelia Otis Skinner’s hew book,
‘‘The Ape In Me,” in September.
' New book p u.blis h in g firm
formed by Clarkson N. Potter, ex¬
managing editor of Dial Press and
Advertising Manager of Doubleday
& Go. Own imprint due in I960.
Pierre Berton' CBC-TV inter¬
viewer and Toronto Star associate
editor-columnist, won the Governor
General’s Award for creative non¬
fiction for his international best¬
seller “Klondike.’’. Fiction award
went to Colin McDougall,. McGill
U. registrar,, for. his War novel
“Execution/’, also' internationally
published.
Author-s • Circle . gang dinner at
L:A. Press Club. (June 3) featured
Leonard Wibberly, Jim Backus,
Kyra Petrovskaya and Bob Kirsch.
Latter is book editor of L. A- Times,
whose, new hovel, “In. The Wrong
Rain” (Little Brown); hit the stands
this week. Estimated crowd of
1.000 packed, the clubrooms. Press
Club, incidentally; celebrates 12th
birthday, Jurie 17, Founded; with
nine, members, its membership has
skyrocketed to. 2.568. the world’s
largest press Club in. terms of
active/ working press.;

Richard Skinner, Who was com¬
pany ; manager last spring for,
’“Look After Lulu/’ will have a
similar stint next fall for the Na¬
tional Phoenix tour of “Mary
Stuart/’ costarring Eva LeGallienne and. Signe Hasso, under the
management of S. Hurok. It opens
Sept. 29 in San Francisco.
. Meanwhile, Skinner will take a
vacation trip to Europe, including
visits to Dublin, London, Paris and
Madrid. ‘

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK ii
By Frank Scully -

>♦ + ♦ + 4-

Palm Springs, June 9.
For years I have carried bn a research project, trying to find out
why the long and skinny Bernard Shaw, the well rounded G. K. Ches¬
terton, and the husky William Archer should have been photographed
in the work clothes of cowpunchers, with James M. Barrie, looking
like a . Singer midget, standing next to them in mufti and sporting
what has since; become known as an Ivy League cap.

. Men can clown around for various reasons and indeed for no rea¬
son at all, but when the 1914 Cerebral Set of London puts on 10-gal¬
lon hats, chaps and spurs of buck-a-day cowpokes, I figured there
must have been a plot involved somewhere.
Convalescing from a good stiff jolt of intestinal flu and a scream¬
—iContinued from page 72
^
ing sciatica and receiving no comfort which I usually get from read¬
Married
ing the lives of Schopenhauers more miserable than myself, I tried
piece. He says they talk too much Chesterton’s “Autobiography.”
It was written 20 years ago. Haying read about nearly everything he
and ’ repeat themselves. “Getting
Married” makes its point pretty, had written since. 1910, I didn’t expect to find a straightforward story
well in the first two acts, but then about him or anybody else in his autobiography. No one in the history
rambles into a muddled third that of literature could go off on more entertaining tangents than Ches¬
seems to unsettle rather than set-. terton. He was like the wrestler who if he couldn’t get somebody
tie anything.
else to wrestle with on stage would wrestle with himself.
The play, ‘‘a disquisitory,” uses j
Bernard Shaw, Talent Scout
the home of an Anglican bishop as j
This cowboy bit, which was. directed by Barrie, found Shaw playing
it setting, with the bishop himself ( the role of talent scout. He it was who went down to Chesterton’s
a man Who has some novel ideas; house in Beac.orisfield and proposed that they should appear together
about "why people shouldn’t get i disguised as cowboys in a film of some sort projected by Barrie.
married, especially in England. His
Though Shaw had the instincts of a pawnbroker in his dealings
family and acquaintances, consist of ! generally, he never asked to see the script and Chesterton never asked
ri, pompous and sputtering military • to see a copy either to see if he could play the part. In fact, it turned
brother on one; hand, a ne’er do !
out that nobody, with the exception of Barrie, knew what the picture
well on the other, a loyal wife, her i
was going to be about at all. He went around with the air of a man
sister who renounces marriage but >
who nad a deep and laughable secret and if he told it to anybody
would like to have children any-;
else, all Of them would split their sides.
way, a dandy who can tell a man
All Chesterton could find out was that two other well-known per¬
isn’t a gentleman if he eats rice
pudding with a spoon, and a woman sons, Lord Howard d.e Walden and William Archer, the grave Scot¬
tish
critic who translated Ibsen and finally broke loose and wrote a
who acts, as the life force for all.
All their views, aired in the very successful play himself, had also consented to be cowpokes. ‘
.
Still
baffled but willing to go along with the gag. Chesterton said,
. bishop’s sitting room, are made
public when; the bishop’s daughter “God forbid that anyone should say I didn’t see a jDke if Archer could
see
it.”
Then after a pause he asked Shaw, “but what is the joke?”
and prospective son-in-law receive,
Sm.; Continued from pa'ie: 74 ;
some subversive pamphlets, in the Shaw replied that nobody knew what the joke was. That was the joke!
to be held
at
unspecified
date
for
If
the
brains
of England were doodling around l;ke this, no wonder
. ,
.
.
, mail on the morning of their wedtwb : special shows to be televised •
warning, each of .the conse- the empire Was crumbling.
in the fall.
.
' quenices that wait on their union.
Oppenheim and Wallace Would Have Helped
Kastor, Hilton, Ghestcy, Clifford
Primed With barbs about the
Chesterton found that the mysterious proceedings were divided in¬
& Atherton ad agency, 570 Lexing¬ subject at hand; each has his mor
to two parts and they could have been written by E. Phillips Oppenton Aye. Casting. Richard King, merit When it comes to commenting
heirii and Edgar Wallace. One consisted of a roundup in an aban¬
Mail photo ..and resume...."
on marriage, with the body blows
, “Lamp Unto My Feet,” religious delivered by the bishop who ob¬ doned brick field in the wilds of Essex. Their cowpunching costumes
drama/CBS; producer, Don Keller- serves that ultimately no one will had been already concealed there. Later they were all to repair to
London for a supper at the Savoy to talk things over with Granville
27 ‘Book Weeks’ In 1960
man; director, James Mac.Allen.
marry in England because other Barker and Barrie.
A “Book Week . will be held j Submit photo and resume for con
simultaneously . in
all member •. gideration. Nat Greenblatt. <524 W. countries will liberalize their dK . They went down, to the Essex wasteland and it must have been an
vorce laws but England will hold
easy treasure hunt, for they found their wild west equipment. The first
countries of the International Pub-{.57th st).
.
to its tradition.
lishers. Assri. in ,1960. Such a reso¬
signs "of discord appeared here because Archer, with typical Scottish
“Look Up & Live” religiousThe cast, identical virtually to
lution was adopted at the 15th
dramatic. CBS.
Producer, jack that appearing in “Buoyant Bil¬ foresight, .had arrived first, and had, grabbed off the best costume.
world congress, held in. Vienna,
Fur Trousers For Cowboys Yet!
Kuney; casting,:.Marc Merson, 524 lions,” is. generally UP to the 'task
Some 600 publishers from 27 coun¬
W. 57th St. Casting from files. of conveying the GBS conclusions
Chesterton described them as “a magnificent pair of fur trousers,”
tries attended.
Mail photo arid resume.
while .the other three riders of the prairie had to be content with “can¬
with Wit arid style.
Association was founded' 1896 in
National Screen Service, 1600
Joan Wetmore scores again, this'.; vas trousers.” I suspect what he is talking about here are chaps. In
Paris.
Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone. time as the bishop’s sister-in-law ■ the north cowboys use fur chaps and in the south, leather.
Submit photo and composite for who can’t abide men with tlie 1
And the reasons are logical. In the north it’s cold and in the south,
Times Man’s Novel
smelly tobacco around the. house. . practically everything from cactus to puncture weeds has needles and
Allen Drury, who covers Con¬ consideration.
gress for the N,Y. Times in Wash¬ ““Stakeout/* 36 half-hoiir films, Conrad, Bain as her . frustrated \ claws and they would be catching in fur all the time, whereas leather
ington^ is one of those newspa¬ to be shot bn Ideation in Florida. suitor is the properly pathetic mill-. knocks them off.
permen who always, intended to. Producer, Ben Berenberg. There tary man, and William Whitman as
Apparently, the cast went right into rehearsing the exteriors because
write a book.
He has.
Arid it may be possibilities for performer the fatupus young man ; with the Chesterton remembers being rolled in barrels, roped over fake preci¬
looks like he’s headed for top coin: resident , in, or going to Florida, rice pudding social . standards/ pices arid eventually turned loose in the field to lasso wild ponies
The Book of the Month Club has Applicants (or their- agents) querey makes, himself into a splendid sriob. w'hich were so tame that they ran after the actors instead of the ac¬
taken his initial novel, “Advise the Bob Barry. Agency, 40 W. 57th Patricia Falkerihain has the most tors running: after them.
,
and Consent/’ as its August selec¬ StM N. Y., Cl 6-5740, for details difficult task, however/ trying/ to
Granville Barker, wiio had produced and directed many of Shaw’s
tion. Reader’s Digest has' bought about Florida contact and location. convey the meaning of the mys¬
plays/kept calling on the cast to register the two emotions necessary
it for a book condensation. Drury’s
*The Verdict Is Yours,” unre¬ terious Mrs. George’s third act to be a cowboy actor—self-sacrifice and resignation. This seemed to
■agent has it in the hands of sev- hearsed Courtroom dramas. CBS; entrance as the play’s deus ex
era! motion picture firms, but. no producer, Eugene Burr; director, machina. It’s a struggle to make leave but anger, but maybe that would come in later.
As the script proceeded, the rest, of the cast vanished over the cliff
deal is closed there;
Byron Paul; casting contact, Liam her clear to all and neither Miss
.
It’s fiction/about political Wash-- Dunn, CBS, 524 W. 57ih St. (do not Falkerihain nor director . Philip clinging to a rope. Chesterton was left behind as a necessary weight
to secure the rope. That figured, because he was certainly the heavi¬
ington. Central story concerns a phone). No open casting; all done Burton were quite up to it. "■
est, .rind if Barrie had stepped into the part it would have been I ke
row in the U.S. Senate oyer con¬ from files. Submit photo and res¬
Nedi.
holding back the law of gravity with a feather. So Chesterton regis¬
firmation of a Secretary of State. ume for consideration.
tered
self-sacrifice and resignation, adding his own wild and sweep¬
“Theatre, for a Story.” CBS-TV;
Sessne 9ayakan a
CHATTER
ing gestures which gained him a round of applause.
producer, Robert Herridge; Casting
(WITH BIDEHO AZUMA)
Robert L. Foreman, exec veep to start late - in ApriL. Mail photo
From The Open Range To The Savoy
Jay Garon presents program of Jap¬
of BBDO ad shop, sold two non¬ and resume to producer, at 524 W. anese pantomimes and -dances, with James
After the day’s/shooting they went to the Savoy for supper, natural¬
Tai as a card bolder. Opened June 3. *59, ly under the impression that Barrie and Barker would explain what
fiction and one fiction pieces to 57th St., N. Y. (Room 222).
at the Seven Arts Center, N:Y.; .$4.00 top.
Sports Afield
wvas barik of their scheme. It turned out not to be a small party, in¬
Bernard A. Farbaiy formerly
. Japanese vaudeville with depres¬ volving the cast and a few friends. Nearly everybody in London who
with Dell: Publishing Go.; joined
sing Occidental qualities is the was anybody was there: “From the prime minister,” Chesterton wrote,
Grosset & Dunlap as public, rela¬
makeup of the entertainment pre¬ “to the yellowest and most cryptic Oriental attache, they were all
tions manager.
sented by actor Sessue Hayakawa there dining at little tables and talking about everything but the mat¬
Syracuse News Inc. authorized
and Kabuki dancer Hideho Azuma ter at hand. . At least they were all their except Sir James Barrie, who
to conduct a business as news¬
/OVERSEAS/:..
paper distributors, and publishers
Italian Ballet Co. Producer, Ugo under the sub-heading, “An Even¬ on this occasion made himself almost completely invisible.”
ing
of Rare Pleasures,” at the
As the meal ended Sir Edward Elgar, the composer and conductor,
iri Syracuse, N.Y. Capital stock is dell’Ara, Via Messina 9, Milan.
mildly remarked to Mrs. Chesterton, “I suppose you know you are
Male dancers with three years pro¬ Seven Arts Center.
• 100 shares, no par. value.
Hayakawa, who played the sad¬ being filmed all the time?”
Former Variety Caracas (Vene¬ fessional .experience in Broadway
zuela) . correspondent
Marnelle musicals or ballet companies, send istic commander in ‘’The Bridge on
Then the original actors were approached wtih private instructions.
Thomson* now the wife of Capt. description, photo and resume to the River Kwai,” arid more recent¬ The stage was cleared and the company'adjourned to the auditorium
Sims Gerald Dildy and residing in producers. Company to tour Cen¬ ly a virtually mute Japanese soldier Where Shaw harangued them, particularly denouncing Barker and Bar¬
Warrensburg, Mo.
tral Europe late summer and fall. on Broadway in, “Kataki,” is seen rie and ultimately drawing an enormous sword. The other three mem¬
here in a .series of pantomime skits
Nina Laemmle, story editor Four
bers of this Bison City quartet, also swinging swords, stormed the
in which he’s mostly killing or
Star Productions, profiled by Kay
stage and continued the pursuit of whatever they were pursuing
being killed. There are at least
Campbell, in The Writer (June).
through the scenery arid backstage.
*
four
murders
and
an
equal
number
Frank Gruber’s article, “Writing
“And there we (whoever we were”), wrote Chesterton, “disappeared
of suicides on the program. But
the teleplay” in same issue.;the incidents themselves, if they forever from the record and reasonable understanding of mankind,
Ray McCloskey, formerly assist¬ a— Continued from page 71
hadn’t been cloaked in Japanese for never from that day to this has the faintest light been thrown for
ant director of printing for Severn
teen mag, upped to director of son not long after “Goldilocks” settings- and introduced by an the reasons of our remarkable behavior.”
Chesterton, added, .that he had heard vague rumors that there was
premiered
on
Broadway,
and
who
oriental boy carriyng a scene card,
printing succeeding Warren MCassell who’s resigned to enter the was on the. verge of collapse from might as well have been set in something symbolic about their vanishing from real life and being
exhaustion
during
the
trouble-be¬
captured
or caught up in the film world of romance, being engaged
Hell’s.
Kitchen
or
on
the
New
York
Episcopal ministry.
Vision Investing Corp., of New set tryout tour, was quoted at the docks. There is very little in them in tbe rest of the play to struggling to find their vay'Uack-to reality,
York, has changed its name to time that she would never again to suggest the art of a theatre ; But all he really received in. the way of recognition was absapoloVision Magazine Ine., according to consider doing a musical. She’s peculiar to Japan.
getic note from Barrie saying the whole scheme was going t*> be
In otie sequence, an interpreta¬ dropped. Whatever the scheme was it apparently had been put in Bar¬
. a certificate recorded in Albany now relented to the extent of say¬
by Cleary, Gottlieb, Friendly & ing that she wouldn’t want to do tion of Dr. Jekyl arid Mr. Hyde, rie’s pipe and had ended in smoke.
Hamilton.
one "“unless it’s just too irresisti¬ Hayakawa; as the monster bathed
Back To Reality Pix
in green light and sporting fiendish
Joe Mackey, pj. of Exposition ble:”
It . is quite possible that what caused this spontaneous, unrehearsed
Press, has sold his third Silky Col¬
Mrs. Kerir has done no work on costume teeth, is meant to be and unfinished western, starring Shaw, Chesterton, Archer and Bar¬
lins story, this time to Ellery. the Metro film version of her best¬ menacing, but is only a comic rie, was that an ultimatum had gone out from the Austrian govern¬
Queen’s Mystery Magazine where seller, “Please Don’t Eat the Dais¬ caricature. This , scene and one ment against a country then known as Serbia, for the year was 1914,
other are done with police whistles
: “Silky Collins Stoops to Conquer”
ies.” Under the terms of the. screen tooting in the background.
rind some time before a Graustarkian character belonging to the royal
appears in July issue.
deal she doesn’t have to work on . Miss. Azuma is responsible for family that ruled the Austro-Hungarian empire had been bumped off
California Assn, of Press Women,
affiliated with. National Federation the adaptation of : the humorous most of the evening’s “rare pleas¬ by some sorehead in Sarajevo.
In a western, one shooting might not get much footage but it got
oi Press Women, has been nomi¬ autobiographical sketches, arid the ures,” with a series of rstylized
nated for national award for re¬ nariies arid identities of the mem¬ dances that include, a woman plenty in Central Europe, for it was the shot that started the First'
bers
of
the
family,
or
the
location
World
War.
bleaching clothes, and a lady danc¬
cruiting greatest number of new
of their home, may not be used in ing at a cherry blossom festival.
Remembering this, Chesterton Concluded, “If we cowboys were in¬
members-^nearly 109 this year.
deed
struggling
to find the road back to reality, we found it alljright”
the
picture.
Nedi.
Louis L’Amour’s “Guns of the

Casting News

Ballet

Kerrs Slaying Home

OfMTway Reviews
Getting
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skills.. Checks to Cantor’s business,
start “Desperate. Assault^' for Ital
Caribe .Film, with Kerima and
office, 140 South Lasky Drive,
.
BevHills. The camp has been the
(COVefit Garden 0135/6/7) .. Fausto Tozzi also featured.
Cary. Grant back from London.
William Perlberg! and George
Zsa .Zsa Gabor announced as star
comedy star’s pet charity for 35
Composer
and
pianist
Billy
MaySeaton doing the rounds of Eu¬
Joseph R. Vogel here for studio
of “Contessa Azzurra” (The Blue:
years.; .
erl, who died last March, left more
ropean capitals.
jj
confabs.
Broadway, Hollywood and Miami
Countess), which Partenope Films
Russell
Holman, i Paramount’s Beach Converged in Detroit last than $56,00.0. .
Loretta Young returned from
.
Arthur Blake's Stork Room stint plans to shoot here soon.
eastern production manager, went week at the Joe (Edith) Slatkins’
Gabriele Ferzetti and Nadia European trek.
postponed
for
a
fortnight
at
star’s
west for studio huddles.
Gray
join
Victor
Mature
in
the
for the confirmation of their sori; own request, .
Mark Robson home from month
..
Ronald Linder, son of vet pro¬ Joeffry. The Michigan industrial¬
Playwright John Mansel named cast of Liber Film’s “Hannibal,”, on Continent.
ducer Jack Linder, getting a medi- ist has been a prolific legit, backer.
; Liberal Parliamentary candidate slated for summer start here.
•James Stewart returned from
cal degree today i Wed.s.
Sandford Roth, who did special, tour of duty,
Bobby Mufson, 14-yeat-Old son of;for.the Maidstone division.
Louis A. Novins. president of In¬
Harry Mufsons (he owns the posh .
Disney’s “Darby O’Gill and the lensing job for Fred Zirinemariri’s . Milton R. Rackmil here for Uni¬
ternational Telemeter, in from the
“The
Nun's Story,” will repeat versal confabs.
Eden Roc, Miami Beach, house-; Little People” gets a special DubCoast.
■!:
with same director on “The. Sun¬
guested at the Slatkin menage),.
• lin preem at end of month. "-.
Spyros Skouras here for 10 days
Jennie Grossingerj hostessing a
Mausoleum in memory of the- ; Janies Hayter being signed as- downers.”
of 20th-Fox huddles.
reunion of old friends; of her famed
Royal Films’ . Guido Glambarlate Columbia Pictures veepee, .: eventual replacement of Stanley
..Fred Zinnemann arrived from
hotel at the Taverri-on-the-Green
Nate B, Spingold, will be dedicated •: Holloway in, the Drury Lane pro- tolomei bought rights to “The global tour via Europe.
on June 22.
j:
Apostles,” Vinicio Marinucci story! : President Sukarno of . Indonesia
at Mt. Pleasant Cemetery; Haw- : duction of “My Fair Lady,” .;
Richard Dysart took over the
thorne, N.Y., June 14 at 11 a.m.
Gary Cooper here for location on which Marcel Carne is basing on three-day unofficial visit:
narrator role in “Oiir Town” last
Monument unveiling in memory of sequences in Metro’s “The Wreck his upcoming “The Beasts.”
Patricia Morison left, for St.
Wed. *3' when John iBeal .was tee“The Great .. War,” Dino De¬ Louis to rehearse for “King and I.”
the late author-eemedian Eddie of the Mary, Dearie,”, which Michael
vecing for U. S. Steel.
Laurentiis production starring Vit¬ . Mel Blanc made honorary mayor
Ann
Marie
Moss,
Canadian Davis look place this Sunday (7 >.. at ‘ Anderson is directing.
torio
Gassmann,'
Silvana
Marigario.
Cedar Park Cemetery in New1
Roger Price : current, topper in
of Pacific Palisades, succeeding
thrush, will be the femme vocalist
; Savoy cabaret. Tommy Trinder did and Alberto Sordi, started shooting Vivian Vance.
with the Maynard Fjerguson Orch Jersey.
[ a guest spot for. the. Derby Day near Udine, where “Farewell to
Don Gillin set as Samuel Bronbeginning June 29. i
Arms” locatibned.
cabaret last Wednesday (3).
ston’s producer’s rep bn “John
Domenico
Savino;
composerGian-Carlo Menotti succeeded In Paul Jones.”
• j. Burl Ives, who celebrates his
conductor, and actress Marta Abba
~
:. i 50th birthday next week, arrived getting a sperial train skedded to
Jack Latham on news-gathering
Milliken aboard Cristoforo Co¬
‘
-i last Friday <5) to- film .studio- se- shuttle between Rome and Spoieto. junket; to Far East for his KRCA
lombo for Naples;
j'
ti
> d co • • •• .
V‘ quences for Columbia’s “Our Man during the upcomirig Festival of telecasting,
Donald Crisp off tp. Europe last
Benedict Bogeaus, now shooting : jn. Havana.”
Two Worlds, which runs . June 11
James Cagney received congrats
week on the Nieuw Amsterdam as
“J^ts Over the Atlantic,” stated •
Charity preem of “Diary of Anne to July 12.
of Vice President Richard. Nixon
were the Clarence Adlers, parents
he s so ^ happy about w-orkmg m Frank” at the Carlton netted more
Sylva Koscina and Anna Maria. oil his 30 years in films;
of composer Richard (Adler.
Mexico that he plans to do his next than ;$36,000, of which over $25,000 Ferrero signed for upcoming hor¬
Charles Bole swings from Metro
Walt Disney to Dublin for the
also'
! came from advertising in the sou- ror item. titled, “Hard Times for legal dept, to Four Star Film as
Theatre Royal premiere tonight
' The National Assn, of Actors has venir brochure,
Vampires;”
Directed by Steno, Veepee in charge of biz affairs. .
(WedJ of his ‘"Darby O’Gill and
forbidden its members, to appear in ’
Sir Bronson ’ Albbry -retiring in Renato Rascel is in starring role
Danny Kaye left. Monday. (8) for
the Little People.” T
and Maxima produces.
eight weeks in Sydriey arid Mel¬
Martin Starr’s tape-interviewing any further so-called experimental; the fall from chairmanship of the
films. Secretary Jaimes Fernandez j Old Vic .Trust; Will be succeeded
Alfonso Lozano Lorrarte, official bourne.
.
the film nabobs taking the bus
rep of the Colombian government, I
Laurence . Olivier returned, to v
trip to the "Will Rogers Hospital classified actor members as “pros”; bv Alfred Francis, who is already
here for huddles with producer .London following . win d u p . in
therefore
they
should
not
“dabble
.
on
the
board,
at Saranac. June 25. 1
DeLaurentiis anent
“Hjs Bryna’s “Spartacus.”
{
Among passengers to Britain on. Dino
Met’s Richard Tucker along with [ in amateur, efforts.”
Walter Rea.de, Yankexhib-distrib,- the Liberie last week were Jo Name Was Bolivar,” slated to
William Goetz, back from world
baseball’s Roy Carripanella and
shoot
in
South
America
this
winter.
is
interestedin
doing
“The
Loved
Stafford,
Gordon
Oliver,
Jay
Livtrip, trekked immediately to. Phoe¬
sleuthing’s J. Edgar1: Hoover get
One,” (based on the Evelyn; Waugh' .ingstone and Henry - Mancini. The
Spokesman for Mario Lanza nix for his “Mountain Road” loca¬
this year’s Interfaith- Awards.
Some 18 Americans will be novel) in association with Luis show biz contingent which left the declared here that reports the tion.
Allen R. McGinnis, L.A..; copy
among 52 hamists cojmpeting Sept. ; Bunuel, according to the latter.; liner in France included Herb singer will co-star, with Caterina
15-29. in a Harp Festival at Tel jAlec Guinness will be sought for - Jeffries. Rudolf Bing and Sis and Valente.in “This Is My Man” for chief of Batten, Barton, Durstine.
Berlin’s CCC Film are premature; & Osborn, ad agency, upped to
. Sunny; Arthurs.
.
Aviv, projected as an annual event. ■ starring role.
Mexico will send its version of , Guests of honor at yesterday’s many facets are still under, dis-' Veepee.
Among show folk iiit from Europe
James A. Michener returned to.
Tues. ‘9> on Queen Elizabeth: “Little Red Riding Hood,” directed iTu.es.) Variety Club; Ladies’ Day cussion.
Honolulu home after 2.0th-Fox
Harold Mirisch. prez of The Mir- by Rene Cardona, to the Venice Lunch included Lady Violet BonChildren’s
Motion ham Center, deputy chairman of
huddles on. “Adventures in. Para¬
lsch Co.
Inc.:
Eeatriee Lillie, International
Picture Festival. The Rodriguez the Liberal Party: ballerinas Alicia
dise” teleseries. ; '
Garson Kanin and Ruth Gordon.
Karl G. MacDonald honored,
Jaime Laredo. Bolivian boy fid¬ Productions pic . features Maria Maricova rind Beryl Grey, and
.
: Christina .Foyle, , director of the
(Delaware 7-4984) .
guested at Warner Bros, luncheon
dler who won the Queen Elizabeth j Gracia in the name role;
Alicia del Lago, Mexican actress, famous London book shop.
celebrating
his third. of a century
of Belgium contests J is under the
Bambu Club dn Rush St. now on
W. L, Pember, who’s been with jazz kick; •affiliation.
Judson
division
of
Columbia • has a! role in new Anthony Quinn.-":-| pic to be shot in Alaska; She also Associated British Cinemas for 25.
Samuel Goldvvyn kudosed by
Artists.
Art Blakey’s Jazz Messengers at.
General .Federation of Worrien’s
Bernie Thall resumed his coach¬ • is cast for the Mexican film biog.. y^rs. lattrriv. as editor of the Sutherland Hotel.
will retire
ing chores in Manhattan after | of Simori Bolivar. And: ,bgtweehVrd-^an>,,s
Ringling Bros: Circus . starts 1.0- Clubs’ annual convention as. “a
r;
be succeeded by day stand at International Amphi¬ visionary, ;artist; showman, pioneer,
eight Weeks cf show - directing ; roles, the actress is seriously te
A. Ta\dor. He s the author of theatre this Friday; (12). .
gentleman.”
aboard the Caribbeah-plying S.S. studying English with eves cast
toward Hollywood.
:
several crime novels, written unBenefit supper party for Cedars
Arkadia.
Allan Jones and Bert Wheeler
Herbert Krauss, former manager
If Roberto Rossellini can obtain der the pseudonym of Jack Mon- open Music Theatre season next of Lebanon Free Bed Care pro¬
and buyer of the recently closed the green light from the Directors
gram will be held at Beverly Hilton •
Tuesday (16) in “Show Boat.”
Nat Lewis emporium pn Broadway, Section of the film production;
Leo Carroll in rehearsals for Hotel following July 15 preem of
has moved over to the D’Andrea union he may do a film in Mexico. •
“Late George Apley” to open Hins¬ “Porgy and Bess” at Carthay.
Bros. Inc.
j;
Financier Bruno Pagliali is dis-[•
dale Summer Theatre Monday (15). , Amusement industry, which this
United. Russian Artists in Amer¬ posed to bankroll his compatriot ]
Alfred C. Stepan Jri elected new week reaches 76% of its $800,000
By Gene Moskowitz
ica Inc. has been chartered as a for filming of a social problem1
head of Lyric Opera Co. board of goal, in current United Jewish Wel¬
(66 Ave, Breteuil; Suf. 5920)
non-profit corporation, with prin¬ story, “Man and the Earth.”
Jacques Robert Has four original directors, succeeding Le on a r d fare Fund drive, has already passed :
cipal office in New York. Nathaniel
last year’s total. Pledges to date
Spacek.
scripts being, filmed this season.
Phillips was filing j. attorney at
Last year’*
Eddie Bracken here last week to amount to. $612,683.
i Yank singer Inez Cavanaugh
Albany.
.||
rtow- topper at the cave boite La promote backing for new play total donations Were $611,441;
Marilyn Ross goes into the Pon¬
whiqn he’ll direct, “Beg, Borrow
tiac Industrial show; July 27. It
j
(Fibi
^ Leslie
Caron
will do Jean and Steal.”
will play Dallas. Li A , Oakland,
Clark Theatre holding Ladies
Drive-in bfz
Sauvage,”
Atlanta, New York. Chicago and
Day every Friday through June, 1
the company’s home burg, Detroit:
with special 25q admission for! I
By Humphrey Doulens
addedTullat mo^LpotP
Je^P&re Beimondo replacing
The tour winds up. Sept. 24.
distaffers any time of the day.
■ Edna Ferber. is here.:
Restaurateur Helen Dunn^ whose
I
Tommy Bartlett; presenting two
The Richard Rodgers, are also
“Celebrity Recipe Book” Was spon¬ Danny Kaye on arrival here prior
Tahitian groups, billed as Pearls at their Fairfield place.:
sored by Mrs. Spyros P. Skouras, is
of the Pacific and Drum Dancers
Lucille; Lortel is visiting the
contributing 200 books, at $5 a J c'wmiamso^Lid '
Feeling" (Gol). now rolling here. of Tahiti, along with his water ski Sean O’Caseys in England.
copy, to the N.Y. Mirror Youth
Mrs. Mark (Nettie) Luescher is
C:>hie-R^
French actress. Dany Carrel may show at Wisconsin Dells next week.
Fund.
j ■
Art Peterson, whose. off-Loop expected shortly from Palm Beach.
B
11 r . * Play the title foie in the Yank pic
Reception by Edouard Morot-Sir
Howard Atlee is handling press
tjw ! Version of “World of Suzie Wong.” legit venture, American Cavalcade
of the French delegation to U. S. hU“ Snarl tp°T^Ki pc’ * of
Theatre, fizzled last winter, is con¬ at the Westport Country.Playhouse.
‘
In
and
out
are
Martin
Gabel,
will put the cross of a Chevalier gents, Sydney,, is proving^'■-a real vLUcdle Ball Deci Amaz Trwio ducting actors’ workshops in sub¬
/Fred Cuneo has gone to. Pitts¬
de la Legion d’Honneur around the
Homewood . and
Morton burgh to manage the Civic Light
^tSv^haw‘ Cteorge; Steves 3 Jr. ^ and urban
neck of French-borh. long New
Stanley Higgmson, Warners . boss : narrvi yannnir
Grove. ■' •
'• ’.
] Opera season there.
York-resident
baritone
Martial
Marilyn Maxwell, Jackie Coogan [
Westporters are spotting Norinan
'Jpn^' 15 ’
Jcan-Paul Sartre’s first play in
Singher.
|
and Steve Dunne, all Here for stock i Katkov in “It Happened to Jane”,
f
n
i’*
,rnU
•
tour
years,
“L’Amour,”
bows
at
the
Richard O. Linke. ipartnerrman/^iTheatre Renaissance next Septem- tryout of “Mr. and Mrs.” at Hins¬ filmed in Moodus, in eastern Con^
ager of Andy Griffith, received a rnnHnnff
dale, served as panel of judges last necticut.
contmues to dray major biz m the ber.. serge Reggiani stars.
certificate* of merit from his alma
Talerit agent Barron Polan gave
^ f
1
Bob Joseph in to huddle with week for semi-finals of Miss Illi¬
mater. Ohio U. Monday <8L Other
a Sunday : outing ' for the “Babes
S
j Pierre Boulle, Joseph has turned nois competition.
recipients of the award along with
efhere has produced a dropoff m ong 0f Bouile’s books into a. video
in.
AririS” cbinpany playing at
Linke are Sammy Kave ana Jess
saies
.
. :
show, a legiter. and a film script.
Wallingford.
(“Person to Person”)1 Zousmer. .
Susan
Miller, daughter of Leo
Raymond
Gerome
adapted
WilTonight
fWed.i
Evelyn,
and
Miller, Variety’s longtiirie Bridge¬
Gom^ - ham Inge’s “Picnic” which , he will
Charles Schlaifer. head of the ad
By Forrest Duke
„TVf0 for Seesavv
^nd: mount on the legit boards here
port correspondent, will be married
agency bearing his jname which
. (DUdley 4-4660) .
here June 20 to Peter Lowenstein.
. i■
! next season. Pic player Mylene
specializes in amusement mer-, KaTD0;f 0 .
John McSwiney, associate man-^ D^Qngeot stars. . ^
David Wayne has bought a per¬
A1 Parvin, Flamingo prexy, back
chandising, celebrate* their. 25th
5mPire
Elites,
will
;
Ginger
Rogers
in
fof
some
shopmanent home here and John and
from
Japan.
anniversary with a hoopla at the
huddle with Rank executives m pfng after 90-minute spectacular : Dorothy Collins1 and Mickey Georgia
Chapman,
will- move
Beech Point Yacht & Tennis Club,
London before returmng to Syd- on Anglo tele. She .has announced Shaughnessy
booked
for
the back into their place, which the ;
Mamaroneck.
j
Rank holds a 50. o interest in her return to . Broadway legit next Thunderbird July 2.
Waynes have been occupying.
Word from Michael Barjansky,
season_ in Leslie Stevens’ “The
Riviera exec Charlie Rich named
USIA info officer in Vienna, is
■■■ .—: Pink Jungle.”
.
honorary Colonel Aide-de-Cairip of
that the Negro soprano, Martina
MnmnKlc
|
Gene Kelly will do a modern New Mexico.
Arroyo. Who made hefi debut there
iTIcllipiilo
i ballet for the Paris Opera Ballet
Bill Miller wants Mel* Diamond
in recital drew remarkable raves
By Matty Brescia
Co; in August. He then goes to to write a corriedy revue for the
ny cod new
from the Austrian critics,.not often
(61 S., Second St., JA 5-5180)
i Rome where Sheldon Reynolds wfil New Frontier.
(4009 Xerxes Ave. So.; WA 6-6955)
effusive about “furriners.” She
Penny Pryor, who; was Shecky
Edyth Bush Little Theatre pre-.
sang last season at the Met in N. Y.
Bill
Trotter now
skippering fS| h,m 1,1
W will produce
together.
Greene’s vocalist at the Tropicana senting “Goodbye Again.”
It's the 42d year for the Guggen¬ WIIHM.
Civic Theatre in St. Paul offer¬
lounge, now chirps for Tony Pastor
heim Memorial concerts in the city
Chuck Foster orch to Peabody \
ing “45 Minutes from Broadway.”:
parks with Richard Frahko Gold¬ Skyway for four weeks.
at the Stardust.
j
Don Rickies, still playing to
Old Log strawhatter season will .
man leading the brass ; band. Never
Leo Burson, Memphis promoter, I
capacity in the Sahara Casbar iriclude “Once More With Feeling”
to be confused, of course, with the to England as state delegate at UN
By Robert F* Hawkins
Theatre, slipped and fell off; nar¬ and “Tall Story,” fairly recent
celebrated Minnie Guggenheimer powwow there. ;
1
(Stampa Estera; . 675906)
Broadway offerings.
who starts her Stadium Concerts
Tys Terwey, erstwhile newshkwk; •
Elio Maurb; Italo iinger, to U.S. rowly escaping serious injury.
(28 of them) Monday June 22 at back in harness with WMPS, news ; for Chicago dates in. July,
Dean Jones winged back to Hol¬
After launching current 20th
CCNY.
scripting and spieling.
j. Rome: Foreign Press association lywood after a brief Sahara stay season with “Howie” Old Log
Joe DiMaggio, Toots Shor, the
Eric Johnston, set to speak at | decided to award an annual prize to begin work on “Never So Few” summer theatre now offering “Who
Was That Lady I Saw You With?”
mayors of Hoboken and Atlantic annual powwow of local Chamber for the best Italian film of previous with Frank Sinatra at MGM.
At $8 top ill 4,872-seat Northrop
, To cash in on the nudity kick
City, and other show: biz and po¬ of Commerce, here next January.
year..-' •
litico brass attended the 10th anni
William H. Anderson to direct along the Strip, Silver. Slipper pro¬ Auditorium, the Metropolitan Op¬
Eddie Hill, hillbilly trouper of
party of the Skinny ‘(Betty Jane) Grand Ole Opry, taping weekly “The Golden Door” in Italy for ducer Eddie Fox is calling his new era broke its previous boxoffice
show (starring Sally. Rand and records, grossing $112,716 for four
d’Amatos at his 500 Club,. Atlantic show for West Memphijs’ KWAM. Disney;
performances.
City. Some 900, all told,, took over
Bill Grumbles, RKO Teleradio
. “Hiroshima. Mon Amour” will be Hank Henry) “Paris Or Bust.”
the entire back room! of the club veepee, to vacate here and trek to released in Italy by Globe' Films . Fred. Darian. was such a hit . Here with his Metropolitan Op¬
recently at the Thunderbird that era Co., general manager Rudolf
for the celebration.
the Coast to work with RKO tele International.
outlets. Mark Forrester,
Jack Crandall, husiness manager and
Dino . DeLaurentiis arid UFA producer Marty Hicks brought Bing urged Minneapolis to organ¬
and longtime friend of Eddie Can¬ another WHBQ exec here, to work have signed to co-produce “At¬ him back to head the show for the ize its own civic grand opera sea¬
tor. is secretary
thei fund for a with Grumbles as program coor¬ lantis” and mulling Curt Jurgens four days between Dale Robert¬ son to . fill void that’ll be created
son’s closing and Connee Boswell’s here When this city is dropped
Marjorie Cantor lodgp hour" at dinator of Tom O’Neil’s stations as star.
from Metropolitan’s tours.
I
Surprise Lake Camp, in the Cat- i in L.A. and Frisco.
Agnes Laurent; in from Paris to opening;
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IAsuety
that of advertising manager of
Musak Inc.
His wife, son, daughter,. mother,
brother and sister survive;. .

providing there aren’t too many of I
MARRIAGES
the latter; around. Longer runs
Anita Falgiatore to A1 D’Anniwith the “A” productions and the
bale,
Philadelphia,
June 6. He is
roadshows will accomplish this, it’s on WIP technical staff.
felt.
HARRY HARRIS
Roberta
MacDonald
to E. L.
The blueprint for this latter-day
> Harry Harris, 78, onetime treas¬ revolution was drawn some time Wolf, June 7, in New York. She is
urer
of
the
New
Amsterdam
and
a
nitery
singer.
died
of
a
heart
attack
May
26
SONNIE HALE
ago, of course. It’s now in the
He was George M. Cohan theatres, died actual, “in work” stage,.
Sonnie Hale, 57,: British legit in Edmonton, Alta.
Ellen Renee Silverstone to Rich¬
and film actor, author and direc¬ credited with, being the first to set; June 5 in New York. Harris, who
There’s ari ever-present uncer¬ ard M. Hammer, New York, May
was
bantamweight
boxing
cham¬
up a full-scale radio news room in
tor, died June 9 in London.
31. She’s the daughter of Emanuel
tainty
inherent
in
Hollywood
pro¬
pion at the turn, of the century,
Details in the Legitimate sec¬ Canada. :
Silverstone, 20th-Fox International
LondonLorn,. Elphicke entered became, a stockbroker on the old duction and for this reason there v.p. He’s non-pro.
tion.
show biz in 19119. with a concert Curb Exchange. and until three exists the trend toward diversifi¬
Maudie Sullivan to Jerry Miller,
party entertaining. British forces years ago was active as a member cation. Par is now in the market San Antonio, May 5. He is a disk
chArles Vidor
the .American Stock Exchange. for enterprises not within tire show jockey on staff of KONO in that
Charles Vidor, 58, a top Holly¬ in Germany. He was a singer iri of His
wife and a daughter survive. business scheme of things. In past city.
wood director, died June 4 in Vancouver in 1924 and. did. stage,
Balaban and other execs were
Virginia Meltzer to Leonard
Vienna, just 100 miles from his work under the name of Frank
THOMAS SMITH
pleased to comment that the com¬ Field, June 9, in New York. Bride
birthplace of Budapest. In Austria Hemming in Calgary, Alta., iri the
Thomas
Smith,
91,
once:
con¬
early
’30s.
pany’s various holdings—theatres, is a painter; lie’s a Broadway com¬
helming William Goetz’ Columbia
sidered
Canada’s
top
.
harmonica
Elphicke
started . his . radio
records, music publishing, home pany manager.
production, “A Magic Flame,” he
died May 30 iri Toronto..
Carol Levine to David S. Susssuccumbed of. an apparent heart career with. CFAC, Calgary, ; in player,
He was an end nian in oldtime toll television—all were an exten¬ man, New York, June 7. She’s an
attack in his Hotel Imperial room. 1931 and Was manager two years minstrel
shows in vaudeville tours sion of the picture business. Now: j exec with United Artists Asso¬
In 1936 he moved to CJCA,
Vidor was the third U.S. film later.
U.S. and Canada; He though the eyes are being cast on ciated.
notable to die while locatipning in Edmonton, and was made manager of. the the.
instrument until his non-theatrical endeavors. If .the] . Jan Gregory to William Smutzer,
Europe during the past seven in 1939. He next moved to CKRC. taught
theatricals suffer . some hardship j
retirement:
in 1947.
Winnipeg,
where
he
was
manager
Chicago, May 30. ’He’s in adver-.
months. The previous two were
Survived
by
two .sons, three in the future, the outside business j Using and promotion dept, of
before
going
to
Vancouver,
where
Tvrone Power, who was starring
will be looked to to keep things WNBQ-WMAQ there.
in his “Solomon and Sheba.” and he managed CKWX since 1944.. . .daughters.
going. This has been done with
He once held Canadian radio’s
Sam Zimbalist, who was producing
top post, chairinan of the Canadian
considerable success by Stanley.
JACK OWENS
.
Metro’s “Ben Hur»”
Assn,
of
Broadcasters,
and:
had
Warner
arid its International Latex
Jack
Owens,
45,
prop;
master
for
Vidor came to Hollywood after
BIRTHS
directing several films in Germany, been chairman of ; the British “Lassie” and “The Lone Ranger” subsidiary.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hohmann, son,
teieseries, died of a liver ailment
It’s a. fair guess that every cir¬
including ' “Frederick the Great.” Columbia association. ..
Chicago,
May
11. Father is sales
Survived
by
his
wife.
June 5 in Santa Monica, Cal.
cuit, iri the country is closely
His first Hollywood assignment re¬
. Wife, son, daughter and parents watching; the economics of each of promoHon director for WBBM-TV
portedly was “The Mask of. Fu
there.
survive.
..;
",y
;
- Manchu” at Metro in 1932. Among
its - units- And, like .United Para¬
OLE WINDINGSTAP
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Appenzelhis credits are “Hans Christian
Ole Wihdingstad, 73, composer
mount, as a house shows signs of
Edi Zathureczky,. 55/ professor money-making fatigue it very like¬ ler, son, Brooklyn, June 3. Father
Andersen," “The Joker Is Wild,” and conductor, died of, a heart at-,
is
a staff writer, NBC Press.
“The Swan,” “Love Me Or Leave tack June 4 in Kingston, N.Y.. At of violin at Indiana U„ Blooming¬ ly will be. placed on the block.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger H. Lewis,
Me,” “Rhapsody,” “Gilda;” “Song the time, of his death he was con¬ ton, Ind., since 1957, and earlier a
The progriosticatiohs heard wide¬ daughter, New York, June 2. Fa¬
concert
yioliriistan
Europe
and
the
To Remember,” “My. Son, : My ductor of the Duchess County Phil¬
ly, in the. trade for the past, few ther is national director of adver¬
Son,”. “Ladies in Retirement” and harmonic Society Orchestra in U.S-/ died, iri Toledo. May 31.. For years are coming true, and lots tising, -publicity and exploitation
nearly 20 years he gave concerts
: VLoves of Carmen.”
Poughkeepsie.
more rapidly than had been, an¬ for United Artists. Mother is the
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
A native of Oslo, Norway, Win- in Europe with the late Hungarian
former Lisa Daniels of Birming¬
Doris Warner Vidor; two sons, dingstad studied at the Oslo and composer Bela Bartok. Wife sur* ticipated: Fewer and better thea¬ ham, England. She’s a stage and
■
yives.
'
tres, . fewer and bigger (hopefully
Quentin, 10, and Brian, 12, and a Leipzig Conservatories; He was
tv actress.
better) productions.
son, Michael, by a former mar¬ the regular batoner. of the Oslo
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Broidy, son,
Joseph E. Charbonneau, an ex¬
riage to actress Karen Morley ; his Philharmonic from .1923 to 1926.
Hollywood,
June 5. Father is an
mother, Mrs. Maria Vidor; and a During the 1920s and ’30$. he led hibitor for 35 years who owned
assistant director, son of Steve
and
operated
the
old
Eagle
Thea¬
. sister, Mrs. Nicholas Schiller.
the NBC Symphony, the Brooklyn
Broidy, Allied Artists prexy.
tre
in
Manchester,
N.H.,
died
May
Symphony and .. the Westchester
Mr. and Mrs. Steve McQueen,
Philharmonic, among other orches¬ 31 in Nashua, N-H. He also was
SAX ROHMER
daughter, Hollywood, June 5.
associated with several other Man¬ • ja— Continued from page % —
Sax Rohmer, 76, creator of the tras', . '
Mother
is Nielle Adams, former
Windingstad, who was guest chester houses.
invstery story villain Dr. Fu Mahr
fathers star of “Wanted—
other through Loewis Theatre An¬ dancer;
chu, died June 1 in London, after conductor for the Metropolitan
Dead or Alive” teleseries.
William
A.
Burton,
72,
projec¬
nex Building on W. 46th St. (ad¬
Opera in 1939, led the New Orleans
a long illness.
Mr, and Mrs. Jack Waldrep, son,
at the original film theatre jacent to Vahieit.) ,
; Sax Rohmer was the nora-de- Symphony for five years and was tionist
Atlanta, May 25. Father is a CBS
Cranbrook, B.C., died there May
Howard - = Johnson’s restaurant, Films account exec.
plume of Arthur Sarsfield War de. batoner of the Albany Symphony in
He also managed the Cran¬ which had occupied the. building
After a brief try at a commercial from 1945 to 1948. He toured Nor¬ 27.
Mr. and Mrg. George W. George,
career, he entered journalism and way fn 1955 and conducted sym¬ brook Opera House at one time. before, the fire, will, return as the daughter, Santa Monica, Cal., May
His - wife,, four sons and four
then fiction. Dr. Fu Manchu made phonies in. several cities there.
ground floor tenant, and Douglas 29. Parents (mother, Judy) are
daughters
survive.
His wife and son survive.
his first appearance in print in
Leigh, & Go. will erect a new spec¬ writers.
1913. In the next four decades
Mr. and Mrs. Howie Richmond,
Mrs. Eva L. Lawton,; 78, onetime tacular on the rooL
his villainy was recounted in
LTD A BORELLF
Erection of the new building is son. New York. June 7. Father is
meinber
of
the
police
board
which
eight or nine other Rohmer novels
Lyda Borelli, 71, onetime stage censors iriotion pictures in Chi¬ part of Loew’s Theatres plan to the music publisher.
as well as in short stories, films, and screen actress, died June 2 in cago, died May 39 in that: city.
Mr. and Mrs.-Douglas Crawford,
improve the block on which Loew’s
radio and tv scripts.
son, Dayton, O., June 2. Father is
Rome, after a long illness. Born
State Theatre stands. , Since the executive
Rohmer twice tried to kill off near Genoa, she debuted at 13 and Husband and son survive.
producer of the Dayton
renovation of the theatre, making
Dr. Fu Manchu, once at the re¬ reached starring roles at 18..
• Allan A; Hyde, 65, organizer of it a prime Broadway showcase, Theatre Festival; grandfather is
quest of the Chinese government,
Moving on to screen roles, she “Tweed Hyde’s Rube Band,” and the addition of the new Cobb’s: actor Elliott Nugent.
but the wily, and fabulously profit¬ starred in such films as “Ma which played at. fairs and dances
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bell, son.
able, Oriental was too popular, TAmor. Mio Non Muore’* tMy. Love in Maine for years, died May 31 Corner restaurant on the 45th St. New York, June 5. Father is an
and was revived. In .1955 Rohmer Never Dies), “Marcia Nunziale” in
side,
prexy
Eugene
Picker
has
agent
in the tv department of
Togus, Me.
Was reported to have sold the Fu (Wedding March); “Vergine Folle”
been making efforts to remove the MCA.
Manchu film and tv rights to (Foolish. Virgin), “Malombra,”
•
Mr.
and
Mrs. Lawrence Cohen,
honky-tonk
atmosphere
from
the
Helen Bishop, 47, singing coach
Republic Pictures.
son, Hollywood, June 2. Father’s
“Carnival,” and others. Her act¬ arid manager of Dodie Stevens, block.
His. wife, former. actress Eliza¬ ing style set a pattern for the pe¬ died
The theatre company made un¬ a publicist
of
a
heart
attack
June
3
in
beth Knox, survives.
riod. Hollywood. Her husband,, two successful attempts to acquire the
In 1918, she left the screen and daughters and mother survive.
building immediately adjacent to
EDMUND PLOHN
soon, married VittOrio Cini of
the Loews building and the one
Edmund Plohn, 81, producer of Venice,, refusing all offers to re¬
Bob
McGurk,
52,
vet
actor
of
on the 46th St. corner. The new
plays and musicals, former general sume her acting career. , ■
more than 30 years in motion pic¬ Loew’s structure will be between
Continued from pa£e 2 jjsiS
manager to. George M. Cohan and
-Survived by husband and three tures, died . May 30 in Sawtelle, these antiquated structures. The
manager of Washington’s National daughters.
.^
Cal., His wife and daughter, sur- acquisition, of these buildings, which, to the mind of “untrained”
Theatre for 17 years before his
observers,
are obscure, to say the
•' viye.. ’
retirement in 1954, died June 8 in
which include a hot-dog stand* a least. To balance the exaggerated
EUGENIA CAMPBELL
Washington.
novelty hat store, and an open concern the State Dept, is showing
Lawrence
Goynes,
34*
western
Mrs. Eugenia Campbell Johnson,
He made his debut at age 61 in
Bandleader, was killed May 31 door souvenir gift shop, would
the opera “Norma” in his native former actress known profession¬ when his car struck a tree hear have enabled Loew’s to complete re the American image in the
Communist countries, neither the
Louisville. A lifetime, connected ally as Eugenia Campbell, died George West, Tex.
its improvement plans. However, government nor the industry seem
with theatres followed. He pro¬ June 3 In Palm Beach, Fla;, after
the owners of the properties held to care very much what sort of
a
brief
illness.
Prior
to
her
mar¬
duced several plays, including
, Pamela : Ashby,: 50, boxoffiee but for terms that Loew’s would impression the U. S. creates with
“Telephone Girl.” Before his long riage to Emory Johnson, she manageress of the London Coli-1 not.
meet.
its (equally impressionable)
association . with Cohan, he Was toured in stock through the mid¬ seum, died June 5 in Enfield,
Mends.
manager of the New Amsterdam west and also appeared in William England.
A.
Brady
and
Harry
Frazee
pro¬
Case-of the MPEA sending a
. Theatre, N.Y. At one time he;was; ductions.
tour manager for David Belasco.
comedy as its official entry to a
Philip H. Faulkner/ 76, a direc¬
Mrs. Campbell was seen in such
film fest is extremely rare. In fact,
tor of WKNE Broadcasting Corp;,
plays
as
“Palmy
Days,”
“Seven
LAURENCE EYRE
Continued from page 2 555: no other instance can he immedi¬
"A Pair of died May 30 in Keene, N.H,
; Laurence Eyre, 78, author of Keys to Baldpate,”
ately recalled. Problem is that the
“Mo n ey
and
the
plays , which starred Alice Brady, Queens,”
man—Hope was the first enter¬ individual companies are primarily
Woman,”
“The
Two.
Orphans”
and
Grace George, Mimmie Maddern “Little .Old New York.” Her last
tainer to get one;
concerned to get into a festival a
Fiske and Laura. Hope Crews, died stage stint was in a sketch, on the
(2) The American Legion’s Dis¬ picture which they intend to re¬
June 6 in New York after a long Orpheum circuit : with Stephen
lease in the given country—or. in
tinguished Service Cross;
Illness;
Continued ;from- page 1 —,
Patrick. It was called “A Welcome
(3) The Air Force Medal, high¬ Europe generally—soon after the
. He began his career in 1907 as Guest.”
fest, where any entry gets a hefty
est
award
the
AF
can
give
a
civil¬
000,000.
will
be
used
for
a
capitali¬
an actor. He was a member of the
Surviving are four daughters.:
New Theatre Company when it Hef
ian—Hope was the first entertainer boost from the assembled press
husband died two years ago, zation shrinkage program.
corps.
opened in N.Y. in 1909. Among
It’s said that WB’s ultimate aim to get one; ..
his first plays was “The Things.
(4) The top USO award:
is to reduce its outstanding com¬
FRANCES MILES PECKHAM
That Count;” produced in 1912.
(5)
The
AFL-CIO
$5,000
award
mon
stock
to
1,000.000
shares,
thus
This was followed by “An Angel . Mrs. Frances Miles Peckham, 66, greatly reducing dividend require¬ | —Hope was the only entertainer to
Without Wrings,” “Sazus Matazus,” an actress who once appeared in ments. ;
[get this and he donated the $5,000
• ‘Mis’ Nelly of N’Orleans.” “Merry “Ziefeld Follies,” died June 7 in
Paramount is moving In two di¬ to UCLA to set up the Barney saas Continued from pace 17 aaa
.
.Wives of Gotham,” “Steam Roller,” New York.
Dean Writing Scholarship;
rections.
.
Production-wise,,
the
She
launched
her
career
as
a
“Escapade,”
“Mayfair,”
“The
(6) Only U.S. entertainer to have has hardly hit its stride. On its .fig¬
W asp,” “Gala Night,” “Martinique” protegee of Emma Carus and later company Is about to spend more
money
in
the.
hope
of
coming
up
his bust in the Smithsonian In¬ ures so far Kerridge-Odeon: feels
joined
the
Spooner
Dramatic
.Co.
and “The. Forcing Bed.”
“Commandments” will crack the
She was a.principal in the vaude¬ with more blockbusters. President. stitute;/
His wife and sister survive.
ville act of Frances Mauer & the Barney Balaban stated last week
(7) Only life chairman-0 of the N. Z. long-run barrier. If so, the
Foley Bros. She also appeared in that the entire, production-dis¬ Cerebral Palsy Foundation and record will have been upped three
JIMMY GRIER
■= j times in twelve months, “Com¬
tribution economy in effect de¬ recipient of its highest award;
James W. (Jimmy) Grier. 57, vet early films made in Chicago.
(8) The Red Cross honorary dis-. mandments” snagged a significant
composer-arranger-conductor. died ' Her son, brother and sister sur¬ pends on the super product.. He
■
honor in N. Z.’s capitol city, Well¬
might have added, that the exhibi¬ tiriguishe.d service award; .
June 4 in Glendale, Cal. During vive;
his long Hollywood career, lie had.
(9». An honorary life chairman ington. where it garnered the lrightion economy rests, with the . blueEDWARD LANE
scored many pictures. Among his
chips pictures, as well. And this .of the. Cancer Foundation and est-ever gross of any film in its
Edward Lane, 44, songwriter arid .figures in the -‘new look” trend holder, of its. distinguished service first three weeks.
Lest-known compositions were
“The Object of My Affections,” on president of the Kiddie Lane Corp. importantly:
award;
In addition to these encouraging
which he collabed with Pinky of 'vyestbuiy, L.I., manufacturers
United Paramount Is on its way
(10) The Poor Richard Award— signs, the Kerridge-Odeon chain
Tomlin; “Whatis the Reason” and of mechanical rides for children, to shuttering or otherwise drop¬ again. he was first entertainer,
reports
an increase of almost a
“There’s Sp Much in. Believing.” died June 5 in Westbury.
100 situatipns in the foresee¬ . These; of course, exclude show 1,000,000 admissions for the year
A member of. ASCAP; he was ping
During World War-II be was direc¬
able
future.
There’s
riot
enough
business
honors,
and
Hope’s
track
ending
last
March over the previ¬
tor of the . 11th Naval District the lyricist for “Bless' You (For
Coast Guard Band:
Being an Angel),- “Let’s Dream good .film to support them. On record in siioiv business honors is ous year. Despite the fact that the
the
other
hand,
this
chain
will
be
probably
better
,
known.
{
government
tele
transmission
This One-Out,” “It’s. Always You.”
His wife survives.
At his Southern California home : tests are now being carried out in
“'When the Lilacs Bloom Again,” going for a bankroll in updating
30
to
40
theatres.;
The
idea
is
are
his
Oscar
('or
'public
service),.!
Auckland,
(and
introduction
of new
FRANK H. ELPHICKE
“Rainbow Rendezvous,” “Lovely,”
.
Frank H. (Tiny). Elphicke, 58, • “Boulevard of Memories,” among this: Top pictures, although in his., special Emmy,/ h\s Peabodyj medium cannot be far off* the
Vp. and general manager .of radio others. Early in his career lie held limited supply, can be counted on Award, Sylvania Award and dozens : future of the N. Z. film business
; station CKWTX, Vancouver, B.C., ‘ top advertising . posts including. to sustain big, prestige theatres of others.
I looks rosy.
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Yanks Send Farce

Bob Hope’s Career

’Unload,’ ‘Diversify’

‘Pacific’in N.Z.
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LOUIS
ARMSTRONG
ITV
MAY 7,10-10.45 PM
Satchmo—one of the world's greatest musicians brings you a
forty-five minute programme of Jazz from Viareggiot Italy
(Northern and North Eastern ITV Regions)
Eurovision is available to all viewers. To present a Eurovision programme you need to be appointed
a Programme Company by the Independent Television Authority, and have the right to be a
member of the European Broadcasting Union, sometimes called ‘The Club* of
Broadcasters in Europe.
V'-^

Independent Television and Granada TV, as one of the Programme Companies,
are members of ‘The Club’, so Granada TV can and will present ‘Louis Armstrong and
his All Stars’ from Viareggio, Italy.
By arrangement with Granada TV, Tyne Tees Television will also transmit the same
programme. Granada and Tyne Tees will bring .the ITN News

s

a#

Bulletin forward to 9.45 pm so that they alone can present the
complete Louis Armstrong programme starting at 10 pm.
For those who don’t understand Italian or the jazz talk of
Louis Armstrong, Granada TV will have the help of commentaries
by Humphrey Lyttelton and Johnny Dankworth;

GRANADA TV

*

the ADVERTISEMENt

that appealed in the British Press

The RESULT
Granada TV gets 77%share of the audience
in their Northern Region alone!

GRANADA TV NETWORK
36

GOLDEN

SQUARE,
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ENGLAND
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Bams Trying Jazz and Longhair
As Change of Pace to Hypo Biz

D.C. or Miami Ideal, S.F. Too ‘Remote’

By JESSE GROSS
. The strawhat circuit is going
after the hipsters and. the high¬
brows. The rural showshops are
booking jazz concerts and such,
longhair offerings as ballet and
opera to augment the usual legit
fare this season.
The jazz programs, which in re¬
cent years have been given occa¬
sional one-night showings princi¬
pally in tents, are playing both
canvastops and barn outings, - in
some cases on full-week bookings.1
Louis Armstrong and Duke Elling¬
ton are among those scheduled for
full-week stands at some spots.
The jazz shows are being booked
for regular runs mostly by the
tents because of a dearth of new
musical product and also because
some operators feel that a change
of fare may stimulate local interest
THe one-night bookings, also in¬
cluding the Ximenez-Vargas Bal¬
let Espanol, are catching on as a
means of keeping. theatres . active
when they normally would be dark.
The jazz and longhair presenta¬
tion are adding to the perennial
potpourri of show biz talent on]
; the silo circuit Pop singers,; nltery
performers, television personali¬
ties, film names (including some
from the vintage “Late Late
Shows”) and Broadway legit head¬
liners will also be out en masse
this season.
A wrinkle involved in the ap-pearances of some of the singers
is that they’re lined Up for straight
plays. For example, Jill] Corey is
(Continued on page 61)

'

Electronic Polling
. Robots, like humans, suffer
indignities.
CBS News is Switching from
Remington Rand's Univac to
IBM for. ^960 Presidential
election coverage.
. NBC News, consequently, is
• making eyes at Rem Rand. If
this electronic hand-holding
affair doesn’t materialize it
may. decide to go steady with
a recently - developed RCA
electronic computer titled No.
501.

Gear'Ben-Hur To
Run Two Years

By HOBE MORRISON
Geraldine Page, as the shopworn
( film star in “Sweet Bird of Youth,”
was the best actress of the 1958-59
Broadway legit season. She came
within a single vote of a unani¬
mous swreep of Variety’s 21st
annual poll of the New York first- :
string drama critics.
Ethel Merman, as the bulldozer
stage mama in “Gypsy ” was a
runaway choice for the best per¬
formance by the femme lead in a
musical,, getting eight of the 11
votes.
Continuing the distaff
landslide in the critics’ seasonal
balloting, Lorraine Hansberry was J
a nine-vote winner as the most
promising playwright.
In the male categories, Jason
Robards Jr, was the aisle-sitter
choice for the best male perform¬
ance in a leading part for his por(Continued on page 58)

Metro has signed] three major
iriii r ■
<i
»
theatre . deals for the hardticket
showing of its $15,000,000 spec¬
tacle, “Ben-Hur.”
Joining iLoew’s State on Broad¬
way and Hollywood's Egyptian
Theatre was Ben Sack’s Saxon
Theatre in , Boston. The Boston
contract was signed Friday (12).
Bob Mochrie, Metro’s special “BenHur” . sales representative, con¬
cluded the agreement with the
Boston operator.
The Roman Catholic Legion of
Unique aspect of the three deals
set so far is that all houses are Decency, v which condemned the
French
import, “Love Is My Pro¬
gearing the film ] for a two-year
run. The Loew’s State arrange¬ fession,” starring Brigitte Bardot,
as
“a
serious
threat to public, and
ment was completed long before
the picture was completed and | private morality,” was willing to
served as the impetus for the B-rate the .film if minor cuts Were
$800,000 renovation of the State. made:
Thb Egyptian Theatre on the Coast f According to Kingsley-interna¬
will also be extensively renovated tional, the distributor* the Legion
before “Ben-Hur”. moves in.
would have settled for some small
Plans are to open the picture in eliminations, paralleling exactly
November of this year. The Holly¬
(Continued on page 15)
wood and Boston dates will follow
, Tokyo, June 16.
Visiting French director Julien shortly after the. Broadway pre¬
Duvivier said that French directors miere around Thanksgiving Day.
don’t succeed in Hollywood be¬
cause they are not given sufficient
hold of the production reins.
Here for two weeks a si a member
Albuquerque, June 16.
of the French cultural group to
Bob Hope, in Albuquerque Fri¬
attend the opening of the National
day for a benefit, commented that
Western Art Museum and the secChicago, June 16.
television comics often fail because
cond Japan-French Film Festival,
“Tiger” Joe Marsh, onetime of over-exposure.
Duvivier said, “In Hollywood we wrestler arid sometime actor, ah
“It?s a matter of formula and
feel tied lip by so many people and leges that grapplers on the video over-exposure at times,” Hope said.
restrictions. In France we choose screen are riot athletes but per¬ “People get talent confused .with
our story—we direct everything. A formers and therefore should be . ratings, and just because a come¬
director in Hollywood is not the forced to join the Ainerican Fed¬ dian's; ratings drop doesn’t mean
same.”
eration of Television & Radio Art¬ his talent is low.”
Although he hasn't; made an ists.''
Another reason fpr their failure,
American picture . in 15 years,
Marsh, who. gave up wrestling:
Duvivier can ;.claim such Holly¬ about four years ago to. become a may be an overabundance of
wood credits . as “Tales of Man¬ bonafide thespian. now holds cards' certain styles arid jokes, he said.
“It’s a matter of. thinking and
hattan,” “Flesh and Fantasy,” in AFTRA, SAG and Equity. He
“The Great Waltz,” “Miss. Lydia” has made, some pictures, appeared keeping the audience jumping a
and “The Imposter.”.
in several tv dramas, and toured bit,” he said. “It’s easy to fall in
Reflecting on those experiences, with the road company of “Tea¬ a rut.”
Duvivier said, “I didn’t feel very house of the August Moon” in 1955.
His health is forcing him to take
happy. To make those pictures I
Asked if he won the final wres¬ it easy, he continued, but he talked
had to fight with everybody. Why tling match of his mat career, of future tv and the possibility of
should I? In France I have no Marsh answered, “Of course. But another ’ “Road” show' with Bing
(Continued on page 62)
I was only following the script”
Crosby.

‘B’From Legion

In France a Director
Is Somebody, Bot in U.S.
Prodncer Dominates

Hope on Comic Durability

TV Wrestlers Should
Join AFTRA’: Tiger’ Marsh

Libel, Loot & Liberace
London, June 16.
While appearing in the law
courts during the day, for hit
libel suit against the Daily
Mirror, Liberace has been
working at night and attract¬
ing SRO business. Last week
he headlined at the Finsbury
Park Empire arid the theatre
gross was a whopping $17,000.
This week he is at the Chis¬
wick Empire and the gross is
expected to top $18,000.
The Chiswick Empire Is due
to be demolished immediately
after the Liberace season.

Soviet LPs Due
For U.S. Market

An American international film
festival, to be staged in either
Washington or Miami,‘was strongly
advocated last week by Charles
Einfeld, ad-pub and exploitation
v.p. of 20th Century-Fox, following
his return from Europe.
Einfeld, who attended most of
the Cannes festival, said all the
U. S. companies should collaborate
to make such an American festival
possible and to assure that it got
the widest possible coverage.
He felt that Washington would
be a logical spot, though Miami
also seemed like a good possibility.
“The motion picture is an internatiorial commodity, and it’s getting
to be that even in the United
States, where the foreign film has
made much progress,” he opined.
"I feel that there would be a great
deal of public interest in such a
festival and it would contribute to
creating additional new interest in
motion pictures.”
Einfeld observed that San Fran¬
cisco was too distant a place for a
fullscale festival. While Motion
Picture Assn, of America president
Eric Johnston has endorsed the
San Francisco fest, Hollywood so
far has largely ignored it. There
was no American participation at
Frisco in 1958.

Disks produced in the U.S.S.R.
will be marketed in the U.S. shortly
Via Harry Goldman Inc. Goldman,
who also represents the PatheOdeori label here, got an okay from
the State Dept, to handle the
Soviet platters.
He’s now working on a label
tradeiriark to introduce the Soviet
platters to the U.S. market. He
hasn’t yet decided on a release
date for the first batch of Sovietmade LP’s hut he’ll formally an¬
nounce his representation of the
U.S.S.R. disks via signs at the So¬
Boston, June 16.
viet exhibit at New York’s
“I started the picture as an
Coliseum June 30-Aug. 10.
amateur—and wound up as an
amateur,” attombey Joseph Welch,
of McCarthy vs. Army television
fame, told a press luncheon for •
Otto Preminger’s “Anatomy of a
Murder” (Col) at Sheraton Plaza
Hotel Friday (12).
Boston, June 16.
Welch, Hub lawyer who plays a'
“Instead of condemning rock ’n’ judge in the picture, shared the
roll, youth leaders should , offer- spotlight with Lee Remick, starting
teenagers something worthwhile in; a key city tour for the film, first
its. place—I don’t think our youth ! spot of which was Boston. Gov¬
is as far gone as some critics would ; ernor Foster Furcolo presented
have us believe,” says Rev. John : Miss Remick, of nearby Quincy,
DeBrine, 34-year-old Boston Bap¬ and Welch with silver tarys
tist minister, who spins top re¬ from the Commonwealth of Mas¬
ligioso. disks with a celestial beat’ sachusetts. At the head table was
Miss Remick’s father. Frank,
on WBOS.
.. Rev. DeBrine received the an-] Quincy dep’t store owner, and the
nual American Baptist Convention! Mayor of Quincy, Amilid Della
national radio award in Des Chiesa.
Moines, la., last week for “out-: ‘.‘Anatomy of a Murder” will open
standing contribution to religious ■ at Ben Sack’s Gary deluxer on
radio programs. His radio pro- ] July 9, less than two months after
gram, “Songtime,” was cited as: the last scene was photographed.
world preem is set for Detroit.
“unique iri . its presentation of a ; The
Welch, who told the group he’s
Christian message through the disk going
back to work as a lawyer
jockey technique.”
! Monday <15>, said that he found
His program with an interde-• film making was “not easv.”
riominational appeal, heard weekly i “They lied to me,”
>aid,
on WBOS and on 84 other sta-j “They told me when I became an
tions coast to coast, pulled sortie 1 actor that it would be fun anu easy.
10,000 fan letters a month through ] Fun it has. Easy it was not. He
last year.
said that he gained respect for old
Rev. DeBrine has just initiated ] pro’s and detailed a scene which
a new Saturday night teen-slanted; lie had to remake several times.”
radio show on another Hub sta-; 'Welch pointed out that the
(Continued on page 63)
i
(Continued on page 15>

Joseph Welch on Acting;
Massachusetts’ Coventor
Confesses Slight Hamho

Boston’s Ecclesiastic
DJ.’s Religioso Beat
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Peel Parlors Bulging m LA. as
Of Niteries Strip for Action at B.O.

I

ARTSY SMITH GAIS

l Linda

LcRoy :. Produces PlayOther Daughters Shine

Wednesday, June l7^ 1959^

The Federal Dept, of Health, .Education and Welfare requests
that Variety remind all showfolk that with respect to Social Se¬
curity benefits, there is never any necessity-to proceed. through
“counsel.” Indeed it is unlawful for anybody to collect a fee for
i
advising citizens on their Social Security, rights. The Government
Hollywood. June 16.
----—1—;—~— j
itself has branches standing by for the. purpose of providing this
,
Los Angelos is fast becoming gud Abbott PtepS New.
.very kind of assistance.
the strip-metropolis of the nation.
All key cities have district branches, the. one • in Manhattan at
Act With Eddie Foy Jr.
Excluding the stripping trend
1657 Broadway:
Hollywood
JuhO IS*
Issue of illegal acceptance of fees and diversion of Social Se¬
iioiiytvooa, June
.
that’s overcome nearby Las Vegas,
curity funds was dramatized list week when Federal Judge Greg¬
A new comedy act is in the.nvak-1 daughter of Merwri LeRoy, and
which is revolving the gambling
ory Noonan at Foley Square found a “fixer” operating from sin
L.a.’s iing
with
the
teaming
of
Bud,
granddaughter
of
Harry
(Warner;
wheels around nudie shows,
address in.Chinatown guilty of charging .unlawful fees for filing.
: ; Abbott, longtime, partner of _the ; gS well as stepdaughter of; the late
bare facts have can
:*aught on to such : jate L(*u Costello, and Eddie Foy Charles Vidor produced and diclaims, also cashing checks drawn to clients. This is a jail offense,
•yeing the peelers ;• Jr.one
Jr., one pi
of the famed Seven;
Little rt;cte(i
the: Senior play,
play -aa .takeoff ' as Pointed- out by regional director Joseph B. O’Connor.
an extent that eyeing
Seven'Little
reeted -the:
is now one of the .top entertain-• Foys \vhich w as oft the top vaiide- on beatniks in the Space Age',
ment contenders in drawing the ; vilie circllits many years ;^o.,
. choreographer; incidentally,^ Was:
f
...
.. ~
th„
'ff The 63-year old Abbott and Foy, Valerie Tishman, offspring of the
public away fro n the
171
; 54, are currently working on rou- New Yctk realtor and patron of
television, at least accord.ng to the ^ines which they hope will lead.to the arts,
nitery ops in this city.
; bookings in the Las Vegas hotels . Lesley Lowe, daughter of the
In 1954 there were 63 niteries i'n and other top niteries in' Miami, Herman Lowes* former Variety
operation, of which 23 featured Beach, New York and Chicago, as representatives, in .. Washington;
strip action.
Today, five years well as . television. Foy has been ■* was graduated Cum Laude, with
later, there are 28 clubs open, 17 .working in legit and films, while honors in Government. As: one of
By LES CARPENTER
*¥T
t\*
.
of which are strip joints. While Abbott since splitting With.his late the editors of the college news- _ ,
^ Prospects may be lodklng up for
the percentage of rubs in opera¬ partner, has been in semi-retire- paper, she'specialized in pix, music JOIUl WajHl8
tion are down, the burlesque pic*- ment.
.and .drama '.reviews."
_
[
Of Mailli0 Eis^ithowei
of.those pcreiinial Capitol Hill
lure has increased from 36rl to
However, Abbott was . forced
-A™* f °pe Rockefeller,. daughter
Washington, June 16. ! dust-catchers, the Thompson Bill
60rr.
The 24':- gain lias cu.efl
John Wayne'; w!-'o''w,',un<i'„P lit-; to establish .a. Federal. Advisory
the top b-trippi. is i:i the business
Council on the-Arts.-It could conto seek out play dates in this town. ^ch stated that ab^:S50Ct000jnl
s the sugpnse ceivably -be. extricated from comSome of the name peelers invad¬ exemptions were disallowed. He
<
guest
of
«
l
SlfiO-a-pi;
[ate
Republican
.
mjtteo
pigeonhole, in the .present
ing this locale to Amy off t.ftejr had to sell his home and empty Ills Restoration
} Party dinner were honoring GOP I
bumps and grinds tv■-unique aiie purse to satisfy immediate GoyeriK
(■members of Congress;
;. . .
, , 1,
;
,4.
I.ili St. Cyr. Ccm y IVcr. Tempest ment requirements and whs forced
i Wayne, whose attendance at af-f 1
't fnf\X
Storm. Jennie Lee. F-’tty Rowland. back to work to pay off the re¬
; fair, w-asn’t' pre-announced, drew a ' •metis Rppioud J eane..day 10) of.
G.;y Dawn. Patti Wage.ft and Vir¬ mainder of tile rap. Although he
1 queue of autograph hunters. Soxtie .t,ie p?u>c.y ^I-e^iai Subcommittee
could
ease
his
plight
by.
going
into
ginia Beil.
of the balder ones .also asked for..
.'E^caUonv after a .hearing
In fact the peeling profe>siqn bankruptcy, he said lie. would
President Eisenhower’s signature, ^ ^h,:-£c ,ors Equity "pres*-,
usuallv “unprotocol.”
dent Ralph Mmmy and Secretary
las become >••> iucratAe that gals never take that step.
:i The;high-cost,meal was free.for of Healt!i.:Education^&. Welfare:
Jronv all walks of life ate swing-.
. . ..
T
„
Wayne, who was invited by the Arthur S.^lemnnng. both, strong-;
ing into the “take-it-ofi’pattern.'
I
London.
June
16..
GOP Congressional Committee, .ty. supported it.
. .
The gals, aside from iheu db GlaUQe rRlIlDpe S fflOYC
Michael Redgrave becomes the dinner sponsor.
: Rep. Frank Thompson Ji\ <D.mensionai qua-ificsni.m.-i,
are tag_
|
> n
qua:
latesf :addition, to the gallery of
“W> wanted to have a star from N. J.b not used to favorable, action .
ging themselves
with offbeat
theatrical knights in- the Queen's show business not. widely associ-. on the bill .he's:been trying to get
monickers to catch the public's eye.
Pit * r
Cfnfnl? BirtI?^ay . Honors .List published. ated with the Republican Party,” . enacted for five years, said he’ll
A few of the catchier names mak¬
Uiam S DauQIlCl iJlaLuu last Saturday. ‘ 13)-. Among ^ those ; explained one_committee member.; press for early.consideration of it
ing the rounds here are Spanish
to have been honored in postwar ; ‘Originally, Wendell Corey was by the subcommittee’s patent
Flv, Catalina Cruise. Pepper Miftt.
Zeckendorf Hotel’s acquisition
. - tQ
Chili Pepper, Jonni Dillinger, nf rianHo r Phitfnrip a? PYPPiitive years are Laurence Olivier, Ralph coming, but he had to cancel out. House Edueation & Labor CommitS;
.Sichardsom'.Alec
Guinness, John -to enter a- hospital.”
’
"
‘ tee and. then, by
^ the House
- - :
itself.
Vegas Nevada, Satahte. and Patti consultant on the new 48-story
Gielgud
and
Donald
Wolfit.
Cake.
1
hotel going up in Rockefeller CenThe bill was once passed by the
Redgrave
s
last
AVest
End
i
olg
^
1
•!
j
;
peiiuie,
iyao.
uut
never
got
out
oi
Senate;
1956.
but
never
got
out
of
A check at the local branch of- ter is regarded as putting that
five of the American Guild jof chain, which already controls the 5as„as
of
ToOtS SaLong for
* the House committee. It was exVarietv Artists showed that ip- . most' hotel rooms in New'York;.; a^S^al^tV rffow
^^plained at the time.that some committee Republicans feared Commu¬
proximately 100 hurley queens, spanning six mass and class hostels, :^9^^llgtSS ^
nist,, infiltration within the arts.
copping salaries ranging from SI00 ; into the No. 1 banqueteermg posi- Hands with tfte Devil “ filmed last
‘‘Some of them were afraid the
to $2,000 per week, hit the run¬ tion. Already the Astdi* made in¬ year in; Dublin. In .1958, he apPresident
might appoint a Com'muCf„
ways throughout L.A. every wet:k. roads on the WTaldorf-Astoria tfi'om
comes ^Philippe Of the
■ Toots Shor is gearing the swan mist to the council,” said -ThompAt this stage more are in demand whenceWaldorf,” ass he.
he got
got to
to* be
be known.
know-n. Memorial
Theatre
season,
* * famed
*
- West
—
in d flashback to that arguargu-;
T^ ofh^r Derformei4 hon^^^^^^
of- his
51st
St. : son. In
as other bistros’ keep eyeing the
possibility of converting their en¬ as successorr to. .the late “Oscar hvTJvh°e. ©Ueen^re Athene' Sevllr 1 lN‘YJ restaurant to the heavy-1 ment, Thompson asked Secretary
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Europe to U. S.

Not American Distribution Politic? But Germany’s
Free Remittances Explain ‘Ask Any Girl’ Pick
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Irwin Alien tells the story. This producer had cast Ed Wynn as the
clown in ’‘The Big Circus” but Wynn’s health was not. top robust. Vis- ».
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Onward and Upward
Question of “company politics”
for a moment. But then, he said to himself, why not? End result is
[with Cam-ell a!
■
doesn't en’er. into .the selection of
that Peter Lorre is the clown in “Big Circus”. Steve Allen’s .salary.,
Albany.
June
16.
films tor international film: festi¬
for work in, “The Big Circus”'was $90. And he gets billing. It was a
New owner of the Leeds
val*. a spokesman for the Motion
courtesy situation. Allen used to work for the .film-s; producer, Irwin.
Drive-in
T
h
e
a
t.r
e.
in
"
Ne\v
Picture Export Assn., said lasjt
Alien, as a .radio announcer at .$35 per week.
York's Catskill Mountain area,
U; S. to Europe
v. t ck.
“The Sour, Smell of Success” i.s what Clyde Cilmour, Toronto Tele¬
is
Paul
Cameila.
projectioriist
Louis Barrier.
His common* came in connection
gram -film critic, nicknamed “The Young Philadelphians” in his re-^
with an unique background iii
Polly Bergen
w :*h a sterv in last week's issue
view .... Did Tajma, “India’s Exijtic: Enchantress.” once have, ai part¬
ozoner operation; who has
Kari Bernstein
of Variety 10 wl'ich discussed
taken a lease on the property
ner named Al? Stripper is currently at Casino Theatre, Toronto;
John J. Clark
the selection of the Metro comedy.
from William Van Yeehteh. .
. Turner Shelton, U.S. Information Agency motion pictures, chief,
Geene Courtney
“A^k Ar.v Cirk” i\;r the Berlin filrh
Cameila
started
in
1937
as
[
plaiied^to Hollywood to appear on Frank Capra edition of NEC’s “This
fc-t. The s‘i,ry said tint “to. what
. Donald Crisp
boot liman for the Lamont The-.
Is Your Life” and brag cn his longtime friend, Shelton noted Capra’s
Leonard. Field
extent company politic*. enter intb
atre
in
the
Catskill
territory.
various travels abroad , and said Government likes “Hollywood ambassa- .
the question of festival selections
Freddie Fields
This had a rubber screen
dors” like Capra so foreigners can see “U.S. films are made by intel¬
is always 'difficult to determine”
Claude Heilman ;
.
erected on . one side of the
ligent, cultured and creative people.”
Edward H block .
Problem of a festival like Berlin,
Catskill Creek and the audi¬
Since Paddy Chayefsky’s ’’Middle of. the Night” has a garment in¬
George
Ditto
’
it’s pointed out. is that It offers
ence on. the other, along with ,
dustry background, Columbia purchased ad space o.ii the “buyers ar¬
Seymour LitV.inoff
lu tie incentive comnared with
makeshift facilities for at-the- .
rival”
page of the New York Times. Ad appeared on Monday (15) . . ..
Hobe
Morrison
Cannes or Venice. Participation in
time new, drive- n operation:
NTA Pictures, which is releasing the French, picture “Women Are
Edith PiaX
both thc-e tests means an extra
Weak,”
now' at the Paris Theatre, N.Y., will have you .believe that the
Nornian
Eoseniont
permit for each film shown, and
film’s, femme star, Pascale Petit, is allegedly thinking of “bringing a .
.Dinah- Shore5'
aho tree remittance for the earn¬
suit
against
Bosley Crowther because the N.Yw Times critic referred
Harry
Sosnik
'.
ings of the respective .picture*. In
to her as “skinny” in his review. NTA says Mme. Petit’s measurements:.
Roger L. Stevens
Germany, the companies can get in
have
been
notarized
as 37-24-36 and. that she thinks “.‘skinny’ is deri¬
.Gloria- Stew art: .
ail the ‘films the v need and the
sive and injurious to her career.”: . . Samuel Goidwyn hosted: Broad¬
revenue is freely re mitt able anyHenry Stprck ■_
way ticket brokers at a lunchdon last week at the Playbill to discuss.
«
1
A
VU 11VVV1 A Am
plans for ticket sales of “Porgy and Bess.”.. Lee Remick will hit
L. A. to N. Y.
Result: Only two. pieiorc?— Ask
.
seven cities to plug “Anatomy of a Murder.”. ^ . Northiveri Orient Air¬
Where-does
Any Girl” and “The Rabb.t Trap" 1 .pVhcre
does a
a- clirtributpr--aRd-.au
dmtn
Irwin,7'Allen •
lines has joined Metro in a special promotion. of Alfred Hitchcock’s.:
q' when they get to-}
-were subreitted to.the Arsocijay Al . Capp :
‘‘North by Northwest.”. . . Hitchcock is.curreatly in New Yorlrto plug
tion for 'showing at Beri'n. It left gether for a- vacation? Why bear-!
Ann Corio .
the film.
MPEA with no choice.-since it can hunting, of course1.; What else!
j
klark Dr.hiOn
Quietly, but not unseen. Samuel Goldtvyn hosted a luncheon at Toots
pick on;\ from film* made avail-'
Anyway."that’s.what William J. j
Duke Ellington.
Shor’s, New York, last Friday (12). for advertising and publicity spe¬
able to it by the member coni- Keineman, United Artists Gistribu- •
George Engluhd
cialists w'ho. have been on his payroll on and off over the years. It was
panics.
tion v.p.. and Ted Msnnv circuit j
Sylvia Fine . ,
ostensibly just a down-memory-lane gab session but there . was' some
--operator of Minneapolis, did: re-j
Frank M. Folsom..
suspicion that the producer wouldn’t turn a deaf ear! on observations
i
1
cently in the Alaskan wilds. And'
William Gargan
anent his latest. “Porgy and. Bess.” Consensus, was that everybody,
. Peter GlenviUe
meaning everybody, know-s about thq picture. In on the Goldvvyn
Rita Hayworth
treat were Howard Dietz, Jock Layrrence, Martin S. Davis, David Gold¬
Van Heflin .
ing, George tVeissman, Bill Ruder and Lynn Farnol.
Alfred Hitchcock
National Board of Review' monthly. Films in Review’, carries a real
George Jessel
Tn
r5 ron=narpo tered at Juneau and took off with ,
rave for Audrey Hepburn. Penned by editor Henry Hart, it reads, in
IV
vJaSmlCiLv. bush pilots. "Whenever they’d spot!
Henry .; King ..
part: “The nun is played by Audrey Hepburn with such complete un¬
Washington. June 16.;
-a-bear from the air. the plane !
derstanding of the full content of each scene that her. performance
Irving P- Lazar
turnout of the would start tracking
Jeanette. MacDonald
will forever silence those Who have thought.her less an actress than a
They each bagged a big one before ‘
John Lee Mahin
United States Information
symbol of the sophisticated child-woman (exclusively a contemporary
Cu-tle of Now York, coming back home.
Martin Rac kin ;
idea). In ‘The . Nun’s Story’ (WB) Miss Hepburn reveals the kind of
founder and former o-.vmr-presiMilton R.. Rackmil
acting talent that can project inner feelings of both depth and com-,
Heineman at one : point spotted '
Gene Raymond
plexity so skillfully you must scrutinize her intently, on a second and
r big bear in the haze and felled !
dent of Castle Films now Univerthird viewing of the film to perceive how she does it. Her portrayal of
salh has returned to the attack. He him. On coming close, however.!
Emmett . Rogers Sister Luke is one of ihe great performances of the screen.” ‘
testifed again Friday '12* before the animal rose arid started charg- i
Max Shulman
Warner Bros, handed, producer, reins on two additional properties
tiie U. S. Senate's .subcommittee 6n ing. at which point Heincmah’s gun ;
Oliver Smith
to Mike Garrison: “Dark at the Top of the Stairs”, and “The Crowded
Appropriations.
.
• failed and the guide started blazing [
Joe Steele
Sky,”
to follow “Claudelle Inglish”. V. Hal Wallis has N.Y. model CinCastle bluntly advocated imnie- away. The bear fell again, but;
Milburn Stone .
di Woo'd on multiple-pix escalator pact ... Bernard Smith: takes leavediate replacement of Turner Shel- When the hunting party canie to!
Raymond Stross
of-absence from Hecht-Hill-Lancaister for associate producer post on
ton. the USIA film chief, saying pick him up. he was gone. After;, Miles White
“Elmer Gantryg” Burt Lancaster starrer to go out under Lancaster“he has now become the ’chief trailing him- for six 'dangerous* i
Robert. Wice
Richard Brooks banner for United Artists release ... Jerry \Vald reg¬
proponent t o r made-in-Moscow miles. Heineman gave up. A cou- ;
istered “Over the Hills and Far. Away” with MPA A for “The Hell.raispropaganda films for exhibition pie of days later he bagged a 600 *
N. Y. to L A.
ers,” Boxer Rebellion yarn . . . VValt Disney registered “Pictures at an
in leading theatres throughout the pounder only three days out of;
. Paul. Benson
Exhibition”, . . Rochill Productions acquired film rights to Lt. Col: P.
L'niicd sfate's/’
hibernation.
i .. Irving .Drutman
Ramsey,' hero of Luzon campaign'in World War. II, 'and will be fi¬
Ca«tle. the author of two books .
--——:—.
-■
j
Hugh Fordin
nanced by Philippine government.
attacking American propagandas*
Bud Getschal.
Dell Bocks has published a spe- !
Richard Wilson, director of “Al Capone,” is set to produce and di¬
amateur, inept and wasteful, of¬
Marie Miles
cial paperback edition of Univer-;
rect “The Nymph and the Lamp” from Halifax ridvelist Thomas,Radfered the senators a check-list\ of sal’s “This Earth Is-Mine.”
!
Joe Wolhandler
dall’s novel, the author says; Eva Marie Saint may be in it.
possible economics, orghig total
Giuseppe DeSantis, Who directed the Silvana Margano-Vittorio Gasselimination of USIA’s Press & Pubman starrer, “Bitter Rice,” in Italy, has done one in Yugoslavia, “The
1 Nations Service.as “honeycombed
Road a Year Long.” It’s an added starter at International Film Festival
with wa<te and dunlication.” This
in Stratford, Ont., this summer, along with Germany's “Dream Road of
v.ou’d save taxpayers S9.23I.0D0.
the World.” ’
.. ' :
Castle thought no more than $1Patricia Marmont, daughter of late silent star Percy Marmont,
500.000 ought to .go to the USIA Biz Starts to Perk; ‘Any Girl- New Champ, ‘Phillys’
snagged
character
role
In.
Sam
Spiegel’s
“Suddenly.
• Last Slimmer,” a
Motion Picture Service which lie
Columbia Pictures release . . . Warner Bros., registered ‘‘Portrait of a
2d, ‘Some Hot’ 3d, ^©6^’ 4th, ‘Seas’^ 5tH
termed “an international disgrace.’’
Mobster,”
based
on
yarn
by
Harry
Grey.
American film dmtrbiutors will
Universal importing actress Norma Marla, Egyptologist Andrew Low,
be interested in one recommenda¬
Cooler weather plus some. new\. comers this round, is1 inclined to and unnamed mummy to tour the U.S. on behalf of “The Mummy.’*
tion of Castle concerning the
U'SLVs Media Guaranty Fund. Un¬ strong product looks tp give, film be spotty this stanza although okay . . . Mercedes McCamhridge set for a; role in Sam Spiegel’s “Sudden¬
ly, Last Summer,” currently filming in London . . .. Metro has prepared
der which- rental monies in certain business in key cities covered by in Cleveland. “Horrors of Black
countries with blocked currencies Variety a nice . lift this • round. Museum” 'AI», lusty . in Phiily, a special facts booklet telling the Story of the making of “Ben-Hur.”
Some 50,000 copies will be distributed . . . Samuel Goidwyn Jr. off to
looks
good
in
Frisco.'and.
big
in
are redeemed into- dollars .for the
This, upbeat promises to be further , Chi.. “Say One’ For Me” i20th), the southwest to continue his search for a young unknown for the title
Americans. Castle think this Fund
also new, w hich is due at N.Y.: role in “The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.’’. . . . Les. KCiter and
extended
in
the
next
few*
weeks
should be removed t r.o m USIA
. Paramount this w-eek; is rated good Howard Cosell signed, to handle the radio broadcast of the Patterson• State; and placed “where it be¬ . as vacations get into full swing
in Minneapolis. “Hangman” (Par): Johansson heavyweight title fight which United Artists is sponsoring
longs” in the Dept, of Commerce. and additional,, big: product is
mild in Providence!.is.rated nice ‘ on behalf of “The Horse Soldiers.”. .
Myrna Hansen released from
.released.
in K.C.
:
,•••
j her term contract with Metro and returns to freelancing.
Russell V. Downing, president of. Radio City Music Hall, hosted a
New' boxoffice champ is “Ask
“Iihjtatioh' -of jLife’’- .(’U), .-long! a [
Any Girl” <M-Gn out for the first fave in ratings.; lpoks big in I cocktailery at the theatre’s exec suite Monday (15) for Fred Zinneand
Phiily
currently. mann. Latter directed “Nun’s Story,” next at the Hall . . . Buena Vis¬
time to any extent this session. Detroit
“Shaggy Dog” iBV),. for weeks ta’s Frank Petraglia to Montreal to supervise the opening campaign
It is bearing but the potential
high on ihe .list, is great in K.C. for “Sleeping Beauty.”. . .. Film industry brass in large number will
Madrid. June 16.
strength- indicated , by its N.Y. and hefty, in Denver. “Angry Hills” be at the opening tonight (Wed.) of ‘‘Five Pennies” at the Capitol . . .
Yank stage-screen actor Melvyn
Music Hall engagement,.. where (M-G); drab .in Balto, looks mild Pyramid Books has a second printing of 250,000 copies of “Al Capone’*
Douglas wiil wield the jury gavel
coming off the presses July 1 . . . Albert Sindlinger, who researches
in Buffalo.
at San Sebastian's Seventh Inter¬ now in its fourth’ w;eeJc.
jiist about everything, is at band with; the information that Jack Paar
“Windjammer”. (NT), lusty in
national Film Festival next month. ■1
“Young Philadelphians’’ fWB». ;
is the most talked-about tv. personality.
with three Spanish panelists. jamL. first last round, is winding up secT- Portland : and okay in Cleveland,
Michael Bracken, 13-year-old son of Eddie Bracken tin “Say Darling’*
looks big in: Minneapolis. ^Green
one each from Italy. France and !
ond. Pic had been second in the Mansions” fM-G), fair; in L.A., is at the ColonierN.Y. Musical Theatre), is being tested by MGM for the
Germany.
,
1
title role in “Huckleberry Finn:” Mrs. Bracken is Connie Nickerson,:
. two preceding weeks. “Some. Like nice in. Toronto.
Spanish trio, in addition to pro-;
leading lady of “What a Life.” The Brackens and their five children
ducer Manuel (loyanes and diree-'lit Hop’ iUA) again is finishing '■... “W’atusi” (.M-G) shapes good In live in Darien, Conn.
tor Juan Antonio Bardem. will in-'• third, spot it had held for the two Detroit. “South Pacific” (Magna),
Charles Coburn will be 84 Friday (19). His newest picture - is “John
= okay in K.C.; shapes big in Omaha
corporate for the first time a rank-1’ previous stanzas.
Paul Jones”. . . Steve Broidy, Allied Artists president, has; his first
ing art figure—D a n i e 1 Vasquez ;
“Room at Top” iConU is placing and good in Toronto. .
grandson. Barton Keith, born to . his daughter-irirlav.’, Mrs. Arthur .
Diaz. Italy is sending Corriere del¬ fourth while “South Seas Adven¬ !
“Night of Quarter: Moon” fM-G), Broidy, on the Coast Friday (12).
la Sera’s film critic Arturo Lano- ture” t Cineramar is fifth. “Shake bright in Chi. looms slow, in Phiily.
Ernie Emerliug, Loew’s Theatres pub-ad veepee? back: from Euro¬
cita. Fest director Zulueta has bids ‘ Hands With Devil” (-UA) is captur¬ "Man . in Net” (UA), stout in pean trip . . ; Universal has prepared a promotion-exploitation man¬
out for French director Mattel ing sixth spot while; “Mysterians” Detroit, looks: okay in Cleveland. ual on “This Barth Is Mine,” specifically designed, for the foreign marCarne and Germany’s O. W.- Fisher (M-G), is landing Seventh.
“Gold Rush”:. (Lopert) freissue) . ket . . . More than $.18,000 raised for the benefit , of the Greater New'
to complete the main award Gold¬ |
“Al Capone” <AA1, long high. is sock in Boston!. “World, Flesh, York Council, Boy Souts of America at a special preview of Columbia’s
en Seashell jury.
! on the weekly lists* is finishing : Devil” (M-G), lean in Washington “It Happened to Jane,” at the Odeon Theatre Monday (15) night
Yank jury seat almost wenlt to . eighth.
“It Happened To Jarie” [ an d N.Y., is light in L.A. .
James Stewart elected a trustee of Princeton for ai four-year term . . .
Ernest Hemingway who withdrew ‘ ‘Col) is taking ninth spot while
J
“Sleeping Beauty” (BV), good Joseph E. LeVine, president of Embassy Pictures, off oii a “hard sell’*
“an unreflected commitment’; al¬ i “Gigi” i M-Gi rounds out . the Top
: in St.- Louis, is stout in K.C! and seven-city tour on behalf of his “Hercules,” He’s; being accompanied
-•
most before it was made. Heming¬ ! i°.
•i okay in. Seattle. “Shane” . (Par) by promotion v.p. Bill Doll . . . Gordon Sawyer, Samuel Goldwyn’s
way, however, and Ava Gardner
technical director, in. froth the Coast to supervise test-runs Of “Porgy
“W’oman Obsesed”.( 20th), Com- ; (reissue) shapes sharp in Phiily.
have accepted to make uncomjtnon ' pulsion,” “Diary of Anne Frank,”
and Bess” at the Warner Theatre, where film will preem oh June 24.
(Complete Boxoffice Reports on Sawyer will check the theatre’s new Todd-AO installation and sbeguest appearances at the July; 11- j (both 20th*. are the runner-up pix. t
20 fest.
'
I
“Gigantis” CWB», one of the new¬ Pages 8-9.) .
track stereophonic sound system.

Bill Keineman-Ted Mann
Track Besrs fey Airplane
On Novel Alaskan Trip

Castle’s Nev? UbiA Assault;
Urges Media Guaranty Go ™^n ana -M4nn headquar.,

National Boxoffice Survey

MELVYN DOUGLAS HEADS
SAN SEBASTIAN JURY
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-SIX MONTHS FROM N.Y.
Jersey Allied Plans Appeal to State
To Fight 55% Hike in Fire Insurance
Rates; Conclave Reelects Stern Prez

Fred Schwartz, president of Hal 4Unless the antiquated' distriRoach Distributing Co. and of Dis-'
tributors Corp. of America, is ne¬ Exchange’s Fluke Mishap bution system that has been tra¬
Dallas, June 16.
gotiating with the parent Scranton
ditional With’ the distributors Is
The increase in fire insurance
When a . delivery boy
Corp. to take over the Roach re¬
revised, theatres in northern New
rates for theatres in New Jersey,
dropped a large carton con- . Jersey and other areas in the
leasing outfit- Scranton is in re¬
Pasternak
on
Actors
up
55% since 1955, came to the
taining four one gallon bottles
ceivership and is being run by
United States where the strict
Dallas, June 16.
attention of Allied Theatres of
of ammonia on the stairway of
trustees.
...
“over-the-river” clearance policy
. Joe Pasternak, MGM pro¬
New Jersey at its annual conven¬
the. M-G-M office here, there . prevails face disaster; Inability of
Schwartz disclosed in N. Y. last
ducer, here for the opening
tion last week at Grossinger’s. This
was a hasty, exodus of per¬
week that he was seeking to untie
theatres in these zones to obtain
of his “Ask Any Girl” at the
year alone, it was reported the
Roach Distributing from Scranton
sonnel.
product when it is fresh and in
Palace, was quoted by the
rate was 24% higher than in 1957.
in the hope of running the organi¬
The vapor of the liquid was
the. public mind has resulted in
Times
Herald’s
Don
Safran:
zation on.a profitable basis. Status
so strong there .. were three
The high insurance rate resulted
wholesale closings: More and more
“There isn’t an actor worth
vie ti m s hospitalized.. The
of Scranton, with no funds avail¬
in the appointment of a committee
exhibitors, are throwing in the
a million dollars a picture. The
able to Roach Distributing, makes
vapors, were picked up by the.
to discover the reasons and to see
towel because “they can’t fight any
only man. I’d give a million to
it difficult for Schwartz and his
air conditioning ' system and.
what could be done io reduce it.
longer.” At least four more the¬
would be the man who cured
group to . operate, . though .the
spread throughout the. build¬
The committee visited the N. J.
atres in northern New Jersey will
cancer.”
Roach Co. has handed the. releas¬
ing.
insurance
rating bureau and dis¬
.close between now’ and July be“Actors, are like children.
ing arm a successful picture in “Go,
covered that theatres were brack¬
, cause of the refusal of the distribs
They’re adorable to look at,
Johnny, Go.”
rif
eted, with auditoriums and that as
i to alter the distribution system. :
hut you’re glad when they’re
Schwartz originally negotiated,
a result of three major fires in
: The foregoing is a sumup by
in school;”.
the deal under which DCA trans- !
1951, resulting in 100% remunera¬
Sidney
Stern,
president
of
Allied
ferred its product arid physical
tion, the insurance carriers had
Theatre Owners of New Jersey, of
assets; including its exchanges, to
hiked their rates.
the
problem
confronting
theatres
Hal Roach Distributing. DCA now.
Argument of the theatremen is
in at least 10 sections of the
continues largely on paper, simply
country and particularly in north¬
that the insurance companies are
collecting advances which. it made
ern New’ Jersey. Employing his
basing their rates on the entire
to producers and to which Roach
area as an example, Stern, who
period of 1247 to 1957 and haven’t
Distributing Isn’t. entitled. -Under
was reelected Jersey Allied prexy
taken into consideration the dras¬
the original deal. Scranton was to
at
the
unit’s
annual,
convention
last
tic drop in maior disasters.
provide Hal Roach Distributing
. week, explained that the majority
Since most theatres have fiveWith considerable funds to allow
Cinerama
Inc.,
the
patent
hold-'
of
theatres
cannot
obtain
block¬
year policies, the Jersey Allied
it to acquire product,, etc.
firm, has- buster
entries until the films have
, „ ._
____.
. .... .
rrvuu wsuui/u uniit has a?re°d to wait another
However, soon after the arrange¬ ing and manufacturing
: year to see if the trend is suffiment was concluded, Scranton’s been holding . talks- with United played first-run in Newark, just 1
, ...
• cient so that, it can demand a drasbag of financial troubles . opened Artists on the possibility of join- across: the river from New. York: .:
ing
with
the
latter
,
in
the
produc-.'And
the
Newark
downtown
houses,
I
Aitnougn
universal
is
senam0
tic rate rc{jllci{on
plans are to
and the new outfit never got more
tion of. a; new .Cinerama film: UA’s; he added, are riot permitted to play Cindy Robbins, a young starlet on consult with the N. J. Dept, of
than 20% of its promised funds.
experience
in
the
distribution
of
these
pix
until
after
they
.
have
;
tour
to
plug
“This
Earth
Is
Mine,”
;
Banking
and
Insurance.
Schwartz said that, if a deal
i comPleted their Broadway runs. : veteran screenuTiter Casey Robin-:. The convention, which reviewed
could be made with Scranton to
divorce Hal Roach Distributing World in 80 Days” is considered j
Newark Far Behind
| son, scripter and co-producer of. industry problems, reelected Sid:nev Stern as president. All other
from the parent company, he now' a. plus by Cinerama . Inc. prexy j In many instances, he noted, the
contends that the prac- officers
had new financial backing that Hazard Reeves,
anv -films dn Tint nnmft to New- ..
.
...
. .
.
oiiice.b
In all proba
(Continued on page 6)
set, Cinerama :
a capacity simi

Warner Likes TV,

tioh-^r°how^ver ^^hierama ^Tne* before they reach ‘the smaller.; over, Robinson commented, news- secretary; ard Irvm« Dnllmger.
would likely provide some ot the :
®nd the -suburbSn;papermin and theatremen have JJl, SolfcSTw^e’Sdrt'to “the
financing, with UAsupervisingtoe 1 neighborhood houses
By that learned to appreciate, the intelli- {£"rd
entire distribution setup,
: time,. Stern said, they are old gent approach.and prefer to learn
Th_
,, .,,, h
nth
.
Cinerama ihc., now completely Pictures; _the public has forgotten = about Hollywood and pictures from;ifi
june 22 to continue the dis¬
severed from Stanley Wgjier *n5 . £ ..an<Co^ ?“s’J"nventfom
free to produce and exhibit films.; p6"1Allied, otnciai con
‘.'This Earth Is Mine,” starring Only resolution nassed was one
Harrisburg. June 16.
Is
a S*2*00?-00.0
Allied members to pariicJack L. Warner, president of
Warner Bros. Pictures, and one of
80 tbp military and civilian ex¬
perts who are participating in the
fifth annual National Strategy
. many years • Productions banner. Out on a perSeminar at the Army War College certain foreign countries.
ago,”: Stern stated, “but With the ; sorial “selling” job for the first
in Carlisle, told newsmen “most
general exodus to the suburbs and - time /he receives a percentage of
television actors have failed in
the. deterioration of downtown' the gross of the $3,000,000 produc¬
Chaplin In Atlantic City. .
movies or have never acted in
er eas hardly any Jerseyites bother ; tion), - Robinson whose previous
Atlantic City/ June 16;
them with • success.”
to go to downtown
Newark
For the first time.in many years ...T.;
. . ...
,, _ir. or, to
. ; . associations have
■..■■■ been
. , ■ with , the
.
Warrier was quick to stress that
a Charlie Chaplin picture is here
York to :see a film ” What is hordes of individuals involved In
he does like television.
“The
Gold
Rush
"
which
played,most
frustrating
to
theatremen
in;
the
production
of
a
picture, said
“Television has been a very*
very healthy influence on the mo¬ an all season stand on the board- this so-called “never-never” land,' he was impressed by the ’large
tion . picture industry. It’s the walk when it was first released ! he Pointed out,. is the. arbitrary , number of people connected with
Ben Kalmenson, exec v.p. of
opened at the Hollywood, a mid-i 35-mile limit set up by the dis- the selling of a picture. On his
ninth-wonder of the.world.”
Warners, has loaded up on the
He said that most actors and city house playing first run pic-1 tribs. While the film companies tour he’s been running into Uni- WB
common stock. It’s revealed
tu.res,
Sunday
(14).
(Continued
on
page
15)
(Continued
oii
page
16)
actresses, if they have the choice,
that on May 25 he bought 10,000
still prefer to work in motion pic¬
shares of the issue at about $43
tures and if they are not success¬
per share, for a total investment
ful there or can’t get started, then
of $430,000. (Not an option, note.)
turn to tv to make a living, and.
Previous to this Kalmenson
frequently do quite well:
held no WB stock, according to, rec¬
v Warner pointed out that the re¬
ords of the New York Stock Ex¬
duction in production of motion
change.
(Continued on page 6.)

Kalmensons 10,000
WB Share Buy

Frustra ting As East- West ‘Summit’

Jurgen’s Credo: Keep
Hollywood Not Enough
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
Hollywood, June 16/
Importance of a European actor
making feature films in Hollywood
to also continue appearances in
films abroad for foreign producers
is stressed by Curt Jurgens, Aus¬
trian thesp who last week com¬
pleted male star role in 20th-Fox’
“The Blue Angel.”
Otherwise, said Jurgens, - who
left,for London to make a person¬
al appearance July 3 for opening
of J. Arthur Rank’s “Ferry to
Hong Kong,” his popularity in the
world market will wane, audiences,
abroad will soon forget the actor.
Chances of his being seen by for¬
eign spectators in American pix
might be remote, due to the com¬
parative few shown abroad, he
pointed out.
Jurgens, who may be the most
. active international star today, will
make a total Of five pix this year,
(Continued on page 15)

ciation yrith the American ConI gress of4Exhibitors, there are inIn many ways, the efforts of ex¬ i dications, of a growing disenchanthibitors to hold a summit confer, ] merit with the ability of ACE and
ence with the presidents of the
film companies resemble similar • a deep-seated mistrust of the sinattempts en; the international lev¬ 1 cerity of the film companies..
Angles
el. Frustration arid delay have
been the result so far. Last
A number of planned actions,
month’s “Geneva’? meeting, be¬ ! involving ■; either lawsuits or aptween : exhibitors and distributors | peals to the government, have
concluded, officially on a note of . been held off in the hope, that the
hope, but as far as the more pes¬ | Congress of Exhibitors would
simistic. exhibitors are concerned, I reach a peaceful settlement with
it was merely “a lot of hogwash.” [ distribution without the necessity
The latter appraisal Came from | of exhibitors seeking recourse outa highly-placed exhibitor leader | side of the industry. However,
who, on the basis of the initial and there are signs that exhibitor
precedental meeting between ex- j groups are preparing to unleash
hibs and distribs, sees little, hope j their planned moves unless the
for a summit conference or con¬ j Congress of Exhibitors provides
crete results if one is held. “I feel [them shortly with concrete assurexhibitors are. just being kidded 1 ance-ihat the distributors are pre¬
along,” he declared.
.
pared to alter some of alleged
Despite! tlie herculean efforts of damaging trade practices. Among
Stanley Warner topper S. H. (Si) the actions, set to go are'-AlliedFabian: and RKO prexy Sol States Assn/s appeal to the Senate
Schwartz to provide the leadership Judiciary Committee for an inv.es-.
in bringing about a rapport with tigation of the Dept, of Justice, for
the film companies and the con¬ alleged laxity in enforcing the an¬
viction of many smaller theatre- titrust laws: In addition. Allied
men that the chains are facing the Theatres of New Jersey has a com¬
same problems as the independ¬ plaint prepared asking the. Federal
ents and are sincere in their asso¬ Court to upset the distribution
By HY BOLLINGER

system in the northern N6w. Jersey
area.
In light of the fact that It’s a
few months short of year since
Spyros Skouras, president of 20thFox, summoned exhibitors to his
office and urged them to organize
the. Congress of Exhibitors, there
is general; disappointment at the
progress that has , been made to
date. As far as can be ascertained,
Skouras and perhaps United Art¬
ists prexy .Arthur B. Krini and
Loew?s chieftain Joseph R. Vogel
aappear to be the only company
presidents that seem wMng to sit
down at a roundtable conference
with exhibitors.
Would They Come?
There is considerable doubt in
exhibitor circles that Paramount’s
Barney Baiaban, Warner Bros.’
Jack L. Warner and Universal’s
Milton R; Rackmil would ever
agree to such a meeting. Colum¬
bia’s Abe Schneider is an uncer¬
tainty, but based on exhibitors’
experience with Col exec v.p. Abe
Montague at the fruitless arbitra¬
tion conferences. Schneider is be¬
ing ruled out at. the moment;
Therp w?s some disappointment,
(Continued on page 15)

Brigitte’s Confusion Week
Honored in France While
Slammed by US. Legion
This must have been a confusing
Week for Brigitte Bardot.
In France, she was voted the
best French actress of the year
and honored with the Victoire Du
Cinema, France’s highest film
award, for her performance in “En
Cas De Malheur” (called “Love Is
My Profession” in the States).
In New York, the Roman Cath¬
olic Legion of Decency condemned
the same picture for its “unre¬
lieved emphasis on sensuality of a
highly gross nature” Which, said
the Legion, “makes <it) a serious
threat to public and private moral¬
ity.” The Catholic rating body not¬
ed that the picture contained cos¬
tuming, dialog and situations con¬
stituting “an open flouting of Judaeo-Christian standards of com¬
mon decency.”
The picture is distributed in the
States by Kingsley-International in
both dubb°d and titled versions.
Company s*»?d the film stood to
gross over $1,000,000.
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of the time she has merely to Reg¬
! rors in. the heart of Africa. The
The Heart of a Man
ister admiration for her boy friend.
| authenticity pays off, and “Tar(BRITISH)
She also sings one number with
izan’s Greatest Adventure,” a Sy
l
Weintraub-Harvey
Hayutin
ProFrankie Vaughan provides!; charm and poise.
Biff. long, slow historical pic;
The major acting contribution mmmm^ Continued from page 3 s=Z'
!
duction
for
Paramount
release,
is
some
marquee
appeal
in
this
:
B.O. fair.
! wholesale violence. While the com . light yarn about a dowri-and-{ comes from Anthony Newley, who !. cock stated, it’s; almost impossible
Is wryly funny as an absent-! to develop new ;faces. “The . only
Hollywood, June 12;: • runs deep, so does the blood, male-; out sailor who becomes a disk
minded. opportunistic 10-percenter.! way to devolqp. new. faces is to
star; set Against a London
Warner Bro>. i«*.o;;stf ei Samuel F.ion- ing the film a hearty boxofficej
cten p'vtiui'tiun. Slars Robert stack; lew¬ prospect.
He garners yocks with-..; aecom-; expose them in hit pictures. And .,
background
of
night
life
and;
!
s’
Mansi P»».\an. ' t’iir.rle* .Coburn. Erin
plished ease. Tony Britton is a;
gambling.
-A.
In
90
Eastman
Color
minutes;
O'iMcn.
Directed
b>
John
Farrow.
enough pictures: are being
debonair, and handsome crook'who not
Sv.’eer.Plav. Farrow and Jcs-e Lasky Jr.; death and.trauma are the stars,’
camei u
'Technaolor*.
*I:rhel
Kelber: and the supporting players are .bul-.
runs
the gambling parties and ! made , today1 to accomplish this.”
.
London,
June
.
9,:
niirx.e. M: x SViuer; editor. Kit a warren.
Hitchcock,
who produces a suc¬
clashes
with
Vaughan
over
Miss
!;
..-, arrows,
,----Rank. release of an. Anna. Xeagl'e ’ pfor
knives, hatchets, dynaI’liriewed at the j-tuiito, June 2, ’39. Kis li¬ lets,
Hey wood. Michael Medwin, Harry ' cessful tv suspense series, sees no
ning time, 126 MINS.
i mite, neck-choking paraphernalia, j
Wnyf
John Paul Jonis
conflict
in
his
video arid theatrical
Fpwler
and
George
Rose
also
score
i
Marisa Paean crocodiles, lions, snakes, spideis, - Herbert Wilcox. Screenplay,* Jack; Trevor.
,.
Aimee de TelLsen . .
Harold Kasket f film work. His tv films, .hie noted,
aiU Coburn ‘ boulders, spikes, pits, quicksand story and Pamela Bower from, story by j as his henchmen. -Har
Benjamin Ftvnktm
Erin
every West; usually have doWnbeat - endings.
Dorothea Danders
. and- prickly cactus. It's, a ‘ furious !. tor. Basil 'Warren; music, Wally Stott. AC
superb
amalgam-of
Muc&mald Carey ;
Patrick "Henry
Je m Pie-re Vumont ! affair. With an exciting chase or RFD Private Theatre, London. Running' End night club owner while Peter “Yoii. can’t get- away. With that in
Louis XVI.
Pearscn
SSHSS i ‘wo. and it’s packed t^the hilt with;
Frankie: vauiton ^Sinclair brings some homespun pictures,”, he said. "It seems the
Marie Antoinette
’ ”
-Anne.Heywood ^philosophy and a touch of pathos public will go. for a doWnbeat end¬
;. Sljor"ae mvfirl' exploitable gore.
j,■ V*®**
Russian Chamber!:;;!
Tony*'Britton aY the eccentric hobo.
Tom Brannum ,
Tarzan, as played , by Gordon ‘Tony
ing if. it doesn’t have to pay for. it.
Peter Woole*
Peter Sinclair
Gunner I.ov.rie
Herbert Wilcox’s direction is However, in pictures,, the public
' Bas^s^dhcJ ! Scott* is’ a modern he-man, still^
.. Michael Medwin
Sir ■William Young
.-.. Anthony Newley straighforward and polished while. wants a happy ending to compen¬
Archie Duncan : adorned in loincloth but. more coilr f Johnnie .
Duncan MueBeaii
..... Harry Fowler Reginald Wyer's photography; is
ersational than Edgar Rice Bur-' {g£[:esate for what it has had to pay for
.;..... George Rose
..; ...Harold Basket excellent. Those familiar with the admission, - the. baby
‘’John Paul Jones” has some roughs pictured him. It has even j 0scar
:‘
sitter and
. Vanda slick. world against which . “The.
spectacular sea action scenes and gotten, to the point that the: now- ;.cha.cha :
parking,”
. Leslie- Mitchell;
achieves some freshness in dealing famous Tarzan posture and . yell j As
eKcnt Walton, Hogan vKid” Bassey Heart Of A Mari” is staged will
“North
By
Northwest,”
a film
get • a lot of quiet amusement out
with the Revolutionary War.: a seem almost out of time and place, j. .
V
. of identifying the types pinpointed Written. by Ernest Lehman with
period seldom explored in motion Scott piits little emotion into liis i , .
V,
Hitchcock
providing
the
“cojncep.
pictures. But the Samuel Bronsfon greatest adventure, but he swings !. .ine ileart 01 A Man ” is Frankie j by the author! Those to whom the
production for Warner Bros, does- neatly from tree to tree, takes good I Vaughan's fourth: starring pic for world of Mayfair is a closed book ..tirin' of tlie canvas,” is, according
ri’t get much fire-power into rits care of-’a Crocodile, even if it does Anna Neagle and his personality should also get fun out of a peep to the thrill-maker,. a departure
characters. They end. as they : be- appear dead from the start, de-,1 ihbp-lfi guarantee' a-' Vturdv "success' at a luxury and seemingly incred¬ for! him ! in that it represents his:
gin. as historical personages rather eiphers with ease the sounds of his l sh°Llci ;fuai,antee a
!?ccei? ible strata of society which does, first spy-intrigue story With an
Rich. . American setting^ It takes place in.
than human being.
. animal friends and, morethan any- ,in family houses m the U:KI. and in fact, exist.
New York, on the 20th-Century
Photographed
in
remarkably. thing else, looks .the .part. ’
i some U.S. spots.
“Heart” is
Limited; (“I wanted to use an
faithful Technicolor and Icclini-, “Greatest Adventure” was screen- j shrewdly designed to exploit his
The Legend ;of
American train before they be¬
rama. the film could be shortened played by Bernie Giler and director ! growing statute as. a film star.! But,
Tom Dooley
come obsolete;”). Chicago, and
drastical y and tightened to give John Guillermiri from a story by: wisely. Miss Neagle . has not put
ends in Rapid. City; S.D, He fol¬
it better pace and emphasis. The Les Crutchfield. The drama is all her eggs in the Vaughan basket,
Good; grim little enactment of
strong portions would then show subordinate to the danger, and the She has assembled a very sound
lows his usual theme in getting
the pop song. Teener draw,
to better advantage and eliminate script makes nb bones about giving cast around . him.- Result , is an
“an average man in adventures
especially
good.
the drag of unnecessary plotting. Tarzan fans what.Tarzan fans Vant. | amiable . re “antic comedy, with
he never anticipated.” He stressed
John Farrow’s direction of . such Guillermin’s direction brings but < three hep pop songs injected for
that the' film “is not about the
Hollywood, June . 12..
scenes as the battle of Jones’; Bon! occasionally interesting, perform^ good measure.
Columbia release of. Stan. Sfipetner atom bomb, but involves intrigue
Homme Richard with the British ances, but, for the.-riibst part, the . . it’s a London varn with a back- production. Features Michael Landon. Jo and espionage.” He . placed it in
Morrow,
Jack
Hogan,.
Richard'Rust,
Dee.
,
Serapis is fine, colorful and excit- screenplay’s stereotypes remain.so,, ground of the' West End smart se.t, PoUock, Ken Lynch, Directed by Ted : the area of his “Foreign Cprresinrf P^rhrsnc hppmi^fk .TnnPS himself . Wie
nf tho ViicrH ar»iinn
i;rA
>ruM.
Post. Screenplay, Stan Shpetner; camera, : pondent:”
Gilbert Warreiiton; music; Ronald Stein; :
Although he is identified vith
"Tom Dooley” sung by the Kingston. Trio;.:
editor, Robert S. Eisen. Previewed at the L suspense films; Hitchcock empha¬
___„__
__
____t_0 ___ Studio, June . 11, '59. Running time, .79 ■:
sized
that he. varied themes, em¬
drawing room.
another white man. as.mortal ene- ’ the story-lirie is . written by Rex To^booiev
; Michael Landon ^
The screenplay, by Farrow and mies. The antagoriist, as played by North,. . widely read : columnist;; Laura v.
jo Morrow -i ploying : psch.ological angles, com¬
edy,
pure
suspense, political .in¬
Jesse Lasky Jr.-, attempts to give Anthony Quayle, is; leading ri five- -whose beat is- largely the swagger ! Charlie Grayson
Jack Hogan •
the story contemporary sigiiifi- member boat expedition to get rich, joints iof the \vorl(jJs capitals ‘arid-} Abeitry
RDSe-rp6noc*' trigue .and . espionage.! “I. rarely
.
make
films
. about professional
cance by open-ng and closing^yitn m diamonds, and Tarzan, kaowing the offbeat folk who-haunt th^. | Father
Ken Lynch
Howard Wright : criminals,”, he. pointed out.
For
shots of the nrcsent U. S. Navy, 0f his. bestial attitude; follows in. Tlie racy, dialog is the verbal coin-i'&^^r.* •
' Moody '
his
next
effort,
scheduled. for
emphasizing the tradition -Jqhes -hot. pursuit. An approximately .age that is tossed around the ..West Lieutenant
. -John
_ Cliff ;
Cheerio
Meredith ; Paramount. Hitchcock will, tackle
began almost sinT’e-iianded. Toy beautiful female/Sara Shane drops End!, saloons, niteries and. theatres.! Meg
~
Gary Hunley interim picks up Jones as a Spot- out 0f the sky-to tag along with
.Tlibugh-.slim,-.-North’s\stdry.: -line i pfecherV1.::?.*::.::;:*;'.*;; Anthony Jochim a horror film—-“a real shocker., bn
Jeff Marris : the :line of' the French TMabotish boy w.io runs d\\ay o sea. Tarzan and turns out to be quite ic ebtertamine' Unfortunately the: Confed^rate Soidier ” .....Jason
Johnson.:
kecon-.es a sea captain, and wmds handy in - heiping the apenmn screenklav^^ of Jack 'Trevor Stor? ; If'nk - -' . ,..
Joe Yrigoven - lique.’ ” He has -acquired a novel,
up m the .vnerican colonies, as through a bad time or Uvo. And, and .pimela‘:Bower introduces no i Haiii' '.:’:
..Sandy Sanders ; but
he. wants, to preserve its
... Ju'ney Ellis '. “anoriimity.”. “i:. wish they’d strip
1
1
V.ar of Inde- wh^ther by Tarzan-s hand or. their surprises:.. hence, . the situations -i.ftdSfd’Maid
Maudie Prickett
ptndence.
ii . owrn, the five diarnond seekers, inr and reactions of the characters are I
-‘''11111111
.. i selling the book;":..-.he..,'said; “I
iP-e-fs-m^'''enoueCheep'ioattedS
3W
b^ut.v,,are' predictable throushoul, Thefe are
This fflm was obvidusiy planned don’t want, the ingredients to get
'£veits‘:mr •
u.
‘ done m.
two "or three irrelevant scenes !ac. an pvninifatinn item to rash in ! out,”'
•/..;
Tnere is ironythe fact that the
Quayie is excellent as the .scar- -notably one on aTace-traek) which -.Qn fwe nonularitv of the son® but
Asked if he ever thought, rif.
thrm? ^SSbui-TOir^11^ faced
^IacGinnis are apparently .written into the film it has turned- out to be something abandoning his ■ suspense policy
*5' S Sp'Ind as a nearly blind diamond expert is merely to- drop a . couple of gags..: eise. It is, surprisingly,, a tragedy 1
en>n,s.,ed l .- .t in t-«- same k*na equally fine. Sean Connery and A1/These . criticisms -apart,.” -Heart ijn concept.and execution. That.it ! arid trying rsomething else, he re-,
plied: “I wouldn!t he allowed to
and: anyway I'd be handicapped..
I’ve, beeri so identified. with these
stories that the public would ex-,
figures tend to be stiff or uribe-■■miniature Sophia Loren, is^^ easy to man AVho. eventually becomes a .tcip as ;a strong double-bill item .with ; pect to: find a body in ariidhing. I
llevabTe Charles Coburn as Ben- look at. Miss Shane, nearly as un- disk and tv singer. He is inspired ! special appeal for. younger fans. : ■!
■' ;•• '
iainin FranVlin has a fussv charm, emotional as Tarzan,. does display by a chance meeting with an ec- I .Stan Shpetnervs production and , did.”- •
Mrcdonr^d Carev, as Patrick. a light touch and a luscious mobd centric; hobo .On the Embankment .Ted Post’s direction do not ahvays '
If'.'Urt*’
,V0'0;d However the trjeat- that adds a spark and a good deal: and by his. love for a night club, live hp to the high concept of the
menVof Wasliington is stagev shot of interest along the way:;.
singer whom he meets when he is, project. TheJilm slips , from time
entirely from his b^ck!/arid! the . Ted Scaife’s color photography a bouncer for a shady character, to time, and the \vay is made more;
brief aooearancc of Bette Davis as is first-rate, writh an off-beat angle running, . gambling: parties on. a. slippery by lines from the heroine
Contihuedfrompape5 —j..
Catherine the Great of Russia is here and there. Art direction by > ship in the Thames,. The singing ] such as ^ I always wondered what it.
the dieiie portrait of that vigorous Michael Stringer, editing, by Bert'angle enables Vaughan to put over ; \vas that, made a. girl intoa .-woman,; pictures has been offset by the -.in*'
empress, a Woman bordering on Rule and music by. Douglas Gamley three songs which. stand a good now I. know. .. .These lapses, .;liow- ; creasing number of television films
nymphomania.
' i!
are: fine, and sound, recorded by chalice of clicking in the popularity j ever, are
j*
being made by . studios. He; reJones has two romances ini:the Charles Knott and Bob. Jones,' is ’.parade ... “The Heart Of - ■&;}noticea^e• because .the rest of the { pprted that the television depart¬
storv, one with a high-born i\’ir- outstanding enough to be one of FMan-’’“Sometime, Somewhere’Vand ;.tH^ sets^ mgn stanaara.. ^. .
ment of Warner’s is ., presently
gink n. Erin ; xO’Brien. and- .another ^ the "Greatest Adventure’s” great- | “Walking Tall.” “Sometime Some-1
:
With a titled Frenchwoman of the est additions. ,
' Son. I
** k
kttfaetive it”™® ‘be theme of Jhe song^abnost. filming, some, eight, hours of tv probar sinister. Marba Pavah. Neither
-1-•-:--- --; .[ditty, marred, in one instance bv i-®Xact{y -.,™ee >oung confeder , grains a week, arid will, shortly in¬
crease this schedule. :
is verv convincing, and in
DRIVE-IN NEXT TO AIRFIELD
*^ dream dance-sequence in 'vhicht:
cases Jones is thwarted because of .. “
v- tw t’w/ir
i accompanied by a celestial choir, I
Dee Pollock, are behind-theQueried on the Western, trend
his pleheian background.
i; •
.
Grand Pr^ufie,.Tex,. June. 16. •• ...Vaiighari.. and Aiine Heywdod um lines raiders. They discover after in tv, Warner, said he; felt there
Robert Stack in the title j role m,
Chisholm Trail Drive In easily and gingerly daince on clouds they have ambushed a , Yankee Would be an increase in this, type
stagecoach and killed two Union
nac • hpPn
nnpnpH here
nprp t
A
gives a robust portrayal. Miss
Theatre has
been opened
that look rather mi-*
like a^ White deter¬
of video fare. “Western movies
Pavan is sweet but rather lifeless, across from Hensley Field by W. gent. This scene is readily expend¬ soldiers that the war is over. have. ^ been , griirig ' strong sirice
Wliat's iegal killing in Wartime, is
while Jean Pierre Aumont, as S. Chisholm, The ozorier has a able;
’■
murder in peacetime, and if the 1909,” he said, “and will probably
Louis XVI, seems a stronger mon- capacity for 600 cars. Cecil ThedVaughan’s virile personality, boys are caught by the nearest stay popular, for years.”
arch than the usual portrait of [that ford has been named manager, .
sense of humor and singing Voice authorities they will swing for
Warner was enthusiastic about
doomed king. Others who register ; Chisholm also operates the Chis-.) carry him easily
caoiiJ through
UuvuSu nU
his role. their work. They must flee tri the
include David Farrar. Peter Cush- - holm Trail Drive . in Theatre at iviiss. Heywood is a .fittingly attracr South, but first! Dooley (LandonV the possibilities; of pa^rtv. predict¬
ing, Tom Brannum. Bruce Cabot.- Alvarado, Tex.
! tive heroine even though for much wants to get his Northern girl, Jo : ing. the boxoff ice [type, video would
be with us “in la matter of time.”
Thomas. Gomez. Mitchell Kowal;
•
Morrow. He gets- through to her
and Eric Pohlmatin. Two young-. i --■■
- ■■■■
■ . -,
. . . .
—
.
“The! appeal ; of many presently
and they, elope, but as in the song,
sters, John Charles Farrow l and!
the girl is.accidentally killed and popular shows will, like any nov¬
Patrick Villiers. do verv \yell.
?
elty^ wear off . and the -public will
Landon
is
apprehended.
The
fi¬
Michel Kelber’s Technirama'
nal scene shows him being led off demand quality only tojlvision can.
camera work is fine, and so is
—“Hang. Down Your Head, Tom provide” he declared. However,
Max Steiner’s score.
Poil’e.
Dooleyr Poor Boy, You’re Cfonna Warner, forecast a continuation of
Two neW. films aimed at business executives were unveiled last
Die;” And he does.
ad-sponsored tv but with programs
week by two industrial film firms. “More Than. Words,” a 14-min¬
Tarzan‘s Cireatesf
Shpetner and. Post deserve a which could: measure up to the
ute color offering,by Henry Strauss & Co.,' is. desigiied to drama¬
great deal of credit for their han¬ quality of those supplied on a payAdvents
tize the problems and principles involved in obtaining understand¬
dling of the theme and the story.
(EASTMAN COLOR) !
ing, acceptance and action from subordinates and fellow employees.
The young men are believable in as-ypu^see basis. . . '
Combining animation and live action, the latter cleverly; employed
the inevitable, situation in which
A knock-’em-down, drag-’emin that the faces of the performer! are never seen, “Mo^e .Than;
they become involved.
There
out jungle yarn which Tarzan
seems, without straining, a relation
Words” stresses the need for better comriiunicatiori between peo¬
fans will eat up.
!'.
ple in business, sales, education, community relations and. gov-. between these youths and. the frus¬
trated younger men of today.
eminent.
Hollywood. June 8. ,
‘ Continued from page. 5
Landon is partiriularly fine as
Paramount release of a Sy WeintraubThe Strauss film, adapted from a film originally made for. Part
the -title character, and he. gets
Harvey Havutin Production, Stars Gordon
American Airways; is being offered for sale in conjunction with
Srott. Ant her. v Quayie. Sara Shane; Pro¬
good support from Richard Rust,, would take over the company, and
duced bv S.v Weintraub. Dtrected bj-John
a 24-page study booklet and discussion leader’s outline. : .
another interesting young actor. provide it with, the necessary funds
Gu'llermin Sr-re.ennlav by Bernie ! Giler
'The Big . Chance in World Markets,” a 3l-miriute color . film,
ami Jr.bn Guillenr.in. from a story hv Les
Jo Morrow- is capable as the girl to rebuild,. He! added that these
<’rutchfieTd: r'rner”. Ted Scaife: music.
is
based
oh
editorial
matter
from,
the
pages,
of
Fortune
magazine.
involved, and. other cast meinbers sources -had. not been available to
Douglas G ’mlev:. editc-r. Bert Rule;: Pre-.
It is being presented by Fortune Films, a division of Time Inc..
Who contribute include Jack Ho¬ him at the. time DCA found itself
v'f.ved -t »’’ > studio; June 8, ’o9. Running j
♦.’Kip. 90 Mi NS.
!
gan, Dee Pollock, Ken Lynch,. in difficultiris.,! •
Transfilm Inc. proddeed and the First National City Bank of New
Tnrren
...
Gordon: Scott !
Ralph Moody, Cheerio Meredith,
York
is
the
sponsor.!
"
■;
;/
Hal Roach Distributing main¬
Sla^'e
... Anth^nv' Quavle i
and
Gary Hunley:
.
. Anne
..
Sora iShanc j
tains 10 offices. Schwartz said that;
The film, also employing .animation, and live action, reports the
’Kreimr
. N!-.!l Macpinnis !
Gilbert Warrenton’s camera work, With the art theatre market diffi¬
growth of. international trade, the reasons behind, it, and the opiO'P. mnv r
.
Seao Tonnerv ,r
Ronald Stein's music, arid Robert cult, his[ company would. continue
Drr.o
A1 Mulock !
portunitics for, American companies. The pic, ,the first Fortune
Tm:
Syillal Gabel ?
S. Eisen’s Film editing are all plus
to veer in tlie direction of the ex-,
Film presentation to be sponsored by an outside company; shows ! factors.
v Pou'e.
ploita.tioh..:fiim. :.“We’ve ■showrilwith
aspects of the economic briom in some 25- countries., The. material,
’•Tarsrm, evo o’ V'a D'lrk Cor.H- is based, cn the world markets series which appeared in Fortune
. Columbia is finding it hard to ‘Go, Johnny,;. Go’ iwhat. a ‘hungry^
nni *\ more -tx h-h»* -ted nal;ve>,
from Q.;t.. lC57 to June, 1958.
; hire a professional femme, stilt- company can do,With a solid ex¬
f:n:ii!y Ir :>
• •■•ed awav |jfrom ;
•The film is available on free loan from, the; public relations de- , , walker .for the promotion of “The ploitation approach,”- he cornHotN'-m-d's pi- ‘(--s v
to j
mented.
;
. Holl.,
\ 30-Foot Bride of Candy Rock.”
r-om-.d hi- olivet a mid i.uihvntiit ter- i partment of tl-e'First Natioiial City Bank.
John P»ul Jones
(COLOR; TECHRIAMA)

Hitchcock

Jack 1. Warner
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Amusement industry stocks listed; on the New York Stock Ex__.. , .... ■ ■ ani r
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LA/Biz Dives Albeit ‘Compulsion
PRt‘compulsion’m
nJ^illys’
Sharp $21,000, Det;‘Watusi’
?g
1SG, ‘Any Girl’ Boffo 1% ‘Life’ 19G
Okay $14,000* Mansions Fair 15&
‘Hot’ Torrid 12G, ‘Seas’ Sock I9G
Broadway Grosses
.Providence,June 16.
Rainy weekend was little help
here as new pix failed, to get much
coin. .Loew’s State shapes, .mild
with “Count Your Blessings/? . Ali bee is doing, best with okay biz
for “Compulsion/*.. Majestic is
• mild with. “The Hangirian.”
! Strand’s third round of “Young
j Philadelphians” looks only fair.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 65-80)—
“Complusion” (20th) and “Terror
In Texas Town’?. (UA).
Okay
$7,6O0_ . Last week, “Tempest” (Par)
and. ‘‘Great St. Louis Robbery”
iUA> <2d wk), $2,500. *
Majestic . (SW( (2,200; 65-80)—
"The Hangman” (Par) arid “Born
Reckless” Par). NSH $6,000: Last
week, ”Pork Chop Hill” (UAI arid
“Hey Boy. Hey: Girl” (Col), $7,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-80)-'"Count Your Blessings” (M-G) and
“Menace in. Night” (Col), Week
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks
mild $8,000 or under. ;. Last week,
[“Green Mansions” (M-G) and
i “City of Fear” < UA), $6,000.
I. Strand (National Realty) (2,200;
; 80-81.25)—“Young Philadelphians”
(WB) (3d wk). Fair $5,000 or a bit
; underi Scored was $6,000:

Los Angeles, June j 16.
First-run biz here is taking a fur¬
ther nosedive this stanza despite a
majority of schools shuttering for
summer.
Fine outdoor weather
plus a dearth of strong newcomers
Estimated Total Gross
are combining to make the outlook
This Week .:... .. $2,012,550
the slowest in several years.
'Based on 23 cities and 238
“Green Mansions/* on first general
run, is shaping only fair $15,000 in
theatres, chicrii) first runs, inthree
theatres.
“Compulsion,”
eluding N. Y.)
also in first general release, i looks
j -Last Year .. //.: . S2,269,000
okay $14,000 in three sites. £
Combo of ‘ Road Racers’?; arid j
i Based on 22 cities and 244
“Daddy-O" looks poor $6,000 or j theatres.)1
less for two spots. “Some Like It
Hot” heads holdovers with sturdy
$12,000 in. sight for 10th frame at
the Chinese. “World, Flesh and
Devil” looks to end third session
for two houses with slim $10,000.
“D?ary of Anne Frank” is eyeing
a mild $10,000 or under in the
second round, three locations.
“South Seas Adventure/’ i lone
'hard-ticket pic, shapes socko; $19,San Francisco, June 16.
000 for 37th week at Warner Bev¬ }
erly.
j,1 First-run biz here , this session
j shapes .sturdy. “Shake Hands With
Estimates for This Week!
Oipheum, Pantages 'Metropoli- Devil” looms, standout among the
tan-RKOi i 2.213: 2,815: 90-$L50>— r newcomers with a fine take at
“Road Racers” AI) and “Dad|dy-0” ! Golden Gate while “Mysterians” is
(AL. Poor $6,000 or less. j. Last | rated dandy at Warfield. “Horrors
week, Orpheum' with Hollywood, ! of Black Museum” looks good at
“Pork Chop Hill” *tjAi .'2d; wk', the big Fox! “Some Like It Hot”
“Machete** 'UA> (Ornh) (2d wk', still is potent in eighth, week at the
Omaha, June 16.
“Man in Net” -UA> 'Holly', $10,900. ;. United Artists.. “Gigi” still is nice I Biz is about as bleak at dowrir
Pantages with Fox Beverly, “Wom¬ in 49th round- at Stag^door. town first-runs this session as it’s
an Obsessed” '20th> '2d wk), "Night : “H-Man’.’ shapes mild at Para¬ been this year. “Gigaritis Fire
to Remember” »UA) (Pan) (2d wk>, mount:
Monster*’ is /mild at the Omaha,
“Rally Round Flag. Boys” ?<20th»
Estimates for This Week
despite kid patronage; “Shake
(repeat' 'Fox Bev>; $3,700.
■ Golden Gate <RKO> (2,859; $1.25' Hands With. Devil” looks light at
Hillstreet. Hawaii, Wilterri: (Me- —“Shake Hands With Devil” (UA) Orpheum. . ‘"Tom Thumb” shapes
tropolitan-G&S-SW» '2,752; il.106: and “Mugger” 'UA). Fine $15,000 okay for 9.r day second Week, with
2,344; 90-$1.50'—“Green Mansions” ' or near. Last week. “Pork Chop house being shuttered uritil Friday
‘M-G> ‘1st general release)* and Hill” 'UA' -and “Machete” tfiAl (19) to get. ready for. “Sleeping
“Forest Rangers** ‘Par) (reissue) >2d Wk). $12,000.
Beauty.” Hard-ticket “South Paci¬
fHillst. Hawa), “Mating Game” ' Fox <FWC) (4.651: $1.25-$1.5Q)— fic” still is hotsy in 34th round, at
(M-G>, (repeat; 'Wilt\ Fair Slp.OOO “Horrors rif Black Museum’” (20th) the Cooper. .
or close. Last week, Hillstreet. and “Headless Ghost” (20th). Good
Estimates for This Week
“Mysterians” 'M-G>, “Firsts Man $15,000. Last week, “Go Johnny . Cooper (Cooper) (708;. $1.50Into Space*’ 'M-G' '2d wkL $3,800. i Go” (DCA) and “Cosmic Man” $2.20)—“South Pacific” (Magna)
Hawaii. “Conquest of Space”/'Par), : (AAU $10,000.
(34th wk'.
Holding fancy at
“War of Worlds” (Pari .(reissue), j Warfield 'Loew) ' 2.656; 90-81.25) $7,000. Last week, $7,500. '
SI.800. .Willem with Downtown, —“Mysterians” «M-G> and “First
Omaha. (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$l)
Vogue, “ft Happened to Jane” Man Tnto Soace” .(M-G l. Dandy —“Gigantis” (WB). arid ‘‘Teenagers
«Col>, “Face of Fugitive” I'Col), S14.000 or close. Last Week, “World» Outer Space” (WB). Slow $4,500
$12,100.
i!
*
Devil” 'M-G) and “Per- or. near. Last week, '‘Young Phila¬
Four Star. Los Angeles, New Fox . Flesh.
delphians*’ (WB) (2d wk), $4,800. .
suader” 'AA) (2d wk). S7.500.
(UATC-FWC -868: 2.017; 765; 90Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75Paramount 'Par) (2.646; 90-$1.25)
$2'—“Compulsion” (20th) (1st gen¬ ; —“H-Man” (Col) and “Woman $1)—“Shake Hands With Devil”
eral release, 8th wk. Four [Star; Eater” <CoP.. Mild $8,500. . Last (UA), DuB $4,500/ Last week,
1st wk. L.A., New Fox) and ‘‘Bride week. “Shanef (Par) (reissue) land; “Night To Remember” (Rank) and
Much Too Beautiful” 'Indie i fre¬ ; “Time Lock” (Par). $9,000.!
“Hey By, Hev Girl” . (.Col), $51000.
issue =. Okay S14.000: Lastjweek.
State (Coboer) (772;. 90)—.‘Tom
St. Francs (Par' (1.400; $1.25Four Star. $3,800. Los Angeles. ' $1.50)
Thumb’* (M-G) (2d-final wk). Hit
—
“Young
.
Philadelphians”
“Bride.” “Too B:d She's Bad?’ 'In¬
okay $5,500 or near in 9 days.
die? 'reissue'. $5,300. New Fox <W-B' 13d wk>. Hep $9,000 or near.
with Downtown Paramount^ Fox Last week. $10 000.
Orpheum (SW-Cir.erama) (1.456;
Wilshire, “Shake Hands With
$1.75-$2.65'—“South Seas Adven- ‘Room’ Best in Denver,
•Continued on page 16jf
. trite” (.Cinerama) '29th wk'. Stout
—-:----— '[:■
!
Big 13G; ‘Phillys^ 1(5G
! $14,500. Last week, $14,000.
.Denver,-. June 16.
! XTnited Artists 'No. Coast) (1.151; |
! $1.25-81.50'—“Some Like. It Hot” ! Filni. : imports dominate Mile
(UA» '8th wk).'Holding with potent ■ High City screens this, stanza as
: “Room At Top” arid. “Orders to
. $10,000. Last week, $10,300.
! Kill.” both? British, at Centre and
Siagedoor (A-R) '440: $1.25- ■ Esquire respectively, while. JapaS3.00'—“Gigi” (M-G) (49th wk). , nese .“Mysterians’) is /playing OrNice $7,500. Last, week, $8,000.
• plieum. Paramount offers the; only
Kansas City, June 16.
Presidio ( Hardy-Parsons) , (774;
Trade, is spotty at first-runs, S1.25-S1.50) — “Bolshoi Ballet” new American film, “Young Phicurrently hut some new pix are «Indie) (reissue) (5th wk>. Oke • ladelphians,” with sock results. The
Denver holds' “Shaggy Dog? for
doing 'well. “A! Capone” playing $3,500. Last week, $3,600.
! hefty fifth .veek... : '
in six theatres of metropolitan area
Estimates for This Week
Vogue
<
S.F;
Theatres)
!364:'$1.25)
looms giant. “The Hangman” at
Ceu-lre (Fox) (11270; $1-$L45)—
Paramount shapes fine. “Count .—‘ He Who Must Die” (Indie) (2d!
“Room
At Top” (Cont) great. $13,
■
w
k».
Good
$3,000.
Last
week,
Your Blessings” at Midland shapes
(Continued on page 16)
slow. “Room at Top” is modest $3,300.
at the Missouri. “Shaggy Dog,” in
fifth week, continues sensational,
and may hold a sixth. Violent
storm last Thursday afternoon
knocked out electricity at; some
theatres, hut there was no trouble
for the weekend.
!
Estimates for This Week
Brookside (Fox Midwest)!: (750:
75-S1.50) — Currently sub-runs.
Last week, “Sleeping Beauty? (BVj
Cincinnati, June 16.
$1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬
Ulth wk), strong $5,000.
I Film biz is on upbeat here this ture” (Cinerama' (33d wk). First
Capri (Durwoodi (628; >$1.50, /week via strength of three new lift from vacationers shapes for
$2.25. $2.50) — “South Pacific” i bills. Heaviest jolt is being sup¬ swell $15,000. Last week, $14,500.
(Magna) (12th wk). Good $7,000;: plied by “Al Capone,” shaping
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$L25)—
holds. Last week, ditto.,
i nifty at Keith’s and day dating at “Y o.u n g . Philadelphians” (WB)
Crest, Riverside (Commonwealth) ; Shor’s suburban . Twin Drive-In, (m.o.) (2d wk)/ Okay $5,000. Last
(900 cars each: 85c<—“High School /where outlook is rated hotsy. Pal- week. $6,000. :
Big Shot” (Indie), and “T-Bird ; ace is in clover with “Mysterians”
Keith’s iShor) (1,500; 90-$1.25)—
Gang” 'Indie1, first-runs, ;■with • and “First Man Into Space,” and “Al Capone” (AA). Robust $8,000.
“Tunnel of Love” (M-G) (2d! run). [bidding for downtown lead. -‘Ask Last week,. “It Happened to Jane”
Mild $6:500. Last week, “Gigan- ■ Any Girl” looms, okay at flagship (Col) (2d wk), $6,000.
tis” (WB», “Westbound” (WB». ! Albee.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 90-$125)—
“Teenagers from Outer Space” ! “Young Philadelphians” remains
“Mysterians” (M-G) arid “First Man
(WB\ $7,500.
‘ firm in third round on main stem,
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25) j Hard-ticket “Diary of Anne Frank?’ Into Space” (M-G). Big $11,000 or
Last week, “Hangman”
—“Henry V” (Indie) *3d(; wk.L : has displayed swell staying power near.
Oke SI,000, Last week, $1,100. “ ! in fourth frame at outlying Valley, /Par), $7,000:
Twin
Drive-In
(Shor) (1,600 cars;
Midland (Loew) (3.500; 75,-$!)—
extension of run. 90-S1.25)
“AI Capone” (AA).
“Count Your Blessings” (M-G) and j warranting
“South Seas Adventuie,” swell in Hotsy $12,800. Showing only on
“Seven Guns To Mesa” (AA). Slow ‘33d
week at Capitol, reflects early
$6,000. Last week, “Pork;'Chop ' summer improvement in Cinerama one-side of double screen at this
area’s biggest ozoneri
Hill” 'UAi; $7,500.
Missouri (RKO> (2,585: 75-$D— series.
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1.50Estimates for This Week
“Room at the Top” (Cont) and
$2.50) — “Diary, of Anne Frank”
“Gang War” (2Qi.h). Fair $5,000.
Albee (RKO) (3.100; 90-$1.25)— *20th) (4th wk). Holding close to
Last week, “Anna Lucasta” (UA? “Ask Any Girl” (M-G),. Okay $10,- pace of last webk’s fairish. $7,100,
and “Time Lock” ;UAV $4,500.
000. Last week, “Shake Hands With tops for engagement which.. has
Paramount «UP'» (1,900; 75f-$l)— j Devil” (UA), $8,000.
..been extended past the. scheduled
•(Continued on page 16)
1 Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; four weeks/

Key City Grosses

l‘Hand$ Lusty 15(i
| Frisco;‘Hof 10G, 8

Taeific’FastJG

‘Capone’ Mighty $22*000
In 6 K.C. Spots; ‘Room'
5G, ‘Hangman’ Nice 7G

Gncy Climbs; ‘Capone^Crisp $2ft,(HW|,
‘Any Girl' OK 1M5, ‘Mystenans JIG

4:

Detroit, June 16.
Plenty of newcomers this. week
and plenty
-business downtown.
“Young Philadelphians” ..looks
sharp at the Michigan; “Man in
Net” shapes strong, at Palms. “How
Estimated Total Gross
. to Marry Millionaire” is hotsy at
This Week /.. . ... $398,100
United Artists. “Ask Any Girl”
(Based on 21 theatres) .
looms great at the Adams. “Gigan¬
tis” is much ., less than that at
Last Year .......... $524,600
Broadway-Capitol. “Watusi” looks
(Based on 22 theatres).
good at Fbx.
Among the. holdovers. ?‘Imitation
of Life” continues terrific in eighth .
week at the Madison. “Love is My
Profession” stays, hot. in third at
Trans-Lux Krim. “South Seas Ad¬
venture” remains wow iin. 37th
week at. the Music Hall.
Estimates .for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit). (5,000; .90$1.25). — .“Watusi” (M-G) arid
Philadelphia. June 16/
“Angry Hills” <M-G). Good $18,000.
New. product is giving needed j Last week., “Hangman” (Par) and
lift to the film biz scene here cur¬ “Blaze of Noon” (Par). $12,000.
rently, with weekday trade in¬
Michignn (United Detroit) (4.000;
clined lagging. “Horrors of Black $1:25-$1,49) — “Young Philadel¬
Museum” looms loud at the Fox phians ( WB) and “Face of Fugi¬
while “Shake. Hands With Devil” tive” (Col)/. Great .S21.000. Last
shapes stout at Randolph among week, “Naked Mai a” (UA) and.
new entrants. “It ‘ Happened to , “Careless Years” (UA). - $16,500.
Jane,” too, was solid on initial 1 , Palms (UD) (2,961; $L25-S1.49)^[ “Man in Net” (UA) and “Gunfisht
frame at the Viking.
“Young Philadelphians” is rated at Dodge Citv” (UA). Strong $17,noisy in fourth round at Stanley j 000. Last week. “Shake Hands With
while “Imitation of Life” looms big i Devil”. <UA) and “Speed Crazy”
[in ninth week at the Arcadia. ! (AA); $17,000,
Mad’son (UD) d.900: $1.25-$i.49) ,
“South Seas Adventure” shapes
sturdy in 17th stanza at the Boyd. I—‘‘Imitation of Life’’ (U) (8th wk).
“Shane,” back on reissue, looks ; Big $10,000. Last week, $11,000.
good at Goldman but “Diary of i Broadway - Capitol (UD) (3.500;
Anne Frank” is drab in. fifth round . 90-$ 1.25) — ‘.‘Gigantis” (WB) andj “Teenagers from Outer Space”
at the Midtown..
Estimates for This Week
► (WB). Below average $8,500. Last
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 99-$l .80) — -week. “Shane” (Par) (reissue) and
“Imitation, of Life” (U) (9th \ykh (“Bermuda Affair” (Indie) (2d wk),
! $7,500.
Big $6,000. Last week/ $6,000.
Boyd (SW-Cinerama) (1,430; i United Artists /UA) (1,667: $1.25$1.10-$2.60)—“South Seas. Adven¬ i $1.50) — “How to Marry Millionture” (Cinerama) (17th wk). Trim , aire” i.20thv.,.Good/ S10.000. Last
$10,000. Last Aveek*. ditto.
i week/ “It Haonened to Jane” (Col)
. Fox (National) (2,250; 90-$l;49V ; and “Young Land”. (Col). (2d wk),
—“Horrors of Black Museum” j $5.60.0,
(AI). Loud $18,000. Last: week, I Adams (Balaban) d.700; $1.25“Pork Chop Hill** (UA) (2d wk), 81.50'—“Ask Any Girl” (M-G). Big
$14,000.
($13,000 or close. Last week. “MysGoldman (Goldman) (1,200; 99* r terians” (MrG) and “First Man into
$1.49)—“Shane?? (Par) (reissue). Space” (M-G) (2d wk). $7,500/
Good $7,000. Last week, “World,
Music Hall (SW-CineramaV
Flesh, Devil” (M-G) i2d wk), $5,- (1,208; $1.55-82.65) — “South Seas
000.
Adventure”. (Cinerama). (37th wk).
Midtown (Goldman) (i,250; 1 Sensational S15.000. Last vtJeek,
$1.10-$2)—"Diary of Anne Frank” ; $15,500:
(20th) (5th \vkh Drab $6,500. Last
j Trans - Lv\ Krim (Trans/Lux)
week. $14,000.
(1.000: S1.49.-$1.65''—“Love Is My
Randolph (Goldman) (2,250;: 94- ;! Profession”
(4th
wk).
$1.80)—“Shake Hands With Devil” (Fourth week (Indie)
begins today (16).
(UA). Stout $11,000 or near. Last Last week/$7,000.
/
week, “Shaggy Dog” (BV) (6th wk),
i
"
"
“T$7,500.
Stanley (SW) (2,900; 90-$1.80)—
“Young Philadelphians” (WB) (4th
wk). Noisy $15,000. Last week,
$16;000.
Stanton (SW) (1,483; 99-$L40) —
“Night of Quarter Moon” (M-G)
(2d Wk). Slow $5,000. Last week.
$6,500.
Toronto, June 16.
Studio (Goldberg) (483; 90-$ 1.80)
Despite three-day heat wave at
(Continued on page 16)
j start of the week, biz here contin¬
ues on the upbeat. Such newcomers
l as “Young Philadelphians” and.
[“.Compulsion” are big, especially.
I the latter. “Naked Maja” looks not
so . good in a, four-house Rank
I combo. Excellent/is “Horrors of
St. Louis,'June 16. ( Black Museum” in four Taylor
Strikes at both newspapers will ( houses. Also hep is "Some Like .lt
cut first-run trade here this week. [Hot” in ninth frariie at Loew’s.
Biz is slim for “Shake Hands With j “Green Mansions” in second stanza
Devil” at Loew’s. “House on • shapes nice. Still sensational is
Haunted Hill” at Fox shapes slow. “Room at the Top” in third frame.
“Woman Obsessed” at the St.
Estimates for This Week
Louis is only fair. “Sleeping
Carlton, .Dariforth,
Fairlawn,.
Beauty” shapes good at Pageant. Humber (Rank) (2,518; 1,330; 1,165;
Estimates for This Week
1,203; 75-31.25)—“Naked Maja”
Apollo Art (Grace) (700; 90- (UAL NSG $17,000. Last ■ Week,
$1.25)—“Crucible” (Indie) (2d wk). “Mari In Net” (UA), $7,000 at Carl¬
Oke $1,500. Last week, $2,500.
ton only.
Fox (Arthur) (5.000; 60-90) —-■
Downtown, Glendale, Prince of
“House on Haunted Hill” (AA) Wales, State 'Taylor) (1,059; 995;
and "Cosmic 'Man” (AA). Slow 1.200; 694; 50-75)—“Horrors of
$10,000. Last week, “It Happened Black Museum” (Indie) arid “Head¬
to Jane” (Col) and “Ride Lone¬ less Ghost” (Indie). Excellent $24,some” (Col), $12,000.
000. Last week, “The Trap’? . (Par)
Loew’s- (Loew) (3.600; .60-90) — •and “Step Down to Terror’’ (U),
“Shake Hands With Devil” (UA) fair $28,500 for 10-spot tiein, with
and “Face of Fugitive” (Indie). 9,631-seat capacity. Slim $8,000. Last week, “Watusi”
Hollywood (UP) (1,080; $1-$1.25)
fM-G) and “Tiajuana Story”; (Col),
—“Sound .; and Fury” (20th) (4th
$8,000.
Orpheum (Loew) (1,900; 60-90) wk). Okay $5,000! Last week, $6,000.
-r-“Anna Lucasta” (UA) and “Guns,
Hyland (Bank) (1.057; $l)^-“CapGirls, Gangsters” (Col)/Sad $4,500. tain’s Table” (Rank). Okay $10,000.
Last week, “Last Time I Saw Last week. “Carry on Admiral”
Paris” (M-G) and “Girl Who Had (Rank) (3d wk), $4,000; '■
Everything” (M-G) (reissues) $5rImperial (FP) (3,343; *?5-$1.25)—
000.
“Young
Philadelphians”
(WB).
Pageant (Arthur) (1,000; 75*. Swell $17,000! Last week, “It Hap¬
$1.50)—“Sleeping Beauty” (BV). pened to Jane”. (Col). (2d wk),
Good $6,000. Last week, “Auntie $8,000 in 4. days.
Marne” (WB> and “Damn Yankees”.
International (Tavlor) (557; $1)-—/
(WB) reruns, $3,000/
/46th . wk). Sturdy
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90) .-.Gigi’* iM-G)
\v‘6Gkf Scime.
—‘‘Woman Obsessed” (20th) and 53,000.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,093; 75-$1.25)—
“joy Ride” (Indie). Fair $8,500.
Last week, “Young Philadelphians?* “Some Like It Hot” (UA) (9th wk). .
Nice. $7,5.00, Last week, $10,000. .
(WB) (2d wk), $8,000.
Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90)
Tivoii (FP) (995; $1.75-$2.40)-—“Gigi” (M-G) (10th wk). Good . South Pacific” a Magna) (49th wk).
$3,000. Last week, $3,500.
(Continued on page 16)

‘Museum’ Big 18G,
Phillyj^ane’lEG

‘Compulsion’ Lively 10G,
Toronto; ‘Phillys’ Fat
17G, ‘Museum’ Big 24G

‘HANDS’ LEAN $8,000,
ST. LOUIS; ‘HILL’ 10G
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Wednesday, June 17, 1959

Balto Biz Limping But
'Room* Good $3,500,6th;
‘Rape’ 3fG, ‘Phillys* 5G

Chicago,. June 16. <
A raft; of newcomers are being
launched this round, and several
figure to give some impetus to the
local first-run scene: NPt-so-warm
weekend weather, too, may prove
a help. : Chief openers are “Shake.
Hands With DcviL” expecting, a
fine $22,000 at State-Lake, and
“Ask Any Girl;” rated a socko
$24,000 at the Woods.
: ^
...... Garrick’s “Night of Quarter
Moon” initialer looks modest $8,500. Other hewies include Orien. tai’s tandem. “The .Beatniks”, and
“Hey Boy,. Hey Girl,”, reaching for
a fair total: New Monroe. combo
of “Intent , to. Kill” and “I. Mob-,
ster” is tepid. .
Roosevelt’s. “It; Happened. to
Jane” looks good in third., “Young
Philadelphians” finales at. the Chi¬
cago with modest fourth . round
coin* Second week Of. Surf’s “He
: Who Must Die” looks happy while
“Al Capone” is a hep sixth-weeker
at Todd’s Cinestage.
“Room at Top” is sock in eighth
. Esquire stanza.
“Sme Like. It
Hot” is brisk in 13th term , at
United Artists. . “Gigi” shapes
hefty in 1.6th Loop session."
Estimates for This Week
Chicago iB&K* (3,900; 90-$1.80)
—“Young Philadelphians” (WBl
(4th .wk), Fair $17,000. . Last
week, $18,000. “Don’t Give Up
Ship” (Pari starts Friday (19).
. Esquire (H&E Balaban). (1,350;
$1.501—“Room at the Top” .< Cont)
(8th wk). Hep $8,000 Or over. Last
week, $7,800.
. . Garrick; (B&Kv. i 850: 90.-$ 1.25)—
“Night of Quarter Mobn” <M-G).
NSH at $8,500. Last .week. “Shag¬
gy Dog” (BV) (1.2th \vk«, $11,000.
Loop (Telem'ti <606; 90-$1.80)—
. “Gigi”. (M-G) (16th wk>. Exciting
$12,500. Last week, $11,800.
McYickers (JL&S> <1,580;; $1.25$3WDiary of Anne Frank” (20th)
(7th wk). Slow' $7,500 for windup
frame. “Woman Obsessed” (20th)
starts at regular scale June 19.
Monroe (Jovan) <1,000; 65-90)—
T, Mobster” (20th) and “Intent to
Kill” (20th). Fancy $5,500. Last
week, reissues.
Oriental (Indie) (3:400; 90-$1.50)
— ‘The Beatniks” (Iridie> and “Hey
Boy, Hey. Girl” (Col). Fair $15,000.
“Hole in Head” <UA.) starts tomor¬
row <Wed>. .. . Palace iSW-Cineramal (1,434;
$i.25-$3.40>—“South Seas Adven¬
ture” (Cinerama) 138th \vkh Good
$18,000. Last week. $19,000.
Roosevelt iB&K) <1,400; 90-$1.80)
—“It Happened to Jane” (Col) (3d
Wk). Fine $14,500. Last week,
$16,000. :
State-Lake (B&K) (2,400; 90$1.80)—“Shake Hands With Devil”'
(Continued on page 16)

Mpls.; 'Woman’ Fast 8G,
r’ Loud 18G
Minneapolis, June 16.
Standouts among a flock of cur¬
rent newcomers, “Say One for Me,”
“Woman Obsessed,” and “Case of
. Dr. Laurent,” are handicapped by:
the continuing current early sum¬
mer slump which daylight saving
time aggravates. Best of these
three newies is'“Say One For Met.”
wow at State. “Gigantis” is mod¬
erate at. Orpheum. Holdovers are
down to a minimum, comprising
only “Windjammer” and 'The
Diary of Anne Frank,” both hardticket attractions and in their 30th
and second weeks, respectively.
"Windjammer” looks terrific.
. Estimates for This Weet
Academy (Mann) (947; $2-$2.25)
“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th)
(2d wk). Rave reviews and. wordof-mouth helping this to big $9,000.
Last week. $12,000. with $4,Q00
from opening night.Century <S-W). ,<$1.75-$2.65)
“Windjammer” (NT) (30 th wk).
Nearing the end and soaring to
huge $18,000. Last week, $15,500.
Gopher (Berger) (1,001); 85-$l)—
“Sad Horse” . (20ih) and;. “Little
Savage” (20th). Poor $2,500. Last
week, “Angry Hills” (M-G),. $3,000.
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 85-$l) —■
“Woman Obsessed” (20th). Fast
$8,000 or near. Last week, “Pork
Chop Gill” (UA) (2d wk), $5,000.
RKO Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 85$D—“Gigantis”. <WB) and “Rodan”
(WB). (reissue). Modest $6,000 or
close. Last week, “Shake Hands
With-Devil” (UA), $5,000.
RKO Pan (RKO) ■<1,8.00; 75-90)—
“Westbound” ■. (WB>..: and “Born
Reckless”; (WB): Okay $4,000. Last
..
(Continued on page 16)

PICTURE GROSSES

Cool Weather Warms N. Y. Biz; ‘Girl’
Sta^tediow- Boff 140G, ‘Phillys
Fat 18G, 4th, ‘James Good 15G, 5th

Baltimore, June 16.
Biz generally continues Jimp
with holdovers and double bills
dominating currently. Only show¬
ings of note are “Room at Top,”
still nice in seventh round at Play¬
The cold air which came in from
house; and “He Who Must Die”
Canada early Sunday (14) after the
oke in fourth at the Five West.
Friday-Saturday rainfall will give
Estimates Are Net
“Angry Hills” is ;dra.b in opening
many Broadway pictures a lift this
frame at Century while “Shake:;
Film gross estimates as re¬
round. Without this weather break,
Hands With Devil” is very dis^
ported herewith from the vari¬
.which
kept thousands ih the city,
appointing in first round, at the
ous; key cities, are net; he,,
the first-runs would have pre¬
Town.
“Mysterians”
is
mild
in
first
Indianapolis,
June
16.
without usual tax. Distrib^
sented
a sorry lineup. Absence of
at Hippodrome. “Rape of. Malaya”
Biz is moderately good at firstutors share on net take, when
lobms slow in opener at Mayfair. funs here this stanza, cool spell any big newcomers, of course, is. a
playing percentage, hence the
Estimates for This Week
over weekend helping some. “It downbeat factor.
estimated figures are net in¬
Biggest coin total still is^ being
• Century (R-F) (3,200: 50-$1.25)— Happened To Jane” opened well
come. ;
“Angry Hills” (M-G). Drab $4,500: at Keith’S to lead the city with a _garnered by “Ask Any Girl” with
The parenthetic admission
Last week, “Hangman” (Par),; big take. “Mvstefians” is good at ^ stageshow which promises to wind
prices, however, as indicated,
$5,000.
■ ;Loew’s, with holdover' likely
I the present (4th) session with a big
.include the U. S, amusement
. Cinema (Schwaber) (460;. 90Estimates for This Week
| $140,000 at the Music Hall, This, of
$1.50) — “Love My. Profession”
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2.800; course, is ahead of the third week’s
tax. :
(Kings) (3d wk). Good $3,000 after 75-$l).— “Young Philadelphians” j total. It will be replaced by “The
same in second.
(WB). (2d wki: Oke $7,000.. Tast {Nun’s Story” and new stage layout
Five West (Schwaber) (460; 90- week, $8,000.
(tomorrow (Thurs.). “Some Like It
$1.50)—“He Who Must Die” (Indie)
Indiana (C-D) (3,200: 75-SI) —! g0*” finished its 11th stanza last
(4th wk). Oke. $2,50.0 after $3,000 “Gigantis” (WB), and “Born Seek-: Saturday mght with a great $33,in third.
•
Iess,” (WB). Mild $6,000. Last; 500, ahead of the 10th weorf
Hippodrome (R-F) (2.300: 50- week, “Bandit of Zhobe” (Col' and : ., Young Philadelphians,'
also
$1.25)
“Mysterians” (M-G). and “Ride Lonesome” (Col), $5,000. . | aided by the much copier weather.
“First Man into Space” (M-G).
looks like a big $i 9,000 in fourth
Keith’s
(C-Di
<i:300;
90-S1.25)^Mild $5,500. Last week, “Perk
“It Happened To Jane” (Col), Fine round at the Criterion, or the same
Chop Hill” (UA) (2d wk>, $3,500. $10,000,
Washington, June 16:
Last week, “Old Man and as the third. “Al Capone” is wind¬
Little (R-F) (300; 50-S1.25) —
ing nine-day 12th week ?t the Vic¬
Heavy rains Friday and Saturday
Sea”
(WB), $6,000.
are blamed for mild jmaihstem “Milkmaid” (Indiei (5th; wk).; Oke
Loew’s
(Loewi (2,427; 75-$l) — toria with a good $16,300. It is
downbeat here ; this round. “War- $1,400 after same in fourth...
‘Mysterians”:
(M-G)
and’“First
Man:!
being
supplanted by “Elephant
Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-S1.25)—
lock” shapes slow, at the Capitol
oGun” next Friday (19).
“Rape of Malaya” (Rank) and. Into Space” (M-G1. Good $9,000. . “Woman Obsessed” looks to get
in opener.
. . ;
Last
week,
“Pork
Chop
Hill”
tUA)
“Shake . Hands with the Devil” “Beasts, of Marseilles”.. (Rank). and “The Mugger” »UA>, $5,500. a modest $23,000 at the Paramount
looms trim, at Keith’s.. “Room at ' Slow $3:500. Last week, “Guns.
in the nine-day third week. “Say
Top” ; still is im seventh Ontario , Girls,- Gangsters” (UA) and “Riot
One for Me” comes in Fridav (19).
week. “South Seas Adventure”, still Juvenile Prison” (UA). $5 000. .
“Pork Chop Hill” and stageshow is
,
New
•
(R-F)
•(
1.600:
•
$'l<?5-$2)
—
is solid in 26th round at the War¬
heading for mild $34,000 In current
‘Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) (3d
ner..-: •
(3d) frame at the Roxy.
|
wk):
Slow
$3,500
after
$4,500
in
• Estimates for This Week
“World, Flesh and Devil” was.
. - Ambassador -Metropolitan (SW) second. •
only slight $13,000 in fourth stanza
.
Playhouse
(Schwaber)
(460;
90(1,490;; 1.000; 90-$1.25) —. “Young
at the Capitol, “Five Pennies” re¬
$1:50)—“Room
at
Too”
(Conti
(7t.h
Philadelphians” . (WB) (3d wk).
placing tomorrow Thurs.). “Alias
Okay $10,000. Last week, $13,000. j Wk). Good $3,500 • after $3,800 in
Jesse James” is heading for stout
Apex 4K-B) (940; 60-90W“Gold i sixth. .
$15,000 in current <oth> week at the
[ ; Stanley (R-F) (2.800: 50-$1.25)—
Cleveland, June 16.
Rush” (Indie (reissue) Nice $4,000. .(•“Youn^
Astor.
Philadelnhians”
(W'B)
(4th
.
Mild
to.
middling
takes
are
being
Not due to .staw
“Middle of Night” opens today
Capitol (Loewi (3.426; 90-S1.49) wk). Warm $5,000 after $6,009 in registered here this stanza. Bright¬ (Wed.) at the Trans-Lux. 52d St.
j est newcomer is. “Mysterians,"
—‘ Warlock” ■ (20th). Slow $10,000. - third.
Town
(R-F)
(1-125:
50-$l.*>5)—j
which
shapes
strong
"at
State.:
ln,d.
the Forum (formerly the
Last week; “Some Like It Hot”
j “Sihake . Hands with Devil” (UAL “Windjammer” is.okay in first five . Odeon). “Here to Eternity’ was
■.UA) (12th wk), $12,500.. . .
days
at
Palace
as
is
“Man
in
Net”
;
fai.r
$6,000
m final'five days of
Drab
$3:500.
T.^st
week.
!
Columbia (Loew) (904; 90-$1.25).
—“Compulsion” (20th) (5th wk). Obsessed” (20th) (2d wk), $3,000. ■ at StiUman for initial round. • lhird week at Forum. House was
“Gigantis” looms fairly good at; Closed yesterday Tues.) to prep for
Mild $5.500., Last week, same,
Allen and “Room At Top” is rated j. “Night.”
Dupont (Lopert) (460: 90-$1.50)—
excellent in third Heights Art
“John Paul Jones” opened with
“Gold Rush’’ (Lopert). (reissue).
frame.
“Leave It To Jane” is very ! a benefit preem last night (Tues.)
Looks like big $5,100.
modest 4n second Hipp week.
• at the Rivoli where regular run
■ Keith's (RKO? (1.850: 90-$1.49)—
Estimates for This Week
i starts todaF fWed.». “Diary of Anne
“Shake Hands with Devil” (UA).
Alien (SW) (3,800; 85-$1.25) —, Frank” was okay $13,600 m 13th
Trim $13,000. Last week, “Pork
Chop Hill” (UA) (2d wk». $11,000.
“Gigantis” (WB) and. “Teenagers I
at
^lgi„ aM!ie
From Outer Space” (WB). Fairish button and Room at Top at the
Mac Arthur (K-B) <900; $1.10)—
$12,000. Last week. “Al Capone” Fine Arts shape as standout arty
“Eighth Day of Week” (Cont).
(AA) (3d wk); $14,000.
. '
; theatre entries New arte tneatre
Dull $3,000.
Last week,- “TwoContinental Art (Art TheatreP«. Women Are Weak was big
Headed Spy” (AH (5th wk), $4,500:
Guild) (950* $.1.25)—“Three Strange , $12>000 opening frame at the Paris.
: Ontario (K-B) (1.240: 90-S1.49)—
“Room at Top” (Cont) (7th wk).
XoVes” (Indie). Poor $1,200. Last |
Estimates for This Week
Big $5,500. Last , week, $6,000week, “Girls of Night” (Indie), ! Astor (City Inv.i (1,094; 75-$2)—
Boston; June 15.
Palace (Loew) (2:390: 90-$ 1.25)—
V
: “Alias Jesse James” (UA> (5th wk).
Biz is showing slight improve-; $i:500.
“World. Flesh. Devil” (M-G). (2d ment this week although, still dull¬
Heights Art (Art Theatre Guild) This stanza ending Friday (19) is
wk). Slow $3,800 in final 3 days. ish. Beacon Hill and Capri . have (950; $1J25)—“Room AtTop” (Cont) ; pushing to fine $15,000 or near.
Last week. $10,000. “Gold Rush” day-date for socko (3d Wk). Excellent $5,000. Last (Stays one more in order to open
Plaza (T-L) (276; 90-$1.49) — returns, "Mysterians” shapes great week. $5,500!
. {“Horse Soldiers” (UA« on June 26.
“Love Is Profession”. (Kings) (3d at the Orpheum.
Hippodrome (Telem’t) (3.700;! The fouith week, SI 3.500, with prewk). Dandy $6,500. Last week,
85-$1.50)
—
“Leave
It
To
Jane”
I views of “Soldiers” helping.
Holdovers prevail with “Room
$71500.
at Top” topping the heap at Ken- (Col) (2d wk). Modest $8,000. Last \ Capitol (Loew) (4,820; Sl-.32.50)—
Town (Ind) (600: 90-$1.25) — more in fifth week.
week, $10,000I “World, Flesh, Devil” <M-G) (4th“City of. Fear” (Col) and “The
Lower MaU (Community) (500;. final wk). This round ending to“Diary of Anne Frank” bows out
Hangman” (Par). Thin $3,000. Last at Saxon at end of seventh week, -70-90)—“Night My Number Came < clay (Wed.) looks like slim $13,000.
week; “Last Mile” <UA) and “Fear- where it played to only mild re¬ tip” (Indie) and “Blue Murder St. j Third was $14,500. “Five Pennies”
makers” (UAL $2,5.00. . •
(Indie). Mild $1,400. ».<Pari opens regular run tomorrow
turns. :“ Young Philadelphians” is Trinians”
Trans-Lux (T-L) (600: 90-SI.49) holding
nicely in fourth at Gary. Last.week,.“No Escape” (Indie) and ‘Thurs.) after gala preem tonight
.—“It Happened to Jane” (Col) (4th “Count
“Ftench Way” (Indie) (reissues), i iWed.L
Your
Blessings’’
shapes
wk). Strong $5,500. .Last week, okay in second at the State.
$1,500.
I Criterion (Moss) (1,671: 90-S2)—
$6:500.
Ohio (Loew) (1,244; 75-S1.25) — “Young Philadelphians” (WB) (4th
Estimates for This Week
ITntown (SW) (1.100; $1.25-$2.50V
“Pork
Chop
Hill”
(UA)
im.o.).
This session winding today
Astor (B&Q) (1,381; $1.25-$1.50)
—“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th)
Okay $7,000. Last Week, ditto.
i <Wed.) looks to hit big $19,000,
(4th wk). Upped to fine $8,500 via —“It Happened to Jane” (Col) (6th
Palace (SW-Cinerama) (1.523; same as third week. “Anatomy of
wk).
Fifth
week
was
oke
$4,500.
additional advertising. Last week;
Beacoo Hill (Sack) (678; $1- $L25-$2.40>—“Windjammer” (NT).: a Murder (Col) opens July 2.^
$6.$00; ■
Okay $12,000 in 5 days. Last week,!
. Warner (SW - C;nerama) (1.308; $1.50)—“Gold Rush”. (Lopert) (re¬ “South Seas Adventure” (Cine-! ^iarY®f Anne Frank <20tn>j( 14th
$1.20-S2.75)—“South Seas Adven¬ issue). Socko $10,500. Last week, rama) (27th wk), S15.Q00.
iw.k)* Th? 13th round fmisned^Iast
“Gigi”
(M-G)
(23d
wk),
$3,500.,
ture” (Cinerama) (26th wk). Good
State (Loew) (2,700; 75-$l) — !
- wa?---okay -Sl0’600
Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
$13,000. Last week, $14,000.
(M-G>. Tops in city, after $10,000 for 12th week.
$1.25^$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ “Mysterians”
Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80i—
with
strong
$17,000.
Last
week,
ture” (Cinerama) (10th wk)..Stout
“Shake Hands With Devil” (UA), “Middle of Night” (Col). Opens
$16,000. Last week, ditto. . ;
today' (Wed.), playing day-date with
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 90-$1.50)— $8,000.
StiUman (Loew) (2,700; 75-$l)— Trans-Lux 52d Street. In ahead,
“Gold Rush” (Lopert) (reissue).
in Net” (UA). Okay $7,000. “Here To Eternity” (CoD (reissue)
Slick $7,500* Last week,. “Third “Man
Last week, "Jailhouse Rock” (M-G) (3d wk-5 days), was okay $6,000
Sex’- (Indie) (2d wk), $6,000.
and
“Blackboard
Jungle” (M-G) after $8,500 for second full week.
Buffalo, June 16.
Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-$1.25)
Closed all-day yesterday (Tues.) to
First-run biz is generally slow —“Mirror Has 2 Facesv (Indie) (2d (reissues), $6,000.
prep for preem of “Night” today,
here this round. “Ask Any. Girl” wk). Second week started Sunday
this house formerly was the Odeon.
is rated neat at the Buffalo while (14). First week was nice $6,500.
Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; Sl“Al Capone” shapes good in third
$2)—“Woman Obsessed” (20th) (3d
Gary (Sack) (1,240; 9O-$1.50) -Lafayette week. Elsewhere tak¬ “Young Philadelphians” (WB) (4th
wk-9 days). This round winding
ings are mostly disappointing to wk). good $8,000. Last week, same.
up tomorrow (Thurs.) looks mild
sad. “Angry Hills” is dull' at Para¬
$23,000 after $25,000 for second
Kenmore (Indie) (7,000; $1.25mount opening round while “Diary
full week. “Say One For Me”
. Portland, Ore., June 16.
(Continued on page 16)
of. Anne Frank”, shapes, only fair
Tciwn is overflowing with (20th) comes in Friday (19).
in second session: at the Century.
visitors here for annual Rose
Radio City Mnslc Hall (RockefelEstimates for Thfe Week
Festival and preem of Oregon; lers) (6,200; 90-S2.75)—“Ask Any
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 70-$D— ^Jane’ Fair $9,000 In
Centennial Expo. But film biz is; Girl” (M-G). and stageshow (4th“Ask Any Girl” (M-G) and “GunSeattle; ‘Hot’ 7!/2G, 7 perking up: “Room at Top,” fancy • final wk). Session winding uo tofight at Dodge City” (UA). Neat
Seattle, June 16.
at the Fox, and “Ask Any Girl,” j day (Wed.) looks like solid $140,$11,000.
Last week,
“Shake
Biz still is slow here this stanza, slick at Broadway, are top. new-j 000 or the same as third week,
Hands With Devil” (UA), $6,800.
mainly
because
newcomers
shape
comiers.
“Windjammer” still is; Rivoli (UAT) <1,545: 90-$1.25)—
\ Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$l)—
“John Paul Jones” <WBi. Starts
^Frogwoman” (AI) and Torpedo weak; “It. Happened to Jane” is solid in sixth Hollywood week.
Estimates for This Week .
‘ regular run today (WedJ following
Zone” (AI). slim $6,000. Last only fair at Fifth Avenue. “Around
Broadway (Parker) <1,890; $1-; benefit preem last night (Tues.).
week,. “Young Philadelphians” World in 80 Days” looks okay in
second week. “Some Like It .Hot” $1.50)—“Ask Any Girl” (M-G)-and j In ahead, “Compulsion” i20th)
(WB) 13d wk), same.
Century (UATC) (2,700; 90-$1.50) is showing sustained., strength in ‘‘Floods of Fear” (U). Nifty $7,000 tilth wk-6 days), drab $6,800 after
.—“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) seventh week, run lasting longer or near: Last week, “Wild and the $6,500 for 7-day 10th week.
Innocent” (U> and “Tap Roots”
Roxy (Indie) <5,705; 90-$2.50'—
(2d wk). Fair. $9,500. Last week, than had been planned. .
Estimates for This Week
IU) (reissue), $3;800.
’“Pork Chop Hill” <UA' and stage$12,500;
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.49? , show <3d wTk’'. This week ending
; Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 60-$l)— • Blue Mouse (Hamrick) 1739; 90“Al Capone’’ ;(AA.) (3d wk).’. Good $1.50)—“Around World” (UA) (2d. —“Room At Top” (Cont' and tomorrow (Thurs.) is heading for
(Continued on page 16)
I
(Continued on page 16)
(Continued on page 16) I.
(Continued on. page 16)

‘JANE* SUCK $10,000, 1
INDPLS; ‘PHILLYS’ 7G

'Any Girl’ Sweet $11,000
in Buff; 'Capone’ 9G, 3d

Port Perking Up; ‘Room’
Fancy $8,000, ‘Girl’ 76
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Wednesday, June 17, 1959

'Say One'
Really Says It!
"SAY ONE FOR ME”
FIRST 4 DAYS
ANYWHEREState, MINNEAPOLIS
Paramount, ST. PAUL

BIGGEST GROSS

Of ANY
20th ATTRACTION

SINCE "THE ROBE"!
Minneapolis and St Paul say it for 20th!
Now let "Say One For Me” say it for you!

'VARIETY'S' LONDON OFFfCB-. ..
* St, Marlin'* Place/ Trafalgar Squar#
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E. German Film Star
Scrambles From Reds
By BERNARD J. WILLIAMS
- ^ ' . Sinagppre, June 9.
Malava. led 'bv Its reigning . monarch, the Yang, De Pertuan
: Agong and his. Queen Consort, the Raja; Perfnasuri Agong, hosted
the Sixth Asian Film Festival, last, montli, in- its. capita! city, Kuala
Lumpifr..-; ‘
•/
Participating in the five-day festival that: brought the cream of
' the Oriental him world and the big names: in the. South East. Asian .
and Far Eastern film industry Were over 200; delegates represent¬
ing the Philippines:; Indonesia, Japan, South Korean Hong Kong,
Nationalist China.. Malaya and Singapdre. ': Over 40 ;filrns, of . dramatic: and .nonrdrairiatic. categories, were
judged by .a jurors: hahibpicked from ..the. countries, participating.' . .The Festival.created, aprecedent .in that the opening ceremony.
. was performed by a feigning.moiiarch, and in that it got the full- .
est support and encouragement from the Government of Malaya,
; .mainly due to the' moral" sup port - of Malaya’s first Premier. Prince:;
Abdul Rahman. ’
.
Malaya’s; Premier Abdul Raznk, laying. down welcqm.e mat for .
delegates and observers, said “international goodwill is..not simply
a matter cf .exchanging, views. between -ambassadors, .but; it iS also
fostered'bv conferences such as . the Sixth Asian Film Festival.
- . Malaya and Singapore, won five of the 22 awards, ■ with the .Mar.;
dayan; Film .Unit epic deeumentary “Brunei”. snatching one of the
top prizes as being the best film.- of-, the year/.in the non dramatic
.class..;
;
Among the Malayan and ^Singapore aty.ard Avinners, was; pope
mher than the former Premier Prince Abdul. Rahman .whose film
•.play- fof•' *;M.ah.sari’vvb.n a special award, for the best' picture de-.. picling a countr\ ^s. folklore. Awards were as follows:. •
.. Eest- Filni: To Shaw; Organization (Hong- Kongv produc tion,- “TheKingclom and. the Beauty
Best Direction; “The Precipice” .(Japan) starring Fujficp Yama¬
moto -and .Ken ji SugaWara, directed by Yasiizo Masumura.. Pro¬
duced by: Masaiclii
P
V:
!;BestScehario:As'aboye;.:,
Best Golcf . Photography: As above;
Best Black & White photography: “Darling Daughter.” (Hong.
. Kongh starring Yen Clnm and Jeanette Lin Tsui.- Directed, by Doe
Ching- and .produced by vShaw Organization. . .
Best Editipfr: “Her Tender Heart,” (Hong Kong V with -Yu Ming, .
; Directed by Tang. IluaPg. Nlption' Picture . and General Ihyestip.ent
Best Music: ‘'Calendar; Girll” CHong Kong V Li Mei and Chang;
Chung Wen, Directed by Doe Cliing, Motion Picture ..and Genera!
.• Investment Co.
. .
r
-V
;
'
: I Best Sound Recording:;. “The Precipice” (Japan/ / V.■ Best Art. Direction: “The Precipice” (Japanh .
Best ' Actor: Kinnosuke Kakamura :in “Hero of The; Town”...(J&*
pan».
•
Best Actress: Yu Min in “Tender Heart” (Hong Kong). ;
Best Supporting' Actor:- Ryunosuke . Tsukigata in “Hero of The
. Town.” .
.; Best Supporting Actress:. Tsui Tsia Pin in “The Cliff;’ (Nationalist China).'
. '
; .*;• '.
. .
/.•’ ■-'/ '
- Documentaries: Best Photography: ‘-Tra'nefe in; the Tunnel’, .(Ja,P,Tiie culmination of. the Festival brought; glowing speeches of
encouragement and future support from Malaya’s King; its Premier
and the organizers; the Federation of Motion Picture Producers
in Asia,- ■;
'...
'•/••
•
/'... /
Malaya’s. Queen, the' Raja Permasuri Agong. .-presented the
‘•Gold” -and “Silver’* Gongs, (equivalent of Hollywood's Oscars/ to
... the winners.
:..... • ;
I '•
■ i

Frankfurt,. June 9.
Latest of. the long line of. refu¬
gees. to come scrambling over the
Iron .GUrtaih is the East German
pix star; Kur.t Oligmtleller. In ask¬
ing. for sanctuary, he pointed out
that the . Communist secret, state
police had asked him to report on
the political1 activities of his col¬
leagues.
Oligmiteller left West Germany
16 years ago. After he became a
star in the East Berlin De.ursche
Theatre,, he had numerous leading
rolbs. in DEFA; films, which are
made under Communist control in
East. : Germany.
Likewise,
he
starred in.; plays on' East German
.television.
.
. ...
; y

In France, But Latest Setup Seems
Settle Italo ANICA Row

Paris, June 16.
The new Film Aid Law, set
up by Andre Malraux, Minis¬
ter of Culture, and Antoine
Pinay, Minister of Finance,
probably will be made official,
tomorrow (Wed.). However, it’s
reported that film industry or¬
ganization reps have informed
Malraux they are not in com¬
plete record with the new
law. Son?*: further have said
they would like a complete
break with governmental ad¬
ministration of the film setup
and its aid in any form.
That means the industry, if
It can combine all its diverse
branches of prediction, d;stnbution and exhibition,
would eventually set un its
own aid pattern and refuse
government help.
Filmites
cite that the refusal of govern¬
mental subsidy would fit in
with general aims of ether
Common Mart members, espe¬
cially Germany, which frowns
on this sort of help. This move
could enhance coproduction
and also aid film people, some
claim.

Rome. June 16.
Internal hassle which recently
rocked ANICA, the Italian pro¬
ducer-distributor association, has
been completely settled. An official
communique has been issued ac¬
centing the renewed unity of the
grouping and the total extinction
of all friction between members.
. Fracas arose some time ago be-.
tween various officials in the or-j
ganization,
principally Titanus’.
Goffredo Lombardo and Dino De
Laurentiis. A flock of accusations
and rebuttals further confused the
issue:.; Result was that Goffredo
Lombardo stepped out as head of)
the UNPF, the producer’s . group.;
and later began a court suit. This .
also- has now been dropped, and :
Lombardo is hack in the fold.
j
Association, statement also):
unanimously confirms Eitel Mona-!
Montevideo,; June 9.
Show* biz has suffered severely co, head of ANICA, as temporary ]
prexy. of the UNPF, a post he has j
since disastrous floods hit Uruguay held since Lombardo ankled the'1
in the Match-May period. Swollen group..
rtvers overflowed the Rincon Bonete dam,. jand submerged the- power
Most of the pic industry syn¬
house which supplies .most of . Uru¬
dicates here are somewhat’ ruffled
guay’s electricity, It will be six
by the governmental altitude to¬
months before the damages can be
wards the new Film Aid Law
repaired,. In the meantime, Uru¬
which is supposed to be passed as
guay. is deprived of 60^.: of its
a decree this week, and to go into
power. This puts the country iback
j effect immediately; They feel that
on a leVel with Argentina; where
Paris, June 16. j Andre Malraux. Minister of Culthe Peron regime neglected power
According to the government; ture, and Antoine Pinay. Minister
renewal for 12 years, thus, causing Centre Du Cinema, France took; 0f Finance, should have worked
a blackout which cannot be rem¬ $15,000,000 in offshore film take more closelv in consultation With
last year. But this is not a complete ; the industry before promulgating
edied in years:
. For some' weeks, in Uruguay, film picture since this comprises only the new Aid Law.
performances were cut or until repatriated.-producer’s shares and j However MaJraux and Pinay did
common Sense prevailed, and the
taJt With various industry reps and
that have _come
come m
government relaxed restrictions to.nave
m during
aunng 19o8.;: syndicates
syndicates, 'but went- ahead
on
an exterit where things: are. now:‘ their own in formulating the new
■practically^ back to_■ normal. .More-1.^ films have gamed m world ■
La^. which replaces the old
over, some first-run houses were I ,w.
w ■ ^ o :... . • • -.’
T. 0
. one expiring next January. A $5.l.b. and _. 000,000
able to arrange. to use■ private i Europe; bou!“
South America.
America. U.S.
qoo.000 fi
fund has been set up to
power sources:
..Canada
. .. , gave theAjPlion
., s share, fol-; liqm^ate all producer and exhibil lowed bv Aisa. A-fripa and rtivprsp : *__

- - - -

Two Indie Producers Launch Drive
Mexico City, June 9;
. With rising production’costs, and
. public apathy to similar two-week
quickies, a drive has begun here to
weld independents, into .aystrong
•producing unit. Goal, of this move
is to combine talents, for the pro.. duction of major pix which can also
be. shown outside of Mexico’s bor¬
ders. .
.
The oid idea of the Union of
Mexican Producers Co. has been
brushed off by Francisco P.. Cabre¬
ra, and Antonio del Castillo/with
the duo making the sales pitch to
independents not allied, with, or
. owning stock in, any .9* the existing
major producing, firths.
Aim of the current reorganiza¬
tion is to combine executive ail'd
production talents of independents
bavins considerable experience.
Cabrera said that the combined
forces would, give, impetus to. the
. drive, to improve quality\of. Mexi¬
can pictures; Under present setup,
. shoestring prodiicers, no matter
how talented, are held back by a
chronic lack of financing. In the
proposed ; producer’s co m p a n y,
known as . Unipromex, members,
would pony up specified sums for
the production budget kitty. Ail
woud be members of the admini. s’rative board; with this sitting in
oi story conferences designed to
okay scripts having profit poten¬
tials. "-.
■
'w .
Then; from the member pool, the
most likely producer w o u 1 d . be
named “executive producer” and
- h e would have carte blanche, withi out any stalling, tp shoot the film::
On its .completion, all. producers
would share in profits, based: on
their initial investment ih the firm.
It is too early to st°ie whether
the idea will click. There’s the
“rugged individualist” an.g’e among
independents which might lead to

-

-

*

. Uruguay’s most; important news- iteS^rtL^hT^gn'bizT^ i V*1* FiIm' Ai? handouts du6 until
papers El Pais and. El Dia had rei iSrshi^FrS^ Film can^t 1 Januar^ next >e2rc.ently +installed an independent ! USualiv amortize itself in French ' ^ a fe£ial credit, fund will
generator, and will gam goodwill speaking marts, - France’s industry | be/?f UP \io hel^
producers,
by .helping out. exhibitors, ..
| and its governmental reps are mak-1 fj11*8 D? longer getting any funds
The country’s economy is:;badly>ihg a.greater pitch for foreign biz. ■ forfheatre^reiuroiSjijng which are
hit because a; great portion of the i Pic. trade with Eastern bloc coun-;
t to
been a^comsheep and; cattle herds ;were lost, tries is being stepped up as well as P,r^d ^
^wlll pf an
This has accentuated the diminish- coproduction and greater exchange
^ ilandout
ing boxoffice returns of Uruguay’s pacts with non-Common Mart coun- Cd,UC^H
*Pi^CeiK
legit: theatres. /Somb theatres are'tries. The most recent example is
ta£e: but 4th:s
shuttering.- First the Albeniz, then ; the. French handout of coin for re- ! JJJ? ^°b.ab1^ ^ mu_h lower tnan
the Colon, the Cibirs, the Artigas I furbishing of theatres that will * ^
and how. even the traditional 18 of [give 20 to 25 weeks playing time ;
= ’ to"3rds tlieir
Jiilio has shuttered. Argentine im-! annually to French films in Engn
presario
Francisco
Gallo
operates!
land.
This
may
be
extended
toi
.There
will
L-e
quality handouts
complications iii a cooperative ef¬
fort. Too, certain; indies; express the sriial! Odeon over here;, send-M other , countries, and maybe even glven according to the reactions
ing.
over.his
legit
companies
from'the
U:S.,
as
reported,
in
Variety,;^!
a
special
comm-Uee
on scripts.
iiieir complete satisf.actibn: with
; If the pic is judged to be a fine
the. old, trite quickies for a quick Buenos Aires, for brief tours. This j May 27. .;
only
ser\res
to
insure,
some
extras
Meanwhile
the
20^
franc
de“’o1
t
prestige
item
it will
dollar.
valuation is helping by allowing g^t . * special sum of com. _ Credit
But the Cabrera-Castillb team is months’ /work for his players, not
films
to
go
cheaper
to
foreign
dis-1
wl“
be
furnished
at
small
interest
being
a
coin-making
operation.
positive that it will convince indey
Legiters in Uruguay blame the tribs and still bring in the same , £,at€8 via guarantee by the Aid
pendents that now is the time for
amount of francs. However. Yank1 Funds which will be. probably,
all good producers to get together [ growth of the Little Theatre movemeht on the encouragement given foreign, film handlers feel that ?art. °l tb<: Crecut National fund
for the good of the industry
these groups by the newspaper French demands are still too ex, J>r industrial a:d rather than under tbe c<?ntre Du Cinema as herecrix, Who. were often overly severe orbitarit. ::
French producers still have to
with professional legit show's. One
Exliibs get help via a reduction
of these Little Theatre groups has depend on Film Aid (the new' law
put bn a musical show, “Caracol, is, due to be promulagted this ih taxes on admissions over an
col, col . . .’’ at the tiny Verdi The¬ week) for. profits on. pix and coin : eighty ear period. So, it is expected
atre, . which is proving a great hit. towards neyr projects. Future that both arms of: iilmaking may
promised quality handouts for pres¬ be pacified. However, industry dis¬
tige pix may also help production sension and outcry is expected
and allow for film fodder with when this new law goes into effect.
greaiter. foreign lure and chances.
Rome, June 9.
Pinay and Malraux appear to
have worked out things peacefully
“The Tempest” (DeLaurentiis)
and are in disagreement mainly
and “Naked Maja” . (Titanus) still.
London, June 16.
on one point which is the future
lead the way . in the seasonal boxof the state-owned nroductiort and
Office ..stakes, ;. recent first-run
Two Americans, are proposing to
exhib arms. UGC and SOGEC.
checks shpw'. Another, iocally-shot enter a British film for the upcom¬
picture (but without Yank finance), ing Moscow Film Festival; They
London, June 16.. Malraux wants to keep them under
the
state to use fo: worthy screen
“I, Soliti Ignoti” (The;.Usual Un¬ are Carl Foreman,. executive pro-.,
A tax concession which will be
identified . Persons). (Lux), : still ducer of. Open Roid Films, and worth about $7,000,000 .m a full projects while Pinay wants to get
rid
of
them .via v,
private--t
sales to
use
Walter Shensoh, whose first film, year is to. be. introduced by the i,,
holds the No, 3 position.
;. Other b o. winhers in Italy to “The Mouse That Roared,.” was government during the Report!^* ?
'
'ler ananaal Pur*
date are, in order of strength, “The .jriade under that company’s ban¬ Stage of the Finance BilL That
.. . . _
Vikings” (UA-DEAR i, “Catpori Hot ner. Foreman is a member of the fa stated by Chancellor of the .
? «P»r‘
Tin Roof” (M-Gh/’Xes Tricheufs” |-Federation of British Film Makers,: Exchequer Heatheote Amory when”
vE >
(The. Cheats) (French-Metro), “Eji-.. but may. offer his film outside com¬ accepting in principle a Conserva- ^aSship house Normandie, might
rope by. Night” (Italian-Warners),: petition if it is not nominated; . tive amendment during the Com¬ become a music hall via selling
out to a known record company.
“Vertigo’’ (Par) and “The Big
Explaining his thinking^ Fore-; mittee Stage of the; Bill.
Country” (DEAR).
The amendment, which the
mail said that festivals should be
Chancellor
explained
needed
re¬
encouraged
on
principle,
particu“Tehipest” topped some $600,000 in its first-run dates, while larly. from the point of view of drafting for technical reasons.'
.Rome, June 9.
“Maja” came close to those totals. promoting cultural exchanges. He would give relief to the tune of
Workers in the distributor sec¬
Others : in the above-mehtioned felt . particularly that Americans about $56 per week to theatres
tor
of
the
Italian
fi^m industry will
throughout
the
country.
The
should
be:
represented
at
Moscow
winner list all topped the 200 mil¬
bearing in mind that the Russians Chancellor turned down a Labor get a pay hike of fi.50%, retro¬
lion lire mark (some $300,000).
had sent the Bolshoi Ballet , to the amendment for total abolition of active to April 1. .
New’ contract terms wire nego¬
Van Cliburn, now 24, packed the U.S., and that, in his view* there the' admission duties,, as such a
Palais Die Ghaillot in Paris for His should be a two-way traffic. Aside proposal Would not only aid thea¬ tiated here by reps of ANICA in
Moscow,
’‘Mouse. That tres finding it hard to survive but meetings with the three worker*
first piano recital, critics were from
pleased to find a musician instead Roared” is also definitely being “the; large number still operating unions, FILS. FULS and FIALS.
New pact is for. two years.
at a satisfactory profit.”
submitted for San Francisco.
of a freak.

Rim

British Govt. Plans For.
Theatre Tax Concession
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A Mighty Boxoffice Salute to...

ie Outstanding Adventure
ctacle On The Screen Today!
"WITH JOHN WAYNE AND WILLIAM HOLDEN FOR THE
MARQUEE, THIS IS A BLOCKBUSTER IN EVERY SENSE OF
THE WORD! The screen has another stirring, exciting and
realistic spectacle of the war between the States. Magnifi¬
cently directedH^r John Ford, this story is packed with ter¬
rific battle action and feats of daring to thrill male patrons
and of course, the youngsters, as well as a goodly quota of
romance. John Wayne is at his best, William Holden is
equally effective. A great Civil War spectacle for every type
of audience I"
-boxoffice
"LOADED WITH THE KIND OF ENTERTAINMENT THAT
MEANS HIGHER RETURNS AT THE BOXOFFICE Mt con¬
tains an interest-holding yarn, including suspense, fighting,
attractive settings and a smart combination of acting talent
that should spell out plenty of reason for enthusiastic public
acceptance. In addition, there is the superior direction of
John Ford and his numerous touches that add to the overall
lustre of the attraction. John Wayne and William Holden
make a powerful team!"
-the exhibitor
"JOHN WAYNE AND WILLIAM HOLDEN IS A COMBINA¬
TION TO MAKE ANY EXHIBITOR COUNT HIS MONEY
IN ADVANCE! With that as a start, add two hours of sus¬
penseful story about a breath-taking episode of the Civil
War; stormy romance; dramatic conflict between Wayne
and Holden; all in flawlessly pho¬
tographed DeLuxe color, and The
Horse Soldiers' becomes a meas¬
urable success at the boxoffice!"
-M.P. DAILY

"A WHOPPING BIG, COLORFUL SPECTACLE IN THE
'GRAND TRADITION7! As for boxoffice; the names of John
Wayne and William Holden alone provide the kind of draw
that no exhibitor can quarrel with ... full of blazing action
and romance. A high adventure-drama that makes its robust
pitch right to the broad audience for whom it is meant. One
of those pictures that can't miss!"
-variety
"ONE OF THE BEST ADVENTURE SPECTACLES TO REACH
THE SCREEN! An 'action' product that is tailored for actionminded audiences. Directed by John Ford, the film is packed
with action from start to finish and surges with battles and
hand-to-hand combats. It is rough, rugged and romantic/
with ingredients that should have a wide appeal]"
-HARRISON'S REPORTS

"WILL MORE THAN DELIVER AT THE BOXOFFICE! An
absorbing; exciting and fascinating motion picture which
should give a splendid account of itself wherever it is played
... unflagging pace, excitement, romance and rousing color.
It is the kind of film to create a lively anticipation which will
not be disappointed 1"
-motion picture herald
"OUTSTANDING FILM FOR MAJOR GROSSES! Has the
action and surprise elements that always prove strong with
the paying customers. Wayne and Holden perform with all
the professional competence one has come to expect of them,
The 'HORSE
SOLDIERS7 should
prove highly popular
with the paying cus¬
tomers!" -FILM DAILY

John Wayne William Holden
The Horse Soldiers
CONSTANCE TOWE
jOHN hOKU

)HN LEE MAHIN MARTIN RACKI

COLOR by DeLuxe

401- Anniversary

'VARISTY'*' LONDOM OFFICi
l St. Martin's PUca, Trafalgar Square

PSsRIETY

INTERXATIOm

Bavaria Film Co, Sets 10

Madrid, June 9.
Distribution situation in Spain
was partially clarified this week
. When the Motion Picture Export
Assn, reached agreement on the al¬
location of 40 import licenses to
U.S. companies for their 1959-60
reieasd schedules, but areas of the
. distrib canvas are still clouded
after, the visit here of Jack Lamont
last week on behalf of U.S. inde¬
pendents and the swelling cry from
local. distribsvfor Yank product.
MPEA allocation gives Metro,
ZOth-Fox and United Artists six
licenses each;i Paramount, Colum-J
bia and -Warner Bros; receive five
each; Universal drew four and Al- j
lied Artists three. Yariks for the
moment are seeking three import
parchments apiece to enter some'
product immediately for pre-season
dubbing and exhib contracting.
Government film authorities are
wrestling with an allocation prob¬
lem dwarfing anything; MPEA
execs faced in evolving their sevenmember breakdown. . Spanish dis¬
tribs, some 154 in huimber, are all
clamoring for the balance of 40
MPEA films designated as the
Spanish quota in the March 13
Spain-MPEA pact;
Of the 154 distribs, 24 have na¬
tional rating, 13 are semi-nationals
and the rest are regional or. onecity releasers.
To cope, with mass outcry for
Holly wood films, Government ruled
first that semi-nationals arid: 111
small distribs must form groups of
five to apply for licenses. Officials
also ordered all distribs to come
up with bank guarantees clipped
to applications Covering stiff im¬
port fees several companies. still
owe for last season.
Bank guarantee, deadline of June
2, according to reliable reports,
fourid ’most distribs waving bank
clearances and demanding licenses.
. Expected elimination of f oundering
locals failed to materialize at this
time.
Even with enforced grouping of
companies, government must still
. satisfy, more than 50 applicants.
Total product available for coming
season includes 40 MPEA films, 15
English, 30 French, 30 Italian, 15
German and 10 Austrian films. Not
all the French, German, Austrian
and Italian licenses will be. op¬
tioned since the market has turned,
its back on Continental pix with
the re-entry last fall of MPEAAmong the 50 distrib groups, 24
: major companies alone distributed
some 60 U.S, pix during the 195859 season. These companies, espe¬
cially the top banners such as Dipenfa, Filmayer, As Films, Mercurio, Chamartin, Suevia, Cea and
. several others are making a tre¬
mendous effort to capture three
Yank licenses per company.
In addition to the scramble for
quota pix, there is a backlog of 230
films, Many of these, perhaps 100,
insiders say, are unfit for first-run
dates, but. the remainder were in¬
die Yank films and European prod¬
uct bought by locals at fancy in¬
flationary prices during the em¬
bargo years
^ :V

EUROPEAN TOUR OF
PHILHARMONIC ORCH
Having mollified the musicians
who complained that foreign travel
was more expensive than their
tour allowance, the N. Y. Philhar¬
monic will present 50 concerts in
10 weeks. Of these 18 concerts will
be in the Soviet. Union. Leonard
Bernstein and Thomas Schippers
will divide the conducting chores.
This is the itinerary as currently
fixed:
- Athens, Greece—Aug!. 5, 6.
Baalbek, Lebanon—Aug.8. 9;
Istanbul. Turkey—Aug: 11, 12; .
Sofia. Bulgaria—Aug. 13, .14;
Salzburg, Austria—lug. 16.
Warsaw—Aug. 18, 19, 20.
Moscow—10 concerts between Aug. 22
. and Sept. 2.
Leningrad—8 concerts between Sept.- 4
. . and Sept.- 12.
Scheveningen, Holland—Sept. 13.
Du.sseldorf, Germany—Sept. 15.
Essen, Germany—Sept. 16.
. Luxembourg—Sept.. 18.
Paris—Sept, 20.
Basle—Sept. 21.
• Munich—Sept. 22.
Belgrade,. Yugoslavia—Sept. 23, 24.
. Venice—Sept. 26.Milan—Sept;. 28, 29.
Hamburg—Sept. 30.
Berlin—Oct. 1.
O3I0* Norway—Oct. 3.
Helsinki, Finland—Oct, 4
Abo, Finland—Oct. 5.
Stockholm—Oct. 6.
<
Goteborg, Sweden—Oct. 8.
London—Oct. 10.

.

Munich, June 9.
Hans W. Kubaschewski, former¬
ly with - Warners and now the
general manager of Bavaria Filmkunst AG in Munchen-Geiselgasteig; has announced a program of
10 German pictures, produced by
independents for: Bavaria which
Few British Exhibs
will not have any of its own pro¬
in this season:
Request Quota Relief duction
Dr. Wolf Schwarz, Whose resig¬
London, June 16.
nation from Bavaria, .was accepted,
With just two weeks to go before will leave "June 30 on a long vaca¬ Newsreel Cinema For
deadline for the receipt of the tion. But he continues as an ad¬
Honolulu Jet Airport
appropriate .official, forms, the viser to the company.
Honolulu, June 9.
Board of Trade is getting; anxious
Coriipact 150-seat newsreel thea¬
about exhibitors’ applications for
tre will be. built in Honolulu’s new
quota relief, in respect to the year
jet-age airport terminal building.
starting Oct. 1. The BOT sent out
It Will be operated on a concession
3,036 forms; early last month, but
basis. The Honolulu .Aeronautics
as of last Tuesday (9) had received
Commission expects it to become
only 372 applications.
one of the major convenience fea¬
In 1958, at the same date, 454
tures at the airport.
applications had cpme in following
the dispatch of 3,253 forms;
. Reasoning is that in-transit pas¬
Washington, June 16.
sengers, stopping .over for only two
Motion picture theatre business or three hours while plane is being
14 In bad shape in . Austria, U;S. serviced, will welcome the oppor¬
Commerce Dept, hears.
tunity to relax amidst air-condi¬
Trade dropped sharply there In tioned comfort.
1958, and; present plans for boost;
in admission prices are expected
to cause situation to get worse,
according to a study released by.
Nathan D. Golden on information
; ;v Berlin, June 91
provided by. the U.S. Embassy in
’ Greece, Indonesia, Ireland, Can¬ Vienna.
ada, Morocco, Uruguay and the
Yank films feel this fall off
Republic of China have joined sharply because 42% .of; motion
other countries participating in the pictures exhibited in Austria are
forthcoming Berlin International U.S. product.
. Mexico City, June 16Film Festival, making a total of 1 Golden found only 47.3% occu¬
Current “hot” project in Mexi¬
42 nations entered. Fest starts June pancy of motion picture theatres
co’s
entertainment
industry aims
26 and runs through July 7. The in Austria last year. This com¬
Soviet Uqion • will not participate pares -with 10-year average of to capitalize on the visit. a fort¬
in the festival. This became known 50.3% occupancy.
night ago by President Achmed
last week. The Berlin festival com¬
Principal factors contributing to Sukarno of Indonesia. . Motion
mittee had officially Invited Rus¬ the attendance plunge down in picture, dance and cultural circles
sia as the latter is a country with Austria, Golden said, were ‘‘large
whi c h the Federal Republic of. number of mediocre films, being are planning a build-up of a re¬
West Germany holds diplomatic re¬ offered” and, the increasing com¬ ciprocal exchange of films, artists
petitive growth of television. An¬ and cultural programs. President
lations.
West Germany’s official feature other cause is steady advance of Sukarno was visibly impressed by
film entry is Helmut Kaeutner’s car ownership. Also* he added, the Mexican folklore dances he
‘‘The Rest Is Silence.” Pic stars Austrian theatres show fewer witnessed, and the private showing
Hardy Krueger.
short subjects^ cartoons and news of “El Zarco” (The Wall-eyed One)
Some of the official feature film features than the case in other at the Variedades Theatre.
Raul de Anda, head of the Mexi¬
entries are U S., “Ask Any Girl” countries. Theatres, further, are
(M-G); Great. Britain, “Siege of generally , in poor condition With can Assn. of Film Producers, and
Miguel
Aleman Jr., both seriously
Pinchgut”; Italy, “Un Uomo Fa-, owners lacking funds to modernize
attempting to open up new foreign
cile”; Japan. “Hadaka No Taya”; them. Golden said.
Argentina, “La Caida”; Denmark, ; Admission price is major head¬ markets: for .Mexican pictures,
“Poeteri og Lillemor”; Finland* ache; he reported. Now among. have pounced on the idea of a size¬
“Sven Dufva”; Greece, “Astero”; EuropeV lowest, although films able Indonesian market despite
India, “Sagar Sangame”; Korea, are subject to relatively high taxes the fantastically lew boxoffice ad¬
“Chongkack”; Mexico, “Fior de and duties, ticke prices will prob¬ missions there.
Mayo”; Holland, “Dorp a:£ri de Riv- ably be hiked soon between 10
One of the projects outlined en¬
ier”; Norway, “Herren og hans arid 25%. .Film sources believe tails a Mexican delegation of pro¬
Tjenere”; Austria “Panoptikum this/Will cut attendance -further, ducers, stars and directors, which
1959’’; Sweden, “Korkalen,” and Golden said.
will head towards Djokjakarta,
Spain, “Diez Fusiles Esperan.”
with some - of the best Mexican
Titles of invited pix will be an¬
films of recent years, to conquer
nounced shortly,
the Indonesian market. Film per¬
On the occasion of the film test,
sonalities, principally eye pleasing
the local Waldbuehne, an amphi¬
serioritas and male mariaehi sing¬
theatre, will come along with its
. . Athens, June 9/
ers, in personal appearances, could
traditional outdoor event. Latter . Carl Foreman arrived in Athens give citizens of the East Indies a
will include the German preeffi of for. meetings with Greek Authori¬ tuneful,, colorful show.
Melodie’s “All Love Peter,” a. mu¬ ties and local .film makers to. com¬
Giving added impetus to the
sical starring Peter Kraus, coun¬ plete a survey of. available facili¬
project is the fact that the cultural
try’s rock ’n’ roll idol.
ties for the shooting of his forth¬ attache at the Indonesian Embassy
Foreign stars expected to attend coming “The Guns of Navarone,”
this year’s fete include Sophia based on Alistair MacLean’s best¬ here has revealed his country is
Loren, Gary Cooper, Esther Wil¬ seller. Foreman revealed his in¬ preparing to send an artistic dele¬
liams and Cary Grant, If Cooper tentions to produce “an adult gation to Mexico, with stress on
comes, it would be the third time epic” in Technicolor and Todd-AO Asiatic folklore. This is in keep¬
he has attended the Berlin festival. as well as in Technirama versions. ing with a private agreement be¬
tween presidents Sukarno and
“Navarone” depicts the adven¬
In return, Indonesia wants
tures and efforts of American, Mateos.
EUROPE'S MUSICAL TASTES
Greek arid British commandos to to see a Mexican entertainment
caravan
featuring the best in song
Freed Explains: Why So Few U.S. destroy an enemy battery located and dance.
on a Greek .-.Island near the Turk¬
Musical Pix Score 0’Seas.
Both Mexican executives had
ish, coast. Part of the .filiri; Will be
shot on. Rhodes Island as well as private talks with President SuParis, June 9.
And immediately after
Arthur Freed, G-G’s vet musical in Cyprus'"but Foreman Will also karno.
film.. producer, during his visit travel to Yugoslavia to study un¬ these discussions were taken up by
here, opined that Yank film usual offers made by the govern¬ Mexican foreign relations officials,
musicals never were really great ment of that country. ■;• Foreman treating with the Indonesian-. Em¬
grtissers on the Continent because with his group left for Rhodes bassy here:. Possibility of quickly
of the difference in musical com¬ after a few days here and then establishing a film- exchange pact
seems good.
edy tastes, end the difficulty of goes to Cyprus,
adapting . . the ;: tricky American
lyrics.
;::-.
Freed points out that if U.S.
film musicals are fading in num¬
bers it is not because of the lack¬
lustre showings abroad but be¬
cause of the exorbitant costs these
London,. June 16.
days and the generaljfailing .off of
Epoch-making communique from the: Rank h.q. concerning two
overall Yank production. With
stars now at work at Pine wood Studios.; delivered in a telephoned
individual size and spectacle the
communique from the Organization at VARiEty’s London office:
thing as against music . numbers,
Pier Angeli and Eva Bartok, both starring in “SOS Pacific,”
and; with most top musical stars
now being made at Pinewood . Studios,. “announced” today that
now on their own, it is extremely
their highly publicized domestic problems seem to be solved. An¬
expensive to. assemble them for . a
geli, whose ex-husband singer Vic Damone arrived dramatically
big musical these days.
in London two days ago. with an armful of toys for his son Perry,
Freed says that England, Austra¬
stated that a reconciliatibn had taken place. “We have discussed
lia, South Africa and the Continent
the whole matter fully*” she said on the set, “and I think our
can insure a musical good returns
problems have been sorted out. We are both very happy about it,
provided the film is good.
: especially because of our son Perry. He is absolutely radiant now
Continental audiences generally. , that he has seen us together again.”
haVe differently conditioned musi¬
. Vic Damone will stay in London for two or three more days and
cal tastes as evidenced by a look
Will then fly to New York to appear fn a show.
at the French legit musical stage
Eva Bartok: riiade this “announcement” about her relationship
still in the old waltz operetta
with Prince Shiv, who arrived In London a few days ago: “We have
phase. Until- there is a break¬
talked over our problems and they seem to have been sorted out.
through In conditioning European
I will not be rushed into anything and I still have some things to
patrons to the more’ advanced
sort out* in my mind, but things! are much clearer now. We have
Yank concepts, the U.S. tintuner
decided, however, that whatever happens, my career will continue.
Will have hard going in Europe,
Nothing immediate is liable to happen as I have film commitments
says Freed.
in three countries over the next four months.”

Mexico Show Biz
Eyes on Indonesia

‘Navarcne’ ia Greece

'Anger OK $10,5
London, June 9.
A spell of wanner weather made
a dent in first-run returns in the
last stanza, affecting most situa¬
tions. Just a few pix beat the
rising mercury, notably “Gigi,”
which continued capacity in 17th
week at the Columbia, with $10,000. Also sturdy was “Some Like
It Hot” which was hefty $9,000 in
fourth week at the London Pavi¬
lion. “Rio Bravo” opened in fine
style with prospects of a great
$12,000 in initial Warner round.
“Diary of Anne Frank,” which
opened with a charity preem at the
Carlton last Wednesday (3). played
at capacity for most evening per¬
formances, but matinees were disappointing. The first round looks
to finish' at a fair $7,000. “Look
Back In Anger” made a promising
start at the Empire, and shapes
around $10,500 in its second week.
“Jack the Rinpcr” looks average
in second at the Plaza. “Middle of
the Night” looks fair $6,500 at
Odeon, Marble Arch, for opening
round.
Estimates for Last Week
Astoria (CM A) (1.474; $1.20$2.15) — “Around World in 80
Days” (UA) (101st wk). . Down to
$4,300. Finishes its current run
July 10. It will be followed July
29 by "‘Sleeping Beauty” (Disney).
Carlton (20th) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
“Diary pf Anne Frank” (20th). Be¬
low expectations at $7,000 for
opening week of 10 performances,
though playing capacity at most
evening shows.
Casino (Indiet <1,155; 70-$2.1'5)—
“Seven Wonders of World” (Robin)
(67th wki. Also' hit by the weath¬
er, but finished a sturdy $13,000.
Columbia (Col) (740; $1.05-$2.50)
—“Gigi” <M-G).U7th wk). Capac¬
ity as usual at $10,000.
Dominion (CMA) *1.721; $1.05$2.20) — “South Pacific” (20th)
(59th wk). Brisk $12,800.
Empire (M-G) 0,099; 55-31.70)—
“Look Back In Anger” <ABP> (2d
wk). Likely okay $10,500 cr near.
First was $12,500, “Count Your
Blessings” (M-G i opens Metro’s
35t’n birthday celebration June 11,
Gaumont <CMA; (1,500; 50-$1.70)
—“The Hangman” (Par! (3d wk).
Moderate $3,000 or near. Theatre
closes this week, site to be rede¬
veloped as an office block with a
smaller theatre included.
Leicester Square Theatre «CMA)
(1,37(3; 50-$1.70)—“Shake Hands.
With Devil” iUAi <2d wk). Neatl
$6,500. First was S7.8Q0. “Say One
For Me” <20th) follows June 18.
London Pavilion (UA) (1.217; 50$1.70)—“Some Like II Hot” (UA)
(4th wk!. Heading for hefty £9,600 or over. Third was $10.700.,
Odeon, Leicester Scuare tCMA)
(2,200; 50-$l-70)—“Pork Chop Kill”
(UA) (3d wk). Solid S7.300. Second
was $8,400. “Woman Obsessed”
(20th) bows June 11.
Odeon, Marble Arch <CMA> (2.200; 50-$1.70)—“Middle of Night”
(Col). Fair $6,500 looms.
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70(—
“Jack the Ripper” (Regal) (2d wk).
Average $S,100. First was $7,200.
“Tarzan’s Greatest Adventure”
(Par) opens June 19.
Rialto (20thi (592; 50-SI.30—
“Room At Top” (IFD) (5th wk>.
Down to S3,200, but fine for1 length
of run at this house.
Rite (M-G) (432; 50-$1.30»—
“Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G) »2d wk).
Fair $2,500, same as previous week.
“Alive and Kicking” (ABP) follows
June 11.
Studio One (APT) (600; 30-$1.20)
—“Shaggy Dog” (Disney) (4th wk).
Almost $3,000.
Warner (WB) (1,785; 50-$1.70»—
“Rio Bravo” (WB). Lusty $12,000.

GREET YANK FILM FOLK
Berlin Press Hit the Usual Cocktail
Routine
* Berlin, June 9.
Within a week, local interview¬
ers here met Millie Perkins, Billy
Wilder, Harold Mirisch, I. A. L.
Diamond, Jack Lemmon, William
Ferlberg and George Seaton.
At the Millie Perkins press re¬
ception by 20th-FoX on the roof
garden of the Hilton hotel, a sub¬
stantial publicity success, both for
the actress and “The Diary of
Anne Frank,” was achieved. It’s
due locally at Filmbuehne Wien
sometime this summer.
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AN M-G-M PICTURE

Excitement' that races 2,000 miles from glittering
Manhattan to the great stone faces at Mt. Rush more

Suspense weaves his greatest tale:

The Master of

%i

4*

/%•

\

THE PUBLIC WILL SOON
BE GOING "NORTH BY
NORTHWEST”
Top national magazines will spread its great¬
ness. Display ads In Life, True, McCalPs.
"Picture of the Month”columns in Look,True
Story, McCalPs, Cosmopolitan, Redbook,
*r173L Ads in all leading fan magazines.

YOU
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j

BANK
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World Premiere, Woods, Chicago, July 1st. Coming Music Hall, N.Y.

Summit
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JFeefc Ended Tueg. (16)

N, Y. Stock Exchange
1959
High Low
23% 1856
29% 20%
84% 61%
4834 35
24% 18 .
21%.

59%
.91%
9%
18%
37
14%
12%
507*
3634
145?4
71
10%
1434
27%'
33%
43%
32%
2978
84
47%
136?4

17%

42%
75
6%
13%.
287a
10%
10
44
21
96%
43%
8%
13%
18 ..
24%
36
24%
27
72
24%
92%

♦Weekly Vol Weekly
in lOt
High
ABC Vending; 53
22
27%
AmBr-Par Th 179
69%
Ampex .... 183
43%
CBS _..219
1834
Col Pix
127
18%
Decca
193
47%:
Disney ..... 96
8434:
Eastman Kdk. 286
7%
EMI ....... 364
Glen Alden. .2032
18%
28%
Loew's Inc .. 154 .
Loew's Thea 289
14
10a8
Nat. Thea. . 205
4974
Paramount .
48
Philco '
3238
411
133%
Polaroid ,.: 204
65aS
RCA
4826
Republic . .. 259
958
14%
Rep., pfd.
8
27%
Stanley War. 179
30%
Storer :-- 22
20ih-Fox . . .. 123
36%
United Artists 181
29%
28
Univ. Pix".;. 14
75
Univ., pfd. .. 1550
475&
Warner Bros . 192
I3334
Zenith . 1331

. Net
Change
for wk,
+ V4
+ 1%
+1

Weekly Tues.
Low Close
21%
217 s
26%
267s
67%
66%
42^4
41%
I734
1734
1734
177e
4434

4434

82%
7
17%
27T 8
13%
97a
463-4
2934

84%
V 'a
17'8
27%
13.5 a
10
487i

4-1%
+.%...
4- %
+276
4- '%
4-1
—.%
+ %

+ 178 .
+ %,
+7% .

2934

12434

132^8
62%
9%
14
2658
295-g.
35
29%
28
75
46'%
127 Vs

62" g
9%
14
2434
29%
3434
28
28
73
4534

125

4* %

. +2%

+ ;*

—- 3,4
+ 1%
.+3
++%
+4%

American Stock Exchange
37^
5%
1134
8%
12%
7%
7
214
297s: 1778
97a 6
934
6%
3
1%
10%
7%
53*
1034
6%
97s
7%. .478;
22%
9
7"
1478

Allied Artists 61
Ail’d Art*, pfd
3
Buckeye Corp. 49
Cinerama Inc. 138
Desilu Prods. 79
DuMont Lab. 140
Filmways .
45
Guild Filins . . 135
NatT Telefilm 12
Sk-atron . . . 113
Technicolor
91
55
Tele Indus .
Telcprompter 23
Trans-Lux
19

434
412
9" 8
10
8%
9%
. 434
• 5
.1838 • 1734
; 734 :
83s
63s
: 7%
!l5 8
134
8%
77*6%
7% .7%
678
53b
-. 5%" : ■
; 1734
i7 • '
11
12%

45 8
97 s
93B
434

+ %
. + %
— 1-8
+ %
—- .38

1734

8
634
134
8
634
67s
• 5%.

— %
!+' \h
■ +.• %
+1• 7 8

17

12%

Over-the-Couriter Securities
Ask

Bid
".-2% "•

American Corp.
.
Cinerama Prod. • •
King Bros. .. ..
Magna Theatre
Metropolitan Broadcasting
Scranton Corp...-. .
U. A. Theatres :...........

2%

+ %

.

2%;
i% ■ 134
2% :
2%
14%. 15%
.2%

■■•■4

..

•5.,"

•

9%

•+

♦ Week Ended Monday (15).
t Actual Volume.
4 Ex-dividend. .
•' (Courtesy, of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc)'

Jersey-Six Months From N.Y.
; Continued from

do . not. allow Newark and other
Jersey cities to play films simulta¬
neously with Broadway, they per¬
mit communities 35 miles away to
.day-arid-date the fiinis.
With the development of the new
super highway’s, it’s easy for the
people in the in-between area to
get into their cars and reach the
outlying theatres in less than 20
minutes, Stern noted; Bather than
going to New York to catch the
new films, the film-going public
would -rather attend the theatres
in the suburban areas • since they
are easier to reach and more
parking facilities are available, he
explained. As a result, he Con¬
tended, the theatres in the no¬
man’s zone have become the or¬
phans and cannot hope to compete
with the fresh product that sur¬
rounds the territory.
Feast-Famine
In many instances,. Stern con¬
tinued, there’s a feast or famine.
The feast usually : comes shortly
after holiday periods When the film
companies unload a batch of top
product on Broadway. When these
films are available for northern
■New Jersey, Stern said, they
come in bunches and. frequently
theatres are offered three top films
in one week: “For the rest of the
year,’: he said, “we have to depend
on the castoffs.”
Stern said . he couldn’t understand why the film, companies
continue to insist on maintaining
the old distribution pattern when
it has been proved many times that
Wh en the northern New Jersey
theatres receive product that is
timely they can do big business.
He charged that the distributors
are completely unaware of the
theatre layout in New Jersey. He
said he could obtain signed affi¬
davits from exhibitors in the area
noting that they, haven’t seen a
filiii. company salesman in at least

PICTURES
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although not openly expressed* at
the composition of the distribu¬
tors’ committee which held the
first meeting with the exhibitors’
group. Except for Eric Johnston,
president of the Motion Picture
Assn, of America, and SkoUras. the
distrlb conferees: consisted mainly
of deputies as. compared with the
“heads of state” that represented
exhibition.
The presence of Adolph Schi¬
mel, Universal’s! general counsel,
was also considered a drawback
by some . exhibitors
although
Schimel did not make any com¬
ments whatever at the session; Op¬
position to-Schimel is based oh the
view of. some theatremen that he
was one of the prime stumbling
blocks as far as exhibitors were
Concerned in the attempts to es¬
tablish an industry arbitration
system.
Lawyers Make It Hard
The fact, too, that Schimel is a
lawyer did not sit too well w’ith a
few theatremen.
They recalled
that Skouras, in urging the estab¬
lishment of the Congress of Ex¬
hibitors, was careful to exclude
all attorneys from the committees
on the theory that the legal eagles,
frequently upset negotiations with
their concentration on the fine
points of the law. Moreover, exhibs noted that/ if Schimel were
permitted to participate in the
conference, why; weren’t Theatre;
Owners of America’s . general
counsel Herman M. Levy and Al¬
lied’s Abram F.' Myers?
Despite the numerous postpone¬
ments in reaching any .definite
agreements. on steps to improve
relations between both segments
of the industry, the leaders of C.
of E, are steadfastly . Clinging to
their aims to bring about a peace¬
ful, solution. TOA, in particular,
is exhausting !• every , effort and
maintaining a calm, atmosphere;
The firebrands of Allied are being,
temporarily kept in. check; by the
aident proponents of the Congress
of Exhibitors. Allied leaders such
as Irving Dollinger, Wilbur Snaper,
Ben Marcus and Jack Kirsch have
been urging their organization not
to precipitate any overt actions
and to go along with aims of the
Congress until ..it is: definitely,
proven that the film companies
are unwilling, to. cooperate.
Whether these men can. hold all
of Allied in check for any length
of time is a matter of conjecture.
There are indications that many
Aliiedites are ready to pursue the
organization’s: “white paper” cam¬
paign and a new appeal to the Gov¬
ernment despite previous; failures
in overtures to Federal authori¬
ties.':'

five years, ’The film companies
don’t, everi know the distance be¬
tween some of the drive-ins. and
conventional theatres and; haven’t
taken into consideration the new
super highways,” he stated. . ~
About a year ago Jersey Allied
retained counsel and readied a
complaint for submission to the
Federal Court. petitioning for the issss Continued from page Z'sssss
upset of the . present, clearance plate taking, advantage ; of the au¬
system;
However, the organiza¬
tion of the American Congress of thority recently .granted by the
Exhibitors delayed; action on the Federal Communications Commisr
matter. It was the hope of the Al¬ siori. to conduct tests over the air*”
lied group; that the Congress of the Telemeter prez said. “Instead,
Exhibitors would solve the issue
and, according to Stem, Jersey j we are actually going into business
Allied held off making any moves on wire.” While the company, plans
because it didn’t Want to hurt the to go slow in developing the paychances of . ACE. . He intimated, tv medium, “vve plan to expand the
however, that unless a solution very first situation as rapidly as
were forthcoming shortly the Jer¬ conditions permit,” he noted.
sey group may: be forced to file
Novins cited a long list, of rea¬
its long-delayed complaint.
sons why Telemeter preferred
cable to bver-the-air transmission,
including the greater freedom in
scheduling andprogramming, the
ability to transmit three or more
SSSS5 Continued from pagt 2. j^i programs at the same time, the
possibility for repeat: programming
building still standing on the plot land the chance to reacn specialized,
of the proposed : new $66,000,000, [even local: audiences. Further48-story Zeckeridorf Hotel, part; of ] more, he observed, pay-tv by wire
the Rockefeller Center group of [ doesn’t displace any show’s now On'
{the air. Novins didn’t think Con¬
buildings, slated. now for August gress would stand in the way of
cornerstone ceremonies and. a 1961 cable transmission, even though a
unveiling..
bill to outlaw it is now pending.
Shor’s personnel totals 145 all
Zenith Radio & TV Corp. recent¬
told, of which 92 waiters, captains,
ly
also made it dear that it
busboys and bartenders man the
three floors of the' present estab¬ planned to move ahead, and Skiatron
has long been active. The ac¬
lishment. Many of the staff have,
been with the boniface since he cent with all these companies ap¬
pears
to be on wire transmission.
first opened his doors May 30, 1940;
Only a few have summer resort
Novins said that, in the U. S.
jobs; many, of course, expect to. Telemeter had several attractive
return to Shor’s when the new situations under . active considera¬
eatery is ready in perhaps six or tion. Presumably, these will be
eight months; and many, “just don’t | places currently served by commuknow our future plans.”
I nity antenna systems.

Tools Shor

15

Allied Artists On Its Own in Seattle,
Now Operates 23 U.S. Exchanges
‘Indian’ Gets Scalped*
Banks Nix Dodge Note
Hollywood, June 16.
California State Labor Commis¬
sion has filed a criminal action
against John Carr Productions on
the basis of 120 claims against the
company for $58,621.34 in salaries
allegedly due from Carr’s unfin¬
ished indie feature, “The Indian.”
Pic . shot four days last Decem¬
ber and folded for lack of cash.
Carr had a note for $140,000 co¬
signed by himself and auto scion
Horace Dodge, but banks refused
to honor the note without col¬
lateral. Pic, incidentally, starred
Gregg Sherwood, Dodge’s -Wife,
and Michael Ansara.
After several hearings, the La¬
bor Commission decided to pre¬
fer criminal charges, claiming
five counts of violation of Sec.
216A of the California Labor
Code.
Commission claims that
last Dec. 10 and 11, Carr, having
the ability to pay wages and demand having been made, willfully
refused to make payments..
Each count is punishable by up
to six months in jail or $500 fine
Or both, but customary in such
cases in case pf a conviction is a
sentence of probation if promise
of restitution is made.

Hollywood, June 16.
Allied Artists now owns a total
of 23 branches in the U.S., followring. acquisition of the Seattle ex¬
change from its franchise-holder.
Allied Artists Productions of Cali*
fornia, which is a Separate cor¬
poration and not part of the Steve
Broidy structure. Exchange is cur¬
rently being converted to companyowned operation by Harold Wirthwein, western division sales man¬
ager.
Only three enfranchised AA ex¬
changes remain still in operation,
two, Los Angeles and Frisco, are
also held by AAPC. Third is the
Cleveland exchange,. operated by
Allied Artists Film Distributors
Inc., of which Nate Schultz is
prexy. Mel Hulling dieads AAPC.
AA, in addition to its exchanges,
also maintains sales and booking
offices in Albany. Des Moines, Mil¬
waukee, New Haven, Oklahoma
City and Portland, Ore.

Joseph Welch
; Ccnfir d from page 1 ;

! eourtroom scenes are authentic.
The only thing that disturbed him,
he said, was that in the film th®
lawyers work closer to the wit¬
nesses than is customary in court-,
room procedure. However, he said,
this could be forgiven because of
the small aperture of the taking
camera. “But the whole thing is
authentic.” he said, “If it W’ere
not for the fidelity with which the
role of Judge Weaver was written,
I would riot be lunching with you
today. The only way I could he
Continued from pace 5 sss persuaded to go back into films
would be if some one wrote a part,
each in a different country. With for me which was as good as this ”
both “Ferry,” filmed for a British
Governor Furcolo got into
producer both in, England and
the act ichen asked by a ftlm
China, and “Angel,” an American
critic if he had any desire to
feature lerised In Hollywood, under
play a governor in a picture.
his belt, he next will, do “Katja,"
The Governor said he hadn’t
a French production in Paris, start¬
been asked, but if the right
ing in July. “I Aim to the Stars,”
producers and • the right foie
story of Werner von Braun, is
earns along, he would not be
slated for. filming In Germany by
averse.
Columbia Pictures, with sequences
Gov. Furcolo is author of a po¬
also to be compjnted in Hollywood litico novel, “Let George Do It,”
in. October, “mree Penny Opera” under a pseudonym.
will be madejjpr a German-Italian
Columbia’s exploitation chief
combine, filJRd in both these John Markle here, arranged the
countries. /
press reception, in cooperation with
Foreign audiences like to see an Carlyle (Preminger) office. Nabbed
actor in a pic made in their own heavy press, radio and tv coverage
country, apart from any American with locals Welch and Miss Bemick.
appearances he may make, accord¬
ing to Jurgens, hence it pays for
the actor to maintain this parti¬
cular market: American pix have
a way of being sometimes delayed
Continued from page 1 —^
in transit abroad, so if the ^Euro¬
pean player remains! indefinitely those made by the N. Y. censor.
in-'Hollywoo'd he may!become but Kingsley outfit then would have had
to promise that this N. Y. version
a memory.
In addition to this year’s quintet, would have been the one to be re*
Jurgens also lias plans next year leased in the rest of the country.
The “B” rating implies that,
to direct and star - inr “Royal
Game” for an Austrian company, from the Catholic point-of-view, a
to be filmed in Vienna, and under picture is “objectionable In part
his own production banner will for all.”
Kingsley - International noted
tarn out “The Gk/eat St. Bernard,”
lensed in Switzerland and in which this week that, with its being un¬
willing to make very minor cuts
actor will play a monk.
By constantly appearing lri the for hational release, the Legion
films of other lands, Jurgens not only condemned the picture,
thinks, too, that an actor’s view¬ but condemned. it in unusually
point may be enlarged, which will strong terms, implying that the en¬
round and mature him, due to the tire theme and treatment repre¬
attitude and approach of various sented “en unrelieved emphasis on
sensuality of a highly gross na¬
different nationalities who pro¬ ture.”
duce and direct, these films. All
Peter Horner, prez of Union
this will benefit bis general acting
Films, w’hich handles distribution
and appreciation of film roles.
on “Love Is My Profession,” said
Jurgens, noted that only, the sea¬ the picture had been passed with
soned Hollywood stars are known minor cuts by all state and city
abroad, such, as John Wayne, Gary censor boards. The Legion didn’t
Cooper, Clark Gable and others of rate the film until it had been in
their generation, while the young¬ release, and playing in Manhattan,
er thesps, regardless of what their for several weeks. Delay is ex¬
standing is here, are generally un¬ plained via the huddles on cuts
known. This is because, he said, and a modified rating.
film studios no longer have many
Kingsley-International is releas¬
stars under term contract, and ing “Love” ih both dubbed and
When publicizing a picture con¬ titled versions.
centrate on this rather than the
buildup of a player who will do
Only a singleton, or so for them.
The day of institutional buildup of
Los Angeles* June 16.
a star, which once prevailed, is
First Cinemascope showing of
gone, in . Jurgens opinion.
Magna’s “South Pacific” locally
Prior to his departure for Cuba has been set for June 26 in six
and a West Indies holiday before houses in the area, all to play
skying to London, Jurgens com¬ musical a minimum of four weeks
pleted the English dubbing of “Op¬ at pop prices or tilted slightly.
eration North Pole,”. Italian film
Pic will run the same 157he made four years ago with Dawn minutes playing time as in the
Addams, English actress. Pic was original Todd-AO version. Booked
made originally in Italian, but will are the State. El Rey, Loyola,
be released in English in this coun¬ Studio City: United Artists, Pasa¬
try by Columbia.
dena; and West Coast, Long Beach.

Jurgens’Credo

‘Love’Gats

‘Pacific’ in L.A. Playoff
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'./.BOSTON");
(Continued from pagef 9)
$1.50)—“Room , at TOP” (Corit) (5th
wk). Torrid Boff $9,000.: Last
week, $10,000.
ft , pi
i
n*,i DA
. <2d wk). First round completed
Memorial 1RK0)
(RKO) : (3.000; 60Heat Nlouens I lit D.lr.
Sunday il4) was big. $12,000. /
$1.10)—“Robe” (20th)
(20tii) and “Deme“Deme-.
• trious' and Gladiators” (20th) (re&
rtk- -AA
Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2) — .trious'
Rnf Manp I lich %7 Sillr
“Modern Times”'(Lopert) (reissue) runs’’. Good ;$12,000. Last week,
Dili JttilC iiUoll . y I jUVU, . 17th \vk,>. Sixth week ended Friday “Man in Net”. (UA) and “Gunfight
t
'12' was-lusty $11,700. Fifth week, at Dodge City” (UA), $11,000.
Any Uin l/luueol OU $12,800.
Metropolitan (NET) (4.357; 70Pittsburgh, June) 16.
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-$1.80)— $1.10'—“Woman . Obsessed” /(20th)
Season’s first heat 'wave and fail-: “Gigi” (M-G) (33d wk). The 32d and “Smiley. Gets a Gun” (20th)
ure of new films to click will hurt .stanza ended Saturday.-(131 was <2d wk). Dull $7,000. Last week,
first-run houses this week. “It; great $16,800, compared with $16,- $8,000,
Happened To Jane” at the Harris,
Harris, | 300 for 3lst
31st week.
] Paramount (NET) (2.357; 7070only likely new entry, is sturdy. | Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; $1.10)—“Date.
$1.10)—“Date. With Death” (Indie).
(Indie)
Fact that the red-hot baseball $i-$i.50i—“Middle of Night” (Col). and “Hideous. Siin Demon” (Indie).
Pirates are playing to upwards of [ opens today (Wed.) Last week. Okay $10,000. Last week,. “Sharie”
25.000 each night further clipped • ..The Roof»* (,t-L) (5ih wk\ good (Par) (reissue), $9,000.
/
trade. “Thunder In200 after
$'
trade.
Li Sun
Sun' shapes r $6,200
in fourth regupiicrfm (ATC)
fATn) (1,000;
(1.000- 60r$1.10V
60rSl;10l
after $7,500
$j,500 m
pilgrim,
light at Stanley while “Ask Any )lar
Week.
lar week.
. —“Because' of Eve” (Indie) and
Girl” looms almost as mild sat the
-_—:-—■ . '
.
“Dangerous Age” (Indie) (2d wk).
Penn. Also, “Woman Possessed”
T
HQ
LOS
Oke $5,000.
Last - week, $7,500.
shapes poorly at Fulton.
LUO ;ANGELES
^>
“Gigantis” (WB) opens , today
Estimates for This Week
(Continue
(Continued from page 8)
iTues>.
•
Fulton (Shea1 11.655; 85-51:25'—I Devil” (UA), “Edge oLFury”
of Fury” UA)
Saxon (Sack) UTOO; $1.50-$3)—
“Woman Obsessed” '20th . \ Poor j iDoWnpaf,.New
Fox), $14,700..
• Downpar, New.Fox),
$14,700.
“Diary of Anne Frank”/ <:20th) (7th
$5,000. Last week. Compulsion
Fox Wilshire iFWC)
(FWC) (2,296: 90- wk^final)
wk-firial) Mild $6,000. Last week,
(20th* (2d \vk*, $4,500.
;
$1.50‘—“Horse’s
“Ask Any
Anv GilTr
Girl” (M-G)
$1.501—“Horse’s Mouth” (UA> arid $5,000. “Ask.
Guild (Green) ‘450; $1.25) — “My Uncle” (Cort)--irepeats). Mild opens Thursday (T8).
“Heroes and Sinners” (Indie). $5,500.
Trans-Liux (T-R) <730; 75-$I.25)
Strong S2.G00 or ever.
Downtown Paramount <ABPT) [—“Cat” (Indie) and "Sinners of
Harris'Harris! (2.100: SUS1.25' ’3.300;
90-$1.50i—/Shake Hands paris” (Indie-), Ok .; $3.500, . Last
— “It Happened To Jane” ftCok i With Devir:. <UAI . (2R wk) and week, “Venus on Broadway” (InStrong $7,500, and sure holdover. ."House on Haunted Hill <AA'. die) and “Untouched” (Indie), $3.-

Picture Grosses

. iMinrieapolis;^June 16.
.
Plagued by daylight saving time iri a northerly: latitude Where,
for thein, there’s an excess of daylight evenwyhen norriial central
standard time prevails, this territory’s drive-in. theatres’ operators
. are framing, an appeal to Hollywood to “have, a heart”: and curb
“the present spree of excessively long features.” ;
; It’s pointed out that pictures of less than two 'hours running time
are becoming a rarity again and that, many releases even rim con¬
siderably longer than .two hours. The feeling, among the. iozoner
impresarios is.that Hollywood is “going overboard” in making,
more longer opuses than ever before.,
.1
A poirit has been reached where, many ; drive-in patrons with
younger children feel they can’t even remain through the feature
picture’s single showing because, generally, the hour' gets so late
before the film is much more than half-finished, according to Reno ,
Wilk, Triangle Outdoor Theatres, circuit general manager.
For that matter, too, the husband-father who has to go to work
the next morning on his own part dislikes getting to bed so yery
late, he points out.
^

Minneapolis

Nobody
Counts
Nuboriy C®Mnt$

(Continued from page 9).
Continued from page 3
A.
week, JiAroundWorld m 80 Days
. ■.■
. . .
=
(UA),: $4,500 at 85-$ 1.
has lost some of its control and the
producer now is in a better posi¬
; State. (Par) <2:200: $1-$1.25) —. piroducer
position to defend his production
“Say One for Me” ,(20thr. Impres- tiori
sive cast lineup arid looks wow against,
against , editing. ..
;, ' '
Last week, “Young Phila- - It took a great deal of cbnvincconvinc¬
delphians” (WB) (2d wk), $6,000. jng
!^&i^ns to agree
ing to get George Slfc^ns
•Suburban World (Mann);' (800: to aa. cutting job on his "Diary of
85) — “Mad Little Island” (Indie) Anne Frank;*’ ••'- which runs *170
'.170
and. . “Silken ..Affair’' (Indie!. . (2d minutes
version,
minutes, in. the roadshow, version...
runs), ^Okay $1,500. Last. week, Xow
Now beingbeing* switched to continuous
-‘fudiei <2d performances at regular prices,
^•“oMnre FranV’i
, <SW-FWC) i ^orpheuih , (Loew) (2.900; ..90wk), $1,400.
20th is reported lopping off 30
30
W’orld (Mann) i400; 85-$L25) — minutes from The
the running time,
“Case , pf .Diy Laurerit” (Inpie . partly because the original .length ,
Good $5,000. Last. v,eek,_:Rooin at justjust-^ dorisn’t
fit ' in
in :with
:with .. ordinary.
ordinary
doesn’t fit'
‘Ask Any Girl
‘-M-G . / Lean * i20th» 'M.O.) (Vogue'. Pale $5:200. j Night” (U4> (2d Wk) $9 CG0
Top (Cont) (3d Wit), $3.5C0. ...
; exhibitor-reduiremenls
exhibitor - requirements and.
and create
create
?iai,dS ! Iris» E! Bey, Loyola (FWO. ‘ 825:; state (Loew (3.600; 9d-$L50) -^
that turnover' problem.;
Vitn Devil :L A', $8.ou0.
,* 361: 1.293; $.1.49-S1,75(—“Diary of j “Count Your Blessings” (M-G) and
TORONTO
I
..
Apart
from
the
.practical
aspect,
Squirrel Kill 'S\V) <824; $1.25i-r-i Anne Frank” (20th) (2d wk). : “Face of Fugitive” (Col) <2d'wk>.
(Continued from page 8)
j the distributors; say the overtime
“Room at Top” iCont- *5thi wk'. j Modest $10,000 or less. Last week. Okay $7.500.Hast Week S&,500.
Will get another $3,300 and! stays j $15,600.
i
.
Y__• '
Holding steady : at $7,000.' Last1 releases also tend to be slower
for sixth session.
} Warner Beverly fSW) d.612:
(1,612: 90-i
90'
QF ATTI P
week.-ditto.
j than: they, need be and tighter
Stanley (S\V»
85-$l.25'—
$1.50)-^“Sayonara” (\VTB) and. “Old
“Old i
: '
PJC./4..1 11-IL
•
iSW* -(3.700:
*3.700: 85
-$1.25r— $1-50)—’Sayonara”
Towne. (Taylor) (695; 75-S1.25)— editing would: improve them.. This
Sun”'Par>.
arid Sea” AVB)
(WB) (reissues). So. (Continued, from page 9)'
“Thunder in Sun”
'Par>. Sad $10 -! Man and
j ”Room; at Top” (Cont) (3d wk)/ was the, argument with “The Big
000. Last week, “Young Fhiladel1
so
$2,000.
Last
week.
“Pal
Joey”:
Philadelr i so.
Joey” ; wk). Okay $5,500: Last weekl $6,- ; Sensational $9,000. Last week, Country,” which ran 166 minutes.
phians” AVB),
i'Coli,
(Col) <reA good deal of pressure was
(WB), ditto
ditto.
(Col), “Me and Colonel” ^Col)
<re--•300.
. :
'
; $9,500.
-i--issues), $900. .
.
1 Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1.- ! University (FP) U.156; 75-S1.25' exerted by the UA hqmeoffice to.
NFW YARV
« Egyptain, _State (UATC) (1,392; | 870; .9Q-$l.o0)---“RoQm 43” (Indie) ' —“Compulsion” (20th). Very Big have the film trirrimed down, but .
l\ljW
2.404; $1.25-$2)-^- World, Flesh, i.and “No Place to Land”: (Indie).
$10,000. Last week, “Watusi” (M-G), to no avail.
♦ Continued from page 9).
Devil” (M-G) (3d wk». Light $10,- Good $8,500.,
Some; Examples
: $4,006.
a mild $34,000. Second was $37,- Q09;
wlek^ $I0-500* .
Fifth Avenue . (Fox-Evergreen) I Uptown (Loew) (2.743; 75-S1.25)
Here’s the running time of sqm®
000. Stavs a fourth, with !“This' ^5oll^d» o^o?e^K Vt^' \{2'500; 90-$l,50)^‘Tt. Happened to ; —“Green Mansions*’ (M-G). (2d wk): of the ' more . recent pictures; and
Earth Is Mine” ‘U) opening on
LJ70; 90-$2j^ Pork Chop I Jahe” (Col), and “Bandit of Zhobe” | Holding nicely at $7,500. Last week, others .going into release:
June 26
HlU (UA) (3d wk- Holly;) ana i /Col>. Fair. $9,000 or near. • Last
“John.Paul Jones,” 126 minutes..
’• (I new) a 900- 90-^'— “Ma11 in Net” (UA).(Holly) ,i2d Avk), | week, “Woman Obsessed” (20th) ■ $10,000..
“The Horse Soldiers,” , 120.
“^Li^HHot”
-i2th wk).
$6 000^
“Forbidden Island” (Colu; $5,“Say One For Me.” 120; \
BUFFALO
“Auhtie Marne," 143.
?13® wa^socko $33 500 m* ahSldol
H®llywood Paramount (F&M> | Music Box (Hamrmk). (850; 90(Continued, from page 9)
“Home Before Dark,” 137.
ioth^ekT®0' SSl
)—4-Sleeping HeautyV ;(BV),
or near. Last week, $7,500.
“The Last Hurrah,” 121.
sometime in Julv
delphians (WB> (4th wk). Soft $8,- return at Dop prices, and “Last $7,000
Paramount (AB-PT) <3,000; 70“Middle
of the Night.” 120.
Virfnri, friJl'invi .1 niw--sn c!>. M0. Last week, $10,300.
Stage West" ilndie). Okay $5,000. $1)—/‘Angry Hills” (M-G) arid “So
“The
Nun’s Stpry-’’ 149.
-"Al^^ cIdom- ” *4H-tH-fiS
W7U !FWC) <i T15; 90-81,50) Last week, ''Worid.:Flesh, Devil” Little Time” (Indie). Dull $7,000.
“Roots of Heaven/’ 135.
— A1 Lapone
(AAi
(l-tn nnai —“imitation of Life” (LO (repeat' iM-G) f2d wk) $5 800 in 6 davs
Last week, “Man in Net” (UA) and;
“Trie. Tempest.” 125, ww’fThurl^loJk^fo1^hit“okaV
$16- Dlll «1.50n Last
?ut” <20th.) (reissufe).v.' Orpheum (Hamrick) (2.70o\.:90- “Hangirian” (Par), $6,500.
row finurs.) 10WL.S to nit 0K3J 51b,cni _"cv„Ve .Ti,n^
ri»,V;i*>
“Young Philadelphians,” 136. /
Dull $1,500. Last week
week, “fihapjrv
“Shaggy tsi.50)—"Shake
Hands Tiritw
With .Devil”
Teck (Loew) (1,200; . 70-$l)—
“Warlock;” 121/
?ar week'vras asi4 400 6 "Eieohfnt Dog” lBVl l4th wk), "Thunder in , iUA) and "ttunfight Dodge City” •‘Doctor’s Dilemma” (M-G). Poor
“The Naked Maja,” .111. .
{SLSTLI2S
rild0 Julv
T.,1.. Se®hant Sun’MPaD
:
t ,UAI. Slow $6,000 or close. Last
Gun” iLooert 1 oGens
Sun” .Par) (2d Wk), $1,300.
$1,300,
:}tDA>.
Gun (Lopert)opens July 19.,
Ha* Arts (FWC) (631, 90-51.50) ' week,. "Pork Chop Hill” (UA) and $2,000, Last week, “Some Like It
“The Buccaneer.” 121.,
Hot” (UA) tilth wk), $2,600 at
“Some Like It Hot,” 120. ....
Baronet (Beade. .430> $1.25-$2»
^ :®»Wter?:roA): '(Sd $1.25 top.
“A Hole in the Head,” 120.
__“Mirror Has Two Face1?” iCont* Big $8,500. Last week. $9,500,
wk', $5,100. .
Cinenia (Martina) (450; 70-$D—
Even the “Spirit of St. Louis."
“Farewell To Arms” (20th) (iviis(4th wkh
ThM round
roSnd endedl^on,o?aS^ CFgx^Evergreehl
»4th
wk>. Third
ended ;Moridav
(15)
was
fair
$5,300
after
S3.,
D!ke
It
.Hot
-U^.1
-iP'-ri.
r07,.-90-$1.50)-r7
Some
Like
It.Hot
notable
for little action, ran 133 .
sue). Mild $1,200.
Last week,
day <15» was fair
after $5.80Q in second w4ek. “Grand! Illu- [wk^* Sturdy $12,000. Last week.: ,UA): (TthL Great. $7,500, Last “Uncle Tom’s Cabin” (Rep) (4 days) minutes, .
week,
$7,306:
“Farewell
To
Arms”
(20th)
(re¬
Producers,
when
confronted,
sion” (Cont) (reissue) openssJune
Beverly fSW-Cinerama)
issues), same;:
with questions on picture length,
•1,612; $I.20-$2.65)—“South Seas
PWIPATTI
tend
to
argue
that
there,
should be
Fine Arts 'Davis' (468; 90-S1.80' 7i®!L2;,„ri'.20'fr£e^m??Utllt,?teel
Adventure” (Cinerama). Started
—“Room At Ton” (Cont i n2th wk) Adventure
no. arbitrary limitation on run-;
PHILADELPHIA
The llth ftanza^nded S^day*u:, 38th
^th week
wef Sunday
Sunday (14)
(14. after
after/great
great * . ^ (Continued from page 9)
hin'g
time;
that
.
a
film
sriould
be
(Continued from page 8)
(UA). Nice $22,000! Last week,
1?'000 last
last week.
weekv
pushed to sock $15,500. The 10th ■$$18,000
only as long as it takes to tell the
——-—-: - “Pork Chop Hill” (UA) (3d wk), —“Love Is Mv Profession” (Kings) story. However, it’s trie impression
week, $14,700.
(4th wk). Neat $3V900. Last week,
PORTLAND ORE
$14,000:
Beekman (R&B) (590; $1.20in New York that there has formed
IP r
Surf (H&E. Balabari) (685; $1.25) $4 200
$1.75)—“Of Love and Lust” iindie)
(Continued from page 9)
—“He Who Must Die” (Kass) (2d
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 99-$1.80) in the minds of producers k defin¬
(4th wk>. Third week completed
ite concept of . a connectidn be- .
—“Love
Is
Splendored
Thing”
“Forbidden
Island”
(Col).
Fancy
wk'.
Fine
$5,400!
Last
.week,
Sunday (14) was fine $4,100; after
: •
$8,000 or close. Last week, “Woman $4,500.
(20th) and “Three Coins in Foun¬ tween length and status.'
$4,600 in second.
“Ten Coinmandments” ran 219
Obsessed”
(20th)
arid
“Lone
Todd’s
Cinestage
(Todd)
(1,036;
tain”
(20th)
(reissues)
(2d
wk).
55th St. Playhouse (Moss) (300;
minutes
and
‘‘Ben
Hur”
will
be
at
90r$l,80)-^“Al..Capone” (AA). (6th Good $3,500. Last week, $3,800.
$1.25-S1.80) — “The Roof” «T-Li Texan” (20th), $6,300.
Hollywood. (Evergreen) (1.200; wk).' Boffo $17,000:. Last week,
Viking (Sley) (1,000; 75-$1.80)— least, three, hours. Considering
(m.o.L Opened Monday (15).:
how
much
footage
has
been
shot
“It
Happened
to
Jane”
(Col).
Trim
Normandie (T -L) (592- $180- ■ $l-49-$1.75>—f‘Windjammer” (NT) $16,500.
$2.80>^-”Virtuous Bigamist”: (Un- lo'SnnL**s'y $7.200.. Last "'eek'li Hnited^Artists JB&K) (4i70Q;_9p- $12,000. Last week, “Thunder in on Marlon Brando’s “One Eyed
Jacks,” there appears to be little
ion> «4th wk) Third round ended $8,200. .
$1.80):-^-Some. Like It Hot (UA) Sun” (Par) (2d wk), $4,000.
World (Pathe) (604; 94-$1.80) — question that , that film, too, will
yesterday (Tues) was off to lean
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- ' 13th wk). Dandy $13,000 for last
$2W Secon1\«s $3,700 Pte SL.49)—“It Happened To Jane” 6 days. "Naked Maja" )UA) opens “Tides of Passion” (lndie).;(2d wk>. hit an extraordinary running time.
Dull $2,000. Last week, $2,500.
What some of the homeoffice
stays on until “Darby O’Gill and tCol> and “Two-Headed Spy” (Col), tomorrow (Wed.).
.
Little People” <BV) opens June 30. Fine $6,500. Last week; “Face ot | . Wo^ ^Rss^^^
r)"
execs are wondering is whether
Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75) — Fugitive” (Col) and
Verbotep” J1-80^Ask n
. Girl. . JM-G).
this trend towards long funning
“Crime and Punishment, U;S.A.” (Rarik), $5,800.
ISc?
time doesn’t represent an obvious
(AA). Opened yesterday (Tues.V
Paramount (Port-Par) (3,400;/'$1-''
Devil
(M-G) (4th wk).
area for production economies.
In ahead,. “Embezzled Heaven” $1.50)—'^‘Shake Hands With Devil” W088- :
^
-ort «i km
——^ Continued from page 5
^ Not only afe there added print .
(Indie) (8th wk), good $6,500 after <UA) and “Gunfight At Dodge
costs, which, on color films, can
$7,500 for seventh week.
City” (UA). Dull $4,000. Last week, ^nnn
?lcfP £p*k G“?w nS” versal sales and publicity staffers fiin quite high, but,, with a specific .
Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- “How To Make Monster” (AI) and fM0p°o
tV) cq srin
Bed all oyer the place.
limit
in mind, the question arises
$1.80)—“Women Are Weak” <NTA) “Teenage Cavemen” (AI), $4,300. dungs) (2d wk), $3,500. ,
On the basis of his new experi¬ whether budgets couldn’t be sub¬
ence, Robinson asserted that he stantially. reduced and unnecessary
KANSAS CITY
DENVER
felt that, in general, not enough footage couldn’t be eliminated.
. . (Continued from page 8)
time is being spent in pre-selling
There was a time when the
(Continued from page 8)
BEAUTIFUL PENTHOUSE
“Hangman” (Par).
Nice $7,000. a picture. He contended that a costs of Hollywood’s pronounced
000. Last week, “Woman Obsessed” Last week, “Young Philadelphians”
OFFICES
good picture required a promotion drive for perfection were easily
(20th),
$7,200.
.
Overlooking Times Square — Prestige
(WB) (2d wk), $6,000!
. Denham (indie) (1,584; 75-$ 1) -r- . Shawnee;. Leawood, Dickinson, launching of at least a year before absorbed. Today, with the efforts
Bldg.—will sublet furnished or un¬
furnished—up to 900 sql ft.—Includes
“Loving You” and “King Creole” Gleh,. Englewood (Dickinson) release: He deplored the fast to curb extravagance, New York
three . offices—reception—kitchenette
(Para), (reissues). Oke $5,500. Last (1,100 cars; 900 cars; 750; 700; 750; playoffs of most pictures, contend¬ execs are wondering whether the
private bath—call PLaza 7-4140.
week, “Floods of Fear” (Rank),. 90c) — “AI Capone” (AA) * and ing triat millions of dollars are lost production, end could not function
$5;206.
“Cosmic Man” (AA). Giant $16,- every year because pictures are with greater efficiency, without re¬
Denver (Fox) (2,432; $1-$1.25)— 000. Last week, “God Created “in and out before the public gets ducing the overall value and in>
“Shaggy Dog” (BV) (5th wk). Hefty Woman” (Kings); arid “Trie Bed” a chance to know about them.” pact of the product.
$9,000 or near. Last week, $10,000. (indie) (2d runs), $11,000.
His talks with theatremen and his
Esquire (Fox) (650; 90)—“Orders : Uptown, Fairway (Fox. Midwest) visit around the country, he added,
TOHAN'S ITALO IMPORT
to Kill” (UMPO). Poor $1,000 (2,Q43; 700;\ 85-$i)—“Shaggy Dog” are also providing him with a new
Tohan Pictures, in which show¬
Last week, “My Uncle” (Cont) and. •BV). , Fifth week at Uptown, third outlook as a- writer.
man Tom Brandon and drug inanu“Horses Mouth” (Indie), $2,200.
at Fairway.. . Great $11,000; holds
— RADIO Ctrl MUSIC HALLRobinson, a film writer for 32’
Orpheum (RRO) (2,690; 75-$l)— at Fairway. Last week, including years, declared that pay-tv is in¬ 'facturer Herbert Steinman are
Rockefeller Center • Ci 6-46Q0 |
“Mysterians” (M-G). Mild $7,000. Granada’s second - week, $15,000. evitable. “You . can’t stop it no partnered, has acquired the Italian
AUDREY HEPBURN
"Holiday in Ischia” for U.S. re¬
Last week, “Angry Hills” (M-G),
Granada " (Fox Midwest) (1,217; more than you can stop the sun lease;
In- FRED ZlNNEMANN'S Prcductidn ot
/
$4,500.
75-$l)—“AI Capone” (AA).
Big
Produced by the Rizzoli outfit,
“THE NUN’S STORY”
Paramount (Indie) (2,100; 75-$l) $6,000, making picture especially from rising.” He predicted that
grosses:
accruing
from
pay-tv
the
film
is in color and stars Vit¬
A WARNER BROS. PICTURE .!
— “Young Philadelphians” (WB). strong playing in six theatres daySock $16,000. Last week,: “Shake date. Last week, in combo with would make today’s blockbusters torio deSica and Nadia Gray, It’s
“look
like
failures.”
tagged
as
a light comedy/ .
Hands With Devil” (UA), $9,000.
[Uptown and Fairway.

Starlets Obsolete

New York Theatre

RADIO-TELEVISION
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David Tebet, a general program executive atNBC-TV for three,
years, is now going to direct his attention to the “coordination
and selection" of major talent for the web. In short, Tebet; who’s
always been more or less in talent-seeking for NBC, is going to
work on getting fronters for the batch of tv specials in ’59-60. ; ;
At the same time, Richard A. Kelly becomes NBC-TV manager
Of casting, talent and contract administration. He was senior unit
manager of the web’s bigger stanzas. Under the new setup; “in¬
creased attention” will be given coordination and procurement of
talent, with Kelly and Tebet keeping a close liaison.

m
;

.

.

•
.

.

A most unusual situation was;
posed last week when the Screen
Actors Guild and the American
Federation of Television & Radio
Artists jointly .announced that they
had found the man to investigate
the m e a ns of merging the two
unions,, \yhich until not too. many
weeks ago were at each other’s
throats.
Observers sized it up this way:
AFTRA brass is most anxious to
have the findings of veteran labor
consultant David Cole come out in
favor of merger; SAG brass appear
to be just as anxious, although
this is hardly discussed in the open
these days, to have Cole’s findings
come out against merger. This is
considered thevmost crucial period
in the longstanding battle for con¬
trol between SAG and AFTRA.
This is’ 'especially odd because
the two unions—AFTRA, which is
doing the pressing, and SAG; which
is being pressed by a substantial
portion of its membership (many
of them also members of AFTRA)
—have agreed to split the expense
of hiring Cole right dowh the line:
That means right down to the last
detail of any research that the sal¬
aried Cole has to do to determine
the feasibility (or otherwise) of an
AFTRA-SAG merger.
Together, the two -labor groups
worked for many weeks to find the
right party to handle the . study
and the report that eventuates
from it. Cole, a former director of
the Federal Mediation and Con¬
ciliation Service, and currently the
permanent AFL-CIO arbitrator of
“no raiding” squabbles by member
unions, was chosen after AFTRA
and SAG ran through a list of 10
names, ranging from pure research
outfits, to academicians aiid busi¬
ness consultants.
When queried as to what his
union might dp in the event Cole
finds that a merger is Impossible
or at least impractical, an AFTRA
spokesman! replied: “He can’t find
(Continued on page 36)

Gets '59-60 Slot
ABC-TV has decided to reinstate
“Jubilee U.S. A.” as a 1959-60 entry
on the schedule. For weeks, the
network h a s been weighing
whether, to go ahead next fall
With a year-round sports format
in the Saturday 10-11 p.m. anchor¬
age, but with a half-hour-a-week
order from farm equipment maker
Massey-FergusOn just sitting and
waiting for network approval, ABC
decided last week to use “Jubilee”
instead of sports. .
The cornpone weekly musical
will continue running an hour,
with Ma^sey-Fergusoii picking up>
half. That’s the only definite piece
of fall biz so far, but ARC is figur¬
ing on participation buys by an¬
other “Jubilee” regular, Williamson-Dickie Overalls. But even
with the Williamson-Dickie one or
twb spots a week, live musical will
still have some sponsor vacancies,
in the 60 minutes.
“Jubilee” is temporarily holding
down the 8^9 Saturday slot, on
ABC-TV, but is being replaced in
the fall at that hour by “High
Road with John Gunther” and
“Leave It to Beaver,” two-half
hours sponsored
by Ralston; Purina.

Minister’s Teleplay
Blanche Gaines, writers’ rep¬
resentative, has come up with .
a Methodist minister and sold
his first television play. He’s
Theodore Simonson, formerly
of Pennsylvania and now liv¬
ing in Delaware. He’s in his
early 30s. • '
“General Electric Theatre”
has bought his “Absalom, My
Son” and will telecast it on
the CBS-TV show next fall. ...

Some TV Buyers
Doit Look at It
Minneapolis, June 16. .'
Here to. address the American
Advertising Federation national
convention and still harping on the
need for television programming
improvement, David Susskind
charged in a newspaper interview
that “the men who buy some of
the tv shows figure it’s beneath
their dignity to watch them.”
Instead, these men “go off to a
good movie or to a concert, but
figure the tv shows are all- right
for others,” according to Susskind..
“That’s ridiculous,” Susskind was
quoted by Morning Tribune byliner
David Lee. “Those men are dead
wrong. And : those shows aren’t
selling their products at all. ‘Tales
of Wells Fargo’ has been in the
Top 10, but Buick has cancelled it.
It’s apparent the show wasn’t sell¬
ing cars.
“People aren’t in a trance. They
aren’t indifferent to the junk
they’re getting on tv.
“One of tv’s desperate curses is
the psychopathic fociis on ratings.
The time has come to m a ke a
quality assessment of the audience.
Susskind feels “now is the time
for all good men to come to their
tv-sets’ aid.”
We’re desperately overdue for
new formats and new faces. on tv.
We have to dig down and find
something stimulating which well
might include drama, good topical
reviews, satire/original music” and
theatre-in-the-roiind,” Susskind be¬
lieves. ,
“Advertisers will have to adjust
to new formats in tv.” Sitsskind de¬
clared. “They’ve got to care more
about the climate in which they
put their selling message.” '.
In his talk to the. Federation;
Susskind emphasized that he re¬
gards the tv medium as more than
a private business with a fat profit
to be drained off, and he warned
the association it may devolve upon
it to take a similar view. He called
upon advertising executives to “see
the light” and recognize their re¬
sponsibility to improve video.
“Sponsors and agencies will have
.(Continued, on page 38)

‘Seaway’ Sold to Gem
Gem Razor division of A-S-R
Products Corp. villi bankroll the
NBC-TV one-hour news special on
the St. Lawrence. Seaway opening,
June 26 from 8 to 9 p.m., out of
Chicago.
Program will be used as part of
promotion for Gem’s pushbutton
razor-Aero shave cream offer.
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Ban On FCC Off-tbe-Record Gabs
By ART WOODSTONE
Because of all those tv specials
for the 1959-60 season, tv is suf¬
fering from a new and terrible
anxiety complex. A host of spon¬
sors have already bought time
periods for the big stanzas, but In
most cases they have yet to find
formats and, even worse, find. the
performers to go with them.
. Both performing and writing tal¬
ent comes high, when it comes at
all. It’s a real seller’s market, and
networks, agencies and indie .pro¬
ducers are engaged in a mad and
so far relatively unsuccessful race
to get what’s available.
This second look at the big up¬
beat in one-shots (approximately
250 of them) reveals these serious
flaws, making it appear to a num¬
ber of observers that the interest
by sponsors and networks in tv
specials rapidly outdistanced the
industry’s capacity to make some¬
thing special of them. .
There are a host of specials
which—-days and weeks after tinje
for them was actually purchased—
have. not yet been “officially” an¬
nounced. Withholding of Informa¬
tion at the source is generally
attributed to the fact that the spon¬
sors and their producers don't have
very much in the way of program
content to announce.
3 of 8 Sets, Etc.
Here’s a list of some purchases
which serve. as a partial indication
of the talent problems: being en¬
countered: Pontiac bought eight
specials bn NBC; three of the eight
are “set,” which, it is: assumed,
means that both stars and format
are irrevocably established: Of five
Chrysler specials, scheduled for
NBC, one of them is set. NBC has
39 hourlong shows targeted for
Sunday nights and of the. 39 pro¬
grams, most of them designed to
carry dramatic originals, six are
set. The dramas, incidentally, seem
to be less of a problem for the net¬
works, et al., than the music-variety
specials, because “star names,
while important, aren’t thought to
be as vital as big-hame fronters
for the “bookless” shows.
In the case of the Art Carney
specials, four of them to be dramas.
Talent Associates, the production
company handling the video pro¬
grams for AC Spark Plug and
United Motors, has one of the eight
set to go, without any: further
hitches. This was the unofficial
count as of early this week.
Esther, Marlene?,
Though the problem seems to be
mostly NBC’s and its sponsors of
specials (simply because that web
plans to do the most), CBSrTV
hasn’t been entirely free of prob¬
lems in the one-shot area. This
fact is suggested by the original
reports emanating from the bankroller's camp that Esther Williams
and Marlene Dietrich were -to
front various of the Revlon shows
on CBS, but neither deal is any¬
where hear firm. This leaves room
for speculation that Revlon, having
bought a series of 20 time slots on
(Continued on page 36)

Len Bernstein’s

•

Federal Communications Chair¬
man John C. Doerfer warned Con¬
gress today (TueS.) against clamp¬
ing on any wholesale bar against ex
(Week , of June 1-7)
parte or off-the-record contracts in
Summer on Ice.. (NBC) 33.3
FCC proceedings.
^
Gunsmoke ....,.. (CBS) 28.0
He led off a round table dis¬
cussion before the House Legis¬
Riflieman ..,,...(ABC) 26.7
lative
Oversight Subcommittee
77 Sunset Strip..(ABC) 24.9
with the statement that if this
Danny Thomas... (CBS) 23.7
were done, FCC’s functions might
Ann Sothern..... (CBS) 23.0
as well be handed over to the
Playhouse 90... -. (CBS) 22.0
courts. Doerfer emphasized that
he had no quarrel with those wTho
Red Skelton,...... (CBS) 22.0
sought to protect adjudicatory pro¬
Zane Grey....... (CBS) 21.6
ceedings involving channel award?
, Hitchcock
from influence peddlers.
. Presents ...... (CBS) 21.4
But Doerfer insisted that no in¬
flexible barriers be raised against
off - the - record representation in
rule-making proceedings involving
general problems rather than some¬
thing specific such as a channel
contest.
All-star broadcasting cast faced
1 Rep. Oren Harris (D.-Ark.) and his
| subcommittee today for a round! table discussion of what new laws
the Federal Communications Com■ mission needs to make it scandal' Pfoof.
^
Chrysler Corp. Is on the verge j Aim of Harris group is to write
of buying five Friday 8:30-9:30 a new set of laws to close those
slots on NBC-TV next season. 1 back doors influence peddlers un¬
official. closing of the deal will tered to set of? sensational Harris
give the network 30 hours sold j subcommittee investigations last
in the time period, designed to j yearhouse a series of high-budget ] Prelude for this goal is this
music and variety specials for i week’s series of “panel diScusdifferent sponsors.
I sions” with Government, lawyers
Star lineup for the Chrysler; in private practice and leaders of
shows has not been mapped out: industry to talk over reforms
and that reportedly is what is hold-I needed in all federal independent
ing up finalization of the contract, j regulatory agencies. The series
However, Dick Linkroum’s tv; opened yesterday (Mon.) with Civil
special sales operation at NBC has]
(Continued on page 38)
obtained firm pacts from ACj
. ■Spark Plug and., United Motors:
(both General Motors divisions J;
for eight Art Carney specials, I
from AT&T for 13 music shows,;
from Buick for a Bob Hope spe- i
cial, from Pontiac for two variety]]
shows, from Coca-Cola for oneshow' and a half sponsorship from
du Pont for still another- hour
Leon Cagan, who departed the
show, this one probably to star
NBC International fold last week
Jimmy Durante.
after marked policy differences
with network brass in N. Y., is go¬
ing into business for himself in
Latin America.
Cagan, former president of
NBC’s Mexican sales-management
. subsidiary, and head of that web’s
j whole Central American operaToronto June 16
jtion, is launching Teleradio AsociOrdered off the floor of WGR- ad°s S.A an outfit which intends
TV, Buffalo, because he wTas danc- j getting into all phases of bread¬
ing with a white girl during “Dance . casting—-from repping Mexican raParty,” Clayton Johnson, Toronto-; dio-tv stations and handling Mexiborn Negro, has received a letter' can. Central and South American
of apology from Van Beuren De-| telefilm distribution to personal
Vries, station manager.
;| management of performers.
(Pat Fagan, who is emcee of the! Meantime, it’s reported that
Saturday series, gave his refusal \ NBC International has chosen Alifollowing phoneealls of p r o t e s t i stair MacKenzie as Cagan’s refrom viewers.)
! placement. MacKenzie has been
DeVries’letter said: “In connec-] tied up with RCA Argentina,
tion with the incident of WGR-TV, ] Cagan is dickering with ITC, the
Buffalo, I have been informed of j Jack Wrather organization, to hanand have read certain statements i die telepic sales for it in Mexico,
made by one of our employees that { And Cagan, on . the other end of
are not . in keeping with this sta-jhis “all around” operation, has
(ion's policy. I personally regret signed Katyna Ranieri, an Italian
the hasty action on the part of this ] thrush, as the first of those he’ll
individual and want tou to know; handle in “international managethat the action he took was done j ment.”
oh his ovm initiative and did not J Cagan will open offices in Mexlreflect the policy of management, j cp City.
We indeed regret this matter and]
—:---—
; you have our apology for any em-!:—
...
..
*
{ barrassment caused by this treat-: lftipilCll VlC6 Hllgglllft

Trendex Top 10

J

Latin-Ain.Org Set
By Cagan, Ex-NBC

WGR-TV Sends Apology
To Negro Hustled Off
Floor on ‘Dance Party’

Eurovision video network in 12
Ac
PrflflltPPT
European countries will carry an j . The Negro’s father, Leonard!
Ifldf CllLh riUUULcI
hourlong concert by Leonard I Johnson, a sleeping car attendant, j
Hollywood, June 16.
Bernstein and . the N.Y; Philhar¬ had threatened to create an “in- }
monic from the Venice Festival on ternational incident” by asking the ! Coles Trapnell succeeds Roy
Saturday, Sept. 26, It reportedly union of Canadian Pacific Rail- j Huggins as producer of Warner
will be the first U.S. program tele¬ Ways (Toronto Division) to’ protest; Bros.’ “Maverick” vidpix series,
the Buffalo station’s action iniLatterrecentlybowedoutofABCcast on the overseas tv • chain. .
Special program will include an ! shunting his son off the floor. He j TV oater to assume a key spot in
analysis and performance of “The ispid: ,<On behalf of Clayton and ] W’B’s newly established exploita*'
Age of Anxiety,” a symphony ' all Canadians who believe in de- i tion film division.
written by Bernstein. Video com mocracy, we accept this apology. It; Trapnell previously was story
cert is scheduled during Bern¬ was the spontaneous reaction of. editor on “Alcoa-Goodyear Theastein’s extensive tour of Europe Cariadians (both white and col-; tre” at Four Star before series
and the Middle East, including per¬ Oredj that brought about this apol-: shifted to Screen Gems, and while
formances in Athens, B elgrade, ogy and I .wish to thank them for ? at FS also was producer-story ed
Moscow, London and other foreign e x pres s i n g their resentment; on “Four Star Theatre” and “Stage
capitals.
against this discrimination.”
J 7" series.
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N.Y. June’s Closed lid on Grand Jury
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Writers-Krectors Via
Frank Cooper Makes TV
took Real Live in *59-’60
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Madison Ave.’s Out-of-Town Rating
Minneapolis, June 16.
Results of a survey taken in the sticks to determine how the
slick tv commercials get through to the average American family,
revealed at the American Advertising Federation convention here,
show that; New York’s Madison Ave. may need some better public
relations.
The survey,, for example, included Sauk Centre’ Minn , the orig¬
inal “Main Street, U.S.A.,”, where natives were pressed for. an an¬
swer to the question of what they thought about “Madison Ave¬
nue, New York,” and the replies often contained the words “sriobs”
and “high society.”
Jean Rindlaub, of BBDO, told the gathering that .one Sauk Cen¬
tre family identified “Madison Avenue” as “that’s where they
hold the fights.”
Miss Rindlaub says she found in the survey that, the American
fariiily in the smaller cities thinks that some advertising aspects
are. unpleasant.
“They say they like news about, new products, recipes and pic- ,
tures, especially pictures of food,” Miss Rindlaub said, “They say
they also like‘the funny ads.’”
The survey indicated that the nation’s most popular pastime
currently is working crossword puzzles, instead of tv, according
to Miss Randlaub.

. More than a dozen writers and
directors have been set by the
Frank Cooper agency for a flock of
live musical and. comedy video
shovvs this fall. It shapes up as a
particularly big season, for this
The $64,000 question this week
brand of programming* Perry Lev,
shaped up as a beaut among ; the
head of company’s ty. program¬
bailiffs, barristers and bondsmen.
ming, said this week.*
The question to be answered dealt
Among the writing, assignments
Blair
Walliser
has
resigned
as
with the 26-page. 12.000-word New
set. are Will Glickman and Billy
York grand jury presentment exec r.p. of Mutual, a post which: Friedberg, Perry Como show;
he
occupied
for
over
a
year.
]
about the hanky-panky goings-on
Walliser plans to get into 'the 4 Coleman Jacoby and Artie Rosen,
behind the scenes of erstwhile, tv
Garry Moore show; Sid Zelenka,
quizzers. Would the presentment, field of station operation and has ! former Jackie Gleason arid Phil
handed up last week to General joined a group seeking radio out- \ Silvers scripter, for four . Sid
lets
in
the
Connecticut
area..
Prior
•
Sessions Judge M i t c.h e 11 D.;
Caesar specials on CBS-TV.
Sehweitzer. remain sealed; or i to joining MBS* he had been asso-■ , Other . writing deals set by the
would it see the light of day.;
: ciated with John W. Shaw agency, agency. are. for Ervin Drake and
as an account supervisor for Col¬
Judge S'chweitzer said he’d [hear gate.
Zelenka to do an ABC-TV “Golden
arguments from the District At- j
Record” hourlong musieal in the
torney’s office before June 26 re- j
fall, and A.. J. Russell. to script a
garding the release of the docu-;
60-minute Gleason film series, a
meni’s content. Asst. Dist. Atty1
CBS-TV pilot also' for the fall. /
Joseph Stone told Vartety [this
On directorial front, agency set
week that a date for the hearing:
Dave Geisel. for a Dick Clark mu-;
was not yet set but that the pro- j
sical special on ABC-TV the end j
ceedings would involve both ' oral j
of this month; Geisel will also dland written arguments.
!
j
rect a Timex musical special from
The attempt to have the jpre- i
Miami on. Nov., 11, He’s scheduled ———---:——^—-—-—♦ Anxious to prime the pump for '
scntment impounded was insti¬
to direct the fall Pat Boone show".
irATO)
¥»
l 1
,•
{its own; big tint push next season
gated by- attorneys representing |
Dan Loiinsberry, former exec pro¬
Record Auction [and to provide subsidiary NBC-TV/
1 “The S64.000 Question”. arc! “The
ducer of “Telephone Hour,” will ■ KUfcDS
v
■
[ with a sponsorship break on its new
$64,000 Challenge.’* J. Norman"]
.produce the Boone show.
San Francisco. June 16. ; live special^, etc.. - RCA is eyeing
Lewis, of Lewis.. Durante & Bartel.: With CBS-TV prexy Louis G.
KQED, Frisco s JETV station, severai spots; on the web’s spectrum
said his firm filed a br’ef several Cowan on the Coast until tomor¬
netted a record $42.dOO .in.ns five- for thd 1959.(50 season, •
r-onths ago objecting to the,-up¬ row 'Thurs.g a decision on a new
day tv auction last week, up 30rr
,
coming presentment..
Attorney*
from the previous: year. In all. J . KQA has an oirlei in for at least.
some $66,000 worth of donated. six. half-hours ^Uor just the part
for other quiz shews ruder'; fire program boss for the network will
be delayed at least until then or ;
merchandise was hammered down of the .season tor. t ;runSf until Jan.
also submitted similar briefs.
by volunteer auctioneers, includ- : 1' on the ?.BCsenes of. tinfed-up
Some lawyers regard a present¬ longer. The name of Tom Me- {
ing many - of Frisco's leading ; to™ oingmals, winch arei slated
ment as an unfair instrument. Dermott, the . Benton & Bowles j
citizens..
j for the Sunday 8-9 period next
“Since you are not indicted; for radio-tv exec who was first offered
Money Is used to keep the ETV: season*
doing anything illegal, you do- not
Set-manufacturing .RCA is also
outlet on the air.
have your day in court to defend Huhbell Robinson Jr.’s former
in already for a half-sponsorship
yourself," a lawyer pointed out. program department, stripe at
(at; about1 $260,000 for time and
A presentment is..a finding by a CBS, is fading from, the sweep?
talent) of Talent Associates’“Moon
g ’and jury which calls, attenfiqsn to stakes lineup, but four others are
Louisville, June 16.
&. Sixpence.”
The . Somerset ;
illegal activities but doesn’t carry
Another. CBS Radio affiliate—
reportedly
being
considered
for
Maugham
adaptation was tenta¬
ar. indictment Ordinarily, it is
this time. WHAS—decided to bow
tively
set
for
Tuesday,
Oct, 6, on
directed against public officials... the job.
put. arid join what appears, to be
NBC-TV* but it bright yet change
‘ If you’re called, a thief, you can
Two are agency: executives a la shaping up as anew.wreb known
the
time
Slot
to
some
other day
defend yourself in court.” a lawyer McDermott, and the other two are as Radio World Wide. Victor A.
next autumn, .
said. “If you are acquitted, you’re in the CBS camp. CBS: is under¬ Sholis,: veep, rind general manager
Also,
RCA
Is
considering
an ad¬
vindicated. But with a present¬ stood talking to Toni McAvity (ex- of WHAS, said he was displeased
ditional buy of undetermined dura¬
ment. you don’t have anyi; re¬ NBC) of McCann-Er ickson . and with , what he described as CBS
tion
and.
breadth
in
the
NBC
tele¬
course.”
*[ '
Danny Seymour, of J. Walter Radio’s, price-cutting and de¬
film show“Bonanza,” Another re¬
Thompson. Then there’s William creased programming standards/
Foreman Speaks Mind i
port
is
that
instead
of
“Bonanza,’*
Louis M. Hacker, foreman of Dozier, CBS Coast' program chief, Louisville station joined the net¬
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver is exr RCA may buy half of; the every- v
the grand jury and former dean of and Mike Dann, of the New York work in 1932.
Sholis said that Radio World pected to announce in the next day week half-hour; “Troubleshooters.’*
the School of General Studies at program department* who are at
Wide would consist of stationsi that he’s becoming the president Philip Morris oWns “Trouble¬
Columbia Univ.. was indignant least back-runners in the race.
McDermott was offered the CBS owned by General Electric, Travel- | of McCann-Erickson International, shooters.” headed for NBC Friday
when he learned that Judge
top
program
post
almost
directly
ers Insurance, Newhouse news- ! one nf the ad ageririv’s two or three at 8 p.m.,. and the cig. company iri
Schweitzer planned to seall tlie tv
seeking a co-bankroller; “Trouble¬
paper ehain, WJR, Detroit; KFI* >one °V' / ^
^
.
\
quiz document. Other members of after Robinson quit, three weeks -Los
Angeies, .. arid
Worcester [ top jobs since its international op- shooters” is expected to be in
the grand jury juired Hacker in ago. It was felt within. CBS that
black-and-white, and unless pro-:
opposing the covercp of the | pre¬ the longer he deferred an answer, (Mass.) Telegram. Web was cur-! Orations are so vast,
duction pla ris : are altered, such &.
sentment. The juro-s had sat for the less the chance that he'd , shift rently in the process of formation. . Weaver, the former president buy by RCA would probably be
Break between. WHAS: and CBS'I and then chairman of NBC, is also
more than 150 hours ana lNtened from Benton & Bowles.
■ a^°
tbecome effective [ expected to announce that he’s for radio receiversi transistor sets*
to more than 200 witnesses among
until ^iWle of hext.montm_.Sta- 'severing his ties with Kaiser Iri- etc.
them quiz contestants, program
Meanwhile: to. further, the par¬
tion
s
affiliation.
with CBS-TV, • dustries and Coca-Cola as broadbuilders, network execs, and [they
ent RCA’s ■ color aspirations (with
however, will not be affected.
cast consultant.
.
felt that their work should not
57
more tint hours next season
„
.
...
I Frank White held the post as
how be hidden under a judge’s
that last), NBC is iri the process of
S«tement
J McCann’s international chief: un1 Continued cn page 36/ [
converting
the remaining two . of
:months ago, when the
Washington, June 16.
its four Burbank studios on the
Supreme Court yesterday QXon.)
hi^
Coast
into
fullscale dolor opera¬
parent company as treasurer.
in effect upheld the Federal Com¬
Since then, the parent McCann’ tions.- One of the two studios is
munications Commission’s deinter¬
now
partly
arranged to produce
mixture of Evansville, Ind., mea.
color shows, so that it requires
It declined to review an: appeal by previously .indicated unwillingness :.})e,en
,In..as. ^oss
lar«e only a limited arnount of further
Owensboro iXy.) On the Air Inc' to abide by the decision . of the mternaUonaFdmsion.
applicant for Hatfield, Ind.. Chan¬ overwhelming majority of our ! v Rumors that Weaver would work on NBC's part to complete
the conversion, but to make the
nel 9, based on contention that; the affiliates.” Hayes said the. web’s
.m°ving over to McCann in other orie a completely equipped
FCC failed to give adequate opT program consolidation plan had some , major capacity
been color operation* NBC will have to
Washington. June 16.
portunity for protests.
been accepted by 90VC of the sta- . heard intermittently for the past start' from scratch.
FCC today *Tues.1 refused to re¬
FCC deleted Channel 9 from tions on the network and that 13 four mpnfhs. Now, the fact that
When the web is firiished (some
consider its decision that the equal Hatfield and assigned it to Evans¬ additional stations had joined since be’s going to take over as Intertime before next September), it’ll
time requirement applies to news¬ ville in a - move to shift commer¬ PCP was arinounced:
; national topper comes from highly have nine studios equipped for tint
casts. It announced that petitions cial outlets in Evansville area to : Hayes maintained there ’ had ( reliable sources.
programming: Five will be in
by CBS, NBC and Justice Dept, UHF. Court of Appeals sustained . been no changes in the network’s
————■, 1'
N. Y. (two in Brooklyn, and the
for reversal, of the no. ly-disputed FCC’s action last year, holding that basic rates to advertisers, since it !.|j
«v
<1IFL T>
Ziegfield, Colonial and 3-K In Man¬
Lar Daly decision had been 're-, Owensboro failed to prove it sus¬ issued its [last rate card On March . | UFCX DUVS fVuO 1 2YSi
hattan) and. the four on the Coast.
jeeted.
tained legal injury.
Action leaves it up to Congress
where numerous bills to amend
the controversial Section 315 of
i Purex, increasing its summerthe Communications Act are pend¬
’ time network tv buys, this. wreek
ing. In today's action, four com¬
placed paneler “Wha. Pays ?” on
missioners — Robert T. Bartlev,
i NBC-TV in the Thursday .8-8:30
Robert E. Lee. Frederick Ford and
slot.
Stanza begins July 2 for
Rosel H. Hyde—voted to stick by
Fifteen veep /stripes were . dis- Hyland, KMOX Radio, St Louis.! ^rexlf ,which
tiie Daly decision.
;
Also Thomas Y." Gorman, WEEI ;
^
th
Chairman John C. Doerfer: and • tributed yesterday . (Tues.) in the Radio; Bosion; Maurie E. Web-[ C®|nd,f Frlda*s
The “Lone Ranger” .series again.
Vpar
T, A. M. Craven dissented. [John CBS Radio arid CBS-TV station di¬ ster, KCBS Radio, San Francisco;! . Pays pushes Lawless Years Jaa b®,eh Picked up by General
Cross dissented in. part and [con¬ visions. New v.p.’s are the general Haiwey Struthers, station services, | fro^its P^t slot back to JR.?Q Mills for a two - network spreads
curred in part. Formal opinion was managers of CBS-owned radio out¬ CBS-TV Stations Division; Bruce / on Thursdays for the remainder of Series, owned by th£ Jack Wrather
not to be made available until to¬ lets, CBS-owned tv. stations, CBS' Bryant, CBS-TV Spot Sales,, and i * ^6-week ride on NBC.
Organization, is telecast on ABC-TV
; morrow tWed.h
in 82 inarkets and on CBS-TV in
Radio Spot Sales, CBS-TV Spot Milton F. Aliison, CBS Radio Spot l • Pays* a Lesr^r
[has in the panel Cedric Hardwicke, 66 markets, with General Mills, its
Sales and the Director of. CBS-TV Sales.
DALY ON SCHOOL BOARD
Nf\y' veeps will report, respec- j Celeste Holm, Gene Klavan and sponsor since radio days, picking
Station Services.
up the tab.
Tilton. N.H.. June 16.
Sign painters, effective im¬ tively, ta Jules Dundes, v.p. in; guests,
John C. Daly, v.p. of ABC and mediately, are putting veep bill-' charge of station, administration
Series for next season will bn
since 1950 moderator of the CBS- t ings on the doors of H. Leslie for CBS Radio, and Craig; Law¬
.telecast-first-run. ori ABC-TV Sun¬
TV “What’s My Line?” has been . Atlass, WBBM-TV, Chicago; E. H; rence, v.p. of CBSTOwned tv sta- CBC’s ‘Beyond’ (Alcoa) days. at 5:30 arid second-run on
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. CBS-TV Saturdays at 3 p.m. The
elected to the board of trustees of Shomo, WBBM Radio,' Chicago; : tions, and CBS-TV Spot. Sales^
the Tulton School, where hri was • Clark George, KNXT, and Feed ;' Arthur Hull Hayes, prexy of has bought ABC Films’ “One Step two-web spread doesn’t take in the
graduated with the class of 1930. i Ruegg, KNX Radio, Los Angeles; ; CBS Radio* and Merle S: Jones, Beyond,” currently on ABOTV southeastern section of the coun¬
Daly, a native of Johannesburg, , John Schneider, WCAU-TV, and ‘ preXy of CBS TV Stations, said the under title of “Alcoa Presents.’
try. There the series ia sponsored
South Africa, lived in nearby • Joseph T. Connolly, WCAU Radio, proinotions would give the,men a
Kickoff date on CBC is Tuesday in a regional spread by: American
Laconia w hile attending the [local , Philadelphia; Frank. Shakespeare : chance to participate in. overall (23) in the 8 to 8:30 p.m. slot. Bakeries in 22 markets.
prep school, and upon graduating, I Jr., WCBS-TV, and Sam J. Slate, ' company . management as well as Same series also has been sold in
[Wrather Organization plans
received a scholarship to Boston , WCBS Radio* New. York; Eugene ; provide them with iriore autonomy the Australian' market. CBC deal •production of. fresh episodes later
College.
was negotiated by Colm 0?Shea, this .year. '
J B. Wilkey, KMOX-TV, and Robert , in local operations.;

By Latter; NBC-TV Favors Release
Walliser Quits MBS

Gets Robinson’s

in

Pat Weaver To

As Int’l Topper?

DEINTERMIXTURE IN 1ND.
UPHELD BY HIGH COURT

mo-d

ba'k:in‘0

Lar Daly Ukase

10 1937

For NBC-TV Summer Ride
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LA WEBS
Trans^Atlantic TV Test ToJay (Wed.)
Preliminary tests of transmission of tv film between Britain and
North America will be made today (Wed.) with the BBC, Canadian
Broadcasting. Corp. and AT&T cooperating. If the tests are success¬
ful, NBC-TV tomorrow (Thurs.) will :transmit newsreel pictures,
expected to run about 60 seconds; showing .the departure of Queen ?.
Elizabeth from London Airport, on her way to the official opening .
of the St. Lawrence Seaway,
Presentation of the film will be seen here three hours after
shooting and four hours before the Queen’s arrival in Newfound¬
land. NBC-TV will air the film for first, time on trans-Atlantic
cable, usually employed for overseas phonecalls, in a 15-minute, .
special starting at 10:15 a.m. Overseas portion will be fed to NBC-!
TV by CBS and will include a description of the electronic equip-v.„
ment invented by the BBC engineers. NBC said the other webs
could have the Special program, if it so desired, .after it had first .
telecast the event.
BBC's accomplishment in designing the equipment, which opens
up limitless possibilities for overseas live telecasting, was hailed"
by Prime Minister Harold Macmillan, He saw the equipment for
the first time during a visit this'week to the London studios of
BBC/

Second ‘Ozf SRO
CBS TV will do a two-hour
repeat of “Wizard of jQz,” the
20-year old Metro film, as preChristmas f ar e and. already
has hung, up SRO sign.
Benrus Watches and Whit¬
man Chocolates will s h a r e
sponsorship of film which the
web will carry: Sunday, Dec.
13, from 6 to 8 p.m.
“Oz” \vas. first presented on
CBSrTV on “Ford Star Jubi¬
lee” Nov. 3, 1956.

In Foreign Orbit
0fMCA;MexvToo

Hp.A TV apparently is becoming
more active in the. foreign field.
The foreign operation, headed by
v.p. T. J. McManus, always has
been tight-lipped about its activities.
Recent MCA TV moves In the
foreign direction indicate a big
push in Australia, but the com¬
pany declined comment on the
Aussie situation and other areas.
According to reports, MCA TV
recently sold the hourlong “Riverboat” series to ATN, Sydney, and
GTV, Melbourne. “RiverbOat” will
debut this fall on NBC-TV. Other
series sold in Australia, these to
TCN, Sydney, and ATV, Mel¬
bourne, include “Bachelor Father,’’
“Hollywood Star Playhouse” and
“Restless, Gun.”
MCA TV reportedly is pitching
the following. series to Australian
tv interests: “Coronado Nine,”
“SA 7,” “Pete Kelly’s Blues,”
“Johnny
Staccato,”
“Shotgun
Slade” and “D.A.’s Man.” Re¬
newals in the Australian market
are being sought, according to re¬
ports, on “State Trooper,” “Wagon
Train,” “Wells Fargo,” “Leave It
To Beaver” and. “Alfred Hitch¬
cock; Presents.”
In
Britain,
It’s
understood
MCA TV secured a renewal on
“Wagon Train.” . Same series is
being offered in the Latino mar¬
ket. Sold in Mexico, according to
reports,, are “Alfred Hitchcock
An hourlong live telecast by Presents” and “Mike Hammer,”
NBC-TV, built around the record with a deal set to close on “M
Industry’s “Grammy” awards and Squad.”
sponsored by Swiss Watch Co., will
be aired on Sunday, Nov. 29. Web
has not pinned down the cast for
the musical, but it will be chosen
Irv Lichtenstein becomes station
from among the winners of the re¬
cent “Grammy” awards, a set of. manager of WNTA-AM-FM, New¬
laurels given by the National Acad¬ ark. He’ll report to the radio-tv
emy of Recording Arts & Sciences, outlet’s general mahager Malcolm
An earlier a 11 e in p t to sell a C. Klein.
“Grammy” showcase for next sea¬
Lichtenstein wras with the par¬
son (reportedly to a major bottler) ent National Telefilm Associates
fell through. Swiss Watch deal was as director of merchandising and
closed by Cunningham & Walsh ad licensing, Before, that he was with
agency. Time, slot will be 8 to 9 ABC Radio as director of promo¬
p.m.
tion.-.

Swiss Watch Co.

Lichtenstein WNTA Mgr.

By JO RANSON

\ It’s as five-cents plain as the
ears on the front page of a daily
By JAY LEWIS
gazette. that more radio stations,
giant-powered as well as one- ARB
Washington, June 16.
ARB Multi-City Top 10 I
lungers, are splashing- hard news ;
(vjnoV ni Tim* 0.141
Biggest question panelists left
(Week of June 8-14)
and actuality stories in greater
07
behind last week for House Com-----CBS = 25.2
abundance throughout: their broadBall-Arnaz ....-CBS
munications Subcommittee to wrescast schedule,
Gunsmoke ....... .CBS
tie with on its own was:
CBS 25.0
ac77 Sunset Strip....
Strip .. .ABC
f°Tme ^ind of positive
Much of this news has been ac¬
ABC 24.4
arffavo
h,m
940
■
ta.ken n,ow
help iron
celerated because of the recent ar¬
Have Gun. CBS 24.3
rival of
news¬
Of independent raidio
radio newsi”* *
"J** V*?*, tan?Vr should
What’s
My
Line...CBS
22.9
gathering agencies
Whats My Line.. .CBS 22.9
more studies be launched. ^
gathering
agencies which
which provide
provide
Sothern..... .CBS 22.1
supremely professional, networkApn .Sothern.....
This emerged as the major batSullivan.......r CBS 22.0
tIeim? am?ng the J3 Government
type coverage for astonishingly . Ed Sullivan-/.
low
service charges.
charges. .,.
.
low service
Alfred Hitchcock...CBS 21.4
gether"'$Harris <£
In the vanguard of this com¬
Danny Thomas
CBS 20.6
paratively new and virtually in¬
Samhomas::::cBl
^^wo-dayro“°“
Markham
--- CBS 19.2
dispensable
service to
to forwardforward- ,-•
dispensable service
■Contention of the “action now”
looking
stations is. Radio Press, -T9
tooto»g..-*utroiis::
school was that further study
which got underway last November if!
.. HI
?
would be futiie unless some mean*
with
subscribing stations
and
with two
two subscribing
stations and
MlAUT
were set up beforehand to give its
currently is feeding aq avalanche VllVClllrCl UZlUVT
recommendations effect
of
news,
documentaries
and
other
of news, documentaries and ofher
_ .
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‘Greatest Show?

Of 39 Shows for NBC-TV Sun, Hour
NBC-TV has decided definitelyto db a full series of 39 hourlong
programs next season in its Sun¬
day 8-9 p.m. slot. Original plan
was to do just 16 programs, which
would have brought the network
tip to the end of 1959, and then
quit—unless sufficient sponsorship
. interest . was shown to continue
with another 23 shows..
Network has in the . past few
days received assurances that at
least nine of the 23 vacancies in
1960 will be filled with sponsors,
so it’s decided to give the official
greenlight to a whole season full
of mostly live dramas in the Sun¬
day time. Rexall; Drug and Equita¬
ble Life Assurance are committed
to four apiece in ’60 and AT&T is
In for one show next year.
■ Where the Sunday dramas are
concerned, NBC salesmen have
beeii scarcely active a month, but!
they’ve assured the network that
a good part of the 1959 shows will
fiave sponsor backing. Thirteen
of the 16 show's in 1959 have part
or full sponsorship, which gives
NBC a tally of 22 (partly or wholly
bought) out of 39 on the. full
ieason. This
With, sponsor prospects rosy,
NBC program brass is pushing
ahead on the talent end of the
Sunday night live drama picture.
Web will lead. off the season.
Sept. 20, with a show directed by
John Frankenheimer. Latter is
still; to decide on the script. But
the coup of the week was the deal
NBC closed witfi Budd Schulberg.
Schulberg sold the network rights j
to a two-part adaptation of his
novel, ‘‘What Makes Sammy Run?”
He and his brother Stuart are
supplying the adaptation which is
already completed.
Buy of the Schulberg package
(rights and adaptation), for an un¬
disclosed but “fancy” figure, de¬
lays indefinitely the SchulbergsV
plans to convert the novel into a
motion picture. Tiyo-parter Will be
presented on NBC the Sundays: of
Sept. 27 and Oct. 4.
. Another hour dramatic original
will be directed by Alex Segal.
The Segal and Frankenheimer
shows and probably “Sammy” will
go before the color tape, cameras
this summer.
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j veto) overtime. After producer Iry. Atkins had all visas iri order, the
IrWsO rrooacmg that the FCC must decide , the is- . Others applying for the channel, big red nyet was stamped on their appl;cations for entry. Linkletter’s
next tome will be “The Secret World of Kids.”/ . . Phil’ Weltman of the
“Young Dr. Malone” vv. ill beebme
?uly
^
1
)Vhich.
is
being
moved
to
The
Tribecome
an NBC-TV
NBC-TV production
^reduction nacka^P
an
package: The transmission firm now re- Cities area, are Jefferson Broad- William Morris office riiaking his 17th trip to Ha\yaii. If they ever open/
s*arHn~ Moridav Tmhp ?q vJth * ceives PrORrams from severai teie-, casting and Tri-Cities Broadcasting an agency on the island, you know who’ll run it. . / John Swallow ended
Carol irw-n d»'0'Iuc!p" for tl>*e web V1f\0n statlons on its community of Greensboro, ..and High . Point his long affiliation with Jiinmie Fldler and'will freelance . i . Felix"
and Jacksonville.
^"0Ll:.ie;-cables
in Tyler -and
Jacksonville; .• Television. Co.
Adams of Radio Recorders, is the new prexy of. Hollywood Ad Club
Irwin was formerly
with
. . . Don Qninn recouping iri Honolulu from ulcer surgery / . . Ollio
Young & Rubieam where she
Treyz’s
daily schedule: breakfast at 6:30, dinner at 10 . . Bob Crane, /
headed the dayt me radio dept:
KNX shellac flipper, will get a CBS Radio network ride in the fall .
Julian Fum is withdrawing;1 as .
When
Joe
Rines and his bride (Portland Hoff a Allen) planed into Hono¬
writer of the soapor effective:
lulu from Tokyo, a State Dept, limousine was; a\vaiting .them. Seems
June 28. Miss Irwin is interview'- ]
that
Rines
Was friendly with Christian Herter. when latter was Gov.
i.ng new writers for the assign- f
of Mass/ and; his orchestra played, for the social functions in Boston
Washington, June 16i
nient. Cast remains the same, i
j
Talks
are
underway
with
the
Russians
here
on
the
possibility
Program began on tv in Decern-1
ber, 1958, and was formerly pro-1 of U.S. television coverage of The Yank exhibition opening July
IN CHICAGO
25 in Moscow's Sokplniki Park. Vice President Richard M. Nixon
jiuced by the Compton agency.
WBBM-TV sales manager Frank Atlass off to Europe for three weeks
will be ranking American there.
Turner Shelton of U.S.. Information Agency disclosed in an in- 1 .... Perry Como due in Friday (19) to huddle with sponsor Kraft . , .
Ward L. Qnaal, veep-general manager of WGN inc., in Washington
terview that he has, at the request, of an unnamed U.S. tv net¬
Charlotte, X.C.—D ouglas G.
participatirig iri ■ the FCC House Interstate Commerce Committee for¬
work, entered negotiations with the Russian Embassy to obtain
Bell, formerly assistant program
ums . . / WMAQ sales manager Rudi Neubauer celebrates his 30th
permission for web to make a one-hour film shovV of the event
director-production supervisor; of
aiini with the station today (Wed.). Started as an office boy in 1929
\VBT. switched to same post at
Under proposed deal, the web .would make its films-available to
W 1ST litre.
■Russian tv, too.
(Continued on page 24)
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Frank Biair Bids Admen
Correct ‘Mistaken Image’ cas® continued until juiy-13. conl&m bouaht “saddle”- for the
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Of shady
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IN ITS FIRST4 WEEKS...

SOLD TO

35
SPONSORS
AND
STATIONS
including
PORTER-SCARPELLI MACARONI
(Multi-Market Regional)
KBTV DENVER
KOMO-TV SEATTLE*
TACOMA
WGR-TV BUFFALO
KPHO-TV PHOENIX
WNEP-TV SCRANTON*
WILKES BARRE
KGUN-TV TUCSON
KCTV SAN ANGELO
KRDO-TV COLORADO SPRINGS
KLYD-TV BAKERSFIELD

39 ACTION-FILLED HALF-HOUR TRAVEL ADVENTURES
FILMED EXCLUSIVELY FOR THIS SERIES
A new world of excitement on television with never-beforephotographed exploits and feats. “Sin, Smoke and Singapore,"
"Dead Sea Scrolls," “The Happy Kingdom of Hunza,” “Strong
Men of Persia," are just a few of the fascinating episodes.

TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORPNEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO

HOUSTON . HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA • TORONTO

PRODUCER AND HOST

JACK DOUGLAS
Famous for his Emmy-winning
series such as “I Search For
Adventure," "The Golden Voy¬
age/' and the NAFBRAT
award-winning network series'
"Bold Journey," sponsored by
Ralston-Purina.

TELEVISION' REVIEWS

PSxtlETY

Wednesday, June 17* 1959

1 PERRY PRESENTS
1
; With Toliy Bennett, Teresa Brewer,
{ Four Lads; Hans C.onried, Mitch- I
ell Ayres, others .
; Producer: Ray Charles
‘ Director: Stan Harris .
i Writers: Allan Sherman,; Joe Cook,
Sara Levenson Show i; . ' going series. but her taient for
Andy ROoney
Sara Levenson. v.r.o is currently . lighter situation fare is undoubted, 63 Mins., Sat! 8 p m.
THE WIDOW OF BATH
the middle-aged.group, with its erh--V
v.c-rkrag a i:ih lode comprising She could well fall in line behind
XV 1
. Wuh Fay Compton, Guy Rolfe, Bar- phasis on . hdinely .entertainment. .
interviews v.ito vaudevillians of Lucille Ball, Ann Sothern and a NBC-T\,- from New York
bara Murray, John Justin, Peter .. Nearly half the tiine of the show
the Ke:th-A:uee era, had a sitting scant few others who have cut it-in
With . Perry- Como on the side- j Sallis, Arthur Shepherd, Jenni- Is taken-.up wiih .a trio of contests,
v.r.h-PIril Baker and Frank Fay on the comedy field. She is perhaps .lir.es.'"for the . summer, a trio; of
Wright, Malcolm Keen, one to determine tv’s .bathing
Monday's
llr CBS-TV session, one of the most versatile" femmes
beauty queen, another seeking a
Both were top earners in the field 0n the electronic time and a sec-, nitery stalwarts hayel pitched in to; hnigh^ R<,dcri^k< Walter Hors- fashion beauty arid the third —
during their day. both had differ-: on(j outing with brighter lines and : headline, a variety show for the Producer: Gerard Glaister
Which, gives the mere males a.
tnt style.> and both were regarded punchier situations could charm interim period in a slot he vacates Writer:; Margot Bennett
break., .seeking, the Adonis of Great
as among the tops on ad libs, show-shoppers.
;
for Wednesday in '59-’6(h Tony; Pesigner: Roy Oxley
. Britain.; Emcee ivlclljohald Hobley:
Under these circumstances, they; ;.For the romantic interest, the Bennett, Teresa Brewer and the /Sj-g:
tried hard t o i n fuse a d egree. of.
AA
Enfflander
can contribute murii to any gab: choice of John Forsythe was a pru¬ „ . T , ,
, . j .
Film Editor: Ian Callaway
suspense into these Contests but
session simply by reliving anlera dent one. He’s a heart-pounder .and Four Lads have combined in what . 30 Mins., Mon., 9:30 p.m,
they were comparatively lame
that was rich in theatrical lore.
knows his way with a comedy line. is essentially a display of singing BBC-TV, from London
affairs. Interspersed with the con¬
Unfortunately, the format off he [ The situation involving them, he ’ for. 60 minutes, with very little; More often than not, BBC-TV tests were a number of specialties,
! plumps for the conventional kind with top billing to Richard Hearne
show seems very much against | as a flying colonel and;shea. mag eica
«nnci;f„*a of whodunit for its six-skein thrill- in a. labored ; slapstick . routine: .
taking on/.wo personalities. It ; was writer,. -had '. 'some. • airy moments, I Thb "oiomonic'
^
constitute er. serials. This one's arrestingly Garmita, a looker from, Fiji, gave virtually impossible to create ! any ; wjtil most of the humor provided
kind of atmosphere, when either.
a pair 0f nosey kids, Gordon ■; variety were.entirely missing. -The; different, to gauge by Part L hlv- full, play to her tliree-and-a-halfone of them got going, there iwas Gebert and Mike Pollard, and a -•show cties for comedy, a_ bit of; jug some faint cousinship with octave range with her rendition of .
the necessity for a commercial or housekeeper, Kathleen Freeman, ; enlightening or amusing gab, more those old Warner Bros, films of “Flamingo"; the Larry Gordon
a station break. The gong stepped who interrupted every romantic dancing, more movement, more of; the ‘‘Maltese Falcon’* school but Daricers 1?) filled a couple of spots
e\5rltlVIng e ?e exeePt. singing, of giveri a strong English atmosphere, adequately and: the Joe Loss orch.
on a Fay gag; from then on.; ap¬ flurry. Funniest bit, which didn’t which
is a surplus. Also a, irs good and promising,
parently, they felt it best to speak need the laugh track, was the missingthere
lively accompknifnent to. the
iteni is imagination. ..
( Setting .for the Introductory gave,
whole show.;
in short sequences.
jjsearching of Miss MacKenzie arid
The principals delivered well-— ' malarkey was a seaside town. Hugh
Both lads did show that they Forsythe through a drive-in for that, is,- they did their chores: as Everton (John Justin), meets some
Production: credits were okay,
retain ag:ie minds that Can “till the kids who supposedly byer- . outlined for them, and were on old buddies who clearly did him but the prograin needs a shot in
ouarry a gag out of any situation, stayed their leave but never, left . virtually all. the time,, with only I a spot of no-good a few years back the arm if it is to succeed on the
Myto.
They know the old lfcies and-can , home.
brief respites. After a. while, it; but from whom he doesn’t shy commercial network,
modernize them to fit presentjday r Peter Tewksbury directed with ; became an endurance contest be- ' even if he doesn’t exactly welcome
needs. Baker; for added measure, a ijrisk comedy flair' and got good ; tween Bennett, and. Miss Brewer as, them: Seems he . may still have a
squeezed out a brierie on ithe oerformances from the seconders, ! to who would make, greater irii-; crush on -Lucy (Barbara Murray);
stomach Steinway. and Fay gave a jjUX commercials had strong . print. The Four Lads, with some-: now married to ex-jusliee Gregory
sampling of his interpretation; of femme appeal.
Helm,
; what less to do,. seemed to have. Bath Malcolm Keen). He accepts
pop songs.
J
f an edge , because of the Comedy; the tendered invitation to Bath’s
• content of a pair of their numbers, home and stays, largely against his
Saturday Spectacular
,
Alcoa Presents
The; Alan King Show (6), taped
Playhouse S3
They don’t come any weirder • Hans Gonried acted as an emcee , will, while Lucy and. a counle of
in this matter, giving the show an { strange associates get , more and | by the star during his recent visit
on* : almanac I format, which wasn’t: more anxiousabout something. to London, was one of the brightest
rare combinat.on. a dual story line . needs to do is to.let his irnagina- ' much of a help. There was one' Episode ends with a shot arid the entries in Val Parnell’s. “Saturday
Spectacular” for quite a time. King
blending a stimulating intellectual ? tion' run arnok and have a niglit- ; dance sequence, choreographed by . finding of the judge’s body.'
conflict with a- powerful cmotipnal ; marish good time. This issue of .Louis Da. Pron which, while imi- ’ . All this, arid the incidental more, j himself has a large following one. Peter Kortner turned in; his : ,
£wrift;r
iTtcTV w+ : tktive, had a lot of . merit, Mitchell had one . grave flaw—apart from j locally and although he. played a
best production stint vet, with . Alcoa Presents on ABC-TV last Ayres, is a competent musical :.di-: the bafflement of the interrreia- {dominant. role the honors were
director Fielder . Cook and a hril- week (9) had .all the bizarre shad^. rector;
tionship of the characters, which j widely shared. Particularly pro■Jose\
• may have been top confusing for ■ minent billing - was' deservedly
liant cast headed by Lee J. Cobb ings 0f a wild flight of fancy and
; some. Flaw was the casting of John given to John Raitt, the Broadway
viewer on his own device, DISNEYLAND *59
{ Justin. Not that the actor faulted, star who rightly cashed in on liis
week.
'to come out of the hazy confusion. With Walt Disney, . Art Linkletter, ! being in fact more than competent, association with. “Carousel” and
.others ■"
but that his personality and pres¬ “Pajama Game.” With great dra¬
Mandel set un the premise this j The viewer, however, is warned
ence were far too positive for the matic strength-, he. repeated: the
wav: Cobb, a s“;“'e genius with that he's being taken one step Producers: Disney, John Green ;
weak, suggestible Everton. Prob- • scliliquy from, the former. “Mv Boy
a huge zest ter Ike, is dying of i beyond reality and in this episode Director: Hamilton S. Luske
ably when the yarn turns him into : Bill,” which carii'e over.with force¬
leukemia. The Defense Dept, is | there was the. little man who Writer: Larry Clemmons
true hero, as it’s doubtless destined ? ful sincerity. The siriger opened
developing .a• computer project that wasn’t there, a phantom rider who 90 Mins , Mon. (15), 7:30
to do, heTl slot into place admir-; powerfully with “Love Is A Many:
it hope^'can capture the pattern drove a jiekey to lethal distraction, EASTMAN KODAK
from Anaheim, Cal. (live, . aib'v. .
of thought of a mhn-^immoriaiize In the early footage it’s quite ABC-TV,
Splendorcd Thins” and . followed
film)
i For the. rest, in the acting de~ on to warm response, with “Hey.
his mind and put it to \. nk after understandable that the young jock
. • 1 J. Walter Thompson)
; oartnient, high praise goes to Bar-1 There” and “Maria,” both of which
he's gone. Cobb grudgingly “1- • is jilted- by his girlfriend to take;
No
matter,
what,
he
touehesj
.
it;
bara
Hurrav
as
Lucy
for
performwere .stout entries.
lows himself to become the Sub- > the vows. With the older, jock and
.King, who proved a droll emcee,
ject of the experiment—grudgingly his mentor. Th> apprentice wreaks seems; '.Walt Disney can make it: £n,c® a.nd for looking the femme
to a T. Everyone else played
because ho hi s both moral and: in- his vengeance by causing the other. thcatixca. .e\ cn a long trailer for ;j fatale
erfremeiy well, with Peter Sallis did Iris: familiar comedy patter and
v. as featured in two sketches, the"
tellecluai doubts about it. a-.djbo- to. lose a race and the. hig.wad; .be¬
cause it will prevent h.m. irom ;.en- het on himself. They compete again" Di-neyland Park, which lie owns - offering a nicelv-gimmicked Pol¬ first of which, had a Chicago; speak¬
joying Ills final days wgk Ir- iym- jn another stage land the young and in"which “his" network. ABC- trait of an ever-hiuigrv, potentiallv easy as its. setting and the star
Qn ‘dangt-ous slob. Fav ConiDton, who appearing as Scarface Al Phoney.
ily and in his pattern ct; !*c:nd,);
jock loses the race when he’s sup¬ TV, has. an rsubstantial-equitv:-'
■
iiw'
f tops the cast, appeared only as a A rcughhou.se-type ballet was an.
The Government's ir^t-i-nirnf is posedly bumped by. his rival. But.
f
ncering fare at a window, which interesting sequence in the item,,
Kenneth Haigh. a hAi' n‘, h;n*d- the pictures showl that, it couldn't
another addition to the whole
headtd bat sebe? ,.ru h unc-fless have happened because tlie o’dor
Pies.de,.t N.xon ^‘t? . effect of ‘‘must see what hapoeris Lut the humor was largely con¬
mathematician who :na*;*do.-. -h-m- jock was killed; months-bid ore. Xu there, to\ice
.plug the' virtues of Dis¬ next, week.” Production was tops. trived. More effective Was a family
self upon t’m iiou'-c o’d and ;be¬ one will b-.licve his story and he's ney’s layout and , his newest:1 fusketch in which Al Burnett. ap- ;
Erin.
comes more ar.d mere c. mancKric hustled off to the booby hatch a turi.-t'ic thrill-rid-c. billed as “Amerpeared as. his idle no-good brother- *
on Cobb’s time in a l/ehmtV s [Ief¬
in-law,
Marjorie Rhodes as a
tcu’'.
find
monorail.'’"
.
Meredith;..
.
fort to gather mat. rial h r ;the mental wreck,
sponging mother-in-law, Louise.
WilBon. v.ts I there to . baton ‘.‘76 : CINELANDIA
•
Ben
Cooper
as
the
young-jock,
computer. ,ThC erne., lor: I c-oifrct
(Movielaiid)
Collins
as
a family-ridden wife and
Trcmb.oriev’
".during"
a
"pretty
fair.
lies in. h;.s intrii'I'en .-*.i
I'nriiily. and Walter Burke as the rider mak- parade, : in .which half of . Holly¬ With Monica Vitti, Mario Soldatl, Freddie Frinton as the :young son. ;
_a strong. rnc>ri;'':-;d:n‘* v
ing. his last race carry out their a? wood's video moVvboys pranced on
Lelio Lutazzi; Anita; Ekberg, The comedy derived from the ex- "
plosive exchanges between the two
their pinto chargers. . ; :
Federico Fellini, guests
sides of the family and was pretty
It's- amazing what. Disney has Producer: Sandro Pallavicini
consistent;
.
..
...
Writer:
Fernaldo
ai
Giammatteo
don, and a "brainy be. e::tr;>v?rL;sh New land, who doubles a directoi- done at - Disneylarid, While the.
Included in the bill were the
rds must have been buig-eyed over ("30 Min?.; Wed., 11 p.m.
daughter. csnluri/l with ih ir gnd narrator, strives with some success
Clara
Ward Singers with a
the
parade,
,if
nothing
else:(which1’j
RAI-TV,
from
Rome
style by Patty \IeC\v macki
to unravel the tangled skeins,
is unlikelyi, adults couldi .view on 1 The
Italian
Film
Industry lively spiritual; Nino Frediari &
. Helm.
In the end, pedinps . all jthe
Sister with the young juggler scor¬
the
21-irichv.
screen
the
technical.;
(through
ANICA,
its
producer-diswpieces don't t e together s'tisfacing in an intricate routine;. and
torily. The nmeivne \iorki-; ijtor
Late Weather & Sports
t brilliance. brought by Disney & ! tributor association) has finally hit the Pamela Davis Dancers with
Co. to not only a monorail but to I upon an effective Video showcase,
one thing, and th s s^mcho v seems
Latest in a long line of sports- . his brand-new fleet of ‘‘atomic j after several misguided and mis- some brisk terping. . . ..j* Myro.
submarines,” the park’s tinder- guiding attempts:
Facts and'Figures
water, tour, a miniature MatterNew patteni generally consists of
This edition of the BBC-TV
horn, and the pro - climbers who a visit to a film set and a chat with,
scramble up and doVri ’its . sheer j stars and director—in show caught series, subtitled “Inside Russia;”
walls;.. . j a very interesting, and illuminating used animated charts • and designs
difficult articulating the late sports I The cartoon-tv-playland entre-! one with Federico Fellini and Anita to give statistical information
at h-st tnat.tmres more to livungnews in the quick way demanded,
preneurdidn’t,
miss
a
trick
in
j Ekberg and their “The Sweet Life’’ about life in the Soviet Union.
tnan science and wo: k. tha^a mgn s of him. On the: other hand, on 1
Just how much knowledge, can be
mmd cannci he capuued. in Mils Wednesday he left a decidedly fa- tantalizing the. vie\ver to go to project; then a letters-from-view- absorbed from a barrage of. this
:
Anaheim.
Actually,
it’s
.
difficult
‘ ers bit conducted, often with
entiretv. xxiid 'nere s a poweriu.ly voraj)]e impression. Either he'd
kind is a matter for query; but
moving confrontation scene jbe- simpiy cut out extraneous story -holding the'obvious commercialism tongue-in-cheek, by Monica . Vitti. the program , certainly turned What
tween Cobo and Landon. v^ho s run matter; so that he could slowT down, [ of one long trailer against Disney, j Lelio Lutazzi, the.. composer- might have been a dusLdry cur¬
awa> from home in hs fa.her s. fi- or. he just learned how to read1 smee it Avas a dandy, even in its ; pianist, is another show regular rent-affairs lesson into something
nal days because he can r bear to fast
siriiplest parts: .' V
«•.••". j with his quiet but knowing chats .entertaining. ,
. '
watch him die without bring able; TV
.r.
.. . . ..... V
Art Linkletter narrated the pa- ? about film music and songs (this
With Jack de Manio as a pleas¬
to ^elD him
f In addition to the technical rade and subsequent tour, which! week commenting on the tunes
disseminator of the
UV.. „.k-„
_,i.pU(an far .M->r?nna
Ktt ant-voiced
Cock and the cast, did a remark- . ability shown tHo second nigh,
data, the compilation was reason¬
able job. The dire-tor, for dne'^ Pleasant personality showed
ably objective, infrequent opinion
thing, made the family. unit and ;nrdug:
such as . “their newspapers are
the type of life they lived, along’
‘House Party,’’ his CBS. show.
I elist Mario Soldati winds up each fewer and duller” being balanced
with their attitude- toward. Cobb's NATIONAL OPEN GOLF
Live camerawork was-so-so, ex-' seorflent with some comment and by “it looks as. if they/might get
death, a believable tiring. Cobb
cept for momentary flashes of ; a screen test of young hopefuls for
individual attention” when
was superb, conveying the manner, r
" Ch-ck: Nearn* great ingenuity—;such as the brief ;; another generally effective bit. more
the numbers of schoolchildren per
Ray Scott
outlook and way of life .of a lovable
eenuis convin-nHv a«d "mW'er' ! ™tt«cer: rerry smiui.
. closeup of an-ecstatic^^boy;.watching { Th^ time, his test of two mpppets class, in the USSR and Britain were
coinpared. The U.S.:was the third
-te-*-*Dmon,TedNatKan. tbej^ O
y,rt.
nation used for comparative pur-,
progressively sicker.
Finally,/
his own novels, allowing for some j poses throughout; some emphas's
90
Mins.;
Sun.
(14),
4:30
p.m.
Haigh, In the niff cult i rie of the
hea\y reams, mudfalls), forced NBC intelligent reminiscing on his • being put on the fact that Amer¬
intrude!*, was excellent in portray¬ EASTMAN CHEMICAL PROD¬ to cancel the Saturday stanza. "-In- youth .
Hawk
\ ica’s better off now. but • the pic¬
UCTS
ing an essentially Fkable m: n \>ho
stead,-the.telecast covering the last
’
. ■ _
1 ture will be .changed by .1970 if
must get along \vi,h 'i;kahle* pocb/lo -XBC-TV,. from" M.amaroneck, N.Y. thre.e holes of the^tourney. at the HOLIDAY TOWN PARADE
j Khrushchev’s, latest seven-year1
iDohenii. Clifford,
who have to resent his p’-erencp;
1T^'1
1 Steers“ St
0
V» mged Foot Golf Club up in West- With Richard Hearne, McDonald ! plan is carried through.
I
(Shenfield)
.
Emotionally and intcBeetually.
ediesmr were, delayed 24 hours. To
Hobley, Joe Loss orch, Carmita ‘
Design arid animation of the
It was one of the most sat‘;'*fyjihg, j NBC-TV’s coverage of the Na,G3re ;°£
Saturday crisis. Director: David Southwood
charts.- by-Alfred Wurrriser, were
“PVyhouse &('*’ entrle: o'. flie tio;.:*l Open, on Sunday <14*. ;;uttine ' ABC inserted some tape footage of 45 Mins., Sat.i 6:15 p.m.
notable
for clarity arid sense of
sc-ason.
C?.n?k .' .on. the last three holes of the third
earlier in the .day.
ABC-TV, Remote from Morecairibe humor.
. Errii.
day's compel' tion some tf the best
Cmck Ilearn, Ray Scott and Bud i ABC-TV has replaced its rietLux Playhouse
|names in golf, was quite interest- 1 a*mer, latter doubling on blurbs, work beat program, • “Oh Boy'’ Sunday Night at London Palladiurii
- s .;.t o:« .0; Gisole- inc. It v:as a cobd hvy-for Eastman. each covered one of the last three with “Holiday Town Parade.”
C00L and cssurod, and very much
MacK'r.'io
as-'u. r to; a Chemical, with i".s line of clothing -lip.es. Aided by some-, satisfactory-., which; each Saturday will visit a the pro, Jo Stafford .did a business-.
fi:rcou<o• ’ ’..r !:I:o a Sals.-.fabrics, etc.
camerawork,which had to Cut holiday resort for a combined; * ^ stmnV
toPping this Associvi - cme. True. ri*. •*
od-s-i-cni'-er
Nctvoik and the goiters had a - trirdurfb /the'. Sunday fmisis over-; vnude show and talent contest: In • atedT TeteV’sion
program aired
rnaterial than v. ■
d I 1 ru‘ rc*M’h h**-• k onf Fn.ir d: **, when ” v. ini-f d Foot, the commentators , striking contrast to its predecessor, i Sunday < < •; her technique: was tops,.
te he: _bv.. Evc-r :t
*i in tidv (•: •- tele * t- \v;
gMpu'riscti'. gave, the background, and .stroke-: the new entry makes a minimum bcltr t-1.\re. wasn't great , evidence
^
Iif1! fi:u‘
' r :: -h>le to have be -n aired. Yh'.i olddribil, by-Ttroking in quiet, professional; onslaught on the teenage audience, I 01 leoiing as she - put/ over four
ca
that hoi es .0 f . -vUiC a ; “incLment wealhei'’ 'high Winds,. ;riyle.
Art.. 1 but seeks instead to appeal-rnore to *
(Coal Itiuod on page 38) *
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EDWARD ARNOLD • GLADYS GEORGE
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There’s ah-pady an indication slogan, what makes you sure you
that the eo mpctition between are using good English?*’ His
. . Good English, at
America’s new little cr-' s will re¬ answer:
mit in enough promotional ' flim¬ least in advertising, is what the
flam to rival the detergent,' cold most people will most understand
cure and a>pirin pitchmen. With most of the time. Also, good (or
Ford, Chrysler and General;.Mo¬ proper) English may not be in¬
tors propping entries for'' fall' teresting enough to attract a
(along wit h Na « h R a inbi er, an d reader or a customer for your
Studebaker Lark'. the skirmish product . . . We don’t worry too
should- enrich the media till by: much about our English except to
. $50.000.000,. with a good paH of: make it sound like real people
it going to tv-radm for everything ( really talk.”
Revlon Changes
from specs to spots.
|
Initialling important changes in
Anybody's car lias a good: deal
more cony potential than an aspir¬ Revlon marketing- setup, Henry
in. and the rumo-s rampant cs to Tavs. a member of prexy Charles.
technical innovation and styling Revson’s personal staff,, takes over
trends among the new entries as veep of merchandising. Post
should emblazon the idea bulbs was vacated by Jack Kauffman:
over agency creative heads, j One Ray Marcus has exited as .director
of the persmtont rumors is j that of marketing to head, the Helena
Chevrolet’s *GM' ■ Corvair will Rubinstein account at Ogilyy, Ben¬
have an opposed six-cylinder, en-: son & Mather, and packaging di¬
pine mounted in the rear. If true, rector Bertram Reibel switches
it will mark the first major; me¬ within Revlon. ^ lie'll go to Eu¬
chanical change in Detroit's: pro¬ rope to work on firm’s expansion
duction in the last decade—and there.
Understood he’ll be re¬
more probably since the inclusion placed by a packaging director
of independent front suspension from the liquor industry, as yet
undisclosed.
More changes are
back in the late ’30s.
1
As a result. Ford and agency J. expected in coming weeks.
Walter
Thompson
'apparently,
Switches: Douglas S. Cramer,
with inside information, or at for three years Procter & Gam¬
least taking no chance*' have al- ble’s broadcast program ; super¬
ready entered the tv ai*?na with a . visor. moves from Cincy to N.Y.
broadcast
supervisor . for
commercial that revives the old1 as
industry controversy regarding Ogilvy. Benson & Mather. He's
front versus rear power plants'. On * also a playwright; credited with
the surface. Ford’s argument could . two off-Broadway productions.
be construed as a blast at Volks- : Mort Kramer,. formerly, with
wagen 'handled in the U. Si by- McCann-Erickson as a marketing
DoyIe-Dane-Bernbaeh>
and ; Re¬ exec and copy group head, joins
nault «Neeuhaih, Lewis & Brorbyh Benton .& Bowles as an account
who^e rear-engine small cars have exec..
achieved remarkable success in
B&B also takes on three copy¬
the American market. To the jauto writers: Virginia Graham, former¬
industry, it is also an obvious ly with Young &. Rubicam; Alan
brainwash against the arrival of \ Johnson, formerly. With McCanntiie Corvair.
!
* Erickson: and Floyd Vandewart.
Ford’s vanguard pitch is a “di- ; former copy chief of AI Paul
reetional stability” commercial on , Lefton agency;
NBC-TV’s ’Wagon Train.” Blurb ;
Lew is F. Owen, formerly at
features two archers demonstrat-' Donahue & . Coe and McCanning that an arrow, with the weight . Erickson. joins Kudner Agency as
in the front, has greater direction¬ associate Creative director. He’ll
al stability than one with the work with Don Gibbs, senior veep
weicht in’ the rear. From !; the and creative director.
archery course, scene shifts to a ;
James B. Simpson moves to
cutavav chassis be’mg driven pver : p. r. department of BBDO as an
a twisting road. There’s narration ' account supervisor. He was p. r.
to the effect that front moulded > director. Of Ellington & Co.
motor i^ pulling the car around ■
James N.. . Harvey, formerly
turns and ’that it is thus more creative grouo head for Coca-Cola.
stable both in turns and on ; the ‘ Oasis Cigarettes and Vaseline hair
open road. The argument about tonic at /McCann-Erickson, be¬
front versus rear mounting hasn’t comes creative director and v.pV
existed in the American auto busi-, of Richard K. Manoff Inc. Agency
ness since the industry’s infancy, j specializes in packaged goods and
If the Chevrolet Corvair comes reps Welch grape juice, Oakite
out with all of its promised ifea- Products,. Royal . Hawaiian Tuna
tures, agency Campbell-Ewald will Packers and others.
Jack' Davis becomes executive
have a bonanza of ad copy lines,
and the GM car will undoubtedly v.p. of Bernard Howard & Co.,
broadcast
reps.
Davis helped
steal a march on both Ford’s jFalcon and Chryler’s Valiant 'BBDQ>. found the new firm.
Two new account executives in
Both are reportedly sticking; to
department of Music
more conventional design prac¬ service
Makers, jingle firm: Robert Davey,
tices with their little cars.
j;
formerly in CBS-TV casting de¬
And. of course* considerable in partment, and Gabe Longo, form¬
the coming battle will be the; al¬ erly in tv department of BBDO.
ready entrenched foreign makes. Davey will cover south, southwest
Sales so far this year total an es¬ and Detroit and southern Ohio:
timated 500,000. Despite the good Longo will cover New England,
year American cars are having, Canada and the upper midwest.
the best since adequate ’57 ?‘"d Per¬
haps even close to record ’55. there
is no denying that imported auto
sales will continue to put a dent
Chicago, June 16.
in Detroit’s fender.
j
D’Arcy plucked Linco Distribut¬
Toys on Tele
ing Corp., with its estimated $200,Toy makers using tv nearly 000. billings. . .
doubled in ’58 over ’57, according
Grey agency has been tapped by
to TvB. Toy and game adver¬ Greyhound Corp. to handle its sub¬
tisers totalled 121 last year against sidiaries, Greyvan Lines and Grey¬
64 the year before. Group’s ty in¬ hound Post Houses Inc.
vestment was -$3,500,900, \-ith
Lawrence W. Scott, senior veep
more than $2,800,000 going to spot and account supervisor in the Chi
and $681,900 in network.
office of Cunningham & Walsh,
elected a director.
Commercial Music
Anthony V. B. Geoghegan, chair¬
First in a series of quarterly
man of the plans board of Young
surveys from Plenddme Produc¬
tions, jingle firm, shows percent¬ & Rubicam, upped to exec v.p.
Y&R also promoted H. Kenneth
age of music in tv commercials Hays; to associate copy director.
among top 25 web spenders and
Wolf Magnus to Tatham-Laird’s
10 top-spending product cate¬ market
research . dept* as senior
gories in spot tv. Study shows that inerchandising analyst.
drug products use music least.
Cars, food products and cosmetics
and toiletries are among heaviest
users of scored commercials, i;
Philadelphia, June 16.
BBDO on Good Bad English
N. W. Ayer transferring Sidney
Copywriter John Van Dolah, Gathrid to the Coast as production
BBDO. L.A., was detailed ;j to supervisor of the “Bat Masterson”
answer a highschool student’s vidpic series, sponsored by Hill
query: “\Vhen you have a good Bros. Coffee on the NBC-TV Con-

/

. Boston: June 16.
WBZ-TV nabbe.d more, than
l.OOi 21-year-olds at its ‘‘.Party
for . the Vote”, public service
program televised ... live ;. on .
Thursday < 11 >. Woody Herman .
arid his. band, vocalist Teddi
-King arid the Four Esquires
provided the’ .dancing entertainment. during the 8-9 p.m.
telecast. Host Dave Maynard
introed Gov. Foster. Fui’colo,
who, with Mrs.: Fu.rcolo started
off the dancing; party. ,
“A Party for the Vote” was.
presented in conjunction with
the Massachusetts League of
Women Voters to encourage
mass registration of newly eli- ;
gible voters.,

tract: is for 52 weeks-’.starting
Oct. 1.
Otto Janssen, formerly of Carl
Byoir & A§sosciates;-joined, public
relations staff of Gray &-Rodgers.
Mrs. Betty. Lewis dissolving her
Robertson Agency ' July 1 > to han¬
dle accounts on "freelance basis.
Charles Ax. - copy supervisor in
N.' W. Aver - Philly headquarters,
will head the ; enlarged creative
group being set up in agency’s Chi¬
cago office..
Dean Sims,, director of public
relations; for Arndt, Preston, Cha¬
pin.: Lamb
Keen, named to the
50th arini -coirimittee. of Sigma
Delta Chi, national pro journalis¬
tic fraternity,
'.

TV-Radio Production Centres
; Continued from page 20 ;

. . , WBBM’s Joe Foss tentatively set to interview Queen Elizabeth in
the pooled radio coverage of her arrival on July 6 . . . WBKB lost two
Salesmen, Ken McDonald, who joined the Westinghouse reppery, and
Ben Drake, who’s moving to Florida . . George Faber, head of CBS
newsfilm in Chi, transferring to Coast for new CBS assignment . . ..
Rolf Forsberg, producer-director at WTTW, on leave of absence • to
direct the San Francisco Shakespeare fest headed by two former Chi
thesps, Jean Arnold and Lee Henry. Henry was once a regular on the
late ‘‘Hawkins Falls”. . . Bill Daily tripling next week as WNBQ di¬
rector (his regular job),, instructor at Columbia. College and . comic at
the Gate of Horn ... . Script writer Bob Savage sold; an article to Ex¬
tension mag on St. Dymphna, patroness of the mentally ill ... Taped
replays of Stuart Brent’s early morning book show on WBKB slotted
for Sunday afternoons as of next week. Station is also repeating its
telecast of ‘‘Science ’58,” pubaffairs strip dbne by U. of Chicago’s sci¬
ence faculty
. NBC press chief Chet Campbell departs this weekend
for a three-week motor trip in the west . v . Sig Sakowicz broadcast¬
ing from Back of the Yards Free Fair on WTAQ July 7-Aug. 3 .
WBKB’s “Polka-Go-Round” notching first anni on the ABC-TV net
next Monday (22).

IZV LOmON .

Richard Greene will be main supporter for George Gobel in the lat¬
ter’s first. 60-minute: Associated-Rediffusion show today (Wed.), with
Tonia Bern ditto, in the second program July 8 ... . Conductor Carmen
Dragon of the Hollywood Bowl symphony orch collects $2,940 for two
performances on BBC . . Philip Dorte, Midlands controller of Asso¬
ciated Television, prepping a teenage show, “Cover Girl,” weekly
song-and-dance program demonstrating fashions: that starts July 1 . .
Granada-TV Was to introduce a new competition show, "Concentra¬
tion,” last night. (Tues.) ... Tyne Tees TV brings up a weekly musical
quiz, “Beat The Band,” devised and, introduced by comedian Harold
Berens, July 16 . . . Julie Andrews has asked out, of her BBC-TV ser-,
ies of four programs due to start Sunday i 21) so that she can give un¬
distracted attention to “My Fair Lady." Shows will now. be aired in
the fall when Miss Andrews is skedded to. quit the Lerrier-Loewe mu¬
sical ... $2,800 given by Associated Television to .the Friends Of The
Tate Gallery has been used to buy a Sickert self-portrait . . . ATV
London,. June 16.
celebrated the third birthday (150th broadcast) of its “Seeing Sport”
Some current campaigns are hit¬ Monday (15) . . . Three film directors—-Jack Clayton, Tony Richardson,
ting new- highs here-^including; one Alexander Mackendricb—discuss the prospects for British: pictures in
beingTiandfect by W. S: Crawford “Talking of Films” on BBC’s Network Three today.
Ltd. for Gillette: industries, to
launch, a new razor .,set, with,, ex¬
penditure' a record ' $319,000;; an¬ IN WASHINGTON
other. v by: Wilson Advertising of
Lester W. Lindow, Assn, of Maximum Service Telecasters exec dir
Manchester,, which has just taken rector, has a new assistant, Arch L. Madsen, who. cairie from. !WLS,
over, consumer; advertising for Vac- Chicago .. . . Patti Searight of WTOP and Mary Lois Dramm of WRC,
t’ric Ltd. and associated companies; remain as prez and v.p. of local American Women in Radio & Tele¬
and a third. by S.; H. Benson which vision chapter for another year; but new officers include Mrs. Torrey
conducts for the Brewers’. Society Baker, National Education Assn., corresponding secretary; Kay Fer¬
its biggest-ever scheme on behalf rell, WFAX, recording sec’y.; and Simone Poulain, State Dept., trea¬
of. its 399-member brewing firms. . surer, and these directors-: Jean Rainey, Mary Ann GuyoL Nan .HanNow visiting the U.S. arid Can¬ num, Lillian Brown, Charlotte Hubbard arid. Ellen Wadley : .- . Paul
ada are Leslie Stintort. and Guy Liebler, ex-stage manager for “Jimmy Dean Show,” designated tv proWoolley , of.. the Napper Stinton gram director for WTOP , . . Washington Star tv writer Blernie Harri¬
Woolley Ltd;; agency. Principal son subbing on WMAL for vacationing Jerry Strong . . . Connie B.
cailirigrpoints are.Ne\v York,. Buf¬ Gay hosting stag barbecue June 25 honoring Gene Autry and officers
falo and Toronto, main 'purposes and directors of Country Music Assn.
being .to visit clients -and. contact
associate outfits:
IN MINNEAPOLIS
JOhri Hobson & Partners to han¬
Gordon Mikkelson, WCCO Radio program promotion director, one
dle. the advertising for. Colgateof
two candidates elected to a six-year school board term ,,. . Jerry
Palmolive Ltd.’s Cadum, toilet soap
from. July 14. Account was previ¬ Mathers 6f “Leave It . to Beaver” and “Captain Kangaroo” to be here
for
Aquaterinial, July 17-26. “Karigaroo” to originate frorri here during
ously. with. McCann-Erickson Ad¬
the celebration 1 . . NTA’s KMSP-TV has taken on. considerable nuriivertising Ltd.
ber of parent body’s taped syndicated shows, including- Mike Wallace
interviews, Bishop Sheen, Alexander, King, Henry Morgan, “Juke Box
Jury” and “People’s Court”. ... Bill Furman. from Campbell-Mitliun
ad agency joined WCCO Radio as sales research director, succeeding
Cliff Kaufman who was promoted to sales promotion head . . . Jack
Thayer resigned as WDGY general manager to take similar post with
KFRC, San Francisco, where he’ll also be a v.p. . . . WLOL disk jockey
Throclunorton elected by suburban' Edina-Morriingside highschool se¬
nior students “King of the Twin Cities’ Disk Jockies.”
Hbllywood, June 16.
A contractual hassle between IN SAN FRANCISCO
"Bat MaStersori”. star Gene Barry ' Crowell-Collier’s newly acquired KEWB (ex-Kl/X) went on the air
and Ziv cued a three-day walkout with stunts—reading Phonebook for 24. hours, new ID jingles, plenty
by the aetdr last week. Barry failed j of r&r ... Scott Burton’s new production coordinator at KFRC. He's
to report fbr filming on Tocatiqn an ex-WISK, Minneapolis, program director . . . Tom Franklin start¬
last. Wednesday/ then didn’t show ing a new nightly series on KGO-AM, mostly , songs of yesteryear . . .
up at the studio Thursday and New ad director at KOVR-TV, Stockton, is Scott Kemper, ex-Reitter
& Orme, Sacramento . . . William Cullenward has departed KFRC to
Friday.. '
form his own Oakland ad agency. He was formerly ^ith KCBS ...
. Exact n a t.u r e of . the battle Deejay Art Finlay about his orim. (and Gordon McLendon’s) “good mu¬
couldn’t be ascertained, with both sic” KABL: ‘‘it’s the only station I’ve ever listened to when’I’m NOT
Ziv and Barry and his reps refus¬ working”. . . New salesman at KFRC is Robert H. Dodd, ex-KOBY,
ing to discuss it. However; Barry’s eX-KYA, ex-KGO-TV . , . New all-jazz outlet, KJAZ-FM, still hasn’t
agents, Goldstone-Tobias, were in set a date for getting on the air .. . ..News commentator John K. Chapel
constant meetings with Ziv execs switched from (old) KLX to KABL . . . KABL announcer Knowles
in an effort to iron out the situa¬ Robertson lost two front teeth in Bay Bridge auto accident. ,
tion.
Earlier this spring, Barry had IN CLEVELAND
set up a howl when.it \vaS revealed
Hal Morgan, after 25 years, quit WGAR disk jockey post to devote
that NBC-TV had been considering;
converting 4iBat” into a 60-minute more time to tv. WGAR has a “no tv” edict for staffers ... Kamal Kasseries. He said the earlier .shooting sim joins WJW as night d.j., from Detroit’s WJBK . . . . Pete Myers
schedule on hqurlong series would goes from WHK to disk spot on WNEW; N.Y. /. . Danny Thomas comes
deprive, him of $100,000 in personal to Lorain, O.^ tomorrow (Thurs.), to plump for St. Jude Hospital funds
appearance dates set for late sum¬ ... Bob Hope in town for Cain Park summer theatre variety twomer, and demanded a new con¬ week stint v. . Bob Neal started new sports quiz ringing in out-of-town
tract, if the: hGur show were actu¬ sportswriters and announcers to answer listener questions before WERE
baseball broadcasts .
WDOK plans to sell FM air tiriae in day-long
ally. done.
blocks to one advertiser per day, similar to KYW-FM plan . . ; NBG
■‘Monitor” crewman Dale Remington in from N.Y. to do Cristiani Bros.
Circus tapes for net airing (2Q-21) ; . . Jeff Donnell passed through on
way to Canal Fulton, O., “Bell, Book & Candle” performances .
Peggy . Cass on similar mission in “Born Yesterday” at Warren, Q.

London Agencies

...

... /

To ‘Bat,’ Does Walkout
On Ziv for Three Pays

Nashick in at Par’s KTLA
For Rue, Who Goes KC0P

. : .. Hollywood, June 16.
, E. Robert. Nashick succeeds
James J. Rue, as ad-sales promo¬
tion director for KTLA (Para¬
mount Television productions),
checking in June 29 from present
post as ad-promo m a nager . of
KYW-TV, Westinghoiise.: Broad¬
casting Co. station in Cleveland.
Rue resigned, to become exec as¬
sistant to KCOP pie x y Kenyon
Brbwn.

VS DALLAS

. v

Jack Bailey* “Queen for a Day” emcee, and Charles Jackson, “Lost
Weekend” author, will address the the Texas State Alcoholics' Anony¬
mous conference here June 20-21 ... KRLD-TV expects to add its
second Ampex Videotape machine about July 1
. KFJZ-FM, Fort
Worth, started operating last week. Facilities are combined with the
KFJZ-AM station, with the latter’s program director, Dave Nangfe*
doiibtaiS as program director arid station manager of the FM unit * . .
Perry Como visits here June 21-23 With Kraft Cheese executives arid
RCA Victor record distributors. Cocktail party is set for Sunday (21)
at the new Sheraton-Dallas Hotel. Press, radio and tv inteiviews are
due June 23, before Como returns to New York
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This number, to be published in early
July, will contain features of special
interest to all those who are concerned
with the foreign and domestic use
of TV-FILMS. Here are a few 'of the
features.

The Current Battle Over
Video Tape

K)
w ft .H

Sterling Television Hying Off
In All Diversification Directions
—“— -----—+

HAT
Hnldc 1 «t SsIac
UfU Iiuiua 1M UdlCb

Future Prospects for In¬
dependent Commercial
Makers
Symposium on Feature
Films
Status of Telefilm Sales
Throughout the World

S*

Chicago; June 16.
National Telefilm Associates' feature film division, headed by
E. Jonny Graff, has dra\vn the sales Assignment for NTA’s four
new tape Shows, Alexander King’s "Alex In Wonderland,” "Mike
Wallace Interviews,” "Henry. Morgan & Co.” and "One Night
Stand.” Oddly enough, the feature film division's object will be. to
break the cinematics barrier in the nighttime , hours. Graff & Co.
will be trying to get stations to drop a late feature once a week
for one of the tape shows. Only the Mike Wallace’ shows will be
meant for stripping.
In addition, the division—whose Shortage of feature product is
showings—will take on reruns of four half-hour. properties, "Sher¬
iff of. Cochise,” "O. Henry Playhouse,” . "African Patrol” and
"Crime Reporter.” Latter is a retitled melding of "Official Detec¬
tive” and “Walter Winchell File”, reruns and will be sold as a
strip. "O. Henry” and "African Patrol” are shows which NTA
purchased from Gross-Krasne. '
Graff is also repackaging the 1.400 Paramount short subjects,
which NTA has long been peddling to stations as fillers. The Grantland Rice series, for instance, wall go out in a sports shorts pack¬
age, as will the two-reel comedies. Success of the “Three Stooges”
is expected to create some interest in the latter group.

Top Industrial Films for TV
Hollywood Telefilm Pro¬
duction Roundup
These are just a FEW of the feature
stories and charts that, combined with
VARIETY'S regular news coverage,
create DEMAND readership values.

Take advantage of the special exploi¬
tation values of this issue and
Make Your Space Reservation Now

NEW YORK 36
154 W. 46th St.

612 N. Michigan Ave.

HOLLYWOOD 28
6404 Sunset Blvd.

LONDON, W. C. 2
8 St. Martin's Place

CHICAGO 11

Trafalgar Square

Sterling Television, the company

"hich
m'enlI>' £!oa,ed * 5200,000
public stock offering, is expanding

MaaF In Wnrlr fin Hnofl

its activities in a number of direcneaa tions
tXhe stock offering underOf Steam on ‘Vikings’ written by ? A Hoiman & co.

lflm 10 lYOFK Up

was completely subscribed to June
’United Artists Television, which
3, one day after it had been of¬
has been hiring syndication sales
fered.)
execs on the regional level, held
With Hearst Metrotone News,
its first sales confab in N. Y. this
week, in conjunction with launch- Sterling has two projects going,
ing its first syndicated property, One, "Headline, U.S.A.,” is; a tv
“Tales of the Vikings.”
project and' the other, "Screen
tJSi™News Digest,!' is a school oduca™<=
UonU'ih.w.,>H«adUne-»'fU;»ihaahour
****•' keyed, to^past key
starrer, "The Vikings."
Series
SSrfito
does uuk
not aiai
star f/uugiaa,
Douglas, but
has teJng
shot *° bnng ,he story up to
uuv naa
, s
Jerome Courtland in the top role.
..
.
Episodes are being shot in Munich, f.
™ an°tbeJ nlrtJsfrJhfn '
fiprmanv
In thp
studios as
Germany, in
the samp
same studios
as tl0n
, , move, has made
. ., a. ...partnership
,, ...
the feature to take advantage of
wlth, "‘Piaster.Marty
the props, sets. etc.
Ghckman to pick up live the
UAT eventually plans to have a hockey games of . the Boston
les force of 45 men and has a Brums
Celtic
sales
mums and the
me vei
ic basketball
uasneiuau
.leaaine tar«t
releasing
target of
of siv
six svndicated
syndicated games
pnies for tv. and radio broadcasts
on two series, “Hudson’s Bay” and
ln : ^^^ew England
"Miami Undercover,” is continuing. area. Sterling and Glickman made
Outfit sold two series for fall net¬ a deal for the tv and radio rights
working, "Dennis O’Keefe Show,” to the Celtic and Bruins games,
and "Troubleshooters.” "O'Keefe,” which are being offered to New
sold to Oldsmobile, still has not England sponsors for a regional
been slotted.
"Troubleshooters" *Bread- -TeJgeasttn* w ould be congoes on NBC-TV Friday at 8 p.m, fi?ed
, Saturday and Sunday
with Philip Morris picking up the ,n
games being picked
tab for Marlboro.
up wherever the games are being
played.
■ ■ , ■ . - .
— —
Capsules of. Silents
ifj •
pL ti
Another Sterling project is "SlYldpiX matter
lents-Please,” a half-hour show
_
._ built around the cinema silents;
culled from various sources, D. W.
George Faber, midwest manager Griffith productions being one of
for CBS Films, will become man- them. Some of t^e episodes would
ager of publicity for the outfit in be a half-hour version of Griffith’s
Hollywood, a newly created post. "Intolerance,” or the Rudolph Val?e.,
headquarter at KNXT entino starrer “Son of the Sheik,”
building in Los Angeles.. .. . Dun- for example, while other episodes
wx,ul|hrith^tic «cn«u, such
guestarring at this year’s Canadian
mS m ^nger and ?ad
:. •
National
Exhibition,
held
in Clowns."
Sterling also has made a deal
Toronto from Aug. 26 through
Sept. 12 . . . MGM-TV has picked with, let t producer Harvey Cort,
up the option of- Paul Monash, who did the off-Broadway "The
creative programming exec, at the Innocents,” to shape a feature
studio ., . Major Charles A. Berry, composed of old silents and. keyed
USAF, recently chief of the Flight to a central theme
Medicine Dept, at School 9f AviaSterling’s "Adventure Today”
tion, will serve as technical ad- recently renewed bv the Canadian;
visor to Ziv’s new series, "Space,”. Broadra
ihJSr f?
slated for web airing next fall . ... S
AC — ls bei?* of* .
Charles R.
Hunt has
been ^redm the American market on
appointed sales manager of. Sound a I?atl9n9t /DOt .basis.- Half-hour
Masters Inc., producers of motion senes lS a filmed, documentary adpicture and tv films
.. “The. venture.show. •; ;
Pope’s Day,” an hourlong filmed
In another thrust into the live
documentary produced by Italian sports field. Sterling has made a
tv broadcasters will be tele- deal with; producer Matt Niesen
cast on WPIX, N Y., Tuesday r23>. who helms the bowling Show on
... Bernard L. Schubert, Inc. plans WNBQ. Chicago, to set up the
to open a new Hollywood office, same show for telecasting iii the
selecting a production topper to N Y area
K
11 ...
oversee the company’s filming ac- " '•» ’
‘
, .
'
tivities there, as well as negotiate
T-.
.
r~^*

Yidpix Chatter

Incorporated Television Pr ogrammes Co; Ltd., of Britain, has
changed its name to Incorporated
Television Corp. Change was made
to maintain a uniform ITC image
throughout the world Incorporated
Television and the Jack Wrather
Organization are partnered in. the
U.S.-based Independent Television
Corp . . . James Thrash has been
named manager of CBS Films Atlanta office, replacing James H;_
McCormick who was recently
moved to the company’s N.Y. office . . . Tom Burkhart, formerly
an account exec at Ziv, has joined
WLOS-TV,
Asheville-GreenvilleSpartanburg, as regional sales
coordinator.

MEXICAN ASBESTOS’
■
^PNTIIRV, MTV
111
1UAI BUI :
Mexican tv has bought- its first
U. S.-made “public service” stanza
"Twentieth Century ” the CBS
package handled abroad by Fremantle^ Tntpmatinnoi
£ifw^
w^s sold
Rde Mexico,
bougbt fbe senes via
.JJjWicidad General, Us agency in
•
. .
other sales made in Mexico in
the Past month by Fremantle were
f°r four series, "O.S.S.;” "Decoy,”
“Big Story” and "Foreign Intrigue,” to station XHNL, Monterey.
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Ziv, which has a healthy foreign operation, dubs or subtitles
its series, in nine languages,;
.
The subtitling in Chinese runs .verticallyvon the screen. Four¬
teen Ziv. series are subtitled in Chinese for use in Horig Kong..
Other languages are. Spanish, German, French,. Flemish, Italian,
Finnish, Japanese," and Tagalog, the native tongue of the Phillip'■ pines.. .
,
•
Spanish is by far the most popular foreign language of those
used and is dubbed for. distribution :in 12 Latiri-American coun¬
tries and-Spain.
Among the Ziv series In heavy distribution abroad are ‘-‘Sea
Hunt,” “Highway Patrol;” -'Cisco Kid,” “Mr. District Attorney,”
“Bat Masterson,'7 “Tombstone. Territory” and “Target.”

ebs Move-In on Station Time
Cuttii^ Into Syndication Sales;
Vidpix Glut (Plus Tape) a Factor

By BOB CHANDLER
Hollywood, June 16.
Prospect for syndicated telefilm
♦
By MURRAY HOROWITZ
production here is the brightest in
The doldrums seem to have set
<Sweepstakes, Series
some time, with at least .$25,000,in over a good portion of the syn¬
000 worth of product to' go before
A projected tv series, “They
dication biz. No one wants to talk
cameras locally in the coming . Won the Irish Sweepstakes,”
' year. That’s exclusive of foreign
officially, or have his company
is being. propped by producer
production, which .also shows
Ralph Norman, in association
identified with a declining sales
promise of an upswing.
with York Productions Ltd. of
curve, but many syndication houses
Upbeat. is due to a number of j • Britain.
are
finding sale* slow.
. Norman arrived in N.Y. refactors, an expansion, at MCA TV’s
The many regional sponsors due
j Revue Productions and. at Screen . cently froiri London to sound
out the U.S. market. Series
Gems, HTA’s decision to spring
to buy for next season’s market-byis. said to be based on the true
; filmed product-from its NT A Film
market spread could change the
stories of those who won the
Network into syndication and Con¬
picture. .There’s a wealth of firstsweepstakes. A pilot script
Cartooning especially for tv, isF————:-———-—- centrate on tape for the. webr and
run properties, and a few off-net¬
arid the .next 12 stories have
the growth of new companies; like
coming into its! owm
v
m 1 • P D i
been completed. Project envi¬
ITC and United Artists Television.
work
clicks being pitched to them.
For a number of years tv virtutaFFy IHftlkll) $ fOSt
sions shooting episodes in
The companyrby-company run¬
Some $25,000,000 in production
ally was dependent on the cartoon
Hollywood, June 16.
Dublin,
Britain,
Europe
and
down is as follows:
coin, representing filming under¬
backlogs of the majors—“P.opeye,”
Larry MenKln has joined Howard : Ziv $7,000,00fo; Revue $3,000,000
the U.S.
way in Hollywood and a few places
York Productions Is asso¬
••Krazv kat;':,'*BagS Bunny,” “Ter- Wolper ProducUons. as .associate
Revue shapes up with a $3,000,elsewhere, has been earmarked for
ciated with Twickenham Stu¬
1-ytooni" to name a few.. Last year. Producer ana story. editor on 000 schedule, comprising 39 new
syndication series.
dios; a British film produc¬
.there \Vas a spurt Of cartooning
tnvesti.-,atoi. ^ .
“Shotgun Slade” stanzas, 39. “Cor¬
Yet* the outlook looks “tight,’*
tion outfit.
specially made for tv. This year, 1
is financing and sjn- onado 9” Rod Cameron segments,.
as one telefilm exec puts it;
more is due to come down the pike, dmatuig.
18 more “Mike Hammers” and.1
Only a little over a month ago,
possibly additional “SA-7” segs. (
Trans-Lux Television has -“Felix
some telefilm execs estimated that
■ Ziv is presently . filming . 39 the Cat,” a newly-made series, andJLRfijLK W\J
•
j
for the first time in many years the
“Lock-Up” shows. and 39 new;
lias racked up an impressive sale |y||.|f|- I V KAlCAfl
overall gross racked up in syndica¬
“MacKenzie’s Raiders.” Decisions
list, putting the show, in 33 mar- IflUivl/T V 1 Ulwvll
tion will not increase in ’59. But
as to additional production on
kots in less than , three months’
that was a tentative estimate, de¬
“Highway Patrol,” “Sea Hunt”
time. Trans-Lux reports a gross to
«
• I\1
1 ■
pendent on a number of develop¬
arid “Bold Venture,” ally of which
date of $1,500,000 on sales....
FAT P IllTIffA IVllA
ments,- mainly on the move of the
are excellent prospects for another
, Screen Gems is going into sec1 UK I llUIKv liilU
networks in the 7 to 7:30 tEDT)
ond-year production on “Huckle- .
' "
year, haven’t been made^et. How¬
and 10:30 to 11 p.m. (EDT) time
ever, . In any case, studiq^will turn
bt-rry Hound,” with the tab being
Mill ■ fl
MV1 ■
periods. That move Jias occurred
\ widely at NBC-TV, CBS-TV and
MUP by Kellogg as. a. national
Mfet^MIlt out a minimum of six new. syn¬
dicated series at a cost of over
| ABC-TV.
$7,000,000.
^California l^tional Productions, j| Qn
Sterling Television has just
On the
the surface,
surface, impinging
impinging on
on a
a
SG $4,000,000; NTA $7,000,000
the NBC telefilm subsidt, grossed loeal option slot for ^ ga^.hours
made a deal with Magic Screen . MGM-TV, which heretofore, has
Productions for ai combination concentrated on networking and
Screen; Gems has ‘•Undercover approximately $4,000,000 io the daily may not seem of too much
package of cliff hangers and. com- feature sales, is going to get its Car,” with Victor Jory, rolling out urst six months or
laKe consequence. But from the viewplete stories. There will be 130 feet wet shortly in telefilm syndi- of its syndicated programming ^3^ ^n' in^ea|e °f neafjjy point of the syndicators, it lops off
episodes in the batch, each. of a cation,
:
,
division,-and looks set to go with
over
SLX months- the needs of himdreds of stations
little over five minutes in length.
“Thin Man, whiclr ha<L a two- 39 new “Rescue: 8” stanzas. In of 1958.
. .
.
who, if it weren’t for the network
All will be produced in color, with season ride on the web, will be pf- ! addition, there’s the national spot
Company has been having a feed, would have to program localan eye to. the home film market fered in mid-July to the syndica- “Huckleberry Hound” cartoons ^ood year In terms of network
Syndicated telefilm product
and overseas ■ sales. Partnered in ti°n mart. . Series consists of 72 through H-B Productions. Looks sal^v, 3 factor which evidently has been one of the prime local
MSP . are Vernon Becker, Jay episodes. Present plan is to hit like $4,000,000 worth out of the contributed to the network sub- programming buys.
Jiilien arid Hay Sachs. (Julien is a the regionals and local station mar- Columbia subsid. •
’dollar volume Upbeat.
One syndicator squawked that if
Broadway producer:)
*•»<“> an0»;3trlP baf” that
NTA’s slate isn’t finalized yet,
ayS’S the web affiliates don’t put up a
■ T
,/..
.
..
selling the off-network property
Hearst Corp.. has formed a new for once-a-week telecasting,
but TCF-TV is already filming 39 1 q^q Rn lLcn!! S ,
jSS \ fight for what heretofore had been
dmsion of King Features SyndiMGM-TV will utilize its; six-man new “How to Marry a MBlioriateo” |^®'J®
a
local option time, the syndicators
cate Special Service which will featUre film sales force as nucleus and “Man^^ Without a Gun” segs for
ultimately will have to register
,
possibility for ^CNP s ^eir complaint in Washington,
produce and market filmed tele- for its sales effort on “Thin Man” syndication. Desilu is going ahead
shows based on King Features and eventually other syndicated with 39 “Grand Jury” shows and ,
'+rtf* c A S
(a proposal to slice network option
properties. Immediate project is properties. Richard Harper, di- will do either 39 new. “U.S; Mar- would give the firm a 1,000 battmg fjme js before the FCC.? But the
the production of new “Popeye” rector of MGM-TV’s feature sales, shal” stanzas or a new series with ayorage on network entries for probability of syndicators taking
.
their beef to Washington is small.
animated cartoons.
will mastermirid the "Thin Man” “Marshal” star John Bromfield. falJ[*
Also possibilities—decision is due
has in- gome syndicators are involved in
Bozo, Spunky & Babbit
push.
soon-—are
39
each
of
.
“The
Man
^tested
$6,500,000
in
new
product
trying to sell network telefilms and
Currently in the market, other
In Jin unrelated area, MGM-TV
uetwork as well as syndics- they don’t want to antagonize pothan the backlogs, are “Bozo, the v.p. George Shupert is off to Lori- Nobody Knows” and “You’re Only
Young
Twice.”
NTA
also
has
“The
tio°)*
according
to
the
company,
tential
web customers.
Clown” froiri Jayark, “Spunky, the 'doh. for* few days to p o. Metro
Tadpole,” distributed by : Guild studio facilities there and scout Third Man,” finishmg upi in Eng- while the production budget for | -j>he multiplicity of telefilm
land,
as
a
syndication
possibility,
all
of
i9o8^was
$8,000,000.
‘
Incipmduct
on the market doesn’t help
Films, and “Crusader Rabbit,” Possible co-productions,
AR told, NTA^^should pay out
, C^Q groa?ed some
the situation, either. It’s much
handled by Regis.
. '
about $7,000,000 for syndicated 000,000 in 58, with the^ second easier to be a hero on a property
United Artists Associated, Which PEDDfAT ARfrAlf PAFT
programming in the coming year, half of the year seeing a dopblmg when the competition isn’t as
has .been successful with , the did * LIUUiVmMUiUL I Avl
.
j of
CNP $2,500,000
pi billings
Dinings over
over the
me first
nrst half.
nan.
heavy. An added fly in the oint“Popeye’s” and. Warner Bros, carau mr IDA DDF CDDICC
California National is. already in
ment, from the vewpoint of those
toons, also plans to enter the field.
UFI DEiAIv ilDDl udlUju
production on two new syndicated DA TIT ADD DFTT
UAT
selling telefilms, is the numbero£
It is negotiating for a riew cartoon
Hollywood,
Hollywood, June
June 16,
16.
series, Johnny Florea Productions’ I Al/llAlllj D£tLL u i Al
vidtape shows coming into the
(Continued on page 38j
Nat
Perrin. who
Who recently
recently exited
exited
Nat Perrin,
‘’Not for Hire,” with Ralph Meeker,
UinniV nim Tit 7> 1T T 1C market- On the station level, they
Hecht - Hill-Lancaster,. has . con¬ and Bob Stillman’s “Pony ExJ compete wtth telefilms for bertns*
^ .,
T
| This doesn't mean that the botcluded an • agreement with, syndi- ; press,” Each is going for 39 arid
figuring out at around $2,500,000
t. i j
uanas, June lb. ; tom has dropped out of the syndicated lovelorn columnist Abigail j for
the pair.
Packard Bell, inanufacturers of ; cati0n market. It does look like a
(“Dear Abby”) Van Bureri for; a i
series based . on her files. She | . CBS Films and ABC Films oreiSS?*B?er “r"116*50? "J* t0a0!> ‘-e
. 8°LS°, f'T1'.
wmuld also appear in the series,; still iffy. For the former.. Sam 1 Ssor with Fr?endfv“ ChmTollt' r**T?.
tl'“esIots' aRd , ;° ^| a
probably as hostess or. narrator, j Gallu is currently lensing “Border r0 0f Dallas on seven half hour 1
S on WFA4 TV
i! Snffi
por^n$-°f
toial 8100 ‘
•Actual forrnal hasn’t been final-j Patrol”, and is awaiting the- word. *
000,000 s-'nfilcat>on
syndication th?
pie.
°00'000
Plc- •ized, but Perrin thinks it will-take on VHouse on K ..Street,’'' pilot .of
Hollywood. June 16.
Mickey Rooney arid his Fryman ■
f°rrri of dramatized segments j
Enterprises are dickering a '.multi- j based on Miss Van Buren s cprre-;
pie series co.-production deal- with i sPondence ri’ith her readers. He s
Ziv Television Programs, One se- j
>vn^ °n the project this J
ries Would; star Rooney, W'hile Fry- i )Ye^k. The Pear- Abby?’. column ••
man, in which lie’s partnered with?1S syndicated in some 400 news-!.
his manager* Red Doff, would pro- PSP^S- Local ..outlet is the L. A,
,P
...
...
i “Mystery Theatre,” “African Pa-!
I 1 UU.
Kl Vi!
duce theV^other three; for Ziv with-^■: Mirror-News. .
( ABC_Filnis has a pilot going on j trol,” “Crusader” and “Science i
out.Rooney as star.
-~r —•
‘
.The Racer with David Janssen, Fiction Theatre.”
!
Hollywood, June 16.
.; -Negotiations as they now stand
Hf A nf Hltlpr’
but hopes to steer this Joseph ;
___,•
j Fred Briskin has been given inwould have Frymari and Ziv equal ‘JvVI vl LI1C OI HIllCl
| Schenck Enterprises entry to netI dependent producer status by
partners in. all the series, with Fry- •
T-i- Mor1,a! Via WPIY i Work exposure. No Word on new W&l/S BLURBS IN MADRID
; Screen Gems after serving the Coman producing, arid Ziv providirig .
HHU ITIal ncl I Id YIT IA syndicated prograiriming.
Like-.
/
Madrid, June 16.
t lumbia tv wing as production exec,
facilities, financing arid distribu“The Secret Life of Adolf Hit- : wise, ITC has had plenty of . actlvAdv exec
William
Warwick ! Under his longterm deal, SG will
ity . on the pilot front; but rib planecr out with a "Warwick & finance and release his properties,
- hourlor.g tele^tarK
greenlights here for full series Legler art director and account [Among the projects on Briskin’s
“The Lariat Kid.’V a teenage westr in2 footage gathered from a mul- production yet.
supervisor over the weekend after production slate are two golfing
ern to star Johriny . Weissmuller tiplicity of sources, has been put
United Artists Television ^will grinding 16m Granada background ’ series in association with SG and
Jr., and- a skein yrith Rooney’s into syndication, by WPIX, N. Y. likely syndicate its two foreign for teleco.mmercials and photo- \ Mitchell Hamilburg and a tentasons*
N. Y: Daily News indie has syii- .productions, . “The Vikings” (Ger- graphing authentic locale«color for ; tive arrangement for production
Doff is handling the negoUa'tions dicated two other telementaries, many) and “Hudson’s Bay” (Can- mag layouts.
j of “Manhunt.”
with Ziv progtr a ni development “The Russian ; Revolution;” arid ada), using its Hollywood output
Footage shot during the five-day | Briskin joined SG in 1952 after
head, Dick D’Orso. Deal isn’t ex- “Cold War-Berlin Crisis.” As with for network; But if “The Dennis junket will be assembled, at the ; an affiliation with Columbia since
pected to jell until a format for the the others, Westbrook Van Voor- i O’Keefe Show” time , squeeze fails New York: homeoffice in rough-f 1946, Until his succo.^or is named
Rooney starrer is finalized, since his is the narrator for “Hitler,”; to resolve itself, there’s a good cut stage.. Trio will then return he’ll continue as veepee of-Briskin
that’s the pivotal property in the co-produced by Walter D. Engels 5 chance UAT \vill punip this one here to lens location sites for final Productions end production exeo
talks, ,
and Williarii. L. Cooper JrJ
I into syndication as well.
J skeins, ... "
j utive of Screen Gems.

MGMJVPoM

For Plunge Into
Mbt-By-Mkt

CNP S4-M3 Tabe
On Sales So Far,
Ud Si-Mil on ’58

PERR1N-AB1GAIL PACT
ON‘DEAR ABBY’SERIES

PACKARD BELL’S FAT
VIDPIX BOY IN DALLAS

To Co-Pard Four

se,ttl,ng a

Briskin’ss Indie
: Brskm
S Prod. Deal at SG
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COMING AT YOU-THE
victory program sales

CALIFORNIANS, FIRST-RUN-OFF-THE-NETWORK!

presents the first major Western series

available to all markets for this Fall-THE

CALIFORNIANS.

First-run-off-the-network, where it ran for two years,
Californians

time stripping has virtually disappeared. And now the networks

the

are turning to first-run material for their own daytime strip

is pure Western action. It’s the slam-bang saga of

reruns, limiting the supply even further. Where do you go from

Vigilante-Gold Rush days, and the trigger-witted gambler who
brought law and order to San Francisco.
ful daytime and early evening audience appeal,

here? Western, young man!
Serve

Here are 69 high-budget, top-quality adventures with power¬
NIANS’

fresh, first-run-off-the-network comedy material for local day¬

the CALIFOR¬

network sponsorship history—Singer Sewing Machines,

the Californians

at lunchtime, next to afternoon

feature films, as a pre-evening lineup audience builder. Run it
weekly, across-the-board, or stripped with CNP’s other Western
variations:

frontier; hopalong cassidy ; steve donovan, west¬

Lipton Tea, Colgate-Palmolive-has already marked it as a real

ern MARSHAL; BOOTS AND SADDLES-THE STORY OF THE FIFTH CAV¬

“lady killer.” And because of its late-evening slot on the network,

ALRY,

the series will hit like a buffalo stampede with the important

noon to sunset, and whip thedaylights out of your competition!

and

union pacific. Go CALIFORNIANS

anywhere from high

youth audience, which has never seen it.
No one has to tell you of the growing Western popularity
among nighttime network viewers. As a result, the source of

A DIVISION OF CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
663 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. • 3000 W. Alameda Ave., Burbank, Cal.
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pfiRffirr -ABB FEATURE CHART

weekly feature chart, based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau, covers two markets. Each week the 10 top rated features for the tv:o markets
will be listed.
Factors which'.would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
determining ihe effectiveness of a feature show in a specific market have been
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is.such pertinent information regarding
features as their stars, release year, original production company and the present
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for. the measured
Variety’s

feature period and share of audience, since these factors reflect the effectiveness
of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late show at 11:15 p.m. would hardly
have any children viewers, but its share of audience may reflect dominance in that
time period. In the cities where. stations sell their feature programming on a multi
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical throughout the week a total rating for the
total number of showings for the week is given, the total rating not taking into account
the duplicated homes factor. Barring unscheduled switches in titles the listed features
for the particularly rated theatrical filmed show are as accurate as could be
ascertained.

DECATUR-SPRINGFIELD
TOP TEN FEATURE FILMS
1. “BAD BOY”—
Audie Murphy,
Lloyd Nolan;
Interstate Tel. Film;
1947; Fine Arts

STATIONS: WTVF, WICS, WCIA. SURVEY DATES: APRIL 13-19, 1959.
AVERAGE
RATING
HIGH
16.1
17.6

TIMESLOT
Saturday Night
Playhouse
Sat. April 18
10:30-11:45 pm.
WICS-TV

*. “OPERATION CICERO”—
Ricardo Montalban;
NTA

1st Run

T.V. Hour of Stars
Sat. April 18
10:00-11:00 p.m.
WCIA-TV

9.7

10.2

9.4

26.4

News; Weather; Sports .... ... WICS
Saturday Night Playhouse.. ... WICS

S. “SON OF FRANKENSTEIN”—

1st Run

Shock Theatre
Fri. April 17
10:30-12:30 p m.
WTVP-TV

7.7

9.4

5.7

30.0

Jack Paar Show. ...WICS_ - 15.0
Starlight Theatre—
“You Belong to Me”. ...WCIA ... . 5.3

1st Run

Starlight Theatre
Fri- April 17
10:45-12:30 p.m.
WCIA-TV

6.6

8.2

5.3

27.3

Jack Paar Show.. ...WICS .... .... 13.9
Shock Theatre—
“Son of Frankenstein”- ...WCIA ... .5.9

1st Run

Saturday Matinee
Sat: April 18.
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WICS-TV

5.9

6.1

5.3

31.6

The Hop.. ...WCIA

Repeat

Midwest Marquee
Sat. April 18
11:15-1:45 p.m.
WCIA-TV

5.9

7.0

4.1

63.4

Saturday Night Playhouse—
“Bad Boy”..

6, “TRY AND GET ME”—
Frank Lovejoy;
M& A Alexander;
1950; United Artists

Repeat

Sunday Cinema
Sun. April T9
4:00-5:00 p.m.
WTVP-TV

5.6

6.1

5.3

20.3

World Congress of Flight.... ..WICS . . 18.3

T. “ROAD TO GLORY”—
Fredrick March, Warner
Baxter, L. Barrymore;
1936; 20th-Fox; NTA

1st Run

Midwest Marquee
Men. April .13
10:45-12:30 p.m.
WCIA-TV

5,0

5,3

.4.5

35.2

Jack Paar Show. ..WICS. .. 9.7

8. “DAYTIME WIFE”—

1st Run

Midwest Marquee .
Wed. April 15
10:45-12:15 pmi.
WCIA-TV

46

5.3

2.9

33.1

Jack Paar Show... .

Repeat

Movietime
Sun. April 19
10:30-12:30 p.m.
WICS-TV

45

7.4

1.2

46.9

Academy Theatre—
“Heartbeat" .: .. WTVP

Boris Karloff;
1939; Universal; Screen Gems

4. “YOU BELONG TO ME”—
Henry Fonda. Barbara Stanwyck;
Screen Gems;
1941; Paramount; MCA-TV

5. “BADMAN OF TOMBSTONE”—
Barry Sullivan, Broderick
Crawford, Marjorie Reynolds;
Interstate Tel. Film;
1949; Allied Artists

8. “CAPTAIN FROM CASTILE”—
Tyrone Power, Jean
Peters, Caesar Romero;
1947; 20th-Fox; NTA

Tyrone Power,
Linda Darnell;
1939; 20th-Fox; NTA

9. “CLOONEY BROWN”—
Jennifer Jones,
Charles Boyer;
NTA; 1946

10. “WINTERSET”—
Burgess Meredith;
M&A Alexander;
1936; RKO

1st Run . Saturday Spectacular
Sat. April 18
i0:00-ll:30 pin.
WTVP-TV

4.2

DES MOINES

LOW
13.9

AVERAGE
AV.
SHARE
TOP COMPETITION
STATION
RTG.
T.V. Hour of Stars—
56.9
“Operation Cicero”... _WCIA ... .10.0
News; Weather; Sports. ...WCIA ... .7.4
Midwest Marquee—
“Capt. From Castile”-...WCIA ... .6.4

RUN
1st Run

4.5

3.7

... .25.8
... .17.4

... . 9.3

.. WICS

. 16.1

WICS

.. 9.9

3.3

Saturday Night Playhouse—
. WICS
“Bad Boy" .
Nows; Weather: Sports . ..WHCS .

12.5

STATIONS:: KRNT, WHO, WO!.

16 6
25.9

SURVEY DATES: MARCH 30 - APRIL 5, 1959.

1. “DUEL AT APACHE WELLS”—
Anna Marie Alberghetti,
Ben Cooper;
1957; Hollywood Television Service

1st Run

Early5 Show
Mon. March 30
5:00hS:00 p.m.
WHO-TV

17.8

: 25.8

17.2

43.4

American Bandstand
Mickey Mouse Club.

WOT
WOI

7.4
.. 9.2

%. “KID FROM TEXAS”—
Dennis O’Keefe,
Florence Rice;
1938; MGM

Repeat

Early Show
Tues. March 31
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WHO-TV

15.1

18.4

12.7

50.7

American Bandstand .
Soliday Closeups; CBS
News—DD. Edwards

’ WOI

. .. 5.7

8. “BEWITCHED”—
Phyllis Thaxter,.
Edmund Guenn;
1944; MGM

Repeat

Eaiiv Show
Wed. April 1
5:00T5:0O p.m.
WHO-TV

14 6

17.2

12.7

48.7

American Bandstand. .WOI . .. 7.8
Mickey Mouse Club. . . WOI . .. 8.4

4. “KILLER McCOY”—Part I
Mickey Rooney, Brian Donlevy,
Ann Blythe, James Dunn;
1947; MGM .
'

1st Run

Early Show
Thurs. April 2
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WHO-TV

11.7

13.9

10.2

50.0

American Bandstand. .. WOI
Adventure Time . .WOI .....

5. “KILLER McCOY”—Part II
Mickey Rooney, Brian Donlevy,
Ann Blvthe, James Dunn;
1947; MGM

1st Run

Early Show
Fri.; April 3
5:00-6:00 p.m.
WHO-TV .

11.6

13.9

9.0

50 9

American Bandstand . . . WOI
Mil key Mouse Club. . WOI

6.1
6.8

6. “GREEN HELL”—
Douglas Fairbanks Jr., Joan
Bennett, George Sanders;
Screen Gems; 1940

1st Run

Action Theatre
Sat. April 4
11:00-12:45 p.m.
KRNT

11.4

12.7

7.4

47.9

Million Dollar Movie—
“Mrs. Parkington”..

7.1

7. “COME NEXT SPRING”—
Steve Cochran, Walter Brennan,
Sonny Tufts, Ann Sheridan;
1956; HTS

1st Run

Late Show
Thurs, April 2
10:30-12:15 pmi.
WHO-TV

9.6

10.7..

8. “FLYING TIGERS”—
John Wayne. Anne
Lee. John Carroll;
1942; HTS

1st Run

Late Show
Fri. April 3
10:30-12:30 p.m.
WHO-TV

9.1

10.7

9. “MRS. PARKINGTON”—
Greer Garson, Walter
Pidgeon, Ed. Arnold;
1944; MGM

Repeat

Million Dollar Movie
Sun. April 5
3:30-5:30 p.m.
WHO-TV

89

1st Run

Late Show
Wed. April 1
10:30-12:45 p.m.
WHO-TV

8.8

10. “STRANGE CARGO”-—
Clark Gable, Joan
Crawford. Peter Lorre;
1939; HTS

KRNT

WHO

7.4

4.9‘
. .. 5.7

8.2

58.5

Sports World
. . .KRNT
Jack Paar Show. . .KRNT

3.7
7.6

7.0

51.1

Mary Jane Chim. . .KRNT
Jack Paar Show. ..KRNT

7.2
. 8.9

9.8

7.4

43.4

Masters Golf Tournament
Sorcerers Apprentice

KRNT
. . WOI

7.8
8.4

10.2

4.5

59.9

Sheriff of Cochise. . .KRNT
Jack Paar Show.
. KRNT

8.2

-

5.8

BO

__

P^SfUETY

_ y

Wednesday, June 17, I9S9

FIRST NIELSEN REPORT FOR JUNE:*

TV'S TOP TWO
NETWORKS ARE
FIT TO BE TIED
In fact, they are tied.

iidii iiuiiio—diiu lieu iui nisi pidue in sun diiumer

half hour. The third
How fit can vou

ABC TELEVISION
•Source: Nielsen 24-Market TV Report, week ending June 7, 1959, Sun.-Sat. 7:30-10:30 PM.

P^SHETT

Wfcduesday^ Jane 17,

IV-FIUIS

-ARB SYNDICATION CHART
weekly tabulation, based on. ratings furnished: by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This week ten
different markets are covered.
•
In the syndicated program listings, of the top ten shows, rating data sucfi as the
average share, of audience, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, competitive programming in the particular slot, etc:, is furnished. Reason for detailing an
Variety’s

WASHINGTON
RK.

3.
4.
5.
5.
$.

STATIONS: WRC, WTTG, WMAL, WTOP.

TOP TEN NETWORK SHOWS
STA.
PROGRAM—DAY-TIME
S

The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)..
77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30) ..
Chevy Show (Sun. .9:00-10:00)Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30).... . ....
Carney/Ceasar At The Movies
(Sun. 10:00-11:00)........

7. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00) .

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
Strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 150 markets. The re¬
sults of that tabulation will be found weekly in Variety. Coupled with the rating per*
formance of the top ten.network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts are .
designed to reflect the fating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U. S.

WRC
..WRC
. .WTOP
. . WMAL
. . WMAL
. . WRC
..WMAL
.WRC
. WTOP "
.WTOP
., WRC
)).WRC

RTG. ;RK.
38.2 'I
32.21
30:8
28.1
28:0
28.0
27,7
27.5
269
26.8
26.1

ED PROGRAMS
STA. '
DISTRIB.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

1. Mike Hammer (Tries. 10:30)....:; . wrc
WRC . . . ..MCA
..WTOP.. -i Ziv
. .WMAL,. .ABC
4. Silent Service (Sun. 7:00).. .. .
;. W’MAL.. . .CNP
.1 WRC,.. . . U.S: Borax
5. Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00).
.. WRC..., .CBS
,6. Gray Ghost (Wed. 7:0Q
. WMAL.. . . ABC
;: WTOP....: Official
8. Decoy (Mon. 7:00) .
i Flamingo
8. Superman (Mon. 6:00)...
.WRC.:
:.wmal;. ..MCA
•
WMAL.. -CBS
lOi Amos & Andy (MonT-Fri: 6:30).

SAN FRANCISCO
1. Cavalcade of Sports (Fri. 7:00-8:00)... VkrON
. Emmy Awards (Wed. 10:00-11:30).. . :kkon
3. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:36) .i... . KGO :
4. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:3049:00). KPEX
5. Wednesday Night Fights (Wed. 7-8) . KGO
6. The Rifleman (Tues. 9:00-9:30)... . .KGO
7. Wyatt Earp (Tues. 8:30t9:00);......KGO
8. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)....... :kron
9:. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00).-. . KGO’
10. Dean Martin (Sun. 8:00-9:00).... . v;; KRO^r ;;
2

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
TO.

i.
41,9
2.
.41.7
3.
36.4
4.
5.
32.9
290
6.
27:6
7.
27.4
8.
26.9 IS.
9.
26:6
.9,
26.4 10.

Sea Hunt (Tues. 7:00 >..... -___
Highway Patrol . (Tues. 6:30.i..
..
Divorce Court (Sat. 0:00) .....
San Francisco Beat (Sat. 7:00) ....
U.S. Marshal (Thurs. ]7:00) ..:.. . ,

:. KRON.. ..Ziv
. ..KRON.. .. Ziv
.. .KRON.. .Guild
. ; . KPIX. . . ..CBS
NTA ..
...KRON..

Popeye (Mon.-Fri; 5:15)...........
Treasure (Fri: 6:30) ...,. : __
Bold Venture (Thurs;. 6:30) ,... .
Colonel Flack (Mon. 6:30)........
Huckleberry Hound (Wed, 6:30)....
Rescue 8. (Wed. 6:30) ... ..:..
State Trooper (TueS: 7:30)....
.

...kron:;
UAA
12.4
..KRON.: ... Bagnall
11.5
...KRON., .. Ziv :
9.5
.; kron:.... ..CBS
9.5
..KTVU,. .. Screen. Gems 8.3
...KRON,. . . Screen Gems 8.3
.. KPIXI. . v. MCA •
8,1

30).,..

Emmy Awards (Wed, 9:00-10:30).....
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30).... >...:..,.
Ann Sothern: (Mon.: 8:30-9:00).-Arthur Murray Party (Mon. 9:00-9:30) .
Danny. Thomas (Mon. 8:00-8:38) ....
YOu Bet *Yoiir Life (Thurs. 9:00-9:30) r
I’ve GOt A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00): : .
Father Knows Best (Mon. 7:30-8:00) . .
Maverick (Sun; 6:30-7:30).;:..!..,
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30) . . . . : ...

2. Mike Hammer (Sat. 10:00)

6.
7.
8.
. 9.

1.
2.
2.
3
4;
5.
j

Highway Patrol (Tues, 10:30).,
Bold Venture (Mon. 10:30)..V.
San Francisco Beat (Sat. 10:30) vv.
Walter Winchell File (Mon. 10:00) .
US. Marshal (Mon. 9:30) , . .....
Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:C0)....

6. Popeye (Mon.-Fri. 6:00) . .
7. State Trooper (Thurs. 7:00).
8. Sky King (Sat. 7:00).
9. Sea Hunt (Sat. 7:00); 1
10. Flight (Wed. 9:30).

Mike Hammer (Fri. 9;30)..
, Sea Hunt (Tues. 9:30) .
Casey Jones (Sat. 6:00)..

. Border Patrol (Sat. 9:30).

.. .WRCV..
. ..WRCV,.
. .WFIL. ..
, : . WFIL -- .
...WFIL...
.:. WRCV.

..Ziv
.. Ziv
. : CBS
.. NTA
..NTA
U.S. Borax

...WFIL ... ..UAA
.
... .WRCV., .. MCA
. ..WFIL :. . . Nabisco
:; , WCAU . L ..Ziv ... WTFIL - . : . CNP

...;:WWL...
,. .,;wdsu;.
..:..wdsu..
..WDSU,.
. 10> WWL..:
. ...WDSU.,
.. ...WWL .:.
.....WWL...
WWL ...
:.::.WWL. /.

29.3
266
25.8
25.2
24.0
21.8
20.7
19.7
18.3
18.3
15.9 ;

6 O’Clock Movie....
Early Show
. ... i
Early Show
..:..'
6 O’Clock Movie....
( Channel 5 News.
I CBS News ........
50.8 Early Show
-:
39.1 Jeff’s Collie
....
37.3 Wild Bill Hickok ..1
32.9 Early Show
.
....
21.8 Rescue 8 ..
21.8 Huckleberry Hound .
14.3 Dragnet

35.4
36.2
32.1
25.0
22.0
54.1

13.0
12.5
12.4
12.1
11.9

36.2
60.4
48.6
47.5
18.2

57.3
55.8
73.9
78.1
44.0
46.8
56.4
50.2
51.9
44.4

U.s: Borax
. Ziv
.MCA
.MCA
. Screen Gems
. NTA;
. Kellogg
. CNP
.Flamingo
.Screen Gems
.Ziv

27.7
20.6
15.7
11.8
13.9
13.7
13.5
11.7
10.8
8.6
8.6

1. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-6:30)...,;
2. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30)8. Emmy Awards (Wed. 10:00^11:30)...
. 4. Real McCoys (Thursi 8:30-9:00).i-i*.

.....WSB...

2. Highway Patrol (Sat/ 9:00)........ .
WAGA.
3. Popeye (Mon.-Fri;. 5:00)...;.vWSB.,.
4. MacKenzie’s Raiders (Tues. 7:00).. 1.. WSB:..
- -4, U.S. Marshal (Sat. 10:30) ... . . .
. WAGA.
5. .Death Valley Days (Mon. 7:00)..,.:... WSB . ,

: NTA ;
. U.S. Borax

6 Flight (Tues. 8i00).......... -. -V
..WAGA
7.. Sea Hunt (Sun.. 7:00):....
... WSB; /.
8. People’s Choice .(Fri. 7:00)....
.... WSB,.

U

9. Huckleberry. Hound; (Thurs. 6:00)_. WSB.
10. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).... WrSB.
(Continued on page: 34)

.Screen Gems 10.8
.Kellogg
9.9

11.9
5.6
9,47.5

‘.!!kpix
...KPIX
...KTVU
...KTVU
...KPIX
...KRON
. ..KTVU
...KRON

7.7
5.2
7.1
5.8
6.2
8.3
85
14.5

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.
. KM OX

24.6

KMOX .
. KMOX
. KMOX
KMOX
KSD
KMOX
.KMOX
.KSD
KMOX

14.4
155
15.1
16.5
15.7
20.7
22.8
14.6
21.1

KMOX

19.8

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

“M” Squad . ....
Garry Moore.
Arthur Murray Party...
Danger Is My Business.
Highway Patrol .
To Marry A Millionaire.
First Run Theatre
Adv. of Ellery Queen ..
Whirlybirds.
D.A.’s Man
.

. WDSU
.WWL
.WWL
.WWL
WDSU
. WWL
-WDSU
WDSU
.WDSU
-WDSU

21.6
22.3
7.6
7.5
24.0
25.2
17.8
18.2
17.4
27.1

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

D.A.’s Man
.,
Person To Person ...
Playhouse 90
.
Garry Moore
.....
Alfred Hitchcock ....
Playhouse 90 .
News; ’ Weather; News.
Desilu Playhouse
News; Weather; News.
News; Weather; News.
Garry Moore.

STATIONS: WSB, WAGA, WLWA.
1. Whirlybirds (Wed. 7:00) • •.

8.1

Garry Moore
- .WCAU
Desilu Playhouse . .WCAU
Markham
_ .WCAU
Arthur Murray Party ... .WRCV
Ann Sothern
WCAU
|7 O’Clock^Report; CBS WCAU
7 News; Nev.srecl; Wea. .WFIL
Early Shew ..
.... .WCAU
Newsreel; Wea.; News : .WFIL
Sea Hunt
.. .WCAU
Sky King
.WFIL .
I’ve Got A Secret
- WCAU

, WVUE.

: 29.5:
..MCA
. Ziv
28.4
26,9
..MCA
.. Screen Gems 26.7
25.2
. NTA
.. Ziv
240
235
.. NTA
. Ziv
22.9
.. NTA
22.3
22.0
.. CBS

-WRC

15.3
2.9
75
13.6
7.3
75
22.4
8.7
3.6
145

.. .KGO
. . .KPIX
...KPIX
...KGO

49.3 Playhouse 90
. ....
59.4 S News; Weather
I First Run Theatre ..
56.5 News; Wea.; St. Louis .
51.2 News; Wea.; St. Louis .
53.7 News; Wea.; St. Louis .
33.6 Cavalcade of Sports ,.
47.3 News; Wea.; St. Louis .
31.2 GaiTy Moore
39.4 D.A.’s Man
.
37.6 Desilu Playhouse .
38.1 ( Sunday News Special
] News; Sports ..

17.0
15.8
15 8
15.1
13.7
13.3

WTOP
.WRC
.WRC
.WTOP
WTOP
.WTOP
-WRC
.WRC
.WMAL
.WTOP

AV*
RTG*

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

47.8
45.1
45.3
49.3
41.3

STATIONS: KRLD, WBAP, WFAA, KFJZ.

- 41:4
1. Death Valley Days (Sat. 9:30).:..... KRLD..
41,3
2. Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:30). .
.... •.. WFAA.
40.7
3. Mike Hamirier .(Thurs. 9:00).:: .WFAA.
34.3
4. State Trooper (Tues. 9:30),.... .
; WBAP.
30.9
5. Rescue 8 iSun. 8:30)
^WFAA.
30.9
6. U.S. Marshal (Thurs. 9:30),... -...: V. WFAA.
7. Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 6:00).WFJfZ..
29.8
29.6
8. Flight (Mon.: 9:30) ,...:..:.......... WBAP28.9
9. Superman (Moil. 6:00) .....
.. . . WFJZ;.
285 10. Huckleberry Hound ; (Thurs. 6:00).;.. WFJZ ..
27.0 10, MacKenzie’s Raiders (TUes;. 9:30).. i. . WFAA.

ATLANTA
5. Price Is Right (Wed. 8:30-9:00)

22.2
18.8
18.5
17.9
13.7

STATIONS: WWL, 1

Emmy Awards (Wed. 9:00-10:30)1.....
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30) .. . .
Gunsmoke (Sat. 9:00-9:30)..... ....
Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9)...
Peter Gunn (Mon. 8:006:30)..,,.. ,
Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 8:30-10:0QK..
Cavalcade of Sports (Fri. 8:00-9:00);
Restless Gun (Mon. 7:00-7:30)1.... ..
The Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30) .....
Yancy Derringer (Thurs. 7:30-8:00). ..
Tales of Wells Fargo (Mon. 7:30-8:00) :

5. The Rifleman (Tries. 9:00-9:30)....
6. Peter Gunn (Mori. 9:00-9:30).......,
7. Maverick (Sun-. 7:30-8:30).....*/,'
8. Father Knows Best (Mon. 8:30-9:00).
9. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10).
10. Perry Mason (Sat, 7:30-8:30).....*..

Garry Moore . .
Border Patrol .
Chet Huntley Reporting
Lassie ..
Decoy .
Ten-4 ...
Bat Masterson
Death Valiev Davs...,.
Abbott & Costello......
10:30 Theatre .
f Sam; Forrester---1 Gibbons; News .

STATIONS: WRGV. WFIL, WCAU.

DALLAS-1-1’. WORTH

;■

. ziv :
..MCA

.: .KSD .. ..CBS
...KSD .. ..CBS
0
KSD,.. . .MCA
. . .KTVI.. . .. Ziv
Sea Hunt: (Fri. 9:30) .
. CNP
Silent.Service (Thurs. 10:0io>:!!! . ..KSD.:..
State Trooper (Tues. 9:30)
.:.ksd... ...MCA..
):30)... ...KTVI... , . U.S. Borax
. . .KSD. .:
Rescue 8 (Mon. 9:30)
. Screen Gems
);00>, : :■ .. . KSD -.. .: CNP

NEW ORLEANS

Gunsmoke (Sat.: 9:00-9:30)........,...KRLD
The Rifleman (Tues.. 8:00-8:30),. v.... . WFAA
Emmy. Awards (Wed. 9:00-10:30). .....WBAP
Wyatt Earp (Tues. 7:30-8:00).........WFAA
Ann Sothern (Mon. 8:30-9:00)
...KRLD
Pat Boone (Thurs. 8:00-8:30).....:...WFAA
77 Snnset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30)........WFAA
The Millionaire (Wed. 8:00-8:30) ......KRLD
Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00).; : . . WFAA
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00) .....KRLD
Wagon .Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)... .. .WBAP

...KSD...
. . .KSD.. .

3. Whirlybirds (Tues. 10:00)
. 4. Border Patrol (Fri.. 10:00)

T. 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 9:30-10:30).....
2. The Rifleman iTues. 9:00-9:30). .... ..
3. Emmy Awards (Wed. 10:00-11:30). .. .
. 4. Pat Boone (Thurs. 9:00-950),........
5. Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30). .. .,
6. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)..-7. Carney/Ceatsar At The Movies
(Sun.: 10:00-11:00)........
7. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00) ..
8. Perry Como (Sat. 8:00-9:00).........
9. Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)..;....
10. Person To Person (Fri. iO:3O-il:00) ..
10. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 9:30-11:00), ,yV..

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5..
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

37.2
58.9
38.5
28.3
35.5
37.2
12.7
29.8
41.0
19.9
26.8

STATIONS: KTVI. KMOX. KSD, KPLR.

PHILADELPHIA

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
7.
8.
9.
10.

13.9
9.9
9.7
9.5
8.7
84
7.5
7.3
7.3
7.1
6.6

AV. 1
TOP COMPETITION
SH. PROGRAM
STA.

STATIONS: KTVU, KRON. KPIX, KGO*

ST. LOUIS
1.
g.
3r
4.

AV.
RTG,

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959*

f City Camera; Wea.
\ CBS News
Welk’s Dancing Party
Early Show
( City Camera; Wea.
( CBS News ........
.D.A.’s Man.
( City Camera: Wea.
| CBS News.
Cheyenne ......
Lassie ..
i City Camera; Wea.
) CBS News .
Early Show .
Early Show ...

WAGA
WLWA
WAGA

5.9
19.4
6.8

WAGA
WSB

7.0
15.2

WAGA
WLWA
WAGA

8.6
22.3
18.6

WAGA’
WAGA
WAGA

7.4
5.7
7.0
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PSriety

ASSOCIATED TELEVISION LIMITED have been: honoured to
present, —

within one broadcasting season

—

the greatest Artists of the British

Theatre in their first appearances anywhere in Television Drama.

i

November - 1958

March - 1959

May - 1959

SIR LAURENCE OLIVIER

SIR JOHN GIELGUD

MICHAEL REDGRAVE

In “John. Gabriel Borkman”

In “A Day by the Sea”

In “A Touch of the Sun”

and now
IN JUNE, AN INTERNATIONAL ‘FIRST’ For Her World Television Defat

I
June 23rd 8.30-10.00 p.m. ON THE INDEPENDENT TELEVISION NETWORK

An H. M. Tennent Production foe

W"

Wednesday, June 17, 1959

the Company of the theatre
ASSOCIATED TELEVISION LIMITED, Television House, Kingsway, London W.C.2

33
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TV-FILMS
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SYNDICATION CHART

weekly tabulation, based on ratings', furnished by American Research
Bureau, highlights the top ten network shows on a local level and offers a rating study
in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market. This iceek ten
different markets'arC. coveied;
'
.
In the syndicated program listings of the top. ten shows, rating data such as the
average share of aucLicnce, coupled with data as to time and day of telecasting, com¬
petitive programming in the. particular slot, etc:, is .furnished. Reason for detailing an
Variety’s

exact picture of the rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true rating
strength of particular series. Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
buyers to local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find the charts valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum o/ 150 markets. The re¬
sults of that-tabulation will, be found iveekly in Variety. Coupled with, the rating per¬
formance of the top ten network shows on the local level, the Variety-ARB charts are
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in the U. S.

{Continued from page 31)

COLUMBUS

STATIONS: WLWC, WTVN, WBNS.

RK.

TOP TEX NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
STA.

1.
Z.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Real McCoys .<Thurs. 8:30-9:00 >..,..WTVN
The Rifleman 'Tues. 9:00-9:30).,...., WTVN
Pat Boone -Thurs. 9:00-9:30).-....WTVN
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30) . .... WBNS
Emmy Awards (Wed. 10:00-11:30) ...WLWC
77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 9:30-10:30)..WTVN
Maverick 'Sun. 7:30-8:30'..... - .WTVN
Lawman (Sun. 8:30-9:00) .........4.WTVNRed Skelton 'Tues 9:30-10:00'... .. WBNS
I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 9:30-10:00'.... WBNS

AV.
RTG. | RK.

FED PROGRAMS
STA.
DISTRIB.

PROGRAM—DAY—TIME

..WBNS.. . .U.S. Borax
1. Death Valley Days (Sun. 9:30)..
45.6 2. Sea Hunt (Mori. 7:30) .... .> .-.. ...WBNS.. .Ziv 38^2 3. Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 6:30)..
.. WTVN., . Screen Gems
. .WTVN.. . NTA
37;5 4. U.S. Marshal (Fri. 10:30). ... ;
.37.1 5. Decoy (Mon. 10:30)..... . ...... /. ..WLWC.. .. Official
6. Highway Patrol (Wed. 8:30)....... ...WBNS.. ..Ziv
35.3 6. Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:00>,
1. . WTVN.. ..CBS
32.5 7. Amos & Andy (Fri. 8:30) ..
.... WrBNS.. . CBS
32.3 7. MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 7:301. .. :wbns.. , .Ziv
31.5 8. Special Agent 7 (Tues. 8:00)..
...WBNS.. .MCA
31.3 9. Casey Jones (Tues. 7:00)
. . . WTVN.. ,. Screen Gems
30.8 10. Our Miss Brooks (Sun. 6:°0) .:.
...WBNS.. . CBS

MIAMI
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Perry Mason 'Sat. 7:30-8:30).
Gunsmoke (Sat. 10:00-10:30 ' ..... .
Red Skelton -Tues. 9:30-10:00)..
Emmy Awards Wed. 10:00-11:30> .
Have Gun, 'Will Travel (Sat. 9:30-10'
Name That Tune *t\Ion. 7:30-8:00'. .
Playhouse 90 'Thurs. 9:30-11:00'.. .
Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30' ..
Big Show '• Wed. 7:00-8:30' ,.
Price Is Right - Wed. 8:30-9:00).....

CHICAGO

25.0
20.6
18.3
16.5
15.2
14.5
14.5
12.5
12.5
11.4
11.0
10.1

TOP COMPETITION
AV.
STA.
SH. PROGRAM
42.3
59,4
59.0
38.1
40.5
25.3
36.3
34.5
27.2
28.9
37.0
50.2

Science Fiction Theatre
Buckskin -----News; Sports; News...
Person To Person.Desilu Playhouse .....
Ozzie & Harriet---News; CBS News..., .
Walt Disney Presents...
Leave It To Beaver....
Cheyenne .:.:
News; CBS News.......
Lone Ranger ..

STATIONS: WTVJ. WCKT, WPST.
. WTVJ
. WTVJ
. WTVJ
. WCKT
. WTVJ
. WTVJ
.WTVJ
.WPST
..WTVJ
,. - WCKT

44.11 1.
39.1 j 2.
36.11 3.
35.8 j [ 4.
32.5.' 5.
31.0 : 6.
30.6! 7.
29.8 • i 8.
29.7 ; ; 9.
29.5 ; 10.

Sea Hunt (Fri; 7:00)... ...: ._...
Whirlybirds (Thurs. 7:30) ....... .
Highway Patrol (Mon. 7:00).
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Thurs. 8:00‘).
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 7:00)..
Flight (Tues. 8:00) ............;.
Rescue 8 (Sat: 7:00'... .. .,.;..;.
Silent Service. (Tues. 7:00) .........
U S. Marshal (Wed, 8:30).,..
Woody Woodpecker (Tues. 7:00) 1;.

.WTVJ..
.WTVJ..
. WTVJ,.
.WTVJ,,
.WCKT,.
..WTVJ..
..WTVJ.,
..WTVJ..
..WTVJ..
..WCKT..

..Ziv
.CBS
. .Ziv
, .Ziv
. Screen Gems
.. CNP
. Screen Gems
..CNP
, -NTA
• • Kellogg

35.5
30.6
27.8
25.8
24.5
20.7
19.7
19.2
18.0
16.9

74.7
55.6
61:9
47.8
51.6
39.3
57.1
43.0
27.01
37.8 i

. WGN... . .Ziv
.WGN... . MCA
.WGN... ...CBS
.WGN... ...MCA
.WGN... ..NTA.
.WGN... .. Screen Gems
.WNBQ.. i. Flamingo
.WGN... . .CBS
WGN.,. ...CBS
WNBQ.. ..NBC
.WGN... . . .Screen Gems

19.0
17.9
16.7
15.3
14.1
12.5
11.9
10.9
9.8
9.4
9.4

29.2
28.5
24.9
30.9
' 29.7
26.2
23.7
20.7
14.6
19.8
19.9

.WTVN
.WLWC
.WLWC
.WBNS
. WBNS
.WTVN
WBNS
WTVN
WTVN
.WTVN
WBNS
.WTVN

AV.
RTG.
13 6
8.7
7.8
16.8
19.2
21.5:
18.3
15.2
27.3
20.1
14.8
6.9

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

“26” Men
... . WCKT
Leave It To Beaver ... ... WPCT
Superman ........ .. . WCKT
... WPST
Zorrp
.
Lone Ranger -- - ...WTVJ
Chevenne ........... ...WPST
Movie of the Week.., .. .WCKT
Woody Woodpecker
...WCKT
Price Is Right.:..... ... .WCKT
Silent Service -:.. . .; ...WTVJ

STATIONS: WBBM, WNBQ, WBKB, WGN.

Emmy Awards 'Wed. 9:00-10:30'....:WNBQ
42.0 M l. Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:301.....
Gunsmoke 'Sat. £:00-9:30>.......... . WBBM
351$ j 2. Mike Hammer (Thurs. 9:30)
Maverick (Sun. 6:30-7:30>:----. ;:WBKB
30.5 » Whirlybirds (Thurs. 9:00' ......
Red Skelton 'Tries. 8:30-9:00>. WBBM
29.4;
State Trooper (Mon. 9:30)..
Camey/Ceasar At The Movies
' I
(Sun. 9:00-10:00)......WNBQ
,28.7" 5. This Is Alice (Thurs. 8:00) .
5. 77 Sunset Strip 'Fri. 8:30-9:30'...WBKB
28.7 6. Huckleberry Hound (Wed. 7:30)
6. I’ve Got A Secret (Wed. 8:30-9:00 .. .-.WBBM
28.1 7. Citizen Soldier. (Mon. 9:30)'.;"...
7. Garry Moore -Tues. 9:00-10:00).WBBM
27.3 8. Navy Log (Mon. 9:00)..:
.
8. Chevy Show (Sun. 8:00-9:00).WNBQ . =26.4 9. San Fraftcisco Beat (Wed. 9:00)
9. Have Gun, Will Travel (Sat. 8:30-9). . WBBM ‘ 26.3 10. Badge 714 (Sat. 10:00)..
10. Playhouse 90 (Thurs. 8:30-10:00),... .WBBM
25.8 10. Rescue 8 (Mon; 8:30).......,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

AV.
RTG.

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

8.8
13 7
12.4
194
18.8
21.1
8.0
16.9
29.5
19.2

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

Cavalcade of Sports..
Playhouse 90 ....v
Playhouse 90 ..,......
Desilu Playhouse ....
Pat Boone ..........
Price Is Right .
Desilu Playhouse ,....
Arthur Murray Party.
Emmy Awards ......
Best, of CBS....
Anri Sothern .........

..WNBQ
. .WBBM
..WBBM
..WBBM
. . WBKB
..WNBQ
. .WBBM
..WNBQ
. .WNBQ
. . WBBM
:. WBBM

24:8
26.3
26.3
18.7
18.4
13.9
18.7
19.3
40.1
25.0
18.2
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"A Bemarkdble Bird is the Pelican.....
His Mouth Holds More Than His Bellicanl"

^|pf

Some producers of TV film com¬
mercials are like the pelican—big on

PELICAN
AND THE
LION

promise, yet plainly. inadequate on!
follow-through.
But not MGM:TV.
Ko job is too big or too complex for
tis. "We've got an experienced organ¬
ization of conimercial production ex*
per ts...whose imaginative approach
can bring your commercials a fresh
creative glow. Why not give us a call?

MGUiTV

A MADISON AVENUE TALE.,.WITH A MORAL
Once upon a time, ah adwriter when faced with
the task of graphically illustrating the superi¬
ority of MGM’s facilities for producing TV
film commercials, thought he was mighty
clever when he decided to draw a parallel
between MGM-TV and a rare old bird called
a pelican.
It would be visually compelling, he thought,
and a line he remembered from Bartlett’s
Familiar Quotations; (A remarkable bird is the
pelican, his mouth holds more than his bellican)
seemed to be equally compelling. And so he
wrote an ad that compared some producers of
TV commercials with the pelican (lower case p)
whose mouths were big, but whose facilities for
delivering the goods were limited.
Now, little known to this copywriter, there:
was a very successful and reputable animated
film producer named Pelican (capital P).
When they saw his ad they were shocked...
and rightly so! For this copywriter had in all

LOS ANGELES:.Bob Herman, TE 0*3311
NEW YORK: Jack Bower, Phil Frank, JU 2-2000

his innocence cast aspersion on their good name.
And so the adwriter was very sorry and
MGM-TV was very sorry. They hadn’t meant
to deprecate either the creativity or the facili¬
ties of this reputable animation producer.
As it happens, MGM-TV is not in the ani¬
mated commercial business and hadn’t meant
to take a swipe at any animated commercial
producers.
THE MORAL QF THE TALE:
It’s better to tell the world how good you are
... positively, rather than by negative example
(i.e., We think our commercial department is
the very best)... because what starts out to
be an innocent reference to a pelican, may well
turn into an embarrassing bird.

MGMiTVl
:
BjLL GIBBS,
Director of Commercial
and Industrial Films

SAN FRANCISCO;: PR 6-1613

..

CHICAGO: Bob McNear, FI 6-8477
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understood, to be a “very respecta¬
ble sum.” Nor is the problem one
of finding producers; like Ace (who
is also a top'writer) they are ap¬
parently available.
Continued from page 18
Continued from page 19 ;
Expectancies
Problem is getting a..hold on seat. No names of contestants, tv
recorder.
Weekly
transmission cover Radio Press around the. those 15 or'20 or even 30 boxoffice webs and quiz shows were men¬
charges, according to Radio Press, globe.
names who can make a special tioned in the presentment, but it
47 Cover 27
really special,: and set one spon¬ did contain an overall condemna¬
average $45 for smaller outlets
Organization to date has 36 for¬
sor’s offering apart from the rest. tion of quizzers and the manner in
and as high as $100 fur larger sta¬ eign correspondents; in addition,
NBC is .-.gibing after Debbie .Rey- which they were conducted. The
correspondents are in the proc¬ no!ds, Jimmy, Durante and Harry grand jury's report ended an eight
tions.
Weekly
fee for Radio
ess
of!
accreditation
which
will
Belafonte.
Durante , may come months’ investigation into the quiz
Press is about six time! station’s
bring the total ., to 47 covering ;
shows.
highest minute rate plus' share of some 27 countries. Combs doubles .; through, for one (actually, for a
Talent Associates, production in
The daily press, as in the in- i
transmission ..co>ts. A major out¬ as prexy and editor-in-chief.
j behalf of. du Pont but on NBC
stance when the first tv quiz scan¬
let might pay in the vicinity of
In addition to supplying “voiced” [ time'. . "
.
dals broke, gave the story Page 1
$250 per v. eek for the news serv¬ and actuality material to indie and j Webs and producers figure now treatment, WNEW, was one of the
ice while a smalltown station ; network outlets on a subscription j they’ve gotta go ■ outside tv, to first of the Gotham radio Outlets to
would be tabbed at, say $20.
:j| basis. Combs recently launched a ' motion pictures, to get. those big grab the grand jury foreman for a
j "swap network” project.
Radio . names. Fly in the ointment is that beeper-phone interview. In the in¬
Global and Domestic
Press, whenever it seeks a sta- ! names - such/ as Kirk Douglas, terview, Hacker said that the
Radio Press says its : transmis¬
tion’s help in covering a local!; Ingrid Bergmann and . Gregory judge’s action in sealing the pre¬
sions have as high as C0r:c overseas story, reciprocates either on that | Peck have not indicated any de¬
sentment was an injustice to the
pickups from the major capitals [day or at any subsequent time by . . gree of real interest in tv—-unless
Work of the grand jury. “We are/
and other foreign news-breaking
; offering any one of the stories in j. it’s for the MCA-Ford shows,
unanimous in handing up the pre¬
centres. It has newsmen on both
[ its daily budget- Cash prizes are ! : Lastly, often where they have sentment,” Hacker said. “We do
a stringer and retainer basis over¬ /plentiful to stations furnishing: the ■■ stars, they don’t yet have formats,
not wish so much time and effort
seas and is assured of complete ( most graphic stories in addition to .to be lost. There may be questions
coverage in the United States.
- the swap deal.
!
of law that; are moot in this con¬
In addition to Garrison in the
troversy but what is not moot is
Combs sees no reason why the
X. Y. office, staffers are Ray Weiss, i radio industry cannot develop its
that there has been moral wrong¬
editor, and associate editors Irv | own nationwide coverage of news
doing.”
Chapman and Bill Scott. Washing¬
Would Alert TV Industry
j under terms of mutual advantage
ton is manned by I. Herbert Gor¬ i to all enterprising stations and
Hacker was asked what effect
don, bureau chief: Donald E. Bow- j their news directors. Radio Press’
the presentment might have on
ers, editor; Bruce Morton, associ¬ j prizes for national stories are $100
the tv industry if it were released.
ate editor: j: Harley Murray, Con¬ for the best actuality or voicecast;
“Personally, I think it would have
Boston, June 16.
gressional
correspondent:
Herb
.John Bromfieid is here for a the most salutary effect because it
$50 for second, and $25 for third.
Brubaker and Steve Dixon, gen¬
six-day round of appearances. Re¬ would put the tv industry on guard:
eral assignment reporters, and
turning for his -third Hub visit to¬ so that it would police itself,”
Amelia Albright, women’s editor.
day (Tues.) as part of a toiir to Hacker replied. “I think it would
Paris bureau is captained by Ber¬
promote water safety for the Red be in the interest of the tv indus¬
nard Kaplan with an assist by Ber¬
Cross and fire prevention, he is try to ask for the publication of
i 5= Continued from page 17
. being joined by his wife, Larri these findings* so that it could put
nard Bedmont.
its own house in order, and once
Bob Ross is European bureau CBS for a specific setup, will have Thomas.
WNAC-TV press attache Phyl more attract the confidence of the
chief working out of London; Paul to settle for something else. .
American people.”
Moor and Jim Anderson. Berlin; ;
MCA is packaging for Ford Doherty and staff turned the town
The webs, apparently, were, in
Edward de Fontaine j and Jack. Motor Co. another series of spe¬ upside down for the “U.S. Mar-,
Walters, Frankfurt; Flora Lewis, cials. Thirty-nine Tuesday , night shal” promotion. .There’s a Hub no hurry to ask the courts to re¬
lease
the document.: When asked
Bonn; Vic Lusinchi, Geneva: Max¬ . slots were bought for 1959-60 on downtow n thrqughfare- named
well
Sweeney. Dublin:
Melton • NBC, but only 23 of the 39 are Bromfieid St., presumably after if it would like to see the present¬
ment
made
public, CBS-TV’s reply
Davis, Rome: Edward St. John and • reportedly firmed up in terms of one . of his ancestors, and photos
Ed Gress, Madrid; Warren Frank¬ talent and format. This is. an un¬ were made. Tomorrow he takes Was that this was not an appropri¬
ate
time
to
comment on the mat¬
lin, Vienna; Michael Wilson and usual case, since MCA controls so part in “i. Am an Americari Day”
Stuart C. Carlson, Athens; Hedley much talent, and it has been sug¬ ceremonies at: base of Bunker Hill ter, inasmuch as it was still within
the
jurisdiction
of the courts. NBCChambers,
Cyprus;
John Low, gested that it may just be a case Monument in Charlestown, follow¬
Jerusalem; Robert Liiidley, Bu¬ . of that company moving slowly in ing which he rides in the Bunker TV, on the other hand, thought the
presentment
should
be released to
enos Aires; Bob Elegant. South¬ order to get the very best avail¬ Hill Day Parade. A WNAC-TV
press party at Jimmy’s Harborside the press. ...
east Asia: John Wallace, Hong able.
Judge
Schweitzer’s
action, an*
is set for Wednesday night. .
Kong; AI Cullison. Tokyo; Daniel
Elimination Process
. On Thursday Bromfieid makes j■ gered many public-spirited citiJames, Mexico; Bill jBerns, Bel¬ I
If it is deliberately moving slow- tv and radio appearances, visits tv |Izens, notably the ; Grand Jury
grade: Seymour Freidin, the Bal¬ ! ly ahead, then it may be the only
kans, and Jay Mallin. Havana. This ; one of the many special-makers eds. and cn Friday gets; sworn in ;• Assn... whose objectives are to prot tect the rights and powers of the
is a partial list of the veteran ! which is doing so deliberately. as honorary fire chief in Mayor
j| grand jury; system and to heighten
newspapermen-broadcasters
who . .Sponsors bought with a fair to Hynes’ office. "
. A special interview on WNAC-TV ;■ its value to the community.
excellent-idea of what .-they wanted, by Gus Saunders is set for 1 -p.m.!| • Lee Thompson Smith, prexy of
it has been pointed out. And
Friday, and in . the afternoon Judge ’, the grand .jury, said he had called
there are two wavs to look at the
Joh n Pappas hosts- a special lunch- ji an executive committee meeting
problems they now face in trying
eon at Suffolk Downs aiid the s.ev-1! of his group for tomorrow (Thurs.)
to make .the. original ideas fit .the.
entli race at- the track will be i because he was “very much conformat and the star: ‘‘It’s only a
named for Eromfield. ’
I| cerned” by Judge Schweitzer’s ac¬
matter of time before; they get
Saturday he previews Pleasure !tion.
. what they want,” one web execu¬
It was indicated that if the preIsland, the new $4,000,000 Disney- j}
tive said this week of special,
land-type park, in Wakefield. .Sun-1! sentment failed, to be made pubunderwriters. Yet another execu¬
day he has. the day off and relaxes |■ lie, the FCC might; launch an intive ifrom the same network*, put
on the Cape for Monday When lie!;. vestigation of the shady, happenit this way: “It’s a matter of
on tv quiz row.
appears as headliner at Mayor jings
I
elimination. You start with one
Hynes' Annual Charity Field Day !
idea for a star and if you can!t
at Fenway Park;
|
get him you take second choice or
Following the Fenway Park!
• third choice.” Pressed further, the
show, he flies to Baltimore for. an¬
second executive admitted, that the
other round of p.a.’s. •
: situation that exists could con—— Continued from pa^e lT jssj
! ceivably force sponsor and netManchester, N. Hi — David against merger; there are just too
| work to go through this process .of
elimination many more than just O’Shea of New : York, who for¬ many, things that favor it.”
This attitude is the same one,
j three times; in order to fill com- merly managed a television sta¬
tion. in Fort Lauderdale,, Fla., has essentially, that AFTRA has held
• mitted airtime. . .
been named general manager of
1
“Kiting prices” on tv. talent WMUR-TV here, it was announced to all along, even when SAG Was
i isn’t the big worry. Sponsors are-- by Pierre D. Eaton, supervisor of publically arguing a gainst the
' willing to pay fantastic prices if operations, John Conway has been soundness of merger; And since it’a
they think, the
frenters.; and appointed sales manager. He" joined known that some SAG leaders still
i W.,t Mit SI.. N'.V.C.-Tif. PL 7-3M«
writers are
worth it (Revlon WMUR-TV in 1951 and has since hold, in a semi-private way, against
a permanent tieup of the tradi¬
bought Goodman Ace at what is been an account executive.
tional rivals, there are those in the
business who are speculating, even
at this moment—some four months
away from the time Cole’s findings
are expected to be made public—
that a negative outcome will delay
indefinitely (or perhaps forever)
a SAG-AFTRA merger.
. Attitude is. that certain SAG
leaders will go to the SAG rankand-file with Cole’s! material and
say, in effect, that an exp e r t
couldn’t find in favor of a merger,,
so why not let’s just give the whole
thing up as a bad try? If the report
is for merger, on the other hand,
SAG probably won’t have any fur¬
ther defenses.
There seems to be every indi¬
starring LLOYD BRIDGES
cation that both sides are going to
be on pins-and-needles until; Cole
SAN DfEGO.
KFMB TV
IVRAiYil
V
comes through with the final word.

Judge’s Closed Lid

Newsgathering Like a Network
11

‘U.S. Marshal’In

Special Problem

OnSG’s ‘Rescue 8’
Screen Gems, racked up two regionals, one with Miles Labs for
the Pacific Coast and the other
for New York. State! with West
End Brewing Co., to kick off sec¬
ond year: sales on “Rescue 8.’*...
Stanza has gone, into production
of its second 39 half-hours. ...
The. regionals account for 10
markets that are known at the
moment and straight syndication
to individual stations account for
another 10, which means '20 marr
kets wrapped up by SG : in . the
early days of “8” selling..

MBS’ 25th Anni of FCC
Mutual, now celebrating its 25th
arini as a network, has earmarked
a special “Capital Assignment” in¬
terview Friday (19); geared to the
25th anni of the Federal Commu¬
nications Commission.
MBS national affairs director;
Jack Gertz will have. FCC Coni-,
missioner Robert E. Lee before his .
mike detailing highlights of the
past 25 years .and answering some,
queries on what the commission
has blueprinted for the future;
One of the. topics to be discussed,
is the controversial political equal
time section of the present Fed¬
eral Communications Act. .
Lincoln, Neb. KOLN-TV, a dual
affiliate of CBS-TV and ABC-TV,
has installed a new Vidicon unit,
including new film projectors.

V/riliom Campbtll
J,rry Auitir*

SflG-AFTRA‘Cole War’

BROOKS

® COSTUMES

I

THE HOT SHOWS
COME FROM ZIV!

67.8
40.1 RATING

52.6%SHARt
ARB

January 1954

SYRACUSE

WSYR TV

58.8%SHAR*
ARB

January 1959

NEW ORLEANS WDSUTV

61,3%SHARl
ARB

January 1959

Portsmouth, N.H.—Col. Chester
P. Hartford, formerly associated
with radio stations WHEB here
and WWNH in Rochester, has been
promoted to brigadier general in
the. Army Reserve. Besides serv-.
ing as a radio executive, he has
been on the staffs of New Hamp¬
shire Profiles magazine and the
Manchester Union-Leader arid now
is manager of business develop¬
ment for the Amoskeag Banks in
Manchester.

TV’S NEW

HAR D D mm 6
SALES VEHICLE
BEER:
GeneseeiSchmidtl

FOOD CHAINS:
A & P! Vyinii-Dixie!

GASOLINE:
General Petroleum!
Ashland Oil & Refining!

OTHERS*
Johnson's Wax!
Firestone Tires/Etc.!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ava. * New York 21.
Tale phone • PLaza 5-2.100
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as arresting for highbrows, middle- =
brows and anyone with the slight- .
est. interest in the cinema.
..' Much credit goes to Lindsay An¬
derson’s explicit and anecdote-in- _
Continued from page 19 _
; Continued from page 22 ;
volvirig exposition and to the excel¬
lent arrangement : of the clips said_ the dual authority exercised j
numbers in vary ins? tom pi.
A entertainment. Odd man out_was : shown. Latter progressed from ex-j by FCC and OGDM over the spec. Crockett, Tex., June 16.-.'.
packed London Palladium, from; American comedian Orson ttsau t'cerpts demonstrating how sons-1
trnm is “contrary
-vriri triart*- to .the
tha American
American
song- j trum
. Crockett. City Council -granted
which the. ."how Was j; beamed, ; who was a riot with his quiet,
ist in ; genius for administration” . and
yielded applause' that shelved she’d ; gently zany words and, pardon the
scored solidly—as she doubtless j expression; music, in the form of a general natWe product .- local ^"'eou^ry fult'can't drift along-- j st/e'ets!''alleys ‘and''pu^lic^arMS

Foreign TV Reviews

Spectrum Authority

Ccminoii Antenna System
On Streets of Crockett,
Tex; Okayed By Council

■■
for the consiruc-.ion and operation
did in the honn^. too, jaided by | “modern. folk, song” that died an
present alien- that included -image-: unnatural death somewhere along trend in . “Two Acles of Land,- i
A™U°n, Ad3"ttS Iof * common antenpa system.
super imposition,
j the non-existent line.- Maybe the “Pather- Pancliali” ■ and other pix (trator L. R. Quesada declaied .that.
iftjg. -franchise for. the system for.
Hit of t:;o rest of the- bill was i Bean style would pall after a while, that- are earning world attention, [ handling of the Government ire- sjgnai reception and transmission.
piar Vt-compo-er.Ru>.." Cohv.av; \vlio ■ but on- this showing British .tvProgram cohfined-itself to 'the:gtifencies bythe Interdepartmental;^ tv fe.- .v;s panted to-Cablejangled the ivories to produce his 1 could use him. at least a couple of tv' studio , and the clips, takmg in ; Radio Advisory Committee is _ai- j vjsion Ltd. Construction will begin
hit parade ti-ns “Side* Saddle” j times more to decided advantage.
also a chat with a couple of Indian } most lnenective.
He said -the. jAvithin.9p,-a'Ws .or;the.franchise will
Abbey Lincoln, making a return [
and ’P.uuU^te” and who . exerted j
directors, but there wasn’t any! military and other Government . become void,. Citv Secrbtarv Jim
the c
rm—he- h:s plenty—efi’ec-; trip to the program. '
"
“
[
users
have
a
tendency
to “harboiv ; CovingtJn. said ,ff this condition
lively
Zany com 'dian i>eter Scl- • enough but .somehow come across ■ lack, of fluency,'in the production.
■■
Erni.
[frequencies even when they don t.
^e-t-. ^;ie franchise is..grarted for.
Lv-=.
e.:cd by Irene-..ijtancli and •a< . a" reilectioh. of other colored I
;
have
immediate
use
for them. ■ jq Vears
Huivi
IXf: on'-l eraitcdiaan -item 1 singing.' greats rather than as'ari!
; Quesada saw^need for; “some de, ,
T;ie city of Crockett.will receive
about e**
drugstore at--j
Kath.erine
*«.- ; <j
o rigin
ri g l n Vl
ar;i per onality.
on:
tacited body to d of a special in
revenue in lieu of any
tendant
m ih.it t--:r.e in tno category [Dunham and her dancers did a
of
i t crest to parcel out the spectrum,
ravineiits are to bee man < t.jn.?. anmner mcm.s v‘couple ’ of spots, on
one climaxing , the I
err.eiac. v..n.e >.i:.:ne cc; KodOiOir ..chow..with-'insistei
t
between
civilian
and
•
Government
^
^
frbm ^iay 26. A pre-.
insistent
bongo
beat;
(
show with
act with ■ but the numbers' weren’t all that
■
-• rrintirnirri from pase' 27 ,
'-T-imTc
, ■users.. .
.
...
vious. '.fi-irw-.hiVa'-fhr;
frarchh*e . fbr; Clidh
such- -9
a tv
ii.ov.
■exhilarating. 'The Weavers did
Doerfer gave voice to the fears antenna sysiem wr.s voided .
to be made for the tv i
Clock” action, their folk: singing with relaxed.,package,
.
; of the broadcasting industry about j
i
t SI.:OD. enthusiasm, and Johnny. Dank.
."j ..
proved id i'.'v diverting than u.vuil,- worth orch essayed a. jazz shot..... Ihe kiaaie. market . i$ an im- further Government inroads- into !
while. Bin
For y:h nu<j? his cu?- : with • style-'''and'.-.easel;-'.Comedian'....PO?taut ••-one. in; syndication, The -the spectrum, when he said that(!poV
even in the ab-1
and if the President,
ab¬ MU USitSSS £2111 UCat
•t. unary c•; nmon-mim. h:d effect ; ■T-ji'ciVv
■' tckin'1 a-‘"inmltanebus oft-lioiirs. of late afternoon
.- - — ~-.
. .
• .
_
sence of
of a
a national
nat
tiveh.
•inn ikt over,:!!;nAeriink- i fepe It Sini^ POP SiSgeA -and: early evening, prion to network sence
emergency
ing. The London Palladium Boys [some tv programs, made his ‘'mili- ; option time, offer syndicators _ should move to, take
over all the
„
, .
& "Girls rrd Cyril OrnadelV orch ; tary memoirs” . only accasionally ; wide-open berth for the sale of ; non-Government frequencies, he
St. Louis, June 16: '
backed with precision. I’ror-action . funny and. too frequently blue.
[programming.
(Same
situation j cudn t know what FCC could do
KSD and KSDtT.V continued op¬
was polished..
j; £vrie.
Overall accompaniment by Peter ‘ doesn't prevail at the half-hours ,.?bout it.
erations last week despite a strike
Knight orch' was . excellent., while ( beginning ’at 7- and .10:30. where ;
:
■ ■
■ ■ ■
'
■
.
by . newspaper stereotypers that
Chelsea At Niiie
1 for ali its OveiMnsistence on the the networks have’moved in. heav-;
Closed the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.;
TVith one exception, jthe talent inconsequential; Bernard Braden’s -jjv. se0 separate story.i .
The
stations and the; newspaper,
In this edition of the Granada TV interlining was . okay. Production [..iF0r: years , stations, have been
owned and operated by the Pulitz¬
vaude show aired Wednesday -TO1
was competent.
! using the Terry toons. Paramount.
er
Publishing
Co., share the same
offered, good but not standout
;. Continued from page 17 ;
Tiw» -rwnia Tnifev>! y* a*uCio„. anu
,
building-in dawntowm St. Louis.
„
/*“*.
\ backlogs for programming in the j Aeronautics Board, turned to FCC ■
ct„kin Arniinmont u-ac Tnnvpd

Raining Gffs

To Skirt St. Leo Strike

Doerfer

: ttsloughouV the world was - aired
m.guite h.eayily^with the_old.es rn.ss.on_ due tomorrow; .Federal
, ta ..tranimittel.5 before the
’ Thursday . in
and dealt with i
with, many of fnetods who (Trade Commission, Thursday; an^ j ^ ^eadI:ine. Bbth stations
India. And though, generally: Lhe to see the same thing o\er, Interstate _eornmerce Commission . pignecl on at their regular times
speaking, the pix from that con-;and over again, Noiy,.the kiddie; Friday, .Next Monday and Tubs- Wednesday., 10-.. morning 'ahd protfnoht TTt-iv -nnt incmirp nc rmich in-1 cartoon mill is being fed nev- car- j day are for a general roundup.
I
on as scheduled.
prpcpnt- for
thp" FCC
RCc
T■
i live
tj film tv
, ■ shows
T
terest in the viewer as those from Upon - properties, and ■ -kid
kid ^■ shows .1]j -• present
the
.
t'reseriL
ior xne
rvu session
session.!43
Locai
and
some other, countries,; the 45-min- [ aroun^ the country should be able • ^vere chairman John C, Doerfer j
; were put on at the St, Louis Counute survey nevertheress classed i to take, on a new animation sparkle. and his-’felW'>Atiiipion^rs;:Ed
cameras, props and
Allen., chief engineer, James D.; projector h a v in g been installed
Cunningham, head of hearing ex¬ there, while local radio programs
aminers;. and FCC general counsel | emanated from KSD’s East Side
John L. Fitzgerald.
transmitter. Network programs, of
Representing broadcasting indus- course, were piped directly through
Louis G. Cowan, prexy of CBS-TV, delivered a speech Saturday. try were Donald H: McGannon, the transmitters.
113/yat communications, dinner of Univ. of Chicago. Cowah; Class of Westinghouse Broadcasting; Joseph
’31, said broadcasters shouldn’t permit advertisers, legislators, pres-. H. Ream, CBS’ Washington v.p.;
sure groups or talent agents to reshape a web's schedule.
j Ward L. Quaal, WGN-TV, Chicago;
-—
j Robert L. Werner of RCA; and E.
Producers of CBS-TV's panel show, "I’ve Got a Secret,” plan special | B.. Crosland, American Telephone
Robert. Bernstein, former Du¬
gimmicks for programs, seventh anni tonight (Wed.>. Cbntestants, ;& Telegraph.
whose "secrets” panelist’s Bill Cullen, Bess Myerson, Henry Morgan and j
Also particiatihg were a group of Mont Network pressagent and a
Betsy Palmer will try to uncover, will be members of show’s produc-j lawyers who practice before FCC, former trade journalist, has joined
Westinghouse
Broadcasting
tion staff and backstage personnel. such as carneramen, electricians Donald C. Beelar; Frank U. Fletch- the
and stagehands. R. J. Reynolds has sponsored show bince its tv incep-; er, Parker D. Hancock, William C. Corp. press department. . He’ll, be
tion with Garry Moore as emcee,, plugging Cavalier Cigarets at first i Koplovitz and Ralph L. Walker, in charge , of trade press contacts,
and more recently, Winston.
j Down from Harvard Law School reporting to. public relations boss
Michael Santangelo.
. - ~
..
j vvas professor Louis L. Jaffe.
. Westinghouse Broadcasting had a "launching party” yesterday 'Tues.l! —— -!———_—;— - . David Aldrich, who with Ketchu.m, . MacLeod long worked with
at the Cafe Francais at Rockefeller Plaza, N.Y., for its two brand-new
spot rep companies. Invites went out to all ad agency brass.
WBC pir.. will: concentrate on
consumer press and special proj¬
Westinghouse has set up Television Advertising Representatives for
its own five tv stations, and. AM Radio Sales to handle the six WBC
ects.
Santangelo. plans to add a
Continued from page 17
stations plus seven outside radio outlets.
fourth man to his department in
to begin an investment of respon¬ July.
Philip Merryman and Manning Slater, the top two. officers of Bridge¬ sibility and leadership to bring the
port tConn.) Broadcasting Co., which a-few months ago sold WICC, tv medium up to higher program¬
10th Annual
are defendants in a $35,000 suit brought by five announcers>and news¬ ming standards,” he declared.
WHITE MOUNTAINS'
“If this talk had a title it would
men of the station who claim mishandling of an employees profitFESTIVAL of the 7 ARTS
sharing-fund. The latter was terminated when the station changed be ‘It’s Time to Give a Damn.’
hands; The suing group—disk jockeys Harry Downie and Frank Del- There’s a sense in Which ty is a
Jutg3rd.to 20th
.
ffno and newsmen Bill Whalen, Walt Dibble and Tony Brunton-r-charge ‘public utility/
SKY HIGH in the
“The networks can dream up all
Merryman was allowed to, buy a large life insurance policy, at a con-,
WHITE MOUNTAINS
kinds of good program ideas, but
siderable loss to the trust fund.
the American people won’t see and
. 5 LAKES
5,50(j'/lCRES
\
^Broadcast Music Inc, and. the American: Assn: for State and Local [hear them if the agencies,arid sponmstory will give a $500 award to the radio or tv station which presents the ; S0J[S turn them, down and order anbOst program dealing with state or. local history during 1959. in addi-j bther round of quiz shows or a
tion to cash, award, honorable mention scrolls will be given to stations [ new. version of westerns,
producing the programs1 that rank second and third. Announcement
“The middle of a wild west show’,
of winning programs and stations will be made by April 1, 1960. En- i complete with stagecoaches, is a
Pike « New Hampshire
tries in tape, film Or transcription fotm are being received by the i P°Pr franaework to use in attracting
American Assn, for State : and Local History, Madison* Wis. Deadline attention to a message dealing with
Information: Walter Jacobs.
a $4,000 automobile.”
for entries is Jan, 15, 1960.

WBC Adds Bernstein,
Takes Aldrich On P.R.

,.

says Louis Wasmer, Pres.

KREM^TV
SP0K4NE, WASH.

^Renewed^ Is the big word
in our business and yours
and that's the good word we
get from Louis Wasmer!
“ Warner Bros, cartoons have
been rating over 20 ARB con¬
sistently. The/ve been so suc¬
cessful that we’ve just renewed
our contract for both Warner
Bros, cartoons and Popeye and
we’re sure our sponsors will do
the same. From past perform¬
ance, weVe confident that rat¬
ings and sponsorship wilt
remain at the same high levels
for years to come.” i

KREM-TV's experience
with Warner Bros, cartoons
is “par for the course."
Whenever these great laughgetters are shown,1 a loyal
following of viewers and
sponsors springs up. We
suggest you try Warner
Bros* cartoons in a highly
competitive spot and watch
how they come out on top.

u.aa.

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, me.
NEW YORK, 345 Madison Ave., MUnay Hill 6-2323
CHICAGO, 75 E. Wacker Dr., DEarbom 2-2030
DALLAS, 1511 Bryan. St, Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES, 9110 Sunset Blvd., CRestview 6 5886

Susskind Again

Argonne National Laboratory; is co-prodiicirig with Chi Westing¬
house station WIND a skein of 13 radio programs on atomic energy
to be integrated in a regular pubaffairs series titled "Lamp; of Knowl¬
edge.” Series starts, tomorrow (ThUrs.), with Dr. John H. Pomeroy, a
chemist in Argonne’s Division of Biological and Medical Research, as;
moderator.
WTilliam Golden, creative director of sales promotion and advertis¬
ing for CBS-TV, will. be a major panel, speaker at International De¬
sign Conference, Aspen, Col., week of June 21-27. Golden’s talk will
be given on Tuesday (23) and ''will deal with visual environment Of
advertising. Sculptors, designers and educators from all over the world
will attend the Conference.
Bert Claster, producer-creator of tv “Romper Room/’ seen in 73
cities, will be in Atlantic City June 27, when city will play host to
hundreds of children arid, parents in the Mid-Atlantic area for "Romp¬
er Room. Day.” With Claster will be "Romper” teachers from Middle
Atlantic states. All-day program is plarined.
. WBBM-TV, the CBS anchor in Chicago, scored a major newsbeat
last Sunday. (14) when it. broke the resignation of Metro Holovachka,
deputy , prosecutor for Lake County (Gary), Ind., who’d been linked
to crime syndicate gambling in the county by the Senate Rackets
Committee.. Story was front-paged with credit to the. channel in all
but the Tribune, which has a policy barring calHetter rnentioris ex¬
cepting for the Trib-ow’ned WGN (radio and tv). Holovachka’s bowrout was read by him from: a prepared statement on “Insight,” WBBMTV’s in-depth interview s.tanza . presided over by hews staffer Frank
Reynolds.

All

of these shares having been sold; this, advertisement
' appears as a matter of record only. .

NEW ISSUE
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.
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Jube Ops, Performing Rights Societies
In No Mood to Compromise in House
Hearings to Revamp Copyright Act

Rep.
On Carpet ReASCAP Decree Drag
Washington, June 16. •
Rep;. James Roosevelt (D-Calif.),
irked over footdraggirig on a new
ASCAP decree, has called Justice
Dept, officials to appear Friday
(19) before his House Small Busi¬
ness’ Subcommittee and explain the
delay.
In announcing the hearings Mon-,
day (15), Roosevelt noted that sub¬
committee testimony on ASCAP
policies, together with recommen¬
dations for action, have been in
Justice Dept, hands for 13 months.
During that period, Roosevelt
said, “repeated assurances were
given that appropriate corrective
action was imminent, but as yet
there appears to have been no
action.’*
The lawmaker said he intends
to find out “what progress, if any,
has been made,” adding that his
subcommittee. has been receiving
a “steady flow Of complaints in¬
dicating the urgent- necessity for
an early revision” of the ASCAP
consent decree.
Justice Dept, officials called for
; the Friday session were acting an¬
titrust chief Robert A.Bicks, Rob¬
ert D. Kilgore Jr. and John L.
Wilson.

Alan Freed Set to Face
Boston Trial June 29 in
Rock V Roll Riot Case

MUSIC

'ARIETY

[ Chaplin’s ‘Modern Tunes’
As UA Soundtrack LP
United Artists, which, has been
mopping up in its current reissue
of Charles Chaplin’s “Modern
Times,” will now. package an album
taken from the pic’s soundtrack
via its subsid diskery, UA Records.
UA Records plans to follow up
with a soundtrack set based on
“The Gold Rush” as well as using
a new score written for a program
of old Chaplain shorts.

defers Get
Right to Sue If
Pubs Wont Act
The right of tunesmiths to bring
suit for infringement, independent¬
ly where their publishers refuse to
launch such an action was estab¬
lished last week in N.'/Y. Federal
Court in a precedental decision by
Judge Frederick J. P. Bryan. De¬
cision granted songwriters Dick
Manning and Larry Stock the
standing to bring an infringement
suit against the writers and. pub¬
lishers of the picture song, “A Cer¬
tain. Sihile,” which they claimed
infringed on their song, “The
Mprningside of the Mountain.”
Defendants in the suit include
Paul F. Webster and. Sammy Fain,
writers of “A Certain Smile”; Mil¬
ler Music, publisher of the tune,
and 20th Century Fox Films, which
produced the film of that title.
Remick Music,
publishers
of
“Morningside of the Mountain,”
was also named as / defendant her
cause it refused to bring the in¬
fringement action. The defendants
argued that Manning and Stock
hand no standing to bring suit
since they had surrendered , all
proprietary rights in the songs to
the publishers.
In his decision, Judge Bryan;
made an analysis of the; basic con¬
tract of the American . Guild of
^rithors & Composers (once known
as . the Songwriters Protective
Assn.) and found that cleffers re¬
tained enough protection against
infringers in cases where publish¬
ers refuse to act.

Boston, June 16.
Disk jockey Alan Freed, who ran
afoul of the law with his rock V
role show at Boston Arena on May
3, 1958, following which 15 per¬
sons, were stabbed, slugged and
robbed by beserlc gangs of teenage
boys and girls, was ordered to
stand trial. June 29. Freed will go
to trial on a common law charge
of inciting to riot.
Judge Paul G. Kirk Was as¬
signed to preside at a special ses¬
sion in Suffolk Superior Court. As¬
sistant District attorney Edward
M. Sullivan will prosecute the New
York disk jock. A second charge
of inciting to riot under the; anti¬
anarchy law has been dropped
against Freed.
Following the Freed fiasco at
Boston Arena, Mayor John B.
Hynes banned rock ’n' roll sessions
throughout Boston saying “these
so-called musical programs are a
disgrace. They must be stopped
arid they will be stopped here.” ,....
A rash Of bills to prohibit rock
fn’ roll shows were filed in the
state legislature following the riot;
The disk jocks, radio, tv and music
trades rallied against any music
ban and were successful. However,
Since , the Freed episode at Boston
Arena, there have been no public
rock ’n’ roll shows live.
Freed pleaded innocent to two
indictments , charging inciting, to . Singer Bobby Darin is launching
riot and inciting unlawful destruc¬ a new record firm to be known as
tion of real arid personal property Addison Records. He’ll be iri part¬
before Judge Lewis Goldberg in nership with Joe Csida arid Ed'
Suffolk. Gounty Court and-was re¬ Burton, who run the Csida-Burton
leased on $2,500 bail on May 16, management firm and Trinity Mu¬
sic; and attorney Frank Barone.
1958.
Motions to quash indictments ■ Unusual aspect of the new setup
is
that Darin will/continue to cut
against Freed were filed by his
lawyer Paul Smith last June. He records for the Atco label to
also asked for a bill of particulars which he’s pacted as a crooner; For
on each indictment.
his. own Addison firm, he’ll act as
On Nov. 3, 1958, Superior Court I head of artists & repertoire.
Judge Charles Fairhurst. refused ; Csida was named prez of the
to quash the indictment filed Addison setup with Darin spotted
against Freed. Trial of Freed was as veepee. Burton is secretary^
postponed on Nov. 18 in Suffolk general manager and Barone is
Superior Court to January, and at treasurer. Darin already has cut
that time Boston newspapers car-v several sides which will be put
ried paid advertisements seeking into release as soon as a distribu¬
Witnesses who attended the Arena tion setup is formed.
concert and recalled Freed’s an¬
nouncements or coxhments or wit-]
nessed incidents.

Bobby Darin Organizes
Diskery Bat Continues
To Cut for Atco Label

Teacher Tommy Tucker

Marek O’seas To Head
Operatic Sessions

Bandleader Tommy Tucker has
been booked for a $5,000-a-year gig
as an English teacher by the
Asbury High School in Asbury
Park, N.J. Tucker, whose' square
handle is Gerald Duppier, taught
highschdol English 30 /years ago
before organizing his band.
He’ll double as an instructor in
music classes.

George Marek, RCA Victor disk
v.p. arid general manager who
planed to Europe last week, will
supervise several operatic record¬
ings while abroad. One opera will
be Cut iri Vienna and then Marek
takes off June 19 for a couple of
sessions in Rome.
He’s due back, in New York
July 11.

Current predicament of the disk
biz, occasioned by the steep de¬
cline in single, sales, is sparking
*
By JAY LEWIS
a fundamental xeevaluation of
Washington, June 16.
the industry’s operation in exec
Concert Music Upbeat
Opposing sides in the jukebox
quarters. While no easy solutions
Despite what sounds like a
royalty
donnybrook
went at it
are at hand,, it’s generally recog¬
solid “Top 40’* accent on
again last week. In the first three
nized that. answers must be found
radio, the broadcasters are
days
of
testimony
before
the House
quick to.' the chaos in the single
alloting broad segments to
Copyright Subcommittee, the juke¬
market and growing instability in
Concert music; According to
box
bill,
introduced
by
Rep.
Eman¬
the .packaged field.
“1959. Concert Music U.S.A.,”
uel Celler (D., B’klyn), was vari¬
The crisis in the Industry was
a review published by Broad¬
ously pictured as:
spotlighted at the meeting of the
cast Music Inc.,. 1,175 AM and
(1) A way of stopping “legalized
Natiorial Assn; of Rack Merchants
FM stations last year put on
piracy”; and
in Chicago last week. The racka weekly total of 10,716
(2) A way of destroying small
hours of concert music, or an
jobbers, whose operation in the
business, helping monopoly,
average of 9.2 hours per week.
supermarkets, chain stores, etc.,
spreading
unemployment and even,
Striking upbeat in longhair
now account for over 20% of the
promoting juvenile delinquency.
riiusic is revealed iri disk sales.
industry’s total, expressed uneasi¬
But perhaps the best comment
Last "year, about $90,000,000
ness over the fluid, price structure
was by Rep. William E. Miller <RWas spent on classical disks as
in the disk biz.
N.Y.)
who termed It “one of the
agairist
a
total
of
$75,000
spent
\
Virtually every disk company
on concert music disks in 1934.. great illustrations of the fact that
has come up with a steady stream
Old Soldiers Never Die.”
of packaged good deals to the
Rep. Celler expressed hope the
dealers and the consumers by
subcommittee could bring together
which the list price has been un¬
the
divergent viewpoints
by
dermined. Some rack jobbers point¬
“smoothing off some of these rough
ed out that the excessive up and
edges and resolving all this con¬
down price movements led con¬
fusion and doubt.” “It’s better to
sumers to hold off purchases until
bend than break,” was Celler’s
rockbottom levels. Were reached.
conciliatory advice to both the per¬
The situation in the album mar¬
forming rights societies and the
ket, however, is utopian compared
jukebox industry.
to that of the current single mar¬
But Rep. Edwin Willis (D-La.),
ket.
Increasingly, dealers are
Subcommittee Chairman, had
avoiding the stocking of single rec¬
doubts about this. “Both of them
Washington,
June
16.
ords, except for a few top hits. The
One-third of the disks on today’s are awfully unyielding ... I know
old practice '. of stocking singles
these organizations,” he said.
with a broad selection has become market come from pirate recordThere was little to indicate any
impossible wheri a couple of hiin- ! makers, who are ducking mechani- movement toward a meeting-ofj cal royalty payments,
(Continued on page 43)
j This estimate was given the minds in the initial phase of the
I House Copyright Subcommittee by
(Continued on page 48)
-/Julian T. Abeles, counsel for Music
: Publishers’ Protective Assn., who
said such “bootleg’’ outfits are
“mushrooming like rabbits.” Abe¬
les. guessed that as many as 500
fly-by-night outfits are now in opj eration “pirating” records to the
j- detriment of honest segments of
; the. music industry.
Madrid, June 16.
! The present Copyright Act fails
“Mercury Records label is no
; to provide^ effective means to
longer
exclusively
synonomous in
thwart such operations, according
ro Abeles., He said this might be the world disk market with The
Chicago, June 16/
Platters;
our
aim
is
to advance all
The independent record compa¬ done by allowing publishers re¬ Mercury record artists in pop,
nies and disk distributors are get¬ course to the general damages pro¬ jazz and classics in all parts of
vision
of
the
Act.when
suing
rec¬
ting together to air and solve mu¬
the world.” Mercury corporate
tual industry problems. The road ord makers for non-payment of topper Irving Green delivered this
to this goal was payed last week royalties.
keynoter to the diskery's third anwhen close to 200 mariufacturers
nunal international sales and ad¬
and distribs got together here for
ministrative seminar in Madrid
the first annual meet of their own
last week.
newly -• formed org, ARMADA
The June 16-14 convention as¬
(Assn: of Record. Manufacturers
sembled Mercury execs from U. S.,
and Distributors of America). :
both hemispheres and distributors
Although there were soriie dis¬
from the British Commonwealth,
senting opinions of the value of
The artists-exchange deal be- Europe and the Far East. In all,
the organization, the majority be¬ . tween MGM Records here and EMI some 60 delegates participated
lieve? that the organization should j (Electric & Musical Industries) in from 20 countries.
be supported and Used as a forum j England gets under way this week
Conclave devoted almost three
to exchange information and j with Russ Conway. MGM is rushopinion pertirient to indie opera¬ , ing to market with the Conway days to audio-visual stereo dem¬
onstrations
of Mercury’s pop, jazz
tors. Even the pro-ARi\IADA boys j slicing of “Roulette,” a top seller
are dubious over whether the org } already in England, Jf s backed by and classical platters and each
session
was
followed by Hotel
can push through any concerted ac- . “Trampoline”
Plaza conferences where company
(Contiriued on page 48)
In addition to “Roulette,” Con¬ execs arid licensees mapped pack¬
way has been riding the hit lists aging, merchandising and sales
in England for EMI with “Side policies in each of the major rec¬
Saddle.” MGM, however, won’t re¬ ord classifications as applied to
lease “Side Saddle” here because specific countries and regions.
the tune has already had exposure
Mercury's international meet,
i in the U.S. via other artists.
according to prexy Green, will in
According to Arnold Maxin, the future be scrapped and three
RCA Victor has put into effect
a new merchandising policy pegged MGM. prexy, Conway will be the
closer-knit area assemblies organ¬
on a 10% exchange or 5% credit first of many EMI diskers to hit ized
annually for Europe, Far East
or a combination of the two being the U.S. under the MGM banner.
and Latin America. Reasoning is
offered on net dollar purchases
that
multiple regional market pe¬
over a cumulative sixmonth period.
culiarities cannot be adequately
The new policy supercedes all pre¬
aired
in one brief world parley.
vious programs and will apply to
Concerted world market push
all distributor purchases of RCA
by
America’s
fifth biggest waxery
Victor pop and Red Seal LP’s, both
Hollywood, June 16.
comes at a time! when motion pic¬
monaural and stereo, exclusive of
Formation of a new recording ture record subsids constitutes a
Camden, Bluebird, educational arid company when / he exits Mills
] growing challenge although Green
EP albums.
Music, of which he's vice-prexy i thought added competition will
The program has been designed arid Coast topper, is projected by j stimulate opportunities in the inso that distrib benefits can be Irving Mills, who also plans pos¬ jdustry.
passed along to dealers. A. special sible entrance Into television jpro- I Hosting the Mercury convention
feature of the plan is that mon¬ duction after Jack Wrather takes j here were Brice Somers, director
aural LP’s may be. exchanged for oyer the Mills firm July 1.
-of the International division, and
stereo arid vice versa. According
Mills will make a global tour ! Mercury Espagnola topper Luis
to Jack Burgess, diskery’s manager to finalize future activities, he | Sagi-Vela.
of commercial sales and merchan¬ says. A vet of more than 40 years
dising department, the plan is de¬ in the music biz, he’ll continue to
vised to allow Victor dealers and head Mills Pictures Corp., and the | New AF Records’ Flack
distributors; and their dealers to Musical Culture Society of Amer¬ } Betty Ri.nvler has stepped into
operate more aggressively than ica. Latter outfit turns out. film the publicity chief spot at Audio
ever With cleanest possible inven¬ featurettes starring classical art¬ Fidelity Records.
tories and obtain maximum poten¬ ists for private organizations and
She replaces Claire Orsosn who
tial of their markets.
schools, and is non-commercial.
j nioved to Australia.

500 Diskers Row
Ducking Royalties

Indie Diskers,
Distribs Air

Mercury Pitches For
World Disk Market
At Madrid Sales Meet

MGM Launches EMI
Exchange Deal With
Russ Conway Platter

RCA Bows 10% Exchange,
5% Credit for Dealers

Diskery-TV Operation
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Album Reviews

Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By MIKE GROSS
The Cool-Tones (Warwick):
“MOVIN’ OUT” (Aussie Records!)
has an instrumental verve that
will keep the juke terpers moving
fast. “GINCHY” tSheldontl works
up a. hot instrumental flair that
goes over well in juke spots.
BppGdl
}l.
: Chuck Willis: (Atlantic): “MY
Somethin’ Smith & The Red¬ BABY” (Rush*J drives a hard rock¬
heads ’Epic*: “THAT'S TO- ing beat, into a good ’spinning

Webb Pierce (Decca'j: .‘‘I AIN’T
NEVER” (Cedarwood*) is|a frisky
hillbilly flavored item iwith a
strong chance to move in oh the
pop playing field. “SHAN&HIED”
(Cedarwoo^I:) has an. alfalfa, beat
with an oi-iental touch for added

Best Bets
DEAN MARTIN . . . . , j.-. ...... . ON AN EVENING IN ROMA
(Capitol) ... u . ....... .You Can't Love ’Em All
Dean Martin’s “On An Evening In Roma” (Zodiac*) is a top- .
drawerItalo flavored, item tailor-made for his styling and is sure.:
to work its way to the: hit brackets. “You Can’t Lore 'Em All” .
(Feist ) is a bright ballad out of the “Say One For Me” pic. ,
jj *

*'

*

THE IMPALAS.if. :.._* ....... OH, WHAT A FOOL
(Cul>) . ..|
^ Sandy Went Away
The Impalas' “Oh, Wh(tf A Fool” (Figure*) has the melodic dash,
and the vocal drive io make it a teenage favorite and a spinning
winner. “Sandy Went Away” (Figure*) gives the group a slow
ballad mood to toy with and, they handle it in a way that guarantees\
spuming attention.
!j.

jl. *

:

LAWRENCE WELK
.

First. DOT RECORD Releases
'■.MR. MUSIC MAKER”
Dot L.P. Album. -No, 3164
. Two E.P.’s^—Nos. 1079.-1080 .
(Also Available in Stereo)

Slingshooting Hillbillies,
After Doing One Sketch,
Again Are On the Dock

* '
*
...... ........ .LULU HAD A BABY
Memphis, June 16.
...
. . .Your Kid Sister \ . . Nashville’s three •. country hill¬
Chico Holiday's “LulU Had A Baby” (Siras*), makes the most
billies who just, completed 60-day
of an old street chart via a rousing beat and vocal that pegs .it for
stretches each are headed for the
a big payoff. “Your Kid^Sister” (Rass-Jungnickel*} has a pleasing.
hbosegow' again, ^he trio were ap¬
jure angled style that will get it a good share of plays.
prehended
after they finished their
■■ ij *
*
*
"j
JANE MORGAN . . . 4 ’ . . .
.
. . . . WITH OPEN ARMS j ail sentences in West ftiemphis,
(Kapp)
. . . .1 Can't Begin To Tell You
j Ark!-, for shooting up the;town (10
Jane Morgan’s “With j Open. Anns” (Famous*) will take astrong,; miles, frorhdbWiitbwn Memphis)
hold on the spinning market because of the slick handling of a . .with slingshot . marble shooting.
The threesome, Thomas Williams,
topnotch melodious ballad. “I Can’t Begin To Tell You” (BVC*.)
Roy Huskey Jr., and. Basil .Barnett,
gets an exciting interpretation that will win dee jays to its side.
members, of Don .Gibson’s Grand
;:•*
*
*
Ole Opry band, damaged windows
MARTY GINO
.I, . : . . . .CRY BABY SIGH BA-ABYx arid other property to the tune of
(Time) ...... ... J;.-. ..... ...... .I’ll Tell You a Secret
| some $.2,000 in the AVest Memphis
downtown area.
Marty Gino s “Cry Baby Sigh Ba-aby” (Midnight Music*) has
the rocking drive and the vocal approach that makes it a spuming . |!
Memphis police reported that
natural on all levels. "I’ll Tell You A Secret” (Midnight Music*) . j; Williams, Huskey and Barnett were
jmts the young crooner in a.slow rocking ballad groove and he hart-, .iI also wanted . here for a • similar
dies it in a way that will win femme fans.:
j charge prior to the West Memphis
*
.*•' .
.
i| incident. Detainer warrants were
IRVING JOSEPH ORCH . . .
. . : > ...... . LORENA issued , and they were picked up
pronto here and bond to the State
(United-Artists)'' ; J. . . . .March of the Horse Soldiers
at . $1,000 each. They : were also
Irving Josejjk Orck’sf “Lorena” (United. Artists Music*) builds
fined $600. each in their West
up a highlyJaramatic and melodic theme from “The Horse Sol¬
Memphis spree.
diers” pic ixto a side that will pull through via big dee fay play.
Following their Memphistrial
“The MarcnOf The Horse Soldiers” ^United Artists Music*) work?
they also were, skedded to face a
up a spirited martial flavor that will help plug the “Horse Sol-; \. similar . charge
in. Henderson,
diers” film.
"
!
'I Teiin.. some .60 miles from here
■ *
*
*
■ I
where police report that windows
BERNIE WAYNE ORCH ....
...... . . . . CHICKIE • and city property Was damaged by
■ “three sling marble shooting” hill¬
(Hanover) ...... J|. . . . . . ... ..... . . . . . ... . . . . Now
billy performers. Detainer warBenue Wayne Orch's “Chickie” (Gil*): has a wild drive with
enough teen appeal to draic it into the payoff berth. “Now” t Vi-: ! rants have also been issued at
Henderson.
The Memphis - trial
sionf s works up an instrumental and choral frenzy that the juke . j
set could go for,
j:
•! opens next week.
CHICO HOLIDAY. .
(RCA Victor) . . .

Ethel Merman; “Gypsy” (Colum¬
bia!. This is one of the best orig¬
inal Broadway cast albums to. come
along in some time and it looks
like a natural for. a big sales pay¬
off. Hit stature of the show -plus
Ethel Merman’s dynamic vocalirig
are the plusses that will keep the
package moving across the retail
counters. Jule Styrie (music) and
Stephen Sondheim (lyrics) have
given Miss Merman plenty to work
with and she belts in rare form.
Her sOcko “Rose’s Turn” at the
windup is a closer that’s hard to
forget. “Everything’s Coming Up
Roses” and “Small People” are a
couple of other standout . pieces
that Miss Merman sells with vocal
fire. There are pleasant assists by
Sandra Church and Jack Klugman
but it’s Merman’s show all the
way and it’s enough to satisfy
everyone. .
“Once Upon A Mattress” (Kapp).
This is an original cast album of
the off-Broadway click at the
Phoenix Theatre.
It’s a light¬
hearted and - pleasing item that’ll
appeal mainly to those familiar
with the .show. It’s Kapp’s first,
venture into the original cast field
and. it’s a worthwhile step mainly,
because it showcasing a bright
new composing talent in Mary
Rodgers, daughter of ; Richard
Rodgers. With Marshall. Barer, as
lyricist, Miss. Rodgers has . turned
out a flock of. melodious and
■catching items; that indicate a
bright showtune future.
Their*
stuff is nicely handled by Carol
Burnett, Joe Boya, - Allen Case
and Harry Snow.
The Kingston Trior;: “Kingston
Trio At Large” (Capitol). The
Kingston. Trio is still running hot
in the singles and album fields
and . this new package will keep
the sales fires glowing,. Plenty
of wit and musical humor; are in¬
terlarded in the potpourri of folk
items which the hoys know how to
handle so well.
Included are
“Long Black Rifle,” "Scarlet Rihibons,” “The Seine” and “Corey,
Corey,”.
Shorty Rogers: “Chances Ate It
Swings” (RCA Victor). .This is a.
novel swinging album in that mate¬
rial doesn't date too far back and
i most were pop hits via the Four
> Lads, Johnny. Mathis and Doris
{ Day. AH are from the catalog.-of
Robert Allen whose stuff, takes
1 to the swinging jazz treatment easj ily and successfully. Shorty Rog, ers whips up a solid sound that,
{brings out the best of Allen’s
I melody pattern.
j Earl Grant:. “Grant Takes
I Rhythm” (Decca). Rhythm is the
{keynote here and Earl Grant lays
jit on with deft vocal strokes. He’s
j got an ingratiating style and a neat,
j vocal flair that will bring a lot. of
attention his way.
Among the
strongest items in this “rhythm
book” are “They Can’t Take. That
Away From Me,” “Dancing On The
Ceiling,” “Let’s Get Away From It
All” and “Witchcraft.”
Meyer Davis Orch: “Meyer Davis
Plays ‘Redhead’ For Dancing”
(RCA. Victor).
Albert Hague’s

| George Simon, disking consult¬
GETHERNESS” (Coliseum*! • potential, “JUST .ONE KISS”: ant; bandleader Alan Logan of the
blends a happy beat and a neat (Rush*) packs a rocking punch that, Cotillion Room of the Hotel Pierre,
lyric into a side with okaj* spinning will give it solid spinning chances,!| and Jimmie Rodgers, the; Roulette
chances. “Mr. D. J.” (Redheads*),———.
j'Records singer* elected to ASCAP
is developed along bluesy lines ; *ASCAP. *BML.
.
'membership.
with a lyric angle that the kids: —-—^-1—.
—:—-——
may find to their liking. !
I
■• .
Gitta Lind 'London*:' “WHITE|
l/SSfw^fv
1A
WERE THE LILACS” (Fred;
.rJEKULM J ^ 111 ICaaI
Fisher* * paints a pretty musical, t> ♦♦♦♦♦•»♦ 11 ♦♦♦♦♦.- * ” MvU 1
picture via a tasty blending of * *
lyric, melody and treatment: “IN 4'
SURABAYA” (Burlington*) has-- 1.
ORLEANI (4) ...
Johnny Horton.. . , . . Columbia
1. BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS
enough dramatic impact in the } ‘
____
Lloyd Price
. ABC-Pat
<5) .......
..............
vocal to pull some jocks its way.
j . [' 2. PERSONALITY (5)
Julius LaRosa (Roulette): > < >
[ Wilbert Harrison......., • -Fury
“HONEY BUNCH” (Shapiro-Berm- j * > 3. KANSAS CITY (8) ............
.....
l R. Olsen.., .. --- . .Chess
stein* i kicks up some high vocal j 4
Bobby Darin.:. ,,.... •.... . .Atco
and melodic spirits that will make j <. 4. DREAM LOVER (4) ......
....... ;
the dee:ays pay attention. “THE : - ■ «5. QUIET
qtttft VILLAGE
vtttapf (3)
/si . .....
Martin Denny.. ....;.. Liberty
PORT OF LOVE” (Greta*) har- ‘" 5* QUIET VILLAGE (3) ......
bors a warm feeling that LaRosa .► 6. SORRY
sorry; (io)
(10) ...
..
Impalas . ...... ,> ... v-...:,, Cub
makes especially meaningful.
" v /1A
7. LONELY (D
(1) ....
. .......
Paul Anka..-.... ...... . ABC-Par
The Chataus (Warner Bros.): 4 7“LADDER OF LOVE” (Kahl*) is .. 8. I’M READY (3) ..
..._
Fats Domino...........Imperial
an average ballad with a familiar
Dion & Belmonts..Laurie .
rocking beat. .“YOU'LL REAP :: 9. A TEENAGER IN LQVE
LOVE (5)
^HAT YOU SOW'? (Lark*! «► 10. KOOKIE,
KQOKIE, KOOKIE (7) ......
Ed Byrnes ---. . ..,. . . .WB
Spreads out a slow' rocking mood «►
for moderate results.
j4/
Fay De Witt (Todd': “OTHER
WORLDS’* (Leeds*) is a likeable <.
ballad, entry good for deejay pro- «• TALLAHASSEE LASSIE .......... -.,..
Freddy Cannon., .......,.Swan
gramming. “I’VE WAITED SO “
_ •
.V
Dave Cortez ... ..,.... . Clock.
LONG” (Leeds** has the familiar
THE HAPPY ORGAN
....
rocking ballad beat but Fay De ■ ' .hist
JUST kffp
KEEP it
IT ttp
UP ..
Dee Clark ... ...... -Abner
* Witt’s piping job makes it worth <’
**** 4
playing.
:: LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR ....
Connie Francis. ..... .... MGM
Sylia Sayn (United Artists): -• fiviv
vntT
ONLY YOU
Frank Pourcel.,
.....: Capitol.
“PAVE THE WAY” »B. F. Wood*) f; ’
' * *. * v ' *
'*' ’
moves at a snappy gait via a;1 V, MY MELANCHOLY BABY
BABY'
Tommy Edwards . *... ... MGM
vibrant vocal and a bright backing
AT nisrn pamf inwrc
ALONG CAME
Coasters .. .
. -Atco
by the Ernie Wilkins band that / ’ ALQNG
CAME JONES
JONES : .
ought to help give it a spinning ” FROM bobby;
BOBBY SOX to
TO stockings
STOCK
Frankie Avalon.... . Chancellor
push. “HIS FRIENDSHIP RING” .«►'- rc
ENDLESSLY ..
Brook Benton..
. .. Mercury
(Brydcn*) is a routine ballad affair ; ' • ENDLESSLY...
helped by a strong vocal.
j «« SING ALONG .
Jimmy Dean.,...... ,. Columbia
Spike Jones (Liberty:
THEh>
LATE. LATE. IJ^.TE MOVIES” ""
(Figures m
in parentheses
parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the top 10)
(Lindley*! is a two-sided parody of I ^
(Figures
old pix on tv and its commercials, h ►
It doesn't come off on either side, i♦♦♦ 4-t4♦ ♦ ♦ f 4<

10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines,

Second Group

score for. .the Broadway tuner
“Redhead” takes on- k delightful
bit in Meyer Davis’ dancing peg/.
There’s a sparkling beat throughout
and/such numbers7 as “Look Who’s
In Love/’. “Pick Pocket Tango/’
“The Uncle Sam Rag” and “Just.
For Once” give it a: mefodic va¬
riety. that continually holds' interest.
.. .. :..
. “The Horse Soldiers”: (United
Artists)., This is a soundtrack disk
that uses songs from the Civil War
period for lots of impacts Orch
and chorus conducted by David
Buttolph come across as stirring
listening giving the package a
strong sales potential. “The Girl
I Left Behind/’ ; “When Johnny
Comes Marching Home,” and
“Dixie” are" a few of the memor¬
able pieces in the set.
Doreen Hume-Denis Quilley-The
Michael Simmes Singers: “Hit The
Deck”-“The Cat and The Fiddle”
(Epic). -In a followup to its tartdeni ‘‘Show Boat”-“No,/No, Nan/
ette” package; Epic has paired. Vin¬
cent Youmans’ . “Hit The Deck”
(1927). and Jerome , Kern’s:“The
Cat And The Fiddle”: (1931) with
a lyrical taste that is sure to please
the showturie buffs. FhTen though.
each side contains only excerpts
from the score, there’s enough
there to make everybody happy;
Doreen Hume,, soprano, and Denis.
Quilley, baritone, are at home with
both Yolimans and Kern but they
seem to .come over a bit better
on latter’s melodious “Cat arid
Fiddle” numbers;
Peggy: Ashcroft - Cyril Cusack:
“The Shaw-Terry Letters” (Caed¬
mon) (Romanticism and literacy,
are parlayed into socko slicing for
the spoken word disk letters. The
correspondence between George
Bernard Shaw and Ellen Terry, .as
adapted by Howard Sackler, make
for a rare audio treat especially as
delivered by Cyril ; Cusack , and
Peggy Ashcroft.

Stoki’s Toe Stubbed In
Iron Curtain Red Press
Via Off-tfae-Cuff Ronarks
Berlin, June 16.
There was quite a bit of political
fuss about Leopold -Stokowski here
this week. The 72-yearrold maes¬
tro. who came here to conduct the
Berlin Philharmonic, has been in
Leipzig, Soviet Germany, prior to
his . West Berlin appearance. .
As it’s practically always the
case when celebrated international
headliners of. the western worldshow up in this Communist coun¬
try; the press there . widely ex¬
ploited; the opportunity for their
red publicity. Reporters: put him
the question how he. liked: the.
Leipzig Gewaadhaus . Orchestra
and Stokowski said he thinks it
one. of the greatest in! the world.
Another question was of strictly
political nature: What does he
think, of Walter Ulbricht’s (the
Commie party boss in E-Germany)
invitation to the four foreign min¬
isters to comb to the socalled DDR
(Deutsche Demokratische Repub¬
lic, as the Commies call their part
of Germany). Stokowski reported¬
ly favored the. idea.
In W-Berlin, Stokowski had to
learn that the Commie press had
printed that he thinks the Leipzig.
Gewandhaus Orchestra the great¬
est in. the world. Arid that he is
very much in favor of. Ulbricht’s
invitation to the four foreign, min¬
isters to come to Soviet Germany.
RIAS, U. S. sponsored radio star
tion. in W-Berlin,. acted promptly.
It cancelled the skedded direct:
broadcast of the Stokowski concert
from the local Highschool of Music
on Sunday (7) evening and brought
a tape recording of Puccini’s “La
Boheme” instead.
Station re¬
nounced the. broadcast for political
reasons.
' The local press called Stokowski
a “politically misused man.” Morgenpost wrote that Stokowski
should have been warned before
going to East Germany—warned
of the infamous misuse which hap¬
pens to art and artists in totali¬
tarian states. Stokowski is said to
have now . a considerable grudge
against the press; By all means,
he sees latter rather, rather going
than coming. , - *.
His concert at the High School
was a personal triumph for him.
There were many stormy ■ ovations.
His program, included Ravel’s
“Rhapsodie Espagnole,” Debussy’s
“Trois Nocturnes*” Shostakovitch’s
Fifth Syihphony. .

Wednesday, June 17, 19&9 .
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AFN Web in Germany
Gets Legal OK to Use
GHIAMusicior Free
.

Frankfurt,' June. 9..
, A district court here has ruled
in favor of American Forces Net-,
work, turning down the : $57,090.
lawsuit /for royalties brought
against the net by GEMA, the. Ger¬
man association of composers/:
Ruling by Judge Dr. H. . Bepler
decreed that since AFN is a part of ,
tlie. U. S. forces and / is a, non¬
profit organization, suit cannot be
brought against it in a German
Court. Question of jurisdiction, has
been the prevailing one in the law¬
suit, which was originally institut¬
ed. by GEM A a year ago. .
. . GEMA collects. royalties for its
members on GEMA music played
on. German radio and television
stations, and also works closely
with ASCAP in collecting fees for
; ASCAP. music played on German
outlets. It had similarly demanded
fees from: AFN.' for its years of
operation: in Germany,
I Legal experts are still consider¬
ing the question of whether the
suit can. be reopened, once the
Status of Forces Agreement with
Germany is. negotiated. At that
time, it is considered likely that
the German courts would have;
jurisdiction over members, of the
American forces in many instances
in which they now lack . legal
powers.
Meantime, AFN will continue to
play its music, which consists ' of
transcriptions . supplied by the
Armed Forces Radio and TV Serv¬
ice in Dos Angeles.

British Disk Bestsellers
London, June 16,
A Fool Such As I..... I Presley :
(RCA)
. Conway: .
Roulette :..
(Columbia)
Doesn’t Matter Anymore .Holly 1
(Coral) .
: It’s Late . ... . ...... . .Nelson
(London)
Dream Lover
.,... ,. Darin
(Londoij)
I’ve Waited So Long Newley-./
(Decca) .
.Sedaka :
I Go Ape .. ..
(RCA)
:; Guitar Boogie Shuffle. Weedon •
(Top Rank)
Teenager in Love . .; . Wilde '
(Philips)
' Side Saddle'......... Conway
(Columbia)

41

RCA Victor is shooting the works
to boost the summer disk b.o. with
its most ambitious de luxe pack¬
aging program to date. Diskery
Vienna, .. June 9.;
plans to hit the market next month
Live music has liot lost much
with 12 new sets, all regularly
ground in. Austria. This was re¬
priced, but presented in richly
vealed at the general meeting of
styled
formats, including four hasp¬
the Austrian Society of Authors,
closing mulli-platter sets, “peek-aChicago, June 16.
.'. Composers & Publishers (AKM).
boo”
covers,
complete song hook
With considerable- revenues from
WAIT deejay Stan Dale is going
insertions, photo stories and other
nightclubs and cafes plus juke-:
to continue his billing as “Stan eye-catchers. Victor v.p. and gen¬
boxes, AKM for the first time
the. Music Man” despite threats of eral manager George R, Marek
reached the $1,000,000, collected
legal action from Meredith Will- termed the packaging technique as
in Austria itself. Foreign societies
remitted in 1058 close to $380,000.
son, sire, of the.. “Music Man’f { “the art of using beauty outside to
sell the beauty inside.”
This and other income brought
legituner.
/
j
The de luxe packages involve
the grand total lip to. $1,500,000. :
Both. Dale and , the station have steep production costs but Victor.
Royalties are in a way: a baro¬
execs figure that the increased
been
formally
warned
by
Willson’s
meter of the. economic conditions
lawyers, the L. A., firm of Gang, sale due to the visual appeal will
of a country. Thus Austria is Very
more than amortize the investment.
Tyre, Rudin & Brown, that Dale’s Victor, in the past, has clicked
well-off. So are to some extent, al¬
so: the authors and composers
nomenclature is “unlawful and in with special packages, revolving
Chicago,
June
16.
here since the latest statistics in¬
. Bahdleader-arra^nger Hal Mooney violation of-’ Willson’s rights to the around the Glenn Miller band re¬
dicate that foreign - participation
takes over as a&r chief of EmArcy, ‘■Music Man” title: It’s claimed cordings and Toscanini’s perform¬
dropped and music of Austrian
the Mercury jazz: subsid, replacing the hit play has given its title ance of Beethoven symphonies. The
origin was played more than in
Jack Tracy who ankled for a ditto “a. secondary: meaning, so that peo¬ July release, however, is the first
1957,.
■■■■;'.: ;
post with Chi’s Chess Records, , ple: who see the phrase the ‘Music time that the diskery has plunged ,
an across-the-board de luxe pro¬
Mooney has been operative for Man’ believe it to be connected” j in
gram.
Drayson Joins Lion
Mercury on both coasts for past with the timer..
The
late Glenn Miller’s band Is
Dale, however, stresses that the
five years as a musical director for
Harold Drayson has been set as
full phrase he uses, is “Stan the again being spotlighted in a triple
pop albums.
national promotion manager, for
LP
set
comprising 57 numbers
Music Man,” which he believes
Lion Records, MGM’s lowprice subr
alters it sufficiently to obviate taken from his' CBS recordings.
sid. Drayson has been, with MGM
Package
includes two full - color
legal recourse by Willson. In any
/ Juices Escape N.C. Rap
Records since its inception 12
paintings and extensive text mate¬
Greensboro, N.C., June 16. . case, he adds, deejay Joe Murray rial.
years ago and has previously been
Another
intended blockbuster
An N.C. legislative committee of WLDE, Richmond,, has been call¬ is “An Evening With Lerner &
. assistant to Charles Hasin, di.skvoted down a bill which would have ing himself the ’‘Music Man” for Loewe—A Musical Spectacular,” a
ery’s national sales manager! .
placed an additional $5 levy on years.
. Appointment was made by Elliot
Dale adopted his phrase to lend double LP set with Jan Peerce,
each jukebox in the state. •
Wexler, whom MGM prexy Arnold
Robert Merrill, Jane Powell, Phil
The proceeds were to go to the an. element of . dignity he believes Harris and the Johnny Green orch.
Maxin brought in as director 6f
doesn’t,attach
to a jockey.
North Carolina Syniphony.
marketing last week.
In the longhair field, three opera
packages, all in lockable boxes, will
r—
be offered. These include “The
Barber of Seville,” “The Marriage
V 1mmh m■
inn wm m m.-, - rnm-m m■ ■ »■
of Figaro” and “The Force of Des¬
tiny.” Other classical entries for
nETAlli
UiDIi
l»£5i
atLLLlla
the month are “Giselle,” with the
Paris Conservatoire Orchestra un¬
S;
der Albert Wolff; “Venice,” with
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a special floor merchandiser, for
display of the dozen packages.
1

2

2

JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
Battle of New Orleans.. £•./.:.....
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
Personality

4■

BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
Dream Lover ..
•

3

1

3

3

2
5

5

1

i

i

3 . 3

10

i
3

3
6

5

5.

2

2

4

5

8

6

1

9

5

7

2

. 7-

3

Hollywood

1

3

1

i .

1

4

1

■,T

1 170

3

2 ; 2

6

3

3

1

3

3

7 116

3

2

.7. ■7

4

8

5

7

5

2

6
6

6

| Kansas Oil

Louisville-

New York-

: I

Stan ‘Music Man Dale
In Monicker Row With
Legituner Hit

1

84

WILBERT HARRISON (Fury)
4 .■ 2

A5

6

DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)
A Teenager in Love......... . .....

6

6

5 .

MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) ..
Quiet Village..'../,.,.

3

7

7

ED BYRNES & CONNIE STEVENS (WB)..
Kookie, Kookie... . ............... ....

7

8

13

PAUL ANKA (ARC-Par) ,
Lonely Boy.w.,.

9

..

STONEWALL JACKSON (Columbia)
Waterloo ..
.
..:........

10
11
1
|12A

1
4

9

9
9

4

8

’ 2 ' .'

78
51

5

47

4:

10

A'

40

3

.2-"

6

9 _55

5

8

7
7

8

8

9

IMPALAS (Cub)
Sorry ........ I...... .

8

6

8

10

10

7

4

4

23

10

20
_8_ 20

8

BROOK BENTON (Mercury)
14
15

4

10

COASTERS (Atco)
Along' Came Jones....

20

6

9

8
6

9

4

18

9

16

2

14

FLAMINGOES (End) .
16
...
17

23

1
118A 15
18B
20A

FRANKIE. AVALON (Chancellor)
From Bobby Sox to Stockings...
FABIAN (Chancellor)
...
Turn Me Loose ....
.

.

...
' /;

:

5

’ 5' ■

10

13

' '
6

10

DAVE (BABY) CORTEZ (Clock)
Happy Organ ....

I,

CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
Lipstick on Your Collar ... . r;...

20B ' :. ,■'

FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor)
Boy Without a Girl.'..
_ ...,.,......

22

16

DRIFTERS. (Atlantic)
There Goes My:Baby..

23

..

PRESTON EPPS (Original)
Bongo Rock,.
V : ... •.....:...

24

14

I’m Ready...........

22

JOHNNY & HURRICANES
Cross Fire.. .
. . .

25

9

8

H

7

11

9

2

2

IQ

3

FATS DOMINO (Imperial)
... :/v.......:.. ^_

;

10

io_

TO
4

10
9
_8
4

!0 _

9

10
7

5

(Warwick)
10

9

Morty Craft is expanding his
United Telefilm Records’ opera¬
tion to take indie disk producers
into its orbit. In the new setup,
UTR will finance, distribute and
work on the sales and promotion¬
al levels for the indies.
Already in the UTR combine
are Lido Record; 'Jack Angel and
Sid Arky); Harvard Records <Art
Gottfried!, and Baton Records <Sol
Rabinowitz).

34
24

6

8

6
4

2

2

6 : 10

5

FRANK POURCEL (Capitol)
Only You .....
.

1
| 12B 11

1

6

6
10

9

Ay
lb

4

FIESTAS (Old Town)
So Fine..
.

12

7

.

FREDDIE CANNON (Swan)
Tallahassee Lassie...;....... ■.......;.

8

9

UNITED TELEFILM SETS
INDIE DICKER DEALS

3

UA Disks in EMI Deal
For 3-Country Distrih
United Artists Records has
wrapped up a deal with EMI l Elec¬
tric & Musical Industries) for
distribution in France, Belgium
and Luxembourg. EMI’s PatheMarconi subsid will handle the UA
disks in France and Luxembourg
while Gramophone S.A. will be
the distribs in Belgium. UA Rec¬
ords’ v.p. Kay Norton set the deal
on her recent trip abroad. First release in the three coun¬
tries will be based on the “I Want
To Live” pic music. This will in¬
clude the two soundtrack sets, an
EP and singles. About 15 albums
will be released abroad in the fall.

Kenton’s Jazz Clinic
Bloomington. Ind., June 16.
A modern jazz music clinic will
be conducted by Stan Kenton at
Indiana U. July 26-August 1, for
music students over 14 years of
age and for school band directors.
The clinic’s daily program will
include wrork with Kenton, instru¬
ment instruction, section rehears¬
als, workshop, stage band rehears¬
al, playing of Kenton arrange¬
ments, and an evening jam session.

MUSIC
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Italian Disk Bestsellers

ide Stuff—Musi

•

Knopf trailerizes the due-in-October “Lyrics On Several Occasions”

Rome, June 9.
Smoke Gets in Eyes.. Platters
(Mercury)

($5) as by. Ira. Gershwin, dent., and in the. same whimsicai’^a^et ^
is subfeatured “a selection of, stage & screen lyrics: written for sundry

Petite Fleur v.........Bechet
(Vogue) ’

situations; and now arranged in':-iarbjtrary?;ca_te4dries. To ■ \yhich 'have

Venus
.............. Avalon
(Globe)
; .
Susie Darlin' . ... - Robin Luke.
' (London).
Guarda Che. Luna.Buseaglione .
• (Cetra) .■•■■■
: Pity Pity . :...,.. .Paul Anka
(Columbia)
The Millionaire ..... Prado
:.. (RCA).’
Kiss. Me
.Bruno Martino
(Voce del. Padrone)
Rose .
Salvador
(Fontana)
The Diary ........ Neil Sedaka

been , added- many informative annotations & disquisitions on tlieir
why. & .wherefore, their ,whom-fbr, their how; and matters associative.”
Understood the book shapes up also into a quasi-autobiography by .
the longtime wordsmith for brother George Gershwin* along with such
other tunesmith collaborators as Jerome Kern, Kurt Weill, Harold Arlen, Arthur Schwartz, et al.
In its seventh annual Student Composers Awards, Broadcast Music
Inc., handed out $81)00 id prizes, making a total of $50,000 awarded
to student composers by BMl since SCA was established in 1951,\ Win¬
ners this year were David S. Bates, Michigan. U.; Jed Curtis, Elston
High School, Michigan; Marjorie Greif, Columbia U.; Michael M. HorVitt, Boston U.; Gerald Humel* Michigan U,; Alan Kemler, Boston U.;
J: Theodore Prochazka, Illinois U.; Thomas R. Putsche Jr., of West
Hartford, Cohn.; and William Wilder, Harvard College.

Gay Lombardo Pulls
3,000 in Hershey, Pa.

. For what is: believed the first time, brothers are deejaying. over Al¬
bany stations. Dave Barker, 20,. has been airing for some months via
WOKO: His brother, Ted,; 29, joined Schine-owned WPTR, from a
Burlington, Vt. outlet—as a replacement for Jack Spector, who shift¬
Hershey, Pa., June 16.
ed to WPRO iii Providence^ R.I: The Barkers are nbt broadcasting on
Despite severe storm warnings,
the same time, blocks and therefore are not in difect opposition or
competition The older Barker preceded the/younger in tie broadcast-, and a drop in temperatures into
ing business, Dave :came to Albany after working at a Ware, Mass., the frigid regions, Guy Lombardo,
making; his annual stand at the
outlet.
Starlight, Ballroom here last Satur¬
day (13) pulled the largest crowd
An extensive collection of songs written by f olkslnger Huddie (Leadof payees into the Park in several
belly) Ledbetter, which was originally published by MacMillan in 1936
years. More than 3,000 persons
and shortly after went out of print, has been included in a new folio
were on : hand to. listen to the
issued by Folkways Music Publishers. The Folkways folio includes the
music; ’ many: of them wearing
49 songs in the: original MacMillan book plus i8~ additional songs. Mac¬
winter-weight clothing, .
Millan, which owned the publication rights to the Leadbelly material,
Park opened three weeks ago
passed it on to John and Alan Lomax who handed it to Folkways:
; . with Stan Kenten, followed by
Buddy Morrow, both of whom
Internal Revenue Service;, in a new ruling, says the excise tax ap¬ pulled , heavier crowds, than those
plies to album containers, booklets and selectiocators sold with phono¬ noted; last year, but in each case
graph records, even if billed separately. TheyTe bracketed into the! the box office was considerably
law which says the tax applies to “parts or accessories . . : sold on or under that chalked up by Lom>bardo.
in connection with the sale thereof* of phonograph: records.

j

Prexy Kenin Blasts TV and FCC As
AFM Powwow Opens in Seattle
--♦

O

‘JAZZ A LA CARTE’SRO
I*rC
I &U
IN FRISCO, LA. DATES
San Francisco, June 16.
i nnn
“Jazz, a la carte” grossed $14,00Q
1,00Q
Saturday night (13) at the War
’how
Memorial Opera House here: Show
hree
was sold opt, at a $4 top,. three
f'-t
days in front with capacity at
~1
3;500 plus pit seats and standing
amg
room.

Kenin attacked a tv program- ,
minS P°hcy which, he said, puls
commercialism before culture. But
he predicted to the 1,186 delegates
that next year will see more musi¬
cians employed in tv film producComic Shelley Berman, jazzz pi¬
Pi- tion than during the previous 10
anist Ahmad Jamal and singer Da¬
Da- : years. Up to now, he claimed, tv
kota Staton headlined bill w’hich
rhich was a bonanza for everyone except
also included the Cal Tjader and musicians.
Shelly Manne combos.
Convention delegates, meantime,
Previous night, at the • Shrine
l“ne planned to reverse last year’s resAuditorium in Los Angeles, show
^Tnn olu^bn which would have made
grossed $22,000 with sellout 6,700
3,700 this meet the last annual conven¬
payees.
.
tion. Move to introduce biennial
conventions, in order to save about
5G In Portland
16.
$300,000
has been unpopular with
Portland, Ore., June 16.
Irving Granz’s “Jazz a la Carte” local officials around the country,
ikota
Kenin
indicated
that the union’s
with Ahmad Jamal Trio, Dakota
>mbo accrual of new members, around
Staton, and Shelly Manne’s combo
in
a
22,000
each
year
with
payments of
racked up a modest $5,200 in a
;atre *ees direct to the AFM of $10 to
one-niter at the Oriental Theatre
>ater
$20
each,
might*
offset
the conyenlast week (11).
The 2,000-seater
r
tion expenditures. Kenin, in any
was scaled at $3.50,
ities
case»
is
a.
cinch
to
.be
reelected,
Annual Rose Festival activities,
opening of The Oregon Centennial since no opposition of ariy kind
t
ac_
has
manifested
itself.
Exposition, arid other transient ac¬
tivities cut deep into take/

'

Variety \

Survey of retail album, best
sellers based on reports from lead¬
ing stores ahtf shotting comparative
ratings for this- week and last.

In his opening speech, Kenin
repotted
that
recent
contract
changes \vhich reduced the 5rb
contribution by producers to the
Music Performance Trust Fund, in
relation to the use of live music
scores, had been andnvill contiriue
to he important factors in the
video employment gain. “Not for
i.— too much longer,” Kenin swatted
, the broadcaste's, “will tho-e who
received the monopoly of the air
; from. a generous public continue
. | to equate public interest with their
j own fat profits. Not for too much
j longer will they he able to get
| away from such vulgarities as si¬
lencing - the
cultivated
musical
T
“Voice of Firestone” because Madq
ison Ave. moguls arbitrarily decide
T
that the cops and robbers will, for
A
a moment, sell more soap.”

rush,
Connie Francis, MQM thrush,
ZJ-TV
exiting Jimmie Rodgers’ NBC-TV
show because of nitery commit¬
amitments..
-

RETAR ALBUM BEST SELLERS
|—

L

National
Rating
This Last

wk. wk.

g:-■]■£.; IS.;-.

Artist, Label, Title
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) Exotica, Vol I (LRP 3034)'
HENRY MANCINI (Victor)
Peter Gann (LPM1956K ....
GIGI (MGM)
Soundtrack i.E 3641) ...:.........
77 SUNSET STRIP (WB) .
TV Soundtrack (W 1289)____.... FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
Come Dance With Me (W 1069) .........
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Folk Song With Mitch (CL 1316)... - KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
The Hungry i (T 1107)..
...
SHELLY BERMAN (Verve)
Inside Shelley Bennan GV1GV15003) i. . ..
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) . *
:
Look to Your Heart (W 1164).... .
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
Soundtrack (LOC 1933). ......
.. . . ‘
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
Open Fire, Two Guitars (CL 1270)._ __
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
That’s All (LP 33104)/.........
BELAFONTE/HORNE (Victor)
Forgy & Bess (LOP 1507)..........
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
At Large (T 1199).. .. ...
MITCH MILLER (Columbia)
Still More With Mitch (CL 1283) ,.. ..
ROGER WILLIAMS (Kapp)
More Fabulous 50’s (KL 1130) ....: ... ..
HENRY MANCINI.(Victor) ;
More Peter Gunn (LPM 1971)... -.
MILES DAVIS (Columbia) . .
Porgy & Bess (CL 1274)....; V.,*.....,
FABIAN (Chancellor).
Hold That Tiger (CHL 5003)...
.. NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
To Whom It May Concern (SW 1190) .
FLOWER DRUM SONG (Columbia)/
Original Cast (BL 5350)./.:,..}.//..
'
ARMSTRONG & FITZGERALD (Verve)
Porgy & Bess (MG 4001) .-.-./..,:...... .
PAT BOONE (Dot)
Tenderly (DLP 3180).; i :.
, BILLY VAUGHN (Dot)
Blue Hawaii (DLP 3165) .-----......;
“ JONI JAMES (MGM) '•
101 Strings & Joni lE 3755)_________

Seattle, June 16.
The television industry and the
Federal Communications Commission were sharply criticized yesterday
by Herman D. Kenin,
American Federation of Musicians
Prexy» in his opening address to
the union’s. 62d annual convention.

P
O
I
N
T
S
-—
103
79

.

50
_41
36
-

27

Attacking the FCC. Kenin fired
at an old target in alleging agency
is lax in Supervising broadcast
licenses. He called for anpoint*
ment to the FCC of at least one
worker from the entertainment
field- He announced that the AFM
will attempt to enlist, support of
all unions in broadcasting “to mo¬
bilize their total political power
; and influence to obtain direct rep; resentation on the FCC.”
]
Kenin added that “net for too
much longer will the public con| tinue to tolerate the FCC’s glaririg
j indifference, to the true public inI terest, an interest that will not be
: served unless and until at least
one ruembe” of the commission
:■ comes frGm the ranks of workers
in the enterainment field.”
•
Secretary of Labor James P.
i Mitchell and William F. Schnitzler,
■ secretary-treasurer of the AFL] CIO, are skedded to sneak tomorj row (Wed.). .Convention, which
-paid tribute to its former longtime
, chief, Janies C. Petrillo. is slated
| to wrind up Thursday (18*.
:
1
j
;
:
;
•
i

PLAYBOY JAZZ FETE
BOWS WITH BENEFIT
Chicago. June 16.
First performance of the Playboy mag jazz festival in Chi Sta- .
drum, Friday evening, Aug.
will
23
be for the benefit of the Chicago
Urban League with tickets scaled
2q
t.o $25. The four subsequent per—formances.on Saturday and Sunday
‘
will have a $5.50 top.
. Comedian Mort Sahl will emcee
; all five sessions.
16 j
—:---23

15
.. ..

2

...

6

..

—^
.
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; Decca’s New Phono Line

i
]
;
'
14 |
‘
, 13 j
- |
22 ;
—^. j
;
_*±.- •
;
10
j
i
10
■

. In a stepup of its activity in the
phonograph field, Decca is bringing eight new models into market.
The new players, which run from
portables to stereo consoles range
in price from $19.95 to $139.95.
In addition to the new phonos,Decca’s line features “speaker
enclosures” pegged at the market for extra speakers. Decca has
three such “speaker enclosures” in
a price range of $$.95 to $24.95.
The phono line iss stressing the
portable
players ?that can
he
played monophonically and stereophonically without removing the
speaker;

r
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OS 2016 (stereo)*

The brilliant voices, the unforgettable Gershwin music of the year’s most important motion picture, recorded right from the
original sound track in Guaranteed High-Fidelity and Stereo-Fidelity. A new era in motion pictures becomes a new era in
original sound track recording-exciusively on Columbia. And it’s backed by a mighty national advertising and sales
promotion campaign. Get ready for it Call your distributor today I
The Samuel Goldwyn motion picture production of “Porgy and Bess” will be world premiered at the Warner Theatre, New
York City, Evening of June 24th. To be followed by: Carthay Circle Theatre, Los Angeles, July 15, Coronet Theatre,
San Francisco, July 22, McVickers Theatre, Chicago, July 22, Astor Theatre, Boston, Aug. 6,

COLUMBIA!! RECORDS
"Coiumbii" •,M*st*rwwKs" ® ^

A dM»)co of ColiatMBfttdctttfotSyiM*, Ik.
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Lineup of French Lick Fest
seating arrangements; for 6,000 can
Full list has been announced be provided.
Single concert tickets will be
week for the second annual French
scaled at $4.85 and $3.75, with gen¬
Lick Jazz festival, July 30-Aug. 2,
eral admission at $2.65.
French
by George Wein, producer for Lick-'Sheraton is reserving -rooms
for event on three-day-minimum
Sheraton Corp.
Four-day session, UP one' from basis' , Last year it sold out 600
rooms then in; service six-weeks in
last season’s click debut at south¬
advance.
ern Indiana’s popular spa, will fea¬
ture Duke Ellington,: Stan Kenton
and Count Basie orchs. Others al¬
Schick to Everest :
ready signed include;Modern Jazz I
Quartet, Sarah Vaughan, Dukes of l
Charles Schick has. shifted from
Dixieland, Oscar Peterson, Thel¬ ! his national sales manager’s post
onius Monk, Buddy Rich, Ahmad i at Epic Records to, the; Everest
Jamal, Kingston Trio;; Buddy Free¬ label where he’ll serve as general
man, Vic Dickenson, Pee Wee Rus¬ manager. Al Shulman, Epic top¬
sell, Buck Clayton, Joe Jones and per, has not set a replacement
Jimmy Rushing.
for. Schick.
Indianapolis, June 16.

Schick had been with Epic for
Jazz symposium, featuring visit¬
ing stars as well as area jazz ‘ about five years, serving much of
groups, will be held three after¬ j that time as head of its longhair
noons of festival. j- Location of division. In the move to Everest,
night concerts will be moved from he joins his father-in-law Ted Walhotel’s front lawn to practice fair¬ I lerstein, who is the diskery’s
way on Valley golf course, where veepee.

'JATP Troupe Draws
|
5,000 in Berlin Date
Berlin, June 9.
Another top jazz event took place
here last .week, when. the. Jazz at
the Philharmonic ensemble, fea¬
turing .the Gerry Mulligan Quartet,
the Gene Krupa Quartet and the
Jimmy Giuffre Trio, appeared at
the 7,000-seat Sportspalast. It was
the fourth local jazz concert within
a week, which; may explain that
the JATP ensemble didn’t register
a full house. Nevertheless, 5,000
came, chiefly because of Gerry
Mulligan,who’s never been in Ber¬
lin before.
The audience came along with
many ovations but it can’t be de¬
nied that part of the fans . was
slightly, disappointed. There’s a
category of local music lovers who
feel that jazz is losing something
if taken too seriously. Jazz, they
say, must come spontaneous arid
not be calculated. No doubt, how¬
ever, that the lovers of sophisti¬
cated modern jazz were fully
pleased.
Some crix gave somewhat cold
reviews but alt praised the out¬
standing technical abilities of the

musicians. Concert was handled by
the Wolfgang Jaenicke agency and
was latter’s last local jazz event of
the 1958-’59 season.
i
. Chris Barber Mops TJp
Berlin, June 9.
Chris Barber band drew near
capacity at its recent concert at the
12,000-seat DeutsChlandhalle. The
six musicians received long stand¬
ing ovations. Same goes for Ottilie
Patterson, hand’s outstanding song-'
stress,. also a w.k. name around
here.
The world-wide fame of his
band’s “Petite Fleur” began in this
city. (“Fleur” was, for many weeks,
the No. 1 tune here last year, a
surprising fact since the local hitparades are mostly headed by
songs with lyrics.) .

HARPISTS' CONCLAVE
Jerusalem, June 9.
Harpists from , all countries will
convene for the first-ever-held In¬
ternational Harpists’ Contest and
Festival to take place in Jerusalem,
Israel, this September.
Fifty-four harp-players will come
for the occasion and 12 top harpists
will perform and, judge the compe¬
tition.

Clri sWBBM Back
Chicago, June 16. .
WBBiVI radio has reversed its
ban on rock ’ri’ roll—the first -sta¬
tion in Chicago to do so. While a
number of other AM-ers continue
to boast of outlawing that pop
Idiom, the CBS anchor is plugging
its new tolerance of the all-shookups—rbut only on one. jiight per
week;

J

Station is revising Jim M.cShane’s
three-and-a-half hour “Dance Par¬
ty” stanza on Saturday, nights front
a mild musicale to a Top 100 show,
which will necessarily take in a
good many rock ’n’ rollers. Pro¬
gram manager Art Thorseit ex¬
plains the reversal; of policy as a
concession to balanced program¬
ming. He says he believes a gen¬
eral audience station owes some
programs to teeners.
Show starts at 7:05 p.m., appro¬
priately for teenage Saturday night
clambakes.

Artist-Disk Deals
Florence Henderson’s 2-Label Deal
Florence Henderson, who works
with Bill Hayes; has inked a twoway disk deal. She will record with
Hayes for Kapp Records and has
been . Signed as a single for the
low-priced RCA line, Camden Re¬
cords.
Barron Polan, her manager,
made the deals.
Seeco: Gloria De Haven
Seeco label added screen actress
Gloria De Haven to its roster*last
vreek.
In addition to her film
work, Miss De Haven also has
been appearing in niteries and tv.
Diskery also inked Celia Cruz
and Carlos Argentino, Latino diskers.
Capitol: Elmer Bernstein
Composer - conductor Elmer
Bernstein has signed with Capitol
Records. Prior to his Cap pact,
Bernstein cut two soundtrack al¬
bums for the label, “Kings Go
Forth” and “Some Came Running.”
He had a clicko soundtrack set in
“Man With The Golden Ann” a
few years hack for Decca.

Decca: Ray Rivera
Ray Rivera has been added to
the Decca roster. Rivera, who’s
managed by Georg® Lee, cut. his
first sides with Jack Pleis, Decca’s
musical director, last week.

RECORDING
STUDIO
FOR SALE-N^YX.
FULLY WIRED-AIR CONDITIONED
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A COOL SUMMER in the WINDY CITY

Furtade . . . The Doh Elliott sing¬
New York
ing on . the Gone label is not the
Thrush. Ann Hathaway at Le jazz tootler of the same name . . .
Cabaret; Toronto, until = June 29 Newest release Of Cover Records,
arid then moves oh to the Foun¬ Memphis label, is “Petit Jean”
tainhead; New Hope, Pa., July 3-11 written by bandleader Eddy Rogers
. . . Max Roaches Quintet moved and. Peart Fein, recorded by the
into Basin Street East yesterday Greene Twins.
(Tues.).
In a pitch for Handicapped Chil¬
dren, Frankie Avalon and Fabian
will be peddling newspapers today . Singer-comedienne Kay Ballard I
(Wed.) on the corner of 13th and features in. BBC-TTs “Steppin’
.Market Street, Philadelphia , . . Out” Saturday week 127) ... . band¬
Jimmy Lytell will conduct the last leader Jack Parnell joins Pye
six shows of NBC-TV’s "‘Perry Records in an advisory capacity.
Presents” summer series .
He’s already resident musical di¬
Sammy Fain and Paul Francis rector for Associated ..Television
Webster have written the title song . . . Rank Organisation actress
for. Allied’s “The Big Circus,”
Anne Heywood debs: as . a disk,
Lester Sims, general professional singer with “Love Is,” released on
Warbler
manager at Bourne, in Hollywood the Top Rank label .
for o.o. of Coast office . . . Al Davis, Betty Miller does a couple of num¬
formerly with Art Franklin; opened bers in the first George Gobel show
his own publicity office
The: for Asspciated-Rediffusion tomor¬
Fred Waring orch, Connie Francis row. (17)... . , Singer Mark Murphy
and
Tommy Leonetti
headline lined up for an Astor Club stint
Ballyhoo Show of the 11th annual next month ... Ben Nisbet, general
•B: T. Barnum - Festival at Bridge¬ manager for Feldman’s, in charge
port. Conn,, June 27
....Noble of the procession arrangements for
Sissle and Eubie Blake, now ap¬ the. upcoming SOho . Fair. ; With
Saddle” and “Roulette,” ,*
pearing Joe Wells cafe in Harlem, “Side
have signed . Mabel Lee for their i Russ ..Conway’s the . first instru. forthcoming . mus i c a 1, “Happy mentalist to have two numbers in.
Times” . . . The Mello-Larks set the British top 10 simultaneously,! *
. for a return appearance on. the
Capt. Kangaroo Show June 26.
Hollywood
Village- Vanguard throwing, a
Richard Kijey will cut an album , *
“Baddy-0 Jazz Matinee” on Fath¬
er's Day June 21. Fathers will be of Rodgers & Hammerstein tunes *:
. . *• '
. admitted free . while tab for off¬ for RCA Victor next month
spring will be $1 admission. Car¬ Mimi Benzell will wax an album £
men McRae, Irwin Corey and Don | with Dennis Day for. Design
Abney are on the bill
; Maynard Glenn Wallichs, prexy of Capitol *
Ferguson will record an album for Records, elected to fill the -late '•:£ Roulette direct from the Birdland Cecil B. DpMille’s post as a membandstand V. . Dukes of Dixieland her of the board of governors of.; *
'"*
into the Desert Inn, Las Vegas, the Friars Club of Calif. . .
June 30-July 27 ... . . Lee Lawrence George Duning arid Ned Washing- *£
on a promotion tour for his Apollo ton have come up with “Gentle r 5
disk, “Be My Love” and “The Love” as the theme song for the • *
Man I Could Be.”.
i forthcoming Columbia pic, “Gulli- -*
Winners of MGM’s “Gigi” win¬ : ver’s Travels” . . . . Nitery comics j i
dow display contest is Alan Mar- i Marc Autone and Jackie CurtisS !*
chand and Walter Valverdi. of Dis¬ I signed by Lee Palmer to record • .*
:^
count Record Shop, Philadelphia alburns for Dynasty Records
and Eay Meyer of Philly’s Stanley Hanover’s Bob Thiele in town to i £
talk
disks
with
comic
Frank *
Warner Boyd Theatre.
Gorshin.
i-k
Simon & Schuster will publish
“The Cole Porter Song Book” in
'
October. Moss Hart has written
Chicago
‘JE
the introduction . . . Top Rank
Records: has taken over national . George Shearing set for the'*
distribution of the Le Cam record London House, Nov. 18,. for three j ¥
of “Mulholland Drive” by. “Ace’’ frames . . . Buddy Greco combo to j £
Dinning Sax . . . .Monty Babson Jazzville,: U.S.A., here July 8 for j *
set for the Sapphire Room, Jack- two ... Carl Sands orch will show- f *
soii Heights July 3 ... Drummer back the Edgewater Beach Hotel’s j
Renny Olmstead debuts at Dick Hawaiian layout .bowing July 7 . .-j{
Ridgely’s
Trade . Winds
Steak Buddy Charles launches July 1 atl *
House, Southampton,: June 22, the Playboy-Lounge here , . . Art ! *
He’ll he, joined- by singer Tommy. Van Damme five set for Mr. K’s; i £
Minneapolis, Sept. 21
■] . Virgil | *■
Mason’s orch tapped formonth ’ -*
at the Town Club, Corpus Christi. - J
starting June 29 , . . Audry Morris] £
Trio current at the Living: Room..; *
Atlanta . . . Del Rubio Triplets ! £
open June 29 at the Embers, Ft. <£
Wayne -Al Facio’s crew signed.; *
to furnish dansapation over the«-k
summer at the Breezy Point Lodge, , *
Brainerd, Minn., kicking off July i £
3 . . . Hal Munro orch plays the I*
Jackson. Mich.; Country Club Aug. jA*
&, and for the Illinois State Normal j £
U. homecoming bash Oct. 24
. j{
Johnny Lewis Trio current at the : *
Hillcrest Hotel, Toledo.
; ■*

London

i

HOLIDAY
LOVERS

Houston
England's #1 Instrumental—

SIDE SADDLE
Showing Up Strong HcrrWith—
★ RUSS CONWAY on CapHol
(No. I Disc in England)
★ JOHN BUZOtt TRIO on Liberty
★ FREDDY MORGAN on Challenge
★ FERRANTI A TEICHER on

;*.
.*■

. Mel Arvin, pianist, brings his; *
orch back to the bandstand of the i £
Crok Club for an extended, en- j £
gagement ., Paul Neighbors orch j *
will make a three week tour of I -k
•Texas during July ...E. c, Hol- jf
land. . combo providing music for {I
dancing at the Pine Forest Country i *
Club.
. i*
•
_
. -k

NAMM Meet in N. ¥.

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

BEN ARDEN and His ORCH, Currently 2nd year—Empire Room, Palmer House
LOUIS ARMSTRONG, July 27-One Week-Tentfcouse Theatre^ HagAkmd Pork
RAY BAUDUC and NAPPY UMARE SEXTET, Aug. 19-4 Weeks-Preview Lounge
AL BELLETTO SEXTET, June T-Three Weeks-Rendezvous
LES BROWN and His ORCHESTRA, July 8 and 10—Ravinia Festival
LES BROWN and His ORCHESTRA, September 2, One Week—Btue Note
GEOR.O BRUN1S—Currently Chib Bambu
BUDDY CHARGES, July 1, Indefinitely—Playboy Lounge
FOUR CROSBf BOYS, June 25 thru July ll^Chez Paree
BQB DAVIS TRIO, June 10 thru July 5—Jazzville, USA
BOB DAVIS TRIO, July 10, Indefinitely—Black Orchid
FAY DE WTFT> June 22, Two Weeks—Mr. Kelly's
DUKES OF DIXIELAND, May 27-Four Weeks-Blue Note
DYERETTES, July 17—One Week—Tivoli Theatre
DUKE ELLINGTON end His ORCHESTRA, July 15—Four Weeks—Blue Note
JAN. GARBER and His ORCHESTRA, June 20—Aragon Ballroom
DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET; June 3r Three Weeks—Preview Lounge
DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET, July 8-Two Weeks-Sutherland Hotel
BUDDY CfRECO TRIO; July 8—Two Weeks—Jazzville, U.S.A.
LARRY GREEN and His ORCH, Aug. 13, Indef., B'vd. Room, Conrad Hiton Hotel
BOBBY HACKETT QUARTET—June 2, Three Weeks—London House
KEN HARRIS and his ORCHESTRA, thru July 18, Blvd. Room, Conrad Hilton Hotel
JQSITA HERNANDEZ TRIO, June 17, Indefinitely-Nick's Lounge
EDDIE HIGGfNS, off nights—Th« Cloister—London House
DONNA HIGHTOWER, June 16, Two Weeks-Roberfs Show Club
AL HIRT SEXTET; May 28, Four Weeks—Empire Room, Palmer House
LURLEAN HUNTER, June 8, Twa Weeks-Mr. Kelly's
THE IVYS' QUARTET, June 16, Indefinitely-Playbowl
J. j. JOHNSON QUINTET, August 12, One Week-Sutherland Hotel
CLAUDE JONES, June 16, Two Weeks—Black Onyx
LOUIS JORDAN SEXTET; July 17, One Week-Tivoli Theatre
THE KINGSTON TRIO, July 22 and 24—Ravinia Festival
RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO thru June 30, Returning July 31, Indefinitely—The Cloister
ARTHUR LYMAN QUARTET and HAWAIIAN REVUE - Produced by Merriel Abbott,
July 7 thru August 31, Polynesian Room, Edgewater Beach Hotel
CLYDE McCOY SEXTET, June 24, Two Weeks—Preview Lounge
CARMEN MeRAE, July 7, Three Weeks-The Cloister
FRANKIE MASTERS and His ORCHESTRA, July. 2 thru 18—Int. Trade Fa hr. Navy Pier
THELONIOUS MONK QUARTET, June 17, Two Weeks—Sutherland Lounge
GERRY MULLIGAN GUARTET, July 22 ar^ 24-Ravmia Festival
.
RED NICHOLS and FIVE PENNIES, September 5 and 6—Hinsdale
NOTRE DAME LETTERMEN featuring- VfNC MAURO, July 7, 3 Weeks-The Cloister
PEPPER POTS—Currently The Ranch, Lyons
BOB; PtERSON QUARTET, June 24, Two Weeks—Blue Note
BUDDY RICH QUINTET, August 14, One Week—Regal Theatre
TiMMIE ROGERS, August 14, One Week—Regal Theatre
SONNY ROLLINS, July 22, Two Weeks-Sutherland Hotel
CARL SANDS and His ORCHESTRA, July 7, Indefinitely—Edgewater Beach Hotel
RED SAUNKRS and BIG BAND, July 17, One Week-Tivoli Theatre
EDDIE SOUTH TRIO, Indefinitely—Font Rouge, Lyons
STUMP and STUMPY, July 17, One Week—Tivoli Theatre
UJ W. QUINTET-GARY BERG, July 8, One Week-Blue Note
DINAH. WASHINGTON, August. 14, One Week—Regal Theatre
KOKOMO .WELLINGTON, June 30, Indefinitely—Black Onyx
TEDDY WILSON TRIO; June 23, Three Weeks—London House
• PLAYBOY JAZZ FESTIVAL, August 7, 8, 9—Chicago Stadium •
August 7

Stereo will get another big push
at the trade show of the National
Assn, of Music Merchants, which
opens at the Hotel New, Yorker,
N.Y., Sunday (21).. for a . five day
nm. Main focus, as usual, of this

5

On the agenda for the:, music

| .
dealers are discussions of sheet
music sales, and general merchan- ]
i
dising, techniques In addition to
{
*
*

August.8, Matfnne
DUKE ELLINGTON and Hi$ ORCHESTRA
DUKES OF DIXIELAND
GEORG BRUNIS DIXIELAND BAND
JIMMY RUSHING
August 9

August 8, Evening

show Is on musical: instruments,
but disk companies and some, pho- j
no equipment!. manufacturers will
*
also be represented to accent the i
new stereo disk and tape develops
ments.
■

clinics on string, band^ organ and :
piano selling. Society of Record
Dealers. Of America is also sched¬
uled' to hold a couple of panel dis¬
cussions during the conclave. .
.

BOOKS CHICAGO SOLIDLY!

DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET
DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET
SONNY ROLLINS 3
JIMMY GUIFFRE 3
GEORG BRUNIS DIXIELAND BAND

ARC-Far.

★ SCOOBIE A DOOBIE on Climax.|

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION

AHMAD JAMAL TRIO
JACK TEAGARDEN ALL STARS
EARL BOSTIC SEXTETTE
GEORG BRUNIS DIXIELAND BAND

LOUIS ARMSTRONG and His ALL STARS
RED NICHOLS ami FIVE PENNIES
J. J. JOHNSON QUINTET
COLEMAN HAWKINS CHRIS CONNOR
GEORG BRUNIS DIXIELAND BAND —

{Alphabetically. Lisfad)

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION
JOE GLASER, Pres,
FRED WlLtlAMSOM, Vic^T Pres., Manager Chicago Office
745 Fifth Av«.
N«w York 22. N. Y.
PLaza 9-4600

,

203 N. Wabash Av*.
Chicago, IIL
CEntral 6-9451

407 Lincoln Rd.
Miami BmcIi. Fla,
JEff.rsoa 6-0383

M19 Suwct Hvd.
H’womI 46, Calif.
OLympla 2-9940
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Jukebox Hearings in M.

pjtiRIETY Scoreboard

COtltlnilCd fTO&l gag* ' ft ■ SaSJfa—^SSB

hearings, which resume tomorrow f Schulman, general counsel for
(Wed.v.
American Guild of Authors & CornCell er launched the- testimony posers; Julian T. Abeles, attorney
with a vigorous attack on the juke- for Music Publishers' Protective
box industry for trying; to “throw Assn.; Hubert Long, board member
dust In the eyes of Congress” by of Country Music Assn.; Sally
raising' “false and extraneous is- Butler, General Federation of
sues.” Among tactics employed by Women's Clubs; Marie Hurley, Nathe industry, he said, was to. label tlonal Federation of Music Clubs;
his measure the “ASCAP bill” and Geoge Middleton, Authors League
“do its best to. blacken the repu- of America,
tation of ASCAP.”
Also; Oscar Haminerstein II,
“Such partisan attacks on the Helen Sousa Abert, JCay Swift,
performing rights societies . ♦ . Gerald
. Dorothy Fields,
shed no light on the; problem,” Morton Gould, Richard Ahlert,
Celler stated, “and only! reveal the Leonard Whitcup, Fred Tobias,
dog-in-the-manger attitiide of the Glara Ed\vards, Junn^ Rule,
jukebox industry.”
William A. Dillon, John Redmond,
Celler scorned proposals to ^a^el
^ay ^n6hi Breen,
hike the mechanical royalty rates Arthur Schwartz, Alec Wilder, I
in lieu of requiring juke operators and vindy Walker.
j
to- pay performing royalties: He
_.
,
^ j
said that by supporting such plans, . Blggest assist for the opponents \
the operato rs were trying to dump
^om Hep. William E. Miller
the burden on the “boys! and girls” (R-h<-Y.), who likened ASCAP to .
who make up the nation's record- *be teamsters union, charging that;
buying public.
Only ;■ “equitable the average songwriter “doesn't ;
and feasible” way of giving song-, have anything to say about its oper--j
writers and composers [their just ation.” “He;s like when he’s in;
due. Celler maintained, i is to strip. Jimmy Hoffa's union,” said Miller. the jukebox operator of his exemp-|The New York lawmaker, second- ;
tion from performing royalties.
ranking GOP member of the par- j
Collins Testifies
ent House Judiciary Committee. ;

I

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines

mate fear that ASCAP will seek: . National
.Licensed
Beverage
and compel payment of unreason-, •ePPesed the bill, but said if
able license fees.” He noted that Ilt: should be passed, a statutory ;,
under the ASCAP consent decree !royalty ceiling, should be included .
the burden of proving the rea-along with language assuring the
sonable of rates is placed on i
owner of protection from
ASCAP when a user goes to court i infringementsuits.. :
i
to challenge a rate.
j
Music Operators-Of America, and

BMI board chairman Sydney M.! Automatic Phonograph. Manufac- ■!
Kaye cautioned against spelling *urers Assn., the two big opponents,
out rigid rate ceilings in the Cel-1 are slated to be on hand tomorrow ;
ler bill and was scored by Rep. ; ^red l when hearings resume.
,
Roland Libonati tD-111.) for want-!
—————-—
ing “whatever you could get by GattlPl* Draw* 1 80ft
”:!
bludgeoning the operators.”
vj timer Draws l,oU.U
i
Kaye denied that BMI ever
At Tenter Musical
pushed anybody around and exAihanv Timp tR
i
^menStU&i“ngv'
view wo??
ln
to loiS one oHhe WWTlt?rS
rWts orSnizatior, SJd'tSS,
about a >io?Pfi
bfPng
He renewed BMI’s suggestion ^that
^5lfSlion tbat I
of ®a 'y ea^or 'so beforegohig6^£°to ]
effect to enable the operators and !
performing rights soeMies°to

G*"**®*™ 2Lt‘<
persons, at $3.85 top, in
^ddie Rich’s Cblonie Musical!
Theatre last ^ek, prior to the ;
opening of the tenter’s second
SSS? 2*5!^ D«U"8" starring
Eddie Bracken..
It was
the first time a3 jazz
hAl
Kn
Jaz^ artist
a?isf I
had been Presented m concert at j
area; strawhat.

tureshand°arlfi?ratU)neprocedur«C" • H#r?h?'elaf<?te give? f covert
Other tKtimnnv ^nPS»TS'J111 Exhibition Forum, July 29, at

the bill rprnl fmm TA PP^rt v. ( j Vancouver International Festival.
Jr SP9Ar^ TnI
tfJ^n KoTs^el'Last time there, in 1957, he played
Jr., bLbAC Inc. attorney; John I to a 6,000 capacity crowd..

■
I
r/fij
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Retail Sheet Music

as Published in the Current Issue

I

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength 6f the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at. under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu¬
merated above. These findings are correlated with data.from wider sources, which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de¬
veloped from the ratio of points Scored, two ways in the; case of talent (coin machines, retail
disks)'and three ways in the case of tunes (coin machines, retail disks and retail sheet music),
POSITIONS
This
Last
Week Week

TALENT
ARTISTS AND LABEL

JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia) ... /.. .. ,. .,. Battle of New Orleansf
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Far) ............... PersonaUty f.,
WILBERT HARRISON (Fury) ... ....-Kansas Cityf
BOBBY DARIN (Atco) ...Dream Loverf

Tules "\T Collins ASCAP
characterized ASCAP s internal
Juies A1. Loiuns. AaLAr sales ■ operation as “vicious.” He addedi

I “The ^st thing that Ought to.be.
™?Hna$2£v
; done is for (ASCAP) to come forBeverage Assn, at Senate hea^
last year: He said whatever for-1
? wnrm housf- + ,
mula is worked out, ASCAP is will-j
s
Wurhtzer plant In
ing to meet the operators more •
^
than halfway. But he added that i th^F
H<?tel Asfso far. they have shown no dis-1 ih/„ML *tsJPrefntJ!aPeiurf”g
position to sit down and; bargain in ‘ a^°?V0"
a”amendment which,
good faith
a would protect hotel owners from
ASCAP'General Attorney Her- : infi:ingeriie.nt suits arising from
man Finkelstein testified that the i radl°. or television sets on their
juke operators “can have no legiti-; Premises.

Retail Disks

MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) ..........,

. Quiet Villagef

DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)
Teenager In Lovef
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par) .......-.... Lonely Boyf •
BYRNES-STEVENS (WB) ....
,.;Kookie, Kookie* .
IMPALAS (Cub)
.... ..... Sorry, I Ran All Way Homef
FREDDY; CANNON (Swan) .... .....
positions
This

... Tallahassee Lassief

TUNES

Last

PUBLISHER

Week Week

f BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS ....... ......
f PERSON ALITY
fKANSAS CITY
......
fDRE AM LOVER ........
fQUIET VILLAGE !
fA TEENAGER IN LOVE

.

....

Warden
L-Logan

Fire
Ferii-Prog.-Trin.
v.;. .......... Baxter Wright
Rumbalero

fLONELY BOY
*KOOKIE, KOOKIE
........,.... fSORRY, I RAN ALL THE WAY HOME .. . . .

Spanka
- Witmark
..., Figure :

tTALLAHASSEE LASSIE .........;.:. ...-. .

. Conley '

*. ASCAP t BMI E-Film
:—

■■■„- head of Veejay-Abner Records, as
ARMADA prez. Other officers ar#
Sam Phillips (Sun Records), v.p.,

Hunter, Mineo, Everlys
ni I ni p
UISK DIZ UrOOYe
Mop Up Down Under;
'•==; Continued from page 39 ;
26,(H)0 Pack Stadium dred platters are released each

Sydney, June 9.
Tab Hunter, Sal Mineo and Eyerly Bros, pulled In 26,000 yelling
fans on two performances last week
at the Stadium here for Lee Gor¬
. ... _ •
don at a $3 top. Duo is holding over
r
. .T*.
i
u
r- .j-'
for additional shows.
Gordon,
_,r
mi
ar
. .
... ,.
ex-GI. will continue his profitable
policy. of importing top U S. names.
Hunter
had the . teenagers
screaming for more after bowing
in with “Young Love,” “Teenager
in Love” and ..“Red Sails in the
Sunset.” The gendarmes had to
rescue him frojn the mob as he
bowed off.
Mineo quickly; bad the young
ones with him with a batch of hot
rhyhtm tunes. Cops also had to escort Mineo to his dressing room,
The Everly Bros, kicked the show
off to a solid start with “Wake Up:
Little Suzie” and other pops.
. ————————

1 Nab Billie Holiday
On Narcotics Rap
Billie [ Holiday, who’s In New
% York’s Metropolitan Hosiiital for
a liver ailment and. a heart condition, was placed under, arrest for
illegal possession of narcotics. The
singer claimed that she had heroin
with her when she entered the
hospital May 31, but the narcotics
Nothing Is allowed to rush; the slow process that gives presto discs their perfect
t squad
squad began
began an investigation to
recording surface. Like fine wines, these discs are “aged” until they fully mature learn if the dope was smuggled
—for the clearest .engravingi of the sound-impulses you will record on them. Any¬ into her hospital bed.
Miss Holiday was. arrested
thing that deserves to be heard deserves a hearing on a presto disc. Ask for
narcotics rap in 1947 and at her
presto next time you record!
own request was committed to the
^gen-presto co., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
Federal rehabilitation center at
Alderson, W. Va., for a year and a
^ Since 1934 the world's most carefully made recording discs and equipment.
day-

S,ChWart2

distributor), treasurer. ARMADA
now plans to solicit more members
week and when the life of. a hit has an{j during the course of the year
been shortened to a tew weeks.
will send out Information on InA solution proposed by some ^ustiy doings to Its membership,
execs would Involve a drastin re- .
'
i
duction in the price .of single rec•
_
ords. By such a maneuver, It’s
PACE-SETTERS
, ..
■
,
...
felt that the fly-by-night operators wou)d be wiped 0| the „ap.
FROM MPHC
At current price levels, the smalltime diskers can exist by cutting
everybody into the profits. If
MAUD ROBBINS COLUMBIA
prices were reduced, the [ margin
for cut-ins . would be reduced and
many labels would fall by the wayside.
A reduction in the number of
smalltime diskers, it is hoped, will
lead to a higher quality product
and the renewal of a solid business
in which there would once again
00N RALKE WARNER BROS.
FRANK ORTECA JUBILEE.
be an element of planning rather
than, as now, banking on pure luck
via a buckshot method of random
releasing of platters in bulk.

THE HANGING TREE

77 SUNSET STRIP

KOOKIE, KOOKIE

(L«M Mt YHT CmA)
EDWARD BYRNES WARNER 8R0S.

Indie Diskers
Continued from page 39 =

tion but they do feel that it’s important to have an organization
representative of the indie operalions and not be the tail-end of
groups such as the National Assn,
of Music Merchants or the Music
Operators of America,
Among the problems discussed
at the Chi meet last week were
1) the rackjobbers and their po¬
tential threat to distributors and
2) the one-stops and their potential threat to distribs. There was
also some talk about establishing
a code of ethics for the indies,
The org reelected Ewart Abner,

A GREAT STANDARD

MONA
LISA
Recorded by

CONWAY TWITTY
MGM Recardi

CARL MANN
Phiiiips Record^

FAMOUS MUSIC CORPORATION

Wedneaday, June 17, i959
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To Domestic Names, Revue Formats
The era of French imports in
Location is no longer the pri¬
hotel rooms is likely to be over for
mary concern of the niteries. In
next season. Present, trends indi¬
the automobile and turnpike age;
cate a greater shift to idea book¬
it’s of secondary consequence
where to locate. a cafe these days
ings and domestic talent. Reasons
Toronto, June 16.
since the bulk of the business is
seem to be the failure to come
pre-booked.
through ' with any . new foreign
With four-a-day stage biz in¬
singers , that created excitement in creasingly bad, Lou Appleby,
The newer niteries are now
the till, and. gimmicks seem to he owner-operator of The Casino: The¬ settling in areas -where land is
catching on in mafiy situations.
atre, has placed his seven musi¬ comparatively cheap, away from
For example, the Hotel Waldorf- cians in the pit, plus his. four the center of town' where local
Astoria, N. Y., long a consistant stagehands, on four weeks’ notice, laws and taxes are likely to be op¬
user of imports, has done better Appleby’s weeklyV nut*: Including pressive ahd in areas where park¬
this season with the- domestic prod? two strippers and sight acts, is now ing means a sizable fee.
uct. Edith Piaf gave every, indica¬ about $6,000 a week for entertain¬ . The secondary stress on location
tion of breaking it up in that room, ers, but his claim Is that the inusi- Is seen by the fact that the Latin
but . her illnesses were a contribu¬ ! cians. and stagehands unions have Casino is moving out of its centre?
tory factor in a disastrous season } got “successive raises in the past city location in Philadelphia and
at the Empire Room. The St. Regis i 10 years and we producers and going across the river to nearby
had a fair season using a modicum !. managers just Can’t go on.*’ :.
New Jersey in order to escape the
of imports, while, the Persian Room I Appleby . claims that the musl- Sunday closing laws. With accent
did better with the home?gro\vns. i cians and stagehands unions “only also on pre-booked business, the
On the other hand,, the Cotillion | keep on conning you. and, raising cafe in its .present location cannot
Room of the Pierre Hotel did ex¬ I their rates, so we will close up the rely on transient trade, and hopes
cellently with the composer eve¬ j theatre, at least for the summer that it will be able to move the
nings. Room. which closed Sunday i months, because business is bad; banquet bookings to its new spot.
In recent years, outlying dis¬
(16) will reopen Sept. 16 with “An hence my posting of the week-toEvening with Irving Berlin.” Shows week notice. Then I go on an all-, tricts have been getting the bulk
of
hew niteries being built. So
have been exported to other hotels. picture grind policy.”
long as the .site, is near a wellThe Queen Elizabeth, Montreal,
travelled
road; the prospective
for example, has already booked
operators seem to feel that it is.
two such evenings for next season.
good
for
a
cafe. An extreme ex¬
Montreal, significantly,, is in the
ample is. seen by the New Roman¬
heart of the area where French
ian,
Which
used
to be on Delancey
; singers generally go over big. The
St, N. Y. The Goldstein. Bros,
chase in St. Louis, and the Radisbought
an
abandoned
labor lyceum
son in Minneapolis are among the
in Flushing, gutted the inside, and
others that have (been using this
built
a
cafe
to
its
own
specifica¬
type of show consistently.
tions. This is a kosher cafe, yet
Another factor, that indicates
the new building is not in a pre-.
that operators will look to the do¬
dominantly Yiddish neighborhood.
mestic scene for the salvation of
With banquet business, it’s possible
niteries, is the invasion of the offto hire busses. The spot is also
The
Associated
Actors
&
Artists
Broadway type Of revue, which
in an area where it is adjacent to a
has been catching y on. The St. of America resolved two pressing new expressway.
Regis, for example, has signed to issues last week. Despite talk of
Since it : opened it has been
do a show to be scripted by Roger replacing 4As president Paul doing far better than they could
Price. .
'
Dullzell with Actors Equity presi¬ ever hope to on Delancey St.
One of the major successes of dent Ralph Bellamy, former was
There are other examples, in¬
the New York scene, has been the. reelected. Because of his advanced cluding the Town & Country Club,
enormous takes of the Julius Monk age, Dullzell’s duties will bo car¬ Brooklyn, which grew in its offbeat
inspired revues at Upstairs at the ried out by an advisory committee location until operator Ben Maksik
Downstairs, which has been going headed by the first 4As veepee over-expanded on the use of
strong for several years. It’s likely Florence Marston, and the execu¬ names. He’s doing much better
that road editions of this show will tive secretaries of the various affil¬ since going in for less expensive
be organized for use in other cities. iates, who are also vicepresidents shows,, and looks like he will gain
Most of the new. imports used in the 4As.
(Continued on page 53)
during the season here failed to
Another.... stormy situation was
resolved by a compromise. This
(Continued on page 53)
arose from pressure- by Equity
which has been opposing Harold
Berg as 4As attorney on the
ground that as attorney for the
American Guild .of Variety Artists,
as Well, he had a conflict of inter¬
est. This was resolved by Berg’s
Austin, Tex., June 16.
Clyde Harris, director of sales
request that he be continued in
Texas Judge Charles O., Betts the 4As post on a jnpnth-to-month at the Hotel Plaza, N.Y., has been
held unconstitutional an ancient basis, with one of his law part¬ named catering, director of the Ho¬
and little known, state law which ners, Harold G. Israelson, to suc¬ tel Waldorf-Astoria succeeding
levies an Occupation tax on magi¬ ceed .if he stops out., This is re? Claude C. Philippe, who resigned
cians. The judge acted on a suit garded' as the. first step in Berg, as the hotel’s veepee to go with
brought by a California couple stepping out of the 4As post. He the Zeckendorf Hotel chain. Harris,
who bill themselves as “magic il¬ will continue as AGVA counsel, Who worked at the Waldorf previ¬
lusionists.” The state gave notice which pays a $20,000 annual re¬ ously under the aegis of Oscar
of appeal to the Texas Supreme tainer, and there is the possibility (Tschirky) of the Waldorf, had
Court.
that he may get the added fee if been in his present post for several
The suit brought by Cas Boxley he should take over as. counsel for years. Both are Hilton inns.
Other executive posts held by
ahd Marie Boxley of Oakland, the AGVA Welfare Trust Fund, a
Calif., asked recovery of $6T5 paid step currently ’opposed by employ¬ Harris include a tenure at the Astor Hotel, Hotel St. George,
in taxes under protest The action er trustees of that fund.
Brooklyn, and the Ritz Carlton
complained that the tax. law was
The question of AGVA was not
invalid because it “discriminates discussed at this copfab; The 4As before going to the Waldorf for his
against the sleight of hand, and is still taking the: position that,, first position there in 1936. He
legerdemain artists.” The law unless otherwise proven, it is an switched to the Plaza in 1950 and
stricken down by Betts, provides internal situation In an autono¬ three years later was named di¬
a $25 tax for “every sleight of hand mous setup.rector of sales. Harris will work
performance or exhibition of leger¬
At 4As meet held Friday (12), at the Waldorf in conjunction with
demain” in Texas which is not those attending.. were pledged to John O’Connor, convention manconnected with a theatre or circus, secrecy. ;•
anger; Adolph Fischer, entertain¬
Betts’ decision ordered refunding
ment manager; and George Ohrel,
of the $675 in taxes paid under
banquet manager, all . executives
protest and slapped an injunction
in the hotel’s sajes and catering
on further attempts to collect. the
department..
tax.
There have, been no moves to
1 Albuquerque, June 16.
designate. a new booker for the
. The Three Suns Monday (15) fin¬ hotel, a post also held, by Philippe.
Stardust Junket For
ished a four-day booking at Band There have been reports that Mer¬
Lido de Paris Opening Box here. It’s, the only Albuquer¬ rier Abbott, who now. books the
The Stardust Hotel, Las. Vegas, que night spot booking re^filar mid western hotels for the Hilton
is transporting a group of New
chain, may resume the bookings in
York newspapermen to cover the talent at present.
the east which would include the
opening of the new Lido de Paris : The trio followed singer-comic Waldorf and the Plaza. Nothing is
Bill Dungan^ originally booked for definitely set yet.
. next week.
Included In the junket aire rep¬ two frames, held over for an addi¬
PAT O'DAY ROBBED :•/
resentatives of most N.Y. papers, tional week. Frankie Laine played
Syndicates, tele networks... Non- spot for one night only previous'
.
Honolulu, June 16.
liewspapermeh include Boy Cohn, to Dungan booking.
Visiting songstress Pat O’Day
former counsel of the Senate UnOpening night lor the Three I was slugged in broad daylight and
American Activities Committee, Suns (Friday) was tough compe¬ { robbed of. her wallet containing
and Jackie Bright, national: ad¬ tition, with both Bob Hope bene¬ , $72, she told police.
ministrative secretary of the fit revue and Harold Bros. Circus
Incident happened virtually in
American Guild of Variety Artists. in town.
I the heart of Waikiki.

+

To End Vande Policy

Tex. Law Vs.
Does Vanishing Aqt

Harris Moves From
Plaza to Waldorf

. . SUE EVANS
Just concluded GLEN CASINO,
Buffalo. New York. Opening June
.19,. ELMWOOD, Windsor, Ontario

(Detroit). ->

DOT

RECORDS

if. Law

The use. of the AGVA Country
Club arid Recreation Centre, So.
Fallsburgh, N.Y., as a home of the
aged and indigent of the American
Guild of Variety Artists, has ap¬
parently been abandoned for this
year at least. The AGVA Founda¬
tion, which operates this property,
will merely operate the site as a
hotel for performers working in
the area.
This is seen by the fact that
last week’s meeting of the AGVA
national board was told that they
would not handle any food for the
home tho year. The hoard was told
that sir "e performers working the
area generally come by car, it is
therefor* a simple matter for them
to go to surrounding towns for
meals. This automatically pre¬
cludes the use of the property as
a. home for the aged.
The Foundation, last week, got
another $15,000 loan from AGVA,
most of which will be used to pay
off back taxes and interest on the
mortgages. Whatever the home
realizes this year, will have to come
from what lodgers it attracts over
the weekend. There are hardly any
acts staying at the spot during the
weekdays. Last year, the perform¬
ers staying at the spot, were asked
to pay a $3 “donation” for each
night. Last year, this form of iit
come was far from enough to make
the home self-sustaining.
This year, the home has taken 1
on new expense. Irving Grossman
resigned as a national board mem¬
ber to become the publicity direc¬
tor for the Foundation at $175
weekly plus expenses. Half of his
salary will be p3id but of the
AGVA Sick & Relief Fund, apd al¬
though the home operates for only
about three months a year, his sal¬
ary will continue on a year-round
basis.
Grossman said that he has taken
this position at la considerable fi¬
nancial sacrifice. ’He said that as
a paid employee of the AGVA
Foundation, he cannot accept work
as a performed, and has been
forced to cancel bookings that will
return him a far greater amount
than he can earn as a paid pub¬
licity director at the home. He Is
(Continued on page 52)

Sacramento, June 16.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown last Fri¬
day (12) signed into law a bill
tightening restrictions on Califor¬
nia artists’ managers. The bill, in¬
troduced by Assemblyman Jess
Unriih, Los Angeles Democrat, sep¬
arates artists’ managers from pro¬
visions of the State Labor Code
referring to. licensing of employ¬
ment agencies and sets them up in
a section of their own.
The new law, which becomes
effective in mid-September, estab¬
lishes a $25 fee for filing of appli¬
cation for an artists’ manager li¬
cense and sets an annual $25 fee
for each branch office maintained
by such managers.
..The State commissioner of indus¬
trial relations is given surveillance
Buenos Aires, June 9.
over the whole field, including
Cab Calloway’s “Cotton Club
power to revoke or suspend li¬
censes. The law also offers protec¬ Revue” opens at the Lococo Cir¬
tion to artists by requiring man¬ cuit’s major showcase. The Opera,
agers to keep , records, preventing in Buenos Aires Thursday (ID. It
fee-splitting with employers, forc¬ | will be a 14-sketch show, including
ing-repayment to artists of advance f Leslie Scott, the Norma Miller
fees collected where there turns | Dancers, the Three Chocolateers,
out to be no job, and preventing ; Jon Lei, Lady Washington, Shirley
managers from booking artists in ; Ccoke, Bobbie Parker, Joel Noble,
strike situations without first noti¬ 1 Ketty Lester, the Stoney duo and
| June and the Jazzmen. Eddie Barefying the artist.
1 field will be musical director, speOne section provides: “No li¬ i cial arrangements are by Joel No¬
censee shall sell, transfer or give ble and Norma Miller, decor by
away any interest in or the right Benet Dolmingo, costumes by John
to participate in the profits of the Allen. The show will include ex¬
artists’ manager without the writ¬ cerpts from “Porgy and Bess.”
ten consent of the Labor Commis¬
At the time when peso devalua¬
sioner.” Violation of this section
constitutes a misdemeanor, punish¬ tion brought the rate to 108 pesos
to
the dollar Lococo intends to fol¬
able by a fine of $100 to $500, up
low up with other imported shows.
to 60 days in jail,' or: both.
Not to be out-done, EnriqUe
, A. group of Los Angeles artists’
managers spons ored the legislation. Muscio of the El Nacional Review
theatre is now in Italy, dickering
with Peppino de Filippo to bring
\ an Italian company for either his
Maipo or El Nacional theatres. Re¬
ported that he has already signed
Domenico Moduno for a three-week
stand at the Maipo for the "Winter
Philadelphia, June 16.
Comedian Jack Carter, who was season.
rebuked by. Deputy .City Repre¬
sentative Abe S. Rosen for his re¬
marks on the; air about “sleepy New Borrah Minevitch
Philadelphia,” made equally pub¬
Group to Be Launched
lic amerids with an advertisement
The name of the late . Borrah
taken in all three Philly pa¬
Minevitch
is again to be applied to
pers (5).
Set up in two - column form, a comedy harmonica group. Mrs.
much, 'like a printed announce¬ Lydia Stevens, daughter of Mine¬
ment, the ad read: “To the Honor¬ vitch, last week completed a deal
able Richardson Dilworth, Mayor, for a new group. General Artists
Members of the City Council, Corp. will book.
Dear Philadelphia Brethren: . What
Leonard Romm, of GAC, has
can I S2y after I say I’m sorry! been lining up personnel for the
Sincerely, Jack Carter.”
new outfit.

Cab Calloway Show
Bows in .Buenos Aires
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Lift of Ban on GI Slot
% Hypo for ‘Club’Acts in Europe

Black Sheep Operation

Expands Into Houston
Houston, June 16.
Reps of the Black Sheep Club,
an operation identical to that of
the Gas Light Clubs, are negotiat¬
ing for a site here.. Mika Gill, who
built the Gas Light Club in Wash¬
ington, D.C., is in to set the deal.
The Black Sheep Club operation
has 27 franchises in .27 cities and
members will be entitled to recip¬
rocal arrangements with all other
operations. Houston and Dallas
are the orily Texas cities in which
present plans call for Black Sheep
units - •

Bob Hope Slow Disappoints at $3,SOD
In Cleveland’s Cain Park Openei

Cleveland, June 16.
-ssored by Cain Park Civic Assn
By HAZEL GUILD
Bob Hope’s homecoming as kick- *Hope’s variety revue shapes tip. a!
Heidelberg, June 16.
Kiwanis Conclaves Taps
off
attraction
in
Cain
Park
Thea®a hodgepodge, bill of. vaude-wis<
The thousands of emcees, come¬
pros and hometown amateur talent
Dallas Hotel Facilities
tre’s Summer Festival, became iLatter do their, best with yputhfu
dians, singers, dancers, j musicians
Dallas, June 16.
■who have fought the low* pay scale
another laugh-fest for thie Cleve- eexuberance, but tone of naivete ii
Kiwanis International’s 44th an¬
of U.S. Army clubs in Europe can
land-reared comedian, but his ssome acts does not quite jell:
take hope from the latest news. nual convention here, June 14-18,
It forced Hope to exert, himsel;
opening on Monday (15), was JiandiSlot machines, long banned at with some 17,000 attending, Is
capped by cool weather and a slim ^to justify the $5 ducats.- He did i
Armj’ installations in Europe, have overtaxing this city for accommoda¬
with his usual hardhitting, adlib
been greenlighted. And ; the thou¬ tions, despite the addition of the
crowd. •
ibing humorous impact^ showing
sands of added income; that the 1,001-room Statler-Hilton Hotel in
Initial performance in the 3,000- ffew evidences of his recent illness
machines are estimated to bring in 1956 and the 800-room Sheratoncapacity amphitheatre owned by -which
\
he lampoons. Working 9(
can be used by the various clubs Dallas Hotel, opened this year.
the City of Cleveland Heights, was rminutes despite doctors’ - warnings
With hotels and motels swamped,
to buy acts at fairer prices.
less
than
half-filled,
grossing
about
I
Hope
scored
with quips about hi!
It’s long been a gripe among the some delegates are. roosting in Fort
$3,500. Advance sale for rest of the 1boyhood : escapades in . Cleveland
Yank servicemen abroad that the ] Worth, 32 miles west, and Waxatwo-week
run
looks
stronger
as
f
friends
and
relatives
here. Mixing
members of the Officers’* Civil-; hachie, 28 miles south. It’s one of
result of civic royal-carpet ballyhoo iin a batch of new song parodies, h<
Ians’, Non-Commissioner Officers’ : | the biggest conventions ever held
given him on arrival here.
1had corn-shucking spree in intro
and Enlisted Men's Clubs in the I here. '
Scaled from $2 to $5, potential fduring dozen bathing suit model!
Kiwaniaris have their own mam¬
Army get poor calibre shows at
Portland, Ore., June 16.
weekly gross is estimated to be iin fashion parade.
their clubs, while the !Air Force moth show for tomorrow (Wed.) at
Elaine Dunn, hometowner whi
The Oregon Centennial Exposi¬ $72,000. That potential made it pos¬
the
Dallas
Memorial
Auditorium,
Clubs in Europe pay for better
conclave
headquarters.
Harry tion opened its gates last week (11) sible for Max Mink, booker-pro- fformerly toured with Hope, joinec
acts, bigger names.
■]'
James orch plays with Shirley for a 100 days of entertainment, ducer who also manages the Cine- Jhim in some bright byplay. She alsc
Difference has bepn—the slots. Jones & Jack Cassidy, and Frankie exhibits, and World trade fair with rama Theatre here, to line up a *has smart dance and song-beitinj
-'.V.:'.;.
Air Force in Europe permitted its Ford & Gary Reynolds. Other acts 65 acres loaded with activities husky array of headliners for aact,
clubs to install the one-armed ban¬ are Egan & Parker, ventriloquists; greater than ever presented in the Park’s future shows. They’re spon- ^ Show . Includes acrobatic Fre
dits back in 1954, and the clubs Wazzan Troupe, tumblers, and the entire northwest before. In addidonias and juggling Ben Beri wh<
use the profits to book acts, re¬ Kilgore College Rangerettes (18). tiori to the arena showSi there is
registered better than an amateui
decorate the clubs, and install i
femme vocal quartet and higl
; a world trade fair with 22 foreign
added facilities for members.
school acapella choir. Hugh (“Wyatt
countries showing, frontier town
Earp”) O’Brian, has been set foi
One of the top VIP Air Forcecomplete, with gun fights, garden
added attraction spots on June
run hotels in Europe is the Von
of tomorrow, tides, and exhibits
18-19, and Jim (“Gunsmoke”) Ar
Steuben in Wiesbaden j; W. Ger¬
galore^ Over 7,000,000 people are :
riess,
June 26-27, are expected t(
many. It has a yearly entertain¬
expected to attend the elaborate
beef up Hope’s bill arid gross. Mini
ment tab of close to-: $100,000,
- layout between. June 11th and
Buffalo, June 16,
*also lined up for one-week stand:
spending half for floorshows. Three
Septv 17th.
: j For a second time in recent j
Johnny Mathis, June 29; Frarikie
orchestras play nightly in the cock¬
Mexico City, June 16.
. Raymond Burr was emcee for years, a .Buffalo court has ruled in v
tail lounge, ballroom, and dining
Mexican chorines and showgirls the opening ceremonies attended favor of the house in a dispute jAvalon, July 6; Gordon & Shells
and Alan King, July 13
room of the -beautiful modem ho¬ are suddenly in the enviable posi¬ by top state, Civic, and business over checks given for gambling at MacRae
Davis Jr., July 20; Harn
tel. Ballroom orch is paid from tion of haying producers fight for leaders from the entire northwest. the Havana Casino, Cuba. The <Sammy
j
(Continued on page 52)
' their services. Producers of “tea-, John Harris’ “lee Capades” is the Havana Tropicana Club brought ac- jBelafonte, Aug. 3, and Jerry Lewis
tros frivolos” (vaudeville and bur¬ opening arena show and will- run tion in City Court here against •Aug. 17. ;
lesque) and night clubs are bat¬ through June 24.. The 5,800-seater Janies C. Voelker, a Buffalo resi¬
tling for Latin cuties to fill blit was sold out for the first few days dent,, on two $500 checks drawn on
chorus lines. The shortages of I and. the icer looks to be a smash a Buffalo bank in August 1955 in J
dancers is acute.
• opener. Other shows are “Coun- favor of the Casino upon which j
All this is reacting in favor of i try America’’, June 26-July 5; Roy Voelker 'ater stopped payment.
|
■dSfffk j* NEW
the kickers and show beauties, and j Rogers Show July 10-16; Lawrence |
In his formal answer Voelker.,
TON O' FUN
as an offshoot of this, their eco¬ j Welk July 19; Harry Belafonte
hotel
claimed
that
the
checks
were
given
;
nomic position is improving some¬ July 23-25; Art Linkletter show
what too. Before the dearth of { July 26-30; Sam Snyder’s “Water by hiin “in payment of a gambling ;
chorus line recruits, pay scale aver¬ [Follies” Aug: 1-14; Takarasuka debt” at the Club and that the j 'Bar Mftsydh Roundup'
transaction was therefore “illegal; |
aged around 30 pesos ($2.40) with
arid against the public policy I .Thunderbird Room, Phoonix, Anz.. •
lllilHBnte completely new
this including rehearsal time, for i Ballet Aug. 24-29; “The Oregon void
llli MP HOTEL AVERY, With
a 14-hour day beginning at 10 a.m. Story” Sept. 3-17. Nearly $200,000 of the. State of New. York as well >
Contact
as.
of
the Republic Of Cuba.” The •
is
in
the
register
in
advance
of
the
IritrBS private bath and TVNow, in competitive bidding, wage
SOUTHWEST BOOKING CORP.
• payee Of the checks,, Martin Fox, i
in all rooms, wifi
scale has gone up over 50% in opening.
Hotel Westward Ho
also
known
as
Martiri
Fox
Zamora,
i
RplfPi^ make yonr visit to
Phoenix, Arlzl
variety theatres (about.half a doz¬
who was identified as a majority |
Phone: AL 2:023S . .
Boston amemorabia
en function at sporadic intervals).
stockholder of the Tropical’s Night
%$**'■**'
' . one. Located In the
And in night clubs, impresarios
Club, under the name of the Tropiheart of the shopping and enter*
offer unheard of fees of 85 to 100
tainment district. Children under 14
ciana, in an affidavit witnessed
pesos ($6.40 tor $8.00) for chorus
FREE, Parking facilities. Sensibly
before
the U. S. Consul stated that
girls, and more when they have a
“THE COMEDIAN"
priced, tool
the checks were given in payment^
Mexico City, June 16.
short specialty bit.
Tho. Only Real Monthly
Avery & Washington Sts.
The Mexican Bureau of Internal for “chips” purchased by Voelker
Theatre producers are complain¬
PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
to
be
used
in
payment
for
drinks
Opposite Boston Cosmos
THE LATEST — THE GREATEST —
ing of “unfair” ‘ night club raids, Revenue has tipped, tax affecting
THE MOSTrUP-TO-DATEST :
HO 24000
since they are hard pressed to pay ' all artists working in vaudeville and food as well as the gambling
Now In Its 105th Issue/ contalninf:
. theatres and nightclubs. New hike tables; and further that gambling
chorus line hiked scales.
stories, ona-Unars, . poamettev song
was.
legal
in
Cuba.
/
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
•
is
'
5%
of
gross
income,
as
comThe girls, long exploited, are
titles, hecklers,: audience stuff, mono*:
logs, parodies,' double gags, bits*
Motion for a summary judgment
taking their good fortune iri their • pared to farmer 3%. New edict
Ideas, Intros,/: Impressions and Im¬
stride. Apart from the two major ’ has been, passed on to the National made in City Court here last month
personations, political. Interruptions.
Thoughts of the Doy, Humorous
sources of income, a lot of them : Assn, of Actors which is charged resulted in the Court granting
&
K
Views of the News/ etc. $20 yearly.
are deserting the grueling grind I with. setting talent pay scales, and judgment to the plaintiff in full for
Now Under
■
Introductoiy Offer: Last 12 Issues: $15
of theatres arid clubs for less stren¬ | collecting the • corresponding fed¬ SI ,281.50 which includes;costs and
New Management
. Single Issues $3 eral
bite.
interest.
uous appearances before television
Foreign: $30 Yr.—Single Issues $4
*
HARRY
cameras, -at more or less the same j A universal wail, has gone up
No C.O.D/s
pay scale.
i here about the high income tax
BILLY GLASON
I
BREYN
200 W. 54 St., Now Yorlt If *
i
levy.
But,
compared'
to
the
U.
S.
* 203 N. Wabash
I bite, this is a benign tab indeed
'WATER FOLLIES' IN N E.:
Chicago, 111.
and visiting entertainers have told
Haverill, Mass., June 16.
Sam Snyder’s “Water Follies” Association members that they’d
Honolulu, June .16.
YVONNE MORAY
!
gladly
change places with thern as
plays its first. New England date
Cine of Hawaii's last outposts of
here at Haverhill Stadium opening far as. federal levies are concerned.
PALUMBO'S CAFE
vaudeville—the
political
rally
“ciri
today, Tuesday. (16) for five days
Philo., Po.
cuit”—has all but disappeared iri.
through Saturday (20>:
, (ttiank you Phll-Webb Atts.)
Hub Autograph Seekers
the current election campaign. Tv’s I
The two hour show is in at a
ASSOCIATED
BOOKING CORP.
$1.75 top. With a cast of 36, chor¬
Rob Davis Jr. of $1,200 the villain.
■ '; Joa Glaser, Pr<s.
eographed by Buster. Kiem, the
For inore than 30 years, both
Boston, June 16.
outfit is on its. U.S. tour following
Sammy Davis Jr; was robbed of Republican and Democratic rallies ■
which treks in South Africa and $1,200 worth of personal belong¬ have been inimitable mixtures of
Japan are skedded.
ings at Blinstrub’s l;700-seater in. pidgin English speeches arid Hawai¬
SMART AGENT WANTED
So. Boston Friday (12*. by “auto¬ ian entertainment. Every candidate
to guide singer (male)
graph seekers:” The loot, stolen who could afford it had his own
Will send fope for approval
! front the headliner’s dressing room I troupe of musicians and dancers—
Also have sure gimmick for sttccois
LUXOR
I at the club where he was playing and even his own “theme song.”
• a Week stand <8-14), included a
write; URBAN C. FUERST
Stray dogs, flying termites and
$1,000 gold and platinum cigaret mosquitoes didn’t faze the candi¬
R.R. #2, Delpiieo. Ohio
case, an expensive revolver and a dates, the entertainers or the
; cigaret lighter.. The gun, he said, crowds, and lucky was the poli¬
1 was a .45 calibre Army Colt. tician who knew how to augment
Davis told police he missed the
own speech with a song or-hula
WORKING MANAGER
valuables after the autograph hun¬ his
JUST CLOSED CARILLON HOTEL, MIAMI BEACH
dance.
. For Unusual. Tourist Atiraatloa FealurTiis
ters had left his dressing room.
Old-Time Entertainment.
New York . State
Since the advent of tv, attend¬
Meantime
Davis
,was
released
Are*.
Write Stetlna Eaperlente. In Tbls.
currently
Field Ineludini Publicity. Age,. Expected Sal¬
from his contract to open at Denny ance at the biannual rallies had
ary From Juiy Thru September.
Mulcahy’s Salisbury Beach Frol¬ dwindled to such an extent that
ics, 1,200-seater, Jurie 28 for week, both parties have virtually dropped
\
without penalty. Connies Francis them this year.
was inked iri for the Davis vacated
OPENING JULY 22ND
frame. Davis sought the cancella: tion -because of the proximity of
the playdates. Davis said he was
Starring HARRY DOUGLASS
agreeable to a I960 . booking at
Frolics. .
Current Gallant Record Hit
SEPT. 24-27-28
\ Jimmy Dean opens the season for
"I
DONT KNOW WHY”
L
LOS ANGELES COUNTY FAIR
Mtilcahy June 26, in for two nights,
|
POMONA. CALIF.
followed by Connie Francis for the
LA K E CL UB
first full week. Sked includes:
Springfield, III. .
July 5, Johnny Mathis; July 12,
Personal Management
Tommy Sands; July 19, Platters;
Pen.
Mgr.; ED KIRKEBY
July; 26, Liberaeri; Aug. 9, Err oil
HENRY DUNN. TROPICANA HOTEL, Las Vegas, Nevada
Garner; Aug. I6: Frankie Avalon;
Aug. 23, Crosby Bros.

Opens Ore. Expo.

Gotta Pay Gambling
‘
Debts to Cuban Casino, l
Buffalo Court Rules *

Mex Cades Get Break
At Last in Big Show Biz
Scramble for Chorines

BOSTON'S

EDDIE RICH

WMJmJw

Mexico Ups Bite On
Vauders to ‘Rough’5%

©

(

Another Video Victim:
Hawaii’s Election Show

GALI-GAU

SHAMROCK HILTON HOTEL, HOUSTON, TEXAS
TROPICANA HOTEL, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

The DEEP RIVER BOYS
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‘Smart’
At Harlem Club in A.C.

Cues Flurry of Name Bookings

Atlantic City-, June 16.
Larry Steel and his “Smart Af¬
fairs of 1959” again will be the
season attraction of Ben Alten and
Cliff Williams as the Harlen Club,
top sepia night spot, starts opera¬
tion for the summer the last week
in this month: '
Steel arrived here recently and
most of his company is in working
oil the new show. Alten said that
“Smart Affairs” will include names
in July and August, probably Billy
Daniels and Arthur Lee Simpkins,
who have appeared here; in other
years.
Steel arid “Affairs” did the best
night club business last season.
Policy is an admission charge.
Drinks only are sold.

Aussie Turn Resumes
At Latin Quarter, N.Y.

Detroit

New York

Wildwood, N.J., June 16. ■
Gil Miller and Arnold Archer, of
The Chords, in serious condition
Fred Gleini, of Wynnewood, Pa.,
at
the Beth Israel Hospital follow¬
and Harvey Cedars, N.J., manager
ing an auto accident . . . Jo Lom¬
of the Philadelphia Country Club
bardi.
bandleader at the . Latin
for 15 years, have moved into the
Quarter, removed to the same hos¬
newly acquired Diamond Beadj
pital, following his fall from the
Australian act of Latona, Gra¬
property- The 3.100-seat Diamond ham & Chadel last week resumed
LQ stage during the. Johnnie, Ray\
Beach club, will be operated as a at the Latin Quarter, N. Y., follow¬
rehearsal . . . Geene Courtney on
top nightclub, restaurant and ing reissuance of a N.; • Y. City
the Liberte for Europe today
(Wed.) for a television date and
motel.
!
.
Police cabaret permit to Joe La¬
stands at: the Astor, London, July
Rival clubs immediately began tona. Permit had been revoked
20, and the Casiho, Deauville, Aug.
a wild flurry of stronger bookings for failure to mention a misde¬
8 . . . Vard A Bailly and Chahto meet the increased; competition. meanor resulting for a charge of
teurs de Paris booked on the Carol
The Manor Hotel Supper club will disturbing the peace on his immi¬
Charming; srno\v at the Mesker
probably bolster their show lineup. gration papers. Misdemeanor has
Memorial Amphitheatre,: Evans¬
Those already pacted are Tommy been recording during a previous
ville, July 11, and the Iriquois
Edwards, A1 Martino,; Bob Eberly, visit to the U. S„ when he was part
Amphitheatre, Louisville, July 15.
Harry Meadows, operator of
Betty Madigan. FrankVerna, Cathy of Warren, Latona & Sparks.
Churchill’s, London, presently in
Linden and Mickely Shaugbnessy.
Permit was reissued following Lilo to Kick Off New
York lining up talent. Mauri
: Ben Martin's big center-city an explanation of the circum¬
La Concha Hotel, A.C. Leighton and Evers A Dolores are
Club Bolero is ready ito bow, with stances involved.
Lilo has been signed for the among those hooked . . Will Jor¬
a complete facelifting. The re¬
The Tuckers had subbed for the opening bill of La Concha Hotel, dan’s date at the Roxy, N.Y., post¬
novated club has a new stage, comedy aero, team at the Latin Atlantic City, which preems June poned to July 2 . .■ . Rolf Kale,
dressing rooms and extensive over¬ Quarter.
26. She’ll be in for. 10 days, re¬ operator of Knie’s Circus one of
all improvements. Jimmy Rodgers
maining over the July 4 weekend. the largest in Europe, currently
opens the spot. Others pacted in¬
This is the resort’s first new hotel touring the U.S, for talent.
clude Connie Francis, [Buddy Hackin more than quarter of a century.
ett. Tommy Leonetti, Martha Raye,
Indications are that the inn will
Chicago
Tommy Sands. Sammy Davis Jr.
follow through With name book¬
Nick Noble’s • current at the
and Johnny Mathis. ;
Continued from p&ee 5* ssss ings when available. Jackie Miles
Cliche,
Detroit
. . . Hilton Hotel’s
Rock ’n’ roller Jerry Lee Lewis
$1,800 to $2,500 a month, cocktail has been set for a one-nighter on fall-winter ice show bows Aug. 13.
has been inked for four weeks group $1,000 to $1,250 and string June 27, and other names are cur¬
. Ford £ Hines return to the
starting at Ben and Joe Martin’s
Black Orchid Nov. 19 for. two
quartet for dinirig room abottt $600 rently being lined up.
Club Mardi Gras | here. The monthly.
weeks . .. Warbler Bobby Freeman
Treniers return for their 14th sea¬
is at the Cloister . . .. Nat Cole
Top single act last year (Tessie
son in the Wildwoods. They will
signed for the Chez Paree Oct. 2,
with Tony Bennett and Joe E.
again be starred at Helen Roesch’s C’Shea) earned $800 a week, and
Lewis due Oct. 23.
Beachcomber along with Pat the other big names to play the hotel
included Three Deuces, Lucille A —Continued from page 49
■ —
Cat & his Kittens.
Eddie Roberts, Virginia Sommers,
Comics A1 Fisher and Lou Mirks Eddie Sauter band.
Atlantic City
part of a team with his wife, Diana
and singer Bob D’Fano will top
Tommy Leonetti into Steel Pier
Goldberg. Grossman says he took
Big Takes From Bandits
the show at Thomas. Arce’s Lucky
Music Hall theatre June 21-26 with
the
job
because
of
altruistic
feel¬
Club. The Cousins will feature the . Reason the. club can afford , this ings for the center.
Johnny Conrad Dancers; Harry A
Hotel Blackstone Emerald Show ‘ kind of entertainment—a slot maThe AGVA national board voted Harriet King and Johnny Morgan.
Bar. Lou Booth’s Chateau Mon¬ ; chine rep estimates that the Club’s a new set of officers for the home. Lee Vincent orch in pier’s Marine
terey returns to a full scale show I monthly take from the machines is Bobby Faye was named president; Ballroom June 19 through 25.
policy after a few years lapse. Gaye 1 about $7,000. A top Air Force club Jaye Lester, 1st veepee; Budd Ja¬ Charlie Cheer, The Kay Arts, The
Dixon is the first signed. Ray ; in London hauls in about $14,000 cobson. secretary. Margie Coate, Cosmos being featured for season
Stadium located on pier’s end
Maddox and his Gigilios have I monthly from its machines, and head of the AGVA Sick & Relief at
. . . Shay Dennis current at 500
opened Jimmy Mackell’s Elmira I even the smaller. Air Force Clubs Fund, and Rex Weber, union comp¬ Club . . . Steve Gibson & Red Caps
;
in
Europe
generally
get
a
payoff
club. Sylvan Rosenfeld’s Hurricane
troller, were named to the board, into Cove Club June 24th . . .
club has the Playboys and Count ; of from $600 to $1,000 monthly for and Jackie Bright, union national Toni Levexier and Derbie Wilson
Lewis trio. Harry Levy’s Rainbow j their machines, which they plow administrator, was named admin¬ in Club Harlem pending start of
Room lias Georgie Young and the ! back into entertainment.
istrative board coordinator. Should . summer schedule which will find
; . Meanwhile, back to the Army, the AGVA Foundation get enough i Larry Steel arid “Smart Affairs”
Rockin’ Boc’s and the Echoes.
' Usual pay for an: Army show at a coin through solicitation of the back for season .. ^ Johnny Haymer
Rita Harris in Traymore
Vivian della Chiesa into the ' club in Europe is from $89 to $100 type: that .was: made last year . at and
Hotel’s Submarine room . . .
Thknderbird, Las Vegas for a -two? ; for an entire, three act 45-minute various hotels in the Catskill belt, Jimmy
Cavallo Quintet into Dunes
vee*ker Thursday night <18), fol¬ ■ show for one time.. (The show may there is the possibility that some .. . Carol
and Dave Davis
lowing her stand at the CocOanut . not be able to get more than sev- i of the jobs created by the national head revueLaatClair
Paddock ... Jackie
eral bookings a week, because some board may become paid positions.
Grove in Hollywood. ;
Vernon into Black Orchid lounge.
of the smaller clubs'just hire en¬
tertainment once a month or every
New Foundation Certificate
Kansas City
Friday or Saturday night.)
. Albany,. June 16. .
There are about 500 Army clubs
Hotel Muehlebach’s Terrace Grill
A
new certificate of amendment
buying these low-priced show’s in 1
will
take
a summer hiatus, closing
Germany. Of this $89 to $100 (re¬ of •-purposes arid powers for the from June 27 until. Sept. 10.
cently raised from just S80>, the AGVA Foundation has been re¬ Danny Ferguson orch has been
top 10rr goes to an agent (some of cordedwith the N. Y. Secretary of holding forth there from several
the acts also have an English agent State as a result of. illegalities dis¬ months. Hotel will continue music
booking them from England to closed by president Penny. Single¬ and dancing in its street level
Germany, which means another ton, president of. the American Picardy with the Tony Caracci
Guild of Variety Artists.
Trio, which has been on hand since
slice off the top),
“Biggest” act may earn $35 for . New certificate makes provision the first of the year . . . Comic
Mike
Caldwell opened June 15 at
for
the
Foundation
to
operate
the
the evening’s performance, and the
-the T-Bone, Wichita, for 10; days,
AND ORCHESTRA
other two acts—Often five or six AGVA Country Club and Recrea¬ then off to the Canadian Fair cir¬
tion
Center
at
So.
Fallsburgh,
people—split whatever is left. . Pi¬
cuit with Earl Morgan, mentalist,
anist Who accompanies generally N. :Y , and “to solicit, collect and and show from the Tom Drake
receive monies by private solicita¬
gets $5 for the night.
agency here ... Rusty Draper flew
A typical Army club in Germany tion and fund-raising activities for in for the Danny Thomas St. Jude
. pays $800 monthly for the hand, the benefit of the destitute, aged hospital-benefit, then hied to
hires a show’ once a week, and has or indigent persons who are am¬ Seattle and the Magic Inn for two
LAKE TAHOE
a monthly entertainment bill of un- bulatory. and are members of the weeks beginning June 15 ... Wally
/ der $1500. “Sometimes the acts are American Guild of Variety Artists Griffin returns to N.Y. after his
- ‘ 3rd YEAR
so lousy I’m ashamed to present in good standing and their surviv¬ Hotel Mueklebach date and some
recording work , . . Harry Swanj them.” the sergeant who manages ing spouses." .
As a result of the disclosures by agan opened the new Prom Motel
: the club told Variety.
“But what
Miss Singleton, vast changes were Promenade .Room, coming over
, can you expect for that money?”
from the piano at the Colonial
j Most nf the acts come from Eng- made from the original charter Inn.
; land, where fees are lower, but which never stated that AGVA was
the
initials
of
the
union.
Even
the
; some are recruited from other Eu¬
present charter does hot stipulate
Scotland
ropean countries.
David Hughes, English singer,
It’s long been a complaint of that: the property at So. Fallsburgh
pacted for week’s vaude at Empire,
; TJ.S. acts that the pay is so low belongs to the union.
The charter, recorded with the Glasgow, June 29 v . , Bernard
t they can’t afford to entertain the
: military’ in Europe—and the same Secretary of State, was returned Bresslaw, tv comedian, set for simi¬
to
Harold Berg, attorney for the lar date July 6 . . . Lex McLean,
j complaint is echoed by Army men,
I Who prefer the stateside entertain^ Foundation, with a letter from Scot comedian, readying summer
Felix
Infausto, counsel and secre¬ season at Pavilion, Glasgow . . . .
ment.
With His Troubadors
Grade Clark, Scot comedienne,
! With the Army' ban just lifted tary of the State Board of Social heading
holiday layout for G. B.
. on slots for the first time in the Welfare, stating that its is of the Bowie at Pavilion, Largs ,, . Nev¬
NOW AT
! history: of the Army in Europe, opinion. that with thS proposed ille Taylar, tv singer, topping in
some of the clubs have: already new amendments, the approval of vaude at Metropole, Glasgow . , .
placed orders for 10 or more: of the Department was not required Nicky Kidd, singer-pianist, Into
the machines. And it’s expected under - the provisions of the summer revue at Pavilion, Dunoon
RENO, Nev.
that better acts are in the offing statutes. .
. . . Deep River Boys pacted for
Scottand dates in August.
for the thousands of club members.

UftBaa

AGVA Defers

WILL

OSBORNE

Cotton Club, a. new cafe, will
have a fresh floor show each week
under present policy, plans. First
show headlines “Harlem Revue,"
featuring exotics Tina Ramirez and
Katina LaDoll .
Baritone Len
Dressier and comic Marv Welch
share top billing at the Metropole
Supper Club, in Windsor . . . Jazz
pianist Evans Bradshaw at Club 12
. .. . Comedian. Don Sherman
at Club Alamo . < . Song and dance
Mello LarkSi three guys and a girl,
stay, over at the Knife and Fork
Club . . . Jazz pianist Don Shirley,
at Baker’s Keyboard Lounge, took
time off to go to Wilberforce, O.
•U. to pick up an honorary degree
in music . . . Monty Babson, singer,
opens at the Flame Show Bar . ;
Norman Brooks is singing at Club
Cliche . . . Magician Ronnie East¬
man, is at the Top Hat Supper
Club.

Dallas
Statler-Hilton, with Yonely cur-:
rent, lined up the summer sked
with the Allison Sisters and Sandy
Sandifer’s orch, June 25; Lucille
A Eddie Roberts, July 9; Dick
Chase & Bud Mitchell, July 23;
Paul Mazursky, Aug. 6; Lou Marsh
A Tony Adams, Aug. 20. and
Enrico, singer, and Bebbi Baker,
comedienne, Sept. 3. All acts are
inked for two frames, with the
Sandifer band set . for June 25
through Sept. 16 . . . King’s Club
brings in Bobby Wick A Ray
Brand, June 19-July 2; Dick Cur¬
tis, July 3-19 and Jeaquin Garay,
July 20-Aug: 1 . . . Joe E. Lewis
plays the . Hotel Adolphus Century
Room, June 18-30. Producer Breck
Wall follows July 1 with his in¬
timate revue, “Bottoms lip,", fea¬
turing
himself, Mildred
Cook,
Lieux Dressier, Gerry Johnson,
Ann Hite and Bill Fanning. Joe
Relchman, house hooker, and his
band hold over . . . Colony Club’s
June" 29 show, starring Johnny
Bachemin arid Lee Sharon, has ex¬
panded to a four-member musical
revue, with the addition of Grady
Wilson and Jody Lawrence .
Jean Dixon opened a fortnight
Monday (15) at the Club 3525.

CLASON'S

PROFESSIONAL
COMEDY MATERIAL
for all Thehtrlcati
Service th« Start"

Big Temporary Special on All
35 Cag Files Hr $15, Plus $1.00 Fesfeoa
. Foratgn; $1.50 ea., $5 Hr $<»
• 9 Parody Books, Per Bk. ... $10 o
• 4Slackeut Books, Par Bk. .. $25 •
o Minstrel Budget ..
.. $25 o
How to Mester the Ceramenles ■
$3 per Copy
No C.O.O'e . "Always Open"

BILLY GLASON
200 W. 54th St^ N.Y.C., It CO 5-13H
(WE TEACH EMCEEING end COMEDY)
(Lat e Real Professional Train You)

HARRAH'S CLUB

NICK
LUCAS

HOLIDAY HOTEL

Honolulu’s 88er Famine*

RCA-Victor Records Exclusively

Currently
OPERA THEATRE. Buenos Aires. Argentina
Mgt. BILL MITTLER, 141 f Broadway. Now Yoi%

■

Vh

hr. Td> Mosicol Available !!

{Suitable Yor Clubs, one Niters, etc)

ED

LOCKE

(WNTA .Disk Jockey)

“LOCKE, STOCK
andBARREL”
AgeoH, Bookers. YY Packogers
Coatact ED LOCKE
WNTA—BA 7-3260

★
★★★ ★★ ★ ★★ ★ * A it it it A A A A A A A A A
1
. Honolulu, June 16.
.Waikiki ;is so short of 88’ers
these. days that the Spencecliff
System’s Gourmet nitery had to
WORLDS OKEATCST HYPNOTIST
»
import a pianist from Hollywood.
•Uoss Braniss Tu ths resttit attraitlM I hsvs; sver wltnetMd. ±
Nitery signed Kenneth KempOn Friday altht tfisrs was literally e trtffl# lam la ths «udl- ^
Blair, who’e expected to book In as
tsrlurs. I an ladstd ksasrad la writing this weed sf s*nulns
apprsclatiM.”
■
Ken "Blair.
O. 0. 0L80N, PrHldtnt, Opsrts and OutdMr Llvlns ExpsiltUn, if:
Several niteries currently. with¬
• Dsnvsr Oolirads
Currsntly.
$#.
Wstftra
La.
Outdssr
Llvlni
CxHiltlsn.
T
out entertainment reportedly would
Juas 12 thru Junt 2l iaLskt Charlss^ La.
)$>
like to inaugurate piano policies
CHotsoa 3-8387
but have had to hold off until they 4c Pub.: J. BroBdoa. 450 West 24»h Stroot. Now York
can find competent keyboarders.
*4
*** ¥ ¥ Y
¥♦*¥ ¥ ¥ ¥

JOAN BRANDON >

Wednesday, June 17, 1959
& Wyndhani Wardrobe. Six shape¬
ly chorines provide the line;
Stewart Cruikshank, who nor¬
mally presents a more, lavish revue,
with spectacle,, is experimenting
here with this more intimate show,,
and : show caught would have
clicked more, in a more cosmopo¬
Olympia, Paris
Finsbury Park
The Clown & The Baton Go Marching In” for a first-act litan and sophisticated center. .
finale)—Belafonte touches every
Paris, June 4.
Empire, London
Washington, June . 11.
As is, it emerges as:. commend¬
Bruno Coquatrix presents Jo¬
London, June 8.
, Red Skelton in “‘fhe. Clown arid base, with thie audience riveted on able. innovation in provincial sum-,
him in pin-drop silence.
Liberace,. Janet Medlih, Alan sephine Baker in a revue “Paris
.ih e Baton”with David Rose . Orch,
mertime
show
biz.
Whole
is
neatly
.
Belafonte continues to grow arid,
Clive, The Three Brittons, The i Mes Amours” in two acts (40
Patricia Berlin, Peggy. ,Taylor, Ra¬
Gord.
maturing in concept 'and style, . staged by Dick Hurran.
Nelson Bros. (2), Iris Sadler;Fran- |scenes) by Andre Hornez, Jean
fael Mender Chiquita & Johnson; bis
approach: is now: increasingly
Fernand
Sardou,
with
cpis & Zandra; Embassy Club Love¬ ; Yanne,
presented by Super Attractions Inc.
Subtle, his manner more compact
WaterFollies of ’59
lies (4), Orchestra under direction ■ George Reich Ballet L’Olympia
at Carter.
and restrained: If there’s been a
(AUDITORIUM; OTTAWA)
of Sydney Kaplan, conducted by ; (15 v, Fernand Sardou, Curly Ham¬
noticeable diminution of external
per Hit Paraders (5), Jean-Marie
Ottawa, June 10.
Gordon Robinson.
Bugs, people and ambassadors fire, there is deeper emotion ex¬
Proslier, Dassies (2), Harold Nich¬
Sam Snyder presentation,, with
Avere at Carter Barron Amphithea¬ pressed, along With; a more comWith less of a blatantly arch bid olas, Talo Boys (5), Baladiiis (5>,
ter. for- the season opener, and Red j plete absorption into mood arid Suzanne Nicole, .Ray Edwards, Fred
Barber,
Roger
NadeaUi
Ray
&
Ro¬
Skelton captured , them all: .
for the sympathies of femmes in Adorables Parisiennes (6). Staged
' character. With this subtlety has
Emile Hoite, Clive Daysori, the audience, Liberace made prob¬ by Michel De Re; sets, Andre LeOne of the bugs'; wound up j come, moreover, a more intense man,
Stanley Mitchell, Frank Siak, Bob¬ ably an even greater impact than vasseur; costumes, Paulette Coqua¬
squarely iq Skelton’s mouth tor. so j.Avarmth.
by James, Water Ballet (14); music ever on this first night of a two- trix, Henri Lebrun; choreography,
it looked very convincingly), and
Under producer . Ralph .. Stein’s
the audience, including 25 foreign wing, the program is simply and arranged and conducted by William weeks stint also taking in Chiswick Reich, Carl Jeffrey; music, Henri
Ciahci;. staged and produced by Empire; another Moss’ Empires Betti, Coquatrix, J. P. Lavdreau,
envoys, were in the- comic’s. palms , tastefully presented, with Ralph ■S
am: Snyder; choreography {stage.) house. The tour’s gaining added Marguerite Monnot, Paul Misraki,
Alswang’s colorfully apt . pair of by
. all the way.
Buster Keith and (water) Lisa
Gilbert Becaud, Domenico ModugDoing business as “The Clown, rear screen projections serving to Milton; for West Ottawa Rotary publicity via the fact that current¬ no; At Olympia, Paris; $3 top.
ly the pianist’s libel action against
abet
the
desired
mood.
Alswang
is
and the Baton,” the deftly-matched
Club swimming; pool fund; $2.50 a national newspaper is being
Skelton-Rose combination < proved also responsible for the staging, top. At Auditorium, June 9, ’59
heard in the courts, but the
With vaudeville felt to be a
first on radio!, was the Feld , broth¬ a skillfull job. Besides musical di- xto 13). •:
strength of the following guaran¬
ers’ choice to launch their sixth j rector Robert Corinan’s orchestra,
tees boffo biz regardless. Aud liability during tourist days ;n
summer at the big green-rimriied 1 singer was accompanied by two
A week of heat (to 95 in the reaction to the two opening houses, Paris, and w-ith Parisians taking it
! guitars . (Millard' Thomas, Raphael
bowl in Rock Creek Park..
bass (Norman Keenan), shade) could both help and hinder Which overran considerably, was on the vacation lam, Olympia proxy
David Bose, the “Baton,” pro¬ j Boguslav),
business for Sam Snyder’s “Water terrific.
and
hongos
(Daniel
Barrjarios)..
Bruno Coquatrix felt that a revue
vided his string-drenched orches¬
Scaled from $5.25, the . 4,200- Follies of 1959.“ Customers find
“Liberace displays his' showman¬
trations, interspersed with variety seat
Balboa Park Bowl was filled the 7,000-seat Auditorium warm, ship riot only, in his playing, sing¬ embroidering, and giving produc¬
acts,.as a soothing, low-keyed pre¬ to capacity
tion drive and lift to a group of
particularly
during
matinees,
but
for
''a.
two-night
gross
ing arid dancing hut also in his
lude to the highly charged buf¬
$33,000. .Following, breaking seem to relish the idea of watching oblique comments on the. legal acts and a top star would prove a
foonery of Skelton, the “Clown.” of
here, “Tonight With Belafonte” swimmers cavort in the two pools. goings-on and the press reports pull for tourists and also visiting .
French provincials.
Some 3-500 Of all ages in all goes on 10-week national tour.
Business opened good.
thereon. Performance highlights
garbs (the ambassadors were speci¬ ; "
So he got Josephine Baker out
' Don.
•'. Snyder’s current show is a top- include an opening Gerslnyia med¬
ally invited, for “International
level
production
with
more
than
a
ley, and a couple of numbers from of retirement (she did her finale
Night”) were given their Skelton
show at this house three years ago)
h
a
I
f
dozen
memorable
items,
“Gigi”.
in.
which
he
is
partnered
Five-Past
Eight
straight for 65 minutes. He pours
among them the-socko chirping;of by Janet, Medlin.. Miss Medlin’s to headline and built this group of
(LYCEUM, EDINBURGH)
himself out with gags, old and new,
.Suzanne Nicole, ai blonde looker inclusiiori in. the troupe comes as numbers, acts and sketches around
Edinburgh, June 2.
about Texans and drunks, kids and
who ably handles pop and opera in .a decided, advantage, the lady the vaude history of the Olympia
Stewart Cru,ikshank presentation
politicians, and Scores heavily with
! both solo and during show-backing clearly giving ’em what they and the career of Miss Baker, now
of ‘‘Five-Past Eight ” starring Rikseveral fetching pantomimes.
,
stints;
Roger Nadeau, standout Wanted in the shape of shape, a dynamic 53.
At the windiip, Skelton does a ki. Fulton, Digby Wolfe, Peter But- water clown
who collects plenty costume, “One Fine Day” and
Miss Baker amply proves that a
brave thing for any comedian. He terworth, Janet Brown, Jean Boy- ;j guffaws
both visual and vocal “Wunderbar.”
Throughput the good performer has it always. She
goes serious, .first with a couple of less. Staged by Dick. Hurrah; as¬ i comedy; with
Ray
a capable orch, under Gordon Robinson, still exudes zest and vitality. She
folk songs (with feniale harpists, in sistant producer and choreograph¬ | dhant-terprgab Edwards,
male who also em- backs like veteran.
saunters down the perennial stair¬
accompaniment) and, as the finale, er, Ross Taylor. Features Edith • cees; Bay & Roman,
adagio pair
First half of the bill has Alan case with that inevitable .feather
a dramatic pantomime bit about an Macarthur, Eileen Gout lay, Robin ;. who recently joined the
headpiece and gives out with a
Clive
with,
good
patter
arid
his
old man’s emotions at a parade. Palmer, Irene Claire, John Auld, : the Water Ballet showingFollies;.
If he isn’t in solid with the aUdi-: Ethel Scott, Clement Ashby, Ross ! training, and the pro diving socko
well-versed impressions of enter¬ deep, throbbing voice and has the
ence, either could end the whole j Taylor Dancers (6), Neville Hough¬ ( adding thrills to the stanza, stars tainment; notables, the Nelson Bros, audience immediately.
Her delivery shows knowhow
show on a note of mutual embar¬ ton Sextet. Lyrics and sketches by i If there is a standout, it’s Na- with a hard-working-' act based oil
rassment.
tap, Francois & Zandra, with, a and the choice of songs is not the
Alan Melville, Bryan Blackburn,
. But the crowd was with him for Rikki Fulton, Eric Maschwitz, Dig- • deau’s zany antics in the water, on neatly-built comedy adagio stint, nostalgia bit, but is showy and
the diving platforms and on the
the route, and Skelton was. given a by Wolfe, Ronald Emerson; Peter ij stage.
Three Brittons and some smart modern. She dances some early
His pipes manage to reach the
juggling with unicycles, and all, Charleston which, of course, is
standing ovation.
Butterworth; music by Charles
As for the bugs, Skelton’s, one Zwar, Arthur Blake, Bryan Black¬ [ all corners of the big room saris the Embassy Club Lovelies, and more eased than usual, but still
of many hovering around the stage, burn, Jack' Strachey; $1.30 top. At J microphone to add impact to. his Iris Sadler as a hackchatting “lec¬ well limned. An exotic number’of
lights, was artfully washed down Lyceum Theatre, Edinburgh, May clowning for. invariable palmslaps. turer on astrology” who is several lost Atlantis has her executing
Miss Nicole wears gorgeous
with a glass of water after he de¬ 29, ’59.
some suggestive classico-erotico
Emu
gowns and in spite of had sound shades too blue.
cided against “letting it walk.”
bits Which are only acceptable as
equipment here garnered big supAnd, for one of the esoteric at¬
a reminder of the old days.
Empire, Glasgow
Once the uneven quality lias
tractions of the. amphitheater, been smoothed-out, and some j Port from the stubholders. Ray
Probably this extravaganza will
.Glasgow,
June
10.
j
Edwards
also
collected
mitting
huge moths fluttered in and out of weak-tag sketches , removed, this
Bill Kenny, Maurice Rocco, Mike be compared to the Folies-Bergere.
the van-colored beams of the spot¬ new-style layout, an experiment in with chant and terp impressions of
It
has a more modern format and
|
Bo
jangles,.
Pat
Rooney,
Geo.
.
M,
&
Bemie
Winters,
Allen:
&
the
Allights.
,
In the warmup, Bose is: pleasing this theatrically. snooty city, has ■! Cohan, etc. Barber also offers a bee Sisters (2), Ety.Van Veen Duo; drive but lacks the inventive pro¬
and versatile in his familiar style. the chance of settling into bright 1 string of apings hut in gab and Harvey Sisters (2), Bobby Dowds duction aspects of the Folies, and
its nudity is just a traditional sop.
Standout is trmripet virtuoso Ra¬ Summer-time fodder for customers. | chant. Water Ballet, making gen- Cffch,
But it has the Baker name for
fael Mendez, who gets four en¬ It has lotsa intrinsic talent, both I erous and effective use of strobe
draw and is peppered with good .
flighting,
doubles
as
a
line
on
stage,
personnel-wise
and
In
content.
Bill
Kenny,
leader
of
the
orig¬
cores.
Pianist Patricia Berlin,
singer Peggy Taylor and the aero- Problem will be whether, to aim j aqd five pro. divers present a clown inal Inkspots, hasn’t lost his pull dance interludes by George Reich’s
. ballet team of Chiquita & John¬ it for fariiily customers or late- ; hit to open the show theri come on over an . audience. He shows this Ballet HOlympia. Curly Hamner
evening sophisticates. .
i twice for intricate and colorful div- here in a well-chosen song act, Hit Paraders belt out some solid
son are all Well received. .Lew.
Principals, iri song and sketch, ; ing exhibitions.
ranging in his distinctive vocalism jazz. Dassies are a risible knock¬
poke continuous fun at current 1 • Show’s production Is slick and over such favorites as “Char- about aero act; and the Talo Boys
Tonight With Belafonte world topics.. Uiider the witty ; balanced throughout, using two maine,”. “September Song,” “Girl are good enough to kid each other
San Diego, Cal., June 13. . spotlight come everything from tv ! pools^—a six-foot-deen one for div- of My Dreams” and “Into Each during their teeterboard act with
A Dorothy Olney, William and commercials to ballet, art, the Brit¬ : ing. a longer arid shallower orie for Life Some Bain Must Fall.” Wins faked mishaps.
Lois de Lanhoy presentation. Ex¬ ish Broadcasting Corp., Scot songs gimmicks and gals. Music under solid palming for his rendition of
.Yank Harold Nicholas displays
ecutive producer, Phil Stein; stag¬ arid kilts, and cinema society | William. Gianci’s baton is by a 12- “Ghafmaine” and his self-composed
a good chirp ability underlined by
ing and lighting, Ralph Alswang; enthusiasts.
j piece hand of local musicians, giv- “Bose of Roses;” and also regis¬ his lone thesp bits and ending in
opened June 12, ’59 at Balboa Park
GorxrC
ters with more philosophy in “If his leaping splits. Nicholas is now
Rikki Fulton, Scot coriiediaii with j ing good showhacking.
Bowl, San Diego; $5.25 top.
We All Said A Prayer for Each a single after breaking up his acrosuave style, is best in “Sales Talk,”
Other Every Day (What A Won¬ danee act with his brother Jeanf a sketch in which he and Ethel
“Tonight With Beiaforiie” is an Scott, aided by Janet Brown arid
derful World It Would Be!).”
Marie Proslier and Fernand Sardou
entertainment blockbuster to stack Clement Ashby, Use phrase after
Singer, .has the showmanship are good straight men and add zest
up with other one-man shows.. The phrase, from, television commer¬
touch, gabs in right proportion be¬ to the sketches, and the Baladins
program is a rare instance of art¬ cials, Pair - draw the maximum
. Continued from page 49
tween tunes, and bow's off with his contribute okay choral voice back¬
istry and showmanship to satisfy, yocks from this item, which, at
wJt. “Bless You” for generous
every conceivable taste. In “To¬ difficult first-night caught, brought hack the lost ground if he plays palming: He is billed here as “Mr. ing to Miss Baker’s numbers, while
the Adorables Parisiennes are neat
night With Belafonte,” the stress is solid palming. Fulton also imper^ it cool; The, Elfegante, also. in Tnkspot himself.”
nude, and choral fodder.
on simplicity and.. compactness, sonates an arty type and others in Brooklyn, has found that its out
So it looks like Coquatrix has
, singer performing with a rhythm, a microphone - iriterview sketch, of the way site hasn’t marred a . Maurice Rocco introduces off¬
beat
angle
with
his
stand
up
style
himself
a good summer entry with
section, an occasional bongo drum again teamed with Ethel Scott, his continual growth. The Golden
of piano playing. Act shows lotsa
and a 25-piece orchestra whose real-life femme:
Slipper, Glen . Cove, L.I., has also pace, and winds with boogie- this revved up revue with a vaude
core. It is also a great comeback
contribution was somewhat spoDigby Wolfe, fresh-faced smiling done well in an area unlikely to woogie version of “Donkey Sere¬ for Miss Baker who should be in
■ radic.
comedian, has right per¬ get trade from people who happen nade;” exiting in poor first-half for a series of long goodbyes.
. From the outset, , the showman-: English
sonality
revue, but will need to be in the neighborhood,
of layout to good applause.
ship is in evidence as Belafonte, to: attunefor
Only drawback is the that show
his yock-raising. fodder
A reverse instance is seen in the . The two Harvey Sisters, bright¬
one of three figures forming sha¬ to local tastes.
He scores as a case of the Boulevard, Rego Park, ly garbed;, offer versatile song-and- runs overlong and a judicious
dows against the backdrop, emerges cinema-society enthusiast
pruning job would help this achieve
in
“CineL.I. This spot, Until a few. years dance, being garbed as convicts a sharper pacing and timing which
under the. single spot in his fam¬ mariia.V
ago was a trek by subway or auto for opening act. Nimble juggling
iliar open-throated
silk shirt
Peter Butterworth has versatility a.nd couldn’t depend bn local, busi¬ comes from Allen & Albee. Sisters, it lacked opening night. Mask.
(changing to red for the second
iri
comedy
slottings
and
also
teariis
portion) -and form-fitting black
ness despite the fact that it was he being portly male, distaffers
slacks with the big ring-buckle. with Janet Brown, in various bits. in a well-populated erea. It did posing as two giggle-prone girls
From there, singing “The Bald- He wins reaction as one who has well in the banquet department standing-iii for absent femmes;
Headed Woman,” Belafonte takes imbibed too freely the night be¬ with a strong staff of solicitors. this pose doesn’t deceive, outfronthold of his audience* without re¬ fore iri “The Afterrioon After,” Of late, it has become a livelier ers hut gives scope for. much com¬
Continued from page 49
laxing his grip throughout the 2- sketch with Edith Macarthur play¬ area. A. department store was edy.
hour arid 15-minute performance. ing his wife, and using exaggerated built a short distance away, which . Mike & Berrile Winters work ignite appreciably, and the opera¬
sound
effects
to
throw
up
throbbing
hard ini comedy crosstalk; one is tors figure that they can do as well
The prograrii includes chants,,
spirituals, serio-comic folk tunes mind of the reveller, but this itein made it feasible to open for lunch, goofy toothy comedy man, the with U. S. based singers.
and soon Queens College will other the smart foil. Interrupting
and an inappropriate—-but, from suffers from top-weak tag.
Another factor to be Watched
Janet Brown wins merited palm-, build a branch on an adjacent lot, routine from box follows pattern
Belafonte, somehow acceptablebarnyard ditty 'entitled “Chickens." irig for : her impersonations of which gives it access to the coir but is Well timed; pair’s main, er¬ during the forthcoming season is
the
possibility that use of revues
First half is subheaded “Ameri¬ Eartha Kitt, Joyce Grenfell and legiate trade. Even with the added ror is in prolonging final act at
and new American acts, may cause
cana,” the second “Around the Tessie O’Shea. Thrush has spirited possibilities, the operators will risk of boririg customers.
personality
that
comes
across.
the
hotel
operators to enlarge the
World,” with ’ foreign folk songs
continue to quarry the spot' in
Ety Van Veen Duo, head-tohead
In- the song dept. ; Jean Bayless, exactly the same way as they have balancing musicahs, are reviewed scope of the hookings. Time was
culled from four continents dom¬
talented young redhead, registers been doing for some years, Plainly under New Acts. Layout, not one When it was necessary to have a
inating.
Belafonte includes most of the brightly along with Robin Palmer. by solicitation.
of the strongest, has showhacking ballroom team at the hotels. Many
tunes he is closely identified with Irene Claire and John Auld do
In many ways, the outlying from. resident orch under Bobby acts that went into the hotels have
—“Jamaica Farewell,” “Shenan¬ stylish dance bits. Eileen Gourlay niteries have taken the: place. of Dowds.
Gord.
been elaborately choreographed,
doah” and the walloping finale of and Edith Macarthur are also Use¬ the old roadhouse, with one major
and most of the turns have had to
“Matilda,” to name a few, the lat¬ ful in sketches and ensembles; the
'WATER
FOLLIES'
O'SEAS
do some talk. The operators are in
exception.
The
new
cafes
are
ter developing into a frolicksome latter registering strongly in “20,a mood to look for acts other than
OttawTa, June 15.
coirimunity sing. Also wisely, the 600 Children,” ditty about school¬ designed 'for the fariiily trade,
singers
for work in hotels. All this
whereas
many
roadhouses
of
the
Sana
Snyder’s
“Water
Follies,”
repertoire is bolstered by newer mistress who has a vast family but
items, such as “Old King Cole,” ho romance. In the foils section, Prohibition era and long after¬ scheduled for . Oregon Centenial seems to indicate that a greater
a howl of an English barracks ditty, Ethel .Scott and Clement Ashby wards were designed to get away Exhibtiion Aug; 1 to 14 inclusive, variety is due in the hotel hook¬
Comedy, pathos, deep .religious give, support. The Neville Hough¬ from the thumb of city cops and leaves the. third week in October ings that has been available for
yearning, riotous zest and gusto (as ton. Sextet showhack from orch pit, customers came to get away from for three months in South Africa, many years. It is conceivable that
in the rousing “When.- the Saints and costumes are by the Howard scrutiny of friends and. family..'
new booking pattern may emerge.
opening in Johannesburg.
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anc£d head-tb-head, one atop the
other, /’■'
Open with some conventional
instrumentalism - arid a. feet-to-feet
balance,, and ; segue : with initial
balance . routine, placing , three
WEEK OF JUNE 17
pliable balls .between each other
. JACK DOUGLAS
for a head-to-head, stance. Pair
GEORGE BURNS
: Comedy
then balance, six cups and saucers
Songs. Comedy
> Jimmy Blade 6rc
Bobby -Freoinsri'
.25 Mins.
in pillar shape, and perform feat
NEW YORK CITY
80 Mins.
I;
Itainsey Lewis Trio j
London House
Duane Hotel. N. Y.
of balancing head-to-head with the
Conrad Kiltort
Sahara, Las Vegas
i
;
ROXY
^ Bobby Huckett
.,
"Frosty
‘Frills”
Jack
Douglas
is
on
a
couple
of
crockery between. Wind .’--with-''both'.; kiS1 Breim^^-. | The Goofers
After a warmup at Lake Tahoe.
Helga
Nefi
j
Mister
Kelly's
George Burns i.ex & Gnicie AIlen» comparatively new careers. He’s • playing trumpets, etc.while thus [.Dartmouth -Glee •
Farra.& Carter
I Leiynie Bruce
I Helen. Halpin
Club
Ben Gee & Bernie i Lur^ean Hunter
here makes Ills official plunge as a been a writer on the Jack Paar '■
balanced, and garn.br solid palming; Corps;
I Darryl Stewart.
de Ballet
Harris; '
j .vlarty Rubmsiein 3
;Okay: act fOr- most situations.
single into the ranks of! topnotch show since its inception and serves .;
U. l,;»i«0.Oic.
M'Kay & Charles •
Jack Kodell
! Marx &: Frigo .
UockeUes•
| Kol>L. Boucher i»rc
kHV'T priutiions — and it’s, a in that capacity until. June 26.: He’s :
A':' A '' ••
Gord.
Eddie ;Ash
;" - Palmer Hoiiss
the
author,
of
“My
Brother
Was
an.
Manuel Del Toro,
.. Al.IIirt (61 '..
niighiv big' .sptei-h.- The!; show -biz
AUSTRALIA
inez & Gordon
.Ronnie Sobell
vei has rehiaced- his foijn'.er -part-. Only-Child.” a current- bestseller..
Ken . Harris -Ore
•j George "Taps
i er. Graeie Allen, wjth three and.r.ow he has gone subterranean
MELBOURNE
Manna & Adolfo .
. Drake■. \
! Schmitz Trio
*
Tivoli
E .& B .Corley .
Joanne Wheatley.
f Leii Arden'.Ore
s*reng art'. Naturally. ?>Ii s Allen by embarking on a nightclub ca¬
•
Will
Mahoney
Sue Peters
v- i* b*' ni’.rsrd. but. as the heading reer. He conies from a family of
J a Ru'dy Horn
Barton
S'uchb'r'y
HAVANA
sait's a New Act—and a differ¬ vaudesters and has appeared in
“ i Gibson Girls
I,loyd- Nairn
Gordon & Colville
Crank W-anl
•Hotel COpri
. • Car.lisse &'Raymond
ent k.nd of act titan that of Earns theatres himselfy but cafe work is
Starzmilt
; Alien Bros. & June Deidrc Gr
Rosiia . Fqdres
. lanfeca
new
to
h;m,
.
'
•
•
/
'
.
....
& Allen,
!i
MiiSpuko & hobs.rto cotiir.o Singers
"/ti AoT>rT'r
r A»\
. Amazin-J Mar ;oes
jAnnaPr.uPe -(MARaNELAND, L. A.)
. J Anny Berrytr
•
PERTH
He bows into the Deri of. the
Nanay. & Guile.
'Dancing W’aters"
For this initial otvetthor. Burns
Hotel Riviera..
Natalie lleivra ■
■
T
os'An'mVs'
Jure
11
-f
Margo
Glancy'-'|
Maj-es';y-'s.
tlovel;
Duane
armed
V.
it
FT
an
infor¬
1-us the OeCotro f:v;;.‘5-s. Bobby
. Hoiel Hilton
^
HV-" , .^e,
.r*
. Ldit dtiliasz
j Sabrina.
Risa Marvel.
Frank Senncs a.cal with rvlanncr .Frank VVilson
•••'! AuUrea Danvers,
i'arln and Bra-da & t: >*■». *ur- mal cet of lines. He has a couple,
Fernando Alouer
■ L.bna del Cueto
■Eschei- i’aya
Ramon Calzaailla
roirtd'r.g h*m to encd.UV.U rficeL. of 'scratch, sheets presumably Fst- land Veepee William F, Monahan Lor’a’ne Bransgrove :s & M llarrisaii'
Uaciuct
Rolande : Natalie Herrei-ai
^
; A
BeC;;>4ro trio vilh a ne ,v ’’si. dr.” ing guvles to his . verbiage. It be- to .Stage an aqua show- urubr Donn '
Raquel Larcii
j Gloria. Sc Wattuses
.offer* s{e;:e
v:?h ■ydi’ch H is c-'iaos increasingly' evident that lie'.: Arden s di-recv.on' at tne fl;n eiii- Br-ziiiana Dancers
Crocker
Clark
Moreno Ore
j Faxa Q
i
?r/t
as
much
the
master
of.
the
Fajardo
C'.v
i F. .Guerrero Ore
poriuin
has
all
the
ingredients
oYA
-loimny
Lockwood
i
David
sterie-;
identiP^d. B h;by Drrid -the 22HoJel
Nccional
Ttopicaria
ycar-old rani ’’v r:s'n*.t s-’iri'vr. is a sooken '-as he is of. the. written, a three-ring-circu^ rius: the added '
Lo"e:
:"acl^c' Monnier
Carlos Ar.;c:ntiho . ; • Celia Cruz
pa'-'-onab’e \vour.g-der Hio gets word, at least at this point of his .appeal of mermaids: The . aqua
Rudy
FaneiU
•
.Riveros
BRITAIN
br:-h mitt rdion with alii h's.num¬ act: More, experience, in the bbites siiow looks, to -shape up as one of'
Blackpool
GLASGOW
LOS ANGELE$ :.
bers, osT?e'*;al’'*' Itis ..dtsr*il-d's. and may help his future riitcry cause: Southern California’s biggest out¬ i
Palace
Empire' .
Douglas’ lines are; fanny...have a door tourist attractions,,'
gets' a brg ynd-: v;h:nv ha tells
Roy Castle
Johnny Duncan Co.
...Band Box.
-Steve. La Fever
Lundon & Pam
.
Burns. “The* el .It liners \ in show nice sparkle and bite. He has-an
j'-B;By. Gray .
:
irilieriutl®
. Bat- Ya
•.
'
'
„ ■
,
; .
...
>. ft. Haigh
Abbey.: Lincoln
rod hep delivery that ■„
Jleminers hove given me
gosd honest
* Mickey Katz •'
■ E?1'1' Crant
Sonnes
and
Monahan
have.
con5
Daii?s
Boys
Jeatine & Jon
•firs — E’v:s helped ne a loti” doesn’t strive for.' effects, relying structed a large.: oval , pool that Baker & Dougiaa •
Bamberger & Paaa
JackieLe.' Coehr'on Rusty Warren
Can Biue-s
Mike Preston
^aul Mazursky
Jrknny Bra-'Aia and T’ hae Afrar a dominantly iinon the strength of .
fronts .the stage in-ah. amphitheatre : BergmaXaMimi' Joan Rhodes .
Barbara Heller:
Gateway Singers ■
p-ovoentlve dance team, jpreert a his writing. He rambles on for a
Fi-ankie Rapp
Moulin Rouge
LEEDS
tliat looks to. accommodate .3,000-;... v/inter Garden
stiimiiat:ng d'»!rson«t’T.Uo7* of s Mi¬ lot of laughs. He claims he had to
Diane
Lefii
.
.
,
.
Empire
Dorothy
Collins
persons. Similar to tho ' Rouge ; cik riic Chester . . Jackie Dennis
Mildred Law
Dave Barryssions pedt.l and hod'* movements. get a card, irem the United Mine: stage .layoutI several runners have , -^I*irko. deYork Co.
Sammy
W’oif
2
Munro’s
Channing
Pollock .
I Complete show, backed!. smob,hly Workers t > go on this job. There beeh. extended from, .the stage to ' ward^s
Desmond
Lane
Dick Berhie
.Donn Arden’s "Big
was one gimmick with musical ac- ;
Larry Grayson.
Richard Cannon.
... Ben Beat"
bv the Loirs Basil
* 11 *. in¬
the pool SO the show ;gals - and t Marian .■MUler
comp-animerit.
He
read
a
couple
of.
Ivan Lane Org
Peter Raynor
Dick Stabile. Ore
cluding
cleve^ ShAwtH:teh«oek
dancers can stream by while show- ‘ Gri^r & Go¬
Georgette
.
.Cloister. '
. Seville
production ; number in wh'di a songs presumably sent in response . ing off their wares. The orchestra
Birmingham
Shecky Greene
--■Bill Giles
Ahmad Jamal
Walkers Canine Rev Ruth Olay
giant slnt-macbme rv'v£ off its to ads “we will set music to your ! is pitted to the right ef the audi- Harry'sSmb^
Slate Bros.
Terry Gibbsore'
LIVERPOOL
Duke Hazlett
jar-knot with showgirls.;: runs SO roem for f5.” It’s funnv and weird i eiice and .in the- left pocket , off- Kaye Sis ;
Empire
. Cocoanut Grove'
M.el; Young*
arid only faintly out of this world. minutes.
j;,
Nat Cole
Bill Kenny .
The Players
Douglas seems to have too fresh =. stage... visible enough to. all but; J?ar^y ^9^
Flack Sc Lamar
Allen & Rossi
Staffer Hotel
The importart thi*^ lis that It and lively a mind, to be a lOO^T yet. not iii yiew to distract - the ; Hetty. King
Freddy Martin Ore
Reg Dixon
Jean Fenri
proves Burns is a hexib’e . per¬ commercial cafe product, but he? crowd.:
{ Romanos Bros.
• . Crescendo
Juggling Brauns
Bobby Sargent
As for . tlie show. Arden has :-piane.,* Rodpiph
Mor.t Sahl.
former. at home with any fitmtiqn. can be a lot of fun for the upper:
Maurice Rocco
Leightpn. Noble and
Qverbury & Suzetfe
The Four Pre'ps •.
his Ore •
He could slot a^y cthe^ ifood
Jose'.
! pulled.: two of .his Moulin .Rouge • Se RobS
IQ set.
Sonny Roy •
Joe Castro Ore
Ye Little Club
and. as he does here, nitake them
pioduction numbers—‘Americana” ; Max, Russell
Dino's
5 Marries .
Carole Costello
look better whe-' he m’njes in with JENNIE GOLDSTEIN
Jpe
Felix
and “Africaria”;.— peppered them} ^
LONDON
Gwen Harmon '
iJack Elton
Roger Nichols
Palladium
them. Fits comedv lines; eve ne.’-vg ^en^s. Comedy
with two new: ones, “Carnival” arid j fntcheu linSlons Max . Bygraves
and his timing’s nerfeep With his .10 Mins.
“Circus Time”—and v.Oila a lavish
IAS VEGAS:
Peters Sis
CARDIFF
pron cigar, he’s at e""’? lias he in¬ New Romanian, N. YVA .
Bob Williams
New
spectacular that draws ooh’s and
. Desert inn
. Frances Faye
Rob Murray
Ruby Murray
troduces colleagues, delivers very
Patti Page . .
Treniers
The Yiddish Theatre has pro¬ ahs throughout its two-hour , run. A & V SheUey
Elizabeth Larner '.
Prof.
Backwards
'
Little Red Sc Mafcy
funnv or.e-Lners. and prills hefty duced stalwarts in manv entertain¬
The. big top effect unfolds during Jones & Arnold
Aleta Morrison. .
Layne
Art. Johnson
'
laughs with hK hi^h’-y distinctive, ment fields, The .Second avenopers intervals wherein clowns, horses, Anton Sc Janetta
Hope .Sc '.Keen
Donh Arden Dnc'rs
Pepi Callahan ’
SchaRer. Bios. ;
Stewart
singing *?» voice. W-yle|| chonping who worked such places as the trapeze artists and lots, of beautiful Johnny
Carlton
Hayes.
Ore
Jack
'Costanzo :
01
Geo. Carden’s Co.
Jimmy Gay
Jackie & Rdy
through such j»oc»'V't pongs as Peo^e’s and National Theatres, girls run a gamut of . climbing lad- j Rej* v^rney
Dunes
MANCHESTER
.' .Riviera
“liOOl Nights at .
“Red "Rose Ra? ” be winks. and cavorted in an era of strong figures ders, falling , into the water, danc- j .Mandy & sandy
Hippodrome
Minsky’s"
■ s Dennis Day
Max Wall
says, “if thev didn’t let1 me sirg.
MUls Bros.
chiswick
Pinky Lee
who understood visual and vocal irig, singing, all. to the musical i
3 Martinis
Ray Sinatra Ore
I wouldn’t play here.” i; Duke.
.Janik, & Amaut
P&J.Yuile
Liberafemp're
values: A performer was a cbme- batoning of Bryan Farnum. .
Dorothy Dorben Dcs
Victor Julian Jr
Barbara;
Law
•'
Sahara.
: d*ran one.week and:.a tragedian the . Especially impressive are. the | Embassy Girls
. -Dogs .
Ety
Van
Veen
2
ANDV WILLIAMS
J|
Gedrge Burns
Jamal Twins
next, and all had to he skilled in Aqua-Belleis, who, under the direc-1 Nelson Bros,
Murray .& .Maidie.
Bjbbby Darrin
Sinking
i?
KJSoiite Mongadors. & Anne Gillian Grey •
! song and dance; Jennie Goldstein tiqn of. Jsoe. Aull. di?play:top,s\Viin- ;
Tybde Afra .
Bob
Vegas
Taylor & .Valeri
40 Mins.
manship. with all the poise, and j Peter Duiay'
"
Don Rickies
. is of this: stripe. '
Allen Conroy
Palace V.
Cenacabana. N.Y.
!:
Sahzrem Dancers
Marya Linero .
Although niteries are a some- grace of a ballet troupe. The COS- I Kemble & Christine
ThotbaS.
Louis Basil OreTony diMilo .
Andv
Williams.
ex-WilFams time thmg for these folk, an occa¬ tunies are. brilliant and a credit | finsbury park Colin
Erica Yorke
Sands
Cee
Davidson
Ore
Alan Bruce "
B/os.-Kay Thompson, in: his N.Y.. sional foray is made in that me¬ to Mme. Berthe; the choreography i
,_
Nat King Cole
Foss
El Cortez
Ro\van. .& Martin
nitery debut here, is a solid ta’er.t dium. The rise of the. catering by Ffolliott Charlton comes off i laiie? MontShTsse Freddie
Hilda Cambell RUs* Dubonnet Trio
Tyler
Gilman
for the nightclub and jtelevision business in niien'es: s”ch as is the with' impact; Harvey Warren’s I Gladys Morgan
seU
Eddie Bush :
Texas Copa Girls .
Bronwen Jones
Versatiles
field where lie’s already, had con¬ case in Arele’s New Romanian in scenery lends the proper,effect arid.; DonSFo|ledcliff9
Antonio Morelli Ors
Gerald ■ Deacon
El Rancho Vegas
-Showboat.
siderable experence. Singing here, •the Flushing section of Long the original music and lyrics by j Koppei & Betty
John Baddelty
Eydie Gorme
Sons of Pioneers.
he is backed by emht [additional • Island, permits a wider range of the partner teams of Lelly Adel- j Owen McGiveney
Alan HockeyMr. Vagabond. Trio
Hank Morton
John Conrad Dncr's
muicians and Ids own orch leader. bookiims. The decline of the. Yid¬ son-Lyrt Murray and Pony SherrillJohnny Cash
Dick Rice Ore.
Merle Travis
.
"Result is that the musical becking dish Theatre may snark more. Ph.il Moody sqck over the., needed
•' Flamrngo
Silver. Sqppor
Ted-Lewis Sc Co.
further enhances his easy delivery n;terv debuts, especially in I view melodic tones.!
Hank Henry
Marie
McDonald
Sally Rand
Show plays six nights per week,
and poise.
!
of Miss Goldstem’s terrific click;
Larty Adler
Sparky Kaye
: Kafa.
If anything, Williams' |reoertoire . Arele’s is one of the few dietary- is dark on - Monday. ; .
Harry James Appletons
-Don Kirk'
here seems a bit overlong but the . Iaws-observ°d niteries areiind;
Dick Weston .
Flamingoettes.
Feggy Dietrick .
Another facet at which the Yidaudience had no idea that this ac¬
Jack Cathcart Oro
Toni Sc Harry Wham
NEW
YORK
CITY
complished lad had been singing dirh actors became- expert at was
Fremont Hotel .. Red MarshaU
Joe King & Zantacs Danny Jacobs
steadily for around 40 iminutes— writing and imnromSation. a neces¬
: Blue Anger
By. Happy Benway.
Lafin Quarter
Make Believes
Geo; Redman Ore
Johnnie Ray
somewhat of a tribute to his ability sary item in the lives of most of
[ Dorothy Loudon.
Joe Sante 4
Saranac Lake,. N.Y., June
Stardust V
Angie
&.
.Margo
to hold the patrons even at the the kosher hams, probably the
Newton Bros.,
Jane PoweU.
"William M. White, son of Ruth ^ * m. welch
The Tuckers
Golden Nugget
most accomplished pan-padders in Morris White;: Camp •Intermission,.-;'®^^;, ^arks
Paul Whiteman.
r.oisy dinner show.
,
Dick Curry .
Harry Ranch
Pompoff-Thedy ..
theatrical
history.
This
asset
is
Pony Sherrell.
Teeing off with a lifting show¬
Lee. Sc. Faye MayHappy Jesters ;.
has been accepted by the Mohawk ■ B^Howard 3
Jo Lombardi Oro
. nard
time number” Just in fTime.”- he -.extremely handy in . Miss Gold¬ Valley Technical Institute at Utica!
Audrey. Cooper : ' .
Boo areir .
B. Harlowe Ore
Sons of Gold’n Wst Tony Pastor
swings swiftly into “Just Breezing stein’s new career. Miss Goldstein for : admission in September.. He {fels
- Le Cupidon
Hacienda
Kim Sis
Along With the Breeze.”;Bo*h have essays lengthy bits which call upon was a member of the Saranac Lake j
Evelyn
Sharpe
FoUY
Tunes
Thunderblrd
Mason
Johnny Olenn
Howard'Beder..
the swingeroo tempo to i catch aud • her thesoic as well as song-and- High ,School Band. . . .
Co'nnee: Boswell
: ( Three Elaines
.Sonny Howard
•
Living Room.
' Shirley: Scott
attention. A slower ballad. "I dance ability. Her. major opuses . Lambert Schroedm’ staffer with
Nevada
Club
.
DunhiUs . . .
Matt Dennis •
Should • Care and I Do.” shows are on the desire of the youngsters the ABC Gotham bffico; hit the I Hanna Ahroiiiv
Jig Adams •
Samara
Jack Kelly
to get away from, their Yiddish jackpot with a top clinic report j Ralph Font oro
Rivera-Bar'ranco La¬ Al Jahns Orc
William}; equally adept. !
International
tin Revue
Tropicana .
Panchito Ore
Several Jerome Kern ! tunes win background: another is a dlsserta- that rates him all privileges.
Julius LaRosa
The Mark IV
Jayne Mansfield
Candl Cortez.
Lou Nelion
Mildtones
further mitting, “Our Love Is Here I tion on diets; and . the third ..songMickey Hargrtay
Arthur J. Slattery was emerCopacabana
McKenna Line
Felix Ramirez Trio
Elsa Sc Waldo
to Stay” being particularly appeal¬ and-dance bit dwells oil rival gencied into the general hospital Tony Martin
Mike
Diirsq
Ore
Led Wolf Sc. Job
Lucien Sc Ashour. '
Pahnieri Ore
ing. “Hawaiian Wedding!. Song,” a ; mathers-iri-la.w at a wedding. They for major surgery, a refixing of a AUan Drake
Wolverton
Flying D'ePauIs . . ...
Zeihe. North
pieces, experflv enacted,
New Frontier
Town . i. Country
disk hit, proves a thorough test for i: ar4.earthv
Nickv & Pirpska •
Ron Stewart
both in Yiddish and English; fractured, arm of. two years stand¬ Lou
Mickey. Rodney
Larry. Storch
D Williams Singers
Donn
Oro"
his excellent pipes and j ability to dorie
Joey Forman .
Bertice Redding
Perez Prado
There are stretches when. one gets ing.. '.
Pagan Ore
use soft tones. “I Like Your Kind -the
Diahann Can-oil
Albert
&
Ardery
Sis
Peter
(IATSE)
Gillespie
hit
a
Herman
Kaye Oro
Den."-.'
meaning, through the pantoNed Harvey Ore
of Love,” with its swing tempo, was . mime, and thus language is- no new high that rated him a go^home Jack Douglas.. •'
MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH
Larry Harlo Ore
Gorman.
a real fave. A slower tupe, “When barrier.
GK, beating the rap. in less than John
Bernadine-Read
Two Guitars
Americana
I Duke Jenkins Ore.
I Fall in Love With You” is done by
Miss Goldstein, knov/n best for: a. year. Ditto . Jeri Lea Page, of Downstairs Room. Olga Valdi
Fontainbleau
Nina Ramon 3"
Williams with equal facility. Into her ability, as. a tragedienne, evi¬ musical comedy and burlesque, Demi Dozen
Ivan Nepa
Pupi Campo Rev .
Lee Martin. Crc.
Xenia Brante
Shay
Natale Fields 3
th.e fastmoving. “Bye, Bye Black-r dences she is also a gifted come¬ who’s home in . Toledo and at work. Sylvia
K: Poliansky Oro.
Isobel Robins
Carl’.'on
Lucerne .
bord.” he follows it with? “Jeannie, dienne. There’s room in itiany of : Olgia Shanberge,. wife of John Ceil Cabot.
Misha Usdanoff
Larry Lynn ■
Havana Mardi Gras
Viennese Lantern
Do You Recember,” a plaintiff type , the ore-booked cafes caterin g to Shanberge, business agent of Jack Fletcher
Elissa Jayne
Diosa Costello
•
Monica Boyar
George HaU
Tun. v Tun
Roberto & Alicia of ballad.
IATSE,
Milwaukee,
registered
for
; Yiddish . organizations for a:Whole
Christine Palmer
Gerry Mathews
Ken Nelson
Milos. Velarde .
“Oh, Danny Boy” provides Wil¬ ■ new’ block of talents hitherto rare- the usual rest routine; Francis Stan Keen'
Dean Sheldon
Ted.Kivitt
Don Casino
Ernest Schoeri Ore
Cindy Fuiler
Pepe.
liams with an opportunity to go in ; ly used in the after-dark spots.
Barrett, staffer ''with-: the. Walter Ronny Graham
No. 1 Fifth AV«,
Village Barn
Jacques Donnet Ore
Blanco.
for slow, quiet warbling. [The “Boat
Reade Theatres; in from Trenton, Phil
'J.dse.
Larry McMahanLeeds
Ruth Wallis
Fausto Curbelo Oro
Leaving for N.Y.” from ‘fPorgy and
N,J.i and Clifton Moiiton of the Robert Downey
Joni Roth
. Clover Club
.
. Montmartre
■
Lou
Mosconl
Harold
FonViUe
S
Britton
Rev
Eddie
Schaffer
■
Eagle . Drive-In, Houston,. also a
Bess” is one of his weaker selec¬ ; JOHN GORMAN
Belle Carroll
Hotel Astor
Deauville :
The Cookies
new., arrival
; all third-floor Irving
tions. “Day In, Day Out” got him Sones
Jim Lewis .
Fields
Mandy Campo Ore ■ Freddie Calo Ore
patients.^
Lou Harold Ore
Hotel Roosevelt
off in rousing fashion after he had 8 Mins,
Spivak Ore
Murray . Franklin's
Village Gate
George Darcy
Diplomat
Catherine McCabe, of ■ ABC^Par- Lenny Herman
encored four times.
! Wear.
Duane Hotel, N. Y.
Leon Bibb
Hotel Plaza
Hal Fisher
Paul Gray .
John Gorman , is apparently a amount, in for a: weekend chat Lisa Kirk
Ron- Sc Naina
Kathryn Kane -.
Murray Franklin
Village. Vanguard
Mai Malkin Oro. ...
BERNADINE READ
newcomer to niteries. He has an with, her husband. Fred McCabe Ted Straeter Oro
Dick. Havilland ■i;
Carmen McRae
Monte Ore:Eden Roc.
Kay Carroll Songs
expressive voice with a wide range. who is now showing notable im¬ MarkHotel
Irwin Corey.
Taft
Sue Lawton ■
Jackie Heller .
Unfortunatelv, he. still needs fur¬ provement.
12 Mins.
Vincent Lopez Oro
Waldorf-Astoria
Giovannis
The Cooks
Ella .Fitzgerald
Hofei St. Regis
Bingo _ is now the. rage in the
Luis Varona' Otc
ther, instruction on basics, such as
Eddie Bernard Duane Hotel, N. Y.
Count Basie Oro
Bari Ore.
Bernadine Read, an !i attractive phrasing. His numbers are too north country and has 'hit the Ray
Beta Bahai Ore
RENO
Milt Shaw Ore
blonde with an equally'Attractive chopped up for great effectiveness. sanitorium. Arthur J. Slattery and
, Harrah's Club
• Andrihi Btos.!
CHICAGO
set of pipes, sells a . song with no
Gorman is a pleasant looking Joe Shanibaugh were co-chairmen |
•-liSS W-:.
: Chuck I-eonard
apparent effort. She has a style lad and shows the outlines of a with . Will Roger nurses Peggy
Lawrence & Wilson
. .r»»apes
Black Orchid
Roger McCall
well suited to intimeries w-hich style, although he. still needs w-ork Leirne, Claudette . Bassett and Henny
Youngihan
Jan Elckely
Blue Note
.
Ken- Murray Black¬
Helen Macura hosting the shindig. Sylvia SymsJose;
could presumably bear jthe added in all departments.
_
Dukes of Dixieland
Don Baker
outs .
Edward .Coyle, Lambert Schroe- Joe Parnello <3)
Chez Paree
load of working the lacge rooms.
Al Morgan .
..
Marie Wilson
Tony Martin
Blue Angel
Los Norienos: .1
Bob' DeVoye '.
der and Joe. Hays are doing real
Miss Read dwells mainly on bal¬ i ETY VAN VEEN DUO
Billy Falbo
Loo. Diamond
Mighty Panther
Harold s Club
well. .
lads which she manages With a ; Balancing:, Instrumental
Petticoats
Lady. Jean
Jack Melniickr Orb
Wiere Bros.
James Bagley, who had assisted Princess Camille
. Riverside r
light and graceful air.!, However, 8 Mins.
Geo. .Cook Ore.
Carl Ravazza
Chez Adorables (d)
Buddy Mars
Ames Bros.
his son Ben in off-Broadway pro¬ Duke of Iron
she can swing out. infuse humor ] Emoire, Glasgow
Jamaica Slim Henry
Cloister Inn
Evy & Evarto :
Holiday
into her tunes and comport for
Two males offer offbeat musical, ductions, checked in. last week.
Don Adams
Norman Tolbert
Nick Lucas. Riverside Starlets
(Happy's tdst column; see Obits.) A1 Lopez Oro
Meg Myles
Harry Ranch
Ed Fitzpatrick Oro
highly agreeable results] Jose. " act, playing instruments while bal-
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Montesan are a Spanish terp pair
Copacabana, , ]V. Y.
Andy Williams, Joey Bishop, of obvious: professional schooling;
Joe
Pless is a comedy juggler who
Tony Franco, Copa Girls (8),' Paul
Shelley A Frank Marti Orchs; clicks; Cry-Cry is a puppet terp
novelty;
Zolinay & Pless are a
$5.50 minimum.
mixed song-and-darice team of
leverage
one-tor
fill; 2 Carstairs,
Andy Williams, formerly of Kay
Thompson & Williams Bros., is another terp team with an acro¬
making his. initial N.Y., nightclub batic flair; Kristi Engel is an okay
appearance here. A Cadence Re¬ femcee; Ferry Hoendl backstops
cording artist; Williams has been the show effectively and also gives
around both on nitery floors artd out with okay darisapation. Rudi
' obviously in theatres. This lad has Palme and Lisi; Berg vocalize the
the pipes, personality .and easy current pops (many of them, from
Brill Bldg, belt, in German or
manner to go far. Oddly enough, the
however, . Williams is not in. the original lingo) with the Hoendl
orchestra.
: Variety’s files; hence, is currently
The “Broadway . Show,” as it is
reviewed under New Acts. He is a
smash hit here, and makes the billed, otherwise interlards the
standard acts with a sequence of
show jell.
strippers plus some not ineffective
. Joey Bishop, youthful; vet comic, tableaux arid “production” stagings
has developed tremenduously in to relieve the marathon of epi¬
the last few years until he’s sure¬ dermis displays. The Strips, too, as
fire for any nitery crowd. He has iri the original Crazy Horse Saloon
the easy poise that cuts right (Paris) manner, have “ideas” or
through the eager-beaver diners “plot” motivations, which if corny
Who can’t lose a mouthful no mat¬ and betimes ridiculously preten¬
ter who is out oil the floor. His tious In their “interpretative” atreference to waiters penetrated so teriips none the less relieve the
deeply that some of them actually monotony of the out-and-out peel¬
were quiet in serving the food.
ing... . ••
Bishop gets chuckles with his
The strippers are variously hilled
Various gags while his. East. Indian as Martina, Lady Murphy . (with a
dance routine was. mainly visual. dance specialty effect), Heidi La¬
The Ted Lewis imitation enabled marr (sic!) (who also does a “scene”
Bishop to intro Milton: Berler from as part of her stripetoire), Seinra
the audience. The Hunchback of Jildy, a Turkish bellydancer, and
Notre Dame bit is a natural for in¬
Madison. Between nuriibers all
jecting the yarn about the quarter¬ Lilo
back on the eleven losing a game the girls sit frankly out . front and
'“mix.”
to Notre Dame.
Admission is 30 schillings ($1.20)
Current layout has two produc¬
drinks: in the upstairs balcony
tion numbers which serve to bring and
are
$1.20 a copy; downstairs wine
in the eight Copacabana beauts.
. Tony Franco sings the Vocals [for goes for $5. The shows are com
both of these, with vigor and style. tinuous, the 9 p.m. dinner show
Both are up to the Copa standard, segueing into the 11:30 midnight
Abel.
but it’s the singingbf Williams that frolic; Business good. puts the show across. Paul Shel¬
Savoy, London
ley’s orch backs nicely, with his.
London, June 9.
crew being augmented by eight ad¬
ditional musicians for Williams’ . Roger Price, Warren, Devine &
ballads. Frank Marti furnishes the Sparks, John Tiller Girls (12),
, adept Latino music for patron Francisco Cavez Orch, Savoy Sorreritinos; $3 minimum..
terpsing.
Wear.
Roger Price makes a diverting
Riviera, Las Vegas.
and . highly entertaining headliner
Las Vegas, June 8.
in
the Savoy’s current cabaret lay¬
Dennis Day, Mills Bros. (4).
out He’s a shrewd performer
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (12), Ray
whose,
doodles and patter make
Sinatra Orch 117);. $3 minimum.
for a steady .flow of chuckles. He
does it in a quiet restrained way,
Dennis Day, with the Mills Bros, which hypoes the effect, and the
extra added, makes for a strong overall impact remains stout His
fiO-'minute Clover Room program. opening gab. and drawings dealing
Day delivers dandily with yockable with birds are the most amusing
impreshes . of. Liberace, Maurice part of his act, but his doodles
Chevalier, Cliff Arquette, ’ Law¬ illustrating the nervous system are
rence Welk, Fidel Castro, and also highly effective. \
varous national groups. He. sings
The routine of Warren; Devine
“Battle of New Orleans,” “Hawai¬ & Sparks is familiar, to most Lon¬
ian Wedding Song," a .medley of: doners via exposure in vaudeville,
Irishers, and “May You Always” tv, etc., but the Australian trio
with the Mills Bros.
offers a breezy visual act which is
Mills quartet, always a potent okay for this room. The John
draw in Vegas, easily click with Tiller Girls, who open and close
such numbers -as “Opus One,” the midnight show, impress as al¬
“Till Then,” “Glow Worm,” “Paper ways with the immaculate preci¬
Doll,” “She was Five , and He Was: sion of their : hoofing. The two
j0,” “Y6ti Always Hurt The One resident orchs offer lively music,
You Love,” “You’re Nobody Till for the dance. sessions; Francisco
Somebody Loves You," and “Lazy Cavez’s combo gives the cabaret
• River,”
first-class backing.
Myro.
. Curtain-raiser is the beautifully
executed “Rose Ballet”, choreog¬ Barclay Hotels Toronto
raphed by Dorothy. Dorben. Ray
Toronto, June 9.
Sinatra’s orch provides top-level
Ricky Layne, Phil Lawrence A
backing for the Sammy Lewis, pro¬ Mitzi,
Vie A Marion Miller, Craig
duction, set for three weeks.
Daye Dancers (7), Kim Irwin, Jim¬
Duke.
my Amaro’s Orch (8) ;• $1.50 admis¬
sion.

Moulin Rouge, Vienna
. Vienna, June 3.
At beginning of week, v/ith
Rombar dr Partners, Gill Crocco, reservations doing turn away biz.,
Joe Pless, Lady Murphy, 2 Car-) Ricky Layne, ventriloquist, and
Stairs, Rey A Montesari, Les Cinci VelveL his cheeky dummy, are in
(2), Martina, Semra Jildy, Zbllhay for their first week at Al Siegel’s
& Pless, Era Homonndy, Heidi La- supper club and doing: two-a-night.
mart. Sex dk.Plastik,Kristi Engel, Layne has been, on several times
Ferry
Hoendl, . featuring
Rudi this season on the Ed Sullivan
Palme and Lisl Berg; $1.20 admis¬ Show arid this is a big draw>
sion, $1.20 per drink (upstairs),
The dummy’s lines are bluer on
$5 minimum downstairs,
double-entendre than Ed Sullivan
would allow . on his tv Sunday
Vienna’s Moulin Rouge . (Rote night show—but this is a night
Muhle),: although It prefers the club audience. Velvet keeps the
French billing, is the . Austrian diners in continuous laughter on
capital's top nitery . and deservedly fast delivery and quips with the
so, if only by comparative, stand¬ ring-siders arid the orchestra; but
ards, It has been 10 .years in opera¬ no offence to either.
tion and quite obviously irnpfesario
Filling in the. 70-minute session,
Andreas Hoffmann (staging by L, are Vie & Marion Miller for a
Marlitt) knows what to give the slowly-timed balancing novelty,
Viennese and tourist stayer-uppers. she a brunet in sequined purple
Accent is on the strip. There’s briefies and he in dinner jacket
nothing coy or cute about this oper¬ for class foot, and hand holds and
ation; there’s even no “tease” to slow turns that are dramatic. in
the strip stuff. Hoffmann brings on ability. Also on for a fast tap
the girls and they peel from the opening are Phil Lawrence &
gong, And a good , galaxy of gals Mitzi; and then 'the two .go into
they are too, most of them with challenges, the brunet in an eve¬
professional authority, all young ning gown arid the boy in dinner
and all lookers.
jacket. Both, work at high speed be¬
With innately good showmanship fore going irito a concerto softr
the management fortifies the peel¬ shoe, complete: with straw hats and
ers with a series of standard acts, in sticks. It’s old stuff but the sorig-.
this show caught culled from Spain, and-dance team brings back that
France, Poland, Italy and Germany. old vaude spirit for their “I Was
Thus Rombar is a good magico; Les Walking Through the Park One
Cinci (2) do a hokum Apache, rou¬ Day” and a fast finale Of “Saints
tine, a la the long standard, known- Go Marching In.” ;•
in-America Lucienne & Ashour
Kim Irwin, as emcee, has a rich
turn; Gill Crocco is an amazing baritone in the three production
Contortionist-dancer whose pretzel- numbers of the. Craig Daye
bending would be too much body- Dancers. Fine support to all acts
English for the sensitivities of is given, by Jimmy Amiaro’s orch,
Yarik customers (although he could which also plays ior the dancirig.
easily modify his stuff); Ray &
• •<* McSiay. .

ChezParee,Chi
Chicago, June 11.
. Tony: Martin (with Al Sendr.y),
Billy Falbo, The Petticoats (3),
Chez Adorables (6), George Cook
Orch (15); $1.95 cover, $4 mini¬
mum.

: It’s questionable why the Chez,
which seldom goes for two sup¬
portive acts, did so this time. Spot
characteristically is a topliner lure
only, and the superfluity of a third
act, as in this case, tends to run
the show7 a mite overlorig. Still,;
it’s not good forin for Tony Martin,
with obvious pique, to make some
references to the Show’s length,
creating impression the foregoing
acts were the time-stealing culprits
when, iri truth, the fault lay with
management for overloading. That
being so, it’s a matter for offstage
comment only.
That irritation aside, Martiri still
sells his suavity as well as ever,
scoring with several “Gigi” tunes
and such identifiers as “There’s No
Tomorrow” and “I Get Ideas.” He
gets brief but effective assist from
the pair of femme terpers he’s had
in tow, and the hearts melted when
he found a shy moppet stageside
to bring on for “Thank Heaven For
Little Girls.” Al Sendry, his steady
88er, gets oke results from the
augmented George Cook crew.
Some freshening of material is
indicated . for Billy Falbo, who’s
been a second-lirie nitery comic for
years and, with this booking, faces
an iriaportaht career juncture. He
works hard with a brash outpour¬
ing of evergreen gags that collect
okay, but he’d be wise to prune
spine of the purple. His show biz
impressions arri good,; if not irispired; but out of his vague con¬
cept, the best stuff^are his poker
game arid sculptor-at-work slap¬
stick pantos; Both bits could prob¬
ably be helped with subtlety, but
as is they still nail fine yocks.
The Petticoats <3) work ener¬
getically and achieve nice har¬
monics, but the sound does little
for their own identity. Turn in¬
cludes a minstrel medley replete
with straws and banjos, with “Bye
Bye Blues”. getting them off.:
Chez Adorables ;<6k. win the.
oglers in two appearances, chiefly
with a Hindu-style number that
shows plenty of pulchritude.
The four Crosby brothers orien
June 25.
Pit.
)Stardo8t, las Tegas
Las Vegas June 5.
Jane Powell* Paul. Whiteman,
Pompoff, Thedy & Family. Eddie
O’Neal Orch (24); $3minimum.

With si. three-week show between
the closing of the highly success¬
ful 11-month run of the Lido de
Paris show arid the June 23 open¬
ing of the new Lido show, the
Stardust comes up with a ouality
program that is a good challenge
to anything on the Strip.
Jane Powell headlines, and with
Dick Pribor as her conductor,
handsomely and gracefullv; clicks
with such sohes as “A Most Un¬
usual Day.” “This Is My Beloved,”
“I’m. In Love With A Wonderful.
Guy/’ “St. Louis Blues,” . “Goin’
Courtin’.” with a neat segue into
a miniature George Gershwin. con¬
cert of some of his most memor¬
able cleffings.
Paul Whiteman conducts -the
Eddie O’Neal orch (24) in . his
trademark, “Rhapsody Jn Blue.” a
nori - abbreviated version given
masterful impact bv piano soloist
Bernie Nierow. who received a
standing ovation from first-night¬
ers.- _
A delightful comedy act from
Spain,; The Poiripoff, Thedy &
Family is a trio of clowns who
romp, in a manner reminiscent of
the magnificent norcense in the
Marx Bros, flickers. Their outland¬
ish props, makeup, . arid mugging i
brought a blanket of yocks from
the preem audience.
. Duke.

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
“Autumn in N.Y.,” or “When I
Fall In Lpye.” Both vocalists are
backed by pianist Harvey Leonard
and both would come across better
with a broadening of the accom¬
paniment, at: least to the addition
of a rhythm, duo.
Harpist Daphne Heilman, who
played the club before as a single,
is back with guitarist Park Hill
and brissist Kenny O’Brien. The
new group’s book stretches with
ease from sophisticated back¬
grounds for the supper crowd to
swinging jumpers for the 3
a.m. set. There are rigid Bach
bourays arid Scarlatti sonatas —
transcribed from music for harp¬
sichord and played note for note—
to free-wheeling arrangements on
“Elevation,” “Down the Road
Apiece,” “Baby You Can Count on
Me” and so on. The articulate and
subdued guitar style of Hill pro¬
vides an exciting adjunct to the
skills of harpist Heilman on both
the . classical and jazz numbers.
She, incidentally, .is the wife of
New Yorker staffer Geoffrey Hellman. And their son, who plays
a lively five-string banjo, circa 1925
style, occasionally sits in with the
group at Versailles.
The sho,w is in for another week
arid a half.
llinnderbird, L. Y.
Las Vegas, June 8.
Connee Boswell, Sonny Howard,
Dunhills (3), Gail Ganley, Jack
Parker, Thunderettes
(12), Al
Johns Orch 111); $3 minimum.

Connee ^Boswell returns to the
Strip after a lengthy absence, and
socks across a program of songology that rewards her with brisk
blitting. Fifteen songs include
“When You’re Smiling,” “Begin
the Beguine,” “How Deep Is The
Ocean?” “Birth of the Blues,”
“Martha,” “It Had To Be You,”
“Japanese Sandman,” “Someone
To Watch Over Me,” “Blueberry
Hill,” and an amusing impresh of
Sophie Tucker doing “Some Of
These Days.”
Sonny Howard, also a marathon
absentee, got a rousing welcome
from first-nighters with his songs!
and integrated comedy lines. How¬
ard demonstrates his potent, value
as a nitery attraction with smooth j
and personable delivery of such I
numbers as “Cheek. To Cheek,”!
“Under My Skin” “it’s the Style”:
(as a square dance caller in the
Catskills), and “I Love Paris”—
with localized lyrics which make it
“I Love Vegas.” His. celeb im¬
preshes are outstanding, and the
accompanying dialog very funny,;
. The Dunhills, held over from
previous show, again score with:
their fancy footwork. Trio, con-i
sisting of Art*e Stanley, Bobby!
Roberts, and Walter Long, is a
Strong asset to any program.
Holdover production . numbers
conceived by Jack Bunch, featur¬
ing chirp-terp soloists Gail Ganley
and Jack Parker backed by the;
Thunderettes (12) balance the bill.
Package smoothly guided by the Al
Jahns orch (ll) was produced by
Marty Hicks and is set for four
weeks.
Duke,
i
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El Ter«, N.Y.
Lydia Scotty, Freddie Stewart,
Elba Ocampo Dancers (10) with
Pepita A Antonio, Don Martone
Orch; $5.50 minimum.
Ray Shaw, who was connected
with the Living Room and the
Jamaican Room, has gone into the
Broadway sector for a try at Span¬
ish atmosphere on the site which
once housed such redoutables as
the Zanzibar, Beachcomber, and a
few others that have long gone in¬
to limbo. Not since the old HavanaMadrid, which used to be down the
block, has there been an attempt
at a Latin nitery.
El Toro is a pretty room, which
perhaps is a little too large for
the intime atmosphere necessary
to carry it off. The decor is fanci¬
ful and loaded with gingerbread of
an unmistakeably Latin character..
The atmosphere of the Plaza del
toro and other such Iberian enter¬
prises is definitely ingrained in
the spot. It is a room which de¬
serves to hang around.
The show has its moments, but
there is a confused booking pic¬
ture. Despite the fact that Freddia
Stewart dwells on Latin numbers,
this high-voiced singer seems out
of place in this project. From the
cut of his suit to the un-Iberian
quality of some of his numbers,
Stewart impresses as a commercial
singer and one who can get across
in most situations, but he just
doesn’t belong.
More de rigeur for this cantina
is Lydia Scotti, a Brazilian import
(New Acts) who is sexily built and
gowned. In a lengthy turn, this
provocatively shaped chantoosey,
hits it off excellently .with a wide
tunestering variety.
The bulk of the entertainment
is by the Elba Ocampo Dancers,
comprising two hoys and eight
girls along with dancers Pepita &
Antonio, a pair of violent heelpounders, who knock off some
colorful numbers. The costumirig
is gay and the terps are expertly
done.
The line brings a great deal of
color to the proceedings. The
marches around the room and the
deportment on stage lend an
entertaining atmosphere.
Another facet of the spot is a
delegation of strolling singers and
instrumentalists in the mariacchi
st>le. This too is conducive to a
general air of merriment. The Don
Martone orch showbacks expertly
and provides the dance incentive.
On night caught, which was ad¬
vertised as the formal premiere,
although spot had been runhing a
few nights, the air conditioning
didn’t function efficiently on what
was until then the hottest Dight of
the year.
Jose.
Mapes Skyroom. Reno
Reno, June 11.
Ken

Murray's

“Blackouts

of

1959” with Marie Wilson, Peggy
DeCastro A Her Boys (2) , Bob De
Voye Trio, Leo Diamond, Glamourlovelies (10), Jack Melick’s Orch
(10); $2 minimum.

The Sky Room atop the Mapes
Hotel comes out of the dark this
season with a variety show put to¬
gether by show biz vet Ken Murray
—and with a “bare bosom” (that’s
the way its advertised in the local
Johnny Crawford, Buster Burnell \ sheets) line of 10 gals in a Barry
Girls (4), Mickey Rodgers Combo Ashton production that fails to
(5); $5 minimum.
materialize as billed. But the 80minute offering makes for good
entertainment, and advances in¬
It took Buddy Hackett about two dicate
the show will keep the rocm
jokes to warm up a Fountainhead filed for
the one-month stay.
preem crowd and they didn't stop
Murray,
with trademarked cigar
laughing until he begged off to in . hand, does
six minutes of tv
heavy mitting 35 minutes later..
segs
(filmed
to fit the show), with
Somehow, Hackett can make a Murray asides,
shown on a special
blue line seem wholesome. This screen set up on stage.
man is not only funny—he also
.Emceeing his own show, he inlooks funny, with his odd voice
Peggy DeCastro A Her Boys
coming out of a mouth twisted to troes
as
the initial act on the four-part
the side. So the crowd doesn’t take show.
The distaffer, who earlier
him seriously when he talks about this
year ankled the DeCastro Sis¬
s£x. '
ters trio to go it solo, makes her
: Hackett has good material, and first return to Reno-Tahoe area
Versailles- X* Y.
he has the proper sense of timing with male duo (Vera. Rowe and
Daphne Heilman.Trio (Park Hill to deliver it. His marriage routine, Bobby Navarro) sharing the vocal
A Kenny O’Brien ), Morgana King, one-liners inixed with short stories, and terping routines. The three
Lew Prince; $3.50 minimum.
is socko. .And he takes a subject stay close to the pop stuff with
like garbage and wrings laughs such things as “Best Things In
Marking Its first anni. this out of it.
Life Are Free,” “Smack Dab In
Greenwich Village nitery last week I ! Suzanne Lake, a cute and Curvy The Middle,” “Old Devil Moon.”
spotlighted two return and ;, one brunette with a wavering voice,
With Marie Wilson, in tightnew act. Tag has nothing to do does the Franco-American bit to fitting gown, Murray hits the high
with the old Club Versailles (now fair advantage, with her “King and point with quips designed to show¬
The Roundtable); East 50th St. I” medley her best routine. She is case the blonde’s alleged ineptit¬
nitery.
too coy bn “I Enjoy Being A Girl,” udes, among other assets. Albeit
Jazz singer Morgana King, in her sung as an Airierican and a French Miss Wilson missed a few cues on
first outing at the downtown club, girl would sing it, and her “Lullaby opening night and forgot some of
brightens a: brace of standards with of Birdland” is an unfortunate her bits, she proves her attraction
some highly original improvisa¬ Vehicle for the some routine. Miss —and displays it well.
tions. Standout nuriiber, done in Lake sings adequately in her
The Bob De Voye Trio (two boys
ericore, is her own “Mo’s Blues,” normal soprano range. But when and a gal) show lotsa talent on
a showcase for her Unusual range she lowers: her voice to the pop adagio-terping and in the aero de¬
and scat talents.:
She’s a UA level, she loses her control.
partment.
diskery artist.
Capping the show,. Leo Diamond
Johnny Crawford sings and
MGM disker Lew Prince, a bal- emcees well and the attractive on harmonica proves he’s a master.
ladeer in the style of the big dance Buster Burnell dancers show off His impreshes of Dorsey, his tones
band. Vocalists, is in a return two new routines. Mickey Rodgers from assorted instruments, and his
stanza. His strong suit is the and his . combo supply good back¬ work on the “electromonica” are
top drawer.
Long.
sweet, nostalgic, standard, such as 1 grounds.
Bitt.
Fonnfainhead,
j
Yew Hone
-i
New Hope, Pa.f June 12. j
Buddy Hackert, Suzanne Lake, ■
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f anced head-to-head,, one atop the
.: other. .
.
. Open - with . some conventional
instrumentalism and a feet-tq-feet
balance,.. and segue w ith initial j
balance, routine;. . placing three j
WEEK OF JUNE 17
pliable balls betw’Cen each, other.;
JACK DOUGLAS
for" a . head-rtorhead stance; Pair. j
GEORGE BURNS
Comedy
I
then balance, six: cups and saucers j
So;igs. Comedy
Bobby, Freeman
.'Jimmy Blade Orel
25 Mins,
. ! in pillar shape,' arid ..perform- feat. |:
NEW YORK CITY
80 Mins.
.ttamsey Lewis, irio
. London House
Duane Hotel, Ni LA
of .balancing head-to-head with the j music mall 18
Conrad Kilton Sahara, Las \egas
ROXY
Bobby Hacketr .
“Frosty Frills’*
Jack Douglas is on a couple , of. crockery between.. V/ind with both l Erie* Brenn
After a warmup at- Lake Tahoe.
The Goofers
Helsa Neil
George Burn:* »ex & Grac -e Alien * comparatively: new careers. He’s playing trumpets, etc. while thus Dartmouth Glee
Karra & Carter
Helen Halpin
■
Ben Gee &. iiernie
Lur^an Hunter
here makes his offiHaipiling as a been a u riter on the Jack Paar i balariced; arid.garner solid palming.b :
Darryl Stewart
Ilarris
Many Rubinsicin 3 .
j it p!,i2o
.si’ gle into the • rank* of toohoten show since its inception and serves : Okay - act for: most: situations.
MrKay & Charles . Jack Kodell
Marx 8t Frigo .. .
in
that
capacity
until
June
26.
He’s,
Gdrd.
j
rtuekeUes
!rol>t. Bo.uUiei' Ore
r. iu'iy atteaUi ms — and ii’s. a
Gddie A;li
’.
Palmer House
] Manuel Del Toro :
];'igriv big .ve’P'h. 1 he shovv hiZ the author of “My Brother Was an
A1 Hii-t ‘6) ■
AUSTRALIA
iinez & Gordon . .
Ronnie S-.-hell
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obviously in theatres. This lad has Palme and Lisi Berg vocalize the only, and the superfluity of a third ease from sophisticated back¬ the Zanzibar, Beachcomber, and a
the pipes, personality and easy current pops (riiany of them from act, as in this case, tends to run grounds for the supper crowd to few others that haye long gone in¬
manner to go far.. Oddly enough, the Brill Bldg, belt, iri German or the show , a mite overlong. Still* swinging jumpers for the 3 to limbo. Not since the old Havanahowever, Williams is not in the original lingo) with the Ho.endl it’s not good form for.Toriy Martin, am; set:'. There are rigid Bach Madrid, which used to be down the
bourays and: Scarlatti sonatas —
Variety’s files; hence, is currently orchestra.
has there been an attempt
The “Broadway Show,” as it is With obvious pique, to m ake some transcribed from music for harp¬ block,
- reviewed under New Acts. He is a
at a Latin nitery.
references to the show’s length,
smash hit . here, and makes the billed, otherwise interlards the creating impression the foregoing sichord and played note for note—
El
Toro
is a pretty room, which
standard acts with a sequence of
to free-wheeling arrangements on
show jell.
Strippers plus some riot ineffective acts were the time-stealing culprits "Elevation,” “Down the Road perhaps is a little too large for
Joey BishOp, youthful, vet comic, tableaux arid "production”; stagings when, in truth, the fault lay with Apiece,” “Baby You Can Count on the intime atmosphere necessary
has developed tremenduously in to relieve the marathon of epi¬ management for overloading. That Me” and so on. The articulate and to carry it off. The decor is fanci¬
the last few years until he’s sure- dermis displays. The Strips, too, as beirig so, it’s a matter for offstage subdued guitar style of Hill pro¬ ful and loaded with gingerbread of
. fire for any nitery crowd. He has iri the original Crazy Horse Saloon comment only.
vides an exciting adjunct to the an unmistakeably Latin character.
the easy poise that, cuts right- (Paris) manner, have "ideas” or
That irritation aside, Martin still skills of harpist Heilman on both The atmosphere of the Plaza del
through the. eager-beaver diners “plot” motivations, which if corny sells his suavity as well as ever; the classical and jazz numbers. toro and other such Iberian enter¬
Who can’t lose a mouthful no mat¬ and betimes ridiculously preten¬ scoring With several. "Gigi” tune$ (She, incidentally, is the wife of prises is definitely ingrained in
ter who is out on the floor. His tious iri their “interpretative” at¬ and such identifiers as “There’s Nb New Yorker staffer Geoffrey Heil¬ the spot. It is a room which de¬
reference to waiters penetrated so tempt none the less relieve . the Tomorrow” arid "I Get Ideas.” He man. And their son, who plays serves to hang around.
deeply that some- of them actually monotony of the out-and-out peel¬ gets brief but. effective assist from, a lively five-string banjo, circa 1925
The show has its moments, but
Were quiet in serving the food.
the pair of femme terpers he’s had style, occasionally sits in with the there is a confused booking pic¬
Bishop gets chuckles with, his ing.
ture. Despite the fact that Freddie
The strippers are variously.billed j in tow, and the hearts melted when: group at Versailles.
various, gags while his East Indian as- Martina, . Lady : Murphy (With a | he found a shy moppet stageside
The show is in for another week Stewart dwells on Latin numbers,
dance routine Was mainly visual. dance specialty effect), Heidi La¬ ! to bring on for "Thank Heaven For
this high-voiced singer seems out
The Ted Lewis imitation enabled marr (sic!) (who also does a "scerie” Little Girls.” Al Sendry, his steady and a half.
of place in this project. From the
Bishop to intro Milton Berle from as part of her stripetoire), Seriira 88er, gets oke results frorii the
cut of his suit to the un-Iberian
11iimderbird9 I. V.
the audience. The Hunchback of Jildy, a Turkish bellydancer, arid augmented George Cook crew.
quality of some of his numbers,
. Notre Dame bit is a natural for in¬ Lilo Madison. Between numbers all
Las Vegas, June 8.
Stewart impresses as a commercial
Some freshening of material is
jecting; the yarn about the quarter¬ the girls sit frankly Out front and indicated for Billy Falbd, who’s
Cohnee Boswell, Sonny Howard, singer and' one who can get across
back on the eleven: losing a game "mix.”.. •
been a second-line nitery cpmic for Dunhills (3), Gail Ganley, Jack in most situations, but he just
to. Notre Dame.
. Admission is. 30 schillings ($1.20) years and; with this booking, faces Parker, Thunderettes . (12), Al doesn’t belong.
Current layout has two produc¬ and
an important career juncture. He Jahns Orch (11); $3 minimum.
drinks
in
the
upstairs
balcony
f More dei rigeur for this cantina
tion numbers which serve to bring are. $1.20 a copy; downstairs wine Works hard witty. a brash outpour¬
I is Lydia Sbotti, a Brazilian import
in the eight Copacabana beauts. goes for. $5. The Shows are com ing of evergreen gags that collect
(New Acts) who is sexily built and
Cbnnee
Boswell
returns
to
the
Tony Franpo sings the vocals for tiriuous, the 9 p.m. dinner show okay, but he’d be wise to prune
In a lengthy turn, this
' both of these, with vigor and style.; segueing into the 11:30 midnight Some of the purple. His show biz Strip after a lengthy absence, and igowned.
! provocatively shaped chantoosey,
socks
across
a
program
of
song. Both are up to the Copa standard, frolic. Business good.
impressions are good, if not in¬
Abel,
j
|
hits
it
off
excellently with a wide
but it’s the Singing of Williams that,
spired; but out of his vague con¬ ology that rewards her with brisk tunestering variety.
puts the show across. Paul Shel¬
cept, the best stuff_are his poker mitting. Fifteen songs include
Savay,
London
“When
You’re
Smiling,”
“Begin
The
bulk
of the entertainment
ley’s orch backs nicely, With his
game and sculptor-at-work slap¬
London, June 9. I stick paritos. Both bits could prob¬ the Beguine,” "How Deep Is The is by the Elba Ocampo Dancers,
crew being augmented by eight adOcean?”
“Birth
of
the
Blues,”
comprising
two
boys and eight
;
■
Roper
Price,
Warren,
Devine
&
j
, ditlonal musicians for Williams’
ably be helped with subtlety, but "Martha,” “It Had To Be You,” girls along with dancers
Pepita &
ballads. Frank Marti furnishes the Sparks, John Tiller Girls (12), .as is they still nail fine yocks.
“Japanese Sandman,” “Someone Antonio, a pair of violent heeladept Latino, music for patron Francisco Cavez Orch, Savoy SorThe Petticoats <3) work ener¬ To Watch Over Me,” "Blueberry pounders^ who knock off some
reiitinos; $3 minimum, :
terpsing.
Wear.
getically and . achieve nice har¬ Hill,” and an ariiusing impresh of colorful numbers. The costuming
Roger Price makes a. diverting monics, but the sound does, little Sophie Tucker doing "Some Of is gay and the terps are expertly
Riviera, Las Yegas
for their own identity. Turn in¬ These Days.”
done.
and
highly.
entertaining
headliner
. Las. Vegas, June 8. ;
in the Savoy’s current cabaret lay¬ cludes a minstrel medley replete
Sonny Howard, also a marathon J The line brings a great deal of
Dennis Day, Mills Bros. 1.4)., out.
a shrewd performer with1 straws and banjos, with “Bye absentee, got a rousing welcome color to the proceedings. The
Dorothy Dorben Dancers (12), Ray WhoseHe’s
doodles and patter make Bye Blues” getting them off.
from .first-nighters with his songs marches around the room and the
Sinatra Orch (17); $3 minimum.
Chez Adorables (6). Win the and integrated comedy lines. How¬ deportment on stage lend an
for a steady flow of chuckles. He
does it in a quiet restrained way, oglers in two appearances, chiefly ard deirion.strates his potent value entertaining atmosphere.
Dennis. Day, with the Mills Bros, which.hypoes the effect, and the with a Hindu-style number that as a. nitery attraction with smooth
Another facet of the spot is a
extra added, makes for: :a strong overall impact remains stout.. His shoWs. plenty of pulchritude.
and personable delivery of such
. 90-minute Clover Room program.. opening gab and drawings dealing
The four' Crosby brothers ooeri numbers as "Cheek .To Cheek,” delegation of strolling singers and
Day delivers dandily with yockable With birds are the. most amusing June 25.
Pit.
"Under My Skin,” “It’s the Style” instrumentalists in the mariacchi
. inipresheS of Liberace, Maurice part of his act, but his doodles
(as a square dance caller In the style. This too is conducive to a
Chevalier, Cliff Arquette, Law¬ illustrating the nervous system are
Catskills), and “I Love. Paris”— general air of merriment. The Don
Stardust, Las Vegas
rence W elk, Fidel Castro, and also highly effective.
W'ith localized lyrics which make it - Martone orch showbacks expertly
7 Las Vegas Jiirie 5.
varous national groups. He sings
The: routine of VVarren, Devine
“I Love Vegas/’ His celeb lm- and provides the dance incentive.
Jane Powell, Paul .Whiteman; preshes are outstanding, arid the , On night caught, which was ad“Battle of New Orleans,” "Hawai¬ & Sparks is familiar to most Lon¬
ian Wedding Song,” a medley of doners: via. exposure iri. vaudeville, Pbmpolf, Thedy & Family, Eddie accompanying dialog very funny. ; vertised as the formal premiere,
Irishers, and “May . You . Always” tv, . etc., but the Australian trio Ol'Neal Orch (241; $3 minimum.
although spot had been running a
The Dunhills, held over from
with the Mills Bros. nights, the air conditioning
offers a breezy visual act which is
previous show, again score with few
Mills .quartet, always a potent okay for. this room; The John
didn’t function efficiently on what
With a three-week show between their fancy footwork. Trio, con¬ was until then the hottest night of
draw in Vegas,, easily click with Tiller Girls,. Who; open and close
Artie Stanley, Bobby
such numbers as "Opus One,” the midnight show, impress as al¬ the closing of the highly success¬ sisting ofand
Jose.
Walter Long, is a the year.
“Till Then,” "Glow Worm,” “Paper ways with, the: immaculate preci¬ ful 11-month run of the Lido de Roberts,
Doll,” “She was Five and He Was sion ;of: their .hoofing. The two Paris show, and the June 23 Operir Strong asset to any program.
Mapes Skyroom. Reno
ing
of
the
new
Lido
show,
the
Holdover
production
numbers
JO,” “You Always Hurt The One resident orchs offer, lively music Stardust comes up with a duality
Reno, June 11.
You Love,” “You’re Nobody Till for the dance sessions; Francisco program that is a good challenge conceived by Jack -Bunch, featur¬
Ken Murray’s “Blackouts of
ing chirp-terp soloists Gail Ganley
Somebody Loves You,”, and "Lazy Cavez’s combo gives the cabaret to anything on the Strip..
1959”
unth
Marie
Wilson, Peggy
and Jack Parker backed by the
River.” '
•
first-class backing.
Myro.
Jane Powell headlines, arid with Thunderettes (12) -balance the bill. DeCastro & Her Boys (2), Bob De
Curtain-raiser is the beautifully
'
Voye
Trio,
Leo
Diamond,
Glamourexecuted "Rose Ballet” choreog¬ Barclay Hotel, Toronto Dick Pribor as her conductor, Package smoothly guided by the Al;f lovelies (10), Jack Melick’s Orch
handsomely and gracefully clicks Jahns orch (11) was produced by
raphed by Dorothy Dorben. Ray
(10); $2 minimum.
Toronto,
June
9.
Marty
Hicks
and
is
set
for
four
with
such
sories
as
“A
Most
Un¬
Sinatra’s orch provides top-level
Ricky Layne, Phil Lawrence & usual Day.”."Thi«! Is My Beloved,” weeks.
Duke.
backing for the Sammy. Lewis, prb- Mitzi,
Vic & Marion. Miller, Craig "I’m In Love With A Wonderful
The Sky Room atop the Mapes
. duction, set for three weeks.
Daye Dancers (7), Kim Irwin, Jim¬ Guy,”. "St. Louis Blues,” “Coin*
Hotel comes out of the dark thfe
Duke.
Fountainhead,
my Amato's Orch (8); $1.50 admis¬ Courtin’,” with a ne?t segue into
season with a variety show put to¬
YewHwie
sion.
gether by show biz vet Ken Murray
a miniature George Gershwin Con¬
Moulin Rouge, Vienna
New Hope,. Pa., June 12.
—and with a “bare bosom” (that’s
cert of som[e. of his most memor¬
Vienna, June 3.
Buddy Hackett, Suzanne Lake, the way its advertised in the local
At beginning of week, with able cleffings^ .
Rombar & Partners, Gill Crqcco, reservations doing turn away biz.
Paul Whiteman conducts tbe Johmiy Crawford, Buster Burnell sheets) line of 10 gals in a Barry
Joe Pless, Lady Murphy, 2 Car' Ricky Layne,. ventriloquist, arid
Girls (4). Mickey Rodgers Combo Ashton production that fails to
stairs, Rey & Montesan, Les Cinci : Velvet," his cheeky dumriiy, are iri Eddie . O’Neal orch <24) in his (5); $5 minimum.
materialize as billed. But the 80(2), Martina, Semra Jildy, Zollhay for their first week at Al. Siegel’s trademark, “Rhapsody In Blue.” a.
minute offering makes for good,
non
abbreviated
versiop
given
& Pless, Eva Homonndy,. Heidi La¬ supper club arid doing two-a-night.
entertainment, and advances in¬
impact bv piano soloist
It took Buddy Hackett about two dicate
marr, Sex & Plastik, Kristi Engel,. Layne has been on several times masterful
the show will keep the room
Berriie
Nierow.
who
received
a
jokes,
to
warm
up
a
Fountainhead
. Ferry . Hoeridl; featuring . . Rudi this season on the Ed Sullivan
filed
for the one-month stay.
standing
ovation
from
first-night¬
preem crowd arid they didn’t stop
.; Palme and List Berg; $120 admis¬ ShoW and this is a big draw.
Murray, with trademarked cigar
ers.
■: r •.
laughing
v
until
he
begged
off
to
sion, $1.20 per drink (upstairs),
The dummy's lines; are bluer on
in hand, does six minutes of tv
A deliehtful comedy act from
mitting 3.5 minutes later.
$5 minimum downstairs.
double-entendre than Ed Sullivan Spain, The Pompoff. Thedy & heavy
Somehow/ Hackett can make a segs (filmed to fit the show), with
would allow . on- his tv Sunday Family is a trio of clowns who : blue line seem wholesome. This Murray asides, Shown on a special,
Vienna’s Moulin Rouge (Rote night show—but this is a night
screen set up on siage.
Muhle), although it, prefers the Club audience, Velvet keeps the romp in a manner reminiscr'nt of man is not only funriy—he also
.Emceeing his own show, he inFrench billing, is the Austrian diners in continuous laughter on the magnificent nonsense in the looks funny, with his odd .voice troes Peggy DeCastro & Her Boys
* capital’s top nitery and deservedly fast delivery and quips with the Marx Bros, flickers: Their outland¬ coming out of a mouth twisted to as the initial act on the four-part
ish
props,
makeup,
end
mugging
the
side.
So
the
crowd
doesn’t
take
so, if only by comparative stand¬ ring-siders and the orchestra; but
thought a blanket of yocks from him seriously when he talks about show. The distaffer, who earlier
ards. It has been 10 years in opera¬ no offence to either. •
this year ankled the DeCastro Sis¬
: the preem audience.
. Du/ce;. . sex. •
tion and quite obviously impresario
Filling in the 70-miriufe session,
ters trio to go it solo, makes her
Hackett has good material, and first return to Reno-Tahoe area
Andreas HOffmann (staging by L. are; Vic & Marion Miller for a
Versailles- Y. Y.
he has the proper sense of timing with male duo (Vern Rowe and
Martitt). knows what to: give the slowly-tirned balancing novelty,
Daphne
Heilman
Trio
(Park
Hill
to deliver it. His marriage routine, Bobby Navarro) sharing the vocal
Viennese arid tourist stayer-uppers. She a brunet in sequined purpie
Kenny O'Brien), Morgana King, one-liners mixed with short stories, and terping routines. The three
Accent, is on the strip. There’s briefies and he in dinner jacket
is sOcko. And he takes a subject ji stay close to the pop stuff with
nothing coy or cute about this oper¬ for class foot and hand holds and Lew Prince; $3.50 minimum.
like garbage and wrings laughs ’ such things as "Best Things In
ation; there’s even no. "tease” to sloW turrik that are dramatic in
Marking its first anni. this out of it
the strip stuff, Hoffmann brings on ability. Also, on for a fast tap
Life Are Free,” "Smack Dab In
the girls and they peel from the opening are Phil. Lawrence & Greenwich Village nitery last week
Suzanne Lake, a cute and curvy The Middle/’ "Old Devil Moon.”
gong. Arid a good galaxy of gals Mitzi; and then the. two go into spotlighted two return and one brunette with a wavering voice,
With Marie Wilson, in tightnew
act..
Tag
has
nothing
to
do
they are too,, most: of them with challenges, the brunet in. an eve¬
does the Franco-American bit to fitting gown, Murray hits the high
professional authority,., all young ning gown arid the boy in dinner with the old Club Versailles (now faii: advantage, with her "King and point with quips designed to show¬
and all lookers. :
jacket. Both work at high speed be¬ The Roundtable), East 50th St. I” medley her best routine. She is case the blonde’s alleged ineptit¬
With innately jgood showmanship fore going into a concerto . soft- nitery. ;
too coy on "I Enjoy Being A Girl,” udes, among other assets. Albeit
the management fortifies the peel¬ shoe, complete with straw hats arid
Jazz singer Morgana King, in her sung as an American arid a French Miss Wilson missed a few cues on
ers with a series of . standard acts, in Sticks. It’s old Stuff but the song- first outing at the downtown club, girl would sing it, and her "Lullaby opening night and forgot some of
this show caught culled from Spain, arid-dance team brings back that brightens a brace of standards with of Birdland” is an unfortunate her bits, she proves her attraction
France, Poland, Italy and Germany. old vaude spirit for their “I Was some highly original . improvisa¬ vehicle for the some routine. Miss —and displays it well.
Thus Rombar is a good magico; Les Walking Through the -Park One. tions. Standout number, done in Lake sings adequately in her
The Bob De Voye Trio (two boys
Cinci (2) do a hokum Apache rou¬ Day” and a .fast finale; of "Saints encore, is her own “Mb’s Blues,” normal soprano range. But when and a gal) show lotsa talent on
a showcase for her unusual range she lowers her voice to the pop adagio-terping and in the aero de¬
tine, a la the long standard, known- Go Marching In.”
She’s a UA level,: she loses her control, .
in-America Lucienne & Ashour
Kim Irwin, as emcee, has a rich ji arid scat : talents.
partment.
turn; Gill Crocco is an amazing baritone in the three production diskery artist.
Capping the show, Leo Diamond
Johnny Crawford sings and
contortionist-dancer whose, pretzel-, numbers of the Graig Daye
MGM disker Lew Prince, a bal- emcees well and the attractive on harmonica proves he’s a master.
bending would be too much body- Dancers. Fine support to all acts ladeer in the style of the big dance, Buster. Burnell dancers show off His impreshes of Dorsey, his tones
Erigiish for the sensitivities, of is given by Jimmy Amaro’s orch, band vocalists, is in a return two; new routines. Mickey Rodgers from assorted instruments, and his
Yank, customers (although he could which also plays for the dancing. stanza. His strong . suit is the and his combo supply good back¬ work on the "eleetromonica” are
-easily modify; his stuff); Ray &
. McStay.
Long.
sweet, nostalgic standard, such as grounds.
Bitt. „ top drawer.
Copacabana, N. Y.
Andy Williams, Joey Bishop,
Tony Franco, Copa Girls (8), Paul
Shelley & Frank Marti Orchs;
$5.50 minimum.
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Tho Hostage

I Parry a charming Miranda and
jJoss Ackland a forceful monster.

London* June 12*
Oscar Lo\vensfe»'n & Wo’€Mankowitz Jeanette Sterke’s Ariel is a panpresentation of a Theatre Workshop Pro- j tomime figure, but Christine Finn
Auction of three-act. cor.ied.v-drama by ; brings some pert and fresh comedy
Brendan Behan. Direc*if>n, Joan Littlewood; decor. Sean Kenny: Opened June. i to the new role of Hippolitp, a
11. *59. at Wyndham’s Theatre. London; .friend of Fernando’s.
$2.50 top.
,/ '. !
„
Inevitably, when, there Is any
Pat
.-..
Howard Goorney I
Meg Dillon..
• Eileen Kejinally , tinkering around with the Bard
Monsieur
..
Glynn Edwards I something has. to suffer* In this.
Old Ropecn .......- Leila Greenwood j instance much of Shakespeare’s
Colette .Yqotha Joyce
and profundity has
Rio Rita ..
Stephen. Cato poetry
Princess Grace ..........
Roy Barnett | been lost/ However, Purcell’s ,muMr. Mu Head v ........... . Bri|>n Murphy
Miss Gilchrist ....-i Ann Beach : sic is a compensation, and the singLeslie ......___;
Alfred Lynch ! ing of Charles West and the Peter
Teresa . . •
Celia Salkeld -Wright choreography I add to the
IRA Officer
J Mixes Booth
Volunteer ..
CUye Barker delights of an interesting. evening.
Russian Sailor . -.... Dudley Sutton
Rich.

ful moments as a chauffeur-accom¬
plice.
. Although David Alexander has
tricked, out his direction with bay¬
ing wild dogs, the sudden appear¬
ance of members of the cast from
an alcove and figures flitting about
in shadow, the • tying and untying
of the: variousknots becomes
tedious. The play /has been put: on
by a U.S. management as a London
tryout preliminary to Broadway..
.It’ll .never make it;
• Rich.
X Closed last Saturday. (13) . after
' eight performances.)
Berlin, May 13.
Berliner Theatre-presentation of threeact drama-by Gabor Von VasSary. Direc¬
tion, Wolfgang Gtueck: settings* Malte
Marks. Stars Herta Staal and Peter Fritz.
Opened May 12, ’59, .at- the Berliner
Theatre. Bertin; S2;50 top.
Anne-Claire
Herta Staal
Monpti
__... Peter Fitz
Old Woman' lLore Braun
Hotel Owner
^Max Strassberg
His. Wife .-,.. ..../... *.. Vera Kluth

Wednesday, June 17, 1959

“Ah, Wilderness,’' Eugene P’Neill’s only comedy, which, he re¬
garded as a sort of sentimental trifle/is proving his most adaptable
play. David Merrick’s upcoming Broadway production of “Con¬
necticut Summer,’’ a musical adaptation, follows a succession of
“Wilderness” treatments in non-legit media.
Following its 1933 bow at the Guild Theatre, N.Y., the play was
adapted by Frances Goodrich and Albert Hackett for a Metro
screen production in 1936. That scenario was later the basis of an
Irving Breclier-Jean Hollo way musical adaptation,;' which Metro
filmed in 1948, under the title, “Summer Holiday” The songs
for the pie were written by Harry Warren.and.Ralph Blane. The
same picture tuner was shown recently on. the WCBS-TV “Late
Late Show.” .
Another adaptation of the play by Robert Hartung was a ‘‘Hall¬
mark Hall of Fame” 90-minute offering on NBC-TV early last May.
The forthcoming stage musical, adapted by Joseph Stein \yitli mu¬
sic and l\Tics by Boh Merrill, is to. open Oct. 22 at the Shubert
Theatre, N.Y., after an out-of-town tryout, starting Sept. 7. in Bos' ton.
’
Thus, this “minor” work, already one of O’NeiH’s most popular
and profitable plays, could conceivably become one of: the Nobel
Prize dramatist’s most enduring achievements.

Brendan Behan’s shapeless, un¬
disciplined and sprawling:; comedyFarewell, Farewell,
drama is nevertheless one of the
Eugene
most vital and exuberant. plays to
London, June 8.
be staged in the West End in some
H. M. Tennent & Ronald Rawson presen-. : .Although it has already been suc¬
time. It is irreverent, blasDhemou? ! tation of three-act comedy by John Yari. cessfully adapted as a film, Gabor
adapted by Rodney Ackland. Staging. Wiland at times , coarse, but lit is full !. liam
Chappell; decor, Michael Weight, yon Vaszary's best-seller, “Monpti”
of wit. life and energy. Iifs a cinch Stars.Margaret Rutherford, Peggy Mount. is too thin and static, in. this stage
for a fast payoff, but its Broadway Opened June 7, >’59, at the Garrick Thea- version; by the author. The story
, tre, London; $2/80 too. .
potentialities must be considered ■ Minerva Gobdy..... .Margaret Rutherford about a devoted Parisian couple
! Florence Povis.... 1 :•...... - Peggy Mount lacks .thO wit or spirit of the orig¬ The Law asul Mr. Simon
problematical.
I
Queenie Bosworth . ..... Francis Guthrie
Westbury, N.Y., June 6. :
Originally staged by the Theatre ;1 Willie
It’s mostly a succession of
Bosworth .,.Brook Williams inal.
•Lee Guber, Fr.-nk Ford & Shelly Gross
Workshop in East London, , the ; Peony Povis .....-AvrU Elgar love scenes , until the sentimental presenlntion
of three-act comedy by Julie
show .has been brought to-; town by i Mick Delaney .....1'.. Patrick McAlihney finale in which the girl is killed in Rems. Difectiop, Stanley Prager; scenery,
. Mrs. Bosworth' ..,___... ■ Beryl . Andrews
Oscar Lowenstein and Wolf Manko- | Mr. Bosworth ... :■---V.: . John Moore an accident and returns in spirit Warwick Brown; costumes, Ann Roth;
lighting, Lester Tapper. Stars Meiiasha
v. itz with one or two cast’; changes. i Mrs. Flack j ..:_... Daphne Newton to repeat her amqrous lines of the Skulnik: features Anna Roman. Zohra
Lampert, Guy Repp. Beryl Bernev, Frank
This gives the mana^rmsnt two
:
.
i early scenes.
Baxter. Omened Jun'* 6. '59. at the Wrest-'
Theatre Workshop productions in
“Farewell, Farewell. Eugene’.’ I Herta Staal is acceptable as the bury (N.Y.i. Music-Fair; S4.40 top.
the West End, the other, [“A Taste ooens with a funny scene of two ! heroine and Peter Fitz is just fair Mr. Simon __
Menasha" .Skulnik
Freida
..
Anna Roman
as
her
lover,
The
other
three
parts
of Honey,” having just transferred old ladies singing hymns at a |
Gerty ..............._Beryl Berney
to the Criterion to make way for piano.
Thereafter it wilts, how- • are minor. . Wolfgang Glueck’s di¬ Sidney . . . ... Zohra Lampert
rection
is
routine,
,
but
probably
Howie
Robbins
........
Robert
Sherwood
“The Hostage.”
ever, and the efforts of eostars
Louis Simon
.Guy Repp
The story line can be summarized Margaret Rutherford . and Peggy j about :aS effective as the script al¬ Jack
.
-Frank Baxter
Hans.
In a sentence, but to sustain three Mount don’t save it.. Miss Ruther-j lows;.
Mr.. Strand . Robe-t Heller
Sonny .. . v..............
Mannie Sloane
acts the author goes .off ?t irrele¬ ford’s established boxoff ice draw ]'
Florie ................. Marlene Matthews
vant. amusing tangents and has his and Miss Mount’s ■'popularity mav • Wer Hat Angst yor deni
characters breaking out into song spark interest, but the XT.S. stock
Cranted that the large arena
Starken Mann?
and dance. Somehow, what,emerges import seems’ an unlikely. con¬
(Who’s Afraid of the Big Guy?) stage of the Westbury Music Fair
is a homogeneous whole. The plot tender for a healthy run.
is
not
the.ideal setting fbr.a homey,
. Berlin, May 18.
involves a young Brit'rii soldier
The play is set in a seedy 1905
Willi .Kollo presentation of bis. own family comedy and that the com¬
held as hostage for nn IRiV fighter London lodging house where the comedy. With music, staged by the au¬
pany
will
Case into the play con¬
due to be hanged in Belfast jail elderly, eccentric s5sters eke. out a thor; scenery, Werner V. Toeffling; musi¬
direction.. Ullx Harnisch. Features Inge siderably during the summer try¬
living designing Christmas cards.. cal
the following morning.
j
Egger,. Horst Keitel.. Heinz Spit^ner, Her¬ out tour set for Julie Berns’ latest
Basically, thrt’s a reg for a They are saving ud for a cherished bert- Wgissbich. lice Marggraf, Opened
script, it still seems unbke-v that
powerful and poignant drama, but trio to Africa to visit their nephew, May 17/ ’59, . at the KleineSi Theatre,
Berlin; ,S2 top.
“The Law and Mr. Simon” will ever
not in Behan’s . irreverent hands. but that project evaporates when Napoleon
......,..:;..
Horst Keitel
warrant
much more than a tepid
With a remarkable flam for raising they discover that he’s a no-gooder. Gen. Cambrbnne .... ...... Guenter Hanke
......—;... Use Marggraf reception on Broad way.
a laugh and for rha’-o lines of dia¬ Meanwhile, they’ve been involved Paolina
Giulitta Mafaldi '.
. Inge Egget
“Mr.
Simon”
abounds in stage
Jorhen Schroeder
log, the playwright emphasizes with ?n. abandoned baby and in in¬ Enrico Mafaldi
Sini.Campbell ■
. Herbert Weiscbach promises that never materialize.
comedy, and the dramatic moments terfering with the romance of their Baron
von Schwarzbach..... E: W. Zipser For instance, the title character’s
spinster
niece.
Mostly
the
“Eu¬
are infreauent. The multip'e set¬
Gen. Iwasieff ..
....
Otto Czarski
idiosyncrasies are discussed in
ting is a dingy lodging house and a gene" serves as. a vehicle for the Vicomte de Camassei.re. — Heinz Spifzner
Adiutant ....:.
,
Rene Kollo such detail before he appears on
two stars. Miss Rutherford, an ; Maid.
dreary street in Dublin,
j:
Marguerite KoUo stage that his actual appearance
expert
comedienne,
pets
numerous
The main characters are tarts
becomes anti-climactic. Also, a
and pimps, and most c£ the dialog laughs as a fluffy, slightly addled ,
‘Willi- Kollo, composer-son of the : long-standing, feud between; the
harks back to the Troubles of the widow who Pkes a drink and longs I late Berlin operetta, composer Wal- ;
mild-mannered Simon and his suc¬
1920’s. The son^s h~-ye. a inatching for the gay life. She has several ifer Kollo, optimistically calls his :
cessful, domineering cousin is built
of amusingly incOn-.
vitality and the dancesjj though moments
j hew opus a “musical.” it is a
seemingly inconsequent5al/ fit the sequential clowning, but it 'add? ! comedy with a slight story and a.; tip throughout a lengthy first act,
un
more
to
a
revue
performance
seemingly for a giant showdown at
spirit of the story and the*, charac¬
(few incidental songs. In effect, it’s ; a family gathering in the second
than a legit one.
ters. '
j. an extended and rather provincial ;.
Miss Mount plays a forbidding, . cabaret sketch. Apart from several ‘ act, but the situation that emerges
Joan Littlewood has /done a
has little relation and is out of
standout job in staging this form¬ inflexible spinster who , rules the * catchy times, there is nothing much •
less play with what amounts to gay household, but she. has little op¬ ; positive about the show, and the i all proportion to the extensive
build-up.
portunity
amid
.
the
welter
of
abandon. She has been ably served
J impression is thet. Kbllo. .should j Sonie of the shortcomings can be
by a good all-round cast land, al¬ cliches. . In lesser roles, Avril El¬ [ stick to. .spngwriting, at which he’s {
eliminated by rewriting, but even
though there are no name? for the gar gives an interesting perfor¬ ■ had some success. .
then the story line is likely to seem
mance
as
the
spinster
niece
who
marquee, the performances are
yarn is located on the Island ‘ routine.
rebels against her aunts’ inter¬ ]j ot The
The “Mr. Simon” of the
competent
throughout, i; Howard
Elba during Napoleon’s exile, i
G.oorney, Eileen Kennally, Ann ference, and Patrick Mclnalley has /The central figure is a beauty to t title, is an immigrant bookbinder
some uninhibited comedy as her -.whom the great Frenchman is; (though, aside from one . or two
Beach, Glynn Edwards and Alfred
suitor.
j attracted, and for almost not quite • gags, the profession is! almost ir¬
Lynch have the principal parts.
The snag with “Eugene’*-.is that, j two hours there are awkward se- relevant). The rest of the title
My ro. ■

The T^mpesi!;
or
I
The Enchanted Island
London, June 10.
Old Vic presentation of two-act comedy
by John Dryden and William Davenant,
adapted from the play by William Shake¬
speare; music. Henry Purcell. {Direction,
Douglas
Seale,
decor,
Finlay. James;
choreography, Peter Wright, j . Features
Natasha Parry. „e:ne _e Slerke. John
Phillips. Opened June 9. ’50, at the Old
Vic Theatre. London; S1.75 top*!Miranda ..............
. . Natasha Parry
Prospero ... ...'..
John Phillips
Ariel ... ..Je-riettc Sterke
Caliban ...
Joss Ackland
Dorlnda .. .
Juliet Cooke
Ventoso.
John Barcroft
Mustacho ..
Dennis j Chinnery
Stephano .
Norman Scace
Trincalo .....:. Miles! Malleson .
Hippolito .,..
Christine Finn i
Gonzalo .;...... Oerhld James.
Alonzo..
Olivier Neville
Antonio
-............ Jererhy Kemp
Ferdinand ..:.
George Gardner
Sycorax ...
Rosalind1 Atkinson
Singers: Charles W^-t. James Atkins,
Mary Thomas, Edgar Fleet.
Dancers: Anna PaSkevsk-. Gavrie MaeSween. Maureen Moore; Yemaiel Oved,
Jenny Trevelyan. Ronald Reay, David
Scott, Susan Salomon. Tony ■{[ Bennett,
Geoffrey Corser, Robert Fisher, Alex
Gohar.
1:

too many situations are dragged in j quences. centering around politics,
without real meaning and there j intrigues, jealousy and love. Ocis not enough in the play to keep : casionally, without clear explanathe audience laughing heartily, or i tioh. names such as Hitler, Deenough real sentiment to touch or i Gaulle or Khrushchev are menmake,anyone care.. William Chap¬ . tioned.
|
pell’s direction is labored, but . The cast includes two members
Michael Weight’s setting,
ade¬ of the Kollo family, Rene and
quately drab.
Rich.
Marguerite. The most familiar
player .is Inge Egger. who’s also
the standout, Horts Keitel tbntribDetour After Dark
utes a rather silly portrayal of
London, June 9/
Napoleon,, and Herbert Weissbach
George Brandt & Richard. Bacharach
(in. association with Toby Rowland, Ltd.) ehacts a ; fairly amusing British
presentation of three-act drama by. Lucia high commissioner..
rHans. .
Victor, based on the original French of
Guillaume Hanoteaii. Direction, David.
Alexander: decor, R^lph Alsivang. Opened.
June 8, *59, at. the Fortune Theatre. Lon¬
don; $2.80 top.
Luc .-- William. Franklyn
Chris .......
Moira Redmond
Chauffeur . ,. ......... Michael Hawkins
Batil'e . .... ........ Lyndall Barbour
Antoine ....,....., ...... Stephen Murray

“Detour After Dark”, is a-con¬
trived and complicated thriller
that’s probably not long' for the
West End. or the world. Setting
out to chill the blood, it succeeds
merely in leading: the audience in¬
to a state of almost stupefied be¬
In the current vogue fori-having wilderment.
fun with Shakespeare,” the Old
The coincidence-riddled- incred-:
Vic has staged the John Dryden ible yam hinges on an author who
.and William Davenant masque of believes he has second sight when
“The Tempest.” This wa& origi¬ he and his secretary, stranded in
nally written and staged some 300 France by a broken down car, take
years ago when Shakespeare, refuge in a lonely house; that turns
though admired, had not bebn dead out to be exactly as he has de¬
long enough to be treated with, scribed in an unpublished novel.
over-much reverence.
So this It turns out, however, that his wife!
^jazzed-up” version of “The( Temp¬ is. plotting his murder at the hahd£
est,” with music by Purcell added of her former lover.
some 30 years later, has a I rollick¬
At least in the acting, there is
ing appeal of its own.
Several characters new to merit. Stephen Murray brings a
Shakespeare’s “The Tenipest’r suitably sinister air to the role of
have been added and add i greatly the man who, for nearly 10 years,
to the fun. There are also* a cou¬ has kept his crime secret.. Lyndall
ple of over-long masques lavishly Barbour behaves in an equally,
and brilliantly directed bj^ Doug¬ spooky fashion,/: while William
las Seale against impressive scen¬ Franklyn as the author and Moira
ery by Finlay James. The*, acting , Redmond as his secretary do ,wrhat
is sound all-round, with John Phil¬ /they can with the material, , and
lips a dignified Prospero, Natasha (Michael Hawkins has1 a few use-

AI1 In The Family
; Dublin, June 2. .
Henry Sherek pressritatioh (in. associa¬
tion with ’Clerrman. Productions): of twoact-.- comedy "by Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon,
adapted by- Victor Wolf son! Direction,
Norman JIarshall;. setting, Paiil Mayo:
Stars Wendy Hiller, Donald Sindon, Andre
MoreU. Opened June 1, ’59, at the .Gaiety
Theatre^ Dtxblin. ■
Aimjand Marfescaud ••.....Brian Oiilton
Frederic Marcscaud
... Michael Logan
Maria.Marescaud '
Wendy Hiller
Gertrude - Marescaud.. :Peggy Thorpe-Bates
Sylvie Sauvin .. . ........ Vanda Godsell
Isabelle Sauvin ■ ....... Pauline Knight
Caroline Pelletier , ...:; Virginia Maskell
Estelle
Mary Powell
Frank Ma.reacaud... . . Donald Sinden
Police Official. . V—....... Andre Morell
Dr., Lapiau • . . .-i. Douglas Malcolm1
Gilbert Sauvin. -- --Philip Ashley

The patriarch whp . founded a
shoe in d u-s.tr y near Limoges,
France, dies .off-stage as his; secre¬
tary resists rape, and the curtain
goes up. The lecherous 80-yearold is loved hy none of his family,
yet the moneybags kept them tied,
and. family pride, made it impera¬
tive to keep the crime in the fami¬
ly, pinning the . whole thing on the
black sheep, Frank,, who is called
from his: girl-friend’s bed in the
middle of the night to shoulder the
crime in exchange for a considera¬
tion. Family is rigidly, controlled
by 40-year-old . daughter of the
house, brilliantly played by Wendy
Hiller: she has been closest to the
old man’s affairs. and is; the. one
(Continued on page 61)

opened her season with a revue,
“After Hours.” It should be as big
a grosser as last year’s “Off Limits.”
Under the taut direction of Norriian
Jewison, the current offering moves
briskly and has greater variety, if ,
not better material, than previous
efforts:
Jack Creley is again the versa-.'
tile featured performer, and ne
scores in every appearance.. He i$
most impressive in the group
stanzas, such as a parody on stereo
fanatics and a satire on. American
families with too many cars: He
does . little with .shoddily Written
solo sketches, and they could easily
he dropped.
Blackouts and skits are above
average, but at times take on too
much of the personal joke feeling
and. inject show biz situations
which mean little to the average
theatregoer. Of. the three distaffers
in the show, Norma Renault is out- .
standing as a single or in produc¬
tion numbers. The. lion’s share of
the material goes to the male mem¬
bers of cast, however. They include
Don Franks, who has ah astute
sense of comedy and delivery,
particularly in Frank Peppiatt’s.
‘‘My Love Affair” and Allan Mail¬
ings’ “The Pioneer.” .
Choreographer Maggie St. Clair
has devised clever routines for the.
small stage, arid the simple decor
by Jack McCullagh is effective/
“Hours” should be good in this
attractive 200-seatCr until it opens
Aug. 11 at the Stratford (Ont/l
Festival for. five performances in
the Avon Theatre.
Newt.

D(*r Sturm
(STADTTHEATRE, ZURICH)
. Zurich, June 7.
A remarkable aspect., of this
opera by Swiss composer . Frank'
refers to a daughter .on whom the Martin, commissioned for the 1956
sonless Simon has. lavished an ex¬ re-opening of the Vienna State
tensive education culminating in a j Opera, but only now produced in
degree, in law. (However, the gal j its native country during the Zunever shows any legal knowledge.) i.rich June Festival at Stadttheatre,
The plot concerns. Simon’s con¬ ! is the fact that no libretto was
suming love for his grandson, the (needed. It is a verbal setting-tpchild of an older, divorced, daugh¬ music of Shakespeare’s “Tempest,”
ter, who attempts to conceal her with only minor cuts. of the orig¬
parenthood from a. second suitor; inal text and the transformation of
and Simon’s jealous' suspicion of an the Ariel role into a male dancing
attraction between his wife and part, accompanied by a i6-yoic.e,
cousin. v /
behind-sceries choir and a 12-piece .,
Menasha Skulnik. in; the title role chamber group. Reason behind this,
was prohably handicapped most by is
the
composer’s . conviction
Westbury’s vast jn-the-round . en-. that no opera singer could do jus¬
vironment, though he showed it tice to the “lightness” of an airy
least. His spins, about-faces and spirit. It is one .of this opera’s
gjrrations, necessitated by the 360- soundest ideas.
degree stage medium, tend to de¬ / Orchestration is of high; artistic
feat his intimate style of playing* value, and . many of the 13 singing
but he somehow manages to achieve parts are rewarding: Broad Shake-..
rapport with the audience.
Spearian. comedy, represented here
Anna Roman, Mrs/ Skulnik off¬ by Caliban, Trinculo and Stepha^o^
stage, is effective in the colorless comes off with verve and gusto,
role off Simon's wife. Mannie • with, intermittent spoken lines.
Sloan scores as the precocious Lyrical . passages; notably Prosgrandson;-Guy Repp is a suave and perp's soliloquies; and. the MiraridaHustling cousin, and Marlene Ferdinarid love sceries, have a
Matthews gets laughs as an outsize, subtle, tender quality. However,
boy-crazy teenager. Beryl Berney, lack of recognizable melodic struc¬
Zohra Lampert, Robert Sherwood, ture.in.the more conventional vein
Frank Baxter and Robert Heller reduces much of its effect to a
mere brain piece for inusicologists
are adequate In small parts.
with little popular appeal. Accord¬
Hawk,
ingly, commercial , chances aopear
slim. Opera drew, only modeta’e
|b.o. on. its preeni here, despite
After Hours
being
the initial Swiss. perform¬
Montreal, June 7.
Norrria Springford presentation of. » ance of a distinguished Swiss com¬
two-act (30- scene) revue, produced by poser’s work.
Biernard Rothman .and written by John
’ Stadttheatre production,., con¬
Aylesworth, Alex Barris, Saul Ilson. Ray
Jessel, Allan Maninss and Frank Peppiat. ducted by Christian Voecnting arid
Direction, Norman Jewison; choreography,
by Haris Ziriiiriermann;..
Maggie St. Clair; decor. Jack McCuUagh; staged
costuihes, Shirley Thompson. Features worked hard both musically and
Jack Creley, Charmion King, Don Francks, scenically. Sets by Max RoethlisNorma Renault,. Betty Robertson, Allan
Blye. Opened June 6, ’59. at the- Mountain. berger; on the / revolving stage,
Playhouse, Montreal; $2,50 top.'.
have just the right,; colorful fairy¬
tale atmosphere.. Heinz Borst as
For the second consecutive year Prospero,; Ingeborg Friedrich; and
and to celebrate the 10th anniver¬ Herman Winkler as the young ■
sary of the Mountain Playhouse lovers and Leonhard Paeckl, Karl .
atop Mount Royal in mid-Montreal, Sablotzke and Charles Gillig as the
jesters are excellent/
- Mezo.

P^RIETY

Wednesday, June 17, 1959

June i , 1958, fo May31, 1959.
. . •
Key to parenthetical designations: (C) Comedy,. (D) Drama,
(CD) Comedy-Drama;. (R> Revue;. (MC) Musical Comedy, (MD)..
Musical Drama,. 4- indicates that the show is still running,.
Hits (18)
For Adults Only (R)
Friends -and' Neighbors (C)
Living . For Pleasure (R)
Tile Grass is Greener (C) -f
Five Finger Exercise (D). 4West Side Story (MD) -f ^
Irma La Douce (MC) -f
The Long and the . Short and
The. Unexpected Guest (D) -f
the Tall (D.V 4Brouhaha (C) .
Eighty In the Shade (CD)
Pot Luck (R)
A Taste of Honey. (D) +
A Day In the Life Of . . . (C)
Blue Magic (RV-f
The Elder Statesman ID)
Clown Jewels ( R V 4*.
You, Too, Can Have a
Body (C)
Status Not Yet Determined (8)
Fool's Paradise: (C) +
Let Them E^t Cake (C) ,4Gilt and Gingerbread (C) •+
Caught Napping 1C) +
Marigold (MC) 4How Say You? (C» +
The Prodigal. Wife (C) +
The Pleasure of His Cornpany (C) +
Failures (32)
Double Cross (D)
The Stepmother ID)
. Three way Switch (D)
No Concern of Mine (D)
The Joshua Tree (D)
Chrysanthemum (MC)
Hatful of Rain (D);
Hook, Line and Sinker (C)
A Boy Growing Up (D)
Hot Summer Night (D)
Auntie Marne (C)
The Velvet Shotgun (D)
The Heart’s A Wonder (MC)
The Bright One (C) .
Long Day’s Journey Into
Who's Your Father? (C)
.
Night (D)
Two For the Seesaw VCD)
Valmouth (MC) .
The Rose Tattoo (D)
Shadow of Heroes ‘ D)
Woman Oh the Stair ID)
Mister Venus (MC)
Wolf's Clothing (C)
The World of Paul Slickey
The Hidden River (D)
(MC)
Mr, Fox Of Venice (C>
Change of Tune ( C)
Speaking of Murder (D)
Candide (MC)
Ah! QuClle Folie (R\
Beware of Angels. (D)
The Trial of Mary Dugan ID)
SHOWS WHICH OPENED BEFORE JUNE 1, 1958, BUT SINCE
CLOSED
Hits (14)
Breath of Spring (C)
Dear Delinquent (C)
Where’s Charley? (MC)
At the Drop of . a Hat . (R)
Duel of Angels (D)
Flowering Cherry rD)
The Party (D)
Tunnel of Love (C)
Any. Other Business (D)
Grab Me a Gondola (MC)
Touch of the Sun <D)
Rape of the Belt (C)
Not In the Book (C)
The Boy Friend (MC)
Failures (5)
. George Dillon: (D)
Bells Are Ringing (MC)
The Dock Brief «CD)'
Expresso Bongo (MC)
Variation on a Theme (CD)
SHOWS WHICH OPENED BEFORE JUNE 1, 1958, AND STILL
RUNNING
Hits (5)
Roar Like a Dove (C) 4--.
•’ The Mousetrap <D) 4Simple; Spymen (Cj HH
Salad Days ‘MC) 4My. Fair Lady. ‘MO 4-'

Talk Less, Be Wacky,
Tom Patterson
Ottawa Theatre Group
Ottawa, June 16.
Talk less and be a little wacky
is the. advice of Tom Patterson,
originator of the Stratford . (Ont.)
Shakespearean Festival, to the
Theatre Foundation of Ottawa in
its efforts to procure a proper legit
house for this theatreless capital.
The peppery talk was the highlight
of a Foundation, annual meeting
last week. Stop . Waiting for help
from federal, provincial or city
governments,, the former Stratford
newspaper man suggested, stop
talking and “give, the money your¬
self.” .
Patterson said that several years
ago, when a few Stratford citizens
invited British director Tyrone
Guthrie to produce Shakespeare in
the small Ontario railway town,
people thought them “wacky,” It
was that “wackiness” that tri¬
umphed, he asserted, advocating
that Ottawa use some of it to get
its theatre. He proposed $3,000,000
as an initial objective.
The meeting elected Sam Ber¬
ger president of the Foundation
and Ian Fellows first v.p. . •

London, June 16. •
A flock of remnie angels, will
back American impresario Wauna
Paul’s first London musical, “The
Quiz Rid,”, which, she aims tq try
out in the provinces next fall. The
show has been written by actorwriter Jimmy Thompson and his
American wife, Nina. .
Miss Paul’s backers, include her
mother, actresses Josephine Brown,
: Margaret Rawlings, Mar gar et
Lockwood, novelist Rebecca "West
arid
author Emily Hahn. .;

Legit was record-happy: last
week, A new high for a regular
Broadway run . is believed to have
been . established. . by “Gypsy,”
Which grossed $82,992 at . a . $9.40
weekend top at the Broadway
Theatre. Four other, shows set
Main Stem house records. They
were “Destry Rides Again,” $66,973 at the Imperial, at a $9.40
weekend- top;
“Flower Drurii
Song,” $63,247 at the St. James,
$8.05 top; “Raisin in the Sun,”
$42,171 at the Barrymore at a
$6.90 top, arid “Redhead,” $63,131
at the 46th St. at a $920 top.
A new house record for a nonmusical at the National ’Theatre,
Washington, was also established
by- “Sunrise at Campobello,” which
grossed $44,237. at a $5.60 week-r
end top:

Far-Seeing Road Actor
Collecting on ‘Roberts’
: Ray. Parker, who toured. Some
years Sgp .with “Mister Roberts,’’
is still getting revenue^ from the
Thomas; • Heggen-Joshua
Logan
play. He botight the wardrobe arid
props: of the original Broadway
production, and . ,Will use therri
again this summer in several stock
productions t)f the comedy.
. He’s directing the play for its.
opening next Tuesday (16) at the
Dayton (O':). Theatre Festival and
will repeat, the stint for. the John
Kenley. Players at the Packard
Music Hall, Warren, O., and at the
Northland Playhouse, Detroit. In
past suinmers ..he’s been associated
With more than 20 productions of
“Roberts,” some of which he di¬
rected arid others in which he ap¬
peared in the title role.
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But Click'Eighty Going on Tour
By HAROLD MYERS
London, June i0.
In' a largely unspectacular. legit
season, 32 out of 58 playsHyhich
opened in the West End helween
June 1, 1958, and last May 3X end¬
ed in the red. Of the rernainaer,
18 have paid off and the fate of
the other eight has yet to be de¬
termined.
: The proportion of hits to. fail¬
ures is lower this year than in past
years. There were a number of
expensive, casualties, particularly
among the musicals, “The World
of Paul Slickey,” which closed last
Saturday (13) after’ six weeks, cost
over $50,000 to produce, and never
had a chance after its severe press
pahning. . Another expensive mu¬
sical failure was “Mister Venus,”
which ran for just over a fortnight
at the . Prince of Wales and was
heavily in . the red. A surprise
failure, but only just, is “ExpresSo
Bongo,” which ran from April 23
last year to Jan. 24.
Two Broadway musical imports
are also among; the productions
Which failed to pay. off. “Bells
Are Ringing” had a nine months’
run at the Coliseum but didn’t
quite make it, while “Candide,”
which folds next Saturday (20)
will not have survived a two
months’ run at the Saville. .
Probably the fastest pay-off in
town was “A Taste of Honey,” a
first play by 19-year old Shelagh
Delaney, which. has just moved
(Continued on page .61)

Chicago, June 16.
Alan Carr, lessee of the Civic
Theatre, has already set a. heavy
schedule for next. falL. Booked so
far, each for a week starting Nov.
10, are “Mary Stuart” with Eva Le
Gallienne and Signe Hasso; the
1959 Vancouver Festival Company;
Arnold Moss’ Shakespeare Festival
Players: in “The Tempest” and
“Measure for Measure”; and Ruth
Page s Chicago Opera Ballet. The
Moss’ troupe and “Mary Stuart”
are S. Hurok presentations.
Pencilled in to follow. these
bookings is “Dear Liar,” with
Katherine,. Cornell and. Brian
Aherriel Carr is attempting to
book other short termers for the
series.
•
. The relighted Civic had two
shows last season. “Girls in 509”
for six weeks and “Garden Dis¬
trict” for eight. Both lost money
on extended runs for Carr, who
guaranteed them against loss,. so
he is ..booking short engagements
next fall.

DALLAS CENTER GETS
lOOd MEMORIAL GIFT
■. Dallas, June 16.
The new Dallas Theatre, Center
has received a $100,000 gift for: its
building: cainpaigri fund from Mrs.
R. W. Humphreys, Liberty/" Tex¬
as, and has named the building that
houses .the. playhouse unit the
Kalita Humphreys Theatre of the
Dallas Theatre Center.
. Kalita Humphreys, late daughr
ter of the donor, made her social
debut here in 1935, wris. active in
the. Dallas. Little Theatre and later
appeared on the New York legit
stage. She sUbsequeritly married
Joe Burson, also a legit actor. They
Were killed in a private plane crash
in Pennsylvania in 1954:

Becher-Lundie Go Steady
John C. Becher is gritting miler
age out of the role of Mr. Lundie
in “Brigadoon.”
His appearance in the part at
the Paper Mill . Playhouse, Milburn, N.J., beginning next Tues¬
day (23), will mark over 500 times
that he’s, played, it in the U.S.
and Canada..

I

London, June 16.
An estimated loss of $130,000-

Musical ‘Oliver Twist’
4 $160,000 is represented in the flop
PTantipd f nr Wpqt Knd of three "West End productions.
iTannea
ior wesi ^naTwo of the casualties occurred last
London, June 16.
Donald Albery is planning a
musical version of “Oliver Twist,”
for a tryout tour starting in Sep¬
tember opening in the West End
in November.
Lionel Bart is writing the book,
music and lyrics, but work on it
was. delayed because he was doing
the lyrics for “Lock. Your Daugh¬
ters Up,” the musical which re¬
cently opened the Mermaid The¬
atre

faturday (13) and the third is
slated for next Saturday. Of the
shows two are U.S. imports, one ai
previous Broadway failure and the
other a pre-Broadway prospect. A
fourth show, “Eighty in the
Shade,” closed last week at the
Globe, to go on tour,
La£t week’s folderoos were “The
World of Paul Slickey,” a first mu¬
sical by playwright John Osborne,
and “Detour After Dark,” a murder
meller adapted by Lucia Victor
from the French of Guillaume
Hanoteau. Next week’s sinker is
“Candide,” the Leonard Bernstein-.
Lillian Hellman-Michael Stewart
musicalization of the Voltaire
classic.:
; “Slickey,” presented by U. S.■ born producer David Pelham, is
[figured to have dropped a substan¬
tial
portion of its $56,000 capital,
Another significant step in the
proposed merger of Actors Equity although a sale of the film rights
and the American Guild of Musical or a Broadway production could
Artist$ has. been taken by the West conceivably reduce the deficit. The
Coast branches of the two unions.. show had less than a six-week run
Lee Harris, AGMA’s West Coast at the Palace Theatre.
“Detour After Dark,” presented
executive secretary, is now dou¬
bling as Equity’s Los Angeles rep¬ by N. Y. producers George Brandt
(Continued on page 61)
resentative.
Harris will work under Edd X.
Russell, who continues as Equity’s
West Coast. representative. Ac¬
cording to Russell, the Harris
move has the approval of. the New
York headquarters of both organi¬
zations. A prior harmonious ar¬
rangement between the two unions
Lud Cernik, defeated as council
occurred last, year when they
reached an agreement for Equity candidate in the recent Actors
Equity
election, has been charged
to represent AGMA in Canada.
This iricreased cooperation be¬ in the union with “conduct un¬
becoming
member.” The situa¬
tween the two. unions, which tend tion stemsa from
his involvement
to overlap in their jurisdiction of as co-producer of a non-Equity re¬
the legit, ballet and opera, fields, vival of “The Magistrate,” which
is seeri as indicative of the steady closed after one performance May
progress reportedly being made 13 at the Ring Theatre, N.Y.
toward agreement on the terriis of
Cernik is charged with having
formal unification. The local ac¬ employed an Equity member in
tion is also figured to tie. in with the
non-union
offering
after
Equity’s recently-launched local Equity had demanded the actor’s
campaign to clamp down on mem¬ removal. The actor, who had a
bers who violate1 the uriion’s rules lead role, \vss working under an
and producers who evade union assumed naifte. Equity reportedly
contracts.
informed Cernik of the situation
the day of the opening, but the
actor went cn that evening.
Cernik, who was the only candi¬
date nominated by petition in the
Equity election, got 184 votes.
The entire slate selected by the
Actors Equity; arid USO Shows nominating committee was elected.
have laid the groundwork for fu¬ The candidates and the number
ture. professional concert-reading of votes each received follows;
tours of U. S. military installations
Principals elected to serve as
in Europe and elsewhere. It’s fig¬ councillors for five years are Alan
ured that only one such independ¬ Bunce, 1,000; John Emery, 1,027;
ently-sponsored
presentation. a Margaret Hamilton. 1,052; Helen
year could feasibly be sent, to Hayes, 1.038; Frederick O’Neal,
Europe. Plans; for tours to other 1,050: Frederic Tozere, 1,028;
locations are Also being discussed. Rowan Tudor, 930; David Wayne,
. The limitatiori in the European 1,062; Iggie Wolfington, 1,023, and
area is predicated on the active Peggy Wood, 1,055. Principals
program of soldier shows there. A elected for two-year and one-ycctr
unit offering concert-style read¬ council terms, respectively, are
ings of "Angel Street” and. “Four- Ruth McDevitt, 1,080, and Jane
poster” recently played bases in White, 1,063. Chorus performers
Germariy .ori a test basis for Equity elected for five-year terms are
Jeanna Belkin, 984: Bob Howard,
and the USO.
The company played 65 dates 991, arid Joy Lynne Sica, 979.
ini a 10-week hike. The program
was directed by Dick Moore, who’s
also editor of Equity, the union’s
official publication. Two mem¬
bers of the troupe, Staats Cotsworth and Muriel Kirkland (Mrs.
Cotsworth), returned to New York
Paris, June 16.
last week.
The cost of the original French
production of “Patate,” now in its.
fourth year here, was only a small
fraction of the flop Broadway
presentation pf Irwin Shaw’s adap¬
tation of the Marcel Achard
John Huntington has booked Eva comedy.
Gabor as a replacement for Tal¬
According to the author, the
lulah Bankhead in “Private Lives” local edition of his play was
at the Spa Summer in Saratoga, mounted for about $5,000. The
N. Y., the week of Aug. 3. John American version, presented by
Emery (Miss Bankhead’s former Gilbert Miller for seven perform¬
husband, 'incidentally) will, appear ances last fall, dropped about $95,with Miss Gabor. ;■
000 in production and operating
Miss Bankhead had been sched¬ costs. However, income of approx¬
uled to tour the strawhat circuit imately $50,000 from the sale of
in the Nod Coward comedy, but the film rights to Darryl F. Zahad to cancel because of injuries nuck, reduced the loss on the New
sustained in a fall in her Manhat¬ York presentation to around
tan home.
$45,000.

on

Equity Council Loser
On Off-B’way Charge;
Regular Slate in Sweep

SHOWS FOR OVERSEAS

‘Palate,’ B’way flop, Still
Low-Budget Paris Click

Set Eva Gabor in ‘lives’
As Tallulah Sob at Spa
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Best-of-the-Season selections by the New. York Drama critics in .. .. Individual ballots of the critics
in the annual Variety poll of the
river years have included the following;
forn
New. York first-stringers-, were as
1946-47
1938’:-39
__
Hamlet”).) Actor:
tie . between. Dudley, follows
...■<figures
. refer to the variActor: Maurice EEvans -“Ha
Actress: Judith Anderson ‘“Fam-! Digges (“Iceman Cometh”) and . 0Ms cate gone?;:
Fr£driC
MarCh■'Ag“'?T
' Verdonr 5, Matthau; 6; Martin; 7,
l Mamba* .Daiunteis »> ^iedActress;
Ingrid- Bergman ( Joan;
1939-40
.i no_ choice; 8, no^choice;: 9, Kazan
Actor:. ALrt d Lunt1<“Thlre Shall df Lorraine”).
.......
in Ml
A«rc3S; Sara Allgood; rPay- . . F^e^ Musical:
C0Ck
ii«o
■ >. Bntoadoon
bards;..2, Page;: 3; Kiley; 4, Mer- .
,,,
...VV *K .-:• Supporting Actor: Tie between man;,5, Everett; 6,Church;. 7. no
Aci?r: Zdul •Lu*‘as. Hlaa“ Gn ' Toni Ewell ('‘John Loves Mary") , choice; \ no choice; 9, Glenville:
tee Kn:ne •
J
' . and David Wayne ‘“Fihiaii’s Kaim 10, Aronson;.11, Sharaff; 12, Styne;
,..;4°iresf .•
^a"iel,ce bdW-.
•: . 13; Sondheim; 14, Forsyth. ’
’
t Laci\ m me ua k .
> Supporting Actress: Margaret . -Mark Barroii iAssociated Press):
1941-42
Phillips
(“Another
Part
Of
the
1.
Robards;;
2,
Pa^e;
3,
Griffith;
4,
Actor: Burge; s Meredith (“Can¬ Forest”'
. Merman; 5, Blackmer; 6, Stanley;
dida”;.
!■
Actress: Judith Anderson (“Mac¬
J- Ken' rio;?ivfeiSSS:
beth
Mclcin Musical: Danfe Kaye j
i
Ms
Lets face It__». _
I
•( Another
Partmf the. Forest
(“Let’
...
_ _
.. . , John Chapman
_ __ (News): 1, Robards* 22, Paee;
Pase- 3,
3 .nochoice;4,’Merno choice* 4 Mer, TFemme
x. - in
x Musical: Eve Arden ; Director: tie between John Giel-. bards;
(“Let’s ract It ).'
; gud i“Importance of Being Ear-. man; 5t Matthau; 6, Newmar; 7, no
Supportmg Actor: Joseph Bu- nest”) and Ella, Kazan (“All My" choice; 8, Newmar; 9, Robbins- 10
loff (Spring Again”!. t |
| Sons”).
i Ballou;. 1IV. no choice; 12* Rome;
Supporting Actress: Jessica TanChoreography ; tie between 13, Rome:. Ll, Hansberry.
dy (Yesterday's Magic’K j. _
Agnes de Mille ("BrigadOpn”) and | Ethei Colby (JournaJ.of Coin
•uie xuresi ».
, ..... son (“Guest in the House”), Judith : Composer:
Frederick Loewe 1 Pressman; 3.0, Ter-Arutunian; 11,
Evelyn t “Angel Street”) and Bev-j
iHamberr^0”6'' 13’Sondh«™M4.
erly Roberts .(“Uncle Harry”), tied. [ l-Brigadoon’M.
Lyricist: E. Y.Harburg (■•Fi„iau’s :%“S> Cclcman (Mirror): 1,
1942-43
; Rainbow”i.
_;
( Steiger; 2, Page; 3, - Griffith; 4.
Actor: Alfred Lunt (“Pirate”).
Librettist: Alan Jay Lerner | Merman; 5, Matthau6, Herlie;
Actress: Tallulah Bankhead ,4.r»L.;,T»r,rkrt^.-,
,
_ ...
- . „ -%T .v. ('Skin of Our Teeth"i.
!:
i Brigadoon i
i T. Poitier' .a McNeil: 9. Kazan
Male in Musical: Alfreid J)rake f
Arthur .(“Sweet.Birdof Youth"); TO, Miel(‘Oklahoma”!
j Miller t*All My Sons )...
jzinerf The World of Suzie Wong”);
Femme in Musical: Ethel Mer-■
1947-48
^s?e1’ J2;
?odgersi
man (“Something for the Boys”). L Actor: Paul. Kelly. (“Command. .13^P^mr5ers®lp1;
.
Supporting Actor: Rhys [Williams; Decision”).
I r.Sffi
WoUu §tr-lt
(“Harriet”!.
!
.! Actress: Judith^^ Anderson'Kney-^i'
Supporting Actress: Aline Mac-1 "*Medea”)
i IS-Sl’-i ^Vr ^
5’ rIurhnn^r- 6’
Mahnn i“Fvp nf
TVTirk”li
i
' v d -' ttt - i *• v*
I McNeil; 7, no choice; 8, no choice;
Mpromisinff Actor-Skibov -Ho- ^
^ ^etween ; 9r Kazan • (“J.b:”.);. 10,^-Smith; 11,
m^er^^Tcmorrcuv^the
W^Drtd”)k ° i Sf-ul
„Hart™n,
TAiJge} lpt„the,
Beafon;
12, Blitzstein; 13, Fields;
meiei. c lomprrow tne _wuria
wjjjgs’.'.)
?nd Jack ‘McCauley
t«‘High i-14;
-Hirisberry
.
j Thon^^bashtWomen-sWcar
Directo?
Elia Kazan (VSkin of " ....
Femme
in Musical:
Daily):
l. Hmgle; 2, Page: 3,
Klugtnrector.
u
.,
_ A.”).
. ... Beatrice;
■.
man-i.-nw-man-.s
xrA,fr
.....
.eem > rma rvazan (ii &Kin .01 TLillie
(“Inside
U. S.
iman;
4;.Merman; 5, w„rcf.
Hurst; «
6, NewScore- Richard Rodeers (“OklaSupporting. Actor^ Karl Malden mar; 7, no choice; 8, no choice; 9.
homa”).*
. (“Streetcar Named Desire”).
i Kazan (split - between *J.B.” and
1943-44
!
) Supporting Actress: Kim Hunter ^Ke,ev. ^irr.-of .ToRl1^
Actor: Eiliott Nugent (“Voice of (“Streetcar Named Desire^).
TT^eKov-Sk ■ TS:
the Turtle"..
- t
■ Promisiug Actor: Marlon Brando ^Honry^ttOwCstsatUtdav^^view)Actress: Margaret feullavan (“Streetcar Named Desire”). .
i 1 GiSeud- 2 Pa«p- 3yPp^ 4
(“Voice of the Turtle”). (T
j Promising Actress: Meg Mundy ‘ ieIlva- 5 Torn-^ 6 Dee- 7 Torn- R
Male in Musical: Bobby Clatk (“Respectably Prostitute”).
i Kedding '.9;' ($uinteiJ»' 10, -Daricim

Bal- ‘ ("Sweet Bird of Youth”); ^ 10, Edj; Terry
; wards; 1.1, Messel; 12, Styne; 13,
Sfe:^!
!^W^ohn
.Latouche
("Ballet
Promi: „ Actor: Montgomery • „ Jrf
j: Emory Lewis (Cue): 1, Robards;
Clift ; “Searching
Wind’
iiing Wind”i.i;
* Tk T!l(ni,„u
?23, Griffith; 4, Merman; 5,
Librettist; John Latoiich
( Bair. Ruggles. 6 nriedford. 7( Holbrok;
Promising Actress: Terry Holmes
(‘Manhattan Nociurhe”'.let BaHads”). ^
^ ^
_
:! 8., Sahds:.
Sands; 9.
9, R:pharH<!
R:chards 10,
11V SmithSmith;
Director: Moss Hart (“Winged
Promising Playwright: William. ll, du Boir; 12, Styne; 13,:.SbndVictor”).
H. Haines < “Command Decision”.); |heim: 14. Hansberry. \
Composer: Kurt Weill (“One
1948-49 . .
‘
Touch of Venus”!.
!
i Actor: Lee J. Cobb (“Death of a
1944-45
'Salesman”).
Actor: Frank Fay ' “Harvey” i.
i Actress: Martita Hunt (“Mad1 __ _ ... - . ...
. Actress: L-urette Taylor (“Glass . woman of ,Chaiilot").
-j
^^
m.:paB^: ? =7=
Menagerie”.
: !
.
i Male in Musical: Ezio Pinza
the Criterion.
Male in Musical: John . Raitt s (“South Pacific”)
\ , trayal-.of the disintegratmg novel(“Carousel”).
ist in- “The Disenchanted.i” . Andy
ne in Musical: ..Beatrice !
m Musical: Mary Martin . gj^th ^
Femme
iri the title i'ole of “Des1
Lillie s "Seven Lively Arts").
■ ("South Pacific ...
.
t
i tly 'Bides
orting Actor:
Supporting Actor: tie between};<i3 n Again, ” V' j ust iiosed out
Supporting
Actor:. Fred O'Neal
(“nptpptivp
(
Febert
Dhery,
of “La Pliime .de
(“Anna Lucasta”*
i
I Joseph Wiseman
. .
) Ma :T.ante” (which he also \\Tote
Supporting Actress: Josephine : Story”). Robert Emhardt ■ (“Lifej
g^edl[);''^anTRichardKile?0if
.
Hull ;“Harve>”>.
, |:
^with Mother”) and Arthur JT: Ken-1,a}1(I:R^hard
“Redhead.1
Promising Actor: tie I between. . nedy (“Death of a Salesman”).
Richard Ba~ehart »“Hastyi Heart”)
Supporting Actress: Mildred xvuh^^Fbii^^1’©311’ of“Pn9e.MoFe*
and John Lund (“Hasty ! Heart”).-i Dunnock F’Death of a Salesman”);
Feeing
was a, minority
Promising Actress: Joan Tetzel; Promising Actor: Ray Walston .
LrlC
SU£'
(‘1 Remember Mama ». i;
(“Summer and Smoke”)
i porting part, and Sandra Church,
Director: John van Druteri '."I
Promising Actress: tie between ! ?(, ?t);rs-LW.ROft.mm?ini?((tyn r°f,
Re member Mama”
idnwn -Rppph”) i for the be?t femme, supporting
mown ±seacn ), i P1?^
T
tiia™
nn ." leading
lp^ino
Choreographer: Agnes de
There .1^;
vvere ; ho
(“Carousel").
i
,
^^ . seiectlons for the most promising
Designer: George Jenkins (“Dark lnd„ Caro1 cbanning ( Lend an new actor and actress.
of the Moon”).
|
;
vuo x.-0-a„ f‘*n»a*Vv «#'■ Elia Kazan was a clear choice
Composer-Lyricist: Richard Rod-! Director. LLa Kazan ( Death of as best director, getting more votes
gers-Oscar Hammervtein j2d^ (Car- a ^aiesman )
.
•••••••„.._ ') for either “Sweet Bird of Youth”
ousel”).
“
■} ^Choreographer: Ha n y a Holm ^ or .j b,”. than any other stager.
1945-45
\
Me. Kate .
'There was no clear, choice as best
Actor: Laurence Olivfcr (Old
Deagner. Jo Mielzmei: . .( Death s-scenic designer or : eostume deof a;
a-Salesman
;j of
Salesman1 ).
.
. • :
I signer, and Harold Rome (“Destry
Betty Field / (“Dream t - *£**>**?£
Bt!d«ers; Bides . Again”), and Julc Styne
; South Pacific ). .V
■ ..
(“Gypsy”) f ed only a vote ahead
Lyricist:- Oscar H-ammerstein -2d
_i -n_j__
Supporting

Actress;

Supporting Actress: Barbara Bel
twiripg (‘‘npm
Am ihh
RWc-M
Geddes
(“Deep Are
the Roots”),
j, McEnroe ( Silver Whistle ).
between! Michael .
. Director:
,
, tie
.
»t.
, i.

Ir

Off-Brpadway; Choices

I;
As always, there .were several
Gordon s fuHoni6 of the ],Brav6t,)t;
Actort Alee; Guinnsss ( ' Cpcittail; df£F6r6iiC6S flmbn^ tliG* critics 8S
Alfred Lunt_(“Mistress AHne”) and Party ’).- : .
.
. [ to performance. categories, and, as

Bretaigne Windust (State! of the
Union” (.
!;
.
Choreographer: "Helen Tamiris
(“Annie Get Your Gun”).
Designer: tie between jJo Mielziner ) “Dream Girl”) and Robert!

Actress: Shirley. Booth (“Come
Back. Little Sheba”).
Male in Musicalr tie between
George Guetary (“Arms and the
Girl”) and Todd Duncan (“Lost in
tjje stars”)

has: been, the tendency in recent
seasons, there were a number: of
votes ;for off-Broadway Work, in¬
cluding Leo Penn’s performance
in the musical edition of “Of Mice
and Men,” Hal Holbrook in “Mark
Twain Tonight,” . Jose Quintero’s
direction of “The Quare Fellow,”
M™: “ Home f‘Ca.1 MejR^^^Ct^^h the Mary Rodgers score for “Oiice
Upon: a Mattress” and James. For¬
Librettist: Herbert and ' Dorothy ! and Kent Smith (“Wisteria TreesV). syth as the author of “Heloise.”
; Also,Tfenry He\yes, of the SaturFields (“Annie Get Your ]Gun”L
(Continued on page 60)
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Tabulation of selections by the. first:siring, .New . York drama
critics of the various “bests” , of the 1958-59 Broadway season.
1. BEST PERFORMANCE BY THE MALE LEAD IN A STRAIGHT
■''■V V-..
PLAY
Jason Robards Jr. (“The Disenchanted”).*..... 5
John Gieldgud ("Shakespeare’s Ages of Man”) ..... . .. .. 1
Sessue Hayakawa (“Kataki”)
— 1
Pat Hingle (“J. B ”) .;
.V.
..1
Paul Newman (“Sweet Bird of Youth”) . V ..,.. v. .. ■.. . ., 1
Sidney Poitfer:.T‘‘A-“Rai5tin' in.-t-He • Siwiv).‘ • •
^*1--• •
. I
Rod Steiger ^“Rashomon”) , v... : ,V . ............ „.........»'. 1.
2. BEST PERFORMANCE BY THE FEMME LEAD IN. A
.. STRAIGHT PLAY
Geraldine Page ("Sweet .Bird of Youth”) , .;->.......,. 10
Claudia McNeil (“Raisin in the; Sun’!) .... . .. .
.. .. . .
1
3. BEST PERFORMANCE BY THE MALE LEAD IN A MUSICAL
Andy Griilith U'Destry Rides Again”)!
3
Robert Dhery (“La Plume de Ma Tahte”) ..........,. 2 .
Richard: Kiley; (“Redhead”) ;... .
2
Jack Kliigman (“Gypsy’7-^... • • • ... ........ X
Pierre Olaf (“La Plume .de Ma Tante”) .....:....... . .V . .V . 1
Leo Penn (“Of Mice and- Meri”^off-Brdadwaj;) ..........
1
No choice
;.:V.! .■ i-. .I....,.'..;.1:
4. BEST PERFORMANCE BY THE FEMME LEAD IN A MUSICAL
Ethel Merman (“Gypsy”)
,'8' •
Gwen Verdon (“Redhead”• . :
.- • . . .2.
Lotte Lenya (“Seven Deadly Sins”) ,
... . ...:....... 1
5. BEST PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTOR IN A SUPPORTING
'
role
(Either straight play or musical) ■
Walter Matthau (“Once More, with. Feeling”)!
Sidney Blackmer (“Sweet .Bird of Youth”) ,: I .
Timmy Everett (“The Cold. Wind and the Warm”)
David Hurst C’Look After Lulu”) ......,.!.....,........
• Ben Piazza ("Kataki”) >. ..... . ’.....
Christopher Plummer (“J. B-”) .
-. .... .
...
Charlie Ruggles (“The Pleasure of His Companyv) .:.
Ceorge C. Scott (“Comes ai Day”) ............. -V;
Rip Torn (“Sweet Bird of' Youth”) .. . -... ...:.. ...
6. BEST PERFORMANCE BY AN ACTRESS IN, A SUPPORTING
. '.ROLE. ...
(Either straight play Or musical).
3
Sandra Church (“Gypsy”) ........ . ............:.....
2
JiJdie Newmar (‘‘The Marriage-Gp-Round”),. .......
1
Riiby Dee (“A Raisin in the Sun’’) .. . ..........
Eileen Herlie (“Epitaph for George Dillon”) ,........ .
1
1 ■
■ Nan Martin (“J. B.”).
.1
.......
1
Kay Medford (“Handful of Fire”) . t.......... •. I..!'!
1
Claudia McNeil (“A Raisin in the Sun”) ............
1
Kim. Stanley (“A Touch of the Poet”)
7. most promising new legit actor
No choice .....V.V .!■.,..
..:,,:.
5
2
Sidney Poltier (“A Raisin in; the Sun”). ......... ... ..
Kal Holbrook .(“Mark. Twafn Tonight”-^-off-Broadway)
1
I
George Peppard (“The Pleasure of His Cpmpany”J ...;
1
George C. Scott (“Comes a Day”) ,
.. . V,.......
Rip Torn (“Sweet Bird of Youth”) .... . . :v.. .--;
1
8. MOST PROMISING NEW ACTRESS
4
No choice. .. •!•. • •: • -.....!.
..
. . .....
2
Diana Sands. (“A. Raisin in the Sun’-).
V,.
1
Sandra Church (“Gypsy”) I.. . .
Claudia McNeil (“A-Raisin in the. Sun")
I......
1
Lois Netileton (“God, and. Kate Murphy”) ..
1
1
Julie Newmar. (“The. Marriage-Go-Round'))
Bertice Redding (“Requiem for a Nun”) _________
1
9. BEST DIRECTOR
El:a Kazan (“Sweet-Bird of Youth”) ,.,;....... .
Elia Kazan (“J. B.”)
;.. . . .1,..........;. . .........
2^
Peter Glenville • (“Rashomon”) .
............;. *..
1
David Pressman (“The Disenchanted’^) .
1
Jose Quintero (“The Quare Fellow”—off-Broadway)
.
T;."Lloyd Richards (“A Raisin in the Sun-’) .. * •:,.. =.....
1
Jerome Robbins (“Gypsy”) .
....____.....
1
IQ. BEST SCENIC DESIGNER
Oliver Messel (“Rashomon”)
....... • •.......
2
Oliver Smith (“Destry Rides Again’-’) ...........,.
2
Boris Aronson (“J. B.”) v;.. . ... .................. .
1
. Ballou! (“The Legend of Lizzie") ......
........
1
Ben Edwards. (“A Touch of the Poet”).............;
1
Peter Larkin (“The Shadow of.a Gunman”) .. ..
.
1
Jo MIelziner1 (“Gypsy”) . . ....... ..........
1
Jo Mielziiier (“The World of Suzie Wong”) : . . __
•1
Rouben Ter-Arutunian (“Redhead”) .... .
. ....;...
li. BEST COSTUME DESIGNER
Cecil Beaton (“Look After Lulu”) . . ^.v, .. _ .......
2
Oliver Messel (“Rashomon”).;:.;.. 7!:. ./.........
2
Irene. Sharaff ("The Flower Drum Song:”) ...;..
2
Alvin Colt. (“Desthy Rides Again”) ... r.....
1
Alvin Colt (.“First Impressions”) —
1
Dorothy Jeakins ("The World of Suzie Wong”) .......
1
Raoul Pene du Bois ("Gypsy”). ......... ............
1
No choice !. v; •...... i. . . . ... ..
...;.;--1.
12. Best composer
Harold RUme (“Destry Rides Again”) ___i.:
3
Jule Styne ("Gypsy”) ........,, :.____...
3
2
Richard Rodgers (“The Flower Drum Song”!........
Marc Blitzstein ("Juno”) .....:,•! .. 7 ...... - •.... ..I,
1
Mary Rodgers ("Once Upon a Mattress”)
:....,...
I
Kurt Weill ("Seven Deadly Sins”) ! . ..:v...........
1
13. BEST LYRICIST
Stephen Sondheim (“Gypsy”) ..
....; ;;..........
5
-Oscar Hammerstein 2d ("The Flower Drum Song”) ...
3
Bert Brecht (“Seven Deaidly Sins”) ... .. ... .
1
Dorothy Fields ("Redhead”) ... ..
...
1
Harold-Rome ("Destry Rides Again”)
,.......;v...
1
14. MOST PROMISING PLAYWRIGHT
Lorraine Hansberry (“A. Raisin in the Sun”)' ..;> .
a
James Forsythe X"Heloise”—off-Broadway) ;...
1 *
No choice ...... > ; •
..... .j.
1
Critics included in. the balloting were Frank Aston (Worid-Telegram), Brooks Atkinson (Times),-Mark Barron (Associated Press),/.
John Chapman (News), Ethel Colby (Journal of Commerce)* Rob¬
ert Coleman (Mirror), Richard Cooke (Wall Street Journal), Thom?
as R. Dash (Women’s Wear Daily), Henry Hewes (Saturday Re¬
view); Walter Kerr (Herald Tribune); Emory Lewis (Cue)..
day Review, selected Lotte Lenya,
featured singer in “Seven Deadly
Sins,” for the best femme per¬
formance in a musical, and named
its composer, Kurt Weill, and
librettist-lyricist, Bert Brecht, - as
best in those respective categories.
Although “Seven Deadly Sins,”
produced at the NvY, City Center

by the N.Y. City Ballet, was gen¬
erally classified as a ballet,
Hewes has been consistent, hav¬
ing already voted for it. as the
season’s best musical, in the ballot¬
ing for. the N.Y. Drama. Critics
Circle Award. Brecht’s original
version of the work was in the
German language. •!.;";
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(7), LA.;
44237, D.C.
Business continued sturdy for-4
most road shows last week. . The
touring; lineup was increased by
the Coast production of ‘‘Romanoff
: and Juliet/.’ which started strongly
in. its first seven performances at
the Hartford Theatre, Los Angeles:
. Dallas, June 16.
“Sunrise at CampobeUo,” in the
“Pajama Game”, grossed a so-so
second week of its post-Broadway $30,700 last week at the 4,126-seat
stand at" the National Theatre, Music Hall here.
Washington, set a house record for
The tuner, with Frankie : Laine,.
a non-musieal. “Li’l Abner”. closes Paul Hartman, Kathy Barr . arid Pat
next Saturday. (20) in Seattle.
Stanley heading the cast, was the
Estimates for Last Week
opening bill of the State Fair
Parenthetic designations for cmt:
Musicals season.

‘Pajama’ Modest $30,700,
Dallas Season Opener

.

of:toiim shows are the same, as for:
Broadway, except that hyphenated
T with shovj classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.
Also, prices on touring shows in¬
clude 10%; Federal Tax and local
tax, if any,: iyut as on Broadway
grosses are net; i.e., exclusive of:
faxes.. Engagements ate for single
week unless otherwise noted;

Tower of Babel Touting
For ‘At Drop of the flat’

Breezy SherekBook
• Henry Sherek fulfills a dual
role in the West End theatrical,
scene. He Is an Impresario of
tasted Imagination and daring.
He/ is a bon viveur with a
tremendous appetite for life,
a witty raconteur arid a man of
. infectious enthusiasm.
All/ these Qualities emerge .
from the. pages of his autobi¬
ography,“Not In Front of the
Children” (Heinemann, $2.94).
It is written lightly..
• Particularly interesting are.
his anecdotes about T: S.-Eliot,
whom/ he regards as one .of
the greatest writers the thea. tre has ever known:. Sherek
./is not afraid to tell a yam
against himself and deals as
. wittily with his flops as with
his successes. As much At
home : on Broadway as in
. Shaftesbury Avenue, the au- .
thor. offers some fascinating
sidelights on Americans and
the Yarik scene.
Many big names in . British
arid American theatrical life
. appear in this book. Rich.

B way Big; ‘Gypsy Runaway $82,992,
'Drum’ Hits S,247, 'Redhead’ $63,131,
‘Desky* Ropes $66,973, ‘Raisin’ $42,171
Broadway climbed again last
week. Most shows played to healthy
business, with 10 entries selling
out. Several new hous(^ records
were also established. Two closings
and one layoff have reduced the
list to 17 entries.
Shows that went clean included
“Bestry Rides Again,” “Flower
Drum Song,’’ “Gypsy,” “La Plume
de Ma Tante,” “Majority , of One,”
“Marriage - Go - Round,”
“Music
Man,” “My Fair Lady,” “Raisin
in the Sun” and “Redhead.”
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy ), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama)., R (Revue),
MC (Musical-Comedy), MD (Musi¬
cal-Drama) , O (Opera), OP (Op¬

$19,600. Closed last Saturday (13)
at a loss of approximately its
entire $150,000 investment.
Touch of the Poet, Hayes (D)
(36th Wk; 284 p) ($7.50; 1,139; $43,887) (Helen Hayes,-Eric Portman,
Betty Field).
Nearly $23,600.
Previous week, $18,500 with two¬
fers. Closed last Saturday (13) at a
moderate profit.
Laid Off Last Week
Marriage-Go-Round,
Plymouth
(C) (33d wk; 255 p) ($6.90; 1,062;
$43,000) (Charles Boyer, Claudette
Colbert). Over $43,500. Previous
week, $43,400. Laid off follpwing
the evening performance last Sat¬
urday (13) and resumes Sept. 14,

Alexander H. Cohen isn’t spar¬
ing the pressagents in promoting
eretta).
his upcoming Broadway. produc¬
Other parenthetic designations
tion of “At -the Drop of a Hat,”
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
CHICAGO
Music Man, Shubert (MC-RS) which . will be the first of / his 1
number of performances through
(18th wk) t$5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71,- Nine O’clock Theatre programs.
last Saturday, top . prices (where
Portland, Ore., June 16.
458h Almost $66,000. Previous He has six publicity touts,; includ¬
two prices are given, the. higher is
ing himself (a member of the
Although a number of shows
week, $60,500.
far Friday-Satufday nights and the
Assn, of Theatrical Pressagents &
have
been
lined up for summer
lower for weeknights), -number of
Managers) tub-thumping the ven¬
Brooks Atkinsoii, drama critic of seats, capacity gross and stars. and fall presentations in the Pa¬
LOS ANGELES
:;the ,N. Y. Times, has gone to his Price includes 10% Federal and cific northwest area, only one is
Li’l Abner, Biltmore (MC-RS) ture.
Richard Mariejr arid his asso¬ . country home at Durham, N.Y., 5% City tax, but grosses are net;. a regular touring legit entry.
(3d wk) ($5-$5.50;, 1,636; $49,300).
That’s “My Fair Lady,” which is
Nearly $38,700 with Guild sub¬ ciate, Martin Schwartz, will be for the summer. His final Sunday i.e.t exclusive of taxes. .
general
press;
representatives, column of the season will appear >Destry Rides Again, Imperial set for the Auditorium here Aug.
scription. Previous .week, same
while the firm, of .Lee. Solters, in the July 5 issue, and he’ll re¬ (MD) (8th wk; 60p) <$8.35-$9.40; 11-15.
with subscription.;
• My Fair .Lady, Philharmonic Harvey Sabinsori. arid James J. sume with the issue of Aug. 1& 1,427; $65,000) (Andy Griffith,
The local bookings, lined up by
Aud. (MC-RS) (2d wk) ($5.75-$6.50; O’Rourke will handle columns arid; As usual, he’ll interrupt his vaca¬ Dolores Gray). House record at the Northwest Releasing Corp., in
2,670; $78,800) (Michael . Evans, spedal promotions. Cohen, him¬ tion to cover the operiirigs at the $66,973' Previous week, $66,713.
association with the Paramount
two
Stratfords/
in
Connecticut
and
Diane Todd). Almost $79,300 With self, will work on tieups and mer¬
Flower Drum Song, St. James Theatre here, include, besides
Civic Light Opera subscription. chandising. “Hat,” a two-man Ontario,
(MD); (28th wk; 224 p) ($8.05;. 1,- “Lady,” the Jerry Lewis show,
Mary Martin, who’ll star in the 615; $63,247). House record at July 14-15; Ximenez Vargas Ballet
. Previous week; $69,000 for seven (Michael Flanders and Donald
performances with subscription.
Swann) revue, described . as “an forthcomirig Broadway musical, $63,247.. Previous week, $63,100. Espanol, July 28; Louis Armstrong
, Romanoff and Juliet, Hartford after dinner farrago,” is being im¬ “The Sound of Music,” arrives in
Gazebo, Lyceum 1C) (27th wk; : Show. Serit. 14; Vincent Price, Oct.
. (C-RS) (1st wk) <$5.40-$6.50; 1,024; ported from London, where it New York today (Wed.i with her 210 p) ($6.90; 995; $20,600) (Walter ■ 7; “Gay 90s Revue,” Oct. 14; Shai
$32,000) (Peter Ustinov). Over $28,- recently closed after a run of more husband, Richard Halliday, from a Slezak), Nearly $13,100. Previous j K OPhir & Co.. Dec. 8. and the
vacation at their .Brazil plantation. | week, $11,800. Closes next Satur¬
800 for first seven performances than two .years! /
i
/Festival Co. of Nonvay, March 2.
with Guild subscription.; .
... The : presentation,;. which Is rf Broadway producer Robert day (20 X
'■ The. offerings, with' the exeption
scheduled., to open Oct, 8 at the Whitehead returned Saturday (13) I Gypsy, Broadway (MC) (4th wk; of “Lady,” will be presented at
from
Europe,
where
he
looked
over,
27 pi. r$8i60-$9.4Q; 1,900; $83,000) tbe Paramount Theatre.
SAN FRANCISCO
Golden Theatre, N.Y., is capital¬
Hells Are: Ringing, Curian (MC- ized at $40,000, with.provision for repertory theatre setups for ideas (Ethel Merman). Record for reg¬
Zolly Volchok, head of NRC,
RS) (2d wk) ($5.75-$6.90; 1,758; 25% overcall. The opening will be on the establishment of such ari ular1 run Broadway show at $82,- plans also to present the offerings
$59,000) (Judy Holliday). Over $58,- preceded by three preview per¬ operation ' at the Lincoln Center 992. Previous week, $71,700 for ; in Seatt’e, Spokane, Tacoma and
seven perforrriances. •
000 with.- Civic Light Opera sub¬ formances, There will be no out-, ot Performing Arts, N.Y.
J. B;, ANT A (D) (27th wk; 212 pt ; Vancouver.
Renni (Mrs. Arthur) Brook, sec¬
scription. Previous week, $59,000 pf-town tryout:
retary to Jack Schlissel,: general ($6.90;. 1/185; $46,745) (Christopher
with subscription.
.
.
'
riianager for producer David Mer¬ Piummer. Basil Rathbone, James , Minneapolis Plotting
Once More With Feeling, Alcazar
rick, has taken a leave, of absence Daly). Nearly $27,300. Previous
(C-RS) (1st wk) ($4-$4.50; 1,147;
week, $27,000. .
$33,000) (Fernando Lamas, Mar¬
for maternity. . .
For More Met Visits
La Plume de Ma. Xante, Royale |
Broadway pressagent Karl Bern¬
jorie Lord):. Opened /June 8 to (Figures denote, opening dates)
Minnaanolis. June 16.
(R) <31st wk; 247 p> ($8.05; 1,050;
stein
planed.Monday
(15)
to
Lisbon
three favorable reviews (Morton,:
Upper
M'dwest Metropolitan
NEW
YORK
and will then va.Cation-tour Europe, $44,500) (Robert Dhery). Over
Examiner;
Hall,Call-Bulletin; "... Billy Barries Revue, York (6-9-59).
Hodel, News) and one inconclusive
including the . Scandanavian coun¬ $45,000. Previous week, $45,100. . Opera committee is meeting this
Boy Friend, Cherry Lane (1-25-581.
week
to
consider
the possibility
Cast"
Of
Characters,
Downt'ri
(6-10-59).
Lays off July 6-Aug. 1.
tries, returning about Aug. l.
(Knickerbocker, Chronicle): about
Crucible, .Martinique (3-11-58).
.
Majority of One, Shubert iC» that the Metropilitan will, return
Broadwhy pressagent Sol Jacob¬
$21,500. Previous week, $17,000 at ."Enemy of the People, Actors (2-4-59).
here
next
season
and
include the
•
Leave
It
to
Jane,
Sheridan
So.
(5-25-59).
(17th
wk;
136
pi.
($6.90;
1.453;
$53,the Hartford, Los Angeles.
son sails next Saturday (20) on the
Loves,.. Living Theatre (1-13-59); )
000) (Cedric Hardwicke, Gertrude city on its annual tours after all.
Two for the Seesaw, Geary (CD- • • -Many'
performances have been iemporarUy ,' Flandre for a five-week vacation,
Berg);
Nearly
$53,300.
Previous
The
likelihood
is
that
this can be
j
in
.
tiie
Scandanavian
countries.
On
RS) (3d wk). ($4.30-$4.85; 1,550;
suspended. •'■■■:
j
Mark Twain Ton«9ht, 41st St. (4-6-59). , •'5 his. return; July .29, his associate, week, $52,900.
accomplished by offering an “im¬
$39,000) (Ruth Roman,. effrey
Our Town, Circle in Square (3-23-59). !
Make
a
Million,
Morosco
(C)
Lewis
Harmon,
will
take
off
with
pressive
increase”
in
the
amount
Lynn). Almost $22,100. Previous
Shaw Repertory, Provincetown (5-23-59).
Threepenny Opera, de Lys (9-20-55).
his novelist-wife. Charlotte Har¬ (34th wk; 238 p) ($6.90; 946; $35,- cf the company’s guarantee, it was
week, $24,700. /.
Waltz of the Toreadors; Cricket. (4^-59).
300)
(Sam
Leyerie).
Almost.
$17,800
mon,
on
a
six-week
visit
to
London
announced.
Young A Bu'ful, Theatre East (5-28-59).
and Paris. The other associate in with twofers. Previous week, $16,Rudolph
Bing,
Metropolitan
WASHINGTON
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
the office, Abner Klipstein, will re¬ 500 \vith twbfers. :
Drunkard, Gate (6-23-59).
head, previously had notified the
Sunrise at Cainpobello, National
Three Sisters, Fourth St; (9-10,69). .
Music Man, Majestic (78th wk; committee that Minneapolis would
main on hand all summer.
(D-RS) (2d wk) ($4.95-$5.60; 1,657;
Shakuritala, St. Mark’s (9-29-59):
Hobe Morrison, legit editor of 620 p) <$8.05; 1,626; $70,500). Over be dropped after 20 years as an
Vincent, Cricket (9-30-59).
$46,200) (Ralph Bellamj'), House
Great God Brdwn,. Phoenix (10-5-59):
Variety, planes to London tomor- $71,400. Previous week, $69,000.
record for non-musical at $44,237
CLOSED
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC) annual tour stand because econom. row (Thurs!) to see the West End
with Guild subscription, previous
Dr, Willy. Nifly, Barbizori (6-4-59); closed
; ies dictated an itinerary change
last Saturday (13) after 12 perform-' shows and motor-tour England arid (170tb wk; 1,355 p). ($8.05; 1.551; ; and the New York season is to be
week, $41,400 with subscription.
| $69,500) (Edward Mulhare, Pamela
• ances:
:
Scotland for three weeks.
lengthened. The company wasn’t
Fallout,. Rehata (5-20-59); closed last
!
Charles),
Another'$70,400.
Stella
Kadmori,
owner
of
Vienna’s
.Sunday (14) after 31 : performances.
Pleasure of Eis Comnany, Long- . to return here until 1961.
Theatre, de Courage, arrived in
But the committee now finds.
New York last Monday (15). aboard acre (C.) (34th wk; 270 p) ($6.90;
LOS ANGELES
$37.600) .. (Cyril Ritehard, I that Bing was “so moved” by the:
' (June 14-28)
Billy Barnes Revue, Las Palmas (10-13:58).. the S.S. United, States: She hopes l,i01;
Boy Friend,. Ivar (2-16-59).
to acquire the rights to several i Cornelia Otis . Skinner, Charlie 'company’s .wonderful reception
' Alter Ego, - by Dot DeCamp-j-Barttr
. Camlno Real, H’wobd Center (5-21-59).
Theatre, Abingdon, Va. .(15-20). /■
American plays for production in Ruggles, Walter / Abel.). Almost here this year (the four performCold Wind, Players Ring (6-8-58):
Hilary, by ,Gerald Savery, starring Jean
$28,900. Previous week, $27,400. ; ances grossed 5112,716' he’s trying
Vienna,..
Mendel Beatnik, LeGrarid (5-29-59).
Fontaine—Coconut Grove , CFlaJ . Play: Plain A Fancy, Pasadena (5-29-59):
- Pete* Davis, business manager Moved last Monday (15) to the to revise h s plans, according to a
. house (15-27):
Law and Mr. Simon, by Julie "Berris, . .Ouare Fellow, Stage Society. (5-8-59).
for the Theatre Guild, planed into Music Box. :
; telegram received from him.
Shrike, Horseshoe (5-16-59).
starring Kenasha Skulnik—Westbury (L.I )
New. York from the Coast last
Raisin in the Sun, Barrymore j Also, J. S. Lombard, U. of Min¬
Silver Whistle, Centre (4-25-59).
: Music Fair (16-21); Storrowtown Music
:.
Streetcar, Omnibus (6-11-59).
Saturday (13) with his wife. Davis; (D) (14th wk; 110 p) ($6.90; 1,076; nesota concerts department direcFair, Springfield, Mass. (22-27).
Tender Trap, VaUey.(6-5.-59)Piece of Blue Sky, by Frank Corsaro,
who’s company manager of “Bells $41/569) (Sidney Poitier). House i ter, while in New York last week
. Tonight at 8:30, HoUywood (5-29*59).
starring SheUey Winters—Tappan Zee
Turn to Autumn, CaUboard (6:5:59).
Are Ringing,”, currently at the record at $42,171. Previous week,
Playhouse, Nyack, N. Y- (19-27) (Reviewed
received a concrete proposal from
Who That Lady, Civic (4-13-59)..
in VARIETY, May 27, ;'59>,
Curran Theatre, Sari Fraricisco, $42,000.
. " SCHEDULED.OPENINGS :•
Red. Letter Day, by Andrew Rosenthal,
made the hop to N. Y. on Guild . Redhead, 46th: St. (MD) (19th Bing anent restoring Minneapolis
Look Back in Anger, GaUery (6-24-59).
starring Gloria Swanson—Grist MUl Play¬
CLOSED
business and is scheduled to return wk; 148 p) ($9.20; 1.297*r $S2,410) ] to the tours annually and he’ll give
house; Andover, N.J.. (27-5) (Original Britt
Be An Angel, Civic (5-11-59); closed last to Frisco tomorrow (Thurs.). .
isb production reviewed in VARIETY
l (Gwen. Verdori). House record at : the details to the committee. He
Sunday (14). .
from. London, Feb. 27, ’52).
Albert B. Gins, who’s, importing $63,131. Previous week, $62,617. ' says the larger guarantee will inCircle of Wheels, El Cabitan (522-59);
closed last Saturday (13)..
i volve a higher admission scale.
Japan’s Takarazuka Dance Theatre Lays off July 6-11.
for a.North American tour begin¬
Sweet Bird of Youth, Beck (D) This year’s top was $8.
London Shows
ning
next
Sept.
16,
leaves
New
(14th
Wk;
111
p)
($6.90;
1,280;
$47,(Figures denote opening dates)
York, today (Wed.) for Takarazuka 963) ' (Paul Newman, Geraldine
. Blue Magic Revue, Wales (2-19-59).
to attend the all-girl company’s Page, Sidney Blackmer). Over
Much Ado, Lunt-Fontanne (9-17-69).
.
.Candida, . Saville (4-30-59); closes . next
Gangs All . Here, Ambassador (10-1-59). preem perforriiance of the program $46,700.
Saturday (20).
Previous v/eek, $44,709.
Happy
Town,
54th
St:
(10-6-59).
Caught Napping,. Piccadilly (5-22-59). -..
An off-Broadway club-theatre is
to be presented in the U.S.
’Two for the SCesaw, Booth (CD)
Warm Peninsula, Hayes (10-20-59). .
Clown Jewels, Vic. Palace; T3-5-59):
.<
Drop of a Hat, Golden (10-8-59).
. A recent Variety report that a (74th wk; 588 p) ($6.90; 780; $32,- planned for next fall by J-R-L-B
Farewell, Farewell, Garrick (6-5-59).
.
Miracle
Worker,
Playhouse
(10-19-59).
• Five Finger Exercise, .Comedy (7-16-58).
new musical, “Beg, Borrow or 300) (Dana Andrews, Anne Ban¬ Inc., an organization headed by
Connecticut
Summer,
Shubert
<10-22-59).
Fool's Paradise, ApoUo (4-1-59). .
Steal,” will open July Ai, at the croft)./ . Over $26,400. Previous Ivor D. Balding, president of TruHeartbreak House, National (10-18:59):
Gilt, Gingerbread, Duke York's (4-17-59).
Girls Against Boys, Alvin (10,27-59). .
: Curran Theatre, San Francisco, has week, $23,000.
Grass Is Greener, St. Mart. (12-2-58X
daine Productions, a scenic con¬
FioreIlo, Broadhurst (11-3-59)..
Hostage, Wyndham’s (6-11-59).
been
denied by the management
West Side Story, Winter Garden struction company. Also connected
Tenth Man, Booth Gl-5-59).
How Say You, Aldwych, (4-22-59).
Sound Mtisic, Lunt-Fontanne (11-12-59). of the house, which will be playing (MD) (90th wk; 716 p) ($8; 1,404; with the new outfit are Corinne
. Irma La Douce, Lyric (7-17-58).
.
5 Finger, Music Box .02-2-59).
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (5-6-59).
“Oklahoma” at that time. ..
$64,200). Over $52,400 With two- Jacker, author of last season’s offSilent Night, Morosco 02-3-59).
Long, Short, Tall, New (1-7-59); .
| fers. Previous week, $48,500 with j Broadway offering “Pale Horse,
Saratoga, "Winter Garden 02-7-59).
Repertory, Old Vic (9-17-58).
;
twofers. Exits June 27 to tour.
v Marigold, Savoy <5:27-59). .
-Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11-25-52).
World of Suzie Wong, Broad- Pale Rider*’; Mary Ann Reed, a
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
hurst (D) (35th wk; 279 p) ($6.90; I designer with Trudaine, and Mar- Orpheus Descending, Royal Ct. (5-14-59).
1.214;
$47,400).
Over $29,200, ! garet Lunn.
Pleasure His Co.. Haymarket (4-23-59).
(June 14-28)
j Balding, in partnership with
. Prodigal. Wife, Winter Card. (5-28-59).
Previous week, $26,700..
Bells Are Rinqlrig .(Judy Hollidayj—
Roar Like «~Dove, Phoenix <9-25-57).
/ Frank C. Davidson, is also planPhiladelphia, June 16.
Miscellaneous
Curran, S.F. (15-27).
Salad. Days/ Vaudeville (3-5-54).
“Look Homeward, Angel,” co- I Once Upon A Mattress, Phoenix ■ ning the presentation of a new
. Li’l Abner—Civic Aud.. Portland, Ore.
. Simple Spyman, Whitehall (3-19-53).
(15-16);. Orpheum, Seattle (17-20, closes). starring Miriam Hopkins and Ed (MD) (5th wk; 40 p) ($4.60; 1.150; revue, “About Time,” by Dickson
Taste of Honey, Criterion (2-10-59X
Music Man (2d Co.)-^Shubert, Chi (15-27).
Ulysses in .Nlghttown, Arts (5-19-59).
My Fair. Lady . (2d Co.) (Michael Evans, Begley, grossed a big $22,100 last $29,382). Urider $20,000 for seven ' Hughes.
Unexpected Guest, Duchess (8-12-58).
Di
re Todd)—Philharmonic AucL, LA. week as the opening bill of the performances.
West Side Story, Majesty’s (12-12-58)..
Previous
week/
(15-27).
. Wolf's Clothing, Stfand (3-17-59).
Playhouse in the Park’s eighth sea¬ $17,700.
• " (.nee. More With Feeling. (Coast Co.)
j
LAGUNA BEACH PLANS
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
son here.. The drama in on a two?
Closed-Last Week
. Murder On Arrival, W’strii'nst'r (6-16-59); Ferhendo . Lamas,. Marjorie. Lord)—Alca¬
zar,
S.F,
(15-27)..
Laguna Beach, Cal., June 16.
week booking, will be followed
All In the Family, Strand (6-17:59).
RashomGii, Music Box iD) (20th j .
Romanoff and Juliet. (Coast CO;) (Peter
Complaisant. Lover, Globe (C-18-59).
j
The
Laguna Beach Playhouse
next
Monday.
(22)
by
Nancy
Walker
wk:
150
o)
.
($3.90-37.59;
.
1.101;
Ustinov)—Hartford, L A. (15-27).
CLOSED
will
offer
a nine-play summer sea*
...Sunrise- at Campobello (Ralph BeUamy) and Margaret Phillips in “Fallen $38,500) (Claire Bloom. Rod Stei¬
Detour After Dark, Fortune (0 8-59). ,
—National, Wash. (15-27).
/son,
opening
June 30.
Angels.”
•
••
ger,
Oscar
Homolka,
Akim
TamirEighty in Shade, Globe (1-8-59).
.Two. for - the Seesaw (2d Co.) (Riith
..WorlcfvPaul Slickey, Palace (5-5-59X
The season will run 13. weeks. bil). Over $25,200. Previous v.-eek, I Michael Gibson is the producer,
Roman, Jeffrey Lynn)—Geary, S.F. (15-27).

Legit Bits

Northwest to Get ‘Lad;,’
Plus Non-Toor Bookings

Off-Broadway Shows

Stock Tryouts

Scheduled B’way Preems

Plan Theatre Club

‘ANGEL’HEFTY $22,100r
1ST WK.,PHILLY PARK
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“AN ACTOR ?
OF GENIUS...”

!

Previous Winners

; —— Continued from page 58.
I
Supporting Actress: Julie Harris
; (“Member of the Wedding’-).

Actor: Paul Muni (“Inherit the
Wind’’).
Actress:
Stop”),

Kim

Stanley

((“Bus

Plan N. Y. Press Club
I the new Mystery Digest, titled
Male in Musical; Walter Slezak
Working Press Foundation Inc. “The Return of Madelaine.”
(“Fanny”).
Promising Actor: tie between
is: going ahead with plans for crea-;
! David
Cole
(“Innocents”)
and I. Femmer in Musical: Gwen Ver- tion of a New York Press Club. It’ . Bob, Considine signed by Dou¬
f Douglas Watson (“Wisteria Trees”): ! don (“Damn: Yankees”). .
had obtained support of three top bleday to write a biography of the
Supporting Actor: Ed Begley organizations of working newsmen • late Robert L- (“Beiieve It or Not”)
!
Promising Actress: Marcia Hen¬ I
ifor the project. They are News-; Ripley, scheduled for early 1960
(“Inherit the. Wind”). ...
derson (“Peter Pan”).
Supporting Actress: tie between 1 paper Reporters Assn of NYC,: publication.
Director: Peter Glenville (“Inno¬ j
j Patricia Jess el . (“Witness, for the • Press Photographers Assn, of New :
First book under new imprint of
cents”).
• York
and.
Radio - Newsreel - TV1
Erikssori-Taplinger will., be “Give ;
Designer: Jo Mielziner (“Inno¬ ' Prosecution”) and . Elaine Striteh i Working
Press . Assn,. Working
;
(“Bus
Stop”).
Us
the Tools,” by Henry Viscardi
cents”).
! Press Foundation was set up last
Jr,, with an intro, by Eleanor
Promising Actor: ; tie between
Composer: Gian - Carlo Meriotti ;
. year to provide professional, edu- .
Roosevelt.
Publication date vis June
;
George
.
G
f
i
zz
ard
(“Desperate
(“Consul”).
' cational and charitable support of
Promising Playwright: William Hours”). and . Buddy . Ha cket t ; newsmen, in metropolitan area.Yni- 25.
!
<“Luriaiics.:
and
Lovers”
I.
.
United
Features
releasing Bill
• tial contribution of $10,000 accomInge (“Come Back, . Little Sheba”).
i
Promising Actress: tie between : panied agreement reached by the Smith’s “Birth Pains of a Broad¬
1950- 51
way
Play”
(based
on
“Redhead”)
Julie
Andrews
(“Boy.
Friend”1.
;
three
outfits.
Actor: Claude Rains (“Darkness
. Heller Halliday, (“Peter Pan”) and ;
Officers of three organizations to June 22= in about 300 newspapers.
at Noon”),
Same author’s; piece
on
disk
’
serve
on
Foundation’s
Board
and
|
Lorvtta
LeverSee
.
(“Home
Is
the
Actress: tie between Uta Hagen
/Press Club committee include Ted jockeys in Hi Fi mag this month*
(“Country Wife”) and Maureen Hero”).
Kell. Jack O’Brien and Irving
This
Week’s
editor
publisher
‘
Director:
Herman
Shumlin
(“In¬
Stapleton (“Rose Tattoo”).
: Haberman (Press Photographers); William I- Nichols will chairman
Male in Musical: Yul Brynner herit the Wind”).
Gabe Pressman, Julian Anthony; the- National Library Week steei> .
j. Designer: Peter-Larkin ("Inherit
(“King and I”).
Larry Racies and Richard Milbauer jr.g committee next April 3-9, 1960.
Female
in
Musical:
Shirley " the Wind”).
• (Radio - Newsreel - TV Work i n g Whitney. North Seymour is chair¬
!••
:Composer:
Harold
Aden
(“House
Booth .(‘Tree Grows in Brooklyn”).
; Press): and Thomas Zumbo, James man of the National Book Commit¬
L
Supporting Actor: Eli Wallach ■ of Flowers”). .
!'C. O'Connor, and Frank Engle tee. ’
|
Lyrieict: Richard Adler - Jerry (Newsnaper Reporters Assn.).
(“Rose Tattoo”'.
Garsoh Kanin’s new novel. “Blow
Supporting Actress: Joan Loririg ! Ross (“Damn Yankees”)Anthony Marino is Current proxy Up a Storm,” will , be issued by
j
Promising Playwright: Jerome of Working Press Foundation. Rod(“Autumn Garden”).
Random House Friday (19), Kanin
i
Promising Actor: Eli Wallach !.Lawrence-Robert -. E. Lee (“Inherit nej' Stahl is secretar>--treasurer.
is also set to dramatize arid direct
, the Wind”).
.. .'
(“Rose Tattoo").
for fall production Lael Werten•
TV Impact On Books .
.
Promising Actress: M a u r e e n
bakers “Death of a Man” which
I
1955-56
Jack Paar show’s Jack Douglas Random House published two years
Stapleton '“Rose Tattoo”).
■
Director: George S. Kaufman
Actor: Michael Redgrave (“Tiger (“My Brother Was An Only Child”' ago, Keriiiit Bloomgarden will pro¬
and Cliff Arquette '“Charley Wea¬ duce.'.
(“Guys and Dolls”).
at the Gates”),
ver’s Letters From Mamma”) are
Designer: Jo Mielziner (“King
Actress: Julie Harris . (“Lark”).
Orchard Park Herald, Press Inc.
currently No; 6 and No. 14. national
and I”v.
|
Male in Musical: Rex Harrison
authorized to conduct a newspaper
bestsellers in the nonfiction lists.
Currently Londbn
publishing business in Orchard.
Composer-Lyricist: Frank Loes (“My-Fair Lady”).
Pat Boone’s “’Twixt 12 and 20’’ is
ULYSSES IN NIGHTTOWN
ser '“Guys and Dolls”'.
- _.
Femme in Musical: Julie An¬ No. 9 and has been 25 weeks on Park, Erie County, N. Y; Townserd. Lipp & Ertel.l; Buffalo, filing
Promising Playwright: Louis Q. drews. (“My Fair Lady”);
the bestseller roster. Alexander
Coxe and Robert Chapman t “Billy'
Supporting Actor:. Antho ny King’s “Mine Enemy Grows Old¬ attorneys at Albany.
July: Paris Festival
Chariot Books Inc. formed to
Budd”'.
Franciosa. '‘/Hatful, of Rain”).
er.” another tv-exploited bestseller,
and Amsterdam
Supporting Actress: tie between slipped this week from No. 1 info conduct a printing and,publishing
1951- 52
Diane
Cilento \ (•‘•Tiger
at the second place, having been 18 weeks business in . New York.
. ;;
Landon Laird, drama critic and
Gates”) and Sarah. Marshall a bestseller.
Actor: Jose Ferrer i“Shrike”
“AX ACTOR OF GENIUS . . . Mr.
Paramount Pictures’ fasliionist chattier- columnist of the Kansas.
Actress: Julie Harris (“I Am a. (“Ponder /Heart” >. .
Mostel has everything —- the sad,
Promising Actor: Andy Griffith Edith Head (with Jane Ardmore) City Star, is recuperating from
Camera”).
■ *
rubbery face* the unremittingly
; is No. 12 with “The Dress Doctor” surgery for a perforated ulcer at
Male in Musical: Phil Silvers • (“No Time for' Sergeants”.).
eloquent eyes, the perfect timing,
and James Thurber’s. “The Years Menorah hospital there. Reported
! . Promising Actress: Susan Strasthe ability to mimic, to assimilate,
'“Top Banana”'.
With Ross” (Harold - Ross, the recovering satisfactorily.
.
and then suddenly to be -unmistak¬
Femme in Musical: Vivienne berg .(“Diary of. Anne Frank”).
founder-editor of The New Yorker),
Edward R. Murrow', CBS hews
ably and shatteringly himself..... .
Director; ’Moss- Hart (“My Fair in itsi first week on the bestsellers,
Segal i“Pal Joey”).
commentator, and Mrs, Jean Gan¬
this play deserves a good run. if
.
Lady”).
Supporting Actor: John Crom¬
i shot itp to No/10. Harry 'Carolina nett Williams, president'of the Guy
only for having brought Mr. Mostel
Designer: fie between Jo Miel- . Israelite) Golden’s “Only In Amer¬
well '"Point of No Return”.'.
Gannett Publishing Co*’ which pub¬
to the London stage.”—J&hn Wain,
Suport«ng Actress: Marian Win¬ : ziner '“MostHappy Fella”). .and ica” is now No. 3 and the; champ lishes newspapers in Maine,Were
THE OBSERVER
Oliver Smith (“My Fair Lady”).
marathon bestseller, fiction or gen¬ both awarded honorary degrees of
ters '“I Am a Camera").
eral.
46
weeks
on
the
lists,
“Lolita”
Costumer: Cecil Beaton .. ("My
Promising Actor: Brandon de
doctors of humane: letters at the
ifiction.) is the closest with.. 42 annual commencement of Colby
Fair Lady”),
Wilde '"Mrs. MeThing”):
“. , . With subtle observation Mos¬
Comnoser: Frederick: Loewe weeks..
Promising Actress: tie between
tel blends very funny comedy with
College in Waterville, Me.
faded dignity and sheer poignance .Jidie Harrs '“I Am a Camera"' '“My Fair'Lady”). "
Harr\- C. Carpenter, 73, business
Suspend L-A Novel Prize
!
Lyricist: Alan Jay Lerner (“My
ar.d his playing is one of the events,
and Audrey. Ilepburn {“Gigi"'.
manager : of the Lancaster ( Pa.)
The
First
Latin-American
Novel
of the theatrical year.” VARIETY
' '. \
Director: Jose Ferrer (“Shrike”). Fair Lady”’. •
Prize did not turn up any work Newspapers Inc., publishers of the
May 27, 1959
Promising Playwright:, tie beDesigner: t> between Cecil. Bea¬
meriting the award.
The jury; New-Era and the Intelligencerton '“Grass Ilarp”) and Jo Miel¬ .tweeh Paddy Chavefsky (“Middle regretfully announced, that final ; Journal there, died recently in
| of the Night") and Miehael Gazzo • two novels, in eliminations of 102 i Lancaster.
ziner '■‘Flight, into Egypt"), : .
“Mr. Mostel can imply as much
Composer: Frederick Lowe : (* Hatful .of. Rain”).
[submissions, “while, of average
in one expressive flick of ihis hands
j craftsmanship. do not reflect the
.'“Paint Your Wagon”).
and rolling of his eyes I as Joyce
1
1956-57:
[ high levels set by the competition,
Promising
Playwright:
Joseph
crammed into pages of tense prose.
Aribr: Fredric March; ■ (“Long .’ nor literary qualities achieved by
Kramm '"Shrike”!., .
His ‘one long unintelligible speech’
;
Latin-American writers in the past,
Day’s
Journey
Into
Night”).
was one of the funniest things I
1952- 53
Actress: Florence Eldridge and since they do. not measure up
have ever seen on the stage. Mr.
to the standards of the competi¬
Mostacl seems to be one of the
(‘‘Long
Day’s
Journey
Into
Night”',
Actor: Victor Moore (“On Bor¬
fine.^t comedians of our time - .
.Male in Musical: Fernando tion nor prizesv ($100,000 pesosrowed .Time”'...
'
S8.000’, it has been decided to sus*
NEW STATESMEN and NATION
■.Actress: t;e . between Shirley Lamas (“Ilappy-Hunting”).
pend awards.”
Femme in Musical: Judy HolliBooth” '"Time of fhe Cuckoo”),and
The competition had been organ¬
.
day
Are.
Ringing'”).'
ized bv the ; National Institute of
Geraldine Page !”Mid-Suinmer”>.
“Bloom is brilliantly played by Zero
Supporting Actor: Frank Conroy Fine Arts, with a jury including
Male-.in-.Musical: Jack ; Whiting
Mostel. He is a tragedian and also
•
“.Potting
Shed”).
literary figures of Peru, Uruguay,
razel Flagg’’.
a comedian. It is a performance on
Supporting Actress: M i 1 d r e d Bolivia,
Guatemala,
Dominican
a big scale cf a giant character,
.''einme in Musical: Rosalind
Natwiek (“Waltz, of the Torea- Republic, Mexico and Brazil, The
and is altogether memorable for its
Russel • “Wonderful- Town” k
: Institute had issued-, an invite to
; dors” '.
quality Of understanding.^technical
f upporting Actor: John Williams
Promising Actor:. Jason Robards Waldo Frank to sit in on delibera¬
resourcefulness and theatrical ef¬
(“Dial M for Murder”>.
tions over two finalists (he had
fect. Above all, it is so thoroughly
Supporting: Actress: Kim Stanley Jr, (“Long. Day’s . Journey Into /been designated representative for
human that you forget completely
Night”'.
.
(“P'enic”'.
. .
that you are watching ran actor
Promising Actress: .Inga Swen¬ the competition in the U.S., it be¬
*. T'cmlsing
Actor:
John, Kerr
ing to all writers of the continent,
upon a stage.”—THE STAGE
son (“First Gentleman”)'. .
«"Br-rnarri!ne',>.
"
as long as mss. were submitted in
Director: Jose Quintero (“Long
Premising Actress: tie between
. Spanish),
Frank as well as the .
Day’s Journey Into Night”).
unusual' opportunity to an,oxtromo(y
other jury members regretfully
Iris Mann '"Children’s Hour’’), and
“The passport-photograph Bloom
Designer: tie between Oliver
attractive,
single,
adult,
cultured,
appears only for a moment and
had to turn thumbs down on any i mature,
Kim Stanley ("Picnic”'.
intelligent, highly personable
Smith
(“Cahdide”)
arid
Rouberi
award.
! girl, to function in a production, man¬
then splits open to free all the
Director::. Joshua . Logan (“Pic¬
Ter-Ariitunian {’’New G i r.1 in
agerial
and
public
relations
capacity.
An
Institute
spokesman
did
not;
refugee Blooms inside. ( Like all
nic”’.
Town”).
know if a new competition would I Must bo aware, efficient, able to work
great comedians. Mostel has the
Designer: Jo Mielziner ("Can*.
hours, frto. to trayel, familiar
Costumer: Motley (“First Gentle¬ be authorized in the immediate: long
peculiar talent of making; what he
with,
business
.
decorum,
although
Can”>.
man”).
! future. The fizzled event had been I secretarial skills are. not necessary.
is doing far more important than
Composer: Leonard Bernstein
Must be photogenic iind make fre¬
. Composer: ; Leonard j Bernstein set up in August of 1957.
who he is doing . . . his obvious
'“Wonderful Town”).
quent television,
radio and other
(“Candide”).
funnyman persona is exactly right
public
appearances.
College
back*
Promising Playwright: George
Walter ,Ross To Coronet
( ground
Lyricist: Richard . Wilbur-John
for this romp . . . the first half is
preferred.
Good
starting
Axelrod (“Seven Year Itch”).
Walter
Ross
has
joined
Coronet
salary
and
fulure.
Write
fully Includ¬
marvelous comedy . . . the whole
Latouche-Dorotliy Parker '“Caning education, background, experience,
as
a
senior
editor.
Former
news;
play is a triumph for Mr. Mostel”—
dide”.);
enclosing photos and Including, refer1953- 54
THE SPECTATOR
ences.
Promising Playwright:, Gore ‘.editor of Warner Bros, homeoffice
Actor: Lloyd Nolan (“Caine Mu¬ Vidal (“Visit to a Small Planet”). ; publicity department, Ross is the:
Box V-101. Varioty. 154 W. 44th St.
! author of the novel, “The Immortiny Court Martial”'.
| tal,” which Metro has acquired for :
Now York 36. N. Y.
“Mr. Mostel’s stage metamorphosis
1957-58 ’
Actress: tie between Audrey
is a kind of delicate clowning
' filming.
.
- |
Ilepburn '“Ondine") and Deborah
. Actor:. Ralph Bellamy; (“Sunrise
which carries its own bumanitv.”—
Prior to his affiliation with WB, i
Kerr (“Tea and . Sympathy”),
; at Campobellb”).
Ross had been articles editor of
THE LONDON TIMES ,
Male in Musical: Alfred Drake |;, Actress: Jo Van Fleet (“Look , Collier’s, associate editor of Cos; ("Kismet”’.
.
| mopolitan. and . editor and pub¬
i Homeward. Angel”).
Femme in Musical: tie between I
“Zero Mo-del is a fine artist ...
Male in Musical: Robert Preston lisher of ’48 magazine.
he strokes in an infinity of mood,
Shirley Booth (“By the Beautiful | (“Music Man”).
using with almost unfailing tact : Sea”) and Renee Jeanmaire (“Girl
Lilian Gish On Griffith
|
Femme in Musical: Lena Horne
the techniques of the circus, the
Lillian Gish is completing a hook
in Pink Tights”).
! (“Jamaica”).
music-hall ard the classic theatre
on
David
Wark Griffith, the late
Supporting Actor: John Kerr
Supporting Actor: Henry Jones
... I hope we shall see him often.”
producer-director who gave her
'“Tea and Sympathy”).
. .
(“Sunrise at Campobellq").
.
—SUNDAY TIMES, LONDON
and sister Dorothy Gish their prom¬
Supporting: Actress: Carol Haney
Supporting Actress: Eileen Hecinence. She also did a “Silver
(Pajama Game”).
kart (“Dark at Top. of Stairs”).
Glory” telecast based on the direc¬
Promising Actor: Beh Gazzara
Promising Actor: No choice.
“Zero Masters playing of Leopold :
tor’s, career and has set a Reader’s
(“End as a .Man”)..
Bloom is one of the finest things
Promising Actress: Anne Ban¬
Digest piece on him also. Mac¬
Promising Actress: Eva Marie croft (“Two for the Seesaw”).
to be seen in London.”*—DAILY
millan may publish the book.
HERALD
Saint (“Trip to Bountiful”).
. Director: George Roy Hill (“Look
Recently Homer Croy brought
MONTICELLO SUMMER THEATRE
Director: Robert Lewis (“Tea-r Homeward, Angel”).; .
out a book on; Griffith’s life >iid
Avallabl* for aoason rental. Seats 500
house of the August Moon”).
—fully equipped—114 hrs. from Man¬
Designer: No choice.
Representative
times.
hattan — includes money-making con¬
Designer: Peter Larkin '“Tea¬
Costumer: No choice.
cession. Priced for Immediate dis¬
Toby Cole: The Actors Agency
house of the August Moon”).
Composer:
Meredith;
Willson
CHATTER
posal. Last season's* tenant now huge
Composer-Lyricist:
Richard
A;dsuccess
in nite clubs and theatres.
(
‘Music
Man”).
•
Textra Corp. authorized to con¬
234 West 44th Street. Mew -York City
This
can be your golden opportunity
. ler-Jerry Ross ( “Pajama Game”).
Lyricist: Meredith Willson (“Mu¬ duct a publishing business in New
BRyont *-7770
for stardom.
city^CL 1-3051
'
Promising Playwright: Robert sic Main”).
York.
Country—Montlcello 2095
j Anderson (“Tea and Sympathy”).
Joey Adams’ first whodunit In
Promising Playwright: NO choice.
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Playwrights Co.

(745 Fifth

- r>Evw'Giri Needs a: Parta”:(Cfc

Producer-director,
Carmen
Ca^ palbo, (152 W, 54th St., JU 2-1596).
. “Faster,- Faster’^ (Dr. Producer^
Following are available, parts in upcoming. Broadway, . off:Broad-.
^fr!i?ieQfc^palk6, I132 wway, and touring shov:s, as well as ballet, films,' industrial and tele- ■ ■
‘Tire
Finger
Exercise”
(D).
vision shows, All information has been obtained directly by the producers^PlfvwrichS
cb &
& Fred¬
FredProducers, Playwrights Co.
Variety Casting DepaitmeTit by telephone calls, and . has. been re- ericK^
erick Brisson^(745
Brisson (745 mh&
Fifth Ave
Ave.;•
checked as of noon yesterday .(T.ues ).
: PL
PL 3-7500)
3-7500).
The available idles ■. vnll. be. repeated weekly until filled/ and: addi- . ‘‘Flowering
“Flowering Cherry”
Cherry” <D);
<D);
ProProLions to the list will be made only when infonhation is secured from ducers, Producers Theatre (165 W.
responsible parties. The intention is to service .performers with leads 46th St.; PL 7-5100).
provided by the managements of the shows involved rather Ilian to
“Gang's All Here” tD). Produruh a lengthy list of blind items. This information is published-with-: cer, Kermit Bloomgarden <1545
out charge.
; Broadway; JU 2-1690'.
In addition to the available parts listed, the tabulation includes pro- •/' ‘‘Girls, Against: the; Boys” (C).
.■duciions announced for later this season.hut,for which, the. manage-• "Producer, - Albert. So Wen (.444
merits, as. yet, aren’t holding open. casting .calls: Parenthetical designa1 5®adjson...Avfe, ...-PL 3-1036*. .
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, CMC) Musical:Comedy, ■ Golden Fleecing
<P'. . Pro-.
4

LEGITIMATE

Barns Trying Jazz, Longhair
; C*atusue<l fr*m page 1.

4♦

scheduled to appear in “The Moon while Mimi Benzell will appear in
is Blue,” Dorothy Collins is slated “Paris,” a comedy with music, and
for “Sabrina Fair” and “Anniver¬ “The Merry Widow.”
sary Waltz” and Mel Tonne*} has
.been announced for “Seven Year
Itch.” Most of the other vocalists,
such as Julius La Rosa, Don Cor¬
Continued from page 57
nell, Johnny Johnson, Frankie •
Laine, Jaye P. Morgan and Jane
It was in the black two weeks after .
Morgan, are slated for musicals/
;
its West End opening, having pre¬
A number! of the singers are also ;
viously played a season at the The¬
nitery performers,' besides being;
atre Royal, Stratford (East Lon¬
recording artists. Others from the
don k Two new playwrights a-so
bistro and legit belt include Julie
made the grade with hits, Peter
Wilson, Denise Darcel, Martha
Shaffer witi “Five Finger Exer¬
Raye, '. Anna Maria Aibeighetti,
(.IIP.) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rc.p) Repertory, (DR) Dramatic,
st ‘ Cl '5e915l)Ur& Gilbert Hildegarde, Debra Paget
'.also cise” and Willis Hall for “The
Reading:/
■ ... . •
:
•
-...
. / :
Miller.
films), Jeanette MacDonald and Long and the Short and the Tall.”
Still running at a substantial op¬
--;— ---. ■■
■■■ ' ," .
:
’ ■ “Goodbye- Charlie” <C). . Prq- Romo Vinpeht.
. 'ducers, Jule Styne fie Joseph Kip- ducer, Leland Hayward (655. Zl..IadiTV names include such west¬ erating profit are “The Mouse¬
LtBSll
1 pess, 237 W. 51st St.; JU 6-0028.tson. Ave,;- TE 8t5100*.
ern Stars/ as Robert Horton, Hugh trap,” which lias been at the Am¬
:
_ ■
■•■■■.. • .
Casting through agents. or by mail. |
“Goodwill
Ambassador”
.<C). O’Brian and Robert Culp, Lloyd bassadors for p/most seven years,
■ V 1 "p . I,r :: Send photo and resume to pro-1 Producers, American Playwrights Bridgets, of “Sea IIuntT^s a.so and “Salad Dave.” about to com¬
.
BROADWAY
j ducers; rehearsals Aug. 17.
.
j Guild, (5 E. 76th St., TR 9-8507) slated; to make his . miusicU debut plete its fifth year at the Vaude¬
“Beautiful Dreamer” (C). Pro- j
“Sound of Music’^ (ilD». Froduc-1 ^^ep^e. Brandt,
^
.
p
“Roar Like a Dove,” now
in “Guys and Dolls,“ \vh le o.hcrs: ville.
ducer, George Cayley, 507 Filth ers, Rodgers & Hammerr.tem, .in [ , ■
v ?£°u familiar to video viewers include nearing, the close of its second
Ave., .N.Y.;
director, Eddie, partnership withInland .-Hayward*
Julia /Meade,
Anri
B.
Davis, year at the Phoenix, also continues
Bracken, Available parts: middle- &
Richard
Halliday: .Children:'i'^t-._CI-7-7161) and Ma^r ce
s,
.Groiicho Marx, Gene Rayburn, a healthy operation.
aged
femme
writer,
mannish; with trained voices submit photo (_ ■ ™neal’Ti‘ee
“My Fair Lady,” which has been
middle-aged male writer, hypo- and resume to Eddie Blum, c/W j The^re^Guild & Pm e o.L^ry (-7 'Marie: Wilson, Wally Cox, Paul
Winchell, William Bend!:;, Betsy at the Drury Lar e since April 30,
. critical, menacing; character worn- producers, 488 Madison, Ave,,.. N: Y. i
Palmer, / Dody Goodman, Imogene 1253, arid “West Side Story.” at
an. birdwatcher; State Trooper; All other parts through agents;
Kv- ,. /?
Coca, Dick Shawn (also niteriej:, her Majesty's since Dec. 12, re¬
leading nM,. --writer, ::&% "male
5
Betty, White and Genevieve. Ac¬ main as the outstanding SRG en¬
composer,.'18-20;
femme
lead.
. ——
nnttee, 130 W.5f:tnSt., ri.
tress Barbara Hall, who v.-as a $64,- tries.
early 20‘s, carnival dancer with
nrr Rpninw 4 Y
& <ilr0linuW‘ Caldwell^
artistic asDirations- male huskv
UHf-BKUAUWAl
.. j
“La Bonne Scupe” (C* . Produ- OOQ qu?2 winner; is another in the
The survey does not include
Italian t?amfer elrlv lo?s- m^
‘‘Hunger
That
Crosses
the cef, Pavid Merrick (216 W. 44ih- stock: picture.
plays at the Arts Theatre. Club, the
mWdleaeed^^aretaker^0 S’elderlv Bri^ffc Between” (CP t Producers, 1st; LO 3-0830).
Recruits, from Hollywood include Old Vic, the Royal Court Theatre,
SS man SLs e-rlV Pramarena Productions; director, ;
“Last Days of Lincoln” rp>. Virginia Mayo and Michael O’Shea, the Lyric, Hamme-’smilh and the
^“ Greenwich Villager
Send Etavid Sawn, 174 W: 89th St. N, Y. • Producer, Alexander il. Cohen, Pat O’Brien, Joe. E. Brown, James Theatre Rojal, Stratford. East
SaSSe to predUcersSy Parts Availabie .all, Waler 18.J ,40^. SWSt, N:Y; 00-0190.
Whitmore,
Vera-El’cn,
Lizabetn London, where shows are normally
mail only
gawky country boy; 53, hardbitten,;. “Midnight Sun” (D-. pro.-uccrs,
Scott, Jane Russell, Joan Fontaine, staged for a limited season. Plays
“Connecticut Summer”
(MC) : mine-worker; 25, corpshiari, hand- \ Howard Erskine (56 V7. 45.h St,;
Jacques Bergerac, Dorothy Ma¬ originating from these theatres
: Producer David bferrick, 246 Wl some; gstHetic, intense; 25, Monde,; OX >9ffi0) & Jo«;ph_K; ye?. _
44th St
N Y * choreo^apher rugged,. authoritative; 40, former r “Mighty Man Is He . <r>, Fio- lone,. Howard Keel. Ruth Warwick which have transferred to the
Onna White.
Casting director! English profe^orv 27,; cocl^, b-L i ducerso Diana Green
Edward and John Carradipe. From the si¬ West End are included in the sum¬
lent film era there’s also Gloria mary.
Eduard Fuller. Casting virtually all ligerant, red-headed, short; 22*: I J°y (.16l? ®IToa?wa,^ f
Swanson, Buddy Rogers and Fran¬
parts for the musical version of the muscular New Yorker 30, . quiet,
Muracle Worker
P
Enffene OTSfeill comedv sin^in« ex- lonely photographer;: 26, soutnern, cer, Fred Coe c/o Tr^d Frc^uc- cis X. Bushman.
The lineup of Broadway names
Shc^wquieri%rd p&
lazy; / about 30, fions (1501 Broadway; C3 4-S3i2b
resume to qCasting. director, c/o short, intelligent alert. Mail photo
“Mister Broadway (MC*
Pro- includes a number recently on the
producer by mail only
and resume to director* Plan , late ducers, Robert Bialos, HS2 Lemon Main Stem/ They’re Helen Hayes, .ri.., i Continued from pa»re 57 —
“Fiorello” (MC) Producers, fall opening.
..
St.), in association with Beaux Arts Arlene Francis, Jason Robards, Jr., and Richard Eaehr2ch, opened
Rosemary Harris, John Gielgud, •June -8 at the Fortune Theatre and
Robert Griffith & Harold S. Prince,
“Leave It To Jane” (MO. Pro- Productions;
_
630 Fifth Ave,. N. Y., JU 2-0600. ducers, Joseph Beruh & Peter
Mother Cwrsge ^ (MD)s ^^Pio-; Margaret Leighton, Elaine Stritch, shuttered last Saturday afier only
Equity call male singers .Aug. 17; Stephan.
Auditioning
youthful ducers, Leigh ConneL, in cos-ore. Susan Strasberg. Jo Van Fleet, Eli
eight performances. It was put on
Equity femme singers Aug;. 13; male. and femme singers with
\cSSoT Wallach, Betty Comden'apd Adolph for about S25.CG0, virtually all of
open call men singers Aug. 19; legitimate voice, every Thursday
Sher.dan c^uare, Green, Walter Slezak, Miriam Hop¬
. which is figured lost.
femme singers Aug. 20, All audi- from 6-7 p.m., for replacements.
^
kins arid Ed Begley.
^ < The venture was financed in
lions at 12/ noon at the .Winter Auditions at the Sheridan Square n Jfre;
The jazz lineup, besides Arm¬
hew York, with provision for the
Garden Theatre, 1634 llroad.vay, Pl^ho^ Ns«enth
AveBroadww™« 2 iesoTt Day strong and Ellington, includes Erbackers to put uo an. additional
roll Garner, the Modern Jazz
$.35,000 for a contonmlaied subse¬
" “Flower Dram Song" (MC). Prophoenix’ Theatre, i89 Second
Ado Abont Notiune" iC) Quartet
and
jazz-pianist Dave
ducers, Richard Rodgers, Oscar AvC f N Y. Producer, T. Edward!
A^oducert nmrtil (165 Bruebeck. Other off-beat bookings quent Broachcr-/ prodtici*cn.
tors included Brandt, with a $7 500
Hammerstein 2d
Joseph Fields. Hamblfeton; stage director; Stuart | w ^th St^PL 7-fi00^
U
include
concerts featuring the
Male and -femme dancers-singers- Vaughan, Accepting photo and re-j
paces of 1959^ (R) Pro- Kingston Trio and Diahann Car- ante; Bachrach, $6,9.n0; San Fran¬
cisco capitalist Lou's F. Lurie,
actors of Oriental appearance for sume 0{ new applicants for. resi- I dneCr Leonard Sillman (17 E 79th ; roll.
Another special offering
S1.0G0; Broadu'Gy company man¬
the^conteraplated English company, dent acting company. Those quali- i ee-. qn? g_i380) •
I will be a Herb Shriner show. An
ager Vince McKnlght, $500; Atlan¬
Mail photo and resume to Eddie fyjng on the basis. of background \
“Only In America” (D*
P"o1 increase iri kiddie-slanted offerings
tic City theatre operator Geofde
& Hammerst^in’ and^experience shouldhave .short! dnceTj HerSianShumlin til E; 43th
is indicated.
488 Madison Aye.
_:: ., audition material from Shakes- st^pif43-75^^*W*"M-*’
Hamid, $500, and New York restau¬
■ In the opera groove, Elaine
MjSf(5rSy<94r!w‘ 44n/1SerNY )V& peare’ Period comedy and modern
«pink- Jungle” (D).
Producer, Malbin will appear in “Rigoletto,” rateur James Downey Sr., $500
—Ed.).
iLlSl? Ha4^Sd44CaftingN'dReS prose . drara3‘ Mail to director..
Paui Gregory (234 W. 44th St!; LO
“Gandide,” presented bv Linnit
^ Michaerihurtleff^ ^
“Shabuntala” (P>. Pilgrim Pro- 4^5071; Coast office; 930 N. La director, Barbi Norris. 66 Fifth
8c
Dunfee at the Saville Theatre,
-ifhitb
’ r^ime from’ actors duction, 242 W. 56th St., N.Y/. Pro- Cienega Blvd;, Holljivrod 46V -■;
Ave., N.Y. Cast ; mainly through
Sneers and dancers,
dancers both adult ducer, Patricia^
Patricia Newhall; as-ociate
associate
“Scatterbrain” (“L’Hurlunerlu
singers
agencies, but maintains hie for in¬ will have played 63 performances
and children,
children/ for future file on producer,.
prpduc|r> KnshnaKant
Krishnakant Snah;
Shah; pro- -JC). Producersn bens: Selsnek,iil2 dustrial and commercials. Send when it folds. The loss is expected
replacements and understudies for ducer-director, Lee Morgan.
Di- C/P.S., N. Y.; CQ 5-2611) & Kenr.it photo and resume by mail only;
to be about $81,090, according to
all roles Mail to casting director, rector will consider photo and re- Bloomgarden (1545 Br oad way, . Formula Seven Productions, 1650 the management. The musical has
“Happy Town” (MC). Produc- sume by mail or left at the office. N.Y.; JU 2-1690).
Broadway, N.Y.; Room 904. Pro¬ about broken .even on operation,
“Silent Night, Lonely -Night”. ducer, Garvey Nelson. Accepting
ers, B & M Productions; director,
but
hasn’t
recovered
anything
..(D);
Producer, Playwrights Co., photo and resume of general talent
Allan A. Buckhantz; choreographer.
STOCK
i much cf its production cost. *
<745 Fifth Ave.: PL 3-7500<.
for tv films. Mail to above address.
Lee Scott; produetibn assistant,
(The criqival Broadway vroducHAMFTQNV N.H;
General
“Tenth
Man”
<D'.
Producers,
Grey Advertising, 430 Park Ave. : tion of the musical “Candide ” pre¬
Jeanette Kaihins; musical director,
Hampton Playhouse. . (
Samuel Krachmalnick. Parts avail- Manager, John Vari, . 405 E. 54th Saint Subber. (200 AV. 57th St.;. JU Casting, Jim Kaye. Submit photo sented by Ethel Linder Reiner and
and resume by mail only.
able (siiiging required); male; 50’s, St.;
Accepting photo,, fnd
and S
re- 6-1890) & Arthur Cantor.
Lester Osterman. hGd a IS-perj£? arid
“U.S.A ” (D). Producers, Robert
Hartford Management, Inc., 18
charactor comedy, lead; male, .25, sume for. leading man type;
formav.ee run at the Martin Beck,
comedian, lean, slender;, femme, applications from technicians.
Mail ]^er & Nick Spa503’ <SU 7/ E. 48th St; casting director. MariSI: MaU
shall Migatz. Intei-views by appoint¬ N. Y., and lost about $350,000.
19-23, attractive blonde, soprano; to general manager..
“Vincent” (D). Producers. Am¬ ment but only oh basis of photo —Ed.).
male, 25-30, baritone; femme, 19-23,
—;mon Kahatchnik & Fred Sammut and resume. Mail to casting di¬
commedienne, attractive, ^t soTHEATRES;
.• Ja
<W4sT^ * * ™
(WA 9-4248). ■
rector.,
C. .
OFF-BROAD WAY
lllno voice^’fivO6sin^r-a^ow who
. WASHINGTOK, D.C.
. 'WA ^OFF-BROADWAY
“Pvc Got a Secret,” CBS. Pro¬
D
Sts.,
I
‘Dream
Play” (D).
(Dt Producer, Iza ducers, Goodson-Todman. Seeking
llxv iZSS^instnimS^ mill and
Arena -Stage, 26th & D.
feinme^haralten^^a^yiiig^in age N,W. Washington 7, D,C. Produc- Itkin (AL 4-3089);
Continued from pa,-e 5S
vaudeville performers, with special — ■
andTvDe to doubS in^arS
Send
director, Zelda Fichandler.
“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers, hobbies; not necessarily headliners.
All in t&e Family
nhoto^nd resume doP not phone Accepting ^photo and resume ap- Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou Law, Also seeking impersonater who can
strong personality, compensating
in Sri
to Happy Plications for resident company for (no production office set).
imitate the voice, looks, action and
140 W
“Three Sisters” (D). Producer, other specialties of famous per¬ for a romance with the local police
Town Um^nv
Company, .140
W. 58tft
58th Bt
St. • the. season of October, 1959, to
Z0VP
" May, 1960. Only actors interested David Ross, (c/o 4th St Theatre, sons. Photo and resume, press inspector which her father thwart¬
N. Y.. suite 7D.
ed. The other members of the fami¬
clippings and applications accepted
Mother Courage” (MDV. Proapp^V 83 & m
ly group are pompous, ineffectual,
• .SIGNED .
by mail only. Address Frank Abra¬
* ducers! Lee Paton'& Robert TOto ttekflg. i*
politically ambitious and plain ava¬
BROADWAY
hams, ■ ■‘‘I’ve Got A Secret,” 375
ber. 152 W, 426 St. (Room 1004), c!?,dlnS
address if posricious. Their management is simple,
N.Y. parts Available: femme, 25, siMe Applieante selec.ed .will be
Majority of One: Irene Moore Park Ave.. New York 22. Interview
although the black sheep—-lightly
to
be
held
at
unspecified
date
for
mute, fragile physically but strong
°/ ^a.d.dltl0Il H^tenal to (succeeding Ina Balin).
played by Donald Sin den but pro- '
emotionally,
childlike
but
not prepare. Auditions in New York
two special shows to be televised
Tenth Man: Donald Harron.
jeeting a firmness of character—
childish, peasant, unednventiori- after Labdr Day.
in the fall,
is less amenable. Andre Moreil’s
Lawrence Welk show (Plymouth
ally attractive; male, 45, large,
.
police officer is a first class per¬
Motors), ABC-TV — Seeking teen¬
powerful, sensuous, dark, humorFUTURE SHOWS
ryi
formance, ngver accepting the
age vocal and instrumental perousi must sing acceptably; male,
BROADWAY
IBIGVISlOIl
stories so glibly put to him to
pormers for guest appearances or
45-50, tall, gaunt, lecherous, sense
Alan Jay Lemer & Frederick 1
_
account for the old man’s death
. as permanent band members. Sub¬
of humor; male, early 20’s, strong Loewe musical (Untitled) (120 E.
..
. ...
•
and indicating a firmness of pur¬
peasant type, impetuous, must 56th St.; PL 3-6773).
. Adams & Leigh Associates; 7 mit disk or tape home-recorded' pose which was a stand-out per¬
move well and sing acceptably;
“Belle Denise” (D). Producers, West 46th St., N. Y. Assistant, acceptable) of wellknown pop or formance. These three — Wendy
male, late teens, peasant, fragile, Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes Merle. Brown, accepting photo arid standard numbers, plus recent Hiller, Donald Sinden and Andre
light complexion, must move well (56 W. 45th St.; OX 7-9620).
resume of children for t v. com- photo, short biographical summary.- Morell —controlled the well con¬
Address. Plymouth Show, ABC
and sipg well; femme, 25-30, at“Calculated Risk” (D). Produ- mercials. Mail to above address,
trived story, which has plenty of
tractive, sexy commediene, sings; cer, Irene Selznick (112 Cent. Pk.
“Blue Men,” CBS, Casting direc- Studio, Hollywood, or 2623 Santa good dialogue lines, and if the
male, 40, athletic, trim, bullish S.; CO 5-2611).
tor, Alixe Gordin, Plautus Produc- Monica bl^d.. Santa Monica.
dramatic trick of a voice from the
and powerful; twtf femmes, 50-60,
“Caligula” (D).
Producers, tiqns, 44 E. 53d St, N.Y. Casting
dead (via a gramophone record)
peasant
women;
male,
short, Chandler Cowles & David J. Co- director is interested in seeing
was a little melodramatic the ex¬
crude; extras, officers arid soldiers, gan, (350 Fifth Ave., N.Y.).
applicants in performance in procellent grouping achieved by Nor¬
all types. Singers need not: be
“Caprice” (C). Producers, Ron- fessional productions. Mail photo
man Marshall in his production
trained, but should have, strong aid Rawson, Robert Lantz & Mar- and resume, with , details of where
carried the occasion. Although in
voices and good sense of rhythm, shall Earl (16 W. 55th St:, Cl and when appearing, so that Miss
OVERSEAS
a single set, Marshall kept the
Mail photo and .resume to pro-: 7-1381).
Gordin can atterid. Agents may
Italian Ballet Co. Producer, Ugo piece flowing with the idea of
ducers.
-. ■
“Cheri” (CD). Producers, Roger contact her secretary by mail at dell’Ara, Via Messina 9, Milan^ movement, and when he presented
Saratoga
(MC). ’ Producers, Stevens & Robert Lewis (745 Fifth the above address,
Male dancers with three years pro¬ a static grouping it registered
Robert Fryer & Morton da Costa. Ave.; PL 3-7500).
DeD McCarthy Assoc., 515 Mad- fessional experience in Broadway sharply. The actors, hadn’t just
Open call for malert dancers (white
“Dear Liar” (CD).
Producer, ison Ave. Casting, Colm D’Arcy. musicals or ballet Companies, send stopped, they were making a point.
gnd Negro), June 19, 1 p.m, at 54th Guthrie McClintic
(1270 Sixth Submit: photo and resume for con¬ description,, photo arid resume to The piece is on a pre-London run
st, Theatre, 152 W. 54th St., N. Y. Ave.; Cl 7-5152).
sideratiom
producers. Company to four Cen¬ and looks promising when Sherek
“Saturday Night” (MC).
Pro- ‘Duel of Angels” (D).
ProduFCI Productions, Inc. Casting tral Europe late summer and fall. takes-it to the West End. Macs.
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PfattlETY
[Miss Ferris was awarded a citation
by the French government for a
composition while a freshman at
college.
Richard
Rodgers
and
Oscar
Hammerstein 2d presented with a
citation by the Public Relations
Society of America’s New York
Chapter at; a luncheon meeting to¬
day (17) at Toots Shor’s. Douglas
Watt, Daily News music critic,
emceeing the musical salute to
R&H which stars Martha Wright
and Lanny Ross. The citation hon¬
ors them for the “gayety, originaL
ity and showmanship” of . their
musicals.

Wednesday, June 17,. 1959
weeks opening July 8 via Fred
Petty.
George Weinrs Storyville on
Cape Cod at Harwich opens June.
25 with Jimmy Rushirig, PeeWee
Russell,
Vic
Dickenson,
Buck.
Clayton in “Dixieland. Jamboree.”
Washington. Arena Stage Co; to
do “Epitaph for "George Dillon”
alfresco for Hub’s cuffo cultural,
combo Arts Festival in Boston Gar¬
den Wednesday (17) for four per¬
formances.
Jimmy Dean opens Denny Mulcahy’s Salisbury Beach Frolics
June 26 for two nights. Sammy.
Davis Jr., booked for. week, to
start June 28, canceled: and Con¬
nie Francis inked for June 28July 4 stint.

Composer-conductor Harry (and
(COVent Garden 0135/6/7)
Jack Beutels divorced.
George. Gobel, in town for two
Betty-’ Sosnik to Europ'e this week
Arthur Freed back, from Europe.
tv shows, guested at a press re¬
for seven weeks’ of the “grand
Walter. Brennan on Alaskan
ception.
holiday/
tour.”
Arthur S. Abeles Jr. to HollyCome spring of I960 Paris
wood this week to attend the WB
Debbie Re^molds on Honolulu
Lamoureux Orchestra; will tour
vacation.
convention.
U. S. for first time. The impresario:
Jon Petweee taken to hospital
Hecht - Hill - Lancaster building
Sol Hurok.
!;
after falling. 20 feet while filming
is up for sale.
at Bray Studios.
Show biz anthologist; Sam (with
Albert Zugsmith. joined Screen
Mary Preston subbing for Chita
his Harriettc Stark leaves via the
Directors Guild.
Rivera in “West Side Story” while
SAS Polar Flight route for July
John Day in London for talks
the Broadway star is on vacation.
and August in Paris, i;
with. Carl Foreman. .
Current visitors , to London in¬
Howard Taubman. music critic
Richard Conte returned from two
clude Van Johnson, Arnold Weissfor the New York Times, awarded
months in. England.
berger, Linda. Christian, Mel Fer¬
an honorary doctor of music de¬
rer, Milton; Goldman and Phil
Spike Jones hospitalized with
gree by Qberliri College. Ohio.
Silvers:
\
/
acute bronchial condition.
L-e w i s o h n Stadium Concerts
Lucille Ball, and Desii Arnaz cut
Continental Oil; Co. to drill for
again has a series of advertisertheir -trip, to London short and
oil and gas on Metro’s back.lot.
Continued, from page 2 —
sponsors who show their support
planed out last Friday (12) in order
of the outdoor music in paid pro¬
Herman Cohen druinbeating his
structions from 20th in Manhat¬ to . start the following week on a
gram space.
;;
“Horrors of Black Museum” in
new Milton Berle series.
Continued from page 2
_
tan.
Frisco.
The Anthony (Dorothea* Keys,
The Duke and Duchess of Glou¬
In contrast to. procedure In Ger¬ cester. to attend world preem of plementary enter/ainment values . Metro, granted Myrria Hansen’s
he’s manager pf the Astor Hotel,
feted by friends Sunday (15* in the many, France, England and other new Frankie Vaughan
starrer, which are as much part of such request for release from her term
(where Brazzi,
Mitziy “The Heart of a Man,” at the events as the basic dinners.
contract. . / .
inn’s Emerald Room, on their 25‘A countries
Robert ‘ Blumofe returned from
Gaynor and John Kerr received • Odeon,. Marble Arch next week.
wedding anni.
It has long become cliche that “a
Paul Benson off tothe Coast contractual billing in advertising) . Cornel Lucas, top stills man at banquet chicken dinner is a chal¬ eight-week swing of European UA
and Las Vegas to set the press the musical, according to Lerner, Pinewood, left the Rank Organiza¬ lenge to the digestive system.” offices.
Benedict Bogeaus returned from
campaign for Milton Berle's open- was in Italy continually referred tion to do work of - a specialized Philippe made his Waldorf dinners
ingat El Rancho Vegas; on July 1 to in. magazines and on posters as nature and also photographic work gastronomic adventures in: the fin¬ Mexican location of “Jet Over the
Atlantic.”
. V
in
the
ad
and
commercial,
fields.
for a four-week stand, j!
est sense.
“South Pacific” (not translated)
Williairi Dover flew to London
Assbciated-Rediffusiori tossing a
Rodgers
&
Hammerstein
Since coordination between the to scout literary properties for
Sammy Fain in from! the Coast with
party, tomorrow (Thiirs.) to cele¬
for his son’s (Frank* | graduation and sometimes Joshua Logan the brate the 100th edition of “Close- kitchen and the guests is the key, Walt Disney. .
from Columbia Grammar School.. only, names mentioned. Nor were Up,” its weekly program dealing Zeckendorf wants Philippe to su¬
Jack Benny flew to Waukegan
The youngster goes into the U. of any actors' names mentioned, on with the motion picture industry. pervise the actual physical con¬ to be guest of honor at this ham¬
Pennsylvania in the fall.
invites to the special invitational . Joseph II. Moskowitz in for a struction of the servicing facilities. let’s Centennial.
Nehemiah Persoff to London for
Music publisher-songsmith Jim¬ preem in Rome’s Barberini The¬ week’s huddles with 20th/Fox top¬ For one thing,, for the first time.
my Campbell, ex-Campbell.- Con¬ atre which, the Brazzi spokesman pers and also to view a rough cut in mass hotel catering,-there will star role in BBC’s . “Clash. by
Night,” to kir July 7.
nelly & Co., seriously ill in Tan¬ termed an organizational disaster of the company’s latest British pic, be a central kitchen.
gier, North Africa, with complica¬ (it started an hour late* intermis¬ “Bobbikins.” starring Max By¬
Ann Del Valle joined Rowland
Philippe and his wife, Mony
tions following an accident.
Dalmes, of the Comedie Francaise, V. Lee in public relations capacity
sion was over a half hour long, graves arid Shirley' Jones.
Franz Allers, conductor of “My thesp. invitations were hadly hahr
planned to fly to Paris. for the on “The Big. Fisherman.”
Samuel Goldwyri Jr.; In Texas
Fair Lady” oh Broadway: will con¬ died, etc.).
Elsa Maxwell luncheon presenting
duct Berlin Symphony Sept. 15-16.
the proceeds of the French charity gandering. candidate, for “Adven¬
(
When
queried
by
Lefner
re
this
tures
of Huckleberry Finn.”
. He’ll also lead orchestra over Ger¬
share of the last April-in-Paris ball
By (Gene Moskowitz
Frank W, Crane and William
many's television from Stuttgart ! unusual. procedure arid star-less
(66 Ave. JBreteuU; SUF. 5920)
at the: Waldorf, which netted a new
Rea elected to directorate of South¬
handling, of the pic, the Rome :20th
Sept, 28.
f
Yank pix: “Rio Bravo” (WB) and peak of $19,000 at $150 a head, but
ern California Broadcasters Assn.
Dinah Shore, singer Gloria Stew¬ publicity; office replied by saying “Sound and Fury” (20th) starting may have to postpone the trip. He
Jimmy Durante kudosed by Jun¬
art, John J. Clark, exec v.p. of that they were merely following off to nice biz,
starts July 1 with Zeckendorf. Re¬ ior Auxiliary of L: A. Home! for
Technicolor Corp., and Belgian film instructions from European HQ
Fernand Ledoux may go back to portedly some of his Waldorf staff
Aged for his community services.
producer Henry Storck'sailing to¬ and that pic was to be handled as the Comedi-Francaise to do Mo- wants to go along with: him, but
James J. Rue swings from KTLA
day (Wed.* for Europe on the a special case and on an exploita¬ iiere’S “The Miser,”
since the Zeckendorf will not start to
exec . assistant
tn Kenyoii
Line Renaud set .for: three pix
Liberte.
tion basis.
Other cabled protestsBrown, KCOP .Television Iric.,
|
operating
until
1961
any
such
shifts
Rose Tobias leaves June 25 for to 20th went unanswered, said; stints in German pic musicals since [ would be academic. Philippe's suc- prexy..
•
a five-week visit to Russia, Poland j Lerner, adding 'that “just about hex* hit there diskwise.
Salvatore Baccaloni, former Met
Leo Joannon prepping an up¬ : cessor at the Waldorf Is still up in
and Czechoslovakia to inspect thea¬ everything went
wrong. here.”
basso, received Republic of Italy’s
the.
air..
tre and television for Talent As¬ Brazzi, knowing the Italian pub-: dated film version of the Greek
Philippe’s deal includes a four- Order of Merit for assistance to
/.. . j
sociates, for which she! is casting lie’s. general antipathy for: filmed, tragedy, “Oedipus Rex.”
. “Once More, With Feeling” (Col) room apartment at the Drake Italian immigrants in U. S,
director,
musicals, even offered to person¬ ;losing six. days of shooting time Hotel. His office will be in Canada
PGH Film Associate? Inc: has ally intervene via . personal ap¬ because of Kay Kendall’s, illness. House, a Webb & Knapp holding
been authorized to conduct busi¬ pearances here on its behalf “in
Mike Mindlin, now Raoul Levy’s on 5th Ave. and 53d St., a putt
ness in New York, With capital order to bridge the gap and re¬ Yank rep, in to huddle with Levy
away from the new -Zeckendorf
stock of 100 shares, no par’value.
orient the public,” though he has before latter went to XJ. S. for Hotel on 6th Ave. and 51-52d St.
Howard Kraut z, was filing attorney
Al Hirt’s Dixielanders recording
no. personal stake in the picture. Columbia talks. . .
Reported he was offered a fiveat Albany.
Young director Claude Chabrol year (plus five years) contract but 50 sides for Audio Fidelity.
This offer was apparently. also
The Stradivarius Fund has been
Don Adams, and Meg Myles held
turned down, with all publicity . picking : up . Eric Ollivier’s novel only wanted a three-year term as
chartered as a non-profit member¬
over thriee weeks at the Cloister..
pinned on the. original title and “Godelereau” as a. fihn vehicle for it is no secret that Philippe has
ship corporation, with!1, principal
June Allysori at Merchandise
Brigitte Bardot.
.
the
Rodgers
&
Hammerstein
both
a
Paris
hotel
operation
in
office in New York." Strobck,
Mart repping Du Porit in furniture
Philips putting out a disk with
Strooek & Lavan were filing attor¬ names.
the racy Latino music soundtrack mind, and also a takeover of the show.
neys at Albany.
“With all due: respect for Rod¬ of the. Cannes/Fest Golden Palm Monte Carlo Casino (buyout of the.
“South Pacific”, gets first outly¬
Niarchos’ interests).
ing ibreak here June 26 at six
George Brown, latterly, in the gers. & , Hammerstein,” says Ler¬ prizewinner “Orfeu Negro.” .'
French entries for the Berlin
theatres.
hotel business on the Coast, since ner, .“it’s almost as though the lo¬
Chicago Airierican gossiper Nate.
retiring as ad-pub chieftain of cal film version of ‘Buohanotte Film Fest are Claude Chabrol’s
Gross celebrating his 20th year at
Paramount Studios in !Good Sa¬ Bettina/ pop Italian musical writ-. “The Cousins,” already an ex¬
that pillar.
r
maritan Hospital. Los Angeles, for .ten by the Ilalo team of; Garinei ploited hit here, and Marcel Ichac’s
..documentary “Stars at Noon.”
Joe E. Browii opens Tenthouse
surgery-on an old foot injury,
& Giavanhihi, were to appear, in
Raoul Levy getting rights to the ZSammSm Continued from page' j
Theatre’s season this Friday (19). in
“Psychological Insights,” lecture the U. S. billed as . just-that: *Ga-.
true story of an Israeli soldier who marily concerned with a story “Harvey.”
delivered by show business attor¬ rinei & Gioyennini’s Buonanotte
deserted to get into the French that pleased and excited him, per¬
Leo G; Carroll starring In Hins¬
ney Louis Nizer, has been pub¬ Bettina’—in the original Italian
Foreign Legion in order to slay
dale Summer Theatre’s production
lished in the Brooklyn]; Law Re¬ and. without, any
sonally, from the start. “Then I
star names an ex-Nazi,; who was a member.
of “Late George Apley.”
view. Subject was the psychology
or any other indication.”
Yael Dayan, after doing some go ahead on. the premise that the
Marge Dare, midwest Tep for
involved in a lawyer’s relationship
story will make a fine film, one
Lerner contends that any ef¬ fine publicity for the appearance that is emotional and moving. On Actors’ Equity, off ori tour of sum¬
with his clients.
.•
of
her book,: ‘ New. Faces in the
mer theatres in her. bailiwick.
Alistair Cooke, tv emcee and fort at all would have been, better, Mirror.” here, off to London where that basis I find I’m right iriore
Allan Jones opened fortnight's
chief U.S. correspondent for the than what was done here, even af¬ she will work pn screen version of often than those who count up all engagement in. “Showboat”
at
Manchester Guardian, Lester Mar- ter the admitted fiasco and that this book, about' the youth of Israel the socalled ‘boxoffice’ factors,
Music Theatre yesterday. (Tues.)/
Brazzi
was
both
willing
and
able
kel, Sunday editor of i the N.Y.
today.
.
/
Kokomo Wellington, pianist at
“The more We break out of the
Times, and actress Norma Marla to cooperate, in this effort.
He
Francois ..Truffaut,, who copped field. of generalization, the more Trade Winds, into N. Y, this week
in from Europe yesterday iTues.v said he was therefore doubly the best direction award at the
often we break with the estab¬ to record jazz alburn oil Argo label.
on the Queen Mary.
j:
irked on reading the story in Cannes Fest for his pic, “The 400 lished pattern, the better our . Bill. Doll and Suzanne Bernard in
Madison Square Garden has de¬ which it was implied that the pres¬ Blows,” has decided not. to do his
for doupie days to promote upcom¬
chanced for success.”
vised
new rising method for ence of Brazzi’s name on the next commitment, “Les Temps
ing Sinell-O-Visiori pic; "Scent- of.
Kramer felt that it was a mis¬
ground floor seats to bea£ the com¬ “S. P.” ads contributed to the local. Chauds” (Hot Times), because he
Mystery.” !
take,
with
films
dealing,
with
spe¬
plaint that flat-surface seating was flop of the pic.
feels there are too many pix along
Toiri Duggan into Drury Lane in
cific issues,, to launch it by starting, “Oh Men, Oh Women,” his sixth
murdering vision of those in rear..
this line.
“Pacific” is said to have grossed
out with the groups directly con¬ annual date at Evergreen Park
This new seating arrangement will
close
to
17,000,000
lire
(some
$25,cerned. “The most important thing strawhatter.
prevail for the Russian] Festival
. 500) in its three^city (Rome, Milan,
to establish in the public’s mind is
during July.
. Chicago Urban League endorsed
Florence) first; run here.
Plans,
that you have a good, exciting Playboy mag’s jaz? festival by pur¬
Edward L. and Dorisi Bernays
By
Guy
Livingston
for
subsequent
release
are
un¬
|
film,”
he
said“Thenafter
that
chasing
19,000 seats for preem per¬
plan to summer in Cambridge
(342 Little Bldg.; Devonshire.
known.
[ has been dorie, it’s time to bring formance Aug. 7.
among the academicians; of Har¬
8-7560)
Htisband
- wife:. team billed , as
in
the
people
who
are
intimately
vard, et al. Public relations dean
Pat. Rainey current at Blinconcerned. When you make a film Miss Jones and I now holding forth
being grandpop twice,} via. two
strub’s.
at
Le
Bistro
along with Bea Abbott:
about
the
race
issue,
and
you
lean
daughters, one married Ito Simon
Jack . Kelly’s Ice Frolics held
and Buddy Fields duo.
& Schuster editor Justin Kaplan,
oyer at Bradford Roof through from the start on the NAACP and
Paul Raffles, orie of Black Or¬
other to a Brandeis prof, j1
other
groups
who
are
virtually
in¬
■
J
uly
4,
Continued from page 1
Phil Berler, head buyer arid terested, the public gets, the idea chid owners, moved to Hollywood
Hazel
Guild. Variety corre¬
last week to joiri the shoe firm of
spondent in Frankfurt, and‘wife Of fights with the producer. He’s booker for E. M. Loew Theatres, that this is a picture it should see. Harry Karl,- his father-in-law.
resigned.
Dr. Rolf SI rot h, German lawyer only the man with the money.
And that can be death at the boxJohn Gunther; author of the
Casino, Hub’s lone burlesque office.”
who reps U. S. film distributors
"The first time I was at MGM in
“Inside” series of books> received
installing
Cinemascope
abroad, arrives via PanAm jet next 1937,” Duvivier continued. “I was house,
With “On the Beach,” which; Communicator of the Year award
Monday (22.r to have her second amazed to hear the producer dis¬ equipment,
most definitely has something to from his alma mater; the U. of
Tony Bruno, baton wielder at
baby born in the LT. S. Will bivouac cuss with me what I wanted to
say about the insanity of a nuclear Chicago, last weekend. CBS-TV
at the Beaux Arts on East 44th for do. I said he should wait and see. Steuben's nitery, off to Cape Cod¬ war and the dangers of radiation, prez Louis Cowan was kevnoter at.
der, Falmouth.
the duration.
But he did not want to wait and
Abe Weiner, former Rank Films Kramer suggested that—unques¬ alumni, communications dinner..
. Mr. and Mrs. Berl Berc* parents- see. He said we were playing a
manager in Hub, resigned as north¬ tionably—he would want to enlist
in-law of Leonard Traube
of game of cards and that he could
the support of the United Nations,
east rep for NTA,.
Variety (latter’s wife, Marjorie, is
stand back and see all the cards
Dr. Giovanni closing Max and “but not at the start, riot so that
interior designer*, celebrating 5Qth and direct. I said, ‘Yes, but, we
Joe Schneider’s Steuben’s nitery it becomes something educational.
wedding anni at garden party in
. By Jerry Gaghan
don’t play the same game.’”
On last show of the season ending First one must establish a ‘must
Roslyn (L. I.) home of; son and
Without a trace of rancor, DuvI- June 24.
see’ appeal that will bring them (319 N. 18th St.; Locust 4-4848)
daughter-in-law. Dr. and. Mrs. Ira
Carousel Theatre, Framingham, into the theatre.”
Walnut St. Theatre installing
vier
added,
“I
don’t
mean
that
in
L. Berc, Sunday (21V with about
Hollywood it’s a wrong way of 3,000-seater, opens'for second sea¬
Regarding picture costs, Kramer new chairs, for the 1959-60 season.
140 attending.
j; •
son June . 22 with Genevieve in said: “They have to cost what they
Ben Cossrow, co-owner of Big
Glenna E. Ferris, daughter of vet making pictures. In America to “Can Can ”
cost. With labor and star cost, I Bill’s, launching a recording com¬
Broadway publicist Earlb Ferris, work the way we do in France is
Toshiko, Hub based jazz pianist
pany. ....
not
possible.
It’s
too
big
an
in¬
who has been ailing and in retire¬
who’s studying at Berklee School for one couldn’t have; made 'On
Dancer Julie Gibson took over
ment in Mobile,: Ala., sails Aug. 30 dustry. But for myself, I have of Music, goes to Blue Note; Paris, the Beach' any cheaper than I did. the ownership of the Rathskeller,
for a year of study at the Univer¬ more freedom in France. I make for four weeks.
I think most independents do what where she has been the topper.
sity of Paris, and returns for her what I want how I want; I don’t
Bobby Carle and Blendaire (4), they can to keep costs down.” “On
Lawrence Shubert
Lawrence,
senior year at Mount Holyoke. A say it’s better, I* say it’s better Hub : based diskers. booked into the Beach”. was brought in at the
chief of the: local Shubert interests,
graduate of Friends Seminary, for me.”
— The Sands, Las Vegas for three $3,000,000 mark.
| in Europe on an extended vacation.

Brazzi’s P.fl.’s

OSaude Phillippe

Kramer

France’s Director

Philadelphia

Wednesday, June 17, 1959_^_

OBITUARIES
GEORGE BROWN
George Brown, vet motion pic¬
ture admari arid latterly a hotel
operator, who would have been .66
next September, died at Good Sa¬
maritan Hospital, Los Angeles,
Tuesday morning
<1.6),. after
having survived four hours, of sur¬
gery the night before.' He had
seemingly come out of the opera-,
tion in okay style Monday night, j
regained consciousness, and was
being administered pbst-operative
transfusions in the usual .manner,
but early Tuesday his; heart gave
out. Death was ascribed to post¬
operative shock.
A blister on the . aorta, which

others before going into Vaude¬
ville.
Though incapacitated for years,
Benway maintained a cheerful at¬
titude arid frequently did more to
cheer up his visitors. than vice
versa.: In 1958, although, greatly
enfeebled by the ravages of the
illness and by age, hri produced
what is still regarded as one of
the best Saranac Lake Rotary
Shows. ;
Benway was born in Warren,
Mass., and werit into show biz at
the age of 15 when he joined the
Kickapoo Indian Medicine Show.
The manager, of the, show pinned
the Happy Benway label on him
which he carried for. the rest of
his life.

In Memory of Our

CASS FRANKLIN

Founder and President

HAL HORNE/^
June 8th, 19SS
ted Lloyd,
Incsrpordfed

i
:
:

had been giving him pain and im¬
paired the . circulation to his'right
foot, necessitated the operation.
Brown was; director of advertis¬
ing and publicity at. Paramount
Studios and had been in similar
key positions with Warner Bros.,
Universal and Columbia over the
years. - When he retired some five
years ago he started operating
hotels in Palm. Springs and lat¬
terly the K Bar Slash Ranch, one
of
Wickenburg’s
(Ariz.i.
bestknown dude ranches.
Hfe had >
leased it to. a syndicate and was liv¬
ing on his income in Sherman Oaks j

\ Cass Frariklin, 45, head of the
Cass ' Franklin . Agency which
handled talent and . produced • in¬
dustrial shows,-died June 16 at his
home: in New York after, ah acci¬
dental overdose of barbiturates
which had been prescribed for him
by a physician for a heart ailment.
Franklin,: a former singer, who
renamed his femme partners Mon-,
ica after teariiing 'with them, was
the senior . partner in Franklin &
Moore and ‘ latterly; Frankliii &
Lane. It was during a date at the
Latin Quarter, N.Y.; that Frankliii
switched to the agency business.
Lou. Walters, then operator of the
Latin Quarter, took an interest in
him and ultimately had him head
the Lou Walters Enterprises which
booked the. cafe.. and produced in¬
dustrial arid convention shows.
For a time, he doubled at sing¬
ing and agenting, until he. was
forbidden to. participate in both
activities by the American Guild
of Variety Artists: Ultimately, he
separated from Walters arid went
on his own. He produced touring
shows for Cadillac and - National
Cash Registers* among others, for
several years..
Franklin's, wife;: Helen, stated
that her husband had been in good;
spirits except for his health. His
oldest Son, Robert, is with the.U.S.
Army in Germany, arid . another
son, . Donald, attends school in
Florida; A third son: also, survives.

J^RIBTY
ley,” ‘*Three's a Family”
Gypsy Lady.”
His sister survives.

63
arid earlier stroke in. 1957 which left
him unable to talk, read or write.
Surviving are his wife, and son.

MARRIAGES

Jean Slayiriaker to Les Brown,
June 12, Chicago. Bride is with the
Chi Sun-Times ad dept.; groom is
SAMMY FRIEDMAN
GEORGE REEVES
Sammy. Friedman, 53, head of head of the Variety Chicago of¬
George. Reeves, 45, tv’s “Super¬
fice.
man,” died June 16 in; Hollywood. Bourne Inc.’s Coast office, died of.
Helen Nichols to Bruce Dennis,
He fatally shot himself in the bed¬ a heart attack in Los Angeles Chicago, June 13. He’s program
room of his Benedict Canyon , home, June 15. Before , coming to Bourne manager of WGN there.
two
years
ago,
he
had
been
as¬
in Beverly Hills.
Romaine Magrill to Karl HerReeves first appeared in films in sociated with Shapiro-Bernstein.
linger, Hollywood^ June 11. Bride's
His wife survives.
the 1939 production of “Gone With
an actress; he is head of Four Star
the Wind,” in: which he. played, one
makeup dept.
of the Tarleton twins. He! later
. Dorothy Eddy Pino, 52, one of . Jane Anderson to Richard J.
played in numerous filiris including the Four Eddy Sisters, an act seen Shurack,
New
York,
recently.
‘‘From Here to Eternity,” “Winged in vaudeville, films and niteries, Bride is daughter of Leonard An¬
Victory,” “SP Proudly We . Hail,” arid wife of Andy “Pine” Pino, a derson, prez of Leonard Anderson
“Till We Meet Again,” and a riuin- musician, died June. 10 in Brook¬ Associates Inc., motion picture
ber of Hopalong Cassidy Films lyn, N. Y., after a brief illness. She firm.
with William Boyd: He also ap¬ is also survived by three sisters,
Liz Troughton to Colgate Holmes,
peared on numerous other tele two of whom appeared in the act Chicago, June 6. Bride is former
programs, before starring in the with her.
promotion manager for TV Guide “Superman” series.
in that city.
’
Patricia Raine to Basil Henson,
Clayton C. Ham, 52, veteran
London,
June
6.
Bride
is
actressCHARLES GEOLY
Texas exhibitor, died recently in
: Charles Geoly, .78, president and QUitaque, Tex. He owned the daughter of Binnie Hale; he’s an
owner.of Eaves Costume Co./died Queen Theatre tliere arid the Gem actor.
Louisa Phillips to Charles Ber¬
June 16 in Manhassett, L. I., N. Y. in Turkey, Tex., . among. other
He's a
He began with Eaves in 1896 as houses. His wife, son, mother, three man, London, June 7.
United
Artists publicist.
an errand boy and in 1909 bought brothers and five sisters survive.
Patti Parsons to Mike Marnier,
a controlling interes* in the firm,
New York, June 14. Bride’s a legitin which three of nis sons now
Glenn McComas, 59, a motion tv. dancer; he’s a writer.
hold. executive positions. They are
Thonias, vice president* Andrew: ! picture characier,. actor ‘for more.; ttean Whelan to Richard Hillearif,
years, • died/June 10 m-f H&iywood, June 7. Both are cast
treasurer, and ^Joseph ' secretary ^chail+
’
P ’
y i Sawtelle Veterans Hospital. Los numbers of “The Wayward Way”
Latter is •. also a lawyer.
.
'.Angeles, of a heari condition. Sur- J Theatre Mart, Los Angeles.
Surviving,
besides the three
! vivein by two brothers and a sister, ji
oanflro Sims fn
tnavid Aaron
Ap™
Sandra
to David
sons, are his wife, three daughters
; Levine, Washington, June 7. Bride
and another son who's a doctor.
yFather, 66, . of WGN-Chicago ; is dancer 'with Ballet Theatre,
spprtscaster Jack Quinlan, died I
Patricia
Dillon
to
Granville
nu , CLYDE ELLIOTT
1 June.. 9. in Evanston, Ill. Wife,: (Buddy) Allison, Memphis, June 6.
andi"
'daughters also . Bride’s a former reporter with
Frank Buck’s “Bring : ’Em Back..
i KCOL and KOA, Denver; he’s UPI
Alive” for 20th-Fox. and other ad- !
——: reporter with the Miami bureau.
venture fiihas, died June 12 in
Charles R. Cusick, 59. partner In .
Rose Celley to Robert ^Schmidt, .
Los Angeles after a . brief , illness,
His nther an’mal and adventure the southwest advertising , firm of St. Albans, Vt.. June 7. He’s sales
.Schwcrke & Wild, died manager of radio station WWSE in
•'?“ W^ith!y&l Modo to Brigitte Pey
countries..
His wife and 'daughter survive.

••• -.'
—
t
i
. Wife, 60. of Franklyn Farnum, i
longtime actor and prexy emeritus '
of Screen Extras Guild, died June ;
i; t-n'ffniivirnnri
6
IIoll> xvood’
.
!
o ti
!
Mother, 66 of . Manme & Lloyd
Greenfield,
personal ^ managers,,
died June 12 in Brooklyn.

3^h?s™S7- She's*
da2of
T a

£-i ? 13* Sh
an actress; he s. 5 singer.
W. A. SPRINGER
. Patsy Bruder to Charles Debrov: W. A. Springer, 68, forraev he$d
ner. Long Beach, N. Y., June 7.
of industrial relations of the Hawk
She^s ln current Broadway musical,
«.GypSy >».
J
*
Eye division of Eastman, Kodak
and father, of publicist John
Springer, died May. 30 in Roches¬
BIRTHS
ter, N, Y. . ;
He had been with the Eastman
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Fay, daughter,
In Fond Memory of
compariy for 40 years, joining the
Windsor Locks, Conn., June 3.
Company shortly after he was grad¬
Father is an announcer with
uated from the U. of Michigan. He SSs Ccntinned from page 1
WDRC, Hartford.
was born in Adrian, Nlich. :
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Uplinger,
J»r.» 20, .1957
tion, WEZE, at 10:30 p.m., which
Three sons survive.
Hollywood,
June
8.
is attracting Overflow studio auds. daughter,
. .Mr. Kaufrcoiv carr.e from my home
In Ponnvrlvanii. .. He- was
"leEemlary
He gives news along with inspira¬ Father is KNXT program coordina¬
Ogive as'.tlie- first daily hiiman interest
tor.
CLARA LYNN
tional
interviews
arid
musical
fea¬
columnist in New Tork. .
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Allen, son,
Clara Lynn, 78* wife of ex-jug¬ tures that integrate into the week¬
EVERLEY gregg
CHARLES S;, MeCABE
Publisher,.. New :York. MirrK
Everley Gregg, 56, stage, screen gler Harry Lynn, arid inember of end “Monitor” type format of sus¬ London, June 3. Mother, is a stage
manager;
father is an actor.
the
International
Jugglrirs
Assn.,
and tv actress, died June 9 in
pense and variety. Co-pastor of
Florence Anglin Kaufman
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Davis, son,
Beaconsfield, England. She made died recently in Jamestown, N.Y. Hub’s historic Ruggles Street BapMamaroneck, N. Y., June 4. Father
her legit debut in 1926 in, “Easy With her husband,, she was en¬
tist . Church, he- directs Boston
amount group supervisor with
Virtue” at the Duke of York’s The¬ gaged in the manufacture of jug¬
with his
second wife, -Grace. atre, London, and was subsequent-- glers’ equipment since their retire- Youthtime,: weekly nonsectarian : B^kas & Shalit Inc., publicists.
Saturday night teenage rally held j
Mr, and Mrs. William Schorr,
Daughter Peggy <Mrs. Bruce ly seen in many West End produc¬ nient. .
Survived by her husband* two in Park St. Church on the Boston son* Hollywood, June 11. Father is
Kenny), 36, and soil Dr. Robert R. tions.
•’
Brown, 38,. doing research at the / Her legit credits included; such sons and a daughter, Violet, also Common. Average attendance is a tv producer:
1,000.
!
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cahill, daugbUniversity . of Australia in Can-, plays as “Private Lives,” “Conver¬ a juggler.
.
j ter, Hollywood. May 27. Mother is
berra, along With his wife, Paula, sation Piece/’- “Design for Living,”
Baptists'
AM-TV
Awards
!
actress
Jane Van Duser; father’s a
also an.' archaeologist, survive, as “Tonight at 8:30.” “Tess of the
GEORGE TUCKER
. Des Moines, June 16.
: musician.
does a granddaughter.
George Tucker, manager of the
DTlrbervilles,” “The Linden Tree” ,
He will be buried In Forest arid “I Am a Cain era.” She also Denver buying and booking office
The American Baptist Conven-; A1^r* an(*
Bill Sexton, son,
Lawn, Hollywood, next to his first appeared as guest artist with vari¬ of Albuquerque Theatres Inc. for tion, in ending its weeklong an- ■
wife, Kaybee, who died some seven ous stock companies:
the past several years,; died June 12 nual meeting here, announced cita- ?ather
dl k- 3°"key -on KD?F
years ago. Miss Gregg was seen cin Broad¬ in. Denver. Prior to assuming the tions to Roy Rogers & Dale Evans there and freelance on local tele¬
way in “Point. Valaine” at the Denver post, he. was city, manager and ! Eugene Roddenberry^ script vision.
HAPPY BEN WAY
Ethel Barfyinpre . Theatre: On; the for the. chain in Albuquehjue. Be¬
. AdOlph Pierre Benoit Jr.,, 73, screen she appeared . in . “Gene¬ fore joining : ATI, he \vas With writer for “Have Gun, Will Trav- :
el,” for
frir . “consistently identifying ,.|
! •• [ el,
■.
0-—-n*
known professionally as . Happy vieve:’’ “Moulin Rouge,” “Father Interstate Theatres.
themselves with the Christian way j
Al IS dPORSOiS If ID
Benway, vet of the iriinstrel era' Brown” and “Madeleine.”: In addi¬
Surviving are his wife, soil anri :
-riti ToViir,
tp-loivicirtn ”
3
r
of Ufa
life on
radio and television.”
tion she made frequent tv appear¬ two sisters.
; CoEtinued from page 2 ;
. The. Baptists gave two other ra¬
ances arid from. 1943-’44,was heard
dio-tv citations, to the Rev; John as advanced study in universities
weekly on the BBC’s Empire sound
MICKEY RILEY
DeBrine of Boston, “for producing cultimately be authorized,
program, “Front Line Family.” ,
. Mickey Riley, 47, vet film editor, 1 a radio program in Christian pres- ;
Flemming gave his allout supA true devoted friend
CLAY YURDIN
Hollywood hpri6r^t6^enterin« fiim' entation through disk jockey tech-i P0^ ^
Thompson Bill and
.. through lifeClay Yurdin, 40, television pro¬ work:, he- was highbpard diving nique’’ and Jane Goodman, direc- ^fed that President
ducer-director, died June 15 in Ft. champion in the .1932 Olympic tor of radio-tv for the Metropoli°
CARL FIELD
Garhps: arid
iafpw was a
a ohartor
Lauderdale, Fla, He was engaged Garries,
and later
charter;■ tan
tan . Church
Church Federation
Federation of
of Greater
Greater only
„ -. cost
. of the council would be
in preparations for. the June 20 member, cif Motion Picture Film St, Louis, “for presenting the n^ipal^xperLes for travel and
per-diem
payments
telecast of the. “Mrs, America” Editors, Local 776, IATSE. For the; Christian message through out- Per_(^iein
Payments
to
council
and for. more than 30 years
members, he said.
Variety’s correspondent at. Sar¬ pageant, at the time of his death. past six months he. had been free¬ standing: use of local tv.”
Bellamy, currently in WashingHe was the award winning di¬ lancing.
anac Lake, N.Y., died June 13 at
ton as star of the touring “Sunrise
Three brothers arid four sisters
the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital rector Of “Camera Three.” “Lights
at Campohello,” told the subcom¬
“The . Clock,”
“Hallniark survive. ■ ■■
of tuberculosis. He contracted that -Out,”
Legion
mittee that Congress has already
ailment in 1928 and came to live in Concerts,” . “Hollywood
Boxing,”
.
“Patti.,
Page
Show,”
delayed
too long in setting up such
HOMER DICKINSON :
Saranac Lake. He produced show’s
a council. “We share a deep con¬
Homer Dickinson, 69, veteran
for fraternal and religious organ¬ “Gloria Swanson Show” arid “The.
_ Continued from page 2 ss;
Truex
Family.”.
He
also
directed
viction
that
the abilities, skills and
filrii extra formerly on. the Keith
izations during his stay there.
Benway, following, his appren¬ syndicated films, documentaries, Orpheiuri circuit, died June 6 in Member of the Order of the. talents of our artists will stand
live
and
filrii
commercials.
The
Hollywood.
Prior
to
going
to
Holly¬
British
Empire.
.
:
comparison
with those of the cititiceship in- medicine; arid minstrel
Others; to receive the OBE in- zens of any country in the world
shows era, played, the Keijh-Albee, “Mrs. America” . pageant is being wood in 1934, Dickinson from 1914
Loew arid Ofpheum circuits, tbur- produced and packaged for CBS- to 1926 was accompanist for vaude elude Horace Francis, director of; today,” he declared. “We believe
TV by Production Alliance, a. act of Sunshine & Tempest, in labor relations for the British; that the Government can make betmobile videotape .firm headed by which his wife, Florence Teiripest, Film Producers Assn.; Anthony ’ ter use of those abilities, skills and
Yurdin and. Phil Melillo.
aDd her sister. appeared.
jn Memory of My Friend
Mitchell Beresford-Cooke, head of talents than it is now making,
:
His . wife, two children, mother
His: wife and son survive.
the Independent Television Au- either at home or abroad.”
and sister survive,
thority’s planriing. and construe-'
Elihu Weiner, of the Waiters
NATHANIEL S. BARGER
tion engineering department; Rob-: Guild of America also endorsed
. June 8th, 1955
EDMUND DORS AY
. Nathaniel. S. Barger; 64, pioneer ert C. Harman, head of operations i the Thompson Bill at the hearing,
Edmund Dorsay, 62, . comedian Chicago drive-in theatre operator,
and maintenance engineering de-; but voiced the hope that people
ted Lloyd
arid character actor, died June 12 died June 11 in that city. He had
in New York, after a long illness. operated theatres in the Chicago partinent. at the ITA; Hubert L. ' of “high degree of professional
Wpodgate,
BBC’s chorus master; j appreciation” will be chosen for
. Dorsay, who recently appeared . area for some 35 years, including
and Cyril J. Strother, assistant to : the council membership. SubcomIng throughout the. country, as well bri tv, had toured the Keith and
the : \bld . Rialto and Haymarket
the
chief
BBC
engineer.
J mittee Chairman Carl Elliott (D.as Canada and England. Two pre¬ Orpheum vaudeville circuits . for burlesque houses.
Opera singer Geraint Llewelyn^ Ala.) also read messages from Ad*
sent patients at the sanatorium, many years. He also appeared in
Survived by his wife and a sis¬
Evans
and
composer
Michael; lai Stevenson and New York Gov.
Ernie Burnett and Benny! Ressler, silent films. He made his legit ter.
Kemp Tippert were , among others Nelson Rockefeller supporting the
appeared on/ various' bills with debut in “The Pink Lady,” This
to be honored with the CBE, John : bill.
Benway. -.
was followed with appearances in
MAXIE J. McSWEEN
From 1900 on he played various “Stage Door/j' “Michael Drops In,”
A bill identical with Thompson’s
Maxie J. McSween, vaude come¬ B. Morrison, secretary of the]
medicine shows and then became Joe Cook’s “Off to Buffalo,” “Sum¬ dian who tirouped in a turn known Royal Scottish Academy of Music, • is sponsored in the Seriaate by
the principal comedian with the mer. Night,” “The Weak Link,” as Maxie & Jackie, died of a stroke arid John E. Rich, BBC-TV’s chil-; Sens.
Hubert
Humphrey
(D.Guy Bros, Minstrels. He went on “Separate . Rooms,” the Theatre April 30 in San Francisco. Act was drep’s programs organizer, are i Minn.), Jacob Javits (R.-N. Y.),
to such troupes as. Neil O’Brien Guild’s revival of “Ah, Wilder¬ billed as . “Bits! of Nonsense/’ made Members of the British { James Murray (D.-Mont.) and Paul
Minstrels, Seven - Honey: Boys arid ness/' in 1941, “Lilly of the Val- McSween was bedded by an Empire.
I Douglas (D.-Ill.).

S. JAY KAUFMAN

Boston Minister

JOE SCHUSTER

RedgraveKnighled

HAL HORNE
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COKEY '59: CAKNESONSBBWAY
Samoff to B-G: ‘Give Me Water Rights
To Negev, I’ll Give You TV for Israel’
By GEORGE ROSEN

4

Tel Aviv, June 23.
According to some Israeli gov¬
ernment sources it was RCA
board chairman David Sarnoff who
told Israel’s Prime Minister David
Ben-Guriori: ‘Give me the water
rights to the Negev and I’ll give
Israel television.
Kidding oh the square or ■ what¬
ever the accuracy of the quote that’s
as far as it got. Nonetheless it effec¬
tively sums up the prevailing senti¬
ment here that tv may be all well
and good, say, five years from how,
but todays there are too many other
pressing problems demanding at¬
tention such as, for example, the
development of the entire Negev,
those virtually endless miles of
desert which comprise about half
the area of Israel.
It is fully aware of the educa¬
tional potentialities of television
as a State-controlled operation,
When and if it decides to embrace
the medium (it has frowned with
no uhcertain finality oh the few
tentative inquiries made by com. mercial interests)* but right now,
whether state-owned or privately
operated, Israel wants ho part of
the medium and is willing to settle
for a healthy curiosity as to where
is it going in the states and is it
■ good or bad for the children?”
Radio, of course, is something

!

Toasting Crisp
Aberfeldy, June 23.
This picturesque Scottish High¬
land village is prepping a big wel¬
come home for Donald Crisp, Scotborn Hollywood actor, born here
some 80 years ago.
Crisp, a thesper for 55 years,
plans to visit here July 27, his 80th
birthday. He will be re-united
with his sister Eliza, aged 91.

TV Revenues To^
Billion But Radio

Patterson-Johansson Qosed-TV Boat
VS. NEW HOUSING Can Grass $1,WM),000 at 50% Capacity
By JO RANSON
Coney Island, coarse and catch¬
penny a$ ever, officially reopened j
its seabeaten pavilions recently
in a burst of sunshine and a dis¬
comfort index of 60. First attempt
to woo outsiders to Coney was *115
years ago wrhen Eddy & Hart, the
Conrad Hiltons of their, day, put
up a crude show biz pavilion and
caravansary.
Today Brooklyn’s sprawling spa
is romancing the city’s pilgrims
with foot-long hot dogs, more com¬
fort stations, cocoanut chop suey,
a redecked boardwalk, q restored
Steeplechase Pier and an astro¬
nomically high number of “For
Rent” signs on Surf Avenue and
its interseceting casbah-like alleys.
In most sectors of the seaside
amusement center there was a
moratorium on outdoor paint re¬
vealing a Hoovertown of shacks
and a violent kitcheny perfume of
warmed over kashe knishes, pastelillos meat pies, pizza with moz¬
zarella, cheese bfintzes, lemrazz
cotton candy, Formosa eggroll and
Peiping chowmeim
Nathan's was doing such a gastronomical biz tending to the
hunger pangs of gourmets from
Gowanus that its owners, the Hand¬
workers, had racked up sufficient
moola to take over the more elab< Continued on page 72)

-—i— -——i——1———-—± At 50% of capacity, it's figured
g
m
that the closed-circuit telecast of
HAlfpf7
ft Prnf
the Floyd Patterson-Ingemar JoUCilCU. na fll IVI
hansson heavyweight title fight toJascha Heifetz has been appoint- -T morrow (Thurs.) can gross $1,000,ed Regents’ Professor of Music and - 000. . TelePrpmpter Corp., which
Artist in Residence at U of Cali- acquired the closed-tv and other
fomia, L.A.
. .
{ancillary rights for $300,000, will
Last year, vet concert violinist pipe the event, originating from
conducted a violin class at UCLA Yankee Stadium, N. Y., to some
under auspieces'of University Ex- 150 locations having approximately
tension.
*
550J)00 seats. The exact number
——
--:of sites and seats may be revised
.
slightly upward before fight time.

Femme Spieler
Smeler

KahnelePrompter prex3r

IVUUin# UpH/IVl
Arenas and auditoriums will
. ■
« *
make up about 40% of the loca17_rn/1 1 r«
tions, with theatres accounting for
.111.
the remainder of the hookup. The
JJAlly
flllvl
larger seating capacities of the
_ arenas and auditoriums, is said to
A
I *
f1
K, provide for the lesser number of
IJllPPn 1.17 VXHril locations signed now than were
YglfttVIl LUt* V1UVK1 availabie for recent other closedT
circuited fights. For example, a
«
j.
t°P °t 174 locations, with a seating
To spare the Canadian Broad- capacRy of 509,000 seats, "was obcasting Corp. the ‘‘inevitable em- tained by the rival Theatre Netbarrassment that my appearance work Television for the first Ray
would cause,” Joyce Davidson, the Robinson-Carmen Basilo fight. The
blond interviewer of “Tabloid,” has second bout, handled by Teledecided 4oquit the CBC. Her de- prompter, reported 173 locations
cision,. following her huddle with. an(j a seating capacity of 514,000
CBS. brass, is aftermath to her- seats. The Floyd Patterson-Roy
opinion on Daye Garroway’s “To- ? Harris fight, another TelePrompter
day” program—on which she was
(Continued on page 98)
a guest—that she and most Cana_
dians were ’ “indifferent” to the r

PY|K CBC
I
fllfPr
Exits
After
Queen Liz Crack

Washington, June 23.
Television revenues rose 9.2%
last year to pass the one billion
dollar mark, according to tabula¬
tion of financial reports by Fed¬
eral Communications Commission.
But AM radio suffered a 30.9%
drop in net income before taxes
coupled with only a seven tenths of
1% rise in total revenues.
Three tv networks and 514. tv
stations collectively enjoyed $1,(Continued on page 98)
030,000,000 in revenues during
lines across Canada, the CBC utm m
1958, FCC said. After expenses, the
switchboard in Toronto was flood-] flltD ilOQH) IQ I\6B0FuBf[
tv industry had a net income be¬
ed throughout the day with 808
v«.
« v
t a «*
fore taxes of $171,900,000, a 7.4%
increase over 1957.
calls, 700 against Joyce Davidson’s
UD€niC6 S LiB61 ACuOfl
statement, plus derogatory wires.
.
•
TV network time sales rose 7.7%
Miss Davidson refused to. back
Social scientists gandering the
to $424,600,000, while national and
|
(Continued on page 94)
fi.fth
fifth estate .last
last week were concon“
regional time sales totalled $345,- - - - ■ _
vinced that- it was still in its in¬
200,000 or 14.9% above the 1957
fancy and behaving in marked configure. Local tv time, sales Jumped
Waukegan, Ill., June 23.
Film attendance, which is said P._e
namniKTant*
trast to the American press.
Jack Benny comes here tomor¬
(Continued on page 98)
Hiding behind prim Comstockian
to have ended its 10-year down¬ 0(1 jS lfljlcBC 1/cUiUllgcUl.
row (Wed.) as an official guest for
ward slump in mid-February of
17
L
D
X^
prudery, the majority of broadthe first time since 1939. The oc¬
this year, may be in for best sum¬
casters
refrained from employing
casion:
Waukegan’s
centennial
mer business in a decade.
C
» p I
the word “homosexual” in conneccelebration,
extending
through
This is the opinion of Sindlinger
OCX lVutV llO
Of jtVlC tion with the Liberace libel suit
next Sunday (28);
The veteran
>
\
vt
J
i against the London Daily Mirror.
& Co., business analysts of Ridley
comedian's last official visit to his
By DAVE JAMPEL
r
Majority of network newsmen
Park,. Pa., which bases its observa¬
native burg occurred 20 years to
Tokyo, June 23.
'reached into leftfield for eupbemtion on data collected in its daily
the day, and was for the world
“I’d
rather
play
idiots,”
said;
isms
and other vague expressions
surveys.
preem of his picture, “Man About
Toronto, June 23.
Noting that film attendance con¬ visiting French film actress Mylene j to explain the Liberace story. This
Town.”
Demongeot
who
has
acquired
an
j
was
typical
most of the time of the
Columbia
Records
has
rewritten
tinues
to
be
up
sharply
over
the
last
Benny will be the centre of at¬
tention on the centenary’s Armed the lyrics of “The Battle of New year, the Sindlinger outfit notes, unwanted popularity for her por-j three big webs, NBC, CBS and
trayals
of
scatterbrained
young
j
ABC.
At
the
conclusion of the trial,
Orleans”
for
the
use
of
British
and
for
example,
that
during
the
week
Forces Day, commencing his itiner¬
j with Liberace scoring a $22,400
ary by riding in a parade with Canadian dee jays and their lis- of May 23 attendance at four-wall girls in rebellion.
“It’s
my
desire
to
play
idiots,”
j
victory
against
the Mirror columneners.
According
to
the
U.S.
hit
and
drive-in
theatres
across
the
Mayor Robert Saboiijian and local
clothier Julius H. Sinykin, a life¬ parade record, sung by Johnny country was 14.3% higher, than she told Variety, “maybe because 1st Cassandra (William Neil ConI’m
like
that.
It’s
easier
to
play
nor)
ABC-TV
and
CBS-TV used the
Horten,
the
British
redcoats
were
last
year.
The
sharpest
increase,
long chum of the comic. Balance
of his day will be taken up with “kept a-running” by General (Old it’s reported, was evidenced during something I know,” Miss Demon- term “homosexual” at least once,
a noon reception, an evening pag¬ Hickqry) . Jackson’s troops when the week of May 9 when 19.9% geot laughed. “I don’t have to re- but during the trial skirted it like
eant depicting the town’s history, the British forces attacked New more film-goers purchased tickets hearse anything. I just go*my way.” a sizzling pdtato.
Expressing absolute dissatisfacMaturity in handling the story
' and a dinner at which Air Force Orleans on Jan. 8, 1815. In the than in 1958.
Secretary James H. Douglas Jr. British-angled version, the ‘‘rebels”
Albert E. Sindlinger, president tion with the direction of her was best exemplified at WQXR,
will speak.
(Continued on page 127)
(Continued on page 82)
(Continued on page 127)
(Continued on. page 127)

The Benny That Made
Waukegan Famous Going
Back for Centennial

1 Networks

Shadowboxed

Uberace’s Libel AcHoa

OnanUpcurve?

rrencn rroaucers Atraia
Out

Who Won at New Orleans?
Columbia Has 2 Versions
With U.S. and Brit. Angles

UNITED ARTISTS’ 40th ANNIVERSARY
Pages 11 to 63
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MISCELLANY

45 or LP?

Lenny Bruce’s Chi Trib-ulations
With TV-Stung Columnist Lyon

Munich, June 23.
When Elvis Presley arrived
here for a tour: of Munich’s.
night life he had a particular¬
ly good time in the Moulin
Rouge where stripteaser Mari¬
anne gave a special performance for him "dressed” 'only
with one of Presley’s records*
When rock ’n’ roller tried to
enter the gambling casino in
Bad Wiessee, near Munich, he
was barred because he did
not wear a necktie.

4-—---

By JACK PITMAN

Anna Neagle Sets Legit

The bold,
humor of satirist Lenny Bruce, I
London, June 23.
just out of Mister Kelly's two- [i
Anna Neagle is to make her first
week stand, was too much for Chi iistage appearance since 1953. Henry
Tribune gossiper Herb Lyon, and j Sherek has signed her to star in a
thereby hangs a vendetta that was |;new comedy by Ronald. Millar, as
topic A for the show trade here yet untitled, which will be
over the fortnight
ipreemed in Leeds and then open
Lvon, who’d been pressagent for i; in the West End in October. Jane
the chib before going to the TribJ Baxter and John Robinson will apcued the feud with a columnar! P^ar with Miss Neagle, and the.
gambit that Kelly’s had ordered i show wdl be _staged by Harold

Virgil Thompson: A Critic Who Could
Serious A m e r i c a n composers
usually depend upon grants and
subsidy, teaching posts or writing
jobs. It has been so in the case of
-Virgil Thompson, though his pres¬
tige and momentum in later life
has rendered him a decent liveli¬
hood. The point is that again and
again it was impossible for this
.unusual American to live by music
; alone.
The moral is perhaps moot in a
money society where the arts must
romance the foundations which,, in
turn, romance wealthy patrons.
! At the 50th anni of the MacDowell ;
Colony in New Hampshire a couple :
of summers back,. Thompson him¬ •
self riled some feathers by point¬ i
ing out, with his intensely logical j
mind, that many a - creative artist |

marries tpo early and breeds too
numerously arid becomes thereby
a slave to the economy arid to a
workaday job, leaving s m a 11
energy for creativity.

The life-story of Thompson is
interesting partly because it took
him so early and often to France^
because he was part, of the great
American migration there after
World War I, because he was
Gertrude Stein’s : collaborator in
one of the first American operas,
“Four Saints in Three Acts.” The
story is told, in the new Thomas.
Yoseloff • volume ($6) which is
really, two = books between , the
same, covers: : Kathleen Hoover
Bruce to delete alleged, smut.
gives the facts of where the man
which the comic and co-owners]
f
werit and what he didrand.how he
Oscar & George Marienthal denied " f
lived,
and . among whom. . . John
flatly. Asked to run a retraction, *
^
Cage follows with a unique tour de
Lyon sidestepped by saying the ![ ^ t|“s
force in musicology, a detailed,
piece by piece analysis of the
thpat
Robin
the
Washington, June 23.
mterj, 'aihtdthW7P
aibeit biz then
"as at thp
the ' ; nier
UvQ and
Qthers
win Maugham,
be Janet and.
Green’s
entire range of Thompson’s, com¬
j
Uncle Sam would join in. the anurnaway stage. Bruce retaliated i; Matilda Shouted Fite” and an uriHollywood, June 23.
positions, explaining in extremely
; nual handout of show biz awards,
by dodging the columnists Fridayjj named plav by Dorothy & CampWilliam Zeckendorf, having for¬ technical; though riot unclear,
presumably to top them all, under
mght Channel 9 yaude stanza,
christle:
a bill introduced by Seri. Francis tified his new Rockefeller Center terms., the devices and ebritentmust tor virtually, every act ori:
• hotel operation by hiring Claude strains of; Thompson’s work.
Case (R.-S.D.). ..
consequence in town by virtue of »T
n
1 r
. it
* i
The South Dakotan proposes1 the C. Philippe (ex-Waldorf-Astoria^.
This is plainly, a book intended
s
status.
adding similar highpowered
creation of a National Academy of is
: for music’ students, libraries, com¬
Operation Scram
v
, .i
Culture which would each . year aides ori the west coast. Hernando posers and critics, in the . latter con¬
: give a Government . award' to the -Courtright will he the new boss- nection, one- remembers Thomp¬
The rhubarb reached boil the!
1/OOHiS
1 one person making the "greatest: man of Webb & Knapp’s redevelop¬ son's talents as critic for 15 years
following
Sabbath
eve
when!
i
n
.. mi
a
coritribution”
in ment of the Sarita Monica Blvd. ! with the N.Y. Herald-Tribune, A
Lyon, his w ife. Coast tv er Tom!
AS SqUarCS Take OvOf contemporary
| each of these fields: art; sculpture, portion of the 20th Centuiy-Fox. Variety
Duggan, and a fourth person en-|*
TJaioao T.i.ne 23
reviewer
is,
perhaps
| music, literature, drama, poetry studios, recently acquired in a - naturally, most of all. fascinated by
^
v?tTVelromei-'
The international beatnik colony. : and dance.
$60,000,000 deal.
I this aspect. For Thompson . (like
!
Awards would be made by the.
. Courtright, long president and ’ few others) articulated, upon music
to Leopold and. Loch” (the 29^41
thoS last
of
<-1,;
rpu'.L, .i but the opening there last week of • U.S. President in a “public cere- managing director of the Beverly. with an engaging wit.
Chi
i.ajers, •. Then -he,; tIie seVen-story beachfrontHotel , mony*” Judges would be an advi¬
Hills Hotel until he sold out to j
Without trying to recognize the
zercoa in on thei columnist >vith| Pez Espada,Swordfish) dooms the sory. commission of experts in the
; Ben. L. Silberstein, will have , line between talent and genius, one
some lypioa needling for several!: Malagasea,sand.sky suburb as an
, arts drawn from government and ; charge of the proposed new Zec; is .especially impressed not only
inmates including a cut that Lyonjr exclush.e haven for .beards and 4 private life, the bill states,
kendoff Hotel, the Webb & Knapp : with, the Thompson triplerthreat:
had knowingly errecf with the dutigareed dames, ..and opens the i
Case called his idea one that is : apartment houses, stores, etc., all
, m u s i c-composer,. lecturer-racon¬
earlier “smut deletion* item.
It; sun Coast wide to Mr. and Mrs. a “low-cost vehicle for govern-;
being planned, for the extensive teur, critic-annotator. It drives the
proved too much and sent the by-'; Average Tourist.
ment participation in a:field it has. realty project on the studio land.
mind back to the familiar ^maxim
liner and party bolting from the
While the denizens gathered in , largely ignored
to
date.” He
that, energy and discipline- afe the
room. t
!; mass qn the colorful Cafe terrace ■ added: “Too often the outstanding.
m ake-grow of talent,
and/or
Two days later. Lyon trained a;| to look back in anger, Pez Espada 1 cultural contributions of our citgenius. One is stnick, in reading
typewriter blast at Bruce, claiming'’ owners Luis. Mato and Carlos Al- ! izens are recognized only after
this most Instructive dual-authprthe latter's purple was excessive! berola played host to 500 stalwart they are. dead.: This would be a
ship volume, with Virgil Thomp¬
even for his veteran nightlife. bourgeois from Malaga at the hew | program of. ‘living awards,.’, vigorson’s overpowering ■ capacity for
(Coritinued on page TO)
ears.
“It’s typical,” Bruce told! hostelry.
j hard work.
Variety, “to put a comic down "by!:?
Hotel Swordfish deserved a hetballing him blue. But I verv care-|! ter send-off as a solid tourist landDublin, June 23.
full v avoided so much as a '‘damn* mark in the helter-skelter cabanaWhen members of the. Sistine
or *he.Il! when, he (Lyon) was in.” |i construction boom that, is giving }
Choir from Rome, on their way to

Thinb Uncle Sam

Courtright to Zeckendorf

New Beachfront Hostelry

L>on piiiar

upSHlSll DeHllllAS
As Squares Take Oyer

Dablin’s Music Fest Has
Soar Notes as Lift Jams,

J

Cop Denies There’s Smnt .
Next, without direct mention Of
Wn"
_'
T __munecar'a garden spot before Hotel Sea tinged it iyifh notoriety).
the district’s cops had ordered
A
savvy premiere and the
B™ce,1cut„the
5hj?h' Swordfish, might have duelled its
aHigation the Manenthais and dis,:
int0 world travel taffi overtriet Police Capt. Huss Corcoran; night_s„eh were the lush furnidenied.
Latter, with an aide in: ture and fixtures, .the-gourmet; bufto’Vi t£,auf^ Bruce s act for the fet of culinary splendor, the pourContmued on page 12/)
: ; ing of name brands . in all four
I:. chic bars and the entertaining onenrinC C_<!EFirV’TA
! ' night staad of Italy’s popular
flCLl/J & UlJuLl I IU
i Marino Marini combo and Brazil’s
____ , _
_______ t
‘ class Humbaly dance band.

f

>
t

i
|
however, |
public relations egg by ;
Benny Fields and Blossom See* catering the debut exclusively for
ley are en route to Las Vegas, by their own buddies and regional j
train, to open with Ed Sullivan brass on the Malaga Coast,
show at the Desert Inn June 30.
t
Exhausting all efforts to confine
It’s their first nitery engage- a potential intercontinental event
ment in two years because of to a provincial whisper, inn owners
Fields’ enforced idleness, due to even passed up an obvious nexta heart attack, although the vet door glamour tie-in with Mike
Mr. & Mrs. team have done several Todd Jr. and his “Scent of Mysvideo guesters for Sullivan. The tery” principals, now bivouacked .
medico didn't permit Fields to fly, in Torremolinos. Spain’s leading i
-hence the train route to the Ne-; film lady Sarita Montiel was nearvadri resort.
! i
(Continued on page 6)

VEGAS FOR SULLIVANr. ,laidilatoa

Mbero}*,

Subscription Order Form

Brit. Show Biz
London, June 23.
British show biz this week is putting into operation emergency
plans to counter a virtual blackout
in the printing industry which
could last weeks,; maybe moriths.
The dispute, now affecting over
1,000 provincial and Loridon subrurban papers and most periodicals,
has been going, on since February;
and reached a. crisis after a aeries;
of moves that-have been causing;
patrons delays and. difficulties. So;
(Continued on. page 127)

Armstrong's Collapse
At Spoleto Festival
. Louis Armstrong’s collapse in
Spoleto, Italy, yesjterday (Mon.) was
attributed to a “rundown condition
and slight attack of pneumonia,”
according to his manager, Joe
Glaser, in New York. Glaser denied
radio reports that the collapse was
due to a heart attack.
Armstrong was in Spoleto to play
“The Festival of Two Worlds” con¬
cert, which is scheduled for film¬
ing for tv by Ed Sullivan. Accord¬
ing to Glaserv Armstrong .will be
laid up for a couple of weeks.

DRYS TAKE BEERY BABES
GUT OF QUEEN'S PARADE

sing at the opening of Dublin’s In¬
ternational Music Festival, crowded
into their hotel elevator the eleva¬
Ottawa, June 23.
tor jammed between floors and
marooned nine of them—including, ; Revelation that, a brewery-spon¬
conductor Domenico Bartolucchr- sored line or! majorettes will take
;for nearly 30 minutes. At the 3,500- part in a show scheduled for the
seater Theatre Royal the President visit to Ottawa (Jurie 30) of Queen
of Ireland and a crowded house Elizabeth has brought blasts from
fidgetted for 15 minutes—with the local Temperance Federation.
many cracks about “how Irish- “Certainly it could not be said to
starting late” from overseas guests. be a tribute from the heart of the
An off-stage announcement told nation,” said a local, dry.
the audience the reason for the de¬
The majorettes, bankrolled, with
lay, and the Festival President; Sir a brass band, by O’Keefe Brewer¬
John Barbirolli, told the full story ies, Ltd., were formed last year to
of the elevator when the formal play at professional football.games.
opening
ceremony took place. Their popularity has given them
Dublin’s Lord Mayor, a woman, many other local appearances with
opened the event with probably clicko results.
the shortest speech for such an
Result of . squawk: the heerr
occasion—it took 35 seconds.
| bankrolled twirlers will riot :bo
Second night of the Fest was i seen by the Queen but in an auxi¬
also fraught with complications. liary shpw before the Royal party
[ The chamber music group I Virtu¬ reaches a moppet mob at Lansosi di Roma, on the way from I aowne Park on her way into town
(Continued on page 125)
i from the airport. .
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Friend of tke Mosquito*
Hartford, June 23.
Edw’ard Everett Horton con-.
tinues as “the workhorse . of, ;
the citroneUa-circuit/' Legiter,
self-confessedly in his 70’s, will j
have played the lead in five ;
. different shows before the :
summer theatre season wears
itself thin around iiihor Day.
Opened here at Canton Show
Shop on Wed. (17) for two
week stance in “Reluctant ;
: Debutante.” Swings into his
perennial “Springtime for Hen- .
ry” after he . departs here at
Nyack, N. Y. Thence goes Into
“Who Was The Lady I Saw
You With” at Kennebunkport, i
Maine. Follows -with. “White ■
Sheep of the Family’'' at Canal I
Fulton, Ohio. Winds up the I
season with six weeks lead in
the new Gilbert Miller play,
. “Not in the Book” at Seattle.
In his spare time he’a still an
avid tennis player.

9

.
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TORONTO TOLL FILMS AT 75*
How Stands The Wind-Up Foi Toll?

FOR TEST, IT'S II
II

D IIP¥ 11 f A1

IIMl]
J| 11 |l|TVL ¥_ll fll I IIL 111

Question of how pay-see Is to be accomplished, whether by cable
IU|M|Ur|I fll
nUlill
II f HI
III
orr over the air, rates as the number one issue now that interest in IU||Myr
HI ll\ III
toll
IIIUII
u I UilUll 1U
(■HIb
ill vision has again suddenly flared. .
IflUlll-l
/4-IIIThe second big poser Is inherent in the attitude of the film. com■wnnroT m-ctav
panies towards supplying any pay-tv system with programming.
ny
By kuimiki
ROBERT mcsiAi
McSTAT
International Telemeter, \vhich gets under? way in Toronto this
Toronto, June 23.
year, is committed to cable transmission, which it believes the most
with Famous Players (Canadian)
practical and economical way, of running pay-as-you-see. Zenith Radio i,
Corp., which sponsors Phonevision, is equally convinced that, if sub^ Jjjvipg no ^intention of
scription video comes about, it’ll be run over the air, i.e. in connv
junction with currently operating tv stations and under the watchful
&
tests0' ^ FedCral Communlcations Commission, which has
Skiatron appears to be in a mood to play both horses, even though
Matty Fox’s inclinations to date have been those of Telemeter. However, there are those in the Skiatron camp who aren’t sure that pay-tv
oyer the air wouldn't be a more economical start, at least in the big
Clies*
Economics
What it comes down to is a question of economics, which in turn
Is subject to a good many unpredictables. Those who favor cable
argue that, while it’s more expensive, it’s—in the long run-^much
more practical and profitable since it’s capable of carrying . several
programs simultaneously and is free of time limitations. Also, it
doesn’t interfere with current tv broadcast schedules. , :
.
However, while a series of surveys have been made, none knows
for sure just how the public will react to the new service. Thus,
the argument rtms, it’s certainly wiser to get going .to the most ecov
nomical possible way; which is over the air; It doesn’t appear wise
to invest huge sums in cable only to find a repetition of the Bartlesvi.lle, Okla., pay-tv. experiment, which failed;
In the long run, the question of cooperation from the major film
companies looms, large as a. determining factor in the future5 of paytv. Impression is that the majors, having made their peace with tv,
andjbeing in it, would no longer hesitate to release important pictures
foo pay-tv, provided the returns merit it.
This, essentially, was. the point made by Paramount prez Barney
B.^abanSvhen he said Par would lease films to Telemeter franchisers
In competition With otjier users of film, It 15- a position which appears
t? make sense to most of the majors, and .gives them ithe. needed
“out” vis-a-vis the exhibitors. There s no doubt that the theatres
themselves, while officially oppose to pay-tv, aren’t beyond tying into
it if they feel that this is where the future lies. A number of the big
circuits are known to-be interested, and all of the systems are talking
in franchise terms.
i.xAw I f
|
I A/f Oftil I
Hi a
Kllhhoi'hanfl
C
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Big $13,500,1)00 lineup for 1959- 60,
ImUIUS flt lilt I fflfiCL
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Stresa, Jime 23.
A giant $13,500,000-1959-60 pror
duction slate was announced here
by Goffredo Lombardo, head of
Kansas City, June 23.
Titanus Films, at his company’s
■Shooting on the independent
to oper“
international meeting which at the
feature being produced in
same
time celebrated the Italo
Fjj5
°holdt
this area by Meridian Produc¬
firm’s 55th year in the . picture
Telemeter,. for _ which FPC ^holds
tions was completed last week;
business.
a t"
Picture is working under the
At least two of these items will
president thd mMag;
tentative title of “Ordeal at
be made in partnership with an
Dry Red,” a western which
ing director of FPC, which operAmerican major: “The Fair Bride,”
used Ozark locations* for Its
which oNunnaiil Johnson is writing
shooting.
A
and will direct this fall with Ava
Richard Sarafian, producer°f Canada
Gardner; and “Ring Around a
director-writer,
is
expected
to
a aivision or r rc.
Rogue,” currently being penned
leave for the Coast within a
Without public financing, FPC
by S, J. Perelman, with Harry Bel-,
few
days
for
cutting,
editing
will dip into its own cash reserves
afonte. Budgets on both these will
and finishing touches. Film
and is prepared to spend an estibe “very high.” Titanus is also as¬
was cast with. Hollywood play¬
mated $1,250,000 in building a
sociated with Pnnti-Girosi and
ers in the principal roles and
west Toronto suburban studio;
Paramount on “Olympia,” the
used some midwestern actors.
with fast-growing Etobicoke
Sophia Loren starrer currently
under way in Vienna.
chosen because it has 40,000
homes; FPC will start pay-as:you• Other pix set to date include
see operations in the Fall, with a
Luchino Visconti’s “Rccco and
>>,000
^,
0U0 set mstailation.
mstallation. The next step
r
.
. ..... .. His Brothers”; Luigi Zampa’s “T
is
London,
ono1;
^' Ontario,
naK°' where a $250;?25j)'Magistrate”; Francesco Hosi'
000
will be erected — de000 studio Will
7^.
^,
i Magllari"; Mario Soldati's 'll *
The Council of Motion Picture U0par(j0»».
Gianni
Francio'to-pending
pending on
On the success of the
Torontp suburban experiment.
Organizations has decided to sal-1 “Ferdinand, King of Naples”; Va. .
Phone
Phone Link
Link
vage . the-' transcriptions, prepared erio Zurlini’s “Violent Summer”;
under
plan; in
Under the
the plan;
in conjunction
conjunction some time ago for the proposed M^0Agoldaii’s “J°yp^ Laughter.”
^
70miles
Of transmission • *-.-V
with 70
miles of
. . •
. ....i with Anna Magnani; Edoardo Denrprtp(i
RpII Telephnn^Co!!
Trfpnhnnp fn mduslr>' business-building cam-, FiUpp„.s
erected^ hv
hy thp
theB.ell
..MldsumnJer
NighfS
viewers will be given*
given aaPchofce
clioice of
The record. * of* songs And Hangover1^ Nanny Loy*s <(I1 Coprf-«
firrf
rUn
features
to
the
evethree first-run
in.
eve- -selling jingles will be made avail-1 fuoco” ^and “I Soliti Noti”; Giulio
,ha “hiw'
tn announce
^nno.fn^ I able by COMPO for all exhibitors • £ptroni s
ningsl the
“barker” to
.kn^* \ In addition,
what is on tSe price from a.speciall to
oh radio durinir the 13-««iek! JSfPSL’!?! dl.s‘rlbJute.,aAle:ret slx

Western in Ozarks

COMPO RE-PROCESSES

whe,re.a

SELLING JINGLES

:
USl“n radi0dUrri"g!he 13-"ee.k Itaio-French
“
tiT| ; radio. Films may run as long as a Period pegmnmg July 1.
A feature of the Titanus conThe installation mu cost the
COMPO will pay approximately clave, which it was generally conhouseholder about $5, the cost of $3,000 to have new master records ceded
raised
the
get-together
. putting in a telephone. He willi made and also to. defray royalty above the institutional level, was a
—"-T- !--■■■■'.'—then choose the feature he wants charges by talent guilds for a re- vrell-attended open forum on in-'
•4
r% • l t
r*: v'
a
•
tx i •
w..t from three channels by dropping newal of a 13-week use of the dustry problems. Company hosted
Alter renod Ot V^uiet, Lompany Again Making With in 75-$l (or the price of a theatre record. Exhibitors will be charged andm transported some 285 local
IrKrt Rallvlinft
ticket) into the box. If he, his $5 per record to recoup some of and foreign industryites for the afAIIC ° riy“uu
family or visitors do not like the the expense. The. record can be fair, including at least eight major
_—
v
”
choice of picture, a rebate will be used diffing the 13-week period or directors, 30 scripters and novel„ ■,
. . # •
nARAPM made at the end of the month by any part of it. Exhibitors are re- ists, a large press contingent, and a
, FoUowing a period of conserva- May UlWy rayout Llown the BeU Telephone Co., with the' quired to buy their own radio time; £0st of officials fram-an brinches
tlsm, 20th-Fox has decided to
Washington, June 23.
.
latter’s bookkeeping passed on to
The records were made by Dona- of the industry as well as toppers
splurge on a number of upcoming .
Dividends paid by film firms .
(Continued on page 73)
hue & Coe, the ad agency which of rival companies. Though stars
releases and merchandising. camin May registered a dip. But
——-—had been retained to handle the attended, thils aspect was generalpaigns
of : imposing
imposing dimensions
dimensions
total money
money paid
paid out
out so
so far
far
paigns of
total
.
.. business-building campaign. Byre- ly toned down, a switch on other
have
worked up
this year is still
have been
been wked
up on
on such
such pic¬
picthis
stUl running more
fTNCD A M A I MliC IM
leasing the record for July, August j such conclaves.
tures
as
“Blue
Denim,”
tures as Blue Denim, “Say
Say One;
One.
than $1,000,000 over ’58,
’58. ac¬
acvlllEuillflil
and SentpmW
n.ifJ O^hiinn
nt many
mamr who
n;iin attended
vuiLtuuun LCuOfibu
liituv/uiAJ Ill
ui
September, rnMpn
COMPO is putOpinion of
atte

I lit /Inn
JllllJUvlIJClllll A/ll faivUl

For Me, “The Blue Angel,” “The
Best of Everything” nad “CanCan.”
•
Feeling at 20th, for the first time
In some months, is definitely on the
upbeat and optimistic side, par¬
ticularly since “Say One for. Me"
has developed into a surprise
grosser and is cleaning up wher¬
ever it’s opened. The company has
had a: poor first quarter and a spso second quarter.
Not unawares that other compa¬
nies are laying out heavily to sell
their product, 20th appears to have
changed its attitude, which for the
past several months has seen the
outfit tightening its, belt and re¬
fusing to invest big coin_ in
merchandising ^ campaigns. Now,
Charles Einfeld’s ^department has
been given its head and large sums
p g upc°m'
ing releases.
Both with “Blue Denim” and
with “The Blue Angel,” 20th feels
It has highly exploitable product,
fnd"}^ abortion* mipstfoifattpr

/
i*

PrAIYIAtlAin K K
l UlUUUvll

cording to latest word, from"
( Continued on page 73)
INTIIA MAI AVA PMWEft ting the spots to use in the period
(Continued
Commerce Dept.
UIUIA, mALAI A, DUlinCU for which they were originally !
--—
May payout to stockholders
Arrangements have been com- designed—when radio audiences*
a m o u n t e d to $1^76;000,
pleted for the showing of Cinerama^ are at them peak.
.
OftlOO
Pin
against $1,432,000 during same
in India. Bishu Sen, an Indian,
Decision to salvage this aspect I
Jfllll iJl!
month a year ago; But the
producer, signed contracts last of the abortive industry campaign
v
tally for the first
five months
months
st five
week with Stanley Warner Cine- was made by the COMPO govern_
is $9,028,000, compared
to $7,$7,mpared to
rama Corp. giving him the rights ing committee consisting of Abe
|J|AA|7A#|4 0A_y Me¬
870,000 for identical
tical period
period in
in
to present Cinerama throughout Montague, Sam Pinanski and Ben
DIUvllXHl* I uV All
’58.
India. Sen plans to open in Cal- Marcus, The campaign to employ
"
i.i ■"
~r
~~ cutta, pending government ap- the records was led by Ernest G.
A i
ilkl UlVAn proval, and then will follow with Stellings, formed president of
PaaaIaa IImIwv
flAW MAlUlV installations in Bombay and New Theatre Owners of America, who
I rSrlilK IIIIIV
urn/niiiiT Delhi.
urged that some method be found
wwvwu ViUJ
\MERCHANT
At the same time, Shaw Brothers to.save at least a tiny portion qf
Madrid June 23
^i: Ltd. of Singapore, has acquired the what originally started out as an
Hesperia producer Carlos Couret
Lamesa, Tex,,
June 23.
23. . exclusive exhibition rights to the ambihous ^all-industrjr business- indefinfiely*5 shelved “Red Head
Tex„ June
When John Flache,
:he, owner of the medium for Singapore, Federation building drive.^ The campaign .from Madrid” a projected Arlene
Alameda and Fiesta
off the ground be- DaS
- Fernando8
iesta Drive In 0f
of Malaya, British North Borneo failed
faxied to get off^.'the;
DahI.Fernand
0 Lama?1
Lamas vphini!?
vehicle
Theatres was recently elected and^runei. Shaw’s Singapore Sky cause of the inability to raise when
wnen SnSn^fnrPi^^rrprfcv
spam's foreign currency J^
in¬
mayQr here, the theatre -industry Theatre is Currently bdSg renS^ sufficient funds.
^tote^Sdhr
SnSd
stitute rigidly applied its year-old
hereabouts interpreted it as a vated to house Cinerama. Th^
■ ■ '
• —mr ruling ^g^ent
on payment ^forei/n
of foreign film
ddfiDi,fe swing in favor of films house is expected to open In aappeSt in
to Spanish
slS propS
| S
stars appearing
over its arch rival, television. It month with the first Cinerama
‘Rina hmlm’ i. ClrvrfnrJ I ducUons
g m Bpamsh productions.
seems that Flache’s opponent in film, “This Is Cinerama.”
IMOC P6D1I11 10 iHnitlOfO I
institute
Institute reouires
requires nroduepr
producer to
to
the local election is owner of the
nnf>r*m»
fejn, 1
■ ■■ ■- - ' ^
^
bank in advance the peseta equivtown’s leading teleyisioh sales and sho^ ISWto^JSSa A?s-. '
1
• ' ■ " M '
..-—1_ alent
aSit ft
SStoiSer^ stipulated sal-.
of performer’s
The 20th-Fox picture,
ary- Actor can draw a determined
service OfgaDizatibntralia, Canada, Cuba, England,
TI?P
piCiUISi
***•
The niayor’s Tace was the first France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Demm,
Demm
has been entered in the amount for living expenses, but the
Is a remake of the famous
Marlene venture
in noiitinc
for Fianha
Cnoin vnnmmnio
Stratford.
Ont..- film
film festival,
festivaL remainder
^v
enturc to
politics for
Flache-urKn
who Spain,
Venezuela and hoc
has nhoninne
openings . ®J
r a t f o rd, Ont.,
becomes _
an _
escrow
BHtt
has theatre interests to San Anr scheduled in the next few months Event runs Aug, 24 through Sept. 5. guarantee available to the foreign
tonio, and El Paso, Texas and Las to Brazil, Chile, New Zealand and
Films from more than 20 nations actor willing to accept pesetas
1i.Singapore/
Singapore.
I will be shown at Stratford.
upon termination of services.
the public. leels ca^ • sol<1 -- Cruces and Albuquerque, N.M.
. ■
...
.■ ■■—.... V .—1— •' ■ . .. --:—■—
Under the ruling, however,-film
In addition,. “Diary of Anne -r r
Y
•
V"
-w^
thesps contracted for hard currenFrank” in its tegular release (cut
by some 20 minutes) is doing very
well, and 20th is backing it up with
*/
O
in world toarket release. Produca considerable outlay, too. Accord-, rilj
rv
jY7~
T7* t
ri* 1
7it
r^f
p
ers are then authorised to share
ing to 20th execs, it isn’t so much
a question of spending money, on
version of peseta escrow into
individual pictures, but a realiza¬
1
..
v
specie actor can bank at home.
tion that big spending on selling
Although the country is hdw vir- losses due to fire to recent years. At the Buffalo joint shipping cenInstitute policy, originally dia film to the public is apt to reap tually 100% “safe,” i;e., almost all During 1958, the per-exchange fire ter, for instance, the film, is on rected against producer practice of
big returns.
hf fha -fiini chinniil W’nn unotaftt loss for 400 exchanges throughout open steel racks.
renumerating foreign stars with a
oi ine rum smppea is on aceiate ^ u s< was $1.60. Thus, the toIn the theatres, the danger fac- geographical distrib slice of the
JACK FELIX RESIGNS
safety stock, no immediate reduc- surance rates, if adjusted, would tor in the use of acetote is greatly film, is now seen impeding Spain’s
Denver, June 23. ■ tton of insurance rates is foreseen show very little change.
reduced. Whereas nitrate produces top category film-makers like Cou. Jack Felix has resigned as man¬ by the experts.
Savings due to the switch to ace- deadly fumes, acetate—if it burns ret, in a position to finance Hollyager of Allied Artists 'exchange
FvT%int,afior, «e tii of
tote result primarily to the elimina- —produces no fumes at all. Only wood5 and top foreign talent in
There, post he’s held for past seven
explanation js mai insurance's
0£ the need for.vaults and in one state—Massachusetts—has reg- Spanish product the local film inyears. 1 •'
based on experience, and that the. the reduction of safety measures^ in uiations . demanding use of safety dustry considers indispensable to
Exiting is effective • July 15.
experience has shown virtually no theatre construction and operation, film in theatres.
’ compete in the world market.
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Campus Vs. Mass Media Eggheads In
Their Usual Get-Nowhere Scramble
By PATRICK D. HAZARD

i National Box office Survey

Tamiment, Pa.. June 22.
College professor-critics of Amer¬
ica's mass meet la and eggheads
employed by magazines, newspa¬ Blockbusters Boost Biz; ‘For Me* Takes First, ‘Girl’
pers and networks clashed at this
2d, ‘Phillys* 3d, ‘Room’ 4th, ‘So. Seas’ 5th
cultural swimming hole during a
three-day symposium on “Problems
1 Launching
of several
block- (
Besides “Say One For Me” .and
of Mass Culture.** They specialized
■ buster pix is giving film business | “Ask Any Girl,there are several
in exposing one another. Auspices
' across the country a real shot in . , other newies which show promise.
of the free-for-all were the Amer¬
i the arm this stanza.
While the . “The Nun’s Story” (WB) indicates
ican Academy of Arts and Sciences
approach of the July 4 holiday al¬ ! great potential based on its smash
and its periodical, Daedulus.
ways has meant the release of i showing on initial week at the vast
Among those present to defend
some of the strongest summer : N. Y. Music Hall.. “Five Pennies”
mass media were Leo C. Rosten of
product, seldom have so many big ' »Par> looms very big on initial
Look. Leo Licnni of Fortune, Wil¬
jpix been put into distribution so stanza at N. Y. CapitoL “Hole in
liam Nichols of This Week. Robert
; early in Junk This coupled with ; Head” (UA), due at N. Y. State
Saudek of the tv “Omnibus” series
and, by proxy. Frank Stanton of ’ some favorable weather is making on July 15, already shapes as a
: great grosser. It is mighty in Chi,
i for strong grosses.
CBS.
New boxoffice champion this huge in Washington and great in
General thesis cf the commer:; week is “Say One for Me” (20tHV ; L. A. ■■■
.
cialisis: the campus pundits didn't
j out in release for the first time j
“Don’t Give Up .Ship’’ /Par),*
know what they were talking about,
| currently. Pic is big to. wham in 'also new, hints .fine possibilities,
when they opened their mouths
nearly all nine key cities covered j being nice in Chi, okay in Pitt,
they
exposed
their ignorance.
,by Variety where now playing: stout; in Washington and smash in
NYU’s philosophy prof,' Sidney
| “Ask Any Girl” (M-G), first last ■ Denver. “Wild and innocent” (U),
llook, said L~S. video needed a
[session, is winding up second..
I another newie; is socko in Detroit,
British-style “Third Programme.”
“Young Philadelphians” <WB>, fair in Toronto and sorso in BufWhereupon Dr. Alan Brown of the
second
a
week
ago,
is
taking
third
: falo.
“H-Man” (WB). is lively
Metropolitan Educational Televi- ;
sion Assn, informed Hook ' f appar-j place. . “Room At Top” ... (Cont) ! Opening week in Detroit. “Middle
I
again
is
finishing
fourth,
same
as
:
of
Night”
. (Coi). is smash, playing
entlv a surprise to him) that therej
“South Seas Adven- i two N.; Y. first-runs. “John Paul
were 43 educational tv licensees!| last stanza.
j
ture”
(Cinerama),
is
capturing
fifth
i
Jones”
(WB)
is rated okay in N. Y.
now operating in the S.ates. Rob-,
ert Saudek chimed in to ask if 'j money like a weekago. “Mysterir 1 “Around. World in 80 Days” (UA),
ans”
(M-G)
is
pushing
up
from
sev¬
:
back
on
re-runs,
shapes dandy in
Hook knew that “The Third Pro-!
gramme” was a radio, not a video,' enth spot, where a week ago, to., Frisco, smash in L; A. and big in
sixth
position.
; Seattle:
enterprise? Irving Kristol of Re¬
“AI Capone” (AA) is winding up j
“Imitation of Life” HI). boffo In
porter Magazine, having just re-;
“Some Like It H6t” i Detroit, is lively In Minneapolis
turned from Britain, suggested seventh.
that the BBC programs were pretty (UA) is landing in eighth place aba¬ j and big in Philly. “South Pacific”
ter being champ or close to top for i (Magna), ; okay in Omaha, looms
dull.
“Diary of Anne1i good in K: C. and sturdy in Toron¬
The academic intellectuals ands m-ny weeks.
the * corporation intellectuals were Frank’’ <20th) is taking ninth to. “Westbound” (WB) is hep in
money.
i| Cin".*; •'
far apart. Those who planned theit
“Gigi” (M-G) will finish 10th, ji
“Shaggy Dog” (BV) shapes good
meeting in the hope of learning
same
as
last
session.
“Sleeping
;
[in
K; C. and Denver.
‘‘Naked
something were, on the whole, dis¬
Beauty” (BV), with some new play- jI Maja” (UA) looms good in . Chi;
appointed.
dates, is landing in 11th position, .jj “Hangman” (Par), okay in MinneMost of the trouble came be¬
“Woman Obsessed” (2Qth) rounds ! apolis, is- fair in Omaha. “Compul¬
cause the professors resented “go¬
ing to school” to the media policy¬ out the Top 12. “It Happened to sion” |20th> is: very, spotty cur¬
:
being slow in L. A. and
makers. Leo Rosten stated bluntly Jane” (Col), “Shake Hands With rently,
that “most intellectuals do not un¬ Devil” (UA) and “Gold Rush” (Lo- i: Washington and big in Toronto.
pert)
(reissue)
are
the
runner-up
(Complete
Bpxofiice Reports on
derstand the inherent nature of the
.Pages 8-9-10). ,
mass media; do not understand the films.
process by which a newspaper or
magazine, movie or television show
is created; use an abstraction, ‘the
mass media,’ whose characteristics
they learn not from prolonged an¬
alysis but. by repeating each other’s
cliches; project their own tastes,
yearnings, and values upon the
masses—who do npt, in fact, share
them; attribute over-simplified mo¬
tivations to those who own or oper¬
ate the mass media; assume th^t
changes in ownership or control
woyld necessarily improve the
product; and presume the existence
of a vast reservoir of talent, com¬
petence. and material which does
not, in fact, exist.”
j

Organized Enchantment '

.

Rosten confessed the “curse” iof
popular media:
“A gargantuan amount of..,
space and time has to be filled*
talent is scarce; the public,
votes—i.e., is free to decide
what it prefers—no matter
how deplorable intellectual&.
may feel the voting to be.” p

St. Paul, June 23.
St. Paul World used some
unusual
gimmicks
to
pro¬
mote “South Pacific’s” preem
effectively.
For, one thing there was a
lad dressed as a coolie haul¬
ing a rickshaw occupied by a
model.
Theatre arranged with an
insurance company to have
“Some Enchanted Evening”
bonged throughout the day on
its large display carillon and
it presented
baby
orchids
flown from Hawaii by North¬
west Airlines to the first 100 ;
women attending the opening.

Wise. Defers to Miami
On First Allied Combo
(Roof, Ozone) Conv.

Spain "Allocates’;

j.

.

Is the family picture coming back.
It looks that way to some in the industry who’ve been watching
the grosses on Walt Disney’s: “The Shaggy Dog” and on the newly- .
released “Say One for Me” at 20th-Fox.
“Maybe people have had it with the problem. pictures. Maybe
i they just want to go. out and enjoy themselves,” opined one dis¬
tribution executive. He tied this, in with the generally satisfactory
, performance of film comedies.
Grosses of “Say One” have floored 20th sales execs, whp attribute
them for the most part to the growing draw of Debbie Reynolds..
• If the pic’s current pace continues, it’ll give 20th one of its heftiest
grossers in.years, outdistancing such a 1958 hit as “The Y’Oung .
Lions.” “Mating. Game,” another comedy with Miss Reynolds starred
tit’s a Metro release) didn’t do it in . the big towns, but caught on .
big in the smaller ones.
Disney’s “Shaggy Dog” has been one of the conversation pieces
In the trade. Picture could hit $7,000,000 to $8,000,000 domestical¬
ly, having been brought in on a very reasonable nut.
What frustrates production and distribution men are the apparent and not necessarily logical fluctuations in audience tastes and
.. preferences. For a while, it looked as if bigness and controversy
:
might carry the day. Now, if the family pix continue to diraw,
: several of the studios ■ -will be stuck with a program that was
planned long before the new trend was in. the making. Something
similar happened when the westerns began to fade due. to their
prevalence ort tv.
The “family” .film, so popular and. lucrative in the Metro hey¬
days when the “Andy Hardy” pix rode high, have been on the
decline in recent years, partly because they fall into tna, medium
cost bracket that hasn’t paid off, and partly because producers
began to lean to the theory that the public wanted niore than
escapist fare. They’re now beginning to feel that “mere entertain-.
ment” still has its addicts and that, with films aimed at special
groups, there’s room for both the latter and for . pix that address ..
themselves to the whole audience.
f
Fact is'that schools are out, summer is here, the drive-ins are
: flourishing, and people looking to go and see a film are apt to piclp
one which the whole family (including the kids) can attend.

p

Dallas- Film Row—No. 5
Dallas, June 23.
Dallas how ranks as the fifth
largest film distribution cen¬
ter in the United States. The
local Film Row, now has 28
film distributors and is the
home office of 20 exhibitor
companies and five film deliv¬
ery companies.
The first motion pic theatre ;
in the city of Dallas was estab¬
lished in 1906, the same year
the first film distributing of¬
fice was founded here.

L. A. to N. Y.
By HANK WERBA
Madrid, June 23.
Long^awfaited foreign film allo¬
cation plan for Spanish distributors
emerged this week with ratifies-,
tion from Sindicato Nacional del
Espectaculo chief Gomez Balles¬
teros and was submitted to. gov¬
ernment film officials for approval.
Prepared by a Ballesteros-ap¬
pointed committee representing 16
local distribs, the allocation estab¬
lishes' a ceiling of no more .than
six import licenses per company
•Yank included) for the coming
1959-60. season.
Statistical breakdown comes on
the heels of the Motion Picture Ex¬
port Assn.. division of its. quota giv¬
ing six licenses each to Metro, 20th
Fox and United Artists; five per
to Paramount, Warners and Colum¬
bia; four to Universal and three to
Allied Artists.

To the charge that the mass me¬
dia cannot afford to step on any¬
Allied . States ASsn. will hold. its !
one’s toes, Rosten cited recent arti¬ first combined four-wall and drive-'
cles in popular magazines on what in convention in .Miami Beach on ;
Protestants fear about Catholics; Dec. 7 to 9.
j
cigarettes and lung cancer; birth
Initially, the convention, sched¬
control; the disgrace of our hospi¬ uled as an interim meeting,; was :
tals; fee-splitting by doctors; agnos¬ awarded to Wisconsin Allied and
ticism; financial shenanigans land was set to be held in Milwaukeestock manipulations; a mercy kill¬ Subsequently, at Wisconsin Allied’s
Allocation ceiling shapes as a
ing; the murder of Negroes in the suggestion. National Allied ap¬
South—hardly topics to sooth large proved Miami Beach as the con- shrewd local distrib flanking move
to
render inoperative the Spain.blocs of readers. He also ..pointed i vention site because it was felt i
but that the movies arid television : that many exhibitors would like I MPEA pact.: principal that Ameri¬
can
companies here would partici¬
had recently handled the following : the chance to combine the conven- i
volatile
themes:
miscegenation; tion with a Florida vacation.
| pate in a slice of foreign imports
to
compensate
for the minimum
adultery; dope addiction; whiteAllied’s board, will also meet in !
Negro tensions; the venality of ! Miami Beach just prior to the MPEA quota fixed by the March 13
television; movie executives;!; the i. convention. Wisconsin Allied. will j agreement. [ :
cowardice of a minister, a banker; S sponsor and handle the arrange-.
Columbia and 'hvq Yahk . fran¬
hypocrisy in business and adver¬ '■ ments for the convention . whichchised companies riUniyersal and
tising: big business and call girls; 'will be held at the Eden Roc Hotel. AA’s Radio Films), .hoWeyer, are
the degeneracy of Southern whites;
accorded . aEuropean adjustment
a fraudulent evangelist.
I,
bringing all three to the six-per; ‘Mame’ and ‘Hot’ Durable cbmpany ceiling. Paramount and
Lofty Themes Aplenty j:
I
.
Dallas,
June
23.
j
Warners are left under ceiling and
On the question of serious'1 con¬
Rosalind
Russell's
“Auntie the MPEA request for a supple¬
tent, he pointed out that mass-ap¬
i
Mame”
(WB)
is
still
going
strong
mentary
three-license Disney quota,
peal magazines had recently; pre¬
by " sindicatosented to their readers this roster 1 at the Village Theatre and began was . disregarded
tits
13
week
at
the
theatre
On
grouped: distribs.
of intellectuals: Bertrand Russell,
; j ; 'Allocation was determined by. a
Jacques Maritain, Reinhold Nie¬ j Thursday.
“Some Like It Hot” (HA) began.:] ■point classification scheme based;on
buhr, Robert Oppenheimer, Edith I
-Hamilton. Aldous Huxley, D. W. j setting records at the Tower Fri- each; Spanish company’s seniority,
Brogan. Edith Sitwell. Fred Hoyle, ; day when the film starring Marjlyn number of employees, extent of dis¬
Jacques Barzun. Warren Weaver, j Monroe, Jack Lemmon, Tony Cur-. trib network, amount of capital, inJames B. Conant. Julian Huxley, ! tis, began its sixth week. . .This is i vested, tax payments and distribu¬
and _ Vanncvar Bush. He accused ! said to be probably the longest = tion of Spanish films. With this as
the intellectuals of often liberating ; run of a popular; prided filin at the ! a guide, allocators turned up their
themselves from prevailing myths j Tower Theatre, excepting the road forniiila spread-eagling 30 French,
(Continued on page 72)
j show engagements. :
' .
(Continued on page 73)

j
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Picture’Ripe For

Eddie Albert
Maxwell Arnow
Myrt Blum
Stephen Bosustow
Samuel J. Briskin
Johr H. (Jack) Byrne .
Stanley Colbert
Irving Drutman
Stazi Freberg
Lilian Gartner .
Larry Hart
Teddy Hart
Jay Ingram
Jerry D. Lewis
Robert L. Ljppert
David A. Upton
BiR Loeb
Ann MiUer
Sam Nathanson
Helen Noga
Arthur. O’Conneli
Buddy Pepper
Tony Randall
Marvin Schwartz
Ezra Stone
George Sidney

N. Y.to L. A.
Barney Balaban ; ;
C. Terence‘Clyne 1
Benny Fields
.
Radie Harris
.
Jimmy McHugh
LoueUa Ov Parsons
Jim Perkins
Paul Raibourn
Blossom Seeley
Marty Shapiro
Spyros P. SkOuras
Joseph Henry Steele
Caskie Stinnett
Sam Ward .
George Weltner

Europe to U. S.
Robert Bara!
Ginia Davis .
Gertrude A. Fellner
Phil Ford
M. J. Ffankovicb
Leland Hayward
Charlton Heston.,
Mimi Hines
Nat Kameny
Ruth Kameny
Jaime Laredo
George Rosen
Bob Schear

United Artists has negotiated a
new deal with Hecht-Hill-Lancaster
calling for the production of two
top budgeters—“The Way West”
and “Kimberly.”
In addition, UA is talking sep¬
arate production deals with.-Burt
Lancaster and Harold Hecht. Lat¬
ter is said to be discussing a threepicture hookup with UA. •:
Talks tend to confirm prior re¬
ports to the effect that the H-H-L
setup is folding, or at least severe-..
ly: reorganizing.
If the company

continues beyond the new twp pic¬
ture deal, it'll do fewer films and
Hecht and Lancaster will tend to
increasingly go their own ways.
Reports that UA was negotiat¬
ing to buy up the negative rights
on a number, of already completed r
H-H-L properties was flatly, denied 1
at UA. H-H-L owns a number Of
as yet unproduced properties and
there are no indications at tho
moment whether UA; plans to tak*
these over.

U. S. to Europe
Tommy Abbott
Bob Bakanic
Ballets U. S. A.
Jamie Bauer
Muriel Bentley
,
.
.Cecil. Bernstein.
. :
. ;
Victor Borge
Clarence ;Brown
;
: ■
jean B.. Cerrone,
: J. M. Goltart
Leslie Copeland ;:
Robert Drumm
; Patricia Dunn
... Richard Evan?:
Martin Gang
Lawrence Gradus
Adolph Green
Claude Heilman
John Jones
Gwenh Lewis
Emile J.. Lustig •
.. Erin Martin
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Frances and Samuel GoldLwyn remaining in New York until July 7
50% Interest Bought in By U.S. Company For
and back to the Coast in time for the July 14 Hollywood preem of
Ultimate Re-Transfer to Paul Nathanson
“Porgy and Bess” which has its opening tonight (Wed.) at the Warner;
Addendum to last week's Variety yarn on long pictures: “Anatomy
Newark; June 23.
of a Murder” (2 hrs. 40 mins.), “Porgy and Bess” (2hrs. 30 mins, with
The outcome of a National La¬
Kahane Tops Acad
intermission) and “The; Big Fisherman” (3 hours) . . . In poor taste: bor Relations Board hearing, held
Columbia has acquired the out¬
Hollywood, June 23.
Shirley MacLaine’s rude quote on N.Y. Times critic, Bosley Crowther, here last week before a trial ex¬
standing 50% of the common stock
B; B. Kahane, Columbia Pic¬
in her Time Mag profile. He didn’t like her in “Ask Any Girl.” Also, aminer, could conceivably have
of Columbia Pictures of Canada
Miss MacLaine was quoted as saying she had bought the Times critic widespread repercussions among
tures v.p., succeeds George
Ltd. from the Premier Operating
lunch “and threw up for four hours afterwards,” Metro says the certain show business unions. The
Stevens as: prexy of the Acad¬
Corp., whose principal stockhold¬
actress got her facts mixed up: Crowther simply attended a critics’ issues, argued before trial exam¬
emy of Motion Picture Arts &
ers are Louis Rosenfeld, president
luncheon thrown by Metro.
Sciences.
of Columbia of Canada. Jule Allen
iner Charles W. Schneider, in¬
New Academy panel, elected
and Herbert Allen. Col has held
Susan Blum, daughter of Carmel Myers, now Mrs. Alfred W. SchwaL volves the “closed . shop” practice
50% of the common stock since
by Board of Governors, in¬
berg, engaged to Edward Coret Geltman, Beverly Hills attorney. Bride- arid the conditioning employment
1926 when the company absorbed
cludes Robert Ryan, 1st v.p.;
to-be’s father was the late Ralph H. Blum, attorney and one-time part¬ on membership in the union.
the Canadian franchise, IndependSamuel G. Engel, 2d v.p.; Hal
ner of Charles K. Feldman, a lawyer-turned-agent and indie film pro¬
In a complaint: filed - by the
ent Films Ltd., and changed the
Elias, secretary; Perry Lieber,
ducer. '
.
• .; ■
NLRB against the Motion Picture
name to Columbia Pictures of
assistarit
secretary;
Fred
MetzJoseph Henry Steele, Hollywood publicist,, has been in N.Y. for over Operators Union of Essex Counts',
Canada.
ler, treasurer; and Jacob H.
week on McKay Co. promotion for his new book, “Ingrid Bergman: Local. 244, International Alliance
Karp, assistant treasurer.
The parent company, according
An Intimate Portrait.” First reviews, including Bob Crowther in Times, of Theatrical Stage Employees, it
Elias, Metzler and Karp
to prexy Abe Schneider, is in the
: have been good and work is already into third printing. Author Went was alleged that employment of
were incumbents. Stevens con¬
process of concluding an arrange¬
. back to Coast over weekend . . . Beacon at Broadway and 74th painted projectionists in the Stanley War¬
tinues as a member, of the
ment to sell the newly-acquired
Its marquee to celebrate summer . . .
ner chain in Essex County depend¬
Board, as one of two elected
50% interest to Paul Nathanson of
Paramount’s cartoon studios now under one roof via an efficiency ed on membership iri the union
reps
of
Screen
Directors’
Canada,
v.p. of Empire-Universal
program, now located in full at 35 West 45th Street. Building next and that job selection, referral,
Branch.
Films Ltd., and a director of Britdoor at 24 West 45th also used to house inkers colorers, cameramen, transfer, employment and the re¬
ish-Lion
Films of England. Na¬
tention of employment depended
animators and others has been dropped.
thanson is the son of the late M. L.
Items From Madrid: Isabel Corey,. Christian Marquand and Juliette upon the clearance and approval
Nathanson,
long-time head of Met¬
Mayniel reached Barcelona from Paris to head cast of “Atlas Varie- of the union. These practices, ac¬
ro’s operation in Canada. In addi¬
dades” (Circus Headliners), a French-Spariish coproduction directed cording to the NLRB, are unlawful
tion, Nathanson is associated with
by Rovira Beleta ... Sam Spiegel moved quietly into his Hotel Ritz arid in violation of the NLRB regu¬
fellow Canadian Nathan Cummings
suite despite hostelry’s “No dogs or film celebs allowed” policy . ... lations.
in the ownership of a substantial
Closed shop arrangements are
Here to star in the Hispano-Italian coproduction “The Last Days of
block of Loew’s Inc. stock.
permissible under Federal law
Pompey,” muscular Steve Reeves shapes muy guapo with locals .
Under terms of Col’s new' ar¬
Hugo Fregonese arrived to prep. “Nina” for 20th-Fox . 'v . “Suddenly provided employment is not con¬
rangement with Nathanson, pres¬
Last Summer” exteriors Will bring Lis Taylor, Montgomery Clift and ditioned on prior membership in
ent sales personnel of Columbia
union. Many closed shop con¬
Katharine ; Hepburn to Spain early next month . . . Rain in Spain re¬
Pictures of Canada will remain in¬
tained Santa Montiel and the “Carmen of Granada” unit on location tracts . provide that a new . em¬
tact and the company will continue
22 days instead of eight as scheduled . . . Conchita Velasquez, current¬ ployee join the bargaining unit
|
to
function without any changes in
ly standout as musical leading lady in.“Ven y Ven,” is winding a si¬ within a specified time. However,
Motion Picture Investors Inc.,
multaneous starring film role in “Dia de los enamorados” (St. Valen¬ it is illegal for a union to specify a stock company organized to ac¬ j operations. Rosenfeld remains as
j
president
and Harvey Harriick con*
tine’s Day) ... Spanish screenwriter Vicente Escriva makes his direct¬ that an employer hire only mem¬ quire shares iri film companies,
ing debut this month with “Man of the Island,” which again pairs bers of a union. To be sure, this has launched a sales drive to dis¬ | tinues as general sales manager.
“Nazarin” stars Paco Rabal and-Marga Lopez . . . Another Rabal ve- practice is followed by a number pose of $2,000,000 worth of MPI I
-:-. hide, “Sonatas,” is Spain’s official entry at Venice film fest if director of show business unions. Accord¬ stock. The company, founded by
Juan Antonio Bardem can ready a finished print in time . . . Carlos ing to NLRB spokesman, these un¬ Howard E. Jameyson, board chair¬
Fernandez Cnenca’s feature length historical montage “Otros Tiempos” I ions have besen able to get away man of Commonwealth Theatres,
(50 Years of Spanish Life) pleased press and public at recent premiere. with it bedause no complaints has as its aim the acquisition of a
Janet Firmeth, with Universal's pub-ad department for the past have been filed; The NLRB, it ; sufficient number of shares in the
14 years, has joined Edward Gottlieb Associates;. . .. Claude Heilman, was noted, does not have the facil¬ ! film companies so that it can exco-producer of the forthcoming “Islahdia,” off. to Europe for six: ities to investigate each individual ‘ ert an influence in the policies of
weeks to scout locations and set the cast ; . . Publicist Bob Perilla union and takes action when com¬ i these companies. The prime ob| jective, via the control of stock
engaged to Joan Hahn . . Columbia’s “It Happened to Jane” received plaints are filed.
| or possibly placing representatives
a Congressional Record plug via Sen. Karl Mundt, Rep., S,D. Said
Rolls Not Open
i
on the boards of directors, is to
the Senator: “It portrays the American free enterprise; system. It is
In the Local 244 case. Govern¬ ‘ bring about policies that will pro-.
the kind of picture which I think, with a little revision, would help
ment
attorney
Edward
F.
Ryan,
;
tect
the existence. of theatres,
sell the American concept of freedom in various areas, of the world:”
With the joint shipping depot Ii
.
Oscar Homolka off to Europe enroute to Berlin and Spain to ap¬ in his / questioning of witnesses, j MPI was founded in April, 1958 Buffalo operating for s e v e r a
pear in Metro’s “Granada,” starring. Mario Lanza
Uniyersal’s “Any sought to prove that the union re¬ : by a group of theatremen. and months, the companies are discuss
ferred only members to jobs and . theatre equipment dealers. The
Way the Wind Blows” has been retitled '.‘Pillow Talk.” .
ing a similar arrangement at Phil
Out-of-town critics coming in for the “Russian Cinerama” un¬ that its rolls were not open to new j initial investors subscribed approx- adelphia.
veiling at the Mayfair next month . . .Was seen by; many Americans at members. According to testimony j imately $100,000 and have since
It’d be a different setup, how
the Brussels Exposition last year when “the battle of the pavilions” elicited by Ryan from John Law- j received a 15% stock dividend. No ever. Whereas, in Buffalo, severs
son, secretary-treasurer, five appli-. | solicitation efforts for additional
(U.S. vs. USSR) was a keynote of the fair.. :.
of.
the companies <20th-Fox an<
cants, none of whom ever became ! stock sales have been made since
Sammy Davis Jr. arrived from Washington Monday (22) for today’s a full-fledged member, were all re¬ ! early 1958, according to the com* United Artists didn’t go "along
(Wed.) world premiere of ‘‘Porgy and Bess.” . . C Cary Grant will join lated to present rnembers. In addi¬ j pany. Present MPI plans call for joined to operate their own ship
Alfred Hitchcock at the preem of “North By Northwest” on July 1 at tion, Lawson testified that at least ! sales arid, organization efforts : Ping center, in Philadelphia theyV
the United Artists Theatre in Chicago . . •’.• Joseph Hazen planed to four non-members had been as¬ ! spreading outward from the com- ; let the Jim Clark Film Carrier
the Coast for product talks With Hal Wallis and to look at the rushes signed projectionist jobs, blit Ryau ' pany’s homeoffice in Kansas City, outfit do the work.
of Jerry Lewis’ “Visit to a Small Planet.” . . . Dr. Ralph Bunche
Attempts to cut down on dls
toured the Metro studio on Coast last week as a guest of writer got him to admit that no assign¬ j J. Robert Hoff, president of the tribution overhead were empha
Douglas Morrow . . . Metro is making an application for a visa ex¬ ments of non-members had been i Ballantyne Go. of Omaha, an . sized recently when Metro tool
made since 1956. Harry Kay, at¬ equipment firm, has taken a six
tension for* Haya Harareet, Israeli actress who co-stars in “Beriover Paramount’s shipping in thi
Hur.” Her current visa expires in November and the film company torney for the union* brought out, months leave of absence to head i Cleveland exchange area. Pgr wil
wants her to tour the country on behalf of the picture . . . Charlton via the questioning of Lawson, that up MPI’s . sales organization, In¬ ! sell out of Pittsburgh. Heston returned to the Coast after winding up location scenes for none of applicants became mem¬ itially as midwest regional sales
bers in full standing because they manager. Organizers of the stock
While several of the distributor
“The Wreck of the Mary Deare” in England.
~
liad not paid their full initiation company in addition to Jameyson* believe that a concentration o
Quote Victor Kalistratoy, head of. Sovexport’s American section dues.
who is senring as president, in¬ Services is inevitable—at least a
in Moscow. “It’ll be quite a while before premieres will take place
Kay, in questioning of union clude Robert S. Ballantyne, chair¬
: under ;the Soviet-American film agreement.” Original plan was to members and particularly of Harry man of the board, Ballantyne Co., the physical end—others still main
tain that they can ship cheaper oi
open “Marty” in Moscow the same time that “The Cranes are Flying”
Schokett,
Local 244*s
business Jack D. Braunagel, president, Hope their own. Several sales topper
bows in Washington. Timing represents one of the problems . .. .
Enterprises Inc. and Helena Thea¬
Eric Johnston, Motion Picture Assn; prez; laid low with a foot infection. agent, sought to show the condi¬ tres Inc.; H. J. Griffith, president. have said privately that only “com
petition” keeps them from under
tion of the union before the present
: Karl Malden into Walt Disney’s “Pollyanna” . . . Robert Mont¬ admiriistration took over. Accord¬ Frontier Theatres; W. Han-ey Hen- taking Joint ventures in the ship
gomery, producer-directing “The Gallant Hours/’ cast himself for an ing to Sohockett, there were . “in¬ dren, president, United Film Ser¬ ping and inspecting area. Nobod:
acting bit . . . Gene Martel, former Young & Ruble a m account exec, visible” contracts. and the .union vice; L. J. Kimbriel, manager, Mis¬ proposes to handle the other’:
bought. “Justice, My; Brother,” western novel by James Keene, for was rife with racketeering, result¬ souri Theatre Supply Co.; Beverly sales.
his own indie production . V , “The Brat,” novel by Gil Brewer, ing in a conviction and jail sent¬ Miller, Missouri drive-in operator;
for a July start in, Louisiana.
Richard H, Orear, exec veepee.
Victor Michaelides, of the Athens . (Greece) picture prOduction-dis- ence for a former business, agent. Commonwealth Theatres; Clifford
tribution-exhibitibri firm of Th,: A. Damaskinos & V. G: Michaelides There was a time when the union E. Parker, v.p., Alexander Film
A. E., operated on for cataracts of both eyes in Zurich last week. His lost it autonomy and its affairs Co.; Walter Reade Jr.; president,
wife is staying at the Savoy Hotel, Zurich, fbr the month or so of post¬ were run by IAT.SE. This condi¬ Walter Reade Theatres; Clark S.
tion existed untii a rank-and-file
operative recuperation.
Rhoden, realtor; Ben Shlyen, pub¬
Washington, June 23.
Marlon Brando’s starrer, “The Wild One,” (Columbia), will probably member brought a suit that re¬ lisher, Boxoffice; Philip Smith,
Loew’s Theatres will raze the
never be seen in Britain, reports Wallace Reyburn, Toronto Telegram stored local autbriomy to the president. Midwest Drive-in Thea¬
union:
London correspondent. Recently re-submitted to censor board, it drew
tres, and Byron Spencer, partner, old Columbia Theatre here and
Stanley’s Status
this comment: “With the current spate of juvenile delinquency, we
Spencer, Fane, Britt & Browne. construct an ultramodern show¬
Stanley Warner, a a party to
case in its place, Orville Crouch,
feel it would be Unwise to give it a certificate”
area Loew’s manager, disclosed,
Lilmurspan: Theatre Corp. has been authorized to conduct a motion the contract, also participated in
while stating that some details
: picture business in New York. Capital stock is. $20,000, $100 par value. the hearings, with zone nianager i
VOGUE’S ACT OF FAITH
Charles Smakwitz being called on !
remain to be worked out before
David Muhlstock and Matthew Blei were filing attorneys at Albany.
Ingrid Bergman will star in Paramount’s “A Child. Is Waiting,” to to testify. Attorney Oscar Berman ■ Hollywood Blvd. Firstrun Spending anv formal confirmation with spe¬
cific dates and cost figures is pos¬
be produced next year by Norman Panama and Melvin Frank from represented Stanley Warner. The
250G On Decor
sible.
Abby Mann’s story about retarded. children'.;. . James Mason replaces theatre chain’s contract with Lo¬
Clifton Webb, who withdrew because of illness, in star lineuo of 20th- cal 244 is non-operative at the mo¬
It’ll probably he a $1,000,000 un¬
Los Angeles, June 23.
Fox’ “Journey to the Center of the Earth,” joining Pat Boone arid At- ment. The union arid SW are en¬
Vogue Theatre, 825-seater and dertaking. Project conforms with
lene Dahl . . . Charles Walters to Metro’s “Please Don’t Eat the Dai¬ gaged in a controversy over the orie of Fox West Coast .Theatres’ LOew’s State reconstruction in
sies”, . . Plato, Charles arid Spyros Skouras Jr. have adried Louis de employment. of prppectlonists at five Hollywood Blvd. firstrun New York.
Wohl’s “The Jovful Beggar” to their indie slate, Artys Pictures.
SW theatres in Bloomfield and houses, has shuttered for a $250,Columbia, built in 1891 as a legit
James A. FitzPatrick, counsel for the past several years to the Orange, N; J. The union claims .000 facelifting job, inside and out. house fHelen Hayes made her
Joint Legislative Committee on Offensive and Obscene material, and its men were locked out. The the¬
When it reopens on or about stage debut there as child per¬
an advocate of stricter control of motion pictures and motion picture atre
company .contends
they Aug. 12, capacity will be slightly former), now has 904 seats. Re¬
advertising, has been appointed by Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller walked out. At any rate, Local enlarged to 866 seats, with a wall- built theatre is planned for 1,000.
to the non-salaried post as a member of the Reactivated State Defense . 244 men, despite the absence of a to-w’all screen 57 by 24 feet to re¬
Under consideration for opening
Council.
I
(Continued on page 73)
place present smaller screen.
picture: Metro’s “Ben Hur.”
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States Reservation on Moscow Fest;
Enters But ‘OuM-GHnpetition; N.Y.
Film Execs Express Puzzlement

Goldwyn: Wore Films Not Coinin’;
Docks‘Race Stereotype’ Angie
fey

HY HOLLiNGER

■ +,

'■ ‘ : ■■ ■

:

The Soviet Government is spend¬
ing $500,000 on leasing the Mayfair Theatre on Broadway and on
construction to equip the house to .
Although the film industry com¬
show two films in the Soviet Cinepletely accepts U.S.. State Dept,
Reasons for Closing
panorama process.
The show,
guidance when it comes to dealings
timed to coincide with the Soviet
Bluffton, O., June 23.
with the Russians, there was a goed
Exhibition of Science, Technology
George Carmack, owner of
deal of puzzlement in Manhattan
arid. Culture at the N. Y. Coliseum,
Bluff ton’s only film house, the
starts June 30 with the film “Great - Carma, closed it down because
last week when it became known
he said he could not come to
Is My Country.”
that the Yanks would participate in
the Moscow film festival but only
. According to Victor Kalistratov, . terms with film distributors
oyer rates which he said con¬
out-of-competition?
director: of the Mayfair project,
and chief of the American; section . tinued to. rise although film
' Festival rolls Aug. 3-17. Invita¬
attendance has been slim.
of Sovexport in Moscow', the So¬
tions came in very. late. Accord¬
Carmack . also said another
viet government is leasing the
ing to the State Dept, ruling, no
reason he could not come to
Mayfair for a period of 40 days, at
official U.S, delegation will go to
a cost of approximately $1,000 per . terms; with the distributors was
Moscow, though an official of the
because he did not want to
day. House will charge. $2.50 top.
American Embassy iri Moscow will
take many of the films offered
The second film to be shown at
be designated to represent the
iri order to get the better
the Mayfair will be “The Magic
U. S. One feature film and two
product
documentaries from the U.S. will
Mirror,” which is to have its pre^
be shown.
miere in late July“Great Is
My Country” is the first ‘ Soviet
Question asked is: If the Depart¬
picture to play on Broadway since
ment decided that the American
1943.
industry should enter the Moscow
The Cinepanorama process in¬
fest, which is the first of its kind
volves three projectors arid utilizes
in Russia, why show* such entries
a . nine-track stereophonic; sound
be out-of-competition?
system. It incorporates features
The answers, supplied by Tur¬
of both; Cinerama and CineMiracle.
ner B. Shelton, film chief of the
The Americans, in turn, will show
Mexico City, June 23. | U.S. Information Agency and
Circarama at the American exhibiMexico has made up its mind j chairman of the interagency group
tion in Moscow later this summer, that attendance at .the. Moscow j in Washington which decides at
Kalistratov complained bitterly; Festival is “harmless.” The Film what festivals the U.S. should be
about the costs involved iri equip- <; Bureau has given the nod :to the j officially represented, are:
ping the Mayfair, but noted that i Association of Mexican Film Pro(1) . The United States nev¬
this was due partly to the fact that j ducers; The latter, in turn, has
er goes into festivals that are
the decision to show Cinepanorairia j started Weeding out potential picnot actually recommended by
on Broadway. had; been made late j tures deemed , suitable for the
the International Federation of
and in a hurry. Also, the Mayfair : event.
Film Producers Assns. Mosdow
was the only theatre available on \
. .... .
,.. .
,
got only an “approved rating,
Brflaflway for.Soviet use. At
which leaves it up to individ¬
same time, the Soviet rep felt he
®ur Hiingry Da>s, an Alfa
ual countries or industries
was being asked* to pay well be- Films production ^directed by Bowhether or not they wish to
yond original estimate:
stariring Pedro
participate.
■ ■ ■
■■ • ■.
Armendariz and Rosita Qumtana,
■■■_.■
V
Another is Ismaei Rodriguez’s
(2) . There
isn't
enouah
Dozen Front Alex Gordon; “Tales of Pancho Villa” in which time to properly go through

. ■ Samuel Goldwyn characterized NeW Mexico Exhibs Meet
as “a lot of hot air1’ the announceAlhlinilprmi,a June
t„riP 23.
9.t
. , Albuquerque,
mente ot the major film compantes
Exhibitorqs;
kli over
0vefthe
Exhibitors from all
the -V
concerning -expanded production. . ■ State; are
... due in
Ir Santa
Santa-F..
to.
Fe tp4
programs. He reiterated his pre¬
day (Tues.) .and Wednesday for
diction that the time is approach¬
.annual
New
Mexico
Theatre
.
ing when only 100 pictures will be
Assn., convention. ;V .
made annually. As evidence of his
Most sessions are scheduled
contention, the veteran indie pro¬
for downtown. LaFonda Hotel,
ducer cited a survey made by East¬
with at least one dinner, slated
man Kodak ahd relayed to him by . for Arrowhead Lodge.
Eastman’s Ted Curtis. The . study
V Conclave, .was Held last year
indicated,: he Said,, that Only" 124
at. Albuquerque.
pictures will be made within the
next-' year.
In New York for the world pre¬
miere of “Porgy and Bess,” . Goldr
w:yn, covering the whole spectrum
of industry problems, declared that
exhibitors, rather than complain¬
ing about a shortage of product,
should campaign for fewer and
better pictures. He noted that it
The policy of the two Minneapbwas senseless to put pictures in
theatres “that won?t even help pay lis daily newspapers, .under their
the rent” “If exhibitors want single- ownership, with regard to
more pictures,” he added, “let motion picture advertising “bethem go out and make them! f°te it accepted for publication,”
Where are they going to find the « to have their own committee
great stories? Today’s public is screen and approve it.,
discriminating. It will not go out
This was explained by the Tribto see ‘B’ pictures, I know exhibi- une editor to readers in connec¬
tors have been complaining about tion with its publication of letters
me because I said only 100 pic^ from a Pipestone, Minn., pastor,
tures will be made, but the facts the Rev. John Cowles, and a Minbear out my contentiori.”
neapplis woman, protesting alHe pointed out, for. example, legedly “indecent” theatre ads in
. that out of 234 pictures made last the newspapers,
year, about 34 or 35 of the entries
The writers specifically singled
were responsible for 48% of the out the ads for UA’s “The Naked
business. Qn'this basis, he said in Maja” which recently was shown
effect, what’s the use of making a at a local loop theatre—incidentallot of pictures if the majority of ly to poor- business,
them are. unsuccessful. Similarly,
"in the case of the advertising
he continued, he has been con- for ‘The Naked Maja/ the committhe routine of selecting d film
Selling Each Separately
to. be shown in competition.
demried for observing that, there tee decided to accept for publicawould be a drastic reduction in tion a reproduction of the Goya
Hollywood, Juno 23.
mendariz in title role with Maria
(3) . It’s not a good idea to
the number of theatres in the painting which hangs iri' Prado . Alex Gordon, who just closed Eleria Marques upholding leading
set a .precedent via fullblast
United States, “There are fewer milseum in Madrid, but rejected a a co-production deal with Allied lady end.
participation in a. non-recomArtists ior
for “Atomic
films are also being re-f mended fest.
theatres today, aren’t there?, he second proposed .illustration which Aiiisis
Aipimc Submarine,”
&upmpine. . Other ^films
stated to prove.his point.
showed Ava Gardirieri reclining in has set up a sked of 12 indies for . viewed but selection will nrnhahlv !
ou
,
Public Will Pay
' a position similar to that of the filming during tte next:a-m»litte1^!S^Sr5^^*^£SlgS£-l sheIt™ said these were the only
Individual releasing deals will be
“vncu“d ! 52"“ ftr »““* .^competitive
Defending the adinission scale Maja/* the editor explained,
part of the festival. Observers
^u?w vefs in
m
for “Porgy” and his previous films,
“The ‘standards of the accept- closed for each picture, not all of hOnesl lV still not rnmnleted TP iT"‘;
N. Y.
! nnirinir
CS^ HnKKin J N’
Y’ are
are not
not quite
quite sure
sure that
that this
this
Goldwyn maintained the wicket i ance-committee’ works in coopera- Which are yet titled. :
Program
now
consists
of
“War
!
w^k
STh^
Is
th.
e
fuM
story.
Some
wondered.
charge depended on \vhat: the pub- tiori with. local theatre men . and,
Against Crime,” FBI yarn; Edgar
the
for “stance, whether the Departlie was willing to pay to see a par- as a result, motion picture pages Allen Poe’s “Mask of the Red!marked fof the ^ emce festival.
meat feared being pulled into simticular film. “It has been proven,” in Minneapolis are: regarded as be- Death”* “Killer Smog,” “Mystery!. In the children’s division, Mex- ilar events in Czechoslovakia (Karhe said, “that the public will pay ing in considerably better taste Bomber,” based- on newspaper I ico may send its version of “Little j lovy-Vary) and other Communist
for a good picture, but won’t look than are those in many, cities. stories about the B-24 found in Red Riding Hood” to Moscow,
[ countries. Others felt that, pos‘ at a bad picture for nothing.”
nnfhind **
Within, the thoatro
irirl.icfv.,.
j Within
theatre industry,
the
Libyari desert recently; “Chicago
'—--—j sibly, the Government did not wish
He contended that a picture was
picture advertising code of Crime Boss,” “Pick-Up on Vice
Screen Directors Guild Direc- ;
“ a Sovietnot an “artistic” success unless the the .. M?nneapoIis . newspapefs is Street.
f tory, 80 pp., is just out. It’s a sP°nsored competition.
public pays to see. it. “A picture considered one rif the strictest in
Several scifi projects also. are j. handy reference work giving bioWhat’s ‘Precedent’?
to be successful must reach hunentire country,
slated,^including “Project X” and graphical detail on the men who
who
Its pointed out that “precedent”
dreds of millions of people,” he .
committee did not believe
Beetle.
1 make;
make ’em..
’em.,
:
- ;
had little meaning]
meaning! when it m
came
asserted.
the illustration in the advertise- The Beetle.;
to dealing with the Russians in the
Turriing to the subject of actors
-S °ivi
!/•
17* 1
/I
V II g I T
I
pa4 Some of tke concessions
and creative talent. Goldwyn said
actors should make aU they can if b.e .?» considered only if many
theVmi^
thpv Arp willing to assume some similar masterpieces and religious
**
*
of the Soviet-American cultural
Of thfrisk h! ‘wobfered. h™
nudes displayed in
V ' ^
•'/ V ;*.:
exchange^pact were certainly uneven how long the public would
"°rldt
continue to purchase stock in the are considered offensive. _
}
Tyrone Power and Yul Brynner Too Unlike Even In principles emmneiated^ S^Mofilm companies if it finds that it t.”T"
n
,
Long Shots-No ‘Sheba’ Salvage
owns nothing after the picture is
completed. This was an obvious ■■■»
P *
u ■ vmuiu
.
nations.
reference to the large percentages fnr Wor.Cpiyail If C Rime
By JIM POWERS
placed Power on the latter’s death,
ls also
,why’
that some of the companies give 1
Vdl
Hnlivwrind June
Tune 23.
9?
had an entirely different concep- irentJf ?!?^*en0Ufih 4 selfct 31111
away in order to obtain the serv/ Ij
|onp ’ pLI*|innLA-\
Hollywood,
e Hollywood,
June 23
.
tion of the “Solomon” role arid it ?reP?re a feature
for showing
ices of actors, producers, directors,
\Dj JapS lll I llllippuicS/ —AT
None of
footage Jnyolving
mvolvmg —
■
m Moscow^, the
^None
of the
the Footage
dis^niible te e^iy* m^Mosco^
the time
«me ancrio
aigle sho5d
and writers. “I have .nq respect
Washington,
Washington, June
June 23.
23.
he .lete Tyrone Power w?il be used
an^estur^-“lv^ b? the J^eso importantly when it came
"Sninmnn and Sheha
for the managements that let these
Senate
Sheba,” arenrdma
according Leven on me to entering that same picture into
Senate Judiciary
Judiciary Subcommittee
Subcommittee in “Solomon
people > get away with such de- hearings will continue this week on to director. King Vidor. It was
“It was a perfectly valid con- the atScSon^urill^h^^SSn
tnands,
he .said* Goldwyn ac- the effort of Seri. Thomas j. Dodd necessary to . reshoot more than
eption,” Vidor says, “and in a iudeed
knowledged that he had assigned (D-Conn.) to legalize a claim by¬ half of the whole picture following ception,”
judged hv
by Soviet unriion^v
audienceTas reiS
percentages of some of .his pjc- American film companies for rent- Power’s death. Vidor estimates way
marked the difference m resentative of Hollywood’s outpiff^
tures, but he stressed that no one als Japanese received from Yank the total cost of the film has now approach to a role by
and BrynAccording to the Sidustry in
ner.
was a more thoughtful ac- N.Y., there have been a nSibS
Picture films the Japs seized in the Philip: -been more than $6,000,0001
Vidor is back here briefly from tor m his approach to a role, where of instances where US filmshave
when it was completed.
pines during World War II
'
‘Survival of Fittest*
Dodd proposal (actually it is an his long stretch in Europe filming Banner has more attack. These competed in festivals with nothing
On the topic of the picture bus!- amendment to an omnibus bill the Edward Small presentation, deferences could not be con- morp than^ m^‘Wovbd’’^
•
*
The Motion PictSe Export Assn!
ness as a whole, Goldwyn was ex- clearing the path legally for vari- After a short rest, he takes off-for ^baieo.A 10-Week Problem
board some three weeks ago flatly
tremely bullish, but he cautioned ous claims against the Japanese) London where the picture is now
‘‘Solomon and Sheba” originally nixed Moscaw participation “on the
that the next few years would see could bring inotiori picture compa- i being edited. Death of Tyrone
the “survival of the fittest” in both nies between $3,000,000 and $4,- Power bef or e “Solomon arid rolled in Spain last Sept, 15. It advise of Washington ” Since then
production and exhibition. Many 000,000, according to Motion Pic- Sheba” was completed created a was considered almost finished, the Government appears to have
^
theatres, he predicted, will close, ture Export Assn. Dodd adds mo- situation, Vidor says, that prob- when Power died; Nov. 15. Bryn- had a change of heart
The film wni be selected bv the
but the good theatres operated by tion pictures to the kinds of claims ably was unique on a motion pic- rier was signed immediately to re‘“^
ite
size
ami
cosi.
.
.
Ptace
Urn,,
but
since
he
had"
only
industay
in
close
consultation'with
showmen will stay in business. He allowed,
"We originally believed that per- 10 weeks. open, the filnr had to the State Dept There are no indideclined to predict how many
The Dodd amendment limits
haps we could, use many of the lwnd with; his scenes by Feb. 15. cati0ns as yet whether the Soviet
production-distribution companies claims to amounts of money actu- long-shots
we did with Ty/’ he re- which if did.
will be wiiiin« ta accent an out-ofwould survive.
aUy taken in by the Japs after they calls. “We thought we could even ; “It was a Uttle like second-gUes- competition^itoy from the Yrnta.
. Warming up to one of his fa- exhibited the seized U. S. films; No use more of the film than long- sing yourself,” says Vidor. “We
__
vorite observations, Goldwyn em- claim is permitted for rental in- shots, particularly scenes where his had all the original film and setBill Farnsworth Jr has been apphasized that the; story is the im- come which might have otherwise face would not be recognizable, ups to guide Vs on the re-shooting pointed assistant city manager of
portant foundation of a picture, accrued to U. S. companies if pic- But we discovered we could not.” with Btynner. H some of the shots the four Cinema Arts Theatres in
(Continued on page 10)
tures hadn’t been seized.
Vidor says Yul Brynner, who re( Continued on page 73)
San Antonio.

ja Ads

Mexico Decides,
Goes to Moscow

King Vidon Ihg tM^tch Tcchiiiflucs Seim^twS
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Del Cfimbs; 'Say One Hatsy WM>
‘Wild’ Lively ljSG; ‘Any GirT Wham
I2G, ?hillys Great 18G, Both 2d
Detroit, June 23.
Great week is in prospect I for
the downtowners currently. ‘‘Say
‘ One for Me” looks hotsy at the
Fox. ‘‘Wild and Innocent" shapes
smash at the Palms. "H-Man" looks
Estimated Total Gross
fine at the Broadway-Capitol. “Go,
This . Week
... $2,250,800
Johnny, Go” is slow at the United
(Based on 22 cities and 224
Artists.
theatres, chiefly first runs, in¬
Among the holdovers. “Young
cluding N, Y.)
Philadelphians" is strong in second
round at the Michigan. “Ask iAny
Last Year ,. .$2,434,800
Girl” stays great in second week
{Based on 23 cities and 252
at the Adams. “Imitation of Life”
theatres.)
looms great in ninth session at the
Madison. Thirty-eighth week: of
“South Seas Adventure” continues
wham at Music Hall.
Estimates for This Week j
Fox (Fox-Detroit' (5.000; 90SI.25 >—“Say One for Me” <20th>
and “Plunderers of Painted Flats”
(AD. Swell $22,000. Last, week,
“Watusi” iM-G) and “Angry Hills” j
<M-G\ $11,000.
St. Louis. June 23.
Michigan (United Detroit' (4.000; |
$1.25-$1.49>—“Young Philadelphi¬ | Although there are several big
•new
pix
here
this
a stereoans” (WB) and “Face of Fugitive” ■ typers strike, whichframe,
has shut down
<Col> f2d wk'. Great $18,000. Last i both newspapers here,
is taking its
week, $20,000.
toll at the boxoffice. Despite lack
Palms (UD) (2,961; $1.25-$1.49) of the patrons, newspaper ad¬
—“Wild and Innocent” <U} .and vertising, “Pork Chop Hill” at the
“Floods of Fear” <U>. Sock $16,000 Orpheum, “Say One for Me”, at
or over. Last week, “Man in' Net” the St. Louis and ‘"Mysterians” at
<UA< and “Gunfight at Dodge Loew’s are doing fairly well. “For:
City" fUAt $17,000.
j Me” is best of the lot with solid
Madison <UD> <1,900; $1.25- returns. “Sleeping Beauty” is still
$1.49»—“Imitation of Life”, (U' good in second round at the Pag¬
(9th wk'. Grand $8,000. Last week, eant. ,
$9,500.
j
Estimates for This Week
Broadway-Capitol (UD) <$,500; * Apollo Art (Grace) <700; 90-S1.25)
90-$1.25) — - “H-Man” (WB): and ."—“Crucible” (Indie) (3d wk). Okay
“Woman Eater” < Indie)! Lively . $1,500. Last w eek, $1,500.
$12,000. Last week, “Gigantis” I Fox (Arthur) (5,000; 60-90) —
(WB> and “Teenagers Outer Space” i “House on Haunted Hill” (AA) and
(WB), $9,000.
r‘Cosmic Man” (AA) (2d wk). Fair
United Artists <UA' (1,667: $1.25- $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
$1.50)—“Go, Johnny, Go” < Indie) i- -Loew’s (Loew) (3,600; 60-90) —'
and “Plan 9 Outer Space” (Indie'. ’“Mysterians” (M-G) and “First Man
Slow $5,000. Last week, “How to Into Space” (M-G). Modest $9.000..
Marry Millionaire” <20th> (reissue', : Last week, “Shake Hands With
$6,900.
? Devil” (UA) and “Face of FugiAdams (Balaban' (1,700; i$1.25- : live” (Col), $8,000. ; .
$1.50>—“Ask Any Girl” <M-G' '2d
Orpheum (Lpew) ( 1,900; 60-90'—
wk>. Terrific $12,000. Last [week, “Pork Chop Hill” <UA' and “Riot
$10,000.
in Juvenile Prison”. (UA). Mild
Music Hall (SW-Cinerama) (1,- $6,000. Last week, “Anna Lucasta”
208; $1.55-$2.65>—“South Seas Ad¬ (Col) and “Guns, Girls, Gangsters”
venture” (Cinerama) (38th;-wk). (Col), $4,500.
Wow $15,600. Last week, $14,800.
Pageant (Arthur) (1.000; 75-$1.50)
—“Sleeping Beauty” <BV) (2d wk).
Good $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
St. Louis (Arthur) (3,800; 60-90)
—“Say One For Me” <20th). Solid
$12,000. Last week, “Woman Ob¬
sessed” (20th) and “Joy Ride” (AA),
.• $8,000.
: Shady Oak (Arthur) (760; 60-90)
Cincinnati, June 23.
—“Gigi” (M-G) dlth wk). Good
Cincy first-runs , are holding close $2,500. Last week, $3,000.
to seasonal par this stanza. j; Only
new bill, ‘‘Westbound” and , “Born
Reckless” at Grand, shapes hep.
“Ask Any Girl” bids to retain
downtown lead in second rburid at
Albee in okay stride. “A1 Capone”
is a sturdy holdover at Keith’s and
continues big in simultaneous
showing at Shor’s Twin Drive-In.
Kansas City, June 23.
Repeats of “I Want to Live” and
Strike of typographers which
“Separate Tables” rate a firm ses¬ stopped publication of the Kansas
sion at the Palace.
Longrun City Star Times and the Kansas
“South Seas Adventure” is surging City Kansan here Friday is the
in 34th week to boffo take at major concern: of theatre,and film ’
Capitol.
Hard-ticket “Diary, of men this session. No sign of the
Anne Frank” continues fairish in papers resuming,, ana estimated
fifth frame at suburban Valley.
generally that film biz will be cut
noticeably. Midland’s "It Happened
Estimates for This Week
Jane” is rated good. Fox Mid¬
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 9041.25)— To
west has “Woman Obsessed” at
~Ask Any Girl” (M-G' (2d wk). Uptown,
“Girl in. Bikini” at
Sturdy $8,000 after $10,000 preern. Isis and and
Granada, both doing
Capitol (SW-Cinerama) (1,376; moderate biz.
“Room At Top” still
S1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ is solid in second round at the
ture” (Cinerama) (34th wk).. Surg¬ Missouri after a great initial week.
ing to boff $20,000. Last week,
Estimates for This Week
$16,500. Pickup on extra shows
Capri (Durwood) (628; $1.50,
for out-of-town groups.
!
$2.25, $2.50)
“South Pacific”
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 90-$1.10)— (Magna) (13th wk). Off to $6,000.
“Westbound” (WB) and “Born Last week, $7,000.
Reckless” (WB). Hep $7,500. Last
Crest, Riverside (Commonwealth)
week, “Young Philadelphians” (900 cars each, 85c)—"Horrors of
(WB) (m.oJ (2d wk>, $5,500 in 9 Black Museum” (AI) and “Headless,
days at $1.25 top.
Ghost” (AI), first-runs, with “Com¬
Keith’s (Shor) (1,500; 9041.25)— pulsion” (20th),. second-run. Mod¬
“A1 Capone” (AA> (2d wkk Good erate $7,500. Last week, “High
$6,500. Last week, $8,000. i
School Big Shot” (Indie), “T-Bird
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 9041-10)— Gang” (Indie), “Tunnel of Love”
“I Want to Live” (UA) and “Sepa¬ (M-G), $6,500.
rate Tables” (UA) (repeats?. Oscar
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 90-$1.25)
winners encoring to jpleasirig — “Love Is Profession” (Kings).
$7,000. Last week, “Mysterians” Fancy $2,500. Last week, “Henry
(I^fc-G) and “First Man IntQ Space” V” (Indie) (3d wk), $1,100.
(M-Gi, $9,500 with $1.25 top.
Midland (Loew) (3,500; 75-$l)—
Twin Drive-In (Shor) (1,600 ears; “It Happened To Jane” (Col) and
90-S1.25)—“A1 Capone” (AA> (2d “Last Blitzkreig” (Col).
Good
wk). Hotsy $9,000 after; $14,400 $7,500; may hold. Last week,
bow on one side of double screen. “Count Your Blessings” (M-G) and
Valley (Wiethe) (1,200; $1.50- “Seven Guns To Mesa” (AA),
$2.50)—“Diary of Anne ;j Frank” $5,500.
(20th) (5th wk). Holding strong at
Missouri (RKO) (2,585; 75-$l)-^
around $7,000, on heels of last “Room at Top”. (Cont) and “Gang
week’s peak $7,700. Helped by War” (20th) (2d wk). Pleasant
support of clergy. Stays till July 1.
(Continued on page 10)

Key City Grosses

Tor Me Routing

‘To Lhe’-Tables’ Trim |
$7,000 in Cincy, ‘Capone’
15-iG, ‘Any Girl’ 8G, 2

K.C. But ‘Jane’ Lusty !
$7,500;‘Room’6Gin 2d

^Wednesday, Jui^,.24i;1959

'Some Hof Fancy 7J4G,
Seattle; ‘Days’ 5G, 2d
Seattle, June 23.
.Not much exciting here this
round with hew entries light and
most of holdovers sagging: How¬
ever, “Some Like It Hot” still ir
torrid.in eighth stanza at the Para¬
Boston, June 23.
mount and “Around World in 80
Week of rain is blamed f^r offish
Days” looms big in second Week
trend at deluxers this frame, but
at the Blue Mouse. “Tarzan’s
rash of new product is helping.
Greatest Adventure” is okay, in
“Ask Ariy Girl" shapes sock at
first round at Coliseum. .
1,100-seat Saxon. “Watusi” is tall
Estimated Total Gross
at State.
“Say One For Me”
Estimates for This Week
This Week !.
. $558,900
looms
terrifico at Memorial. “Ver¬
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (739; 90(Based on 21 theatres)
boten” shapes slick at Paramount.
■$1.50)—"Around World” (UA) (2d
“Gigantis" is burning up at the'
Last Year . .... /.. $510,700
wk). Big. $5,000 or near on return
Pilgrim.
{Based on 22 theatres)
date. Last week, $5,700.
“Gold Rush” leads the holdovers ...
Coliseum (Fox-Evergreen) (1,in second week at. two. houses.
870; 90-$1.50'-—“Tarzan’s Greatest.
Beacon Hill arid Capri; “Room At
Adventure” (Par) and “Man Who j<]
Top” is amazing in sixth, week at
Could Cheat Death” (Par). Okay
theKenmore.; “Mysterians”. is
$6,000. Last week, “Room 43” (In¬
good at the Orpheum in second
die) arid “No Place to Land” (In¬
round.
“Younri Philadelphians”
die), $8,200 in 8 days.
' .
looms neat in fifth at the Gary.
Fifth Avenue (Fox-Evergreen)
Estimates
for This Week
(2;500; . 90-$l.50(-^“Happened to
Jane” (Col' and “Bandit of Zhobe”
Astor (B&Q) (1,381; $l!25-$1.50)
(2d
wk).
Slow
$5,000.
Last
—Closed
for
Todd-AO
installation;
(Col)
$5,000/
|
Toronto, June 23.
July
werik, $8,700;
. -,
'
"Diary, of Anne Frank” is doing, reopens
.
.. _T. „ Last ,, \veek,
.. - “It
Music. Box (Hamrick) (8$0; 90-! se]iout and turnaway biz. with , Happened to. Jane.’ (Col) (6th. wk),
$1.50>--“Sieepirig Beauty” |By Vi wickets closing at 9:00 p.m; on a i
$7»000;
(2d wk'. Fair $3,500. Last week, j four-a-day grind policy. Other new- ) Beacon Hill (Sack) (678; $lr
$5,300;
’
. ,"v'
comers, such as “Operation Am-/ $1.50)—^“Gold Rush” (Lopert) (reOrpheum (Hamrick) (2,700; 90-J stefdam” and “Wild-and Innocent” issue) (2d wk). Hotsy $7,000. Last
$1.50)—“Mysterians” .(M-G) .Mild i.are iight> 0f the holdovers, how- week, S9,QQO.
fl.OOQ.. Last week, Shake Hands | ever> «<young Philadelphians,” | Boston (SW-Cinerama) (1,354;
With Devil. .. (UA) and , Gunfignt i “Compulsion” and “Ca p t a i n’s i $i:25-$2.65)—“South Seas. Advenat JDodge City ._(UA), $4,800.
| Table” are very big, all being in ! ture” (Cinerama) (11th wk). Good
Paramount (Fox.-Evergreen) <3.- second stanzas. “Room at Top” re¬ $15,000. Last week, $23,000, way
107; 90-$l:50)—“Some Like It Hot” mains sensational in fourth frame over hopes.
(UA) (8th wk). Wham $7,500. Holds while “Some Like It .Hot" is lusty
Capri (Sack) (1,150; 90-$1.50)—
on. Last week. $7,600.
in 10th Stanza.
“Gold Rush” (Lobert) (reissue) (2d
Estimates for This Week
wk>.
Slick $6,000.
Last week,
Cartton (Rank) (2,518; 75-$1.25) $8,000.. , v
•
. >
—“Operation Amsterdam” (Rank);
Exeter (Indie) (1,376; 75-SI.25)—.
So-so $8,000. Last week, “Naked “Genevieve” (Indie) and “Laughter
. Maja” (UA), with Carlton getting
i $7,000 and four theatre-tiein, with !in Pa?adise- ,In(14 9?.^ Sundav (21).. Last week, “Mirror Has
6,216 capacity, poor $17,000.
2 Faces” (Indie) (2d wk), $4,000/
Downtown, Glendale, Prince of
Kenmore (Indie) <7,000; $1.25Wales, State (Taylor) (1,059; 995; $1.50)—“Room, at Top" (Cont) (6th
1,200;
695;
50-75)—“Face
Of
Fugi¬
. San Francisco, June 23.
wk). . Ainazirig $9,000.: Last Week,
First-run biz here; this stanza tive” (Col) and “Verboten” (Col).. $10,000, over hopes.
shapes potent. Showing is being Poor $11,500. Last week. “Horrors ; Memorial (RKO) (3,000 60-$l.10)
made despite many new entrants Black Museum” (AI) and “Head¬ —“Say One For Me”.: (20th) and
this week.
“Sleeping Beauty,” less Ghost” dndie), $24,000.
“Lone. Texan” (20th). Socko $33,Hollywood (FP) (1,080; $1-$1.25) 000. Last week,; “Robe” (20th) and
back on continuous run, is smooth
at the huge Fox. “Around World —“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th). “Demetrious and Gladiators” (20th)
in. 80 Days,” also back for con¬ Smash $11,000. with turnaway biz. (reruns), $13,000.
tinuous rim, is boffo opening week Last week, “Sound and Fury”
Gary . (Sack) (1.240; 90-S1,50)—
at St. Francis.. “Some Like It: Hot” (20th) (4th wk), $4,500 in 5 days. ; “Young Philhdelnhiaris”. (WB) (5th
Hyland (Rank) (1,057; $1) — wk). Neat $8,000.
Contiriues mighty in ninth session
Last Week,
at the Uriited Artists. "Tarzan’s “Captain’s Table” (Rank) (2d wk). $11,000, over estimates.
Greatest Adventure” looms nice at Lusty $8,500. Last week, $10,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,357; 70Imperial (FP) (3.343; 75-$1.25)— $1.10)—“Woman Obsessed” (20th)
Golden Gate to pace other new¬
comers. “Verboten” is only: mild “Young Philadelphians” (WB) (2d and “Smiley Gets a Gun” (20th)
on initial week at Paramount. wk). Hefty $12,500. Last week, (3d wk). Slow $7,000. Last week,
“Gigi” still is sock-in 5Qth round $16,500.
ditto.
at the Stagedoori.
international. (Taylor) (557; $1)
Paramount /NET) (2,357; :70—“Gigi” (M-G) (47th wk). Steady $1.10) — “Verboten” tCoI) and
Estimates for This Week
"Young Land” (Col'- Dull $9,000,V
Golden Gate (RKO) (2^59; $1.25) $3,000. Last week, ditto.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,093; 75-$1.25) Last week, “Date With Death” (In- ■
—“Tarzan’s Greatest Adventure”
(Par) and “Man Who Could Cheat —“Some Like It Hot” (UA) (10th die) and VHideous Sun Demon” :
Death” (Par): Nice $12,000. Last wk). Hefty $9,000. Last week,. $12,- (Indie). $7,500.
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,000; 60-$1.10)—
week, “Shake Hands With Devil” 500.
Tivoli (FP) (995;. $1.75-$2.40) — “Gigantis” (WB) arid : “Teenagers
(UA) and “Mugger” (UA), $14,500.
Fox (FWC). (4,651; S1.25-$1.50)— “South Pacific” (Magna) (50th wk). From Outer Space’’ (WB). Perky
$8,000. Last week, “.Because : of ..
“Sleeping Beauty" (BV) and ‘‘Sabu Stout $7,000. Last week, same.
Towne (Taylor) (695; 75-S1.25)— Eve” (Indie) and “Dangerpus Age”
and Magic Ring” (BV). Smooth
(Indie) (2d wk), $5,500/
“Room
At
Top”
(Cont)
(4th
wk).
$14,000.
Last week, “Horrors
Saxon . (Sack) (1,100; $1.25-$1^0)
Black Museum” . (AT) and “Head¬ Holding at sensational :$9?000. Last
-7—“Ask Any Girl” (M-G). WoW
less Ghost” .(AI), $15,000.
week, ditto.
. ..
Warfield (LoeW) (2,656; 99-$1.25)
University (FP) (1,156; 75-$l.25) $16,000. Last week, "Diary Anne
—“Mysterians” (M-G) and “First —“Compulsion” (20th) (2d wk). Big Frank” (20th) (7th wk), $10,000 at
$3 top.
Man Into Space” (M-G) (2d wk). $8,000. Last week, $10,000.
Trans-Lux /T-L) (730; 75-$1^5)
Fair $7,500. Last week, $14^00.
Uptown (Loew) 12,743; 75-$l;25)
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 90-$1.25) —“Wild and Innocent’? (U). Light —"No Escape” (Indie) and “Bed ,
Oke. $3,500.
—r“Verbotenri. (Col) and “Face Of $7,000. Last week, “Green Man- For - Two” (Indie).
Last week, “Cat”. (Indie) and "Sin¬
Fugitive” (Coll.
Mild $10,000. sions” (M-G) (2d wk), $7,500.
ners of Paris” (Indie), $3,300.
Last - week, “H-ManM (Col) and
Orpheum (Loew) (2.900; 9041.50)
“Woman Eater” (Col), $8,800.
—“Mysterians" (M-G) and “First
St. Francis (Par). (1,400; $1.25Man Into Space” (M-G) (2d wk).
$1,50)—“Around World In 80
Hot $10,000. Last week, $17,000.
Days” (UA). Boffo $13,000.: Last
State (Loew) (3,600: 90-$150)—
week,
“Young
Philadelphians”
“Watusi”. (M-G) and: “City of Fear”
(WB) (3d wk), $9,200.
(Col).: Friir $10,500. Last week,
Orpheum (SW-Cinerama) (1,456;
“Count Blessings” (M-G) arid
$1.75-$2,65)—VSouth Seas Adven¬
Pittsburgh, June 23.
“Face of Fugitive” (Col) (2d wk),
ture” (Cinerama) (30th wk). Ex“Don't Give Up Ship” at Stanley $6,5Q0. ;
(Continued on page 10)
is the only new entry to show ac¬
tivity in current session. Return, of
“Sleeping Beauty” at :thie Warner
shapes modest. The Fulton’s “Man
Who Could Cheat Death” looks
poor while “The Mysterians” at
the Penn looms fairish. Harris is
Indianapolis; June 23.
still
strong in second week with
“Say . One For Me” is doing “It.Happened
To Jane.” Squirrel
standout biz In a moderate week Hill
Philadelphia, June 23.
has a sturdy holdover in
at first-runs here this stanza. It “Room
It was a rather: lonely Saturday
at Top.”
is big enough for holdover. “Shake
night in midtown, and all firstEstimates for This Week
Hands With Deyil” at Loew’s looks
Fulton (Shea) (1,655; 85-$1.25)— runs suffered as a. result. Key
light. “It; Happened to Jane,” in “Man
Who Could Cheat Death” nabes,. however, were :: juinping
second stanza at Keith’s, shapes (Par) and “Tarzan’s Greatest Ad¬ where showing “Some Like It Hotgood. “Bombers B-52” and “Band venture” (Par). Poor $4,000. Last Despite this downbeat, some of
of, Angels,”: out on .reissue, look week; “Woman Obsessed” (20th); newcomers are doing okay. “Room
43” is rated lusty, at the Fox while
slow at the Indiana^
$4 900
'Woman Obsessed” shapes big. at.
Estimates for This Week
Harris (Harris) (2,100; $1-$1.25) the
Goldman.
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,000; 75Happened To Jane” (Col) (2d
”Angry Hills” looms okay at
90)—“Say One For Me” (20th). Big wk).-Strong $7,500. Same last week.
$11,000. Laist week, “Young Phila¬ Comes out Thursday for “Say One Stanton, while “Gold Rush,” out on
reissue, $hapes bright at Transdelphians” (WB) (2d wk), $7,000. For Me” (20th).
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 75-90) —
Penn (UATC) (3,300; $1-$1.50)^- Lux. “Imitation of Life” still is :
“Bombers B-52” (WB) and “Band “Mysterians” (M-G). Fairish $8,500. lively in 10th round at Arcadia.
of Angels” (WB) (reissues)/ Slow Last week. “Ask Any Girl” (M-G), “Shakes ..Hands With Devil” is
rated okay in second, week at Ran¬
$5,000.: Last, week: .“Gigantis” and $9,000. "
“Young Philadelphians”
“Bom Reckless” (WB), $6,000.
Squirrel Hill (SW) (824; $1.25)— dolph.
Keith’s (C-D) (1;300; 90-$1.25)-- “Room At Top” (Cont), (6th wk). continues fancy in fifth stanza at
‘‘It Happened to Jane” (Col) (2d Strong $3,600; will hold for sev¬ Stanley.
Estimates for This Week
wk), ..Good. $6,500. Last week, $10,- enth session.
000.
Stanley (SW) (3,700; :85-$1.25)—
Arcadia (S&S) (536; 9941.80)—
.Loew’s (Loew) (2.427; 75-90) — “Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par). Best ‘Imitation of Life” (U> (10th wk).
“Shake Hands With Devil” (UA) in. recent weeks with $12,000 but Holding at big $6,000; Last week,
and “Riot in Juvenile Prison” (UA). still only fair for house.
ditto.
>
Light $6,000. Last week, “MysterBoyd (SW - Cinerama) (1,430;
Warner (SW) (2,000; 50-$1.25)4ians” (M^G) arid ‘-First Man Into “Sleeping Beauty” (BV). Fair $8,- $1.10-$2.60)—“South Seas AdvenSpac.e” (M-G), $9,000.
(Continued on page 10)
500 foir return date.

Tor Me Giant 33G, looni ?G,

Broadway Grosses

Toronto;'Wild’7G

Pitt Still Uneven But

‘Beauty’ fair at $8,500

’ Sockeroo 11G,
Indpls; ‘Jane’ 6?G, 2d

Obsessed’ Fast $10,000,
PhiHy;‘Room 43’Lofty
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NEW PRODUCT CHEERS UP CHI
“Hole Boff 24G, Tor Me Big 16G

Chicago/June 23.
First-run biz here continues a
bit spotty with the condition likely
to hold until all schools are out
Los Angeles, June 23. 4
later this month. Some longruns
Flock of strong openers are giv¬
and one or two newcomers, are
Estimates Are Net
ing first-runs here a much-needed
helping cheer exhibitors currently;
-shot in the arm this stanza after
Film gross estimates as: reOriental’s “Hole in Head” shapes
two dreary weeks which saw sev¬ = ported herewith from the vari¬
wow $61,000 while the Chicago’s
eral lows registered. “Al Capone”
ous key cities, are net; i.e.,
initialer of “Don’t Give Up Ship”
looks socko $34,000 in three thea¬
without usual tax: . Distrib¬
sights
a nice $30,000. •/
tres while' ‘'Around World in 80
utors share on net take, when
Other . pix preeming include
Days,” out on first general popplaying percentage,whence the
“Naked Maja,” rated good $14,000
scale release, is following it closely
estimated figures are net inat the United Artists; and the Gar¬
with a mammoth $32,000 in two
\come.
rick’s “Gidget,” okay at $10,000;
.houses.
,
The parenthetic.. admission
“Woman Obsessed” shapes ' thin
“Hole in Head" is aiming for a
prices, however, Os indicated,
$5,000 in McVickers first round.
great.$24,000: at the Fox -Beverly.
include the U. S. amusement
New pair at the Monroe, “Plun¬
“Say One For Me” looks big $16,tax.
.
derers, of Painted Flats” and “No
000 at Pantages. “Ask Any Girl” is
Place to. Land,” is. fairly nice.
rated fair $11,000 at Egyptain: .
Second round of “Shake Hands
“Shane,” oiit on reissue, is slow
with Devil” is soft at State-Lake
$11,000 or near in three. spots.
while same session of “Ask, Any
“Some Like It Hot” looms okay
Girl” is brisk at the Woods: “Al
$10,000 J.n 11th frame at the
Capone” .is exciting in seventh at
Chinese: “Spilth Seas Adventure”
Todd’s Cinestage.
is upping. to fslick $18,800 for 3.9th
“No Room at Top” shapes nice
session at >■ Warner Hollywood.
“Compulsion” shape’s
1/lUlvj AVIIVAV U\M at Esquire in ninth stanza. “Gigi”
shapes slack $8,000
or close in three sites, air
except
] is continuing to *. sparkle in ,17th
all'except'
one on h o.
. Baltimore, June 23. | frame at the Loop; Lone hardEstima*es
Overall picture is brighter this ticket at entry current is Palace’s
Estimates for
for This
This Week
Week
1<irwri n 170,
aq ' 'Veek with
new, strong product i "South Seas Adventure,” nice in
ESS*
/helping. The:Three Stooges in per- 39th week.
fn-i7J0itLast Hea?
uii
1• Bovr
sbn atHeV
theGirl”
Hinpodrome
Estimates for This Week
$24,000..
week, with * Hollyis rated with
enod “Hev
Best
Estimates
tor inis week

New Films Perk Bway; ‘Story Mighty
$185,000, ‘For Me Boff 60G, ?enIlies,
Smash 55G, ‘Night’ Giant 46G in 2

4- Launching of new bills by seven
j first-runs during the last six days
is giving Broadway film business
a sharp boost in the current ses¬
sion. Very cool weather plus some
rainy days is also proving highly
’ 'Portland, Ore:, June 23.
Town is bogged down with hold¬ favorable for the boxoffiee, the
overs currently. Transient attrac¬ cool spell enabling many houses to
tions are cutting deeply into take hold even or top the previous
of first-tun houses. ’ Most pix only rounds.
Greatest showing, of course. Is
loom modest this round although
“Room At Top" is nice in second being made by “The Nun’s Story"
week, at the Fox. “Windjammer” with stageshow which looks to hit
also ^ is trim in seventh round at a mighty $185,000 opening week at
the Music Hall, remarkable busi¬
Hollywood.
ness for time of year and for slow
.Estimates for This Week
turnover.
“Say One For Me"
Broadway^ (Parker) (1,890; $1- i shapes as top straightfilmer with
$1.50)—“Ask Any Girl” (M-G) and socko $60,000 for opening session
“Floods of Fear” (U) (2d wk). So¬ at the Paramount. “Five Pennies,"
so $4,500. Last week, $6,300.
another blockbuster, is heading for
Fox (Evergreen) (1,536; $1-$1.49) a smash $55,000 at Capitol on in¬
—“Room At Top” (Cont) and “For¬ itial stanza.
bidden Island” (Col) (2d wk/ Nice
“John Paul Jones,” also new
$6,000. Last week, $7,400.
looks to land an okay $22,000 open¬
Hollywood (Evergreen) (1,200: ing frame at the Rivoli. “Middle
$1:49-$ 1.75)—‘ ‘Windjammer’ ’ (NT) of Night” shapes wham $25,000
(7th wk). Fine $6,500: Last v/eek, opening round at the Forum (old
$7,500.
Odeon> or second best initial week
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,600; $1- at house. Pic also was whopping
$i.49)—“The Crawling Eye” (Indie) $21,000 in same week at Trans-Lux
and “Go Johnny Go”. (Indie). Mild 52d Street, whefe day-dating.
$6,000. Last week, "It Happened “Elephant Gun” is lone laggard of
Jane” (Col) and “Two Headed new entrants, with mild $15,000
.wk, Fqx Bev; 3d wk,: Holly),
at
.Town “Sav One -irnr ! The Cat” (Ellis) and No Escape” •To
Spy” (Col), $7,100..
or under opening week at the
“Woman , Obsessed” (20th) (Fox .
is faSly good' a?theStanley i (Ellis)- Oke $2,800. Last week,
Paramount (Pott-Par) (3,400; $1- Victoria.
. .
Bev) (2d wk), “Man in Net” (UA) . Leading the holdovers are “Room/subruns,. :
$1.50)—“Room 43” (Indie) and
“Some Like It Hot” continues
(Holly) <2d wk), $5,800.....
at the Top ” sUlf good in ligMh S! Chicago (B&K1 (3,900: 90-$1.80i "Man or Gun” (Rep). Drab $4,500.
to pace the holdovers, hitting a
Pantages (RKO) (2,815; 90-$2)--:. the Playhouse and “He Who Must i 77Vp ,the SThip’’ (Par1)‘ Last week, “Shake Hands With
“Say One For Me” (20th) Big $16,-! Die.” nice in fifth at the. Five West. Good $30,000 nr close. Last, week, Devil” (UA) and “Gunfight Dodge giant $37,600 in 12th round at the
State.
“Young Philadelphians"
Lastweek,
Orpheum. f\ "Gold Rush” is rated okay in first
000. Last
week, with Orpheum;
firs ; “Xoung Philadelphians (WB) (4th , City” (UA), $3,900. •
looks fine $15,500 in fifth session
j wk/ $17,000.
,
.
4‘Road ; Racers”. (AD, “Daddy-O” fat Mayfair. _..
at the Criterion,
■ Estimates
Fstinistps for
fnr This
This Week
wppir •
i . Esquire • (H&E Balaban) (1,3d0;
(AI), $5,200.
j
“Alias Jesse James” is heading
estimates for This Week
: $1 50)_-Room at Top” (Cont) (9th
Los Angeles, Hollywood, Wiltern, Century (R-F) (3,200; ^50"?1-25.
50-$1.25 wk). Hep $8,000. Last week, $8,200.
for fine $14,300 in six-day sixth.
(FWC-SW) (2.017; 756; 2,344; 90-’ _ “Tarzah’s .Greatest Adventure’
week at the Astor where “Horse
I Garrick (B&K) (850; 90-$1.25)Soldiers’’ preems Friday (26).
$1.50)—“Al Capone” (AA) and , (Par/and
“Man Who Could Cheati "Gidget”
«r*?deet”' (Col)
$16 000 Last
Last
^an^3%W
(Col), Good
Good $10,660.
“Pork Chop Hill” plus stageshow
-Legion of Doomed” (AA>. Socko [Death” (Par). Slow $5,000.: Hasti;
of Qulrter
looms slight $29,000 in fofcrth Roxy
$34,000 or close. Last week, Los /week/"Angry.Hills" (M-G), $4,5.00 J
^
*
round, with “This Earth Is Mine’.’
fcinena (Schwabet); (460; . 90-! L^p (Telem’tl (606; 90-$l;80>and new stageshow supplanting
• Compulsion (20th) (1st wk. I.A.;
— “Love My Profession" ■ "Gigi” (M-G) (17th wk). Fancy
next Friday (26). “Diary of Anne
f°x. 8th .wk, Four Star
(Kings) (till wkl. NiCe $2,800 after!519000 Last we-ek $12500:
Oinaha, June 23.
Frank” likely will hit only $10,000
:. ?ride Mu c h Too Beautiful $3,000 in third.
. ■
miai n 5a,: aftBiz is spotty; at the downtown in 14th stanza at the Palace.
fPhnnl■■■■irpissiip) ■ <il 3 300 Wiltern
'** *•*“*“•
"»
I McVickers' (JL&S) (1,580; .90Him?ie?,: Hawrni " "oJeeS
Five West (Schwabef) (460; 90-i $1.80)—“Woman Obsessed” (20th). first runs this week, with the
“Crime and Punishment, U.S.A."
Mansinns"^^ (M^C) (1st general re ^ 50)-“Hf? Who Must Die” (Indie) j Thin $5,000 or close.. Last week, rainfall rated no help. “Sleeping did a mild $7,000 in opening frame
$2,500;
™ Beauty” had a rousing opening at at the Guild. “Room at Top" at
the revamped State, thanks no the Fine Arts, in 12th week, and
(Par* ''reissue',’ afilS* "iawlii) . Hippodrome (R-F) (2,300; 50Monroe (Jovan) (1,000; 65-90!— doubt to 75c admish for kids, “It ‘Gigi,” in 33d round at the Sut¬
modest at ton, pace the arty theatres for
ir! 9nn ^
}
' HaHau)’ $L50) — Three Stooges on stage “Plunderers of Painted Flats” Happened to Jane”
• 1*
'iTTATPi M ono ei oc PllJTs ‘‘Hey Boy, Hey Girl” (Col). (Rep) and “No Place to Land” Orpheum while “Hangman” is fresh fare.
. Egyptian (UATCV (1,362, $1.25- Tall $18,000. Last wepk, “Mvsteri- (Rep). Good $5,000. Last week, “I, only, fair at the Omaha. HardEstimates for Thb Week
$2)—"Ask Any Girl” (M-G/ Fair ans” (M-G) and “Man Into Space” Mobster” (20th) and “Intent to ticket “South Pacific” is holding
Astor (City Inv.) (1,904; 75-$2)—
$11,000. Last week, with State, (M-G), $5,500.
Kill” (20th) $5 500.
well at the Gooner in 35th stanza.
“Alias Jesse James" (UA) (6th“World, Flesh, Devil” (M-G) (3d
Little (300; 50-$1.25) — “MilkOriental (Indie) (3,400; 90-$l.50)
Estimates for This Week
final wk). Current week of six day*
Wk/ $6,700.
maid” (Indie) C6th wk). Fair $1,200 _«‘Hble . in Head” (UA). Wham
Cooper (Cooper) (708; $1.50- looks to hit fine $14,300. Fifth full
Donmtown Paramount, Hawaii after $1,400; in fifth.
rrnntiniiprt
nn page
napft 10)
10)
(Continued
on
$2.20)—"‘South
Pacific”
(Magna)
(ABPT-G&S) (3.300: 1.106: $1.25Mayfair (R-F) (900; 50-$1.2p)—.
. (Coptmued on page. 10)
week, $15,500. “Horse Soldiers"
(35th wk). Oke $6,000. Last week, (UA) opens Friday (26).
$1.75)—“Around World in 80 “Gold Rush” (Lopert) (reissue).
$6,500;
Days” (UA) (1st general release, in Oke $2,000/ Last week, “Rape of m r j un.***!— €90 AAA
Capitol (Loew) (4,820; $l-$2.50)
Omaha (Tristates) (2,066; 75-$D
C’Scbpe). Smash $32,000 or over. JJaIay?„ J^ank) ^and “Beasts of ! Hofe WD0DDUU! UZ.UUU. — Hangman” (Par) “When - Hell —“Five Pennies” (Par) Initial ses¬
Last week. D-n Pa/ “Shake Hands
‘Ra”k»r ».500- ^
T , Li„ * Broke Loose” (Par). Fair $4,500. sion ending today (Wed.) is head¬
“House
New (B-F), (1B00; $1.25-$2) —
I) f • <C|i]||’ Inmaj Wf.
With Devil” (UA) (2d wk), "House
week, “Gigantis Fire Monster” ing for. smash $55,000 or over.
Haunted Hill” . (AA) (repeat/ Pmry of Anne Frank” (20th) (4th
"•V'l |J“IF AuggCtl LlAJ, Last
*on Haunted
(WB) and “Teenagers Outer Space” Holding. In ahead, “World, Flesh,
$5;500.
fSrSOO.
; ./
(Continued
on;
page
10)
!
Kf.
Devil” (M-G) (4th wk), $13,000.
(WB), $4,500.
(Continued on page 10)
iMySteri3BS>
State (UATC) (2,404;. 90-$1.50)-^
Orpheum (Tristates) (2,877; 75Criterion (Moss) (1,671; 95-$2)—
“Count Your Blessings” (M-G) and
$1)—“It Happened to Jane” (Col). “Young Philadelphians” (WB) (5th
“Doctor’s Dilemma” . (M-G) (both
wk).
This round winding up today
Modest
$6,000.
Last
week,
“Shake
$13
T"0 slT‘ash “tries will enliven
1st. general releases). Dull $4,200.
11
mainstemhouses this round. “Hole Hands With Devil” (UA/ $5,000. (Wed.) looks like fine $15,500.
Downtown? Warner Beverly, Iris
nFNVIiB*
QT 9f| in Head” shapes smash in opener - State (Cooper) ,(772; $1.45)— Fourth was $19,000. “Anatomy of a
(SW-FWC) (1,757; 1,612; 825; 90* liltj) nuylfl
Llf at the Palace, best grosser in <city, "Sleeping Beauty” (BV). Wow Murder” (Col) opens July 2,
$1.50)—“Shane” (Par) and “Trouble
"
Denver
June 23
since “Some Like It Hot.” “Don’t $15,000. Last week, shuttered to
Palace (RKO) (1,642; $1.50-$3)—
Denver, June
23.
V/ith Harry” (Par) (reissues). Slow
First-run biz shapes up better Give Up Ship” looms sock for^n- install new equipment.
“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) (15th
$11,006. Last week, Downtown
f
oeil*T I Uial Week in
wk). The 14th session ended last
\vith Voeue,
“It
Hannened to Jane” ^an .. ^ceutly here, _ this . week,
ue’, vH^PPened to^Jane’; ‘-Don’t^Give Ud ShTn" lonm^
Mysterians” looks just nice . at
night (Tues.) was okay $10,000 or
(Col) (2d wk/r"Fme Down Below”
?J2aslV Capitol.
near. The 13th week, $11,000.
(Col) (reissue) (Downtown), “WornPhUa:
Holdover biz is spotty. “Shake
Forum (Moss) (813; 90-$1.80) —
an Pbsesjed" (20th) (Vog«eV$4W. pSSt
^5 Sr GM” Hands with Devil" is only ok?y
“Middle of Night” (Col; (2d wk).
Warner Beverly, “Sayonara” (WB),
.
™®unia?ZiAny
liirr
(WB)f..f3J?™J™rGir1.. in second round at Keith’s.
First round ended last night
“Old
Man and Sea” (WB) (reissues), ODenme
fcSa<?ug^
s1?„we11 (“Room at Top,” still is socko in
“OldMan
round lsfnpt
at
S«b!1
Providence, June 23.
(Tues.) wgs wham $25,000, or sec¬
$1,500. Iris with El Hey,
°*?Sd-atKPrP!}eum‘ ?
Joom eighth week at the Ontario. “South
Bey, Loyola,
Loyola, 5+ ^Toi?»^f?Sdicathil
As summer temperatures started ond best opener at this house. Pic
“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) (2d
A°P still is big m.
)P,sec0n(i
second. sesses- Seas Adventure” shapes l great in
to rise over the weekend, grosses is playing day-date with Transwk),
sion
“Shaggy f>og”
Dog” 27th Warner round.
wk), $9,800.
$9,800.
2*at the::-Centre.
'SShaSgy
kept pace on the down side. Trade | Lux 52d Street, Opening day was
(Metropolitan) (2,752; }®oks
; 90Hillstreet
Denver8ood m sixth >veek at the
lhe
, Estimates for This Week
is sluggish all around. Just mark¬ new record at this former Odeon.
r $1.50),— “Green
Mansions” Denver.
(M-G)"and
Rangers^ipar)
Week
> n Anj^assador - MetrouoUtan (SW) ing time are Majestic’s “Gigantis” j -> Paramount (AB-PT) (3,665; $1(M-G)
and "Forest
“Forest Rangers"
(Par)
Estimates for This IVeek
and State’s “Watusi.” “Compul¬
(reissue)
(2d wk);. Dim $3,000.
$3,000/
(1-270) ($l-$i;45) GW^UoShiS” (Par!1'H4k$2Fo00 sion" at Albee is okay in second $2)—“Say One For Me" (20th>.
(reissue)_(2d
Centre (Fox) (F270)
Four Star, New Fox/Orpheum
Fox, Orpheum —“Room At Top” (Cont) (2d wk). t icf UJpp£ P “Vmmir ^PhUaHpiTuli week. •
Initial stanza ending tomorrow
(UATC - FWC - Metropolitan) (868; Big $9,000 or near. Last week,
(Thurs.) is heading for wow $60Estimates for This Week
RTSSSmS®'
$if oaO *do 5 "eLa5t week765; 2,213; 90-$2)—“Compulsion” $13,006.
000, Holding, of course. In ahead,
Albee
(RKO)
(2,200;
65-80)
—
(20th)
wk, FourT‘
Four-Star; 2d wk, '* 'sittSluml.
Denham - (Indie)
(JOt’hT (9th
(9tiI’wk,
(iagUe) (1.584) (75-$D—
(75-$l>—
1;
“Woman Obsessed" (20th) (3d wkNew Fox; 1st wk, Orph) and "Bride “Don’t Give Up Ship” (Par). OOQ'^^
^Week "Warlock" (2nthV “Compulsion” (20th) and "Terror 9 days), $23,000.
Much Too Beautifulv (Indie) (re- Sifiasfi. $i3,000: L& W&k, “LoVSg $?2^
W* ’ ’
(20t^^^ in Texas Town” (UA) (2d wk). Oke
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke¬
$6,000. First was $7,000.
1SSFo^X^isWp5«0iaIt^(FWCMPtrn .^ou” (Pari and “King Creole”
Columbia (Loew) (904* 90-$1.25) . Majestic (SW) (2,200; 65-80) — fellers) (6,200; 90-$2.75)—"Nun’s
(Par), $o.500.
—“Compulsion” (20th) (6th wk/ “Gigantis” (WB) and “Teenagers Story" (WB) and new stageshow.
Mn!5h-<83auv°iH50M7, . Denver (Fox) (2,432V ($l-$1.25)^ Slow $5,000. Last week, $5,500.
from Outer Space” (WB). Dull First session ending today (Wed.)
^ ^ jrnJdwneJ.y jShaggy Dog” (BV) (6th wk). Good
Keith’s (RKO) (1,850: 90-S1.49)— $5,000. Last week, “The Hangman” looks to climb to mighty $185,000.
wir lSufni
Wll?h’ $8-000. Last week, $8,500.
“Shake Hands with Devil” (UA) (Par) and “Born Reckless” (Par), Stays on, naturally. Last week,
1^Tovoia^FwrfiflSY. i 9QR.
Esaulre (Fox) (650) (90)—“Lovers (2d wk). Oke $8,000 after $12,000 $6,000.
“Ask Any Girl” (M-G) and stagela
c> (861,1,298; and Thieves" (Zenith/ Poor $800: opener.
i
State (Loew) (3,200; 65-30) — show (4th wk), $140,500: Initial
Las^ '
“Ordets. to KU1’’
McArthur (K-B) (900; $1.10)—! “Watusi’.’ (M-G). and “Murder By week was one of big non-holiday
(UMPO), $1,000.
“Happy Is My Bride” (Kass). Mild Contract" (UA). Drab $6,000. Last opening sessions at Hall although
n
(E1^0)
Orpheum (RKO) (2.690) (75-$l) $4,000. Last week, "Eighth Day week,“Count Blessings” (M-G) and not a record. Opening day was
P§ri‘ ^f‘Ask ^ Girl” (M-G). Mild $9,- Week” (Cont), $3,500.
equal of any previous opener. Long
“Menace Jn Night" (Col), $6,200.
^anr
^
00°. Last week, "Mysterians”
Ontari6 (K-P) a,240; 90^$1.49)—
Strand (National Realty) (2.200; running-time is hurting turnover.
env ^G), $7,000. .
* “Room At Top” (Cont) (8th wk). 65-80)—“Shane” (Par) and “Trou¬
Rivoli (UAT) (1,545; 90-$1.25>—
Uptown (FWC) (1,715; 22"?i?0
90-$1;50)
Paramount (Indie) (2;100) (7p-$l) Strong $5,000. Last week, $4;900. ble With Harry” (Par) , (reissues). “John Paul Jones" (WB). First
-“Pork Chop Hill’’ (UA) and “Man -“Young _ Phi^delphians” (WB)
round concluded last night (Tues.)
Okay
$6,500.
List
week,
“Young
In Net” (UA) (repeats); Poor $2,000.1 (2d wk). Smart $12,000 or near. “Hole in Head” (UA). Smash $32,- Philadelphians” (WB) (3d wk), was just okay $22,000 or close. Pic
(Continued on page 10)
•Last week, $16,000.
(Continued on page 10)
(Continued on naira 1m
$5,000.
j

Port. Slow But ‘Room’
Big $6,000; ‘Girl’ 4'/2G

Balto; ‘For Me’ 9G

Omaha Biz Spotty
But‘Beauty^ 15G

Nice 15G

"SHIP7 SMASH

000

PROV. STILL LIMPING;
‘WATUSr DRAB $6,000

10

PICTURE GROSSES

Mpk Better; 'Any Girl’Good $6,1
‘Jane’ Fair 8G, ‘For Me’BoffollG

PSmSff
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Goldwyn Views
'5SS Continued from pare 7 SSS

HLMGR0DP PACKAGING
BICKMAMAPP FOUR

Buffalo, June 23.
Hollywood, June 28.
Trade, is a bit spotty here cur¬ “I’ve been saying that for 40
Roger Corman’s releasing org.
rently but there are some bright ! years,” he said, “and .it is coming, The Filmgroup, will distribute
spots. One is “Say Onel For Me,” into realization now.” He Said that four films turned put by BickmanMinneapolis. June 23.
which is rated smash at the Cen¬ he Was not saying that “Porgy” is Rapp Productions, to go' out .a?
This Is laugh week here with an
ter.opening session. . “Ask Any. ! the greatest picture, ever made, but ] two piackages of two each. Initial
NEW YORK
influx of comedy pix. Modest top¬
| Girl” shapes good iri second stanza ! was leaving the verdict to the pub- film will be “Expect the Vandals.”
ping of let is “It Happened to
| at the Buffalo while “Gigantis” is lie. ‘Tin gambling on. my Own
(Continued from page 9)
Esquire mag yarn by Philip Roth,
Jane," fair at Orpheum. “Ask Any
!
just okay at Paramount.. Else¬
Girl” looms good at the Gopher. opened with a big benefit preem where takings are mainly disap¬ judgment,” he said. “You .• never war story rolling July 20, with
the
night
of
June
16.
krioW
what
the
public
will
say,.
You
second to start later in year.
“Gold Rush," out on reissue, looks
Roxy (Indie) (5,705; 90-$2.50) — pointing. .
can’t say that you are going to
nice at World. Also new is “The
First B-R package Will mark
- : Estimates: for This Week.
“Pork Chop Hill” (UA) and stage- |
make a boxoffice picture. The Filmgroup’s fourth, two already in
Hangman." okay at RKO Pan.
producers who set out to make release and third in booking stage.
Holdovers comprise the hard- show (4th-final wk). Present round ! Buffalo (Loew) . (3,500; •70-$Dtieket “Windjammer" and “Diary ending tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to “Ask Any Girl” (M-G) and. “Gun- what they call a boxoffice picture Already distributed are “High
of Anne Frank," in their 31st and hit slight $29,000. Third was $35,- fight at Dodge City”: (UA) (2d wk). are orily repeating something that School Big Shpt”-“T-Bird Gang”
3rd weeks respectively, and “Say 000. “This Earth Is Mine" (U) arid [ Good $8,000 or near. Last week, has been successful • before, but and: “The Wasp Wbman”-“Beast
One for Me," smash in second new stageshow opens Friday (26). $11,400.- •
that does not mean it will succeed
i State (Loew) /1,900; 90-$2> —
Center (AB-PT) (3,000; 70-$l)— again. I don’t have to answer to from Haunted Cave:’’ Coming up;
round at State.
“$ome Like It Hot". tUA) (13th. “Say One For Me” (20th).. Smash anybody. If I fail, it’s my own “Ski Troop Attack’*-“Task Force
Estimates for This Week
38.”
wki. The 12th hound concluded $16,000 ..; or Close:.
Last: week, money that is involved.”
Academy «Mann> *947: $2-$2.25) Saturday (20) was wow $37,600 as “FrogwOman” (AI) and ‘‘Torpedo
—“Diary of Anne Frank" (20 th) against the 11th week’s $33,50.0. Zone” (AI), $4,500.
5
Porgy For Foundation
(3d wk.'. Has been giving a good Stays until sometime in July when
Century (UATC) (2,700; 90-$1.50) ; Goldwyn stated that if “Porgy”
b/.xoffice account of itself. Sock “Hoi# in Head” (UA) opens.
—“Diary of Anne Frank” (20thj is a success, “I will not keep five
$8,000. Last week. $9,000.
Modest $6,000.
Last cents myself.” He is turning over
Victoria (City Inv.l (1,003; 50- <3d wk).
Century <S-\V’- <$1.75- S2-65' — $2)—“Elephant Gun" (Lopert). week, $8,300.
“Windjammer" 'NT> (31st wk). First week ending tomorrow [ Lafayette (Basil) <3,000; 60-$l)— ! all the profits to the Goldwyn
Albany, June 23.
Just another week here.
Wow • Ifhurs.) looks to hit mild $15,000 “Wild and the Innocent” (AA) and Foundation, a philanthropic or¬
Paramount Pictures Corp., -.a
*23.000 in 8 days. Last week, or less. In ahead, “A! Capone" i “King of Wild Stallions” (AA). ganization that provides scholar¬
ships
and
fellowships
and
makes
New
York
,
company,
filed an
$19,500.
(AA) . 12th wk-9 days), $16,300. So-so $6,000. Last week, “AI Ca¬
Gopher <Berger> (1.000: 85-$l)— “0un" is staying only two weeks. pone” (AA) and “Joy. Ride”. (AA) charitable contributions. He amended certificate at Albany
stressed,
however,
that
he
hoped
showing
a
decrease
in
capital
stock
I
(3d
wk),
$8,200,
4,Ask Any Girl" «M-G<. Many kind With “Hound of Baskervilles” (UA)
( Paramount (AB-PT) (3,000; 70. that if “Porgy” proved a hit that from $2,640,512 to $2,590,512. The
words for this one. Good $6,000. due after that. ■•■...
Last week, “Sad .Horse" <20th) and ! Warner (SW Cinerama) (1.461; $1)—“Gigantis” (M-G) and "Teen¬ it will “inspire” other film-makers papers; executed by Barney Bala“Little Savage" <20th\ $3,000.
ban as president, arid. Arthur Israel
, $1.50-$3.75) — “Porgy and Bess” agers from Outer/ Space” (WB). “to reach out for new things.’V
Although reluctant to reveal tne Jr!, as assistant secretary, showed
Lyric »Par'> <1.000; 8o-$l) — ! iGol). Opens tonight (Wed.) on re- Just okay with $10,000. East Week,
“Woman Obsessed" *.20th) (2d wkl. Iserved-seat policy . with many “Angry Hills” (M-G). arid “So Lit- production cost of “Porgy” (“The that elimination of $55,000 from,
public doesn’t care What a picture the company's capital stock struc¬
Okay $4,000. Last week, $6,500,
»parties booked for opening weeks. tie Time” (Indie), $7,000.
Teck (Loew) (1,200; 70-$l)—
RKO Orpheum ’RKO> <2.800; 85- House has been closed for about “Doctor’s Dilemma’’ (M-G) (2d wk). costs."—but, Sam, , the trade does ' ture was authorized at a meeting
five
weeks
while
interior
was
re¬
—Ed), Goldwyn admitted that of the. stockholders held in New
$lr—“It Happened to Jane” (Col).
Sad $1,200. Last week, $2,000. .
Fair $8,000. Last week. “Gigantis” vamped for this pic. Theatre lost
Cinema (Martina) (450; 70-$l)-^- he’d have to get back' $15,000,000 York on June 2. .
(WB) and “Rodanl -«WB> 'reissue), nearly 200 . seats via realignment “Love Is My; Profession”. (Indie). to $16,000,000 “to break oven.” He . Each share has a par value of $1,
for special screen, etc.
$6,000.
I
An affidavit filed by James H.
Nifty $4,000. Last Week, “Fare¬ said he paid $650,000 plus a per¬
First-Run . Arties
RKO Pan *RKO> (1.800; 85-$l)—
well To Arms” (20th) (reissue), centage of the profits for the film Richardson, treasurer, set forth
“Hangman" <Pan. Only fair at i Baronet (Reade) (430; $1.25-$2)— $1^00.
that the actual assets of the cor¬
rights.
$4 000. Last week. “Westbound" “Mirror Has 2 Faces” (Cont) .(4th
poration are “riot less than the
Goldwyn shut off all ques¬
(WB* and “Born Reckless" <WB>, \yk-10 days). This is being held
CHICAGO
tions relating . to the Control . total amount of debts and liabili¬
three extra days past the regular
$4 000.
ties plus the proposed amount, of
7-day fourth week to open “Grand
versy over tiie depiction of the
(Continued;
frprri
page
9)
State (Par) <2.200; $1-$1.25) — Illusion" < Cont) (reissue) on Fri¬
capital stock.”
Negro characters in “Poigy”
“Say One for Me" i20th> <2d wk). day (26). Looks to get fair $5,000 $*61,000. Last week, “The Beatniks’Company was! formed as New
(Indie)
and
“Hey.
Boy,.
Hey
Girl”
and
declined
to
answer
the
re-.
This one skyrocketed into block¬ in final .10 days. Third regular
Pictures CorpJ in 1949^ a change of
(Coll. $15,000.
• cent criticism of .Lorraine
buster category. Smash $11,000. week as $5,300. - .
name to the present being effected
_ ■. v
Palace
(SW-Cinerama)
(1,434;
Hansherry,
authoress'
of
the
Last week. *$17,000. over hopes.
• Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$L80)
later the same year. .
Broadway hit, “Raisin in the
Suburban World (Mann) (800; —“Room At Top” (Cont) (13th wk). $1.25-$3.40)—“South; Seas Adven¬
1 There have been several previ¬
I ous reductions in capital stock/This
85’—“Imitation of Life" (U> (2d The 12tfi week concluded Sunday ture” (Cinerama) (39th wk). Nice. ; Sun,” “I don’t want to he suecessful by making a coritrprun;. An exclusive subsequent-run (2D ivas great $14,400. The 1.1th $18,500. Last week, $18,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,400;. 90- ,• yersial thing out of this. The I original authorized amount was
23-dav showing for its area. Lively round, $15,500.
$2,500. Last week. “Mad Little ; Beekman (R&B) <590; $L20r $1.80)—“Mysterians” (M-G). Fine ; picture will tell its own story,” j $4,000, according to records in the
Secretary of State’s office.
Inland" ilrdie* and “Silken Affair” $1.75) — “Wild Strawberries” $19,500. Last week “It Happened . he declared. He revealed that
Jane” (Col) (3d wk). $14,000.
(Indie) (2d runs), S2.OO0(Janus).
Opened Monday (22). to State-Lake
the U. S. State Dept. Wanted”
(B&K): (2,400; 90World (Mann> <400; 85-S1.25)— Last week, “Of Love and Lust"
the picture shown in Russia,
Set‘North By Northwest,
“Gold Rush" (Lopert) <reissuel. (Indie) (4th wk-6 days), mild $3,600 $i:80)—“Shake Hands With Devd”
hut he intimated that: numer¬
(UA) (2d wkL Soft $11,000. Last
Charles Chaplin classic looks like after $4,100 in third.,
Premiere for Chi July 1
ous complications existed. “It’s 1
mild S3.0GO. Last week. “Case of
Normandie <T-D (592; $1,80- week, $22,000.
Surf
(H&E
Balahan)
(685;
$1.25)
‘
a
long
story,”
he
said,
“but
I
. Chicago, June 23.
Dr. Laurent" (Indie*. $4,500.
$2.80)—“Virtuous Bigamist” (Un¬
Can’t reveal the details now.”
Metro and Balaban & Katz cir¬
ion) (5th-fmal wk). The fourth —“He Who Must: Die” (Kass) (3d
stanza ended yesterday (Tues.) was wk). Trim $5,000. Last week, $5,cuit execs have firmed promotion:
PHILADELPHIA
The
veteran
producer
asserted
mild $2,800.
The third week, 400. •
for the world preem here of Al(Continued from page 8)
Todd’s Cinestage (Todd) (1,036; that he is not selling any of his f fred Hitchcock’s “North By North¬
$2,900. “Darby O’GDl and Little
90-$1.801—“AI Capone” (AA) (7th backlog films, numbering about 52,. west,” boWing at the United Art¬
lure" (Cinerama) <l8th wk). Still People" (BV) opens June 30.
loud at $9,000. Last week, S10.000. i Guild (Guild) (450; $1-$1.75W wk). Dandy $15,200. Last week, to television at this time. But. he ists July 1. Campaign is featured
made no bones about the fact that
Fox (National) 12,250; 90-$1.80)— “Crime and Punishment, U.S.A." $17,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 90- he would sell “at the right time by. a fat $35,000 all-iriedia ad
•’Room 43" (Indie). Lusty $15,000. (AA) (2d wk). First round ended
■budget.-.
Last week, “Horrors Black Mu- Monday (22) was modest S7,000, $ 1 ;80)—“Naked Maja” (UA). Good [and at the right price.” He reit¬
Co-star Eva Marie Saint is due
and won’t stay long. Goes out $14,000. Last week, “Some. Like It erated his enthusiasm for pay-tv,
S' om" < AI% $14,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1.000: 99- jafter six days of second week, with Hot” (UA) (13th; wk), $13,000 for noting that he expected it to be in three days ahead of the Opener.
for
the usual interview rounds,.
$'.49—“Woman Obsessed" <20th>. “Happy Is the Bride" (Indie) open¬ last 6 days.
"put over within the next two with Hitchcock: coming in on th#
Woods (Essaness) (1,200; 90- years"’
B5g $10,000. Last week, “Shane" ing Monday (29).
He estimated the cojst preem date in time for an Ambas¬
i Paris (Pathe Cinema) (568; 90- $1.80)—“Ask Any Girl” (M-G) (2d
iP-r* 'reissue';. S7.0C0.
Midtown 'Goldman) (1,200; $1.80i—“Women Are Weak” (NTA) wk). Snlendid $19,000. Last week, of “putting over” tollvision sador West Hotel rooftop buffet
at
between
$200,000,000
and dinner and dance! the hospicri will
S1.10-$2>—“Diary of Anne Frank" (3d wk). Second frame completed ; $25,000'. . .
$300,000,000.
«20th» (6th wk>. Quiet $5,500. Last Sunday (21) was solid $8,500 after
•sponsor; The hotel figures in some
He indicated that he had plans of the pic’s footage. Advance bally
$12,000 for first week.
wyek. $6,500.
SAN FRANCISCO
RandoTnh (Goldman) <2.250; 94Plaza (Lopert) (525; $1.50-$2)—
for another picture, but beyond for the suspenser also includes a
(Continued from page 8)
$1.80'-^“Sh-3ke Hands With Devil” “Modern Times” (Lopert) .(reissue)
saying that it was an idea dealing contest tiein With the Chi Ameri¬
(U A» ‘2d wk’. Okay $7,000. Last (8th wk). Seventh session ended icellen t $17,500. . Last week, with the middle east declined to can.
Friday (19) was smash $11,300. $14,500.
v,e-k. S11.000.
issue any more details.
Metro! execs in last week to help
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,151;
Stanley <SW) (2,900: 99-S1.8Q1— Sixth week, $11,700.
Goldwyn said he would follow
Sutton (R&B) (561; 95-S1.80)— Sl.25-Sl.50i—“Some .Like It Hot” his usual policy in personally sell¬ set the preem plans included How¬
“’'ounr PhiladelDhians” <WB) (5th
ard
Strickling, ad-pub. veep; studio
v.k . Fast $14,000 or hear. Last ‘Gigi” (M-G) ($4th wk). The 33d (UA) (9th wk). Great $11,500 or
ing the, picture. Tn addition to . ad manager Clark Ramsay; and
round finished Saturday (20) was near. . Last v/eek, $11;000. .
w — k. S15.000.
Europe,
he
will
go
to
Japan
and
New
York exploitation topper/
The 32d week, | Stagedoor (A-R) (440; $1.25-$3)—
Stanton «SW> <1.483: 99-$1.40»— smash $16,900.
“Gigi” (M-G) (50th wk). , Sock India and “wherever they let me Emery Austin. The B&K conferees
“Angry Hills” «M-Gb Okay $9,000. $16,800. Continues.
$8,600.
Last
Week,
$7,500.
in.”
'
included
. chain pirexy David WalTrans-Lux
5?d
St.
(T-L)
(540;
$1Lr«t week. “Night of Quarter
Presidio (Hardy-Parsons) (774; j The release plan for “Porgy,” lerstein ; and ad-pub chief Ed.
$1.50)—“Middle of Night” (Col) (2d
M^n" -M-G) <2d wk>, $8,800.
^udio (Goldberg). '483; 94- wk). First week concluded last $1.25-$1.50)—“Bolshoi Ballet” (In¬ Which has its world premiere in Segufn. ‘
SI. 80—“Love Is My Profession” night (Tues.) was giant $21,000, die) (reissue) (6th wk). Oke $3,000. .New York tonight (Wed), caUs for '
Last week, $3,500.
(Kings) <5th wk). Smart $4,000. near alltime high at house.
Vogue (S-. F, Theatres) (364; ; delayed openings on a hardticket
L-',«t week. $3,900.
$1.25>—“He Who Must Die” (Indie) basis, w’ith other cities following, House Managerial Shifts
-rans-Lux (T-L> (500; 99-$1.80)
BALTIMORE
(3d wk). Okay $3,100. Last week; brie by one. With time for pene¬
—"Gold Rush” (Lopert) (reissue).
By United Artists Chain
tration. Dates already set. include
(Continued from page 9)
$3,300.
B-irht $5,500. Last week, “Love
Los Angeles, June 23.
Los Angeles, July 15; Chicago and
3- Splendored Thing" (20th) and Wk). Sad $3,000 after $3,500 fn
In
a series of managerial changes
San
FranciscoV
July
22,
and
Bos¬
“Three Coins in Fountain” (20th) third.
KANSAS
CITY
in United Artists Theatres, Mark
ton, Aug. 6.
(reissues) (2d wk*. $3,500.
Playhouse (Schwaber) (460;. 90(Continued from page 8)
Hendrix swings from the Four Star,
Viking (Sley* <1,000; 75-S1.80)— $1.50)—“Room at Top” (Cont) (8th
L.A.; to the United Artists, Long
“P Hapuened To Jane” (Coir (2d! wk). Tall $3,300 after $3,500 in $6,000. Last Week, $8,500 or $3,500
over estimate.
wv*.
Neat $8,000.
Last week,] seventh.
Beach, succeeding Claude Kenner,
Paramount (UP) (1,900; 75-$l)—
$1°.0Q0.
resigned.
Stanley .(R-F) (2,800; 50-$1.50)—
World (Pathe) <499: 90-$I.49)— “Say One For Me” (20th). Pleasing “Place in Sun” (Par) arid “Stalag
Paul Quigley replaces Hendrix
(Par)
(reissues).
Modest === contumed from page 2
“Windom’s Way” '20th).
Dim $9,000 or over. Last week; “Young 17”
, at Four Star, moving over from the
$2,100. Last week. “Tides of Pas¬ Philadelphians” (WB). (4th wk), $5,000. Last Week, “The Hangman”
Washington
Theatre, Pasadena. Al¬
(Par), same. .
.
ously demonstrating our Govern¬
sion" (Indie) (2d wkV $2,000.
$5,000.
Shawnee, Leawood, Dickinson, ment’s interest in the cultural bert Szabo, of United Artists, Pasa¬
Town (R-F) (1,125; 50-$1.50) —
dena,
becomes
.city manager in
Any Girl” <M-G>. Big $8,000. Glen, Englewood (Dickinson) (1,100 progress of this nation.”
WASHINGTON
| “Ask
Pasadena, arid will supervise trie
Last week, “Shake Hands With cars; 900 cars; 750; 700; 750; 900.
National Academy of Culture
Washington
iri
addition
to present
(Continued from page 9)
i Devil” (UA), $3,500,
“AI Capone” (AA) and “Cosmic would serve no function except
Man” (AA) (2d Wk). Great $10,000. related to the awards. It is not to UA duties.
000. Last week, “World, Flesh,
Last
week,
$15,000.
Devil" fM-G) < 2d wk<, $9,000.
be confused with. the proposed
LOS ANGELES
Uptown (Fox Midwest) (2,043; Federal Advisory Council on the
Plaza ‘T-L i <276: 90-$1.49)—:
(Continued from page 9)
75-$l)—“Woman Obsessed” (20th). Arts, long proposed by Rep. Frank McDaniel Collect* $1,750
“Love is Mv Profession” (Kings)
La Marque, Tex., Juriie 23.
<4th wk>. Nice $6,000. Last week, Last week, -‘Imitation of Life” (U) Mild $5,000. Last Week* in combo Thompson, Jr. (D-N.J.) and has the
.
$6,500.
j: (reissue), $1,200.
with Fairway (700). “Shaggy . Dog”
M. K. McDaniel, operator of the.
Fine Arts (FWC) (631; 90-$1.50) (BV) fifth week in Uptown, third backing of the Eisenhower Admin¬ La Marque Drive-In Theatre,, was
^rans-Lux (T-L) <600; 90-$1.49)
istration.
The
council
Would
cor¬
—"Happened To Jane” <CoI) <5thi —“Room at Top” (Cont) (6th wk). week in Fairway: great $9,000, as it
relate all federal programs related awarded $1,750 by trie. 5fith District
held two .extra days in Uptown.
v.x;. Hefty $6,000. Last week* Fine $7,900. Last week, $8,600.
Court in his suit against the Pan
$6,500.
*
Chinese (FWC) (1,408; S2-$2.40)
Fairway (Fox Midwest) (700; 50-: to the arts and would function to American Production Co. He sued
Uptown (SWi <1.100; $1.25-$2.50> —“Some Like. It Hot” (UA) (11th $1)—“Shaggy Dog” (BV) (4th Wk), promote general interest In culture for damages of $25,000 from drill¬
arid
encourage
expansion
of
ap¬
—“Diary of Anne Frank” (20th) wk). Okay $10,000. Last week, Strong $3,000* may stay.
(5th wk). Up to good $9,000 in $11,700.
. Isis, Granada (Fox: Midwest) preciation and participation in the ing an oil Well in April, 1952, less
than 200 feet from a barn on his
final stanza. Last week, $8,500. M Warner Hollywood (SW) (1,389; (1,360; 1,217;: 75-$D—“Girl in arts. .
property..
Warner (SW-Cinerama) (1,308: $1.20-$2.65)—“South Seas Adven¬ Bikini” (Indie) and “Man in Rain¬
McDaniel claimed this was a vio¬
$1.20-52.75)—“South • Seas Adven¬ ture” (Cinerama). Started 39th coat” (Kings). Hearty $7,000. Last
Blanche Boyle has retired from
ture" (Cinerama) (27th wk). Great week Sunday (21) after big $18,800- week Granada only “AI Capone” Frontier Theatres of Dallas as lation of X provision in .an oil arid
$13,500. Last week, $13,000.
I last week.
gas lease dated Dec. 20, 1849.
(AA) $6,000.
booker.

For Paramount Pictures

Thinks Uncle Sam

The theme song of United Artists is, Rodgers & Hammerstein’s “Younger Than Yoiingstein Are We.” It traces
its ancestral tree from Pickford to the Pickers.; Its first
distribution chief was Hiram Abrams, generally known
aS “Hi” because of his capacity to
extort unconscionable film rentals
from exhibitors. His current succes¬
sor, Bill Heinemam spells his “Hei”
differently, but it sounds the same to
theatre. owners. It was his .general,
sales manager who sent the famous
wire from the field: “Veni Vidi Vici.
Velde ” So closely does , the com¬
pany's behavior resemble, that of an
infant prodigy that it is. rumored
that its treasurer, Ponce de Leon
Goldberg, is a direct descendant of
Arthur L. Mayer
the famous explorer mo:4i?c<>vere*
. ; '
the fountain of eternal youth. UAa.
vitality and virility are all the more amazing because it
is probably the oldest surviving, unreconstructed corpo¬
rate, body in the picture firmament.
Back on April 17, 1919 when Seymour Peyser’s earliest
predecessor, Chief counsel William G. McAdoo, filed
United. Artists’ -incorporation papers in Delaware, Para^
mount Was a distribution company. which had been de-.
voured by Famous Players-Lasky, About all that today .
remains of it is its name and its mountain peak seal designed by its first president, William Hodkinsoh.
Also 40 years ago First National, an alliance of 26 of
the country’s leading exhibitors, was seeking to break
Adolph Zukor’s half-nelson on the industry. In the battle
of the ensuing years it went broke itself and First. Na¬
tional is now a forgotten satellite of Warner Brothers.
The Brothers .themselves at that time were only a lap
ahead of the sheriff and had lost even that lap seven years
later when rescued by. the bell of the Bell Company’s first
talkies.
Metro, a small, equally anemic outfit, was awaiting- the
advent of Marcus Loew and its subsequent .transforma¬
tion as Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to prestige and power.
William Fox, always more of a lone wolf than a fox,
was still defying the predilection of .his fellow moguls for
monopoly, unaware of the onrush of Joe Schenck’s 20th
' Century. Uncle Carl Laemmle’s Universal Film Manufac¬
turing Co., founded in 1912 (it made 250 pictures the
second year of: its existence!) survived, as was until 1946
when amalgamated with Spitz . and Goetz’s International
pictures.' ..
The four founders of United Artists in 1919 were de¬
termined to serve in the role of artists and not of appe¬
tizers. .When Richard Rowland, president of Metro, heard
that Fairbanks, Pickford, Chaplin and Griffith were start-!
ing their own company, he wise-cracked : “So tJie lunatics
have taken charge of the asylum.” Actually, the founders
of United Artists displayed the same brand of lunacy as
Messrs. Rockefeller, Morgan and DuPont.
Adolph; Zukor once said of Mary, “She could, have
risen to the top in United States Steel if she had decided
to be a Carnegie instead of a movie star.” Joe Schenck,
almost as competent a judge of business sagacity as
Zukor, said of Fairbanks, “Don’t go up against Doug in a
business, deal. He’s poison even to California real estate
men and they are tough birds.” As for Chaplin, he was
reputed to keep half a million at all times in cash ip a
safe deposit vault. According to his fellow comic, Chester '.
Conklin, “Charlie always declined anything that threat¬
ened to cost money.”

Mack Sennett. The attention Could not have been too
intense for the original wire asking him if he would be
interested in a Hollywood job,, was addressed to “Mr.
Charles Chapman.” He went to work'for Keystone in 1913
for $125 a week. “That’s more money,” he said to Sen¬
nett, “than I ever saw before. I’m going to save it care¬
fully and very soon J~ shall be able to return to England
with a tidy bankroll.”
His first oner-reel picture, “A Busted Johnny," proved
a flop, so according to a custom that was to become en¬
demic to the industry, the name was changed to “Trou¬
bles.” When it did equally poorly as “Troubles,” it was
called "Doing His Best.” These early troubles greatly
depressed the mercurial comedian, “I am going to get
out of this business,” hp told Chester Conklin. "It’s too
much for me. I will never catch on. It is too fast. The
cinema is little more than a fad. It is canned drama. What
audiences really want is flesh and blood on the stage:
I anruot sure any real actor should get caught posing
for the flickas.” In a presumably friendly introduction
to a book by Chaplin, Fairbanks described his United
Artists associate in a less than , entirely flattering fashion,.
“Intellectual without being intelligent—an erratic but
not always reliable friend—an indomitable worker whocannot work under-adverse mental condititons—-vain,'
jealous, selfish beyond all tolerance—yet might have made;
history had he not thought too much about doing so.”
I

\
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soften up exhibitor resistance to less desirable product,
they could bring In between $600,000 and $1,200,000 each.
Pickford, however, was only making three to four pictures
annually and obviously this was not enough product to
maintain a profitable distribution organization. Schulberg
realized that she must ally herself with other outstanding
attractions and the most outstanding in the Hollywood hier¬
archy next to Mary were Chaplin, Fairbanks, Griffith and
Hart.
Matters , came to a head , when in 1918 Hiram Abrams,
thenvOne of Zukor’s top executives, did not see eye to eye
with his boss—and men whose business vision seemed de¬
fective to Zukor did not long linger on his payroll. Abramis
resigned before he could be fired and Schulberg, out of
loyalty to his immediate superior, as unusual in picture
annals os it proved unrequited, resigned also. They
promptly Submitted Ben’s United Artists brainstorm to
Fairbanks, who did a few somersaults to indicate his en¬
thusiasm and proceeded to sell it to Pickford, Chaplin,
Griffith and, above all, Lotte Pickford. Mrs. Pickford
proved a valuable ally, for if anyone felt more strongly
than Mary that her services were inadequately rewarded
by the ungrateful movie tycoons, it was Mary’s Mama.
Fairbanks hastened to contact McAdoo who was then
recuperating from his war efforts at his bungalow in Santa
Barbara. Speaking for all five artists, he urged, the exSecretary to become the head of the new organization. The
canny McAdoo declined, adding, however, “If you will
get Price, I will help you organize and be your counsel.”
It was not until a later date that he specified that his
services in that capacity would, in his opinion, be worth
$100,000 a year and one-fifth of the company’s profits. The
partners were Staggered, but they were too deeply com¬
mitted to withdraw. Moreover, United Artists has always
been a soft touch for lawyers. Indeed, at a much later date
when legal lights Messrs. Benjamin, Krlm, Youngstein,
Peyser, et al, took over the management, a fellow named
Arthur L. Mayer suggested that the name of the company
could appropriately be changed from UnitedHArtists to
United Attorneys.

Fairbanks, in. his pre-Hollywood days, regarded the
movies as disparagingly as did. Chaplin. A successful per¬
former on the New York stage, he wras offered- $2,000 a
week by Triangle. When Frank Case of the Algonquin
urged him to accept the proposition, suggesting that
$104,000 a year “was not hay,” Doug replied, “I know, but
the movies!*’ His first boss at the studio was Griffith, who
was greatly unimpressed by the young actor’s histrionic
accomplishments. After Doug had turned a few back
flips, cartwheels, and leapt from a horse to a tree to a
balcony in a script which called for none of these feats,
D. W. advised him that he was better equipped for com¬
edy than for the drama and politely offered to see if he
could, get him a job with Keystone.
Griffith himself was once described as “a bum poet, an
unsuccessful playwright, a rank sentimentalist, a bigoted
|
McAdoo and Price_ [
Southerner, and the greatest creative genius in the Amerlean films;” He, too, originally despised moving pictures—
McAdoo delivered Price at a considerable lower price.
“opiates for the masses,” he called them, but nonetheless
He signed up as President for $18,900 per year and a small
it was he, more than any . other man, who created the basic
percentage of the profits. Offices were rented at 729 Sev¬
. principles of picture editing and evolved the narrative enth Avenue for $12,000. United Artists is still located
techniques on which the growth of the cinematic art in¬
at 729, which must be something of a record in an in¬
dustry have rested. He worked 18 hours a day, seven days dustry which has moved to consistently more ostentatious
a Week, and produced and directed 484 films which earned
quarters from Union Square to Times Square, to the upper
over $80,000,000.
. fifties,. and is now possibly flirting with a cross-country
Motion picture statistics were even more unreliable in trek to Hollywood.
the early days of the industry than they are now, but
At the end of the first year a Christmas bonus of $675
“The Birth of a Nation,” made in 1915, was reported to was distributed to the hired help. United Artists under the
have cost; $58,000 and surely grossed more than any other
old' auspices was never distinguished for its generosity to
motion picture released prior to “Gone With The Wind.” employees, exploiteers or exhibitors. Theatre owners main¬
Griffith’s masterpiece, “Intolerance,’• cost approximately tain that as far as they are concerned this is one ancient
$200,000 and proved an artistic triumph which even in
tradition that the new management has retained.
those early days was equivalent to a boxoffice flop. As
. Nothing was ever long kept secret in the Hollywood of
Leo Spitz used to say, however, “Nothing .succeeds in the 1919 . any. more than in that of 1959. The town was soon
movies like failure;” and the picture only: served to en¬
busing
with rumors about the new company, which its
hance Griffith’s well-deserved reputation as the greatest
promoters did little to soft pedal. On one occasion Mary,
of all directors. .
Mrs. Pickford: Douglas, Charlie, Griffith and Hart dined
“The Big Four,” as they were usually , called—there were
with a minimum of secrecy and a maximum of publicity
some who added the word ,{Fiushers>t—sought to asso¬ at the Alexander Hotel. The sleuths of the major compa¬
ciate with them Hollywood’s fifth leading figure: William nies kept strolling through the dining room seeking to
,j , .
Heart of a Financier
|
S. Hart, the good-bad man of the: early Westerns. Hart was scent the latest dope like premature Broadway columnists.
greatly intrigued by the project and participated in most
. Mary Pickford had started her career with Biograph
of
the preliminary meetings: When, however, it dawned
I
Chaplin and Fairbanks_
1
in 1909 at the mature age of 16, but she was already a
upon
him that the artists proposed to put up their own
veteran. After three months of formal schooling, she
Chaplin was seated facing the door and each time one of
had in 1899 joined a stock company in Toronto and had. money instead of being bankrolled by investors, his en¬
thusiasm waned. Aii offer of a guarantee* of $200,000 per the emissaries of the moguls made his appearance: he
been acting ever since. Her Biograph salary was at first
picture from Zukor also served to strengthen his loyalty Would mimic—and there never was a more perfect mimic
$5 a day, blit she Soon attracted the attention of D, W.
to
Famous Players. Apparently, however, this was too big —the head of the company the new' arrival represented.
Griffith, who reluctantly. raised her remuneration to a
a salary to prove wholly rehumerative. In 1922, long be- Indeed, most of the early gatherings of the partners were
munificent $40 a week. The quintessence of feminine
fore
economists and financiers alike awoke to tfie perils marked by a levity which occasionally dismayed the seri¬
charm and masculine determination,. Mary’s golden curls,
to private initiative inherent in high taxes. Hart trumpeted
ous-minded McAdoo. Doug’s idea of subtle humor was to
; dimples, winsome smile and thespian talents quickly
a
warning.
He announced. that he Would have to retire
disappear under the table and terrify an honored guest
made her the richest and most famous woman in the
because he was losing money as a result of the depreda¬
world.: She was lovingly nicknamed “America’s Sweet¬
by grabbing his, or preferably her, calf, or he would wire
tions of the iniquitous income tax. Subsequently, however,
heart ” but her real heart was that of a financier.
a chair so as to give some visiting VIP an unexpected
he came to the conclusion that it was even less profitable
shock. There were plenty of such visitors, particularly at¬
Ben Hampton, one of the industry’s first historians,
not to work at all, and was shortly back in harness, pr; torneys. So meticulous were the artists in the protection
■ torote that ■‘Although theatres, studios and exchanges
rather on horseback, again.
of their interests that it required 10 eminent legal lights
. in .1917-1918 represented investments of several mil- ..
to draw up the initial contracts. Mary used to listen to all
: lioiis of dollars, and gave employment to 100,000'
1
;
Credit R. P. Schulberg
:. ;
I
of
them carefully, shake her lovely curls and then say:
people, Pickford remained the industry’s most, valu- /
“I disagree with you gentlemen and I will tell you why.”
able asset—she was the only member of. her sex who
In whose fertile brain the idea first originated that it
The
“why” was invariably connected with what she re¬
ever became the focal point of an entire industry ”
was folly for stars to toil .for others when they could re¬
Nor did she ever underestimate her value to the indus¬ tain all; the profits by working for themselves: is difficult garded unnecessary expenditures. P.S.—She was usually
right.
to say. : Maybe it was such an apparently, sensible hunch
try and to her employer. On one of the many occasions
When Douglas was not playing pranks he was indulging
that it was bound to occur to a considerable number of
when she debated, or rather dictated: her. demands for
interested parties; Fairbanks, faithful in his fashion to in eloquent speeches, maintaining that the stars could only
an increased salary, to her boss, Zukor, she . coyly re¬
Mary,
long
after,
he
had
ceased
to
be
conventionally
so,
keep
their popularity “by building an organization of their
marked: “But I can’t afford to work for. only $10,000 a
own that would insure production liberty and freedom of
assured me once that the original idea, came from her.
week.” Eventually it became apparent, even to the re¬
marketing.”
He would add that they were “being strangled
doubtable Adolph, that there were no limits to Mary’s
There is considerable evidence that Oscar Price, who
grasp of the facts of movie life, and he offered her a was in charge of press relations for William G. McAdoo, by artist’s restrictions, machine-made pictures and medi¬
ocre
stories.”
At that time he was making $500,000 a year
bonus of $250,000 If she Would hot make pictures for any
the Secretary of the Treasury and President Wilson’s som
of his competitors for five years. “But I couldn’t do that,”
in-law, remarked on several occasions to Pickford, Fair¬ and Chaplin and Pickford were doing even better for them¬
selves.
It
must
have, been an agreeable form of strangu¬
she replied. “I love pictures and I’m just a girl. I couldn’t banks and. Griffith while they were on a First World War
quit now.” Instead of quitting she signed a contract, to
Liberty Bond tour: “Why don’t you get together and dis¬ lation.
make three pictures annually for First National for $1,tribute ypur own pictures? You’re big enough to do that.-’
Although they were in perfect accord concerning the
050,000: In addition she insisted that Mama Pickford
injustices to which they were subjected, the personal
Actually, however, the man who first envisioned some¬
should be paid $50,000 for her “good offices' and good
relationships between the stars had not always in the
thing akin to United Artists was Ben Schulberg, father of
wishes.” In this fashion Mary, by a narrow margin, could
past been entirely cordial, and the seeds for future dis¬
the illustrious Budd and Stuart. As sales chief of Famous
maintain her prestige vis a vis Charlie Chaplin, who was : Players-Lasky he Was well-acquainted with the terrific
sension were already planted. Griffith regarded Fair¬
receiving $1,075,000 and whom' she regarded as a Johnny- boxoffice potentialities of Pickford pictures. They: were
banks as a buffoon, lacking both dramatic talent and artis¬
come-lately.
tic appreciation. He had been enthusiastic over Pickford
grossing for Artkraft, one of Zukor’s less-than-secret sub¬
as
long as she worked for him, but he lost no time after
; Chaplin, an obscure English music hall performer, had,
sidiaries, between $300,000 and $500,000 each, and he was
while on a brief American tour, attracted the attention of confident that sold individually instead of being used to
(Continued on page 42)
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Whole World As VA’s Background
Its Productions Have Lately Locationed
In

Australia,

Ireland,

Britain,

Spain,

Mexico—All Over U.S.

1S%¥KIETY

Founded April 17, 1919 by Doug¬
las Fairbanks, Mary Pickford, D.W.
Griffith, Charles Chaplin.':.
Nearly floundered, 13464951.
Salvage & salvation . operations
began .Feb. 15, 1951.
New partners, Arthur B. .Krim
and Robert. S. Benjamin of Phil¬
lips,..Nizer, Benjamin & Krim, Man¬
hattan law firm, plus William J.
Heirieman. Max E. Youngstein,
Arnold M. Picker, Seymour M. Pey¬
ser, Charles Sniadja.
Present enterprises:
United- Artists C.orp..

Wedne8clay, Jun€ 24, 1959

,

Separate and apart from the figures—the black ink, of course.
Is always the answer—the success story that spells the rehabili¬
tated United Artists at its 40th milestone is one of vibrant man; power and an unflinching belief that the picture business is
; not going to blow over.

The figures? When the Benjamin-Krim team took over in
Have script,, v ill travel. And ‘'vho'made his first official bow at
■j 1950 the first year’s operating loss was $871,000, the result of a
travel they did some dozen or so la motion picture debut, when
i staggering obligation incurred whein Mary Pickford fihally
top inc--pendent producers repre- “Shrke Hands With the Devil’
senied cn United Artists’ rester of opened at two theatres in Dublin
agreed to sell out. A year later UA turned the corner with a
current and forthcoming•. product. |cn May 21. Two pkae loads of
$313,000 net profit. Seven years later, the 1958 net totaled
Tlty {. ck enneiv.s. crews and ; A n g l o-Irish-Americari celebrities
$3,700,000. Last W’eek UA reported a whopping 12% profit rise. :
players out of Hollywood's s.udios attended the. dual bow for the
United Artists As^jciated.
‘ for the first quarter of 1959 with a worldwide gross of $19^97,000
and into the streets, snores and . benefit cf the Variety . Clubs of
United Artists-TV.
(against $16,504,000 for. the first quarter of ’58). The $712,000
scenery c-f Australia. Spam and Ireland and other charities at the
United Artists.Records.
; net earnings compared with $636,000 for the first three months
Mexicr: cv.tto Hew York. Loit'siana, Savoy and Metropole Theatres. For
United Artists Music Corp.
. cf 1958,. or 51c-per-share earnings Versus .460 in ’58.
and Mississippi.
. two weeks' after the preem.
Lopert Films.
An at my of men and tons cf “Shake Hands” proved one .of the
Employees of UA-, 1:200.
Success, of course, snowballs into many other rewards, and
equipment were moved thousands Savoy’s top grossing films,
U.S.rCanada exchanges, 33.
! not the least of which is the worldwide esprit of UA’s global .
of miles frem home base to satisfy “
" “Down Under—'
Foreign offices, 126..
the iiiminrkrrs’ passion for au- ----—————
{ organization, undoubtedly because UA has much to be cheering
tlienticlty c.Hcd for by the stories.'
Producerdirector
Stanley
; and cheerful about]
Tnese trips to far o.f places not Kramer has achieved something
only have brourht back realistic: pf a long distance record by.ma.kUA-at-40 is in its prime because its manpower is prime. Each
film lootayc. cut also have;|R,; a 12.000-mile round trip to
i departm^pt has a strong backer-upper, just in case. UA’is global ..
achieved inva.ua’oie promotion- and 'Melbourne. Australia- for-.the..'film-'
r 9
| teamwork has given ample evidence (1) that nobody’s afraid of
bo::off:ce results.
in- o* “On The Beech,” with Gregh‘s job, because (2) each successive backstopping team wifi make
Durlng locc.'on stays, ranging }j;;crv Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred
possible, forward progress for the entire chain of command.
’}!
Astaire,
Anthony
Perkins
and
from several weeks to near.y
jear. procuctioi companies limreli®®”**
.After fib
'• UA at 40, of course, . has long since taken note of diversifica-..
been able to line uj blue^nipjj,.ot location_scouting and
tion, a popular economic evolution of the 1950s, and UA, at the ■
merchant tie-u-is. fuU-pase pub- P‘OParation he flew^his, production
licit? plants and soften local VIPs
‘o Australia in January,
. threshold of ’60, looms loaded for whatever may come via its
for gala world and local preem CO- *
,lf: screen version
television, phonograph recording and music piiblish r.g appurIn. the great burst of the studio
ncprflf;nn
fOi Neville Shutes novel of the
tances, along with Us global (notion picture production and dis¬
operaaon.
] atomic age.
constellations which were Holly¬
Comes playdate time and the lotribution organization. As Arthur L. Mayer cogently appraises
wood, the splinters, which are the
Production headquarters was set independent producers, have be¬
cal citizenry shows its collective
the UA saga in this week’s issue it’s a far cry “from the grim
gratitude with strong support av up at the 72-acre S5.OOQ.OQO Royal come the seedlings of a “new” In¬
to the Krim (.& Benjamin) days.”
Showgrounds in Melbourne. During.
the wickets.
dustry. At. United Artists, in an
Evidence of the payoff is already
*>a"%Vader atmosphere that seeks to provide
Indicated for seyeral productions I
the greatest, freedom and incentive
among those listed below of UAj dramatic performers, 425 bit play for the individual creator; they
releases recently filmed away ers.plus another 2500 extras. Loca¬ have found Ihe place where they
tions included streets in 'Melfrom Hollywood.
can grow and deve’on, paving the
(1951 -I $58, Inclusive)
“The Horse Soldiers” Mirischj!
3 •farm at Berwick, the: way. for the pattern of the future:
Company presentation, starring1! Fallr?a(*,
atJ. Cranston,
There is no question that; in the . The following is a listing of the estimated grosses of various United
John Wayne, William Holden and ;
tau*?' wake of the big studio decline, the Artists pictures in release from -1951 to. 1958. With respect to “Around
Constance Towers, offers a strik- ^Jf3^
independents today represent the The World In 80 Days.’’ the fidure gii'en is the actual to date. gross;
■
ine example. This ton budget ($5.-! s:r!3m, 3t
o l r„e_fineF white hope of the industry. They the others represent estimates, t
000,000-plus) Civil War spectacle,!
are the. opes who; unshackled of
ESTIMATED
went before
of Mdbotoc. Fdmmg also absolute, traditiqnalisin and pro¬
went
before the
the oamm/in
cameras in the;iradlu?
the!
I was done at Williamstown on Port
TITLE
B O. GROSSBey where the 20,000-ton vided, with the incentive for,enter¬
October, 1958, under the direction : Austl4iian - aircraft carrier Mel prise and daring, are wiling to “Around The World In S3 Days’* . .. $30,000,000 ?(Actua»
“Trapeze”
..
;...
..;.....
15,500.000
oC six-time Academy i.v.«
Award-winner -I bourne and her crew of 1350 were adjust most closely: to the vast
........-j15,000,000
f
John Ford. Ovor. tlio next six •
_ j■ -j ._ ,
changes that have taken place in “Vikings” .
10:000,000
weeks. Ford and producers John photographed along with; Bntish the American film market.. It is “Not As A Stranger” ......
“Vera
Cruz”
-.
v.3.500,000
Lee Mahin and Martin Rackin I
through them,. ard through their’
9.500,000
roamed over a couple of fiundred;: ^ a
for the L.S.S. Sawfish home—United Artists—that the; “Big Country” ...
“Moulin Rouge” .
9.000,000
miles of. Louisiana and Mississippi]
_ . _
... .
screen is being'filled with a new, “Pride & Passion” .
.....,......
9,000,0ro
real estate, staging battle scenes J Crowds of 5000.-frequently .sur- awareness, that ranges from shock.... ..
. 8.500.0C0
w Inning friends and wooing influ-: rounded the outdoor shooting and values to.adult material and; of! “African Queen”
...., 8.000,000
en-ja2s
•; had to be controlled by the local course, the more conventional; “Limelight” ........ . ...
“High Nbon” y
,... . .,. \ ... ...__:.. 7.000,000- .
While on location, plans werej constabulary.ProSuetiott activity themes that attract audiences.
....
7,000,003
discussed for a gala premiere of. and the stars were a steady source
The independent today is king “Man With Golden Arm” . .
7,000,003 .
the film in Shreveport to be sponi) of Page onetiews^imAustraha ind in the film business. He is the ob- “Witness For The Prosecution”
“Moon
Is
Blue”
...__
_:
6,000.000
sored by the city’s Chamber
artenigtoojalljr.
?1 jset of intense flirtation on the part
auonany. Melbourne
meioqurne *d&
ana^x
^
^
. i
Other
tVw* trnrlrt’c nnnMilal niH^c
Commerce and neighboring C of ot.„€ . of the world's principal cities bl the studios ind h„.s beingVf- “Apache” . - ............ ,.i....... .... 65000{000
“Barefoot
Contessa”
....
6.000,000
ie me
the scene
of simunaneous..
simultaneous fered
f.„d a, host
h„«i of inducements to join.
i„,-.
C’s. On June 17, six months after hvl^ be^
scene or
6.000,000
“The Horse Soldiers” wras in the i^^rnational prermer5 of Qn The , this.
camn or that. Yeti
this.camp
Yet, desoite
despite thLs
this “Alexander The Great” . .. .
.
•...- 6.000,003
cant Shreveport ran one of th^ i Bea'h^“December-17,-^ ISSS.
competitive situation, 1JA has re¬ “Run Silent, Run Deep” ___
“Kings
Go
Forth”
.....:.;.
_
_I.
5,500,000
most lavish premieres since, ttj,.
Tyrone Power's Death
H mained the indies’; most secure
5.000.000
opening of “Gone With the Wind”'-—:-————;—— stable: .Whatever reservations the “Marty’* ..
5.000,000
in Atlanta. It was a two-day cele-[ One of the most highly publi- independents may have about UA, “Kentuckian” . . . ....-......
“God’s
Little
Acre”
_____
.,
5,000,000
bration attended by the top brass' cized overseas production projects and they wouldn’t be human if. they
•fend a full slate of Hbllvwood stars,; was Edward Small’s $6,000,000 hadn’t,, the company still looms as
including Wayne, Holden and Miss ! Biblical snectacle. “Solomon and far and away the most attractive ready for release are “A Hole in jUA v.p. Max Yourigstein set a lot
Towers. The opening was front-' Sheba.” It w'as filmed in Spain backer and the most efficient re¬ the Head,” Sincap Production pro-j bf additional new properties, to b*
paged in the South for over a twice. Once with Tyrone Power in lease channel.
duced and directed by Frank produced for UA. As the trend tomonth, starting with the prepare-; the role of Solomon, and following
wards decentralization in the in¬
Kramer’s Posies
Capra, starring Frank. Sinatra, Ed¬ dustry . continues. UA seems destions and culminating with the;
.^atal ^ heart attack, it was
Stanley Kramer, who has had his ward G. Robinson, Eleanor Parker
program of premiere pageantry. ; j remade, with. Yrul Brynner. Ginai
■ fined to reap the benefits, for it is
experiences
as
an
indepeiident,
---f! Lcllobrigida portrayed Sheba in
| this very concept of individual
Hails, Hailed By, Irish
‘! both editions. Madrid and the Los swears by UA. Last, week] he cited an Carolyn Jones; “The Horse Sol¬ 'enterprise arid collective effort
diers,” Mirisch Co. presentation
“Shake Hands with the Devil,”; Monegros desert near Zaragoza some of the reason^;
as the first American film to be ; v.-ere the principal locations sites.
(li> United Artists has as pro- i produced by John Lee Mahin and that provided the underpinnings of
made entirely in Ireland, has The desert served as a battlefield f gressive a management as one can Martin Rackin and produced by the company when it was founded
John Ford. The Civil War spectacle 40 years ago, and that has been the
proven to be a potent cultural and ' for the rival Israel and Egyptian find in the industry today,
commercial medium of interna- j armies Nearly 5.000 troops for
<2.) The success of the companyy stars John Wayne, William Holden gateway to success again during the
t.onal exchange. Starring such | these epic battles were provided and the Reason why it’s so attraCr ! and Constance Towers] “The Devil’s past eight years since the present
hardy Irish-Ameriqans as James! fcv the Spanish army. King Vidpr tive to independents, is that it_ al- i Disciple,” a Hecht-Hilr-Lancaster & management took over.
Cagney -and Don Murray-'in a stoiy | directed and Ted Richmond was lows to jiiake p-ctures minus UA, i Bryna Production, produced by
ajeut the always timely topic of! the producer.
“Solomon a n d I The distributor does not intrude on Harold Hecht and starring Kirk
i Douglas, Laurence Olivier and Burt
Ireland’s rebellion against the f Sheba.” filmed in Technirama and ! the producer. Says Kramer:
I Lancaster; “Happy Anniversary,” a
British, “Shake Hands Writh the; Technicolor, went before the ca-'
"I am unfettered and «n[Joseph Fields: production starring
Devil” was produced with a built-}meras Sept. 15 and was completed
bothered by the restrictions of
Daivid Niven and Mitzi. Gaynor:
in audience. From early Septem-. Feb. 27. Marisa Pavan and George
the financier. As long as they
“Solomcn and Sheba,” an Edward
ber to late November, 1958, j Sanders are co-starred.
keep this up, they will continue
Minneapolis, June 23; .
[Small production starring Yul
Pennebaker Inc/s executive pro-!,-~oid En^landVYankees
!
One company, United Artists, so
to be the most successful conu
c.ucers George Glass and Walter.’
--Brynner
and Gina Lollobrigida; far has acceded to the requests of
pany in the business.’*
a
|
“The
Devil’s
Disciple”
went
beSeltzer helped the Irish re-liVe !-,
-- v
.i
„
<3.) There is a certain warmth “The Unforgiven,” a Hecht-Hill- Harold Field and William and Sid¬
some of the most glorious mo-j te
‘ and aVreceptiveness to ideas at UA, Lancaster production with Burt ney Volk for permission foe their
rronts^of their histoW. With
honm f^eompan, Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn and neighborhood theatres in the ear¬
Michael Anderson
producer--1
; welcome the
aren t Audie Murphy as the stars; “Oii liest subsequent-run clearance slot,
i first time starring Burt- Lancaster,.i»e«wne
rne, new.
new, They
iney arena
the Beach,” Stanley Kramer pro¬ .23 days, to bid competitively with
duction starring Ava Gardner, loop houses here for firstrUns.
from Reardon Conner's X4ter^*
i-ai'd..bestAseJ'er'a?d„a s^nplay;
ft-om 'studio commented. He himself vhas Just Gregory Peck, Fred Astaire and
UA is accepting . bids from
Anthony. Perkins;- “Take a Giant Field’s St. Louis: Park arid the
b • Ivan Go;
Step” produced by H-H-L aiid star¬ Volks’ Terrace, uptown theatres,
( lynis Johns,
ring johnny Nash, etc.
Michael Redgrave, umuc .oypu ■ h ^ „PTldinc?
Tnratinn rornnahv ; ana xreacs ^n an onoe
offbeat them<
along with those from downtown
The upcoming titles, pictures al¬ houses for the initial Minneapolis
T:iorndike and Cyril Cusack head
D *2famaPark Hertterdshire^an the dangers of nuclear war.
the featured cast, which, also in-r^t0 Dyrham Fark, Herttordshire. an [
Even though all the majors how ready blueprinted, again reflect showing of “A Hole iri the Head.”
hour’s
drive
from
London.
The
e.udes an impressive delegation : of
Other hoirieoffices haven’t acted
are .stalking the independents, a wide and varied range, taking in
Ahhey, Gate f d ^
“SS finally realizing that the o’d and drama, comedy, action and spec¬ yet on the neighborhood exhibi¬
tacle.
Among
them
are
“The
Apart¬
tors’.
demands. Opposition to grant¬
rigid
structure
produces
old
and
t.'v'; „ ,
.
j;
of the American revolution, set-,
.— --—
vOiana s pudding film industry. tlp an ironic filming situa.tion V—• rigid id^^, TJA still has the cream ment,” “A Rage to Liye,” “The Big ing them is anticipated because of
3
sen doff from “Shake an American colonial village built] cf the crop, the most. ihvCntiVe and Blonde,” “By Love Possessed,” a general belief that, in the long
llanos. The picture was the initial
England for the express pur-; flexible minds in. Hollywood. .Its “Ballad of Cat Ballou,” “Elmer run, distributors would be money
production at the rccently-com- pose of telling tiie story of how; Rst of forthccniing releases reads Gantry,” “Exodus/* “First Love,” out if their important pictures had
p:eted Ardmore Studios at Bray. British General Burgoyne /Lau- r l?ke a. who’s v/ho artiong producers, “The Gladiators” “Inherit the their firstruns uptown. . This would
Howevei*. most of the film was r< nee Olivier) wTas defeated due to { directors and stars and. is as. im- Wind,” “The Magnificent: Seven.” be for the reason, that it might
inacte m Dublin’s streets and in the zeal of the colonists and the | pressive for its values as it is for. “Lucy . Crown,” “My Glorious curtail Other neighborhood playing
Cotmtry Wicklow along the ruggea incompetence of the British War ! its Star power and the variety of Brothers,” “Paris Blues,” “Studs time for the attractions.
Irish coast, locals of the shooiing Office. Directed by Guy Hamilton j its subjects.. It is a list which] by. Lonnigan,” “Summer of the 17th >ItY indicated that, other neigh-,
Da^ m i . *
.
and produced by Harold Hecht, | all standards, makes UA the leader Doll,” “Two for the Seesaw,” “The tjortiopd exhibitors will follow the.
•T“® obvious patriotic appeal; of ‘-The Devil’s Diyc’pie” is! a Hecht-1 both in terms of present perform- West Side Story,” “What Makes •lead of Field and the Volks if their
Sammy Run,” etc.
the film proved irresistible to Ire- Ilill-Lancaster Films Ltd.- Bryna-! ances and fiiture poteiitial.
present move is generally successlands President Sean T. O'Kelly»
(Continued on page 60)
1 Among the pictures, finished and
On his recent visit to the Coast* ! ful.
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[Ideas and Men Behind
By FRED HIFT ■
If United Artists today is a growing and expanding en¬
terprise in an industry lately marked by economies and
contraction, the answer is to be found as much in.UA’s
efficient, hard-hitting, team-minded executive echelon as
In any “blueprint.”
Success stories do not write themselves. Tangibles and
Intangibles, moods and attitudes, ambitions and know-how
figure. In other words, men.
The UA phenomenon, at a time when its competition is
struggling, sees “the company of the independents”; going
up and up, delivering lecord grosses and earnings in a
market which, by any standards, is a torturedly uncer¬
tain one.
To Arthur B. Krim, UA president,. the answers to the
UA success seem as simple as, to the outsider, they are
are impressive. Spelled out, they essentially add up to
this: ' ' '
(1.) Autonomy for the Independent producers who
are made to feel, and who are treated—as what UA
wants them to be—-the owners of their negatives.
(2.) Maximum cooperation and collaboration in sell¬
ing and promotion—again with the men who make
the pictures.
(3.) A fervent belief in the future of the film busi¬
ness, coupled with a realistic appraisal of the need
to diversify into related show business areas.
(4.) A sensible policy of investment in pictures that
both answers the. needs of the market and avoids
taking1 undue risks.
“Here, at UA, we concentrate on operations rather than,
long-range policy decisions . based on hypotheses,” Krim.
explained recently in New York to this Variety reporter.
■‘We are determined, to avoid disaster in individual pic¬
tures. That means we must constantly w-eigh arid gauge
how many films we can profitably handle, and we must
make sure that we dori’t take undue risks. Our policy
here is to consider every picture a failure from the start
That’s the way we figure it. Then, if it’s a success, well
that means the hard work has paid off arid We’re agree¬
ably Surprised.
|

"

Measured ‘Risks*/"-

|

“Since our management team took over at UA, we have
never taken risks oUt-of-proportion, It so happens that
our last six big pictures have all been hits. That’s fine,
of course, because it gives us a cushion to take more
risks the next year.” Actually, Krim added, “whether a
picture is a failure or not often has virtually nothing to

do with ‘ability.’ There’s only so much you can do to
insure success.”'
The degree to which a company can “push” its luck is,
of course, hard to figure. Suffice it for the record to cite
the latest UA annual stockholder report in Which Krim
and board chairman Robert Benjamin noted, that out of
20 pictures listed as major UA releases in 1958, fully 12
will gross in excess of $5,000,000
world-wide. For 1959, the report list¬
ed. 29 top features; not including
“Around the World in 80 Days.”
Talking with Krim, a tradester
comes away with the impression of a
man to whom tremendous confidence
is inherent, both in the future of pic¬
tures, as such, and his own company. _
He believes that UA can only go up’
and must stand ready to meet all va¬
riables,
“I don’t think we should take it for
granted that a*lot of theatres will
Arthur B. Krim
close;” he said. “There . will be new
theatres, in’new places; houses to meet the nation’s needs.
That’s why we must keep ourselves as flexible as pos¬
sible.^ I can see no. reason whatever for curtailing our
staff. That would be a foolish thing to do. And, anyway,
you wouldn’t break up a successful team!”
Producer as Hero
Krim said he couldn’t see where the other major! com¬
panies’ bid for independent producer services represented
threatening competition to UA. “That theory about com-,
petition is at least five years old. In 1954, the banks asked
us the same thing. Then, three years ago, when Benjamin
and I . toured the country in connection With pur stock
issue, that question came up again.
“Well, I think it’s kind of silly. First of all, we at UA
actually, weicome that kind of competition. It throws the
spotlight on the importance of the independents, and
that’s what we like. But, even more important, we have
always been the most attractive company for independent
producers and, the way I see it, we always will be. Let
me give you my reasons for this:
“First, here at United Artists we have no tradition of
production. There isn’t an executive here who tries to be
^producer.: We have no studio, and when we give a pro¬
ducer 100%. autonomy, we mean exactly that—100%,
When it conies to the other companies, they may promise
the same thing, but their very construction, with its roots

I

UA Chairman Robert S. Benjamin On:

At a. time when the tight money
market for film production ap¬
pears to be returning, United
Artists is in the fortunate posi¬
tion of having
banks coming
to - it, offer¬
ing produc¬
tion 1 o a n s.
Representing
a tangible ex¬
pression 7 p f
confidence in
the future of
a company
which, back in
1951 couldn’t
Robert S. Benjamin raise, more
than
one
backer—at 12% interest-eUA to¬
day deals with no fewer than seven
of the country’s top banks:
This situatioh, dramatieing UA’s.
progress since the management
took over back. in 1951, was out¬
lined arid detailed in 'N.Y. last
week by Robert S. Benjamin, UA’s
chairman of the board and the
man who’s on top of the com¬
pany’s financial status and opera¬
tions. Having been in on the early
days, when UA struggled for sur-{
yival (it lost $500,000 the first half
year of ’51), Benjamin reviews the
results of the . intervening ; years
with evident pride arid satisfac¬
tion. .
“The latest bank to come to us
arid to ask that we do business
‘With them was Chase Manhattan,”
he said. “That was on the eve of
our . closing for the $15,000,000
loan with the Prudential Insurance
Co; of America. We made the ar¬
rangement with Chase. In fact,
we always .welcome new banks in
a tight money market. The fact
that they come tri us is a nice
compliment. Before they do busi¬
ness with you, they investigate you
to the point where you begin to
Wonder whether it’s all worth
w-hile.”
I

I

Credit Lines
UA at this point has loan ar¬
rangements with the Bank of
America, Chemical Corn Exchange,
Bankers Trust, Chase Manhattan,
Manufacturers
Trust, Security
First National and the First Nation¬

al City Bank. These banks loan UA
funds on individual pictures, which
contrasts with the Prudential loan
which, incidentally; is the largest,
single, unsecured longterm loan
that UA has negotiated so far.
Prudential loan’s ait 6% and par¬
ticipates to a small degree in the
profits of UA once they hit over
,$3,500,000.
. Benjamin pointed orit that the
Pruderitial loan was iriost favor¬
able for the company, which plans,
to use it largely for growth ex¬
pansion and also to pay off some
older loans at a higher interest
rate. “They accepted our ceiling
ratios,” he said, “leaving us
enough room not to be restrictive.”
This represents quite a compli¬
ment to UA’s basic thinking, since,
with unsecured loans like this,, the
lender usually fixes debt' ratios in
relation to net worth. In this in-'
stance. Prudential completely acceped the ceilings suggested by
UA itself. '
UA’s situation with the banks
varies, depending on the flow, of
production and also on the hanks’
own. position with respect to their
ratio between deposits and loans,
gome brinks, with large deposits
and few loans, keep asking UA to
make deals and to borrow money
for production^ Others, often re¬
gretfully must restrict their lend¬
ing activities to conform With regu¬
lations that determine the deposits-to-loan ratios.
A Worthwhile Compliment

J

Fact remains that, at a time
when the film, business doesn’t
loom : as the most secure invest¬
ment for a bank’s money, and the
money market consequently is
tight; the banks are seeking out
UA as a good and sound invest¬
ment. To the UA management,
riot unconscious of : the implied
compliment,, this represents riot
only an encouragement and con¬
firmation of the right course, but
also. a kind of insurance for the
future, which neither Benjamin
nor his partner, prez Arthur B.
Krim, claim to be able to predict
with any outstanding degree of

accuracy short of an inbred con¬
fidence born of optimism and past
experience.
Benjamin, who has an uncanny
familiarity With the complex
mechanisms of film finance, unstintingly credits the UA financial
team with whom he works. That
team consists of Leon Goldberg,
v.p. and treasurer, arid ; Joseph
Eride,; v.p. and comptroller of the
company. These men. While operat¬
ing individually and with a great
deal of autonomy, coordinate their
thinking and planning with the
top echelon to create UA policy,
which is. as much an adherence to
basic policy set years ago. as it is
an imaginative appraisal of condi¬
tions. in a constantly changing
market.
[

On Dividend Rate

|

Why, with a gross of $84,072,000
last year, a 20% increase ovec
1957, doesn’t UA increase its divi¬
dend, rate?
“We try to be as generous as we
can,” said Benjamin, “but the Gov¬
ernment doesn’t let you take too
many reserves and we, ourselves,
want to follow a conservative pol¬
icy. Perhaps the day has come to
stop talking in terms of gross and
pay more attention to the net. The
growth of the gross doesn’t seem;
so terribly important any more;
once you’ve, reached number one
or number two position in the in-1
dustry.
“The fact is that you deal in
operational figures Where you’re
riot left with much flexibility. The
auditors look you over arid , they
want to riiake sure.you’re consist¬
ent with your, prior ways of ac¬
counting. We are still a growth
company. We haven’t reached any
permanent plateau yet. It’s not a
good thing to give so much to the
Stockholders that the growth po^
tential is stunted.”
Ben j amin added that UA was
paying a healthy $1.60 with man¬
agement not collecting any divi¬
dends itself. At the annual stock-:
holders meeting in N.Y. last month,
the UA board chairman . told : a
stockholder that, for the moment,
prospects for continuation of the

back In production, makes complete autonomy unlikely.
They give lip service to it. We actually believe in it.
“Our second great advantage is that we own no studio
and can operate without that overhead. I don’t care where
a producer for the other major studios makes his film,
something still has to carry that overhead. After all, there
are only so many films that can be made outside the home
studio. There is no question that it is both cheaper and
more economic to shoot films at a rental lot. _
1
Partners in Selling _
|
“One of the great UA incentives for an independent is
that we do not ask for autonomy in sales. We try to be
partners in sales with our producers. In the eight years
that we have operated this company, I can say that we
have not once booked a picture into a situation where the
producer objected to terms. That’s despite the fact that,
under our contract, we do have a right to overrule the
producer unless he comes up with a better booking. We
believe in cooperation, both in sales and in advertisingpublicity and we listen eagerly when the independent
.has ideas for campaigns to sell what, after all, is his
picture.
“Finally, our personnel all over the world have, for
years, lived with a company that believes firmly that the
producer owns his picture. Our producers are treated,
wherever they go, as the owners which they are. That
makes a tremendous difference. This is not an act with
us. We believe it whole-heartedly. It’s one of the corner¬
stones of the UA philosophy.”
Krim said UA had no plans to diversify outside the'
show biz realm. “Our record company already is showing
a small profit which, I think, will increase a great deal in
the months to come,” he commented. “Our television sub¬
sidiary already has sold two out of four shows, the first
to Philip Morris and RCA and the second to General
Motors, United Artists Associated Inc. is doing well v.iih
the Warner Bros, library and we have Lopert Films active
and now releasing the J. Arthur Rank pictures.”
UA this year is 40 years old. but it has only been within
the past eight years—since the Krim-Benjamin-Max E.
Youngstein-William J. Heineman-Arnold Picker manage¬
ment team took over—that it has risen to a position of
greatness within the industry: “We deal in the present
but we look to the future," Krim said. “We want to be
as flexible as possible.” Realism arid flexibility, team¬
work and ingenuity, salesmanship and confidence, it’s on
the strength of these elements that UA is making its
determined bid for industry leadership.

some mistakes are bound to be
made.”
Benjamin stressed that UA had
no rigid policy on anything, but
had no immediate plans to diver¬
sify into non-show* biz areas. “We
don’t have any experience outside
show business,” he said. “There
wouldn’t be much point to it. We
current high dividend rate were certainly haven’t exhausted our
good,, but there was no immediate full potential within the entertain¬
likelihood of an increase. He did ment industry.”
not rule this out for the future,
however.
j

Re; Product

f

DA Paying Of
$5,500,iO Debt
At Old 12% Rate

v Discussing the product situation
at UA, which is one of the few
companies currently riding high
(with such films as “Some Like It
Hot” grossing in a big* way and
biggies like “The Horse Soldiers”
and “A Hole in the Head” coming
up), Benjamin agreed there was a
With $10,000,000 of its $15:000,danger in the current tendency to
do away with volume and to re¬ 000 loan from the Prudential In¬
place this with: a couple of very surance Co. of America becoming
costly eggs placed in a sing 1 e available over the past weekend,
United Artists, Monday (22>, re¬
basket.
“We try to tell our producers paid $5,500,000 of old, outstanding
that quality is not necessarily re¬ loans which had been negotiated
lated to cost,” lie observed. “There at 12% interest. This includes
is nothing ..small about emotions. $4,500,000 to a group of exhibitors
There are pictures that can actu¬ who loaned UA $4,000,000 back in
ally be destroyed by diffusion. The 1957.
broadening of the canvas isn’t al¬
The exhib money went into four
ways a good thing. Our aim at UA
isn’t to shoot for only big pictures, films, including “The Vikings,”
“Witness
for the Prosecution,”
or some big ones and a lot of little
ones. We try to get as many films “Legend of the Lost” and “Tim
as we can that have a boxoffice po¬ Big Country. Repayment saves UA
tential. Arid if some of these pic¬ 6% since it no longer requires
tures are offbeat, and commercially money at such high interest rates,
doubtful, we can only stress-to the sit now* borrows at 6% from a
producer that they must be brought number of the top banks in the
country.
in at reasonable’budgets.”
j
Coin could, of course, be paid
The UA philosophy, stressed
Benjamin, is “to have as many out of returns from the four
minds working for us as possible. films involved, in which the ex¬
After all, there is a limit to one hibitors didn’t get any participa¬
man’s ingenuity. It’s better to have tion. However, UA prefers .to cut
50 men looking for the unusual, the waiting time, which inevitably
and striving to achieve it, than to would be involved in awaiting the
have two or three. The trick is to pictures’ playoff.
attract the right people. Our. re¬
Remainder ,of the $10,000,003
straints are primarily economic. At Prudential money goes into growth
UA, we are willing to go into a expansion at UA. The loan is at
project even if it appears doubtful 6% with the stipulation, if UA’s
at the start. We know- thrit we’re net hits over $3,500,000, Pruden¬
bound to get a certain percentage tial gets a jsmall participation in
of pictures that won’t be block¬ the profits. With $10,000,000 in
busters, films that wron’t come off promissory notes taken down in¬
as we originally envisioned them. itially. the remaining $5,000,003
But that’s not a good reason to are available at the option of the
change one’s, whole outlook. When company at. any time' within the
you have 50 people making films,: lext two years.
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Bob Blumofe, Ocean-Hopping Liaison
For UA: ‘Revolutions All The Time

Global Gross and Net [Earnings
(OF PRESENT REGIME AT UA)

V YEAR
GROSS
NET EARNINGS
- . 1951 ../....v..$20,136,829.
.
$ 313,398
; 1952 ..
v,,.....
20,468,277
414,031
1953 .. v;.............. 38,893,149
621,531
1954
v.43,837,725
883.320;
By ABEL GREEN
1955
.54.470,765
2,602/749:
tion (with Wilder; writing, pro-1 1956
..... .
64,771,784
3,106,497
“Some seven or eight years ago,” j Davs” (roadshow).
UA distribution terms with its J ducing and directing), with Shir1957
70,371,170
- ' 3,267,466
observed Robert F:. Blumofe, vice-1
president in charge of production fl producers run 30% for the U. S;, ley MacLaine and Lemmon, is.more
1958 ..........._80,000,000:;
.
(Esiirriated). ..
coordination for United Artists,! Canada and Great Britain; 40Co on the romantic side than straight
. comedy, but also is a forward step
“the picture business went through j from the rest of the world.
Net profits are usually split 50-50-.the “lighte^ type^frbcent UA
a revolution. As we now know.j
that phase has since been digested, j] but where a producer is important filmmakmg. ^
course. UA has. producers and
more or less, but we are now in|| or his investment is sizable it has
another revolutionary phase, r.nd,( been stretched to 60%. And where 5irlC^nn
w^p? PhW
that is the recognition and rea ^a-jj a prouucer-star, of the stature of
tion, more than .ever, that there is| i Burt Lancaster, Marlon Brando or Wise-.and-Billy. Wilder,, among othno room for mediocrity and run-of/; • Gregory Peck, is involved he can e5®L
- •
ai,k,,F "
A yourigeir generation of producers, rising to the top within the
the-miil film productions.
| | get the lion's share of the. profit,
®
aciv? * J°“T?iS United Artists framework and acquiring, a larger sphere of influence
i.e. up to 75%/ ‘'Bill Holden arid ^egrp lad ‘Johnny; NashKor El“So far as UA* is concerned our (
within the industry as a whole, is beginning to experiment with a
^g.dAeac. theT,Jf£ more progressive concept of film advertising, Roger H. Lewis; UA’s
accent is on films-with some ‘spe- i John Wayne also^vouid fall into««
75-25; split- says Bluhiofe;
cial attraction." /That doesn't mean/ •that
“if u-A irArA in Wivp thpiTi
.West Side Story,
they tg not national director of publicity, advertising and exploitation, feels.
that a small picture cannot be also' j
: There’s! a new spirit abroad in production, and particularly among
Then, too. the?e is the occasional
a ‘special attraction." If the toeme i
has a “special” idea; The Sinclair the independents, but the fact remains that the industry’s general
is provocative or has special val ¬ extra-special deal, as with Hecht- Lewis book about the errant cleric attitude towards film, ads still is primarily static “and there is rio
ues, as for example *12 Angry Hill-Lancaster Productions where, will have Burt Lancaster in the question that pictures are behind the public when it comes to adver¬
Men," ‘Marty," ‘Take A Giant Step/; if their films were to: gross $45,tising,” Lewis said in N.Y. this week.
.‘fe, ™le- with Richar<1
"The Big Country," then it is ful-jj 000,000 - or better : within; their
Merchandizing A La Mode:
three-year terra, there would be
_
filling our sights. If we project a
Following Blumofe’s extended : “The day of the *irierchandiser/ and;I mean the term !in the total
certain bonuses or rebates. “Their
film which focuses around a young
visit in ’New York for homeoffice sense; is yet to come,” the UA exec added.
“It’s unfortunate that,.
three years have not yet expired
colored boy's problems, as johnny j under this arrangement,” says powwows;'he ij
is back
on xne
the coasi
Coast while promotion people are earning for themselves a greater prestige,
oacK on
Nash; will play in ‘Giant Step," we; Blumofe
.
;
,
| with an expanded production staff, they are still too little appreciated and too often blamed,” At UA, he
hrive'that ‘something special.’ ”
!■ j
plus added responsibilities of co¬ stressed, this situation doesn't prevail arid the merchandisers not .only
Eye On Global Market
ordinating UA’s growing televiTalking ad lib, during the tagr;
are given authority, they also enjoy much greater freedom and. re¬
end of the Cannes Film Festival j
In marshalling the energies of
operations into! spect than: elsewhere.
*; ■
about a month ago, the. Hotel Carl-: ? UA’s stable of producers, “Sol- *fs
Productlpn.
“When you open a picture, arid it doesn’t do business, the reasons
ton Terrace looked remote—by j omon and Sheba” for example is a
are always tough to figure out. If the advertising campaign is blamed,
6.000 geographic miles any way—; 160% UA financing although made ft I
it’s never , a question that it was. too conventional, but . always ths
/V •■■■■
!■ 1
from Hollywood, which is Blumo-; in Spain; ditto “The Devil’s Dis- 11
1,1171VI fT IlOllf
charge that it was too brave.
fe's production base. But it was; ciple” produced in England; ditto UA VMTiluk IluIY
"Conservative* Retardo
this focal point of the World’s mo-' Stanley Kramer’s
“On
The
^
"
“But that’s true only in production. At the selling end, the Same men
tion picture production traffic, all = Beach,” made in Australia, but
1111
. 7f .
f
who sold films decades ago are largely still around and in dominant
converged on the sun-drenched; 100% bankrolled by UA; ditto
Wbat Hr
I wrArt
positions. Their attitudes are conservative and they don’t hold with'...
Cote d’Azur, that pointed up the “The Unforgiven” (H-H-L) which
If lUt! II UlftVO
• ./• experimentation. If a campaign has some novel and modern aspects;
UA exec's viewpoint. In a large John Huston did In Mexico.
arid the picture fails, the men who designed the campaign get their ;
measure, the French and Franco- !
These productions are primed
1\I
■
A;
-•
heads handed to them, and the disapproval may crush their inclina¬
Brazilian prizewinners, along with! with an eye on global markets and
—PUUliV ArTIAII tion to try anything like that again:”
other nationalistic entries, with Blumofe cites “The Vikings,” with
TClItY lil/liUIl
At UA, Lewis is iri a position that differs substantially irom. that of
their own concepts of. “something! its $6,500,000 yield from overseas/
■
his counterparts at the other, major companies. He must work with the
special,” were proving Blumofe’s; $5,000,000 foreign from "The Big
Bv ROBERT F HAWKINS
independents, whose contracts for the; most part give, them at least con¬
Country/’
$8,000,00
foreign
for
7
V
*
r.
iiawiuw
point.
; |
sultancy rights. At the same time, he is dealing with men who are vi¬
Rome. .;
The dilution of energies that • “Trapeze,” as samplings of that
tally interested in the success of their pictures and w;ho aren’t bur“And unless7 you
DEAR Films (which releases
comes when a mediocre theme and | world, market.
dene(Nwith excessive traditionalism.
script are essayed by “half-safe”; shoot for such returns you’re crazy riiost UA product in Italy) is curAnd he has with him experienced men, like Morton Nathansori, UA’s
producer, director and cast ingrd-; to stay in business in today's rently winding up its best season hardhitting publicity director; Mori Krushen, the exploitation chief;
in years, with prospect for 1959-j
Clients makes such $750.000-S1.000,- market,” he adds.
Joseph Gould, advertising manager; Fred Goldberg, his (Lewis’) exec
-60 even brighter.!
i
COO undertakings not worthwhile,
How- UA Patterns ’Em
assistant; Burt Sloan, assistant publicity mgr., and others. He calls
Current figures-..show 1959: (to1
if fundamentally the values donft
them “his team,” and he means it. UA is a “teamy” organization all
conform with Blumofe's standard^.
the way,;:.
A month Ir.ter. in Dinty Morre’*.
;.
Producer’s Influence
on NYv. York's V.'e «t 46th St..
“Gf. course, otir campaigns- Jt.J.UA are, yery much influerced by tlie
r.fu m t ’e " ^ i r
’*
i’i 1 .ve' riav ■
\CI* ?“ore7 «gni.cant, -perhaps kind of producer who is iriyolved/’ Lewis o.bservjpd.- “Nobody here. is...
v- .v: -2-, ^ a
:
t*’V! . eorisi-deririg ...UA. releases.. going'to try and-cram a canipaigii.down- a producer’s, throat/when he;
'
’ *
c t'M *
b
‘'<T.ly, ;."nEAR.;'.e.ro.-.H' s'' ’during ■ ih-e- doesn’t cere fer it. On. the other, hand, our''UA producers have:l/arned!
to accept oiir.thinking at times, even:if they don’t fully agreo with it,”
- .
never
t'-e in*,::Vd;•f’.rc:t.
r-f 1959. a/e 77r:
. Lev.is bpiried- that the trouble v.ith .riibdernistic, offbeat: adveriising
(. :vr arni Li'nir-;;
1 GL vytr:ii.e.
-cc.ulvalent.;;
was that it had been applied to! just any picture rather than to.a .very .
c -• * (.i.
o' toe
s (.r i.i.2
'ctiic- ca'se vdu re. the. p c- :.
“-The Vikhie.-'’ . and.' “The. Big
specific production that lent itself, to .that treatment. “We tend! to', gby
s
or me directors to i.VI in te= em«ker-is a;>o a personality cr Country” are UA’s leaders in the 1
off into extremes—either very modem arid abstract, or else very con- .
v i'h a. script. much le«s a ready- s-ar Kirk Douglas, Brando, Lan-’ Italian boxpflice Stakes. Both are
made package, and ask us to banje- caster, Sinatia, et alj. it is still' expected to wind up ,in the magic ventional rind at times old-fashioned. We certainly have riot vet learned ;
to amalgamate techniques and. attentibn-getting devices with : people’s
xo’!. prccTuce and distribute.
j;
another plus.”
7 500.000,000 lire f3.750.000>-class.
1
emotional reactions and the thing we;have to sell/’ he said: The: re¬
But,
Blumofe
continues^ the!
Among other recently big local
“Our job is to find properties
sistance put up by the “old guard” was partly to blame for this: fail-,
and marry them to the picture- basic propeny is the perequisite of:t moneymakers from the UA stable ure, he noted.
.; “; Tmaker. the star, the director; in that ‘something special” which he are such items as “Run Silent Run
Gontent is Never A Secret
short, do all the creative things feels is the keynote to UA’s high Deep,”. VMan of the. West,” arid • '
Lewis
dismissed
as
“nonsense”
the
notion
that
films
could
be
ad-,
to properly weld all the ingredi¬ batting average., “For, example “Femme et le. Pantin’’ (dubbed "A
l ye seen stars and producers beg- Woman Like Satan” In the U.S.) vertised to specific groups, or that there Was. much misrepresentation
ents.
!;
in
film
ads.
‘‘With
a
picture,
unlike
a
lot
of
other
products/the
cus¬
“This is where; if we gamble ging for good properties and I’ve the last-named also co-produced by
t0PPers, for ex-.. DEAR Films. All these will run tomer can sample it prior to consumption,” he said. “Most people have
with a ‘Marty’ or a ‘Defiant Ones.’ *™Ted
w ?lg^ c,ountry/ who felt . over 200,000,000 lire ($300,000). a pretty good idea of what is in a filni; They; don’t really need our ads
because they are ‘special/ although
to tell them that. Our merchandising is geared to advance notice so
perforce low-cost, we can make sta?f1?sVbhntS>he*r t0 Ue
’i?t® a 41so eoming .: up are “Separate
them rate as ‘A’ product and get whPrl j’h-!? h3S an lnstaTnce Tables” arid “I Want To Live.” , you can’t, to any significant degi;ee, rnisrepresent what js in a picture.”
Though Lewis’ department works with-independent pressagents who
DEAR toppers expect the ilpcom‘A' playdates.
- thl «Jj 5 d,dn t want to lose
“One thing is for sure—we will sisted u^h iv regardless, and iri- ing season to be even bigger, with are hired by the producers (with UA’s okay), the cooperation between
make no set number of pictures,
(ThP ^l,»S „r
j
,
roster of big ones from UA to UA and these outfits is smooth, and in fact leads to a stimulating ex-,
n^0f comPland ls for inclode. .among others, ^‘Salomon change of ideas, Lewis said. “We give them ari much freedom arid, rey
just because they add up to 40 ;or Rinmnfo
48 or whatever the distribution Sd^S<tUS5?S2e5f proPertie* snd Sheba.'f with YuI Brynner and sporisibility as ive can and. as much.Work as they can produce.
fy: Keeping Papa Happy
" *■ '
company may think the theatre- ‘ in New York and
Gina Lollobrigida; "The
y He noted that the Independent producer representatives tended to
owners need. If we can make only “epee Itas vS,,-®
Horse Soldiers," "Port Chop Hill."
take. a “narrow” view, i.e., to worry. primarily about the producer's
30 good ones, that will be it, a!- ’ prexr Arthur I’lfS wS
HoIe in theC Head", "Alias Jesse
personal ego and his status oil the Hollywood circuit. That means get¬
though for this year we may go Soraetimes^^ too
?d- hlm'
"RoomVat the Top” and:
ting column breaks, etc. “Their tendency is to keep their clients hap¬
up to 36-40 releases, hut it will !be Robert I Braiamin ^n ,c,hair,?a" "Some Like It Hot." Last Wo have
py and to overlook the big, wide, world that exists beyond them/’ Lewis .
somewhat lesser in i960. My guess and of courseJ S rnh?prnfHr'Ptf5 run ^to some local censorship difcommented. “They like to concentrate bn the Hollywood outlets/’
would be that the pattern will jbe. ?MotEV 311 e(?ncerned are pities, “Room- for moraL and
: He added that the columnists were still important, but not as irnfor fewer and fewer in numbers. ■
Whether it’«
•>
Hot for political reasons, but no
:is expected ?n; portant as they used to be in the past. Lewis adiriitted/that nobody
It's a thing of the past for a major
precisely knew the impact of material appearing in the columns,, and
iompany to try and feed 40 or 48
he nixed the thought, that a survey might establish it.
“Whenever
pictures to the distribution mill on^ora/Lfe^-^S f ^’taiian. market is a sucker
someone discovers some ‘basic’ truths in this 'business, someone else
each year. Sure, the theatres need by the Miris.ch Co.) from $1 500 000 ^or^lle ^lg actiqner with a highcomes along and next day kicks it. in the face by proving the oppo¬
product but if we fulfill our target to $2,250,000, as UA did by adS
°vng Si3r’ especially if properly site/’ he said.
cf producing enough ‘special fat- Tony Curtis to Marilyn Monroe PQfltlon€d aPd-spaced during the
Lewis said the constant give-and-take at UA between the producers
traction’ features they w:ili have and Jack Lemmon and shooting a
lfast-' ^J’s the and the various departments at the company was invaluable. “They
more than enough celluloid to jfill larger bankroll; it’s all a “teain UA-DEAR view followmg a look at
team some recent figures. Company df- may come in with strong concepts, but usually they’re forined on the
up their screens because the prod¬ operation ”
basis of experiences and the ideas are gobdr Occasionally, they tend
uct will be capable of extended ?
Comedies always-were a moot S*
wU1
to become a little too esoteric,” he noted.
point out that comedies and epics
runs.”
^
il
point with UA because “in the (
of a drama or melodrama, if it onlv *an aIs^
xbig, ones ;i? tllis codn*
]__‘West Side Story’
j|
Italia^ . quota, j performances in. this country—but
! comes off 70Cri or 80ro it is still try* and fbat; old standby-diversifi- ly . advantageous
DEAR and UA have both frequent¬ that coin goes to the Italian part¬
“West Side Story,” which Ejiiot : rewarding, artistically, but the cation-still apphes (they feel):
ly
invested
in
co-productions
in ner, Titanus, who has Italo release
Hyman will produce for UA, will ; comedy technique is a greater
It: therefore follows that Italjris
be in one of the three major “big”;'challenge, creatively, since a com- a habit-formed arid predictable Italy and other European coun¬ rights; (UA holds ! U.S. rights,
processes, meaning either Todd- ; edy must click 100% all the wav market only to a certain degree, tries. Such combinations; a DEAR Metro rest of world).
AO, Cinerama or CineMiraele— ‘ or there’s something not quite sat- and that certain surprises (arid dis- spokesman said, could offer defi¬ : Switching to the physical side of
Blumofe considers Cinemascope isfying to all concerned, from the aPPO(ntments> are inevitable. “Man nite advantages in many sectors, the Italian bperatiph, DEAR Films
'producer to the customer.” '
of . the West”, and to an even and while none has been set for . operate. in this country via 13
now as “conventional.”
.jj
Billy Wilder finally brought In greater degree “The. Big Country” 1959, there’s every probablity that branches; but feel that they could
Ii will be geared as a. block¬ !
buster. The “dream casting” for , “Some Like It Hot” at $2,500 000 lhave for‘example turned in above- more will be iriade here in the just as well distribute through sev-.
the
Jerome
Robbins - choreo¬ because of Miss Monroe’s’ illness hopes fifiures in; Italy, while an- near future. DEAR and UA have en key-city offices. This possibility
graphed legit, musical is Marlon | and, as it has shaped up, it was 0^her VA ; item,.. “The Defiant in recent years been partnered in for the moment appears remote,
Brando, Harry Belafqnte (in the ’primed for a “big” picture—that Ones,” registered some definitely such local efforts as “The Barefoot however, as DEAR would only cut
role of the Puerto Rican boy) land ; “special attraction” UA accents_ disappointing totals on the periin- Contessa,” “Legend of the Lost,” its branch total if all the other
Elizabeth Taylor, with Elia Kazan just as Frank Capra’s current' su?a- Perhaps, the localites opine, “A Woman Like Satan,” “The Yank outfits Would! do the same.
Was because the race problem Monte Carlo Story,” and “The . Apparently, there’s little chance of
or Robert Wise directing. All [this , “Hole In The Head” (Sinatra), is ;
Naked Maja/’ to name a few. The I: that.happening, at least in the near
is in the think stage now. how¬ causing UA to revise its former Is Pra<?tically unknown here,
In quest of “international” prod- last-named, incidentally, has turned j future, as. few other distribs share
ever. UA’s intention is to sell, it wariness on comedies. “The Apart- j
a la “Around The World Iri' 80 ment,” also a Mirisch Co; produc-» uct and casts as well as a financial¬ in one of the year’s top boxoffice the DEAR view at the moment.

Roger Lewis: Ads, Angles, Habits
&New Generation of Producers
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UA’S EXPLOITATION:

i-

(Vice-President of -United. Artists)
./■- A while back, the entertainment
industry used to glory in a stylish
practitioner who was colorful, •un¬
inhibited and from time - to time
inspired.' He
had a restless,
impulsiveness •
and loved to
try anything
at least once.
With his racy
enthusiasm and
inventiveness.,.
he generated^
an excitement
and . g i i t t e r
that dressed

Pandemonium Reigns, As Usual

side the stultifying atmosphere of
caution and fear. , The time to act is now. The
- By BOBERT J; IANDRYmotion picture field is undergoing
big changes and its ultimate shape
"We are a circus business.” When he enunciates pact The stress given to amusements does not, of
and strength will depend largely
itself, explain journalistic preeminence but is a
on. what we do in the next year or this favorite maxim of his, Max Youngstein smiles, •significant token of alertness in giving the readers
two. Now that we’re delivering the and is content. He likes it that way.. And the cir¬ full service.
best product in. the history of the cus analogy is plausible. Only peep into the big top
"In what towns do you feel as a showman that
business, it’s virtually suicidal to at 729 Seventh Avenue. The sense of circus acts in you can function best?” Krushen puffs at his in¬
settle for timid, tired showman¬
evitable cigar and permits himself to mutter a lew
ship." This can’t; be; a minority.move¬ performance is strong. United Artists is adept at names
at random. He likes Boston. He mentions
ment.- it calls for every branch of walking/ the. high wire, at defiance, of gravity and
the industry, .for every' responsible risk, in keeping iriany balls in, the air at one time. the presence of an unusual number of unusually
literate Boston film ladies — Marjorie Adams
organization, to take an: active part. An occasional friar from- the caged beasts completes
(Globe), Mary X. Sullivan (Advertiser) Alta Ma¬
We have to understand.and accept
loney and Elinor . Hughes (Herald-Traveller) and
the idea that product and promo¬ ■tile illusion..
Peggy Doyle (Record). Pittsburgh is blessed, too,
.
Certainly
UA
follows
.
the
/Barnum
tradition
in
tion, like showmanship and showMax. E. Youngstein . up
and took a business, are both, pieces of the ballyhoo. / One of its major appeals—arid services with lively columnists who are responsive to copy
real. hold on the attentions of his same picture; A first-rate film is -—to the independent .film producer lies in., the ram¬ angles, per the Press with Kap Monahan, the Post-.
Gazette with Harold V. Cohen, the Sun-Telegram
..public. .
not first-rate .merchandise unless
paging, whip-cracking, weapon-packing, highly per- with Karl Krug.
it Is backed, by thorough, top-qual¬
• He was called a showman.
ambulatory field staff of exploiteers.
There are
: Other cities and other names are rattled off. too
ity pre-selling. -.
He was the backbone of show
fast (he often talks too. fast) for notation. San Fran¬
business. He built it into what
.-. As a starting point, leFs all move never fewer than 25 of. these tough guerrilla fighters cisco, Detroit, Washington, Chicago, Cleveland,
if is today,
against unwarranted and mischie¬ J manning the rifle pits! Of late, the number of pro- Houston, Atlanta have clearly left favorable impres¬
. The showman ..isn’t dead today, vous censorship.. There’s a kind of i motion men. around the country has been averaging
sions on the veteran field marshal (14 years, boy
but he’s hard ,to find, and. the grim- irony In the fact that the, j nearer to 40. They all say "yes,, sir” to Mori Krush- and man at UA).
rhoods and'men who dominate the gains we’ve Won recently in free¬
i
en,
the
UA
Chef
D’Exploitation,
motion picture medium are edging dom of production are effectively
j
Dud Show Towns?
1
him towards extinction. We better cancelled by tougher and more j Is it in. any wise an exaggeration to affirm that
do something about it in a hurry. arbitrary, control of Our ads arid /at the. present time UA’s. exploitation, operation is
What about the dud burgs? He knows them like
The truth is that Showmen and. promotion. Today we can present •'not only the biggest . in terms of staffing but the he knows how much money he’s got to spend on
show business .get fat or fade away on the screen subjects arid themes riiost. dynamic in terms of energy and activity? He
together. - Once:. the free-wheeling that \vere: barred a short while ago. I would be a hardy , disputant who undertook to argue the next Lancaster film but he gets discreet about
huckster passes on, we’re all going But we still can’t accurately iden¬ [the negative. Which, of course, is not to disparage naming names. No, it isn’t because of single own¬
tify them before a moviegoer enters j other exploiteers or the. industry’s eagerness to ership of the morning and afternoon papers, as in
to have to learn new trades.
Instead of . showmanship, . what the theatre. .The’way to fight these {..sell tickets. Such motivations are universal to all some burgs. Nor because certain dailies are up to
self-appointed
guardians of public !. companies. But. UA bears down- the hardest. Just
we really have; today in the enter¬
their navels in. "pro-television bias” via their own
tainment business is nierchandis- taste arid . welfare is in the com¬ • recently six field ineri were in Los Angeles hand¬ ownership of tv stations. A lively management is
munity,
in
the
Corigress
and in the. ling four openings /and another- two men in San
ing. Merchandising is very respect¬
one that has a native zest for publishing and edit¬
able. You can’t even say it unless courts;: Virtually , every other in¬ Francisco.
ing newspapers. Dull newspapers, he suspects, tend
your jacket is on. It involves high- dustry can reach its market: in its
to
belong to great constellations of wealth—where
Glandular Pugnacity
fashion rituals, like programmed own way, without tampering arid
the paper is only another item in the portfolio
planning in depth, market surveys intimidation.. We’re entitled to the
alongside
a bank or an electric company rather
The
stress
on
exploitation
is
partly
a
matter
of
and motivational research. Along sairie opportunity. To make .gains UA’s whole circusy behaviour pattern, also of than a pulsating news organ.
?
M-a.disbn-.Ave.iiue, it’s credited with of this, sort, our industry associa¬ Krusheri’s. own private combustion. But it relates
UA’s exploitation director has, 'in effect,
hopping up sales of. deodorants, tions should show , the way, not Very obviously to UA having so many. partner-proa strong prejudice for the idea' that a pub¬
Observe
passively
.or
/stand
abjectly
vinyl plastics, and other ornaments i
f diicers/ Of varyirig degrees, of "independence” and
lisher, an editor, a managing editor who is
of our r
lire. But it. can’t sell neutral. If this means some shake- glandular pugnacity, these showmen do nof> refrain
truly "alive” journalistically needs Ho sell¬
ups or changes in leadership.-the
movie ti: . ; and never will. .
ing on amusements. Integral to a desire to
price is a small one. for the huge from kibitzing either the UA sales department
So \vh:.'s. happened to the. old- gains that are at stake. .
(On datings and terms) or the exploitation strategy
produce the best possible newspaper, the
style showmanship?’ Is the-. 1959(on openings) or the . critics7 remarks ton quality!.
best possible amusement section is invari¬
Money & Growth
J
model promotion man mentally and
Tension is constant in a company with 30 or 49
ably included.
temperamentally inferior? Is he in¬ . This will be the first big break¬ releases a year. It rriay mean that new product is
He concedes there are publishers who are §nobs
capable of hitting the street and through. There: are/.other ad varices lined up weeks and months ahead in the all-crucial about entertainment. A few look down their noses
beating the hide out of the drum? to. follow. Creative people must be key situations’. It is routine to have as/ many as 100- at the movies. Of such characters as UA balk-hoo¬
Or is it just that he doesn’t enjoy relieved of a / lot of the top-level odd scheduled-ahead openings at the same -time— ligans they may remark, "Who are these mounte¬
bis craft any more?
weight and treated to real auto¬ soirietimes the same day or week.
banks?” Gratefully, these are the exceptions.
I don’t think the ballyhoo boys, nomy. . Let’s discard last year’s . A couple of years ago when an especially- nu¬
But a film showman must not, on his own side,
of today are inherently: inferior. campaign, as, the measure of ap¬ merous .galaxy; of big-budget product was lined up be shortsighted about the publisher’s very real ecoThey are simply the victims of the proval. ; Free-wheeling, even out¬ bumper-to-buriiper there were something like 2,000 : riomic problems in today’s tight-figuring. Every
times-—intimidated,; short-budgeted landish ideas, deserve a trial and openings at approximately the same week under added inch of unpaid space in a daily is an Item of
and coaxed to play everything safe. support from the home office right the UA binoculars. The salient, reality in such a expense. Newsprint itself is staggeringly expensive.
To get to causes; the industry has into the field.. Trial means some burden focusses upon the daily newspapers around
Staff and typesetting charges are constant wor¬
fostered a foolish and costly illu¬ erfor; it. also: mrians growth.
the country. What are the prospects for advance art ries. In the smaller cities (the minor firstruns) it
sion of dignity. There’s a terrible
A most critical kirid of support arid copy breaks? Each individual picture is a sepa¬ Is not so much that criticism has been dropped as
fear of . offending. To be uncouth is that of money. There, is no cut- rate problem With its own necessary strategy. All a trouble-maker but as an expense. Good critics
is a mortal sin and everyone walks rate approach to . showmanship: require plan, pressure and contact.
are part of the excitement of a meaningful amuse-,
around self-consciously with bis Exhibitors* as Well as producers,
Undoubtedly most, picture company exploiteers ment section but where space is so tight that a
eyes lowered;
and distributors, have to be Willing would accept the truisrii that the daily paper is the choice, must be made between advance art and copy
to pay the price/ of developing a primary medium of Sale, UA arid Krushen fairly and formal reviews, the modern exploiteer is very
NeW Idols
mass audience for product. There shout this belief. Radio Spots are respected and ex¬ clear in his own mind.
Krushen notes that in cities with several dailies
. The. new- god is Taste, and lurk¬ is rio painless way; / there is no tensively used; television is more charily regarded
arid more selectively utilized.. Krusheri’s conviction the development of a zingy amusement section in
ing off-stage to support his author¬ forgiveness.
Viewing the: problem from the is that the right rise of tv advertising can benefit a one paper invariably jogs the others. He gives all
ity/ are the censors, the bluenoses
and the pressure groups. With so point of morale, it’s impossible for new picture but the wrong use—especially of clips due praise to certain columnist-critics. Writing skill
many people sniffing f r om the ad-pubiicity people to deliver at or trailers that show up poorly on the home orthicon and savez are of the essence in making the copy
pay off. But basically Krushen always credits the
wings for delicacy, the press agent peak efficiency when they are image—may actually damage the appeal.
as, strictly expendable
publisher.
“There's where constructive attitude
has discarded the old handbook by regarded
turned orit in wholesale lots
Traffic in ‘Impressions’
originates.”
Barnum and now. gets his cues and
with each passing panic. Insecurity
from Elsie Dinsmore and Stover
The
daily
newspaper is the great make-wTeight
isn’t much of a stimulant to in¬ , The “nature” of a feature film Is the necessary
At Yale, Active support arid en¬ spiration.
for the "opening” of a new picture in an important
Sock ideas seldom crime
couragement froiri the top policy from a. man who’s computing his key to how best to handle it, "Nature”- (or theme) key center. The paid advertisements go> hand in..
people would help close off this un employ rhent: insurance entitle¬ should riot be confused, of course, with quality. At hand and Krushen favors the’j maximum showing '
shortcut to/ catastrophe. But in the ment. The industry has already the point-of-sale, in plotting the. public come-on, of come-thither coincidental with the selling ol
climate of today’s industry,, there lost too much creative power frorii:
tickets. The impulse to see tW film, and its avail¬
aren’t a lot of hardy souls to take aimless firings of promotional the traffic is in “impressions;” The visual aspect of ability should coincide.
tv carries dangers not inherent in radio. Krushen
a: stand and buck the trend, .
specialists with years of invaluable
There’s another big factor in the experience.: Let’s create a clear speaks of the hazard of the wiring scenes from a -i
Producer Anxieties
near-atrophy of showmanship. This awareness that the skills of these theatre. film "short-selling” the property when ex¬
is a wasteful exercise improperly people are needed and: respected. posed in hrimeSi, / This is . an evil devoutly to be
The tension of the producer, and of the company,
called economy. With /a nervous
.'
; This can be the way to start on avoided.
all of Its key management executives increases as
look towards the auditor, the first the road to a new era of dynamic
A motion picture is a perishable commodity and the new picture braves its sails hoping for a favor¬
gauge of a campaign is cost, not promotion. If we’re all willing to like fruit, vegetables,, milk, fish et al. requires care
able wind of public interest. How the film opens in
potential. Incredibly enough, most make. the effort, we/ can recapture in marketing: The process starts with the selection
of today’s higher-priced pictures: the verve and vitality of the show¬ of dates and cities by top .riaariagement. As with all the first 10 or 15 keys often enough is the index of
are being introduced into a briskly manship that made motion pictures distributors holiday weekends arid certain peak cal¬ comfort or discomfort. Hence whatever exploita¬
competitive entertainment market the entertainment iriedium around endar periods have a special glamour, to the UA tion know-how and drive is capable of must be
with lower-than-nrirmai promotion.' the globe. We can restore the producers. Krushen adopts a blithe attitude about mustered at the point of maximum usefulness. Thera
are, of course, continuing and classic arguments
budgets. This Alice-in-W.onderland excitement arid enthusiasm and the simultaneous openings when the other product is
thinking, that cuts back on man¬ spirit of fun of circusrstyle bally¬ somebody else’s but for two UA pictures, or travel¬ within the film trade as to what advertising-publicity-exploitation
can do. All agree there is limited
power along with moneyy is given hoo. Come to think, of it, we don’t ling stars, 1:o overlap in the sairie situation is, to
salvage for turkeys. Nor any quarrelling with the
some trick packaging for the trade./ have a hell of a lot of choice or him, unwholesome. Immoral and shuddering.
great mass audience. But a great deal is possible
On exhibitors and producers who a lot of time.
If individual motion pictures must be handled in the star-theme-topicality values, even though
are being short-changed on pre¬
differently, it is also evident that .individual' cities such momentum sometimes slacks off quite soon.
selling, it is palmed off as "Stream¬
and newspapers present .differing problems. Un¬
The wheeling and dealing which goes with mod¬
lining” and "a bigger bang for a
hesitatingly Krushen declares that the Hearst chain ern film exploitation is a specialty. It requires marbuck,” What it, actually produces,
is
the
most
.consistently
cooperative
publishing
or¬
ket-by-market,
editor-by-editor,! paper-by-paper
of course, is. a flabbier impact, on
Los Angeles,
ganization. "They understand. Our needs.”
evaluation. Theatres and Circuits, too, differ enorm¬
the movie audience. And ad-pub¬
Bullock’s, one of the major de¬
ously in their own showmanship and helpfulness to
licity people .are frustrated, and partment - stores/ iri downtown Los
Concerning Critics
the national distributor. At his office in New York
limited by this pinch-penriy . "states¬ Angeles, is serving as a showcase
manship” which translates: "Sell for United Artisjts* 4Qth * arini, in
Tolerant of critics, but not perhaps in the way with the long distance phones constantly jangling,
it hard, but not too much.”
a proriirition. tieup. Establishment the. critics would always appreciate, Krushen evalu¬ his ears calloused from the steady pressure of the
'receivers, Krushen is riding the pulse-beat of tlie
. 'While these absurb slogans are will turn over 16 windows, plus. its
being paraded around, other media Florentine Room, and other sec¬ ates what is printed in a reyiew after the film opens “moment of truth”—the initial impact around the
grilrig after the time and tickets tions-, for display of costumes, in the theatre, as far less tell tale than what, is country of the latest assault upon the fancy of John
purchases of the identical public props, cameras, posters and other printed about the film in. tlie same sheet prior to Q. Public.
are boosting their budgets and ap¬ inemorabiiia from films of the past; arrival.
One of the calls may be from Youngstein, He will
plying them to fresh, forceful pro¬ in a giant exhibit!
get a quick fill-in from the scattered battle fronts.
motion/ Some of the best creative . Such current releases as "Some : There are exceptions here; arid there but it’s al¬ He will listen intently, then sum up—“In short,
people in motion pictures .are go¬ Like it Hot,” "The Horse Soldiers,” most a dependable proverb that the; newspaper with pandemonium reigns as usual”—and hang .up, sat¬
ing into relatively new fields that "Hole ; in the Head** , and others the best amusement section is pretty- likely to be isfied that nothing resembling lassitude has ensued
encourage freedom and vitality out- also will be hallyed.
the newspaper with greatest circulation and im- within his’ organization.

l
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Two Series Coming Up on Networks in Fall
Represent $5,000,000 Billings
Bv MURRAY HOROWITZ
United Artists’ plunge into tele¬ the key projects is the “UA Play¬
vision isn't 40 months old, yet as house.” which got an offer from
a spunking baby, with the resources NBC-TV for this upcoming season,
of the 40-year-old parent company but with many terms outstanding,
at its command, UA already is a the project couldn’t unroll for the
fall! season. The likelihood is good,
force in the tv biz.
UA first got its feet wet over though, for next season. Idea of
two years ago with the release of “UA Playhouse”, is an anthology
some vanities to tv\ But that move, series of 60 minutes, with some
compared to today's ambitions <and 90-minute outings interspersed.
achievements', seem small doings The: producers of the. episodes
would be UA’s stable, of- , indie, mo¬
in retrospect.
tion picture producers, men such
Situation today is this:
il.' United Artists Television ! as Kirk Douglas, Yul Brynner, Ed¬
has sold two series for network! ward Small, Hecht-Lancaster, et al.
airing next season, representing
Explanation, Please
gross billings of close to $5,000.How did UA’s stake in tv mush¬
C00. Two series are ‘'The Dennis
O'Keefe Show," bought by Olds- room so quickly? It’s the classic
mobile, with the particular net¬ combination of money arid talent
work and time slot yet to be firmed The acquisition of AAP cost, in
up; and "The Troubleshooters.” totp, . about $35,000,000: Part of the
starring Keenan Wynn arid Bob cost was the settlement, of a law*
Mathias, bought by Philip Morris suit,, brought by National Telefilm
for Marlboro Cigarets. and; slotted Associates, which claimed it had a
on NBC-TV Friday nights at 8 p.m. prior deal for controlling interest
*2.1 United Artists Television ah- in AAP. The settleihent was for
so has moved into the syndication $2,000,000, One of the highest in!
field, building up a sales organiza¬ the biz, UA bought the residual
tion, and putting its first property rights to the RKO library for $6,“The Tales of the Vikings” into 000,000.
the market-by-market hopper,
Ignited Artists Television <UAT)
*3.) United Artists Associated, went out on a limb and said that
which possesses one of the largest it would eschew pilot production.
backlog of features-fpr-ty, is con¬ Instead, whenever possible, UAT
trolled by UA management: Tech¬ would go into series production,
nical ownership of UAA is com¬ with or without a national sale.
plicated at this stage, but it’s fore¬ That policy apparently payed off.
cast that sometime in the future UAT came into the selling season
UAA will be consolidated under wijth five, projects and clicked off
the UA- roof. UAA, formerly was sales on two series, no mean bat¬
Associated Artists Productions ting average for either an old or
and its feature library includes the new company. Production contin¬
Warner pix 163 cinematics initial ues on the two uncommitted ser¬
ly released by UA, and some high ies!. “Hudson’s Bay,” starring Barirated cartoons, including the “Pop- ry Nelson, and “Miami Undercov¬
eve’s.” Additionally, the UAA sales er/’ co-starring Lee Bowman and
staff is handling the residual rights Rocky Graziano. They could go
to the RKO library, initially bar either nationally or syridication,
tered by Matty Fox’s C&C Tele with the probability nod . going to
syndication,.
vision.
_._.
;
Looking Ahead
|
jTopping United Artists Televi¬
Those are the highpoints of UA’s sion is Herb Golden: also a v.p. of
stake in tv today. What about to the parent UA motion picture com¬
pany. Bruce Eells is ekec v.p. of
morrow?
—UA is scouting around the UAT, while Kurt Blumberg is man¬
market for possible radio and ty ager Of syndication operations and
station ownership,, as another move administrative assistant to Eells.
in its overall show biz diversifi¬ John J, Mulvihill is general sales
exec specializing in network and
cation plan.
—Outfit is going to enter the tv national advertiser presentations.
cartoonery biz. It's currently nego¬ United Artists Associated is headed
tiating a deal for cartoons spe¬ by Eliot Hyman, who also piloted
AAP.
cially made for tv.
Currently, UAT is building a
—Consideration is being given
to releasing another group of fea¬ syndication sales organization, hav¬
tures to tv, the pix coming from ing already hired some industry
UA.
vets to head up regional divisions.
—Vidpix programming plans for [ For an organization, not 40
next year’s network selling season months old„ it's sure making a
already are in the hopper. One of mark, in tv.

United Artists
Foresees Itself
With TV Stations

\
United Artists eventually expects
to own television stations, but for
the moment hasn’t, been offered
any tv buys that are within reason,
Robert S. Benjamin, UA chairman
of the board, said in N.Y: last
week.
He added that, while talks had
been going on from time to time,
the price asked had been 20r and
30 times the earnings capacity.
“.Metbusala would be seeing an>
money,” he said, "not United
Artists.”
However, Benjamin ' observed.
UA definitely is interested in own¬
ing stations and, being already in
tv production of series, has a riattiral affinity with the field. •
As for toll-tv. Benjamin said be
felt quite certain it would come
bat questioned how long it vvoqld
take to get established. lie stressed
the high cost factor of any pay
system. “There's • no use guessing,
really,” he commented. "The thing
to do is just to await the event and
see. We certainly have an open
mind on the subject.”
Mert Cole, head of the theatre
circuit at Rosenberg, Tex. bearing
his name, has been elected execu¬
tive director of the Baylor ExStudents Assn.

By FRED HIFT
The day of the Inbetween and
the small films is gone and there
have been a number of cases
United Artists; which .got its feet where these pictures have actually
wet in the music biz some 18 hurt, the top attractions, William
months aga when it launched its J. Heineman, United Artists. v.p.
disk and publishing subsids, is now in charge of distribution, , said last
all set for a big splash. UA Rec-: week in N.Y.
ords, in particular, is projecting a
Heineman, who would like to see
major expansion for the fall with an end to dou¬
a multi-faceted releasing program, ble featuring
that will go across the board, from in the States,
pops to longhair.
said! his ideal
David Picker/recently appointed release sched¬
ule
for United
exec viceprexy of the. UA music
Operation under prexy Max Young- .Artists would
be
18
top ‘‘A”
stein, stated the company had now
shaken down to the point where [ pictures With
no
small
films
it was. ready to handle a broad
and diversified catalog: Up to this on the sched¬
ule
at
all.
The
point, the UA label has. established
a dual personality between its rest : of the
UA
managewilliam • J. Heineman
heavy accent on jazz and its equally
substantial soundtrack a c tiv ity. ment obvious¬
ly
see
'
it
his
way since, next
Picker’s objectivive is to widen the
disk subsid’s: program to cover the year, UA plans to sharply cut back
pn
precisely
the
type
Of “difficult”
musical spectrum.: .
production on which the company
Starting in September, the UA takes a good chance of losing
label has sot a schedule of TOO. money.
package releases for the following
Generally valued as one of the
year. The program will involve a
significant strengthening of the top men in the. distribution field,
diskery’s roster of artists and steps under whose guidance the UA
grosses have shown a
are now being taken to corral sev¬ domestic
steady upward curve, Heineman
eral names with disk reps.
today presides over an aggressive,
In the. longhair field, the UA hard-hitting sales force which,
diskery has. already come up with even in a difficult market, is de¬
Several packages under the baton, livering the goods. But he is
of Leopold Stokowski. In the works sharply aware that what is best
are classical platters with com¬ for UA gs a company isn’t always
poser-conductor Villa Lobos and a best for the individual- producers
new American pianist, Walter who feed it product,: and vice
Hautzig.
versa:
Jazz Strategy
Asked whether . UA-s present
was geared to most eL
Jazz-wise, Picker indicated that [Operation
ficierit
operations in a changing
UA would switch from showcasirig
market, Heineman answered with
random instrumentalists to one of
concentrating on four or five top a flat no. “We. are not operating at
names. Signed recently to an ex¬ peak efficiency,’* he said, “but our
clusive pact was trumpeter Ruby present setup is most beneficial to
Braff. A couple of more heavy¬ our producers. There are a num¬
weight modern jazz personalities ber of things which we, as UA. and
are; also due to be wrapped up with only UA in mind, would not
doing were it not for our obliga¬
■shortly; In addition, UA plans to be
to the producers.”
develop new jazz aces with poten¬ tion
He
cited as an example the fact
tials such as Art Farmer and Randy

Weston. The Modern Jazz Quartet
is being spotlighted in a one-shot
UA LP release because. John Lewis,
MJQ pianist, wrote the background
score to the Harry Belafonte film,
“Odds Against Tomorrow,” a UA
release. MjQ normally 'release un¬
der the Atlantic Records banner.
In the pop album field, UA is
riding with Diahann Carroll, whose
LP of “Porgy & Bess” tunes with
pianist Andre Previn; earned a
solid reaction. The duo will be
teamed again shortly. Burl Ives,
folksinger who recently Was inked
to UA, also will be a key factor in
the UA package picture with am¬
bitious six-LP deluxe set being
mapped for the Christmas market.
Film Soundtracks
Because of. its picture company'
j tieup, the soundtrack packages will
be doing what corries naturally for
Chicago, June 23. j the disk label. The company has
' The art pix breakthrough of already racked up. a hit: in the
commercial houses, a continuing double LP from the “I Want To
phenom in many keys. is. pointed ! Live” film. The .Gerry
lip anew, and with acrimony, here and Johnny Mandel sets have now
by the deal Whereby Charlie gone over the 100,000 marker: Ex¬
Chaplin’s “Modern Times’* goes cellent results were also, scored
into the Todd-owried Cinestage, with such straight drariiatic film
probably early in August. . Execs soundtracks as “The. Vikings” and
of some offbeat theatres here say; “The Big Country,” The “Some
in effect, that Lopert (UA) gave Like It Hot” LP is awaiting gen¬
them high-handed treatment in eral release of the . film while, up¬
peddling trie reissue locally,
j coming. albums will be based on
ji Lopert first stated it would take such pic entries as “Wonderful
bids on the picture, then, switched Country” arid “The Horise. Sol¬
abruptly to the negotiation route. diers.” Picker pointed out that riot
What angered the art exhibs, how¬ every pic soundtrack: is getting-the
ever, was the prohibitive guarantee LP treatment; since some film mu¬
^about $30,000' demanded by the
distributor. However, Lopert is sic falls short of LP requirements:
under unusual pressure from! The ., film-disk corporate 'tieup is
(Chaplin himself in Switzerland. cueing closer cooperation with the.
The small Surf and World Play- filin producers on music scoring
:house, both eager for the pic, problems., The ‘‘I Want. To Live”
[could not possibly come but under score, for example, was a product
those terms, even with jacked rip of the.diskery’s suggestion on what
[admissions.
! musicians .should be Used. Cur¬
!i The arties see the Cinestage rently, the diskery is urging some
[booking as further chipping away, producers to use hot commercial
[of their already severely dwindled pop songwriters, such as Jerry Liemarket, with the condition further ber and Mike Stolier, on a film
aggravated by the shortage (say musical assignment
the exhibs) of really sock import
In the pop single market, Picker
product.
said UA will continue to dish up
Chuck. Teitel’s . World wasted no whatever: the buying public seems
[time moaning, however, cashing to be going for. “If it’s rock ’n’ roll,
[in on the Chaplin revival anyway. that they want,: we’ll be as com! by grabbing a package of his early; mericial as the next company,” he
j shorts called “A Night With Charlie stated, adding, however, that the
j Chaplin,’* handled by Joseph Bren- UA label will never be guilty of
sner in N.Y.
bad taste, whatever the idiom.

Chi Arters Feel Chaplin’s
Grasping Fingers as Times’
Gees to ‘Commercial’ Bird

| that, the indies distinctly stand to
gain via UA serving the. largest
number of houses; From UA’s dis¬
tribution point of view, however,
such a release is uneconomical and
adds to the overhead, which of
course comes out of; its [distribu¬
tion fee.
UA today maintains 32 U.S. arid
Canadian sales offices. Its physical:
distribution (shipping, inspecting)
is done by National Filrri Carriers.
“This system permits us to handle
film cheaper than . if we had Our
own backrooms, and it does away
with the necessity of. maintaining
t vaults,” Heineman observed.
1
Too Many Exchanges
1
The UA sales topper said, the
only reason why the ; various
companies today , maintained 32 of¬
fices in the domestic market was
. that they are in competition. *‘We
could still give maximum coverage
if the ihdustry were to cut down
sales offices, expand the area be¬
ing served out of even) of fide arid
establish shipping, centres so that
the exhibitors aren’t, penalized.
That would be a big saving.”
Heineman felt that, eventually,
an independent company may be
set up to handle some[ of the work
being done today by the majors
individually. “It’d probably al¬
ready have been done hadn’t it
been for that Competitive aspect
in the industry,” he said.
Meanwhile, UA remains the only
company to streamline its distribu¬
tion in the direction in which the
industry is generaUy seen head¬
ing, If there weye a general gettogether among the companies, to
cut costs by establishing a joint
service; UA might go along, Heiriemari commented; However, he
doubted that the eventual per-foot
cost would be much lower than
what it is now for • UA. “We don’t
worry = about it quite. as much as
the others,” the UA sales topper ,
said. “When you have" a lot of
successful pictures on your hands,
the problem doesp’t seem to be as
pressing as when you’re starving.
And we decidedly aren’t starving!”

Has Advantage of a Global Distribution System—Size Up Established Labels for Longhair Stuff
By HERM SCHOENFELD
United Artists Records, now
grossing $2,000,000 a year, is gear¬
ing up for a $10,000,000 annual
business within two years, accord¬
ing to Max Youngstein, prexy of.
the picture company’s music opera¬
tions, covering disks and publish¬
ing. Youngstein’s confidence in the
diskery’s future stems from the
company’s relatively strong current
positioii. It has already gone into
the black, Youngstein declared, and
will be picking, up steam from now
on.
:[■*[.
Youngstein pointed out that the
exec staff handling the music.divi¬
sion, under his general supervision^
had now shaken down into a sav¬
vy, well-organized unit, David Pick¬
er, exec v.p. of the diskery, is now
being backstopped by Lester Lees,
sales chief, and Bob Altshuler, pub¬
licity - advertising director. Both
are industry veterans, It’s known:
that in the works now is a deal
for a top musical director to inave
over to UA as artists & repertoire
chief.
. “We’re not thumping our chests;
over the past 18 months,” Young¬
stein said, “but we have made mod¬
est achievements.” Starting from
scratch, the UA diskery has built
a .small; but well-rounded catalog
of LP packages and now is starting
to hit in the single* field. “We. are
definitely starting to emerge, as an
important factor in the music busi¬
ness,” he said.
Deals to acquire established la¬
bels are still being considered; At
the present time, UA is looking
into the possibility of acquiring an
important label: specialising in
longhair releases. Youngstein said
that some 50 labels have been
looked into in the last year arid a
half and a deal is likely to shape
up sooner or later. Similarly, in the
publishing field, UA is still inter¬
ested in snagging an established
catalog..:

Summing, up the experience of
UA music, Youngstein said that the
hookup with the picture company
has given the UA record company
several vital: advantages,
(1) . Backed by the financial re¬
sources of a 'multi-million, dollar
parent company, the diskery is be¬
ing given time to develop a long¬
term perspective. “We have the
financial stability to amortize ex¬
pensive packages over a consider¬
able period [and we aren’t desper¬
ate for an immediate hit to bail
us out,” Youngstein stated.
(2) . The tieup between the pic
and disk company provides, unique
opportunities for cross - plugging
and an interplay of promotional ef- .
forts which help both the pie box-.
office and disk sales. These tieups
will be pursued wherever possible,
Youngstein stated, but emphasized
that UA Records is primarily a
disk operation arid not a promo¬
tional wirig for. the picture com¬
pany.
(3) . The existence of the pic¬
ture company’s distribution appa¬
ratus gives the disk company a
ready-made global, machinery for
its own purpose. Over 150 UA of¬
fices around [the world are being
alerted to [ the value of UA. disk re:
leases In promoting UA films. Iri
the instance of “I Want To Live,’*
the close liaison between. the pic
and disk efforts definitely resulted [
to boosting the total sales and boxoffice impact.
Youngstein conceded that: the
concept of independent produc¬
tion, which has been so successful
for the picture company, has: riot
achieved the hoped for results in
the disk field. He said that most
artists were reluctant to accept the
responsibilities for planning and
producing their own platters de¬
spite the lucrative financial poten- ,
tial in UA’s offer.
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Completing its fourth dec¬
ade as the major film com¬
pany devoted exclusively to
independent production,
United Artists emerges as
a thoroughly diversified
entertainment company.
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HI CAST A LONG SHADOW Starring Audie Murphy,Terry Moore
Produced by Walter Mirisch«Directed by Thomas Carr
A Mirisch Company Production
[2JTHE RABBIT TRAP Starring Ernest Borgnine • Produced by
Harry Kleiner • Directed by Philip Leacock • A Canon Production
J ® I THE MAN IN THE NET Starring Alan Ladd, Carolyn Jones
Produced by Walter Mirisch • Directed by Michael Curtis
A Mirisch-Jaguar Production

*Ready
this year
...the top
productions
in UA’s
fabulous

0 ANNA LUCASTA Starring Eartha Kitt, Sammy Davis, Jr*
Produced by Sidney Hannon * Directed by Arnold Laven
ALongridge Enterprises, Inc. Production
0 HAPPY ANNIVERSARY Starring David Niven, Mitzi Gaynor
Produced by Joseph Fields • Directed by David Miller
A Joseph Fields Production

0

SOLOMON AND SHEBA Starring Yul Brynner,
Gina Lollobrigida • Produced by Ted Richmond « Directed by
King Vidor • An Edward Small Production • Filmed in Technicolor
Ml THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES
Starring Peter Cushing
Produced by Anthony Hinds • Directed by Terence Eisher
immer Film Production • Filmed in Technicolor

S

SOME LIKE IT HOT Starring Marilyn Monroe, Tony Curtia,
Lemmon • Produced and Directed by Billy Wilder
A Mirisch Company Production

0
THE LAST MILE Starring Mickey Rooney
Produced by Max J. Rosenberg • Directed by Howard W. Koch
and Milton Subotsky
El PORK CHOP HILL Starring Gregory Peck
Produced by Sy Bartlett • Directed by Lewis Milestone
A Melville Production
El TEN SECONDS TO HELL Starring Jeff Chandler,
Jack Palance, Martine Carol • Produced by Michael Carreras
Directed by Robert Aldrich * A Seven Arts—Hammer Production

anniversary
celebration!

I THE UNFORGIVEN Starring Burt Lancaster, Audrey Hepburn
Produced by James Hill • Directed by John Huston
A Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Production • Filmed in Color
E] AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS Starring David Niven,
Cantinflas, Robert Newton, Shirley MacLaine
Produced by Michael Todd • Directed by Michael Anderson
'A Michael Todd Production • Filmed in Technicolor
El THE NAKED MAJA Starring Ava Gardner, Anthony Franciosa
Produced by Goff redo Lombardo * Directed by Henry Koster
A Titanus Production • Filmed in Technicolor
'll®] SHAKE HANDS WITH THE DEVIL Starring James Cagney,
f Don Murray, Dana Wynter, Glynis Johns • Produced and
Directed by Michael Anderson • A Pennebaker Production

ILlj THE GUNF1GHT AT DODGE CITY Starring Joel McCrea
Directed by Joseph M. Newman • Produced by Walter M. Mirisch
A Mirisch Company Production • Filmed in CinemaScope
ct:d DeLuxe Color

[lIjsUMMER OF THE 17th DOLL Starring Ernest Borgnine,
Anne Baxter • Produced and Directed by Leslie Norman
ho]
[Irj WONDERFUL COUNTRY Starring Robert Mitchum,
Julie London • Produced by Chester Erskine
Directed by Robert Parrish • A D.R.M. Production • Filmed in Color
5iq]
L'r iON THE BEACH Starring Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner,
Fred Astaire, Anthony Perkins • Produced and Directed by
Stanley Kramer »A Stanley Kramer Production
! A HOLE IN THE HEAD Starring Frank Sinatra,
Edward G. Robinson, Eleanor Parker, Carolyn Jones, Thelma Ritter,
Keenan Wynn • Produced and Directed by Frank Capra
ASincap Production • Filmed in DeLuxe Color
1 DAY OF THE OUTLAW Starring Robert Ryan, Burl Ives,
Tina Louise • Produced by Sidney Harmon * Directed by
Andre de Toth • A Security Pictures, Inc. Production
@ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW Starring Harry Belafonte,
Robert Ryan, Shelly Winters • Produced and Directed by Robert Wise
AHarbel Production
I
1 alias JESSE JAMES Starring Bob Hope, Rhonda Fleming
Produced by Jack Hope • Directed by Norman Z. McLeod
A Hope Enterprises, Inc. Production ♦ Filmed in DeLuxe Color
IMItHE FUGITIVE KIND Starring Marlon Brando, Anna Magnani,
Joanne Woodward • Produced by Martin Jurow and Richard Sheperd
Directed by Sidney Lumet • A Jurow-Sheperd Production
@TAKE A GIANT STEP Starring Johnny Nash and
Estelle Hemsley • Co-Starring Ruby Dee and Frederick O’Neal
Produced by Julius J. Epstein • Directed by Philip Leacock
A Sheila Production
@TKE DEVIL’S DISCIPLE Starring Burt Lancaster,
Kirk Douglas, Laurence Olivier • Produced by Harold Hecht
Directed by Guy Hamilton • A Brynaprod, S.A. and
Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Production
IfilTHE HORSE’S MOUTH Starring Alec Guinness
Produced by John Bryan • Directed by Ronald Neame
A Knightsbridge Production • Filmed in Technicolor
ImItue
unB« SOLDIERS
cm mroc
IZ_ItHE HORSE

^
Starring John Wayne, William
Holden
Produced and Directed by John Ford • A Mirisch Batjac Production
Filmed in DeLuxe Color

@THE GALLANT HOURS Starring James Cagney
Produced and Directed by Robert Montgomery
A Cagney-Montgomery Production
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the top-drawer product
that will inaugurate
UA’s second

years!
THE ALAMO Starring John Wayne
Directed by John Wayne • A Batjac Production
THE APARTMENT Starring Shirley MacLaineand
Jack Lemmon • Produced and Directed by Billy Wilder
A Mirisch Company Production
THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN Starring Yul Brynaer
Produced by Paul Radin and Lou Marheim
An Alciona Production
INHERIT THE WIND Starring Spencer Tracy
Produced and Directed by Stanley Kramer
A Stanley Kramer Production
ELMER GANTRY
Starring Burt Lancaster • Directed by Richard Brooks
THE MISFITS Starring Marilyn Moaroe
Directed by John Huston • From a Script by Arthur Miller
A TERRIBLE BEAUTY Starring Robert Hitchum
Produced by Raymond Stress • Directed by Tay Garnett
THE PROVING FLIGHT Directed by Richard Fleischer
A Mirisch Company Production
SQUADRON 633 Produced and Directed by John Sturges
A Mirisch Company Production
A MATTER OF CONVICTION
Starring Glenn Ford • Produced by Harold Hecht
STUDS LONIGAN
The all-time best seller going into production soon*
INVITATION TO A GUNF1GHTER
A Stanley Kramer Production
EXODUS Produced and Directed by Otto Preminger
BATTLE Produced and Directed by Robert Wise
A Mirisch Company Production
THE HUSTLER Produced and Directed by Robert Rossen
BY LOVE POSSESSED A Mirisch Company Production
TWO FOR THE SEESAW Starring Elizabeth Taylor
Directed by Delbert Mann • A Mirisch Company Production
THE WAY WEST Starring Kirk Douglas, James Stewart,
Burt Lancaster • A Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Production
WEST SIDE STORY A Seven Arts Production
THE GLADIATORS Starring Yul Brynner
Produced by Paul Radin • Directed by Martin Ritt
An Alciona Production
THE SERGEANT A Seven Arts Production
FLIGHT FROM ASHIYA Executive Producer
Harold Hecht • Produced by Alan Pakula
CALIFORNIA STREET Produced by Spyros S* Skouraa
and Plato Skouras
THE CEREMONY
Produced and Directed by Anthony Mann
RIPE FRUIT Starring Santa Monteil
Produced by Edward Small • Directed by Anthony Mann
SUNDOWN AT CRAZY HORSE
A Seven Arts Production
MY SISTER AND I Starring Audrey Hepburn
Produced and Directed by Billy WHder
A .Mirisch Company Production
MY GLORIOUS BROTHERS
Produced and Directed by Stanley Kramer
KIMBERLY Starring Burt Lancaster
A Hecht-Hill-Lancaster Production
THE LAST SPIN Directed by George Roy Hill
NORTH FROM ROME

Produced by Frank Rosenberg

PARIS BLUES
Starring Sidney Poitier • A Pennefcaker Production

,

MAD KING

Produced and Directed by Anatole Litvak

1, 2 3, Produced and Directed bVBilly Wilder
A Mirisch Company Production
\
A RAGE TO LIVE

A Mirisch Company Production

AND FOR ALL THE GOLD IN'THE WORLD
Produced and Directed by Anatole Litvak
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BURT LANCASTER
EDWARD LEWIS
ANATOLE LITVAK
GOFFREDO LOMBARDO
JOHN LEE MAHIN

by

JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
ANTHONY MANN
HAROLD MIRISCH
MARVIN MIRISCH
MICHAEL ANDERSON

WALTER MIRISCH

SY BARTLETT

ROBERT MITCHUM

HARRY BELAFONTE
MARLON BRANDO SR.
RICHARD BROOKS
JOHN BRYAN
YUL BRYNNER
JAMES CAGNEY
FRANK CAPRA
MICHAEL CARRERAS
KIRK DOUGLAS
JULIUS EPSTEIN

ROBERT MONTGOMERY
ALAN PAKULA
GREGORY PECK
OTTO PREMINGER
MARTIN RACKIN
PAUL RADIN
TED RICHMOND
FRANK ROSENBERG
ROBERT ROSSEN
DORE SCHARY

CHESTER ERSKINE

AUBREY SCHENCK

JOSEPH FIELDS

WALTER SELTZER

RICHARD FLEISCHER

RICHARD SHEPERD

JOHN FORD

FRANK SINATRA

GEORGE GLASS

PLATO SKOURAS

SIDNEY HARMON
JAMES HARRIS
HAROLD HECHT
JAMES HILL
ROBERT HOPE
MARTIN JUROW

SPYROS S. SKOURAS
EDWARD SMALL
RAYMOND STROSS
JOHN STURGES
JOHN WAYNE
BILLY WILDER

LEO KERNER

ROBERT WISE

STANLEY, KRAMER

PHIL YORDAN
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keenly aware of the exhibitor’s problems*
of bold new methods of distribution...
and offering the showman strong, year-round solutions
to the prime questions of
product supply and balanced programming.

backed by
massing of
manpower
in motion
picture
industry
annals!
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... extra special attractions
this year
from
Inc.

currently I in release
fjs&v&rwj 7"'#rxp*y§A

TheJpSt

Qmifnent
THE CANNES FILM FESTIVAL
and BERLIN FILM FESTIVAL
AWARD WINNER in CINEMA*
SCOPE, COLOR AND STEREO*
PHONIC BOUND.

~:'/

"The Red,

BallooO

SPECIAL AWARD WINNER at
the CANNES FILM FESTIVAL.
FILMED in TECHNICOLOR.

Written, produced and di¬
rected by ALBEEt LAMORIS8E,
the master of fantasy.

“GATES or

EMUS’

Winner of the Academy Award
in the United. States and Italy
plus seventeen European
Awards. Written, and directed
by Federico Fellini and star¬
ring Giulietta Marina.

Directed by Rene Claiir hnd
featuring Pierre Brasseur,
Georges Brassens, Henri Vida*
and Dany Carrel. Selected by.
the government of France *>
their Academy Award entry

(1957).

Wednesday,

31
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ELEPHANT SUN

MODERN TIMES

IT HAPPENED IN ROME

(Eastman
Color)
ivasimanwwr/
starring
Charlie Chaplin
starring.Charlie
starring Belinda Lee, Michael Written, Directed and Produced
Craig, -Patrick McGoohan by Charles Chaplin
Produced by John Stafford
Directed by Ken Annakin

%

-j F‘
i

-] f

THE POSSESSORS

( Technicolor-Technirama )
. (Tecfimcotor-Tecnmrama)
starring Jean Gabin, Jean
starring June Laverick, Isabelle Desailly, Pierre-Brasseur'• ProCorey, Inge Schoener • Guest Star ‘duced by J. P. Guibert—FilmVittono De Sica • Produced by tgonor Intermondia Films • DiErmanno Donati
~
" and Luigi rected by Denys De La Patelliere
Carpentaen • Directed by Antonio
Pietraneeli

;{\3 -

"

*
-

:•*

/ !v'

*.

A WOMAN UK! SATAN

WOMAN BAIT

THE SPLIT

starring Brigitte Bardot starring Jean Gabin, Annie
Directed by J alien Davivier
Giradot,01ivier_Huisenot
Olivier Hussenot
ProducedI by J. P. Guil
Guibert
Directed by Jean Delannoy

...and
watch for
the
coming
big ones
from
Lopert
Films!

VV.V
-

"starring
starring Peter Dyneley, Jane
Hilton
Hilton*• Produced by George P.
Breakston* Directed by George P.
Breakstos A Kenneth G. Crane

A

starring Stanley Baker, Victor
McLaglen, Luciana Paluzzi
raluzzi
HcLaglen,
Produced by Ben Ffsx » Directed
by C. Raker Endneld

Wednesday, June 24, 1959
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Establishing itself in
television with the same
high quality and success
which distinguishes
the parent company,
United Artists
Television provides
financing, distribution
and promotion
of new and
original filmed
television programs.

O THE troubleshooters
A Meridian Production • Starring: Keenan Wynn
and co-starring Bob Mathias -,v

Q THE DENNIS O’KEEFE SHOW
A Cypress Production • Starring Dennis O’Keefe
With Hope Emerson, Rickey Kelmaiy
Eloise Hardt, Eddie Ryder

Q TALES OF THE VIKINGS
A Brynaprod Production - Starring Jerome V
Courtland • With Walter Barnes,
Stefan Schnabel, Buddy Baer

O HUDSON’S BAY
A Northstar Pictures Production
Starring Barry Nelson

Q MIAMI UNDERCOVER
An Aubrey Schenck-Howard W. Koch
Production - Starring Lee Bowman
co-starring Rocky Graziano

Wednesday, June 24, 1959

5 Award-quality series, filmed as 39 halfhours, each designed to satisfy the most
exacting demands of America*s top
network, regional and local sponsors.

Blue-chip sponsors

include
Philip Morris (“The Troubleshooters”)
and General Motors (“The Dennis O’Keefe Show”)
[among the family of clients
who are presently, and will in the future,
identify themselves vnththe distinctive series
from United Artists Television.

r
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UNITED
ARTISTS
ASSOCIATED, Inc.
Distributors of Motion Pictures
to Television Stations
Around the World.

HI WARNER BROS. FEATURES
0 MAJOR STUDIO FEATURES
0 SHERLOCK HOLMES FEATURES
0 POPEYE CARTOONS
0 WESTERN FEATURES
0 WARNER BROS. SHORTS

0 WARNER BROS. CARTOONS
0 GABBY HAYES SERIES
Lll HORROR-MYSTERY FEATURES
0 JOHNNY JUPITER SERIES
(ill HALL

OF FAME CLASSICS
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grateful for the unfailing
cooperation of the nation’s
showmen over the yearswhich has so importantly
helped to make this Company’.
matic
tinned f unrelenting dedi
cation to the needs of the
entertainment industry in
the promising years to come
... and looks forward with
prideful hope to
an era of even
greater mutual
achievement
with the entire
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UA Thriving In Germany; B.O.
Tastes Vary From The Latin
By HAZEL GUILD
Frankfurt.
“Our program Is getting so
A trade joke in American film much stronger within the last two
Industry circles concerns a Hollyv years with bigger productions that
wood indie producer who had his there; is no . longer the need to add
musical dubbed into German in German films to bolster the local
Berlin. Then he demanded that it ' business,” Pleskow added.
be screened ’ before a trade; audi¬
In addition, since, generally the
ence arid had. a tape recordings Americans can get their box of¬
made of . the sounds emanating fice receipts transferred out of
the European cbunrties fairly eas¬
-from the. little screening room;
When the tape was. played back ily now', there aren’t blocked funds;
to him in Hollywood. he was furl-, lying around that can be used
ous; “Something’s wrong with the for filming foreign productions.
dubbing!” he Screamed.. “There •!
.: It’s A Free Market ' .
f
were 107 laughs in the American
So UA feel, it’s worthwhile to
version-^and in the dubbed ver¬
finance*
the
production
of
a
film
in
sion, the audience laughed only
Europe only when the foreign
103 times!”
locale wall add to its authenticity—
Result—he. insisted that the en¬ as with its giant ' (and costly), hit
tire; film be re-dubbed before1 it “The. Vikings,” filmed in Munich,
was released in Germany. .
'Germany/ arid Scandinavia, last
That, \ve hasten to add, didn’t year. - '•••'•" ■ ■••.'
happen to be an indie producer
Only European , production site
who . releases through United Art: that’s : still: considerably cheaper
ists. But it’s nearly typical of the than .filming in Hollywood is Spain
special demands that some of the —and not too many pictures can
indies make on the company.
be filmed there and have universal
“I want to emphasize that- we appeal; Pleskow comments.
aren’t a / powerless tool in the
“There’s riot much difference In
hands of the individual producer bringing a. film into a free market
who just has a whim,” stresses like Germany or a controlled
Eric Pleskow, UA’.s .assistant: Con¬ market/’ Pleskow. points out. He
tinental manager, in discussing the is currently spending much' time
-.company’s problems in the Ger/ in German}' breaking in the coun¬
man territory,
'; T
try’s new general manager, . Sig“We. have to handle each, picture wart
Kusiel.
;v
on an individual basis. In that re¬
In: Germany, UA brings . in an
spect we are different from the
of 30 films, a year—con¬
other -companies. But from its average
siderably less than it releases in
very inception UA was built up to the
States.
do this.,
■
Foreign, department , execs in
'■“We .can cope with the pro-,
select the dries that are
ducefs and their special feelings America,
considered best for Germany. Then
about how a film, shpdld be han¬ UA
applies for its licenses: through
dled. For this reason, many .of
MPE A.
, .
the indies feel they’ve found. a
Problems it encounters in Ger¬
home with our company;’' . :
: ; many
are: ,
(
German Theatre Yelps
1, (1.) Censorship. UA can appeal
It’s the German exhibitors who through thrde various censor
object violently to the special; boards if it feels the censors are
terms these producers demand-j-it unfair;
doesn’t upset UA in Germany to
Second - part of the; censorship
have to argue for these higher per: problem is whether a- picture is
centages, Pleskow adds.,
rated banned or playable on holi-.
UA has been mentioned unfa¬ days. These two, age and holidayvorably in the German trades, and free, are the most important
of course heartily criticized by the censor problems, and not the slic¬
exhibitors,. as a company that is ings or scenes. . .
going out for and getting terms in (2.) Dubbing—to the satisfaction
Germany Over and above the; regu¬ of all. concerned, . Dubbing can< kill
lar 43% for color and 40% for or actually improve a fibn. Some
black and white for a number of well-dubbed , films have done bet-.;
its pictures,
. . . / :
ter in Germany than in the coun¬
But a high budget film that’s set try of origin. Question often arises
for big business deserves these of whether to r- dub singing in
musicals.
higher terms, argue UA execs.
Generally, though, the dubbing
The company is instituting a re¬
volutionary new system whereby in Germany is very well done.
film rental will be on a sliding (3.) Ad Campaign (often with sug¬
scale tied to the success of a film. gestions or demands from the in¬
If it’s a hit; rental will be higher. die producers
This, UA figures, will give both (4. Negotiate Rental Deals—oc¬
the exhibitor and the distributor a casionally at special terms.
better deal.
(5.) Exploitr-rHits and misses in
New system will be Instituted in Germany are just as common as
Germany for at least two upcom¬ those in every other land;
ing films,; Marilyn -Monroe’s
“It's a completely unpredictable
“Some Like It Hot” and the John market,” cited one: UA official.
Wayne-William
Holden
starrer “For instance, a couple of years,
“The Horse Soldiers.”
ago we had an action picture that
: While the German producers we expected to do just-average
have long maintained that the business—the Robert •Stack-CplAmericans (both the MPEA mem¬ leen Gray film ‘Sabre Jet/ It was
ber companies and, those releasing a gaint hit. Who kriows why?’’
independently in , this market)
Chaplin pictures don’t do as well
should voluntarily limit them¬ in Germany as in France or Italy—
selves to . bringing in a maximum although the Germans generally,
200 U.S. films a.f year; into Ger¬ love slapstick.
“Marty” was a disappointment
many, Pleskow disagrees from the
UA standpoint.
here. Why? One may never, prove
"It's really a question of sup- . it but the ones are always given.
Borgriine was then a complete un¬
ply and demand,” he cites. “A
known entity in Germany, and this
picture that deserves playing
is a country that is very star-con¬
time trill get it-^-whether it’s
scious. Also the subject matter, was
American, Russian, German
too typically A m e ric a n. (or
or whatever ”
.
Like some, of the - other major Bronx?)
But another hit film disproves
U.S. firms releasing in Germany,
UA tried a policy of offering sev¬ this theory. Henry Fonda was rel/
eral German products ion its sched¬ atively unknown in this market,
ule for several years.
but his “Twelve Angry Men” was
But, admitted a UA Official here, a financial success here—more of
the policy didn’t wrork out—at least a success than in the States. Win¬
for their company.
ning the Golden Award at the Ber¬
“We had only bad luck with Our lin Fest helped popularize the pic;
German films,” he; commented Film did so welk incidentally, that
frankly. Some of the U.S. com¬ many of the city-operated stages
panies feel that a German film in Germany bought the rights to
they, release has- an added appeal the play and produced it in the
wake of the movie.
vis a vis the exhibitors. .
Biggest grosser UA ever bad in
“But if you have US. product
that can stand on its feet world¬ Germany—last year’s release of
wide, you don’t have; to supplement “Around the World in 80 Days,”
the lineup with local films/’ he with “Trapeze” running No. 2.
maintained. .
Biggrist grosser for 1959; in Ger¬
Current UA schedule In Ger¬ many? No; exec Was willing to
many includes just two foreign guess. “Never predict a market in
films—the Swiss “Gletscherpilot” advance. It will only hurt us with
(Glacier Pilot), arid the Austrian our selling,” Pleskow admonished.
“Bilderbuch Gottes”: (God’s Pic“Main query our executives arid
turebook), a full-length documen¬ indie producers want us. to an¬
tary dealing with Alpine animal swer/’ he smiled, “is, ? Where’s the
money?’”
life.
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UA’s Four Decades In Britain
Korda Put the United Kingdom Into United Artists -— Todd
Skirted Quota on Road-Showing■—-Today's Co-Production
All oh Per-Picture Deeds
....

■■■—

By HAROLD MYERS

..:v.

■■ ■■.

-

.

...
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and scripter of “The Horse’s ple” in which the stellar line-up
London.
comprised Kirk Douglas, Laurence.
;T|he .story of United Artists in Mouth,”
It also had a British film deal Olivier, Burt Lancaster, Eva Le
Great Britain, is a reflection of with James Carreras, whose Ham¬ Gallienne and Jeanette Scott, with
what has happened in the United mer Productions made the highly Guy Hamilton as director and John
States arid; Other parts of the world* successful “Hound of the Basker- Dighton contributing the screen¬
Perhaps the story must be organ/ villes” ;. as Well as the non-quota play of Shaw’s originalCurrently on release is “Shake
ized globally, cannot be divided, “Ten Seconds to Hell” filmed in
Berlin^
_ ■;
Hands With the Devil” which,
arid parcelled out country by coun¬
while
filmed in Eire by PenneStart of Comeback
!
try. What is happening today in j
When UA was in the depths of its baker Productions, also qualified
Britain in the. shape of increased
for
the
British quota tag. This
billings,. expanding revenue arid a own private and peculiar depres¬ Walter Seltzer-George Glass pro¬
greater volume of co-production, is sion at the turn of this decade, the duction directed by Michael Ander¬
part of the world-wide develop¬ British subsidiary was also ex¬ son has James Cagney, Don Murment of an organization that has periencing lean pickings. Under¬ : ray, Dana Wynter and Glynis
surprised a “depressed” industry standably, as, after all, the best Johns in the leads, while “Hound
b:/ its buoyancy, and its ability to distribution company is only as ; of the Baskervilles” with Peter
good as the product it has to offer.
make a striking comeback.
In 1951 and ’52. UA had little to Cushing as Sherlock Holmes, is al¬
In Great Britain returns from offer, the British theatre operator. lready on its trans-Atlantic rounds.
the market; since the new. UA It Was, at that time, that the new | Ditto “The Horse’s Mouth,” which
regime,, have shoWn, with only one management which had only re¬ i was initially the official British
exception, a steady year by year cently taken up the reins in New ; entry in Venice last summer and
rise. Taking. 1951. as the quotient, York, appointed a committee of, was the subsequent industry choice
the current level of business is three to run the British company. for the Royal Command Film gala
just about 345% up. And 1951, Montague C. Morton, at that time in February.
of course, was the year in which general sales manager, was the! In its forward march, however,
the existing management assumed senior member of the triumvirate: UA has continuing plans for Brit¬
control and revitalized an organiza¬ and by 1953 Was elevated to man-; ish co-production with at least four
tion which had played a maior. aging director. He followed a num¬ features a year. Its deal with the
pioneering role on behalf of the ber of top executives who had held Danziger freres comprises six co¬
independent film producer.
that post in previous years. UA’s features and there is also an ar¬
.Running some two . years behind first managing director in Britain rangement with Harold Maim for a
America, United Artists set up (after two general managers from series of shorts, the latest of which
business In. Britain in March. 1921. America) was Murray Silverstone. is a three-reeler entitled “The
For a number of years it operated who initially joined the company, Flouting Fortress.”
Among UA’s current out¬
smoothly' and efficiently, handling in London as general manager.
standing hits there is an in¬
the distribution of the output pro¬ Subsequently, the managerial reins
triguing
story worth repeat¬
duced by the creative talent which were held jointly by the late A. E.
ing on this -occasion in regard
was in the partnership and of the (Teddy) Carr and G%orge Archi¬
to
its
road
show of the late
independents who were affiliated. bald, now Lord Archibald the pres¬
Mike Todd’s “Around the
The compariy had firmly made its ident of the Federation of British
World.”
The
question is fre¬
impact on the British scene but Filim Makers. Archibald resigned
quently posed: how come a
it. was: not ■.' until 1935, when the in 1941 to take np national work
foreign
picture
can run for
late .Sir Alexander Korda bought during the war, while .Carr arikled
close on two years in one
into UA and became the first Brit¬ the company three years later to
theatre
without
having
to be
ish producer to have; a financial join Eagle Lion, then an outpost of
yanked out lo satisfy the legal
investment, in a major American the Rank Organization. They were
quota
requirements?
Todd
was
company, that it achieved a true succeeded by David COplan who
the first to detect a loophole
held office until 1951.
international status.
in
the
law.
The
Films
Act,
as
From 1951 onwards it has been
| V . Korda Made History
1 a steady but remarkable success
he read and interpreted- it, ap¬
plied
solely
to
35
mm
pix.
History in the world of motion story, repeating, iri effect, the in¬
At that time it was not possible
pictures, as well as in the widest ternational triumph of the cor¬
to show the original Todd-AO
sense, has a. tendency to repeat poration. Monty Morton’s execu¬
version, so he reduced the
itself. At the time of Korda’s UA tive team, which William Smith as
standard print to 34 mm, had
deal, the British: film industry was secretary, David Bickler as sales
minor adjustments made in the
beginning to beef at the failure ^manager and Joseph Pole as pub¬
projection
equipment and thus
of British production in the United licity director, has combined to re¬
escaped the requirement of the
States; Indeed, not much later, the establish UA’s pre-eminence as a
law.
late Mark Ostrer and C. M. Woolf major distributing organization. Its
But while “80 Days” is UA’s only
pioneered a distribution setup by dominant role in the UK can best
Gaumont-British in the U.S. market, be illustrated by the fact that at post-war road show undertaking in
Britain,
the company pioneered
the
beginning
of
this,
month
it
had,
an event which met with the same
disappointing result as the more for the second time this year, five such presentations in its early
days.
As
far back as 1921. D. W.
films
in
concurrent
pre-release
recent effort bf the Rank Organiza¬
Griffith’s “Way Down East”, got the
engagements.
tion in the same territory.
road
show
treatment in the old
Current Pace
}
However varied the fortunes of [
Empire Theatre, Leicester Square,
British film makers in the States
The score, card for the June 1 where it ran for six months; sub-'
have been all this side must be tally comprised “Some Like It Hot” sequently road show presentations
grateful to the initiative of Korda at the London Pavilion; “Shake were arranged for “One Exciting
in crashing national barriers and Hands With the Devil” at the Night” at the old New Oxford
making British pictures a saleable Leicester Square Theatre, “Day of Theatre, the site of the present
commodity, riot only in America the Outlaw” at the Odeon; Marble Lyons Corner House in Tottenham
but throughout the world. His Arch, “Pork Chop Hill” at the Court Road; for “The Thief of Bag¬
production of “Henry VIII” prob¬ Odeon, Leicester Square, ‘and dad” at Drury Lane; for “The
ably did a greater service for Brit¬ "Around the World in 80 Days/* Three Musketeers” at the Royal
ish films than any other film up to (“Some Like It Hot” is, as a mat¬ Opera Houe; and for “Don Q” at
the post-war productions, of “Red ter of interest, shaping as the com¬ the Hippodrome.
Shoes” and “Hamlet,” He became pany’s top grosser under the exist¬
It’s an arresting thought that
a star-burlder in British personali¬ ing management.)
only the Empire continues as a
Apart from the success of How¬ motion picture theatre,-but the old
ties long before Alec Guinness was
a name With which to be reckoned. ard Hughes “The Outlaw” in 1946, hall was rebuilt at the end of the
And, additionally, Korda had the which still ranks as one of UA’s 1920’s to become Metro’s major
great virtue of not being a one- biggest pictures in Britain, its top West End showcase. UA, itself,
shot man, although few of his sub¬ entries in the UK market under; acquired its own first run theatre
sequent pictures repeated the the: Krim-Benjamin-Heinman-Pick- in the West End, the London
initial Impact of Laughton’s Inter¬ er-Yoiingstein management include Pavilion, in 1934 and that still re¬
pretation of Britain’s merry mon¬ Chaplin’s “Limelight,” Hecht-Hill- mains the company’s showcase,
arch. Of his subsequent produc¬ Lancaster’s “Trapeze,” Kirk Doug¬ even though much of its product,
“The
Vikings,”
Edward by virtue of the company’s releas¬
tions in association with UA, las’s
perhaps the most notable . were Small's “Witness for the Prosecu¬ ing arrangement with the Rank cir¬
tion”
and
Michael
Todd’s
“Around
“The Ghost Goes West” and “The
cuits gets first run presentation in
Shape of Things To Come,” both the World/’ Stanley Kramer is the other West End situations. The
one producer to contribute two of Pavilion, right in the heart of
of Which were produced in 1936.
The Korda era was. In many UA’s biggest grossers in Britain: Piccadilly circus, has also proved
respects/ an exceptional one.. Sir “Not As a Stranger” and “Vera to be a highly successful launching
_.■
ground for exploitation films, in¬
Alex, was, it must be conceded, an Cruz.”
Co-Productions
f cluding many released through
exceptional personality, but his 1
association with UA must have
UA’s activity in British film pro¬ other companies.
played a vital part in the corpora¬ duction outside, the Korda affilia-.
tion’s global thinking. Since Korda, tion is riot widely recognized, but in
UA, in one shape or another, has point of fact the company released
been partnered in British ventures. world-wide about 25 UK films pro¬
Los Angeles, June 23.
There was, for example, a war¬ duced between 1933 and 1936. Now
An 11-man commission will be
time ; association with Sir Michael it is re-activating this facet of its appointed by L. A. County Board
Balcbn’s Ealing Films, but now, business.
of Supervisors to set up the pro¬
apart from a deal With the DanziAlready completed and due for posed Film Museum of Motion Pic¬
ger Brothers for a series of co¬ early presentation are two more tures and Television, as longfeature films, there Is no set plan H-H-L quota productions, one awaited project moves .a step near¬
With, any one outfit.
filmed in Australia and the other er fruition. Members will serve
Instead, it’s mainly a question of in Elstree. The Australian produc¬ three-year terms, sans pay, on a
Individual deals. Let a producer tion (which qualifies as British staggered basis.
coine along with the right property quota) is the filmizatlon of the
Sol Lesser, pioneer film figure
arid the right talent to go with legit hit, “Summer of the 17th who has been serving as interim
it and UA will sign pronto. It did Doll” with Anne Baxter, Ernest chairman of a committee which got
it last year, for example, with Borgnine, John Mills and Angelo project under way, is expected to
Knightsbridge Films for the pack¬ Lansbury in the lead roles. Made be permanently appointed to com¬
age with Alee Guinness m star in Elstree was “The Devil’s Disci¬ mission..

Re That Film Museum
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UA AT 40: GRIM DA YS TO KRIM DA YS
; Continued iroin' page

she left his employ in announcing that he would shortly
prove that Mae Marsh was a [far superior performer.
Chaplin was so suspicious even of his closest approach to
real friends, Mary and Doug, that lie was invariably re¬
luctant to sign his name to aiiy document. Fairbanks
referred to him as a chronic ’‘kicker.” He retaliated by
saying that Douglas was only a i;jumper.”
Vt'ith Pickford and Fairbanks, however, it : had been
Jove at first sight. They were united in the holy bonds
of matrimony promptly after they were joined in the
less sacred bonds of. business enterprise. A considerable
number of the company meetings were held at their
home. Pickfair. which those of usiin the less-exalted social
brackets usually referred to as Buckingham Palace. Mary
always sat at the head of the table and in those happy
early days Doug was always seated at her left.: They
never danced with other partner's. That is, never until.
10 years later when Doug's eye began to become as rest¬
less as his feet.
They also jointly bought a studio on Santa Monica
Boulevard. Some yeai's subsequently, after Sam Gold¬
wyn joined United Artists, he became the principal ten¬
ant of what had become known! as the United Artists
Studio. He and his landlady, Mary. = got on even less ,
amicably than most landlords and tenants. They couldn’t
agree even oh such minor matters as what color the studio
was to be painted. As a consequence, it remained un¬
painted and a local eyesore for many, years. Chaplin, in
this as in all other matters of . personal conduct rather
than social theory, wrs a staunch individualist He bought
his own studio cn Sunset and LaBrea.
Messrs. McAdco and Price I soon discovered that
Abrams, who had been employed} as sales manager, was
steadily taking over all of their prerogatives except their
private offices and their salaries.; Their wails of anguish,
however, evoked 'little sympathy in the breasts of the ,
artists. The Washington window dressing, having served .
its purpose to start the new company with great eclat,
was now of definitely less value than Hi's uncanny talent
for selling pictures for more than they were w.Ofth and
wangling substantial cash advances, to boot, from the
exhibitors. Before long, the ex-statesmen also became
ex-movie execut'ves and Abrams Was elected president, a
position w’hich he held until his [death in 1926.
Enterprising Hiram Abrams

|

The man who benefited least ; from the formation of
United Artists was its original proponent. Ben Schulberg.
He and Abrams had an oral agreement by which they
were to be equal partners in any new enterprises in which
they engaged, but by some not too unpredictable negli¬
gence, Hi neglected to cut Ben In on his United Artists
profits. His disillusioned friend [ eventually had to sue
Hi for his low conduct, and obtained a substantial outof-court settlement.
In United Artists’ original articles of incorporation
it teas specified that the object of the new company
was to “improve the photoplay industry and its artistic
standards and to market photoplays in the interest of
the artists irho crea+e them ”

11

cost: three times as [much, as “Zorro” arid grossed con
siderably less.
/-y
Pickford’s first United Artists picture was “Pollyanna” and it is famous, or [infamous (depending Upon
whether you are a distributor or an exhibitor). in
motion picture annals, as being the first film sold on
a percentage basis.
Abrams hired 20 checkers to keep a close scrutiny on
the boxoffices of theatre. owners whose mathematics he >
feared might prove faulty, ^At a later date he confessed
that he had grossly underestimated the ability of exhibi¬
tors to count incorrectly, when they were counting for
somebody else. Mary continued for several years to spe¬
cialize in the type of films with which she had always been
previously identified^ such as “Suds,” “Little. Lord
Fauntleroy,” “Tess of The Storm Country.” Like Doug,
however, she bad an itch for more ambitious projects.
She panted to graduate from; her cute girlish days, to
lovcer her skirts and put up her hair. “Dorothy Vernon
of Hidden Hall” in 1924 Was heri first effort In this direc¬
tion and its< catastrophic reception proved -that in her
case maturity was premature. Arnerica'hi audiences, in¬
tent on remaining young -themselves, were even more
determined not to permit their “sweetheart” to grow up.
!•

Too Arty for Zukor

|

Griffith’s first. United’ Artists’ picture, “Broken Blos¬
soms ” was actually made for Famous. Players-Lasky but
Zukor found it a little too much on the artistic side. The,
critics disagreed. “Such art, so real one can think only
of the classics of the ages, ’so exquisite, so fragile, so
beautiful and fragrantly poetic.” The public, as usual,
agreed with Zukor and displayed its customary indifference to the “fragrantly poetic” arid “fragile.” A sentimental, unimaginative picture like. Griffith’s “Way-Down
East” in 1921 grossed $9,000,000 compared to the $2,000,000 earned by “Broken Blossoms.” Then followed “Orpans of The Storm” and a series of undistinguished films,
all indicating a steady waning of the genius of the Old
Master. He was. said One sympathetic, observer, “A great
man living within a [circle of isolation, a genius out of
touch with the world.” in 1925, beset by financial re¬
versals and suspicious of the manner in which Abrams
was distributing his pictures, D. W. left United Artists
but continued to retain his stock, in the company and
returned to it temporarily but unsuccessfully in 1930.
Chaplin has always been a notoriously slow worker—
as exemplified in the famous remark which he never utr
tered: "I'll make one picture a year if it takes me four
years to do so.” He did not complete his contract with
First National until 1923. He then wrote, produced and
directed “The Woman of Paris” for United Artists but ap¬
peared in it only for a brief instant in the role of a porter.
“The Woman of Paris” is usually regarded as the grand¬
mother of the current school of adult (preferably adulter¬
ess) sophistication. Its most sophisticated aspect, however,
was the rumor, sedulously promoted, that the story was
based on an incident in the early life of Peggy Hopkins
Joyce with whom Chaplin reputedly recently enjoyed tiwo
weeks of well-publicized intimacy; In 1925 Charlie re¬
leased “The Gold Rush” and although he may since .have
changed his mind, I recall hearing him say that it was the
' picture I want to be remembered by.” It . was shot on lo-.
cation in/Nevada blit many: scenes were not to Charlie's
liking (he is a perfectionist) and subsequently had to be
rerenacted in his Hollywood studio-with plaster mountains,
snow fields of salt and whirling soap flakes. Partially as
a consequence, it took over 14. months to produce
and the cost ran close to a million. It proved, however, a
joy to moviegoers in every land, grossing approximately
S5,OCO.OOO in the worldwide market. Incidentally It’s do¬
ing another b[o. comeback at this writing. :

The depression, the conversion to sound, the fading of
the old stars, the rise of new ones, the curse of double
features—these and many other factors,[ along with bitter
internal disputes, intensified the company’s problems in
the ’30s. To keep out of the red, new red blood was ab¬
solutely. essential. Schenck accomplished miracles, but he
did so only once a month and they were needed every
week. He enlisted under the United Artists banner such
titans as Selzriick; Disney, Korda, Harry Goetz and Eddie
Small, in 1935 Korda became one of the producer-owners,
the first investment of British capital in an American film
venture; Blood may be thicker than water, but nothing
could have been thicker than the controversies in which he
was soon engaged with his partners—except possibly some
of the. controversies those partners were having with Sam
Goldwyn, who resented, with considerable justification, .
the. failure of the original founders to carry their share of
the production load. In one of his kindlier moments he is
reported to have described them as “parasites drinking
my blood.”
1

Still Potent Thru ?30,9

\

The board of directors’ meetings became legendary as
scenes of violence and acrimony unmatched in United
Artists’ most dramatic productions. There were, or sup¬
posedly were, endless tirades of denunciation, plots,
threats, counter-threats and under-the-counter deals. None
of these is reflected in the stai& and rather dull minutes
through Which this reporter is at present plodding in prep¬
aration for a history of United Artists to be written with
Arthur Knight and published next year by Macmillan
(I’m entitled to a little free publicity!).
In spite of these, internecine battles, United Artists con¬
tinued throughout the ’30s to distribute some Of the best
movies ever made. The company, throughout its history,
was . blessed with stellar sales managers—AI. Lichtman,
George Schaefer, Murray Silverstone, Grad Sears—and
they made the most of such pictures as Chaplin’s “City
Lights,” “Modern Times” an<F “Great Dictator” and of
.Goidwynrs “Dodsworth” and “Wuthering Heights.” Walter
. Wanger, now one of the company’s top producers, made
some unforgettable contributions such as “Stagecoach’*
and “Long Voyage Home.” Meantime, however, Griffith
retired in 1933 and in the same year Mary made her last
picture, “Secrets.” Fairbanks: died in 1939 and of the orig¬
inal partners, only Chaplin. continued to contribute an
occasional masterpiece, , A I s o the subsequent partners,
Schenck, Goldwyn, Korda arid Selznick, withdrew, seeking
greener or at least lesk rocky pastures. Someone has said
that if ; all the producers lost by United Artists had been
combinedsimultaneously in the same company, they would
have made the greatest motion picture outfit in the in?
. dustry’s history.
[
As the 1940s waned so did the company’s fortunes. The
columns of Variety Were filled With contemplated merg¬
ers, prospective purchasers, even impending bankruptcy;
Piekford and Chaplin, who now held all of the outstanding
stock, retained their pride and faith in the company with
which they had been so long identified.. This pride and
faith, however, did not go so far as to induce them to
advance the moneys necessary to stimulate independent
production. Indeed, they were frequently not on speaking
terins. ■..
i

"•

McNutt Passes By

J

Thus at the outset of the company’s career there was
At length in 1950 they talked together long enough to
indicated a split loyalty between art and profits which,
arrange a deal by which the Indiana politician, Paul
it should be added, has rarely plagued any of its com¬
McNutt, and two associates acquired a two years’ option
petitors. For the consumption ol [the exhibitors who had
to buy 90?o of the company’s stock for $5,400,000. In the
little interest either in art or in. the prosperity of its
words of the old -song: “They walked right in, turned
votaries, there were stirring pronunciamentos in the trade
around and walked right out again.” Apparently What
press dedicating the company to the rescue of the down-*
they saw did not look very good. In less than a year they
trodden theatre owners from the I tyranny of block book¬
were replaced by the more potent triumvirate of Benjamin,
ing and the other nefarious practices of the major com¬
Krim and Matty Fox, who made a typically courageous and
panies. Actually, the founding [partners had as little
probably unprecedented offer: If they could make a profit
dedication to assuring Cadillacs for exhibitors as the
in any one of the ensuing three years, they would have
exhibitors had for enabling them to buy private yachts.
the privilege of acquiring 50% of thes outstanding stock
It merely happened by chance that they both shared the
and full control of the operation of the business till 1961.
conviction that they would get more of these good things
(Fox. didn’t last in the operation).
of life if pictures were sold individually instead of in
In the midst of industry-wide skepticisin even deeper
blocks. Current film rentals indicate how wide of the
than the current decline in picture attendance, the new
mark the theatre owners were in this assumption. As for
teamrolled up its sleeves and starting [Feb. 15, 1951 pro¬
United Artists, its major misfortune was that it rarely
ceeded with amazing speed to accoinplish the impossible.
had enough pictures scheduled in [advance to sell them in
They made friends with bankers—quite an accomplish¬
any fashion except one at a time.
I
Comes Joe Sclienck
]
ment for three devout Democrats-whose major asset was a
The production of pictures independently conceived and
company $1,000,000 in debt and losing at least $100,000 a.
bearing the recognizable stamp of the talents and ideals ; Even such occasional colossal smash hits did not offset
week. They stole promising young manpower from com¬
the problem of insufficient product thai- harassed the
of their makers rather than that of big studio executives
panies who did not realize that the only insurance we have
company in the 1920s, It had acquired the reputation of
obsessed with mass production techniques, i$ .an inspiring
being the Tiffany of * the motion picture industry but it for the future are the bright young men; of today, They
conception. It must, however, to be practical, he com¬
acquired pictures, good, bad or indifferent,; in the most
Was a Tiffany with only an occasional sparkling diamond
bined with the capacity to. secure quantity as well as
in the. show window's: Obviously a doctor was needed, and . unlikely places and they even trusted actors and directors
quality. Until Messrs. Krim and Benjamin solved the
Joe Schenck wras equally obviously the- most astute and to make their own films with a miniriium of front office
riddle by the, in .retrospect, simple expedient of fully
popular doctor in Hollywood for the severe constipation [ dictation and interference. In less than a year the execfinancing producers, it was impossible for United Artists
that afflicted United Artists. He brought into the com¬ utives of the major companies were shaking their gray,
to lay out in advance a consistent program or to supply
pany’s family not only iriembers of his own family like his heads in bewildermenf as the fairrhaired boys reversed
its exchanges an adequate flow of product necessary to
wife, Norma Talmadge,- and her. sister Constance, but other the entire trend of the picture business and soared from
maintain their successful operation. In the first 20 years
movie immortals such as Sam Goidwyri, Rudolph Valen¬ red ink [into black.
cf the company’s existence it only released 300 (approx)
pictures, less than one-third of what ahy Of its major com¬ tino, John Barrymqre, Gloria Swanson and Buster Keaton.
|
History in the Making
[
Even the disillusioned Bill Hart left Famous Playerspetitors were handling. The worst offenders were the
original otyner-produeers themselves. If United Artists ; Lasky to appear: in Some United Artists films,
[ The rest is history-current history with Which we ar*
had had to rely exclusively on [; their contributions, it
Goldwyn himself was the second. new memberrowner all well acquainted and which, regardless of that acquainwould not long have survived.
[
Y
and shortly thereafter Gloria Swanson became affiliated
ance, we are going to continue to have to hear about} Try
With, the company in the same capacity. She was a lady to stop such proficient publicists as Lewis, Natharison,
l__
Early UA. Releases
;
of considerable determination and when. .Will Hays
Goldberg, Gould, . Krushen & Co.! These fortunate
proscribed Somerset Maugham’s “Rain” as . subversive of flacks have a great story to tell, the story of the trans¬
The first United Ai'tists releasle was Fairbanks’ “His
public morals, she re-christened the story “Sadie Thomp¬ formation of a faltering picture enterprise into an en¬
Majesty The American.” Its world premiere in New York
son,” under which title it. did a splendid business and left tertainment empire, the story of pictures like “Marty,”
City on Oct. 24. 1919 served also ito open what was then
the world’s largest theatre, the Capitol. It was tumul¬ the virtue of the American people comparatively uncon¬ “Around the World In 80 Days,” “High Noon,” “The De¬
;.
fiant Ones,” w-hich not Only pleased the critics but all the
tuously received, but Doug by thi$ time was fed up-with ; taminated.
the clean-cut. all-American boy character, hand-tailored
Another United Artists picture in this later period was rest of us, the story of the transition from a loss in 1950
for him by John Emerson and Anita Loos. He was de¬
“Abraham Lincoln” with Walterr Huston. Of it Spyros of $871,000 to a profit in 1951 of $313,000 and in 1958 of
termined to go on to more colorful roles and more sump¬
Skouras said: “Lincoln was a great man but he is bad $3,700,000.
tuous productions. “The Mark Of Zorro” was his first boxoff ice.” Howard Hughes contributed “Hell’s Angels’*
The long; uphill fight inaugurated; by Fairbanks; Pickblockbuster and its success in the, face of the conviction
in which Jean Harlow first soared to stardom, and the ford, Chaplin and Griffith for. independent picture pra
by all the experts that costume pictures were boxoffice
unforgettable “Front Page” and “Scarface” In those days duction has ended in a victory so all-inclusive that it has
poison, encouraged him to proceed further with epics in. United Artists* distribution supervision was less efficient revolutionized the entire structure of movie-making, both
which he could demonstrate his impeccable manhood and
than it is now'. A friend of mine purloined a print of “Scar- as an industry and as an art. I visualize Ben Schulberg
his athletic prowess. He had always regarded himself as face” and continued to show it for several years whenever seated at a big desk in the Paradise Studio in Heaven,
in some ways the reincarnation of D’Artagnan and “The
he was short of a picture. At length, however, some of where he most surely resides, dictating a memo to the
Three Musketeers” was the natural selection for his next
his customers began to complain; “Those gangster pic¬ present Chairman of the Board of Directors. It rekds:
production. It was followed by “Robin Hood” and then
tures all look alike,” and he then, in a burst of honesty,. From Benjamin to Benjamin, and says: “Heartiest con¬
“The Thief of Bagdad,” most opulent of all. “Thief”. returned the print.
gratulations!”
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.NOW
“THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN'
Starring Yul Brynner and six other top names
Produced, by Paul B, Radin • Co-produced by Lou Morheim
Assoc,ate Producer Chico Day Screenplay by Walter Bernstein .Color

.FOR 1960

■THE GLADIATORS”
STt'f- BTner'0irected **
R'tt- Produced by Paul B. Radin
n°
L /:enplay by *rA Wolfert from the world-famous
novel by Arthur Koestfer

4a

Wednesdayy June 24, 1959
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Wednesday, Jnnc 24, 1959

For: United Artists
from

DIRECTOR AND PRODUCER OF

“‘ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW”
A IlarBel Production starring

HARRY BELAFONTE
ROBERT RYAN
SHELLEY WINTERS
GLORIA GRAHAME
ED BEGLEY
AND OF

“BATTLE!”
THE LIVES AND WARS OF ROBERT CAPA
In association with The Mirisch Co.
Screenplay by
* COMPLETED
a»FOR 1960

NELSON G1DDTNG

UNITED ARTIS
on your

40m
IVERSAI
From your many friends at
National Screen Service

PfifSBETY

GREGORY
PECK

L

Current Release

PORK CHOP HILL
Melville - UA

In Release Soon

ON THE BEACH
Stanley Kramer — UA

We^MiJay, June 24, 1959

Wednesday, Jun© 24, 1959" >
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. 1

STANLEY KRAMER
presents

In Release:

TONY CURTIS
SIDNEY POITIER
as

"THE DEFIANT ONES"
Wrktonby

Nathan E. Douglas
and
Harold Jacob Smith

Editing:

GREGORY PECK - AVA GARDNER
FRED ASTAIRE

*■

ANTHONY PERKINS
"ON THE BEACH"
introducing

DONNA ANDERSON
From the novel by

Nevil Shut#

Preparing:

SPENCER TRACY - FREDRIC MARCH
"INHERIT THE WIND"
with

FLORENCE ELDRIDGE
From, the play by

Jerome Lawrence
and
Robert E. Lee

For United Artists Release

WRIETY

Wednesday, June 24, 1959

Wednesday, Jun£ 24,; 1950 ’

The Mirisch Co.
is celebrating

UNITED ARTISTS'
40th Anniversary
with

SOME LIKE
IT HOT
THE HORSE
SOLDIERS
THE MAN IN
THE NET

Wednesday, June 24, 1959,,

fifZIETY

,.. and here’s something
■ v,V

.

we’d like to say about

UNITED ARTISTS
the best is yet to be1

COLLIER PHOTO ENGRAVING

240 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y.

Wednesday, June 24/1959

PfattETr

FOR “AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS” DATES
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL U.A. BRANCH
MICHAEL TODD CO., 729 7th Avenue, N. Y. 19.

MORRISLEFKO,
V.P. in charge of sales.
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WE ARE PROUD TO JOIN IN CONGRATULATING UNITED ARTISTS
5

UNITED ARTISTS
Exclusive Representative
in SPAIN
Avda. Gmo. Franco, 407
BARCELONA

ON ITS 40th ANNIVERSARY

Wedne«day,Jnne 241 1959

57

i

MIRISCH-ALPHA PRODUCTIONS

¥«dneMayt Jane 24* 1959

CONGRATULATIONS

UA

ON YOUR 40tii ANNIVERSARY

STRAIGHT FROM

"THE HORSE’S MOUTH”

PRODUCER

DIRECTOR

JOHN RRYAN

RONALD NEAME

KNIGHTSBRIDGE
CONGRATULATIONS

To

UNITED ARTISTS

HAPPY FORTIETH

on its
ROTOCOPY

40

HAPPY 40th FROM

ANNIVERSARY

"Happy to be part of the team"

800 Union Street, Brooklyn 15. New York

STERLING 9-0555

b &c recording, inc.
NEW

LP Record Jackets

Since 1919

CUSTOM RECORD PLANT

ADMINISTRATIVE OFPTCES
12 EAST 44th STREET

Manufacturers and Creators of Record Albums and

IOO GRAND STREET
WESTBURY, LONG ist.AND

TOOK 17, N. V.
YUKON 6.*5140

EDOEWOOD 4*41 IS

Our Sincere Congratulations to

UNITED ARTISTS
We look forward with as much pleasure to servicing your
international shipping for the

NEXT 40

years as we have the

PAST 40 —

BARNETT INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS, INC.
NEW YORK

- :

■

LOS ANGELES

u
J

j

For Fall Release:

#1

tt

D.R.M. Productions

Wednesday, June ,24, 1959
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CONGRATULATIONS

You cam chalk upFORTY Y&ARS OF FILM
ACHEIVEMEkTT • • •
PLVS A FIRST"

ANNIVERSARV'INTHE
RbCorDIk/6 in/dusTrY:

V

MGM RECORD
MANUFACTURING
DIVISION

M

odern Album and Finishing Co.,lnc.

Complete plant facilities and distribution In

*

INDIANA
2M1 £*uth Third StrHt
! Terra Haate

,

1

J

PREMIERE FILMS INC.

Congratulations UA

t ti.ai 22*4 Avmm
Calltie Paint. Lmi Itlaad

Continued from page 12

' prod S:A.. Presentation. The screen-; mi,
r
Lillian Gish and Joseph Wise¬ I tion: Producer Chester Erskine and
play was written by John Dighton ! rman. Screenplay is by Ben Maddon. | director Robert Parrish have both
! and Roland Kibbee. from the Shaw | MPL Productions “The Wonder¬ ! noted the effect of Hollywood dolclassic: and the. film was completed fful Country,” .an adventure drama ] lars on the local economy which in•; during the montii of-October, 1958.sstarring . Robert Mitchum, Julie ’ eluded full employment.: for the
| Back in the United States; pro- ’ ILondon, Gary Merrill and Jack . first time in decades. The. Cihema’• diicer-rdircctor1 Fi\nnk ' Capra spent', ^Oakie. also trekked to Durango. | Scope and color film also traveled
the. month of November 11958> inr TPreceding “The Unforgiven” into ! to location sites in ' the towns of
• Florida filming the Miami: Beach *the Durango, Mexico location area, i San Miguel and Allende and shot
sequences for “A Hole in the “The Wonderful Country” company ! several sequences in Mexico City
: Head” which stars his partner ■ rranged , far afield from Durango, i itself. A story of revolution, and
Frank Sinatra^-the Sin of Sincap ;'ssetting up an important- second I border r u n nin g along the Rio
Production.
Screen version of iunit operation in the town of Nom- | Grande, “The Wonderful Country”
Arnold Sehulman’s legit hit of the . 1bre de Dios. The impact of the | found the choice of location both
same title, “A Hole In the Head” | YAmericans on the. local citizenry . w orkable arid authentic: The United
notable,'particularly the pres¬ 'Artists release, based on Tom
also stats Edward G. Robinson,; was
v
: Eleanor I Parker, Carolyn Jones,• eence of the film company’s doctor, j Lea’s best-selling novel, introduces
set up a working. free clinic ] the ageless baseball hurler LeRoy
: Thelma. Ritter and Keenan Wynn j who
v
l and introduces to film audiences; ffor the use of the native popula- 1 “Satchel” Paige to the screen.
I 12-year-old Eddie Hodges, moppet [
\ star of “The Music Man.” . Capra ;
i cast and crew of approximately 200 |
[ spent their time working, a. passel j
j of -plush hOstelries, including the ]
I famed- Fontainebleau, complete]
with pool and cuties. Leased,1 in]
Panavision and: Color by- DeLuxe, i
“A Hole In the. Head-’ is slated j
for July release.
j
|
H , L A. To N Y,
,
U
Reversal of the N.Y. to L.A.!
flicker migration, has proven a [
boon to Qotham thespS. Two films j
slated for UA release have been '■
completed and a third went before
the cameras' on June . 22.'
"Happy Anniversary” closed up
shop on June i.2 after 32 days of
shooting in and around the city.
Based on the Broadway long run
legit hit, ‘‘Anniversary Waltz,” the
screen version stars Oscarwinner
David Niven and Mitzi Gaynor with
SYMBOL FROM THE UNITED ARTISTS
Carl Reiner, Lorihg Smith. Mo¬
nique Van Vooren, and Phyllis
ANNUAL REPORT 1958 • PREPARED BY
Povah co-starring. Interiors were
filmed at the Fox Movietone Studios
DAVID SINGER ASSOCIATES me.83street
in Manhattan and short Ideation
junkets included sessions in Green¬
wich Village, Gramercy Park and
the Central Park Zoo. ‘‘Happy
Anniversary” is; of course, a film
' about New York, making the loca¬
tion authentic as well as practical,
A Fields Production (Joseph Fields
wrote the original play with
Jerome Chbdorov), ‘‘Happy Anni¬
versary was directed by David
Miller and produced by Ralph
Fields.
Another New, York entry is Harbel Productions’ ‘‘Odds Against
Tomorrow,” starring Harry Belafonte, Robert Ryan, Shelley Win¬
15 E. 48TH ST., N. Y. C.
ters,. Ed Begley and Gloria
Grahame. Story of a bank Tobbery
conceived by professionals and ex¬
Coble: MARSCHACK
ecuted by debt-ridden amateurs,
the new film wrapped up its pro¬
To:
UA
duction schedule on May. 8, after
Completing interiors at Gold Medal
Studios in the Bronx.
From: MARSHALL SCHACKER
On June 22, production started
on "The Fugitive Kind” in the New
York area. It stars a trio of '‘Oscar”
Sub/.: BIRTHDAY
winners — Marion Brando, Joanne
Woodward and Anna Magnani with
Maureen Stapleton and Victor JorMsg.: HAPPY XLth
ey* Interiors are being shot at the
Gold Medal Studios.
A Tennessee Williams story, the
new film has a Southern locale.
Producers Richard Shepherd and
Martin Jurow canvassed the Great¬
er and Upper New York areas for
location sites;
“The Unforgiven," Hecht - HillLancaster’s top budget film of the
coming season, starring Burt Lan¬
caster and Audrey Hepburn, went
south of the border to the bur¬
geoning new location sites near
Durango, Mexico. The film, which
tells a story of violence and ro¬
mance in; the Texas panhandle fol¬
lowing the Civil War, got sudden
nationwide attention last spring
when Miss Hepburn was thrown by
a horse. Filming, which began on
January 12, 1959 and was slated to
last some four months, actually
spanned six months including re¬
covery time for the actress. John
Huston, who directed, found the
Durango location “ideal” in virtu¬
ally every way for the needs of a
location film company. Mexican
technicians, under a strict craft
union setup, were excellent and the
scenic values were described as
"incomparable.” The primitive, un¬
trammelled nature of the geogra¬
phy and .the; consistently clear
Congratulations
weather conditions are attracting,
more and more filmmakers to the
Phil Solomon
Durango, area. Some of “The UnLeonard Rubin
forgiven” statistics on location in¬
cluded a crew (Hollywood im¬
ports) of 80. a cast of 40, and a
GILLIAMS & RUBIN, INC.
2000 head cattle stampede based on
.TypeV
the popular Alan LeMajr novel of
225 Wost 39th Sf.
the same title. “The Unforgiven”
New York, N.Y.
also stars Audie Murphy, Charles
Bickford, John Saxon, Albert Sal-

OFFICE RUSHOCRAM

CUSTOM SERViCES INCL’JD:
MASTERS.
PRESSINGS.
V--JNAURAL. stores
SHIPMENTS
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NEW YORK

UA Shooting All Over Globe

. CALIFORNIA
SI I* Vai 0»M StrMt
Burhaak

HAPPY BIRTHDAY UA

congratulations
on your
40th anniversary

BEGINS AT 40”

MAX FINE
DISPLAYS
427 W. 42nd St.
New York
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Full Check-List oi UA Product-1919-1960
WHEN THE CLOUDS ROLL BY

1920
LONG VOYAGE HOME
I. BLACKOUT
THIEF OF BAGHDAD

POLLYANNX
DOWN ON THE FARM
ROMANCE .
MOLLYCODDLE
SUDS
THE LOVE FLOWER
!
THE MARK OF ZORRO

LOVE LIGHT
: THE NUT
THROUGH THE BACK DOOR
DREAM STREET
CARNIVAL
WAY DOWN EAST
.
. DISRAELI
THREE MUSKETEERS
I ACCUSE
THE IRON TRAIL
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY

KID FROM SPAIN
HALLELUJAH I’M A BUM
PERFECT: UNDERSTANDING
SECRETS
I COVER THE WATERFRONT
YES. MR. BROWN
SAMABANG
. MASQUERADER .
BITTER SWEET
EMPEROR JONES
THE BOWERY
BROADWAY THRU 'A KEYHOLE
HENRY VIE
BLOOD MONEY
ADVICE TO LOVELORN
ROMAN SCANDALS

A DOLL’S HOUSE
RULING PASSION .
FAIR LADY .
Orphans of the storm
THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE
THE THREE MUST GET THEIRS
WOMAN'S WOMAN
THE MAN WHO PLAYED GOD
TAILOR MADE MAN
TESS OF THE. STORM COUNTRY
ONE EXCITING NIGHT :

GALLANT LADY
MOULIN ROUGE
JOE PALOOKA
NANA
• •
.
LOOKING FOR TROUBLE
CATHERINE THE. GREAT
SORRELL & SON
HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD.
BORN TO BE BAD
DRUMMOND STRIKES BACK
AFFAIRS OF CELLINI
count of Monte* cristo
LAST GENTLEMEN
OUR DAILY BREAD
TRANSATLANTIC
WE LIVE AGAIN
PRIVATE LIFE OF DON JUAN
RUNAWAY QUEEN
MIGHTY BARNUM
K3D MILLIONS

GARRISON'S FINISH ‘;
ROBIN HOOD .
BIRTH OF A NATION
SALOME
GIRL I LOVED
SUZANNA '
SHIEK OF ARABY :
PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING . ..
THE WHITE ROSE
RICHARD THE LION HEARTED
ROSITA
.
WOMAN OF PARIS

LOVING LIES
NO MORE WOMEN
A WOMAN’S SECRET
THE HILL BILLY
DOROTHY VERNON
AMERICA
ISN'T LIFE WONDERFUL
THE THIEF OF BAGDAD

CLIVE OF INDIA
SCARLET PIMPERNEL
FOL1ES BERGERE
WEDDING- NIGHT .
CARDINAL RICHELIEU
. LES MISER ABLES
THUNDER IN THE EAST
LET ’EM HAVE IT
BREWSTERS MILLIONS
NELL GWYNN
ESCAPE ME- NEVER
SANDERS OF THE RIVER
CALL OF THE WILD
DARK ANGEL
RED SALUTE
.BARBARY COAST
MELODY LINGERS ON
SPLENDOR

SALVATION HUNTERS
WAKING UP'THE TOWN
WILD JUSTICE
SALLY OF THE SAWDUST
THE GOLD RUSH
DON Q SON OF ZORRO
LITTLE ANNIE: ROONEY
THE EAGLE
TUMBLEWEEDS;

1936
PARTNERS AGAIN
THE ONLY WAY
THE BAT
STELLA DALLAS
THE SON OF THE SHEIK •
THE BLACK PIRATE
SPARROWS
• WINNING' OF BARBARA WORTH

NIGHT OF LO\rE
THE GENERAL
BELOVED ROGUE
THE LOVE OF SUNYA
RESURRECTION
TQPSY & EVA
COLLEGE
TWO ARABIAN KNIGHTS
BEST GIRL
DEVIL DANCER
SORRELL & SON

STRIKE ME PINK
i GHOST GOES WEST
MODERN TIMES
LORD FAUNTLEROY
THESE THREE
AMATEUR GENTLEMEN
THINGS ,TO COME
RAINY AFTERNOON
I STAND- CONDEMNED
LAST. OF MOHICANS
• DODSWORTH
GAY DESPERADO
COME A GET TT
CARDEN OF ALLAH
REMBRANDT
, .
BELOVED ENEMY

J

MEN ARE NOT GODS
vO.U ONLY LIVE ONCE
MAN;' WORK MIRACLES
fire- OVER ENGLAND
: HTSTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT
i ELEPHANT BOY
- STAR IS BORN
WOMAN CHASES MAN
LOVE FROM A STRANGER
DREAMING LIPS
■ THIEF MEETS 'THIEF.
DARK JOURNEY
KNTC-HT WITHOUT ARMOR
STELLA DALLAS * .
DEAD END
PRISONER OF ZENDA
VOGUES OF 1938
TROOPSHIP .
STAND IN
-S.2rirt STREET
NOTHING SACEED
MUBDFR DIAMOND ROW
HURRICANE

THE GAUCHO
THE CIRCUS
THE DOVE
SADIE THOMPSON
GARDEN OF EDEN
RAMONA
DRUMS OF LOVE .
STEAMBOAT BILL JR.
THE TEMPEST
TWO LOVERS
BATTLE OF SEXES
WOMAN DISPUTED
REVENGE
,
AWAKENING

THE RESCUE '
'
LADY OF THE PAVEMENTS
IRON MASK
COQUETTE
ALIBI
ETERNAL LOVE
THREE PASSIONS
THIS IS HEAVEN
SHE GOES TO WAR
BULLDOG DRUMMOND
EVANGELINE
1812
THREE LIVE GHOSTS
TRESPASSER
VENUS •
TAMING OF THE SHREW
LOCKED DOOR
CONDEMNED
IRISH FANTASY
NEW YORK NIGHTS

.

1938
ACTION FOR SLANDER
MET MY LOVE AGAIN
GOLDWVN FOLLIES
TOM SAWYER
STORM IN A TEACUP
MARCO POLO
catetY GIRLS
DIVORCE LADY X
PErtTRN PIMPERNEL:
BLOCKADE
SOUTH RIDING
. ALGIERS
'DRUMS .
THERE GOES MY HEART
THE YOUNG IN HEART
COWBOY AND .LADY.
TR ADE WINDS
.
- DUKE OF WEST POINT

1930
LUMMOX
GLORJOUSv VAMPS
BE YOURSELF
PUTTIN’ ON THE RTTZ
HELL HARBOR
ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT
APPRENTICE ‘
BAD ONE
2nd HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY
AFFLES
MERICANS COME (Short).
EYES OF THE WORLD (Short)
ZAMPA
WHAT A WIDOW
WHOOPEE
*
DU BARRY. WOMAN OF PARIS
LOTTERY BRIDE
•ABR AHAM LINCOLN
HELL’S ANGELS
BAT WHISPERS

1939
,

5

ONE HEAVENLY NIGHT
DEVIL TO PAY (Short) .
REACHING FOR THE MQON
CITY LIGHTS
KIKI
FRONTPAGE
INDISCREET
STREET SCENE
BALMY DAYS
UNHOLY GARDEN
AGE FOR LOVE

..

TQPPER TAKES A TRIP
MADE FOR EACH OTHER
KING OF THE TURF
STAGE COACH
PRISON WITHOUT BARS
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
ZENOBIA
'
CAPTAIN FURY
WINTER CARNIVAL
POUR FEATHERS
MAN IN IRON MASK
THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC
INTERMEZZO
the REAL GLORY
ETERNALLY YOURS
HOUSEKEEPER’S DAUGHTER
SLIGHTLY HONORABLE
RAFFLES
.

1940
.

OF MICE AND MEN
:
LION HAS WINGS (Short) .
. CHUMP OF OXFORD (Short)
HOUSE ACROSS THB BAY
MY SON. MY SON .
OVER THE MOON
MILLION YEARS B.C.
REBECCA *
ft
SAPS AT SEA (Short)
J TURNABOUT -

SON OF MONTE CRISTO
ROAD SHOW
SO ENDS OUR NIGHT
CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP
GREAT DICTATOR .
TOPPER RETURNS
POT O’GOLD
UNCERTAIN FEELING '
THAT HAMILTON WOMAN
BROADWAY LIMITED
THREE COCKEYED SAILORS'
MAJOR BARBARA
TANKS A MILLION. (Short)
INTERNATIONAL LADY
LYDIA
NEW-WINE
NIAGARA FALLS (Short)
SUNDOWN
ALL AMERICAN. CO-ED (Short)
MISS POLLY (Short)
CORSICAN BROTHERS
LETTER FROM HOME (Short)
FIESTA (Short)

HAYFOOT (Short)
SHANGHAI GESTURE
BROOKLYN ORCHID (Short)
GENTLEMEN AFTER DARK
TO BE OR NOT TO BE
DUDES ARE PRETTY PEOPLE (Short)
MISTER V
JUNGLE BOOK
CHURCHILL'S ISLAND
GOLD RUSH (Words And'Music)
ABOUT FACE (Short)
TWIN BEDS
THIS IS BLITZ (Short)
REAL GLORY (Reissue)
SHIP WITH WINGS
MISS ANNIE ROONEY:
FOOD—WEAPON OF CONQUEST (Short)
FLYING WITH MUSIC (Short)
FRIENDLY ENEMIES
NEW SOLDIERS ARE TOUGH (Short)
KUKAN—BATTLE OF CHINA
OUR RUSSIAN ALLY (Short)
HITLER’S PLAN (Short)
MOON & SIXPENCE
INSIDE FIGHTING CHINA (Short).
AIRCRAFT IS MISSING
UNDERCOVER CShort)
I MARRIED A WITCH
MASK OF NIPPON (Short)
SILVER QUEEN
DEVIL WITH HITLER (Short)
JACARE .
AMERICAN. EMPIRE
LOST CANYON (Short)
McGUERJNS FROM BROOKLYN (Short) *

FIGHTING FREIGHTERS (Short)
POWERS GIRL
CRYSTAL BALL
CALABOOSE (Short) .
YOUNG & WILLING'
,
IN WHICH WE SERVE .
INVASION OF NO. AFRICA (Short)
FALL IN (Short)
HOPPY SERVES A WRIT (Short)
HANGMEN ALSO DIE
BORDER. PATROL (Short) ,
TAXIE MISTER (Short)
ROAD TO TOKIO (Short)
LADY OF BURLESQUE
DON’T HOOK NOW (Short)
INVASION OF EUROPE (Short)
BUCKSKIN FRONTIER
PRAIRIE CHICKENS . (Short)
STAGE DOOR CANTEEN.
SOMEWHERE IN FRANCE :
COLT COMRADES: (Shorii
YANKS AHOY. (Short)
THAT NAZTY NUISANCE (Short).
VICTORY THRU AIRPOWER ...
WAR FOR MEN’S MINDS (Short) .
HI DIDDLE DIDDLE
' JOHNNY COME: LATELY
THE KANSAN
BAR 20 (Short) '
FALSE COLORS (Short)
RIDERS OF THE DEADLINE (Short)
JACK LONDON
WOMAN OF THE TOWN

THREE RUSSIAN GIRLS
RUSSIA’S FOREIGN: POLICY (Short)
BRIDGE OF' SAN LUIS REY
TEXAS MASQUERADER
KNICKERBOCKER HOLIDAY
IT 'HAPPENED TOMORROW
VOICE IN THE WIND
LUMBERJACK (Short)
UP IN MABEL’S ROOM
BATTLE OF EUROPE
' MYSTERY MAN -: "
SONG OF THE OPEN ROAD
THE HAIRY .APE
:
FORTY THIEVES
SENSATIONS OF 1943
ZERO HOUR (Short)
SUMMER STORM
SINCE YOU WENT AWAY
ABROAD: WITH TWO YANKS
FORTRESS JAPAN (ShortINSIDE FIGHTING FRAN.CE (Short)
DARK WATERS
WHEN ASIA SPEAKS
THREE IS A FAMILY
GUEST IN THE HOUSE
TOMORROW THE WORLD

I’LL BE SEEING YOU
MR. EMMANUEL
DELIGHTFULLY DANGEROUS :
BREWSTER’S MILLIONS
IT’S IN THE BAG
.
NOW. THE PEACE (Short)
COLONEL BLIMP
BLOOD'ON THE SUN
BEDSIDE MANNER
THE GREAT JOHN L
, G.L .JOE
.-'V
GUEST WIFE
' THE SOUTHERNER
CAPTAIN KIDD
PARIS UNDERGROUND
GETTING. GERTIE’S GARTER
BLITHE SPIRIT

’’ 1946
SPELLBOUND
ABILENE TOWN
WHISTLE STOP:■
THE OUTLAW
DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID
BREAKFAST IN HOLLYWOOD
young Widow
JOHNNY IN THE CLOUDS’
REBECCA.
LADY SAID NO (Daffy Ditty)
CASABLANCA
- .
choo choo Amigo
A SCANDAL in PARIS MR. ACE
CAESAR. A CLEOPATRA

FOOL’S GOLD
THE RED HOUSE
FABULOUS DORSEYS
PRIVATE AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI
FUN ON A WEEKEND
THE MACOMBER AFFAIR
UNEXPECTED GUEST (Hopsdong)
NEW ORLEANS
CARNEGIE HALL
RAMROD
■
ADVENTURES OF^ DON COYOTE
WONDER EYE (Short)
DISHONORED LADY
DANGEROUS VENTURE (Hopalong)
COPACABANA
ENGULFED CATHEDRAL (Mnsicolor)
HOPPY S HOLIDAY
—
THE OTHER LOVE
STORK BITES MAN
COMEDY CARNIVAL
CLAIRE DE LUNE (Moonlight) (Musicolor)
LURED (Personal Column) '
HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS.
THE MARUDERS (Hopalong) .
MONSIEUR VERDOUX
CHRISTMAS EVE
ENCHANTED LAKE (Musicolor)
BODY AND SOUL
THE ROOSEVELT STORY
INTRIGUE
BANDMASTER (Lantz)

MAN OF EVIL (Fanny By Gaslight)
MJRACLE CAN HAPPEN
SLEEP MY LOVE
BANQUET BUSTERS (Lantz).
SILENT CONFLICT (Hopalong)
FINGAL’S CAVE (Musicolor)
LAFFTIME
KID ME KONCERT (Lantz)
ARCH OF TRIUMPH
THE DEAD DON’T DREAM (Hopalong)
KINGS OF THE OLYMPICS
liebestraum
ANGRY GOD
four faces west
ON OUR MERRY WAY (Miracle Can
Happen!
SINISTER JOURNEY (Hopalong),
SO. UPS IS NEW YORK
WACKY BYE BABY (Lantz) . .
BORROWED TROUBLE (Hopalong)
TIME OF YOUR LIFE
PITFALL .
WET BLANKET POLICY (Lantz) .
TEXAS. .BROOKLYN Sc HEAVEN
VICIOUS CIRCLE
PIXIE PICNIC (Lantz)
FALSE PARADISE (Hopalong)
RED RIVER
.
URUBU
OLYMPIC CAVALCADE
GERL FROM MANHATTAN
STRANGE GAMBLE (Hopalong)
PLAYFUL PELICAN (Lantz)
AN INNOCENT AFFAIR
CONSPiRACV IN TEHERAN
MY DEAR SECRETARY "
HIGH FURY
DOG T'-X DODGERS (T.->ntz)
JUST WILLIAM’S LUCK
SIREN
ATLANTIS .
WILD AND WOODY (Lantz);

CHICAGO CALLING
THE LADY SAYS NO
ANOTHER MAN’S POIS0X
CLOUDBURST
BUFFALO BILL IN TOMAHAWK
TERRITORY
THE RIVER
ONE BIG AFFAIR
THE GREEN GLOVE
A TALE OF FIVE WOMEN
MUTINY
ROYAL JOURNEY
AFRICAN QUEEN
STRANGE WORLD
CAPTIVE CITY
RED PLANET MARS
THE FIGHTER
WITHOUT WARNIN'u
BED RIVER (Reissue)
TULSA (Reissue)
TALES OF HOFFMAN
CONFIDENCE GIRL
OUTCAST OF THE ISLANDS
ACTORS Sc SIN
HIGH NOON
ISLAND OF DESIRE
PARK ROW
CRY THE BELOVED COUNTRY
IT’S IN THE BAG (Reissue)
GUEST WIFE (Reissue)
UNTAMED WOMEN
THE LADY VANISHES (Reissue)
THE RING
THE THIEF
LIME LIGHT (Pre-Release)
KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL
(Pre-Release)
OUTPOST IN MALAYA
BABES IN BAGDAD
MONSOON
BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER
MEDAL OF HONOR
KANSAS CITY CONFIDENTIAL
GUERRILLA GIRL
LUXURY GIRLS
LIMELIGHT
MAGNETIC MONSTER
MOULIN ROUGE
bwana devil
BANDITS OF CORSICA
SON OF THE RENEGADE
AFRICA SCREAMS (Reissue)
LOVE HAPPY (Reissue)
ASSASSIN. THE
THAT MAN FROM TANGIEBS
PHANTOM FROM SPACE
SHOOT FIRST
RAIDERS OF THE SEVEN SEAS
MARCIANO-WALCOTT 3d
MABCIANO-WALCOTT 2d
VOLCANO
TWONKY
OENCHTS KHAN
NEANDERTHAL MAN
MARSHAL’S DAUGHTER
t PETURN TO PARADISE
l FORT ALGTFRS
f MOON IS BLIE
*ry HEART GOES CRAZY
GUN BELT
WOE SQUAD
MELBA

ca^taln s^arlett

T. THE JURY
OAV /-DVFNTURE
WAP PATNT
NO E«C AT>E
SABRE JE*r
99 RWER STREET
'OE LOUIS STORY

SWAN OF TUONELA (Musicolor) .
ttAK15'
VALIANT HOMBRE (Cisco Kid)
DbN0'r4^’S ^RAIN
LADY OF BURLESQUE (Reissue)
MAN
HIDING
GUEST IN THE HOUSE (Reissue)
*
STEEL t ADV
LUCKY STIFF
■
DR.» COY’S COLD
COVER UP
VTLLAC-E
...
JIGSAW
THE PROWL
■ IMPACT
SHA RK PiVFR
SCRAP?Y>s BIRTHDAY (Lantz)
CART. JOHN S'TrrTT * POCAHONTAS
CROOKED WAY
t?.AN RAN IA ,rUT.TOE
Sovr.
T«E t AND
OUTPOST IN MOROCCO
\Y
ThnAY
GAY AMIGO (Cisco Kid)
CHAMPION
CAPTAIN’S PAR'D^SE
'
AFRICA SCREAMS
1954
DARING CABALLERO (Cisco Kid)
GH-BEET J- SULLIVAN
BOLERO (Musicolor)
ALGIERS (Reic<ue)
TOO LATE FOR TEARS
W'C^'ED WOMAN
HOME OF THE BRAVE
0,0 MAN GO
THE GREAT.- DAN PATCH
CONQUEST O*’ EV’EREST
. TREASURED BALLADS (Songs Of
RIDERS TO THE STARS
America)
.
THF MAN BETWEEN
BLACK MACIC
OVERLAND PACIFIC
MELODIC SPIRITUALS (Songs of
I
PERSONAL
AFFAIR
- . America)
TOP BANANA
DROOLER'S DELTGHT
BF.ACHHFAD
VISIONS
VOICES (Songs of America) ACT OF LOVE
RED LIGHT
QUEEN’S ROYAL TOUR
SATAN’S CRADLE
PEAT THE DEVIL
MELODIOUS SKETCHES (Songs of
HEiDi
America)
SCARLET SPFAR
WITHOUT HONOR
TOLDENMASK
BIG WHEEL
WITNESS TO MURDER.
SYMPHONIC SHADES (Songs Of America) A’ET.LOW TOMAHAWK
KISS FOR CORLISS
BEAUTIES OF THE NIGHT
MELODIES REBORN (Songs of America) LONE CUN
MRS. MIKE
SOUTHWEST PASSAGE
LONG WAIT
•
1950
CAPT. KTDD A iriE SLAVE GIRL
CTTAT.LENGE THE WILD
INDLAN SCOUT
MARCT a NO-FIGHT iChJtrles)
DEADLY IS THE FEMALE
*iA\T WITH A MILLION
JOHNNY HOLIDAY
THE' GIRL FROM SAN LORENZO (Cisco GOG
RETURN TO TREASURE ISLAND
•• Kid)
AI>ACTTF
LOVE HAPPY
ADVENTURES OF ROBINSON CRUS01
THE GREAT PLANE ROBBERY
MEMORABLE GEMS (Songs of America) THIS IS YOUR ARMY
CROSSED SWORDS
QUICKSAND
HOBSON'S CHOICE
CHAMPAGNE FOR CAESAR. . . TUNES THAT LIVE (Songs of . America) IFSSE JAMES’ WOMEN
MARCTANO-CHARLES FIGHT 2
■ D O.A
viCTOPY at SEA
JOHNNY ONE-EYE
tjiamoND WIZARD
GLORY FILLED SPIRITUALS (Songs of
hatrol
America)
f DOWN THREE T> vw STREETS
SO YOUNG. SO BAD
SHIELD FOR MURDER
^WHIPPED
sitting BULL
HIGHLIGHTS OF LONG AGO (Songs of I SUDDENLY
America)
I T.rprrr
IROQUOIS TRAIL
I,AWi ESS RinFR
. Woman IN BROWN (Vicious circle)
1 MA1.TA RTORV
ONCE A THIEF
«
RARFFCOT CONTFSSA
LONG REMEMBRANCES (Songs of
GOT.DEN MTSTRESS
America)
OWR AttON MANHUNT
CTFFT. CAGE
UNDERWORLD STORY (formerly The
T\VTQT ftV riTR
^Whipped)
evnw crfa't'ttre
THE ADMIRAL WAS A LADY
WHITE MANE'
FOLK LORE (Songs of America)
THE MEN
1955
CITY LIGHTS (Reissue)
THE SECOND WOMAN (Ellen) (Pre-Re¬ MODERN TIMES (Canadian reissue)
•ROMEO Sc JULIET
lease);
WHITE ORCHfD
; THE MOODS (Songs of America)
BLACK TUESDAY
. TF THIS BE SIN
DESIGN INMELDDY (Songs ef America) CORMORANT FISHING (Cana. A Fo*.
o only)
; THREE HUSBANDS.
MAU M4TT (Canadian only)
TREASURED MELODIES (Songs of
BATTLE TAXI
* America)
SABAKA
MELODIOUS. PATTERNS (Songs of
THE GOOD DiE YOUNG
America)
BIG HOUSE U.S.4.
STRANGER ON HORSEBACK
1951
THE BEACHCOMBER
THE SECOND WOMAN (General Release) THE PTTRRT E Rt.AiN
THE SOUND OF FURY .
YOU KNOW WHAT SAILORS ARE
THE SCARF
.(Continued on page S3)
j
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United Artists Veiy Different—In, And To, Spain
: By HANK WERBA

UA RIDES ABOVE
INFLATION IN
! ARGENTINA

dubbed product was not involved in Spain-MPEA hostilities. “80 Days”
IMadrid.
The success of United Artists- distinctive behavior pattern in Spain j| premiere^ was perhaps the UA peak of successful operations in Spain.
was solemnized recently when Spanish film authorities delivered to UAj\ During its short .Spanish . existence, . the new regime has almost
rep George Ornstein a pair of current season ‘’Bonus” film import li- f/doubled national billings. (from 1,500 to 2,60bHand now, with ail
censes — the first such, action !taken by local authorities since Spain j! MPEA companies actively back: in the market, holds number two billBy NID EMBER
and the Motion Picture Export Assn, re-established normal ties in • ing spot. “If we had a backlog like the others,” Ornstein told Variety*
’Buenos Aires.
“we’d be first.”
March.
' i:
United Artists’ Buenos Aires
Advancing with UA to a position of affluence and prestige few lo¬
Bonus designation raises some significant questions. Why does UA
rate the obvious favored standing it-enjoys in Spain? Arid how does cal distribs .can match; C. B. Films chiefs Salvador Vidal and Casimiro branch barges into the company’s
UA policy differ with the operation of Other major American motion Bari have formed a triumvirate; with the assignment last year of trade 40th year on a -wave of prosperity
vet Jaime Gaillard to a prime executive desk. Enjoying producer sta¬ which started to roll two years
picture d'istribs in the same market?
as well, the company has filmed few pix, having had to gear $11 re¬ ago. Better quality of product, and.
Explanation has its beginning in 1952, five years after the old United tus
more tells the taie, especially more
sources to UA’s volume. distrib; plans.
Artists regime nailed a “defunct” sign to the door. New regime re¬
Both UA arid C. B. Filins expect to garner a fair share of the market than other American distributors/
turned to Spain with a forward-looking program of doing business, gross next season with release of “I Want to Live,” “The Big Coun¬
with and within the local market—in contrast to the traditional Yank try,” “Paris' Holiday*” “On the Beach,” “Solomon and Sheba” and “Man . United Artists indeed could use
exploitation squeeze geared to la single goal:*riiaximum gain in Spain of the West.”. “Shake Hands with the Devil” and “Devil’s Disciple”; a showcase of its own in Buenos
Aires, as very often i s features
UA franchised a solid second-string Barcelona distrib, G. B. Films, round out the 1959-60 list as British imports.
must be yanked off local screens,
to function as exclusive outlet for UA product. By the time George
Ornstein’s public relations approach is also worthy of. mention. Be¬ to make room for exhibitors’ pre¬
Ornstein was transferred to Spain as UA rep in 1953, C. B. Films top¬ yond the organization’s popular, policy of 1 eaving a share of the gross vious commitments.;
pers Salvador Vidal and Casimiro Bori had expanded the franchised behind for Spanish collaborators arid then reinvesting the frozen net,
Biggest here over recent seasoris
firm’s release power to peak strength and nationar distrib rank with UA leaders visiting Spain—from Krim and Benjamin on down—have have been “The Red Shoes,” “Cy¬
main offices in Barcelona and Madrid, branch offices in Bilbao, Valen¬ never failed to call on government film brass.
rano de Bergerac,” “Moulin
cia, Sevilla, La Coruna, Palma: de Majorca and sub-offices in the CaQrristein himself is a liberal spender, not only on occasions where Rouge,” “Romeo & Juliet,” “The
nary Islands. ____r
_
■ '
'
■, spending meets the public eye (San Sebastian film fest, UA produc¬ Moon is Blue,” “Marty,” “High
I
A Unique Arrangement
_.
1 tion banquets, gala invitational premieres, etc.) but also behind the Noon,” “Bachelor - Party,” “12 An¬
scenes where courtesies arid a vintage copa heip macadam a two-way
Years of seniority, extensive property holdings and impressive staffs avenue of cordial cooperatidh. Retainer fees for socially prominent gry Men,” “The African Queen,”
marked Yank companies as conclaves of special interest./Not so with legalite Gregoriio Maranori is another effective step in the same di¬ “Summertime,” “The; Man With
the Golden Arm/.’ “Trapeze,” “The
United Artists, headquartered in a single Barcelona office at C.B. Films, rection.
Vikings,” “Separate. Tables,” “The
and thriving on its dual-nationality status. Authorized to.fnap and su¬
The merit of UA’s two valuable bonus licenses cannot be. challenged.
pervise distrib sales, showcasing, preeming and publicity policies, U.S. And there will be more to come. Iri a larger sense, the extra serving Fine Ones” and “Witness for the
:
rep Ornstein could control fate! of UA product and still, maintain close 1d is a token demonstration that UA’s rate of progress in Spain has kept Prosecution/’
“I Want to Live” took in over
identification with an accredited Spanish company.
|| pace with the impressive achievements of the parent. organization.
one
million
pesos
in
its
initial
Franchise arrangement relieved Ornstein of an onerous admiriistra-;
(May) week of exhibition. As the
five burden, freeing him for essential sales activity and giving him
dollar , rate touched 90 the same
greater liberty to break new. ground.
week, due to frightful cheapening
UA pioneer act came in late 1954 with “Alexander the Great,”
of Argentine currency, this is
premiere American project to be entirely filmed in Spairi arid first Th
around $110,000, and even infla¬
a series of independent productions made here for UA release with
tion doesn't; diminish its glory.
UA financing:
‘
“I Want; to Live” won UA an
Worthy of note Is company’s; flexibility in making a virtue of local1 Freeing of admission prices from control in the big situations, and Argentine Gaucho at the Mar del .
economic obstacles to dollar distrib earnings. Hard currency shortage . liberation of the price structure in other houses, has had. no notice¬ Plata festival, apart. from Susan
in Spain cut off flow of remittances to freeze peseta revenue in blocked : able effect on attendance in Argentine theatres/ says Sam Bekeris, Hayward’s personal American
accounts. While most Yank bookkeepers were posting ledger entries i the United Artists general manager for that country:
Oscar.
bf peseta stockpiling, UA kicked off a peseta reinvestment program j In New York recently for a vacation arid product look-see, Bekeris
, United Artists has only once in
through film production financing. .
i reported his company very close to the number one spot in Argentina.
The fancy film exchange ralie for deblocked pesetas plus news of “We did 50% more business in 1958 than in 1957, and I confidently its 49-year history in Argentina
economy costs, climate, topography and government cooperation eased predict we’ll almostdouble that in 1959,” he said: “In that riiarket taken on distribution of an Argen¬
tine feature. This was Jose Pena
UA’s Spain pitch to its indie producers. Following “Alexander,” in quality counts, and we’ve got it in our lineup.”
which C. B. Films figured as coproducer, UA continued to deblock fro¬
Argentina lets in 200 American films a year. Every company gets its Rodriguez’ “Mirad Los Lirios del
zen coin in massive quantities for “Pride arid Passion,” “Solomon and share under the formula worked out by the Motion Picture Export Campo” (Behold the Lilies of the
Sheba.” and currently for Mikes Todd Jr.’s “Scent of Mystery:” :
Assn. “It’s not a question of UA having more product than anyone Field) which ran into plagiarism
suits everywhere it went, and may
J__Deblocking Pesatas
,
! else. Our results stem., simply from superior manpower and superior have currid the comipariy. of any
product.”
/
;•
Biuilt-in values of film-making program drew favorable official re¬
Bekeris stressed .that/unlike most. of the other outfits, UA in Ar¬ wish to follow this up with another
action. UA was liquidating blocked accounts—in Teality government gentina; was able to" release pictures virtually day-and-date with the native feature.
debt accounts. Local film industry employment and revenue nosed sub¬ States. “When you have pictures ready to deliver, and they’re -hot
Today the local office’s major
stantially upward. Local technicians received on-the-job Hollywood off the griddle,’, so to speak, that courits big,” he said. One of UA’s bigr problem is to convince New York
training from incoming crews, j Throughout filming here, platoon-sized gest • grosser? so far this: year has been “The Vikings,” “Separate principals to increase, advertising
UA publicity units barraged world communications media to give Tables” also has done very wall.
budgets/ in view of the rising cost
Spain a world focus, while finished film product (“Pride and Pas¬
UA’s Argentine organization takes in six branches. Bekeris’ terri¬ of newspaper advertising and dission,” in particular) bared Spain’s pictorial beauty for would-be tour¬ tory also extends to Paraguay. UA sells its product to the top two cir¬ plays. For instance, the big local
ists among millions of movie-goers..
dailies, “La Nacion,” “Clarin” and
Within the cordial Spain-UA entente, Ornstein. contrived to include cuits in Argentina, owns no. houses of its Own. The. theatres will hold “La Prensa/’ . have increased to !
hard currency needed here for foreign commerce, within the budget over successful filrris unless they’re forced to pull them to play a “na¬ 150 pesos per centimetre , of space, ;;
financing • structure. Pounds sterling came in with “Alexander” and tional” picture.
Bekeris, in noting that the admission rise hadn’t hurt atteridance, J agairist the former . 75 pesos per:
dollars wivh UA’s investment last ye^r in the BB vehicle “Lady and
cm/A display over the Gran Rex
the Puppet,” filmed on location in Sevilia.
j pointed out nevertheless that the increased take tended to be offset marquee, which cost 6,300 pesos
Still sketchy, but taking shape, is United Artists’ long-range plan by inflation, particularly in Argentina. “It’s not enough to make more,” last year, costs .15,000 pesos in 1959.
to make Spain its European film production anchor to offer eventually j he emphasized. “You’ve got to make much more in order to improve
There ivere few censorship prob¬
your standing.” He added that there was no danger of public resent¬
complete film-making facilities here right through to release prints.
lems for UA in B. Aires. “I Want
The recent appointment of Ornstein as assistant to veepee Charles ment of raised admissions in Argentina “as long as the exhibitors to Live” is exhibited without any
Smadja'for production in Spain is a sign, confirmed by the UA rep don’t overdo it.” He added that, for the moriient, there are no indica¬ cuts. This despite a rather stricter
tions of this..
himself, that the scope of operations is to be stepped up,
The “new” Argentina jealously guards its freedom from censorship, morality stand by the Screen in¬
Added title already gives Ornstein greater authority iri dealing with
stitute's “Revision” Committee of
producers, and gives him wider latitude to invest in local production Bekeris ' said. However, films are rated for juveniles and t late, possibly inspired; by Roman
for UA world release as well as stimulate coproduction between Yank adults “and if you get one that’s riot for people under J8 it hurts.” .. . Catholic Educator Minister, Luis
and Spanish companies under the UA banner.
/
McKay, DA Zoilezi, the Screen Inr .
stitute President^ is rather more
j_Each Production on Own
.
.
; UA’s Toronto 40th Party
broad-minded in outlook.
" There is no U A production unit here as such—each pro j ect is inde¬
Toronto.
There have been many changes
pendent and utilizes what information it needs and can get fforii a
Celebrating the 40th birth¬
in management of the UA office
loose link with Ornstein and aides. Arrangement has been criticized I
day. of United Artists (Canada)
in B. A. over 49 years.- but former,
Madrid.
for (1) failure to implant a permanent, systematic production Center
Corp. Ltd,, Charles S. Chaplin;
providing a rigid yardstick for economy and efficiency, (2) for failure
“Film censorship in Spain is very managers are remembered grate¬
to slow trotting inflation and f3> failure to warehouse end-of-produc¬
(no kin to one of Th e company’s
stringent and eliminates a lot of fully by exhibitors and colleagues;
tion excess that now compels each subsequent film unit to start from
product
but it is basically support¬ Oreristein, Aramayo, Suarez Orrefounders), general manager for
scratch.
ed by the vast majority of the pub¬ go, established friendships which.
On the other hand, Ornstein is available for experienced counsel ; Canada, blew out the caridles
lic,”
according
to United Artists lighten the task of today’s San
on. a giant cake that was.later
Bekeris and Carlos Ghioldi.
and statistical guidance. He can also provide expert legal aid and liai¬
served to some 150 film indus- . rep George Ornstein, who goes
son with all government spheres for incoming producers and unit man¬
Teresa French, a veteran of Ar¬
further and says Spaniards would
try
guests
at;
a
banquet
at
the
agers modest enough not to know it all the moment they touch ground
act as their own censors if such gentine film business (she started
Benvenuto Hotel here. . '
for the first time in Spain.
services were not provided by in her teens), is now the office’s
Engraved gold! watches Were
In the course of financing indie production here during the past
advertising manager, after many
church and state.
presented by George Heber,
four years, UA deblocked over! 250,000,000 pesetas (not quite $6,000.Ornstein cites "Leve in the Aft¬ years with RKO, and wpn UA’s
.
Ontariobranch
manager, to \ ernoon” as a case in point.- Films award for the 2nd half of 1958.
000 at official exchange: $3,600,000 at reported film exchange rate):
two 40-years-ago Toronto em- . were released with a 4R rating—
What part of the 250 million came out of UA coffers, what share from
•‘Around the World in 80 Ddys,”
; ployees (who are still with the
other film accounts and: how much.from industrial'accounts cannot be
the low-rung classification short of distributed by UA, has held at the
company); Dick Knights,, bookeasily pinpointed. A very substantial portion, it can be safely taken
ah outright ban. In the U.S. and Luxor iri B: Aires for nine months
.
er;
Harry
Coheir,.
office
man¬
for granted.-, came from UA’s own blocked accounts.
elsewhere, Ornstein. contends, a and two weeks, and is now running
ager,./
Assumption is at least logical since United Artists did landslide
picture getting a “Sin” classifica- in Mendoza, Cordoba and Tuciibusiness here during the embargo years when Motion Picture Export
Among, those at the head
tiori or failing to get a code seal riiari. Apart frdm those cities, •. UA
Assn, companies were withholding product from the Spanish market.
table were . R. . W. Bolstad,. would attract the curious and ben¬ also has offices in Rosario and
Most probably, .UA’s two-year gravy train in Spain (1956 and 1957) is
.comptroller of Frimous Players
efit boxoffice returns. In Spain, Sante Fe. B;usiness is. just as good
without precedent in motion picture annals.
(Canadian); N. A, Taylor, op-.
“Love” suffered a 30% loss iri in Cordoba, now known as the Ar¬
Defending its dissenting politica of business-as-usual during the .. erator of some 60 theatres in
gross as filmgoers sustained the gentine Detroit, as Kaiser Indus¬
embargo years, UA evoked agreements substantiating contractual ob¬
Ontario; E. G. Forsyth, manT
“morality” of the classifiers.
tries have their automotive plant,
ligations to furnish franchised; partner C- B. Films with product. An¬
ager of Ode on Theatres across
On the whole, he finds the cen¬ there, and the influx of m a n y
other reported factor determining UA decision to plug the market
Canada <Rank); O. J. Silyei*American employees, has sent boxsor
cooperating
to
avoid
arbitrary
vacuum were government “saye-our-cinema” exhortations.
*
thorne, chairman, O n t a r io
measures within the limits of what Offices, and everything else, boom¬
Whether UA acted on pleas (from film officials or under contractual
Board of Censors. The affair
ing. Mendoza is also flourishing, as
is
exploitable
in
Spain.
All
told,
compulsion from C. B. Films,! the distrib released its latest titles in
was supervised by Archie Lau¬
UA had only two films banried dur¬ more arid more oil is extracted
quantity and ruled the market; during the two-year inactivation of all
rie, p.d for UAv. ..
from its wells by the State oil¬
ing
the
.Ornstein
regime^”Act.
of
other Yank companies.
Love” and “Sweet Smell of Suc¬ fields (YPF) and by American;,
“The Barefoot Contessa,”; (top Yank coin-grabber iri ’56), “Alex¬
investors. /
cess.”
ander the Great,” “Johnny. Concho,” “The. Kentuckian,” “Gentlemen
DITTO IN MUNICH
In fact, despite inflation and a .
Standard censor practice of. re¬
Marry Brunettes,” “Trapeze” jboff b.o. in ’57), “Ambassador’s Daugh-.
Munich, June 23.
100% rise in living costs, Argen¬
writing
objectionable
situations
in
ter,” “Love in the Afternoon” ;<AA) and “Foreign Intrigue” were some
The poster to UA’s, “Naked the dubbed versions which some¬ tines keep spending unaccountably
of UA’s 21 entries that netted ja vaultful of gain.
times radically modified/basic char¬ on entertainment. An international
{ ____*80 Days’ a Coup___/_l Maya” was confiscated by order of acter relationships, is no longer, football game (soccer! held last
UA displayed brilliant trade strategy m the fall of 1957 with the Munich-s district attorney on the being done accordiiig to Ornstein, Tuesday, a working day, had a
release of “Around the World in 80 Days” in the original version,, justi¬ dgy .of......the.. picture’s release in who considers this development a 65,000 attendance at a minimum
admission of 22 pesos.
fying the roadshow giant enfry with legitimate reasoning that un¬ ; Muriich.
step in the right direction.

SPAIN CENSORS FAIR
WITHIN OWN CODE

INTER>'ATIO>’Al.
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Record Entry List Has 46 Nations
At Berfin Fest Opening June 26
Berlin, June 16.
For the first time in its riijieyear old history, the Berlin Inter¬
national Film Festival (June 26July 7) will he opened by a do¬
mestic feature. It’s CCC's “ijjnd
das am Montagmorgert” iAnd That
on Monday Morning), a comedy
adapted from J. B. Priestley’s
“Mr. Kettle and Mrs. Moori,”
Which has been invited by the fes¬
tival committee. Pie stars O. ,W.
Fischer and Swedish Ulla Jacob¬
son. It was directed by Italian
Luigi Comencini. It will be ^si¬
multaneously world-preemcd June
26 at the local Congress Hall, Zoo
Palast and Filmbuehne Wien, ijjast
two named are again this year's
festival houses.
ii
Also invited by the festival com¬
mittee was the German full-length
documentary. “Paradise and FireStove,” Herbert Victor's report¬
age about today’s Israel. With
Helmut Kaeutner’s “The Restj; Is
Silence/' West Germany's contri¬
butions to the 1059 junket amount
♦o three-full-leiieth p;x in addition
to a number of shorts. Number of
participating nations me^nwhi’e
has climbed up to 43. an absolute
record for Berlin.
j
The 46 participants are Argen¬
tina, Australia, Au-tr:a, Brlcipm,
Brazil, Ceylon, Chile. Canada,
Cuba, Denmark. Finland, France,
Great-Britain. Greece, .Poland,
India, Indonesia. . Iran, ./ Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan. Korea, Lux¬
emburg, Mexico, Morocco. Nation¬
al China, New Zealand. Norway,
Pakistan, Peru. Portugal, Siam,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Sputh
Africa, Tunesia, Turkev. UN,
United Arabian Republic. Uru¬
guay, U. S., Venezuela,. Vietnam
and West Germany.
23 Feature Pix Fntered
In all, at least 26 ful’-length en¬
tries are to be screened, including
17 official entries and nine invited
pix. Whether official or invited,
all these films take oart in the
competition. The U. S. bs official¬
ly repped by Metro’s “Ask Any
Girl.” Invited are Paramonjnt’s
“That Kind of Woman” ?rd V/alt
Disney’s “White Wi-dern''ss. Dis¬
ney, incidentally, h~s rever missed
any Berlin Fest so far.
|!
Great Britain comes along .with
“The Siege of Pinclmut,” on fadventure yarn wifh Aldo Rav and
Heather Sears, directed by Harry
Watt, and “Tiger Bay.” v ’mi John
Mills and German Horrf B:tcbholz in the leads
“Pmchgut/ is
official entry, “Tiger” was i in¬
vited.
France shows up with tvo ; in¬
vited pix: “Les Cousins/’ jemd
“Archimede le Clochard.” Letter
stars Jean Cabin and Br^nard
Blier. Italy contributes Tn Uomo'
Facile” as official entry a^d ihes
“Lirni nell 'abisso'’ (world proemi
as the invited pic. ^rgehtinr/sf of¬
ficial entry is “La C-’ida,” which
centers on a socal subject.
;
Denmark’s “Poeten eg Lillemor”; Finland’s “Sven Dufva”;
Greeces “Astero”; India’s “Sagar
Sangame” (just decorated wHh; In¬
dia’s Great State Prize>: Korea’s
“Chongkack”; Mexico’s “FJor de
Mayo”; Holland’s “Dorp aan de
Rivier”; Norway’s “Herreri og bans
Tjenere”; Austria’s. avsnt^ardist
“Panoptikum
1959”:
Sweden’s
“Koerkalen”; and Spain’s “Diez
Fusiles Esperan” are registered as
official entries.
Star participation promises to
be bigger than last year. The
American contingent likely will in¬
clude
Esther
Williams,
Gary
Grant. David Niven and Van Hef¬
lin. Last-named is official dele¬
gate of the U. S. government.
Sophia Loren, just filming in Vien¬
na, will also attend Her husband.
Carlo Ponti, accompanies her.
John Mills, of Great Britain,
will be accompanied by his daugh¬
ter Hayley Mills. Both star" in
“Tiger Bay.” Other stars who
have promised to attend include
France’s Jacques Tati, Italy’s Folco
Lulli and Gino Cervi, Egypt’s
Magda; Dawn Adams Curt Jur¬
gens, O. W. Fischer, Horst Buchholz and Johanna Matz.
i
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AtaMfeiw Donizetti’s 1822‘Alba’

Spoleto—as last year—is purely
ONE world and all the critics so
far- have collectively iiriplied that
the second “world” (the European
one, that is) should not try to com¬
pete with . American daricers and
Mexico City, June 23.
■ ballets.
The administrative council of
By
TRUDY
GOTH
John Butler’s work has been
the Film Bank has ruled that “Flor
Spoleto, Italy, June 16.
de Mayo,” film long delayed in ex¬
seen before in Italy^and at the '58
Gian-Carlo Menotti’s Festival of Spoleto Festival^ The one ballet
hibition, Is to represent Mexico at
TwA Worlds at this Italian moun¬ he presented (“The Sybil”) with
the Berlin Festival this month. Di¬
tain village opened its second sum¬ Carmen de Lavallade, Bambi Linn,
rector Roberto : Gavaldon and
mer with a revival of an obscure Glen Tetley and Sondra Lee as
photographer Gabriel Figueroa are
opera of Donizetti, '‘Duca dAlba.” 'soloist and a striking, set by Rich¬
expected to head up the Mexican
Little known since its production ard Lippold was more successful
delegation, together with Film Bu¬
in Rome during 1822, the work in¬ than his works last year had been.
reau head Jorge Ferretis. Latter
was expressly ihyited by Dr. Atrigued the late Arturo Toscanini But the raves were mostly for
Bauer, director of the Berlin event.
but he never got ’round to patient Herbert Ross,/ a new discovery
Maria Felix will head the con¬
editing and revising job. This has hereabouts—though his / “Caprir
tingent of stars, proving • everyf
now been done by the young Amer¬ chos’* had.. been shown by Ballet
thing goes smoothly with the filnv
ican, Thomas Schippefs, who con- Theatre for many years all over
Europe. Ross’ very personal style
ing of ‘‘The Ambitious Ones,” in
ducted on the present occasion.
which she stars. The shooting is
The work has been well .received and vocabulary is equally fascinat¬
scheduled to end June 27. .
in Italy by public and critics alike. ing in the rather , classical “Sere¬
It has. Italianate melodrama ingre¬ nade for Seven Dancers” to Bern¬
dients — conspirators, battles; lOye stein’s music as in the more mod-,
duets in a church,, dueling, homi¬ ern idiom Of “Dark Songs’*
cide in the old 19th Century oper¬ (Krenek). ..
What really . mpvedZ the.. public
atic profusion.; Its revival served
the cause of Italian opera' and it and critics in attendarice/here \vas
Actors from all Dutch theatre is certain that “Duca d’Alba” will “Angel Head” to jazz music by
companies are united in Johan de be exported in due course. (Orig- Stenton, Hamilton and Hampton,
Meester’s production of Shake-/| inal costume and scenery sketches J! an expression of all there is to a
London, June 23.
British film producers are cam¬ spearc’s “Troilus And Cressida/’.;j were, incredibly, recovered ffOm a '] “beat, gerieration,” In this Sondra
Lee had a particular burst Of. ap^
paigning for better terms on Sun¬ a play never before performed in |j Rome warehouse).,
day bookings. The Federation of Holland, because necessary talent jI It will be done in concert, ver-)I plaiise in. spite of Nora Kaye stealthis and all the shows—not be¬
British Film Makers has taken the " is scattered over several theatre ' sion. by the American Opera. Soci- ling;
j
i• e(y next season, Ivana Tosini will j cause, her parts were more stared
ini- iative by insisting that here is ; groups.
The Holland Festival will pre¬ sing at Carnegie Hall the part of j] or more 'important but by the sheer
no justification for the widespread |
practice of a maximum rental of j sent the “world prenrere” of Jo-:• Amelia she created here. Njpt yet]j strength of her. personality which
25cc and argue that, this, indeed. . seph Haydn’s science fiction opera ‘‘ a star of opera, she is a potential, |r makes her dominate the scene no
Cer¬
sholld be the minimum.
• I “The World Of The Moon.” Most;; There is a reminder of C a lias j; matter what else happehs.
As it recognizes that Sunday op-i times produced in altered versions. ; though as yet none of the individ- tainly Ross :1s an ideal choreog¬
erating is more exbensive, the fed- j this opera is. restored in original;'‘ uaiity cf style - and personality rapher for Kaye. He exploited all
eration suggests that the seventh • form by II. . C. Robbins Landoli/. which marks Callas. Renato Cioni, her dramatic arid technical pos¬
day rental could be lOF*- lower than ■; from, old manuscripts: After per- i! tenor, and Luigi Quilico, baritone, sibilities.
One critic called her. “the black
weekday figures and. where a 45^.] ; formances in the. Holland Fest: the were mo^e than adequate in the
swan with/ Russian blood.”. An¬
rental is applicable for the fir^t . entire production of . “The. World /. male leads. • ' . . .
other
“ a magician who dominates
Of
The
Moon/;
will,
move
to.
Aixj
six davs. the Sunday charge should
' ; Schippers at the conductor’s I the scene with the powerful witch-. .
be 35rc,
! en-Proverice. France/where it will desk and. Luchino/Visconti in the]
}
craft.”
Still another, “towering
be
put.
on
in
that
fest.
production
:
The . federation has also been :
'staging had obviously invested]
considering a proposal: submitted ; costs being shared between two /great attention arid care to the re¬ ' over all with the maturity of her
artistry.
festivals.
.
'
V
•
(
by the Cinematograph Exhibitors J
vival. It paid off.
Ross and Kaye plan to take out
The Londoh Arts Theatre wilt
Assn, that producers ; should Un- j
a regular company riext year alTd
“Ulysses.” . play
from
dertake the production of series; of j perform
Eiayp-Eoss Ballet
: there is possibility of. the choireogfilms or serials with a running j James Joyce.'.s novel,, adapted and
Spoleto, Italy, June 23. . rapher doing soriie ballets at Italian
time of about half an hour. The; produced by Burgess Meredith.
“American Ballet,” a new conv: opera houses with Kaye as guest
federation felt that its members!
pany
formed
especially for the i! artist: In August they and Douglas
would consider the proposal more J.
“Festival of the Tvvo Worlds” with Scott as partner will go to Moscow
closely if exhibs were prepared to ;
Nora
Kaye,
was
erithusiasticallv re- .jj to. appear on Ed . Sullivan’s tv
guarantee adequate returns.
: ceived here. The dance field in J( 'Show7. • •:.

‘Flor de Mayo’ to Berlin

British Producers Seek
Better Terms for Sun.
Dates; 7th Day Lower

GRANADA ARTS FEST
IN MOORS’ ALHAMBRA;

/

. Amsterdam, June 16.
Highlight: of the Holland Festi¬
val (June 15-July 15) may: be con¬
cert with Maria Callas in “mad
scenes” from Italian operas. De¬
spite subsidies granted by Govern¬
ment and . city 'boards (of Amster¬
dam, The Hague, Rotterdam where
fest takes place), tickets for Callas
cost:$6J>0.
././ ..V
Established to enliven the dull
summer months. during off-season
when foreign visitors can be lured
to stay some days extra in Holland
in order to see opera or plays pro¬
duced in languages they can under-,
stand, the Holland festival has
signed up theatre groups (Viennese
Burgtheater, Theatre d’Aujourdhui), Jose Greco and his Spanish
dance troupe.
V
. Apart froni foreign groups Dutch,.
artists are engaged. The Nether¬
lands Opera produces Jariacek]s.
“Katja Kabanova”; Wioland; Wag¬
ner directs “Tristan . And Isold/’,
with Otto Klemperer conducting
the Corieertgebbuw..Orchestre, and
Ramon Vihay singing the part of
Tristan. ,

Brilliantly Opens Spoleto’s
Second Summer Season

SASCHA FILM SETS UP
BIG PRODUCTION SKED

. Vienna, June;23.,
Sascha Film Production, is still
optimistic about the film business,
Stockholm, June 16.
mainly in the . German language
“House on Haunted Hill” (AA),
dVfcadfid, June 23.
I. countries: Company had a produc¬ ! imported here by Wivefilm, was
. Granada’s Eighth International, i tion plan for the next half year |' banned by the Swedish censors.
Music and Dance Festival opened^ comparable to the. years before at- j
The film was produced by Wl. .
last Sat. (20) with Igor Markevitch tendance dipped,
conducting the Spanish National . Producer . Dr, Herbert; Gruber,'j liam Castle and Robb White, the
jsame
two who produced “Mar !
Symphony to usher iii a varied two- . assisted by , Karl Schwetter. just j
week series of programs marked finished the comedy, “12 Girls and. cabre/’ also was banned by the
censorial
group here.
this year by the addition of. Jose One Man” with ski champoin. Topi:
Tamayo’s recently-formed Amadeo ! Sailer in the lead/Picture was di¬
Vives Light Opera Co.
■'/ j rected by Hans Quest, with world
Artists; appearing, cut-of-doors distribution by; UFA:
Next pic to start is ‘TAm:No
this year (within the Walls of Al¬
hambra Palace) include guitarist Casanova,” from the successful j
Andre Segovia, Victoria de lqs An¬ legit play of the ;sahie: name /by
geles and pianist Wilhelm Kempff Otto. Bielen.- Pic will: star . disk
in solo recitals. Kempff and cellist ..rnger Peter. Alexander while Geza .
Gaspaf Cassado appear in. indi¬ V. Cziffra will direct. Tokyo, Jure 16.
“If My Big Brother Would Know
vidual concerts accompanied by the
/ Japan location shoOting has be¬
National
Symphony
under the That” is the title of the second
baton of Laszlo Somogyi. Other comedy, which will star Conny Fro- gun in Kyoto on William E. Brus- j
musical groups performing are the hoess and Fred Bertelmanh, also seau’s indie production, “The Out- ‘
Vegh Quartet and the Italian string top #singers for record companies.;: siders,” for Westminster Films of I
orchestra, I Musiei.
Eric Ode :i$ directing. Fourth : Pasadena. Effort marks Brusseau’s
!
Covent'' Garden Royal Ballet,- likely will he “The' Liar and the
with Nadia Nerina and David Blair, Nun,” a top legit hit by; Curt Goetz. debut in the feature field after ;
Story !
will present a dual program of clas- |.Negotiations
.
with O. W: Fisher are years in documentaries.
sical dance in the Gerehalife Gar¬ I under w ay to play, the leading male deals with an American Nisei who !
j
dens where the. Amadeo Vives role. -■
encounters non-acceptance On both

Sweden Bans‘Haanted’

London, June 23.
A. program of 15 feature films
this year, as against 16 last year,,
is planned . by the.. Danziger
brothers, Edward, J. arid Harry
Lee, at their enlarged New Elstree
studios, where. half of the six
stages are devoted to vidpix pro- .
duction.
On the slate for early ^production .
the Danzigers have “The Spider’s
Web;” the Agatha Christie thriller, :
which is to be lensed in Techni¬
color for United Artists, plus an
adaptation of Edgar Allah Poe’s
“Tell Tale Heart” which will be
made under the title of “The Hor- .
ror Man” for Paramount.
Lauren Bacall, currently filmiri#’
in “North:West Frontier” for. Rank,
is being paged for. the ‘original
Margaret Lockwood role in “Web,”
A novel project by the Danziger
S freres is the production of a series
sides of the' Pacific. He falls in ! of 12 features based on classics,
love with a Tokyo nitery hostess j but brought up-to-date with; mod^
ern dress/ dialog, etc. The first in
.who is not in concert with the Old rthe series, entitled “An Honorable
Japan thinking of her parents. The Muyder,” rand based on Shake¬
result is physical tragedy, hut trag¬ speare’s “Julius Caesar,” already
edy that flourishes hope for the has been completed With Norman
future.
Woolland, Lisa Danielli. MargarThis delicate theme in Harry etta Scott and Douglas Wilmer. .
Brown’s script from Brusseau’s
These, classics are being made
original idea has been well-re¬ for theatrical distribution in the
ceived by Japanese interests, first instance, but may, after a
Japanese director HeinosuLe Gosho lapse of sorrie five, years, be made
is serving as production, adviser. available as tv/spectaculars.
Initially intended as a co-production, the Japanese end fell through
when the contracted outfit couldn’t
Glass '.Quits Hoyts in June
meet its obligations. Brusseau de¬
/
/ Sydney, :June 16.
cided to go it alone.
John Glass, second-in-command
of
the
Hojds*
pic loop here, re- ;
Film stars Nisei Lane Nakano,
newcomer TamikO Ay a in the signs his post as of June 30.
femme lead: and Tony Russel. Miss
Glass; long active in the pic biz,
Aya is a former Tokyo fashion began his career as a top publicity
model who combines looks, Eng¬ executive with the Union Theatres
lish-speaking, ability arid dramatic —rriow Greater Union Theatres,,
potential.. Unit arrived here after under the late Stuart Doyle. He
tliree weeks on. Hong Kong shoot¬ moved over to the opposition loop
ing and will iriove to Tokyo after at the invitation of the late ,
Charles Munro.
locationing in Kyoto and Nara.

Start Location Shooting
Oh ‘Ontsiders/ Pic About
Non-Accepted U.S. Nisei

troupe will stage their repertoire
of zarzuela favorites— ‘Dona Fran-:
cisquita,” "Bohemians” and “Bread
and Toros”—as; the final threenight segment of the festival clos¬
ing July 4.

Kassler Bemoans High
Prices for French Pix
Paris. June 16.
Frank Kassler,. Yank foreign film
distrib,. has been at the recent
Cannes Film Fest and .two weeks
here sans landing a pic. The rea¬
son is the usual, according to Kas¬
sler, namely that French producers
are beginning to price themselves
i out of the American market. .

:
!
i
;
;
I

Kassler points out that in spite
of the Brigitte Bardot break¬
through into U S. general film runs
and some big money, this has not
helped the art film dealer but actually has hampered him. He feels
that the old nucleus of arty theatre
filmgoers has practically disappeared.

Tokyo Nat’l Theatre
Setiip Near Approval
•Tokyo, Juiie. 16/
The projected NatiOnah Theatre,
which has .been the center of con¬
troversy for five months oyer its;
makeup, has finally, reached the
approval stage. Theatrical reps
; agreed that it should, house three
theatres, with, seating capacities of
1,500, 2,000. and 600.
The 1,500-segter would he for
kabuki, Bunraku puppets and tra¬
ditional Japanese music, and danc¬
ing. The 2,000-seat house would be
utilized for contemporary music
and dance including ballet and
opera. . No drama would be ■pre¬
sented in the 600-seater..
Plans jvere also approved for the
construction of a fourth theatre at
a later date with.a seating capacity
of 700 or .800 for modern dramas
and Bunraku. Spadework is ex¬
pected to begin late in 1961 and
the National. Theatre is expected to
open by 19S3.

12F3msforB
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Special Trains Save’ Menotti
Spoleto, June 16.
Gian-Carlo Meiiotti got his ‘'special'’ train! The Spoleto-Festival.
. leaves Rome every afternoon at 61:15 p.m! and Spolertoat 12:55 p.m.
It relieves the rather desperate hotel situation, as the owner of,one
of the few hotels has not the faintest idea how to run a hotel and
the new one built for the Festival isn’t^ ready. On opening night
a tv commentator interviewed the personalities travelling on the
■ train, but they weren’t many because for that Opening everyone
came by car-—and what cars! The James Zelierbachs’ U.S. ambas¬
sador to Italy, came not in a Cadillac but a Rolls-Royce.
Representatives of theatre, arts, music and literature in the two
Worlds were again present at the gala opening as last year. But
this year .everyone heeded the Wish expressed by. Menotti and
there were no white ties, only well cut dinner jackets and.no ball¬
gowns; only; beautiful, short, bouffant chiffon creations. :
Newspapers and magazines were widely represented -along with
air media, cameramen, gossip, columnists, Italian senators and other
functionaries. ■ -.
.
-V-V ; .
/
, ■
'- '
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QUMPED PRODUCT

Kta AM tow Finally Sped;

CIHUGFST1! HI1IISFS

Credit to Supplant Cash Handouts

\
Paris, June 23.
'
Madridi June 1&
[ The new Film Aid Law was
Fsdlnre of Spanish films to se¬ Mexico Seeks More Pix
signed by Andre Malraux, Miniscure a footing in the local market
Pates in 6t. Britain i ter of Culture, and Antoine Pinay,
is getting additional emphasis this
Mexico
City,
June
23.
Minister of Finance, Wed. (17) and
month as a rash of native features
Dissatisfied, with its current will soon be made a law via a de¬
go into end-of-season releasev
British
film
exchange
pact,
Mexico
Under the amended terms of has instituted negotiations to give cree. It goes into effect next Jan¬
Spain’s; film protection laws, ex¬
it a wider market throughout the uary when the old Aid Law runs
hibitors are compelled to dedicate- British
Empire. Currently, the out. As already outlined, the Aid
eight weeks of annual screen time
republic
has a reciprocal exchange
to Spanish product but cannot
; Law will endeavor to put the film
avail themselves of the July- pact with the Rank Organization industry on a footing with other
August deadweight months for this covering exhibition of 12 to 15
industries over a period of eight
purpose. As a result, Junb is be¬ filriis.
New. Mexico wants to come to a years by slowly replacing direct
coming a favorite exhib month for
new agreement which can make handouts by credit guarantees.
“protecting” Spanish product. -.
it possible for the release of at
Monies In the Aid coffer will
By mid-month, 12 premieres least 50 pictures annually. Not all
were registered on the Gran Via of these are aimed at Great Brit¬ keep up regular and quality hand¬
and the monthly total is expected ain. Mexico, however, would like outs till January next year, and
to reach the 20 mark. A rapid
to open up markets in Australia, also be used later for the main¬
roundup of dumped product -in¬
tenance of the various hypo organ¬
dicates that most, not all, depend British islands in the Caribbean, izations to help the French film
on film aid laws to see the light of [Rhodesia and other parts of the at home and abroad. The taxes
Mexico City, June 23. 4—,
' - .' - :
dominion.
day..
levied on film house admissions
Early fears that the Film'Bank",
tt_ urjit,
“Seridas - marcadas’* (Trace d
will also be* progressively lowered
would run out of iribneytofinance WUCOX
over eight years. These taxes will
Mexican production appear un- ..
20Hl-FnY OT1 Kpxt Pic Paths)—weighted down by com¬
plicated flashback talk that leads
be made a regular fiscal fixture
founded. Through Peliculas Mexir
^ „
canas, Peliculas Nacionales and
London, June
... nowhere.
rather than be kept parafiscal as
Cimex (the three. official distribu- ^^Herbe^Wilcpxhas^tied
with
they are now. Thus, eventually,
V*EI /rente infinito’* (Endless
torshipsn- the Film Bank has thus. 20th-Fox for world distribution of Front)—too many Civil War situa¬
: films will not get any greater gov¬
■far ponied tip $2,400,000 for pro- the next-Wrlcox-Nqagle production, tions to offer a coherent vehicle for
ernment help than other indus¬
duction of 41 national fiims. Ad- which starts shooting , on location legit star Adolfo Marsillach.
tries. An attempt will be made to
vance, payments . to producers by and at. the Whlton-on-Thames stuencourage more daring subject
“Paso de angnstia^ (Anguished
Stockholm,
June
16.
the bank, which. gives up to three- dios next month. This is a film Steps)—as unsuccessful in its be¬
The long-awaited change in cen¬ matter and talents on the part of
fourths of budget needs (with based on “The Navy Lark,'', a top lated. first time around as it Was at
sorship rules on films in Sweden the producers by making less pay¬
money paid back into the bank BBC radio comedy series which San Sebastian film fest in ’57.
ments on conventional films on the
has been made by the Swedish;j percentages of local and foreign
from initial boxoffice receipts) has three weekly top; spots. The
“La Novia de Juan Lucero”. Parliament. Under the old law, ;I gross over the eight-year limit.
averaged $42,000 per picture: .
cast will be headed by Cecil Par(Juan’s Girl Friend) — amateur
It is learned that the Film Bank
Ronald Shiner, Roland Culver melo. featuring brilliant horse- three types of certificates were:( Subventions will still be given
given out. The “white” paper cer-!
has an additional $2,400,000 avail-r ai?.(J _^eslie PW1??.*
Last-named mounted bullfighter Peralta, tificates are for films banned in ji from Film Aid coffers for techni¬
able to finance production m the will lie repeating his radio role.,
needs of studios and smaller
bedded for full nine reels so pro¬ to to while the yellow tags are for cal
•
second half of tins* year. Barring
The deal renews a 25-year-old ducer could economize on corrida adults only or above 15 years of ■= exhibitors hut exhibs will be slowaccidents, like a protracted Indus- association between Wilcox and expenses,:
Uy
and
completely cut out of Aid
age. The “red” certificate for gen- ■
try strike touched off by current.: Murray Silyerstone, who. when,
funds. Low interest loans will be
^Charleston’—A “happy , twen¬ eral audiences will be changed j•Imade
negotiations for a new production [managing director of United Art¬ ties”
to
producers from a special
song and dance effort without after next Jan. 1, with a green;
work contract, expectation is that • ists in London, brought together murical or choreographic quality.
: credit fund as well as. advance tocategory added. This will apply to jj wards receipts. Quality payments,
Mexican 'production this year will j ,UA artists and Wilcox’s, contract
“Otros Tiempos” (50 Years of teenagers above 11 years.
ji decided by a special jury, will also
hit the 84-pictUre peak set by the. ( players in United Artists of the Spanish Life)—Film h i s t o r i a n
Under the present rlues in I
Advance. Payments Commission of | World.
Carlos Fernandez'Cuenca’s devoted Sweden, many films which censors : be given for pix that will enhance
the Film Bank. However, the feel-1
——,--—=——
newsreel montage, resurrecting fig¬ decided as suitable for teenagers:; French film prestige both at home
ing is crowing within the industry !
a
. __ :
ures and events of Spain’s modern but not for younger audiences have jj and in the foreign market.
that.there has to be. a cutback in
1
]7J] •
i
demi-siecle.
had to be classified as for “adults I Though many reps from all film
production, possibly to 6Q or less |Af If C flilll fgGT
“Bdmbas para la paz” .(Bombs for only.” The new rule will enable j industry branches have spoken out
a year, with these more carefully Vyl li C l 1U11 1 VC1
j against this Aid Law which cuts
prepared than the general average
_
_ Peace)—Comic Fernando Fernan the censor to pass pix so that ! out . exhibs and will eventually
Qomez with over-limited story and juveniles above 11 will get in to
. eliminate Film Aid (placing it on
production values to. detonate this see them.
’“SdHauldeAnda.^x-y ofthe
l0 0060 M. 23 one beyond local borders.
One uf the most discussed exam¬ . a basis of “quality” opinions), the
Mexican Assn, of Film Producers:
^
. :
|
“Echame la culpa” (Put. the ples of the “adult only” barrier in industry will probably get behind
“Actually we have about 100 films
Cork June 23
| Blame on Me)—Lola Flores fans Sweden came when “Greatest J it and not try to break with gov¬
in cans and this
a?:?-™°^y tied
Cork*s International’Film Festi- and Aztec followers of Miguel Show on Earth”. (Par) was classified ernmental supervision completely
up not
val, officially recognized by the in- Aceves Mejia will wait for ;this as “adults only” because the dis¬ ; as announced by various film orgs
; last week.
for producers i vo . ..
ternational ;Film Producers Assn. routine musical in nabes.
tributor would not eliminate scenes;
Cutting back of production. as 01?e not demanding world . -“Un mundo para mi” (A World of the train wreck. The censors;i Many film people will still lobby
.
of
My
Own)—A.
stark
melo
bright¬
y. ould not react unfavorably
} preems of feature pix, has made
rated this sequence as too tough - for a less detaxation of the film
union personnel, for tendency { a slight switch of dates and'will ened only by lovely Mile.. Agnes for: youngsters rinder 10 to see. ..-jj setup as the panacea. The final
First French-Spanish
; would be to produce films requir- • be held Sept. 23-30. As in former Laurent.
Those films already censored : result of making the industry^ i stand on its own -feet, via credit'
ing five or .more weeks, shpoting.;years> H will screen feature films coproduction.
‘^1 pisito” (The Small Flat)— may be offered for re-censoring; loans, is the obvious governmental
time. instead of. twoW?ek quickies . at gala performances, awarding an
in
order, to rate the new “green”
goal. Some think it will be a rocky
which dominate the field today, de «Irish Oscar” of Waterford Glass Legit actress Mary Carillo is great category.
road.
Anda said He pointed out that for the outstanding acting per- in this Tight comedy, prized at the
Locarno: Film fest last year.
• there has
been
,
a
drop
m
Profits
formance
in
a
feature
film
section.
Neither the Film Aid Law, nor
_
•
•
-■ ■ ivimaiiLC m a icaiuic mm accuuii.
“Diez fusiles esperan” (Ten
for producers, prmcipaDy besause . Pest is competitive only in the
Malraux’s Ministry, have as yet
Ready Rifles)—Saenz de Heredia’s
of increased production
classification: which is romance-action treatment , of the
defined the new status of the Cen¬
una able currencies, wduch make it Woke„ down int0 documentaries,
tre Du Cinema. This is yet to be
Spain’s entry, at
difficult to earn dividends in for- general interest, animated and car¬ Carlist War.
seen. But if the industry can
Berlin film fest.
eign markets.
1
stand
on its own, fiscally, finally
toon films, plus scientific and edu“Carta al cielo” (Letter. to
Paris, June 23. I the CDC would not be needed ex¬
Mexico’s industry ^ would. fare { cational pix. Panel of judges has ! Heaven)—an aid to exhibs in
French siriger-actor Yves Mon¬ cept for the ordinary administrabetter if it had a federal subsidy, ygj to be named,
‘meeting obligatory screen time tand and his actress-wife, Siirione
5 tive affairs which means it will
as is the case in Italy, de Anda
“Tribute to Sica” program will quota.
Signoret, have arinounced a two-;t probably be drastically reduced,
said, where a producer can count i,e screened, featuring some of the
year absence from Paris starting j It is hoped that after eight years
on an 18% return. Here, the Film itaijan actor-director’s most famnext Sept. 15, when they head for I films will be virtually self-suffi¬
Bank does not subsidize Mexican bus pictures. Vittorio de Sica will
the U.S. after finally getting their cient.
films, as is erroneously: thought attend the festival which he visited
Yarik visas. Montand,, one of the
abroad. It acts as any other .finan- ^rfefly last year Another feature
top ranking pop singers here, will
cial institution, charging interest j ^ the F-t, *m .be a series of
try his songs before Americans for
and requmng collateral (earnings screenings 0f major Japanese films
the first time.in a. solo singirig stint
London,
June
16.
of pix) for the loans.it makes. An- f the la|t in vears
Kenneth Shipman, Who controls at the Henry Miller Theatre startmeiAr .irnnhlu ic
IHe 18SC 1U yeafS.
other major
trouble is that nurti.
parti¬ OI This
festival has attracted con¬ Twickenham Studios, is partnered • ing Sept. 25.
cipation of private capital in the siderable co-operation from Contiwith Sydney; Box in a new com¬
Miss Signoret, who recently got
Kyoto, June 16.
i-S very,
sina11’are consid- nental European producers during pany to finance and distribute fea¬ ! a big boost for her woMr in the
said. Motion
pictures
Westminster Films’ indie pro¬
ov.zvj too risky_ even fof those who _
the. ^r,,a5n
past few years, with
America ture films. The outfit^ to be known j Anglo pic, “Room At Top’- (Cont)
ered
ahcpT,f
duction of “The Outsiders” now
and
won
the
thesp
award
at
the
as
Alliance
Film
Distributors,
and
Britain
notably
absent
do. have certain sums, set aside as
swings into operation this week. ! recent Cannes Film Fest for this, before the camera here is tailorventure capitaL '
‘
‘.j
It will finance and release at least stays with her husband till-April made for Nisei actors Lane Nakano
Only about 50% of .production J
I960 when she is due for a film who has the male lead. Nakano,
six pictures this year.
costs are recorded in Mexico itself,
. The company’s program will be stint in Italy. She also has re¬ professionally an outsider in Hoi-.
de Anda said, on an average,; and
filmed at Twickenham Studios and ceived Broadway legit Anglo- lywood because suitable- Oriental
the remainder has to come from
will be released through the facil- speaking offers from Elia Kazan Characters flow infrequently from
foreign exhibition. Theji, Mexi¬
Mexico City, June 23.
ities already existing in Sydney and Sidney Lumet and a pic prop¬ ; the pens of scenario writers, is
co’s industry has only five top boxDolores del Rio and. Pedro Ar¬ Box'Associates. Shipman and Box- osition from Robert Aldrich. She ! playing a Nisei who has not been,
office names" (Mario Moreno- Can- mendariz have signed contracts to are joint managing directors of the says she is not yet interested in 1 fully accepted in the land of his'
j birth.
tinflas; Maria FelixV Arturo de appear in the Mexican Version of company. ..
Broadway roles.
Cordova,; Pedro Armendariz and Robert E; Sherwood’s “Road to
Couple scored here in a legit [ Nakano made his 51m bow when
Alliance’s first production, due
Luis Aguilar). Below them are 10 Rome,” Producer Liiis Riley would to start at Twickenham this week, version of Arthur Miller’s “The | he essayed the leading Nisei role
or 15 stars of minor magnitude, not say what the stars would be is “And. Women Shall Weep.”. It’s Crucible” four years ago and also i in “Go For Broke” (Metro) in 1951,
with the others of dubious or no paid. This is first time this pair, the. first of three to; b.e produced made a pic version of it. Montand i but has been able to -work at his
boxoffice value;.
who command better film fees, . by Norman Williams, the others recently announced he is giving up | chosen craft only intermittently
De Anda stated that co-product will appear together in a legit ven¬ being “Woman on the Stair” and acting to coricentrate on his sing¬ l since. Now, based on an idea by
lions, using Mexican talent of less-: ture;
“Dead On Five.” A fourth picture ing. Couple got American visas i William E. Brusseau who also is
er degree, is a step in the right
Play is to be staged at the In- for Alliance, “Operation Cupid,” after a two-year wait due to inves¬ I producing and directing, the Harry
direction in building the boxoffice surgentes Theatre, which Riley haS is set to start rolling shortly with tigations on their- alleged leftist [ Brown script of “The Outsiders”
value of these players to point leased for a year. Preem is set for Guido. Coen as producer arid leanings. All this Is. now cleared j gives Nakano a renewed lease on
where they can carry a picture.
Aug. 1.
his career.
up.
Charles Saunders directing.

Mexico s Film Bank Still Has Plenty

New Censor Rules
Easier in Sweden

Yves Montand to Open
Solo Song Show in N.Y.

SHIPMAN SETS^DEAL
WITH BOX ON PRODUCT

Del Rio, Armendariz Set
For Mex 'Road To Rome’

LANE NAKANO, A NISEI,
PLAYS ONE IN JAPAN
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Frankfort Never Much for Nocturnal

Mex. Filins Get More lst-Run Playdate
In Mexico; May Grab More U.S. Time

b
Sydney, June 16.
Mediocre product hasn’t much
chance of drawing top biz at Down
Under cinemas, with only the
blockbusters clicking at the wick¬
ets this winter; Current outstandr
home” tenter of Germany, hasLondon, June 16.
suddenly1 started (b become the! After having • been on the i ers are “SputJv Pacific’’ (20th), 23d
6,uuutsiij ■ i:
; banned list for several months, ‘ I week; “Separate Tables” (UA).
No, 1 nightclub and late-eve head--Want fo Livg.. (UA) has nc>w third week; “Reluctant. Debutante”
quarters of Germany. The reason < passed theBritish censor with an (M-G) 10th week. •
isn’t that the towns citizens have j .<x». certificate. That ruling . ex“Around World in 80 Days” (UA)
become more social-minded or ■ cludes those under 16.
is winding lip a record run of 88
more prosperous. Not a great deal
The censor originally agreed to
of the business is provided by the okay the Susan Hayward starrer if weeks, with “This Is, Cinerama”
town’s American military popula¬ United Artists would eliminate [ easing in 38th week: “Buccaneer”
tion of around 10,000 soldiers and some of the death chamber scenes. (Par) and “Trap” (Par) recorded
only so-so biz on blanket release.
families.
i:
The distributor declined to do this. Outstanding repeats in the nabes
The big boom in clubs and pubs
are “Kwai”. (Col) and “10 C’s”
stem* from the city’s growth as jthe
(Par).
top convention and trade fair cen¬
Click hits in Melbourne are “10
ter in West Germany. Hardly a
C’s” (Par), 25th week; “South Pa¬
week goes by but what thousands
cific”
(20th), 17th . week; “Cat on
of out-of-towners flock in to r do
Hat Tin Roof” (M-G), 13th week;
business during the daytime, and
“Swan
Lake”: (BEF), 10th week;
then stay up late in typical away“This ISiCinerama,” 23d week; and
from-home tradition at night. [;
“Geisha
Roy” (Par), fourth week.
The expense - account trade
In Adelaide “Sayonara” (WB),
doesn’t mind so much that the
“Sad
Sack”
(Pair), and revival of
prices are high. Most of the spots
"Great Dictator” (UA) are okay.
don’t even offer the local heer, and
.
“Perfect
Furlough”
(U), “The
have nothing cheaper than 50c [per
. shot domestic brandy. Then there
Mexico City, June 16. . Sheepman” (M-G), arid “Carve. Her
Name
with
Pride”
(Rank)
are
are the usual entry fees and
A major build-up of Acapulco as
heavily padded bills as well. The a tourist spot has as its core the ; among toppers, in Brisbane.
The
majority
of
newspaper
cri¬
clubs, which used to he limited transforming of famed Roqueta Is¬
to one little side street, now' have land, across the strip of water tics are kicking the tar out of prod¬
spread out through the city’s main separating it from the mainland’s uct presently, irrespective of enrailroad section the Kaiserstrasse, Caleta Beach, into an “Island of j tertainmeht value and film execs
are' trying to find a remedy to
off to about four other streets, j
Nations.’’ Tourist hypo is brain¬ soften the crix. attack without much
Nudes & Jazz
child of Mexican officials studying success. The tough critics are main¬
__
___
Enticing nude
shows, which
used recent indicators of a slowdown in-j ly those attached to -newspapers
tolira feature'orHamburg’s nion-jthe lucrative flow of foreign visi- I allied to tele interests.
lit Reeperbahn section, are becbm-1 tors and dollars. Donato Miranda
ing equallv common in Frankfurt, j Fonseca, secretary to President
Most of the strippers are of the -Adolfo Lopez Mateos and Eduardo
busty, overweight size which the [ Bustamante, Secretary .of the NaEuropean males prefer.
\ tional Patrimony, head the group
Jazz clubs are everywhere; somej.working to strengthen tourist in¬
offering international talent like; terest in the port resort,
Sydney,
the town’s Storyville (owned by s Ambitious project envisages six Editor, Variety:
,
' !
John Marshall, former general major constructions on the island,
fn a story from here included in
manager for Universal Interna-. There is to be an aquarium on a
Variety-s International Film Sec-,
tional films in Germany), and; the par \vith the best In the world. An tion recently you listed “La; Pari-|
Jazz Cellar, operated -by the cpun-: 0pen air theatre for the staging of sierine” (Kapferer) among foreign
try’s No. 1 jazz trumpeter. Carlos : theatre festivals, concerts and
films circulating in Australia, and
Boleander.
;!
; pageants is included. A small resi- the growing popularity of linguals
And international vaudevillerar-1 dence would house the annual here because of the Influx since
tists, comics, singers and • mimics,.! “Miss Universe” when the interthe. war of many European settlers.
are cropping up in clubs all a*onS ; national beautywinners visit MexiPerhaps you will be interested
the city’s main line.
!;
; co. A second residence would be
in
a list, of the imports which Blake
Rock-ard-roll contests arejat- . made exclusively available for winFilms
is handling currently oil this
tracting the _ teenagers.; Exptic- • ners of the Nobel Prize. There also
named clubs like ‘Pansiana and, vrould be a suspension bridge, link-. continent:.
. “Madame Butterfly;”
“Hell” are pullmg_in the blase [old- j fog 'Roqueta with the mainland.’
“Puccini.”
sters. The city s traditional apple j Apart from this. Mexico will, set . “Tosca.”
“Barber of Seville.” . :
wine tat loc a glass) and mexpen- j a?ide 30 iQts; these being donated
“Liane Jungle Goddess.”
“TBe Devil’s ;General.”..
sive gasthaus localse are rapidly 110 nations wishing to erect build“SissL”
being replaced by the dimly-Ut; ingg featuring characteristic na“II Bigamo.” .
“Memoirs of Felix Krull.”.
and costly clubs, wdiere it costs^$10 |! tional
tional architecture.
architecture. These
These would
would
“The Devil in Silk.”
to have
same kind of
“The Trapp Family."
-y-' - the --ivy
-7 fun that
", i serve as settings for cultural ex“Tonight
in the Green Cockatoo,”
used to be 50c as the town gets : hibitions including art; painting,
“London
Calling the North Pole.” .
more sophisticated.
’ and- handicrafts,
..
.. with
... ther sale
. ■»
of'_
“Teenage Wolf . Pact”
Frankfurt, June 16, .:+-— -!—■-------T

British CeiBorsOKW

Paris, June 16.
; The fPurth revival of Steve Passeur’s 1935 hit legiter, “Je Vivrai
Uh Grand Amour” (I’ll Live A
Great Love), was in for fine re¬
views and may shape a suttimej bit
at the Theatre Hebertot with
chances of going well Into next
season.
Play is a. sharply paced tale of
17th Century France and a girl
who manages to live a great pas¬
sionate love in spite of losing her
ambitious lover to court intrigues
of the time. It looks somewhat re¬
mote for Broadway demands.
j

Gives Relief

Madrid,: June 16.
Filin boxoffice in Spain will
continue to be a secret sanctuary
closed to public and government
scrutiny, after a one-year agree¬
ment was reached between tax
authorities and the Spanish Exhibi¬
tors’Assn.
Clause in the new film law last
year Imposed a 5% ticket tax to
be collected by the government for
state film aid. Exhibs successfully
battled almost a year to keep tax
collectors from the boxoffice door.
Agreement,- signed last week,
calls for exhibs to contribute 40
million pesetas to state film sub¬
sidy coffers for 1959. Exhibs them¬
selves will absorb the film tax
which has now dropped froin five
to 1.809c. By scaling down other
exhib taxes, the actual total comes
to 4:333% to be shared by- exhibi¬
tors and distributors whenever
distribs receive a percentage of
the gross (flat rentals Are common
in smaller situations).
Exhibitors have accepted the
new tax. with the understanding
film authorities and internal reveniiCrs will soon group all na¬
tional and municipal theatre taxes
and reduce the overall figure. In
this way, exhibs hope to receive
“Casino de Paris."
some relief from house prices
“Spessart Inn."
frozen since 1956 in the face of a
“Sans Familie.”
sharply increased cost of living
“Pot Bouille.” during this period.
“Ressurection.”
“Call Girls:”
. ..
In general* exhibs are doing con¬
Blake Films Pty. Ltd.
siderably better business than last
year (thanks fo re-entry of Holly¬
wood pix) but closed exhib books
JACK LEMMON'S FUTURE
throw no light on b.o. figures and
Includes Another Billy Wilder Film percentages.
For United Artists

CURRENT LINGUALS
ON ANZAC PLAYOFF

these also authorized as “tourist
propaganda” for countries cooper¬
ating in the Island of Nations idea;
Mexico itself also will have a
. huge pavilion featuring the arts
: and crafts of the republic. Another
! tentative idea is to build up a
Helsinki, June 16. j “Sacred Hill” with this dotted with
of various
various , worm
World faiths
The most important decision in- I chapels
c“apeis “
laitns
rnatinnallv during
dnrino the Congress
Goncress where religious ceremonies can be
ternationally
observed.
Religious,
leaders are
of the International Theatre Insti¬
tute (IT!) was granting of mem¬ pressing officials to incorporate the
bership in that organization to the religious element into, the Island
Zurich, June 23.
V
Soviet Union, East Germany! and of Nations plan/f
Jack Lemmon and Shirley MacOne thing has unanimous , accord. j Laine will team in a new Billy
Romania, together with an invita¬
tion handed to Red China to apply There will be no authorized gam¬ I Wilder pic, “The Apartment,” to
for membership. Despite this, bling on the Island of Nations. be shot next November in Gotham
there was very little political prop¬ Apart from the permanent fair-like and. on the Coast for United Art¬
aganda at the meetings, where structures, federal. plans include ists released Wilder will direct and
practical problems concerning the¬ urbanization of 200,000 square co-script with T. A. L.. Diamond,
There the same teara^ responsible for
atre management, exchange of yards of the total area.
facts and experiences, and the re¬ would be 150,000 square yards for “Some Like It Hot” in which: Lem¬
lation of authors and critics to the tourist attractions and 270,000 for mon also appeared. Pic is, described
theatre dominated committee dis¬ housing projects.
as a love story of two lonely peo¬
cussions.
ple in New York. A comedy-drama
At the final general session the
in the “Marty” vein, it will he a
Unesco representative, Michel
change-of-pace for both Lemmon
Dard, expressed pleasure over the
and Diamond from their recent
unanimous agreements on practi¬
comedy chores.
cal problems. On the other hand,
This was revealed ait a recent
3.
Paris, June 16.
there had been a wide disagree¬
Rene Glair, who has decided to press meeting here, thrown by
ment over the artistic problem of re-release one of his pre-war com¬ UA’s Swiss, rep, Unartisco S.A. of
avant-gardeism, which had I been edy classics, “Le Million,” as a Geneva, as part of its advance bally
hotly debated during three after¬ first-run venture here, has also for. “Some Like It Hot,” set for fall
noons.
j; ’
picked up the Yank compilation pic release.. Pic, incidentally, was un¬
of early slapstick comedy bits from veiled. to the press : prior to. the
Mack
Sennett, “The Golden Age meeting. As a gimmick, the ; party
‘Easy Man’ Italo Pic j;
of Comedy,” to show1, along, with it for scribes and exhibs was held on
For Berlin Film Fest Clair will do the commentary for an anchored ship on the Lake of |
Rome, June 16.
Zurich. ' .
.
•
this pic himself.
Italy is sending “Un Uomo
Trip’s hext ri:pp on its fiyeweek
If “Million” goes well, Clair will
Facile” (An Easy Man) to the up¬ also reissue his 1946 pic. “Le European pi-omotiohal tour will be
coming Berlin Film Festival, : with Silence Est D’Or” (Silence Is Vienna, then Rome and iback to
“Primo Amore” (First Love) in re¬ Golden), which he made for the N. Y. ivia Paris. Only actual open¬
serve as a potential invitee at the now defunct RKO with Maurice ing of “Hot” which they attended, i
same festival.
|! .
Chevalier. Oldies’ upbeat probably, was. in London whilst the rest of
“Tutti Innamorati” (Everyone’s was sparked by the. great firstrruh Europe will hot see the film re¬
In Love) is the Italian entry at San re-release success of ..Jean Renoir’s leased before fall. Lemmon is set
Sebastian, with “Dalle. Appennini ‘La Grande Illusion,” first out in for a iive tv show for CBS’ “Play¬
alle Ande” (From the Apperinines! 1937. julien Duvivier has also de- house 90,” follojved by a pic role
to the Andes) held for an invitation ] cided to put a 1937 p|c into first- in “The Whackiest Ship in the
to the Spanish event.
j of the Foreign Legion.'
Army” (Col).

Adah Soviet Union To
Int’i Theatre Institute

. *. ;

*S4U«»~

More French Distribs
Plan To Reissue Oldies

J

New State of Singapore
New Delhi,1 June 23.
The government of the newly
free State of Singapore has barred
presentation of a stageshow and
publication of eight mags.. A gov¬
ernment statement described the
basis of the ban — (effected in each
case by withdrawal of license)—as
“to correct the present degenerate
standard of morals in our society,
to create a new and healthy vigpr
in our society, and to foster a uni¬
fied Malayan culture so as. to estab¬
lish the essential foundations for a
rational society,”
Show which has had its license
yanked is the Oei Hwa (Plum
Blossom) stageshow. Banned pub¬
lication feature, among other
things, pinup photos of film and
other show biz stars, of the Orient
and Occident. They include two
weeklies published in English by
the important British-owned Straits
Times group arid six Chinese-language periodicals.
Maria Callas will sing three
operas for the Dallas Civic TOpera
Nov, 6 to 21. She’ll include Rosina
in “The Barber of Seville,” her
first comic role in America. She
had be«n previously agreed only
to appear in “Lucia di Lammermoor,” and “Medea,” general man¬
ager Lawrence Kelly. .revealed.

.. Mexicos City, June 23.
Mexican producers. have- made
further inroads into playing time,
formerly dominated here by Holly¬
wood product. According to Pelicur .
las Nacionales, which distributes
the majdr part of MekiCan pictures
internally, the 60-40 ratio is gen¬
eral throughout the republic in
top houses. This is even higher, be¬
ing up to 80% and higher for Mex¬
ican product in the hinterlands.1
Bias Lopez Fandos. Peliculas Naci- ;
onales chief, says that current sitnation is result of “the increasing
number of improved, quality mo-;
tion pictures” being turned hut by V
producers here.
While this “improved quality”
statement is wide open to question-?
ing, based on recurrent statements
by Mexican film execs whose theme
song for more than a year.’nbw haA
been that “quality of our pictures
must be improved if the industry
is to survive,” the fact is that the V
systematic raiding of. exhibition .,
time by Peliculas Nacionales and
the few affluent independent dis¬
tributors (Sotomayer and the Ga¬
briel .Alarcon setup) is continuing.
These raids, having the tacit ap¬
proval of Federal film agencies,
are reason for build-up of exhibi¬
tion time for Mexican product.
It is expected that current drive
for coproductions will also. cement
Mexican hold. on exhibition tiihe.
As Fandos revealed, for the first
five months of this year, this city’s
first-run houses have preemed 40
to 43 Mexican films. This is virtu¬
ally a doubling of the 20 to 25
films preemed In past half-year
statistics.
Fandos was very; bullish about
prospects of obtaining even more
exhibition time for local product
A spot check of Hollywood distrib¬
utorships show this as gross over¬
optimism. The r a t i 0 may be
achieved in secondary nabe houses,
in fact, it almost does prevail now
in cities and towns outside of the
major boxoffice grossing cities. But
Mexicans like Yarik epics and are
loyal to their favorite '‘gringo”
stars ranging all the way from Deb¬
bie Reynolds on to Katharine Hep?
burn, Marlon Brando, Burt Lan¬
caster arid o t h e r top. boxoffice
names. 1
:
Outside of this capital, the major
filin market is concentrated iri the.
following cities: Guadaljara, Mon¬
terrey, Puebla, Ciudad Juarez, Mex¬
icali, Tijuana, Oaxaca,; Morelia and
San Luis Potosi. There are a few
others of secondary' importance
such as Guanajuato, Ceurnavaca,
Ciudad Victoria, end a handful of
Others.

Talk With PRS ob New
Fees For Mode in F3ms
London, Jtine 16.
An exploratory get-togetl^ is bur
tap between reps of the Cinema¬
tograph Exhibitors Assnw And of
the Performing Right Society cov¬
ering a revised formula of pay¬
ments of fees for copyright music
played in cinemas. Whole-matter
has been in abeyance for some
time, following the CEA’s agree¬
ing to a temporaiy system until
the result of the Scottish Ballroom
Assn, case against the PRS was
known. With the settling Of that
affair, the time has come for re?newed confabs. ; - ” • ’
PRS has suggested that fees
could be calculated as a percent?*
age of takings estimated by a for¬
mula, while reserving its right to
revert to the principle that the
“appropriate . method” is strictly
to grab a: percentage of the take
from actual admissions. The SOr ciety also has proposed that a pe¬
riod agreement, ending in January
of 1963, be entered into, involving
the payment of: fees on a rising
scale starting at %% and finishing
at 8/10%.
While conceding that there may
be a basis for discussion some¬
where here, the CEA’s present at¬
titude is that it doesn’t favor the
notion of a percentage of takings
being based on a formula; nor does
it like the idea of a rising percent-.
age on formula. A major factor in
its . thinking is that any scheme
eventually agreed must involve, a
scale graduated according to the
size of the cinema as in the earlier
agreement between the.two outfits.

'VARIETY'S*
I St. M«frflrt*»
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‘Perchance Bream9 BBC
Holiday Musical for Aug.

Gennan Prods,
Frankfurt, June 23. It-9 bad news for German film
HAWAIIAN BINGO ILLEGAL
stars, and good news for. hardpressed film producers in: West
Germany that the Assn, of West Suprem^Court For New State Sez
Quiz Gimmick NG / :
German Film Producers has just
decided to call an official halt to
. Honolulu; June 16.
rising salaries for ^ stars: The film
Bihgp is still an illegal game of
producers, at their major meeting
chance,
even
if it’s thinly-dis¬
in Munich, took up the problem
of. sky-high salaries for German guised with a “quiz” gimmick, the
Territorial
Supreme
Court has
actors and actresses as the No. 1
topic and have decided; that they'll just ruled. At one time, several of
the
bingo-quiz
parlors
were
operat¬
no longer cater to the stars’ re¬
ing.
quests for inflated salaries.
Justice
Ingram
Stainback
Is¬
Huge salaries paid the stars in
the U. S. have led them to ask for sued a . scathing majority opinion
which,
in
effect,
upheld
the
Con¬
higher fees in Germany, pointed out
the producers. Here the film¬ viction of nine persons: a year ago.
“The puerile: effort . . . to avoid
makers are fighting a battle against
rising production costs and lowered the consequences of a ‘bingo’ lottery
by hocus-pocus of Whispering
boxoffice receipts. Only by slash¬
a question to the Winner ; - . ap¬
ing salaries of the stars can they parently
assumes .. . . that the,
keep the film industry healthy:
It’s no longer , possible, to deal, judge whert he ascends the. bench
and
the
jurors
when they enter
with the five or six German stars
jury box. leave behind all in¬
who demand several hundred thou¬ the
telligence
and
common
sense,” he
sand marks for a role,” declared
Munich film producer Alfred wrote. .
Jacob. He' especially cited those
actors who made their first film
•a year ago. These are now de¬
manding three or five times their
starting salary, without having
grown sufficiently in b.o/ stature
to indicate such a financial riseMentioned were Hansjoerg Felmy who earned about $3,750 for
his first film, “Wir Wunderkinder” last year; now he is getting
$37,500 for. his curernt picture;
O. W. Fischer, who earned nearly
$100,000 for “Peter Voss, the Thief
Washington, June 23.
of: Millions,” and Hadja Tiller
Feature length film production
Whose lead last year in “Rose¬ in Indonesia was cut more than,
marie” paid her about $18,750 and half last year, primarily because of
who now asks $30,000 for a role. a lack of imported rawstock film,
.
Other highly-paid ; German stars per U;S. Commerce Dept.
are ones who. are internationally
Indonesia produced 19 35m mo¬
known, including O. E. Hasse, tion pictures in 1958, compared, to
Peter Kraus, Freddy Quinn and 45 in ’57.
Fred Bertelmann.
Meanwhile, new quotas imposed
. Production plans have > been on foreign films, in ’58-’59 took a
dropped for a new Roxy film to big toll on U.S. pictures. Imported
star Lilo Pulver because the star from America were 160 feature
demanded $50,000 and the: pro-, films, a quota; slash of 65 below
ducers had offered $37,500 plus 10% the year before. British quota was
of the profits^ So: the producers say cut five films. Others were same,
they, will not go ahead with “Gustov except for some increases. ^ Asian
Adolf’s Page.” . Producers have language motion / pictures were
agreed to form a "salary cartel” boosted by 15 and Chinese (nonand to discuss the success of their Communist from Hong Kong) were
endeavors at their next meeting in up. by five.
three months,
Quotas on imports for the 12
months which will end September
of this year are: U.S., 160; United
Kingdom, 25; India, 50; China, 45;
Philippines, 10; Malaya, 7; other
Asian language, 30, and Europe,,
except for UJC., 70. . .
. Asian language films come from
such countries as Japan, Burma
Mexico City, June 16. ■; and Ceylon.
Union of Film Industry Workers ! Nathan D. Golden, of Commerce
is using a “total industry-wide j Dept. relayed data supplied by the
strike” threat as a club to try to Yank Embassy at Djakarta.
force reluctant distributors to ac¬
cede to its new contract wage
hikes. Maximino Molina, head of
Section One, says he has every¬
thing ready for a darkening of
Mexico’s 2,000 cinemas .on August.
Paris, June 16.
; 1, if;stlmj contract is not sighed
FINACINEF, the organization
before tpien.
,
. Reps1, of union and distributors for securing foreign, theatrical out¬
currently are holding talks in the lets for French films, and Unioffices O^the Department of Labor. France: the French film hypo org
Apart fi^m the 21% pay hike, the for offshore spots, are collaborat¬
union is demanding a 100% boost ing on a new policy to place
in fringe benefits (including retire¬ French films into more general dis¬
ment fund, insurance,* loans to tribution in England.
FINACINEF will pay for the re¬
Work6rs in times of need, etc.) and i
security against mass layoffs;
- furbishing of 20 to 25 film thea¬
Shutdown of film houses, if move tres in the English provinces and
is deemed necessary, will be keys provided they guarantee 25
achieved through impeding of dis¬ • weeks per year playing time to
tribution of film copies tb cinemas. French pix. Anglo foreign film disThe Union is concerned about the tribs : will: help pick the . pix for
possible reduction in the number these spots where foreign films
of employees working for the i4 rarely get good dates. There \vill
distributors. Claiming a total mera^ be no attempt to do this in London.
bership roll of more than 500
members, Molina said that current
demands are . not unfair because
of the spiraling cost of living
indexes.
But while the Union is shaking
Honolulu, June 16;
the cudgel in one direction. It
Statehood is fine but you cart
faces a n%w problem from another,
this in the division of theatre per¬ thank Hawaii’s sunshine for keep¬
sonnel. Exhibitors in this city are ing the Waikiki hotels jammed:
building up a crisis of their own, says Blake Clark, roving editor for
. which may affect employees, be¬ Readeris Digest, and himself a for¬
cause of city administration moves mer. Honolulan. /Like Florida and
requesting
improvements
and California, Hawaii is luring older
vacationists, via itk warirfth and
safety guarantees in cinemas.
;.
inspectors are being readied for sunshine, he claims.
As for the: current reap; estate
a wholesale revision of all theatres,
with reports to give current condi¬ boom, Clark recalls that when he
tion of the 135 pix houses here. was living here be used to say
While top first-runs have nothing that anyone who had anything to
to fear, the older nabe houses, in- invest should have bought land
dependent or: chain, have indicated “even $100 worth on the slopes of.
that they are tired of losing money. a volcano.”

Raw Stock Famine
Reduces Features

Mex Union Threatening
Indnstry-Wlde Strike
Over Distrib Wage TOt

FRANCE PLANNING FOR
MORE BRITISH OUTLETS

Hawaii’s Fine Weather

London, June 23.
Despite the roasting the critics
gave “Carissima” wbeh it was tele¬
vised a few weeks ago, BBC is con¬
tinuing its policy of putting on big
musicals, especially as key attrac¬
tions on: public holidays. It’s next
musical topper will be “Ivor Noveilo’s “Perchance To Dream,”
which ran for over 1,000 perform¬
ances in the West End in 1945.
‘‘Perchance” is skedded For Aug.
3, which is another public festival.
Eric Maschwitz, BBC’s light enter¬
tainment tv boss, said that this
time he would not be hiring any
bigtime star from abroad as he did
with Ginger Rogers for “Cans-,
sima.” “The show doesn’t need it,
so we shall have a strictly, homer
grown cast,” he explained.
'

.
Berlin, June 16.
Dr> Kurt Raeck’s local Renais¬
sance Theatre, which concentrates
on foreign comedies, has in Leslie
Stevens’ “Marriage-Go-Round” an¬
other: definite. click. Most of the
local crix came along with posi¬
tive review's, and the public, here
has taken a-fancy to this play.
; As : it: was the case with “Two
for Seesaw” Renaissance Theatre’s
last entry, “Go-Round” benefits
from excellent acting of . Victor de
Kowa; (Prof. Paul Deville) .Who
also did the staging. De Kowa, who
scored also iii “SeesaW,” is strongly
assisted by Heli Finkenzeller. Grit
Boettcher, an , UFA newcomer,
plays the Swedish sex kitten- She,
too, walks off With, laurels in her
first stage assignment. Hans Krull
is the fourth member of the cast,
the male professor. All four con¬
tribute. in making this look for
a solid run here.
Renaissance Theatre has been re¬
markably successful* with U.$.
legiters in recent years. Others
that-'- did well include “Four
Poster,” “Teahouse of August
Moon,” “Seven-Year Itch” and
“Visit tor a Small Planet.”

Mexico’s Film Indnstry
Mulls Changes to Help
Pix in Foreign Market
Mexico City, June . 16.
The film industry here looks for
news shortly of a revolutionary
change in the official distributor
setup, confirming, the repeated re¬
ports that Gimex. is either to dis-:
appear altogether or be subjected,
to a vigorous reorganization.
Miguel Aleman Jr. may have talked
out of turn last week by predict¬
ing the fadeout of Cimex, to be
replaced by “Uni-Mexico,” a new
centralized distributorship proposed
by Raul, de Anda, Assn; of Mexican
Producers topper, based on his
talks with film industry executives,
in Europe.
However, Aleman retracted, his
statement, insisting that he had
been misquoted. Cimex will re¬
main the top distributor. for the
foreign market, but it wiil . be
strengthened, financially and With
trained publicist and promotional
personnel so that Mexico can ex¬
pect higher earnings in European.
Asian and Far Eastern markets;.
While the entire matter of the
Mexican distributorships still re¬
mains unsolved, the trend is to¬
wards beating the promotional
drums with more skill in the
future..
Among projects under consid¬
eration is the setting up of a se¬
ries of “Mexican Film Week” pro?
motions in key cities, with- this,
hoopla featuring personal. appear¬
ances of the more Comely stars and
starlets.
Mexico, is also considering re¬
laxing the Film Bank purse strings
so that Mexican delegations to film
festivals Can go in style: Further,
an entire series of personal ap¬
pearance junkets promoting top
Mexican pictures 2ls also being
mulled.
Contests to build up interest
abroad are being studied, with
prizes for best criticisms and sug¬
gestions on the films viewed.. There
may even be all-expense tours to
Mexico for certain fortunate win¬
ners of special contests.
: Mexico wants its distributor set¬
up abroad to have skilled pub¬
licists;
i

French Exhibs, By-Passed By New
Film Aid Law, Now Outspoken Vs. It
SELIG'S AID REWARDED
Denver Showman Gets Unique
Public Service Doctorate
Denver, June 23.
Robert W. Selig, president Fox
Intermountain Theatres, Inc., has
been accorded a signal honor by
the U. of Denver. Chancellor Ches¬
ter Alter at the University’s grad¬
uation exercises made him Doctor
of Public Service.
This public service degree was
created at DU by. former chancellor
Dr. Alber Jacobs to honor those
who have given themselves unself¬
ishly to the community. Selig is
the first individual associated with
the university in any capacity to
receive this honorary degree—he
is Chief of the Board and for 11
years has in reality been the archi¬
tect of the modern University of
Denver.

In Paris Even
With Sinmner
Paris, June 23. !
Over the last few years, French I
and Yank distributors and exhib-j
itors .have found that the summer ;
months are not usually a boxoffice 1
hiatus as ‘ formerly believed.
I
A sock entry can clean up and
possibly run from June to October.
Even a lesser if worthy pic can
cash in on the growing hot season
filmgoing at first-run Paris houses.
Ail this in the face of a dearth of
air-conditioning:
.
j
The film fests also help bolster
end-of-season filmgoing. Practically
all of the top prizewinners at the
recent Cannes Film Fest are run¬
ning here.
. Golden Palm has “Orfeu Negro.”
It has started off well as ditto two
other French kudosed pix, “The
4G0 Blows” and “Hiroshima Mon
Amour.” The Anglo “Room at Top”
(Conti also has begun well at the
b.o.

SEES FAR EAST GOOD
FOR INDIAN FILM BIZ
New Delhi, June 16. j
Back home from a swing around l
the Far East, film producer-direc- I
tor S. D. Narang said that area :
offered scope as an expanding;
market for Indian pix. Narang at¬
tended the recent Asian Film Fes¬
tival at Kuala Lumpur, Federation
of Malaya, as an observer. He also !
visited Bangkok, Siam;: Rangoon,;
Burma; Singapore; Hong Kong; ■
and Tokyo.
j
In Singapore, he had talks with j
Loke Wan Tho, head of the Cath-;
ay organization, arid with thej
Shaw Brothers. Cathay arid Shaw j
are top show biz outfits in the ;
region. Deals which the Indian j
producer discussed included the
co-production of a proposed pic
called “Pasha the Magician.”

Sees Tie Key’likely
To Get $7,000,000 Gross

. Paris, June 23.
Now that the new Film Aid Law
is official, film people, especially
exhibitors, who were more or less
left out in the cold under the new
law, are getting vociferous in their
objections to this first, big film by
Andre Malraux and Antoine Pinay,
Ministers of Culture and Finance,
respectively.
Most outspoken was’ Adolphe
Trichet, prexy of Syndicate of
French Film Exhibitors who, para¬
phrasing General de Gaulle’s fa¬
mous quote during the Occupation,
stated that the French industry
had lost a battle, via the new Aid
Law, but had not lost the war.
Trichet opined that the new law
goes into effect in six months,
which should give the industry
time to react and try to salvage a
more equitable arrangement before
it goes into official effect.
Trichet said that if a working
compromise could not be formu¬
lated in that interim, the industry
might take drastic steps to insure
the status quo. It might go so far
as to create its own Aid setup via
a special fund made up by industry
contributions and a refusal to
abide by the official regulations.
But he felt that this would prob¬
ably not be necessary.
The SFFE intends having a gen¬
eral meeting in November to de¬
cide on its action. Trichet sent a
telegram to De Gaulle, Malraux,
Pinay and Debre stating that the
SFFE could not accept this new
law which would deprive exhibs of
a vital part of their fiscal resources.
He hoped that a governmental
study and steps could straighten
things out amicably.
Producer and distrib groups also
expressed a certain uneasiness
about the new law but were not as
adamant arid outspoken as the ex¬
hibs. Producers were glad that aid
would continue for them but ex¬
pressed regret that other facets of
film biz had been deprived of it.
They also wanted to know as soon
as possible how much automatic
aid would be coming to them. They
also felt that clarification was ne?
essary on the workings of quality
handouts, and how the new credit
aspects would work. Distribs were
also worried at the difficulties that
would ensue if exhibs had fiscal
troubles and could not guarantee
percentages etc.
In general, indivdiual members
of the film profession also ex¬
pressed perplexity at the new Aid
Law and whether French films
would be able to stand an arbitrary
standard of socalled “quality” and
an eventual “credit” rather than
“direct aid” system.
But now it will be a question of
working along with it and amend¬
ing the law if it does not work.
Some think that an eventual “self
supporting” French cinema, if it
works, would be a benefit and
make it easier for greater copro¬
duction ^pd exchange with other
Common Mart countries—namely
w~rt Germany—sans subvention
setups.

Mexican Fib Industry
Taking Hand in Merida
Fight Oyer Cinema Tax

Mexico City, June 16.
The National Chamber of the
Mexican Film Industry has taken
a hand in the dispute between
London, June 23. \ Merida (Yucatan) exhibitors and
The .accepted industry mathe-; Mayor Luis Torres. Result is that
riiatics that the U.S. accounts for ; all. shuttered houses have reopened
50% of the world gross was dis-; while the mayor is briefing his
proved with “The Key,” which was ; accountants (who in turn will be
Carl Foreman’s first production for . supervised by State Government
Columbia under his Highroad; auditors) to look over exhibitors’
banner;
.
.
j books.
Total w’drld gross of “The Key” I Idea is to discover whether there
now is likely to be around $7,000,- \ is truth in the claim that exhibs
000, yat in the U.S. .market its \ would be “overburdened with
gross was below expectations atj taxes” if the 5% to 7% imposts on
$2,200,000. Foreman attributed the i boxoffice gross receipts are im¬
success in foreign markets to his] posed.
company’s individual promotional j
campaign. In territories like Ja-1 This situation in Yucatan is be¬
pan, Australia/ Germany, Sweden,1 ing closely followed by money
etc., where special presentations j needy mayors throughout the re¬
were arranged, backed by personal ■ public. Exhibs are confident their
appearances, grosses Were above; books will hack up their state¬
ments.
average.
He admits that if the normal j Meantime, with business back to
ratio of 50-50 for U.S. and the rest normal, the Gold Chain an<L Thea¬
of the world had applied to “The j tre Operating Company have re¬
Key” the picture^ would have been | ported losses totaling almost a
heavily in the red. As it is, it’s ! million pesos ($80,000) during the
heading for a real profit.
] 15-day shutdown.

ft

PICTURES

i Training Army, So Can’t
Stopto Make Flctiires,
German Claef Rules

-mandat Statements Since Jan. 1

Wednesday, June 24, 1959’

ide Stuff-Pictures
. Lou Chesler, who put up the $21,800,000 for purchase of Warner
Bros.’ film backlog,’ reportedly has made an offer to Jerry Wald for
producer’s interest in 18 pictures he has or will make for; 20th-Fox/
While deal Wasn’t confirmed, it’s iinderstood it involves .all negative
rights for a’ sum be’.ieved itg, be in the neighborhood of $5,000,000,
Wald’s deal with 20th, involving both Jerry Wald Productions and his
new Company of Artists, varies from picture to picture,/ with' his par¬
ticipation ranging from.
to 50%. Chesler’s deal would cover in¬
itial release on those pix not yet made, re-issue on alt 18 and sale, if
any, to television.
v :
Reportedly, the negtiations call for stock. swap, with Chesler taking
over all Wald’s stock'in JWP and COA, and Wald receiving stock in
Chesler-owned corporatiohs.
Of the 18 pix which would be involved; eight already have been
filmed by Wald. They are “An Affair To Remember,” “Kiss Tbeni For
Me,” "No Down Payment,” “Peyton Place,” "The Long Hot Summer/’
"In Love and War,” "Mardi Gras” and “The Sound and the Fury-’*
The 10 films slated for production by Company of Artists for 20th-Fox
release are the current “The Best of Everything,” “Beloved Ipfidel,”
"Hound Dbg Man,” “Wild 1 in the Country,” “The Billionaire,* “Storyon Page One,” “Return to: Peyton Place,” “The Jean Harlow Story,”
“Hellraisers”; and . “The Bohemians.’"
•

"%
|
Hollywood, June 23. ;
.. Bonn, June 16.
Hollywood's nine major producer-distributors, in issuing more than1
a dozen financial statements since Jan. 1, have reported more than1
Franz Josef Strauss, "West Ger$35,000,000 in profits, a boost of 170% over the $13,000,000 in earn¬:! many’s Defense Minister, says he
ings reported for comparable previous-year periods.
I Will, refuse coooeraition . of the
The nine companies have put out 13 financial statements since Jan.• j Bundeswehr in the production of
1. covering periods ranging from fiscal years ending in 1958 to quar¬’ motion, pictures. Strr.uss disclosed
ters. halves and three-quarters. ending within the. past three months.• that he has rejected applications
None of them, of course, reflect the recent upswing in theatre attend¬' for Defense - Ministry cooperation
ance. marked by a return of the female-audience, blit the representa¬; in the production of six German
tive figures give prompt indication of more favorable positions for most; films.
of the companies.
' j<
“I intend; to keep on rejecting
In seme instances, most ; notably Columbia and Universal-Interna¬
tional. the profit, statements are weighted by non-recurring assets,, i.e., r siicb applications. We are train’
ing
an army,, and not producing
the sale of Col’s film lab and the sale of U-I’s entire studio to MCA.
In at least one case—Paramount—the statement does: not include, 7 films. . We. 'can’t afford the loss of
■
^time
from training, now. or in the
non-recurring income of $10,662,G00 earned from the first installment
in the sale of its film backlog and the liquidation of various invest¬[ . f uture r” Strauss sounded off.
The
tough-talking Bavarian said
ments.
i‘
..his order applies to everybody, inBreakdown of the net profits includes:
r
eluding
American film companies,
Loew’s Inc. < Metro)—For the year ended Aug. 31, 1958, the company
showed a $774,000 profit compared to a $445,000 loss for the compar¬. and that “we are treating .every[
body
alike:-’
able period, of 1956-57. For the first six months of the current fiscal
A patent has. been Issued in Washington for a daytime projection
Under ; questioning in Parlia- screen that permits drive-in films and motion picture advertising dis¬
year, the production-distribution arm of the firm listed a_ $5,000,000I
profit compared with a $5,000,000 loss for the first half of the previous; ment, Strauss conceded that he plays to be viewed outdoors in full daylight. -Isaab Gpodbar, a New
"might make certain exceptions,” York illumination consultant, is the inventor.
year.
Twentieth-Fox—For the (year ended Dec. 27, company reported aII but only when, definitely. shown
It’s said that the high luminous efficiency of the screen can Also proprofit of $7.582,3p7, compared with $6,511,218 the previous year. The: j the films were in the Bundeswehr vide, greater visibility and larger images in fully lighted interiors! The
interest,. screen is made of sheet metal and plastic film and can be pfodtoed
first quarter of the current, fiscal year brought 20th a $929,976 ptofit,, 1 or . general [ German
down from the $2,147,711 profit of the similar 1958 quarter,
( Strauss was . put on ..th& . Parila- in any size, it’s stated. The screen is said to eliminate the effect ^^en¬
Columbia—For the three-quarters ended March 24, company showedl; mentary. griddle for refusal to co- vironmental light and acts as a kind of lens, concentrating, the image
a profit of $275,000, compared with a loss of $1,047,000 for the com¬'! operate ■ in filming a picture con- into a relatively smaller viewing angle... At night, it’s asserted, this
parable period of the previous fiscal year.
! cerniiig Stalingrad. His; inquisi- would permit giant screens to. be viewed from distances for many miles.
Paramount—For 1958 company reported $4,567,000 (this does not:, tors developed that the coopera-. Standard projectors are used.
include the earlier-noted special income), compared to $5,425,000 theJ i.tion requested of Strauss was
The present form of the screen, it’s Teported, is for rear projection
previous year.
j
| quite modest: between 150 amd 200 and no enclosure is required between projector and screen. A patent
Allied Artists—For the 39-week Deriod ended March 28, A A report¬• j tfooos, 10 tanks, a battery of field is said to be pending for a variation of. the invention for front pro¬
ed a loss of $190,424. compared with a $201,980 loss for the compar¬■ • artillery and a few vehicles.
jection.
able period the previous year.
Edison Price Inc., a New York firm, is handling arrangements for
. j - The defense minister said the
United Artists—For the [first nine .Weeks of the second'quarter of j producer,; a German company, had the sale and distribution of the screen and is also considering the li¬
the fiscal year. UA reported a profit of $712,000, compared with $636,-'; refused to let hirir look at the censing of manufacturers. It is willing to arrange demonstrations -ibT
000 for the like period of (the prior year, and for fiscal 1953 listed a •j. script. Critics of Strauss, within industryites.
*
profit of $3,701,903. compared with $3,262,468 the previous year:
. ! and without the film industry,
Warner Bros.—Company reported a profit of $4,626,000 for the six charge that the defense minister
Illinois
theatremen
have
succeeded
in
beating
down
another
effort
months ended Feh. 4, compared with a loss of $2,894,000 for the same
[• in effect is setting himself up as- by the state legislature to include theatres in minimum wage coverage.
period of the previous year.
As
a
result
of
the
combined
efforts
of
various
theatre
trade
associar:
;
!
a
censor
of
the
last
world
war
Universal—For the 13-week period ended Jan. 31. U-I reported earn¬
tions, the Illinois’ State Legislature exempted theatres'from inclusion
ings of $2,811,935, compared with a loss of $426,000 for the same periodi film themes.
It is almost technically impos- in a minimum wage bill which would have imposed a $1 per bour
of the previous year.
i
Disney—For the. year ended Feb. 27, company reported earnings off sible to . make certain films with- minimum w:age requirement for theatres.
The vote in the legislature was 67. to 51 in favor of the exemption
$3,865,473. compared with [$3,649,359 the. previous year, and for thei out Bundeswehr cooperation, it is amendment
introduced by State Representative George P. Cbutrakon
first six months of this year has reported $906,485, compared with. | pointed .out.. This means, accord- of Springfield. This was. the second attempt by the niindis lawmakers
l irig to German film producers, that
$1,633,250 for the comparable period of the previous year.
■ much of last-war military ’history in the current session to write minimum wage legislation which .would
would have to /be deliberately fal¬ have applied to theatres. An earlier version was. amended in commitr
tee to exclude theatres. The latest developments, it’s felt, appears to
SCOTS RAP NUDIST FILM
sified or badly slanted..
dispose of all legislation affecting the theatre industry in Illinois for
Strauss’ officials say privately this session. "
Exhib Taken To Task for Showing
that the minister’s; objections stem
Nudie To Juve Patrons
mainly from the Communist propColumbia's “Magic Flame,” story of Franz Liszt, which George Cukor
. Edinburgh, June .23. ;aganda peril.; . Communist East is now directing in Vienna, succeeding the late Charles Vidor, a heart
‘
Germany
; is .painting the Bundes- attack victim after three weeks of shooting, poses a nationality identi¬
A cinema manager at Bow-hill,
Euenos Aires^. Jline 16.
Fife,, who showed a nudist film[ wehr -as a haven for unregenerate fication problem. Liszt, who died 73 years ago, was born in the now
Despite harassing economic, po¬ without the okay of the county, , Hitlerites. There is. this . addi-. Austrian province of Burgenland which was, however, until 1920 a
litical and labor problems.;: 2nd a. council, and allowed children of all^ tlonal tricky angle, according to. Hungarian province and thus both countries claim him. Frahz, his
seven-week bank ele.k strike, busi¬ ages to attend the performances, is.Strauss’., aides: Communist East given name, is purely German, so . the nationalistic pride of the magness is good in Argentina, even to be taken to task by Five General[■■[ Germany, very likely would get yars vs. Austro-Germany looms.
for the blockbusters at; upped Purposes Committee. Distributors. hold of prints of any films in which
When and if Franz Lehar biopic is ever tackled by Holly\ybod, it will
scale'. At one time thisweek the of the film, "Back to .Nature,” are■ the Bundeswehr cooperated;, snip- pose a threefold problem since Lehar Ferenc (Hungarian name): was ,
exchange rate went over 100 pesos also receiving a.protest/ Film was.: ping Bundeswehr: scenes and ih- born in Komorn, Hungary thowr Czechoslovakia), the sow of an Austro-?
to the dollar and infiation has shown at the Picti-redrome, Bow-. - serting them into Hitlerite horror German military bandleader.
made even food expensive. All hill.
j propaganda films,
admission prices are up j in the
Criticism was that the film wasj * This could be more fact than . Inside Pictures” Item in Variety recently about the furoure caused
city, the minimum scale being I81:*
.
fantasy. [ . East Germnay has. been ! by Kim Novak "being feted at a historic Bavarian castle” in Germany
pesos. With taxes this brings the not advertised as a nudist docu¬ sneaking
Communist
newsreel spilled over stateside. After the story appeared, Columbia received
total admission to 24 pesos or 50c. mentary.
Attacking nudist films. Council¬ crews into West Germany to film calls from the press associations asking for a comment. .
The ToddrAO system opened at
[ Hitlerites prominent in Adenauer ; The film company obliged with the following: "The current tea-pot.
lor
P.
C.
Walters
proposed
that
-the Luxor Theatre last week, run¬
; society, the footage being used to tempest over the press reception for Kim Novak [at Castle Schleissheim,
ning six performances daily until they ban them; and added: "L do ■\ "document" the • "re-Nazifleaiionu> near Munich, has come as a great surprise to Columbia Pictures. Since
today 'Tues.i when "South Pacific” so on The grounds that this. filmI ■ of Wert Germany. .
Miss Novak is the reigning Queen of motion pictures, a /castle seems,
will p-eem. The Todd-AO shorts ("Back to Nature”) is indecent and.
the. most logical place for a press conference. However venerable Cas¬
are getting 21 pesos, but for "Pa¬ offensive. A woman councillor'
tle Schleissheim may be,; it certainly contains no greater digbity than
Mrs.
J.
Gardner,
said
it
was:
a
pity
cific" the Luxor price will increase
the White House in Washington where President Eisenhower; has re-'
that the cinema trade, .with, all its
to 51 pesos or a little over SI.
ceived Miss Novak.”
.
potential
power
for
good;,
should
"80 Days Around the World"
waste
time
and
finances
on
show¬
<UAi closed after a nine-month
ing
such
things.
..
Although
the
two
companies
have
been
separated
for
10
years, United
and two-week fjun at 45: pesos,
London, June 16.
Paramount Theatres continues as Paramount Pictures’ best; custojfiier.
nearly $1. "Thif .Is Cinerama” is
Walt Disney Productions Ltd. It’s a case of film-buying habit.
[
'
.
!.
si ill holding at t^ie Casino Theatre,
and 20th-Fox Productions Ltd. have
As. a UPT source explained it, this exhibition outfit obviously went
alter one year while "Bridge On
been admitted into membership of to Par Pictures, its affiliate, for product prior to divorcement., Com¬
River Kwai” (Col) at the Broadway
< the British Film Producers Assn. petitors shopped elsewhere. The pattern ‘continued following the split;:
has gone past its 8th week. Even
I, Their entry follows the BFPA’s re- Par features still go to UPT situations. [
after a third week, it’s impossible
•
cent decision, to re-interpret a
There are exceptions to this, of course. But for the most part?the
London, June 16.
to get into the Metropolitan for
During a brief London stopover, ' clause in its rules that had thereto UPT territorial chains, w'hich are operated autonomously under their
"Ten Commandments” tParj( unless
|;
been
read to allow membership respective field commands, are taking first crack at the Par pro&ict
while en route from Bombay to
seats are booked ahead.
!:
, [ only to all-British riiakers bf;British unless booking considerations or competitive bidding prevent it. ;
"Young Lions” (20th> preemed N. Y., Burton Martin, executive
; /:['. [.;. ..
...
last week d.ay-date at Gran Rex. veepee of Film Productions Inter-,[.i Pix.
i j Cyril James and Robert Goldnational
of
Burbank,
announced
Gaumont and Capitol.
Radiant. Manufacturing has quietly discontinued making theatre
Argentina Sono Film preemed that his company has made a dealII stein will be the Disney and Fox screens, but :a top exec of the Chicago .firm indicates the decision fnay
Daniel Tinayre’s latest production for the production of two films on11 reps on the BFPA council. [
be revoked later. Radiant explains the move by saying “the maiket.
"En La Ardiente Oscuridad” (In Gandhi. One will.be a full-length
got pretty low”—low enough, it’s understood, to have cost the cbmthe Flaming Dark), at the Ambas¬ feature and the other a short doc¬
pany a considerable sum. Radiant, which has been geared mainly for
sador and Libertador as a benefit umentary. Both will be made byr Moss Eiripires, Stoll
home and industrial screens, will continue those lines, however. . It’s
for a Home for the Blind, which Lloyd Young Ltd., a company re¬;;V/Theatres Merger Off theatrical accounts have been turned over to Hurley Screen Co.> a.
served as a background for the lated to. FPL. Locations will be in
leader in the field.
..
. .
. London, June 23,
picture. Luis Sandrini’s "Mi Es- India with studio work here. ' .
Radiant is a subsidiary of the troubled U.S. Hoffman Corp., which .
queleto” is in a second week at
As a. result of talks with/top gov¬ • The proposed merger of Moss plans to spinoff many of its affiliates.
the. Ocean, and may hold [for an¬ ernment brass In India, Martin’ Empires and Stoll Theatres; is off.
other week.
!:
has secured exclusive rights to allL Prince Littler, chairman of both
Russian Embassy tells Turner Shelton, U/S. Information Agency
The Screen Institute has now biographical and related - materialI companies, made the decision at a
authorized the provinces of Men¬ concerning the late Indian leader, Stoll meeting last Wed; ( 17). in motion pictures chief, that "Wide Is My World,” 90-minute Soviet
Kinapanarama
film, will be able to open, on schedule, June 30 ini New
’
view
of
the
opposition
which
came
doza. San Luis and San Juan to in¬ controlled by the Navajivan Trust,
crease the admission scale.
which was created by Gandhi him¬; from 20% to 25% of the stock-r York’s Mayfair Theatre as. part of USSR [exhibition starting same ’day
in
Coliseum.
Ticket
price hasn’t yet been fixed, but it’ll be subject to
holders.
self.
..A groupr. of Stoll shareholders regular U.S. admission excise tax. Red film is exempt from ail other .
The documentary will be made>
American
duties
jahd
taxes, however, because/of joint agreement free¬
ZUGSMITH HORIZONTAL1ZING in cooperation with the Gandhil had objected to the merger terms,
Hollywood, June 23.
Memorial Trust. All income from1 [ complaining that the offer w.ak in- ing exhibits in New York and Moscow from taxation.
Albert Zugsmith, with [a new its distribution in the Easternl ; adequate. . The marriage, had it
producer pact at Metro calling for Hemisphere will be. assigned to thej j taken place, would / have linked
Minneapolis exhibitors found satisfaction in the defeat of Gerald R.
first look at a property and Another Trust. The feature will have ai; two groups which control chains Dillon for mayor by nearly. 16,000 votes in the. general election, This .
non-exclusive deal at Universal, fictional plot. In accordance withI [ of theatres in London and. thfqugh- was because Dillon had come out during the primary campaign with
has joined Allied Artists under a the desires of the leaders of thei ( out the, country. Flagships: of the a large newspaper ad assailing incumbent Mayor P. K. Peterswi, who
one-pic agreement.
ji
Indian government, the actual per¬-! Stoll group include the Drury won re-election over him, for not taking a more vigorous stand for
He’ll do "Sexpot.” Mamie Van son of Gandhi will not be a major•! Lane [and Her Majesty’s while the daylight saving time. The Dillon newspaper ad paiinted DST in glori¬
Doren st.irrer, starting in Novem¬ role nor will he be impersonatedII Moss Empires showcase is the Lon- ous colors as “affording a family man more time to spend outdoors
ber.
with his children.” DST is a curse to theatres there.
by an American or European star.. i don Palladium.

Despite Strikes, Labor
Problems Arg. Film Biz
Big; Upped Scales Help

[ Disney, 20th-Fox Join
British Producers Assn.

Martin to Produce Pic
On Gandhi in India
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%start the celebration early. , . set your HOLIDAY date nowl
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Open-Throttle on Optimism;
Jack L Warner Cites WB 34

Indian Producer To
Make Trilingual Film

DETROIT'S PREMIERE

|

Set Up Usual Whoopdedo for J
Preminger’s Columbia Release

New Delhi, June 16..
Producer - director K./Asif is
Detroit, June 23.
readying “Mughal-e-Azam,” a tri¬
lingual opus which will try to re¬ , First-in-memory world premiere
capture the glory of the Moguls. of a film in Detroit wi11 get the.
Harrisburg, June 23.
Feature will have three language full-dress treatment when Colum-.
versions—^English and two of the bia’s “Anatomy of a Murder” is . A three-way parlay, complete
major Indian tongues, Hindi screened for the first time July 1 with a special screening of“Prince
(northern) and Tamil (southern). at the United Artists Theatre. Valiant,” a stage show featuring
Carlyle re¬ local tv-radio talent, arid r* an
“Mughal-e-Azarii” is due for release Otto Preminger’s
Hollywood, June 28. 4——:-r———————b-.v
lease which was filmed in the assured SRO house as a result of
Warner Bros' feature film pro- rukDICC i/hottuam
m v in key Indian cities Aug. 15.
gram for the remainder of 1959 CHARLES KURTZMAN TO N. Y.
Setting for the lavish Sterling Upper Peninsula of Michigan, will pre-show ticket sellout handled by
ana 1960 will include 34 motion
x
.
... . Investment Corji. production is the be the focal point of the'week- the Boy Scouts> proved a real shot
pictures representing an aggregate Boston Division Mgr. to Be Aide to fabled court of the Mogul Emperor long “International Freedom Festi¬ in the arm for all exhibitors here
production budget of $85,000,000,
Loew’s Picker
val” linking Detroit with its Cana-, this week.
Akbar.
Promotion was set-up, lined-up
dian neighbor city across the De¬
according to WB prexy Jack L.
~~ZT~T
„
Warner
I
Boston, June 23.
and promoted in the. space of Hwo
troit River.
Estimating that the 14 of the
Charles E. Kurfznian, northeastIn addition to Preminger, con¬ weeks, with the Seriate Theatre,
lifted pix already produced had a ern division manager for Loew’s
tingent expected here for the event through manager. Bern Bis^eck
total budget of “about $25,000,000, Theatres has been appointed asare Lee Remick, Arthur O’Con¬ handling the booking of the spe¬
Warner’s figures indicate that the sistant to chain’s president Eugene
nell, and George C. Scott of the cial feature for a special 10 p.m.,
studio plans to invest at least $00,- Picker and is being transferred to
cast, but not James Stewart. In screening June 24, the Boy Scouts
000,000 in 20 new? productions be- New York.
addition, Michigan Supreme Court Committee taking over the : ad¬
tween now and the end of 1960.
Kurtzman, supervisor of groups
Justice John D.. Voelker, who as vance ticket sale in a . complete
Warner, speaking before thje of Loew’s Theatres dn New EngRobert
Traver authored the book,! canvass of the greater Harrisburg
A non-recurring, net profit1 of
company’s international sales con- land, upstate New York and eastand Boston lawyer Joseph N:! area, and a . local distributor of
vention in progress at the Ambas- ern Canada, will be on special as- $3,667,387 resulting froin the sale Welch, who plays the judge in the • Bob-A-Looo toys handling: the
sador Hotel here, expressed cohfi- signments. A San Francisco, native, of the <stud.io enabled Universal screen version, will be on hand, i booking of the talent, which in¬
dence in the future of motion pic- he was a newspaper reporter; be- to emerge with a consolidated net
About
2,00Q
Detroit
civic cluded WGAL-TV’s Miss N?^hcy,
tures and in “all those associated fo/j entering the picture industry profit of $3,134,121, after Federal leaders will attend the preem arid Uncle Bob, WLYH’s Popeye Thea¬
tax benefits of $365,000 on ordinary
with our company.”
in 1923.
tre,. Tumbleweed,, local O a t e r
pay
$5
to
$10
for
the
privilege.
operatiorisi for the 26-week stanza
favorite of the younger, set who; ap¬
He stated that the past several
-—-—■ •
ending May 2, 1959. After provid¬ Proceeds will go the Greater De¬ pears on WHP-TV. and Paul Laridyears have been a period of read- D.L.
I AAJAM
D-L_ *|l. AhaAma f
AMjAN
troit
Chapter
of
the
American
As¬
ing
for
dividends
on
the
preferred
ersmari, WHGB disk jockey.
justment and that the challenges ilvOUlil yUccIlS} JUOIlUOIly
stock, the profit amounted to $3.33 sociation for the United Nations.
« ■ q
have been met successfully, givn , , n
II
Q
Civic interest, generated through
per share on the 913,054 shares out¬
ing every basis for optimistic lap|Q KCQDQD JUlV 0>
the Boy Scouts, included a special
standing. The loss before the non¬
praisal of the future.
||
. .
.JJ
.
-■ V.
^ ,
tie-in with Mayor Nolan Zeigler,
recurring profit of $3,667,387
HtbAf War fasIWlHfiS
fa&IWIHftS
Warner credited the company’s
HtbAr
who bought the first ticket while
consolidation of all of its operating
VUIW fT€U vaouaiuvo equaled 68c per share.
local newsmen arid TV cameras
In
the
J3-week
period
ended
units at Burbank as being an jjimimLondon, June 16.
covered the event, then agreed to
portant factor in the firm’s present . The Queen’s Theatre in Shaftes- May, the‘\company realized a profit
serve as official welcomer at the
healthy posture. “The strearrilin- bury Ave., a World War II casual- of $331,3x0 on ordinary operations
actual performance.
ing/’ he said, “has brought a great- ty, will reopen July 8, with John as compared to a loss of $92,349
Hollywood,
June
23.
for
the-corresponding
13
weeks
of
Merchants cooperated by- plac¬
er degree of unity to our pro&uc- < Gielgud’s one-inan Shakespearean
Not surprisingly, tyro producer ing special posters in theiri win¬
tion of pictures and to global Idis-j show?, “The Ages Of Man*” The a year agb. This is the first time
Richard
Einfeld
is
a
strong
adrodows
ballyhooing the event, and
in
15
months
that
the
company
has
tribution of our product.”
Queen’s was bombed In Septemshown a profit from .ordinary op¬ cate nf an ad-pub campaign on mo¬ several downtown stores agreed to
Concerning new talent, the WB ber« 194°- badly damaging the au- erations.
tion pictures. assist-in the ticket sale. Others
prexy noted: “Our motion pictures ditorium and destroying the foyer,
“No motion picture has ever purchased block tickets arid turned
For the 26-week period of a year
are being given a production plus After long delays in getting the ago, the company showed a net loss sold itself,” says Einfeld, who them over to the local orphanages
in the casting of exciting new iper- necessary licenses, the rebuilding of $519,249 after a Federal income believes the producer Of films to¬ and children’s homes.
sonalities. The public has asked Pf the 1,000-seat house began two tax benefit of $720,000. This loss day has to be adman and publicist
. Tickets were sold for 50c, with
for new talent and in response we years ago and has cost around was equivalent to 67c per share.
if he wants his film—large or small the BSA and the theatre splitting
have developed new stars, Togeth- $420,000.
—to be a success.
the proceeds down the „ middle..
er with the long-established play- ' Arthur Montgomery, chairman
Einfeld admits cheerfully he has Adding frosting, to the cake, more
ers we are presenting these prom- of the Globe and Queens Theatres,
been indoctrinated, being “born than 100 door prizes, including the
ising new personalities in stories * said that a deliberate policy has
into motion picture advertising and Bob-A-Loops, RCA records, and
that give them stature and accep- • been to restore the theatre to its
publicity,” as son of 20th-Fox ad- two bicycles, were donated as
tance.”
: previous motif of' a typical Edpub v.p. Charles Einfeld.
giveaways during the show. A lo¬
He stressed story values, stating war>dian theatre, in crimson, cream
London, June 16.
As a result, the producer says cal ice cream house gave an ice
A scheme to train' new recruits he always visualizes in advance a cream to every one of the more
that the 34-pic schedule was elastic ;aPd
^be exleflor *s now
so as to permit inclusion of “ex- ^different, however, being of glass, for the production industry, drawn key scene in his films that will be than 1,500 moppets in the house.
ceptional new story properties” * c°l°red .^OSaic and brick. With up: by a working party from mem¬ suitable for art and pub art.
should such turn up and pointed l*16 addition of the Queen's and bers of the British Film Academy,
Einfeld is now propping “The
to the fact that the schedule i con-ithe newly opened Mermaid The- the Assn, of Cine and Television Oregon Trail," has “Here Come the
tains many best-selling novels! and Iatre* Pius two top-level nabe Technicians and the British Film Jets” in current release and before
stage successes
) bouses, the Lyric, Hammersmith, Institute, is likely to get under that one did “Ghost Divers.” All
way this fait with the full backing have been or are for 20th-Fox re¬
Warner named tour pi* 4 be f”?
lease. Einfeld’s pact with the stu¬
released this summer: “The Young tbe
*o London legit the of the two. producer r associations.
London, June 16.
An arrangement is being entered dio is on an indie, one-pic at a time
Philadelphians,”
“The
Nun’s
wdL be 43.
. The Greek Foreign Secretary
Story,” “John Paul Jones” i! and !■ There have. been otherserious into with the London Polytechnic, basis. He digs up his own stories, has given an assurance that his
“Hercules”
|losses m the theatres setup during which has. agreed to convert a presents them to the studio and if
West End property into a studio they are accepted, a deal is made. government . will be prepared to
ainend the treaty with Rhodes pre¬
as the initial training centre. The
Einfeld is strong on tie-ins, pro¬
school
will take 24 fulltime stu¬ vided they are logical and reason¬ cluding the use . of fortifications
SSSSSf-bXife
«
Helborn £m.
during 1959-60.
Include: “Yellow-’
pire. The Shaftesbury site is now dents a year for the twoyear able. He believes, in fact, they may and troops on. the island in order
stone Kelly,” “Look Back m An-j
a car
park. The
others .wm
will pre- course. The curriculum includes substantially aid a film in other to enable location scenes for
t.Tu, t*r»T
t:«u- paxa..
iuc umcis
“Guns of Navarone,” to be filmed
the history of him and history of ways than promotional,
there next year. . The assurance
McCaU/- ••Xha Miracle?'^ of :S»
have the Gaiety; St. . James's and. art, film appreciation, scripting,
“I don’t mean the kind of tie-iri was given personally by the minthe Timberland,” “A Summer
direction, writing, editing, record¬ where a television set is stuck in
Stoll Theatres.
.ister to producer Carl Foreman,
ing,
etc.
The
cost
of
.
converting
The
Playhouse ana
arid the
King’s,
xne ™use
me wmg,.
the background arbitrarily,” he during his recent visit to Athens.
Children”
j
; Hammersmith, are. now BBC tv the building into a studio is esti¬ says. “This sort of thing can stick
During ^ a fortnight’s tour, Fore¬
. j:
{studios. The Lyceum has for some mated at around $80,000 but it is out like a sore thumb.”
man visited Athens, Rhodes,. Cy¬
The 20 scheduled for production ; tjnlg been a dance-hall, while the hoped that part of the equipment
What; he means is the kind of prus and Belgrade. Iri all these
dunnj the next year^ and one half ; Casino isnow a film house, offer- required may be donated or loaned
natural Hi e-up he has mad e with spots he was received by top cab¬
intc «n*^n “T?o15
th» inS Cinerama: In addition, the to the school by. manufacturers.
Colt on “The Oregon .Trail.” The inet brass. In Athens, he had talks
r^i°’
Iee Palace\, i Hippodrome has been converted
Colt revolver is an integral part of with several ministers^ including
REAL FAMILY AFFAIR
1, Jh?K •
! to- a .theatre-restaurant.
the
story. By working with the those for Industry, . Information
Jh.e .?«*' at.the_ Top' ol the,
The pxnense
expense of building and the
arms manufacturer* Einfeld says he and. Defense. In Rhodes, he -met
Stairs,” “Captain Buffalo.”
high uusl
cost Ui
of yivyvLiy
property iu..uic
in the West
Crowded Skv ” “Tall Qfnrv •»
«»>, 3 Brothers, Their Mother Produce has insured historical accuracy and the governor of the island, tfhile
Swn " ’
^ y- ! S ! End lessens the prospects of iur1st Burma Widescreen Pic
learned Something about the guns in Cyprus he was. entertained by
Grass” “The
Couldn’tt ^, ther
exPansion
in the
numberthe
of
that will be incorporated in the the Governor, Sir Hugh Foot. He
{.ne Man
_an Thev
A“e5 Couidn
nva,-1a>,
7P theatres.
+hpatr«i
TTnwever
Kill- “Thl
i available
However,
the
. New Delhi, June 16.
film,
also had meetings with Archbishop
Burma has produced its first
White Rajah,” “Undewover Teach- ’^^d ^hf^nd
^the' widescreen pic, “Plain pfj Sin¬
“It almost never fails,” he adds, Makarios, the military authorities
er,” “Letter From Peking,” “Fan- ll} and the Jrerid Is
and with the leader of the Turkish,
“that
when
the
tie-in
is
natural
and
ny.” “Claudelle Inglish,” and “Sun- \ at^es as« ■^ .^ t°iyera11 hnildmg cerity.*: Photographed . in Ultra- logical, something advantageous minority group.
rise at Campobeno.”
'
schemes, as with the new ^Colum- scope and Gevacolor, feature film will come out of it in addition to
Final decision on the location
■_:__ !;..
bia cinema, actually part of . a has. been made under the Rangoon
I,
block of valuable offices.
Film Co, * banner by Mya Hun, the promotional values originally will be made within the next fort¬
sought.”
night.
The governments concerned
Nn Fnllnwim
Ta !i
Preliminary discussions have : director Shwe Baw, and* camera¬
In this case the promotional val¬ were keen to take advantage of
nu ruuuwup JCCU to
taken place between the London man Hau Nwin—all brothers. Pro¬
the
prestige
and publicity which
ues
are
solid.
Colt
is
tying-in
the
Qrnnrac* Itvluk Prnnneol County Council planning pfficers- ducer is Daw Ma. Ma, their mother.
O&OUrao jjAHlP I lOpOSal and companies contemplating re. The brothers are in India to get film on national advertising, and would result from a major film
being
lensed
iri
their territory.
making
up
display
cards
for
local
London. June 16
development of me
the strand
Strand and color prints of “Plain” from Film
London,
No immediate practical Sequel Puchess Theatres in the Aldwych. Center, the Bombay lab at which merchants. Ejnfeld is putting up as
prizes
at
local
exhibitor
level
the
is now seen to the suggestion, 11 ls thought that they will eventu- it was processed,
Success v of a feature pic the Colt models (non-firing) that will Vienna Chamber Opera
made by Spyros P. Skouras as the all>- be replaced by buildings conannual conference of the Cinema- taming shops, offices and a the- Burmese, filmmakers produced in be used in the pic.
Open This Summer
Gevacolor
last, year spurred them
Einfeld is against problem pic¬
tograph Exhibitors Assn..’ lastatreVienna, June 16.
month. that CEA reps aiid ditto of
An application to demolish the to shopt their new film in; wide- tures, but believes in making some
V£hile. the state-owned theatres,
the Theatre Owners of America Aldwych Theatre for a similar screen Ultrascope as well as color. points for solution of problems in Opdra, Burg, Academy arid Volks*:
an oblique way. For instance, in
should meet to discuss problems building was turned down last Oc“The Oregon Trail” he will show a opera, will remain closed during the
of mutual interest.
j
tober, but negotiations are likely
Negro cowboy" or two, because summer months, the Vienna Cham¬
View taken here is that such to he reopened.,
there
were Negro cowboys in the ber Opera Society will offer ample
London, Juno 16.
a gettogether, costs of which Skou*^-—-—————
opportunity, to the foreign visitor4
. Walt Disney’s “Sleeping Beauty” period, and it is reasonable.
ras volunteered to pay, wouldn’t New Drive-In Oneratinff
He
believes
this kind of indirect on the musical end. The company
serve any great purpose until some i>eW WVe-tn uperaung begins a roadshow run at the As¬
will produce in Schoeribninn castle
toria, Charing Cross Road, on showing of tolerance is more elec¬ the lesser known works by Gluck,
agenda could be drawn lip that
Albiany, June 23.
would yield positive, realistic deGreenville Drive-in, built by July. 29, following “Around World tive than specific and direct com¬ Rossini - and Haydn. . This outfit
cisions.
Peter Carelas in. Greenville,. Cats- in 80 Days,” which has been there ment.
last year had gained a good reputa¬
American Congress of Exhlbtors kill Mountain town, has opened, since July 2, 1957.
tion and has since increased the
has indicated, meantime, ! in the A 450-car park one mile north of
This will be ai hard-ticket opera¬
W. C, Gustafson named manager size of its orchestra.
course of correspondence" subse- the community, it is the first auto- tion with separate, performances. of the Rialto Theritre, Alice, Tex,
Lack of Austrian writers’ talent
quent to the British exhibitors’an- mobiler for Greenville,
Program. will include an orchestra succeeding Scotty Danie who will
nual meet, that it would be wise
Ray Smith, ex-Warner Bros, recital. Latter device enables the enter private biz in Ban Antonio. is best illustrated by the current
to delay any extensive discussion branch manager, buys and books program to . qualify for a lower Gustafson. for the past nine, years shows. Volkstheaire is running a
a
until after upcoming talks on vari- the. theatre for Carelas, who has a rate of admission tax as well as has been a finance compariy. man¬ British, Josef stadt Theatre
ous subjects with other sections of restaurant and other business in- providing . additional entertain¬ ager in San Antonio and this is French arid Kammerspiele a Span¬
ish
comedy.
his first entry into show biz.
the trade in the U.S.
terests thefe.
ment.

Learned Ballyhoo At
His Pappy’s Knee, And
Dick Einfeld’s For It

British Plan to Train
Recruits for Pix Prod.

Greek Govt to Assist
In Making of ‘Navarone’

No Followup Seen
^
%oaras’ Exbib Proposal

‘Beauty’ Set for London
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day and Friday nights. New price
structure on: combo tickets is being
noted in all Steeplechase news¬
paper, display space and with no
i Continued from page 4 ;
; Continued from pace 1 5
apparent: price resistance observed
orate Road Side Rest in Oceanside, the beach front and proceed forth¬ on part of the proletariat seeking only to erect and reverence myths mass media. If they are going to
indict us, they ought at least to
of. their own..
with to pinch the whole caboodle jouncing entertainment.. .
L.I.
jf '
Against the charge that popular study.; the evidence, ..all of which
Managerial setup at Steeplechase
Nathan’s Surf Avenue, however, of brazen bikini-bedecked biddies
is completely public . . . The mass
since George C. Tilyou’s death has media are banal and mediocre, media need the enlightened critic¬
decided to abandon its frog legs from Brooklyn.
Frank C. Tiiypu as chairman of Rosten reminded them of certain ism of the intellectuals—not just
The Aquarium .
entertainment of last year, for jthe
more reliable pure beef 20c weenie'
Seaside’s sole significant exhibit Tilyou Realty; Marie H. Tilyou, ! writers and their subjects in re¬ sprightly allegations;
thorough
and two-bit, bing-sized ear of corn. of any lasting consequence is the prexy of Steeplechase;! Eileen T.
examination—not just horrified
No one was asking for truffles or municipal Aquarium now in its! McAllister in charge of the com¬ cent popular j burnalism: Winston glances; and Scholarly insight—not
quail a la financiere at Nathan’s third season. Though beset with panion Atlantic City Steeplechase Churchill on; the war; Harry S. just categorical labels, Then we
last weekend. The emphasis was numerous problems including fund- amusement enterprise /arid James Truman on the presidency; Geof¬ will all make progress faster and
on “Coney Island chicken” (hot raising for additional attractions OhiPrati. in his long-established frey Crowther on U.S.-British re¬ steadier.” He charged that an in¬
dogs) and the recently-built deli¬ to justify the high tariff of 90c post as park’s general manager.
tellectual’s disgust upon casually
catessen nookerie was doing an for adults, 45c for children,, it ! Milton Berger continues as park’s lations; William O. Douglas on tuning in three mediocre programs,
extraordinary “salami mail serv¬ nevertheless manages to draw the j publicity man but steps out this Russia; Dean Acheson on Berlin; in a row was as sensible as indict-,
ice’' to all parts of the globe ; in¬ best level of patronage but seldom year as Coney Island Chamber of Joseph Alsop on. Suez and guided ing the book industry on the. basis
cluding the underdeveloped coun¬ in sufficient numbers to make the • Commerce’s promotion head. Wil¬ missiles; George Kennan on Eu¬ of the first three books that came
tries of the Far East. Those who marine exhibit SRO.. Result has liam A. Nicholson, exec secretary rope; Henry Kissinger on nuclear to hand at Briuitano’s. -./..
couldn’t get past the “velvet” ropes forced many serious powwows with of. the chamber, has taken on
Saudek claimed that the; discus¬
at Nathan’s sorrowfully ankled trustees of N.Y. Zoological Society added assignment of handling power; Adlai Stevenson on nine sion should not be confined to
their way to Mamma Tereza’s Piz¬ and city fathers as to means of promotion for overall attractions different countries and their prob¬ what is on the. mass media/ but
.,
zeria or Shatzkin’s Knisjh Estab¬ upping interest in the finny ex¬ at the subway , spa.
lems; Walter Lippmann on diplo¬ What could be there. He con¬
lishment much in the manner! of hibits.
Meeting The Competition . .
macy; Nehru on Indie and the West; tended that the intellectuals were
a Madison Avenue adman scorned,
wholesalers of ideas; the mass
Ultimate decision was to add to
Coney’s Chamber of Commerce,
say, at the Stork Club and forced .Aquarium’s present features a 98- rudely awakened to the tough com- Ben-Gurion on the Middle East; media tried to retail them without
to eat at Hector’s or Chock Full seat film theatre, an “Amazon” petish from other, amusement and and Barbara Wood on foreign po¬ losing their value. William Nich¬
o’ Nuts.
House and a Hall of Local Marine beach areas, is prepping a series licy. “I wonder/’ Rosten wrote, ols of This Week explained the
Life. Original target date was of special events in an effort to “how many academic journals have problems of editing for 13,000,000
Sideshows Go RevuesqUe
been more relevant or edifying? families a week. He suggested
June but city administration 12Most of the old sideshows : on i inch red tape and other frustra¬ cut down opposition’s patronage If you reply that since there are th3.t-.in the new kind of society
at the Rockaways, Jones Beach, so many more articles in the mass
Surf Avenue are giving way to.}
being created in America you had
tions will not enable the Aquarium
blowsy abbreviated revues. Fred; to fulfill all its plans this season: Palisades Amusement Park and media, it is not surprising that to cultivate from the' soil up.
Sindell is offering Charles Taylor’s Expansion program according to other sunshine centers! Island had there should be more good ones
Curse Of‘Interestink’
a
spirited
demonstration
of
the
“Harlem Revue” with MitchelChristopher (joates, director of Navy’s jet “Blue Angels” on Sat¬ than in scholarly organs, I should
Lionni of Fortune asked to speak
laires Rock ’n* Roll Band; Frank
then ask you to remember that the
the
Aquarium,
would
come,
to
urday;
June
.13;
“Blessing
of
the
as
a
half-time
painter who sup¬
Garto and Justm Wagner I are
reverse is also true;; Since there
shouting an “Hawaiian Show” $350,000. Also in the works is a Fleet” was held June 14 and a are many more products (articles, ported this better half with , work
new
water
system
designed
to
series;
of
Coney-originated:
WABC
in
the
marketing
society for which /
shows,! programs) in mass than in
across the street. Dave Rosen j has
purify the Water for. the outdoor Radio broadcasts . with Martin non-mass media, is it surprising he had great distaste. . He found it
a comparatively new wrinkle: in tanks
and
costing
about
$350,000.
Block,
Alan
Freed,
Tony
[Marvin
increasingly
impossible
to find and
1 that there are also more bad speeihuman oddity attractions by offer-,
identify! with the individual per¬
ing “Reproductions of World’s Cost of improved water system will and other AM entertainers are set [mens?” ;
be
shared
equally
by
the
city
and
for
later
in
the
Season/;
son
In
the
mass.
He
observed
Greatest Freaks.” These are sup¬
Rosten suggested that intellect¬
posedly wax figures of Perez, two- Zoological Society. Visitors to the . As in previous seasons, Schaefer uals tend to judge the highbrow by that the competitive, marketing so¬
Aquarium,
expecting
to
gander
ciety
was
even
invading
the
ipniverBeer is picking up tab for a num¬ its peaks and the non-highbrow by
headed man from Mexico; Betty
Lo, four-legged, double-bodied j girl fully realized additions to the ber of fireworks displays off the its average. And he urged them sity which now edits its/courses
present
marine
exhibition
are
for
.
its
students
just
like
a
mag¬
boardwalk during the season. Beer not to be ashamed of belonging
and Maria and Carlotta, Cuban
Siamese twins. Valentines in front greeted with a notice to the effect outfit’s tab for this promotion to an elite with standards . much azine. He said he found it in¬
that
management
regrets“the
creasingly
difficult
to
separate,
the
stunt runs . about $15,000 and is higher than those of the mass, but
of the sideshow hesitantly reveal
in palefaced type that these j are untidy appearance” because the considered a cheap buy-for enorm¬ to face the facts about the “inevit¬ manners of a professor, from those
Aquarium
is
growing.
“Two
more
of
a
businessman,
both
of
them
ous goodwill sparked by the pyro¬ able gap between the common and
“authentic reproductions,” a med¬
feeling they had tib make jokes
ley of strange words bound to tax seal pools, a picnic area, , a rear¬ technics: Some 6.000,000 gawkers the superior.” “Modern intellect¬ now
the comoreliension of today’s ranged penguin pool and souvenir ’caught last season’s fireworks,/it’s uals,” he claimed, “seem guilty to start a presentation. He claimed
about reaching conclusions that he; was tired of having, to be com- .
seekers of bewitching diversions building are under immediate con¬ estimated.
petitive^-which meant being “in-,
on Surf Avenue. Sandwiched; be¬ struction.” sign informs visitors.
Chamber’s, new prexy Is Vincent were once the a priori convictions teresting” rather than good. ..He
tween two of tvese colored spec¬ “Other improvements this year J. Tesoriero who has taken over of the aristocrat. It is understand¬ thought the marketing society was
include
a
new
sea
water
system,
taculars is Eddie’s Tattoo Parlor
froni Murray Handworker (nabob able that 20th century, intellectuals damaging in the way it put every¬
where one can get a skin-etching an extension to the building itself of Nathan’s hot doggeries) who Had should dread snobbery, at one of one oh the run, always on a buy¬
job in “bright colors” for one puck and an ‘Amazon’ House, The the presidency past two years.: Like the social scale, as much as they ing spree. In fact, it is becoming
penguins, baby seals and fish .ex¬
shun mob favor at the other. But
and up.
hibits are temporarily housed on Handworker, Tesoriero, will con¬ the intellectuals snobbery is of so difficult for artists to function
tinue to bombard the city scions
For the Spanish-speaking crowds the West Lawn.”
another
order, and involves a tan¬ in a prosperous society that many
with pleas for /better, municipal
invading Coney, World in Wax is
are leaving our prosperous society
Wiring’Em For Sound
parking, correction of beach con-, talizing paradox: a contempt. for I for poorer ones—usually on foun¬
currently presenting “Fidel Castro
what
hoi
polloi enjoy, and a kind
To infuse more showmanship in ditioiis brought on by erosioh,
Occupying Havana.” the “Electro¬
dation money! Even the museums,
cution of Angela LaMarca,” “Shoot¬ the additional structures, Aquar¬ greater use /of Steeplechase Pier of proletarian ethos that tacitly Lionni complained, are now oper¬
denies inequalities of talent and!
ing of Five Congressmen” (hold¬ ium chieftains called in the. Marco with adequate docking, facilities, taste. Perhaps the intellectual's ating on the Broadway hit-ortflop.
over) and such less parochial Engineering Construction Co. of and a desperately-needed perma¬ guilt, when he senses incipient psychology.
tableaux as John Roche, the Rone Los Angeles (this outfit had an nent p.a. system on the boardwalk.- snobbery within himself, stems ! James Johnson Sweeney, director
Killer; John Christie, the London extensive hand in laying out Dis¬
Coney’s boardwalk p.a; system
his uneasiness at being part of the Guggenheim Museum, gave
Strangler, and in a sudden shower neyland) and several other organi¬ issue,/ in some .respects, bears a from
of an elite, a new elite, , moreover, some interesting details about the
of scientific awe. a reproduction of zations for .advice and planning. resemblance to the current squab¬ which is not shored up by ancient new pressures of popularity on the
Albert Einstein, billed as the “Fa¬ It is estimated that “Amazon" bling Joseph Papp-Shakespeare- and historic sanctions. For intel- directors of museums. Daniel CatHouse, will be ready for occupancy Centrai - Park-Bob Moses ruckus.
ther of the Atomic Bombo.” !
lectualism has been divorced from 1 ton Rich resigned from the Chicago
Across from the Aquarium,^Mil- next year. Coates also said the Island has been agitating for a its traditional; cachet and from the/ institute of Art in part because of
ton Zaretsky is operating a new Aquarium was planning installa¬ permanent p.a, system on board¬ majesty with which earlier socie¬ the turnstile-clicking philosophy of
“live” show slugged “Animal Nur¬ tion of a p.a. system to broadcast walk but Park Dept, which has ties invested their elites: a clas¬ exhibiting non-professional paint¬
sery” containing mbnkeys, ferrets, feeding times, demonstrations, etc., jurisdiction. over both beach and sical education, Latin or Greek ers like Winston Churchill. He de¬
sheep, chicks and other creatures and the placement of a booth for boardwalk is reportedly averse to (in any case, a language not com¬ rided the “LECTOUR” at the Na¬
of field and junglA Admish 40c sale of small fish to patrons to granting blanket okay for equip¬ prehensible to . the Untutored), a tional Gallery ..(hearing-aid type,
for adults; two bits for moppets. feed seals and- sealions. Electric ment but says it Will grant one- : carefully cultivated accent, the in- broadcasts while you walk around
Eel show, one of the major indoor
Michael Curran is operating a' attractions, will get stronger bil¬ shot okays : only when it deems • flection of the well-born, the well- an exhibition) on the grounds they
new ard rather fearsome ride j ling henceforth in larger quarters special event sufficiently worthy. ; bred, or the priestly.” Rosten ob= were esthetic Water wings forever
called “Satellite Jet” on West 12th but obviously the biggest magnet This has Coney showmen in a sun- ‘ served that “true miracle of public keeping the public from really get-;
Street. Pinto Bros, have taken [over today is Olaf the Atlantic walrils ! burnt rage: .General feeling among /education is that no elite can de- ting wet and learning to swim. He
the operation of the famed Cyclone (Odobenus rosmarus), only walrus Coney’s concessionaires, game and , cide where the next intellectual lashed the graph-watching curators
for hot. having the eburage ~to re¬
roller coaster and are also running in captivity in America! Olaf is ride boerators and landlords is that will come from.”
the Tornado gravity ride on a unquestionably a colossal ham Park Dept; has been neglecting the
But Not Happy
J ject this kind of “indolent public.”
poor
man’s
summer
safety,
valve
lease from Fred Henderson estate. (1,000 pounds of blubber) in the
Still Rosten granted his own dis¬ Arthur Berger, composer at Branat expense of other public beach satisfaction with the media. “Re¬ deis and former. New York Herald
Third and last of Coney’s roller outdoor show biz tank sphere.
resorts
under
Commissioner
Moses’
coasters, the Thunderbolt, is a.
sponsibility increases with capac¬ Tribune music critic, brought up
The Tilyous
imperious,. albeit highly-efficient ity, and should be demanded—-to more realistic problems that- mass
George Horan and I. H. Klein j
control.
■
endeavor. Shooting galleries have | Death of George C. Tilyou last
the utmost—of power. Just as I culture presented the artist, e.g.,
Apt. House Bldg. . Boom
put up new signs insisting [ that year did not affect the operation
hold the intellectual more respon¬ the $10-20,000 it costs to record
intoxicated persons are not allowed of Steeplechase Park, lone outdoor
Alert Coney islanders see in; the sible than others for the rigorous new music that has not yet been.,
to shoot by order of the police major amusement park of worth in Upcoming construction of . Vast exploration of phenomena and the accepted for a concert.
Negro noyelist James Baldwin
department. Moreover, shooting the area. One of the few outdoor apartment /houses in the . seaside courageous enunciation of truths,
galleries are touting special rifles i diversion centres that believes in sector an inevitable fading of the so, too, do I ask for better and created one of the few really elo¬
for ladies and beseeching all ; cus¬ applying seasonal paint on its at¬ cheap, claptrap, tire-hazard game still better performance from those quent sessions of the symposium
tractions, Steeplechase began 63d and mauve-decade rides, a view who have the awesome power to when he described the frustrations:
tomers to “point rifles inside!/’
season on May 19. Completely re¬ also expressed with polysyllabic shape men’s minds. Dereliction of giving artistic shape to “the
Canarsie Lassies’ Bikinis
painted, park also placed an up¬
of; duty is more contemptible American chaps" and of a writer’s
On the beach, Moses’ minions, dated model of the Tilt-A-Whirl on vehemence by Moses and his urban among generals than privates. response to the wide gulf between
assisted by cops from West 8th its property south, of Steeplechase’s planning colleagues. Coney’s .sky¬ Since I share much of the intel¬ what America says it believes in
SI. police station, are keeping a.j Bowery entrance where a wooden line will change drastically and for lectuals’ discontent (though not and the way it acts.
cold eye on what appears to be maze and ; medium slide were the better, it is asserted, when the their reasoning) vis-a-vis the mass
Another outspoken artist at the.
a rash of bikinis on the chassis of formerly planted. Park, last sea¬ Luba Park Housing Project arises media, I. join with . them in the conference : was Randall Jarrell,
Canarsie lassies. Bikinis, recently son, thought that peckers were in the area of Neptune Ave. and unending campaign to hold- pub¬ poet, novelist, . and critic at the
described by American bathing not getting, a chance to explore West 8th St, Five 20-story buildings lishers and producers to the high¬ Women’s College of the Univer¬
suit stylists, as merely G-strings each other and. quickly remedied with some .1,600 apartments on a est possible standards of purpose sity of. North Carolina. Jarrell took
hovering at the razor’s edge of this biological need by placing a 30-acre site will undoubtedly affect and performance.”
exception to Baldwin’s idea that /
decency, are getting more display “feeler” ride, the Shangri-La-Ha- the future of the. Island’s shoddy
CBS president Frank Stanton, most people can get along without
than ever at the foot of Stillwell Ha at rear of post office building games, rickety rides and tawdry though at the last minute not able art; he contended that it was pre¬
side
shows..
Open
air.
terraces
of
Avenue and other dunking spots.
which scored handily with amor¬ I Luna Park Housing apartments to attend, was there in spirit and cisely art jvhich could give their
At times the Coney, beachfront ous couples. It was the first dark will face the Atlantic: Perhaps by. a letter. He contended. that dreary lives meaning!..
takes on an aura of Cannes, St. ride in the park since the Old Mill! more revolutionary in impact on "this cold war that is waged in¬
In spite of the. waste motion at-.Tropez and Positano due largely of early days.
the future of the onetime capital termittently .against the mass the Tamiment symposium, there
to the frugal bikini.
j;
j . Parking problem also has been
of the outdoor amusement world media by some intellectuals is, in was also evidence that the intel¬
Coppers have been researching considerably improved at the park. will be the proposed Janpes Peter many essential ways, a sham war, lectuals cannot long, indulge in .
city ordinances on bathing regulaInflation-By-The-Sea •
Warbasse Houses. consisting of 12 for it avoids more realities , . . these orgies of anti-mtellectualism
b tions regarding the meager, fidgetAdmish, this season, is under¬ 20-story buildings described as the than it faces.”
about the mass media without bor¬
proof swim suit but as yet haven’t going a change with combo tickets biggest non-profit sponsored coop¬ , Stanton admitted that the “mass ing even themselves. Sociologist
indicated what they’ll-do this/’year selling at 10 rides for $1 weekdays erative apartments in the country. media have probably been negli¬ Bernard Barelson of. Chicago; cau¬
about the bikini. Only beefs at and 10 for $1.50 weekends and Numerous rides in vicinity of such gent in not drawing the intellec¬ tioned the conferees to give up
the moment stem from sullen Surf i holidays. Abo upped were prices undertakings are bound to be con¬ tuals more intimately into our their cosmic dyspepsia about mass,
Avenue g;rl show entrepreneurs j for the boardwalk-based Parachute demned are arrant noise nuisances counsels. And J think the intellec¬ culture and break their gripes'
who insist that the local |;geri-| Jump at 5Cc weekdays, 75c Satur¬ and ultimately demolished when tuals have been slovenly in their/ down into manageable bits amen¬
darmerie ru.-h pie wagons down to, days, Sundays, holidays and Tues¬ the projects are completed.
contribution to a discussion of the able to analysis.

Coney T59: Cannes-On-Subway
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Week Ended Tues. (23)

N. Y. Stock Exchange
1959
High Low
2316
293s
84 %
4834
• 24%
21.14
58%.
9114
914

18?4
20%
6114
35
18
1714
42 VS
75
6< a

18%' 13%'
o
10%

37

1414
1214
50-s.

3634

2 7/8

10 .
44
21

14534

86%

10%

C%
13%
18
•24%
36
24%
27 '
72

7:1

: 1434
.3C8s •
3:J--2
•4::%.
32%
28%
84. 47r,g
13634

4314

2434

82%

Net
:Change.
forwk.
:H- %
4- %
+4%
+2% •.
' + •%
+ %
—134- .
+ 34 •
•w% .
'
•
. +254
•;+ %
,- ;
— %
—. %
+ 6%
^1

♦Weekly Vol. Weekly Weekly Tries/
Ini 100 s
Hight
Low Close
22
21%
ABC Vending, 52
22%
27
26%
Am Br-Par Th 159
2774
; 67% . 71%
Ampex ..... 209
72%
451%
. 42%
CBS ...
326
4554
1734 . 18%
Col Pix . . .. 45
i8%
18%.
1734
4234 ; 43
Disney ...
55
46%
84%
83%
Eastman Kdk. 273
85%
'•7.:
6-8
EMI .
.. 296
714
1734
17%
Glen Alden . 641
18%
Loew’s Ihc . 236
30%
28
30%
Loew’s Thea. 338
14%
13%
1378
Nat. thea. . 146
10%.
9%. v 10
Paramount .
75
.50%
48%
. 48%
Philco .. •••.. 250 . . 3134
29%
29%
Polaroid .... 233
142-%
132% .13834..
511
6474.
6234..
63% .
RCA
" • 9% .
10
.934Republic .... 135 .
14%- .. 1474'-:
1433.
Rep., pfd. . .:
8
29% /
30as . '.2834
Stanley War. 418
.29% . 29%..
29" s
Storer ... ..
20 "
.37
■■
29ih-Fox.147
3434
3778
293 a
30 ^4
United Artists 1C5
30" s
28%.
28%.
Unlv. Pix
• 4
28:4
:• 7.5'
75 .
Unjv., pfd. . vl70 : 75
• 47% .4334 . 44 • • •,
Warner Bros. 60
125. ...
13034
12434
Zenith
. . 329

-j- 14
' -f3%
" + %
-j-2 •
+ 34
'•-f
—2%
—218

. American Stock Exchange'
53.8

11
12- 2
7
. 2 %'
978
S"4
3
.10%
1034

97.8:
778.
22%
14; 4

4%.. • '.47:8 •
3” s Allied Artists 34
:474
M034 •• 10% .. 1034. : H-:%
8% Ail’d Art , p.'d
4
.9% ; — .38
7% Buckeye Corp. -53
9’8 978
-f :.■%■
4r,8 ...
4" 8
2% . Cinerama Inc; 157 ■■ , .5%
173 8
17?8
— 3.8:
177s Desilu Prods. 55
v 177s
. 77^..
8%.
%
6.
DuMont Lab. 85
7%
-7 •
6%6%
— %'■
614 Fi.mwf.vs
8: 1*%
134 Guild Films: 1283
234
214
-r 12
.7% Nat’l Telefilm
9
- 14
.8% .. - 7*34
'778.
xs
7 ••
■5^4. Sk’atron, •••;. . 63
"'6a46?4
83»
rf 1%634 Technicolor . 7f.8
834
67s
5
5%
5
■ 14;
47 8 Tele Indus . . 16
IT.
9
Teieprompter
8- ■ .17%
167s
123& .
—1;
7.
Trans-Lux
. 11
11
11%
Over-the-Counter Securities

American Corp.
C’nerama Prod. •
.
King Bros. .............
. Magna Theatre •.
. Metropolitan Broadcasting -. .
Scranton Corp. ...
...
U. A . Theatre* ...

Bid
2( 4
2
13S
2%
1 34
.4 :
9%

.
....

•
.

Ask
2% ' .
2%:
—.%=
:1 8
1% ■
278
— x8
17%.;
+2
5
10

* Week . ended Monday (22)..
t Actual Volume,
(Courtesy of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &r Smith Inc,)

Spain Allocates Permits
;. Continued from page

4

;

the FPC; One channel will he used
for color tv.
West Toronto suburb was
chosen as, the first experimental
station because: of its later-dis¬
covered per capita earnings but
primarily, because Etobicoke view¬
ers have the choice of switching to
three Buffalo tv stations and the
outlets of the Canadian Broadcast¬
ing Corp. in Toronto and Hamil¬
ton, There will be no commercials
during the showing of the evening,
feature film but there will be free
Commercials to the householder in
the mornings and afternoons as a
public service. Films will be shown
on the tv screen after they have
completed' downtown showings so
as not to interfere with downtown
theatre biz., said Fitzgibbons.
- , If A. Success
.
. If the Etobicoke experiment is
a success, London, Ontario, fol¬
lows; with FPC opening its second
Telemeter studio at a cost of $250,000. (FPC is at present in the. tv
biz in Quebec City and Kitchener,
Ontario'. The west Toronto job is
being held up until Fall by the in¬
ability of the American manufac¬
turers to supply they initial 5,000
units by then, said Fitzgibbons.
The units are worth some $85
each but will be installed by Tele; meter at a cost to the householder
j of some $5 each, or the cost of a
] telephone. installation: Besides ofi fering films, the Telemeter plan is
also to sfioiv sports events or
concerts which are sold-out. with
no hope of anyone getting a seat
should they make the trip down¬
town. As soon as- the neces-ary ma¬
terial is delivered,, FPC will boost
the Telemeter system to serve an
Etobicoke area of 40,000 homes.
With Fitzgibbons claiming that
it costs approximately $500 a seat
to erect a theatre today in Canada,
he said that FPC was still. in the
motion picture biz; that FPC were
still, primarily theatre operators
and intended to remain so. Films
will , play first-run theatres as
usual; the. subsequent runs in the
home. '
“We have high hopes that the
west Toronto operation will spread
to Other areas. : in metropolitan
Toronto and trigger the expansion
of Telemeter throughout Canada,”
he said; We feel that pay-tv will
reach the ‘lost1 audience and will
develop a totally new audience. If
they won’t come to the theatre, we
\/ill bring.our entertainment. into
their homes. Famous Flayers in¬
tends to take part in progress and
share in, its rewards."

30 Italians, 15 English, 15 German, port fee bank guarantees in com10 Austrian and 40 AfPEA import' pliance with goyerpmeht’s precau¬
licenses among 34 local distribs. .V tionary edict. Guarantees total
Eight companies qualifying, for 73,000,000 pesetas-^an amount gov¬
the ceiling figure are Cifesa, Mer- ernment will eventually deposit in
ciirio, Hispaihex, As Films, Dipenfa, its film, subsidy coffers. ■ Ruling,
Suevia, Filmax and Chamar tin fol¬ committee source added, elimi¬
lowed by Procines, Floralva,-Film- nated 50% of Spanish distribs from
ayer arid Bengala with five licenses the license contest and almost cer¬
each., .
//-••. tainly from the. industry.
All tanking companies were as¬
Final government decision is ex¬
signed three Yank licenses, each ; pected before the end of the month.
except Floralva and Bengala with However, he rules, there will be
.two. Point-leader Cifesa, a fran¬ screaming and gnashing of cellu¬
chise distpib for Rank, gets three loid iii Madrid. ;
//"■
British licenses and only one Amer¬
ican. An additional 16 yank lir.
censes :were divided among, as
many Spanish distribs.
Final tallies vary with govern¬
i Continued from .page 5
ment’s. established foreign quotas.
In the committee melee, Austria’s jnew contract, are still working at
quota went by the boards Avith no ; other. Stanley theatres in Ne\v Jer-.|
takers while, yank, pix were in £uch sey:
/
demand, formula-makers, had no ].. -The NLRB hearing respited
choice but boost U.S. total to 50 or • from a complaint brought by Joadmit impossibility., of attaining seph Weiner, a projectionist at
agreement.
! SW’s Roosevelt Theatre in New
One distrib member of fhe sindi- • ark. Weiner was fined and suscato allocation committee. : inter- : pended when, he failed to take his
.preted Yank;increase to. mean gov¬ • vacation time, as specified by the
ernment ^officials are in a better union. When Weiner, showed up
position to . accept Jack Lamont’s for work on the day; his vacation
demarches for an indie-producer was supposed to begin, the union
quota. This opinion is riot widely
shared in trade circles where doubt had sent, around a replacement.
. is cast that Director General; for The NLRB complaint charges that
Cinema Munoz Fontan will accept the union is. restraining and. co¬
anything resembling the sindicato ercing employees in the- exercise
of Iheir rights guaranteed by Fed-;
plan..
. v. •
At least four majors in points, era! law, and caused an employer:
to
discriminate in regard to hire or
trade,sters. say, have rushed letters
to the sindicato and Munoz Fontan tenure or terms or conditions of
employment
of employees. ;
protesting' arbitrary quota reduc¬
Side issue to the hearing, in ad¬
tion from ten and eight licenses to
dition
to
the
contract dispute with
ceiling six while low-point banners:
are drawing .disproportionate lots ' Stanley Warner, involves dissenI
sion
within
the
ranks of the.union
of three. In general,: document’s
main achievement—widest possible I against. , the administrative team*
J
A
number
..
of
. dissidents have
: license spread—offers . maximum
discontent since committer-shrunk charged favoritism on the part of
allocations leave no margin for•i union officials in the assignment
profit.
/•■■
;
: . .■ .*
of jobs.
A rulmg by the NLRB trial ex¬
/ • . Committee insiders also men¬
tioned that licenses were only alio-, aminer /is expected in " several
cated to companies submitting im¬ months.
•

Closed Shop

Continued from page 3=

Titanus-Big BR
——, Continued from page 3 s

was that “more was'accomplished
with less formality” than at many
another "save-the-industry” func¬
tion, '..pointing'; to salubrious future
developments and a resulting op¬
timistic feeling; about industry
unity, etc. Rapid. fence-mending
operation within. Italo film ranks
Was even more remarkable (and
generally welcomed) considering
Titanus’ recent close involvement
in the (since-settled) fracas which
risked a serious split in ANICA
and ANEC ranks. .
On the discussiqnal level, one of
the' many appeals made by Lom¬
bardo was for a closer collabora¬
tion between critics and. the indus¬
try: i.e. support of good films, tak¬
ing an example from France,
where critical aid. is credited with
much of the success of the socalled "nouvelle vogue," : the hew
wave of young directorial talent
Success of the Stresa meeting
has prompted Lombardo and Ti¬
tanus to call another industry gettogether "to discuss common prob¬
lems in a friendly atmosphere”
this fall after the Venice Film Fes¬
tival. It will be similarly non-institutional, with Titanus footing
the tab as a. high-leveL prestige
writeoff in the service of the: in¬
dustry ; as a whole*

Daff Ends Wandering
The Al .Daffs sail June 27 from
Antwerp on the S.S. Golden Gate,
a Belgian liner that goes through
the Panama Canal to Hollywood,
where the former; exec veepee of
Universal Pictures will headquar¬
ter. .
Daff and his wife have been va¬
cationing some eight months since
he exited U, starting with a slow
boat ride to Australia, his-native
heath, .and winding up in London.

Recalls /Bolshoi Ballet’ (8,000 Playdates)
And -Graf Spee’ as Best for Rank-Yank
Roger Lewis’ Regrets
Failure of the business
building campaign to ma¬
terialize was a "shame” pri¬
marily because it deprived the
industry of an important and
almost regular channel of con¬
tact through . which various
ideas could be exchanged,
Roger H. Lewis, United Art¬
ists director of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, said
In N, Y. this week. : '
:
. “I don’t know what the. im¬
mediate Insults • of the cam¬
paign would have . been in
tern% of improved boxoffice,”
he commented. "I do know
that, for a while, we had an
opportunity for a meeting of
the minds. To me; this was
always one of the big benefits
in this, whole project.
"Now, .while seme of these
channels. of communication
within the industry are still
open, of course,. the various
. elements have again : moved
.apart.”

King Vidor

Kenneth Hargreaves saife July 9
on the Queen Elizabeth to take up
his new post as British sales
manager of Columb’a Pictures.
He’d been topper of Rank’s Yank
operation since March 1957. Rank
product henceforth will be han¬
dled by Lopert’s sales organiza¬
tion. Hargreaves takes over from
Mike Frankovich who 'will con¬
centrate on Col’s expanding Eu¬
ropean coproductions.
Hargreaves has been huddling
with Lacey Kastner, convalescing
at home from a heart attack, pre¬
paratory to assuming his new post.
Incidentally, the prez of Columbia
Pictures International states he
will be back at his desk in five
weeks.
Hargreaves, recapping some of
the Bank product he handled in
the U.S., found that the Bolshoi
Ballet film did best relatively with
8,000 playdates, although second
money with $350,600 in billings
compared to "Graf Spee" whose
£,500 bookings accounted for,
around $450,000 gross.
While
“Checkpoint” clocked 2,500 book¬
ings, its $135,000 billings were
behind "The Key” whose 1,500
contracts accounted for $150,000-.
distribution income.

Continued from page 7 s

hadn’t lived up to what we wanted,
we had a rare second chance on
them."
Vidor enjoyed, from a technical
view,, shooting, in Spain.
The
sound stages were inadequate to
the kind of filming he was doing—
Technicolor and Technirama—but
like , many other directors who re¬
cently have worked in Spain he
found the people industrious and
cooperative.
Imported Gear
Generators and lights had to be
brought from England and France,
he. says, and the Madrid sound
stages were too small to accommo¬
date the kind of heat arising from
the light needed for. Technicolor.
It required frequent breaks to
cool off.:
Despite this and other difficult¬
ies; translation of orders, etc.,
Vidor says that he doesn’t see how ,
spectacle films can be shot any¬
where but outside the U.S.
"Spanish locations enabled us
to get scenes that in manpower
alone would have cost at least 20
times more in Holly wood," he esti¬
mates.
The new big frame photography
demands. numbers/ too, Vidor
feels. He wiil have scenes in
"Solomon and Sheba” for which he
had 5,000 extras at a time, more
than he used even in "War and
Peace.’’ He thinks there is less
possibility of faking with the
big new lenses, what he calls "the
rubber lens," than there used to
be. .
"On the old dimension you
could fill your frame with a closeup," he says. "Now you can’t.
You can’t use full cloSeups and
even for close shots, you have to
have plenty of information in your
backgrounds.”
Vidor syas Mario Nascimbene*
will do the score for "Solomon and
Sheba,”; probably in Rome. Film
is slated to be world-preemed by
United Artists in London Oct. 21
and; will be road-shown in Europe.
U;S. openings follow.

LOPERT PLAYHOUSE
GOES TO TRANS-LUX
Washington, June 23.
Sale of the deluxe 456-seat
downtown Playhouse Theatre to
the Trans-Lux Theatre group by
the Lopert interests was revealed
Friday (19) by Trans-Lux prez
Richard P. Brandt.
He said takeover date is July 2,
with “Middle of the Night” as the
opener under changed ownership.
Trans-Lux group owns TransLux and Plaza on main stem.
Brandt said Ed Rosenfeld who
manages the two houses will also
direct the Playhouse*
. Originally, negotiations involved
sale to Trans-Lux of the other
Washington Lopert theatre, the
DuPont, an art house with 375
seats. But it was dropped from
the deal.

Jackter Chairs Col Meet
Rube Jackter, Columbia sales
v.p., will.preside at the opening
session of the company’s three-day
sales meeting which gets under-,
way today (Wed.) at the Savoy
Hilton Hotel, N.Y. Jackter’s open¬
ing address will launch the meet¬
ing.
Attending the confab are Col’s
key homeoffice execs and division
managers from Ihe U.S. and Can¬
ada. Concentration will be on Col’*
merchandising policies for upcom¬
ing pictures.

T. A. METCALFE RESIGNS

Toronto, June 23.
T. A. Metcalfe, general manager
of Empire-Universal Films, Cana¬
dian distributors of Universal
International and Walt Disney
Films, has resigned from the com¬
pany to become associated with
a still undisclosed television pro¬
ject. Hatton Taylor, who joined
Empire-Universal as sales manager
for Disney a year ago, will assume
the top post in place of Metcalfe.
Metcalfe, who joined EmpireUniversal in 1957. was formerly
general manager of Sovereign Film
Otto Preminger returned to his Distributors, the company that
brought the first large package of
N;Y.: headquarters Monday (22) feature films to Canadian tele¬
with a print of his "Anatomy of a vision. This library consisted of
Murder,” w-hich he screened on the the films acquired by MPTV. Until
a year ago, Metcalfe also repre¬
Coast exactly a month after final * sented
Disney’s televisionlactivities
shooting was completed on May in Canada and worked cldsely with
:16 in Ishpeming, Mich.
the Canadian Broadcasting Co. on
En route to N;Y.,. Preminger Disney product.
slopped in Chicago where he
showed the film to the local press
and hosted a luncheon for them.
Following a press preview of
“Anatomy”, in N.Y. . tomorrow
(Thurs.), Preminger will lead a
group of stars to Detroit for the
CITY MUSIC HALL—j
July I world premiere of the film. i—RADIO
RockofsHer Center • Ci 6-4600
He then returns to N.Y. for the
AUDREY HEPBURN
local opening at the Criterion and
tn FRED ZINNEMANN'S Production of
Plaza Theatres. ;
Preminger attended the Monday
“THE NUN'S STORY"
A WARNER AftOS. PICTURE
(23) press preview at Warners; N.Y.
it TECHNICOLOR®
of “Porgy and Bess” which he di¬
ond fiUA KT STUE SMETKtE "MNAKZA'’
rected for Sam Goldwyri.
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JOB OR A MAJOR OVERHAULING OF 315?
By JAY LEWIS
Washington, June 23.
A simple patch job, or a major
overhaul?
This was the question last week
as the Senate Communications
Subcommittee opened hearings on
the flaring equal time issue.
At week's end, sentiment was
leaning heavily in favor of quickie
legislation to reverse the _ widely
condemned Lar Daly decision and
against any broadscale effort to.re¬
vamp controversial Section 315.
Feeling was that time is the
critical factor now'. Simple legis. lotion to exempt newscasts' from
the equal time onus stands as ex¬
cellent chance of passage!this ses¬
sion. Measures such as. the “Fair
Faatieal Broadcast Code1’] by Sen.
Vance Hartke <D*Ind.) would, it
was feared, get bogged down in
controversy, and leave broadcast¬
ers crippled by the Daly : decision
when campaigning starts, for the
1S6J elections.
ii
"If we get top far out on a limb
on this, I:m c/'aid we’ll wind up
with nothing.” said Subcommittee
Chairman John O. Pastore <DTh:s view was echoed ■]by ABC
Vie? President John Daly, who
said he . had "great reservations”
about going beyond repeal of the
Da’.y ruling to cure, other head¬
aches arising from section 1315. The
ABC cxec said:
"The ultimate goal ofj a com¬
pletely revised Section 315 should
not be allowed to divert the com¬
mittee from . the immediate reso¬
lution of the one. critical i problem
arising out of this section which
urgently needs attention. jiThe im¬
mediate concern must be - the
Lar DaTv case.”
Webs Back Hartke
NBC Board Chairman Robert
Sarnoff and CBS President Dr.
Frank Stanton both warmly en¬
dorsed the . Hartke bill which
would free broadcasters from giv¬
ing equal time to splinter candi¬
dates. remove station owners lia¬
bility for slanderous remarks by
a candidate, and exempt panel arid
discus-ion shows as well jas news*
casts from the equal time; require¬
ment
!'
Sianton said that if. Congress
tackles the Daly problem alone,
*T think you are short-changing
all of us—not just the broadcast¬
ing industry, but the people too.”
But under questioning ' by Pasto;'e. both he and Sarnoff indi¬
cated that they would settle for
lr-ss if it came to a duestlejn of get¬
ting repeal of the Daly ruling or
nothing.
.
Hartke did not disguise'^ his dis¬
appointment at ABC’s stand. He
auestionedwhether the web would
be able to carry out its “public
duty” to inform the people in a
campaign year if his bill is not
enacted.
DaTv said ABC has
managed to do this in the past
d^soite section 315 and \yould be
able to in 1980, provided the Lar
DaK* ruling is remedied. :
Majority of FCC, whose reaffir¬
mation of the Daly decision lent a
new note of urgency to the Senate
'Continued on page |96*

If in Hartford
Hartford. June 23Following in CBS’ footsteps,
NBC this week unloaded its
wholly-owned U outlet here. TV
outlet WNBC and its Sister radio
station WKNB, New Britain, were
sold to Connecticut t Television
Inc., owned by Plains TV Corp. of
Springfield, Ill., and Springfield
TV Broadcasting Corp. of ; Springfield. Mass.
Price paid was reportedly more
than Sl.000,000 The inetwork
orsginallv bought the properties
for $1,100 000. Provision of the
sale stipulates that the outlet will
continue to reee've NBC programruhiu. Officers of Connecticut TV
I *?- v - 'I. 'bert
i;”e-:v;
WIT
r..'n-»i. \ . n. rid "’ n-'
. <
. ■ *y ;*~d
’T".
Sa.e is
to I?CC apt.ijv\.i.

Grey. Advertising Agency Veep

Borge’s Denmark Show
As Oct. 16 TV Entry
In Kickoff for Pontiac

Alfred L. Hollender
gives the ad agency viewpoint on

Haw To Match
The Audience With
A Product Profile

Wednesday, June 24^ 1959

Detroit, June 23.
Bishop Fulton J. -Sheen was saying: “If St. Paul had only had
use of the tremendous facilities of the modern age for missionary
" work'. ,
Then he told the Catholic Broadcasting Association, members
attending their 11th annual meeting, “A half-hour on a radio or
tv network reaches more people than St. Paul reached in a lifetime
of missionary work. However, in today’s confused and disturbed
world, religious groups fail to use the communications mediums.
to their maximum effectiveness in winning people to .Christ”.
Bishop Sheen said that the press, radio and tv have done more
than: any other industry in history in the field of spiritual, and
moral leadership. “In criticizing the media of communications,”
he declared, “one should always keep in mind what it has accom. plished.”
Ed Sullivan appeared at an awards dinner during the weeklong conference.

Hollywood, June 23.
. For his first time on television,
Victor Borge will drop the one*
*. *
man-show format on his NBC-TV
one of the many Editorial Features Pontiac spec Oct. 16 and will do a
filmed and tape special on “Victor
in. the upcoming
Borge’s Denmark.”
TV FILM NUMBER
Pianist- comedian, who wound a
to bo published early next month week’s Stint here at the Greek
Theatre and leaves for his annual
in
Denmark vacation Friday;(26). will
film and tape the shows there this
summer. Program will feature na¬
, . Just in: case any-anti-feminist or
tive talent, classical and pop, along
mid-Victorian curmudgeon - still
with a personalized sight - seeing j
carries ground the notioij that the tour of the . country.. Borge sees
it as the forerunner of other show's
average American Ivoman;' parti¬
with foreign-born artists fronting
cularly the housewife, dotes on <
tours of their ow;h. countries.
: Philadelphia, June 23.
daytime
soapers and pther agony. Borge points out that it was the
Robert W. Sarnoff, NBC board
American reaction' to his remarks j chairman, will be the keynote saturated video features, it. must be
about Denmark that keys his entire - speaker at the' fourth annual • dismaying news to him to learn
“sponsor SelL” The entertainer’s Broadcasters Promotion Associa* j that he’s as warped in his view¬
sell of a sponsor’s goods is: entirely tion convention*, in the Warwick; point as a weather-beaten, shack.
psychological, he states. “Nobody’s, Hotel here, Nov. 2-4.
I CBS-TV last week came up with
going to run out the next morning
This year’s meeting is aimed at cheering corroborating . evidence
Buffalo tv stations beaming into j and buy a Pontiac because they en¬ incorporating material that will; that the hausfrau is, far from friv¬
the Toronto market are becoming' joyed iiiy show the night before.”
provide a maximum of idea ex-• olous in her thinking and possesses,
more and more a concern of the! But, he explains, just in the way change ■ and touch upon sub j ects ; undeniably, a .greater and more
that some people smile at any ref¬ never before discussed at BPA j concentrated interest in- contem¬
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., ac-j erence to Denmark and think cf it
porary problems than usually cred¬
cording to American foreign execs1 as a pleasant place because they meetings tor insure “more bread ; ited with by pollsters, . slideand butter promotion -informa-;
familiar with the Canadian market: j associate it -with- Borge and laugh¬ tion,” according to . convention rule statisticians and middle-aged
Foreign execs say that CBC now; ter, over the long pull, viewers will program. chairman Jim Kiss, of, misogynists. '
tend to feel a pleasant: association WPEN, Philly.
:
i “Woman!”, the first , of the CBSgives a higher priority to tele- •
when Pontiac is mentioned due to
daytime specials, wafted . into \
In addition to outlining conven- ; TV
filmed. series first sold and tele-j the cumulative identification built
American kitchens and . living
cast on CBC. Toronto is Canada’s |. over a. period of time. That’s about tion plans, BPA board unanimous- : rooms on May 19 with Claudette
ly endorses :the NAB. proposal for |
number one market and CBC wants all a performer can do for an ad¬ an all-industry information plan, Colbert a$ hostess, and dealing
with teenage marriages, emerged
to. protect its exclusivity. A filmed vertiser, he states.
to offest “inspired anti-tv cam¬ with
an exhilarating 8.9 in the Niel¬
paigns:”
series telecast by a Buffalo outlet
sen average audience ratings, an
becomes old hat to Toronto viewers
total audience rating and a
50.3 share..
when CBC. picks up the same se¬
Jimmv Weldon Is quitting the
As
for the opposition, it was
ries. One foreign e«ec said that “Hi Mom” show on WRCA-TV,
“Young Dr: Malone” from 3 to 3:30
CBC and advertisers are willing to N: Y . as: of July 17, Weldon, Who
p m, on NBC-TV with a 4.9. rating
pay a premium for a skein if To¬ came to the station from the Coast
and a 29.3 share. From 3:30 to 4
ronto is -afforded protection. But; several months ago, wants to re¬
Pj.m., when NBC-TV was in the toils :
another foreign topper said the; turn to his native quarters.
of “From These Roots,” it man- ,
premium is more in the selection: ; No replacement has been found
aged to get a 4.7 and a 27.2 share.
of properties rather than coin.
for him, yet.
Nor. w?as ABC-TV any more.
jubilant with “Beat the Clock” dur¬
ing the first half-hour when it slith¬
ered in with a 3.0 rating and 17.3 !
Tom McDermott, who last week share;. The last 30 minutes had
resigned as senior veep in charge [ “Who Do You Trust” and the best
it could do against “Woman!” w:as
of tv-radio at Benton & Bowles,: a 3.1 rating end 16.4 share.
will take over as exec veep of Four
How It Might Have Been
Stju* Productions, Gobst film com¬
Because “Woman!” is a siustainef,
pany with which he has worked it was not included in the Top 10
closely for the last few years. He listings. But.Oscar Katz, CBS-TV
Even though he warned the en¬ of. i ‘Seratchy’,” • ;whom Paar the also goes on the board of directors. veep in charge of daytime pro¬
tire American public on his “To¬ Tuesday night before implied re¬
Four Star shows that, have been grams, pointed out that its 8 9 aver¬
wrote the story of the Newsweek bankrolled, and in some, cases su¬ age audience rating would have
night” show> Tuesday (16 >, that
tv editor (Marvin Barrett); making pervised by Benton & Bowles, in-,| placed No, .4 In the Top 10. Katz
“someday I’ll tell you and show it from a “wonderful story" into
elude, “Zane Grey Theatre,” “Rifle-1 recalled that “Woman!” also did
you the facts,” NBC-TV was in¬ j.a “lie.”
man” and “Richard Diamond.’’
| remarkably well in the Afbitron
capable of stopping Jack Paar j. Afterwards; NBC hesitated about
McDermott’s move out of the j and Trendex, ratings . but the
from taking the air the next eve¬ releasing the transcript of the agency business after 19 years at program
department’s
present
ning and, for . better than; 15 min¬ Paar shows to. the press. Web Benton & Bowles is said to be! euphoric state has been largely
utes, blasting Newsweek for en al¬ . sought to clear matters via its le- prompted by a strong desire . to 1 induced by the more comprehen¬
leged hatchet job the mag did on | gal department first. /
get back into actual show produc- j sive Nielsen survey.
him a w eek earlier. He carried on j On the second “diatribe show,” tion. He started at the agency. as ! It obviously augurs well for the
against Newsweek on Thursday j on Wednesday, Paar mentioned the a i-adio producer-writer-director un- \ future of daytime sober and sig¬
(18>, too, for a three-nights-running j difficulties he’s had in the past der Walter Craig, now; tv topper at • nificant programs from the Madi¬
diatribe, the latest Paar has offered ! with TV Guide, with the Post, and Norman, Craig & Kummel.
[ son Ave. originated web. Katz
against some strong . opposition * with Walter Wirichell.
Reportedly one of the reasons j
(Continued: on page S8.)
(e.g. TV Guide, the N. Y,. Post, ; Re Winchell.:.;“I have no1 great McDermott did not take the top !
Walter Winch ell.)
V j quarrel with Winchell. I think,his programming spot at CBS:TV va- i
The climax to his lengthy take¬ ego - has. been put' of hand for cated by Hubbell Robinson Jr., is
off against Newsweek came . on I years,” Re the Post: “It is the only that the post would involve a great
Thursday (IS) when *Paar turned : newspaper, amusingly, I say, that deal of administration and rela¬
on a former staffer on the show. ! you can walk out of its circula¬ tively slight c o n t a c l with pro¬
duction.
It was quickly evident to every¬ tion.”
Oliie Barbour, vice president in
body in the trade whom Paiar was • Re TV Guide: “It has a very
discussing.
[large circulation: but doesn’t charge of programming, will take
“He was a man,” said Paar, j frighten me . . . I found out that over as tv-radio head when McDer¬
“who turns out to be the best TV Guide was owned by the An- mott exits. Barbour has been with . McCann-Erickson has definitely
friend of ‘Scratchy,’ the .(News¬ . nenberg family, an interesting the agency for .11 years and a settled “Black Saddle” in the
week) guy that apparently put this family, and they also, own the Rac¬ couple of years ago w'as appointed 10:30 p.m. . Friday ABC-TV slot
second in command in the tv-radio come.fall, leaving NBC’s Thursday
<story) together. Let me tell you ing F.orm-”
about this guy, whom I fired. He ■j Later on the same night, Paar programming department. Before night 7:30 open.
Oater, which last year Was topwas a guy who was down and real¬ ; accused Newsweek-, the springboard that he was director of radio.
rated in the 9 p.m. [Saturday time
ly out when I hired him. He’d been I for the rehash about the others and
on
NBC, was claimed by both ABC
a tv critic, he’d written a column . j.the basis for the latest Paar comand NBC ■ for , the coming season.
I got to knowT him and I felt sorry ! plaint, of “lied to us, lied to
NBC had humped the skein put of
for him . . , He drank too .much, ! NBC . . . They printed things that
the Saturday time for Kellogg’s
for one thing, but when we hired I said over a period of two or: three
“The Deputy,” which premieres
him, he did a good job fbr awhile, weeks completely out of context.”
. Hollywood, June 23.
and then he became increasingly . When checked. Newsweek w;ould . Two days after he announced his. with Henry Fonda as host arid star
difficult to get along with
;. .•. only comment that the story was retirement from baseball, Carl Ers- of six. episodes:this fall. Web then
You know how: he lost his tv col¬ “entirely true” and that “our edi-. kine was inked to an exclusive tele¬ offered . McCann And client Liggett
umn, to state his credentials? He [ tors stand behind It:’’
vision pact by Sports TV Inc. Plan & Myers 7:30 Thursday for “Sad¬
wrote, an item about Dorothy KilThe former Paar employee, who is to present Erskine locally in a dle,” , Agency at first considered
g::llen that is so ridiculous .
bore the brunt of the Thursday half-hour weekly format with little the move and also the possibility
Weil. Miss Kilgallem a bravo for night comments,: alleged after- leaguers, then to - syndicate ' the of California National Production’s
h-r. sired for- $200,000 the syndi¬ . vyards. thr.t K3C refused to release tapes nationally.
soldier story. “Not for .Hire,” for
cate .. . In any fver.l thi; f. pm! a
of t’-e. telecast transcript . Sports TV is finalizing a sponsor the offered time: But early this
; f irnd—'
Jud'is t’vrt hcl e i ' >. I 'm rr-i that the “only way I deal the two-time no-hit winner week. McCann dropped the time.
t !h:.L t m? s t‘.:e lii: -i
, v
c: h s 1 e. this is to get a lawyer to and will then place the show on Agency also turned down a deal
l. at iteni. Now.he’s the best friend . subpoena it.”
to buy into “Deputy."
a local tv outlet.

CBS-TV Walldiig on Daytii^ Air

PSawff

ROBT. SARNOFF TO
KEYNOTE BPA MEET

11.8

Weldon Exits‘Hi Mom’

Four Star Prod. !

j

J

'Black Saddle’lii

Carl Eskine Paeted
For Weekly TY Series
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TOUGH TO KEEP
Greensboro, N. C., June 23.
Judge Frank M. Armstrong of Troy, N. C., refused to attend the
Bar Association convention at Blowing Rock, N. C. last week.
. “I see about as much of Perry Mason -.on television as I care to
because of my children watching it at home,” .he said..
Raymond Burr, who portrays Perry Mason oil television, spoke
at a banquet on the. subject, “Lawyers in the;. Public View.”
“Perry Mason’s, progsam bears no seriiblance: of the correct and
proper means of adminslering justice* or the proper conduct of
the lawyer in the trial of a criminal case,”. Judge Armstrong said.
“This program has done more to reflect upon and discredit, the
administration of justice and . the proper , conduct of lawyers than
any program I know of,” he said. Instead of inviting such a per¬
sonage to address the.association, Judge Armstrong said; the asso¬
ciation should adopt a resolution of censure to the systems which;
carry the program.
“Nowhere, as I recall, does the constitution of the bar association
provide that it should promote crime, fiction and mystery of the
kind shown on the Perry Mason program.”
He said the fact that Burr is to address the convention is indica¬
tive of the irresponsibilities and lack of knowledge of the adminis¬
tration of justice shown by some bar leaders. ;

Frontline Coin Today Goes To
fl-HFUt/YWIFICHT^ Writers, Producers, Directors;
10G a Show No Longer Out of Line
By ART WOODSTONE

Because of the tax angles; the
networks and advertising .agencies
—the giant corporations of broad¬
casting—stand to lose some of
their best program and adminis¬
trative personnel to smaller . inde: pendent companies. Public corpo¬
rations, especially, cannot compete
with the indies in finding the'
weapons which enable high-priced
executives to keep the money they
earri.
Problem is riot exactly new, but
the danger of successful “raids”
on top web-agency personnel has.
increased greatly of late. This fact
was brought home' afresh by the
departure three weeks ago of Hubbell Robinson Jr. from CBS-TV,
again last week,. by Tom McDer¬
mott ! from Benton & Bowles.
Robinson quit his executive vice- presidency to establish his own in| dependent production cpiripany.
By LEONARD TRAUBE
i True, there were other factors in! volved, but, in retrospect, observ¬
United Artists-TV Veepet
. At 10:58 p.m. Friday . <261, when
ers now insist making and keeping
Edward R. Mufrqw says “And nbw.
‘ money was the essential factor in
Bruce
Eells
from ‘Person to Person,’ good
•Robinson’s going from his long¬
night. and good luck;” he will be
KM
time haunts.
completing a visit to the 499th and
As for McDermott, CBS couldn’t
500th guests (Hugh Baillie, exSyndication
As
lure him away with the promise
prez of the United Press, and ac¬
of
better than $100,000 a year, plus
tress Lee Remick) in the astonish¬
The Answer To
CBS stock options. But Four Star
ing six-year history Of the CBS-TV
■
productions,
an indie, got him by
Pay
TV
Proponents
show.
‘ promising not only (1) a substanIt will be the end of one era
.
tial
salary
and
(2) stock incentives,
and ..the start of another. Murrow
one of thc many Editorial features
but (3> partial ownership in the
starts a sabbatical for a year, to
in the upcoming
.
company
and,
with
that, a guaran¬
be replaced on “P to P” by Arthur
teed share in the residual billings
Godfrey, -as per announcements.
TV FILM NUMBERL
;
from
Four
Star
starizas.
The two men with Whom he com
to bo. published early in Js’y
So far, the best any network has
ceived the show; will be moving on.
in
been able to offer is a high-salary
GO-producefs John A. Aaron and j
.arid,
stock incentives. Stock incenJesse Zousmer are developing their i
UStelETY
j.tives are fine, it’s felt, but a! man
own packages under A to Z Pro- ]
•
in
;
the
Robinson or McDermott
ductions Inc. and with the Music ;
class ends up with a relatively iriCorp.. Of . America as their sales
significant
take-home pay, even
agent.
• i
[ though, his annual salary mry. be
Here are some of the highlights
iin
excess’
of
$100,000;
since the show's, premiere On Oct.
82% Tax Rap
2. 1952:
; Everything over $100,000 the
it’s the only program launched
; government takes back at the rate
that October that is still on the
,; 0f, 82%, and anything over $200.air in its original form, without
. 000 a year is taxed at about 92%.
reruns. . ’
So 'when a major executive is
It has grossed for CBS some
' offered, say, a $5OsO0O-a-year sal$20,000,000. has rarely lacked a
iaiy increase to move to a new.
sponsor; and has almost., always
Chicago, June 23. }I cbrpo *ation,. what both sides are
returned ratings in the 20s. (One
sensitive point is, the talent; an j An intramural squabble broke ;. really talking about is something
.
1
out
last
week
over
the plans for a . more l;ke. a $5,000 to $10,000 raise.
estimated $5,000,000 - worth has '
played “P to P” cuffp.l.
.
•. pooled telecast of British Queen ‘, Peanuts compared to the chance
:
Elizabeth’s
one-day
visit to; the ;: of keeping 75% of the profits from
There’s, been an unbroken string ;
of visits to the . homes Of 500 guests !I Windy City in July, with at least ■ a production company via capital
■
one
station
head,
coming
away gaiits and “lifetime equity.”
from .Canada, to Cuba, Maine to ;
Texas,, New York to California, 1! nettled and dying “foul.”
Nowadays they call it “keepin*
Sterling (Red) Quinlan, ABC money.” ;
without loss of a. show or a home
to technical failure. Total video veep in charge of WBKB, is dis¬
At CBSi from whence Robinson
and audio failures in the six years j gusted with the way the whole departed, the company for years
would add up to an estimated five j matter was handled, arid he. ac- only gave stock incentives to presi¬
minutes. '
J| cuses WBBM-TV and WGN-TV of dents. A few years ago, in RoMn. The trio; can recall.. starting,‘ .conspiring to freeze out his station •: son’s behalf, they lowered the bar
without! too much, high brass en- ,' from the pool. Quinlan alleges the •; to executive vicepresidents, of
thusiasm, with 20 scattered sta-.;| chieftains of those stations dis- ’ .which; there was. then only one.
tions alOiig. a haphazard east coast j paraged WBKB to certain mem-: There still is only one at CBS,.
network, which grew t0 140 sta-;• bers of the mayor’s staff when it:; that's James Aubrey Jr;, but a year
tions in jevery state btit Montana. f■ began to appear that the WBKB ■; ago. when Aubrey joined CBS Inci,
The MAZ threesome chose the .r remote squad would draw the :; he got his stock options along with
10:30 Friday time in 1953 againstj; choicest assignment.
’ only a veepee striped This is said
the then-strong NBC Gillette j| Quinlan had expected, his crew to have put several other viceFights, in preference to an alterr.: to be posted at the starting point presidential noses somewhat' out
native 1 p.m. Saturday network 1 —Buckingham Fountain and the of joint. Other webs don't make a
which had been suggested. In do- •■. lakefront-r-where. the. royal party practice of giving significant stock
ing £p, they made the hitherto will be debarkirig from a voyage . options to employees.
: (Continued on page 96)
' jI down the St. Lawrence Seaway.:.;•I Recognizing the . situation for
ji His expectations '.based in . the what it is, Screen Gems has gorie
1 ,..—— '
; closeness of his station to the on a kick to set up several indie
.' mayor’s office in recent weeks,;
(Coritinued on page 92)
specifically in its engagement i
through that office of complete
i coverage of the Pari American!
j.
(Continued on page 98) -

Ends ‘Person to Person Era No. 1

Queen Liz TV

Cries of TouT

Revlon Wooing :
Abe Burrows|

"|4- A new appraisal of the monetary
value of writers, directors and
producers is in the works. The
era of the specials, super-specials
Sol Saks
and specs is one factor that is cre¬
; appraises the
ating a new and higher price tag
on the behind-tbe-canlera talents.
Monstrous Inf ant!
It’s an evaluation that in • some
cases will exceed the top prices
which, In hit opinion,
paid to the headliners that will
has matured tee fast
appear on the show.
For example, deal made for
John Frankenheimer on the series
another Editorial Feature
of Sunday Showcases on NBC-TV
in the uptominq
next season has been described as
over $10,000. Similar deals have
TV FILM NUMBER
been inked for Alex Segal, and
presently, the deal being worked
ta be pnbiished early next month
out by the William Morris Agency
•v:. In
for Robert Mulligan will be in the
P^RIETY
same bracket.
■J} Series is regarded by NBC as
[too critical to be left to anybody
! but top meg-wielders and scripti ers. Both the network and1 the
(agencies feel that they need the
W : egghead talent even more than
F 'stars in this series, and thus the
' j monetary accent on the best avail; able.
j This is virtually, a return to the
* ■ earliest concepts in television as
^ practiced during the days of the
i Philco Goodyear Playhouses durIt now looks pretty conclusivee! ing the period when live programthat there will be no exec veepeeejming was at its peak. In those
j days, some of the top names made
replacement for Hubbell Robinson
n | an appearance for the publicity
Jr. in masterminding the program¬
i- value or the experience involved,
u j but the dramatic programming
ming at CBS-TV, with prexy Lou
y was keystoned around writers, diCowan and No. 2 man Jim Aubrey
(both experienced hands in thee rectors and producers. .
p
In many instances, this concept
programming arena) , to stay on top
of . the program picture and Mikee holds today. Writers and the
j. i other below-the-lirie talents get
Dann running east coast program¬
n! the lion’s share of the coin on
ming; Bill Dozier standing pat in
I some f^med shows. The salary
—; tiffs with Gene Barry of the “Bat
[Masterson” series indicates that
Ommerle to SSCB
j the headliners aren’t getting the
After weeks of trade spec- {frontline money. There’s also a
ulation and. second guessing, [salary situation on several other
/. the future status of Harry j filmed shows which is expected to
Ommerle has been resolved. ! erunt momentarily.
Ommerle, who quit CBS-TV ! Problem of getting writers has
. as No.. 2 program man a few ; always been one of the primary
deys after his boss, Hubbell j searches in any series. It’s usual¬
• Robinson Jr,, resigned, is go¬ ly the scripter’s Ideas from which
ing to Sullivan. Stauffer, Col¬ | the casting of the headliner
well & Bayles agency as senior i evolves.
veepee and member of the ; Jn the field of writers, for ex-.
board of directors. As such he ; ample, the agency casting any par¬
will be responsible for client ticular show must go into the ros; relations on tv. matters and. I ters of other talent offices in order
will also function in the pro¬ ■ to insure scripts. In selling writgram area.
■ ers, peak weeks are frequent. For
For a while it looked like
example at the Morris Agency,
Ommerle might wind up at ’ deals were made last week for
J. Walter Thompson as super¬ [Bill Hoban to do four Telephone
visor on the new Ford series [Shows as well as the Dick Clark
: on NBC-TV. There were also ; layouts. Doc Simons is pacted for
reports about a William Mor¬
ris job. Ommerle is now vaca¬ {the Garry Moore Show7. Frank
tioning in the Virgin Islands. j Pepe ancf John Aylesworth have
^ibeen set to do scripts at the
■ ; Canadian Broadcasting Corp., Larhelming west coast programs. ; ry Gelbart and Shelly Kellar will
That’s just about the status thatt; do the Art Carney series, Jim
prevailed some years back whena (Cavanauch has been set as a
Robinson headed up the east aridI Golden Circle writer, while Terry
Harry Ackerman the west, both ina Ryan and Bob Van Scoyk will
turn reporting to prexy Jack Vana write three Ann Sothern shows.
Volkenberg.
If, as is understood, this will be
the modus bperandi at least for the
iriimediate future, there will be no
replacements for either Robinson
(Continued on page 98V
Scripfer

Cowan & Aubrey
To Ad Lib CBS-TV
Program Berths

Pat %ap, Reeky & McCann

Barry Wood to Jaffe
On Telephone Series

Revlon Inc. is t-ying . to get
author-director Abe Burrows to di¬
rect the cosmetic firm's $6,000,000
lineup of specials set for CBS-TV
Barry Wood, former/producer of
in the fall.
NBC-TV’s “Wide Wide World” and
One hitch in negotiations is Bur¬ later with CBS-TV, has joined
rows’ direction of the. legit com¬ Henry Jaffe Enterprises as execu¬
edy, “Golden Fleecing,!’ gbijig into tive producer of Bell Telephone
the Henry Miller Theatre in mid- Hour on NBC-TV. Slated for next
October. ,
season are 12 One-hour specials to
; Goodman Ace is already set a& televised on alternate weeks,.
producer of the Revlon specs.
Wood’s latest producing stint was
Fifteen shows will run an hour with; : Coca-Cola’s .. roving specs,
and a half, alternating with “Play¬ “America Pauses.” He will operate
house 90.” Five more will be hour out of N.Y. but will origiriate some
shows scheduled elsewhere, = '-:
*. of the specials in Hollywood.

. Sylvester (Pat) Weavers, appointment as chairmari of the $60.00.0.000-aiyear International Division of McCann-Erickson has not
beeri lost on big business. One of the. reasons McCann: corporate
prexy Marion Harper is: said to have okayed the Weaver appoint¬
ment to the top international post is because of his close re¬
lationship with N.Y. Governor Nelson Rockefeller.
Apart from the growing possibility that the Republicans will
pose Rockefeller as their next Presidential candidate (in I960),
the Spanish-speaking millionaire . politican is already considered
popular in Central and South America; he owns a large ranch in
Venezuela and is familiar with the Latin-American scene. Weaver’s
friendship with the governor dates back to college days.
Because of the closeness of Weaver and Rockefeller, big business
is beginning to sight on McCann ipternational; as a good spot
to place its-Latin advertising. (McCann, it is said, already has
some 800 accounts in its foreign diV'sion, wnth the Weaver ascen¬
sion greatly increasing the chances for new accounts.)

[Dicker Berpan,
r Guinness for Ford
j

Some headway is being made in
lining up the series of Tuesday
j night Ford Specials for NBC next
reason. George Burns has been
signed for two of the shows which
will be budgeted at $150,000. This
is one of the low'er priced pack. ages in the series. Hubbell Robin¬
son returned from Europe this
I week w here he sought out Ingrid
j Bergman for one or more show's,
j Alec Guinness W'as also approached
! to star in several of the produei tions. No definite okay has been
j given as yet from either filmster.
Others pacted for this series !n: dude Jimmy Durante for two slots,
; and there is a liklihood that Esther
[Williams will do a package from
’ Cypress Gardens, Florida.

P^sRmfr
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‘SHORT WAIT FOR POST-’48’
TV Income
Hollywood, June. 23.
Growth of television activities at Warner Bros, was the subject
of a full session of the company’s international sales conclave last
week at the Ambassador, with WB prexy Jack L. Warner reporting
that video will provide $30,000,000 in income to the studio and
that the company’s tv. production has expanded 800%. in the past
three years.
Warner declared that the eight hours a week of telefilm pro¬
grams the studio will produce “is equivalent to producing a fulllength motion picture each, working day.” The eight: hours per
week will constitute 10 programs, eight of them hourlong shows
and two half-hours. These include four new series, “The Alaskans;”
“Hawaiian Eye,” “Bourbon Street Beat” and “BroncO.’V
Studio topper also stressed the role of the company's television
activities.in developing new talent. He cited Janies Garner, Efrem
Zimbalist. Jr., Clint Walker, Roger Moore, Jack Kelly,. Ty Hardin,
Roger Smith, Eddie Byrnes and Connie Stevens as examples, of new
personalities who have become established as “top ranking stars”
or who “show bright promise of development to star status.”
Ben Kalmenson, WB exec v:p., joined Warner in emphasizing
the importance of television to the studio’s operation.

$6,000 (KN) Still Up for Grabs
By MURRAY HOROWITZ

NEC's International .
Operations Director

The race for the $5,000,000 to
$6,000,000 in regional sponsor .coin
hasn’t run its course yet, with few
of the regionals committed for
next season. But those doing the
pitching to agency and sponsors
say a number of conclusions can
be drawn even at this stage.
Such as:
1. The low-budget entry hardly
stands a chance with today's major
regionals.
. Syndicated vidtape shows are
not in the running to any signifi¬
cant extent.
3. A good off-network entry Is
stiff competition for a syndicated
first-runner.
4. There’s a growth of regionals
seeking more than one. show,
adopting the network practice of
riding alternate weeks on two
shows, rather than taking full
sponsorship of one show.
Current regional selling season
is one of the hottest in years.
Many telefilm houses have just
gone through^ a comparative slow
selling period* and are banking on
the regionals to buoy their grosses.
Entering the field for the first time
is United Artists Television. Other
telefilmeries are identified with
new toppers at this regional out¬
ing, the roster including Michael
Sillerman, prez of NTA program
sales, Walter Kingsley, prez of In¬
dependent Television Coro.; and
Henry Plitt, prez of ABC Mims.
The fortunes of more than one
company, and its respective head,
could be- riding on the regional
deals inked. The next few weeks
will tell the story.

With the pool of featiires-for-tv
sharply depleted, the big question
Alfred R. Stern
is when the post-’48s will open up.
appraises the how & why
Other than the relatively limited
backlog of Samuel Goldwyn pix,
International Flow.
all the pre-’48 cinematics of the
majors have been released to tv;
Of TV Can Run In
The feature famine on the dis¬
Both Directions
tribution level is a reality today,
* . *
*■
with many major distributors
one of tha many Editorial Features
short on new product. It’s only a
In
the.
Mpcomiaq
matter of time before that famine
filters down to the station level..
TV FILM NUMBER
Despite protestations from the
to be published early Next mouth
motion picture industry; some
savvy featufes-to-tv execs say the
- Ia
posfc-’48 breakthrough will occur in
PSHiett
from two to three years. Their
reasoning, is mainly based on the:
financial needs of the major mo*
tion picture companies, many of
whose incomes now are buoyed by
revenues from the sale of their
backlogs.
Hollywood, June 23. «
For example, 20th-FOx currently
ZIV-7V President
Major expansion program, in¬
is getting about $6,000,000 yearly
volving production of at least four
from its licensing of pre-’48s to tv;
new telefilm series by year’s end,
John L. Sinn
Paramount, about, $10,000,000, and
is being mapped by ABC Films
Im Me review aid preview of vldfilra
millions from the tv pool are going
and its new prexy> Henry Plitt,
progromnilN? Is et the opinion that
to Metro, Columbia, and Universal,,
former head of Paramount Gulf
to name most of the majors.
Theatres for the parent American
‘Good TV Shows
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres.
Gabs With Guilds
Hollywood, June 23.
Plitt anticipates placement of at
What happens in from two to . Jack Douglas, who’s made a ca¬
Dorit
Just Spring Up
least three new series into syndica¬
three years, when the tv licensing reer'and a fortune out of giving
tion by January. He’ll also have
Like Toadstools*
revenues will be sharply depleted? televiewers, a vicarious thrill
ready for network sale a minimum
*' * ■. *
There will be .more than one ma- through the use of. other people’s
of two pilots. Presently under op¬
f-jor motion picture company, the film, is now in business..lur him¬
another Editorial Feature
tion as a syndication entry is “Car¬
forecast goes, which will’ need self with his own largescale pro¬
in the epcomleq
ter's Eye,” half-hour detective
those extra tv millions. When that duction setup. Though Douglas
series out of Bob Stabler’s FilmasTV FILM HUMBER
happens, such companies will sit can afford to sit on his residuals—
ter Inc. Decision on whether to
to he published early In Jnly
down in earnest with the Holly¬ 234 half-hours in; the can from
go ahead with this particular prop¬
^ In
wood talent, guilds and arrive at three series—he’s currently in pro¬
erty should be made by next week.
some
residual formula. It’s argued duction on two new series, one
Already in production, starting
PfatlETY
that up to this point, there hasn’t which marks, his first departure
last week, are 39 “Congressional
been
any
earnest negotiations with from the travel format.
Investigator” segments, produced
New entries, both owned joint¬
the guilds,, which are demanding a
by Howard-Wqlper Productions at
share
in
tv
revenues for all Holly¬ ly by Douglas and the Bing CrosAmeo Studios. Third syndicated
wood cinematics . made after Au¬ by-Ken Brown syndicate, are
show will :be an adventure series
gust, ’48. (A break in the dike also “Sundown” and “Sweet Success.”
to be filmed in Manila, Plitt said.
might
occur if one company should Former is an . extension of the
In addition, World Television
go out of business, as Republic travel format, except that there
Programming, the production com¬
Tobacco firms are using Ziv
Pictures
did and began a post-’48. won’t be a single daylight scene shows
pany jointly owned by ABC Films
for both networking and
{.features selloff without cutting in in the series of 39. Format is a big- syndication.
and Joseph Schenck Enterprises,
cities-of-the-world-after-dark tour.
| any of the Hollywood guilds.)
lias retained . Sidney Salkow as
American Tobacco has bought
Success”
marks
the
first
de. Sindlinger & Co. may marshal
producer on “Simon Lash,” to
s +new * Space” series as an al¬
facts and figures for Theatre Own¬ parture for Douglas from the tra- !
v.iiich they’ve acquired rights ‘to
on C^S-TV, starters of America. estimating the vei format, and is a half-hour doc- ; ing the s^°^soL
the Frank. Gruber stories) as a
fall. Same tobacco firm
umentary on big-name personali¬
Poland'
Spring,
Me.,
June
23.
losses
in
theatre
‘film
rentals
due
half-hour entry. If casting works
inked
for
Ziv’s
“Lock-up” series
WMTW-TV lias brought its fea¬ to the exposure of cinematics on ties, with the cameras digesting for a 60-market spread in syndiout, Plitt said, -‘Lash” will go as
days in
Pilot Aft*:nn
ou udjb
ill their
uieu regular
jfeguicu life.
nit;* xuiul
a network entry; if they are unable ture count to 3.243 and the station tv, but the banks and stockholders subject is designer Don Loper,
w *T
,, .
.
.
to get the casting they want,! it believes that it has the largest of the motion picture companies and footage - includes his current I,®' iip? * ”
neLWOrk
v. ill be filmed ior syndication. selection of pix of any station in might be faced with some harsh
overseas
showing
in
London.
’
“rhallanpp
”
°n
realities
in
from
two
to
three
Other network project on the ABC the country. WMTW-TV.’s most re¬
Films slate is the new David cent acquisition .was that of the years, unless the. motion picture fo?°“l^a^"a b^iisU<Si^iI^C^"ey”olds in ^dicition
industry is able to pull something
Rundown,
but is amunto , is sponsoring two syndicated Ziv
Janssen starrer, “The. Racer.” As I Paramount library.
.
as a network entry. | pr
rti
“Highway Patrol” and
out of a hat. (And they’re toying Success
for present product, ABC Filnts
Station,
which
transmits
from
Meanwhile,
his
first
and only net- “Sea Hunt,” in *morey than 25 marwith
different
alternatives,,
such
as
has renewal; orders on World’s
the summit of Mt. Washington, toll tv, an exhibitor plan to buy up work show, “Bold Journey”..has ; kets v
’Continued on page.92)
N.H., has licensing agreements old pix for. theatrical reissue, as op¬ piled,
_1"J up a total of 143 episodes,
Three other major tobacco firms
and Douglas, who claims he are linked with Ziv shows.
which include the following fea¬ posed to a tv selloff.)
yanked
the show off ABC and not
ture packages: 700 from .Metro;
P. Lorillard is picking up the
Coming: Pre-’53?
vice
versa,
is
talking
a
.
distribu¬
; 700 Paramounts; 697 Warneir Bros.;
full tab of “Rough Riders” on ABCBut compared to alternative tion deal, on the reruns. Already, tv.
■ 742 RKO’s; 163 post-'48 United
Philip Morris has alternate
Artists’;. 50 from Flamingo; 58 Na¬ plans, which may or may not come m distribution via Screen Gems j weeks on ABC-TVs “Tombstone
tional Telefilm Associates’; 81 from off, the tv market is a proved and in 35 markets is^ his “Seven , Territory.” Brown & Williamson
United Artists Associated’s “Mo- reality. No one expects, that when League Boots” aiid his very first \ sponsors Ziv’s “Mackenzie's Raidyieland” group and 52 “Constella¬ a post-’4S residual agreement is show, “I Search for. Adventure,” ’ ers” in 18 major markets in svnreached that it will include all the still in fiO^odd markets after five dication, including Cleveland. Detion”, group titles.
years right up to the date of the years through George Bagnall As- , troit, Baltimore and Minneapolis.
A few station operators and syn¬
WCBS-TV, N.Y., has the biggest projected agreement, seen for ’61 sociates.
dicators. notably CBS Films, have
or ’62. The prediction is that a
Apart from all these and “Kin gstockpile
of
features
in
the
metro¬
incepted a. “double spot” plan for
(Continued on page 94)
(Continued on page 92)
sponsors riding syndicated prod¬ politan market with 2,150 different
Pix,
uct.
• .
The plant has the regional ad¬
vertiser buying two . ohe-minPeter DeMet has signed with the
ute spots in each episode of the
American and National Leagues,
series, with the remaining minute
J he reports, for the rights to tape
commercial being sold off locally
, There have been so many properties thrown into the syndication
i the “best 26 games” for the reby the station; The plan is being
hopper recently, with the drive oh to cop some of the major re- * [ niainder of the baseball season.
Hollywood, June 23.
pitched mainly to regional adver¬
gionals, that an inventory is in order. Some vidfilm properties \ Producer DeMet then intends editJack Chert ok and MCA are
tisers who ordinarily would make,
are off-network, others.new productions on established properties* • ing each game into an hourlong
an alternate week buy of a syndi¬ finalizing plans to film a cycle of
and the remainder are new programs.
] tape for distribution to stations.
cated show. The alternate week 13 “Johnny Midnight” . vidpix
Here is the rundown:, ABC Films,. “Congressional Investigator,” ! Distribution of the major league
biiy finds the sponsor picking up even though they haven’t wrapped
and “Carter’s Eye”; California National Productions. “Califor¬ j series will be handled by Universal
the three one-minute commercials up a sale on the Edmond O’Brien
nians”; Independent Television Corp., ‘‘Four Just Men”; CBS
■ Television Distributors, headed by
jn an episode, with just a tune-in property. Pilot, was filmed at Uni¬
Films, “Phil Silvers Show,” .“Trackdo\vn,” and third-year produc¬ ! Mel Schlank.
versal by Chertok, with MCA fi¬
billboard the following week.
tion on “Whirlybirds”; MGM-TV, “Thin Man”; Official Films,
Amoco, which has “U. S. Border nancing and distributing and the
“Police Station,” and “What Are the Odds.”
Patrol,”, in about 60 markets, on an agency, O’Brien and Chertok
From Screen Gems, second-year production on “Rescue 8” and
alternate Week basis, bought the jointly owning it.
debuting. “Seven League: Boots” and. “Manhunt"; National
spets per week plan for about 40
Plan to proceed with 12 more
Nations! Telefilm Associates*’
Telefilm Associates, “How to Marry A Millionaire,” “This. Is Alice”
markets. Pitch to the advertiser, episodes this summer, is based on
“TV Hour of Stars” has been sold
and. “Man Without A Gun,” three series off the NTA Network with
''T»o is asked to shell out some sponsor reaction to the show, with
in another 20 markets, .bringing
fresh production, added; United Artists: Television, “Ta^s of the
extra, coin. Is that the “double fact that the pilot came in late and:
the total number of markets sold
Vikings”; MCA TV,. “Shotgun Slade” and “Coronado Nine”; Ziv,
spor> Plan gives the sponsor couldn’t land a time slot the only
to 60.
“This Man Dawson” and “Luke & the Tenderfoot”;: Flamingo,
stronger identification . with the deterrent to a couple of sales op¬
New sales include WRCV, Phila¬
“Deadline”; and Bernard Schubert Inc., “David Harding, Countersnow. Stations, too, like the idea portunities. MCA plans to hold
delphia; WNBQ, Chicago; WNAC,
spy” ahd “New. Adventures of Mr., and Mrs. North.”
lor its easier to sell one spot j the show for a January sale, and
Boston;
WHCT,
New
Haven;
Also upcoming from. NTA is “Grand Jury” and another John
weekly than to find an alternate failing that, to plac& it into syn¬
KTNT, Tacoma; and KONA, Hono¬
Bromfield slarrer, either in second-year, production on “U.S.
sponsor locally.
dication through MCA TV Ltd.
lulu.
Marshal” or a different'series.

2

Plitt Sets Major Expansion For
ABC Films; Four New Series

Own Prod. Setup;
to

As Maine Goes

fMsaTobaccoCom
Rides Ziv Entries

Nation on Fix?

DeMET’S ‘BEST 26?
BASEBALL TAPES

CHERTOK, MCA PLAN
’JOHNNY MIDNIGHT’

‘Hr. cf Stars’ in 60 Mkts.
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Real Live Mennaid Goes
Begging on WRCA’s Boat;
Veep Takes $50 Instead

t♦t f »+♦♦♦♦ »»♦»♦+♦♦♦♦♦ <

»»44+4+444++4»4+(H

. Fifth annual boat ride and Mon¬
mouth- Park (N.J.) Racetrack party f]V
staged by .WCRA, WRCA-TV, N.Y.,.
Dave Garroway's Girl of the Week beginning this weeir is Jeanne
Thursday <181 had more gimmicks Baird who had her own ty interview show for past two years in'Santa
than a Thurston illusion show. Barbara, Calif. Miss Baird will have featured role, in “Say Darling”
More than 500 ad agency, press Aug. 3 at Southshore Music Theatre, Cohasset, Mass. . .
tv-radio
and grocery . manufacturers’, reps scripter Felix Leon winner of Golden Pen Play writing Award for his
climbed aboard “Miss Liberty," Civil War comedy, “Year of Jubilee.” .• .: Mary Mon Toy of “World of
but before they did, each received Suzie Wong!.’ guested on Jack Paar’s show Friday.. (19) ; . , William
special jockey
caps, .tip
racing
"
Ewald, who does tv criticism: for DPI as well as three-dot news round¬
sheets arid raffle tickets.
up column; is now appearing locally in Long Island Star. Journal . : .
Racing sheets were distributed 'Lester Zimmerman, press rep for CBS Radio,, elected prexy of Bryantby a near-naked tout in a barrel, High School PTA ... Shelly Steinfeld has. moved from William Morris
while ia sandwich., billboard man j Agency to Famous Artists tele dept. . .;. Reporter Dave Dugan named
advertised the Simpson Loan Co. J manager: of spot news coverage for WCBS- Radio . . . Jack Sterling/
As. passengers approached the j WCBS Radio early morning performer, opens in -featuredrole of “Tungangplank they ^
provoca-! nel of Love” June 30 at Mt. Kisco Playhouse ..: . Martha Wright, WCBS
tive dame iri an inflated swihimmg.|.Radio singer, to play lead in “Pajama Game”, in Seattle in August . .
pool. Sign read: “Win This Beauti- j Dick Shepard, WCBS Radio, given an additional hour on his Week¬
ful Mermaid Complete Witk^Swim-1 _e'n(j shows.
ming PoolAFo Keep Her In- _Win-i Bernard N. Eismann, reporter-contact for CBS News in.N:Y„ upped
to be.
. . XJ. ft.
ner proved to
^ r to bureau manager-correspondent in ,Chicago, starting June 29 .;.
veepi of Kellogg Sales Co.,
_
_
; Richard
Hayes,
in addition to his deejay stint, oh WCBS with Stan
,idstead a.. ^ u-fil/octi! I Freeman, has been doubling mornings as vocalist on Robert Q. Lewis
rather than compheate his domeslio show over CBS Kadio. replacing Arthur Godfrey program .
. Mel

HEW YORK CITY .

-On Other Madison Ave. Fronts

The country’s oldest trade asso¬ partment topper while Bill Yeatciation took its time about getting man comes in as junior exec. One
tv campaign currently being
into ty, When it did, itj; really handled, incidentally, is that for
scored.
Spam.
The U. S. Brewers Foundation,
Production manager with Brit¬
which marks its centennial in ish Transport Films for the past
six
years, Len Girdlestorie has
1962. early this month bankrolled
joined the tv section of Mather &
the NBC-TV special, “Summer on Crowther.
Ice," and pulled the top rating of
the week. Trendex for the period
gave “Ice" a 33.3 with 60.3 share
of audience. The show out bt Hol¬
lywood featuring the “Ice Capades of 1959/’ Tony Randall,
Rosemary Clooney and Tab Hunt¬
er. was faced off against “Desilu
Fund for the Republic has de¬
Playhouse" on. CBS and “Top Pro cided against appropriating further
Golf” reruns on ABC. “Desilu” funds for the annual Robert E.
year station raffled off a j
•
T
^
.
.. :
v "i
pulled a 12.5. “Golf" a 2.9.;
Sherwood Television Awards, but Last
“raophorse” before bartv got to the
. Colgate-Palmolive will sponsor a new series, of post-NA. Yankee
This first whirl at tv for the there is still a Chance the prizes track
• ' •
j road game telecasts on WPIX, N.Y., starting Friday (26> /. . .National
brewers collectively came; after will be given again next year under,
Max Buck station manager of/Assn; of Television and Radio Farm Directors N.Y.; convention wound
several years of full-color!: maga¬ different auspices; Last Wednes¬ WRCA-TV acting as petty "officer5 UP at the weekend. Some. of the enteTiainment was supplied by
zine advertising.
The Founda¬ day 117), the fourth Sherwood of the “Miss Liberty,”" also her-[ Jack Sterling and the Sterling Quintet, featured on WCBS /. . George,
tion's agency, J. Walter Thomp¬ Awards were given, with “Made in aided the news that there’d be a iR* Donnelly,. who is business manager, of the Daily News, has been
son. sees it as a cue to future net¬ Japan,” a “Playhouse. 90”. stanza Buck Irish Sweepstakes consisting i elected treasurer of WTIX. Newspaper’s board of directors also
work buys from the group, and by Joseph Stefano, winning the of a raffle of shifts for fellows who elected W. H. James, who is assistant .business manager of the News,,
possibly a return to netwprk by top prize of $5,000.
may lose their shirts at the track: assistant secretary of the station . • . “Congressional Conference,”
national brews. Only Schlitz with
Fund for the Republic has to and ship-and-shore blouses for i new public service program which will. feature reports from N.Y.
its CBS-TV “Markham" show is in vote each year whether to renew girls who may lose their . . . ships, i area Congressmen, had its. debut.Sunday i2i> on WOR-TV i . . Arnold
network. Pabst fights and Bud- the awards, which this year gave Breakfast lunch aiid dinner were | Babin, member of the United Nations tv staff, was awarded $500 for
weiser
_ dramas having
_ exited.
. a total of $14,000 in prize money to served aboard the ship while a i Ms play “The. Man-Child "'.The. prize was given by the Jewish Theatre,
The agency also sees the show j six video programs. When informed caricaturist did sketches cf the ! for Children. This was Rabin’s second award in a month—the other
as a refreshing changeup in beer that the deal was off for , next diners
j being one from Ohio State which cited the film, “The Long Line,”
sponsorships, what with the. heavy semester; the panel of seven jurors
Buck was aided in his hosting j which he produced-wTite-directed for UN TVr
trend to syndicated cops and rob¬ voted “unanimously” to find an- chores bv numerous stktion execs . Polly Bergen arid husband, MCA agent. Freddie. Fields, left last
_
(other source for coin so that the and performers including Bill Da-! week for five, weeks in Europe, where, on . the agenda is a dicker
bers, oaters,. not to mention isports.
The move to ty was spearheaded | Sherwood Awards might be com vidsori NBC veep in charge of with Alec Guinness regarding a possible ty special here and confabs
by Rheingold prez Phil Leibman, ; tinued,
: .
; . WRCA-WRCA-TV- Art Hamilton, with the English commercial tv channels about adaptations of her
who is the foundation’s chairman } Several other nonprofit organi- Ken Banehart Dr. Jovce Brothers, "The Helen Morgan Story” property . . . Elaine Malbin guesting on
of advertising and public relations I zations will be approached witWn Jimmy Weldon, Jane Palmer, Gabe WRCA’s “Celebrity Table” Wednesday (29.) ... Ted Granik, “Youth
committee for a two-year term. I the. . next few weeks. Meanwhile, Pressman1 Ray Forrest. Ruth Wants to Know” producer, received a doctor of laws degree last week
His idea was to give beer j a good j the Fund is withholding official an- Alampi Roger Tuttle, Ray Heathef- from N.Y. Law School . / /Larry Marks named director of advertising
for WNTA.-TV-AM . . . Robert J. Sullivan joined Radio Ad Bureau as
sendoff for the big selling summer , nouncement of the severance with tdn At Slep, Ben Grauer.
tjn,e
!
! the Sherwood Awards, to give the
Guests left the track after the j manager of promotion,
I jurors time to find replacement seventh race to board the busses | Jack Nafz, emcee of CBS-TV’s “Top Dollar” on week’s holiday to
Reception of the show by brewmoney.
and thence onto the ship. Feature \ Louisville Ralph Paul subs on show . . . Betsy Palmer makes. “sentiers around the country has been j '"Yn'r'ors
Jurors are author - Annenbere event for guests at Monmouth Park | mental -journey" return to NBC-TV’s “Today” (Where she used to
exceptional, and the Foun|ation*S ; sS^dpper CTwE&M* Mrs® was the fourth race, called “Channel be Women’s editor) Monday (29 ) . : . . Marvin Miller of CBS-TV’s
members produce about
Rbosevelt, attorney Har- 4 Special;” with Davidson present- “The Millionaire" was in Boston Friday (19) to iaunch city’s opening :
the nation s beer.
I rison Tweed. hanker Philip H. Wflb' in" a trophy to winning jockey.
J of new “Pleasure Island” recreation park . . . jeanrie Baird is Dave
Briefs: American Assn, j of Ad- ! foe. station , topper (KFWB, L.A.)
°
J Garroway’s “giri-of-week” on “Today" June 22 through 26 . . . Art
vertising Agencies has issued its Robert M. Purcell, City College of
; Linkletter of CBS-TV’s “House Party” off. on month’s European biz1959 “Roster & Organization.” N.y, prexy Buell G. Gallagher, and
{pleasure junket . , . Four Aces and. Carmel Quinn guest on “Jimmy
New roster lists 339 member Metropolitan Museum director
j Rodgers Show” on NBC-TV June 30. Leo de Lyon- and. Andrew
agencies, six more than a year James J. Rorimer.
1 Sisters appear July 7 ... Japanese actress Nobu McCarthy (that’s
ago 'Association estimates that
Second prize for the ’5.8-’59‘ seaj absolutely Correct!) will appear iri the first episode of “Johnny Stacmembers place 759c of all national son was for $2,500 and went to
Ih an unusual cross-promotion, j cato" on NBC-TV this fail /.. . Terry Rooney cast as child heilioii
advertising . . . Product Services /“Twenty Cent Tip,” a “Loretta! WPIX, N.Y. Daily News, tv indie, j in O. Henry’s “Ransom of Red Chief,” Aug. 16 Rexall special on
prexie Les L. Perskv flie$ today I Young. Show” episode written .by. and WPAT, Paterson; N. J., indie.j NBC-TV. He is Mickey Rooney’s son . ... Hugh Downs.of.NBC-TV’s
(Wed.» for West Germany/Scan-I Pauline Stone. Two $2,0.00. prizes radio sthtioii that covers the metro-) “Concentration” and “Jack Paar Show” to head for Wyoming on
dinavia and Britain, where he’ll j went to “Report from Alabama,”, politan area, are trading house - his July 6-24 vacation . . . Larry Gelbart signed as; chief comedy
j writer on NBC-TV’s Art Carney special Oct. 2,.
meet with manufacturers and j an NBC-TV special, and “The commercials.
Based bri rate card; WPIX is ] Ralph Bell into role on CBS Radio’s “Second Mrs. Burton” . . .
trade groups. He’ll advise!on use 'American Stranger.” one of NBCrunning ; 10 and 20-second WPAT j Leora Thatcher into cast of CBS Radio’s “Right to Happiness” :
of tv in U. S. v/ . Fuller & Smith ' TV’s “Kaleidoscope” series,
CBS-TV’s “Small Wnrld”
World” sprif
series plugs, and WPAT is running one- Anthony C. Krayer Jr. named director of biz affairs for NBC Owned
opens new’ offices at 666 Fifth Ave. j ' tr'S-tv’c
Switches: James P. Wilkerson ’ and ABC-TV?s Bishop Pike series minute and 90-sedond WPIX com- stations and NBC Spot Sales reporting to Buddy Sugg, exec veep ... .
each
won
$1,000
prizes,
and
a
$500 mercials.; Both deals are run-of- \ Mort R. Lewis resigning after. fiVeTyear stint with Ralph Edwards*
and Edward L. Bond Jr., h named
senior veeps at Young &* Rubi- award went to “Meet Mr. Lincoln,” station, with WPIX airing about 10 i “This Is Your Life.” Lewis expects to develop some original propcam. Wilkerson will direct ; the in¬ an NBC-TV “Project 20” program. a day and WPAT running about 20.; erties ... . . G. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, NAM’s director of radio, tv
The radio station’s spots are in : and filni pubrelations, in Chicago this, week attending NAM Board
ternational division. Bond! con¬
the form of. slides with the Gas- arid Pubrelations Advisory Committee meetmgs . . . Jimmy Rodgers,
tinues as director of the ! contact
light
logo and Gaslight: theme over! who heads NBC-TV colorcast Tuesdays at "8:30 p.m., planes to Indiana
department.
■;
iffri WPAT’s nighttime spread of between shows to appear at Mesker Memorial Amphitheatre in. Evans¬
Suren Ermoyan joins BBDO as
Dallas, June 23,
segue
music (news arid commer¬ ville, today. (Wed,) and tomorrow (Thurs,» . . .. Mike. Baker, who did
a creative visual supervisor: in the
Commercial. Advertising Asso¬ cials at the break), WPIX’s com¬ announcing chores. on Pat Boone Show, moves. to Dick Clark special,
art department. He moves over ciates, Inc., a new ad agency spe- mercials
promote the station’s 'The Record Years” on ABC-TV Sunday >28) .. / Richard M. Pack,
from Lennen & Newell where he ;cializing in regional andnatipflal
“Mystery veep of programming for Westinghouse stations, addressed opening
block programming
was senior veep and visual diredire-j radio-tv campaigns, as \vell as serv/ Night,”
session of 24th annual workshop at,NYU on Monday (22V. Pack is.
“Adventure Night,” etc,
tor.
| ing all print media, has opened
WPAT buys the Daily News chairman of NYU’s Summer Workshop in TV-Radio .; .• .. With stork
William D. Fisher returns to .; here. Executives are Tom Merri- radio news service: Otherwise the poised for late July or early August visit to “Big Payoff” vocalist
Gardner Advertising,. St. Louis, as .man, prexy; Bob Farrar, executive stations . are independent of each Judy Lynn, producer Walt Framer has set series of guest vocalists
veep and director of broadcast; V-P- and creative director; pick other.
starting June 29. Already set are Jan Crockett, Tony Reynolds, Louise
programming (reporting July 15) t Morrison, v.p.-account executive,
O'Brien, Jimmy Thompson and Dori Anne Gray. Vocalists will play
after a year as veep and director I and Jerry Blum,, account executive:
one-week engagement.
of radio-tv at Doherty Clifford \
agency , is a subsidiary of
San Antonio—Carlos Garcia, a
Steers & Slienfield N Y 1
; Commercial Recording Corp. here.. top Spariish-language announcer in
IN HOLLYWOOD .
Jack A. Partington . *Jr: joins ; Three-year-old parent firm pro. this territory, has joined the staff
It’s back to CBS for Jean Meredith, who defected 10 years ago to
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles ! duces muslcal campaigns for hun- of KCOR here. ; He comes, here
dreds
of
radio-tv
stations
and
ad¬
front
Monterrey/
Mexico,
where
he
head
up publicity in Hollyw'ood for Benton & Bowles. ;She’ll be as¬
tv producer. He Was. an■•as¬
did
a
newspaper
stint.
vertisers
in
the
U.S.
and
Canada.
signed
special tv projects when. she. reports July .6. B&B is eschew¬
sociate director of network tv
ing
publicity
in Hollywood for the time being;... . Norman Blackburn
shows for CBS-TV.
j;
and Vic McLeod teed up their golf series, with Sam Sneed standing
Paul Slater joins Compton Ad¬
off all comers from show biz among them Bob Hope and other -low9 •
vertising as a member of jthe ac¬
handicappers. There’s both sponsor arid network interest in the
count section. He Was account
half-hour series. Wendell Niles calls the shots .; . . McCariri-Erickson
exec with Doherty, Clifford* Steers
awarded filming of the next batch of “Death Valley Days” to Filmaster.
& Shenfield.
Nat Perrin will be the producer . . .. NBC’s daytime tv boss, John
Mexico City, June 23. .
Nelson, has the first draft and first call on a Hawaiian series by Don
The Department of Communications has announced that it now
the Beachcomber just in case the Island cycle catches fire. . 'Mobile
has 50 battery operated radio r eceivers' set up in the Oaxaca jungle
Video Tapes has so many orders for. location shooting that a new
regions, with these operating as “radio schools” for the Mixteca
unit is being built to cost around $250,000. They shot the DisneyIndians of the area. It is claimed that thousands of Indians will
London, Julie 23.
’59. spec for ABC-TV and may get the order for the winter Olympics
now have the benefits of the three “R’s” in the drive to wipe out
Lintas. is currently running a
at Squaw Valley . . . Murray Bolen, veepee at Benton & Bowles, and
illiteracy among the indigenous population.
campaign for Lyril, new toilet
George Giroux, Procter & Gamble’s man in Hollywood; bought them¬
The program began toward the close of last, year with installa¬
soap, with a budget of arojund $2,selves a new Cessna and flew down the Mexican coast for two weeks
tion of a cultural transmitting station in Tlaxiaco. Originally only
800.090. Which isn’t peaniits over
of fishing.
{
a dozen receivers wrere distributed, but how the Mixteca area is
here. Part of the scheme involves
well coveredi
delivery of 16,000,000 leaflets and
While drive is aimed at bringing schooling to Indian children in
IN CHICAGO
.
12.000.000 gratis tablets j of the
areas where construction of schools is not practical, adults will
soap to households.
/‘Don McNeill’s Breakfast Club” clocked 26 years on the ABC net
benefit too: Bilingual instruction is given-in Spanish and the
yesterday
(Tues.)
.,
.
.
Baritone
Si Burton and Dave Chausaw orch
Rumble. Crowther & Nicholas
Mixteca idiom so that Indians can. gain.fuli benefits of instructional
tapped for new WLS live crqss-the-border, “Show Time’’ . , . Francis
has reorganized its tv departemnt
material aired and, at the same time, acquire a working knowledge
Scott
shifted
to
WNBQ
sales
staff
from sales traffic!. . : Herb Miller,
to tackle the increase in work. Ted
of the Spanish language.
syndication salesman, left ITC to join Ziv . . . Sports commentator.
Francis, who joined the!1 agency
The Department of Communications is anxious to achieve a rapid
Jack
Drees
leaving
Chi
to
work
his
own radio station in Mobile, Ala.,
just over a year ago from Granada
expansion of its teaching program to. all Indian areas,, arid .fort the
but probably will do the River. Forest Tennis Tourney on WBKB as
TV, the Northern area commercial
“castellanizacion" (incorporating into the Spanish speaking struc¬
network, has been appointed deture of the republic) of the indiaft population.
(Continued on page 82)

See Other Auspices For
Sherwood Awards in ’60;
'Made in Japan’ Cops 50
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MORE STATIONS LOSE SEAL
in
Hollywood, June 23.
Impact of network spectaculars Is such that the fever is spread¬
ing rapidly to local stations.. Though Holly wood and New York
have staged local specials, other markets are beginning to do so,
and a July i spec in San Diego may set a future operating pattern:
for smaller markets.
The San Diego special will be a one-man show by Andre Previn,
In prime: evening time (9-10 p.m. Wednesday) on KFMB-TV. Idea
was dreamed up by San Diego adman Don Larson, repping the lo¬
cal Silver Gate Savings & Loan Assn. Larson decided that some¬
thing special was in order in the way of television programming
for the bank, and. came to Hollywood and inked Previn for the
show. He then bought the time or KFMB-TV.
Larson plans to do the same thing with other talent on a orteshot basis several times a year. While Previrt comes high, the oneinarirshoW aspect puts the package well within the range of local
advertisers. .
. .
"y:
•
' ;

London, June 23.
Washington* June . 23.
Though the BBC’s system of
Persoff to Persoff
Hemorrhoidal remedy advertis¬
using the transatlantic telephone
: London, June 23.
cable for transmitting tv film
ing on television still gives Na¬
either way across the big pond has
Nehemiah Persoff, over here
tional Assn. of Broadcasters’ Tele¬
undeniably opened up a new era of
vision Board a deep-seated pain—
to appear in the BBC tv play,
intercontinental
interchange of tv
“Clash By Night” on July 7,
and has caused the board to jerk
material, its use for sometime to.
Twill clash with himself on the
Television Code seals from 13
come
will
be
confined
to the'occanight in question,
more tv stations..
sional, and short, major news item.
This .makesi a total of 21 sta¬ V He will he hoping to attract
North American viewers saw the
customers from four, of his
tions who have lost seals for car¬
end result of the process for the
films which will be showing
rying such ads since the original
first time last Thursday (18), when
in the London area, “Never
decision on June 7, 1956, that piles
CBC picked up in Montreal film of
relief drugs were unacceptable for
Steal Anything Small,” “A1
the Queen’s departure for Canada
Capone,” “Day of the. Out¬
Code stations.
from London Airport and relayed
At one time, according to Don¬
law” and “Some Like It Hot”
the shots to NBC in New York,
ald H: McGannon, prexy of Westwhile in Britain the same evening
inghouse Broadcasting Co. and
BBC-TV aired newsreel of the Roy¬
chairman of the Television Code
11 •
al
arrival on the other, side, sent
Review Board, 84 Code subscrib¬
across by CBC two or three hours
ers carried hemorrhoidal remedy
previously.
advertising. He said 45 of them
Cooperating with the Canadian
cancelled the ads, 17 resigned
network, BBC has laid on other
their Code subscription, 21 seals
current
coverage of the Queen’s
are now revoked and one addition¬
tour making use of the system, in¬
al station has been cited. None
Washington, June 23.
cluding
the
actual opening of the
were identified, as is customary. .
Up again is the television mem¬
St. Lawrence Seaway on Friday
The Code Review Board recom¬
bership roll of the National Assn, mended the latest action, and the
(26). But beyond this, there are
of Broadcasters.
three. factors inhibiting more pro¬
Television Board, headed by , C.
Hollywood, June 23.
Latest report from William Car¬ Richard Sliafto, executive v.p.,
longed and frequent usage of the
An economic upheaval that will development: cost, the availability
lisle, station relations manager, WIS-TV,. Columbia, S. C., ratified
of
the transatlantic cable circuits
shows 336 tv stations are members it. "
i
affect
up
to
26
staffers
and
send
:• '' .77 .
;•
in June, compared to 327 on Jan. 1.
After the meeting, McGannon ) two dramatic half-hour shows pack- and, at the moment, the existence
of
only
two “Motion Picture Fac¬
announced a Hollywood Code of¬ i ihg for N.Y. swept over KNX, the
fice will be in operation by mid¬ j CBS Radio western flagship. Rea-. simile Equipment” machines. One
••:.. 9
of
these
picture - reassembling de¬
summer under an executive to be ; son for the shakeup was attributed
! to more concentrated production vices is installed at Alexandra Pal¬
named shortly.
ace,
hq
of
BBC Television News in
Said McGannon in a statement: > in the east, where the net is better
j London, and the other in CBC stu¬
“In the course of the past several j staffed , to handle the shows.
dios, Montreal, though BBC’s hope¬
weeks, it has been urged by some j Shows to be shipped east are j ful that another will be set up in
that the code Review Board does ■“Suspense” and “Johnny Dollar”! New York in the not-distant future.
not have the right to tell stations but their producer-writers, William j
what to put on the air. This is N- ; Robson and Jack Johnstone,! Overall cost of picture, inter¬
most certainly so—nothing can be . respectively, will remain here to i change can’t be estimated cur¬
substituted for the judgment of ■ continue the scripting.. Both re-: rently inasmuch as BBC won’t put
the individual licensee in fulfilling ; fused to move east with the shows.; a price on MPFE at this still com¬
CBS-TV is finally getting its fall ‘ his statutory obligation.
i Shows still to be fed - the net-; paratively experimental stage. But
lineup into shape with the locking 1 “Just as the. stations voluntarily i work from Hollywood are “Have : the Corporation describes the
in \of the Sunday 7:30 to 8 p.m.; gathered together under the Code , Gun, Will Travel,” “Gunsmoke,”; whole operation as a “costly af¬
slot- “Dennis the Menace.” Screen i to achieve a degree of sel-regula- : Amos ’n’ Andy Music Hall, Art; fair” and reveals that use of thq
Gems showjowned entirely by KeI-\ tion, the same7 voluntary oppor¬ ; Linkletter’s ; “House Party,” Pat • cross-ocean cable alone runs il
logg, is going to get the. period.
[ tunity exists for a station to resign Buttrum and Rusty Draper. Reason j into $560 a minute. To ‘]plug into”
. “Dennis,’* which had been riiem, from the Code if he believes he i the westerns aren’t moved east,: tlie transatlantic music circuit,
tioned for the same slot earlier cannot or should not conform with according to a network spokesman. ] BBC books a line with the Post.
during the selling season, will be its provisions or their interpreta¬ is that “they wouldn't know how.: Office as if it were making reser¬
giving up: the web's Friday 8:30. tion as : evolved by the Code Re¬ to do it.” The personalities have vations for a normal telephone
p.m. anchorage to make the shift j view Board. The voluntary char¬ told the network execs they’d call—though obviously the Post Of¬
Into the Friday slot Will go “Hotel acter of the Code is one of the ! rather, lose, the Shows than be; fice has accorded a measure of
preference in the case of the Royal
de Paree” ..with . Kellogg sharing principal characteristics that gives moved to N. Y.—
the tab on this one with Liggett & it such broad, acceptance and re¬ ..Engineers, announcers, clerical newsfilms. A Post Office spokes¬
.Myers.
•'/•( spect on the part of the public, help and others associated with the man told Variety that giving BBC
: L&M and Kellogg mating on community leaders and Govern¬ shows tb he. moyed will he relocat¬ the necessary facilities involved a
one - third depletion of normal
“Paree,” a western with a Trinidad mental bodies” ,
ed in other: jobs, both in radio and ; transatlantic phone service on the
<Colo.! background, fronted by Earl
j tv, according to the network. No ‘
June 18 occasion.
Holliman; and dudi Meredith, is; in
. • cutoff date for personnel cutback .
Theoretically the system, which
a sense, the. marriage which L&M
j has been ^et by Lucian Davis, pro¬
refused to consummate with Kel¬
duction head at' the1 station, said is a sequel to a pioneer effort made
logg on NBC-TV. Kellogg, owning
enough of the moved shows would by BBC Television News in 1957,
the whole of . the ' S50;000 weekly
be recorded here to last through opens up prospects of fast inter¬
change of newsreel shots through¬
“Deputy,” the Henry Fonda stanza,
the summer.
Washington, June 23.
out the entire television world, for
wanted L&M. to come in on it;
Federal Communications Com¬
No estimate, of the saving was
After what was : described as a mission's investigation of television made at KNX but it is said to be
1 Continued on page 82)
“verbal commitment” to shore the network programming gets down in line: with a genera! overhauling
cost of the Saturday western with to business July 7 with public hear¬ at the web’s, owned-and-operated
Kellogg, L&M backed off because ings in New.York City.
stations, which, in the overall, may
of the cost.
Ad agency reps and others con¬ exceed $250,000 for the year. Un-.
“Paree” was originally scheduled nected with web programming will ders'.ood that other network shows j
for Thursday 8:30 to 9 p.m. to re¬ be among the witnesses, FCC Chief originated away from N. Y. would ;
place the exiting “Derringer”. in Hearing Examiner James D. Cun¬ fall under the sweeping edict.
j
the fall. Last week, the sponsors of ningham said.
that time period, Lorillard and
FCC staffers have been laying
S. C. Johnson, decided instead on the groundwork by sifting: through,
Arthur Godfrey, apparently in¬
“Johnny Ringo,” Four Star Film mountains of programming data
destructible in both physique and
production. 7
turned over by the three tv net¬
b.o. appeal, must have had his ego
Meantime, as reported earlier, works at initial sessions in Wash¬
Oldsmobile gave up its hold on the ington last month.
J NBC-TV has finally broken; considerably lifted this week by
new Sunday “Dennis the Menace”
Probe is focussed on the extent ; through on the “Riverhoat”-“Lara- j several upbeat pieces of news.
time because CBS-TV would not of web control over tv programFirst, Godfrey had completed
approve the Olds telefilm entry for ning through exclusion of inde¬ ; mie”-“Bonanza” sales, front with post-operative treatment following
the leaddff Sabbath slot. Conse¬ pendently produced shows, inter¬ ‘three orders for the 60-minute tele-, the removal of a malignant tumor
quently,. Cjlds took the theprogram ests in syndicated product and film series. Corii Products, only! in his left lung and is now recup¬
an occasional network tv adver-1 erating at his home in Leesburg,
in question, “Dennis O’Keefe other practices.
riser, came through with the big-'
Show,” arid-settled for Tuesday at
gest of them, one for 13 hours of j Va.
8. p.m. next, season.
“Riverboat” over 26 weeks.
j Second, CBS was dickering with,
In. addition to the Corn Products ! several sponsors to pick up the tab
buy, NBC pinned down six alter¬ for one or more specials headlin¬
Hollywood;. June 23.
Frank LaTourette has joined nate half-hours for Liggett & ing Godfrey for possible presenta¬
CBS-TV under a staff pact and will Myers, which will be spread across . tion in the 1959-60 season. CBS
become producer of the new hour- ; both “Laramie” and “Bonanza.” made it plain that no final decision
Highly - touted “Phil Silvers long ‘‘The Lineup,” replacing Jaime ! And, as predicted last week, RCA j had been reached, however, re¬
Show,” repeats of CBS-TV “Sgt. del Vallef who produced the half- I did take six alternate 60-minute j garding the nature of the Godfrey
Bilko” series, which scored; heavily hour version since its inception • periods on “Bonanza.” (RCA buy presentations. It was reported
on the web first time around, goes four years ago. Del Valle will be j still leaves room: for further pur-; that Pharmaceuticals, Inc., and
into syndication with NBC-TV’s shifted to another assignment at | chases on NBC’s Sunday live dra-: Benrus Watch Co, had indicated
matic lineup.)
orally they would like to back
Gotham outlet, WRCA-TV grab¬ the network. : :
bing off the programming plum in
None of the shows had tallied; such a Godfrey special.
LaTourettd has been with Jack
Godfrey, if all continues to go
metropolitan sector. •
v
Webb’s Mark VII Ltd. for several any sales previously.:
Flagship station plans to install years, first as associate producer
“Riverboat,” which is slugged well, is expected to resume Ills
the 30-minute show in the Tuesday and story editor on “Dragnet,” and for 7-8 Sundays, will be fronted normal broadcast schedule on both
7 p.m. slot and already managed most recently as producer -of “The by Darren (“Mike Hammer”) Mc- radio and tv and start on “Person
to get sponsors for the package. D.A.’s Man.” In between, he was Gavin. “Bonanza” is 7:30-8:30 on to Person" in the fall.
Tab will be picked up by Yellow producer of “Medic” for Worthing¬ the NBC Saturday sked and “La¬
Decision to go ahead with th«
Pages and Ronzoiil Macaroni.
ton Miner.
ramie” opens the Tuesday lineup.
(Continued on page 82)

The More 1 Get to Hate it’: Bn
Hollywood, June 23.
‘iThe. more I work with video
tape, the more I get to hate it,”
Herb Brodkin said last week. The
“Plavhouse 90” producer, who re¬
turned to New York for the sum¬
mer after completing 16 of the 90minule shows, has probably done
more dramatic work with tape—
particularly location w o r k—than
any other producer in the industry.
’‘Tape should be used only in.
two ways,” Brodkin observed.
“It
should be used for recording of a
live program pn-the-air for future
use, or it: should be used under
completely. controlled conditions
. and done sequence by sequence
like film, with. only one. camera.”
Occasionally, he added, it is use¬
ful for a,s ho rt. scene in a live
6.h.ow where costume changes or
other script demands .necessitate
pre:taping, but these should be
held to a minimum and done under
controlled, conditions. VJBrodkin. did remote tapings on
several . occasions, but . “Out of
Dust " the western a few. .weeks
ago, included .27 minutes of loca-.
tion tape.. Brodkin thinkk it was a
nightmare. He • said that the tech¬
nicians did a remarkable job. of
getting good pictures, .though tliese
were far from optimum,-but' that
dramatically “it was terrible.”
Principal reason \vas that the tapes
had to be done 10 days before \air
.'••dale because mobile, equipment
Wasn't available at any other time.
. “The actors. just didn‘t know
their lines.” Brodkin said. “There
wasn't any time for rehearsal. And
of cour-e: after..we: did the tapes,
we went into regular " rehearsal
arid the characterizations became
completely different.. "After the
Continued on page 82)

Hartford, June 23.
In an all cash deal, thiss state’s
oldest radio - station. WDRC; was.
sold Friday ■ (19) for. ’$815,000.
Transaction is subject to FCC ap¬
provalStarted in 1922 in the backroom
a_store.in New Haven, the CBS
affiliate was . sold by its original
owners to the Buckley-Jaeger
Broadcasting Corp- of Connecticut,
a newly-organized concern:. Seller
is. the Connecticut Broadcasting
Cqi*p.. whose principal stockhold¬
ers are Franklin M. Doolittle,
proxy, and Walter B: Haase, sta¬
tion s general manager and vice
president and secretary of the cor¬
poration.
•
-xtalion owners are Richard
7\Bu^kIpy of New York City and
d°,,n
Jaeger of Manhasset, L. I.
Both are. associated in the owner¬
ship of radio station WHIM, Proyidehye.. R. 1. Both were associ¬
ated m the ownership of WNEW,
New Yo^ City..

the radio station facilities.
vvDRC are being sold. This in¬
cludes the AM'r and an FMf station, currently under construction,
ties"" 8S htlieir: physical proper01

to
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Living Mummy”) gave a better per¬ Hunter’s efforts to convince peo¬ situations too often amateurishly
formance than id his other tv ple of her bona fides fail. The plotted for her to gain the neces¬
plotting Miss Frost now schemes to sary sympathy. Nor could Eric
appearances.
But by far outstanding featured have the old lady “convalesce” in Porter do much with the role of
talent was French singer Andre her cottage and pulls in a drink- the gardnef—one of those mono¬
Toffel, tenor Nicholas IJrcelay and sodden local medico (Newton Blick) syllabic, I’ve-known-tragedy heroes
comic who bills himself as “Cha- to establish—far nefarious reasons of cheaper fiction. Best chances,
belo.” Singer Pedro Vargas was in embryo—that the patient is in : and they took ’em, went to Kath¬
somewhat flat in his presentation such bad health that her death erine Kath and Joseph; Cuby as
French mother and son. Rest of
of Lara-s “Flor de Lis;” but he would come as no surprise.
made up for this in a rollicking,
Things go slightly awry, but it the; cast struggled adequately. Pro*
Erni.
frolicking singipg commercial.
takes a supreme gesture of self- duction Was competent.
Ex-beauty queen Ana Berta Lepe sacrifice on the doctor’s part to HOORAY & CO. V
prevent
the
phony
Miss
Hunter
danced a Charleston, somewhat out
Ronnie Carroll^ Nicolette
of step, but her skimpy costume from knocking off the authentic j With
Roeg, John Hewer/ Milhcent
and goodlooks covered technical one and making off with the spoils.
Martm^ John Adams. Pat Law*
Conducted with an eye to the
faults. Begona Palacios danced in
rence. The Ronald Cass Quintet.
sinister, the proceedings ef¬
her usual manner, technically more calmly
fectively dodged queries. such as Director: Peter Croft
or less perfect; but uninspired.
30 Mins., FrL, 11 pan.
‘‘why
didn’t
the
lawyer
handling
In blackout skits of comedian
recognize the real Miss Associated -— Rediffusion, f r om
Chabelo, he received able coopera¬ the legacywriting
and signature? ” I ■ ' London '
tion from Eva Calvo and straight- Hunter’s
And characterization didn’t have
Associated-Rediffusion is intro¬
men
“Pitoutd” .. and i. “Guero1 ’ to be distorted to make the wellducing its 17-year-old contract per¬
(Blond) Castro. The Jose Silva and contrived situations stick!
In sonality Pat:: Lawrence in this
Oscar Tarriba ballets substituted short, the show was a victory for
and breezy series of non*
amply , for the chorus line; with craftsmanship o v e r credibility, I bright
stop songrand-dance shows. That
girls pleasingly pert if a little stiff with some extremely competent she
. didn’t dominate, in the pro¬
in their movements.
performances thrown in; Marga- gram reviewed doesn’t indicate
Other performances worthy of retta Scott made a charming and that the lady’s a loss: au contraire,
mention include the ever melodious. plausible villainess in the right as they say, by holding her own
Tres Reys (Three Kings), the Har¬ unflurried vein, Jane Eccles han¬ alongside an equally talented
monica Quartet and thrush Car- dled the role of the wouldbe vic¬ bunch of youngsters she proved
meia Rey, romantic foil for the tim without any false hysterics, her worth.
love songs of Lara. Not much of a and Newton Blick scored resound¬
Gimmick of the skein Is an
singer, Lara carried it off quite ingly as the drunken medico. adequate one. Camera tracks in to
well, considering that his bewrin- Patience Collier offered a Well- the window Of the store of “Hooray
modelled
performance
as
a
black¬
kled physiognomy is anything but
mailing - housekeeper and other & Co.” and the dummies come to
that of a romantic leading man.
supporters came across compe¬ life. Popular numbers, rendered
Weakest of the three segments tently.
ensemble and solo, were smoothly. ,
Production was sound.
Was the Mexican part, which ini¬
dovetailed , in ingenious ways, and 1
.
Erhi.
tiated the program. But even here
the whole thing. came over as a
general,- overall effect was more
very pleasant late evening fare;
pleasing to eye and ear than earlier CROCIERA D’ESTATE
I
Emi.
efforts. :
(Summer Cruise)
Models gracing show gave it the With Gloria Davy, Jack Lawrence,
Delta Rhythm Boys, Enzo Tortora, i
usual dash of cheesecake in tab¬
Don Lurio Ballet; Barbara'
leaux and walkbn bits. And, most
Pearce, Others
important of all, the commercials
Director:
Eros Macchi
were not overdone; In synthesis,
one of the best Mexican tv musicals 60 Mins.; Wed., 9 p.m.
Sunday Night at London Palladium
THE PHILADELPHIA STORY
RAI-TV,
from
Turin
of
recent
months.
Emil.
Even under normal conditions,With Elizabeth Sellars, Michael
New summer series in the popu¬ Liberace as headliner of this con¬
Craig, David Knight, Paul Mas,lar Wednesday night segment* each sistently popular Sunday night tv
sie, Periita Neilson, Barbara
GIRL
ON
THE
BEACH
*
weekly stanza will be dedicated to show would, have been an impor¬
Shelley, Alan Gifford, Stuart
Nichol, John McLaren, Madge With William Russell, Maggie' different area or country in the tant event; the publicity arising
Smith, Esmond Knight, Madge I world, with an accent on its music, from his libel action against- the
Ryan, Arthur Ridley, Edna Mc¬
Ryan, Naomi Chance, Ellen Pol- | song and dance. First show seen Daily Mirror — particularly the
Kenzie, Bryan Kendrick, Nicho¬
lock, Andre Charisse, Raymond indicates fair budgetary ambitions judge’s request to the jury not to.
las Gfimshaw
Bennett, John Serret
with payoff in good entertainment view the;. shOw-^gave it an added
Producer: Rudolph Cartier
Writer: Enid Hollins .
curiosity, value which wiU Surely
all-round. ;
Writer: Philip Barry
Producer: Sydney Newman
95 Mins.,. Sun., 8:25 p.m.
Dedicated to the . American be reflected in the weekly Nielsens.
Director: Ronald Weyman
BBC-TV, from London. . ’
In more restrained form than
South,
spotlight
on
initial
week
was
Rounding up a skilled Troupe. 60 Mins., Sun., 10 pjn,
on spirituals, jazz and dances, with usual, Liberace made two appear¬
BBC-TV presented a perky ver¬ ABC-T.V, from Birmingham
(locally acceptable) cliches, abound¬ ances oh the bill; the first to' give
ABC-TV’s “Armchair Theatre,’’, ing, yet well executed by an inter¬ a. straight rendition of Tchaikov¬
sion of the favorite Philip Barry
comedy. Which is about ali there which provides the main weekend national assemblage of talent. sky’s. Concerto in B Flat Minor,
is to say; excepting that the suc¬ drama for commercial tv, went Standout stint was by Gloria Davy, which he played in his familiar
cess in Britain of the “High, somewhat awry with its presenta¬ who had cries for encores ringing Style. For his second spot he con¬
Society” pic, which, of course, used--] tion of “Girl On The Beach/’ a through studio after-her two songs. centrated on a selection from thethe play as substantial basis, prob- ! confusing,- but very predictable, Also in top form were the Delta Lerner-Loewe filniusical “Gigi.”
ably helped ; broaden its viewer • story .of an amnesia victim who is ' Rhythm Boys (with “Walls of Jer¬ adding the vocals for some of the
appeal even wider; arid; made more ' found wandering on the Riviera , icho,” “Ain’t Necess^Hy So,”/etc,) songs and being nicely assisted by
readily acceptable some: of the ' beaches.
j
and Jack Lawrence (“Black Magic” Janet Medlin in “I Remember It
sophisticated stuff.
As a dramatic entertainment it; and “Nobody Knows the Trouble Well.” Performance and presenta¬
Main critical interest lay in the floundered, more than somewhat! I’ve Seen”). A Willbun Faulkner tion hit a high note of professional¬
performance of Elizabeth Sellars ■ and cheated by the introduction of excerpt was spoken effectively by ism. ’ ;
in the role of the gal who happily i false notes.! of suspense. Its con- j Afnoldp Foa, while emcee EnzO: , June Valli, making her British
undergoes the amputation <of her. struction : was vague, character j Tortora linked the various items in tv bow, has a voice to match her
feet of clay. She handled the job • delineation was obscure and the okay fashion.
looks. She opened breezily with :
well, though lacking! some of the. overall impact was both tedious j
“The Best - Things In Life Are
sparkle necessary for the zany: and disappointing. Not at all the r Choreography by Don Lurio Free” but changed pace with “I
scenes and evidencing a monotony j sort of entertainment for a late ] proved a top aquisition by RAI^TV, Loves You Porgy” (from “Porgy.
with his direction of a prayer- and Bess”) which she delivered
of tone. Michael Craig made as.: Sunday, riight spot,
j
pleasant a figure as possible of the j A better-than-average cast was ‘ meeting ballet to “Halleluiah” an with fine dramatic sincerity. Her
outstanding contribution. Helming final item], “I Wish You - Love,”
ex-husband who wins the lady ‘ .given
opportunities, even of show by Eros Macchi occasion¬
back—the character isnrt entirely ; though few
also in: a dramatic key, but
Maggie Smith, an .attrac- ally lagged, though technically as was
endearing^—while Stuart Nichol;;
the presentation was hypoed by
Hawk.
double image ^photography; : which
scored as the stuffy. husband-not- tive and competent actress, had a efficient as usual.
giant sized rple, William Russell, as !
to-be. .
simultaneously showed' her in
the man who helped her to regain •
closeup and. long; shot; Just to
David Knight and Barbara Shel¬ her memory; Esmond Knight, as a j FOREIGN FIELD
make
it more intriguihg, there was
ley teamed well as the journalistic, sinister-looking .r e 1 a ti ve, an d ! With Ann Todd, Eric Porter, Kath?
another closeup alongside a re¬
intruders. Periita. Neilson effer¬ Madge Ryan, as her sister-in-law
erine Katb, Patricia Kneale, verse shot. The Two Earls gave
vesced just the right amount as the to be, tried very hard to rise above
Ronald Adam, Bernard Kay, out with a nicely timed comedy
teenage daughter of the; house, the indifferent script. Ronald WeyRichard Pearson, Joseph Cuby
aero routine; there was the usual
and Paul Massie pleased as the mah’s direction was straightfor¬ Producer: Eric Tayler
. c precision display by: the Tiller
brother. Everyone did well with ward but. tried unduly to: make Writer: Michael Voysey r.
Girls and the Cyril Ornadel orch
the good material, in fact, taking;] overmuch of. the] limited suspense 75 mins., Thurs., 8:45 p.m.;
gave its now-familiar accomplished
the edge off the potential accusa- . potentialities of the Enid Hollins BBC-TV, from London
backing;
tion “this is all. did hat.” Settings,!
Though
it
boasted
a
couple
of
Myro.
borrowing ideas intelligently from play.
The edition (14) was the finaV
sensitive performances and a few
“High Society,” were tops.; .
imaginative touches in the direc¬ : one of the season and emcee Bruce
Erni. . MY GUESS WOULD BE MURDER tion,; this one was killed ; almost Forsyth, who has become quite a
With Margaretta Scott, Newton before it started iby cliche and celebrity since his first show on
. Blick, Jane Eccles, Patience Col¬ clumsiness in the writing. AH the the program last. September, made
CITA CON AGUSTIN LARA
lier, June Jago, Hugh Cross, same; it had much to register with the appropriate sentimental noises.
(A Date. With. Agustin Lara) :
Noel Howlett, Ronald Allen, Jo¬ the undemanding viewer as a He took ciare of the “Beat the
Producer: Hector Cervera
“woman’s subject,” set in that Clock”-sesh in his usual boisterous
hanna Martin
Writer: Margarita Michelena
Myro.
Producer:
Sydney Newman
world . where characters address way. ..//
90 Mins.; Sat, (May 30), 7:30 p m.
Director:
George
More
O’Fcrrall
each other as “darling” and sip
PEPSI-COLA
sherry.
Writer: Anthony Gilbert
Televicentro Canal No. 2, from 65
VIDEO'S SELF-SERVICE
Mins., Sun., 19:05 pjn.
Central figure is Celia Clive
Mexico City
ABC-TV, fromManchester.
(Ann Tddd) who, 10 years after
This, the sixth television spec¬
You could have driven the pro¬ World War II, still believes her $5,000,000 in Time for •Peoplo
tacular (sponsored by Pepsi-Cola), verbial truck through the plot of
Are Sold on TV'
was the best yet presented over this one. “My Guess Would Be husband to be alive for all that he
Mexican facilities. The 90-miriute Murder” had ' enough expertise ap¬ was reported missing, believed .Video stations have donated
killed.
When
pretty
solid
proof
of
live song arid dance spectacle had plied to its writing, production and
his demise finally comes to hand, about $5,000,000 of their own air¬
a cast of more than 100.
performances for it to stand up as she just has to go to France to see time since: last November to.
Three Televicentro studios were a pretty entertaining example of his grave. There she discovers that further a self-serving • campaign
used to stage this ambitious pfojr. the suspense' thriller kind. .
a boy De Croiset (Joseph Cuby> is that “People Are Sold on Tele¬
ecL with scripting by Margarita . Initial situation was. particularly the man’s, illegitimate son. vision.” Television Bureau of Ad¬
Michelena dividing loose musical intriguing... Alice: Hunter (Jane Shocked, unforgiving and hitter, vertising; altogether has turned out
book into three segments: French, Eccles), recovers from concussion she learns from a War Graves Com¬ 13 animated spots, four of them
Spanish and Mexican sketches. As received in a train, wash to find mission gardener (Eric Porter) that in the past few days, for its mem¬
compared to past shows, there were that the fellow-passenger Laura understanding and forgiveness can
ber tv stations.
fewer fluffs, and these of minor Frost (Margaretta Scott), in whom make her live again.
TvB project was initiated to
importance, with the overall effect she bad confided, has presented
Ann Todd put in some extremely,
a notable effort in which even herself! as “Miss Hunter” td claim good work as Celia, but the char^ “demonstrate the selling power,
aging Lara (known here, as “The a legacy. And ail the real Miss acter was too inconsistent and the effectiveness, and impact” of tv.

garden and Esther Rethy (of the
GEORGE GOBEL SHOW
With Betty Miller, Feiro Bros., The Vienna State Opera) shoeing off
Nitwits, Richard Greene, Norrie her considerable vocal prowess.
; Tom Manders, noted Dutch com¬
Paramor and his Orth.
edian, registered rather limply in
Producer: Will Roland
his mime sketch which emerged as
Director: Bill Turner ;
a labored and not very funny item.
60 mins., Wed., 9:00 p.m.
Associated-Rediffusion, from Lon¬ The whole of the Brussels con¬
tribution
featured a specially writ-,
don
Though no one, surely, could ten ballet “Speleomagie,” which
find the personality and style of was performed by a local corps de
the hedgehog-haired George Gobel ballet in. the prottos at Dinaht.
displeasing, the comic ought seri¬ It was skillfully danced and good
ously to think about.' putting an to look at.
extra edge on the latter—possibly
Only the Gentian entry; aired
bv sharper material—-before doing from West Berlin, made any at¬
the second of his one-hour shows tempt to show life in the city, fea¬
for iVssociated-Rediffusion. In this turing shots of the Kurfursteninitial stint his brand of aimless damm and of the road which leads
patter came over more as pedes¬ to the frontier with the East. Then,
trian and corny than as casual and from the roof garden Of the new
tongue-in-cheek; and !i the support Hilton Hotel catae a snappy caba^
items that were injected for lively ret show with Hildegarde Neff and
contrast emerged instead as some¬ Crazy Otto, Italy presented an
thing of savers.
operatic excerpt, natch, in which
Pruning of some of the Gobel Anna Moffo and Franco Corelli
spots would have helped, especially duetted in a scene from Verdi’s
one in which he took an “acting “Otello.” Unforttiinately, this item
lesson” from Richard Greene, ade¬ appeared to overnm its time and:
quate foil throughout. The star was faded out before the end.
scored most with his' introductory
The closing contribution in the
stuff and his singing lof “Soon I’ll European roundup came from
Wed- My Love,” and i did well too Great Britain and this comprised a
in partnering songstress Betty big production number entitled
Miller in “Makin’ Whoopee.”
“The World Outside” with David
Miss Miller gave la couple of Hughes as the star vocalist:
numbers plenty of attack in her
As an, interesting device,, a cou¬
solo minutes, but alsoi gave herself ple danced over a giant map: of
a mite too much presentation. The, Europe coming , to a Stop at each
Peiro Bros, were ffrstrate with port of call. That was intriguing
some remarkable juggling, while and novel to start with, but be¬
The Nitwits were a wow with their came . boring with. constant repeti¬
familiar but ever-acceptable musi-1 tion. Michael Aspel did a.straight¬
.cal fooling. With some excellent j forward job of narration and
orchestrations, the unseen Norrie j Graeme Muir of BBC-TV, who pro¬
Paramor and his Orchestra did a duced on behalf of the European
polished job of accompanying, Broadcasting Union, made a vali¬
while the production throughout! ant try under obviously, difficult
was fittingly straightforward and! circumstances.
. Myro. v
unelaborate.
Erni. I
VISION ON ENROPE
With Hazy Osterwald & Band,
Gaby Stenberg with Bernard Ost
Trio, Svend Saaby Choir, Royal
Danish Ballet, Gilbert Becaud,
Vicki Autier, Boris Steinberg,
Anton Karas, Esther KeJiy, Tom
Manders, Ballet de Bruxelles,
Hildegarde Neff, Anna Moffo &
Franco Corelli, David Hughes,
Luton Girls Choir, Denny Bettis,
Katherine Feater, Bert Waller,
Frank Horrox, Suzanne Salpeter,
Margaret Bat, Crazy Otto
Directors: Franco Marazzi, Karin
Sohlman, Sten Joegensen, Rene
-Steichen, Jean Manceau, Gilles
Margaritis, Erich Neuberg, Gys
Stappershoef, Andre Givrey,
Dieter Finnern, Claudio Fino,
Francis. Essex
Producer: Graeme Muir
Narrator: Michael Aspel
75 Alins., Sat., (6), 9:30 p.m.
BBC-TV, from Europe
To celebrate the fifth anniver¬
sary of the Eurovision link, 12 na¬
tions participated in; two Weekend
programs, the first of which,
•'Vision On Europe,’; was an en¬
tertainment roundup from the
capitals involved in;, the hookup.
Technically, the 75-minute showachieved a remarkably high stand¬
ard. With only one or two very
minor exceptions, sound and vision
were first-class.
Unfortunately,
the entertainment offered was of
Varying quality, hut . never out¬
standing.
!:
\
j
Understandably, in a desire' to j
crash the language barrier, the I
choice of talent had to be re¬
stricted and this resulted in a
sameness about many of the orig-;
inations. Musical and vocal items
predominated, ballet was very
much in evidence but, significant¬
ly, there was only lone sketch—-a
miming effort from ' Holland.
The proceedings began in Switz¬
erland with Hazy Osterwald & His
Band appearing ini Lucerne and
that was just a so-so opener. Gaby I
Stenberg ‘from Sweden* made a
special effort with hbr multilingual
intros though her vocalizings
were just fair and the accompani¬
ment t of Bernard [Ost Trio not
more than adequate. From Den¬
mark the Svend Saaby Choir was
featured in a pleasant rendition of
“Jealousy” and the! Royal Danish
Ballet made a nice dance contribu¬
tion. Gilbert Becauti was featured
With the Radio-Luxembourg orch
and from Monte Carlo Vicki Autier
delivered one number against a
very chi-chi background.
The Paris studio;;was obviously
in festive mood, {turning Boris
Steinberg's stint with the Philhar¬
monic Orchestra into unabashed
slapstick in which first one violin¬
ist and then the entire combo were
drenched by burst water pipes.
Almost inevitably, j the Viennese
contribution put the spotlight on
Anton Karas playing the Harry
Lime Theme in his own wine
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> ♦ »>♦ »♦♦♦•»♦♦♦♦ 4 44* 44 ♦ »♦>♦»' MRS. AMERICA. PAGEANT
+ With Fran.. Allison, Betty. White,
T-* ■ P/vvtiniAvif
+
Bud Collyer, Ben Graver, Hugh
JJj IjOlM¥11 PH 1 X . Downs, William Lundigan,.DenIT
T
nis James, Johnny. & Penny Ol44444444444444444444444 X
sen. Bob Clayton 0
Producer: Philip Melillo
ish character will remain one of Director: Clay Yurdin
the minor mysteries of the rapidly- 60 Mins., Sat. (20), 11:15 p.m.
-—-——————
——f NBC-TV viewers Thursday (18)
fading current tv season,
RCA WHIRLPOOL, CULLIGAN
COURT OF HUMAN RELATIONS j morning watched a film rdcountEvans appeared in. “No Leave
INC., JOHNS-MANVILLE
for the Captain” on VU.S. Steel CBS-TV, from Ft. Lauderdale , With A. L, Alexander,-others; Fred fing of Queen Elizabeth's departure
Hnnr,f- nvor
-ir, iin I ..
Pnllinc
aniutmliiDii
I
_
,
. .
.
.
Ih)Ui^.’ over CBS-Ty f17V
Q7), _in
: an
(live, tape) '
.C^Hins,
annouiwer
from
London
Airport
for her
her
Canfrom London
Airport
for
Can¬
adaptation by. Bob Van Scoyk from
(K & E, JWT, Alex .T. Franz)
Producer: Alexander
,.
, ^__
adian tour
tour a
a little
more than
than two
two
a novel by Gerhard . Rasmussen.
So much time and talentwas Director: Ted Nathanson
adian
-ittle more
Perhaps the novel possessed more wasted Saturday (20) night on the I 30 Mins., Mon-thru-Fri., 2:30 pan. hours after the footage wTas made.
tumultuous and gripping material“Mts.:. America Pageant”(aired! PARTICIPATING
The scenes of the Queen’s debut little ;of it, if such there be, over CBS-TVi, They tried treating ' NBC-TV. from. N.Y.,(tape)
Darture were transmitted via tram.
failed to .come through m the it like a Presidential nominating ]. After seeing the television pre- P^ture were rransmiuea via transvideo version.
..
convention, and-hardly ever in ty miere on Monday (22) of “The s Atlantic telephone cable by the
- \was the.story of Capt. George; has there ever been so hokey a Cpurt. of Human Relations,” there; British Broadcasting Corp. The caKingston, played by Evans, an ex- performance as the result.
; is only one point this quarter can ! b] .
refranriatert intn
Pert in disarming mines deposited
Ari thp tv talent nnilp/l in fnr ; make with any degree of certainty:.
• images were retranslated into
by the enemy, who because of a this inconsequential Contest went the daytime series will have a j film at Montreal and broadcast in
misunderstanding is - branded .a to waste./Nm gracefully to
°f newsprint devoted to ; a special experimental 15-minute

Liz’s New Ad; Crosses Ocean on Film
In Great Big Hurray and Flurry

Tele FoUdw4^^ Goimiieiit
Ed Sullivan Show
Ed Sullivan, now on the air II
vears has seen the industry go.
through a lot of metamorphoses.
earliest days when lie
_Ana
chniii
put on A sponsored-orie^hoiir
show.
for about $4,000 to the present era
when "the variety category is the
exception rather than the rule.
Sullivan has become a master iir
this field'of presentation. It wasn't
C'sy
■
earlv days Sullivan raided
;.;rtv,niiv everv niterv in the New
vSk area- Tor his talent. These
^orf fn
nth 2nni show
Srp^nted Sunday^ mv cyer CBS!
nfre^vcomdnVpossiblyuse much

1

?Vnr ex1immeP 'Wayne '. & by'Nicholas Coster, that. he is - as * [„ v ^he CoiIve?s dhe GmfeS mid i be unfavorable. This, daytimer is a v the U.S. The Montreal pickup was
Shuster, probably; the best writDowns, making like this iddy-biddy j s*“dy *n commercial perversion,
jfed to NBC in New York via Toroning and performing comedy team
dies lm the attempt to proye conte$t thing was as pressing -and i. JJBC evidently is banking on to and Buffalo.
;on the spectrum,-couldn’t, possibly.
\important pews copy.,
ice these rouimes m caies. aetu'
a4
is .hardly
hardly shit?om.
;
. |. *VSlS^‘5.) shennanigansf Probably the net- m two segments, the Queen’s take•if Sr
ainger; Fabian
Fabian js;
suit- storytelling
^afmbei'orn:
able for a nitery,; or virtually any'va^ derVli^GeraShie I >»? actual crowning of Mrs. Amcr- ^
aw^fillfCth?0Sa ' °ft and scenes of Buckingham PalBrooks, Donald Moffet’and Jales SantSw conlu5ion ot cut?jsSig
reaeto^n^^'are and London Airport, were
tf ^
a tape
tane Swasn’t
wasn’t usddY
ushd'while
Unfortunately in- mon-fne
y..
.
.!! cators
eators and
and psychologists,
psycho]
while he Kenny were also unfortunately
didn t help any.
the press! transmitted and rebroadcast. The
If
a iapethe
wasn
t useq
Serhaps tne
the confusion
confusion was
was m
m:;.and
and even
even some
some ssegments of the ‘-rest of the show (10:15 to 10:30
Jnouthed
words
the wn
direction yojye^.
vo}^fd* vl
.."■■■
"
J „.
Serhaps
Hi°Uthisd sequence
itfuence1 wls
was bad The
“N°
No^. L^ve
Leave for the Captain” | part
part due t9 the fact that director j pubiic,
pubiic> but evident
evidently the chance to ' m Npw VnrV
w__ +atAn
°*
-S3
Jf havp
Yurdin died m Ft, Lauder- \ attract a vicarious
vicariou audience out-!
Qhqould n
not
have staved marked
marked; the 100th “Steel Hour” j Clay .Yurdin
Y ? tj™e) '"aS, taken
ca^.eraf;
m'dddrln
nri n ”°
° hi^
h is attempted production
j up with an explanation of the new
lfimSh
Production on the:
the networknetwork. Per- dale five days before the telecast, ' weighed the rest.
^anre/ but concentrated on. the
:
Actually, this is not to say that BBC system of trans-ocean film
ioumb made by the musicians.'
>n 0 r d e r f % *he
—-A, L. .Alexander and his cohorts transmission.
ESCAPE INTO HONG KONG
; For the purposes of entertain- 1
;
.
.i“
■ iESCAPE
didn’t do a competent surface.job
As seen 0Q NBC, the film was of
. With
With Ed
Ed Fleming
Fleming
TrtpPt the Kirby Ston,e Quartet
in analyzing the ugly problem fac- adeauate news aualitv clear excent
qiiilivan chiming • in ^on an
Dave King Show
Producer: Sam Gelman
ing an adulterous wife and her
imnression of himself pleased
Vicki Stuart, * a British thnish Director: Jim Johnson
overweened husband and this is
tST
IS a ?Ld?tLn
‘%eanv Big who can belt a tune, made her Writer: |rwin Rosten
, not to say there wasn’t a semow-’* and the sinking of Georgia American tv debut last Wednesday 30 Mins.V ThuTs. (18), 7:30 p.m,
blance of sincerity in what they.
rather uneven Lghtmg
Gibbs made a goodlmpact Shelfey <17) on the NBC-TV: "Dave King KNXT, Los Angeles
j advised on the initial telecast, but about on a par with the quali^ of
pirriian
prXblv thh highUght. Show.” She handled- twb novelty
KNXT newsman Ed . Fleming, f it should be clear that this kind of kinescope. The imperfections, howa rpnpabof his routine on flv- numbers nicely. One, “Beat Up With' cameraman Fred Dieterich, public therapy is innefectiial. Most over, may have added to the feel¬
ing11 Berman is not exactly of the the Town,” was a solo, enlivened recently made a three-week trip to ! sincere move anybody involved ihg of immediacy and rush,
sick variety of comedy but he’s by four male dancers. She belted Hawaii and the Far East. “Escape i could make would be to take it up
The two-and-a-half-hours it took
not the picture of mehtal health the tune as if she were singing to Into Hong Kong”, is the first: of [ with priest, psychiatrist or domes- to transmit the film slashes [ the
either However, he’s a funny and the balcony, and with her, such a [three half-hour news specials to tic relations judge m the privacy time required for sending hewsperceptive chap
Also in the delivery eame off well.. She also Result from the trip.
] of non-electromc chambers. Art.
fiIm across the Atlantic by more
comedy field. Will Jordan.,still the dl° .a.
'.'^it« •ber British com-Half-hour special, with Fleming j
.
than five hours. Transported by
hiost expert mimer of Sullivan, did
o i B®lakav°o. fronting his^ footage liye, was - an haLSEY HALL SHOW
jet plane, the same film would
a good bit on the conferencier
that one,. her_ flair for comedy excellent job. of reporting on the j ^yjth Edward Schwartz. Willie 1 have taken eight hours to put on
singing “Goodbye Happiness.” showed up winningly All m all, crowded conditions in the British Wpetersor Jeaimip^H?n Mailv the air in the8U.S What the new
Other'sequences on the show, had
lent some diverting, pleasing Crown; Colony resulting from the J:
Jeamue Arien, Marly;
provides in effect
Jack Benny coming from the audies
e s oyr.
tthe^mainLi^^SLe
oitua1 ^ Producer-Director: Roger Miller ! is transmission of brief sequences
ence for a single gag, and John
King opened the half-hour ex- the mainland. Unlike the DP situa-!
Fridav<$ 10-^n n m
’ of newsfilm via teleDhone cables
Wavne, from Shreveport, tied the cursion for Kraft with a funny tion in the Near East, the refugee TWIN CITY FEDERAL5 SAVING ' normally used for sound Pictures
Sullivan anhi tribute to the preem stint, spoofing horror pix. His problem; in Hong Kong^is neither
-FEDERAL SAVING
of VThe Horse Soldiers” (UA).
of
visit-to-the-dentist sketch had too critical ncr explosive, but it is a l WcC1$-TV Minneapolis
I telbnews covSie^ a?e sent ovS
Jose.
many familiar touches for thb'time
the time ! problem, and Fleming did;did aj
a j w^
_
| ltLenevS
t^ienews parage,
coverage, are sent
sent; ever
over
Jose,
_ __he
Yet: it had its
it* cftrpTc
iob in ex-!
ex- k.
1()Cally. produced .conver-, the.-JabI®
the .cable eIectromcally
electronically. at slow
he eave
gave it. Yet,
comic thorough and reasoned job
slo w
moments. He, wound : up with a plaining it
^thP^NPw^nr^an^^S^Sf^r?
anS re^ssemblef-on the
weak rendition; pf “Cathedral Bells
He; and Dieterich - attacked thel
.^g“le: F?I ^?ed^enc^ ^
ever7
Considerl^^^s filmed in ^

S

more^tharrg iHtle^disappointing.
In fact, it represented an hour and
a half of good tv time wasted on
material that would barely have*
suited a half-hour show.
Tme. of the play, which Nicole
Mihiwir produced and Terence
Young directed, was “Dark as the

-. .--r '. ' -

Harp,.-.. • .sermg. the:-tfefugees.. their Iookmg j-h^e - and,-.the -local 'George •.•JesselWest to East FoUownp
■■
ha^Sded^cu^l foodl \
.. A BBC engineering press state. _
I Speak For Myself
water and sanitatichf and exSbr’ • Hall boasts a host of friends and ment says that the system was deThe sudsy soaper went through j *
p^nfo^^t^avpn.iP^Sn^ 1 followers who have been attracted veloped by the BBC engineering
a vigorous wringer on Marya^^ Man-: mgS ^ hi? amiability, wit and gen- division working in close ^sociahe^^^explfiifedv the^Problims5 dof i frally endearing
with BBC Television News..
over WNkW-TV,,N.Y.Sunday <2D. _^rrn..PV aH.. ““i
; is the community’s most popular fhe te«t broadcast is being folHer guest was Marc Connelly,, stu^ or0etitufion In tbp latter in*tar»pp !and sought; after emcee and 'toast- ^lowed by further trans-Atlantie

Gl«seelsto^" AaichTef
ivncnaej^vy nuiiig,
slaving a^rimD^-mii^ed
blaring
a rirnnlp-mindpd Ilut
riot who
bunelt^i aa hiirglarv
hurglarv and ended, ud
ud
bunel^i
ruining the career^f
career of a lawyer runK fir a sS^
Sflr
seat ta ParliaSt ^
"Taruf SIoSto^
friction Kciween
”Tarnf
alol1to4friction
Keiween
the lawyer. (Wilding) and his wife,
^
^
and
several
shght
subS • fa!lPdHTo emrvihceanv
fpvpt ti- wasn't bplnpd hv tbp fart
that some of the key scenes were
nlaved9r thpYnualitv of a
» ses*/n hSr„S01
sron and sounded like a bad take-

*h™ »'* means x>t avbifl&g Work
_ thetypewriter
11
It s0
so nappens.that
happens.that;Miss
Miss Mannes
and Connelly,. professional word
sculptors, toil
toil at home in the midday when serials are in full bloom,
and thus bobbed up on this pro^
pro!
ga®^s?Tera1' sJy*^VCJa^?

■■

....^■

attempting to entice Fleming with j w&dAraVele?^
son>e»hat o£ .» the Queen's tour, including her ara sales pitch on his “clean” girls.
T
^.
..
■ .
__
.rival at Quebec yesterday (Tues.),
. On
ua me
the political end, Fleming
Fleming!
*1?n°r7* ZZa ucl
her . up«?uii|s
opening w
of the au
St. Lawrence
imwience
Red ‘
^orn aP°r^ and. Seaway in Canada, June 26; her
brought out the fact that Red!
. d®]^^s_ ^5orn
China, though it has infiltrated ,i
an'intTwhil speech
sPeeoh to the nation from Ottawa,
Hong.
Kong, probably prefers rtQl*dd-£^
Hong Korig,
.July 1, and her arrival in Chicago,
keep it on
independent .British
^
an ; independ^t
July 6.
?° »"y* Hf. emphasizedJthe^^^dump-;i.Jje“b& it well.
mepsure.
release, NBC
followsthe
Renting the lirat-tv
literature Both made it clear that loading, consumer gqods on Hong
.Otherwise, the show fo lows the said it was fiSSrSSi^
'
it Jnusi
must take
even i tried-and-true ^conversation”
for-jLlm
«
taxe considerable
consiaeraDie involveinvolve- Kong^-at-eut-rate
ixong,: at cut-rate 'nrices.
prices everii—----• — -r-———
. ... to
.. be
. transmitted acros^ the
ment and skUI to hammer but what lower than native industry in Hong : mat-There s the guest mtemewed } A^ntiqby telephone cab.q But it
Miss Mannes described as 12 miD- Kong. He even demonstrated some by the star^ and a spot of music,; appear? that, as with the sun, there
iites of daily trivia,
made-in-China goods he brought; ^ng and-other variety entertain- is nothing new under the ocean
They pointed out. everything back, whh him.
, ment embellishment.
either. A later release called the
occurs;
nothing happens^iri a
For thp Cosine seatiengp Flpm ' On this occasion, Halsey had as test broadcast the opening of the
that one develops a h,f st0Sa a't thf cShiese'boEdhr iSis f11^ l06aIa^1itln^ ?Sv™S?' “era o£.trans';Atlantic television
Hfrhl
sehse of identity with nhe char- attemDtine' to interview Chinese » ment owner and Northwest Variety newscasting.” Tue revision was apcliche
simply to
to lacteRS
cliche issues,
issues that
that served
served simply
lft the serfaUi jaij, Mannes
1
treasurer Edward Schwhrtz parently prompk.i hy a statement
stretch the running .time, ;."r
and Connelly use soapers as a > ]and None would talk Dresumablv ; who has won a reputation as an frpm United Press International to
ctiii haW
rpiativp* :* earthy ;sort of
ougMV^Cfnfntal^^ASagiiS brainwashing,
brainwashing: device. Miss
Mfts Mannes
Mannes::| hpransp thpv
»f. humorist*
humorist, jokester
jokester I the
tihe effect that UP Movietone transthey still
have relatives
a mail too tired to care Miss Dav ^me^ied that no one ever Saw. a. living in China. With a British ^f_ 1 and . all-around ; laugh dispenser mitted film to BBC on Oct. 21,
'facked convirtiort^mfen" in a^si^ne
hn the set of a soaper: and .ficiS® he tinted'diit that i“s im** Profes: 1957. It was a 40-second strip of
nilem she°v4s°cornerednbv ^mne that hijcnens .ye. always; tidy in
to pr?™nt’ a flow; • of
Q»*en Elisabeth’s visit to Manhoodlums Dennie Price delivered sariala- She .observed that; soap refugees because the vast majority
hattan.
a spark as a Wcktaailihg'British
S!d^ ^samS 2^’^
CTPs Statement
ighgn^rfe
W edSated
.*? aa”?P“? ;an<3 flahlnS, has spawned much of our current
„up M<wtehwe developed the
generally hard 09 the British press, and drink cocktails while the good VG!fe ?‘ TT a,
. .
• jokeology* that laughter is. excited ifpPi,n5fllideclares the UPT stateMichael Horden and Bill. Owen' enmptimp* -factp a hTt’ nf ■ *bprrv • Overall, it was an intelligent and ; when Vou make a fool out of an, \
,,
,
we.re .pkay in smaller parts, :: But .a^Ivs
the imoossibte profes^onpl j o b of television othe? pe?son kn/tha^many jotes ment “and- more than a year beMiss Allen somehow managed to daughter she noted
Connelly journalism. Irwin RPsten’s script ? die before they reach Minneapolis j ^?re
?be
rise above the general mediocrity honed that the David Harum tvne lor Fleming’s narration was excel-; frv,m the East coast. Schwartz i Queem UPMT sent a similar strip
and etched a portrait worth re- characters would soon be'noisoned lenL presenting the situation in :^illustrated his points with numer-lt0
Francisco and back on the
memberihg.
;
.
'• l^b^^^And
both general and specific terms.
Jokes. It - made Yor :: UP?telephptp network. This film
- Y oung’s direction, handicapped VeUed at the martyrdom displayed ^m Zelrnan. produced. Other two ! g00d entertainment
I was the first test of this kind and
by. Brandel’s .corny script, was bv anguished characters in serbds. shows, one on Korea and the other t. Songstress Jeannie Arien war-; was not publicized because we
characterized by the .British rgMiss Mannes said the world of on Hawaii, will, be presented m-bled pleasingly to the accompani-; were developing a technique which
licence to -*e®P
keep things moving.
Chon,
!; ment of organist Willie
Peterson ; could be used on such an occasion
moving, tbe
the soaper was one that intellectinteUectT, the
tne next two weeks,.
wt^eiCS'
W
:
'
~.. ‘ ...
and the .gabfest
was punc- • as arose. with the Queen’s visit.”
„1 were was
''as a lot of conversation Uals scorned, a world dedicated to
. . !{and
gabfest further
furtl
a • 'n «+-nse
J?nse m.omghts,.
moments,, two;
two things, selling soap, and inakmak- ‘Tolkinff’
<rrAltincr’ Dliipt
rtiiiiif Nnv 10
1H ' .itPa<od
I tuated when Mairly
Marly Whiting,
Wmting. famed
ramea | The transmission to London,
Smrp°tii£ noJ.f
cpnversatmn Avas mostly ing women -cry, - *.?Or rather,. if 1RIKIHS
.IN OV. IU
. ; local dog trainer, put three canines : says UPI, “climaxed months of re¬
• i'®! women cry; they, wiil. buy soap,”
For Omaha Mutual Alinii trough their tricks.
search and development by United
wSht contribu^ed Lttle^hut shesaid. Why, Miss Mannes: wanted
Ann tW
Press, 20lh Century-^ox arid BBC
boredom:::
Hift.
to know, is the. soaper so powerful.
ABC"TV^S Wel sho^'
K«ep |
.
.
engineers.”
.
in the lives of women? Is it an Talking,” set for Tuesdays at 10:30] |j0Sj||| 0Q fX.
Fifteen seconds-of the UP strip,
U. S. Steel 'Hour
escape from life Or a .reflection of p.m, in the fall, will be preempted
T\ .* 4
was seen
seen by
by British
British viewers
viewers fiv«
five
Maurice
that the
bv an
Los Angeles,
June 23
j was
Maurice Evans
Evans must
must have
have been
been life?
life? she
she asked.
asked. She
She noted
noted,that
the Nov
Nov in
10 ;by
an. anniversarv
nnniversary show
show! ^ M •' Jr°.S
A^ge
pStraying7'a
soapmrs fp
Productions Inc. will he j hours after the film was made in
shanghaied, into portraying
a sup- acting and production. of soapers
V • *, *' y by
y
T/S sh®w
^
Desilu Production:
TincnAUr
...»_ie of
nf a
o high
hioli nr/lDV
cnniatimOc 'f
01' ■ bankrollef
hflruafto’r (illposedly cowardly
British officer /is
order “nnrl
“and sometimes
f01‘
harikroller IVTutUal
Mutual of
of OlDSha.
Omaha, lictpil
listed hereafter
on ’the Pacific: New York. UPI says it has only
during the Nazi blitzing of Eng- the writing, deserves a far better
Show will be from 10:30 to 11:30 Coast Stock Exchange. Ticker sym-: very casually been involved m de¬
land in World War II. Whatever fate.” She thought most people in p.m., taking in.a half-hour of sta- bol will be “DLU.”
velopment since 1957, and the BBC
prompted the English actor to soapers needed eithqr analysis or tion option .time. Stars have not
Stock, already is on American system today is a vast refinement
portray this thinly-conceived, dull-1
(Continued on page 92)
as ^yet been selected,
. 1 Exchange; ;.
I on the earlier one.

Desilu onP.C, Exchange
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RADIO-TELEVISION

Los Angeles Indie Launching ‘Cavalcade of Spots’
July 11—‘Nothing But the Best’
Hollywood. June. 23.

drama.

Of his 16 shows, lie.said!

U >:l hour >hokv eon-isling com- lie had. hoped to do a comedy and
pVtolv <<£ i juihierrials will be two musicals, / but these were ,
i.-red'weekly by KTTV. Los Arir turned down. Yet, the network is
rele- Times imke, starting July II. concerned about . the heavy, tone.
i'roaiam. teivta’ijrriv titled ••C::ya’- of the series..
;Of all the “90” shows, Brodkirp
trde of Spots. V will com'prise
select ion of the li'<t US. arid tor- feels a repeat—a winter; not sum-’
repeat—of
‘‘Judgment.■■■. at
el jn commercial's that can be db- mer
t -;med and villi'ail* Saturdays at. Nurenberg” is in order. He’s never
gotten an. industry'response of the
6 20.
KTTV has already received mate- type he received for the drama.

•ial from 17 ad; agencies and. iri- land “this had something , to'say"
quiries from some 40 others. The j which bears repeating, he. believes,
spots .submitted-!; will probably be | Meanwhile, : ■ his “Child of Oi.tr
judged by an impartial board, pos- j Time’' is set: for a Sept. 24 repeat,
s=bly comprising fradooaper re-; leading into the new season,
viewers. A live emcee will be used. ' ■'
and the. show will be produced by.
. ■ .' • ■ • . ■ .; • ■.
...; ■'
Dick Woollen. KTTV’s film direc-;
(»i&rfiAliiinP.nlAl '
tor. and Jack O’Mara. station's pro- j
llllCIIfUllllilClllai .
motion manager:;
; Continued from page 79.;
Idea for the show stems from;
a challenge laid by KTTV proxy; BBC engineers claim that if a teleDick Moore April 15 in a speech■[ phone cable exists, thev can use it.’
i, hoping especially - for a.
Santa Barbara. ! Moore urged V! solid hookup arrangement with
positive approach to television ad- j'U.S. networks!- It's af r ea d y, of
vertising. and claimed the public |. course, thinking of its Eurovision
dhes not object|. to advertising y! links . Whids to speedy -transmis-

Chi Weatherman Youle
Leaving WNBQ to Take
Post With Lehman Bros,

TV-Radio Production Centres
; Continued .from page 7S i

-a finale . ... WGN and.its p:i\ chief Jim ilanlon cited by Cook County
. Chicago, June 23.
Clint Youle,; longtime weather- Council of American Legion for meritorious service...Jim McShine
'plucked
thi‘ee arid a half hour, dee jay Stint on.. WBBM -Saturday nights
caster. on. Chi NBC station M’NBQ,
Joe Wilson^ pocket billiards show,
is 'retiring from-broadcasting Aug, yclept “780 Dance Party”.
j
/’Ten-Twenty.”
/ returriihg on WBKB Monday nights fully, sponsored
.1 to :join Lehnian Bros!, invest¬
. , -Max Cooper’s “.Winter Baseball" has. an . Oct. 31 starting date
ment securities firm, as an assbeiiite. Youle- has been, earning up¬ on.'WBKB ... !IIugh Downes aue next week to visit; old friends here
Bob Lemon, general exec of WNBQ-WMAQ. elected to threeward . b.f $100,000. a year for two : .
weather-shows per day on the sta¬ year term bri board of directors of Council on' Christian Social, Prog¬
tion, per .a. contract dating back ress of the American Baptist Convention . . . WCFL g.m: Marty. Hogan.
.several "years when--he was used, by: will split play-by-play chores with Wayne Griffin on Gleneagles .Golf:
the network for Cut-ins on the old : Tourney being telecast on WBKB this .weekend ... Calvin P. Copsey
“Camel Caravan” newscasts. - It’s joiried NBC Radio. Spot Sales here iir transfer from the Western
highly improbable • that the station - Division ! . . Local .programs to emanate regularly from the Chicago
Wotild have renewed the pact when Unlimited Center at International Trade • Fair next month, .will be
it expired this fall.
those of Dorsey Connors and Paul Saliner on WGN and Cliff John¬
. Youle started y ith the NBC sta¬ son's “Coffee Klateh” on WLS. Others who will broadcast occasionally.
tion in 1940 as a newsWriter; and ! are Jack Eigen, Howard Miller, Johnny Erp, Vince Garrity, Virginia
became the station’s weatherman Marmaduke, and Slg SakowiczU
in . 1949,
His- -nightly stanza,
blocked with a.■ newscast, sports
rouridup arid, householders’ show, m LONDON
became brie of the highest rated
BBC-TV has skedded a Victor Borge one-shot for Aug. 30 , . . Jack
tv’ers in .town and: made Youle Hylton readying ai series with comediennes Gert & Daisy for Assbciatprize talent locally for the first five ed-Rediffusion airing, probably in August ... AVith Granada TV. end¬
■years!: of this-decade; During this ing its “In Court Today”'series tonight < Wed.) and reverting to “The
period he. emceed a network show Verdict Is Yours” next WedJ 'll BBC-TV starts a skein about a mag¬
titled “Gut On the Farm.".
istrate’s court July 6, This. “The. Case Before You,” runs till Aug. 24,
He joins Lehman Bros, on skipping Aug. 3 . . . . Associated Television claims an average audience,
Sept. L
of over 5,600,000 for. its “About Religion,” now’ nearing the 200-pro¬
grams mark . , . A-R airs a 30-minute extract from the Adelphi corwe-.
- dy, “The French Mistress.” Monday 129) . . .. BBC-TV has skedded film
I of Thursday’s. 125)' Patterson-Johansson world heavyweight title fight
j. iri. N.Y. for airing‘.Saturday *27) . .
Granada. TV’s operating a stand
SS5S55 Continued front page 1
’■ ’ !■ at current International Plasties Exhibition... at Olympia and beaming
•
programs,
from
there
to
the
North
and
to Wales and the West of EngN:Y. Times. outlet, and "WNEW,
A-R starts a skein of eight prograims orr the work of Lon¬
N.Y... both using the word through¬ ' land
don's,
river,
police
July
13,
with
George
Baker as the titular. “Nick Of
out their reportage of the trial and
! .!
’
;
:
'
getting no. squawks from listeners; ;The River”

Nets Shadowboxed

vertisir.g.
"x
., sion via London of major EuroHe offered this ANA a half-hoiir . pean events to North Afrierica!
of free time for a 13-week series i; Essence of the technical process
to consist of nothing but the best ^ empi0j-ed at the moment is that
“Atirror” Plans Appeal
IN WASHINGTON . .
in commercials, and predicted that ;
J.
/ ,
■■ ...
■■■ .. .- London, June 23.
it would get a larger audience than | evenu* are shot on. 16m film, tae
John M. Couric upped to manager of public, relations for National
Daily. Mirror and its columnist
some of the regular shows on the;. pictures are transmitted, at a-slow
Assn, of Broadcasters, succeeding Donald . N; Martin, his .previous
station. ANA liever took Moore , speed w ithin the. capacity of the William,Connor is proposing to ap-., immediate superior; Martin is opening his own press agent firm and
up on the offer.!-but several agen-. miisie-transmitting channel of the. peal against the award of $22,400 left NAB with a resolution of commendation by the board of directors
cies did on individual basis, with;
• ..,
• - -- damages to IAberace for libel arid,
Ted Granik awarded Doctor of Laws by New York. Law School
the result Show [will be on the air! cross-Atlantic, cable, and,the proc-. as a result, a Stay of execution has
. . . WGMS now airs over 40 hours of stereo monthly; latest.program,
in Julv. It'll start as a sustainer.f ess is speeded up again at the re¬ been granted. In the event the ap- added is summer Watergate concerts on Potomac River , . WWDC
but Moored not1 averse to selling ’ ceiving end. Only alternate frames .peal fails,: Liberace will be per¬ editorially supported Senate confirmation of Lewis L. Strauss as
it/
I
I
j are scanned, each frame . taking mitted1 by the Treasury to transfer
_ ; eight sceonds as compared with the damages . into dollars. Cori- Secretary of Commerce ‘Strauss didn’t make it) ... New*, general
■ 1
• I
;i about IQ minutes needed for trans- ner’s.; column is byliried Cassandra! counsel of .Electronic Industries Assri, here is Jphn B. QIverson .>. .
About 100 prominent women broadcasters in town as guests , of the
On the: night of his victory
RrAfllfm
i cutting a photograph, by.previous.
DlOullin
tmethods of facsimile transmission, (17) Liberace paid. a tribute to Washington Hotel Assn, and the local American Women in Radio and
Television chapter . ;. . Twila Walker, WTOP-TV sales promotion
continued Wpage »*===[
Tcs*1} is ;■ that, half a minute of British justice froiri the stage, of
|
/ film can be-sent across in less, than the•:Chiswick Empire, where he manager, won award for Little Theatre Work / . . WRC-TV’s Mac .
show was on the air, I congratu- j 50 minutes and can be put on the was doing: a vaude stint. T\v6 McGarry given a Liberty Bell replica by Treasury Dept, for his. help
Lated one of the . actors on ‘two ex-! air as soon as the stock , has been bouquets were handed to him on in Savings Bond .sales push.
cellent perforniances.’ both differ-, developed about 20 minutes later, stage by members of the audience,
ent.”
j!
, The sound's relayed oyer a sep- arid when he invited suggestions IN BOSTON
Alas, Poor York
• arate circuit in the. normal way!
for request numbers, . one girl
“Today At Home,” new Monday, through Friday live program with
Some, bf -those conditions under ! Test pictures relayed from Can- asked for “a piece for Mr. Connor.” Betty Adams, who ankled . WJAR-TV for WBZ-TV, replacing the
Iri his summing up the Judge “Priscilla Lane Show” on t he AVestinghouse . cp.itlet . . . WJAR-TVy
which taping took place were no : ada were shown at a press conferkicks either. Brodkin observed. Di-.j ence at Alexandra Palace Wednes- told the jury that if they came to Providence, celebrating its :10th anni with shot iri the. arm for boxing
rector Ralph Nelson taped the 27 day A 171 when Sir- Harold BishOD/ .considering damages they must “Leather. Pushers,” 10-wk tournament windup for first! annual N.E.
minutes in one dav and one night. ! BBC Director of Engineering, madis not be niggardly—on the other semi-pro. championships ; . . Saran Wrap kicked off intensive spot
During the nighttime! sessions, the.: an explanatory , speech that . was hand they rriust not be extravagant. ad campaign for their plastic, food Wrap over Yankee; net KNAC and
lights were put Out after each take..! filmed and shortly after “cabled'’ They had to give a sum. which, in WNAC-TV plus 33 affiliated , "hbmaitpwm” stations . . .-WBZ-TV filmed
One such take called for Dick : to Canada. They were, of acceptable. their judgment,, was fair and rea¬ “Cardinal Cushing Speaks Out” at the Afchdiocesan radio-tv centre,
York to ride-a horse off into the ’ quality, though slight jerkiness. of sonable. In making its aw'ard, the edited and presented it on Sunday (21) to fine comment fibril the
darkness, with a fadeout at the end. ^movement was evident as . a iresult jury. Said that S5.600 was attribut¬ press on the Cardinal’s discussion of dangers inherent in apathetic
Sure enough, the lights went off, j of the scanning of alternate .frames .: able to the imputation of homo¬ attitude towards Communism and effective measures; of combatting
sexuality. • ;•
and York’s voice was heard a'j only during transmission. V
it . .
WEEI’s “Beantown Matinee” broadcasting from June Dairy
couple of hundred yards off. j No hard dates, beyond those ar-- . Counsel for Liberace said the r estival on Boston Common
shouting for the lights—he was ranged to provide pix of the Royal- first of the. two articles was. a.very
lost in complete darkness on; tour, have been set for future .in- serious attack on Liberace’s mori. IN CLEVELAND
horseback. ‘ Ji
j terchange of newsreel: material.; als. it meant, and was intended to
Nighttime, ini fact,. is easier ; ^bt as Sir Harold Bishop .put it to ■ mean, that Liberace was a homoBob Feller, former pitcher for the Indians, assumes co-chairmanship
than daytime taping because the i Variety:. "It's up; to CBCfo tell sexual—otherwise the words; had of a new sports show On KYW-TV Monday (29) with Jimmy Dudley.
lighting’s easier jto handle. That’s | us what it wants. IVe’re ready.”;
' rio meaning at all. In subsequent Feller has broadcast ball games for Mutual, but this is his first tv
Brodkin’s objection to. multiple- ‘ Prime Minister Harold Maemil- examination the artist denied he work . . . Barbara Plummer is the new WEWS w'eather girl: She. had
camera setups iri taping remotes—/ *arMvent to Alexandra Palace the : Was a' homosexual, but said that the now-defunct “Romper Room’’ on the same station . . . WHK seeks
each angle changes the lighting.; previous Saturday (13) to take a after . publication, he was greeted> three new disk jockeys to help with, expanded schedule when it goes'
and every time!; there’s a switch j |;ot>ksee at. MPFE. He afterwards:; With catcalls from an audience at; to 24 hours a day July 6
Harvey Glascock, WHK manager and
from one camera to another, the /'declared: Once^^ again Britain Ijias; ..Sheffield. :
Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp; vice president,, says the station is
Connor, in evidence, said that he now in the black, and has been since May... . . WNOB-FM prepares
light level changes completely, i shown the way. This latest deveb
One camera can be sh ooting l bpment .. is obviously going to be had ..rio. intention at any time of im¬ to go on air July 14: It’s said to be the; most powerful FM in country;
against a background, the other j'bne °f great importance.”
j puting homosexuality to Liberace. with 1351000 watts granted arid an application in . FCC channels for
against the sky; and there’s no ■ - ■■■■'■;
' J ‘ "" In using the words “he is the sum¬ a boost to 200,000 . ... Bill Gordon now firm at WJW as morning (7rl0)
mit of; sex, the pinnacle Of Mascu¬ disk jockey starting July 6. He’ll continue at WEWS on “One O’clock
control.
j
' i
line, Feminine arid Neuter,” he had Club” shearing host duties with Dorothy Fuldheim . .. . Bob Marshall
Ideally. Brodkin says, vidtaping ,
in
mind that Liberace, by using nis is new program director at WJWrTV. He’s been with Storer Broad-:
should be done in the studio, with j
10 days of rehearsal and IQ days,
froiW page 79
;! sex appeal,, was the greatest ., ex¬ casting Co. 13 years, most recently as production supervisor at
ponent
in show business and had WAGA-TV, Atlanta, He replaces Ed Herp, going into production. ■ i
of actual taping., scene by scene as - Jr
; .
. / :
V
j
,
i
with film. Or, to use a film tech-! ^°
specials was. made at a ; received audiences which were
world
records.
“Everything that He,
nique, 20 days per show with re- (dinner last" Week at Godfrey’s, j
m PHILADELPHIA
hearsals on the set before each.; town apartment at 1 Grade Ter- i She or It can ever want” was a ref¬
erence to the comprehensive na¬
Charles Shaw, news director of the AVCAU stations received the
scene, as with flftn.' Othewise he ! racS. ..Pl.eseftt ,t the ainher.-ln a^'; ture Of his technique, designed to
Fidel Castro special medal at the Cuban Embassy, for his interviews ,
observes, it should be limited to - ....
,
Jr ■ ■
v
on-the-air recording.
. j dition to Godfrey, were Leo De-.: apply to the whole community-r^the with the rebel -leaders in their mountain hideout . . . John Grubb,
full circled’
Rooked for Seven <90’s’
| Qrsey, his partner and lawyer;. ; . During, the first week of the forinerly of WBZ, Boston, named director of news and special events ,
Brodkin expects to do seven : Jim Seward, exec veep of CBS Ra^ : hearing a number of show; business at WIBG . . . James O'Brien, vet radio and tv scripter (“Alfred Hitch¬
“Playhouse 90” I shows next year. ) dm. and Arthur HuU; Hayes, prexy ; personalities' 'Were culled as wit¬ cock Presents,”: “Web,” “Danger”) joined, the AVriting staff at WCAUTAr ... . NBC inked a five-year agreeirient Here (16) to televise the
He also plans to; develop two spe-: °^
Radio.
I nesses, among thein Cicely Court¬
cials and to do an hourlong pilot.
That the Godfrey organization neidge, Bob Monkhouse and Jimmy Liberty Bowd football game from the Municipal Stadium (Dec! 19) ...
Max Leon, owner of WDAS and sometime orchestra conductor, named
Meanwhile, he’s working oii* two at CBS \vas undergoing extensive ' Thompson. .
business manager of the Philadelphia Grand Opera. Co. . , . Loweil
plays he hopes to produce, one a ! changes Was also , made clear j
Howard, formerly on the WFIL newscruiser, doing a dee jay show at ,
comedy by Ernesf Kinoy which he’ll'! when the web’s telephone opera-,1
WAMS, Wilmington
U
co-produce with Kermif Bloomgar-j tPrs said there no longer were I.
den. .
j lines leading to the. office of Dick |
.
' Chicago, J line 23.
Brodkin feels this has been the I Krolik. Godfrey’s personal pub- j Keystone Broadcasting System IN ST. LOUIS
best “90” season to date, and he j hefty man. Who up until this.; is opening an office in Detroit ori
KMOX Radio (CBS), during the strike of. newspaper stereotypers
also feels that jCBS-TV deserves'! week had been handiing all of- ■ July 15 in the' Penobscot Bldg., which closed down both dailies, airing special “GloberDemocrat of the
credit for several instances of 1 ficiaL communiques regarding the : with Edwin R. Peterson Jr. as gen¬ Air” features, including syndicated columns, obituaries, Lost & Found
standing up to ithe sponsors and: P^former.
eral manager. Peterson is trans¬ and Help Wanted. In addition, station increased its local news coyeragencies to get a particular show
.It was intimated that Krolik. Was ferring from the Chi base, where age by 75% . . . A cavalcade of recording artists is slated to visit the .
on the air. This|was the case with ready to sever his connectioris he has been an account exec. The KWK Splatter Parties; emceed by KWK personality King Richard on
Rod Serling’s “Rank and File” and with Godfrey. This was even rietw'ork for rural stations also has Fridays at Down’s .Pool in south St. Louis . . . St. Louis* hew inde¬
with the teleplay about uriwed more apparent when a statement offices in Los Angeles, San Fran¬ pendent tv outlet, KPLR, attracting considerable attention with its putmothers.
j:
regarding Godfrey’s plan’s came cisco and NeW York.
door news and interview telecasts throughout, the day at poolside
At the same time, he blames the otit of the CBS-TV Press DepartTo replace Peterson in Chi, Key¬ of. the Chase Hotel . . . St. Louis Hawks pro basketball team and1 An¬
web for the fact; that “90” tended j merit which ordinarily does nof stone has brought in John T. Har- heuser-Busch have a three-year pact with KMOX Radio for AM rights
to get' “pretty heavy” during the | handle the performer’s pubfela- tigan, ■ f orirnerly with the For job & of all Hawks games . . . KWK deejay. Peter Martin the father of twins
year, with the accent on serious 1 tions.
Co. reppery. in . Chicago,
for the second time in four years.
I:.
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TheAmpex OverseasStory
Videotape equipment installations are on the march in for|ign
- countries as well as in the US.
Ampex reports sales in eight foreign countries. Total U.S. mar¬
kets currently with Ampex machines number. 58, With , the vidtape
concern forecasting installations -in another 1.7 markets by Sep-,
tember. •
This is the Ampex rundown in foreign markets:
Australia, Amalgamated TV Services, Sydney, two recorders;
General TV Gorp^ Melbourne, one* . Canada,. Canadian Broadcast¬
ing Cm. Alberta, 11; Ampex American, Toronto, one; Meridian
Films, Toronto, two; CHCH-TV, Hamilton,,four.
England, Associated Rediffusion. London, two BBC, London,
two; Rarik Cintel, London. 14: ABC Television, London, one; Tyne
Tees TV, London, one; Granada TV, Manchester, jive; Southern
TV, Southhampton,
France, Balin Distributors, Paris, , one; Japan, Sakata Shokai,
Yokohama. 15; and Sakata Shokai, Kobe,. 11; Mexico, TV de Chi*
huahua, Guadalajara;; one; TV- de Mexico, S.A., Mexico .. City,
seven;. Cadena TV del Norte, Monterrey, one; XETV, Tijuana,
orie; TDC-TV, Tijuana, one.
West Germany, Siemens and Halske, IQ; and Scotland, Scottish
Television Ltd;, Glasgow, one.

Second Channel Receives Jolt As
Italian ^oYernmant Cuts ^lbsi^r
Koine, June. 23. +
Italian plans for a second tele¬
Bernstein’s ‘No Deals’
vision network have received a
temporary setback, and from an
Cecil Bernstein, managing
unexpected source: a. cut in the
director of Granada TV and
government subsidy of the RAI-TV
Granada Theatres, flew back
nets made necessary by the salary
to London on Monday (29) af¬
demands of government workers.
ter a fortnight’s o.o. of the
While officially a second Italo
TJ. S, and Canadian Television
outlet had been promised before
situation,
December, 1961, the grapevine had
"No deals,” says be, "and, be¬
it that RAI was actually hoping to
sides, since all the Yank firms
inaugurate its second p r o.g fa m
have London offices there’s no
(perhaps on a limited scale at
point iii going over their
first), on Jan. 1, 1960- (Local ex¬
heads; we can always con¬
periments have been conducted by
summate1 any deals in Lon¬
RAI around the country to test
don.”
second network possibilities as well
. as public receptioh. i
This target date will; now prob¬
ably have to be set back unless new
circumstances intervene. While
RAI is, as usual, officially mum on
the subject, it’s reported here that
.a recent government hike, of; the
percent age cut it takes from, the .■
-RAI-TV operation, rise said to-total
s o m e . 87.500,000. approximately :
equals the sum RAI had set aside!
to spend on the second net; hence j
forcing the local tv company to;
seek another source of finance .•
Glasgow, June 23.

Paris, June 23.
( Christian Chavanon, director of
. Toronto, June 23.
TV Psychologized
i Radiodiffusion - Television - FranPremier Leslie Frost of Ontario,
(caise, told Variety that there
, .
London. June 23.
whose Conservative Party had an¬
The changing habits of tele¬ j would definitely be no commercial
other landslide in midweek elec¬
viewers are analyzed in a sur¬ j aspects in the second video statetions, rapped the . Canadian Broad¬
vey made for the British Psy¬ J controlled channel which is ex*
casting Corp. in: biting terms for
chological Society by.Dr. Wil¬ • pected to start functioning in Janits "person-to-person tv coverage of
liam Benson of the London 5 uary ’60.
Chavanon added that this was a
the Oppositions- leaders; while . he
School of Economics- His find¬
specific governmental ruling. How¬
himself was ignored.. He promised
ings are based on 3,000
ever, he left some leeway in stat¬
an. immediate inquiry. Frost said
viewers.
ing that he could not predict what
tv and radio should be operated
.Among the points elicited
could happen in five or TO years.
under independent auspices and
by the inquiry were, that tele¬
This was probably an allusion to
that the Canadian .government
viewers liked to see their fa¬
the pressures being put on the gov¬
should, get ; out of the business.
vorite, stars in person on the
ernment
by private concerns to
Frost pointed out that the Can¬
stage; that the picture-going
open tv to ads and commercial pro¬
adian taxpayer had paid out $40,habit drops, by more than onegramming.
s~
000'000 last year to make up CBC
third: and reading goes down
deficits; that his CBC-TV coverage
by nearly onei-quarter. On the
Chavanon admitted that French
was "biased and distorted” and
other hand, interests in art j tv had been accused of being too
that he was not contacted for in¬
and sports are boosted'by tv.
j stodgy and intellectual in outlook,
terviews.
but he counterpointed with the
What made Premier Frost; boil
■ fact that most French newspaper
was that ; the CBC network, he
1 criticism of tv was on its so-called
claimed,., had predicted that elec¬
j "light” and “entertainment” pro¬
tion night returns would show a
grams like quiz shows and variety
far less Conservative strength than
programs. The second web would
the 71 seats, won.. He also accused
J be primarily concerned with the
the CBC of placing him and his.
beaming of plays and lyric entries
government in "an unfavorable
by the state subsidized houses, but
light” and that CBC’s coverage
would also try for more varied
confirmed his views that the gov¬
fare also, said Chavanon.
ernment, had "no business to be iii
He said that French tv was not
the. radio and television field.1
too interested in Yank vidpie se¬
"I was besieged by calls, includ¬
ries
which were not quite the kind
Rome, June 23.
ing my wife’s who, watching tv, ex¬
of fodder for French tastes. How¬
pressed concern; about the outcome
Music and songs will continue as ever, they were considering buying
of the election, as reflected on the an Italian television staple during kinescopes of certain Yank pro¬
tv screen; These calls indicated
summer hiatus. Several new grams directly from U.S. compa¬
that the interpretation of informa¬ the
shows have already been an- nies.
.. He opined that French tv was
tion supplied by the. CBC was that nounced as replacements for reg-; trying to create, special tv prothe government was losing. I won¬ ! ular winter fsre
: grams as well as leaning heavily, as
der why the . taxpayers should put j "Buone Vacanze” (Good Vaca- * >’eL on films and televised theatre.
: up with that sort of thing.”.
I• tions) will take over from the highHe
that eventually French
i ; Frost made it clear that he was j rated "Musichiere” at. the ehd of fv would evolve a definite style of
j not . critical, cf technicians hut
‘•aimed his barbs at those, who set
Goril feaniM emcee- »«*Chavanon
°'vnadmitted* that. F.'cr.ce
CBC: pdliev:- . .lie said that: ‘‘the
»4; leadaw.^e .orcaertra.- » was behind other countries ar.d
CBC

.

the k
ties,
leaders
! ceiving
i pens
' had- no ri
sorts of bias and slants that Were *5C11u.* v--*^ frying could m«on a po<db e
not upheld by the people” .
.
months :,v:a fee usual abridged tin*.8 5,000.t)00 raaVk.
C: G:;Qunning;general news ed-\: ^ TV now has- 50. hours v.eekly
;itor oF OTC. sakf that: there - was.:'1?1*”**8 '***!* CTbUUe& lgMt-' here and might .hike to 60 next
and or delay its planned branching;
TeI(?vision in the/USSR.is still i no deliberate ittempTio'put anj^comedy sequences are frimmed
- ----‘ --Jfn S',h.
year with an estimated 40 for the
on^ in its infancy, according to George !one in ^ ^ad light with CBC’s cov-j
as well, as the commercials);
W feeond channel. Color seems to
Preparations are meanwhile con-;
erage
but
that
putting
the
Premier
out for France. Chavanon continuing, with :experimehts already i Elvin,. Secretary of the British
oil tv would have meant a search
4nnti!ir1fhni.P,!fhnr»'dnTr.i.o ivac eluded with the fact that nobody
conducted in about 10 Italian cen- j Assn, of Cinema & Theatre Tech- for equipment that had already 0UAnother
show who.e demi. e ha ovor expected radio to reach its
.by., so_ called ‘ TV_ Teams.” j njcians, who recently visited Rus- been assigned to the Royal Tour been repeatedly announced is .the pfesent lli000,000 declared sets
5ft w k
; s^a as organi2er and secretary of
80°© of the Italian boot to be cov¬ .j a trade union delegation repre¬ and the official opening of the St. o?ce toprated . Laseia o Raddop- - and s0 tv might surpass expcctapia” (Double or Nothing), Guided lions He felt that periphery staLawrence Seaway.
ered by a second net operation.
senting six show business unions.
by Mike Bonjiorno, quper noiV :tions were not important in the
Elaborate ^ production and ad¬
looks headed at least into July,, preneh tv scheme Bongiorno would presumably re-j
vanced techniques are little in evi¬
dence and set reception is gener¬
turn
in the fall with a new but \
London, June 23.
ally disappointing, El vin said here.
Rediffusion, the piped tv com¬ still unset quiz showv RAI is also
The normal method of televising pany which has a 37^% stake in said to be mulling a new question- j
a play is simply to install cameras Associated-Rediffusion, the Lon¬ and-answer show to be emceed by \
: inside a theatre and shoot for the don weekday commercial tv pro¬ Enzo Tortora.
Back in . the musical, field.
i best result instead of treating gramming outfit, announced a rec¬
i drama in a tv context,
ord profit forj the past year of $13,- "Crociera d’Estate” . (Su miner
.London, June 23. j There is a total of about 3,000,- 090,000. Stockholders receive . a Cruise) has been booked to re¬
The Unilever group of compa¬ 000 sets in Russia,; he said, of tax-free dividend of 16%, against place the currently ending Walter
Rome, June 23.
(Continued on page 94)
(Continued on page 94)
12^% a year ago.
.
nies, spending around $3^640,000 to
RAI-TV, the Italian radio and
pitch 28 of its products, was ; the
Television network, netted some
- biggest single advertiser on Brit¬
$6,300,000 during 1958. the official
ish commercial tv in the first; quar¬
report to shareholders for the
ter; of the year. Nearly $18,200,000
( twelvemonth revealed. Only . $577,was spent in all by 26 of the main
1500 of this total remained, liowcompanies using the .networks:'
| ever, after amortization and other
Runner-up to U n i I e v e r was
expenses, thus giving shareholders
Thomas Hedley & Co., principal
| (majority is being held by the
competitor in the , soaps, and syn¬
Washington, June 23. I count—from 25,800 to 53,700. The set up an "Eastvision” system com- ■ Italian government) a 7% dividend,
thetic detergent market Hedleys
First quarter of 1959 saw a rise • ®'ar ?ast had a. 63% rise—r-from parable to the Eurovision network; Figures derived from a $56,300,paid out nearly $2,610,000 on ad¬
in 12 Western Europe nations, j 000 allover income and a $50,000of
nearly
3,000,000
.television sets 1,815,000 to 2,963,000 sets. During! He said the Reds also are pressur- 000 expenditure in all sectors. Survertising 14 products. Next in ex¬
the nine-month period, sets in
penditure importance, according to outside the U.S. and Canada, ac¬ Latin America increased from 1,- ing to get Communist sporting prisingly, only $5^50,000 was spent
the Television Press Agency,, were ceding to the U.S, Information 920,000 to 2a822,900. And Europe’s events and cultural programs onto I during 1958 on tv programs, while
the Beecham Group: ($2,292,000 on Agency.
total rose from 13,421,000 to Eurovision. In Latin America and;a much higher $6,750,000 was ex35: products). Imperial Tobacco 'At the end of March, there “were 16,432,000.
the Middle East, Soviet cultural! pended on the radio end of the RAI
(nearly $988,400) and Rowntree & 25,633,400 sets in 53 nations
The USIA television chief esti¬ officers are busy offering tv sta-; operation. These totals don't inCo. almost $904,000 on 10 prod¬ abroad, with 21,750,000 in the free mated that the free world has 617 tions free films featuring such clude money for newsreels and
ucts).
world and 3,850,000 in the Com¬ tv transmitters by March 31, com¬ talent a * the Bolshoi Ballet, the newscasts—over $3,000,000.
Highest slices of the RAI ex¬
munist bloc.
pared to 458 last July. He said Moiseyev Dancers, the Moscow
By July 1, USIA estimated that this compares with. 141 in the State Circus and the Peking penses went toward new’ equipment
Opera.
the overseas total will be 28,- Communist orbit.
and installations, and to its per¬
Havana, June 23.
000,000 with 100,000,000 potential
In the cold war, Wheeler, testi¬
Wheeler said USIA needs more sonnel. Future expenses include
-Television producer David Siiss- viewers in the free world alone. fied, "television has entered the money to counter the Soviet ef- more radio and tv transmitters and
kind, here on a 10-day sojourn, vis^
The figures were furnished battle on both sides;” He said ,. .. , repeaters, for an eventual total of
ited CMQ here in his . studyof Senate Appropriations Committee that there are about 500,000 sets . forts with an expansion of its tv ,550 FM transmitters and 400 tv
Cuban network facilities for tele¬ by Romney Wheeler, USIA tele¬ In the Soviet Union which can re¬ production and purchase of more- transmitters.
vision. CMQ is Cuba’s key network. vision director, _whd appealed for ceive tv signals across the. Iron privately-proauctu u.o. tv. nuns. <
Susskind is combining his busi¬ restoration of the $582,800 cut by Curtain, and about the same num-- -phe Television Service also wants ; shareholders conclave was the rois¬
ness with sojne sunshine at the the House in tv service funds.
ter in free nations bordering!
; ing of RAI’s working capital from
Havana Riviera.Hotel, accompanied
Wheeler said that from last July Russia which can get Red broad- j a Vl<Jeotape recorder to compete • $8 250,000 to $12,375,000. This
by his two teenage daughters. He to the. end of March, the Near casts.
;
*
5 quality-wise with the best of ' makes RAl one of the major inwill be here about 12 days.
East more than doubled its set
Wheeler noted Soviet efforts to ( Russian tv propaganda product, i dustrial operations in Italy.

Rediffusion’s $13,090,000

$630,000 Net For
58 halo RAI-TV

Rise to 2:1633,400 TV Sets in S3
Nations: Dialing in on Cobt

Susddnd Studies Cuban TV

39 THRILLING FIRST-RUN FILMED
HALF-HOURS BASED ON SAN DIEGO
POLICE DEPARTMENT FILES!...FOR
LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP!
REALLY DIFFERENT!
It’s the unusual story of a tough, resolute
police officer... the eager, ambitious rookies
he trains... and his friend, a resourceful,
conscientious police-reporter.
... And the story of a melting-pot city—
San Diego ... and its people-the fishermen,
the sailors, the barkeeps, the bankersfully-drawn characters in intriguing situations.
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ARB FEATURE CHART

weekly feature chart.basedon ratings furnished by American Research .feature jperiod and share of audience, since these factors. reflect the effectiveness;
Bureau, covers two markets. Each iceek the 10 top rated features for the tv:6 markets V of the feature and audience composition, i.e., a late slioio at 11:15 pirn, would hardly
urill be listed.
1;
.
have any children Viewers, but its share of audience may ref lect dominance in 'that
Factors which would assist distributors, agencies, stations and advertisers in
time period,. Jn the cities where stations sell their feature, programming on a multi
determining the effectiveness of a feature > show in a specific market have been
stripped basis utilizing the same theatrical, throughout the week a total rating for the
included in this Variety chart. Listed below is such pertinent information regarding
total number of showings for the week is given* the total rating not taking into account
features as their starsJi release year, original production company and the present the duplicated homes factor,; Barring unscheduled switches in titles: the listed features
distributor included wherever possible along with the title. Attention should be paid for the particularly rated theatrical filmed shoioare as accurate as could be
to such factors as the time and day, the high and low ratings for the measured
ascertained.
Variety's

BALTIMORE
FOP TEN FEATURE FILMS
1. “CALL OF THE WILD"—
Clark Gable,
Loretta Young;
United Artists; 1935£NTA
Z. “ALL QUIET ON THE FRONT"—
Lew Ayres,
John Wray;
Universal; 1931; Screen Gems
3. “MEN OF BOY’S TOWN"—
Spencer Tracy,.
r
Mickey Rooney;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV
4. “LUSTY MEN”—
Susan Hayward,
::
Robert Mitchum;
RKO; 1952; C&C
5. “FORT APACHE"—
John Wayne, Henry :
Fonda, Shirley Temple;
RKO; 1948; C&C
6. “FORT APACHE’’—
John Wayne, Henry 1
Fonda, Shirley Temple;
RKO; 1948; C&C
7. “WAKE OF THE RED WITCH"—
John Wayne,
Gail Russell;
1
Republic; 1946
i
8. “THE STEEL LADY"—
Tab Hunter,
Rod Cameron:
United Artists; 1953; 'UAA
9. “AFRICAN QUEEN”—
Katherine Hepburn, !
Humphrey Bogart;
United Artists; 1952; UAA
10. “DR. JEKYLL & MR. HYDE"—
Spencer Tracy,
Ingrid Bergman;
MGM; 1940; MGM-TV

STATIONS: WMAR, WBAL. WJZ. SURVEY DATES: MAY 1.7, 1957,

TIME SLOT
Tonight’s Best
Movies No. 1
Sat. May 2
9:30-11:15 p.m.
WBAL-TV
American Theatre .
1st Run
Fri May 1
10:45-12:15 p.m.
WJZ-TV
Early Show
Repeat
Sun. May 3
6:00-7:15 p.m.
WJZ-TV
1st Run Big Movie of the Week
Sat. May 2
10:30-2:00 p.m.
WMAR-TV
RUN
1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

Early Show
Thurs. May 7
6:00-7:15 p:m.
WJZ-TV
Early Show
Wed. May 6
6:00-7:15 p.m.
WJZ-TV
Late Show.
Sat. May 2
10:45-12:15 p.m.
WJZ-TV
. Early Show ..
Mon. May 4
6:00-7:15 p.m.
WJZ-TV
Late Show
Mon. May 4
10:45-12:15 p.m.
WJZ-TV
Late Show
Tues. May 5.
10:45-12:15 p.m!
WJZ-TV

AVERAGE
HIGH
RATING
11.4
1216

Warner Bros.; 1943; UAA

AV.
RTG*
STATION
. WMAR ..: .... . 31.5
. WMAR ... ... .43.5
.WMAR ... ....14.8

12.2

9.8

36.2

Channel 2 Theatre-^
“Sea Devils"...,,.____;.. .WMAR ... .... 6.3

10.7

14.2 .

9.4

46.7

Meet the Press ..... WBAL . .... 4.1
Twentieth Century........... . WMAR ... .... 6.7
Lassie
___............ .WMAR .... ....10.4

10.2

16.4

.1.6

44.9

10.0

11,8

8.3

52.1

Tonight’s Best Movie No. 1—
“Call of the Wild"......,., WBAL. ;.. .11.0
Late Show—“Wake: of ..the
Red Witch":...,,./.v!, .:: wjz
.. . 7.4
Tonight’s Best Movie No. 2—
“The Rains Came".... WBAL .... .:
3.2
Amos ’n- Andy.._ ____ WMAR . .. ...4 5
Badge 714 .:.
.WMAR,... ..,. 4!9
7 O'clock Final: Weather . . . . .WMAR;.:.. ...8,3

8.9

9.1

8.3

46.4

Amos *ri’ Andy .,..... .WMAR ... • ... . . 6.3:
Mr. District Attorney (Sports) WMAR .,;.
6.1
7 O’Clock Final; Weather ,
WM AR ; , ...,102

8.3

10.2

4.3

28.4

Big Movie of the Week—
“Lusty Men"

6.7

6.2

6.6

WMAR

.>..13.3

9,4

5.9

39.2

Amos ’n’ Andy,........ .WMAR ....
5.9
Badge 714 (Sports).
.. . WMAR .... .... 5.7
7 O’clock Final; Weather.... .WMAR . .. ... *11.8

7.5

5.5

31.9

Jack Paar Show___________ WBAL

: ' .. 4.8

.7:9

4:7

30:4

Jack Paar Show.........;.... WBAL

4.6

STATIONS: WLWC, WTVN, WBNS. SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 195*.

-SUDDEN FEAR"— j.
Repeat Something Different
Joan Crawford.
Sat. May 2
Jack Balance;.
10:30-12:30 p.m.
RKO; 1954; Flamingo: Films
WTVN-TV
1st Run Lex Mayers Theatre
“STORY OF SEA BISCUIT”—
Shirley Temple.
Sun. May 3 .
Barry Fitzgerald;
10:00-12:00 p:in.
1949; UAA
WTVN-TV
Repeat
“DESTINATION MO0N”—
Armchair Theatre:
John Archer,
Fri. May 1
Warren Anderson;
11:15-1:15 p.m.
Eagle Lion; 1950: UAA
; WBNS-TV
“SALUTE TO THE MARINES’ —
1st Run Wallace Beery Theatre
Wallace Beery,
Thurs. May 7:
Marti} n Maxwell;
5:00-6:15 p.m.
MGM: 1943; MGM-TV
WLWC-TV
“COME NEXT SPRING"—
Armchair Theatre:
1st Run
Ann Sheridan, Steve I
Tues. May 5
Cochran. Walter Brennan;
11:15-1:00 p.m. ,
Republic; 1956; Hollywood Tel. Service
WENS-TV •
“Maverick Queen"—
1st Run
Armchair Theatre
Barbara Stanwyck..
Mon. May 4
Barry Sullivan;
11:15-1:00 D.m..
Republic; 1956; Hollywood Tel. Service
WBNS-TV
“WHERE DANGER LIVES"—
Repeat
Gold Cup Matinee
Robert Mitchum,
Mon. May 4
Faith Donjergue;
5:00-6:00 p.m.
RKO; 1950; C&C
WLWC-TV
Repeat
“ROUGHLY SPEAKiNG"—
. Late Show
Rosalind Russell,
Tues. May 5
Jack Carson;
11:15-1:30 p.m;
Warner Bros.; 1945; UAA
WTVN-TV
“RED RIVER”—
Repeat
Movie of the Week
John Wayne,
Sun. May 3
Montgomery Clift;
2:00t4:15 p.m.
Republic; 1952; UAA
WBNS-TV

Ann Sheridan;

AVERAGE
SHARE
TOP COMPETITION
Have Gun, Will Travel .
21.0
Gunsraoke . .........—
Big Movie of the Week-4‘’Lusty Men" ............ . ..

10.8

COLUMBUS

“THE LADY W ANTS MINK"—
Ruth Hussey, Dennis O'Keefe,
Eve Arden, Tommy Rettig;
Republic; 1953; Hollywood Tel. Service
“YES MY DARLING DAUGHTER"—
Roland Young,
Jeffrey Lynn;
Warner Bros,; 1939; UAA
“3 CHEERS FOR THE IRISH’'Thomas Mitchell,
Dennis Morgan;
Warner Bros.; 1940; UAA
“EDGE OF DARKNESS"—
Errol Flynn.

LOW
9.1

1st Run

Repeat

Repeat

Repeat

Armchair Theatre
Thurs. May 7
11:15-1:15 p.m.
WBNS-TV.
Sunday Showboat No. 1
Sun. May 3
12:30-2:00 p.m.
WTVN-TV : •
Sunday Showboat No. 2
Sun..May.3
2:00-3:30 p.m.
WTVN-TV
Late Show
Fri. May 1
11:15-1:00 pirn.,
WTVN-TV

14.8

1516

13.4

46.7

News, Weather, Sports .:... .WLWC • ... .... 9.6
D.A.’s Man..
.. .,,.!.. WLWC ... ....15.6
Championship Bowling...;.. WBNS
7.4

8'0

67

188

6:4

,6:7

6.2

38.8

News, Weather, Sports.. .. . WLWC ... ..;.10.5
Carney-Caesar at the Movies. .W’LWC ... ... .25.5
Gold Cup Theatre—“Portrait
of Jenny” (Repeat)....... WLWC ....
3.6
Jack Paar Show .
WLWC . . . ...6.5

5.2

6:2

4.9

25.7

. American Bandstand -....... .WTVN .... ....10.3
Flippo ..,.: .
.WBNS
7.6

: 4.9

5:8

2.7

32.2

Jack Paar Show........... .WLWC ..: . .... 5.8

4.8

7.6

2.7

46.2

Jack Paar Show..

4.8

4.9

4.5

36.4

American Bandstand... . ;wtvn.. .v. . 6.7
Mickey Mouse Club;.....;,..WTVN .... . . 4.3

4.1

4.9

.2.7

31:8

Jack Paar Show..... WLWC

4.1

4i5

4.0

42,7

Sunday Showboat No. 2—
“3 Cheers for the Irish’’
(Repeat) ..... . .
. ,.. WTVN
Sunday Showboat No. 3—“Go
Into Your Dance" (1st Run) • • W'fVN •
Jack Paar Show.« ,,,
_... JVLWC

7,5

•

.. ... .WLWC :,.. ...4.1

.5.8

3:9
... $.9

4.0

6-7

IS

36.7

4.0

415

3.6

49.4

Monty Speaks His Mind ....... WBNS
Columbus Town Meeting ., ;.. WBNS

0.9
4.5

3.9

40

3.6

41.5

Movie of the Week—
“Red River" (Repeat)....... WBNS

4.0

Jack Paar Show . . ..WLWC ,

7.4

3.8

4.5

2.2

21.3

.5.5
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RENEWALS
FOR 39 THRILUNG NEW HALF-HOURS OF ONE
OF TV’S BIGGEST SYNDICATION SUCCESSES!

Jim Davis as Wes Cameron
. and Lang Jeffries as
Skip Johnson star in
this suspenseful series.

PUkIET?

TV-HIMS

Wednesday^ June 24, 1959

-ARB SYNDICATION CHART
weekly tabulation, based on ratings furnished by American Research
Bureau highlights the- top ten network shdws on a local level and offers, a rating study
* in depth of the top ten syndicated shows in the same particular market This-week ten
different markets are covered:
:.
•
In the syndicated program listings of the top ten shows, rating data Such as theaverage share of audience, coupled with data as to time arid day of telecasting, com-,
petitive programming in the particular slot, etc., is furnished. Reason for detailing an ■
Variety’s

LOS ANGELES
RK.

exact picture of the; rating performance of syndicated shows is to reflect the true, rating
strength of particular series, Various branches of the industry, ranging from media
buyers to. local stations and/or advertisers to syndicators will find .the charts valuable.
Over the course of a year, ARB will tabulate a minimum of 150 markets. The re¬
sults of that tabulation will, be found weekly in Variety, Coupled with the rating per¬
formance of the top ten network shows on the local levels the Variety-ARB charts are
designed to reflect the rating tastes of virtually every tv market in. the U. S.
■

STATIONS: KNXT, KRCA, KTLA, KABC, KHJ, KTTV, KCOP. SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

TOP TEN’ NETWORK SHOWS
PROGRAM—DAY-TIME
ST A.

RTG. |RK.

1. Emmy Awards ’Wed. 1Q:Q0-1I;30); ... KRCA
2 Gunsmoke ■ Sat/ .10:00-10:30 > ....... KNXT:.
3. Have Guii, Will Travel 'Sat. 9:30-10': . KNXT
4. Father Knows Best O.Ion. 8:30-9:00'. . KNXT
5. Wagon Tra:n V’ed. 7:30-8:30)....... KRCA
6. Perry Ma«en Sat. 7:30-8:30*
......KNXT
7. 77 Sunset Strip; 'Fri. 9:30-10:30)
..KABC
8. Cavalcade ci Sports '.Fri. 7.00-8:00' KRCA
9. ‘Real' McC'vs ‘Thurs. 8:30-9:00'
KABC
10. Maverick ;Sun. 7:30-8:30'
KABC

TOP SYNDICATED PROGRAMS
STA.
DISTRIB.
PROGRAM—DAY—TIME
..KRCA.;
. KRCA..
.: KNXT..
. .KRCA..
. .KRCA..
.. KTLA..
.. KTTV..
..KTTV..
. KCOP..
. .KTTV..

. Death ’ Valley' Days .(Thurs. 7:00>
. Silent Service (Sat, 7:00)..
, Huckleberry'Hound (Tues. 7:30)
, Rescue 8 (Tues. . 7:00 > .:.,.......
. Sea Hunt (Fri./ 10:30) ......
:. Popeye >Moh.-Fri; 6*)0>........
. Jeff’s Collie (Mon/ 7:00.):...
, Sheriff of Cochise/(Wed. 8:30),.
Search for Adventure (Thurs. 7:
Superman (Wed; 7:00' ........

.

MILWAUKEE
Rescue 8 (Thurs.: 8:00)... .. ..;.,..
Highway Patrol .'Thurs. 9:30)-State Trooper. (Tues: 9:30). ..
Sea Hunt (Thurs. 9:00'
....;..,.
Citizen Soldier (Fri. 9:30).....Flight (Sah 9:30), .... : ,.
New York Confidential (Mon; 9:30/
Official Detective. iSuii. 9:00) :..v.
MacKenzie’s Raiders (Sun. 8:30)...
Silent Service (Thurs, ,9:30).

/WTMJ.. !. Screen Gems
. WTMJ!. . .Ziv .
.WTMJ.. .. MCA.
WISN,.. • :ZiV
.WISN.. . .Flamingo
.WTMJ., ..CNP
.WTMJ./ .. ITC
. WISN ... ..NT A
. WISN/.. ..Ziv
.WISN... ...CNP
. .idigc^
Tarornf liTimc
Q'Ofii .
WISN
Ziv
X UUe. gww'
.
. .
Huckleberry Hound (Thurs. 5:00/ .. /WISN* ‘! /.Screen Gems

Emmy Av.ar/s (Wed. 9:00-10:30’... . ..WTMJ'
Real McCoys ’Thurs. 7:30-8:00/.... AVISN
77 Sunset Strip p Fri.. 8:30-9,30);. . .. /.WiSX.
Maverick -Sun.-*!6:3.0-7:30»'/ .
. .WISN
Wason ...Train 'Wed. 6:30-7:30/ ./.. .WTMJ
Donna Reed -'Wed. 8:00-8:30* ...WISN
Carney/Ceaszr At The Movies
'Sun. 9:00-10:00'. .
.......WTMJ
, Bat Master.-on 'Wed. 8:30-9:00' .
WTMJ
. Welk’s Dancing-Party (Sat. 8:00-9:00' WISN
. Perry Como 'Sat. 7:00-8:00' ,
..
. WTMt

HOUSTON
The Rifleman ‘Tues. 8:00-8:30) . .
Wagon -Train 'Wed. 6:30-7:30/..
Wyatt Earp 'Tues. 7:30-8:00)
Real McCoys 'Thurs. 7:30-8:00'. .
Pat Boene /Thurs. 8:00-8:30'
Emmy Awards SiWed. 9:00-10:30)
77 Sunset Strip 'Mon. 9:00-10:00)
Maverick -Sun. 6:30-7:30'
B'ack Sadd> 'Sat. 8:00-8:30) . . .
Gunemcke 'Set. 9:00-9:30)

TOP COMPETITION
LM
• STA.

13.7
12.5
1Q.7
9.8
9.5
9.8
8.3
, 7.4
7.3
6.9

34.7
33.3
20.5
.25.8
23!8
30.0
19.5
11.6
18.5
14.7

Search for Adventure .,. .KCOP
Early Show; News/,:. ... .KNXT
Cheyenne . . ,.!-. .•. ,.
Walker Edmiston Show.
Person To Person,....
Latham;. Wea ; .News./ .
Seven League . Boots:
Price Is Right /. /. /.
Death Valley Days. .. ... KRCA
Wednesday Night Fights KABC

7.3
12.4

13.7
18.2

31.1
27.2
25.0
23.0
21.1
21,1
20.5
17.1
17.1
16.7

* 58.9 !
42.9
49,6 !
33.8
35.1
47.4
39.9 :
29.1:
28.9
26.3 i

Pat Boone ...,...... /.WISN
Playhouse 9Q ........ .. WITI
..WISN
Target ..
You Bet Your Life:., . .WTMJ
Cavalcade of Sports., /.WTMJ;
Markham / ..., ..... ..WITI
Desilti Playhouse
;. .AVITI
Carney/Ceasar At Movies WTMJ
Chevy Show . , */.:. ./. ..WTMJ
Highway Patrol .
. . WTMJ

1X1id
* 3 4 5 6*.**.

12.4

61.1 j Early Show

:.., ,/...

.

WITI

13.0
10.5
14.4
26.0
24.4
15.7:
21.1
32.3
24.6
27.2
25 0
^4.9

STATIONS: KPRC, KHOU, KTRK, SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.
.. KTRK
.. KPRC .
. . KTRK
... KTRK
., • KTRK
...KPRC
.. KTRK
.. . KTRK
...KPRC
KHOU

53.0
44.9
41,4
40.6
40-4
39.5
37.9
37.6
35:2
34.2

■I
;!
[i
[1
i;

1. Whirlybirds (Sat. 6:00» ......
2. Mike Hammer iTues. 9:30'.■!/ ...
3. State Trooper (Sat. 9:30) . /....
4. Special Ageiit 7 (Sim/ 8:30).....
5. Rescue 8 (Thurs. 9:30)_,......
6. . Sea Hunt (Tues. 10:00) :........
* 7. Flight .(Thurs. 9:00)
,.....
’| 8. Life of Riley(Mon.-Fri. 6:00) .

KPRC,,,. U.S. Borax

15:5

: 10. Highway patrol (Tues. 9:30). .

KHOU.:./Ziv

.14.2

STATIONS: KTVRi

KLZ , . .CBS
46.5 ’■ i. Whirlybirds (Mon. 9:00')
44.4 2. Highway Patrol (Fri. 9:30) ...... .. ..KOA.. :Ziv:
38 0 ; 3. Death Valley Days (Mon. 9:30':
KLZ.... . . U.S. Borax
_KLZ. /.. . Screen Gems
37.3 : 4/Rescue 8 (Thurs. 9:30) .
35.5 ‘ 5, MacKenzie’s Raiders iWed; 9:00)/.. KLZ../,. . Ziv
i 6. Badge 714 (Wed. 9:30) . ...KLZ/... CNP
33.9 • 7. U*S, Marshal (Sat; 9:00)
. .1.. ....KOA;./.. .NT A
33.2 8. Bold Venture (Wed. 8:30)/! . . .. ....KOA/.... Ziv
32.6i : 8/Flight (Sat.; 8:30) /.
! .... /. /. ... .KLZ,. ... . CNP
31.31 9. Secret Journal (Sat. 9:00) - • -:, ...KOA. MCA
30.9 | ilo; Special Agent 7 (Sat. 9:30) » ,... . /. KOA..... MCA

CHARLESTON, \Y. VA.
1. Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00' ..
2- lVagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)
.
3. The Rifleman ITues. 9:00-9:30) .
4. Peter Gunn (.Mon, 9:00-9:30)
5. Pat Boone 'Thurs! 9:00-9:30) .
6. 77 Sunset Strip'(Fri. 9:30-10:30)
7. Tales of Wells Fargo <Mon. 8:30-9*
8. Maverick 'Sun, 7:30-8:30).
9. Restless Gun.'Mon. 8:00-8:36/ ... .
10. Gunsmoke 'Set;. 10:00-10:30) . .

25.8
23.4
20.9
20.7
20.5
19.5
19.5
18.4
18.0

/j
* |i
>||
i
j.

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.

Rescue 8 ITues. 7:30) . : . ; . .
Border Patrol (Fri. 10:30)....
state Trooper (Wed. 7:00). .....
Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30) .
...
Highway Patrol; (Sat. 10:30'

. . Screen Gems 16.6
T6.0
WCHS:, .. CBS
WSAZ . •MCA
15.8
WCHS.. Ziv
15:8
15.2
. WHTN.. -..Ziv

|j
fI
)1
ti
ji
I!
5i

5.
5.
6.
,7.
8.
9.
10.

Whirlybirds (Tues! 7:0Q) .
Death Valley Days (Fri! 7:00) ;.
Huckleberry Hound (Mon. 7:00).
“26” Men (Tues! 10:30)W .
Sky King (Mon. .5:30) ........
Ramar of the Jungle (Tues, 7:00)
Mike Hammer (Thurs. 10:30) ..

. WSAZ .. CBS
WSAZ . / . U.S. Borax
. WSAZ. / .-Screen Gems
.WCHS.! .ABC
■; WSAZ; / , Nabisco.
WSAZ, . . ITC
WSAZ.. . MCA

13,4
13.4
13.2
12.6
124
11.7
10.7,

24.7
8.2
24.2

7.1
245

58.7 State Trooper .; ./,.•. ., KBTV
, 56.0 1 Movie . Masterpiece .
] Wea.; Ski Report;.. !./KBTV
. 64.8 Acadeihy Theatre ;...
KOA
57.4 Academy Theatre .... ...KOA
43.8 Donna Reed . - ...KBTV
51.4 Academy Theatre :.... ...KOA
39.7 Secret Journal ;. . .! / .!. KLZ
37.0 Circle Theatre ...... .. . KLZ
33.0 [D.A.’s Man . /!;.;.. ..: KOA
:..koa
35.7 U.S. Marshal
39.8 Burns & Allen,,...,. . ,:klz

39.5
60.1
32:6
31:4

SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7. 195?.

...WCHS
../.WHTN
.. .WCHS
. . . .WSAZ
...WSAZ
....WCHS
/..WCHS
/..WHTN
Jungle Jim !...,./ .. ...WHTN
Garry .Moore
_ ... .WHTN
Mickey Mouse1 Club. ... .WCHS
....WCHS
Playhouse 9Q
:: /. WHTN

Person To Person..
Bozo the Clown.'-s /
D.A.’s Man
I D.A.’s Man . . . .,
l Sea Hunt
/I:.
;.52.5 Jeff’s Collie . ,.
46:2
35.1
43.7,
27.81

18.4
14.0

*7
15.8
15.8
15.8
8.9
6.3
8.3
14.4
10.5
6.5
14.2

STATIONS: WSM, WLAC, WS1X. SURVEY DATES: MAY I-7. 1959.
35.5
34.6
33 0
326
31.7
30.0
30.0
29:6
29.1!
28.6-

1,
2.
3.
4.
5.

Highway Patrol .(Mon. 9:00>.!....
State Trooper (Tues.. 9:00 >.
Target (Fri. 9:30) ..,.. /. .- •;.., ;.
Death Valley Days (Thurs: 6:30 / . /.
U.S. Marshal (Mon, 9:30),^.

Ziv
.WSM.. .
..WSIX.. .MCA
• >WSIX.. . .Ziv
. WSM ,.. . U.S. Borax
.wsm,;. ../NT A
. .WSM..! ./Ziv
7, Mike Hammer (Fri. 7:00),;...
.-WSM... /.MCA
8., Sea.Hunt (Sun. 8:30).:.. . . WSIX . /. .. Ziv
9. Highway patrol (Sat; 10:00) ..■:.
..WSM.,. .. Ziv
10. Rescue 8 (Tues! 9:30):..
. . .. WSM ... .. Screen Gems

HUNTINGTON
Wagon Train (Wed. 7:30-8:30)...... .WSAZ
Real McCoys (Thurs. 8:30-9:00). . . .. .WCHS
Ernie Ford (Thurs. 9:30-10:00) . . . . WSAZ
Tales of Wells I Fargo (Mon. 8:30-9:00) .WSAZ
Peter Gunn (Mon. 9:00-9:30). .. . WSAZ
Pat Boone (Thurs. 9:00-9:30)_
WCHS
Restless Gun (Mon. 8:00-8:30).... /. . WSAZ
Emmy Awards (Wed. 10:00-11:30) /. . WSAZ
* You Bet Your Life (Thurs. 10-10:30) . WSAZ
. Bat Masterson (Wed. 9:30-10:00)... . . WSAZ
. Maverick (Sun. 7:30-8:30).:.. .WCHS

30.3
262

10.0
14.2

SURVEY DATES: APRIL 10-16

KLZ, KBTV.

STATIONS: WSAZ, WCHS, WHTN.

NASHVILLE
. Ernie Ford (Thurs. 8:30-9:00)
.WSM
. Real McCoys (Thurs. 7:30-8:00' . . .. WSIX
. You Bet Your Life (Thurs: 9:00-9:30/ \VSM
Gunsmoke 'Sat. 9:00-9:301 .......... WLAC
Pat Boone 'Thurs. 8:00-8:30) ___, WSIX
Wagon Train (Wed. 6:30-7:30)....... ."WSM
Peter Gunn (Mon. 8:00-8:30) ...... /.WSM
The Rifleman (Tues. 8:00-8:30) ..... WSIX
Red Skelton (Tues. 8:30-9:00) ...WLAC
. Emmy Awrrds (Wed. 9:00-10:30/: -. . . WSM
, 77 Sunset Strip (Fri. 8:30-9:30).!./. WSIX

<
o

1. Gunsmoke 'Sai! 8:00-8:30)
2. Maverick 'Sun. 8:30-9:30)
3. Perry Como 'Sat. 6:00-7:00).
4. Chevy Show 'Sun. 7:00-8:00) .. .. .
5. Loretta Young 'Sun. 8:00-8:30) /..
6. Desilu Playhouse 'Mon. 8:00-9:00) .
7. Lawman 'Sun. ;9:30-10:00)
....
8. Bob Hope ‘Wed. 7:00-8:00'
9. 77 Sunset Strip iFri. 8:30-9:30) ....
10. Have Cun, Will Travel (Sat. 7:30-8'

| Jeff's Collie ............ KHOU
•I Highway Patrol ,../ /.... KHOU
D.A.’s Man :■/.---...
• Chevy Show ...-. /! ..
i Playhouse 90 ......;:..: KHOU
; News; Weathereast; News. KTRK
J Playhouse 90 ;./.... . KHOU
; 1 World at Large; Sports.
| \ Newsreel; W’eathercast /
j ( News; Weather ,.
!/) Jack Paar Show. ....,.. KHOU
j Mike Hammer :../,/... /KTRK

. KPRC.CBS
24:9
.KTRK!... MCA
24.5
.KHOU... MCA
/KHOU...
19.9
.KTRK. .... . MCA
19.6
.KPRC... . Screen Gems 17.9
.KPRC.... .Ziv
17.2
.-KTRK.... CNP
16.4
.KHOU.... NBC
16.2

’’9. Death Valley Days 'Thurs. 10:00:1.*

DENVER

,
>
.
.
.
.

SH.

STATIONS: WTMJ, WITI, WlSN. SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.

.
.
,
.
,
,
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

.. U S. Borax
.. CNP
.. Screen Gems
.. Screen Gems
. Ziv
. UAA
..ITC
. NT A.
. Bagnall
. Flamingo

RTG.

21.1
17.0
14.3
13.5
13.0
126
12:2
11.7
11.3
10.7

47.1
38.1
34.8
38.6
35.0
37.8
30,1
22.9
30.1
28.6

Desilu Playhouse ...- ..WLAC
Garry Moore . . . //,.,. . ..WLAC
Person To Person..... ..WLAC
I Love Lucy
...... ..WLAC
..WLAC
Desilu Playhouse
; Walt. Disney Presents. . ..WSIX
..WrLAC
Rawhide .... ..
Alfred Hitchcock .. .. ..WLAC
Wrestling
/..:./.,. ..WSIX
Garry Moore .... .... ..WLAC

19.4
19.8
20;0
13.9
20.2
13.3
161
18.5
15,7
18.1

STATIONS: WSAZ, WCHS. WHTH. SURVEY DATES: MAY 1-7, 1959.
46.2)
43.1
42.9
41.2
41.0
38.8
37.8
36.2
36.2
32.3
311

1.
2.
3.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
.
9/
10.

8

Whirlybirds (Thurs/ 7:00).;..
State Trooper. (Wed. 7:00).,.!.
Death Valley Days (Fri. 7:00);... /.
Rescue 8 (Thurs. 7:30).. .. . . .....
Union Pacific (Mon.: 10:30).---Cisco Kid (Fri. 5:30)...... ^....
Sea Hunt (Sat. 10:30):...,......,.
Superman (Tues. 5:30)..... _/
Border Patrol (Fri. 10:30> /!
Colon 1 Flack (Tues. 10:300 .. . ._
Huckleberry Hound (Mon. 7:00)_

.WSAZ.. ..CBS .
.WSAZ:. ,. MCA
. WSA'7 8 9 10
. Borax
^ U.S.
.WSAZ.. . Screen Gems
.WSAZ.. /CNP
WSAZ.. .. Ziv
. WCHS . ... Ziv
. WSAZ.. .. Flamingo
. WCHS . .. CBS
WSAZ.. ., CBS
WSAZ . , . ; Screen Gems

23.4
21.8
18.9
18.9
13.7
13.4
12.4
12.0
11.8
10.8
10.5

65.2
77.9
66.8
43.2
43.9
■; 66.0
32.6
56.9
29:4
29.5
46.7

Jeff’s Collie/!.,./.../
Bozo the Clown,;...
MacKenzie's Raiders.,
Leave It To Beaver'.
Desilu Playhouse / . ,/
Club 13 ..,./._,
D.A.’s Man ../:. //. ,
Amos & Andy........
“M” Squad ........
Garry Moore ........
Jungle Jim

.WCHS
/.WCHS
.: WHTN
..WCHS
!. WHTN
.. WHTN
. .WSAZ
: .WHTN
. .WSAZ
..WHTN
/.WHTN

53
4.3
6.5
14,4
14.2
3.6
15.8
7.2
16.3
15.8
7.9

H\niO-TKLE*4SIO\
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Scot Engineer’s Views of U.S. TV
By GORDON IRVING

' Washington, June 23.
National Assn; of Broadcasters
Television Board has approved a
hig tv . promotion campaign ex¬
pected to cost between $600,000
and $700,000. •
TV board chairman G. Richard
Shafto. WIS-TV, Columbia, S. C..
said the campaign will run out of
New York, by:a liine^member “Tel¬
evision Information Committee’’
not yet appointed by NAB prez
Harold E. Fellows. A director of
the undertaking is also to be hired.
Networks are to be fingered for
$65,000 each. NAB will kick in
$75,000 for the initial year. Indi¬
vidual stations’; assessment will be
computed on the basis of their
commercial rates.
Companies in
tv-related fields will also be asked
to become “sponsors.”
Board action conformed with a
report frbm Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, Lancaster, Pa.,
chairman of the Special Board
Committee for Television Informa¬
tion.

Tampa, CincyBuys
Philadelphia, June 23.
Consolidated Sun Ray, Inc., this
week took formal possession of
WSAI and WSAI-FM, Cincinnati,
and WALT, Tampa, Fla. Purchases
of the two stations were negoti¬
ated in separate sessions with
WSAI president Sherwood Gor¬
don, and WALT’s multiple owners,
Emil Arnold, Robert Wasden and
Jack Siegel.
Selling price of IVSAI was
$1,900,000 and' WALT was $210,000. According to Harry S. Sylk,
board chairman of Consolidated
Sun Rav, the acquisitions are the
first two steps in an. anticipated
chain of radio arid tv properties.
Consolidated Sun Ray was formed
by the recent merger of the na¬
tionwide chain of Corisolidated
Retail Stores and the. East Coast
string of Sun Ray drugstores.
Sun Ray owns WPEN and
WPEN-FM in Philly and new com¬
pany plans growth and. develop'
merit on many fronts, with special,
attention to the nation’s radio and
tv picture. .
William H- Sylk,' president of
Corisolidated Sun Ray, announced
the appointment of the following
officers: William B. Caskey, exec
vice president .of WPEN, will be
president of WSAI; Howard Rich¬
er, v.p. and general manager un¬
der Sherwood Gordon, will con¬
tinue in that capacity; and Sidney
Goldstein, secretary-treasurer of
WPEN/ will hold same post at
WSAI. The board of directors
will consist of the Sylks, Caskey
and Goldstein.
Caskey will also be president of
Tampa Broadcasting Co. (WALT);
Frank Knorr Jr., former president
of WPKM* Tampa, will be v.p. and
gen. mgr., .and Goldstein will be.
secretary-treasurer; The. board of
directors will be the same as that
of the Ciricy statipn. :

JAPANESE ALL STARS
CBS-TV BALLCAST
The baseball season will get a
November reprise on CBS-TV when
a team of Japanese All. Stars will
play a game; with their American
counterparts on that network. Tom
Maud, Dick Feldirian and Jerry
Seelen have formed a packaging
firm, Nirie Inc., which will import
the Nipponese players, and line up
the U.S. major-leaguers;
The new firm is also readying a
golf game with audience and home
participation which will give $50,in prizes for holes-in^one and
will give up to $5,000 weekly for
prizes for the nearest approach to
the ideal golf shot. Pro golfers will
pair up with tryos in this game,
which is currently being submitted
by thei Williairi Morris Agency.

00

89

AB-PTin D.C; Last
Of‘Ed Noble Men’

(engineering topper reported that ditions which do- not lend them¬
facilities for the ma jority of pro¬ selves to good technical results,
grams in the large regional sta¬ and picture quality is quite openly
tions . “are usually cut to the bare ignored. • '
minimum.”
‘ “These provincial stations work
Robert H. Hinckley is resigning
He said “lighting and booms . are under tight economic conditions, at the end of June from his full¬
a rare luxury, and it is seldom that and compete in a struggle for sur¬
The competition invites time job in the American Broad¬
more 'than two cameras are em¬ vival.
ployed. The . action area is also ; drastic pruning of expenditure, casting-Paramount Theatres sphere
i and the results are reflected in as vicepresident in charge of the
very restricted.”
. In .programming, Becker hands ! their operational standards. The Washington, D.C., office. Hinckley,
out some bouquets to. U. S. televi¬ : coiripetition also brings a continu- who has been with ABC since 1946,
sion,! saying it has evolved a revo¬ • ous lowering of set performance, will retain his key posts as a direc¬
lutionary and extremely simple : as manufacturers strive to intro- tor of the company and as a mem¬
way of. filling the screen, but one ; duce cheaper components and de¬ ber of the executive committee of
which hardly, justified the normal sign features;
AB-PT, which owns ABC.
Public ‘Uncritical’
use of the word “program;”
Hinckley is the last of the “Ed¬
’•This habit, coupled With diffi-j ward J. Noble men” in the ABC
Where British tv has adapted
various kinds of programs which cult reception, conditions on crowd¬ executive lineup. Earl Anderson, a
stem more or less from the stage ed bands, makes the assessment close associate of the late Noble,
or film studio, he reports, Amerir of the original picture quality very resigned from the AB-PT board be¬
can tv has introduced the fair¬ difficult, but there is no doubt the fore the last board election a few
grounds. entertainer type, the American public is more uncriti¬ months ago.
counter salesman, the storyteller cal, and has been conditioned to
Noble brought Hinckley into ABC
who, in addition to linking small accepting poor quality of sound before Noble merged the network
news items, filins, cartoons and and vision.”
with United Paramount Theatres
westerns, indulges in a little
Becker claims, from a study of eight years ago. He was the main¬
sketching, some chatter and. con¬ 15 tv centres in the U. S., that stay of the net’s operation in the
siderable charm.
America does not have a studio capital. Hinckley was a member of
comparable. with Scottish Televi-Uhe House of Representatives from
'Drizzle of Entertainment' y“The result is a slight though sion’s Studio €, adding: “They; Utah in 1918 and, in serving with
i
have
larger studios and they have i ABC, was active in FCC and Capinot unpleasant drizzle, of . enter¬
tainment. This kind of 'program’ | control rooms more impressively j tol Hill matters.
j
styled,
but a combination of good ]
-j is more common during the day,
! arid is replaced by. more conven¬ . acoustics, generous control rooms, j
j.decent,
equipment,
and
modem
:
i
tional programs at night.”
Scot topper reports that the pic¬ [flexible lighting simply does not!J
ture and sound quality from the exist there.”
American, regional stations work
U, S. network centres is very rea¬
sonable.
with fewer men, fewer cameras
“But the parent ty companies and fewer booms, he reports, and
are embarrassed by the. poor their aims are “mufch more
standards iri many parts of their limited.”
Grosset & Dunlap is slated to be¬
network, and are devoting a great
He concludes: “Finally, while come the first major publishing
deal of time to improving the there is much to be learned from house to push retail sale of hooks
standards in every branch. There America, and their technological (off the bookstore shelf) via a na¬
is no doubt that, in the overall achievements are to be admired, tional radio hookup. Bankroller will
picture, British technical staridards what really matters is the service be starting Oct. 10 on “Don Mc¬
are on a higher level.
that is offered to the public; and Neill’s Breakfast Club” oh ABC
“With U. S. provincial stations, in this, the most important aspect Radio with a regular schedule of
programs are produced under con¬ of television, British is best.”
pitches in behalf of its kiddie
books. Theory here is that Mc¬
Neill’s
biggest group of listeners
Cop Plea for Cops
is in the housewife category and
Video whodunit scripters
• that “women buyers in family
were jolted Sunday! (21) when
I groups constitute the backbone of
they tuned CBS-TV’s “Last .
I the children’s book market.”
Word” and learned that “cop”
In the past, radio has been used
is not a nice term, to call a
to sell mail-order books but that
cop. Program had received
[was a subject far removed from
va letter from J: Edgar Hoover,
i normal. retail shelf selling. Also,
director of FBI, deploring the
; the mail-order biz was usually on
use of the term.
; a relatively shortterm basis. The
!.. Although moderator Bergen
j Grosset-McNeill deal calls for 26
Evans and N. Y. Herald Trib’s
Mexico City, June 23.
Paddy Chayefsky, who hasn’t ! participations over 13 weeks.
Maurice Dolbier found the
For the first time in the history
had a single script on television
Agency for the publisher
word, “cop” degrading, guest
in the past four years, will make Friend Reis Advertising.
of Mexican television, the trend is
panelist former Senator and
his
return
in
the
1959-1960
season
toward an interchange of programs
ad agency head William Ben¬
with a 90-minute teledrama built
with sister republics using the
ton thought the word to be
around the beat generation.
“vigorous and strong.” PanelSpanish idiom.
“Playhouse 90” producer Fred
Coe convinced the much-soughtVideotaped programs are to be ! 1st John Mason Brown admit¬
ted using the word but said
after scribe to turn out the show/
exchanged, with Venezuela, Cuba.
he wouldn’t use it in speaking
which will probably appear on the
Dominican Republic, Peru, Argen¬
to a cop, beg pardon, police
CBS-TV stanza before next Janu¬
tina and Puerto Rico. These will
official.
ary. Coe was in competition with
embrace cultural, literary, theat¬
Chicago, June 23.
NBC tv special boss Herb Sussan
rical and musical comedy pro¬
Los Angeles tv controversialist
(for Chayefsky’s services. Sussan
grams.
sought the writer for one of his; Tom Duggan, who became a
Luis de Llano, functionary , of
network’s upcoming Sunday night 1 “wanted” man in Chicago two
Telesistema Mexicanp, S.A., said
(8-9 p m.) dramatic originals, but j months ago, didn’t get slapped in
that Mexico will step up its mag¬
that deal was nixed by Chayefsky. jail when he arrived here for
netic tape facilities for the ex¬
summer stock appearance last
} Directly after promising Coe
change program.
| script, Chayefsky was thinking of week, but his case gave the Drury
Best programs from each nation
; doing a comedy called “Cowardly Lane staff some uneaqy moments
will be exchanged. For example,
Cuba plans to. ship a series of
Canada Dry, which has intermit¬ [New World,” about a writer who prior to curtain raising of his
musical half hburs filmed in such tently dabbled in kid video on the ! objects to paying taxes, but the show, “Petticoat Fever.”
He arrived from L. A. by jet
toririst centers as Tropicana* Lido, networks, has put in an order for J author declared later that the sub¬
Papagayo and the Continental Hil¬ its first substantial hunk of tv pro¬ ject matter was too flimsy for full only two days before the opening
ton Havana night club!
gram business. Fizz-maker wants 10 story treatment. The beatnik yarn and begged off the Sunday rehear¬
sals to make up sleep. Monday,
According to a Televicentro hourlong specials for the 1959-1960 will be a straight drama.
statement, televised shows from season on NBC-TV, indicating an
two of the sheriff’s deputies
plucked him off the rehearsal stage^
other lands will be sent out over Outlay of over $2,000,000 in time
and talent:
Channel 5 here.
and drove him down to court. Dug¬
gan, his captors said, studied his
Apart from this, there is to he
Canada Dry, via J. M. Matties
script intensely both going and
an interchange of technical inform¬ agency, and NBC-TV are currently
coming. He was released on $500
ation and experience. Next month, investigating tune periods for the
a group of Venezuelan, . Argentin¬ specials. Some will probably go
Continental Wax Corp., makers bond and opened on time Tuesday
ian and Santo Dominican tele¬ into th& Sunday 8-9 slot, which is [of Six Month Floor Wax, Will add night with only a couple runvision technicians are due here for predominantly for live dramatics. i 95 stations of the CBS Radio web throughs of the script. The only
first hand observation of the However, Canada Dry. is believed ] to 167 radio and tv spot buys in a reviewer to catch the show, Ann
Mexican operation, arid especially looking more toward a group of ’ concentrated July-August “off-sea¬ Barzell of the American, gave him
an enthusiastic notice. Producer
variety-musical specials rather son” campaign.
in video tape production and pro¬
than dramas;
gramming.
CBS package includes segments Carl Stohn said Duggan’s under¬
Probably NBC will produce, but } of “Ma Perkins,” “Whispering rehearsed performance was the
these details have yet to be worked ; Streets,” “Young Dr. Malone,” best he has given at Drury Lane
out.
| “Couple Next Door,” “Romance of in six years.
Robt. O’Neill to G-T
j Helen Trent,” “Second Mrs. BurShowdown of the Duggan case
Hollywood, June 23.
ton” and “Right to Happiness.”
will probably come immediately
‘Dance
Party*
Renewals
Robert O’Neill, for the past four
j Continental prexy Lee Hall says after his engageirient, which ends
“Top
10
Dance
Party,”
live
syn¬
years manager of the CBS film
dicated series produced by Alan [the off-season promotion repre- this weekend. The tv interviewer
production department, has joined Sands, is going into the heatwave • sents expenditure of $500,000 dur- is in hot water with Cook County
Goodson-Todman Productions as period with a flock of renewals. ; ing a time when other wax makers Circuit Court Judge William V.
Brothers for twice falling, to ap¬
Royal Crown Cola and Castle¬ go off tne air.
production executive on all G-T
pear at hearings of his contempt
film shows* Current G-T slate. berry’s Food renewed the show on
of court rap dating back to 1955,
WNAB Full-Up
WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga.; Clark’s
comprises “Philip Marlowe” and Good Clothes, Tulsa apparel store,
when he was broadcasting in ChL
Bridgeport, June 23.
“The Rebel.” '
another year on KOTV, Tulsa and
In unusual half-page ad in local His attorneys are petitioning cur¬
O’Neill will report to Harris Coco-Cola of Memphis and Mid- daily, WNAB announced last week rently for change of venue.
Katleman, v.p. in charge of pro¬ South, picked up the tab for “Top •that it is “all sold out,” and will
P.S. Duggan’s engagement at
duction. Prior to joining CBS, 10” on WHBQ-TV, Memphis, for accept no more time orders for Drury Lane is SRO save for next
O’Neill was with U-I for 16 years. fifth straight year. .
airing until after July 6.
Saturday’s (27) early performance.

. Glasgow, June 23. ;:
America, which created, the first
large-scale tv service, is. suffering
from its pioneering efforts; much
of the equipment, in use is “oldfashioned,” according to report
here by Alfred Becker,, chief engi¬
neer of Scot indie tv, newly re¬
turned from a trek to the U. S...
Equipment-wise, he describes
American statioris as “either very
good or very bad.” They belong,
he says, either to the pioneer
group which has been operating
for about a dozen years, or to the
newly established modern stations!
Sirice the life of tv equipment is
around 10 years, the time has come
for many of the pioneer stations
to re-equip, Becker declares.
He found, at the large network
stations in the U. S., “little real
evidence of new operational con¬
ceptions, and the method of pro1 duption adopted for the Ed Sulli¬
van Show is fundamentally the
same as applied to Scottish Tele¬
vision’s variety programs.”
Executive found that tape is ex¬
ploited much further in America.
-“It is somewhat startling to find
[ fourteen videotape. machines in
! in. groups of two, looked after by
j a shift of 12 engineers.”
According to Becker, the picture
and sound quality received in the
control room from . the studios
compares favorably with :that in
, Britain, but the quality on.domesi tic receivers. in America is “relar
lively poor.”
■
'Obsolescent Satellites’
He found numerous obsolescent
satellite stations* with outmoded
equipment and a negligible output
Of local : programs. “Ironically,
some of these satellite stations are
so far advanced as to have color
channels, but of poor technical
quality, suggesting little immedi¬
ate future for color tv.”
in the field of studio operations.

Grosset & Dunlap’s
‘Bkfst With Don’

Mex TV Program
Exchange With
Latino Countries

Tom Duggan Contempt
Rap Stayed While Rlfing
Chi Legit Engagement

Canada Dry’s 19

10

CONTINENTAL WAXES IT
UP WITH 500G ON CBS

1
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COMMENCING THE
5th CONSECUTIVE YEAR
OF HIS "DODGE DANCING PARTY'
ABC-TV NETWORK PROGRAM
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low many^BPTSBs^WS^SBHISS? HOW MANV ARE HoUkUvES. AGED lSSf?

low MANY SPEND OVER $3 A WEEK ON TOILETRIES? HOW MANY SPEND OVER $3 A
OW MANY USE THEIR OARS 7 DAYS A WEEK? HOW MANY USE THEIR CARS 7 DAYS A
OW MANY SPEND OVER $30 A WEEK ON GROCERIES? HOW MANY SPEND OVER $30 A
HOW MANY HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE? HO*
HOW MANY USE HOME PERMANENTS? HOW MANY USE HI
HOW MANY IN HOUSEHOLD SMOKE CIGARETTES? HOW
HOW MANY SMOKE FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANY Sf
HOW MANY SMOKE NON-FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MAf
HOW MANY BUY OVER 6 CANS OF BEER WEEKLY? HOW !
HOW MANY ARE HOUSEWIVES, AGED 18-34? HOW MAN’
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $3 A WEEK ON TOILETRIES?
HOW MANY USE THEIR CARS 7 DAYS A WEEK? HOW Mi
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $30 A WEEK ON GROCERIES? H<
HOW MANY HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE?
HOW MANY IN HOUSEHOLD SMOKE CIGARETTES? HOW
HOW MANY USE HOME PERMANENTS? HOW MANY USE
HOW MANY SMOKE FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANY SI
HOW MANY SMOKE NON-FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW Mi
HOW MANY BUY OVER 6 CANS OF BEER WEEKLY? HOI
HOW MANY ARE HOUSEWIVES, AGED 18-34? HOW MAf
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $3 A WEEK ON TOILETRIES
how Many use their cars 7 days a week? how
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $30 A WEEK ON GROCERIES?
HOW MANY HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE
HOW MANY USE HOME PERMANENTS? HOW MANY US
HOW MANY IN HOUSEHOLD SMOKE CIGARETTES? HO*
HOW MANY SMOKE FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANYl
HOW MANY SMOKE NON-FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW]
HOW MANY BUY OVER 6 CANS OF BEER WEEKLY?
HOW MANY ARE HOUSEWIVES, AGED 18-34? HO*
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $3 A WEEK ON TOILI
HOW MANY USE THEIR CARS 7 DAYS A WEEK?
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $30 A WEEK ON GROCERIES?]
HOW MANY HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE1
HOW MANY USE HOME PERMANENTS? HOW MANY US!
HOW MANY IN HOUSEHOLD SMOKE CIGARETTES? HOW MANY INI
HOW MANY SMOKE FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANY SMOKE F|
HOW MANY SMOKE NON-FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANY
HOW MANY BUY OVER 6 CANS OF BEER WEEKLY? HOW
HOW MANY ARE HOUSEWIVES, AGED 18-34? HOW MANY
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $3 A WEEK ON TOILETRIES? Hi
HOW MANY USE THEIR CARS 7 DAYS A WEEK? HOW MA]
HOW MANY SPEND OVER $30 A WEEK ON GROCERIES?
HOW MANY HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 12 YEARS OF AGE?
HOW MANY USE HOME PERMANENTS? HOW MANY USE H<
HOW MANY IN HOUSEHOLD SMOKE CIGARETTES? HOW MANY IN HOUSE
HOW MANY SMOKE FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANY SMOKE FILTER C!Gi
HOW MANY SMOKE NON-FILTER CIGARETTES? HOW MANY SMOKE NON-FI
HOW MANY BUY OVER 6 CANS OF BEER WEEKLY? HOW MANY BUY OVER
MY ARE HOUSEWIVES. AGED 18-34? HOW MANY ARE HOUSEWIVES

another great first from WBCA-TV—a local
program Audience Characteristic Profile that
tells yon who’s watching and what they buy!
Now WRCA-TV cracks the big research barrier and brings New

TV show. Both shows reach more homes spending over $30 a week

York advertisers the first qualitative measure of audiences of local

for groceries. Both reach a higher proportion of homes where the

TV programs like “Hi Mom” and “Hr, Joyce Brothers.” Based

family auto is used 6 to 7 days a week.

on vital hew research by Pulse, Inc.,, the AUDIENCE CHARAC¬

’WRCA-TV, the leadership station in New York television, offers this

TERISTIC PROFILE takes audiences apart, shows who they are,

information to advertisers, free, to aid them in making the most

what they buy, and bow much. Examples: Both “Hi Mom” and

efficient investment of their.TV dollars in the nation’s first market.

^Dr. Joyce Brothers” reach a higher proportion of housewives in

Get the full details now.

the high-purchase 18-34 age*group than does the average daytime

A FTITT^ A
WRCA-TV‘4
rt

me m hevtork •

sold vy rate spot wut
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Murrow’s TV Diet

Murrow’s ‘Good Night & Good Luck’
; Continued from page 75 ;

Chicago, June 23.
How does one egghead relax
at. home? \
In the case of Ed Murrow,
an articulate foe of television
banality, by . watching fights
and. baseball, on tv. P. S.:
“Person ..to Person” is often
opposed by the Gillette Fights
on NBC-TV.)
... So said Mrs. Murrow, here
last. week to. accept citations
for herself 'and spouse from .
. the American Friends of the
. ' .'Hebrew University in Israel
for. tlieir “many contributions” -to the institution; .
. ,
She also said Murrow is
really a heavy smoker. “He
. smokes all. the time, from the
minute he rolls out of bed.
He even smokes when he
. shaves. I don’t smoke myself.
, I leave .it all to him.”

“worst night of the; week” some¬ i by: Ellgin, Life, . Noxzema, Revlon
1 and Kent.'
thing to look forward to.
Against the continual heavy !, The dossier would show an endpressure of an industry which, for j less fight to keep the program
commercial" and residual reasons, |live—no film . . . their dickering.
turned first to filmed kinescopes : for NBC and ABC stars when CBS
and more recently to tv tape, every ; performers (Lucy & Desi,: Jack
one of the 250 “P to P” programs ; Benny, Burns & Alien) gave them
the. cold "shoulder.
has originated live.:
' Aaron & Zousmer, like Murrow . They can tell how two major
and his familiar “Those are some pieces of the: “simplest set in tele¬
of the people who made this pro¬ vision” — their picture - \vin.dow
gram possible.” are profuse in drape and Murrow’s now-famous
their praise of their small staff chair (one arm was "raised, the.bet¬
which has stayed with them, with ter to display the famous cigaret)
only minor changes,!during all six ‘ were stolen mysteriously ' from
years. The producers constantly ! their studio,
lament the fact that; few press or j They can relate their negotiamagazine writers will battle their j tions with landlords, renting
editors to include the names of ; agents, neighbors, elevator men,
Bob Sammon, Chuck Hill, Bob ; phone company and power offiDailey tdirectors) and Dave Moore; ! cials, all of which was done suc- some 225 who were, and 29 sports
Chuck Romine and Aaron Ehrlich ; cessfully and quietly until this sea- | personalities.. .
(editorial assistants)! in their sto¬ ! son’s publicized . rows with the j rSome records were created. One
ries. (Ehrlich is said; to have come t landlords of Mrs. Babe Ruth’s and ; they are said to be particularly
[proud of is the fact that for the
up with the picture-window* gim¬ i Harry Beiafonte’s apartments,
[list five years they finished each
mick at start of each segment.)
t The MAZ trio, seemed to thrive [season under their budget. The
. Mike Todd's 35 Trendex)
I on violating tv traditions. Their - figure this year is expected to go
The Bing Crosby-Mary Margaret ; CBS cameras visited the homes of j a little above*. .
McBride show of December, 1953, : NBC biggies David Sarnoff and ; t The program n e v e r permitted
was their first breakthrough into , Pat Weaver. They called .on Les ! guests, to use monitors in their
the Trendex Top 10.! Their all-time Paul & Mary. Ford, who at. that [homes;
rating high was the Mike Todd & time were doing a radio show on 1 . As their six years with “Person
Elizabeth Taylor Mark Van Doren Mutual , opposite Murrow’s own to Person” comes to an end, Aaron
show, for a 35 Trendex.
CBS-AM slot. They visited Gener¬ & Zousmer are said to find pe¬
. Roy Campanella;, their first al Doolittle, a Shell Oil official, on culiar satisfaction in -recognition of
guest, homered to win a World Se¬ a night when “P to P” was spon¬ their, achievement from a distant
ries game on the day of the pre¬ sored by the American- Oil Co. i source-7-the. Soviet - Union: Mos¬
miere and returned: to the show- They permitted Ludwig Bemel- cow, which has taken a turn at
six years later in a wheelchair.
' mans to make elaborate mention of. claiming a ‘"first” in just about
Gloria Vanderbilt allegedly used a story of his in McCall’s mag on ; everything, recently permitted its
the program to make: her first con¬ a week when the program was censors to approve a story quoting
scious publicity splash, with for¬ sponsored by Life.
Soviet television critics as de¬
mer mate Leopold Stokowski. nowThe producers steadfastly held manding “a ‘Person to Person’ type
battling with her in court oyer
show which, in American style,
:
to
the
same
format
with
two
ex¬
custody of their children.
would permit an interviewer and
Their greatest new^oaper play ceptions: President and Mrs. Tru¬ ; cameraman to invade the homes
followed the night jin *953 when man were visited in their inde¬ ■V of Soviet celebrities.”
guest Arthur Godfrey explained pendence home for the entire halfhe was prouder of ti>e then-recent- hour. The visit to General LeMay.
ly fired Julius LaRosa than any then ccminanding SAC. in Omaha,
other youngster who had appeared opened in his.honie, then switched
to the home of Peter Lind Hayes &
on his program.
A dossier of MAZ memoirs Mary Healy, and then returned: to
would show that their idea to : Omaha and the control room of
London, June 23
visit people in their homes with SAC hq.
live cameras met with so little en¬ • The Trumans were interviewed ; .. Billtoppirig. appearance Of Libe¬
thusiasm among the CBS high ; by daughter Margaret in Miir-. rate in the Associated Television
brass—with the known exception row’s absence on an overseas as-. “Sunday Night At The London
of William S. Paley—that Bob • signment. When Murrow- missed Palladium” show aired June 14
Swan, then a veepee'of the Joseph ; other Fridays, he was replaced by- was watched in 4,486,000 homes,
Katz Agency in Baltimore, almost Jerry Lewis, Faye Emerson, Au- according to Television Audience
singiehandedly succeeded in get¬ i drey Meadows, Jackie Gleason, Measurement Ltd. Figure relates to
ting the program on the air. Lat¬ Garry Moore and twice by Mrs. the last 1.5 minutes of the pro¬
gram, vihen Liberce: did his sec¬
er, Hamm's Beer wras to be a strong Murrow (a click).
longtime sponsor, to be f ollow-ed
Few guests ever placed restric¬ ond and principal stint: Audience
tions.. on what rooms could- or throughout the entire hour of
could not be seen by Murrow and broadcast averaged out at 4,261,the milliops peering over his 000 homes, reports TAM, this com¬
shoulders. 'On two occasions a na¬ paring with ap average 3,944,000
tional audience actually saw bath¬ for the previous four “Sunday
rooms. ... Qnce it was a technical Night” bills.
Pianist
appeared midway
problem. And once a guest was so
proud of the do-it-yourself work through his blockbusting twohe had done, he cued himself as week tour taking in Finsbury
follows: ‘‘Let's go over to the bath¬ Park Empire and Chiswick Em¬
pire.
His libel action against
room.”
A & Z and their crews even had Daily Mirror was grabbing col¬
the distinction of visiting at the umn-inches: by the page in the lo¬
home of Frank Sinatra before the cal press. .
latter himself actually saw his. lastminute-delivery of furniture put in
Albuquerque—Dave Herman re¬
position.
named to. television sales
While many viewers and * ‘too cently
department of KOB radio-tv. Her¬
many critics” were convinced that man formerly was head accountant
“P to P” concentrated too heavily at KQEO radio here, and prior to
on show biz figures, a survey shows that was with KISD in Sioux Falls,
that in its six years it called oh S. D . and KVTV in Si-ux City,
over 240 guests not so affiliated. Iowa.

IIBERACE’S WHAMMO
. BRmSH TV PAYOFF

THE HOT SHOWS
COME FROM ZIV!
starring LLOYD BRIDGES.
WTVJ.

MIAMI

. SAN DIEGO

KFV9 TV

52.6%share
07
/O
SHARE

ARB

January 1959

SYRACUSE

WSYR-TV

58.8%share
ARB

January. 1959

NEW ORLEANS’.WDSU TV

40.1 RATING
January 1959

: 61 .3%SH*RE
ARB

January 1959

ZIV TELEVISION PROGRAMS, INC.

Equal Time: Patch or Overhaul?
; Continued from! page .74 ;

hearings, came up with a suggest¬ ing that equal time was forthcom¬
ed bill of their own to exempt ing for appearances of candidates
in political roles on the Chicago
newscasts and special events pro¬ newscasts. Commissioner T. A. M.
grams from section 315. It would Craven dissented,-but did not issue
take the simple approach by tack¬ an opinion.
ing onto the section the following
language:
“Provided that nevvseasts and
special events such as political
conventions shall not be considered —Continued from page 74
use within the meaning of this indicated that / another thoughtsection, but this proviso shall not provoking daytime special de¬
exempt licensees who broadcast signed for afternoon viewers would
such news and special events from be telecast in early September.
an objective presentation thereof Subject matter: and hostess have
in the public interest.”
not yet been chosen, but Katz was
Commissioner
Frederick
W. bullish that the traditional. pat¬
Ford, who authored the proposal, tern of morning and midafternoori
said five out of the seven FCC programming , could conceivably
members endorsed it.
undergo a modest revolution as a
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer result of what “Woman!” did to thfe
testified he personally was in fa- opposition several weeks ago.
for of throwing section 315 out the
More in the: Hopper
window, declaring; that “you can’t
Katz said his staff was also preplegislate fairness.” .. He said the ping four or five more daytime spe¬
section has been a “noble experi¬ cials for the 1959-60 season. These
ment,” but, like Prohibition, it:too would be programs, he said, that by
should be repealed. But he con¬ the very, nature of their content
ceded that this might be too long should produce a sharp upward ,
a step for Congress to take now, shift in. the thinking. processes of
and backed the Ford proposal as American women.
his “second choice.” .
Nor was NBC-TV unaware of.
Sens. Spessard Holland (D-Fla.) what was concurring on video’s
and
Gordon
Allott
(R-Colo.) j vast wastelands. It, top, was be¬
plugged for their own bills aimed j stirring itself , to do something
exclusively at the Daly decision* j about raising the cultural stand¬
Holland noted that the .Hartke bill, ards - of daytime programming.
by spelling out standards for “sub¬ Like CBS-TV, it was evidently
stantial” candidates entitled to! . emerging-- from yesteryear’s banal
equal time, moved into an area j scanning-disk type of daylight pro¬
fraught with sensitive states’ rights gramming. NBC-TV, as indicated
several weeks ago, was about
questions.
ready to bombard Mrs. Adam’s Rib
Lar Daly,; the. perennial Chicago with loftier fare than Was her un- .
splinter candidate who started all fortunate lot in the past.
the fuss, raised a lonely voice in
What the veeps and supervisors
defense of the FCC ruling that of daytime programming on the
gave his name such currency. He webs have1 up their electronic
said the FCC is “the voice of the sleeves for th% hardy breed of
Government of the United States” womenfolk at home; appears to be
and assailed those who have called of such.! thorough and. worthwhile
the Daly edict “ridiculous.” Daly dissection that. the fall pattern
started off on a bad tack, bellicose- could easily shape up as “Prigust
ly demanding to speak three or Faces Life,” “Niccolo Machiavelli,
four hours—something more than The Prince Is Right’’ and “I Love
equal time with the. other wit¬ Lucretius.”
nesses—and had to be reprimanded
One observer opined it was not
by Pastors who said his subcom¬ inconceivable that, female viewers
mittee could not be “threatened.” this fall might be mooning over
Democratic National Chairman “Our Van Wyck Brooks” rather
Paul M, Butler, in a letter to Pas- than “Our Miss Brooks.”
tore, said that some revision of
section 315 should be considered
in order to stimulate a greater _ Houston—KYOK has presented
number of informative political $250. scholarehips to Texas South¬
ern U; to six local school graduates
programs without sub j ecting from
schools in the. Houston area.
broadcasters to “nuisance” equal
time demands.
Butler backed the Hartke bill
except for certain phraseology but
urged the subcommittee to “pro¬
Particularly suited for a busy exec¬
ceeded extremely cautiously” With
utive to combine city. and; country
any revision.
living.
Meanwhile, House Commerce
A quality- town 2 bedroom duplex
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
apartment at 870-Sih Ave,. N.Y.C., *11
scheduled hearings on House equal
rooms facing Central Park;
time bills for June 29-30, and July
Also a Greenwich.. Conn., beautiful
1.
In announcing the hearings*
stone residence,, top neighborhood on
Harris congratulated FCC for -‘re¬
4 high lovely acres, immaculate condi¬
fusing to be influenced- and stand¬
tion, 4 master bedrooms,; 3!4 basils,
ing pat on its original decision in
servant’s rooms and-bath, living room,
the Daly case. Jn addition to CBS,
library, dining1 room, modern kitchen,
alLbeiRtting a quality home.
NBC and Westinghouse, Justice
Dept; had stepped in to ask for
Both can be purchased foir .$160.reversal of the ruling. '
OOO. Large private mortgage, avail¬
able at reasonable interest .rate to
Three of the four-man FCC ma¬
qualified parly.
jority voting to reject the peti¬
Owner offering as a unit, but- might
tions for reconsideration held that:
the language and legislative his-1 consider separately.
tory of section 315 compelled the j
Box V.T09. VARIETY,
Daily ruling. They were Com-1
154 W, 46th St„ Now York 36
missioners Ford, Robert Bartley i
and Robert E. Lee. In a concur- j
ring statement. Commissioner Ro- j
sel H. Hyde said the question of ; Yorkrown — Beautiful Small
Estate
Whether newscasts should be ex- •
sctluded. lovely setting. 90-yesr oid CQlonial.,
empt from section 315 is a matter j completely
modernized and. in A-( eoridition.
of legislative policy for Congress j 4'bedrooms, L^shaped livingroom, huge parch,
3 baths, city water, oil. heat. Modern guest
alone to tackle. ..
T cottage.
.Separate artist's studio built in:
1951. 2-ear garage. Price $55;OQO w will,
Doerfer,. dissenting, said legisla- ! rent.
tive history indicated that FCC had I *
MORRIS H. BANNISTER
P^kskill 7-3430.
discretion in applying the equal I 904 Main St.
time rule in instances, where the
candidate did not initiate the! • FOR SALE — "MANSIONETTE".
broadcast, which, he opined,-was !
CROTON-ON-HUDSON
obviously the case with , newscasts. : LUXURIOUS YEAR-ROUND HOME
Although this might open the door
UNEXCELLED for GRACIOUS LIVING
1^ rnn,
.baths.* Swimming ppoi & cabana;
for “connivance” on.the part■■of a .tennis
court. ■ l'i beautiful, perfect ly inalnbiased broadcaster, Doerfer added,
talneil acres. Many extras. Will 'consider
renting on yearly basis. Privately owned.
“such conspiracies and biases
Bellsey, . 512 7th Ave. Call LA 4-2n;ti} nkdays.
TU 7-1571 weekends . . . or your owr broker.should be proven according to
time-honored American procedures
and riot assumed.”
(High School) English Teaehor, 33,
., Coriimissioner John Cross said
wishes summer, position (with future
FCC should^ reconsider its ruling
interest) in T.V. Would consider
that Daly was entitled to equal
position as chauffeur and/or chil¬
time for filmelips showing Chidren’s companion to T.V. person¬
ago Mayor Richard. Daly greeting
ality.
the . President of Argentina and
Call MURRAY UCHTMAN
opening a charity drive. But he
stuck with the majority in hold¬
OLympia 7-1069
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THANK YOU
FIRST SEASON
Boy Campanella
Leopold Stokowski
Gloria Vanderbilt
Earl Blaik
Valentina
Richard. Simon .
James C. Petrillo
Arthur Godfrey
Bill McCntcheon
Senator John F. Kennedy-.
General William F. Dean
Elsa Maxwell
Richard Rodgers
Bil and Cora Baird
Val Peterson
. Tallulah Bankhead
Teddy White
Sir Roger Makins
Joe Louis
Krishna Menon
Eva Gabor
Dr. James T. Shotwell
Ed Sullivan
Marguerite Higgins.
Bob Norton Michael McGarvey
Frank Carmines
Walt Kelly
Jeanmaire
George Meany
Ethel Waters
Eddie Fisher
Dr. Ralph Bunche
Captain Donald Sorrell
Eleanor Roosevelt
James C. Hagerty
Brandon de Wilde
Dr. Nathan M: Pusey
L>Iy Pons
Nan. Rees .
Adlai Stevenson .
Sam Goldwyn
George Mikan
Helen Traubel
Louis Seltzer
Rex Harrison
Lilli Palmer
Ezio Pinza
David Sarnoff
^
George Humphrey
Fleur Cowles
Mickey Spillane
Emmett Kelly
Imogene Coca
'Gloria Swanson
Paddy De Marco .
Groucho Marx
James P. Mitchell
. Archbishop Richard X Cushing
Lilly Dache
Rob Smith
Audrey Meadows
Jayne Meadows
Mary Martin
Bill Corum
Hildegarde
Phil Rizzuto
Deborah Kerf
Wally Cox
Earl Wilson , .
Jacqueline Cochran
Floyd Odium; :
Mindy Carsoh
Judge Samuel' Leibo witz .
Mayor. Robert F. Wagner . :
Gertrude Berg;
Rocky Marciano
Ezzard Charles
Jersey Joe Wolcott
Guy Lombardo
Fannie Hurst
Janet Blair
General L. C. Shepherd; Jr.
Dean Martin
. Jerry Lewis.
Louis Laurant

SECOND SEASON
Humphrey Bogart
Lauren Bacall
Alec'Templeton
Eartha Kitt
Robert Christenberry
Bert Lahr
PerleMesta
Eva Marie Saint
. Ezra Tait Benson
Sid Caesar*
Walter White
Janet" Gaynor
Adrian
Eugene Ormahdy
Martha; Raye
Prime Minister Mohammed All
Dag Hammarskjold
Denise Darcel
Lou Little
- Marian Anderson
Benny Goodman
Justice William O. Douglas
Rabbi Abba HUIel Siivei
Tony Cuttis :
Janet Leigh
Robert. Q. Lewis
Lilliah Gish
Maurice Evqjis
Jonl James
Mary Margaret McBride

Bing Crosby
Lowell Thomas

Vaughn Monroe

FROM "/PERSON
(1953-1959)

>

.

Rise Stevens.
Dr. Norman Vincent Pealie
John Daly
Victor Borge..
Salvadore Dali : .
Peggy Wood
Dinah Shore
George Montgomery.
Francis Henry Taylor
Helen Hayes
. Charles MacArthur
Billy Rose
John Mason Brown
Patrice Munsel
Jean Patchett.
William Holden
Garry Moore
Kathleen Winsor
Toots Shor
Esther Williams
Warden Joseph E. Ragen
Steve Allen
Les Paul
Mary Ford .-.
:
General Jimmy Doolittle
Roy Rogers
Dale Evans _
Alicia Markova
Rosemary Clooney
' Jose Ferrer
T. Coleman Andrews
Conrad Hilton
Red Buttons
Arlene Francis
Martin Gabel
Clint .Murchison
Clarence Pickett
. Marlon Brando
Milton Greene '
Marilyn Monroe
Sir Thomas Beecham
Sophie Tucker
Judge Harold R. Medina
Yogi Berra
Adam .Gimbel
Sophie Gimbel
Yehudi Menuhin
Rocky Graziano
Charles Colling wood
, Louise Albritton
Ethel Barrymore
Oscar Hammersiein H
Betty Furness
Mary Healy
Peter Lind Hayes
General Curtis E. Lemdy
Harry. S, Truman
Cornelia Otis Skinner
W. C. ■ Handy
Bob Hope
John Galbreath
Allen B. DuMont
.
Carol Haney
Larry Blyden V
Amy Vanderbilt Ernie Kovacs
Edie Adams
Connee Boswell
Prime Minister U Xu

THIRD SEASON
June Allyson
Dick PowelL
Margaret Bourke-White
Ethel Merman
Mol lie Parnis
Dorothy. Collins
. Raymond Scott
’ Anthony Nutting
Jesse Owens .
Leonard Bernstein
Felicia Montealegre
Gwen Cafritz
Don Newcombe .
JeanSiiruttons
;■ Stewart Granger:
Harold Russell ;
Charlton Heston
Bert Bacharach
Julie Hariris
John Gunther
Terry Brennan
General.Maxwell D. Taylor
Christian Dior
Sammy Davis. Jr.
Gisele MacKepzie
Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Harold Minsky
Phil Silvers
Orson Welles
Eugene Meyer
Agnes Meyer
Fredric March11
Mitch Miller
Pierre S. DuPont
Abe Burrows
, Kyn Novak
Leonard Lyons
Burr Tillstrom
Danny Thomas ;
Arthur Murray •Kathryn Murray .
Catherine Marshall ;
Liberace
Morris Ernst
Carol Channing
H. V. Kaltenborn
Keith Turner ;
Dorothy Kllgallen

Edward R. Aturroyr

Dick Kollmar
Nanette Fabray
Drew Pearson
Sylvester (Pat) Weaver
James Rahilly
Debbie Reynolds
Eddie Fisher
. Ralph Newman
Milton Caniff
Patti Page
Shirley Jones
Bob Feller
Cab Calloway
Jane Russell
Raymond Massey
Rita Gam
Pearl Buck ^
Paul Winchell
Raymond Loewy
Admiral Richard. E. Byrd/
Sherman Adams
Ceil Chapman
Hal March
Reverend Billy Graham
Hermione Gingold
. Dr. George Gallup !Burl Ives
Harry Conover
Candy Jones
Noel Coward
.. Dr. Vannevar Bush
Mickey Rooney
. Jayne Mansfield
Ralph Bellamy
Baron Silyercruys
Rea Lillie
•'Sunny Jim” Fitzsimmons
Johnny Ray
Dorothy Thompson
Rocky Marciano
.. Tpny Martin
Cyd Charisse
Cedric Adams
, . Claude Philippe
' Richard Joseph
Tex McCrary
Jinx Falkenberg McCrary
Seaman Richard Moreland
. Bambi Linn
Rod Alexander
“Dizzy” Gillespie
Emily Kimbrough

FOURTH SEASON
Frank Sinatra
Joseph*. Welch
Bette Davis
Gary Merrill
Bob Considine
Henry Wallace
Duke and Duchess of Windsor •
-.Jon Whitcomb
Eddie Cantor
Admiral Lewis L. Strauss..
. Dave Garroway
Captain Alfred Nilson
Shelley Winters
Harry Blackstone
: Herman Hickman
Sylvia Porter
Joe E. Lewis
- Ralph Edwards
Kay Thompson
Mary Roberts Rinehart .
Siobhan McKenna
. /Jan Peerce .
Nathan Milstein.
Lawrence Welk
Clifton Fadiman
. Jack E. Leonard
AnitaEkberg
Anthony Steele
Ludwig Bemelm ,ns
Cyrus Eaton
Sal Mineo
Don Ameche
Suzy Parker. ..
Eydie Gorme . .
Susan Strasberg
Frankie Laine.
. .. .
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz
Ambassador Herve Alpband.
Basil Rathbone
Jackie Robinson
Bill, Cullen
Paul Douglas
Jan Sterling
Senator Herbert H. Lehman
Roberta SherwoodL
Kirk Douglas -,.
..: Gypsy . Rose Lee
Mrs. John G. Lee
Gladys Swarthout
David Burpee.
•Kim Hunter
. General. Garrison H. Davidson .
Xavier Cugat
Abbe Lane
Tennessee Ernie Ford V
Stewart Alsop.
. Ted Lewis
: William Zorach
Duke Ellington
Dimitri Mitropoulos
Chester Gould
Felix Adler .
. Arthur Larson Mike Todd
Elizabeth Taylor
Mark Van Doren

TO PERSON"

Ted Atkinson
Constance Bennett
Mel Allen
Howard Lindsay
Dorothy Stickney
Roberta Peters
James Michael Curley
Warden Paul J. Madigan
Guy Mitchell
Artur Rubinstein
Wilbur Clark
Dorothy Draper
Faith Baldwin
Senator John L. McClellan
.-Lisa Kirk
- ! *■."
J. C. Penney.
' '
Fred Astaire;.
Julie Wilson
Anne Fogarty
Andy Griffith
Burgess Meredith
Herbert Bloch
H. Allen Smith
A. C. Nielsen

FIFTH SEASON
Robert Kennedy
Julie London
Rhonda Fleming
Ambassador Abba Eban
Rear Admiral Smedberg
Dolores Gray
Winthrop Rockefeller
June Havoc
Eric Johnston
Jill Corey
Edward T. McCormick
Tony Perkins
Joey Adams
Charles Goren
Nat. King Cole . .
; Marilyn Van Derbur
Sugar Ray. Robinson
Major DeSeversky
Art Linkletter '
Caleb Hammond1
Jack Paar .
Walter Slczak
General Alfred. M. Gruenther
Carol Heiss
Fernando Lamas
Arlene Dahl
Leo DUrocher.
Laraine Day
Governor Robert Meyner
Bob Cummings
Tyrone Power
Joanne Woodward .
Mischa Elman
Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill
Karpo Marx
James Jones
Hume Cronyn
Jessica Tandy
Red Barber
John Cassavetes
Gena Rowlands
Airs. Charles Ulrlck Bay
Maria-Callas
Anita Colby
Cyril Ritchard
Dean Martin.
Gina Lollobrigida
General John B. Medaris
Edward Stone
Sam Levenson '
Mrs.. Wendell W'iUkie
Judy Holliday
"*
David Duncan
Charles Van DoTen
Ginger Rogers
Jonathan Winters
Edward Bennett Williams
Sophia Loren
Jan Mitchell
Carroll Baker
Mahalia Jackson.
Anna Maria Alb erghetti
Bennett Cerf
James Herrmann
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Russel Wright
Wayne Parrish
Frances Knight
Dr. James B. Conant
Dick Clark
Anthony Quinn
Maurice Chevalier
Peter Ustinov
Dbre Schary
Jack Carter
Doris Fleeson
Olivia DeHavilland
VanCIiburn
Margaret O’Brien
Eddie Arcaro
Robert Paul Smith
Georgia Gibbs
Bob Evans
. Atty. Gen; William M. Roger*
Charles Berlitz
Vivian Blaine /

SIXTH SEASON
Jerry Lewis/
Cmdr William R. Anderson
Basil O’Connor
Eydie Gorme

John A. Aaron

Steve Lawrence
Abby Van Bpren
Dr. Robert F. Goheen
Victor Riesel
Mata and Hari
Vincent Price
Rosie Dolly
Roger Williams
Russell Patterson
Jeannette MacDonald
Gene Raymond
Louella Parsons
Justice Harold H. Burton
Russell Crouse
Agnes DeMille
Alary Roebling
Don McNeill
A. C. -Fuller
Pat Suzuki
Ann Sothern
Aly Khan
Richard Tucker
Inez Robb
Ivy Baker Priest
Gene Kelly
The D'Essens
Joanne. Woodward
Paul Newman
Roy Campanella
George Jessel
Jane Morgan
Yousuf Karsh
Huntington Hartford
Aleyer Davis
Tony Randall
Genevieve
Red Smith
Dagmar
Danny Dayton
Norman Rockwell
Fidel Castro
Harry Golden
Claire Bloom
Chloe Gifford
Antonino Rocca
Dr. Howard Rusk
Jack AVrather
Bonita Granville
Shirley AfacLaine
Rube Goldberg
Sara Gibson Blanding
Eudd Schulberg
James F. Byrnes
Eleanor Steber
Joshua Logan
Jimmy Cannon
Alillon Berle
AJthea Gibson
Joan Blendell
Thomas Hart Benton
Airs. Babe Ruth
Cleveland Amory
Isaac Stern
Whitney North Seymour
Gale Storm
Cadet Peter Dawkins
Moss Hart
Kitty Carlisle
Tommy Armour
Vincent Sard!, Jr.
Jule Styne
. Airs. Albert D. Lasker
Bill Veeck
Tom Poston
Jean Sullivan
Sergeant William E. Daniel
Zsa Zsa Gabor
Gerald M. Loeb
Jerome Robbins
Airs. Anna Rosenberg
Ambassador M. C. Chagla
Garson Kanin
Ruth Gordon
Lee Remick
Hugh Baillie .

•. . and families

AND THANKS TO :
FAYE EMERSON
MARGARET TRUMAN
JACKIE GLEASON
JANET MURROW*
JERRY LEWIS
GARRY MOORE
AUDREY MEADOWS
(Who sat-in for Ed Alurrow
when news assignments took
him abroad on Friday nights.)

AND OUR STAFF :
DAVID MOORE
CHARLES ROM1NE
AARON EHRLICH
LIZ SCOFIELD
NANCY CAMMAROTA
and directors
BOB DAILEY
CHARLES N. HILL
ROBERT M. SAMMON

Jesse Zousmer
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anhi peak mark will be topped this
summer.
Tel . Avivians are perenlally
squawking about the high cost, of
living. One can understand why
;' Continued from page 1 ;
in an economy where something
e:se again, and it’s an integral .part 1 ing) and where, last week, Boston like 450 Israeli pounds (about $50
a
week) represents, the average
of tlie daily pattern of living for ; Symphony’s Charles Munch : a§
90f^ of the Israeli population of conductor and Isaac Stem as solo¬ earning.; power of a. family. Yet
Tel
Aviv is jampacked with luxury
nearly 2.000,00.0 people. Unfortu- ist. literally shook the rafters) .to.
nat^-y along with the State-oper¬ such items as the state-subsidized apartment living. You buy the key
to
a
three-and-a-half. room (plus
ated Radio Israel, the listeners are Habima Players and the . equiallyChambers
Theatre terrace) luxury apartment for. any¬
being constantly subjected to a bar¬ proficient
rage of ariti-Jewish propaganda <their performance last week of where from 20,000 to 30,000
from the unfriendly border coun¬ the Hebrew -r translated- “Doll’s j pounds ($10,000 to $15,000). Except
by Ibsen was toplevel ! for the refugees who- came with
tries of Jordan. Lebanon and Egypt, House,
designed to foment uprising among (professionalism by anyone’s stand- j money, that totes up to a lot of
the approximately 20,000 to 301000 • ards, and if there was something | mortgage.: Yet it seems they can’t
Arabs still living within the bor¬ ; creaky about the play itself it was build them fast enough.
ders of Israel. The Israelis listen ; certainly no fault of the perform-1
to it for amusement.1: How the . ers). A new Chambers Theatre is
Arabs respond to it is; of course; | presently .■ under construction,^parf tially endowed by Elizabeth Taylor
something else again. ;i
! as a memorial to her late husband
Film. Houses Packed
Continued from- page *75
Lacking television, | the Israeli : Mike Todd. '
looks elsewhere for |his amuse¬
The thirst for culture knows no Games. At roughly the same time,
ment and entertainment. . Film ; bounds; the still-infant state: is al- WBKB had also made a pitch for
houses in Tel Aviv, j Jerusalem, [ ready producing its first batch of exclusive coverage of the queen’s
Haifa are packed as they are, for : playwrights, . and to . \vatch. how arrival, and Quinlan said he
that matter, in the small towns 3.000 Kibbutz farmers on ! the though; WBKB’s past record of re¬
and settlements that have sudden¬ ! shores of the Galillee responded mote telecasts had impressed the
ly popped up in the surrounding i to a performance, by the Budapest mayor’s staff.
hillsides and desert. The newly- I String Quartet along- with Isaac . His claim to the Buckingham
completed 20th-Fox-built theatre : Stern's virtuosoing packed a wal- Fountain post was disputed at a
in Tel Aviv is as lush and updated ; lop, emotional or otherwise, that meeting last week of station brass
as a Broadway showcase. Even : beggars description or compari- with the : mayor’s aide, Col. Jack
:•■! ! R. Reilly. WGN-TV and WNBQ
in the collective settlements (kib¬ • son.
backed out of the donnybrook
butzim* the thirst for entertain¬
Intime Theatre Club .
after a while, but WBBM-TV, rep¬
ment and cultural advancement. has
Right
now
one
of
the
choicest
resented
by Harriet (Sis) Atlass,
sparked a whole series of little
theatre movements with an ex¬ items on the Israeli show biz hori¬ continued to challenge Quinlan’s
zon
is
the
Theatre
Club—an:
inright
to.
it.
It was settled by the
change of performers, directors
• time spot (capacity 200) that’s a toss of a coin, and Quinlan lost.
and audiences.
cross
between
San
Francisco’s
After
announcing
'he would with¬
Tei Aviv, bursting at. the seams
fit’s already building upwards in¬ ! “hungry i” and New York’s. Vil¬ draw from the pool* he recanted.
lage
Vanguard;
Originally
„c6nStill,
he
will
not
contribute his
stead' of horizontally!! offers a
wide range of entertainment from, • ceived as : an after-theatre spot remote crew at another site: and.
1
where
one
could
enjoy
a:
drink
he refuses to lend the . pool
the Israel Philharmonic in the
spacious Frederick Mann Audi¬ ; while listening to a balladeer or WBKB’s newly acquired 65V high
torium (as dramatic an edifice as joining in Israeli marching songs. powered telescopic lens.
New York’s UN Assembly builds ; (performance starts at 11:30, .con¬ ; After the meeting the hafrassed
i' tinues to 1) it’s now the “hottest Quinlan explained his actions thus:
j ticket’' in town.
Reservations “I tossed the coin reluctantly, un¬
| must be made .weeks in advance; . .: der protest. Experience should
j If the visiting show: biz celebs have been the deciding factor, and
j from the States and elsewhere re¬ we’ve done far more remotes than;
turn night after night, it’s primari- WBBM lias. Their truck hasn’t had
! Iy to imbibe the spirit of the pa¬ its tires muddy in six months. I
tronage (a lot of them , variations resent, the brazenness of WBBM to
; of a Near East beatnik) and to insist on. getting, its; way always
• catch the hottest act in all Israel just, because it’s CBS,’’
I —the Theatre Club Quartet. This . WBKB had another reason for
| male foursome of zanies are the wanting to cover the point of dej Ritz Bros., the Marx Bros., Mort
’ Sahl, Adolph Green and Betty
Comden (perhaps even more ac¬
Fit for a Queen
curately the old Revuers act) all
Chicago, June 23.
rolled into one. Their forte is sa¬
On Queen Elizabeth’s itiriertire. Their takeoff on Radio Israel . ary, when she visits this city
is a particularly hilarious bit as is.
July 6, is the RCA exhibit at
their routine on a non-Hebrew
the Museum, of Science and
speaking South American Yiddish . industry, where she will see
Art Theatre troupe playing Israel
herself on color tv! for the
dates. The talk here is that an
first time.
enterprising William Morris agent
The British queen and her
has been overturing the quartet.
husband. Prince . Philip, will
Whether true or false, it’s a cinch
be making a side trip to the
that if they can translate their Is¬
Windy City via the. new St.
raeli idiomatics and buffoonery
Lawrence
Seaway
during
into U. S. tv and its nitery con¬
their tour of Canada; It will
fines, their future as a sock inter¬
be the royal couple’s first
national act is assured.
visit to the city of the big
shoulders.
Tourism

Sarnoff’s ‘Negev For TV’
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OTHERS:
Johnson's Wax!
Firestone Tires, Etc.!
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CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave.l* New York 22
Telephone - Praia 5-2100

Israel anticipates, a day not far
It has secretly been
off when tourism will be its second ! barkation.
biggest industry, and it’s truly as¬ j planning. to scoop the other sta¬
tions
with
a
special
telecast on the
tonishing the type of luxury ac¬
commodation that’s available ip a eve of the queen’s arrival, which
in
actuality
will
have
more to do
country with a 10-year statehood
status. That the Dan Hotel in the with the St. Lawrence Seaway
than
with
the
queen
herself.
For
heart of Tel Aviv compares favor¬
ably with the .snazziest of layouts ! this special feature, the station
will
have
its
remote
truck
on
the
in American resorts perhaps isn’t
too surprising (considering that Buckingham Fountain site the
Tel- Aviv itself has achieved a night before the pooled telecast. It
tempo, a pace and modernity per¬ could have doubled in: service.
haps more attuned to Miami
The spec, titled “A Queen, The
Beach). One can only gape, how-: City,: Its Future,” is the brainchild
ever, and go into a “gee whiz” rou¬ of commentator Norm. Ross and
tine when he comes across the his partner Dave McElroy. It’s to
kind of luxurious resort hotels as be a. tv college of live, film and
the Accadia and the Sharon on j tape. segments covering the royal
the outskirts of Tel Aviv (at prices party’s departure from Montreal,
Comparable to U. S. standards) or part of the trip down the Seaway
the Dolphin House near Haifa, or and, the implications of the new
the swank accommodations at water avenue bn the port city of
Tiberius on the Sea of Galillee, or Chicago. . RoSs. who’s produc¬
atop Mount Carmel overlooking ing : and narrating the hourlong
Haifa and its beautiful harbor, or j documentary. Will be in Montreal
even in such remote areas as Safed l this week with a Telenews camerato the north and Elat on the Red | man getting the film footage. Pro! gram lias been purchased by ChiSea to the south,
El Al, the Israeli air line, is fully ; cago Title & Trust Co. and will be
cognizant that the N.Y.-tb-Tel.Aviv ! aired July 5 at 8 p.m.
fare rap ($1,300 roundtrip, first i Following, day Ross will be
class) is a deterring factor; also ! WBKB’s sole representative in the
recognizes that it must create a pool as commentator at the pro¬
greater awareness that the new cession’s starting point, Bucking¬
state is climatically ideal'for year- ham Fountain and the lakefront.
round vacationing (the winter falloff is drastic). It also knows that
Dallas — Julie Benell -has been
a more realistic solution; is to offer signed
to a longterm deal by Gen¬
up an all-inclusive package (Israel, eral Foods to sponsor one half of
Jordan, Bierut, Egypt, Syria; etc.) the home economist program on
but that, of course, is impossible— WFAA-TV Monday through Fri¬
for the present. Nonetheless book¬ days starting at,.10:30 a.m. This is
ings have been hitting an acceler¬ said to be the longest block sales
ated pace and even last year’s 10th in the show’s history.

Wediwiday, Jane - 24,-1959

Patterson-Johansson Closed-TV Bout
; Continued from page 1 ;
project, had 151 locations and 516, the Patterson-Harris fight. New
000 seats.
York has been, blacked out from
^Theatre circuits reported ad¬ the telecast!
vance sales as “fair.” The pace is
Into Kingston Aud
said to be better than the PattOrson-Harris fight but slower than
Kinlgstcm, N!Yv .June 23.
the Robinson-Basilio bouts. :
Local Municipal Auditorium will
Tomorrow’s Patterson - Johans¬ carry TelePromptef’s closed-cir¬
son bout will mark TelePrompter’s cuit of the Patterson-Johansson
strongest entrenchment to date in heavyweight championship bout
the boxing business as ah adjunct Thursday. (25), at $3.85 admission.
to its electronic activities. As en¬
The Stanley Warner in Utica
visioned by Kahn, and reported, will also outlet the fightcast, $3.50.
recently in Variety, TelePrompter, via its closed-circuit division*
will serve as a bankroller for fight
promotions. Kahn makes an anal¬
ogy between the plans of his com¬
pany and the policies currently —j Continued from page r=SS
pursued by the major film compa¬
nies! . Just as the film companies 4.1% to $18l;l00,000. Total tv lima
finance productions, either by as¬ sales was reported at $950,900,000.
sembling packages or putting up
Seven national and regionial AM
the coin for packages brought in networks, and 3,178 stations re¬
by indie producers, TelePrompter ported total revenues of $519,500,hopes to work out similar arrange¬ 000 for 1958. This was seven tenths
ments for boxing. To accomplish of 15V above 1957. Income before
this, Kahn would make offers to taxes was $38,100,000—a 30,9%
the top current crop of fighters drop, .
and arrange bouts that are con¬
AM time sales rose three tenths
sidered good boxoffice for closed- of. 1 % to $538,700,000. Network ra¬
circuit television; . A promoter. dio time sales totalled $46,500,000
Who would serve similarly: as a -^-a drop of 8.1%. National and re¬
film producer, would he ‘retained gional sales rose 1.5% to $172,000,to stage. the actual promotion.
000, while, local sales were $320,Believed to be part of Tele- 200,000—a 1.1% increase.
Prompter’s cementing of relations
with regional promoters and fight
managers is the present arrange¬
ment whereby TelePrompter has
Sub-licensed the closed-tv rights for.
S Continued, from page 75 sssssi
arenas and auditoriums to various
individuals in a number of terri¬ i or Harry Onimerle, Robinson quit
tories. Theatres * are not included j to set up .his own production outfit,
in these deals, and TelePrompter : Ommerle, who was Robinson’s key
retains the right to deal: directly program aide, resigned a few days
later and. officially checked out of
with theatres in these areas. /
: In California, for example, arena the network last week. He’s now in
rights have been sub-licerised to the Virgin Islands^ . He checks in
Don Chargin, who promotes, fights at Sullivan Stauffer, Calwell &
at Hollywood’s Legion Stadium, Bayles agency next week.
and Don Nesseth, manager of light-,
weight champion Don Jordan:
Albany—^andy Taylor (Epstein),
Chargin and Nesseth will operate
the arenas in Hollywood, San Fran¬ former; announcer - dee jay for
WPTR
in Albany and WSNY in
cisco and Oakland themselves, but
have made deals for the telecast Schenectady, is now publicity as¬
with some 10 other arenas in Cali¬ sistant for, the State Lottery Con¬
fornia. Fight promoter Jack Hurley! trol Commission,, bingo-licensing
received the rights for some six agency. . .
arena locations in the Pacific
Northwest. Lou Viscuisi, Texas pro¬
moter and manager of lightweight
champ Joe Brown, has the arena
AREAk
greenlight for Texas. Max Yergin,
Kansas City fight promoter, has
“DUTCH TREAT’
the okay for five or six locations in
that territory. Ditto fight promoter
Major W. H. Peeples Jr., for sev¬
eral sites in Florida. In Canada,
the sub-licensing rights went to an
advertising man, Loren Cassini. All
the sub-licensors, according to
Kahn, put up a substantial guaran¬
tee for their territories. In a couple
of instances, theatremen with small
houses were given the okay to place
the telecast in an auditorium.
Drive-ins represent less than 5%
of the network. At one. time they
played a significant role in obtain¬
ing the large seating capacities for
summer fights, but the fear of rain;
considered a deterrent in - guaran¬
teeing ozoner attendance, has seen
more dependence placed on the
indoor houses and the arenas.
Originally, some of the fight pro¬
moters had planned to stage live
fights in conjunction with the
championship telecast, but the con¬
troversy and litigation surrounding
the event left a degree of uncer¬
tainty and is said to have prevented
the arranging of the live bouts.
Although the current event ap¬
pears to have the largest lineup of
arenas to date, theatres are
strongly represented, with houses
of all the top chains represented
in one or more cities. In some com¬
munities, both theatres and arenas
are day-dating the event. The re¬
UvS. i*port«5?&K
sult of tomorrow’s telecast will give
some indication of the comparative
draw cf the arena versus the
theatre.
q.
19th Annual
The staging of the event on
WHITE MOUNTAINS?
Thursday night marks another de¬
parture. Previously, most closed-tv
FESTIVAL of th* f ARTS
fights were held on Monday or
Julg 3rd to 29th
Tuesday nights, regarded as thea¬
tre off nights. However, it’s felt
that the cumulative effect of sports
page publicity during the early part
of the week will prove beneficial
to theatres and arenas.
The price range in all locations
will be between $3.50 and $7. Bill
Rosensohn, a former v.p. of Tele¬
Prompter and long associated with
the closed-circuit, field, is the pro¬
■ Pike * New Hampshire
moter of the actual fight. He made
. Information: Walter Jacobs
his debut as a fight promoter with

TV Revenues

Cowan & Audrey
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SHOWTUNES BACK IN ORBIT
"Battle o( Speeds’ Gets Tape Version
on
A new: “battle of the speeds”;
has broken: out in the tape field
ivith RCA Victor in one corner,,
championing a cartridge system of
33/4 inches per second speed and
Ampex, in the other, pressing, for
reels, at 7^ inches her second.
. Victor, which has jtKt launched
it? tape cartridge machine and pre¬
recorded catalog, demonstrated
the capabilities of the 394 i.p.s.
(inches per second) system last
week at its N. Y. studios before a :
Congregation of hi-fi experts. The ;
cartridge machine, compared to a
professional studio 15 i.p.s. ma¬
chine and another home model
7# i.p.s. machine, performed ex?
cellently at all times and, in some
musical passages, was identical in
quality with the professional ma¬
chine. The amplifier and speaker
systems Were the same for all
three demonstrator units, since
only, the diverse speeds were being
tested;
Victor is launching a heavy pro¬
motion for its cartridge machine
which will be able to record as
well as play back. There will be
between 50. and 60. prerecorded
cartridges available by the end of
the year under the Victor label at
. prices ranging from $4.95 to: $9.95,
which are comparable to stereo
disks. The tapes can play up to
an hour of stereo music and two
hours monaurally. The machines
are starting at $299.95. ,
Several other. companies are
planning to manufacture tape
cartridge machines, including: Bell
Sound, VM, Pentron and Motorola.
Also,, other diskerieS will shortly
be packaging prerecorded tapes in
cartridge form. The cartridge has
surmounted past objections to
■tape since the difficulties of
threading a machine ; has been
eliminated.
Ampex, which w:as also inter¬
ested in the cartridge field at the
.. outset, has now comp out for the
conventional reel: Numerous indie
labels will make prerecorded tapes
available via a new Ampex subsid, United Stereo Tapes. ..
\

Negro Makes It Longhair
Sanford-Allen, 20, a violinist .
of Brooklyn,, is the first regu*
larly employed Negro: member
Of the N.Y: Lewisohn Stadium
Summer . Symphony. Various
organizations have for years
pressured. the N. Y. Philharnionlc and the radib-television
network house.orchestras to in-. •
elude some Negro sidemeri.
. A few have been used as “extras” and many Negro singers
have appeared as soloists but
the regular contract rolls have;
heretofore riot opened to Ne¬
gro musicians.
Lewisohn employs 96 men
for the six-week summer sea¬
son.. Nearly all are Philhar¬
monic regulars.

There’s still some hope for showtunes in the pop singles market.
Virtually relegated to the album
field, in straight or jazzed-up ver¬
sions, for the. past several; years,
songs from Broadway shows are
beginning to make some noise in
the pop market again.
In the past few weeks, three
tunes out of Broadway shows have
been, making their mark in th6
pop field and disseries as well as
publishers are looking at it as the
beginning pf a trend that will
bring the showtunes back into pop
acceptance. What’s important, they
say, is giving the plug songs from
the Broadway shows a treatment
that the teenagers will understand.
They now believe that kids .will
respond to showtunes if presented
with the vocal and instrumental
beat that they can dig.
Spotlighting a showtune poten¬
tial impact in the pop area is
Anita Bryant’s disking of "Till
There. Was You” from “Music
Mari.” Although the. show is from
the 1958-59 season, it’s a current
slicing for Carlton Records and in
a couple of weeks on the market
has passed the 150,000 sales mark:
(A showtune single hadn’t done
so well since Vic Dainone’s “On
The Street Where You Live? for
Columbia about three years ago),
Joe Carlton, who heads the Carl¬
ton Records firm, figures that the
record “got to the kids” because
the rock ’n’ roll, formula served, as
a base for the preparation of the
disk. The diskery developed the
side with “teen-strings” arid had
the; band arrangements on a trip¬
lets tempo pattern pegged strictly
for the young listener.
Supplying the showtunes with a.
beat, says Carlton, opens up new
avenues of exposure. Stations that
won’t play rock ’n’ roll tunes, he
points nut, will play the show songs
that have been given the teenage
(Continued on page 107)

Poverty Plea, Calls for 'Adjustment’
N.Y. Jukebox Census
A New York Police Dept,
census of jukeboxes in Gotham
. shows 10,441 boxes *in various
locations with 41 complaints
of intimidation from racket¬
eering elements having been
received froin operators. The
police turned the complaints
over to the : borough district
attorneys, two of whom re¬
quested the juke survey.
Brooklyn has. the; most jukes
in operation with 3,330 boxes,
followed by Manhattan, 3,147;
Queens, 2,053; Bronx, 1,509;
and Staten Island, 402. It Was
the first time such a study had
been made of the N. Y. juke
industry.
:“
The coin machine operators
are now in focus of several
local, state and; Federal com¬
mittees arid grand juries which
are probing the extent of the
underworld’s penetration into
the industry.

Washington, June 23.
House hearings on the Celler
jukebox bill wound up last week
on a note of powerful encourage¬
ment to songwriters and compos¬
ers.
As the recital of arguments
neared an end, Rep. Emanuel Cel¬
ler (D-N. Y.) took over the chair
of the House Copyright Subcom¬
mittee and delivered an impas¬
sioned pledge which went: “I am
in this situation until the very end.
I have offered this bill. I have
stood on the sidelines fpr many
years on this matter. I feel that it
needs guidance, and I arif going
to give it guidance, regardless of
what happens. This is going to he
settled ...
“And I am going to tell every
man in this audience and the pub¬
lic generally, when I get into a
fight, I am in the fight right up to
the hilt, I can assure you. I am
going to use every weapon I can
command to get a realistic, equit¬
able adjustment of this matter, I
shall not rest until that is done.”
Then Celler announced he was
calling a conference of all parties
to the jukebox royalty fight in an
effort to accomplish outside a Con¬
gressional hearing room what’s
never come to pass in 25 years of
legislative history—a meeting of
minds between the jukebox opera¬
tors and the performing rights
societies.
The confab was tentatively
scheduled for either July 9, 10 or
11, after George A. Miller, presi¬
dent of Music Operators of Amer¬
ica, said he could not make it today
<Tues.) as originally suggested by
Celler.
It appeared to be potent strategy
(Continued on page 107)

Hollywood, June 23.
James B. Conkling, Warner Bros.
Records’ prez, is looking to a. bull¬
ish future for his diskery because
of. the exceptional gains, being
made by stereo recordings and
stereo home phonograph equip¬
ment.
.In ari address made Friday (19)
The Dept, of Justice’s proposals
to the delegates attending the
to amend: the consent decree of
Warner Bros, Pictures convention
the American Society of Compos¬
at company’s Burbank studios,
ers, Authors .& Publishers will be
Conkling pointed out that the com¬
given an informal hearing before
pany, although only in the market
N.Y. Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan
since last September, already has
next Monday (29). The Justice De¬
100 stereo LPs on release repre¬
partment attempted to submit the
senting. repertoire from Broadway,
amendments to Judge Ryan on
pix, tv, jaZz, mood music, Christ¬
Friday (19), but the judge refused
mas, comedy and other special
to accept it on the grounds that
records.
all parties were not notified of the
proposals, in effect, rebuking the
. Conkling also stated that since
Government for not informing all
entering the market, the diskery
interested writers and publishers
has evolved a distribution, pattern
Los Angeles, June 23.
of its irioye.
whi(!h currently reflects severi
Discrimination against employ¬
Although terms of the Justice ment of 10 musicians in vidtaping
company-owned distribution cen¬
Dept.’s consent decree are being by Skiatron of S.ol Hurok’s “Bolshoi
tres and 27 distributors; In having
kept under wraps until next Mon¬ Ballet” is claimed in charges filed
its own distrib branches and sales
The Diners* Club, which is mpv- : day, it’s, known that the amend¬ by Musicians Guild of America with
personnel, the firm has been able
to make direct contact with ap¬ ing into the disk ciub field with a ments extend to all phases of the National Labor Relations
proximately 40% of the total busi¬ flock of’ indie labels, is wooing | ASCAP’s operation. They will af¬ Board.
. Houston, June 23.
A Houston’s architect’s; theory ness potential, comparable to the membership with an offer of five ; fect such matters as the method
Musicians’ bargaining agent as¬
major
record companies’. opera¬ Cuffo albums for an obligation to of the Society’s survey of perform¬ serted that the 10, who originally
that people like to think bloomed
purchase six IPs during a 12- ances, the distribution formulas had played during the two-week
as a $250,000 recording venture. It tion;;.
was . originated by Mack G. Reed.
Stressing the integration be¬ month membership. These selec¬ for writers and publishers, and engagement of the Ballet at Shrine
: Academic Recording Institute, of tween the disk coiripany and WB’s tions will be sold to the Diners’ perhaps most Irnportant of all, the Aud, were crossed off when the
which Reed is prez, has produced tv division, arid the pic operation, Record-Of-Th e-Month Club mem¬ Weighted voting system. While it’s ballet was vidtaped immediately
five separate series of lectures- Conkling cited the bestselling LP, bership at discounts up to 50% of not expected that a one-voterper- afterwards at the old KLAC Stu¬
writer formula, irrespective of dios, and other musicians substi¬
.
iriterviews by leading men of let¬ 4‘77 Sunset Strip,” and the clicko list; price..
Some of the artists represented earnings will be adopted, a drastic tuted.
ters. A series consists Of 10 records; single by Ed Byrnes and Connie
or tapes, 50. minutes In length. . Stevens,. "Kookie . Kookie (Lend ..in... the first batch of the Diners’ revision of the current setup is
Named in action were the Bol¬
.
The series went on sale last week j Me Your Comb).’’ Byrnes, inci¬ disk club offerings are Lionel anticipated. Under the present shoi Ballet, Sol Hurok Enterprises,
on a disk subscription basis, sim¬ dentally is featured on "77 Sunset Hampton, Louis Armstrong, Julie voting system, writers get one vote several Skiatroh corporations in¬
ilar to book club marketing;
London and'Duke. Ellington. Al¬ for every $20 earned while pub¬ cluding Skiatron of America Inc.,
Strip.”
The first five lectures are Sam¬
bums will coyer the pop;, mood lishers get one-vote for every $500. and Television Industries Inc.;
uel Eliot Morrison* Pulitzer Prize¬
music, classical, jazz, Latin, spoken • The; Justice Dept., which-has Mills TV Associates of N.Y., Hil¬
been negotiating with ASCAP for liard Elkins Inc. Trio of indi¬
winning historian and authority on
word and children’s fields.
over a year on terms for a new- viduals also were named, A1 Lapin,
Christopher Columbus,. American
consent order, has recently come George Kast and George Koukly,
history and the U.S. Navy in World
under fire from Rep. James Roose and likewise the AFM and Local
War II; John Mason Brown, drama
velt (D„ Calif.) for the long delay, i 47.
critic and author; Charles Frankel,
Garner, who came under
Columbia U. philosophy prof who j theErrqli
Rep. Roosevelt is known to be | MGA recently won a NLRB vote
Sol Hurok banner last, year,
moderates the . CBS-T Y program, i has signed a new two-year agree¬
sympathetic to the critics within;in which the AFM contested for‘’World of Ideas”: Ashley Monta¬
The 20th-Fox label has broad¬ ASCAP’s ranks who ‘ have been l mer’s rights as bargaining agent
gue,' anthropologist and family af¬ ment with the Hurok office. Hurok ened its global: affiliation with the pressing for a wholesale revamp for musicians working in major
fairs editor for. NBC, arid C. North-, ! will handle the jazz pianist’s con- signing of Karusell Grammofon. to of. the Society’s operation.
film studios, but the AFM and
cote Parkinson, political scientist I cert bookings for the '1959-60 and distribute the line in Sweden, Den-,
Local 47, its local stanchion, are
Whose "Parkinson’s Law’’ satirizes ’60-’61 seasons in the U. S. and mark, Finland and Iceland.
protesting
final outcome of ballot¬
the diminishing returns of growing Canada. Garner, incidentally, is
ing.
AFM and Local 47 based its
The
diskery
is
now
tied
to
Sicathe first artist from the jazz field
bureaucracy.
protest
on
contention the number
mericana SRL for Argentina arid
They explore, at conversational to be booked Under Hurok’s tour Uruguay; EMI Australia Ltd. for
of eligible musicians in election
level, a number of specific subjects direction'
should
have
been 1,020 insted of
Australia arid New Zealand; Qual¬
immediate concert plans for
(Continued on page 107)
William S. Nielsen has been 1,402.
ity Records Ltd; for Canada; La
Garner include a heavy fall sched¬ Discoteca
for Cuba; Rank Records upped to general manager of
ule starting the first week in Octo¬ Ltd. for England and the United Urania Records. He’ll also continue
George Furness Joins
ber. On Oct. 16; he’s slated to Kingdom; Vega Records for France in his. duties as diskery’s director Kleinbaum Heads Sales
play,
his
first
solo
date
at
New
* Carlton as Midwest Rep York’s Carnegie Hall: During his and; the French Union; Bertels- of sales.
For MGM’s Cub, Metro
Since coming to the label sev¬
George Furness has joined Carl¬ first year’ With. Hurok, Garner iriarin GMBH for Germany, Austria
Ed Kleinbaum has been set as
ton Records as midwest regional 'played:. concert halls, colleges and and Switzerland; Hed-Arzi Ltd. for eral months ago from Epic Rec¬
national
sales manager for MGM’s
promotion director. A music biz even on the Navajo Indian Reser-.. Israel; Blubell Edizioni Discograf- ords, where he was general man¬
iche for Italy; Victor Co. of Japan ager, Nielsen has stepped up disk¬ siibsid labels, Cub and Metro. Ap¬
vet of 20 years, Furness has been
vation. ■'
Ltd. for Japan; Korea, Okinawa, ery’s activity in the monophonic pointment was made by Elliot
associated with the professional de¬
Wexler who recently came to
Thailand, S. Vietnam, Laos, Cam¬ and stereo , singles field.
partments 61 Robbins, E. H. Morris
Under Nielsen’s aegis, Urania MGM as director of marketing.
and BMI.
■Herbert von Karajan, European bodia, Indonesia and Taiwan; FabBefore taking on,his new post,
As midwest regional director, conductor, will conduct the first rica De Discos Peerless S. A; for has also, moved into the Spoken
he’ll be in charge of deejay pro¬ “Symphonies Under the Stars” Mexico; .Egil Morin Iversen for Words, field with an Alexander Kleinbaum bad been . affiliated
motion as well as artists and re¬ concert, which tees off Hollywood Norway, and African Consolidated King package out this week. The with MGM’s distributor in Cleve¬
land.
Films Ltd. for South Africa.
diskery is prexied by Sieg Bart
pertoire and distributor relations. Bowl 38th season July 2.

Consent Decree

LA Rebel Tooters Union
Say 10 Members Barred
In Bolshoi’s Ykhapiog

The Belles-Lettres With
50 Mins, of Heady Stuff

Griner Inks 2-Year
Extension With Hurok 20TH-FOX RECORDS’
ROip-WORU) TIES

Urania Ups Nielsen
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks

Album Reviews

.By BERM SCHOENFELD.
Danny Kay e-Louis Armstrong: “The Girl Most Likely to Succeed,’*
“The Five Pennies’* (Dot), The “Chico’s Choo-Choo”; and “The
soundtrack of the Paramount bio-, Night Rock ’n’ - Roll Died (Al¬
Tutti Camarata’s back¬
pic of Red Nichols adds Up to a top- most).”
notch disk package. It showcases grounds are topnotch.
Danny Kaye and Louis Antistrong
“Gary Crosby Belts The Blues’*
on a flock of standout songs, in¬ (Verve). This Crosby son has cut
cluding a brilliant duo on “The Five a niche for himself as a firstrate
Pennies Saints” and “Bill Bailey, jazz singer.
His relaxed style,
Won’t You Please Come Home,” in deep-toned pipes and smart phras¬
addition to solo turns by each. In ing are showcased on a program
addition, there’s some cracker jack of standards, including “Sentimen¬
dixieland music by the Red Nichols tal Journey” (a multiple-dubbed
combo, including the stirring “Bat¬ vocal), “In The Wee, Small Hours
tle Hymn of the Republic.”
of the Morning,” “Breeze,” “What’s
Tommy Dorsey Orch Starring Your Story, Morning Glo^y/* “I’m
Warren Covington: “Dance and Gonna Mow To The Outskirts of
Romance’* (Decca). Wariren Cov¬ Towns,” ana others. A combo un¬
ington, who has taken over the ba¬ der Marty Paich furnishes symLAWRENCE WELK
ton of the late Tommy Dorsey’s patico backgrounds.
Fred Waring & The Pennsylvan¬
PEGGY LEE-GEORGE SHEARING,
organization, has turned it into one
First DOT RECORD Releases
of, the slickest danCebands now ians: “Do You Remember” (Capi¬
“MR. MUSIC MAKER’*
YOG CAME A LONG WAY FROM ST. LOUIS
around. Once again, in this collec¬ tol). This is a deluxe excursion
Dot L.P. Album No. 3164
(Capitol) . . - J|
. . . .
... ; .. .Salt lake;City
Two E.P.’s—Nos. 1079-1080
tion, Covington’s trombone fronts through nostalgic hilsville. Spot¬
the band in a highly Iistenabie set, lighting Gordon Goodman’s lyric
(Also Available in Stereo)
Peggy Lee & George Shearing's "You Came A Long Way From
; including “You Go To My Head,” tenor and the Waring-chorus, the.
St. Louis” < Mills4') j| shapes up as a superb workover of this great
“Waltzing Trombones,” “Night and rich arrangements covers numbers,
standard and should grab plenty of . spins from disk jockeys who
makes
for
a
nifty
juke
attraction,
Day/* “Too Marvelous For. Words” like “Remember,” “You and T/*
attended the recording session at the recent Miami. Beach eonven- .
“CINDERELLA
DOLL’’
(Gold
and
others. . Covington’s vocals on “Sweetheart,” “My Ideal,” “The
tion. “Salt Lake City” (Jewel* > ts another solid jazz styled entry.
Band-Amechet) has enough of a a half dozen of the tunes adds a Nearness of You,” “For Me and My
* •
■■
teen-pegged bounce to draw juke pleasing touch,
Gal,” “S t a r d u st" and “Lazy
DAVID SEVILLE & CHIPMUNKS . RAGTIME COWBOY JOE coin.
Lawrence Tibbett-Helen Jepson: Bones,” with*a fine vocal by Joe
Billy Steele (King): “A WON¬ “Porgy and Bess’* (RCA Camden). Marine, among others.
(Liberty) ... . J|.....
..... ... Flip Side
DERFUL THING’’ (Lois-) sets UP This is one of the most interesting
Tony Bennett:. “Blue
Dai'id Seville's “Ragtime Cowboy Joe” (Fisher-Robbins-Alfred*)
a romantic ballad mood via a good
continues the adventures of the Chipmunks down a click groove .. vocal attack.: “REAL LOVE — of the current flock of: LPs based (Columbia). Tony Bennett is back
in
a quiet ballad mood, but with
on
the
“Pofgy
and
Bess”
score.
on an old standard. “Flip Side” (Monarch* ) is a catching ori¬
TRUE LOVE” (Loist) is another Recorded in 1935 shortly after the the same intense projection that
ental flavored instrumental.
romantic item, nicely handled.
marks
all of ■ his performances. A
opera
preemed
on
Broadway,
the
■ !:'■ " *
*•
V ■
Jerry & The Pledges (Campus): sound of this package may be a bit driving number could well have
RICKY NELSON . |
JUST A LITTLE TOO MUCH “PILE IN” (Fremwart) piles up a thin, but that is distinctly a second¬ been inserted as change of pace in
lot of noise based on the tele¬ ary consideration , since the per¬ a program that includes numbers
(Imperial) .... j:, ........
. . ..... Sweeter Than You : phone-booth
jaiiiup craze but it’s formances are full-blooded and as like “Solitaire/’ “Until Yesterday,”
Rickey. Nelson’s “just A Little Too Much” VHilliardt) is a stand¬
a bad try.. “SKINS” (Fremwart) dramatically exciting as the music "It’s So Peaceful In The Coun¬
out rocking balladii which this singer wraps up with lotsa juve
sticks- to the rocking instrumental requires: Lawrence Tibbett and try,” “Congratulations To Some¬
appeal. “Sweeter Than You” i Hilliard*) is a slow entry with
formula that, keeps the kids Helen Jepson handle, the score in one” and While We’re Young.”
impact.
I;
-•.*
around the jukes.
[superb fashion and vocals by Tib-' I Enoch Light Orch: “With My
*
*
>
Don Nichols Orch (Delaware . bett. on "Bess, You Is My Woman Eyes Wide Open I’m Dreaming**
j Now” and “Where Is My. Bess” (Grand Award). The title song of
Valley':
“MISS.
AMERICA”
(Rich¬
MITCH MIU.KR.
.JUNE THE CAVAI.RY
ter** is built along old-fashioned and by Miss Jepson on “My Man’s this set stirred tip some noise in
(Columbia) . . A. ........... ... . Hey, Hetty Martin
lyric and. vocal lines but it’s not i Gone Now” completely break the singles market because of the
Mitch Miller’s “Jine The Cavalry” i Hollis-Americana*) . is an- ■ quaint enough to make it attrac¬ I through the sound barrier. George commercial; .and delightful way
other cracker jack V'.archiv a number which should stir up plenty
tive to. the spinners. Tom Perkins j Gershwin, incidentally, supervised Enoch Light handled the theme.
of fircu'orks. “Hey, Betty Martin” <Ludl&ic*i is a charming work-.
is the • crooner. “AT ATLANTIC [this recording session. As usual, He’s followed a similar pattern in
over of the children's tune;
CITY ON EASTER SUNDAY” j liner notes by Stanley Green are the rest , of the repertoire that
o
.*
.
makes up this .package and it
(Richter*) has: a title that's out of lucidly .inf ormative,
THE DEB-TONES'. . , ., KNOCK, KNOCK—WHO'S THERE ; season and a style that’s out of ! “Pete. Kelly’s Blues’* 'Warner emerges as a clicko item for the
album
market. Some of the tunes
date.
Phil
Hall
handles
the
vocal
Bros
';
Based
on
the
Mark
VII
tv
(RCA \ ietcr) . J,, . .
.. . . . . ^ . .I'm In Love Again
< on.'this: side...
series of the same title, this collec¬ enhanced by Light are “I’ll Never
The Deb-Tones’ \”Knock. Knock—\Yho's There” .1 Feist" ) is a
‘ * ASCAP.-: f BMI.
Smile Again,” “I Cried For You/*
tion
sums
up
the
best
thing
on
the
catching adaptation; of the parlor game with a rocking beat and a
show: the music. A fine, dixieland “Smoke Gets In Your Eyes,’*
clever lyric. Could , be bin. “Pm In Love Again’’ [Crawford*) is a
combo, with Dick Cathcart on cor¬ “Blueberry Hill’’ and “Harbor
Ecuador Riots Cancel
good undati.ig of the standards .
net, Eddie Miller oh tenor sax, Lights.”
Lou McGarity Quintet: .“Muslo
Nat’1 Syniph Concerts ' Matty Matlock on clarinet and Moe From
‘Some Like It Hot’” (Ju¬
DI( ;K CARUSO. ... ., I‘LL TELL YOU IN THIS SONG
I Schneider .. on trombone, swing
Quito,. Ecuador, June 16. ‘through a bright session, including bilee'. The- music from “Some Like
(MGM) . . . - .
. .. .
. . . .... . . v. ... ... . . Bine Denim
Political: disturbances in Quito oldies and some fresh instrument It Hot” l"I Wanna Be Loved By
Dick • Carusc's “I'll Tell You .In This Song’’ >Shain*), a solid,
caused cancellation of both con¬ , tals. This is a departure from the You,” “Runnin* Wild,” “By They
rocking ballad, v;gkes a power ini slfoiccase for this newcomer.
certs of National Symphony Or¬ * current cycle of hard-driving tiiod- Beautiful Sea” and "Down Among
“B'ue De:
i MUler » is a srerngintj entry..
chestra
on. its Latin-American tour. i ern jazz sounds associated with tv The Sheltering Palms” for exam¬
*
*
*
ple) is excellently suited to Mc¬
But Conductor Howard Mitchell’s backgrounds.
GEORGIA GiBBS.
V/.ashington musicians did disk the i Rex Allen-Roberta Shore-Tony Garity’s musical marauders. The
combo
is in the traditional swing¬
first
full-orchestra
recording
ever
r Paris: “Say One For Me” (Buena
HAMBURGERS, FRANKFjL RTEES it POTATO CHIPS
made of the Ecuadorian National : Vista'. The score by. Jimmy Van ing groove and the maestro’s trom¬
(Kapp) ....
. . . . ..... ..... . . .
. . Pretend
Heusen and Sammy Cahn for the bone clears the road for some solid
Anthem
as
a
special
gift
to
the
Georgia Gibbs' {“Hambureers. ) rarkfurters & Potato Chips”
people of. the nation. Performances 20th Century-Fox pic, “Say One Musical sounds.
(Gii- t is a iiUty no-’elty delivered to The hilt by this, savvy, song¬
“Tommy O’Brien Sings” (MGM'.
were eliminated, with declaration [For Me," has been fashioned into
stress. “Pn% nd" -tj'Bra>ide»i’s>
a classy slice of the kit. of a few
by Government of martial law, for¬ . an attractive package by a group Tommy O’Brien is a legit-voiced
years ago.
singer
who delivers with a direct,
of
singers
not
associated
with
the
bidding public, gatherings in Quito ; film: Rex Allen, a western singer; full-voiced
;;
*
"...
attack. In this set, he
during student riots:
j[handles “I Couldn’t Care Less” does a group
of songs to display
SOL YAGED. ... .v. --. ... .. .. .ONE MORE TIME
sand “The Secret of Christmas’’., in his range, including “Love, Your
(Rave) . .... .Do You Know How It Feels To Be Lonely
Abe Schwartz, 30-year music biz ! easy-to-take straightforward style. : Magic Spell Is Everywhere,” “Take
So! Yaged’s. “Qhe More Time” • Imgre-) spotlights this fine
vet, is reactivating his publishing Roberta Shore’s juve-piped vocals Me In Your Amis.” “Dancing in
clarinetist m a swinging insirumentci which should set the kids
operations with ASCAP and BMI ;■and Tony Paris’ smooth crooning The Dark,” “All The Things You
dancing. ‘ Do \on\Knon' Buie It Fczls To Be Lonely” (Amore-)
affiliations, .
I style capably deliver tunes like Are” and others.
Hetm.
DukeEllington Orch (Columbia':
“HAND ME DOWN BLUES”
(Cromwell*' is the type of number
that would have been a sureshot
hit in the old music biz days. It’s
a standout blues number vocalled
by Ozzie Bailey. ‘‘WALKIN’ AND.
SINGIN’ THE BLUES” (Tempo*)
is another fine example of Ellingtonia, with vocal by: Lil Green¬
wood.
Will Jordan (Hanover': “BYE
BYE LOVE" (Acuff-lRoset is a
superb showcase for this perform-

ered in capable, but not standout,
style by this singer, “.THEBE’S A
BOAT DAT’S LEAVING SOON
FOR NEW YORK” (Gershwin*),
from the same score, is given a
more interesting rendition,
Ronnie Harvey (Roulette): “BITE
YOUR TONGUE’* (Planetary*) is a
cute rocking ballad with a fresh
idea which this singer handles
brightly. “CASH A DOLLAR
BILL’-5 (Planetary*) is another neat
juve-angled item .with chances.
Faron Young (Capitol); “I HEAR

Best Bets

is an okay, but tqls effective bluesy side.

.10 Best Sellers on Coin Machines

vfiniETY
er’j, uncanny impression of Ed YOU TALKIN’ ” (Lancaster^/ a
Sullh an, this time singing. “FLY catching ballad with a good idea.,
CARPET FLY” <Kahn*i is less ef¬ is handled smoothly by this fine
fects e.
r
country artist. “COUNTRY GIRL’’
Sarah Vaughan : < M e r c u r v -: ’Lancaster^) is more routine hillr
1. BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS (a)
Johnny Horton. / ... .Columbia' ‘ [
“BROKEN-HEARXED MELODY” -billy material,
2. PERSONALITY (6)
Lloyd Price .......... ABC-Par ‘ [
(Mansion*', an excellent ballad
Ralph-Marterie Orch (Mercury):
with an interesting rhythmic struc¬ ‘•WAMPUM” (Mansion*) is an at¬
3. Dream lover (5> ........./.______
Bobby Darin..
.f,.Atco
ture. is. handled in effectively tractive instrumental executed in
4. LONELY BOY (2)
Paul Anka,..... ......ABC:Par [ [
straight-forward style. “MISTY”. topflight style for general spins.
lOctave*1 is a moodily atmospheric “CLEOPATRA’S DREAM” (As¬
f Wilbert Harrison'...... s. . Fury * [
5. KANSAS CITY (9) .........: .....;... v(
number tailormade for this song¬ set*) is an oriental-grooved entry?
[ R. Olsen....
........ Chess
stress’- flexible larynx.
; for offbeat impact.
Arbogast & R o s s (Liberty i.
6.
LIPSTICK
ON
YOUR
COLLAR
(1)
.
.
_
Connie Francis:..... ... I MGM v -:
Mike Powers (Zelman): “TENN“CHAOS" <Asa:;:i, a two-sided AGE .SWEETHEART” (Jobete^) is
7. WATERLOO (1)
.. .......
Stonewall Jackson. ± . .Columbia * •
spoof on a typical indie radio sta¬ a neat juve-angled ballad: delivered '
tion operation with its formula in pleasing style, “i:. LEFT ftiY ;
■ Si QUIET VILA*AGE (4) ....................
Martin Defmy... ......;Liberty '■< >
tunes and snappy background LOVE IN PARIS” (Jobeter) is a •
9. SORRY (11)
.;.......
lmpalas__......
Cub ' ‘
sounds, is loaded w-ith laughs, par¬ fair entry.
ticularly for those In the trade.
The Crystals (Metro': “BETTER 1
10. TALLAHASSEE LASSIE (1) . ......
. .
Freddy Cannon... I....... .Swait ' ‘
Cary Crosby (Verve): “THE COME BACK TO: ME” (Shapiro- ^
HAPPY BACHELOR” (Morris*) is Bernstein*) shapes up as a snappv ' [
a ■•...>• h.p piece oi material in a : rhythm tune rocked in nifty style .
Second Group
modern jazz groove and vocalled [by this combo. “THAT’S WHERE *
intricately and' interestingly. : I BELONG” (Sheldont) is a solid . [ ALONG CAME JONES
Coasters.... ...... ....Atco“THIS LITTLE GIRL OF MINE” ballad also with good potential.
K
_
Ed Byrnes r:
. . .W0
(Progressive1 ( is a neat rocking
The Champs (Challenge); “THE * koqkie, KOORIE ..
number .delivered with humor. ..
RATTLER” (Jatt) is a driving in- 4 FROM BOBBY SOX TO STOCKINGS
. Frankie Avalon].__ /Chancellor
King Curtis 'Atco : “THE.. strumental with a tricky Latin beat ’
.......
...
IIO.YEYDRIPPER" (Northern*( is which the juves will go for., ■■ Tiger
Fabian. . . r.. . . . . . . .Chancellor"
a t w o-p a r f vocal-instrumental “NIGHT TRAIN” (Pamleet) gets : - A TEENAGER IN LOVE.:.... ,. .
Dion & Belmonts.:.- .. .lLaurie
• ’
entry that’ll get the kids dancing an arresting rocking workover..
with its swinging beat!
The Snappers (20th-Fox): “IF.; I MY MELANCHOLY BABY
Tommy Edwards.'....MGM
George Hamilton IV 'ABC-Para¬ THERE. WERE” (Porgiet) is built! '
Frank Poutcel,
.....Capitol
mount u “GEE” (Cambine-», is a along standard rock *n‘ roll pat- j ‘ ONLY YOU
solid rocking ballad! with teenage terns but the group . gives some ! , I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU
Flamingos,...;
. End
impact, is handled in this, singer’s I distinction. “BIG BILL” (Porgiet) 11
Bee Clark,..
.... Abner.
usual simple style. “I KNOW sets up a western story in a rock- j [ JUST KEEP IT UP ...,...........,
YOUR SWEETHEART” (Lark*> is ing beat with gunshots inter-1 [
Fiestas.. ...
.. Old Town
a cute number, also angled towards spersed but it all doesn’t add up ; ■<
the kids.
*
} to much of anything. .
]•[
(Figures in parentheses. indicate number
weeks song has been in the top TO)::
Sammy Davis Jr. iiDecca1: “I Got
Johnny Ellis (Freedom): “BAL- j
Plenty O’ Nuttin’" (Gershwin*), . BOA BOP” (Gold Band-Amechet H
from “Porgy and Bess,” is deliv- ; has the vocal and heat appeal that :♦

r««r DnliHM r„JHM
l ax Killing lueuig
A fllJV
Saxidleaders From AFM
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Bandleaders may be forced tof—- —. '
‘ withdraw from the American Fed- 1 |Tg |j

-

:

.
. ' ■ ■
, r-jv

Theodore I’resser Adds
To Its Catalog Lineup
The Theodore Presser Co., old
line. publishing house, is adding

AFMMeet a Symphony of ‘Ayes;
[ Execs Reelected, Salaries Upped

distributor in the U.S. and Canada
. ' .——— for the following catalogs: .Merer
m
j ’
iiry.Music Corp., Music Press, Wea-

Seattle. June 23:
a recent ruling by the New York |. United Artists’ publishing sub-. ,.p*
| Herman D. Kenin, who sueeecdLatter sids, UA: Music tASCAP) and.
r
.... . Q
cnlA
State Tax Commission. Latter
New Hitching Song
I ed James C. Petrillo as prexy of
i are,
are ^’nart Music (BMI), have-set Up a A pr“?ar ^°VW,L
group: ruled that .bandleaders
rs die,.; .
^Mi'cbina ■ Wrtmrwaww
American agents for . the Heugei.
] American Federation of Musicians
Dallas, June 23. .
in effect, employers- and must withhold tarces fi-erii',their
Gerroanyij^^^^p
Dr. Arthur V. Boand, asso¬ j last year, was not only reelected
ciate pastor of the Highland I at this year's conclave, but was
This ruling conforms with Federal . Austria and. Switzerland.
Mawr Pa.
.
| given a substantial boost in pay.
Park
Presbyterian
Church
tax ruling on the relationship of; . Joint operation will he known as j ;f .. ’
•••'■ ■■■■ ■- ' • ■ " .-i
f Kenin’s scale went from $20,000 to
here, lias written the words to
leaders and sidemen..
. Edition ..Mundus. Kay Norton,. V.p. ! •
•
a new wedding song just off i $35,000 per annum, with comSince it. is a violation of the lat,
publishing .companies, set
j parable hikes going to other raerathe press, Music is by the combor laws, for employers and ,em- j the daal on her recent, tap to.; mill
1U1IXI\ 1/U.Ldli
j hers of the board,
. poser of “Home on the Range,”
ployees to belong to the same uri-■ ■■ Europe,
j The delegates, after this show of
David Guipn.
ion; the AFM may be compelled to :
j generosity disturbed only by a few
■ “As We,; O Lord; Have
. Albany, June 23,
relinquish its jurisdiction over the , « »
/i « r» « n , rt
Joined Our Hands” is the title ; objectors, then voted itself a new
The Will Rogers Memorial Hos¬
bandleaders. The Orchestra Lead^ -| f|||)S ll6l fllil till Ull
of the new wedding song for j piece of pie in the form of coners of New York, an association .
■■ #
_
*
n, ,
pital at Saranac Lake will receive : voice and orgun and piano. j tihuation of the annual conven¬
tions. At last year’s meet, the
representing . the top hand ponBnt. PrOmOtlOD DISKS 20^0 of the profits from WPTR’s G.. Schirfner is publisher;
third annual .-‘Tower of Talent”
tractors m the metropolitan area,
.
...
• delegates vote to stage eonvenhas Warned all leaders to comply
•
.
London, June 23. . disk artists show at Hawkins Sta-j
itions even- two years in order to
with the tax ruling and has wel-.
House^.of Lords..has.ruled • dium inMenands, July 1,. and the rinnlfurnt'fli Raodvinrr
I! cut down on union expenditures,
corned the decision.
j that disks
tQ:
Public at a ; Albany Variety Club’s C a m p |/4UliWUIU| tVCaliy illg
jj However, the delegates reconsidered
The orch leaders have been^ • nominal pnee a^part of a^prpmpr jThacher will take the remaining
In Rrif for II Q Tlntac :-e
red this yeair.
ye*r' The conventions
rironely critical of the AFM rcg.u- UonaF campaign mtist pay riiem full; 80%.
Ill Dm. lOr U.d. IMteScost the AFM about $300,00(1 tin.
lations which require that anybbdy ;.copyright: obligation. The ^est |, Accordlpg Tb Puncan Mounsey,
London, June 23. ,nually per diem payments to the
contracting for a band be desig- r
yiee-presidcnt_ mid general man.
johnny Dankworth and his band - delegates, many of whom regard
hated as-the employer of the musi- manufacturers who marketed rec- ager of the Schine-owned 50,000- i leave JuIy 1 to take part in the : this as a paid vacation. Next year’s
ciaris Such a' provision, the orch or(is. ?t 21c apipce provided the . watter, and -co-cbairman,. jvith^exr Newport Jazz Festival July 4. Next | meet, incidentally, will be held in
leaders have charged, saddles the
supplied; wrappers «f-hibitqr AJan- V. IseRn of the' Hqs, evening: the combo will play at;Las Vegas.
prospective us*r of music with jtheir products.
t Pltal.s Special Activities Comm^-1 N Y;s Birdland. During the out-; The convention, as anticipated,
such a mass of red tape that it 1 The appeal Was brought to. the . tee m the local exchange district. fit>s first week it win also do a ran a quiet course with no visible
has discouraged some from using. Lords by Chappell and Winneton : The Committee consists of younger stint at a special party to be flung : opposition to the administration,
livp music
Music firms against a decision in . showmen dedicated to raismg^ad- by the British Ambassador. The ; Reelected along with Kenin were
*- - ■
' the Court of Appeal in March iast; ditional money for the Adirondack trip Wvill wind up with Dankworth’s ;the rest of the officers, including
year, which,, in turn,' reversed a | Mountain institution.
setup doing a two-week one-nighter • William Harris, v.p.; Stanley Bal\1* M.
O
.--■
: ruling in the High Court. The . WPTR listeners have voted; tour with Louis Armstrong.
j lard, secretary; and George V.
Virtnr NnrPaninCr
Lords gaye a four to one vote iri Frankie Avalon “king” and Connie . Accompanying Dankworth will i
treasurer. Five members
V ltlUl UMlUUUUlg
favor .of Chappell; One of the Francis “queen” of the show, be his wife, colored singer and|0f the international exec board,
judges pos^d the question: wasAhe Others set to appear include An- actress Cleo Laine. Miss Laine, who ja, 0 ree*ected, were Lee Rapp,
llplL Hi|
- 1 .
ah Prdiiiary retail selling, nette Fuiiicello, Kathy Carr, Cathy began singing on street corners i 9;eYflanT:
Hnnston;
Price? He suggested it was un- Linden, The Playmates and Fred- with the Salvation Army, will not ; A1 Manuti, N. Y.; Charles H KenVl lUl lvIUOiCftl U
realistip to divorce the buying of die Stites, Admission will be 75c, be warbling with her husband’s | J?dy; San Frandsco; and Walter
the chocolate from the supplying 25c more than last year when orch,^^but
skedded for individual
,Mnrnnch. Toronto.
I V
ii A
J- of the records.
some 20,000 jammed the bail park, tv dates.
All musicians receiving residuln V Allth I Ml^Olla I
i als for kinescopes, vidtapes and
Ill 1UUU1 vl Uullllv
.
•
.
•
• •.
.
•
111
S other tv recordings will be subject
• .{
; _
;to a 2co tax bite for a National
m
[Office Fund to defray American
. Harrisburg, June 23. ] .^
What is being hypoed as the bigbig-i\
■ V
Mlfin/VI'n
I Federation of Musicians’ expenses,
gesfr promotion ever staged
gesfc
Staged in Cen- ;
'r
M J
illiVI
II
-under a resolution adopted at
tral Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania will take place!
place !
n_
f closing session (18) of 62d annual
next Saturday (27) when RCA VicVic-||
V*
AFM convention. Move was passed
tor and French’s Mustard;
Mustard, working ji
■ _
. . - __ _ _
-'• .
.■ ■
because union wants to h uld up
through the RCA distributor here,
D&H Distributing Co., will, stage
aa community
local
community picnic
picuic at
at the local„
Flager Stadium, with recording
.
■ ■ -.___■
■ .. ' ._■
Kt||S|A |Tl/||£|C
artists, .area
area disk jockeys and state
~ '
~ “
“
■ • : •--—“— --—
- •. ■ . ■ • •••
and city officials playing host to
m
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution
ACfAD
200 S'SaS’Si
selected teenagers from all
sections
sections of
of mid-state.
mid-state.
Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
flijv/ll ririll
tha picnic.
Which will
;
Following the
picnic, which
be a catered affair, the Youth Cru¬
sade For Cancer, believed to be
Coin Machines
Retail Disks
Retail Sheet Music
Npw CVr IWI
thie only such group of teenagers
the
n ,
* j #
,
.
llCff IT lit 1/vlll
In the country, will take over,
over. Ad¬
AdOS Published 111 the Current iSSUe
„
‘
.
mission to the stadium will be 25c,
'
:
• • ' ■
•
^nS1Ilf a J0Ii® ha?sl® ov€r ^ates
teke going
soinE' to the
■ -■
which threatened to turn into a
with the entire take
American
NOTE; The current comparative sale* strength of. the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder Is
judicial rate case, the All-Industry
American Cancer
Cancer Society
Society. .
th ppA
r ♦
-it v. hi*
arrived at under a Statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enur
Radio Music License Committee
The RCA artists will headline
n®atm?e
rherated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
wrapped up a new five-year deal
the
for both^the
the pic¬
! entertainment
e
m veD!\50£1)0
Plc‘
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT dewith the American Society of Comnic
and
the
Youth
Crusade
show,
j
«! #uanii «?e j. vU•
iI
veloped from the ratio of points scored, two ways in. the- case of talent (coin machines, retail
posers. Authors & Publishers last
with
with all
all the
the disk
disk jockeys,
jockeys, including^
including
disks) and three voays in the case of tunes (coin machinest retail disks and retail sheet music).
week. New pact involves a 5%
reps from stations withm
within a 50-mile
reducUon in the ASCAP blanket
POSITIONS
radius of Harrisburg, taking turns
JOSHTONS
TALENT
licensing formula of 2.25% of the
TALENT
This
Last
to spin top pop disks over a special
Tiu8
Last
erntw n formula which has been
Week Week
TUNE
ARTISTS AND LABEL ,
BCA stereo system.
RCA
Week
AKTISTS
TONE v
ta^ff^t
S« whe» thS
Highlight
of
the
afternoon
will
.
:the
Win
1
i
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)..
ASCAP blackout was ended.
1
(Columbia). ..... Battle of New Orleansf
be a talent audition!
audition, with top local
Broadcasters also received a re¬
teens performing for RCA a&r
2
2
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par) ...... ..»......
Personality!
duction in the sustaining fee rate,
.. .
reps
who wiil
will be in attendance.
rePswbo
k
A
nnimvnAimi >4iaa\
T
the total amounting to about
3
..... Dream Loverf
With more than 5,000 tickets al^
.4.
BOBBY DARIN
DAKIN (Atco) -i...
...................
Loverj
4
al¬
ready sold, projected attendance at
4
7
PATTTa
ANK
A
Y
ARC-Par
J
Lonelv
Bovf
The broadcasters figure they will
4
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
71
the Youth Crusade is expected to
*
rAUAi
***} ............
..................Lonely
.. Lonely Boyf
BOyT
m about $800,000 under the new
hit 15,000. Special buses will,
will han¬
han5
STONEWALL JACKSON (Columbia)
....
deal. ASCAP, on the other hand,
. ... Waterloof
die transportation from' outlying
has succeeded in simplifying a
dle
(Frankief.
areas, while local, buses will be
.fi
roNNTIF
J'FraxuaeT
whole series of deductions which
6
CONNIE FRANflS
FRANCIS (MGM)
run directly to the gates.
;
’(Lipstick.
were granted to broadcasters under
■ (Lipstick On Your Collar*
Local Coca-Cola bottler will
7
WILBERT HARRISON (Fury) ... ....
3
handle the refreshment booths: for
the Youth Crusade, with all profits '
5
MARTIN DENNY
........
. Quiet Villagef
8
5
MARTIN
DENNY (Liberty)
(Liberty) ..,...
“.SofroSem&ed
accruing to the Cancer drive.
(Boy Without A Girlf
Entire promotion was setup by
9
FRANKIE AVALON
AVALON (Chancellor)
(Chancellor) ....
EavfmsrS;ua°gerWdr^UD4H
9
FRANKIE
.Isobby^To
Stt^Lgs*
tomY^to^uA^
DaVe
Press, manager of the D&H
* * * (Bobby
(Bobby Sox
Sox To
To Stockings
Stockings*
Record Division,
Division, RCA
RCA Victor
Yictor top¬
top
ASCAP inmted on holding the llne
Record
York, and French’s.
10
10
FREDDY CANNON (Swan) ...........
__.
. ; Tallahassee Lassief
at the formtt- figure, the broadpers iu
in New York,;
1°
....;
Ip’
• ■
v
•
casters took their case into court.
POqmnNq
nirntmo
Under the ASCAP consent decree,
POSITIONS
TUNES
. This
Last
Tbi.
L«t
TUNES
Columbia U. to pttblish
Publish
Week Week
PUBLISHER
TUNE
ASCAP
Copyright Essays
******
nmVAVe
eobeishee
2g^?e*?heth^^fCf^ u
ASCAP Copyright
Essays
fBATTLE OF
....... ................. Warden
Warden
tji1
Columbia University
Ui^ersib' .: Press
Press rriU
L
fBATTLE
OF NEW
NEW ORLEANS
ORLEANS.
AS^P’s terms are held to be unColumbia
will
publish the Copyright Law Sym¬
2
f
PERSONALITY
SXMoSS
2 .x 2
2
tPERSONAUTY
..“^f|^urmg tb. p«t year ha,
posium No. 10 in October, spon¬
......,..... Fern-Prog.-Trin.
4
3
fDREAM LOVER .
Fem-Prog.-Trin.
sored per usual by the American
Society of Composers,
Composers,. Authors &
.
unMKIY R/Vv
cm„i~
Ul*
fLONELY BOY .....
. . . .. ....
..
Publishers as
as the
the annual
annual Nathan
Nathan
4
7
jLONELY.
• •«• •..................
vr............. Spanka
terms of the former pacts.
Publishers
Burkan Memorial Competition.
fWATERLOO ........... ; . .... . . ....
5
| Barrett’s 20th ‘Dualcr’
Burkan was the founding ^attor¬
6
ney of ASCAP and the award-win¬
Richard Barrett is joining the
■■■p.7 fKANSAS CITY .....................
ning essays are written by third20th-Fox label in the double capac¬
fQUIET VILLAGE ...
......;.
7
5
year law students in major univer¬
ity of artists & repertoire aide and
crooner. He was formerly with
sities throughout the U.S. New
♦LIPSTICK ON YOUR COLLAR ..
8
MGM and Gone Records and also
theses will Include “The Juke Box
manager of the vocal group, the
Exemption,” “The Scholar and the
fTALLAHASSEE LASSIE
Conley
9
10
Chantels.
Copyright Law,” “Related Rights
♦BOBBY SOX TO STOCKINGS ......
10
Barrett’s first sides for 20th will
and American Copyright Law” and
be “Snake and the Bookworm” and
“Problems in the Transfer of In¬
• ASCAP f BMI F-FUm
“Lovely One.”
terests in a Copyright,”
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Philly Orch Stdemen
Want Bigger Voice In
Negotiating Contracts

Newport, June 23.
The complete , program of the
Newport Jazz Festival, July 2-5;
London, June 16;
has been set by director George
Scheme to set up a royalty col-.,
Wein as follows:
lection system similar . to that
Friday afternoon: Maynard Fer¬ operated under the aegis of the
guson orch, .Ernestine Anderson, American Guild of Authors & Com¬
Horace Silver.
posers is being mulled here by the
Thursday night: . Count Basie Songwriters’ Guild of Great Brit¬
ojeh, Four Freshmen, ! George ain. Notion, ; as understood, is not
Shearing Buck Clayton, Pee Wee to cut across the Performing Right
Russell, Bud Freeman, Jimmy Society which at present does the
Rushing, Ahmad Jamal, Vic Dick¬ hulk of the coin collating for British
enson, Lambert-Handricks & Ross, cleffers, but to coordiriate all other ,
others.
payments now made through bodies ■
Friday night: : Johnny Dankworth, such as the Mechanical Copyright;
orch from London, Modern Jazz Protection Society, Sound Filnf Mu¬
■ Quartet, Dizzy Gillespie, Dakota sic Bureau and others so that, even¬
■ritnrips; ^ Texas Oklahoma and j
°
41lc
Ui.
; who -wantedto play the outdoor Staton, -Phil Napoleon, Qscar Peter- tually, a songwriter , would get all.
his dough from two sources only.
Kintal 4er“ a bobm thke in
'vlU be considered again in; concWt .season and the local exec- spn, others.
The Guild's plan was. discussed
. Saturday afternoon: Newport
Youth Band, directed by Marshall recently with John Schulman of
ballrooms and tvith it has come an,
Brown;
Jazz.
Messengers,
Jimmy,
the
AG AC who looked into LonThe Looters felt: that their demands
increased demand for dancebands.. ( for renewal jn 1962.
don during a Continental trip prior
Smith 3, Charlie Mingus -5.
had been ignored.
Importance of the dapcebands m
■ '■
to
returning
Stateside, for jukebox
-Alerting the. local symphony
Saturday night: Duke Ellington
the new scheme of the west is. spotroyalty exemption.
One aspect
members 'was the recently signed .orch, Enroll Garner.
that’s
likely
to.
cause some hassle
contract of the. New York Pliilharchibs- and ballrooms are paying
Sunday night: Louis Armstrong is , that the Guild would >vish to
...
riwmc,
whose
members
now
get
particular attention to acoustical i
All Stars, Stan Kenton orch, Kirig- audit publishers’ books her^.
ston Trio, Dave.Brubeck, others. :
values.
!
'
!
Ul J11UWU1VW 1V1V “. numerous fringe benefits. The local
“A band.” says Elgart, “can do;
over a.32MPLS. AFM EXECS SHIFT
well without ever having to leave! Capitol Records of Canada
. . ..Ltd.; men. get 3157:50 weekly,
, iT
Minneapolis,. June 23.
KIMBALL CO. SOLD
Texas His orch. for example, has. is taking over the sole distribu- \ week season; slightly more than
. George E. Miii-k has resigned
Chicago, June 23.
had four complete tours of;Texas1 torship of the Angel, Pathe,..6dfeori;|^®^g.^^-':.a-p^u™,"^®Vr^';''<a.s^g.
as
Minneapolis
Musicians’ Local
The century-old W. W. Kimball
during the past year. A Texas • and Parlophorie labels.
Co; of suburban Melrose Park, 73 president-business represenfapiano and organ manufacturer, has tive, to become the union*s secrethat corerf c™ntn^l^°baUS-l The eastern Canadian distribu^
: Beekman Into Publishing
been purchased by the Jasper tary. He’s being succeeded by
rooms and private parties.
On! tion will be through CapitoFs TorJack Beekmari, personal man¬
these tours the Elgart band has' onto and Montreal branches. West- ager,! has setup his own publishing Corp., Jasper, Ind., a producer of George C. Murphy. :
radio, hi-fi and tv cabinets.
Murk replaces Fred A; Keller,
grossed about $10,000 a week.
I ern Canada distributors will be company, Topper Music.
The hotel boom in New York, Electrical Supplies Ltd., WinniBoth firms are expected to con¬ who died June 5, The latter’s son,
First tune he’s ’ publishing is
according to Elgart, won’t help the ‘ peg; Van Dusen Bros. Ltd., Ed- “Anna-Bosha,” by A1 Hoffman and tinue operating under their'exist¬ F. R. Keller, and William Blakkeband situation. It’s too expensive i monton, and Hygrade Radio Ltd;, Dick ‘Manning, whom Beekman ing names arid with few if any stad were, elected to the unions*
board of directors, to. fill vacancies.
management changes.
for youngsters who want a dancing Vancouver.
represents. .
night out and the days when a band ■
——~—“-“—
would lake a cut in its weekly ask-!
ing price to get into a hotel with <
important air time is over.” There *
are few remotes these days, he •_
says, and even if you get them ; !
they aren’t as important as they .;
used to be. The only reason for a#j
T
o'
2
o.
band to work in the east these !
U . B
a.
1 "33
o
>» o
" -3
m.
days, he adds, is the college scene.;
.
.
CO ■ • o c
•C
S 'S ■■
The eastern campuses are alive1
1
W
o
a
• .6
o
a.
4J
. r
t M . .
*o
and make dance dates satisfactory :
U
■ s. '3
o.
4»
tl
W • P
c'. 3
O' §:
O)
oo: o
to o
o
Survey '.of-., retail album best
and profitable.
!,
{8. % :T- ■
t) .
■
e
i
•<«
■
w,
4)
>>■ .£ . & ■
o V
Elgart attributes his jwestem
Ul- 4)
sellers, based on reports from lead¬
.>>. 73
,'*8 6
o : la ' I «
1
e,
TJ ■ C ‘ 73 .4) <■- ^4>
click to the fast that there^s a big:
ing stores and shovjing comparative
3
O
4i JC
O B."
>»
o T
'3
■ ■O. o
■.> CO
record album market in this area,
o
ratings for this week and last.
■S' -M.
CO • >,
cd
o
P
O
A
73
CO
:<
•c'
0
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<
«
to
G
T
especially Kansas. Oklahoma and
3
W
fC
XJ
o,
h
Texas. His Columbia packages have !
T3
-5.:- o
a
. 4J
o - CO
u
|
bi
0>
2
been big sellers there and the sales ■■
J
l 2
O
l i
P
i*2
o
have rubbed off on personal ap- *
]
O
l
1 I .S; i
5
pearance demands. Elgart has been
National
on
I
I
9\
C0' i
C .concentrating on LP’s at Columbia :
i
Bating
N
JO
i
5
i i
|
but he’s now coming out with a sin¬
:a
This Last
-*■.
s ‘■S'- ;:l
o
a
§
o ja
.
B
gle, “Moonlight Shuffle.” That’s to
wk. wk.
Artist, Label, Title
5
i A 1 3 ■ i ;jg.
CO' -as. <8. S
M <.
s
help promote some highschool
dates he’s ro* scheduled on the
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty) ..
Coast this month.
1
1 : Exotica, Vol. I (LPP 3034)1. .
4
6
4
3
8 102
1
i
4
1
l
1
10
i •'.7; i
After his June school dates, El-.
HENRY MANCINI (Victor) •
gart goes into.the Palladium (L.A.V;
2
2
2
Peter Guiin (LPM 1956). 1...
5
2
3
74
2
2
2 .4 ' 3
for July and in August he’s slated;
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
for a stand in Las Vegas: Come !
14
10
4
1
At Large (T 1199)..........
10
2
1 69
6I
5
3
September, he’s off on another trek ■
1
GIGI (MGM)
through Texas.
4
3
Soundtrack (E 3641) ....
4
9
3
9
6 10 60
4
6
3
7
5
6
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol)
5A 9
Look to Your Heart (\V T164)..
4
2
3
42
3
1
HENRY MANCINI lVictor) 5B 17
2 '. 2
9- 7 42
More Peter Gunn (LPM.2040'.... .....
10
1
4
MITCH MILLER (Columbia) .
Richmond, Va.
7A 6
2
Folk Song With Mitch (CL 1316) ..:. .
.
A'.
3 31
4
Editor, Variety:
Concerning the activities of a
RAY CONNIFF (Columbia)
Los Angelas Law firm trying to
7
5
7B ..
3
1
31
Hollywood in Rhythm (CL 1310)...........
8
prohibit Stan Dale of WAIT in
77 SUNSET STRIP (WB)
Chicago from using the title. “Stan
9
4
5
;iTV Soundtrack (W 1289' •. 3
25
10
the Music Man,” I would like to
FRANK SINATRA (Capitol) . !
clarify my use of the title “Joe
5.
9
7
10
p
22
Come Dance With Me <W 1069).... 1....
1
Murray, The Music Man”
DUANE EDDY (Jamie)
Several years auo, long before
20
Especially
For
You
(JLP
3006V;;!
.-.,___..
.
.
..
11
7
2
4
“The Music Man” became the hit
that it is, I adopted thp. title of.
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia)
“Joe Murray, The Music Man.” I ! 12
7
11
Open.Fire, Two Guitars (CL. 1270):. . ...........
4
10
19
6
9
W-as and am still in charge of all}
SHELLY BERMAN (Verve.
the music programming for WTLEE ‘ 13
_8_
10 .’ 2 17
8
Inside Shelley Berman (MGV 15003) ;.. . V......:.
7
in Richmond, Virginia, and this
BELAFONTE/HORNE (Victor. •' .
title was given me in an attempt
3
7
15
10 10
10
14
13
Porgy & Bess (LOP 1507).. .
..........., v .:...
to build up a new personality who
SOUTH PACIFIC (Victor)
was somewhat of an authority on
7
14
6
15A 10
Soundtrack (LOC 1933) .. ..
music and records. To this day
6
there has been no association be¬
MANTOVANI (London) ..
■ . ; -r- tween my name and the music
6 14
15B ;.
Film Encores, Vol II (LL 3117.V .
....
5
8
from “The Music Man.” However,
ARTHUR LYMAN iHi-Fi)
I should like to state j that disk
6
7
8
14
9
Taboo (E 806).. .. ^. . .
15C ..
jockeys, and yours truly, have done
FABIAN (Chancellor)
much to popularize the gireat music
10
9
14
6
15D
..
Hold
That
Tiger
(CH
5003).
•
5
from “The Music Man.”'
PREVIN/ROSE (MGM)
Joe iMurray.
3
5
14
Songs For Young Lovers (E 3716)... ,
....
15E ..
MY FAIR LADY (Columbia)
INK ALBUQUERQUE TOOTERS
7
;
12
8
6
Original Cast (COL 5090' ..
20A . .
Albuquerque, June 23.
MILES DAVIS (Columbia).
Two members of Albuquerque
1
12
9
Local 618, American Federation of 20B 15
Porgy & Bess (CL 1274),...
Musicians, were recently hired for
NAT KING COLE (Capitol)
..,
spots in name bands.
5
12
- i-' 5
To. Whom It May Concern (SW ll9Q)....... . ......
20C 20
Hal Olson, drummer with the
KINGSTON TRIO (Capitol)
Joe Stark Quartet locally, opened
2
12
9
10
The
Hungry
i
(T
1107).
20D
7
with the Clyde McCoy band at the
AHMAD JAMAL (Argo)
Embers in St. Louis June 12,
__3
..
7
12
But Not For Me (LP 628)...
Trumpeter. Manny Duran, for¬ 20E V.
merly jobbing vith Benjy JaraMITCH MILLER (Columbia)..
a 9
11
7
millo here, jp nzd Billy Butterfield
Still More With Mitch (CL 1283)
. . . .,.....
15
25
orch in New York.

Philadelphia, June 23
The 100. members of the Phila¬
‘'Get Out of'Town*5 is bandleader 4—
delphia .Orchestra are- demanding
Les Elgart’s pitch to musicians in T>x>p QrnfHdr Orrli
a change in the by-laws of Local
New York who’ve been crying that ■-PT>v oCOlUSll UiCU
ri
‘.77-. Musicians. LJnion. Heretofore,
the band business is dead; Accord-1
■r" A* ‘ o
^ V"‘r ^ ^
vj6lS 2-1 ear Kcpncv 6 • the union has '.acted-., as the. nego¬
ingto Egart H-^ry
•
Gaasgow, June. 23.
tiator in aU'agreements made with
out west and it s New
11 h -d
A reprieve has been given, to , the Orchestra Assn. The symphony
“dead town as far as^ • -j
. the' British Broadcasting Corpus . men arid women want the power to
business is concerned -anw
Jj
Scottish. Orchestra, threatened with ratify or veto.any contract the.local
ing its
toll bv
by havm*
having 3
a dempralizdemoraliz¬ shut„down PrQtests were made re- j might make for them:
its toli
ing effect on the Gothamjbased
cently when it was suggested that ; part 0f the dissatisfaction with
AFM’ers.
. !!
.
the orch might be disbanded. Mem- ! the union's handling of such mat¬
i^oreCband< to MMteroad^Elsart bers. of .^rliament raised the Js-j'Sw'lrom iS? rec^f ~R9bin
more Danas to me
r ? -_ ; sue in tne London Parliament, the -- * - ■
™’ v - -•* -*■
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Deejay Joe Murray
On 'Music Man’ Tag

9
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Artist-Disk Deals
Pickwick: Mimi Benzell

Roseland’s Lon Brecker
Gives Big Beat Dae For
uioDai
Global nance
Dance DizMom
Biz Boom

Cy Leslie, prexy of Pickwick
Back
lrom aa two-month
two-month global
global
Back from
Chicago,
June
■
.
. 23,
.»
Sales, has inked Mimi Benzell to i. rniiiQ T Rreeker owner of
Add to the Jazz festival circuit a recor(j for: firm’s subsid label, De- v -j y. ,>«, Kncoianri -nnnre ritv
Tr.lv 4 fete at Saugatuck, Mich., .
.
New Yorks Roseland Dance City,
big lakeside resort centre, with
®reo . Pec r^m*
^ is extremely bullish on the dancDetroiters Jim Belcher and Morton
11 ’
^^+S°1
Sing picture around the world. The
Sieve co-heiming.. They’re planoSera for^six seasons 1
American dancing; influence, he
Ding it modestly, in terms of at- Polltan MPera for six seasons.
says*: has spread to the Fay East,
tractions, with lineup including
the Near East, and Europe, of
♦Hp Tiizzv
GilleSbie five,
five. Barbara
..
Wynne: Rita
Rita, Moreno
Moreno u course.
rnnrcp
the
Dizzy Gillespie
Carroll Trio and Kai Winding
Rock »n’ roll he savs is every-

Stereo Stalwarts Silenced, Not
Delighted by Consumers Union;
Would Prefer ‘No Tests at All*

By HERM SCHOENFELD
Consumers Union, the non-profit
research organization which rates
All TVDD PI AD AT DI AWC commercial products, apparently
succeeded in
quieting its
its critics
critics
IlLOuAL I LANS succeeded
in quieting
from the high fidelity industry at
Hollywood, June
^Performances are slated far 7
I
HoUywood.
June 23.
23.
a special demonstration last week
Bobby
of its testing techniques at its
Jd 10p”ta. in the iSOO-seat Sau•tew?• at^1*^lefahd onei-^o^
ad
Bol>1)y Weiss, International
International di¬
di-jo,
Records, Mount Vernon, N. Y.,
gatuck Pavilion, with. a single gen- Y^.n,?r B
.AU G°d
C1‘ mits^ that 'ltis
e^atek* thing rector of Warner Bros. Records,;
YM headquarters. .
ex¬
of: $3.30 for
eral admission price of
?
.
■ •'
that haf ever h^Doened to the 1 wings to Europe tonight (Tues.) A large group of hi-fi editorial experts
were
invited
to take ‘
a close
both
shows.
Belcher
and
Zieve
say
%th
Laurie: 3 Artists
^ance business *ock ’n- ralI !via N. Y. to begin discussions with
the community expects some 10,So
Tile Indie Laurie label bolstered beat is primarily for the kids but; prospective manufacturers and dis- 1°?? **
P™'e?*1
000 vacationers oyer the holiday
weekend, and the pair are already
•SST&v* is :«4XYZ, .Detroit, ggf ^^cromi^JhS ^2^^^

BOBBY WEISS O’SEAS
ON WBR
UN
WBK GLOBAL PLANS
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recorded

^cke/ also noted that the cha
•**«
«“/*..
* .
bert and Riviera.legiteries in that.
- r
- ■
chai and mambo are very big in eign, distrib setup until each couhCU s unprecedented press demcitv
~ -• r u .•>,
the Orient. The Latino beat is try is personally eyed, with a full onstration was sparked by some
—■
•
——
Tnhn rliin especially popular, he points out, report going to Conkling. He first acid cracks from various hi-fi pubftarmrca Adds 4 Isabels
acfofort the^UniversafPictures lot in Hong Kong cafes and ballrooms will spend several days in Gotham lications which in effect, stated
Ixantlisa.Aaas 4
jchbe?nt&S |2c0£iin Tokyo. He says the musicians with execs Hal Cook and George that the research organization was
For Bistnbution III Wis. Coral is a subsidy6f Decca which there, and some of the bands in Avakian of WBR and Herman rating products through its hat. HiChicago, June 23.
owns Universal. Gavin will make Japan have as many as 22 men,
1 Starr of Music Publishers Holding fi mags, with sensitive stops as
Record distrib Lennie Garmisa, his first, sides upon his return from
-Taking a peg from Hammer- Corp.^Weiss continues-onto Paris well as ears, exhibitan
expanding apace* has taken on Europe.
smith’s, a ballroom in London, Saturday as the first stop m a 19- ed au<^QI®
Mer■■
.
Brecker is now working out plans city. tour.
+m^n^acturers. A
four new labels, including Mer¬
Elektra: Will Holt
.
for a tv show to originate from
'•——r-—-"
Uie touted apparatus were cntm z d
cury, for the' whole of Wisconsin.
Folk singer Will Holt has joined Roseland.’ He’s also adding a new
^
the screams
Vanguard, Hi-Fi and Grand Award
NEW FERGUSON THRUSH
the supersonic range. CU ieact
reacted
are the other labels he’ll" be han-\the Elektra. roster. His first LP entertainment feature in which
NW
d
dling statewide by virtue of ac- wdl be released in August.
. new male singers will be spotlightOttawa, June 23. . by inviting the screamers to the
looksee.
quisition of Major Distributing in.
\ ed with the bands. The first sing-' . Anne Marie Moss, Toronto jazz iookseethrush, signed
signed as
as Maynard
Maynard FerguFerguReservations
Milwaukee..
Bill Wleland formerly with ing shot was given to Tom Mitch- thrush,
Reservations
were some highIn the Chi territory, Garmisa is Decca’s Toledo branch, has been ell„ an Arthur Godfrey “Talent; son’s vocalist.
j Although there wrere
She
will
tour
Europe
with
them
1
ly
theoretical
reservations exdistributor of nearly. 50. waxeries, upped to manager of the San Scout’’ winner, who opened at.;
the largest being ABC-Paramount. Francisco branch.
Roseland last week,
. for six weeks starting September, pressed about CU’s testing tec-htech: _ _. ■_-:—_ niques, revolving about subjectiye. ■
objective criteria, the CtT lab
— ^
equipment and the indisputable
n P
savvy of its engineers made a pow: erful impression. CU permitted the
■ • “
i visiting experts to fool around
: with its elaborate testing apparatus
^1
i in a decompressed listening room,
73
'-2- •'
I and otherwise permitted a free run
. 3 ^.
3 u
of the joint for those who underS « %
-stood the difference between a
’-^Variety—
^
a 5
3 ^
; square wave and grid bias.
Survey of retail disk best
•§
: S 5
g .
jo q | Emerging from the demonstrasellers: based bn reports ob¬
3 ; «
J c 2 xi U T ' tion was CU’s tremendous power
tained from leading stores in
^ ! £ g c O a .-e a ’ in the hi-fi field via its 800,000 sub17 cities and showing com¬
g.; < q & -r ^ c L : scribers and countless readers in
parative sales rating for this
£■ j.'T T 5 .: J
^ 5
'medical waiting rooms, etc. A
and last vbeek.
j2 i « A 1
1 T ^ p. i “best buy” rating from CU, as for
:5|
S | - '4f'"w o ’instance in the recent matter of
It g S U
g
§
|
j ithe Shure stereo pickup, started a
National
•5 ..ft. 8
8
£
^ 2 N ; run on the house. Conversely, a
Ratinr
-S a g 8
a c? % T ; negative rating from CU can be
This Last
J , a. g j
" ,2 « S
enough to put a small manufacturwfc. wk., ; Artist, Label, Title
v i^t »
g
” ***
J
er out of business. And since most
of the manufacturers in the hi-fi
JOHNNY HORTON (Columbia)
’
.' ..
in
<
o
q
■»
-i
q 14V equipment biz are small, CU’s lifeBattle nf New Orleans..
.......
1
1
^---——— and-death fower is admittedly a
LLOYD PRICE (ABC-Par)
.3
3
2
7 "2
2
4 127
, heavy responsibility.
Personality ..:_.....
..... ....
2. 4
, - ; . . ----Pay to Learn
PAUL ANKA (ABC-Par)
rj
g
5
5
6
1 65
Most of CU’s editorial critics
Lonely Boy
.v-3
—^— ---—-would like to see a suspension of
BOBBY DARIN (Atco)
_
_
_ .
all testing, since the field is apparDream Lover.-...._
....
4 ' •
v ■___•• ,
_—___6 _ D
ently still in a pioneering stage.
MARTIN DENNY (Liberty)
Short of that, they would like to
Quiet Village ........... _....... . . . .....
..
.
.
4 .,
1 >^
8
46 see CU publish only the good
ratings and ignore the bad ones.
STONEWALL JACKSON (Columbia)7
"
•/.
Z" r
.. ..
1
.
6
36 (That would give the public it’s
Waterloo ........-.... . > • __ • • • • • • • .. 10
"
~
■ ■ '
“
i said, a chance to find out for himFREDDIE CANNON (Swan)
; g
10
.. 34 ! self since w’hat’s hi-fi meat for one
Tallahassee. Lassie .. .
.
_
6 ..
-r-1-1—— j man can be auditory poison for the
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor)
! next, so diverse is the human ear
Fr«n Bobby Sox to Stockings... .:.. ..
3
, ”•;
—n—'^—*l ; alleged to be.
WILBERT HARRISON (Fury)
R
or 1 CU’s engineers, however, poiotKansas City- • — • • • •..........,.....; : 5 .
—0
‘ V • • ;; .
—.* ‘
" ■
I ed out that it would be a bit exDRIFTERS (Atlantic)
1 pensive for the public to discover
There Goes My Baby..
.
. . .....
7
-4
4; ..
26 j what’s best in the hi-fi field.
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
: While that may work without too
Lipstick On Your Collar. ■ ........ . .V.5 .. ;.
2 ..
10 24 ’much bankroll damage in buying
i toothbrushes, a hi-fi rig costs
DION & BELMONTS (Laurie)
10 .. .. ..
3
.. .. 19 i about $500. Hence, CU feels it perA Teenager in Love. ..
.
.... ...».
-— ——“— -- ; forming a necessary function in its
FABIAN (Chancellor)
5
2^
i testing and rating of the hi-fi gear.
Tiger' —. .-.....-.....:. r
-:v .»
7
--—————— ; Dexter Masters, CU’s director,
FLAMINGOES (End)
g
3
; hosted the press at the demonstraI Only Have Eyes For You.....
.>
—^—V
r-—-' ■ • ■’"———r- ‘ tion, but the working engineers diFALCONS (UA).
. ; rected the Cook’s tour through the
Your So Fine.------ ............--: i...
..
•• •• ’*
14
; block-square plant.
FIESTAS (Old Town)
' So ..Fine;..-.».;...........
ED BYBNES & CONNIE STEVENS (WB)..
Kookie, Kookie............
_ ...
FRANK POURCEL (Capitol)
Only You:....-....;. ■;.......:.....:........»...
.. .;
Larry Eigart, bandleader who
FRANKIE AVALON (Chancellor)
recently joined the RCA Victor
A Boy Without A Girl...
...........
■ stable, is getting heavy support
COASTERS (Atco)
from the disk company on his cur¬
: Along Came Jones.........
....
;.
rent one-niter tour. Eigart, who
JOHNNY MATHIS (Columbia).
i bowed the trek with a date in
Small World ...... .V.... ..
.
6
: Greenwich, Conn., last week, is
CARL DOBKINS, JR. (Decca)
’being promoted at every stopover
My Heart Is An Open Book:»...........
1.
10
' point by deejay contests and
dealer tie-ins, all under Victor
CONNIE FRANCIS (MGM)
9
auspices. The diskery is also shar. Frankie: :.i,:........-...■.::!. ,■. /v.,..-.
.. ... 9. 10.
ing
in advance-man costs.
SKYLINERS (Calico)
/•.. ' ■
■■
:
9 • Eigart, who is booked solidly
This I Swear.......:,... . ....:,. . .. ..
through August, has a heavy conMcGUIRE SISTERS (Coral)
0
centration of bookings in the midSnmmer Dreams ,::..
:...... _
i west.

RETAIL DISK BEST SELLERS

Vider Res in With
Larry Eigart 1-Niters

[Toil Record Talent and Tunes
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COLUMBIA RECORDS WELCOMES

FRANKIE VAUGHAN
THE BRITAIN’S NO T SHOWMAN AND RECORDING STAR IS ABOUT TO
CAPTURE THE UNITED STATES. ON HIS JUNE 25TH OPENING, FRANKIE
WILL BECOME THE FIRST BRITISH STAR EVER TO HEAD THE BILL AT
THE COPACABANA IN NEW YORK.
HIS LATEST HIT RELEASE ON COLUMBIA RECORDS IS "BIG DEAL" 4-41404 . .. b/w "HONEY BUNNY BABY"
GUARANTEED HIGH-FIDELITY RECORDS IT

qqj j

j ^ J
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proni . . .i Jerry Fields, sales and
promotion director for Cameo,
Swan and Parkway Records, re¬
signed to form his own company.
Dave. Brubeck at the Red Hill
Inn this weekend, June 27-29 . . .
Tenor-saxmah Billy Root has left
M-w Y/irlr
> top-line American singers on the the Stan Benton band to lead his
lYeW lOrK
-"Sunday Night" At The London own quartet . . . Decca Records
Lee PocV.rV, P-p jtleffer, has : Palladium’' tv shows, is currently will cut an LP featuring Romaine
written a bnilet based i on Charles releasing “Stag Party’.' as first Brown, Capri 88er . . . Irv Bagley,
Addams’ cartoon for the Spoleto pressing ... Morris Levy, topper record buyer at Lits, named East¬
Festival. Kerb Ross choreographed of Oriole Records, now in the U.S. ern .field rep for Liberty Records,
•Salute To on a seven-week trip . . .. Tony in charge of both sales and promo¬
. . . NBC wUl carry
Roseland” July 0-10 j celebrating Martin, inked by Granada-TV for tion. . National prize for the best
. Maestro several shows, due to arrive August window display on “Gig!” offered
ballroom’s 40th ar.ni .
Ned Haney signed for 21st reason ... The Poni Tails booked for sey- by MGM and MGM Records was
uTdiSor oFent^Wment at the oral BBC^TV appearances, includ- won by Walter Valverde, of the
jr0tel Brichman Soihb Falisburg. ing in the teenage show -Drum-, Discount Record Shop, and Ray
XY
Mary CamobeP, soprano beat1' on July 11, 18, 25 . . . Lonnie - Mayer, manager of . the Boyd Theab-’k "from a 'kV:bne~n tour, Kmiegan does six preTtaped pro- ; tre. They split $400 between them
b ier Ca e Grinzin^ toiror- ••grams for ATV starting Friday (26». !..y , .:Police had to qiieli a near riot
rMv‘"iT:oir< •
"
T->'U'h Betty
:
. {When a 1,000 teenagers tried to
Ms MrrMiiy' rj ii -Morocco.
, ii „
. .V
get «
personal
Koctrear . . . Enrico oviencd at the,:
- j appearance al WCAU-TV. . . Rec.
p.r-’r C-sirm Buiia’o Mond- v
.
. .
,
. t ord distributor Harry Chipetz has
V22i
jfcbbi Pakor-begins a .oneEddie C>??
brother), jrut . formed-the. Barbrob Musk Co. • • •
a-mse an album for. WBR called “The, Fran Warren into the Fountain\vec’;er at the 3 River
"
’ Baron.” name of the character he [head, .June 26-July 2. Ann. HathFrifl::y *26 .
. c
.
nlavs in the new Warners’ “Boiir- i away slated at spot for the week
The Coronados, Na ai^” i
bon Street” tv series,. . , Joseph f of July 4
. . Lord Jim Ferguson,
di-rkers oh the Columbia
-n.Ma label.
n.-«P
G?rshens'n scored the “LincolnJ manager and publicist for Bill
toning
C: • L’orivht /circuit tfti . Jones” pilot film for Bing-Crosby. Haiey, staging a series of art aucsunhntT . . . R* 2 Fore s. now acejay . Enterprises . . . Jack Marshall back : tiphs in Delaware* Delaware; Coun¬
is WWIN. Br.Mmoro. chiABC out-■.■following a 10-city tour of plugging :tv’Arid S. Jersey.
,
let . , , The Four I.*':?? and song- hhs latest Capitol album, “Sounds-! 1 ‘ . . •
—-writers A! llrL’rr.hn arid Dick.Man-. ville”.. . . Verve will re-teain Mel
ring w -l rpuear :>■/: Newspaper T«jrm« and BlPy Slay on “Tor-May
Guild's Page One Ba’ll at the Hotel Weather” .
'Sammy--' -.Calm: and
Aster June 2-3 . . . Tommy Mara Jimmy Van. Heusen are. writing 12
winds up a date at :-h.o :March Gras, new Christmas songs for Frank
Baltimore, June 2'i. "then.flies to' Sinatra to wax as. a new Capitol
Na*hvifi?- fer a roc ord'ng session 1 album.
; . . Thrush Jrannle Theihas has a
I
-———:—r-'
twu-vet he" -et at T.e iCnharet. To.'
• ■ Wi .
London, June 23.
j
rcr.to. < aiding July 18 , . . Eddie
GhltagO
F.dmundb . Ros, top bandleader i
Ileyweed Trio and Chirlie Shavers
.. .. ’• .„•• A
. h
and
night
club
owner/
has
bowed
Quartet l-c-in a fair.s-aad , Add to tile- August Playboy jazz
q the Eihhe’-s b-.ginr.ipg July 6 . ..-'fest: Four Freshmen, June Christy, in with a dance school for the ;
Stan Kenton, Bobby Darin, Signa- purpose of toaching people how to •
Dukes of Dri-h-d o’, the Desert
tures, and Nina Simone . . . Johnny dance to Latin-American rhythms ;
Inn. L#*< \ err-, i: itv !;JuTv
See-*o
'ds h-«s ^ab’'rtd the ria -- Martel ccmbo current here at .the in strictly confihed[ space. He told ■
te- o*’the
disking'of “Hold Rendeivous-.': .
Larry Novak’s Variety: “We’ll encourage social
Jlp- ■]><■ AI
. . . Sectt; Gibbs, quartet is the new houseband. at. dancing as distinct from ballroom
son of J^ne Ci^bs.* Liberty Records London House ; . ... J. J. Johnson - dancing. We’re adapting dances
eastern promotion- chief, graduated '.io
Melody Lounge..Denver, July.-: such as . the Cha-Gha, the Bolero,
from Tenailv -N.J.S‘ill;gh School s-^or two ...‘Osbcrne Smith’s now t the. Mambp^^and so on, so that they
and
head.ng for Cornell U. iri'
wlrch he’s calling th“. Con- can be enjoyed in a postage stamp
th? fall.
j;
Hnentals. is
the Cafe Gont.inen- . ^rpa; There’s no room^^ in suceesstale here, where .Bob Scobey’s tailT?:e Everly Brcs.. G:»donce dick¬ gaters holdover . . , Andre Previn fui. night clubs or in most home
fof • the
conventional
ers. will a,->p?ar at tlie!rrterqat'ional set for a month at the London lounges
steps.”. .
?
, Frunlicr Fair. Deceit. July 2 . . .
House starting Aug. li.
Robert AU?n w li saju'Ie- at -Rose-'
The angle is first to give a pro¬
land D‘nc * C'tv June 20 in the
spective; client a “dance diagnosis,”
first of i‘.s Mcdc’A Composers
which shows how fitted he is to
St. Louis
Nights'. . . Tommv &;• Eddie-/'teen¬
dance tuition and. how much he is
The
'
Salt
City
Six
is
Current
age vocal d.to. recorded their first
likely to .require. Jeremy Gray, in
sides for the indie! Finch label Dixieland headlined at the Shera¬ charge of the studio, is also the
ton-Jefferson
Boulevard
=
Room,
Monday -22 . .
i
with joe Schirmer & His J2th chief “dance diagnostician.” I;

Hollywood

s Edmundo Ro$
Teaching Latin Terps
For Vestpocket Floors

Some eyebrow-raising in the
Street Seven due in June 28. . . .
at
the
prices- allegedly
Page. Cavanaugh . Trio slated to press
open at the Embers .June 26 . . . . charged at the well-established
Orch leader Jack Parnell does a
Bil’y Williams inked for the kick-/Arthur Murray School of Dancing
disk-l;nk spot weekly for 'Associoff of the summer season June 23 branch in London raises the ques?24? ^evHtln"
at the Chase K“‘fl Starlight Root tloa of. tecs at.rihe.Ros Aoademy.
on the Pve Saturday-' show “Now
f he. Johnny Polzin and Hal Minimum course is five hours of
Hear This” over Radio Luxem-;--5avIfa local orchs alternating on teaching which-;will' cost$37, Maxi-,
bourg, starting July:; 4 . . ,. Back the-handstand for dancing on the murn. is a fiO^hQurs stint which
from Johannesburg,; singer Toni daily Mississippi River, cruises bf will set back the would-be tefper
Dalli goes to Milan Sunday <28> for ^e Steamer Aamiral.... Violinist S340
a tv stint, starts a British tour
Bakalor and accordionist Bob.
—^—_—__—__
Monday <29’ . . . Pye- International Thompson doing the table-strolling
;.
shedding fall releases for jazz is-. ^
Petlt Pigalle ... ^.Margaret 11J_*■ jyjIi-W C**
sues from, the SavovrRegent label, Panzer at tne keyboam at Hep- Weill ltlOVcS JflZZ jpOl
including platters‘iby P ep p e r rieix’s . . . Organist Dick Balsano^
- *
- . _
Adams, Don Bagley,
Art
Pepper at Surf’n Sirloin ... Birdie Castle j
and Sonny Redd . . . Same diskery, & His Stardiistefs in orbit at the:
Harwich, Mass., June 23.
. iI
which recently grabbed Pat Dodd, ,- Playdium.
pianist who accompanies visiting
Jazz moves fi*om Boston to Cape;
Di.. j. , .
.. Cod with opening of George Wein’s
rnuadelpnia
! Storyville . on Cape Cod here June
Al Hibbler at the Red Hill Inn, 25; through Labor.Day, with sked
J followed by Dave Brubeck, June of • w.k. names in the jazz field.
26-28 . . ; Fran Warren into the Wein, essaying; lifs . second season
Fountainhead, June: 26-July 2 . . .! of bringing tlie jazz beat to the
aalM
_ I Irv. Bagley^ record buyer at Lits,: Cape Codders, opens the Harwich
m 1 named eastern field rep for Liberty Sp'ot. and ^ shutters his Storyville,
“
■ [Records, in charge of both sales ' Rnctrin ;
Dll QP.HDN
■ i-and promotion. He leaves for the. ,-TV/
,,
.
UU ovnun
■ I Coast the end of this month .. . .
A ' Dixieland Jamboree’ opens
KEELY SMITH-LOUIS PRIMA-D0T ■ j Police had to quell a hear riot the Cape Cod jazzery with Jimmy
---| j when a 1000 teenagers tried to .get pushing, JPeetVeeRusselj,. Vic DieFabian, making a personal ap- , kenson and Bubk-Clayton, June. 25I j pearance on the .Hy Lit telecast at!.28.
Ella Fitzgerald follows. June
. ■ ! WCAU-TV . . , Record distributor 29-July. 4. Four Freshmen are
— i Harty Chipetz has formed the booked for Julv. 5-11; Kingston
■ | Barbrob Music Co. ... . Al Martino • Trio, July. 12-19;' Enroll Garner.
THE FLAMINGOS • GONE
; Jl ‘ and Dick Lee made appearances : juiv 20-26- Toni Lehrer. .Bob-Gib-'
M:at. the Harrington High senior .gon July 27-Aug: 2; Bobby Hackett,
'
'
r
....
——-r - i Barbara Carroll Trio, Aug. 3-9;
**★****★★*★★***★★*★★★**★★*★ ★ ★ ★ * * ★ * ★ i.Pete Seeger,. Aug: 16-16; Odetta,
Josh / White. Aug. 17-23; Sarah
*
: Vaughan. Aiig. 24-30; Gene Krupa^
*
♦
(Aug. 31-Sept: 6.

London

From Huh to Cape Cod

BEI MIR BIST

I ONLY HAVE
EYES FOR YOU
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LENNY HERMAN

Currency (li Weeks) ROOSEVELT HOTEL NEW YORK
Sept. 8 (Three Weeks) CAVALIER BEACH HOTEL.

Virginia Beach, Va.

Ft. Lauderdale, Fid.

Booked Exclusively by

Design for Singles
^
3- j
‘ ’
Jj
>[
J[

Design Records will accelerate its
single release schedule by Septemben Although Joe Abend, • who
came to Design in .March, was originally given the post of promotionmanager and deejay contact, au additional duty has been to beef up
* : the singles picture at Design.

^“ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORPORATION"!
I

I
I
I

joe glaser. Pres.

745 Fifth Ave. |:
New York 22, N Y.
PLaza 9-4600

/

zo3 n. Wabash

Ave.
40? Lincoln Rd.
Chicago, III.
Miami Beach, Fla.

CEntral 6-9451

JEfferson 8-0383

8619

Sunsef Bivd.
H^wood 46, Calif:
OLympia 2-9940

hside Stuff-Music
Regis Cordic, KDKAIs hot platter spinner, gets feature treatment
in July issue of Esquire.; Joseph Kaselow, NiY., Herald Trib’s adver- •
Using columnist, author of the piece on the Pittsburgh disk jockey,
notes that Cordic is “making a better thing of lampooning commercials
than most of the guys who are writing them.” Cordic is good for more
than $60,000 a year and his-inventiveness and dedication in ribbing
commercials “is truly inspired,” Kaselow writes. Disk jockey’s most
famous invention, a brew known as Olde Frothingslosh Pale Stale Ale,
which got underway as a gag several years ago, was launched so .well
that it is now a booming commercial. institution, according to Kase^
low. Article also salutes other Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Station
deejays but Cordic gets top billing. Kaselow quotes Dick Pack, Westinghouse’s veep in charge of programming, as saying that Cordic “is
in his own creative orbit.”
Internal Revenue Service, in a new ruling, has decreed that when a.
new hi-fi set (on which the manufacturers’. excise tax has been paid)
is converted prior to retail sale into a stereophonic phonograph, the
conversion charges are subject to the excise levy also.* The wholesaler.
<or retailer, as the case may be) gets credit for the original tax but
must pay additional tax on . new parts—if they were not themselves
already subject to tax. IRS said the ruling was requested by a whole¬
sale dealer who had “a large quanUty” of high fidelity sets on hand
and thought they’d market better if converted to stereo.
The sound magazines, which are coming to the fore this ybar, had
an abortive start as far back as 1948. Ben Gross, radio-tv editor of the
N.Y. News, dummied up a disk-playing mag format, tagged “See and
Hear — The Magazine That Talks,”: and brought it to the Grey ad
agency. The agenev boys Were impressed, but nixed the idea figuring
that It was impractical. There Was ailso a scarcity of needed materials
at the time. Gross has updated his “See and Hear” format and is gear¬
ing for another try.
•.
The tribal ceremonies of the Malayan Mohammedans in the Union
of South Africa has been put into the groove by Kajair The. Magician,
for Folkways Records. The LP covers the Sufi Ceremony honoring Ab¬
dul Kadir Beker, a follower of; the prophet. The entire ritual is calculated to create a state of trance in which a participant can pierce himself without suffering pain or harm.
New York U.’s School of Education is launching a two-ppiht credit
course for the sununer on “Techniques of Sound Production for Recording and Broadcasting.” Enoch Light, director of artists & fepertoire for Grand Award Records, will inaugurate the course. Guest lec¬
turers will be Paul Whiteman. Lewis A. Davies, tv and recording ar- •
ranger, and Grand Awards disker Knuckles, O’Toole,
| in wresting away the film studio
i musicians from the AFM’s juris•/diction.
I
Secretary of Labor James P.
Mitchell addressed the convention
Wednesday (17), hailing the musi¬
cians for its contribution to interGranville, O., June 23.
: national good will.
Denison U.’s spring “spectac¬ '. Resolutions adopted, included a
ular.” which was supposed to be a letter of thanks to Senator Wayne
special weekend of film offerings, /Morse (D.,. Ore) for- his stand
but ended up as a campus jazz against runaway film production
show, grossed over $7,000 recently, ; and foreign soundtracks.
Morse
more than enough to pay off. tlie had sent a tape of his senatorial
big name stars who were hooked speech regarding these issues to
without University approval.
• the convention. Musicians also plan to accelerate
David Opperman, senior from
Saginaw, Mich., and head of the ‘ their program, for the use of more
Campus Government Assn., said, an \ live talent, especially among the
estimated 3.000 . students from 30. broadcasters.
The
convention
colleges in five states converged on plugged away at non-controversial
the Denison campus foi* the week¬ ; legislative issues.
end,
Opperman had originally
planned a.special film weekend, ibut
when he found some of the nation’s
A GREAT STANDARD
best musical talent available, he
changed his plans and booked the.
Ink Spots. George Shearing, the
Kingston Trio, Purdue U.’s Dixie¬
land band, Lou Posey’s Ambas¬
sadors. and Carl Sally’s quartet,
instead.
After the contracts were signed,
Recc-ded by
Opperman’s ambitious undertaking
CONWAY TWITTY
gained approval but not enthusi¬
asm from the university officials,
MGM Records
who feared a financial loss and a
CARL MANN
mass, wave of jazz-hep students.
-occrds
However, tlm crowds were wellbehaved, and there, was enough
FAMCJS MUS!C CORPORATION
money left over after paying the
artists to buy fireworks for a show
Sunday night, Opperman said. Stu¬
dents paid $1.50 to $3 a ticket for
DJ/s are flipping over ,
the Friday night show in Living¬
ston gym. The following riight> they
jammed a roller-skating rink to
hear a musical battle between the
Purdue combo, called “The Salty
Dogs," and Cincinnati’s “Gin Bot¬
tle Seven.” A jam session was held
on campus Saturday afternoon. All
offerings except the Friday night
program were ffee.

College’s Film Fete
Turns Into Jazz Bash

MONA
LISA

AFM

Wein runs. Storyville, Cape Cod;
Continued from page 101
bn the class plateau, lads must !
; \vear. ties, and femmes, dresses— j its kitty to meet additional ex¬
j ho sports shirts or bathing suits. * i penses which have been mounting.

and his orchestra

Sept, 28 (16 Weeks) Warwick Hotel, Phila.
Jan, 19 (Seven Weeks) Marie Antoinette HoteL

Wednesday,- • June 24, . 1959

■= sign, Stereo Spectrum, Cricket, OffI i Broadway • and Instant Learning
1 i-Records, Stated that Design’s new
I i singles program Will be introduced

The overall membership of the
AFM is how at 265,327, represent¬
ing a 1,464 increase over last year.
Coin for holding the conventions
on an annual basis will presum¬
ably come out of increaseA-initiation fees which, are being hiked
from $50 th $100.
Henry Kaiser, general cbtihsel
for tke AFM, referred to the rival
Musicians Guild of America in
Los Angeles as “being on the
ropes.” He said “it won’t be too
long before this splinter movement
will be in its final death throes.”
This, in effect* was the only men¬
tion of the MGA which succeeded

MILLS MUSIC. INC.

LEO FEIST, INC.

Wednesdays June 2£4. 1959

Celier Fights For juke Bill
; Continued from page $9. ;

on Celier’s part. If the jukebox
operators and their cohorts/ , the
manufacturers, refuse to be concil¬
iatory—or don’t show up at all, the
Chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee will have a telling argu¬
ment to wield when he goes back
to ride herd on his bill.
Celier averred that he was “on
the side of the angels”—the song¬
writers and composers—but prom¬
ised a fair shake to the juke ops.
However, the Brooklyn Demo¬
crat made plain - he was unim¬
pressed by MOA’s arguments last
week, highlighted by a Price. Waterhouse economic survey, that
the jukebox operator can’t sustain
the additional burden of perform¬
ing royalties. .
“There is lots of money in this
industry (and) I want td know
where it is going . . .1 am going to;
find out before we come to the end
of the line.”
MOA Survey
The MOA survey, presented by
Theodore Herz of the Price-Waterhouse accounting firm, showed aii
average profit margin. Of $5,871 for
the 1,285 jukebox operators whose
replies were tabulated. This figure
included not only operating profit,
but also the op’s salary and return
on capital invested in new equip¬
ment. Percentage wise, this profit
margin was set at an average
.6% of the operators total in¬
take.
On the basis of the replies.
Price - Waterhouse estimated that
62% of the ops have fifty machines
or less. 15.8% from 51 to 75, 8.2%>
from 76 to 100, 10.75 from 101 to
200; 2.2% from .201 to 300, and
1.1% mo’re than 300. The average
profit margin for those with less
, than 50, the poll indicated was
$3,596 annually.
Impact of a $25-per-machine an¬
nual royalty fee (as endorsed by
the Senate Copyright Subcommit¬
tee) was estimated at $650 a year,
or a 25% reduction in the average
op’s profit margin. •
MOA prexy Miller and a flock of
operators, big and small, took the
stand to tell the subcommittee how
unrewarding their business is.
‘Widespread Drop’
. Miller said in recent travels
throughout the .country, he’s dis¬
covered a ‘‘widespread drop”. in
music box play ahd revenue, seri¬
ously affecting the income of the
. ops. In view of this, Miller added,
it would be an “outright injustice”
to worsen the woes of the op by
requiring him ta pay performance
fees. He described the Celier bill
as “class legislation pure and sim-
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Tamiment Trades Classics
For Jazz in Four-Day Fete
With Ellington, Stearns
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Cues Beaut of a Battle in Naples

pie.” Its passage, he said, , would
Tamiment, Pa., June 23.
amount to handling the “monopol¬
The. Poconos will be . swinging
Naples. June 23.
istic’’ performing rights societies a
“Sarfa ... chi sa!” «It must be—
blank Check to reap profits from Thursday (25) when its .first Duke
Ellington
Jazz
Festival
opens
a
British
Disk
Bestsellers
the already faltering jukebox oper¬
who knows), written by Roberto
four-day stand at Tamiment, the
ator. '
London, June 23.
Murolo and sung by Tedtiy Reno
Hammond E. Chaffetz, attorney p 1 u sh mountain resort which
Roulette /, ’■. >....... Conway
and Fausto Cigliano, won first
for the, big jukebox makers, as¬ usually caters to the longhair , set.
(Columbia)
sailed ASCAP for regarding “this The Curtis String Quartet and
prize at a controversy-ridden
A Fool Such As I .. Presley
as a lush industry from which mil¬ the New Chamber Orchestra of
Naples
Song Festival, with Manlio(RCA)
'
lions of dollars could be collected Philadelphia packed up their in¬
D’Esposito’s “Padrone d’ ’o mare”
Dream Lover .... v.... Darin
each year/’ Chaffetz, whose firm struments Sunday (21) after play¬
(London)
(Master of the sea) in the runner-up
represents . Wurlitzer,
Seeburg, ing at the four-day Tamiihent
A Teenager in Love .. /Wilde
AMI, Rock-Ola and United Music, Chamber Music Festival.
spot. Both songs are owned by
(Philips)
Marshall Stearns, jazz authority
declared that “there just isn’t a
Titanus Films of Rome, and film
I’ve Waited So Long Newley
bonanza for ASCAP in this legis¬ and Hunter College professor, is
“versions” are probably not far be¬
. (Dacca)
lation/’ so poor are the operators. directing: the four-day jazz bash.
hind.
It’s Late ...;.-........ Nelson
Albert S. Denver, president, of To open the festival Thursday
evening,
Stearns
will
lecture
on
(London)
Music Operators of New York told
Third place in the Naples finals,
of the slim profits garnered by his the origins1 and backgrounds of jazz. ,
Doesn’t Matter Anymore Holly
all three nights of which were
own, relatively large operation. Ellington will play at concerts Fri¬
. (Coral)
picked up on radio and television
His music machine and cigarette day and. Saturday nights. On Sat¬
Guitar Boogie Shuffle,Weedon
by RAI-TV (and the last night by
vending business is valued at $250,- urday afternoon, Stearns and Some,
(Top Rank)
QQQ, he said, but showed a net of Duke’s boys will take part in a
the Eurovision link), went to “ViPeter Gunn ............ Eddy
jazz
roundtable
discussion.
profit last year of only $2,000/
(London) ’
eneme ’nzuonno” (Come to me in
A jazz dance program by Albert
Nicholas Allen, MOA Washing¬
Three Stars ,. >...... . Wright
my sleep) by Zanfagna-Benedetti,
ton attorney,, attacked the argu¬ Minims and Leon James, with nar¬
(Parlophone)
owned
by Milan’s Leonardi, while
ment that jukebox ops are enjoy¬ rative commentary by Stearns, will
the No. 4 slot was voted for Daming a free ride at the expense of close out the program Sunday
pa-Sciorilli’s
“Cerasella,”
pub¬
songwriters and composers. . If morning. The dancers were stands
lished by Mascotte of Milan, with
anyone is, he Said, it’s - the big out at last year’s Newport Jazz
fifth
going to
“Primmavera”
motion picture groups which Allen Festival.
(Spring), written by Pugliese and
claims have a “controlling interest”
Presentation of jazz is something
Colosimo. .
in ASCAP.
new for Tamiment. But the swank
Rome, June .23.
Arthur Fisher
resort, located oh a 2,200-acre site
One of the sharpest battles in
Laminated paper records are
MOA’s economic presentations in the heart of the Poconos, has catching on fast in Italy. . Six dif¬ songfest history rocked the foun¬
were hit hard by Arthur Fisher, presented some big names on the ferent publications already feature dations of the Naples event, which
Register of Copyrights of the Li¬ stage of its 900-seat playhouse. But the paper pressings in almost every shares the yearly musical spot¬
brary of Congress. He ■ likened the performers—stars like Danny
light with San Remo, on opening
the arguments to that of a farmer Kaye, Imogene Coca, Sid Caesar, number, and others have an¬ night, and it was touch and go for
with a cow who tells his neighbor: Pat Carroll and Dick Shawn— nounced plans to join the trend..
a while whether the rest of the
“II
Musichiere,”
a
recently“I can’t do business., without, get¬ were anything but houeshold Words
j event would be cancelled. Excluting free Use of your bull, and if when they appeared at Tamiment. started fan publication edited by jsion of songs from the finals was
Mondadori
in
the
music-tv
field,
you charge for it I will go bust/’
In honor of the comic who ap¬
; once more the spark which touched
Throughout the hearings, Fisher peared at Tamiment for several launched the disk giveaway idea I off a fracas (involving hospitaliz¬
said, the argument has been ad¬ seasons early in his career, the re¬ on the heels of the French Sonorama, and is. now said to be hard- ing fisticuffs) one of whose victims
vanced in effect that the jukebox:
operator should get “every cent he sort will present the Danny Kaye put to: meet ’demand. Quality of ! was the head of the festival himreproduction, faulty on early press¬ ! self. More court suits are sure to
wants” before any consideration is Golf Tournament July 9.
ings is now excellent. “II Musi¬ : follow. The final two nights came
given to the “creator of the pri¬
chiere” sells for about 15c here ! off relatively quietly, thanks also
mary product” — the songwriter
with the insert, with few no-record | to over 250 cops who ringed the
and composer.. “I don’t know any¬
I stage and were sprinkled through
issues goings for about 7c.
where else in the American eco¬
nomy where anybody would dream
Six mags featuring platters so > the audience.
of making such a presentation,”
far are in various fields, with j. Win or place at Naples means
Hollywood, June 23. • :/ “Musichiere,” “Audioscope,” aiid | big monies in Italy and sometimes
said Fisher.
Billy Eckstine and Roulette Rec¬ “Disco” being joined by VSceriffo” j abroad as well, and vast interests
Fisher presented a series of
charts picturing the size of the ords are reassembling the singer’s (a moppet magazine), “Nuova Enig- i are at stake, both on personal and
jukebox industry. He estimated 1944 band for an upcoming concert mistica Tascabile” <a puzzle-game j industrial basis, hence the tradithat the “Big Five” music box a i Carnegie Hall, N. Y.
weekly), and “Sport Nel Mondo” : tional red-hot atmosphere which
makers do an annual business of
Pitches have been made to Dizzy (a sports publication).
: surrounds these events here. One
between $50 to $60,000,000. Some Gillespie, Miles Davis, Sonny Stitt,
of biggest hassles here this year
10,000 Operators, with about 500,- Art Blakey and Howard McGhee,
. was said to be caused by exclusion
009 locations, gross about $520,000 for the projected one-niter which
from finals of song called “Solituannually, which they split 50-50 Roulette plans to tape and release
dine,” by DeCrescenzo-Rendine,
with the location owners. He fig¬ in album form. Two vacant Chairs
:
which
had been rated a probable
ured this take on the basis of an will be placed on the stage.through¬ ——■ Continued. from page 99 —
, winner. Rendine had won previestimated. 6,500,000,000 plays a out the session in memory of the
:
ous
two
Naples events, in 1957 and
year.
late Charlie Parker and Fats Na¬ such as the nature of genius,
Interestingly enough, Fisher said, varro who were also part of the beauty, bureaucracy, war, evolu¬ ' 1958, respectively with “Malinco'nico
Autunno”
(Melancholy Au¬
tion, life, time, the sexes, religion,
a 100% hike in mechanical roy¬ original aggregation.
tumn) and “Vurria/’
alties, suggested by some Celier
George \Greif,. Eckstine’s man¬ theatre and love/Many more ideas
bill opponents as an alternative to ager, is talking to 11 different la¬ ; are covered in the 50 basic record- \ Importance of Naples fest is also
performing royalties, might cost
' ings.
attested by massive RCA partici¬
the ops more than performing bels to obtain clearances for the ! Each series covers a general sub¬ pation, via singers Teddy Reno
musicians involved to play the
rights fees.
.(who
sang winning «ong) Miranda
ject. The first five deal with letFisher made it clear that in his Carnegie date, which will be held J ters, social man/ American history, ; Martino, another finalist, Elio
view there will never be agree¬ upon Eckstein’s return from his political thought and philosophy.
Mauro
(who put across the runnerment : between the jukebox indus¬ European concert trek.
The recordings, titled “Time for up this year), Nilla Pizzi (who sang
try and the cleffer groups w ithout
Ideas,” were made in New York ; the No. 3 tune), and one of the two
Congressional prodding, namely
under the direction of William F. . fest orchestras, led by De Marbecause the music- operators, al¬
Suqhmann, ARI veepee.
; tino.
ready enjoying a free ride, have
nothing to gain from negotiation.

It’s Only a Paper Disk
Boom for Italo Mags

ECKST1NE & ’44 ORCH
FOR CARNEGIE DATE

Academic Diskery

D. C. Svmph Extends
Youth Kick for Latins

Bogota, Colombia, June'16.
Washington’s National Syninhony
. Orchestra has expanded its “Music
! for Yoiing America” (m Washing-,
Continued from page 99
j ton) to “Music for Young Latin
approach and so will the deejays | America” (in Bogota).
Howard Mitchell’s musicians, on
who. play strictly jeampegged mate¬
rial. The added exposure is an im¬ a 12-week Latin-American tour,
j Played before 1,800 youngsters
portant plus.
In addition to Miss Bryant's /here. His programs to interest chil¬
“Till There. Was You,” the other dren in music in Washington are
shoWtunes that are beginning to well, known. Here, . he spoke
show spinning strength are Johnny through a translator, to introduce
Mathis’ “Small World” and Kirby and explain such selections: as the
Stone’s “Everything’s Coming Up waltz, from “Sleeping Beauty,”
Roses,” both are Columbia disks Sousa’s “Semper Fidelis” and “Wil¬
and both are from the Jule Styne- liam Tell Overture.” Concert was!
Stephen
Sondheim
score
for free, with Colombian Government
I providing buses to- bring young-.
“Gypsy.”
. ;
I slers ta. Bogota’s Teatro Colon for
Bill Gallagher, Columbia’s sales the program. .:
,
chief, reports that the Mathis side
is stepping out importantly on tile
sales level while the Stone etching
is doing better on deejay plays Grand Awards Skeds
than salesi But it’s the spin that
Heavy LP Sked in July
gets the sales, eventually.
Grand Award Records is laying
down a heavy LP barrage for July
with 18 LP packages scheduled
■ Abilene Symph /Head Resigns
for release. GA also is building
..
Abilene, June 23;
Walter Charles, director of . the its stereo tape catalog with a July
Abilene Symphony Orchestra for release of six packages that will
the last /four seasons, has sub¬ bring, its tape catalog total up to
26 items.
mitted his resignation.
Label previewed the new prod¬
Charles- reason for resigning is.
the failure of the board to raise uct at its annual sales meet at
adequate funds to meet the budget New York’s Great Northern Hotel
for the coming year. Only about yesterday (Tues ). Among the LP
$12,000 has been raised in a $20,- packages were sets by such GA
: maintenance fund campaign. diskers as Knuckles O’Toole,
The budget for last year was Enoch Light, Paul Whiteman, the;
Charleston. City All-Stars. and or$24,461.

Showlunes

000

I WANNA ADVERTISE
MY DEEP GRATITUDE ANENT

WALTER WItfCHELLfS
ENTIRE COLUMN - BANNER LINED
"FOR ALL SONGWRITERS - WITH LOVE."
Walter's thoro exposition of the total antiquity
and unfairness of the present copyright law in
America left nothing to be desired.
I may be wrong, but my good friend Mitchell
('Star Dust') /Parish was the one who alerted
Walter to this "Law of Iniquity" depriving
widows, heirs* and assigns of what you and I
wrote and sending it into public domain.
I conclude by paraphrasing Wincheif's column
to read
"FROM ALL SONGWRITERS - WJTH LOVE."

"WtUiie" QtiUt
P.S.: My wifer Rose, paid for this ad.
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European Cafes’ Big Need: Air Conditioning
I London ISight Life in Vpsurge-—Rome Bistro Beli Laggard^—Comments

on Filles de Nuit

: By ABEL (GREEN
Of the plush cabarets, the Lido is head and shoulders
A recent return to the assorted boites. bars arid bistros
above ’em all. The Fplies Pigalle has taken up the slack of
of European metropoli suggests the one great need: AirLa Nouyelle Eve. The Naturistes, the Sphinx, Pigalls,
conditioning a la Amerique. Since tourism is so allr
Moulin Rouge and Robinson’s Moulin Rouge* La Villa,
vital to the economies of the countries, the economics of
Boiile Blanche, Venus, College Inn and: Jockey Club fol¬
comfort caii hardly be questioned.
low’; some are on the Left Bank. Le Drap d’Or is pre¬
What follows, is a rundown of. impressions, circa
tentious and overpriced but has the advantage of a key
June 1959:
.
location just near the Etoile.
London is a surprise! with its improvement in cuisine
Beaucoup Yankee jazz in Paris, viz, the Blue Note,
and general standards.; It may one day par Paris for
Mars dub, Tr.ois Maillets, Club St. Germain-des-Pres;
niterv gaietv although riot quite that now. Rome perforce
for French jazzists, the Chameleon, Caveau de la Huchwill have to upbeat its saloonatics, especially for the
ette, La Bidule. and . Storyvilleall as good as les
Olympic influx,
;
Americains.
Kieo Dajdu’s class Casanova in London with its candle¬
Discotheques for dancing include^ La Licorne (newest),
light dining and gypsy music is in the Monsiegneurs
Microtheque, Butterfly Bar, Whisky A Gogo, Kilt Club*
<Paris-of-old> tradition, and his companion Don Juan
St. Germain, L’Etoile, the Discotheque, and the Epi Club.
nitery has an elaborate i Bryan Blackburn staged-writtenThe Left Bank has a flock of small boites featuring
and-produced revue, “Siancy Sinners,” with Anton Rodgers,
new arid offbeat talents, chiefly composer-singers, plus
Danv Clare. Glenn Willcox, Helen Lennox, Barbara Evans,
puppets and poets, guitarists and the like, among them
plus'Judy Collins. Morna Watson, Margot Mitchell, Norma
the Moineau, Ecluse (one of the better talent cradles),
Arnould. Isaebelle Mileno, Evadne Baker. Fay Laurie, . Echelle de Jacob, Galerie, the Port de Salut (death masks
Gloris Davidson; Bernie Stanton and Conchitb Franco’s
to order,, while you wait!), Vieux' Colombier (ex-famed
Cuban band, plus a line comprising Sue Bardolph, Hazel
Existentialist jazz spot, now for dancing mainly, inter¬
Sutton. Eunice Hempsatl, Maurice Soroya. Letus Chang,
larded with strippos); La Rose Rouge (now a samba dance•.
Anna Van Doorne, Pat Roberts, Mimi Griffiths, Maria
spot); and the Tahou (where Existentialism and Juliette
Lasso. Lillian Achmid,. Lolita Novi, Anita Dolores, Alva
Greco started), now mainly a strippery.
Alvarez. Mitzu Tong. ]l:
Bellydaocers and Balladeers .
A1 Burnett has made his Stork Room (many call, it ; Folk spots are the Arabian belly dancers at El Djazair;
Stork Club! on Regent!;St. a winduppery. His Pigalle in
medieval French songs at the Caveau Des Oubliettes (the
P'coadilly Is London's: only theatre restaurant with an
French deft to Elizabethan roundelays), the Caveau de la
elaborate .ftoorshow and the Society on Jermvn St. is a
Bqlee and Lapin Agile.
class dinery from whence Pat Sands. Yank thrush, doubles
Chez Suzy Solidor continues with that chanteuse at
into the Stork.
|!
the helm, strictly .for the French;: ditto Chez Renee Bell;
i Inc clentally, Jermyxjl St.'s streetwalkers make the widethe Acapulco; the Guitar, Le Catelan, Puerta Del Sol
onea spaces of Vienna and Paris look like a Methodist
(these three for Hispano stuff), the Scandia (smorgasbord
sorority: in Rome the babes play the cafes which is true,
and singers), arid Au Franc . Pinot, - which has lost its
of course, all over. Vienna is wide open and legal, with
personality sinrie founder Borrah Minevitch’s widow was
t':e local cops a great help in that direction. Vienna’s
eased out of its operation. .
older gsy’yboys- look back at the Russian occupation as
Elephant Bland apd Jimmy?s on the Left Bank remain
having'i:s’ values. as the Russltis' *-tolerated houses" were
the Stork and Morocco late-hour hooferies: Andre Ekkyan
something special for ithe. boys.!
has the best all-round dance. band at Maxim’s; he is a
Pepper ReL.se & Tony Davis. American standard act,
sax-clarinet virtuoso. Numidia tickles the ivories (Yank
head the Piga'le’s ‘’Diamond Garter Revue,’’, staged by
tunes dominantly) at La Calavados, the fave winduppery
Robert Nesbitt with [Donna Noble, Kim Daves, Diane
near the Hotel George V, spelled by Youki, Karel and
D’Ocsay. John •• Adamsji ‘Marianne’ & Koby tcancan) and
Los Latinos guitarists. .
WooL* Phillips band featured.
■ “Art Buchwald’s !Secret List of Paris Wining. Dining,
Nesbitt, y:\o staged! the Pigalle, also produced “Talk
Etc:’’ i2C0 francs, or 40c) is a must, along with your moneyof the Town". at the o[d Hippodrome corner for Bernard
converter. inside backcover has a blank page for “Girls"
Deliont. "Unlike rock 1’n‘ roll on the Continent,. London, (to fiiiu
•
..
is part*:1.! to its cUa-ehjas. more closely approximating the
French playwright Henri Bernstein’s daughter, Georges
U.S. standards.
;
(Mine. Francis Gruber), operates Les Petit Paves, a Left
John Mills Is said jto be Kontirg pn:y for Les AmBank. restaurant .which is getting the show biz bunch
b** rr'f>u
s ;il overpriced and overrated hr* getting the
chiefly bees use of late-hour dining convenience. (No selfvi.if’ng firemen. More rca!*?*ic »s Siogi Sesslpr’s class
respeeting Paris chef likes to start after 9: p.m., even in
Club, reminding of Billy Reed’s Little Club.
the late FrcncJi d'ning habits*. Food so-so and eatery
Harry ?ler.dows. hosting Churchill’s on New Bond St., :. needs aircond’tiOning:
is the British counterrirrt of Sherarm Billingsley, Gifts,
Only Maxim’s, among the restaurants, and the
like billfold?, vanity bares, purses, wu ichoxe? etc.; are
Paramoimt cifi ma showcase pn the Blyd. des Italiens
in constant stream to the VIP visitor; T>:e the practice of,
are r.ircond'tioried in all of Paris! Metro’s former
S-oi-k CHtb’-^ boniface ithey’re al o for sale.
Madeleine showcase, at one tirhe, also had aircondi-.
Vet maestro Harry! Roy is at the
Fair Hotel in
tioninT. The Rndslan boites are! the prime hotboxes
Berkeley Sq. which .is]: mak'ng. .capital cf its Candle Light
and business mrirt suffer .since garden-dining is hazdiningroom alternating with the Pinkerton Boys, limbo
: ardous fcr th? femmes.
dance exponents in the calypso idiom.
. Mrtrr?’^. Con jinental chieftain David Lewis is such a
B
n B’-'ckhurn ai o li-s the new 'show at, Winston's
steady Maxim’s, customer that all Ihe needs is a charge-it
Club, herd d by Danny LaRue. Peter Reeves.! Susan
pencil and!; ('"•“de?. they; give him 10Vr discount.
Irvin. Tori Palmer. Johnny Webb ard Toni Kaye.
J
Andy MacEihorre,. son Of the original Harry MacElhone,
When Bruce Brace [severed from Meadows’ ChurcliiH’s
who Qj^ratb:;;:-fi;Vt;ry’s;-l)fe\v- York Bar at 5 rue Daunou
operat on. he called jib's. ccmpelitive ...nitery Winston’s,
(“sank rop dee noo.” .he advertises, for the fractured-:
Paralle’ policies for fast three yerrs aithongh somehow
French Yank . yritors. as! a guide to cabdrivers) has
Ckercirlt's seems better known to the Yank tourists!
“Cqcktars. Paris.” as his cable address. ,
Abe Aaroiisori. somie 25 years in London, starting first
London tv packager Maurice Winnick’s cable address
as the bandleader, operates the swer.k 400 Club and the
is “Showbiz;’’;:
Embar.?}*;. latter with jifloorshov. s - and the former just an
Ii ?.!e-oer-o
of 'lhte-Kour teroe.iy! Many of his staff
Roman Niteries
have been 15-20. years - with the boiie.
The class hotel visitors are flooded with ''guest” mem-,
berships to almost every type of boite w hich maintains a
Tony Praniera’j Kostelloria della Orso is still the top
pseudo-membership policy as part of thr admission tax
boite with its downstairs cocktailery, the Blue Bar; the.
gimmick. The River Club, Caprice ?nd Mirabelle are the
second floor, diningroom (now too small for the. traffic);
class eateries, the first two especially good: latter, while
and the- Cabala nitery.. on the top floor.
tonier. is a. case of ‘‘unless if they knew you". the gror
Rome's Open Gate Club calls its revue “The 10c Show”;
ceries can be spotty; j:
which would b? cute if its uripretentiousness spelled out
Jack Hylton’s newM.Crazy Gang revue, “Clown Jewels.’* . extra- values. Kow eyer, it short-changes with tile irioriotaga:n revolves around Bud Flanagan, jimmy Norvo & ; ony cf the seme song - and - dance styles despite Tito .
Teddy Knox, Charliri Naughton '•& Jimmy Gold. “MonLeduc’s background w'ith Katheririe Dunham, the; Tropisewer" Eddie Grey,.! all of whom rnrike no bones about
caria nitery in Havana, and his Metro' studio, stint in
their veteranship. Program, notes attest to the fact, none
Hollywood! Rosemarie Laane. . Sacha Wassilieff. Arlette
is “just 39." All were born before the turn of this cen¬
Sicaud and. Marcella Altieri are the other terp and chirp
tury: Naughton & Gold, for example,, have been stage
soloists, ali pro but somehow not jelling. How ever the
narin°rs 47 years and this is their 271h-'Crazy- Gang show.
dansapatibn by the aribnymous dance band is good and
Hylton produced |he Crazy Garg shows the, last 20
gets1 ’ern out on the floor. : RCA.. Vicibr’s local execs,
years after George jBIack sponsored them the initial 8
Ennio MeFs and his a&r man. Enzo Micocci, would like.
years. This is Budi; Flanagan’s 28t!v annual sfirit. arid; Dinah Shore1 and Lena Horrie . to play the Open Gate in
“Clown Jewels" reprises outstanding bits and pieces from
the late-sumrrior or early fall and record aril ori-thethe previous editionis.
scene LP.
; Don! Marino BarrettO; Jr.’s band came to a!ttention here
—a Cuban, band with Italian iriusicians. Fred Buscaglione is the hbttist local band. Pierro Gabrielli owns the
Gfotta die! Ficciorie which also has a tea dance policy for
As with the rubberneck busses which take up the
the Roriiari; juve.l.set. The Pipistrello (The Bat) also
slack at New York’s Latin Quarter and Copacabana, and
attracts' the .younger, set -f- it reminds, of New’ York’s
any and all of the!; Miami Beach spot:)- the “Paris By
LaRue’s of another generation. The Florida, Broadway
Night” tours sustain many of the Pigalle! poites. Even . arid Nirvariette are the al fresco pickup joints, with $lo-.
the class Lido fills [ its second ipost-1 p.m,) . show, with , a-head French champagne part of the hostessing pitch.
the. French Scandiriavian. German. American and as¬
The Mafchesa Aritonib Gerini owns the Pipistrello, hence
the top standards. Two more Pipistrellos are clue, One
sorted provincials. [
.
Pigalle. while shabbier and shoddier, is still a garish
in Capri and one in Elba which is vieirig. with Ischia and
carousel at night with all sorts of clislx-actions, “exhibi-.
Capri for,' undiscovered” tourist trade. It would, be!the
first regularly operated nitery in'Elba.
t ions" and other sucker comcor.s oue'.ed. cs one navigates
Inci.dentaiiy travel w;riter Horace. Sutton and. his bride
from the rue Pigalle to the Place de Giichy to the BouF
(Pat) cf almost a year—ex-“Fair Lady” dancer—are doing
Blanche. The “shim’’ joints are Le Monocle. Chez Mourie.
the little known Italian islands for a January I960 piece
. Carrousel Coccinelle is hack', LeCarrpli’s. Indifferent,
in Esquire, with, an ey.e. to coriditionirig Olympics’! tourists
M-:(h'ime Arthur, Elje Et Lui — these are the-, third-sex
boites. accent on she-he’s or he-she’?, as the case may be.
to. “discovering" new’ island retreats, other, than Capri or
The fiddle 'Russian) joints, expensive arid schmaltzy,
Stromboli. the latter put on the map by the Rossellinigo on and on. and new ones are added—now Florence and "Bergmari idyll.
Giro's are of the same policy, augmenting the cooler and
“The screamers" (new Italo “singing” technique), is
called “urlateri,” in Italian, and disker Tony Dallars is
airier Dinarzade (nice outdoor garden*. Chez Ncvy 'stuffy >.
its prime exponent. .-'
IMonseigneurs (doing a comeback* arid bh.herazade.
Paris and striptease are synonymous and. the kingpin
Roberto Fbgu is succeeding Bruno Martino’s tiptop band
is still Alain Bernardin's Crazy Horse Saloon, plus Le
at the Grott.e del Piccione, and The Kingsmen. Yank
Se.<i, the Shako, tlve Night Club, Grisbi. and L'Aiglon.
Negro quintet, hold over. Latter disk for Ricordi; Mar¬

tino is HMV. The platter rep for b.o. is the. same in Italy
as in America.
Jerry’s Bar, facing Bricktops, is the daytime haunt of
the Italo-American ginrummy! set with boniface= Jerry
Chierchio. presiding. James (“From Here To Eternity”)
Jones, 'when resident in Rome* contrived a .screwball
Hiigglgac Club, the letters coined from “Hold it, I got
gin, let’s , get a count” arid now Batastoni has contrived a
special tie for the group (Mike Stern, Bruce Cabot et al.).
Bricktops goes on—the redheaded Harlem femceb wra3
away in Madrid on one of her periodic talent quests.

Vienna Tourism Fears ‘If
Peace Ever Breaksr Oaf
The Viennese is laconic that “if peace breaks out be¬
tween the Russians and the Americans it would be bad
for us,” since they are capitalizing: their buffer position.
Many recall the 1930-1936 depression in America w’hen
almost all Austrian hotels were, empty; :. Tourism pays
Austria’s entire deficit.
The lack of the quick hand-out and the general gemuet-;
lichkeit makes Vienna attractive as a still “ne.w” tourist
territory. Whatever may have been its storied (chiefly in
operetta) glory* the city has lots to offer with its hoerigers
(newr wine festivals) and the attraction of the Grinzing
arid Prater woods for pop priced excursions.
Liane Augustin has operated! her Eden Bar for five
years and prior. thereto two years as the Boheme- Bar;
“bar” is a misnomer since the Eden is. a class boite.
Gabor Keriezy, her husband, runs the works. She is a
versatile thrush who has toured the Continent and; while
especially facile in French, as well as her native German,
she sings fluently in English arid would do well in: a
class spot like the Maisbnette of the Hotel St. Regis, N.Y'j
for example, She is w.k. to diskery buyers via her Van- !
guard arid Vox LPs. She has a good . five-piece band
headed by Charley Bouchee,with a young Greek singer, .
George Dimu, featured.
!
The other class bar in Vienna is the Monseigneur, wdth
gypsy violinist Antal Kocze featured.
Viennese for clip joint is “wuralokal” and the Casanova;,
with its female impersonators’ policy, caters dominantly
to the moneyed tourists. Hence falls somewhat into that
category according to Vienna standards. Th£ Maxim-Lido
is another neo-stripshow.
The Moulin Rouge has a highly creditable show with
no nonsense about the stripping—the kids get down to
the bare facts with ^ minimum of the “tease”—rjrist strips.
How’ever, the show is tastefully done, interlarded with
standard acts andvhas been ; a postwar staple. .

Wolfgang Wolf (Metro head in Vienna) arid his wife.
Marietta, with a flock of visiting firemen casing the Dan¬
ube belt.
Beggars with fiddles, accordions, etc. now displaced by
one blind mendicant on; Paris’ Blvd! des Capuccines play¬
ing a portable hi-fi recording machine.
Nice Pan Am touch in transit are the portable phono¬
graph players playing musicomedy and atmospheric ParisRome chansons!
Emmett Dalton, associate of Louis . Ellimari* head of
Odeon (Ireland) Theatres Ltd:, was a real-life Irish com-r
m^ndo who hijacked revolutionary prisoners captured by
the black-and-taris, a; situation which James. Cagney re¬
enacts in “Shake Hands With The Devil” which was filmed
in Dublin and at the Elliman-Dalton Ardmore Studios.
British tv and feature films utilizing that new’ studio prolifically, •
Yanks still amazed at the “no soap” no matter how
much you pay for a room in a class hotel.
Don’t forget the epnverter for the electric razor as .it
varies from AC to DC and from 110 to 125 to 220 volts.
Also, bring a long extension cord and a portable mirror
as European hotels are notorious for saving on the juice.
Also, in London it’s tabu to shave in the bathroom, an
obsolescent law, and the plug is usually hear a dimly-lit
vanity table.
Christiane Rochefort, press aide to Favre LeBret. the
Cannes Film Festival bossman, is author of “The WarriorY
Reoose.” novel just published and critically acclaimed*
Ernest Town, ex-Gae Foster (Roxy) and ex-Harry. .Delmar dancer, on the Pan Am New York-Rorne run, via
Lisbon. Barcelona and Nice, is tj'pical of several former
show biz personalities encountered over 'the years'
They’re affable and good greeters—and frankly state,
“It’s nice W’ork, and we eat more regularly than, trying
to make the grade in show business.”
Stanley (Neiman-) Marcus, the Dallas department store
tycoon, setting Up 19'60 showmanship & style tieups for
the . CHympaid year \yith Fontana, the Rome couturier,
and other Italian fashion and luxury houses.
Ex-juvenile Jack Forrester, now Jean Paul Getty's .No.
1 associate, all over the European map on oil business.
Show’manship is the word for the Elizabethan restaurant.
in London whose lc\v-bodiced waitresses* derrieres seem
to irivite the friendly pinching from the customers, and.
who drink (pardon, quaff) a-claret (pardon, “mead") from
two-handled loving cups with the male patrons. Same
type of showmanship applies also to Nestoii’s Vicux Mou¬
lin, at Cros-de-Cagnes tuear Cannes), with its indoctri¬
nation of ‘‘Chevaliers of the gourmet circle,” fancy chains,
a ceremony in flowing robes," etc., which is a sure comeon for the return trade. Boniface-Cmcee Nestou would
have a good chance with such a policy in the tJ.S.
Horieymooning Ely A. (NTA. board chairman) Landaus
on extended European trip.
Mafia mob monev, including some of the. Yank lammisters now in Sicily and other. Italian environs (by re¬
quest of Uncle Sarn. or otherwise), reportedly invested in
some of the choicest London, Cote d’Azur and other hotel
properties, according to insiders. Through fronts, of
course.
British financier Charles Clore’s $56,000,000 cash bid
for the Watney Mann group of pubs (England’s largest
chain) may revolutionize the “smoky, smelly, sawdust days”
of . that hallowed British institution, the Pub (public
house, or saloons).
.
%
.
Harry Pilcelr, of Gaby Deslys fame, still conferenciering
Chez Brummell in tlie . Cannes casinos.
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Burley Seasonin A.C.

N. Y. Cafes Facing Competition For
Pre-6ooked Biz From Catsldll Hotels

Atlantic City, June 23: :
Only Burlesque in the state, and
one of the few in the nation, moves
into uptown Globe Theatre Friday
i26) for a summer stand scheduled
until Labor Day. .
Headlining Opening bill will be
•f The New York cafes, which have
“We will neve* accede to having ■<
kJill Huntley. Globe, shuttered dur¬
the counsel for the American Guild
been going strong with the pre¬
ing
off-season
period,
has
done
of Variety Artists as counsel for
booked organization business, are
good business as a burlesque house,
the AGVA Welfare Trust Fund,”
eyeing a threat which they think
Chicago, June 23.
Marlene: Dietrcih hais . been in-season for 30-odd years with’ a
George A. Hamid, chairman of the
show which has hot brought police
Rfngling Biros, and Barnum and may materialize within a year or
board, of trustees of the fund arid signed for a two-weeker at the Co^ knocking at the door.
Bailey
Circus;
grossed
$231,000
for
pacabana,
Rio
de
Janeiro,
starting
prexy of GAC-Hamid, declared last
so. They anticipate losing a lot of
performances at the interna¬
■week. Opposition to selecting Har¬ July 27. Miss Dietrich is also
tional Amphitheatre. Capacity for the present gravy-train to the
old Berg as counsel of the fund was dickering for dates in Melbourne,
10-day stand was over $400,000, mountain hotels. The weekend
voiced by Hamid following adop¬ and Sydney, but nothing definite
with house scaled to $3.50.
outings in the winter season, or
tion of a resolution by the AGVA on the latter.
It v^as sawduster’s first local en¬ during normally slow periods, is
national board demanding that the . . Miss Dietrich’s only . other cafe
gagement in four years. Troupe
fund retain Berg as its Counsel In dates are In the U. $., generally at
figured
to take a big bite out of
opens in St. Paul Friday (26) for
place of incumbents Silverstone & the Sahara, Las Vegas^
three bays, then shifts to( Indian¬ the metropolitan nitery biz.
Rosenthal.
Hartford, June 23.
apolis. .
^
The bonifaces point out that
Passage of the resolution on the
New statewide organization Is I
some inroads have already been
attorney changeover; was the sec¬
attempting to get ’em out of the
made,
hut the nick hasn’t yet
ond time that the union had okeyed
house and. into restaurants and;
reached harmful proportions and
such a resolution. The AGVA rep¬
night clubs. Founded by a triumthe
nitery
catering business is still
resentatives, at that, time, put Up a
verate of local men, Supper Club
n the upbeat. However, they think
stiff battle to move Berg into the
of America got off the ground this
that just as the cafes have been
fund's setup, but this was resisted
spring with tieups with 35 dining
going suburban, some organiza¬
by the employer representatives
spots.
tions have felt the. urge to travel a
at that time. Position of the eraPlan, which has been licensed
bit more, and hold the outing in
ployer trustees is that retention of
for Philadelphia and Miami, offers
some of the country inns.
an attorney representing i^GVA in
“half , price for two” persons eight
a similar pact with the fund would
During the past winter season,
times a - year among 35 participat¬
destroy the impartial character of
the
hotels have been hitting a
ing eateries and night spots. Mem¬
Wildwood, N. J. June 23.
the setup. Having failed to achieve
healthy midweek stride with the
{With. city fathers tightening up bership in the SCA costs $10 for
a majority vote, the matter:was left on after-dark dress, bathing suits, the year. Each of the eight free
organization
outing business. They ’
Dallas, June 23.
in abeyance;
Th6 supermarkets continue to have been able to come up withshort shorts and other revealing ] meals must be taken at a different!
minimum deals, for groups at
At the same time, Hamid said of beachwear will be taboo on ave¬ spot.
invade show biz. Two leading gro¬ periods when individual business
the present counsel, “Silverstone & nues and boardwalk after six p m.
. Idea is to get SCA members to
Kosenthal have done a .wonderful Violators will first receive warn¬ visit several spots during the year. cery chains will present mammoth at the hotel was at a nadir. This
job and there is no question of re¬ ings, then stiff $200 fines.
Although food for a party, of two free shows throughout Texas dur¬ group business has been in addi¬
placing them.” He also, praised
Otherwise, hotel, motel, tavern is available at half price'the full ing the fall season; One will be tion to the convention and meeting
Michael Rechlef of the S&R firm. and other business people are urg¬ fee must be paid for. liquors. Orig¬ headlined by Jerry Lewis and the trade which has also been a heavy
. Hamid stated he Will not . give in ing. less over-zealous police work inator of the idea and president other will feature. Tommy Sands. revenue getter during the slow
months in the Catskills.
to any kind of pressure in adminis- which is believed to be harming of SCA is Charles Caplin, local mag¬
The niteries are getting the help
azine publisher, Hernfen Wolf; for¬ The latter will play the Dallas
. tering the affairs of the fund. Cur¬ the economy' of the resort.
rently, Hamid and the other em¬ . Some visitors have complained mer executive. aide fo • Governor Memorial Auditorium in Mid-Oc- of the travel agencies in bucking
ployer trustees are seeking to in¬ that the city looks more, like an Ribicoff, and advertising exec G. . tober, a month after his swing the Catskill trend, since some hovest $200,000 of the fund’s money armed police camp than a resort. Frank Sweet are the other two offi¬ through Abilene, Midland, Odessa, ; tels have set up their own organiza¬
Even the doormen and bouncers cers of the drg.
in various securities.
tions to get this kind of business.
Participating spots receive ad¬ Lubbock, Amarillo and El Easo. Also the groups have found that
Hamid also disclosed that the at cabarets wear police uniforms,
The supermarket show is one of by doing business with the hotel
Silverstone & Rosenthal firm was though not actually: on the force. vertising and promotion through
recently-given an increased re¬ Idea is to scare under-age trade mailings of the SCA, word of jhe newest ideas in merchandising. directly, they can solicit the hotel
mouth of members plus newspaper Customers save their shopping , re¬ for a donation to the society’s
tainer.} by unanimous decision. away by checking age cards.
ceipts until they total $25. The reg¬ charity fund, or that a certain
Hamid said that he. was in Hawaii . Newly elected Assemblyman An- space the plan has; garnered.
ister tapes are then converted into number of officers and. committeewhen; the increase was given, and ; thony Volpe has stated that police
tickets-—one ticket, for every $25 ; mei^get their rooms on the cuff.
was in favor of the step, although must use special care /in resort
spent in the supermarket.
h e would have differed in; the areas lest the manner of enforce¬
Frequently, the travel agencies
ment injure the economy of the.
amount..
‘ A year ago, a show co-headed by j have found the hotel booking to
resort.
Julius LaRosa and Herb Shriner j be a one-shot. Afterward, the asThe. AGVA national board, at the
The Wildwood. . Leader com¬
and featuring the Fabulous Dorsey { sociation goes directly to the hotel
time of passage of the resolution mented editorially that “A number
i band, played to a huge audience i operator, and makes private deals
. providing for substitution of at- of persons arrested by members of
j
at
Fort Worth’s Will Rogers Coli- which sometimes acquire to the
tornevs* also voted to dismiss the night squad at their trial in! seum.
; benefit of the society, and leave
AGVa administration critics. Penny i sisted . they had. been struck first
Rounding
out the Tommy Sands us face it, sometimes to individuals,
Singleton and Rajah Raboid as f by the . arresting policemen even
Boston, June 23.. .
(Continued on page 114)
AGVA reps on the board of trus- though thiey had not resisted ar¬ 1 : Hub’s cuffo cultural combo Arts Show, which is due here around j
(Continued; on page 112)
rest. If they , had; struck, the police¬ j Festival in the Public Garden, Oct. 20, are Jack Carson. Jane
Morgan,
the
Gdbfers,
-Hottier.
&
;
hammered
by
rain
and
financially
man, they said, they had done so
j in the hole, nabbed a shot in the Jethro, the June Taylor;'Dancers,
in self-defense.” .
The. editorial continued, “Wheth¬ arm frpm city officials late Friday Johnny Matson and Hubert Castle.
er or not they were telling the j(19) when members of the Boston The event will be sponsored by the
absolute truth may. be hard to dis¬ j Park Commission is in an un- Humpty-Dumpty Food Stores - a
cover, but when any large number •; precedented decision/ gave the ■ division of the A.C.F. Wrigley Co.
|-'of', persons tell the same story it. festival permish to remain open j Jerry Lewis’ extravaganza, which
j. is worth investigating, it may he for another, week; through Sun¬ ; opens Sept. To, includes the Chori dettes, Hubert Castle. Homer Gar\ entirely possible that some of the day (28).
j
Columbus. June 23,
j members of the night squad are ... -The: Arts Festival, biggest in ; rett’s Hollywood Square Dancers j
Present Sunday blue laws will
Portland, Ore., June 23. ] a bit too. eager to use brutal meth- the U.S., has been scorned by the ; and Teddy Philips Orch. It is spoh■
affect
planned
programs of it
‘Tee Capades” racked up a ] ods and to deliver the first blow. Park Dept., which has been trying ■ sored by Furr’s Supermarkets Inc.
scorching $82,000 in seven evening ] if there be any such methods used. unsuccessfully for several years to { . Johnny .Hitt, agent for the Music ' least 30 county fairs and threeindependent
fairs
this, year, all
performances and three matinees ] by the night squad, officials should keep them off the Garden, because i Corp. of America, will produce the
! of which up to now have operated
for the first week (12.-18) at Ore¬ • see to. it that they stop; It would ; of damage done to the grass and
show.
.
on
Sundays
without
incident. How¬
gon Centennial Exposition Arena, j not be to the benefit of Wildwood flowers by the usual 500,000-750,ever. the Ohio Legislature is con¬
The 5,500-seater was sca l e d to to gain a reputation of permitting 000 attendance. Attendance this
sidering two possible solutions,
year for the: 17-day round of art,
$3.50.
Take is considered even police brutality,”
as a result of a recent ruling by
dance', opera, poetry, jazz and legit
greater since the ieer. is working
State Atty.. Gen. Mark McEIroy
has been less than 200,000, accord¬
behind the main gate which has
that all publicly-owned property
ing to Jerome Rosenf eld, co¬
an additional tab of $1.
■ must comply with the blue law regfounder and vice chairmen of the
The Joan Harris outfit is the
ulations enacted more that 100
festival.
He
termed
the
park
.rul¬
Preem attraction for the 100 days
years ago.
ing a “lifesavef for us and a break
of shows at the Arena. The. second
for
art
lovers
who
have
been
un¬
Toronto,
June
23.
I
The Senate is considering a bill
round of “Capades” looms to out-able to attend because of the rain.”
Because Paul1' Grosney of the . to repeal the present blue laws
gross the Opening Sesh. . ,
.
The
festival
opened
June
5
with
i
king
Edward
Hotel,
Sheraton
unit
;
entirely,
while the House is con¬
This is the first appearance’ inf.
Boston, June 23.
nearly 10 years for “Capades” / Dick Richard’s Black Angus the¬ the New England preem of “The I here, refused to conduct for Ken sidering a bill spelling out what
Scarf”
and
“The
Devil
and
Daniel;
j
can
be
done on Sundays. The
isteele
until,
the
latter
shaved
off
here. When the old Coliseum was atrical eatery celebrates its first
Webster,” operas; and presented l his beard,, the singer of romantic [ House bill would permit state,
condemned, both “Capades” and anni Thursday (25) with/ a party, Paul
Draper in modern dance with ballads did so before the new lead¬ ; county and independent fairs to
-‘Ice Follies” had to cancel this for’ show: biz, politicos and VIPs, the American Sihfohietta; the
town. “Holiday On Ice” moved in ■ The: Upstairs Room;, closed down Gagaku Dancers, arid ex-Broadway er from Winnipeg would lift a ba¬ ! operate, as well as public places of
here for the last five years and did for refurbishing, is being opened drama, “Epitaph; For George Dil¬ ton. As new musical director of ; entertainment, recreation or eduwell.
the hotel., Grosney threatened the ; cation, traveling and services and
for the affair, and Donald Van lon,” .by the Washington Arena singer with loss of; the bpokmg.
j conveniences incidental to sports
Wart, on the 88, and. Phillipe, im¬ Players. The events of the festi¬
Said Steele; “I started the be,af.d ! events, amusements and entertainported from the Virgin Islands, val concluded Sunday (21) with a
| ment.
seven
weeks
ago
to
take
attention
will pipe. Helen Manniijg/will Boston Symphony concert, climaxed,
I The House bill is considered a
hold forth bn the downstairs piano. by Handel’s “The Royal Fire¬ away frnra my protruding teeth, | stopgap measure, and a move is
The beanery, With singers, and works” with the brch playing from jlf I had been known as a bearded | on to set up an interim legislative
. performer like Burl Ives or Alfred
’ers, .a fast-disappearing brand the Swanboats in the Public Gar-.
Although Claude C. Philippe is
Drake, then I would have a case { committee to report to the next
; den/ : '
stated to leave the Hotel Waldprf- of entertainment in Hub, was
for keeping it. So I can’t really [ General Assembly on proposed
Astoria, N. Y., where he Is veepee picked up by Richard with opening
ask the hotel to take part in my ; legislation to revamp the present
blue laws.
and booker of talent, he is : still last year and has been markedly
experiment.”
hning up acts for next season at successful. Despite a season which
Said Grosney: “I looked ‘beat¬
saw.
fewer
pre-Broadway
tryouts
Lo$
Angeles,
June
23.
the Empire Room. Philippe has
Victor Borge . clocked a smash nik,’ and I have no use for that
Signed Compagnons de la Chanson ccming in . than^for several; years,
word; but I don’t think the Shera¬
for March 7, to be followed by and some periods in which the $.98,800 in, seven performances ton management would appreciate
Edith Piaf April 4. Both acts are three legiters,; which surround the last .week at the Greek Theatre. it, particularly on a singer of ro¬
Comedian-pianist
hit
$93,500
two
expected to remain for the April spot, were dark, the. dinCry did
mantic songs; but at most of To¬
Mexico City, June 23.
♦u Esfis Ball, an annual event at well with show biz; politicos, ath¬ years ago for same number of
performances,
:/’ — / ronto’s night spots, I would insist
The touring company of “Holi¬
the Waldorf which. Philippe has letic clientele.
on Steele’s not shaving.”
day on Ice,” in its final Sunday
Entrepeneur Richard, with 15
shPervised for many years.
; JOLLY ROGER OPENING
Said Glenn Brewer, resident matinee (14), turned over the box. With Miss Piaffs booking at this years of dinery management, has
Lake George, N. Y., June 23.
manager of the King Edward: “I office receipts of $5,300 to the
.hptel, she’ll make her N. Y, bow built the spot to wide acceptance, The jolly Roger opened in Lake had no objection to. Steele’s beard Mexican Rehabilitation Institute.
with new billing. Henceforth, she’ll practically. the " Toots Shor’s of
George Village last week, with Bis- and . I couldn't, care less about The Institute gives aid to cripples.
De marqueed as Piaf.
Boston*
.
sell & Farley, ice skaters, and the beards. We’d never order any¬
City authorities annuled taxes
Philippe reports to the. Zeckendorf- chain on July 1 where his
body to shave. We\e had lots of . for the benefit performance, and
Balinese . Club has been re¬ Southern Colonels brch.
It’s a restaurant and Cocktail people play here with a lot {“Holiday on Ice” company received
primary duty will be the prepara¬ po ened in Galveston for the. sea¬
tion of the soon-to-be-built Zecken- son with Jose Ortiz orch, formerly lounge, plus a swimming beach stranger things than beards.” j personal thanks of the Institute
dorf Hotel.
(Brewer did not elaborate.)
‘ head.
at Crescendo Club in Houston. /with cabanas.
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Sign Marlene for Rio

Supper Club Sparking
Nitery Biz Via ‘Twofer’

20

6

Lewis, Sands
Playing The

To Nab‘Nudists

J

Ohio Weighing
Sun. Blue Laws

In 1st Ore. Week

At Maestro’s Request
A Singer Agrees to Cut
Spinach From Bis Chin

Boston’s Black Angus
Pulling lst-Anni Bash
As Town’s Toots Sloe’s

Piaf (No Edith) for W-A

1

88

Borge Wham $98,800, LA.

‘Holiday Do Ice’ Raises
$5,300 for Mex Charity
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BeDGo™smJS!l {Pleasure Island s/Glaimur Preem
r^na^«for a t vo In Mass.; Eye l,zOOM Gate 1st Year

Benny
tenny Goffstein, prexy of Hotel;
Riviera,
iera, is in Cedars of Lebanon
T M
T*
1 AAA AAA A ■
1 ■ If
Hospital in Los Angeles for a two.week rest and checkup.
lnnll TTnifail
»
Goffstein heads the local
United
—: Jewish Appeal, drive, so he’s been -r-r-—-———Wakefield,Mass;,June23.
conducting the campaign via phone n ... ,
x* i
More than 2,000 thronged the
liritlSIl btfOng ixirl
new. $4,000,000 Pleasure Island,
from his bedside.

Wildwood, N.J., June 23. "+_
--—
/'•,
Latest names added to local itf • i_ r_ • c«a*
rosters are. the Four Aces, A1 MpIS. JaZZ &P©t Maps
Alberts, Earl Bostic, Illinois Jacquet, Gecrgie Shaw, the DeJohn
Sisters and Jodie Sands.
Bostic will appear from July 6-20
at Phil & Eddie’s Hotel Biltmore
Surf Club. Jacquet follows Bostic
from July 20 to Aug. 3. Billy Hope
band will season at the Surf.
The Four Aces and!: AI Alberts
will headline two addedbills at Ben
Martin's Club Bolero. Final siate
shapes up thusly: July ii-4; Jimmie
Bodgers; Julv 5-12, Four Aces; July
13-19, Al Alberts & Connie Francis;

Fall

Act Policy Goil le
Chicaeo June 23
„
, - tWcaS°. June 23.
Freddie s Cafe, Minneapolis jazz
‘ ?Pot- initiates a policy expansion
!
w“h .actor-comedian
j
^
startlng t»o.V. 23.
jfo”"0 " aelf,: ■ ;
/ ..
.M**?
indicated S- yen Tor
, but till now had been dis,
jed . principally by the.
! anaded
the 20C©
20.0 .
*ral cabaret tax. Future of the
! Federal
?y will depend
depend on
on how:
| P®«icy
how Well
Well the
the
elub makes it under the,
the , tax bur-

Juiv 20-26. Tommy Sands-Nbrman
& Dean; July 27-Aug. 3, Buddy
Hackett-Tommy Leonetti; Aug.- 3,
open; Aug 10-17, Martha RayeFrank Verna; Aug. 17-24, Sammy

den-

— -:— ' :
.—
—-———
A
/,» 1 _
i* '. j
»•
« ..
mriPIil JUmpS
IlimiK him
Harlem
Will
lldUCHI
_
•
r
#
. _
fin NlfArv Rautc lit i f
Ufl llliery DOWS m
Atlantic City,
Atlantic
City, June
June 23.
23.

b

JUIlipd UUU

. Picks tjB Lotsa Dates

Glasgow, June 23,
Joan Rhodes, strong girl, who
bends steel bars and tears up telephone directories, is pacted for ty
and cabaret work in Paris and four
weeks, at the Casino della Rosa;
Rome, Italy* during August.
Femme,: currently; scoring in
,. I
HI
• '•
B
.Ao KI1CC12I1 rAl vaude at the Empire Theatre here,
l.lMvviQll 1 vl is the only distaffer inshowbiz
with a glamour-girl-bends-nails act.
Minneapolis, June 23.
.—'
Mdrris Chalfen, local “Holiday mm
if •
»i
•
on Ice” impresario; has: gotten into
such good graces, >vith. the Russian
r .
A
bigwigs since he brought that show
behind the . Iron, Curtain that he.

Mao Major expansion
Of CCE Site in Ottawa

Club of Boston Saturday (20).
A
carload of Holljavood and other
personalities flew in for the opening, including Fess Parker, Leo
carillo, Will Rogers JrM Doug
Kennedy, Pat Conway, Jan Clayton,
Jim Davis, Jean Marshall,- John
Bromfield. ....
New spot is aimed, at ..the tourist
trade plus Yankeeland -draw and.,
bas comboed amusement/ with art
and engineering skill to set up a
new kind of biz for this territory.
Pepsi-Cola has a ‘Diamond Lil
Show” in an authentic repro of a

Ottawa, June 23.
Expropriation of more than 250
properties, most of them residential, will be necessary if Ottawa
carries out
c?rries
wit its
its plans
plans for
for the
the expanexpanjy0n Qf municipally-owned Lansdowne Park. The park is the site
^ this town’s annual Central
Canada Exhibition .which for at

The show has Champ Butler, Holr
lywood disker, as .‘‘Ragtime Cowboy Jo£”; Charmaine Harma, as
‘‘Diamond Lil”; Buddy Farnah,
west
co«st Comic,
west co»st
Cpnuc, as
as ‘‘Sourdough
Sourdough
MacPherson.
Estitmates are that 1,200,000 will
be clocked into the park during the
first year at 7
a general■.TT’-'
admish price

Linden. Jodie Sands &jBob Eberly, j
Sepia spot . operated by. :Ben| bSS ofTnhfg uo^a number of least JO years, has been straining
at the
the seams
seams to
to accommodate
accommodate its
its
Cathy Carr. DeJohn Sisters, Tommy | Au
a d cliff ^^Williams and man- ^'other^ RussialJ attracHnii^fS U S at
Edwards. For the first time. Gar- . Alt^ and C xff VVilliams ancl man (other Russian attractions for L, S. mi(iway,
shows, exhibits
exhibits and
other
midway, shows,
and other
rieues iviil offer a chorus Se.The !
b.v .'ack Soufliern Mill brin« lours ho says
.
:
[facilities.
Expansidn would
would permit cpnTrey Day Dancers.
j
M
Expansion
conNathan Staller. attonmy tot Fred

of ^1 mid 50e for children.
. Putting
Putting fun
fun: into
into upper
upper bi
brackets,
the projeetj.
project, built
built on
on 80
80 acres,
acr
the
has
a^^uteSta'^e^r’N^
ah authentic: 150-yearrold New
England fishing village, “Clipper

Eherly band has been signed fori
the season there.
i
i
The new Coach rdom of the !
Grenoble Hotel is offering the Four \
Matys Bros, for their[sixth season ,
there. Also on the bill are Lynn ;
Michaels and Hal Case.
1
Lou Booths Chateau Monterey ;
returns to a full show with singer
singer.
^
itoi
i
< Continued on . page 112.)

holm Trail
Ride attractions inc ude the “Wreck of the^Hesperus,”
simulating journey of ships on
the ocean encountering whirlpools.
storms and hurricanes, with, special sound and lighting effects all
set««6y: eJectronic devices
..
, Another dark, ride is Old Chisholm Trail” where customers art
(Continued on page 114)

Aug- 2*'

On Nitery Bows 111A.C.

Oscar Garrigues’ Manor Hotel
Supper Club will try a revue format and supper showin addition 1
to the usual late-night offerings. !
His headliners on successive weeks
from July 3 will be !A1 Martino, i
Bettv Madigan-Frank
r»euy
xViauisaii-riauH. Verna,
*cina, Kathy :

promises to take his place with
SoU Hurok as their favorite internation. entertainment promoter.

Club Harlem f.
got jump on
on. all th^
seasonal night spots when it openedl
•
T ..'
«■' T . I “Cjme10Jois country pexi wimer,
again featuring Larry Steele s.; including Minneapolis .in the itim
“Sma^t Affairs of I960” Thurs-^ erary, and will ptopiote the Rusday (18*.
j ^ian.
soccer
teams^Mexicam
and
uu-,
rar:a>a«
annpswnppi!
al«n ic

. .
. f7.
.,
,‘Jhad planned to do, he’s now re- the people concerned are seeing
st^e this^ year bringsth^^ta-\e.''Trottm the development as a national culmany known he^ m^seasons^pa^t, . ^.ri°e °e t montb .
tural and entertainment spot. BemdudingDamita Jo-Slappy White,
chalfen Aas instrumental in get- cause of the possibility of the cen6 n^ S?CkkE t^’ • ting the Mosoya Folk Dancers bal- tre being national, financial aid
**c™ard» Clj.'de Webb Jim-, ^ to come to Minneapolis for a from the government is expected
SL -nd Ted
f'w ’1 North«i&t’ Variety club benefit and 1 to be weighty. The Theatre Founda“nd Ted^Sha\on, plus aline, lthe attraction drew capacityhouses tion ofOttawa and other similar
backed
backcd by
^y Johnny Lynch .with;vowith; vp- fot tw0 nights in the 4,800-seat groups concerned With the lack of
cals by Tom Levexier. ..
concert, and legit facilities in
Northrop Auditorium.
Cocktail lounge has “Crazy”
Canada’s capital city are working
Chris Columbus and his swing
Strongly for this project which, if
Ashton-Pat Rainey Retie
^egun
soon, would
w
group and the Willis “Gator; Tail”
begun soon,
be ready for
.
Boston, June 23.
the celebration of Canada’s cenJackson quartet.
Harry Ashton, former Ralph tennial in 1967.
Flanagan
advance man; has.reunit•'—i
^nag^.adyance.man
has.re,
ed; W‘h
with ..thrush.-Fat
thrush Fat Rainey,
j
Pittsburgh.: June 23 .1 C.^
Hainey, Hub
singer back from Paris. Aston was
Amndnn
Comedian Rn
Bob. Melvin has been
' The Tender Trap, a new intime/mger.bacl[ from
Aston
cocktailery, opened over the week.- j
-onSmal personal jnanager.
signed for his ‘ first date at the
I end to turnaway hiz in keepFirst date for the blues singer Copacabana, N. Y., starting Dec. 17.
; ing with the Success of the many1 was Blinstnib’s 1,700rseater.
rooms of this type during the past was in Paris for three years and j been* at the International and the
two years.
: I now plans'eastern nitery. dates.
i Latin Quarter.
-—
/—-————... • .
————1--— .
. ....,
————v
-*-l
7
T
1 XTTTm i 7
0
7

Nippon Quintet Pitt’s Tender Trap Bows
Booked (or D.S.
/161
Tokyo, June 16.
Showman Tom Ballj wrapped up
three weeks of scouting in Japan
and Korea *by signing the Gay Litr
tie Hearts to a six-week contract
with six weeks of options. He ex-

Melvin
Melvin Be
Bows at Copa

Jaffe as Flack
The American Guild of Variety

way press ageht to publicize the
union. Jackie Bright, national ad¬
ministrative secretary, has sent out
a letter to the, national board ask¬
ing members for approval of the
project.
Bright recommended the. firm of
Eddie Jaffa & Sam Gutwirth,
* 7
i
whom he described as having con¬
siderable experience in publicizing
unions “on a national as well as
;
. , ,,
. t
*
well as perpent, and the voyage takes tra- r central.■labor label” ,as ^
.
vellers
to
such
exotic
places
as
sonalities.
Fee will beU_1$lo0 weekly
*
v-x.v-x-J
vw
vellers to such exotic places as
the fabled sunken Lost Continent 0nOriSnallv~t^^^^^
ftp
.AHatiHc
Pi* ACTP ACCin 0
at
»
of
Atlantis.
Progressing
at
a
speed of 7^ m.p.h. and portable. “ ■
WriSS
eye-level two feet below the surm
^ersrp^s^rihose ^Ufto hire a public xelali.n.
firm skilled in labor relations.
fering sudden claustrophobia . by
However, flack firms approached,
permitting them to look at the
according to Bright, asked for
above-surface world from the^^ con- Uinimal fees. from SlObO monthly
ninu tower.
fnu?or
I and
,
• .J_
tower,
nihg
000 annualiy.
and expenses
expenses to
to $20
$20,000
annually.
A New Peak
. He
consequently sought
sought out
out Jaffa
Jaffa
He consequently,

girIs*°the'Expand Disneyland With Submarines,
^sqi?ti9nsr^innpg £.
bcale-Matterhorn, Monorail System
Long a favorite on the IT. S.
military club circuit here, the

■

•*-

O

T

li Jf.

t t

li MT

7

act to minimize ihstrumentalizing :
_ wmrrvpr nmfi.tte
- ,
.
_ .
i and ice grottos.
Two new lakes
and thereby comply with union
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS
rand
have - been
been
added
for
speedhoat
AUaneiUl, Cal., June
OUlie 23.
AO.
nave
Utcu added
auueu. for
IU1
regulations. Singing/dancing and
Anaheim,
have
speedhoat
acrobatic display would, be foreWalt Disney has developed a excursions.
The Autopia Free
_1
^1_r_iiHl.1.
_
p - - !-•
...1_1
T.
Infn fnur
most, with about
one-fifth of their new
pattern. for
his Disneyland,
ways has
been expanded into
four
stanzas given to combo work. Gay j Purpose: to attract even greater, multi-levels Where moppets may
ptobably stop-,-crowds
stop-!- crowds than the 16,000,000 per- drive gasoline-powered iminiature
Little Hearts will probably
over in Hawaii for Special Services {sons who already have Visited his 1 cars. .
Greased Rails
dates en route.
“Amusement Park” since its openScientifically, the Monorail SysUnit is the sole aetjinked by Ball; ing.four years ago.
on this trip so far. Traveling with j
Total investment. in Disneyland tern, perhaps is the .most impresniQ U'?.A
lip'Tl return
ppturn to
tA States
Rfatoc via
via f as
-- a
* result of this, latest major ex-j sive, since, iii*
a practical
-nWAAfiAAi mockup
mAAlMin
his
wife, lie’ll
it isc- a
isportation of the
Southeast Asia and Europe, scout- pansion-Z-four.months in construe- (of high-spee'd transportation

1

‘f1tion* &v€Tal ^ ® planning 1 future.^,It’s,backod by experimenin L.A. around jJulj
; July 10.
tatipn by Alweg Co. engineers in
back m
stage—now is $29,600,000, up from i tation
£-the
outlay. 4 Cologne,^Germany;
Cologne, .Germany. ,,
—-:-the original
original $17,000,000
$17,000,000 /outlay
p
11m
« i
r
Ji
C Number of attractions (exclusive
Electrically operated and runnihg on
oh rubber tires, two threeCarswell lop Exec ror
of exhibits and shows) has been Bing
01
4! ■„
lf
increased to 47, as against 22 on [car
a.concrete
p.
r
- [ car trains travel over a.
concrete
1U
°PeninS daF
beamway --. supported by cement
day four years aSOago. . • :
OllCIdlUU IU I1UUU1UIU
J
s
developments which pylons. Each train has a capacity
Honolulu, June 23.
werc^Unveiled last vVeek to nearly oi 82 people, and climbs grad« up
Sheraton takeover of the four2,000 press and their families— to seven percent,; compared to
Matson hotels fRoyal Hawaiian,. and vice President Richard Nixon thtee .percent.grades regular trains
Moana, Surf Rider .and Princess and
^is family—are threefold, can- nprmaily. manipulate. Trains,
Kaiulani already has resulted m j Additionally, three other Mtrac-. • designed in, futuristic pattern by
the resignation of Edwin K. Hast-, Hons have been completely re-1 Disney artists, are made of lightmgs as general manager.
.rvised, and a fourth, “Circarama - weight
aluminum,
plastic, and
n
m Wmkikris Lloyd . USA» produced specially for the ! stainless steel, and each train is
B. Carswell, a lo-year Sheraton Brussels World Fair is preemed i driven bv two 50 H P D C Tracveteran,
transferred
from
the f*'^'
Philadelphia Sheraton. . Hastings
proceS vw; ^ney s .360 . tipn,Motpg
streanilined air.
was offered this spot. After hand^Underwater Ride
conditioned
submarines each
each 56
56
conditioned submarines,
ipg in his resignation-Hastings w-as
Most expensive^^of the new ven- feet?
38
feet Sr^length
in . length S
and carrviS
carrying 38
SSSS tures is the Submarine Voyage,
^Disney"trif be!

i
|1|

;
i

Matterhorn is
is a
a scene
scene right
rieht & Gutwirth, who ^add^e
handle ;tlie
the ConConThe Matterhorn
Matterhorn
Jbe
is a^scene
ri^^^ cord Hotel, Kiamesha
Lake, where
out of Switzerland, and inside are cord Hotel, Kiamesha Lake, where
two
bobTled'Si
S3
otf-weektwo
bobsled
runs
powered
by
Bright
frequenUy
goes
on
weektwo bobsled runs powered, by
eravitv f^
ends. The mail referendum results
gravity to furnish thrills.; Tallest
re^ulU'
structure m
in the_whole^^of
the ^whole
. whole of
of Oranee
Orange are not
not in
m as
as yet
yet.
structure
grange
/
Jr “
County—where Disneyland is situ■
.
;
:
M i r / A
D
1
™
ated—it
height
of the
the 'N
I fj»fa
Piirbvc
at
?TU is
is twice
tw.,ce the
the.b
elght -o£f
N J.
Cafe f|n
UP ParlaVS
park’s
previous
tallest . struc1/<UC
raildjr® .
s. cS?8} ^
K ,
J r,
ture, Sleeping Beauty’s Castle,
Tnv
~nA ArSOU
Archn fanarc
lUX aUQ
CaDerS
which visitors to Fantasyland pass
itloUfl vvpvlo
T
through as
as they
they 'va^k
walk over
over the
the
Camden, Jbne^23,_
June 23.
_
Camden,
moat.
Cafe
man - Isador
Isador Bushkoffs
Bushkoff’s
,
,
Cafe
man
each; carry- three year probation on a Federal
Total of 60 bobsleds, each
ing four passengers, race around [a.
tax
charge was revoked last week
*bg
x_charge
and through the Matterhorn, fromfrom *n
U S. District
nJJ.S
D^tnct Court here,
here followmg hls.
his sentence of one to three
near the top, dipping and climb- in2
ing, and a fantastic^^
fantastic sight is af- years
years, in
in prison by the Camden
forded of Disneyland from an
County Coimt
an'County
Court (4) on a charge of
elevation nearly^
nearly eight
eight stories
stories aJaon*
arson. Bushkoff was sentenced
] elevation
trio after pleading no,
no . defense to a
above the
the ground.
ground. Clima^
Climax of
of trip
trip
above
is itsfinique
its unique ending:
ending: the
the bobsleds
bobsleds
of -Woburn
conspiring ;to burn down
down
is
race to halt in a glacier lake at
,
Town Tavern, a cafe
a raise in salary^ He refused “on "hich cost $2,500,000 to complete, neath the Seven Seas. Subs were race to halt in a glacier lake at which he formerly owned in Delair
foot of the mountain.
whiefi he formerly owned in Delair,
principle.” Matson ;o'ri gin ally The Matterhorn, ai scale replica^ of designed^ with teqhnical assistance
°°^ 0
e moun am.
N.J.
There
was
an
explosion
there
N.J. There was an explosion there
■
brought Hastings here from the the famous Swiss peak, rising j of experts from Geheral Dynamics
For summer months, Disney- last July 22
Waldorf-Astoria in New York
1465 feet and equivalent to a 14.- Corp.,
closely .associated
with [land
u.S.
District . Court
Jud^e
land is
Is open seven
ae»en days weekly,
y g.
Judge
Hastings said he hopes to remain story builtling^ in height, ^cost America’s nuclear subs.
Under-j 9
a.m. to 12 ^midnight.
9. a.in.
midnight. In addiad^- Thomas M. Madden had placed
in Hawaii. He already has had of- -$1.500,000..
The Disneyland-Al-. water passengers, each with is own uon to general admission of adults Bushkoff and his wife on three
fers from Roy- Kelley, owner of weg Monorail System, running porthole to view the passing scene, at $1.25, juniors $1, children 50 years probation in 1957 after they
IVaikiki’s “one-man’^ chain of ho- nearly a mile, and with bright-col- experience sea life of every type cents, with visitors, then paying had pleaded no defense to a charge
tels
(Reef. EdgevVater Waikiki ored trams streaking over a con- —including living mermaids who for individual attractions,, two of evading $1,841 in withholding
Surf and Islander), and the ex- crete highway in the sky to swim below the surface of the types of alLmclusive ticket books taxes for members of orchestras
panding Inter-Islarid 1 Resorts chain, heights of 34 feet, $1,300,000.
large lagoon—past the Graveyard are available.
“Big 10” book, at their Delair tavern and a Wild—--——-L—__
Other new attractions include j of Sunken Ships and climaxing good for general admission and 10 wood spot they operated. Judge
Bobby Carle & Blendaires, Decca 'the Skyway, a Swiss aerial ride in with a re-creation of the U. S. S. attractions, costs $3.50. adults; $3, Madden imposed a one-year sendisk combo, booked into The Sands,! gondolas, which now passes di- Nautiliiis’ voyage last summer un- juniors; $2.50, children. “Jumbo ' tence on the cafe op, to be served
Las Vegas, opening July 8 for three | rectly through the Matterhorn to under the-Polar Ice Gap.
15” book: adults, $4.50; juniors, concurrently with the country
weeks.
‘ give passengers views of caverns
Theres’ also an .80-foot sea ser- $4; children, $3150.
court sentence.

LarSWell lop liX.CC ror
Sheraton IQ Houolulu
bberaton
Honolulu
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PRESS HAILS MAX BYGRAVES
STU OF THE NEW

LONDON PALLADIUM REVUE
“SWINGING DOWN THE LANE”
•V-: <$.
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-'With Max Bygraves topping Hie bill I
wonder why they go to all Hie trouble
and expense. The 'Incomparable Max"
to so many people, he could probably
fill the place atone."
THE STAR

SOON TO BE RELEASED

“BOBBIKINS”
20th CENTURY-FOX

SOON TO BE RELEASED
New l.P<

“SWINGING THE 20s”
WITH TED HEATH AND HIS MUSIC

JOCK JACOBSEN, westcomkhouse,whitcombst,London,w.c.2

YAUBEVELLE

Wetfeaesdayy June 24, 1959

Hotel BuilAip Shaping as Tokyo
Looks toward 1964 Olympic Games
Tokyo, June 23.
Officials

started;

scurrying

to

ready programs for improving ho¬
tel" accommodations and other fa¬
cilities with the announcement of

Pinch Eddie Sartain
For Possessing Heroin
Honolulu, June 23.
Lee Edgar (Eddie) Sartain, one-

Tokyo -as the 1964 Olympic site time owner of the downtown BroWn
choice.
It is estimated that the 10,000
participants, officials and foreign
press members could be

accom¬

modated at the Olympic Village
and other billets Especially built
for the occasion. But the problem
is how to accommodate the ex¬
pected 30,000 foreign spectators.
Capacity of hotels in the Tokyo-Yokohama area, both Westernstyle and Japanese; is estimated at
8,330.
Accommodations for aa
additional 12,500 fare anticipated
from the combined rooms of new
large hotels expected to be ready
by. Olympic time or before. These
include the Hotel New Japan,
Tokyo, Nikko, Hilton and . Taisei
Tourist Hotel, all in Tokyo.
The Transportation Ministry's
tourist bureau is| calling for the
construction of some. lesser-grade
hotels to provide for an additional
5,000 and apartment houses which
can
accommodate
6,500
more.
Newly-built Japanese-style hotels
are expected to be able to house
another 3,000 with two youth hos¬
tels taking care of. 1,000 each.
Boarding houses are further hoped
to absorb the overflow.
Plans also call' for the Japan
Tourist facilities • Public Corp: to
build two large .! hotels in Tokyo
and tourist hotels in Hakone, Ky¬
oto, Nagoya, Nara-, Kobe and at 20
other locations. It will also build
10 tourist boats of 1,500 tons each
and 20 sightseeing ships of . 1,000
tons each.
For the Games themselves* the
50,000-capacity National Stadium
in Meiji Shrine Outer Park will be
doubled to seat 100,000. A new in¬
door swimming pool will be built
near the stadium.
An Olympic Village will go up
near Camp Drake, still a UN military facility. The village will have
a track and field {layout, two swim¬
ming pools and other training fa¬
cilities.
An Olympic Square, a
huge dining hall, parking lots,
customs office, jj a postoffice, a
medical centre, ljarhershops, laun¬
dries and social provisions will be
added. A super highway will link
the village to the stadium.
Four main roads will also be
built to handle : the huge bottle¬
neck of traffic expected to- con¬
verge on the stadium in this city
of already clogged traffic.
Now
that the jubilation of the selection
of Tokyo has cooled, there's much
spadework to be done if Tokyo
wants to become bigleague.

Derby nitery, was arrested by U.S.
narcotics agents and police vice
squadsmen* who said they found a
supply of heroin in his possesion
after, they stopped his car at a
Waikiki intersection.
Police say the narcotics were
worth $10,000 on the “wholesale”,
market or upwards of $i00,000
when “cut” and sold to addicts.
Investigators worked on the case
for two weeks before making the
midday arrest
Sartain has been operating in the
Far East recently as! a theatrical
agent.

Wildwood Talent
Continued, from page'116
Georgie Shaw. Others in the show
will include Gaye Dixon, Bobby
Charles, Susan Brooks, Frank Fe¬
lice, Barbara Buchanan and the
O’Connor Twins.
Marty Bohn’s Nut Club has Anita
DePalma, Mexican Singer; Duke
DoraV trick violinist; Hvlie Shep¬
pard . arid the Ned Swerdlaw trio.
Joining the show soon will be
mimic Jack Wallace.
Frankie Brent’s quartet with
comic Jay Price has joined the
show at Sylvan Rosenf eld’s Hurri¬
cane room.
The Judy Lane trio and the Neptunes are at Elmer’s Cafe.
Cozy Morley's new Club Avalon
has the Cozy Morley quartet and
the Jack Wiegand trio. He also .has
three
singing
waiters,
Puggy
O’Neill. Frankie Springman and
Penn Faye.
Billy McElroy and Sam Russo
are the first offerings, at Charlie
Johnson’s Cafe. Jackie Lee and
Len Galloway will summer at
Charlie . Johnson’s
Dot’s
Spot.
Pianist Lee holds one of the local
longterm and repeat engagement
records.
Comic Don Hines heads the bill
at Tony DiLorenzO’s Oak Club.
Others pacted include pantomime
artist Joe Talbot, comedienne Nat.
Raye, singer Gloria Dee and dancer
Barbara Anne Kavanaugh:
Muehlebach Summer Shifts
Kansas City, June 23.
Hotel Muehlebach, which is clos¬
ing its Terrace Grill for the sum¬
mer June 27, is shifting the Danny
Ferguson orch to its street level
Picardy Cafe, where nightly danc¬
ing will be the policy.
Ferguson will replace the Tony
Caracci trio; which has held forth
in the Picardy for several weeks.

Rudas’ All-Oriental
Bill for Australia
Tokyo, June 16.
Hungarian-born
Tibpr
RudaS.
whose troupes, of Australian acro¬
batic dancers have been scoring in
Japanese hiteries, winged back to
these islands to round, up 24 per¬
formers for an albOriental show
Down Under.
. He’ll take a line of girls and a
few specialty acts from Japan, 10
entertainers from Malina, 20 from
Hong Kong, and about 12 from
Bangkok! Called “Eastern Esca¬
pades,” the show. will play, the
Tivoli circuit for six months, open¬
ing in Melbourne Aug. 18 for 10
i Weeks before moving into Sydney.

world’s fastest spin skaters. . Head- 1
Ice Capades
lining her own show, the diminu- '
(Exposition Arena* Portland)
tive brunet looker is standout with
Portland, Ore., June
“Ice Capades,” produced by John great exhib of spin: skating, in hep •
H. Harris; costumes, Billy Living¬ numbers. The 45-minute icier fea¬
ston; choreographer, Eugene Lor- tures Jane Broadhurst in fine fancy
ing; sets, Harvey Warren; music, skating. The musical frappe, nice¬
Jerry Mayhall; electronics, Richard ly . choreographed and costumed,,
Palmer; with Aja Zanova, Alan depicts four seasons in four , parts.
Opening with gridiron season,
Konrad, Frecldie Trenkler, Shirley
Linde, Peter Voss, The Emanuels skaters come on as football players,
cheerleaders,
drum majorettes with
(2), Willie Kail, The Henrys (2),
Hans Letter & John: Demko, Miss Barnum. taking over center ;
spot
for
spinning
exhib.
Miss
Schropp & Boyer, Paul Castle, Ter¬
ry Deerfield, Johnny Gray, Joan Broadhurst as drum majorette
Lee & Margaret Barron, Ice scares with some neat footwork
Ca'Pets (24). Ice Cadets (24), and Wiridup cha cha is hotsy.
Hal Saunders Orch (26); At. Ore¬ Comic Mickey Belle Isle turns in
gon Centennial Exposition Arena, some, zany skating in a lifeguard
scene and Tommy McGinnis has a
Portland, Ore., $3.5.0 top.
slick spot in July 4 sequence. Bill
Pro and McGinnis skate as court
John Harris’ “Ice Capades” rejesters, to Miss Barnum’s snow
Ottawa, June 28.
turned to town Thursday (11) for queen in a winter festival which
For the second -time (first was
the first time in nearly 10 years is sock! Miss Broadhurst skates a
in 1957), Barnes-Carruthers of Chi¬
and is an insurance policy to get
cago is replacing GAC-Hamid as the Oregon Centennial Exposition springtime bit which is outstand¬
producer of the grandstand show Arena Shows off on the right, side ing.
The
“Ice
Celebrettes,”
Dot- .
at the Central Canada. Exhibition,. Of the ledger for the next 100 days
Aug. .21 to 29. The 1959 CCE grand¬ following, leer Used to play here tie Kergald, Lynne. Clare and *
Marcia Ganzelle, all lookers and
stand show Will stress comedy and annually until the local ice arena
nimble, put over some snappy line
for the first time there will be no: was -condemned. Arena producer numbers backing up the featured
afternoon shows for the final week Wayne Dailard picked a surefire skaters in production numbers.*
of. the fair.
winner in “Capades” With the Jr,80ft Bob Winn pipes in big voice as
B-C stages the Barnes Bros, cir¬ seats in terrific demand and the skaters spin and twirl with “Up
cus afternoons and evenings, Aug. SRQ sign a near cinch for the the Lazy River” and “Autumn
21 and 22, featuring Cuneo’s Ani¬ entire 14 days run..
’Leaves.” Mike Ventre arid Tom
Both of the Harris companies are Conley . handled the music. score
mal Fantasy which uses wolf-dogs
and leopards together. Then, from normally on vacation this time of arid lyrics; Jeanne Damon Levy*
Monday, Aug. 24 to closer Aug. 29 year, but he combined the talent of the costume design. Lighting is
afternoon shows will be dropped both units to bring the expo stub by Don CritchleyL
Miss Barnum* in a flame cos¬
for the first time ih more than 30 holders a smash spectacle loaded
with skill,, comedy, lavishness, and tume, as firecracker brings down
years. ;
the house With her terrific spins.
B-C’s evening shows include beauty.. The two and. a " half hour
layout moves fast and has an excit¬ Windup, “Once a Year Dey,” with
Ford & Hines, Roger Ray, Five
ing change of pace. Aja Zanova, entire cast, gets the show; off with
White Guards, Lane Bros., Tanya
Alan Konrad, Shirley Linde, and can’t-iniss. salute to flag and
& Biago, Piet van Brachts, Howard
Peter Voss display top form in solo “Fourth” in “good old summer¬
Hardin who: will also emcee. Step
stuff that got the customers off time” fettle.
Bros., and the 20-girl Claire Pow¬ their mitts for nearly every twist
Plans are to tour the leer in
ell line. Freddie Nix will baton the and turn. The Henrys (2) brought hotel and nitery circuits following
pit band! Stuart McClellan pro¬ gasps as father puts son in some dates around the New England
Judging by first-night re¬
duces.
tough hand-to-hand and foot jug¬ area.
action and booked-ahead biz, boniU S. Air Force. Band, including gling for solid returns.
its Singing Sergeants, will make its
Schropp & Boyer stop the sh ow face Tamagno will be hanging on
Guy,
third/ CCE Bandstand appearance . cold with their adagio terping. Dis¬ to the ice all. summer.
under Col. George S; Howard’s taffer—handled
with
carefully
baton with Capt. Robert Landers executed lifts, spins and tosses to
make a top drawer ice duo. Willie
as choral director.
World of Mirth midway and its Kail, Hans Leiter, and Freddie
owner, Frank Bergen, will be back Trenkler keep ’em in constant
Atlantic City, June 23.
for their 30th year at CCE, with laughs with their comedy tactics.
greater concentration on the mid¬ Little Paul Castle clicks with his • A nild-city garage is being con¬
speed
jumping.
The
Ice
Ca’Pets
verted
into
an amusement center
way’s moppet rides as a unit, called
Kiddyland. World of Mirth will give [ and the Ice Cadets show discipline, at an estimated cost of. $250,006
precision,
and
skill
in
top
produc¬
and
when
completed
will be the
the tot lot its own marquees and
tion numbers. Best bets.were “Les site of various types of entertain¬
entrance this year. Adult midway
Sylphides,” “Operama,” “Anchors ment including dances, fights, gos¬
will bring in a new ride, oddly
Away,” -“Cavalcade of Hits,” arid : pel singing, conventions and ath¬
named the “Wild Mouse Ride,” de¬
“Salute to the Black Watch.’’ “Snow. letic contests.
scribed as a sort of squashed-up
White and the Seven Dwarfs”
Leo Bekoff, who Is promoting
roller-coaster-.
pleased with assist from electronic
Midway shows and rides, eateries, tapes and recordings. The entire project, decalres it will dance .
exhibits and Other shows . are 36 numbers unfolded without a 2,000, roller skate 800, and will I
have a seating capacity for 4,000
straining the seams of Lansdowne hitch.
fight fans;. It will be completely
Park again this year making ex¬
The costumes: are topdrawer; air-conditioned. Location is near
hibition officials seriously eye music and lighting outstanding;
railroad terminal with plenty of
expansion methods.
and sound and sets excellent. leer parking available.
will be back orf a regular sked with
completion of the new Memorial
Coliseum in ’60. One unit reopens
with same show in Atlantic City
July 20. Other unit reopens at
Continued from pace 109
Forbes Fid., Pittsburgh, July 30.
tees. They subbed administration
Feve.
supporters in Bobby Faye and Jay
Lester in these posts! Both of them
Aboimae on Ice
are expected to press for a change
Framingham, Mass., June 18.
in attorneys,
\
“Almanac On Ice,” produced by
The shaft of legal counsel is nec¬ Jo Barnum and Jane Broadhurst,
essary to the forces of Jackie with Jo Barnum, Jane Broadhurst,
NOW AT
Bright, national administrative sec¬ Tommy McGinnis, Mickey Belle
retary of the union. He is seeking Isle, Bill Pro, Lynn Clare, Dorfi
to change the fund’s charter so that Kergald, Marcia Ganzelle, Bob
some of the monies can be given Winn, Johnny Archer Orch (6);
RENO. Nev.
to the A.GVA Foundation, another $5 minimum.
AGVA setup, which is in charge of
'.Caesar Tamagno puts his 400the AGVA Country Club & Recrea¬
tion Center, So; Fallsburgh, :N.Y. seater, due" for expansion to 1,200
shortly, into bigtime class with
According to the terms of the
GLASON'*
preem of petite, vivacious Jo Bar-,
fund’s charter, this is. presently
num’s ice show on a 20x20 rink in
PROFESSIONAL
illegal. . ;
his ultra-modern theatre dinery
COMEDY MATERIAL
There Is also the possibilit}? that palace off the turnpike halfway
for all Theatricals
the AGVA trustees on the Fund betwixt Boston ana Worcester.
“We Service the Starswill proposition the board to hire Opening Thursday (18), the fast
BIg Temporary Special os All
Berg’s law partner, Harold Israel- moving icer with a fbur-season
35 Gag Files for $13* Plus $1.00 Postage
son, as counsel vice S&R. This theme and collegiate shenanigans,
Fortran: $1.50 n., 33 for $40
With SRO
was done two weeks ago at the turned away crowds.
• 3 Parody Books* Par Bk. ... Ili a
• 4 Blaekouf Books* Par Bk. .. $25 • .
Associated Actors & Artistes of signs out, new show, which is
• Minstrel Budget .
. : $25 •
America where Berg is also coun¬ booked for two weeks with options
How to Master the Ceremonies
sel. Formula for dismissing Berg through Danny White, Hub booker,
$3 per Copy_
looks to hold on in the Framing¬
No
C.O.D's...
"Always
Open"
was evolved by having Berg re¬
ham boite, Monticello, for a long
BILLY GLASON
tained on a! month-to-month basis
time. '
..
.
'
j
200 W. 34th St.* N.Y.C.# If CO 5-13H
with Israelson to take over when
(WE TEACH EMCEEING end COMEDY)
This marks first producing ven¬
CLaf a Mel. Professional Train You)
Berg steps out. The same proposi¬
ture for Mis» Barnum, on* of ]
tion is expected to be made to the
Fund’s employer trustees.

i
[

Barnes & Camthers
Replace GAC-Hamid As
Can. Show Producers

Tear Down A.C. Garage
For Entertainment Spot

Hamid Adamant

NICK
LUCAS

With His Troubadors

“The Threesome
sets the proper
mood
just
right for the tonfines of the sup¬
per club.”
STRASSBERGr
New York Mirror

SCOTT MURRAY!
UNUSUAL Jazz Combo
UNUSUAL Performers
“UNUSUALLY BIG BUSINESS”
Dan Seigol, Ownerx Living Room, N. Y.

Currently:

LIVING ROOM. New York

NAT SCHAFF

July 4 fo Sept. 6
Berkeley Carteret Hotel
Asbery, N. J.

1709 First Avenue
New York City
LE 4-1324

HOLIDAY HOTEL

FUN-MASTER

leer at Int’l
: The. International, N.. Y.„ will in¬
stall its summer ice shows starting
July 1. Boots McKenna, who does
the. production at this nitery, will
do the icer.
Cast Will include Ellie Sommers,
Larry Ellis, John & Patti Curtin. :
A non-skating act will be puppet¬
eer Vic Charles.

SOMETHIN1 SMITH AND THE REDHEADS1
Currently, HARRAH’S CLUB
Lake Tahoe, Nevada

OAC
OOK SEAT ENTEXNtlSeS. INC.

Wednesday, Jane 21, 1959

puun the moAt faitaitic bwc, ofyice Aocceii eaek knaum at

THE LONDON PALLADIUM
>4e U coming, ta Aeut fljoJihr4> <uim

COPACABANA

Agent:
AMERICA:
General Artists
Corporation
New York
BRITAIN:
Bernard
Delfont, Ltd.
London

FRANKE VAUGHAN
JUNE 25th FOR TWO WEEKS

Management:
Paul Cave
77 Chancery
Lane

London, W.C.2
England

Wfedne9tlay, June 24, 195^
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Circus Review

rOIlflO lOTO llatoc

Moscow Circus,’5ft

Inside Stuff^^aiife

f dUUC, vale 1/atCO
London. June 10.
Soviet Russians first major entry into American show biz is slated
!
.
(* Torn Arnold's presentation of a
to start. Monday (29) with a 40-day exhibit of Soviet wares,, culture
■1
-■
1
■
- circiis in two parts. With Emil Kid,
and accomplishments at a showr in New York’s Colisuem. The exhib
!! t
rirthtTv with music bv the- Jess •
& Bbris Levandovsky, Hos- \ is part of the terms of an agreement between the U.S. and Russia
Ork
• ^Thviter Du“
'
Acrobatic- *
Abdoulaev, > Nina Logatchova, | w:hich opens the way for an! exchange of exhibits which will include
Ed:th IB r?*-cs ;
* •* the Olsen
M
Olsen
Om/TWi^ towod =t
the. U.S. show' at Sokolniki Park, Moscow, in August. The Soviet expo
& Johnsjn "HdlVa.-Sprashin’
i-SpIashm’”
” at.
at club Peachtree,- backed -up by : ': N. '
^ert~ii £ *r£v Kot,i. will consist of over 10,000 displays on three floors .of the Coliseum
Fiu-ihir*4 Mor.dows-Amphitheatre
!| Amphitlieafve exotic Karla Raye, tap terper Dot-? ' f$ster1?'o
As£}1*4 gud will include daily fashion shows, .status! of. Russ! industry, agricul¬
Mel.'.
Richard
He
Ann
Cook,
emcee
Frank
Caprh
^
Greta;Luger.
The
.
OTvaiiv:; ti'»i•«!:*. ! WlcI.
Richard
the.podium'.
Bel Louts. Bros., _Three ture, science, atomic' energy,, rockets and! sputniks, as well as public
IUymzn v :U be on the.
podium . . v
. and warbler June Fernandez: who .
preted for the
tiuv simrs with Harry Thomas orch be- ^ck9f,^« f'merson &. Jane, Charles health and education and housing exhibits. More than 10,000 - items
Fabulous Ink Spots jpncted
•hia. Ont., for ;, tween shows! . . . Domino Lounge Shadwell s. Orerf; ^director, Semen- . grouped into 12 divisions .will be W display;
Gnildwood Inn, Sarnia.
ig . July 6 . . . in imperial Hotel holds over exotic |
deem ,.Spud.akewvteh ana Ejitv'e week* starting
The Diners Club isn’t knocking off .small spots from its list In¬
h': aannnis^ator, Cle in But son;
Golden Gife Quartf-tt on a tour of'
of dancer Rita. Atlanta who gets help
ighout Sweden from a vocal group. The Stars t4>,. At Wembley Empire Pool, London, discriminately, according to Matty Simmons, veepee in charge of
IVet)Ies Pe rks th**oiigfcout
^ales at the credit organization. : Complaints had been coming in
?.Ihte<n Berie -inked
Inked for 530
500 and comic-emcee Phil d’Rey . .: . Jtin.e 5, ’59. $2.5Q fop.
Ghh. At-artie City.; Aug. 8 , - • Carrie Finneil is spotlighted at [ !
..
that some of the smaller eateries had been lopped, off! the new listing.
Jackie Clark has moved
loved into the Harem Club, plus stripper Rayena,!
With a. precision and perfection It was pointed out by Simmons that w'henever a new book comes out
Sahbra . . - Danny!! Greenspan of and emcee Jack del Rio ... . . Zebra : that; puls it ,in a class of its own, spots that had returned, small amounts had been taken off. on the ground
the William MorrisV Agency pub-;
pub¬ Lounge in lobby of'.Howell Hoiisie.. the Moscow State. Circus is easily that the amount of business indicated that the spot wasn’t of much
lic:* v dap:. taking his
iis hitch in the currently is
offering
balladeer the best show' of its kind seen in service to DC members.
Naval Reserve for a: fortnight . .... ’ Carolyn Gray, with musicalaccom- ; London since trie visit of the
Eileen Barton movesS into the Liv¬
Liv-paniment by . Duke Marvin arid previous Soviet company three!
ing Room . . . Larryy: Adler set for Eloise Bryant .. . . Audrey Morris years back. The Russians, it must
HILTON GETS LONDON OKAY
the Potting Shed, •| Lenox, Mass., Trio are held, over, at Living Room be conceded, .are easy leaders in
starting July 23.I;i
i in Cox-Carlton Hotel . . . Staying • this class of entertainment.
To Erect 23-Floor Hotel With
IT^
!
Leb’s Pigalley *&re singers Elie j! While there is , a rare quality!
50S Rooms
gO
‘ & Frede and Johnny Boy . ; . Ralph about each individual act, the most
It was probably Inevitable that
'turns to th<» ™aycs dixieland band continue at sensational part of the bill is the
; , London, June 23.,
Nelson Eddy returns to the
Lorrain D’Essen w'ould, sooner or
.T*K-.Ba>ou hoa^
:
fcond half which,is devoted to
Palmer House Empire Room July
later, write a book. Having been
plans for a 23rStory hotel to be
Eddie Roberts
Roberts!
~
•
Emil.
Kio,
Moscow' s
renowned i
23, with Lucille & Eddie
written up, discussed and televised i built by Conrad Hilton in London’s
av Colomb
Colomb re¬
re- ‘
Atlantic City .
magico. It’s ah act without paral-.j
supporting ... Ray
l,;
. v
lei and, performed within the pen- so often, the temptation to have a fashionable Park Lane section have
opens his south side spot with
T,iiv14
'J*?***- meter of the ring; his. tricks have go at telling her: story her own been approved by. the London
Candy Candida headlining July
14
In
a Lomie
t" be; carried out in full audience ! way must have been great:
County Council, ;Irin \yill be con¬
. . . Gary Morton and
Lonnie Sattin
Sattin
“Kangaroos
in
the
Kitchen”
structed in!.: conjunction
wit h
into the Cloister here July 23 for
,(David McKay Co.; 306 p , $4.50) Charles Clore.
.three.. Della Reese;; is due there ; lani’s Rocky’s Club . . . Trudie
^
,
|
Baylos Sept. 8 , Dean, Tai-Si-Lohg, Mary Thiele, . His most startling demonstration ! she does just that, and a charming
Aug. 18, and GeneiBaylos
The
506
room
inn
is
expected
to
reprises . Billy Trolley Carr, Donne Lee and Mari- ?■> to Put f gifl in a cage and lock : and often fascinating book it is.
.
Black Ochid! reprises.Billy
cost around $8,400,000.
Mrs. D’Essen and her husband,
Eckstine July 8 . . . Snooky Lanson lyn DeMile featured at Bamboo , . . 1“ securely. Drapes are drawn j
Detroit. July 7, Mello Jack trio in Weekes’ cbcktail • around- and . two seconds later, i Bern, for the past ten years have
into the Cliche, Detroit.
[inching Aug. 4 bar ... Dick Haymes into Steel 'Vhen the curtains are opened, the i operated Animal Talent Scouts
with Jerry Vale launching
n at the Colony ; Pier vaudeville . (27) with Buddy S1.1!1 nas bisappeared and her place ; Inc ; an organization that supplies
. . . Four Ccins open
21 . . . Fontane Williams in Marine .Ballroom. :
,<s taken by a lion. Two people, one j trained animal talent to . television,
Club.. Omaha, Aug. ‘21
o
finale
the5
-;
'
man and one woman, aire sus-j
Sisters
booked
to
finale
the
films, the theatre and various ad¬ ESS Continued from page 109^^3
KayCee.
season
'
in f
ai' “ bbges about I
Muehlebach Hotel, KayCee. season
vertising media! In their house; in
illtoppers start
OCOIlana
10 feet apart.. Again, the same drill.;
Julv 19-27 . . . Hilltoppers
start
N. Y.’s Greenwich" Village,. the An overall inducement is the free
at Fazio’s, Mil¬
Mil-'
Tony Dalli pacted to headline at •the drapes, and again, twro ;
next Monday (29' at
D’Essens live -surrounded by a cocktail party feteing the group’s
frames ....
waukee. for three:i frames
.. . Empire, Glasgow , . . Billy Rusk, seconds later they ve: changed posi- j
guests.'Hadley's Steak
Steak Scot comedian, into summer season ; Lous. Two telephone booths are ; large number of animals, ranging
Johnny Maddox into► Hadley's
from
dogs . and eats to kangaroos
The cafe men know that the
House. Ft. Wayne; July 27, with at Palladium, Edinburgh l. -. Ber- 5ia,?e“ at opposite ends^of the ring. |
and Llamas.
threat is still some distances away,
>y the room for nard Bresslaw', ty and disk come- Al,lsts .f° 1^.pn?. and1*c?I1le .ouj
Nino Manni inked by
perhaps
a year or maybe more.
Bennett
&
Patdian.
skedded
as
riilltopper
in
“The.
of
ihe
other,
Kio,
himself,
is
locked
And
when
she.
maintains
that:
. Aug. 10 ; . Comics! Bennett & Pat¬
a crato on one side of the ring animals are, in most respects, like What defenses will be used haven’t
terson support the5 four
four Crosby
Crosby Bernard Bresslaw Show” at Glas- •
bz
Paree,
opengow*
Empire
.
.
.
Johnnie
Beattie,:
?nd
a,
few
.moments
later
been
determined
at this date. The
humans
and
respond
best
to
kind¬
brothers at the Chez
open¬
rs.).
i comedian, to Palace. Dundee,, be-;
a padlocked crate on the side ness, that observation has the ring talent agencies think that the pre¬
ing tomorrow iThurs.).
-—
fore fall trek to Canada with vaiide ;
aPPaer1s ,a few of sincerity; too. The book is full hooked cafes will have to . veer
j
unit . . . Jack Milroy. clicking in «3 Padlocked crate of vivid, personal touches, and j toward names to overcome the out¬
( summer stint
stmt at Gaiety
Gaiety: Themre,!
Theatre, ^
” ^
OOd .
The operators are
anyone who loves animals and is ing business:
Avr
iJP
sD>e» he takes
.photographs Of
n singer
sinsrer Ethel Avr^■ • FniPire
Empire. Eriinhiircdi
Edinburgh. .sriiit-'l1.
I?-.sJ:^e’--^.
taHei.;-P*l0^b^aP^S.
panese-Kawaiian
fascinated by showbusiness—the inclined to agree with this premise
Azama opened a two-weeker at
combination is hard to beat- for the tilrie being, but are seeking
Marshall Edson’s jYe Little Club
[ glossy print, measuring about 20 should find this book a treat. It’s other solutions; particularly in the
yesterday Hues.) joining holdover
—!——
'——",.;! v:-! inchps deep, of the shot. These are written in a simple, informal style price field, and perhaps with! pro¬
Andre Philippe . .. Organist-pianist
Tnfn
An
T
If
a
ftf
handed back to the audience to and not only details the D’Essens’ visions of . favors-, and a cocktail
Glenn Hardman holding down at ; oeeKS lmo on Lue yi
verify, their authenticity.
offbeat and qutie demanding busi¬ party. The situation still needs
the Queens Arms jin Encino . .. ■:
These are just the highlights of ness, but also provides an insight:: lotsa study before definite plans
Baccaloni will be honored by the
•a 45 minute display that never into their methods for selecting $re formulated.
Metropolitan Opera for his 20th
-.
j fails to amaze and consistently en- and training animals and their ex¬
anni as a company star with a spe¬ : — • ■ ■ - ■ ■-■■■’.
st Paul
I lertains. A note of humor is con- periences with them on the air and
cial performance of “La Forza Del ■
GASLIGHT IN DALLAS
! Editor, Variety: •
r :
! .*
1 stantly injected into the proceed- in the general, Wide scope of their
Destino” scheduled next season .
Dallas, June 23..
Jimmy Clark & C6. holding down i
Hift.
I am trying to learn what I can | ic16 -!lircu/ clo)Yns» work.
Ground
has been broken here for
at Larry Potter’s Supper Club for I about the
of Billy B. Van who
the Gaslight ‘ Club,' one of many
two weeks ... Jimmy Durante and
across the country.
thet?r very e“S
Eddie Jackson opfen at the Cal- 1 ^rv2Sfe?Se
inaile the circuit u ith. Jim
The two clowns, by the way. are
Neva Lodge in Lake Tahoe July
The private membership club Is
;
Corbett
worked
with
the
!Wrigley
an
endearing
couple
of
comedians,
2 . . . Dick Thorne’s Club Capri
scheduled to open Aug. 15 with
has injected
anlj entertainment l Chewing Gum people and with the . %yho fill in the time very amusingly 55S, Continued from page 110—s
songstress Kay Starr scheduled as
Fellow's
Gear,
Shaper
Co.
and,'
between
the
acts
while
the
scene
policy and changed! logo to the Rio
I understand, died six or seven shifters are at work. They appear taken on a buckboard Journey the first attraction.
Cabana.
|j
“wild”
country.
The
years ago at ,tlie age of approxi- to have an endless stream of funny through
mately 84 years.
material, which will certainly, rock “Stagecoach Ride” leaves from a
Billy sometimes regaled audi- the kids, but is also great fun for regular depot and takes a typical
Paradise Room in Henry Grady ; ences with what he called his “Red the adults too.
western trail running alongside an
Hotel offers a new show headed by : Fiannel Philosophy,” He was a
Opening aet is Lydia & Boris old railroad steam train on harrow
magician Del Ray; hacked up by '.native New Englander and, in my1 Levandovsky with a skilful and gauge tracks.
In a “Horseless
thrush Ann Anderson.Dogwood
memory, a fine example of show daring display of aerial gymnastics; Carriage Ride,” customers can op¬
Lounge, Grady’s jcocktaillery ad¬
business at its best.
| Hosroy Abdoulaev from Azerbaijan erate special scale model 1906 Ca¬
joining PR and a popular down¬
I will be grateful for any profile is a novelty performer, who largely dillac cars on a roadbed with
RETURN ENGAGEMENT
town rendezvous,! fillfr up early
you can give me of his, fife and does conventional juggling tricks; bumper guard rails. The “Moby
STEEL PIER THEATRE
any references to'articles or copies. Hina Logatchova performs ballet Dick Ride” is the piece de-resist¬
of talks which may be available, routines on a-tte?^iretWitli-skill ance In oldfashioned .29Tft. whale
Afkntfe City. N, J.
Professionally, I am interested aRd. grace; Nikolai Glthovikov, a boats, seating 30 persons, through
In the life and philosophy of Mr. polished juggler, does his routine “shark infested waters and the
Van because I think he pioneered
great speed and Cannibal Islands” and sighting
, in the field of trying to adapt show
“Moby Dick,” a 70rft. steel and
fibreglass repro of the white whale
indust??6 Wriile^I3am^lfn usuaI gymnastic display on a small
“Moby” is.
vnf fb? circular bar which excites by its in Melville’s n o v e l.
»trie subject, may I ask you for Split
secon(j
timing;
Vladimir geared to surface in view of the
; references to. other .individuals of Hertz juggles and plays around passengers, charge the boat and
similar wholeheartedness and. great with heavy weights which members then disappear.
good will from the theatre who of the audience failed to lift off
Research, design and develop¬
may have pursued similar work. . . the ground; The Three Koch SistTh* Only R«a| Monthly
ment of Pleasure Island Was con¬
- Robert W. Roddy
ers do an unusual high altitude
PROFISSIONAL OAO SKHVICR
ducted by Marco Engineering Co.
Industrial
Relations
Consultant
balancing
act
on
a
harrow
gauge
TH I LATEST — THI OMATCST NX * “
of
Los Ahgeles. The Marco org is
Blue Cross
revolving track; and the Djigits
THH MOST-UP-TO-DATBST
Currently MONTE CARLO HOTEL
2610 University
from. North Aseti wind the first headed by C. V. Wood Jr., former
Now In It* 105th luut/ contalnlm
Mioari Beach
on*-lln*r*. poomott**, aom
St. Paul 14, Minn.
half with a superb display of cos- v.p.-general manager of Disney¬
fltUtr
h*ckl*r*, audronc* stuff, mens
land Inc., during Its building and
•'
'
sack horsemanship.
Myro.
legs, parodies, double gaga, blti
first year. Exhibitors In the park,
Idaas, Intros, Impresslona and Im
poraonatlons, political, Intarruptleni
include H, P. Hood & Sons Inc.,
of the Day; Humoreu
RCA-Vietor Records Exclvilvsly
Swift & Cd., Joseph Breck! & Sons Thought*.
View* *» th# News, etc. $20 yoarli
Corp., Daggett Chocolate Co. and
Introductory Offari Last 12 luuor $1
Pepsi-Cola Bottling:: Co, Among
•
.
luuos M
San Antonio, June 23.
Poralgm WO.Yr—SIngl* Issues M
the equity holders are Cabot,
No C.O.D/a
A vaude policy! has been Insti¬ Cabot & Forbes, engineering and

New York

HER GREENWICH VILLAGE
HOME AS ANIMAL GYM

i Chicago

& Y. Gafes

Hollywood

The Late Billy B. Van t j

are

Pleasure Island

Atlanta

HARBERS

It&s-I

DALE

“THE COMEDIAN"

San Antonio Theatre
Adopts Yaude Policy

. Second W»*k ...

OPERA THEATRE. Bmoboi AIrts. ArqolittBg
Mgf. BILL MITTLER. 1619 Broadway. Now York

tuted here at the -Empire Theatre,; design company, and Child Life
is the only house , at present offer-' Magazine.
ing a vaude-film policy. The Ala¬
meda Theatre, local ace Spanish
language house; offers acts from.
. Mexico from time to time.

Lucille and Eddie ROBERTS
Appearing Until July 8th

THE SHAMRQCK-HILTON HOTEL
. Houeton, Texas
. July flth-to. 2.2ji;I
|; THE DALLAS STATLER HILTON

HOTEL

aa #* *

Mgt. M.C.A.

•

billy glason

IN w. 14 ft^ Now Vork 19

The DEEP RIVER BOYS %
Starring
Starnna HARRY DOUGLASS

Buckeye Lake, O., .Resort Sold
Th# Amazing Stars of ^WHAT'S ON YOUR MIND"

..

Hebron, O., June 23.
The Lakebreeze Hotel, Lakebreeze Apartments, Club Rendez¬
vous, Hide-A-Way Bar, Pier Ball¬
room, and Mayfair Room at Buck¬
eye Lake, resort near ; here, has
been sold by W. T. Saw to Val
Boehm, of Columbus.
I

Currant Gallant Record Hit

"I DON'T KNOW WHY"
Curraatly

LAKICLUf
Sprlnsfleld, III.
Part. Mgrj CP KIRKEBY

•%>

X^K

AIGHT CLUB REHEWS

Wednesday, June 24, 1959
Adolphus Hotel, Dallas [ <Gene Austin for her first hit Song,
Dallas, June 19.

“Take Your Shoes Off, Baby.”

Joe E. Leiois (with Austin Mack), ... With her are sons Don, 18, a U.
Joe Reichman Orch (7); $3 cover. .,of .Miami student; whom, she joins

.. .

V

red haired partner make most in-i
Sfluds, T^ts Vegas
tricate steps look easy> Pair work
t as ve«as June 17
in some deft lifts and spins and
Lena Borne, Corbett Monica,
Trio)-Bob M%v& Madbin -.Pujl’.big’round. of mittmg.
Harry Nofal, Evelyn Dutton, Roy
rnSSVclf
f • '^ie Stu,-- °Penstth.e
Palmer, Copa Girls (11),. Antonio
'<R^miMmdrhHfi 9 ^
"• 7 ' ^
<d^e^rk^ juggling' MoreXli 0rch (ie). Produced by
$6,50. minimum.
bits with the assistance of a cute Jack EntTatter. Choreography by
■
, ;I ■ , i . ...
dog to nice returns. Don Dennis, o<»««/» stunrt- ss minimum
Savvy judgement was behind the sjnging emcee, whams out a rous.’ ^
selection of Sammy Davis^Jr., to ing “Song in My Heart” and wins
Aft
two vear absenpp LenaAfter a two-year absence, Lena "
open the freshly refurbished <much encores. Tony Bruno backs the
returns to hefSe dSHorae returns to her strong posi¬
classier) downtown Lotus Club un- show with fine eclat. This show Hon in Jack Ent?a^
tion in Jack Entratter’s potent pa¬
der new ownership. Davis is es- ends June 24 shuttering the nitery J.
d
0f
rade
of Copa
Copa Room
Room attractions
attractions.
"v

rinb. R. r.
V “. ’
,t

-

in singing “Girl of My Dreams,”
and Bob, 14,. Who sits in on drums
That man is back for: his fifth .■
with the band for the closing num¬
date in the plush Century Room ,
ber. Miss Sherwood has Ernie Deand it’s been too long . between ]
Lorenzo; piano, and Red Newmark,
dates, or drinks.
After, a two-,
guitar, as. accompanists.
year absence, Joe E. Lewis is in {
Moro-Landis Dancers kick : off
for two frames—his. longest stand
with a merry minstrel offering.
here. He’s been missed;. aficionRoutine Of Norton & Patricia, ovef
ados and new fans had an advance .
a pleasing 10. minutes, has two fast
Miss Horne’s
stint on Broadway in
^ s^* •
G^’
M?ses
HLeM°rB™ldwa%
• SRO sellout for the .first five nights jballroom numbers, a music : box draw here because its his first
--—“Tamaira”
“Jamaica” Irpnt
kept her
her off
off -the
the local
local
when the joker, opened (18). .
j
nitery engagem'ent.
boards,
and
her
interpretation and a wedding spe¬ Washmgton
StMler-Hilton, Dallas
Balias
boards,
and
her reappearance
reappearance
He springs, new . parodies (new ] (
cialty. Joe E, Lewis heads the. ses¬ He s bee.n here^before for only a
DaIlas,
should
should mean
mean good
good news
news for
for the
the
Dallas, June
June 16.
16.
for local fans): “Do They Have ,sion. starting July 3.
Roll. .. theatre in "he camtll^Hartcm . Yonely,
Xoneln. Orrin Tucker Orch (13); casino, since she’s the type
type. star
Racetracks on the Moon?," “In the
ineairc_in cne capital. s_
$2-$2.50 cover
:$2-$2.50
cover.
who attracts well-heeled gamblers.
House, of Suzle Wong,” “76 Hararea. • The big spot was an open-j v
.
*___
Clad in
in a
a shocking-pink
shocking-pink formform*___
.Clad
mdnes,” “Molly Malone” and “All
Riverside, Reno
fitting evening gown, star was very
the Way,”
Retained are sharp
caltoners-turnea,a^lth E°tentiaI . Yonely, Rumanian comic-musi- {ttting
Reno, June 18.
chftorners turnea away.
dian
who played
T,iaved another
another hospice
hosnice e^ec
effective
for fifst-mghters
first-nighters as
as she
she
ician
who
j
^
*Pr
.. lines kidding Sophie Tucker, Frank .
Billy Eckstine, Szbhys (2), Eddie . With , an entirely new service here four yeajS ag0 is in his first offered in her excitingly distinctive
Sinatra and Christine Jorgensen, jFitzpatrick Orch
°ff?red4(JP.her ZlcltwJ^ Sls^2qtlvf
(10), Starlets staff, (the familiar Chinese wait- here four years ago, is in his first style
“Ring Tbe,
The Bell,
Bell,”__“Speak
Empire Room date and should do
Speak
With his first drink he allows, ((8); §2 minimum.
ere undet^^ prior ^ Lotus ownership
^te fana should ao
„ «Teople will Say WeTe in
-fm the Dead Martin of the Roar¬
good biz in his two frames. Unique ^°w» „
,We re ^
are gqne), there werevsome nitial comedian came on stage from the Love,”
“Baubles.
Bangles,
and
^ove,
Baubles,
Bangles,
and
ing ’20s;. actually the real me died
In. an effortless—but with full :
of boredom 30 years ago,”
(
command—35 minutes, Billy EckLewis throatily starts many risi- ,
stirie easily proves his right to the sunaDie ume, dui mac can oe. wn-.
^olin<1 af
ran go, pius a Burxe & van neuble rhymes, but interrupts himself ]
medley. she
She 8ot
got extra warm
Customers did discover SGrS.ed the room kudosed the sen medieyto toss off shady one-liners that in- .title of “Mr, B” and it’s unques¬ rected.
tioned the “B” is for “Big.” Des¬ that the new owners, the David wJd ^nd broueht howls ?ih the mitting for a piece of special matcrease the mitting.
That’s, what '
J
l
erial she wrote with Sid Shaw
they carne for: Lewis’ wild com¬ pite failure of the local nitery set brethers, Fred, Edward and Henry,
fcr called “Don’t Commit The Crime.”
edy. Modern as tomorrow, ageless to respond SRO, the almost full have an interesting menu: Davis
comic stings , current tv shows, has . house gave the singer an ovation is in for one^^^ weekftb .be followed■’ggLehnie Hayton smoothly guides
reserved
for.
only
those
of
the;
top
by
Jaye
P.
Morgan,
her with his batoning of the Ana barb at Prince Rainier—and even \
It is a large room, and it has
n tonio Morelll orch.
one gag anent Louisiana Governor ileague, and Eckstine earned it with
*
f m
Corbett Monica, the handsome
Earl Long, which is bad taste on ;a varied 10-titte melange that in¬ been redecorated in a tasteful S.7.5^!?
standup comedian. makes
Lewis’ part Begoff comes after a !cluded a near-perfect impresh: of manner without being either flashy P^ e C o m i n P «?&cHlate Yonelv
There Is a large new
ec0rain8 articuiate, yonely his Vegas debut on this bill, and
Armstrong, complete With of elegant
solid 70 minutes of satisfying; his Louis
j
ele^tS^danfte’floor
throws some ftne pne-hnere. He he clicks with solid impact. With
capacity (275) house. Austin Mack, ■"!trumpet solo;
Q?1
Satiating confidence and savoir
vet accompanist, gets his attention
From the opener “Love Is Where fonnere plenty of^odmTr their
backwards—with fairCf his situation gags and onefrom Lewis comments, and plays You Find .It,” the headliner is in abSittL-an^the Somers the
the show admirably, ofttimes icontrol. After a set. of standards same for fcStshuffling to the able tl?e frets near hia neck. At the liners registers 100?'c as hefty yock
?iano be plays ^Tolonaise” with pullers. Monica is a strong asset
backed by the house band. Reich- ^-and novelties he caps his turn with ’nSiece G^n Hanson Orchestra
Da vis is at his lSt
R^CDtion two rubber softballs, and con- to any program, and is a good bet
man and his crew, load the floor for ja nostalgic softshoe (with bat and
tinues the gags. He begs off after for early headline status.
terp sessions:
cane and terping), and a powerful
a 35-minute stint.
Singer Harry Nofal with special, Next up is a Breck Wall revue, iimpresh of Armstrong that .proves Stf Sohf0ncfpiSil
Orrin Tucker, back here with a ty terpers Evelyn Dptton and Roy
“Bottoms Up,” due July i for an •<talent on the chords as well as a
rimUa«nnce
the show with a 10- Palmer dandily topline two new
indefinite stay. .
Bark.
' •strong lip at the trumpet.
Si
tune medley of Tucker waxings of Renne Stuart production number*
Taking the opening slot on the
the early 40ts. He and Betty Bark- featuring the comely Copa Girls.
double-bill are the Szonys, mixed *®eSw3aSe?kVley handle the vocals. The crew, Show is skedded through July 21.
Thunderblrd, L. V.
aside from top showbacking, lures
Duke.
Las Vegas, June 10.
!duo with an intimate knowledge of
and he sings many others
leather nushers for tern ses_
Vivienne delta Chiesa, Sonny ballet and the classic dancing. With opener,
“Gigi,” “Birth of the Blues,”^
PUS
1
1 P
„
..
w ,
^ ,
Howard, Gail Ganley, Jack Porker, *distaffer opening to an overhead like
Harrak’s,
Lake
Takae
June 24. followed bj HwnA’8, Lakh Tahfie
Samara, Thunderettes (11), Al jpin spot to create mood (to “Au¬ “Old Black Magic,” “Something’s
Tahoe, June 16.
Lake Tahoe.
Johns Orch (16); Produced by ,tumn Leaves”), the two hold at¬ Gotta Give” and “Night.and Day.v the^AlS sSere ^) Md Sndy
Other acts make the show too S^diferVorrif ” '
>Bq£^
Rosemary Clooney, Birk Twins.
Marty Hicks, Choreography by Jack tention for complete turn with a long.
Bob Melvin is a passable J5ana,ier s orgn<
Randy Brown, Will Osborne's
Osbornes Orch
routine that’s always a study in
Bunch; $3. minimum.
■■ ■
(10); $2 minimum.
. artistry. Aud approval is heavy for comedian, subject to improvement
with
better material.
Maybin Hold MnemelMicli. K*U.
-—
Vivienne della Chiesa’s debut on 'the offering. Finale is an impress¬
Hughes is an attractive hoofer.
Kansas City, June 19,
On another time ’round the
the Las Vegas Strip is. a memor¬ ive interpretation from “Sleeping
Fontane Sisters (3),-Danny Fer- R«no-Tahoe area Rosemary
able one—first, because she’s a ; Beauty” ballet. The two, command
complete,
attention
from
tablets,
.
■
“
\guson
Orch
(7);
$1.50-$2
cover.
Clooney
again shows a stage
handsome woman with a magni¬
i
presentation and personality that
ficent Opera-trained voice who pre¬ and the effort rates it, .
31 oulin Rouge* R n ood J
can’t miss. All the way Miss
sents. a well-balanced; stunningly ; Bracketing the show are the
Hollywood. June .19; . 1 Fontane Sisters make their in- Clooney is in command,
executed, repertoire that is out¬ Starlets, in a Moro-Landis produc¬
And for this.doable frame. Bill'
standingly rewarding"’for the thea- tion. Eddie Fitzpatrick orch pro¬ ^Dorothy .OoUius, ._Dave Barry, .j^aj hotel appearance in Kansas
vides
capable
backstopping
with.
City with this date In the Terrace i Harrah has boohed the blonde
tresoer. Second, it will .be •interlb.,-0.aj_pae.0fl..
iGrill Of .theKluehiebaeh. lTav-m'w’th.the precise aero-rerpestidg to see how a ton-quaFtv. Bobby Tucker conducting from the , o.
rr, + r.-T-f.
j' »
^
*7.... v-.. .
: .
, •
mg Birk Iv.ms. and the cornfield
performer sitch £s. Mire. dell?.-. 88. for the' Eckstine turn. B:ll riuis.j
.tne b.ll to tnemseives, t.icy hold co.neds. of Ralid>. Er0„,n. For cach
‘
Lq.’£/...• t
Cliie-'a’ can], compete- .vr.ih such’:; through July 1, .
Colons, ceniu p.;.^. f0r ^5-.ininutes and worlc in nearly! 0f the three acts. i:*s a debut at
Vegas mhrqdne potent;, names
.
^
to tlie custcnieri' thor- Ilarrah’s Lake Tahce -Club. .
L>-na Horne, Fat'd Page. Dcmn^.
?rc FranK Senncs cu.rrc?t o. -cring ....
. *
Day, Mokey Rooney, and Pcsgv
In a
. v,vw ,,
^
rD-mmuie reper.v lfe’ ;’ ,
,
}n
a 13-title. oD-nimuie
"Hollywood, Juiie .18.
1 at. the mammoth Moulin Rouse, i
Lee,
If the enthusiasm of first- .
It*s
a weTi^roiiiidcd^'
well-rounded bill
tha^ s’ioidd j!■ ■’■ Singing
is their; forte and
they.j toire. Miss Ciconey,
m
a 'pink,
pink, lullft’s
wu"that-':^fpidd
Singing
and.
Clooney,
in
fullAhiruid Jamal Trio \3>; $1.50 ;
lughters,, who gave her a standing-.
please
please the '• dicppper-in^r
dropppr-in^r but'
but* ' it'^ i
quickly to it, reeling off an j skirted creation, works, her chords
ovation, means rapidly spreading
doubtful
ioubtful if they’ll draw mucii bust- ^Penin3
• °Pehins trio and rousing the cus- on variegated titles that include
word-of-mouth, then Miss della
ness.
;
. . tomers to generous applause. They ballads, the jump stuff, Dixie, and
Ahmad JamaL jazz pianist whose
Chiesa should keep the room filled,
Miss Collins is a. talented .singer present their numbers in sets, a a selection from “Porgy and Bess”
and justify the faith producer trio opened Wednesday (17.) at
who makes for nice listening and group of recorded tunes that hav-e
Filling the warmup spot is
Marty Hicfe has in. her,
Harfy 8c Alice Schiller’s Seville,
eyeing throughout her turn, which clicked for them, some on the soft Brown, an admitted “professional
Star’s numbers include “Non Di is. an artist dedicated to. the pro¬
includes
some
side
action
with
ahd
sweet
side,
a
pair
in
which
Texan”
working the full turn with
Menticar,” “Guaglione,” “You and position that dynamic jazz ideas
her. choreographer-partner
Bob they \vere . associated with Perry an incongruous prop—a ball on
The Night and The Music.” “Magic can be presented softly and soothHerget.
Her
warbling
on
such
Como,
several
old
standards,
and
the
end
on a rubber band attached
: Is The Moonlight.” “St. Louis . ingly.
oldies as “How. High the: Moon,” a couple of novelties. Their long to-a ping pong paddle. He proves
Blues,” “Scarlet Ribbons,” “Little
With the assistance of bass. viol
Serenade,” “Affair To Reifiember,” ; placer Israel Crdsby and drummer “It Could Happen To You,” “Don’t list of songs shows many high- talent with the simple prop and
“Around The World “ “Arrivederqi Vernal Fournier, Jamal went far Sit Under the Apple Tree” are lights; among thdm at the open- his comball lines. He essays his bit
Roma” and “Aneraa Core.” Long-, toward proving his point opening strictly nostalgic and ring home ing show were “Jealous Heart,” while whacking the ball within
hair to pop segues are. done with night.- But in majority of the selec¬ with the fourist trade that fre- “Side by Side,” “Autumn Leaves” inches of various ringsiders’ noses
.and “Mention My Name in Sheboy- (and all the time with nifty asides),
smooth
showmanship. . Bobby tions Jamal’S delicate, subtle musi¬ quents. this spot.
Barry’s material is antiquated gan.” They have looks and gowns and makes for aud participation in
Kroll conducts the Al Jahns orch cianship seems more; like , back¬
(16) with the proper flair.
ground
music,
not; sufficiently from overuse hut still has funny to match their high style singing a contest to see how many times
two tablers enticed onstage can hit
Sorihy Howard, held over from spectacular to arrest the attention tones. For those catching him for and keep the show tightly knit.
previous show, again: scores, with oi. ordinary niterygoers.
Tn fho-coifS?
The sisters have drawn the as- the ball without missing.
his songs and comedy, dialog. CurNotable . exceptions . like
his ere^ thath have^'sa?9 th r^oueh signment for the finale of the
Taking second spot are the Birk
. rent package is set for two weeks. “Poinciana,”
which
might
be urevious1 sessions it’s aU reDeat sPr^n8 season, the Grill closing for Twins, -young,
talented,
and
previous sessions, it s all repeat
the summer
summer alter
after o.une
June 27.
It’s smooth. The duo offers some
^
'
Duke..
termed “jazz^Latin,” cast an almost stuff
'
me
its
unique balancing routines, precise
hypnotic spell and make listening
Pollock’s (quicker-than-fhe-eye) due to reopen in September,
to;Jamal an exciting experience. hand movements bring:the usual
terping, and good visual effect. It
Beverly Hills, CImcv
wuin.
Tricky,
precise
percussion
by “How does he do it?” gasps from
is a far-above-average acro-terp
Cincinnati, June 19.
Roberta Sherwood, Norton & Fournier in this selection makes the crowd. Example is the bit of Slifimreck Riltoil. H*Sl*n display.
Patricia, Moro-Landis Dancers (8). it. a real showpiece.
pulling one pigeon after another
Houston
Backing show is the Will Os¬
OsHouston, June 16
16.
borne orch, With Buddy Cole conBill Raymond, Gardner Benedict . Jamal’s stage manner is plea¬ out of nowhere while flipping his
n„na
nw rni; r*ni; 1)01716
Orch (10), Jimmy Wilber Trio- singly relaxed, in tone with his mitts through a deck of cards
ducting while Miss Clooney is on.
. Larry Vincent; $3 minimum week- music. The group, booked through which appear and disappear. It’s phep Fxelds Orch (12), no cover jje ais0 departs the 88s for one
nights; $4 Sat. add holiday eves June 26, should draw a fair audi¬ all effective arid, went over favor- \rT minimum..-taridem vocal with the headliner,
ence here.
Glen.
plus ■ $1.50 cover.
ably.
■
Show runs through June 28.
Donii Arden’s , only production
Fine ,. jazz stylists. Page CavaLong.
Roberta Sherwood- home free on
number,: .VThe
“The Big Ben Beat,” con- naugh Trio brings top music to
-Dino's, LosAngeles
her third annual visit,: is keeping
tinues
to
stand
Oilt
colorfully.
The
onenine
at
Shamrock
Hilton’<?
Tn—,'
„
t? .stand out cotorfuny.
opening
Hilton’s InLos Angeles, June 16;
only
this bit
bit Is
is that
that OP™'”?
«
Hiltons In Tw- Ho«e, PlMsfeu-gh
this swank Kentucky nitery’s at¬
only criticism
criticism of
of this
,
..
. Snamroclc
~
Gwen Harmon, Jack Elion, Steve Arden
should allow his. gal danc-.
danc- :te.roational
°ational Club. Group s arrangeShould
Pittsburgh, June 17.
tendance rolling in high this, fort¬
ers to smile a little more.
ments run from progressive jazz
ere
Erroll Garner, Bev & Jack Palmnight. Heavy turnout opening night La Fever; no cover or minimum.
greeted the blue chip saloon singer
Kafa.
to just plain lively beats such as er, Eddie Crowe, Ralph DeStefano
like a long-lost sister. Flanking her : Latest singing newcomer to. hit •
'-7.J. ;
■■ _
in begoff “Day. In, Day Out” Page Orch (6); %2 cover.
in a hotsy cabaret lineup are Nor- ;ithel Sunset Strip circuit is Gwen
Steuben's, Boston - . 1 is backed vocally and instrumental- , *
ton & Patricia, young, ballroom Harmon. , The . sexy;," longhaired 1
nhc+An
Tiino 16.
ir
' , ,
w . v
•
a,
-a.
? Erroll Garner wras packing rooms
Boston,
June
dance team,: and Beverly’s' Moro- ; blonde is a looker who'll draw
nf
ly by. Rod Leftwich on the guitar in Pittsburgh in 1944—small, inLandis line and. orch directed by plenty of, stares . before" singing m T^rff^^nnf'nS- ^ndJim Bates on bass. Shep Fields timate jazz rooms. He was anunher first note..
Gardner Benedict.
nrZh h)?*i rS
^t!1’ to ^
^ bandstand for krl0wn scale musician that too few
Belting songs as fast andt effec¬ ' Chirp,, attired in a black gown,
y B
( 5) , $2.50 mini- eight weeks, fills .certain high spots
outside his home area. Now
tively as the next. Miss Sherwood belts out a number of tunes in a munv
in the trio’s arrangements for a at the blush Town House, Garner
nice
soprano
style;
Her
vocal
capaunloads most of the oldies, hyinns,
tt-Tnifo
r.,. musicaUy
half-hour or so. is presenting one of the finest
spirituals. and standards from her■ bilities don’t really come across Giwanni^who ^smUinlly extracts
EgyPtian-born Gali-Gali, does 30 piano acts ever staged and hitting
Decca. albums, “Country Songs For•• until she takes a turn at “Granada,” wallett whin? oF wafches. belts minutes of sleight-of-hand with a both the purists and the tourists,
City People” and “Look For the, a tough number to warble in anyrimi susDradere froi^unsusTCctirm .flair arid freshness. Wearing a red At show caught, everyone in the
. Silver Lining:” Makes her tradi¬. body’s book. She shows a nice flair
and dressed in a flowing gold happy capacity crowd couldn’t-get
while
singing
tional entrance, from rear of room in: presentation

9rchr

singing “Love Is A Many Splen-.
dored Thing” and. shaking hands;
with ringsiders. Exits the Same•
route; to clamoring for the ’“Bill
Bailey” signoff. Credits Walter•
Winchell for plugging her treat¬.
ment of “You’re Nobody Till Some¬/
body Loves You”—“the song that
put fhe back to work,” Continues;
to use brush and cymbal for beat;
on “I Used To. Love You,” Salutes;

“Lullabye of Broadway,” “Get Out
of Town,” “It’s All Right With
Me” .and “Bet’s Do It.” Her. book¬
ing at. Maury Samuel’s and. Dean
Martin’s bistro is a smart one: since
her appearance blends, nicely with
the atmosphere of the spot.
Jack Elton’s 88ing, especially on
a medley from “My Fair Lady,”
and Steve Ba Fever’s bassing, keep
the proper musical mood. Kafa.

•ss^atSndW

i;?,d

and Max Schneider’s nitery for-the
season. In for two frames, Dr. G. marked currency appear inside an
goes through his paces with a apPa^ntly .unopened^^orange. Magroup of volunteers from the aud. 8ician carries on running legerdeHeller & Helene,, slick terp team main with live chicks and an egg
from , the western territory win on °F
6he.Cking \nth clever stunts
all counts with nifty exhib of class right to ms begoff.
ballroom and latin; terperoo. ;
The Gaylords and Lucille 8c
:. Smoothly bowing over the floor, Eddie Roberts move in June 25
tall dark haired lad and diminutive } for a pair of frames.
Skip.

piano boss in his

Wlong stmt.
House emcee Eddie Crowe, exHilltoppers, had the room roaring
his. takeoff on film personalities in the opening slot. Terp dud
Bev & Jack Palmer set the stage
right for the Garner session. Ralph
DeSiefano’s orch played for the
first two acts and took good care
J of the dance time.
Len.

Wednesday, June 24, 1959

&RIETY

REVIEWS

f trcmely busy piece of business andj
a sock crowd pleaser.
.'. As per usual; the MH’s orch, ■
under the. direction of Raymond
Paige, provides solid shovvbacking :
i and clicks with, its overture. Hoi I. )

New Acts

VARIETY BILLS

WEE OF JUNE 24
that style. His gagmaterial Is.
Empirc, Glasgow
»
JIMMIE RODGERS?
strong
and
he
presents
it
smoothly,
Songs
Glasgow, June 17..
Mmu v
Natalie Herrera.
Manteca
relying on verbal antics sails .visual, . Johnny, Duncan & Blue Grass !
NEW YORK
CITY
Gloria & Wattuse*.
WCW
I
36 Mins.
p
Uodino Singers
effect other than a dignified mug¬ Boys, (3)^ Abbey Lincoln, Freddie 1
Faxa Q
“Dancing Waters”
Chau-iicre, Ottawa
MAI. 0. R. Palgo Ore.
F..
Guerrero Oro
'
Hotel
Riviera.
His own video jlstanza and a ging now arid then.
Bamberger & Pam, Joan Rhodes,J
Rrpnn
' Troplcana
llocketles . .
Elsa. Marvel,.
ROXY
Celia Criuz
fu.ier-count of tod disks mikes • . Kent’s feeling for audience , re¬ Mike Preston,-.Jeantie & Jon,
Elena , del Cueto
‘Lmh n,.
Riveros
action
should
set
him
neatly
as.
.
Gretchen
Wyler
.
Ramon
Calzadilla:
charter
Jimmie j; Rodgers
no
r.
imdou
&
Pam,
Bobby
Dowds,
^
Blackburn
.
Twins
Siranrcr to show’ (business. Now pilot of a gab show on video a la Orch.
Corps de Ballet
Kobl. Boucher Ore
LOS ANGELES
he’.s ihtb. the nitc-ry circuits and his ; Paar but he is strong for any
Jack Elton
opener at the Chandiere in Ottawa j comic slot: nitery, disk, tv.
Band Box
! Abbey. Lincoln, :from the U.S.
AUS
Gorni.
Steve La Fever
makes it loud and!dear that the ;
Billy Gray
and making her bow in vaude
interludn
folk-song boy will -stay. on top in
Bat' YalE & B Carley
here, has quiet relaxed singing act.
melbournh.
Shelly Berman
Sue .Peters
Bobby Short .
this slot as well, illis ability to CHRISTINE PALMER
Mickey Katz
.pleasantly.. Negro
Barton Sc St'uclib’r’y Jackie Lee Cochron
Songs
.
Moulin
Rougi
almost everybody, moppets
warbler offers satisfying act, rang- Bassi &■: June.
Lloyd NairnDorothy Collins
; Sen Biiie's
15 Mins.
to vets, phis a slick staging savvy Viennese
ing. through- tlines SUCh as “The Quaino & Partner. Frank Ward
Dave Barry
•
Barbara Heller
Lantern,
N,
Y.
Deidre
Green
Channing Pollock
Frankie Rapp .
a?d a line-up of clicko tunes is a
iSlyer
Christine. ^Palmer, an attractive ; Man I Love," “Lady Is A Tramp,” t
Anna Paulle ..
Doiin Arden's ‘‘Big
Diane'Lefti
combination designed to collect as : soprano, seenis to be a classicist at etc., and is . colorfully garbed inpahiaqui Twins,
PERTH
: Beh Beat” .
Mildred Law:
manv in-person palmslaps as he: heart, but knows her Way around a : lengthy red gown which she later ; Johnny Marco
Majesty's
:
Dick Stabile Ora
Sammy Wolf
Sabrina
Seville
Dick Berriie
has 'already garnered via ratings . pop which makes, her okay for the; divests to reveal slinky frame for | FeSfait*singer*
Andrea Dancers
Ahmad Jamal
Richard Cannon
and the cashbox. !•
i class cafe circuit. Miss Palmer es- r s. a. Her act is too short for the
S & M Harrison
Sydney
Slate Bros.
Ivan Lane Ore'
Billy Baxter
He seems to gaiii color and ef-. says, the standards, and pours a bit: obvious . possibilities, and s h eJ _
Dave Gardner
Cloister.
T<vo**'
Mistin .Juniors
. . Buddy Lester
Trudy . Stabile •
fee I under the club lights and.. of individual treatment into each: would have been' better slotted to ! forimnyaTockwoddS Crocker
& Clark
The Players
Anita O’Day....
climbs in the laps of ihe stub- ■ tune. From operatics to pops, latter wind bill instead of Closing the ■'■fieri Lowe
David Sterle •
Statler Hofei
Joe Castro Ore .
i Jackie Monuier.
Jean Fend
, .
holders by just doing right things; to her own piano accompaniment,; first half.. .
aiann.a & Adolfo
. Cocoanut Grove
Bobby Sargent
Nat Cole , .
right. His 88er-bataner Al Lerrier j she goes over, well with the parish- j Johnny Duncan & his Blue
Leighton. Noble and
Allen &. Rossi
sees that the arrangements, rang- i ioners.
Grass
Boys:
(
trio
on
drums,
guitar
.
»K
his
Ore
Freddy
Martin
Qrc
•
■■}
• . Crescendo •
Ye Little Club
..
ing from happy bbunce to solid ; . Miss Palmer’s spots are present- • and bass) offer lively and noisy
aston
GLASGOW
ASTON
Ethel Azama
Frances Faye
organ-like tones, help carry the1 ly limited, biit she seems to be on- rockabilly act which pleases tlieir .■. Hip^drom*
. Empire
Hippodrome
.... Dirio's ‘
Joe Felix
pipes in disclicks “Hey Little the right track; in expanding her; fans, biit is suffering from being I riddock
Jimmy.. Young
Piddock &
Se Penny
Penny
Roger Nichols
Gwen Harmon'
2 Munro’s —
Baby," “Make A Miracle," “Are horizons.
Annette &
& Noel
Noel _
Jose. . too familiar hereabouts. - Freddie !jI 6Annette
Ossie Morris
Showgirl. Nudes
You Really Mine," iplus a “Honey-;
LAS VEGAS
Bamberger is assisted in some lj Trevor
Trevor E^in^Udef
Sensational. Sher¬
Evans •■■■.
comb" medley and big impact with ■ DUKE MITCHELL & BETSY
mans .
lukewarm . comedy by his femme.!: 33 Bostons
Bostons .
Ernie. .Andrews
.
Desert inn .
Bud Ritchie
•Tanner Sis .
a stint where he sits atop a stool; DUNCAN
and daughter, and fails to register; [!i fwekRBeCn‘au
Patti Page
Mr. Domingo
Tex McLeod
Shek Ben All
Prof. Backwards
Little Red A Marcy
in a small spot, plays his guitar, Songs
this act, too. suffers from a. failure]T BIRMINGHAM
Birmingham
Desmond Lane
Art Johnson
: tayne
and evidently loses himself in . a 30 Mins.
[ .
Crosslni
to bring itself up to date with newt.
Hippodrome '
! Donn- Arden Dncrs
Riviera
LIVERPOOL.
Secombe
string of folk songs; Sole departure ; Encore, Los Angeles.
Carlton Hayes Ore
Dennis Day ’
and offbeat material.
1]i Harry
KayeysfsCOmbd
Empire :
ICaye Sis
Dunes
MiUs Bros:
from chant is a brief but okay
Worm
Bernard Bresslaw
i Harry Worth
Boy-girl vocal teams are enjoy-. Joan Rhodes,, strongrgirl Who jHerry
"1.001 Nights, at
Ray Sinatra Ore
Ballet Montparnasse
piano iboogie bit. |
Got in.
bends
nails
and
bars
of
steel,
is
i.G.
H.
EUiott
ing a profitable cycle in the na-,
Minsky’s” Dorothy -Dorbeu Dct
Gladys -Morgan
• Hetty King
Sahara
Pinky Lee
tion’s niteries at the. moment, deqidedly differen* In her offering ;i Romanos Bros.
Don Fox
Janik Sc Arnaut
George Burns
YVONNE CONSTANT
Albert Sturm :
Eliane &
& Rodoiph
Rodoiph
which p r o b a b 1 y cued Duke of strength with glamor, although ', Eiiane
Victor Julian Sc ...
Bobby Darrin
Lynnette Rae
Rae
Keppel & Betty.
Songs
Lynnette
Dogs
,
Tybee
.
Afra .
Mitchell and Betsy Duncan to pool; act could still' be . sharpened sorpe- i;; .lessie
. Owen McG ive ney
Robins
Jamal Twins i
17 Mins.
;;
Johnny Brascla
their talents. As act unveiled be-; what. in patter material. Femme !; Max. Russell
MORECAMBE
Gillian Grey l
DeCastro Sis
One Fifth Aye., N. i:Y.
' fore a packed house at this La uses four males from among out-;; Pat
Pat Lambert
Lambert .
Winter Gardens
Bob Vegas
Louis. Prima-Keely
Yvonne Constant, doubling from
Sensational. Skylons Robert Earl .
fi'onters as independent witnesses.:, ?.c!?s2ti,?nc^^kyloE
Allen Conroy. .
Smith
2 Caroles “La Plume de ma Xante" into this Cienega spot, there’s plenty of and makes..much of the “Ini only >'.Mitchell-Singers■
[ Marya Linero '
SaJ-.r-rem Dancers
MltchBRifTOLls
BRISTOL
Freddie Frinton
Tony diMUoLouis Basil Ore :
Robert Downey-managed spot, has energy and enthusiasm, but- not a poor weak girl” angle. She also . ; . Hippbdromo
Hippodrome .. . Cycling Kirka
enough
-.“act,”
Cee Davidson Ore
Sands, - - . iKenny ^. xrm.
much to learn about nitery work.
Dula.v & .Co:.
i
E| Cortez
Lena Horne" .
Both are reasonably adept at tears up telephone, directories. Act'f.: Bill
McAndrews & Mills
Smoothey & Layton
However, she impresses as a good
Trio .
Corbett Monica
has Iotsa potential for U S.
.
.. j Maurice
‘ Overbury Sc Suzette Dubonnet
Maurice Rocco^
Rocco
Eddie BUsh
.
Harry’ Nofal
potential in tfie afterrdark spots.. bending a tune to fit-'their-individ- . . Mike Frestpn. young rriale singer; i(l Francois
NEWCASTLE
Zandra
&
Zandra
Versatiles
Evelyn Dutton.
Empire
Miss. Constant; a blonde c’naiiteuse,' u.al style of vocal delivery’, but: fails to come up to standard with;a. ; Reg Dixon
El Rancho Vegae
Roy Palmer.
Ruby Murray
Clive
lias a voice and manner for cafe ? their debut as a team was far from song, act, and., requires; more show- .,:j Alan.
Eydie Gornie
.
Texzs .Copa Girls:
peter Dulav
Duiav
Luridon Sc Pam
Mr. Vagabond .Trio
Aqtonio Morelli OrS
work, but presently needs a better auspicious/ They, are substituting ! manship in'his offering. Jeanne & | PeterCoventry
COVENTRY
Johnny
Stewart
••
John.Conrad Driers
clowning and reckless abandon for
Showeoat
Canine. Rev.
,
Newsome
formulated act.
!
Dick' Rice Ore.
Jon: in balancing, and. Nick & Pa ml'! Ronnie
, .
Sons of Pioneers
Mongadors
Carroll •
Cka.nioosc-y works ' bilingually, a lack of continuity. They might as . Luxidbn, mixed "duo with polished •;. Tommy
Flamtngo
Hank Morton
Fields ,
Bamberger Sc Pam
1 Tommy Fields.
Peggy Lee
-Johnny' Cash
with a comedy accent., on some well be going it alone..
Vogelbein
yogeibein &
& Gilbert
Giibei P Sc J Yuile
Jack Carter
Merle Travis .
The outstanding thing about the dance turn, coriiplete a so-so lay- :l 'Belo
numbers. With “Kiss Me Sweet”
Victor Soverall •
put/ ;!...
Gord.:
Belo ■ Sc
& Bela
Bela '
Jearinie StCvcns
, Silver Slipper
she slithers atop tlie piano.:, in an¬ offering is the energy expended
Don . Kirk
Harik Henry
by
the
two
performers;
Miss
Dunj
•
Fiamingoettes
SaUy Rand .
other. she works hard for the laugh
Jack
Cathcart
Ora
Sparky
Kaye
content, and there also are straight can. particularly, bounced about so j
Fremont Hotel .
Appletons
moments. However.jshe’s apparent¬ vigorously that at times she threat¬
Joe King; & Zaniacs : Dick Weston
ened
to.
bounce
Tight
out
of
the
j
Make
Believes
I Peggy Dietrick
ly accustomed to facing an audi¬
Victor Barge
Joe . Sarite 4
Toni A Hairy Wham
ence from stage, [The arena-like gown she was almost wearing. . . . j
(GREEK THEATRE, L. A.)
.
NcwHori Bros.
Red Marshall
.'
Both are capable soloists, as1
presentation here Is. still new to
. Golden Nugget
Dariny. Jacobs .
Hollywood. June 13.
-- .
Harry Ranch
evidenced by. their acceptable: With . 70-piece symphonic orchestra;.
Geo.. Redinan Oro
her.
jj
Jose.
ucuf' l
Lee & Faye May*
Stardust.
NEW YORK
CITY
■
■ Ntn;
1
delivery of. fciir or five, solfls , S4.50 top;' .•
nard
Lido De Paris
■ "
apiece. The duets consist, prin¬
SUZANNE NICOLE
Milt Shaw Qrc
:'. Sons of Coid’n Wst "Ca C’est L’Amour**
Hacienda
Happy Jesters
cipally, of infectious mayhem, . Victor, Borge’s latest edition of ! BotSth? tS2dI>a
SongsLatin Quarter
Four Tunes
Audrey Cooper
his
perennial
.
“Comedy
...With:
K.
&
m.
Welch
hitting
its
zenith
on
“Theifn
There
15 Mins.
)■
Johnny Qlenn
Andrews • Sis
Tony Pastor
Eyes.” its low-point on an attemot Music" puts the eiiiphasis heavily1
Shirley Scott •
Sodium, Hc.verhilli Mass.
Kim Sis
Augie & Margo
Nevada Ciub
Howard ■'
Thunderbird
Suzanne Nicole, tall, d-9, blue1- ■ at cuteness on “I Love Dukie on the latter instead, as in previous
The Tuckers
Jig
Adarns
Vivienne' Della ?
Dick Curry
eyed, ash-blonde looker, with a ' Paris > in the Springtime" that years, on the former. Borge has: a . . . Bon soir
Rivera-Barranco
Lai
Chiesa :
Pony Sherrell
voice to match, is ja charm^selling doesn’t click. The Steve Bennett full, symphony orchestra backing.
'.
tin
RevueSonny
Howard:
Jo Lombardi Or6.' .
The , Mark IV
Sam. ra • ,
him on stage, a custom he apparMa’sori ‘
.
clrmtoosv accenting three styles-^ < Trio backstops acceptably. Tube.
B Harlowe Ore
Mildtones .
Al Jahns Qrc
L* Ciipidon
ently intends to carry through dur- . Three Flames
belting, ballad and operatic—and :
Felix
Ramirez
Trio
.- Troplcana
Evelyn Sharpe
Leo -Wolf A Joe is bringing the house down in her
ing new’ engagements of his essent- JlJchateav tJudrid
Jackie Miles
Howard Beder
Wolverton
Ford A Hines
tally one-man show: The result is Hanna Ahroni
spot in Sam Snyder’s “Water
Living Room
Naw Frontier
Arthur -L; Simpkins.
Matt Dennis
a disappointing amount of comedy £aIP*> ,Font or«:
Follies" playing a kweek stand at
Mickey Rooney ..
Dick Contino
Jack Kelly
Jbey Forman
the Haverhill Stadium for the
(top little) and an equally disapv cfnd^CortM
D Williams Singer*
International.
Diahanin Carroll
Perez Prado
Haverhill Journal. jj
<
pointing amount of music (too
Copaeabari*
Julius LaRosa Ruth Olay
Herman
Kaye Or*
Lou
Nelson
much).
.
^
Zeme
North
Music
Hall,
N.
Y.
|
OIT
the
nitery
circuit . in.
McKenna Line
the Miami area, ii and out for
Dartmouth-^College Glee Club.
In fairness to the performer, it Ro^stev^rt1Bhai*
Mike Durso Oro.
MIAMI - MIAMI BEACH
Palmieri .Ore :
only a short time, the beau¬ Erich Brenn, %ockettes, Cbtps de must be noted that the SRO open- Lou Donn Oro
Two Guitars:
Americana
•
Fontainbleau
teous blonde thrush, who studied Ballet, Symphony Orch, Leon Leon- ing night, audience received the Pa6an °D«n
Olga Valdi
Nina Rairion 3
PuVi Gampo Her
at the Cincinnati Conservatory and idoff, producer; , Albert Johnson;. . presentation warmly, and the 10- jack Douglas
Ivan Nepa
Lee Martin Ore
Xenia Brante
Natale Fields.3
the Juilliard School of Music, spins settings; Frank Spencer, costumes; ■ day. Stand Was a good one..
; John Gorman
Carillon.
K. Poliansky Ore
Larry! Lynri
out a set of pops, ballads and . Eugene Braun, lighting; “The Nun's; : Borge does two medleys in the BD^wnstafrsReReom Misha
Lucern*
Usdanoff . .
Elissa Jayne
Havana Mardi Gra*
opera for continuing fine aud . Story” <\VBj. reviewed in Variety, ! first portion of the program, one a Demi Dozen
Viennese Lantern
Tun Tun -!
Diosai- Costello
Monica Boyar . resnonse and solid iimpact, visually May 6, ‘59.
Keri Nelsen
•-■ '
; tab version of Rachmaninoff’s Sylvia Shay^
Roberto A Alicia
Christine Palmer
Ted Kivitt
Aljlrs Velarde
and audibly. She puts across a
piano concerto, the.second devoted ceucabot
Dean Sheldon
Gindy Fuller..
Don -Casino
song with great charm: sweetness
Ernest Schoeri Orb
The big. Star of the Music Hall’s to Gershwin;. In the second half. Jack Fletcher
Jacques Donriet Ore
Pepe.
Village Barn
and simplicity is hbr style, but she current show is special effects man the musical interludes v/ere given
Ruth Wallis Blanco
Larry McMahan.
.Clover Club
Fausto Curbelo Or*
h- ; an authoritative voice in a Eugene Braun. As part of a salute . over to Tschaikowsky and Kurt stan Keen
. Joni Roth
.
S Britton Rev
Montmartre.
w'de soprano range that not only to Alaska, the Leon Leonidoff pro¬ Weill. Bofge conducted the orehes- Ronny Graham
Lou Mosconl
:. Deauville ..
Eddie Schaffer
BeUe Carroll .
attracts but holds auds in the vast duction restages the burning of
Maiidy Gampo Ore
The Cookies
Jim Lewis
Spivak Ore
Freddie Calo Ore
spaces of the al fresco stadium and Nome, and Braiin has provided piano during all four sections.
. I Phil Leeds
Lou Harold Ore
Diplomat
Murray. Franklln't
keeos them intensely quiet.
It was apparent that Borge’s i Robert Downey
Village Gate
Hal: Fisher
suoh an authentic simulation of an
George Darcy
Leon Bibb
Handsomely gowned in a floor- actual fire, complete with flames, crisp, assurance; While solo.at thelHar?l,Jt^0i^J>?
Kathryn Kane
Paul Gray
Ron"&
Ron Sc Nama
Nama
Mai Malkin Oro '
Murray Franklin ‘
length. white bouffant, she holds smoke an^. crumbling buildings, piano did not carry oyer into his • Eddie Lane ore
Village Vangi/ai
Vangj/ard
Eaen Roe
Dick Havilland
the. entire stadium jwith a sock ver¬ that the sight is: truly awesome. conducting. The solo instrument
Carmen: McRae
Jackie Heller
Kay CaiToU '
?r^ecn?LvRa®
Irwin
Corey .
Giovannis! "\.
sion of. “Whole World in His'** ;And the mariner in which the stage was drdwned during large parts of Le HC?ei Taft
Sue Lawton
:
1 Waidorf-Astarij
Waldorf-Astoria
Luis Varona Ore
The Cooks.
Hands.” which the wrings out to is cleared of smoke for the .finale the music, arid the orchestra was Vincent Lopez Ore .Tommy
Sand*.
Duke Jenkins .Ore.
Eddie Bernard
ultimate. Opening with “Let There by the. entire company is another ragged and laggard opening_night.
B? Love," she tees” off on “All the . demonstration of. the mastery of . The medleys also, suffered from a
W <yr” and then I; does “Sempre ; the special effects technique.
familiar: cure of siich potpourris. .
CHICAGO
•Libera” from “La. Traviata,” in J Regular visitors to the Rockefel¬ .mixing moods aiiid stjues of trie
- Harrah's: Club
Woodsons
Chuck Leonard . v. i ich she hits a high F. Femme ler showcase continue to be amazed composers involved in a way they
Lancers
Brack orchid
Heiga Neff
. ■ . Mapcs
Red Nichols
shows plenty of poise and stage . at what can be done, on the MH were never meant to be combined. »a™OIlica Rascal5
Ken Murray Black¬
cte CArsJmie
presence and switches easily from,i stage, with its moveable platforms
Lancets
outs
As
“pop”
concert
music
it
Was
subJpe Pamello (3)
Harris
Denis
A
Rogers
Marie Wilson
belting to operatic piping. She and other mechanical gimmicks. standard programming; and. .the .
Blue .An?«lJ"* Kpdeii
Jan Blakely - .
Bob DeVoye
takes “Come Rain” for a belting Another effective piece of,business
Los. Norterios
Peggy De Castro
was on the same j 5^uyDei R?or
Slriuei Dei Toro
ride, clinching with “Lover,”
Harold's Club
. is the staging of an ocean voyage performance,
: Leo Diamond
.level.
Talley Beatty Sc
.- Inez A Gordon
Wiere Bros.
Jack Mclnick OrtWith lots to offeri and shaping up , from Nome to Seattle. The viewer
Borge’s comedy, as Usual, was j * Uady Czndy
Kea Harris Oro
Carl Ravazza
Riverside
as a refreshing new face, she’s believes he is actually. Observing,
Buddy Mars ...
Billy Eckstirie.
seemingly spontaneous, |
Jimmy Blade Oro
Holiday
guaranteed to stun big auds with an Ocean liner, bouncing on the off-hand,
Szonys.
London
House
although, obvious to anyone who.! Roger McCall
Nick Lucas.
Riverside
Starlet*
her personality. Looks slated for : waves of a real Big Drink: ..
Teddy Wilson Trio
Harry Ranch
Ed Fitzpatrick Ore
Mister Kelly's
too vocalist brackets, should go far I These effects complement the had seen him before, it: had .the | Sar^8l^*uJ£”
honing of long practice. Most i
chez Pare*
Mel Torme ,
and fast: has great possibilities . activities of the Hall’s regulars— fine
WittSAN FRANCISCO
his routine has b6en thrown ! Crosby Bros:
Fay De Witt
for tv soeetaculars, musicomedy, ; the always, welcome and satisfying of
hi it
Rptainprt
spp
hie
pioccip - Bennett A Patterson
Marty Rubinstein 3
cook ore,
Marx a Frigo.
Backstage.
Bee A Ray Gonnaa
auds and arenas j in addition to 1 Rockettes arid Corps de .- Ballet; our. rieiamea . are ms ■ classic
Stan Arnold
Dick Keegan Ore
Palmer House
clubs.
j
Guy. j who appear respectively m “At .the phonetic, punctuation," the musi- Chez Adotables (0l
Rene Joubert
Hangover
. Cloister mn
j Bijou.” a can-can type number^ cal • bit where “Chopsticks" keeps
. Blackhawk
.Earl. Hines .
Cal Tjader.
cafhy Basic6 ,
Joe Sullivan
ALAN KENT7
[ and “Carnival in Nonie." a depic- intruding, and a few of his coin- ^eg Myl^S
• Canterbury
Muggsy Spariier
ments
bn
his
Danish
origins.
Bobby
Freeman
Manor
A
Mignon-.
C’tm^dy
j tion of the early days of the. Alas^
Geo, Alexander
Hungry •
Among the discarded bits is his Ramsey Lewis frlo Chop Chop A.
16 Mins.
kan city. . •
Benny Strong Ore
Lenny Bruce
Conrad Hilton
- Easy Street
FriSs”
I Beiv Arden Ore
Jazz Workshop
Ga^neau, Ottawa i
i Neatly integrated into the show takeorff on Liberace, One new bit, ‘-Frosty
'Frosty Frills”
Marty Marsala
J. J. Johnston 5
at
least
for
L.
A.,
is!
a
running
gag
Van Kent has been hitting a lot is the Dartmouth College Glee
Wally ROse Ore .
On the Levee
HAVANA
of niteries for thg past six years Club, an excellent group of young on an alleged broadcast from 4Siew
Fack'*
Kid Ory Ore Gateway Singe-rs .
.;
Purple Onion
but never in New Acts. He makes voices who Click \vith a medley. Of York of Borge-s First Symphony.
Raqiiet A Rolande
Mel Young
Phyllis Diller
clicko use of subtle * and sudden “Golden Days" ar,d “Bonanza," the
Raquel Bardisa
Ann Henry'
Smothers Bros.
Porge
Sn.0Ws
.3t.
the.
Greek,
which
Mitsouko
&
Roberto.
Moreno
Ore
latter
launching
the
Alaskan,
wdt, working in truisms that collect
Fairmont Hotel
Fred Smith .
'Joni.James .
Nancy & Guile
Fajardo Ore
3*5 Club
yocks by reminding the customers theme. As a change of pace, the opened the Season, with the sure- NataUe
Herera
Hotel Nacional
E, Heckscher Ore
Antone A Curtl*
of similar .embarrassing moments Hall offers Erich Brenn, One of the fire-Dane, there Was some disap- f^gJJ^SSSgUr
caMo'sArgSSw
Hotel Hilton :
Carlos
Argentina
Gay 901*
Marquis Family
Albuem#
Diamond LU
Fernando Albueme
Rudy Fanerti
they’ve experienced Kent wisely plying the trade. His balancing of pointment that so much of tne Fernana0
BUI Clifford Ore.
Carlisse A Raymond I Sharon Apel
More. Landis Ore
Powe.
Escher Boya
Carliss#
avoids becoming i a specialist in; whirling dishes. on poles is an ex- comedy was : gone..

One-Man Show

r ..
Cabaret Bills
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Quick Switch
London, June 23.
The new Mermaid Theatre's .
declared policy of limited runs
irrespective
of
public
re¬
sponse couldn’t stand prosper¬
ity. It is being dropped as a .
result of the boxoffice success
of the first production, ‘'Lock
Up Your Daughters.”
The musical,7 which opened
. May 28, has played to consist¬
ent capacity and is sold out
for more than a month ahead.
So instead -of - closing in six
weeks,. the show has been ex¬
tended through Aug. 8.

Harold Rome, who wrote the-f'
By JESSE GROSS
songs for the current Broadway
production
of
“Destry. R i d e s
'/v
•
xr \ -n
"
kind.
Alchougn the ne\v-«eason
Again,” is in for a hefty slice of
. entries don't Start, rolling into
the potential profit on the musi¬
. Chicago, June 23:
Coining <Nl Y.) Summer Tliea- . town until mid-Septembe-*, virtualcal. Under the special deal he put
The Goodman Memorial Theatre
tre, which launches its season next*; ly all of the Main Stem’s G2. legit
up $48,750 of the $325,000 capital¬
has; a $10,000 budget for stars to
Friday (30).: with "The King and I houses already have fall and/or
ization on the venture.
j I,” piled up a $29,138 advance sale winter commitments,
In return for the investment he work with its students this season.
in its recently-ended subscription \
The early tieup in the perennial
gets
of the backers' share, Names, already set for two-week
,i drive. That’s the highest advance ' housing problem is the result of
plus a bonus of .5% of the profits engagements at the Chicago Univ.'
; in the nine years of the theatre’s . producers scramblmg to. get the
figured prior to the regular dis¬ drama school includes Burgess1
|. operation in the air-conditioncd j available houses before the “no vatribution. The arrangement is in Meredith, Viveca Lindfors, Morris
; Corning Glass Center auditorium. • cancy” signs go up. This involves
addition to another 1% backer’s in¬ Camovsky, Eugenie Leontoviteh
j
Subscription campaign, which ; booking shows months in advance
terest he has in the production and and Brerida Forbes.
The talent budget is a gift from
extended from Bath, N. Y. to of their scheduled openings as inalso his weekly royalty as compo¬
| the theatre’s. director, Dr. John
Athens, Pa., and Ithaca, N. Y., to; dicated by the flock of offerings
ser-lyricist.
Addison, Pa., resulted in 1,714 i that have theatres booked for
Max J. Brown,, who gets asso¬ Reich, who received; the money
sales as compared to 1,558 piled up - openings in November December
ciate producer billing on the David from the Ford Foundation as a
Merrick presentation, is also re¬ grant to further his own study, but
“Once Uoon a Mattres* ” Dro- during last year’s drive. Subscrin- \ and even January.
sponsible for. $&1°250 of the total chose to donate it to Goodman for
duced as an independent.ventureI'^ • T;Jakin% th* s^eeze moro ilcute
invest merit
He’s
a consistent the 1959-60 season. Goodman has at the Phoenix Theatre N Y had ' an£ $20 for 10 tickets, co\ermto th*. iS t.ie reduction in the number of
‘ :•__•
r.
f .• ■ 1; PflTlPA
{I available theatres
_1___
. H (hose
****** epoenn
season....
be~au«e of
hacker of Merrick productions, as hired Broadway designer Ralph]
a? I- L Each, of the 10 shows scheduled [ cemmltted to holdover productions.
is Byron. Goldinan, who has a $78,- Alswang to supervise stage d$cor '■ its third week at the house May .31.
v* nitAcAnfnfiAn nf ihA
hir • /-v j_ *
•
,
for the entire season.
for
.presentation at the theatre by
of the show's
000 Stake.
running last season.
• That amount is figured to have co-producers Dorothy Chernuck; 11
The balance of the backers,
are
expected
to
continue
■ been reduced to between £90,000
mostly, connected with show busi¬
; arid $95,000 in the subsequent three and;Omar K. Lerman will run a'through part or „ all of the 1959-60
ness, include Norman Rosemont,
•wee^-Thc.spct. is being press-; semester. That, therefore, leaves
i weeks ending last Sunday (21).
agented this season by Warren ;only 21 houses open for incoming
vice president of the; Alan Jay.
The musical, financed at S100,Lerner-Frederick Loewe firm, Al¬
[entries.
And,
some
of
those
000, was produced, by T. Edward L,ink*
fred Productions, Inc.; $13,000:
i theatres already have interim book¬
Hambleton
Norris Houghton
Horton J. Mitosky; attorney; and
ings,
besides
regular
commit¬
(co-managing directors of the Phoe¬
NBC consultant, $13,000; Richard
ments.
nix) in partnership with . set-cos-.
O. Linke (manager of the show’s
On the basis of the average for
, tunicdesigners William and Jean
costar, Andy Griffith), as agent
recent, seasons, 55-60 shows are
A $15,000 fund has been set up j Eckart, who are making their manfor their firm, GrifUink Corp.,. $9,expected
to be produced on Broad¬
to provide Broadway producer Ar- lagerial bowr With the venture. The
75Q;
Dennis
McDonald,
repre¬
way this semester.
That means
hold /Saint Subber with front [deficit, as reflected in the J Jay 31
senting Theatrical. Interest Plan,
besides the productions already
money to option and develop prop- : accounting,
covered,
production
$.6,5D0, and Meyer Davis, bandiead-f
booked, approximately 30 more
erlies for Main Stem presentation, j costs of $84,173 and an operating
er arid orchestra contractor, $3,250:
The coin represents the investment; lc2s of $12,332 for the show’sjnitial
Washington, June 23.
wiil preem on the Main Stem this
Those in for $1,625 apiece in¬
in a limited-partnership .formed re- : three Weeks, plus six preview per-It’s official now: the Sam S. feas?n- Those, however, will have
clude producer-director Joshvc. Lo¬
centiy by; Saint Subber, his pro- ! formances.
----: Shubert Theatre is dead. Cn’v
! t0,v .e £or *he theatres that are vagan and his wife. Nedda Harriduction manager Selma Tamber;
The total involved in production National Theatre lives here, hut it i cat€d oy the normal run of flop
gan Logan, Merrick’s >’if,e Leqnarid Marlin H. Poll, president of costs and operating loss was re-f is jh robust health.
j presentations or settle for interim
ore; company manager Vincent;
Gold Medal Studios, Inc.
duced by $150, charged tq the au- j
Stockholders and directors of hookings.
(Continued bri page 120)
Incidentally, of the 11 shows fig_ Th- ‘partnership'; . tagged
the
j Washington Theatre Co. have voted
(Continued on page 120)
Sainter Co., is to be reimbursed , ti°n ^coste Ilie audit also ^^ unanimously to put the Shubert up
for com spent on a property when ,j
sale, after concluding it was too
fQr PrkdpcVon-^^
thfha"!costly to rebuUd its stage and dressaddition, the company will sha-e . |l€ guarantee). On that basis, the * in rooms .gutted in a Jan^^.29 fire.
in any profits; on the venture in |
(Continued on page 123)
[.Same blaze destroyed “Listen to
proportion to the-anaount of mohey j
. ; '
’ :^■■ ■
j the Mocking Bird” scenery, and
it has advanced. The coin for the : n.l i n
<i ,
j the show, a dubious future ahead
f [project was put up by 15 backers, LlH6l MlTyiDOrC, lSt
[ of it, died, too.
The Broadway production ©!
JTJ
.,
^
t t
“-pleach with a $1,608 share. .
There is virtually no possibility
Boston, June 23,
-■RoraMoff and. JuUet.'
whrca |: The bat.ie„ „e not required; to
that any other company will buy
The lease of the Wilbur Theatre
rSf
siSy88fiP-ilo#^'{contribute" additional money, but
TL—» D "_
. 7ft the Shubert to operate it again as here, to the Jujamcyn Amusement
1 the Seneral partners, at their dis{a theatre. Built in 1907 as a bur¬ Corp. was signed last week. The
' creti®ri, can take in a maximum of
lesque, it was known as the Gayety, deal, hanging fire since early
s ar Pe^e? Ustinov withdrew from . ^J0 000 more into the partnership,
Hollywood, June 23.
the cast, and a new management i
Ethel Barrymore, 79, first lady But Washington police became spring, is understood to be for 10
took over the operation,; with Bert
of the American theatre who died tougher and tougher about what years at a $35,000-$40,000 annual
Lahr as lead.
i of a heart attack Thursday <18) at could take place on the stage. It rental.
The tour, with Lahr starring,
Jujamcyn operates the Colonial
was refurbished as a legit house in
was . sponsored by the ! finri of
the 1940’s during the time the Na¬ in Boston, the Shubert, Philadel. Bowden; Barr & Bullock and
tional had its trouble over racial Dhia, and the St. James, N.Y. The
.Stratford, Conn,, June 23. .! soleiim next to her brothers, Lionel policy. But the Shubert had dif¬ Wilbur, however, is being leased
; covered mostly split-week book¬
American Shakespeare Festival /and John Barrymore.^ The., inter- ficulty getting many bookings or by Jujamcyn directly, while the
ings until its closing March 14.
Ustinov, who exited the produc¬ Theatre’s first annual school pro- * ment followed services at the outstanding shows in recent years. other three theatres are leased
tion because of a film cpmmitment^ gram, which preceded the recently-1 Roman Catholic Church of thp
Ohly two recent Broadway hits from separate companies which
ii now back in the rolel he orig¬ opened repertory season with 27 j Good Shepherd in Beverly Hills,
played the Shubert during their purchased them from the Shuberts.
inated in London and later on performances of “A Midsummer ?,-n stage and screen star for more warmup, “Two for the Seesaw” and Samuel Schwrartz is president of
Jujamcyn.
Broadway. The Coast engagement Night’s Dream” and “Romeo and ithan. a ,hal£ ceritmy. Mi^ Bai^- “Hatful of Rain.”
Since being dropped from the
began June 9 at the Hartford Juliet,” played to some 36,000 stu-! more was ^eulogized by botn the
Shubert banner by court action
Theatre, Los Angeles, where the dents from 301 schools in nine^
two
years ago, the 1.241-seat Wil¬
show is scheduled to reinain until
:'N’ Y* ^ editSriaUy ^mmentedbur had been operated on lease
July' 4. A move to San Francisco .Sjf.,J: approximately S?0>- j “moved throu^li many roles; play000
(y2
a
seat)
was
close
to
break-.
jng
a
leading
and
unforgettable
by
Michael
J. Kavanagh, formerly
may. follow.
Shubert manager in Boston for
The profit divvy on the . pro¬ even and so encouraging that an, parj ^ the fascinating drama we
extended.
50-showmg
schedule
is
i
may
call
the
life
of
Ethel-Barryover
a
decade.
Kavanagh still books
duction, as indicated.in a Jan. 10
Chicago, June 23.
the Todd theatres in Chicago.
accounting, was. $112,006. On the planned for next year by John I more.”
Plans
for
a
proposed
Civic
Cen¬
Houseman.
v
“Certainly
an
aura
of
royalty
With
the
completion
of the Wil¬
basis of the -regular. 50^50 split
Co-ordinated by Dick Kirschner I long surrounded the Barrymores,” tre here call for the construction bur deal, Jujamcyn, through
be iween the management and the
of two buildings and a plaza in the Schwartz, will be ready for booking
of
the
Stratford
office
in
New
j
the
N.
Y.
Herald
Tribune
observed,.
backers, that represented a 709o
Clark - Dearborn - Randolph - of 1959-60 season legit tryouts. It
profit for the latter on their $80,- York, the student program was J “Few reporters have been able to
Washington block. It would mean is understood that plans are to
6 JO investment. A $15,000 sinking practically sold out before it • refrain from calling them the
More than 900 came [ ‘royal family’ of the theatre, and the razing of the Erlanger Thea¬ funnel smaller shows into the
fund was also listed in. the. audit, preemed.
froiri one school in Teaneck, N.J.
j for half a century Ethel was their tre, one of Chi’s oldest legit houses Wilbur, thhs holding the 1,550-seat
leaving $6,888 as the balance availWhen tlie company goes on i’ts.;j'^frieen.” The N. Y. World-Telegram still operative.
Colonial for big shows and musi¬
ab’e. for distribution.
national post-session tour there j ^ ^Un pointed .out that ‘her death . There’s no immediate call for cals. Most of the musicals go to
Earlier audits disclosed that
will be similar tie-ups with schools ; r®,raoye^
scene a woman alarm, however. Like all of this the Shubert. 1,717-seater, the only
prior to the : Comedy’s move into alone the wav
. who had such majesty as latterday city’s
betterment
plans,
the
the black, Ustinov agreed to accept al0ng tne■*ay[royalty must despair of aoproaeh. ground-breaking . for. this project other legit house left in Boston.
a pproximately one-half the amount xt
nr-j*. tv’iT dj
ii
' ing. The famed triumvirate of is years away-r-if it happens at all. The Colonial installed $180,000
worth of air conditioning at the
. Ethel; . John and Lionel Barrymore
cue him. as‘author and star in any
beginning of last season.
week in which the gross fell below
Schwartz plans to refurbish the
. $27.500.. The management similarly
Henry T. . .Weinstein and Lau- ’ were her three children, Samuel
Wilbur. A similar job was started
reduced its office charge on the
rence
Feldman,
who
have
taken
‘
Colt
with
whom
she
lived;
a
dauehon the Colonial last spring and is
same basis. The reductions wer5
Over operation this summer of the j ter, Mrs. Ethel Barrymore Colt
continuing..
applied over a four^week period;
Lee Guber, Frank Ford. and
Westport (Conn.) Country piayr j Mighetta; and another son, John
Shelly Gross have lined up -five
house, have spotted new personnel Pr®w
.
..
v
.
^ ....
directors for eight of the sched¬
in most key positions. The only i _n0
vpf rpnpptpr
ic ciih^printin-i d'reefanuly. in
Miss
Barrymore
first uled musicals this summer for their
vet
repeater ^subscription
u-rec- r°yal
_
ctardmu
roni
with

Chi’s Goodman Theatre
Budgets 10G for Stars

Advance Sale of $29,138 ,
For Coining (N.Y.) Barn

‘Romanoff’ With Ustinov
Net $133,886 Pn®r To

is *.n

b00klns.;

Sam Schwartz Leases
Wilkr Theatre, Bostoo,
In 350G 10-Yr. Deal

l eeatre,

rSSS€S

Is

ASFT’S STUDE-SEASON
TAKE 70GON $2

PROPOSED CIVIC CENTRE
WOULD RAZE ERLANCER

JNew Mgt., Ditto otaft At
Westport (Conn.) Theatre;is^Zng'thSeMtendini’thq rites

Big Season for Tryouts
At John Drew, E. Hampton •S' S
th« author of -a Raisin in jroIe

A flock; of tryouts are scheduled
for presentation ' this suirimer at
. Ronald Rawson’s John Drew Thea¬
tre, East Hampton, N.Y. They will
include three plays and two revues.
T)ie initial tryout, “Dig Wp Must,”
a revue by Ira Wallach and David
Baker, will open the eastern Long
Island barn’s 28th season July 4.
I “The Dragon Slayer,” a new play
by Robert As.hermanj is slated for
. the week of July 20, to be followed
by Charles Frank’s adaptation of
■‘Intimate Relations,” by Jean Coc¬
teau. “Prescription for Murder,” a
comedy meller. by. Raymond . Bow¬
ers, opens Aug. 10,'and the touring
tryout package of “What a Day,”
starring Celeste Holm, is due the j
following week.

sh“- $***■

the Sun.1
James B. McKenzie is the new: • ^ T
..
general manager and Howard At-- New Firm; Will Promote

/
designer,
with
Frank Lindsay i
treasurer, Susan. Roy assistant to !
the producers arid James Gilder-1
sleeve stage manager. .
Lawrence Langner and Armina
Marshall (Mrs. Langner), longtime '
operators of the Plavhouse, stilfi
o>vn the property and are listed
on the program with their son
Philip Langner as “advisers.”

Guber-Ford-Gross Set
Directors for 8 Shows

Ont of Town Mailings

Producers Priority List, Inc.. has
been formed in New York.by Alcxander H. Cohen and his associates
for the purpose of promoting mailing lists in key U.S. cities for legit,
films and other show biz ventures,
Gohen is president of the PPL,
with: Thomas R. O’Connor v.'represiderit, WiRiam R. Scott Jr.,
secretary and Seymour Herscher
treasurer and general manager.
Cohen is a Broadway, preduesr
Television director Aaron Ruben
will debut as a Broadway ‘stager and New York representative of a
on the forthcoming revue, “The number of out-of-towm legit thea^
tres. :
Girls Against the Boys.”

itmg
ChekoY for Tour cf UJS.

^
c Ottawa. June 23.
Jed Horner, “Say Darling,” “Pal
The Canadian Players are add¬
Joey” and “Oh, Captain”; Richard
Barstow. “Oklahoma” and “Bells ing Chekov to the repertory of
Are Ringing”; Lawrence Kasha. Shakespeare, Shaw and Ibsen. For
“Li’l Abner”; David Tihma, “Call[the... U. S. tour, “The Cherry
Me Madam,” and Don Driver, “The ] Orchard” will be paired with
King and I.”
; “Taming of the Shrew.” The other
Besides those entries, the man- ‘ company, playing in Canada, will
agerial trio will also present their I repeat “The
Devil’s
Disciple,”
own packages of “The Law and done chiefly in the U. S. last soaMr. Simon,” a straight play star-; son, plus “Comedy of Errors.”
ring Menasha Skulnik, and the re- l/Donis Carey will again direct the
vamped version of “Babes in j U.S'.-touring troupe, and Tony
Arms.” The tents they operate are' Van Bridge the Canadian one.
the Camden County Music Fair, |
Last season the two Canadian
Haddonfield, N. J.,; Valley Forge \ Players companies toured 40,000
Music Fair, Devon, Pa., Westbiiry ^ miles, played 79 Canadian and 51
(L. I.) Music Fair and the Stortbw-; U- S. cities and towns, gave 175
ton Music Fair, West Springfield, [ performances before 195,000 per|Mass.
i sons.
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I who derives innocent amusement
! out of practical jokes,
j His W:fe, who’s had no physical
Henrv Sherek's presentation of a . com; relationship with her husband for
edv m two acts (three scenes)-by Marc- five years, takes Paul Scofield I as a
Gilbert Sauvajon, adaptediby Victor Wolfr
lover, and. frustrated by their. inr
■on. Stars Donald Sintfen.': Maxine Audley,
Andre Moreli, Virginia Maskell. Staged by- ability to meet, spend a short holi¬
Norm n Marshall; decor.* Paul Mayo. At day together in Amsterdam.
At.
Strand Theatre, London;; June 17, o9;.
Scofield's own instigation their
S2.S0 top.
..|i. Brian OuJton escapade is discovered by the hus¬
Armand Marescv.ud .
;i Michael Losan
Frederic
reseaud
ii Maxine Audle.v band and the whole of the second
M^.ria Maresthud
Gertrude Marecc.-ud Peggy Thorpe-Bates act is devoted to resolving the tri¬
Vanda GodseJl angle crisis.
Sylvia Ssuvin
,
... Ii Pauline Knight.
Isabelle Siu.in
With commendable economy of
. . Virginia Maskell
Caroline Pelletier .
Mary Powell words the author immediately es-?
Estelle
..I
■Fr.'.nk Marescvud ■ ..
tablishes .his principal characters
Police Official
and his theme. His Comedy, is
Doctor Lapi tu
Gilbert S: us -n
never in.the guffaw class and he is,
apparently, content to. settle for a
“All in the Family;,’ is a strange quiet chuckle; he is surprisingly
type of comedy; The basic situation deft at farce, and the bedroom
does not really lend itself to laughs, scene in the Amsterdam hotel hits
and this inherent contradiction a consistent note of hilarity. That,
makes it an uneven entry, with its this is achieved is obviously due in
uneasy blend cf brittle comedy and i no small part to the perfection of
high drama. If it can survive the John Gielgud’s direction. He hansummer doldrums, the Henry She- ; dies his subject and cast with a
rek presentation may eventually ■ sincerity that shows in every scene;
payoff, hut that's questionable.
“Complaisant Lover”, is an exThe dominant character in the , ample of polished theatre, rather
Marc-Gilbert Sauvajon original ^thaa distinguished, .writing and the
never appears on stage. Indeed, i end result is due to the teamwork
heTs murdered just as! the lights go «of all concerned. Certainly the
up. and quickly the .plot unfolds. ; highest praise to Richardson for a
The dc-ad man was" a powerful, ; moving arid believable perform¬
ruthless industrialist i1 who, on the ance of depth. Miss Calvert,, on
eve of his 80th birthday, is killed the other hand, appears just a lit¬
by a young secretary, angrily pro¬ tle too homely to justify wholly
voked by an attempted rape. Prob¬ | the basic plot. Polly Adams imlem for the family is [how to avoid ! presses as a 19ryear-old who has
a maior scandal. If the girl is ar¬ ■ frank designs on Scofield, Gerald
rested. she will naturally tell the ; Flood turns in a neat cameo as a
truth: so the blacksheep. grandson j hotel valet, and Oliver Burt proIs induced—for a consideration— j vides an amusing diversion as a
. to confess.
I Dutchman . who doesn’t speak a
Although never credible, the per¬ ; word of English. Lockwood West,
suasive acting by the cast helps to . Helen Lowry, Madge Coriipton, arid
make the plot acceptable, but the i Hugh Janes complete a fine cast.
notion is rarely as vigorous as it | Carl Toms has designed two imshould be. The tempo* is altogether I pressive sets, one living room and
too casual, which lessens the dra¬ one slightly dingy hotel bedroom.
matic impact without hurting the
Myro: ' :
comedy, sequences (unduly. The
main strength of the play, however,
The Country Boy "
is in its characterization, and the
June 1.
dead man's personality virtually , At>bey Theatre : Dublin,
Co. presentation of
dominates every scerte; the image • three-act (six scenes)
^comedy by John
created vividly comess to life when : Murphy. Direction, Ria Mooney; setting,
McCann. Stars Michael O’Brien,
a recording of his last will and tes¬ (Thomas
I Eileen.Crowe..Ray McAnally. Opened -May'
tament is played in the presence of 11- *39, at the Abbey (Queen's; Theatre,
Dublin.
his family and the police.
Tom Maher ..
...
Michael O'Brien
Maxine Audrey acquits herself j Matv
Kpte Maher .
... Eileen Crowe
well enough in a difficult and un¬ i Curly ■ .
Peter Lamb
Eddie . ..
. Ray MacAnaUy
sympathetic part as lithe devoted, ;i Julia
,
..
.. Maire Keane
almost dedicated, daughter. She’s I Eileen. Tierney :...
...... Maire. Ryan.
calculated, hut not as eold as she
appears. Donald Siriden has the . New author John Murphy has
most rewarding role as the grand¬ followed Abbey tradition with , a
son who is prepared to risk his kitchen play but has developed a
neck to save a pretty girl as well as fresh theme for his comedy. The
the family honor, but .Virginia Masr story involves a probiein typical of
kell has limited chances as the Mayo County and other parts of
secretary. Andre Moreli gives a rural Ireland. It concerns ageing;
penetrating study as the detective father clinging to his small farm
who had wooed Miss Audley for. and ^ settled ways, barring the
twenty years, Brian Oulton is a marriage of a younger son. The
pompous son, while Michael Logan return of. the elder emigrant son
has a completely contrasting role. with his American wife reveals
Vanda Godsell, Philip Ashley, that the glitter of New York is not
Peggy Thorpe-Bates H and Pauline gold for; foreigners, and the Irish
holiday for the couple sheds some
Knight impress in lesser roles.
Paul Mayo’s expansive but color¬ light on their own marriage as
less setting admirably captures the well as on the younger son’s plans
for the future.
mood of the piece.
Myro.
The plot is well developed, with;
The C omplaisant Lover realistic dialog and believable
situations. This is a standout per¬
London, June 19. . formance
by Maire Keane as the
H, M. Tennent and Donmar Productions
luesentation of a comedy-drama in two American wife, a girl determined
ads (four scene') by Graham Greene. to make her country seem bright
Stars Ralph Richardson, i Paul Scofield,
Phyllis Calvert. Staged by John Gielgud. arid beautiful even for life in a
Decor. Carl Toms. At Globe Theatre, June city tenement. As the country boy
1(1. '59: $2.80 top.
!.
who couldn’t adjust to the big city,
Victor Rhodes
-Ralph Richardson
William Howard . .....Lockwood West Ray MacAnally. gives a somewhat
Clive Root .
........ L. Paul Scofield uneven portrayal.
Maid
..
Helen Lowry
Peter Lamb gives a sound por¬
Ann Howard
.Polly Adams
Margaret Howard :.I Madge Compton trait of the. frustrated younger son,
Mary Rhodes
.j;. Phyllis Calvert arid Michael O’Brien is appropri¬
Robin Rhodes ....-|i.. Hugh Janes
ately ox-like in portrayal of .the
stubbornly obtuse father. Eileen,
Crowe’s e y e n style v. acting is
A new Graham Greene play is well suited to the role of the makestill, in itself, a theatrical event of the-best-of-things mother. One of
some importance, but; the Tennent the Abbey’s retent newcomers,
management, with its usual flair, Mary Ryan has a promisingly in¬
has given ‘The Complaisant Lover” genuous air as. the younger son’s
the treatment regardless, so far as sweetheart.
cast, staging, etc., \is concerned.
“The Country Boy” received en¬
As a result, the. marquee appeal thusiastic welcome and should;
alone will be more than sufficient settle for a run later., in the year,
to guarantee a long aind profitable the initial being due for interrup¬
tion lor a special production arid
season. ~
|i
The yarn is surprisingly conven¬ the Abbey’s annual vacation. The
tional and. stripped!; of its trim¬ play may have possibilities for
Macs./:
mings, is little more: than a com¬ export.
monplace variation of the triangle
The French Mistress
theme. . But Graham'; Greene is a
master of polished dialog and trims
London, June 15.
Jack Hylton’s presentation of a comedy
iri some of his best!work in this
three acts (four scenes) by Robert
comedy d-ama.
He is, too, in
Monro (Sonny Hale). Stars Richard Bird,
an expert at changing . the Marie-Claire • Verlene and Hugh Wake¬
Staged by Joan Riley; decor, Denis'
mood arid, with remarkable facil¬ field.
Wreford: At Adelphi Theatre, London;
ity,. switches from comedy, to bed¬ June 13, '39.. $2.80 top;.
room farce, to drama. That, too, John Crawley ..._I . . ^ Richard Bird
Barlow ....... . . . Rosamund Burne
is quite a feat, inasmuch as the Mrs.
Robert Martin -........ Peter Gray
changing style always matches the Edmunds'
•
...... ........... Scot Finch
mood. The characters fit in . to Peter Crawley ......... Michael Meacham
Lisette Latour--- Marie-Claire Verlene
the overall pattern.
V/igram
.. gearson Dodd
The three sides of; the.triangle Slater ... -- Richard* Fqx
Baines . .
i.
__ Peter.- Greenspan
are filled by Ralph Richardson, Brian
Orton . .... . .David Lord
Phyllis Calvert and Paul Scofield. Colonel'Edmunds-... Hugh Wakefield
Richardson is a dciiftist who has
been married to Miss Calvert for
“The French Mistress” was the
16 years.
The opening scene vehicle which was to have marked
quickly establishes him as a bore Sonnie Hale’s (born John. Robert
Alt in the Family
London. June 18.

Pfi&IEfY

Wednesday, June 24, 1959^

Hale-Munro) return to the West
End in the dual capacity of play¬
wright and star. However he died
a day before the .play was due to
Dulcy-like wife, conscious of the.
open. with, a replacement. As now
Romeo and Juliet
allure of extra-curricular romance
presented “The French Mistress"
Stratford, Conn., June 13.
is a predictable farcical comedy; •American Shakespeare Festival revival but held back by. conscience. Miss
two-act drama by William Shakespeare.: Fontaine tries too hard to be coy.
which may have some appeal for of
Staging.- Jack Landau; settings, David
the provincial bus trade, but is. Hays; lighting. Tharon Musser; costumes, Only in rare: moments, when she
unlikely to hold up for the more Dorothy Jpaklns: music, David Amram; relaxes into; naturalness, does a
dances, George Balanchine: Opened June dramatic flair emerge;
.
sophisticated West End of London. 12. ’59. at . the American Shakespeare Fes¬
A promising English cast has
Richard Bird, who took over the tival Theatre, Stratford, Conn.; $5.25 tbp>
.. Edward Asner. been assembled in support of the
Hale part at short notice, was obvi¬ Sampson ...-..
Lowell Harris American wife, Hilary, but the one^
ously. under-rehearsed on..opening. Gregory
Balthazar
.
Pirie MacDonald
night and his hesitancy and-unsure-' Benvolio ........
, ... Diho Narizzano dimensional characters devised by
......
Jack Bittner author Gerald . Savory . give them
Tybalt
.
ness delayed the tempo. Doubtless.!
Capulet . •......
Morris C^rnovsky
little with- which to. work, Philip
he will get into his stride in a mat¬ Lndv
Capulet. ...
. . Nancy, Wickwire
Montague
.
.......
/Larry
Gates Bournerif is believable as the auto¬
ter or days and'this will improve
.
. Eulalie Noble motive' tycoon subject, to' unex*
the pf.ee. and be of sorrie help, , al-r I Prince
rI^dy
nceMontague
of Verona
Frederic. Warriner
though the acting generally is be-,| R0meq
.. Richard .Easton plained attacks of crippling arthri¬
.
John Ragiu tis, but his role, needs strengthen¬
low par:
.
£afis .
... Severn Darden
.. Tiie story | describes the impact £urse .7.7.7.7.V.
. Aline MacMahon ing. Peter I Forsteir. as the would-be
..
Inga Swenson lover, is barely adequate. Again,
oh a public school {British sense, Juliet
William Smithers Ronald Lohg’s attempts to create
translate exclrisive and. private in
:: •; •
.Patrick Hines
America) of a French mistress— Friar Lawrence V
__
Hiram Sherman comedy in the part cf the doctor
the only femme instructor at the Apolhecary ......I....... Edward Asner are frustrated by the limitations of
establishment. The entire school-J.o5.nce/ohn''•* *‘‘‘:'
. Raymond-L-'Ye“*Har”s
Saint-Jacques the script.
from teachers down to the youngest!
Best drawn are the son and
pupil
iriirnediately
behave
as
if
|
.
. • As the opener of the fifth season daughter; well defined by John
they’ve never seen a woman before. | of the now well-estdblished Amer- Mulligan and Audree Rae, who
but the main story line revolves j leain Shakespeare Festival; “Romeo each do a complete about-face Withe
around the fact that the head-1 gnd juiiet” is a disaDpointment. in the plot. Mulligan transforms
master had,, in his younger days, ( somehow, in the beautiful theatre from a stuffed shirt to a British
an affair with the French mistress’s i 0n the Housatqnic where the Bard versipn of a beatnik, and Miss Rae
mother and is convinced she's his j has been played so excitingly, the is; metamorphosed, from a dawdy
illegitimate daughter. There’s an j woeful loVe story fails to move and thing to an overdressed jrive delin¬
obvious: incestuous implication [ eVen seems misplaced at times,
quent Both attain their true sta¬
when the head’s, son falls in love f it is in its ventures of the famil- ture only when stepmother Hilary
with the girl, and wants to riiarry j jar works that the Connecticut decides to settle down permanently
her.:
I Shakespeareans have taken their in their family.
T. '
The dialog is invariably obvious j biggest chances. The thousands
Things pick up temporarily in
and the situations extremely trans- } who will attend “Romeo” this sum- the third act With the entrance of
parent, yet a receptive first night; nier will see a production which veteran actor Francis Compton,
aiidience laughed at the most in-1 will likely disturb them through who injects a few moments of good
consequential bits, Marie-Claire ' much of the performance, arid only theatre into the play with his .crisp
Verlene makes a fair showing in ! occasionally justify itself. The rortrayal of an elderly member of
the title role and Peter Gray does j poignant love passages, w'hich are Parliament
well enough as the senior master. | the best remembered of the classic,
Excellent bits are contributed by
Hugh Wakefield makes an impresh ! do. not impress as much as the. the parade of transient servants?,
in. a brief scerie in the final act. J action sequences in this Jack Lan- notably by Margaretta Warwick as
but the rest of the cast is only . dan presentation.
Mrs. Banks. The others are Ellen :
Myro.
. There are . some rioteworthy
William Conn and Frank
highsr;th6Ugh. Among the truest is ! Lowe,
the pony-tailed Juliet of Inga j Gero.Murder on Arrival
Swenson, an extraordinary and re- f After closing ih Miami, playing
through Sunday June 28, “Hilary”
• David iriaii. (in ■850^^2)^ wUh f^lrndei ’ markably. sustained portrayal of|
Will go on toui* this suriimer whild
Prodtictioris) presentation of a murder the love-doomed girl Of the Capu- i
n^vePpt^ . lets. A plus, too, is the Nurse of : it. is being tightened and groomed ,
for Broadway.
Culm.
Hoargand Gawn Grainger. Stars Norman I Aline MacMahon; whose particiDaWooland, . Rosamund John, Delphi Law- . fion adds to ASTF’s attractiveness
rence, Maurice Kaufmann. Staged by Peter +i,;c c«acrtn
-Hoar; decor, Michael. Eve, At Westmin- Tn
-season.
t t *.*
sler Theatre, London, June 16; '59r S2.50
Moms
CarnOVSky
as
Juliet S
top‘ father, Hiram Sherman as Friar
a ;• • i- -' • • ” • • • * ^Jerinifer
j f,awrence. Jack Bittner as Tybalt.

, Frederic Warriner as tte. nriiiee o£
Verona and William Smithers; as
.. Rpsamuni^ John Klercurio are richer stickouts. Less
I,’..'.’.’.;ian Hendry fortunate
is Richard Easton as
I Romeo, an uncompelling: concept
'‘Murder On Arrival,” adaptedof the exacting role,
from an Atiierican original to give j The big stage best, suits the
it a British locale, was put on the i street brawling . and duels: It. is
road some while back by Peter i hardly suited to the balcony scene.
Saunders -with Margaret Lockwood ; however, nor to the liebestod. And
in the lead, but he. decided not to j the lovgrs’ tryst ori the upper level
bring it to .town. Now it has come j
hiake easy watching.^
into, the Westminster under a new [ ^hns- time the structure^oL the
management arid new cast and settings, designed T)y David^Hays,
looks, at best; a fair prospect
» £av,e a furniture effect. The lattice
yA1 ’ /
^ T „ :
,
i background devised by Rouben
Although the trail of red her- i Ter-Arutunlan is; still, there, but
js
pnough laid to conceal, unimportantly used! Dorothy Jeakthe -identity of the killer through j ins’ costumery is in fine taste. Miss
most, of the play, the pedestrian j Swenson’s gowns being especially
writing arid the rather casual direc- distinctive. Tharon Musser’s lighttion rob the story of much of it.s i ing follows uri her previous sucexcitement:. Compensating, how-; cesses here. The incidental music
ever, are two or three very good ; bv David Amram and choreogracurtain scenes which hypo the in- \ phv by George Balanchine conteresL. ;
i tribute effectively to the mood of
The meller is set in a. cottage in ■ the drama.,
Elem.
the remote part of Cornwall. The '
previous owner, an elderly lady,
Hilary
had been battered to death and her
Beach, June 18.
killer had not. been apprehended. / George S.Miami
Engle presentation of Michael
After stariding empty, for some time McAloney-Don Mankiewlcz production of
K - *s. bought by. Kosamund^john, j
sSvor^Ctatafrin#elJoaA<,Fontalne[:
playing a widowed artist. Within featuring Philip Boumeuf, Ronald Long*
minutes of her arrival a corpse is Francis Cpmpton. Peter Forster. Directed
l>v Jerome Kilty; settings bv .William
discovered behind the cupboard. Riva. executed by Tom • McKeehan: at
The killer could have been any one the “Playhouse," Deauville Hotel; Miami
Bea^h.' for a two-week run June 16-27;
of her neighborir—^Norman Wool- $5.75
top.
and, a writer and old flame, who Peter Carroway
Peter. Forster
lives down the road; Delphi Law- Hilary Endicott . .Joaii Fontaine
Patricia
............. Audree Rae
rance .arid . Maurice . Kaufmann. la Stepheri Endicott
Endicott
Philip'Bourneuf
bickering-arid unhappy couple; Ian Kenneth; Endicott .. John Milligan
Ronald. Long
Hendry, an American serviceman Doctor Bruce
.v..,..EUeh Lowe
and long-time friend of the victim; Frieda
Ricardo ...-.. -William Conn
or even Jennifer Willis, the domes¬ Lorenzo ......... Frank Gero
Mrs. Banks -...... Margaretta Warwick
tic. The denouement is something Sir
Gavin Marquand....Francis Compton
of • a surprise, - butis also an • ex¬
ample of preposterous contrivance.
Of all British theatrical imports,
Under Reter Hoar’s leisurely di¬ the drawing-room comedy rips had
rection the cast tries hard to the hardest going In this country
achieve the desired effect. Rosa- of late, years. English authors’
Iriiirid John makes an adequate “arigry young men” and whodunits
showing' .as the widow and Delphi have been more to the taste of
Lawrence puts some sparkle into today’s American audiences. The
her part, Norman Wooland,.Maurice newest “polite” arrival to these
Kaufmann and Ian Hendry, plough shores is pretty watery, as if it had
through their, respective roles with¬ been shipped in powdered form
out. much shading; Jenriifer Willis and hadn’t jelled when augmented
tries not, to.. be the conventional by the direction of Jerome Kilty,
comic domestic; and A. J. Brown is who has paced it far too slowly.
a siricere,. plodding cop. Michael
As- served at its premiere in the
Eve’s decor is okay, for the subject. seirii-round milieu of the Deauville
Myro.
Theatre, the concoction is a mish¬
mash of cliches in soft aspic. It is
neither cute enough for laughs nor
deep enough for sympathy.
Embassy Fetes Bolshoi
Disappointing, also, to an audi¬
Ottawa, June 23.
ence conditioned by her many
Members Of the Bolshoi Bal¬
screen appearances, is Joan Fon¬
let were entertained at a
taine’s performance; Chic and
receptipri in the Russian em¬
beautiful, the actress seems far
bassy in Ottawa, stopping over
from at ease on the stage and dis¬
on their, way from Toronto to
plays a whole set of artificial mannerisins which detract both froiri
Montreal.
her personality and her reading.
The ballet is not booked into
In the title role of a frothy.
Ottawa itself (what ever is?I

Peter Collier .
Jane. Palmer .
Sergeant Hale,
Steve Taylor V

.. . Maurice Kaxifmanp j

Billy Barnes Revue
George- Eckstein presentation (in : asso>.
elation with Bob Reese) of two-act revue;
music and lyrics by- Billy Barnes; sketches
ana dialog. Bob Rodgers.Staging* Bob
Rodgers; production design, Glenn Holse;
musical direction, Billy: Barnes;* associate
musical director. Armln Hoffman; light¬
ing. Peggy Clark.: Opened June 9, '59, at
the York Theatre, N.Y.; $4.85 top.
Cast: Joyce Jaineson. Bert .C.onvy, Patti
Regan, Ken -Berry,- Ann GuUbert,. Bob
Rodgers, Jackie Joseph,. Len Weihrib: .

.Billy Barnes has brought a show
frbrri I the Coast bubbling with
good humor, ;to reaffirm that.good
revues are still produceable and
that off-Broadway may be just th«
place to present one. “Billy Barnes
Revue” provides a mirthful climax
to an almost mirthless off-Broadway season; .
With Barnes and Armin Hoff- .
man assisting on piano, and. Bob
Rodgers providing I the bright
sketches and dialogue, the cast
romps through its chores; ThesD
include everything from a takeoff..
on films of the 1930’s (people were
selling apples, losing jobs and go¬
ing to see the “Gold Diggers of
1933”) to a way-out portrait of
beatniks in a coffee house, complete with a Mort Sahl-like intro-?
duction by Len . Weinrib.. The
prophet reads poetry to jazz arid
before they know what's happened
to them, the beatniks are swinging ;
to “Alexander’s Ragtime : Band,”
It’s the woirieri, who really whip ,
the show. along.^ Joyce Jameson, a
blond who suggests Judy Holliday
impersonating;. Marilyn Monroe,
gives an impression of terrible ef¬
fort to get just.a small voice out of
a very big girl. Then, demonstrat¬
ing that it’s just bn act, she later
sings a smoothly agreeable ballad.
; Ann Giiilbeit? small, brimet and
sad looking,, tramples everything
underfoot when she’s around, and
. gets ihaximum comedy impact
with several, seemingly innocuous
lines. Patti Regaii, a leggy red¬
head, does a funny musical, arid is
around to play a teacher leading
her roughneck students in a PTA ,
chdrale based on her Master’s
thesis, Jackie Joseph, pert brunet,,
is a sweet singer whose wide eyes
and innocent grin make her a
choice foil for what’s going on
around her. ;
Among the good serious items
in the show is a capsule: musical I
biography titled “The Pembrooke
Story” that iri- quick strokes, out¬
lines the life of an executive who
feels trapped • by his wife and
Connecticut home, attempts to
break Out, but realizes that an un¬
born son is reason enough for life.
There isn’t much memorable
music except perhaps the beatniks’
marching song. “Listen to the
Beat.” But the feeling of fun is
emphatic and lingering.
npajyf

yednfeflday, Jttie 24» -1959?
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; Latest in Show-Top*

‘Sunrise’ Scores New D.C. Record

;.
• ...—•
Buiness was generally good for"f-— ■ • ■
the eight shows, on the road last
week. ‘‘Bells Are Ringing,” ‘‘Mu¬
7
sic Man” and ‘‘My Fair Lady” con¬
tinued their powerhouse pace arid,
‘ Sunrise at Campobelloat the j
National Theatre,
Washington,
Kansas City, June 23.
topped the non-musical: record It
Starlight: Theatre here got
established at the house the prer offThe
to. a smash start last week,
. vious week.
grossing a big $60,000 for “Okla¬ .
“Li’i Abner” closed last Satur¬ homa.’^ The. take at the 7,600- :
day (20) In Seattle. The touring seater, with the b.o. scaled to a.
lineup, however, will be.Increased $3.50 top, was. one of the best on
by one show next week when record for an opening show: Singer :
“West Side Story?’ launches its Gogi Grant, making her legit
post-Broadway tour Wednesday (!) debut, headed the musical’s cast.
:
at the Auditorium, Denver. : .
“Firefly,” with Anna Maria AlEstimates; for Last. Week
berghetti and Webb Tilton/ is cur¬
Parenthetic designations for out- rently at the Swope Park outdoor
of-town shows are the same as for showcase.

‘OKLAHOMA’ HUGE 606,
K.C. OUTDOOR OPENER

. Broadway, except that hyphenated
T With show classification indicates
tryout and RS indicates road show.

. Also, prices oh touring shows in-,
elude 10% Federal Tax and local
tax, if any,, but as on Broadway
grosses are met; i.e., exclusive of.
: . taxes. Engagements are for single
week unless Otherwise noted, ,
CHICAGO
Music Man, Shubert IMC-RS)
; (19th wk) <$5.50-$6.60; 2,100; $71,458). Over $70,800. Previous week,

; $66;000.

v

j

Gone as ‘Off-6’way’ Spot
. Philadelphia, June .23:
The Foyer of the Academy of
Music, Philly’s only midtown spot
for off-Broadway style legit, has
shuttered and will be converted
into a rehearsal hall for the Phila¬
delphia Orchestra, Theatre 3 Pro¬
ductions, which had ; leased the
Foyer for performances, this Fall,
voluntarily withdrew its .contract
at the request of the . Academy’s
hoard of. directors.
.
, The group is looking for a -new
midtown location.

LOS ANGELES
My Fair Lady, Philharmonic!
Aud. (MC-RS) (3d wk) ($5.75-$fi.50;
2,670; $79,800) (Michael Evans,
Diane Todd). Nearly $79,300 with
Civic . Light Opera-, -subscription.
['
Previous week, satne with subi
seription,.
Romanoff and Juliet, Hartford
\S- (C-RS) (2d. wk) ($5.40-$6.50; 1,024;
Percival Borde to.
$32,000) (Peter Ustinov). Almost’
[■
$33,400 with Guild subscription.
.(With Pearl Primus)
Primitive Africana can be . had
Previous week, $28,300 . for Seven
at: $3.75-$4 .these nights, down at
performances with subscription.
the studio-like < 145-seat) St. Marks
Playhouse,-, off-Village theatre.
SAN FRANCISCO .
Bells Are Binging,. Curran (MC- Percival .Borde and dance com¬
RSt «3d wk) l$5.75-$6.90;v 1,758; pany, plus guest artist Pearl
. $59,000) (Judy Holiday). Over Primus,: have an i8-course dancer
$58,600 'with Civic Light Opera, chant-drum fest going. This is
subscription. Previous week, $58i-. Ethnic Rock and Roll, with mighty
"sensual effects, Miss Primus, the
° 000 With subscription.
•
Once More With Feeling* Alcazar prime ribs of the evening, is lip
(C-RS) (2d. wk) ($4-$4,50; U47; to her inimitable tricks.. Un¬
$33,000) (Fernando LainaS, . Mar-; leashed rhythm, laced with sexy
Her “Fertility” dance (the
jorie Lord). ; Around $23,000. Pre¬ charm.
original. . is done by pregnant
vious Week, $21,500.
women
in
Nigeria) had every girl
Two for the Seesaw, Geary (CD.audience breathless. But
RS) (4th; wk) ($4.30-$4.85; 1,550; in the ho
fear of anything mis$39,000) (Ruth Roman, J effrey there’s
eartying with Pearl around.
Lynn). Over $20,500. Previous
The program (opened June 16)
v eek, $22,100. .
is at its best when the dancing is
most' authentic and primitive.
Washington
“Engagement Dance,” by a quar¬
Sunrise at Campobello, National tet of sinuous young things from
. (D-RS) (3d wk) ($4.95-$5.60; 1,657; the Borde company, is. a rollicking
. . $46,200) (Ralph Bellamy). House adolescent victory march, African
record, for non-mUsical at $45,570. bump and grind style. Percival
Previous week, $44,237 with Guild Borde’s “War Dance” with .a drum
subscription.
background, makes a tranquillizer
of Emperor Jones;-. The . drums are
so insistent, throughout the ever
SPLIT WEEK
Li’l Abner iMC-RSU Totaled ning and so pure-jungle acous¬
$35,500 for seven, performances, as tically, that the few quiet num¬
io.ilows:
AuciitoiiUm,
r'ortiana, bers are a sweet relief.
Monday-Tuesday (15.-16>, two, $11,- . “Legend,” . an attempt to use
300, with the 3,600-seater scaled to. modern dance choreography for a
a $4,80 top ; Urpheum , Sea ale, pantomime fable, is just too eggWednesday-Saturday (.17-20 i; five, bead a concept for this group, and
$24,200, with the . 2,700-seater the result , is . comball. These
dancers have something when they
scaled, to a $5 weeiend .top: Pre¬ stick to their tribal stuff, or when
vious week, $38,700 with Guild they touch West Indian satire, a
Subscription at the: Biltmore, Los Limbo, and the finale “Everybody
Angeles. Closed in Seattle.
Loves Saturday Night.” Tech¬
nically, this sort; of dancing; is as
. far removed from the Bolshoi; for
instance, as a palin frond is. ifrom
! an air conditioner; But the same
sort of wheatgerm energy is there,
full force, and the same kind of
refreshing directness. There’ll be
: Stratford, Conn., June 23.
The American Shakespeare Fes- long-hair dance-o-raane. interest in
the
beiauttful-bodied Percival, his
.: tival Theatre here grossed a satis¬
factory $34,900 last week in eight tawiiy-limbed ladies and the great
performances split between Pearl, who’-d even be real gone in
“Romeo; and Juliet” and ‘‘Midsum¬ Ghana, In fact, opening night
mer Night’s Dream,” The stanza brought^ delegation from Liberia,
marked the opening of the regular Nigeria and Ghana, with an honori ary tribute from the African peoK
- ASFT season at its 1,453-seater.
The scale this summer has been pie to the company for their con¬
tribution to the arts.
:
Lois.
lipped from a $5 top to $5.75..

Dance. Reviews

$S4,900,
1st Wk., Stratford, Conn.

(Jime 21 -July 5)
' d>9 We Must, revue by Ira Wallaeh and
Pavid Baker—John Drew Theatre, East
Hampton, L.I. (4). ..
;
_ Hilary, by Gerald Savory, starring Joan
Fontaine —r-? Deauville . Theatre.
Miami
Beach, Fla. €22-27),- Sacandaga (N.Y.) Sum¬
mer Theatre (29-4).
Law and Mr. Simon, by Julie Bern*.
®Larring Menasha Skulnik—StorroWtown
Music Fair, West Springfield, Mass. (22?.); Camden County Mtisic Fair. Haddon. field, N.J. (29-4) (Reviewed in VARIETY,
• June 17, *30). .
Piece of Blue Shy, by Frank Corsaro.
starring Shelley Winters—Tappan . Zee
Playhouse, Nyack. N.Y. <22-27); Myrtle
Beach -(S.C.) Playhouse <2940 (Reviewed
in VARIETY, May 27, *59).
Rad Letter Day, by Andrew Rosenthal,
starring Gloria Swanson—Crist Mill Play¬
house, Andover, N.J. <27-4) <QrifinaI Brit¬
ish production reviewed in VARIETY,
from London, Feb. 27, '52).
Voice of the Whirlwind, by Pet HaleBarter Theatre, Abingdon, Va. (29-4).

Budapest Ballot
!
(BOBlNO, BARIS)
Paris, June 20. I
Fourteen young dancers make;
up this folk dance company accom¬
panied by a 10-man. orchestra. I
Men are virile and girls pretty and
zesty. Routines f are simple folk
stuff, cOurtings/;. weddings, pastor¬
ale . interludes offderring-do among
the men. Seem?. too small-scaled
and familiar for much chances on
the Yank concert circuits except
for Hungarian nationality markets.
In spite of qn easy-on-the-eyes
quality show lacks Verve and out¬
right acrobatic and bombastic
aspects of, say, Russian folk
entries.
Musicians dispense, good, racy
gypsy interludes. Costumes are
colorful..
Mosk,

Boston, June 23.
The first “balloon” type
theatre roof, a: $31,000 job,
went up for the Arts Center
Theatre on ..the Charles River.
bank in Brigthon this week.
An : airinflated, lensshaped,,
vinylcoated, nylon structure
resting on a steel hoop is the
technical description of the
novel roof.
it is 145 ft. in diameter and
20 ft. thick between the top
and undersides. Fpur stories:
above the ground, it is adaptable, to permanent structure,
flameresistant and will with¬
stand 70 mile winds.
The. sttawhat theatre opens
July 9 with a musical version
of “Twelfth Night” with Siobhan McKenna: ’

‘Majority’ $53,487, ‘Bird’ $47,900,
‘Suzie’ $32,100, ‘Million’ $28^00

Broadway Was bullish last week. $29,382). About $24,400. Previous
A continued rise in business re¬ week, $20,000 for seven perform¬
sulted in nifty grosses for most ances.
shows and'new house records were
Closed Last Week
set by “Destry Rides Again,”
Gazebo, Lyceum (C) (28th wk;
“Flower Drum Song,” “Raisin in 218 p) ($6.90; 995; $29,600) (Walter
the Sun” and “Redhead.’*
A Slezak). Almost $15,200. Previous
straight play record for a regular w'eek, $13,100. Closed last Satur¬
Broadway run is also believed to day (20) at a. deficit on its $75,000
have been established by “Major¬ investment. A tour, with Tom
ity of One,” which hit $53,487, its Ewell starring, is scheduled to be¬
top. take thus far at the 1,453-seat gin Aug. 1 at the Opera House,
Shubert Theatre.
Central City, Colo.
Business is expected to taper
this week and continue on the de¬
cline through the summer. Besides
those show's that set records, the
sellouts and virtual capacity en¬
tries last week included “Gypsy,”
Dallas, June 23.
“La Plume de Ma Tante,” “Music
“Pajama /Game;” with Frankie Man,” “My Fair Lady” and “Sweet
Laine, Paul’ Hartman, Kathy Barr Bird of Youthl” One show closed'
arid Pat Stanley heading the- «ast, last Saturday i 20), and another is
Greensboro, N. C., June 23*
climbed to a moderate $32,400 last scheduled to: bow out next Satur¬
By a voice vote, the N. C.. Senata
week in the second stanza of a day (27).
killed a joint resolution designat¬
fortnight’s frame . at the ■4,12ft*'
Estimates for. Last Week
. Seat Music Hall here. The previous
Keys:. C tComedy), D (Drama), ing the Flat Rock Playhouse as th#
week’s take was $30,700.
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), State Theater of North Carolina,
“Wish .You Were Here,” with MG (Musical-Comedy ); MD (Musi¬
Sen. William Medford qf HayShirley Jones and Jack Cassidy, is cal-Drama), O (Opera), OP < Op¬ wood urged Its passage, hut Sen.
the current State. Fair Musicals eretta).
Edwin S. Lanier of Orange called
entry.
Other parenthetic'- designations the. designation “misleading.”
refer, respectively, to weeks played,
He said it would hold out to peo¬
number of performances through ple all over the country the expec¬
last Saturday; top prices (where tation of seeing plays in an official
two prices are given, the higher is state theater, “which it is not.” The
<Figures denote opening dates) lfor FriddyrSaturday nights and the inference was the w'hole thing was
lower for weeknights), number of mere press agentry.
NEW YORE
seats,,. capacity gross and stars* -The resolution had passed 'the
Billy Bames Revue, York (6-9 59). '■
Boy Friond,-Cherry L^ne ,<1-25-58).
Price
includes 10% Federal and House and been amended in the
Crucible, >iir<Inique <3-ll-53).
5% City tax,.but grosses are nett Senate to prevent state financial
Drunkard, Gate (6-23-59).
support.
Lei. exclusive of taxes.
Enemy of the Poop!*; Actors (24-59).
Leave It to. Jane, Sheridan. So. (5-25-59).
Destry Rides Again, Imperial
Many'' Loves, Living Theatre <1-13-59);
resumes n^xt Saturday (27).
(MD) (9th Wk; 68 p) ($8.35-$M0;
Mark Twain Tonight, 41st St. <4-6-39).
. 1.427; $65,000) (Andy Griffith, Do¬
Our Town, Circle in Square (3-23-58)/
lores Gray). House record at $67,Shaw Festival, Provincetown (5-26-59).
Threepenny Opera,Vae Lys <9-20-55). .
806. Previous week, $66,973.
Waltz of the Toreadors, Cricket <4-6-59).
Flower Drum Song, St. James
Young & Bu'ful, Theatre Earf <5-23-59).
(MD) (29th wk; 232 p) ($8.05; 1,615;
Philadelphia, June 23.
SCHEDULED OPENINGS
$63,321). House record at $(*3,321.
Three. Sisters, Fourth St. (9-10t59).
A record single-stanza gross for
Simone, Gate (9-23-58).
Previous W'eek, $63,247.
the Playhouse in the Park here
Shakuiftela, St. Mark's (9-29-59).
Vincent, Cricket <9-30-58).
- Gypsy, Broadway (MC) (5th wk; was established last week by
Great Got! Brown, Phoenix (10-5-59): •
35 p) ($8.60-$9.40; 1^00; $83,000) “Look Homeward, Angel,” with
CLOSED
(Ethel
Merman). Almost $82,900. $23,606 in the second fsame of a
Cast of Characters, Downt'n (6-1Q-58);
closed, last Sunday <21) after 21 per¬ Previous week, record: for regular fortnight’s stand. The combined
formances.
run Broadway show; at $82,992.
take of $45,700 for the two weeks
J.B., ANTA (D) (28th wk; 220 p) was also the biggest gross for that
($6.90; 1,185; $46,745) (Christopher time span at the tent.
LOS ANGELES
Miriam Hopkins and Ed Begley
Billy Barnes Revue, Las Palmas (10-13-58). Plummer, Basil Eathborie, James
Boy Friend. Ivar (2-16-59).
Daly):
Over $29,200.
Previous costarred in “AngeL” Nancy
Camlno Real, IVwood Center (5-21-59).
week,
$27,300.
Walker
and Margaret Phillips are
Cold Wind,.Players Ring (60-58).
Mendel Beatnik, LeGrimd (5-29-59).
La Plume de Ma Tante, Royale current in “Fallen Angels.”
Letterr Centre (6-20-59).
(R)
(32d
wk;
255
p)
($8.05;
1,050;
Plain A Fahey, Pasadena (5-29-59).
$44,500) (Robert DheryK Almost
Streetcar, Omnibus (6-11-59).
'
Tender Trap, Valley (6-5-59).
$45,100. Previous week, $45,000.
Who That Lady, Civic (4-13-59).
Lays off July 6-Aug. 1.
SCHEDULED. OPENINGS
Look Back in Anger, Gallery (6-24-59).
Majority of One, Shubert (C)
Immoralist, Horseshoe (7-17-59).
<18th wk; 144 p) ($6.90; 1,453; $53,Palm Tree, Stage Society (7-24-59).
000) (Cedric HardwiCke, Grertrude
The cross-country tour of “Th®
CLOSED
Berg). Highest gross for run at World of Carl Sandburg,” with
Quare Fellow, Stage Society <5-8-59); $53,487.
Previous
week,
$53,300.
Bette
Davis and her husband, Gary
closed last Sunday <21).
Shrike, Horseshoe (5-1G59); closed, last
Make a Million, Moroseo (C) i Merill, heading a company of five,
Sunday (21).
(35th
wk;
276
p)
($6.90;
946;
$35,I
is
scheduled
to get underway Oct.
. Silver Whistle, Centre (4-25-59); closed
300) (Sam. Levene). Almost $20,- 5 in Portland, Me. The concert
last Wednesday : <17). .
.
Tonight at 8:30, Hollywood (5-29-59); 200 with twofers.
Previous
week,
tour,
booked
by Dorian Attrac¬
' closed last Sunday (21). . •.
$17,800 /with twofers:
Turn to Autumn# Callboard (6-5-58);
tions, will come to a temporary
closed last Sunday (21).
.
Music Man, Majestic (*79th wk; halt for a Christmas holiday lay¬
628 p) ($8.05; 1,626; $71,000). Over off and resume early in January
$71,400. . Previous week, same.
in the south.
My Fair Lady, Hellinger (MC)
London Shows
The presentation,. which marks
(Figures denote opening dates) (171st wk; 1,363 p) ($8.05; 1,551; the first time Sandburg’s works
$69,500) (EdWard Mulhare, Pamela have been dramatized, will also in¬
All In the Family, Strand <6-17-59).
Charles). Another $70,400.
Blue Mesic Revue, Wales (2-19-59).
clude new and unpublished mate¬
Caught Napping, Piccadilly (5-22-59).
: Pleasure of His Cemnany, Music rial by the poet. The venture is
Clown . Jewels, Vic. Palace (3-5-59).
Box (C) (35th wk; 278 p) ($6.90’ being ’ co-sponsored by film-legit
. Complaisant Lever, Globe <6-13rS9).
Farewell, Farewell, Garrick (6-5^59).
1,101; $38,000) (Cyril Ritchard,
Five Finger Exercise.. Comedy (7-16-58).
Cornelia Otis Skinner, Charlie producer Armand Deutsch and
Fool's Paradise, ApoBo (4-1-59).
Gilt, Gingerbread, Duke York's (4-17-58). Buggies, Walter Abel). Almost $34,- Hollywood publicist Judd Bernard
. Grass ts Greener, St, Mart: (12-2-58).
600. Previous week, $28,900 at in association with adaptor-stager
Hostage, Wyndham’s (6-11-59).
Nonnan Corwin. Rehearsals ar#
the Longacre:
How. Say You, Aldwych, <4-22-59).
Irma La Douce, Lyric <7-17-58).
Raisin in the. Sun, Barrymore scheduled to begin Sept. 1 in Port¬
Let 'Em Eat Cake, Cambridge (5-6-59).
(D) (15th wk; 118 p). ($6.90; 1,076; land.
Long, Short, Tall, New 0-7-59).
$41,569) (Sidney PoitierK House
Repertory, Old Vie (9-17-58).
Dorothy Olney is general mana¬
Marigold, Savoy (5-27-59).
record at $42,177: Previous week, ger. Miss Davis* wardrobe is being
Mousetrap, Ambassadors (11*25412).
$42,171.
Murder On Arrival, W’stm'nst'r (6-16-59).
designed by Orry-Kelly. Inciden¬
My Fair Lady, Drury Lane (4-30-58).
Redhead, 46th St. (MD) (20th wk; tally, the program, originally ■
Orpheus Descending, Royal CL (5-14-59).
Pleasure HIs Co.. Haymarket (4-23-59). 156 p) ($9.20; 1,297; $62,410) (Gwen tagged “An Evening with Carl
Verdon). House record at $63,171. Sandburg,” was presented for one
Prodigal Wife, Winter Gard. (5-28-59).
Roar Like a Dove, Phoenix <9-25-57ju
■ Previous week, $63,131. Lays off
night several months. ago at the
Salad Days, Vaudeville (8-5-54).
July 6-11.
. Simple Spynaan, WnitehaU (3-19-58).
Taste of Honey; Criterion (2-10-59).
Sweet Bird of Youth, Beck (D) U. of California at Los Angeles.
Ulysses In Nlghtfowh, Arts (5-1959L
(When a “boy genius1* during
(15th
wk;
119
p)
($6.90;
1.280;
$47sUnexpected Guest, Duchess C8-I2-58).
963) (Paul Newman, Geraldine radio’s first flush, Corwin was dis¬
West Side Story, Majesty's 02-12-58).
Page, Sidney Blackmer). Almost covered by Sandburg (and Kip
''CLOSED.
Fadiman) as the air medium’s
$47,900. Previous week, $46,700.
Candida, Saville (4-30-59).
Wolf's Clothing, Strand (3-17-50).
Two for the Seesaw, Booth (CD) first “literate” writer—Ed.)
(75th wk; 596 p) ($6.90; 780; $32300) (Daria Andrews, Anne Ban¬
croft). Over $28,900. Previous week,
$26,400. Hal March and Lee Grant
take over the co-starring roles
Much Ado< Lunt-Fontanne (9-17-59).
(June 21-JuIy 5)
Gangs All Here, Ambassador (10-1-59). next Monday (29).
Brits Ar* Ringing (July HollkUy)—Cm>
Happy Town, 54th St. (10^-59)..
West Side Story, Winter Garden ran, S.F. <23-4>.
Drop of a Hat, Golden (10-8-59).
(MD) (91st wk; 724 p) ($8; 1,404;
Music Man (2d Co.>—Shubert. Chi (22-4).
Heartbreak House, National (10-18t59L
My Frir Lady (2d Co.) (Michael Evanfc
Miracle Worker, Playhouse 00-19-59).
$64,200). Almost $56 500: Previous Diane
.Warm Peninsula, Hayes (10-20-58).
Todd)—Philharmonic And., L.A.
Connecticut Summer, Shubert 00-22-59). week, $52,400 with twofers. Exits
Girls Against Boys, Alvin (10-27-59).
next Saturday (27) to tour.
Once More WKh Feeling (Coast Co.)
Fiorello, Broadhur3t (11-3-50).
(Fernand©
Lamas, Marjorie Lord)—Alca¬
World of Suxie Wong, BroadHighest Tree, Longacre 01-4-59).
hurst (D) (36th wk; 287 p) ($6.90; zar. S.F, (22-4).
Tenth Man, Booth 01-5-59).
Romanoff and JuKri (Coast Co.) (Peter
Sound Music, Lunt-Fontanne (11-12-58). 1,214;
$47,400):
Almost
$32,100.
Dtt&tor)—Hartford, L.A. (22-4).
Only In America, Cort 01-1GS9).
Sunrise at Cemgebello (Ralph Bellamy)
Previous week, $29,200.
5 Finger, Music Box 02-2-59).
—National. Va*. <22-0.
Silent Night, Moroaco 02-3-50).
. Miscellaneous
Saratoga, Winter Garden (12-7-5^.
Two for the. Seesaw (2d Co.) (Ruth
Once Upon a Mattress, Phoenix Roman,
Pink Jungle, Plymouth (1-11-59).
Jeffrey Lynn)—Geary, S.F. (22-4),
Saturday Nlfht, 54th St. 0-21-60).
(MD) (6th wk; 48 p) ($4.60; 1,150;
West Sid© Stery—Aud^ Denver (1-4).

Light $32,400
In 2nd Dallas Stanza

From Hat Rock Theatre;
Branded Publicity Stunt

Off-Broadway Shows

‘ANGE’ $23,600 FOR
PfflLLY PARK RECORD

Portland, Ma, Getaway For
Torn of Sandhnrg’s ‘World’
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Chandler Cowles & David J. Cogan, (350 Fifth Aye;, N.Y!):“Caprice” (C). '.. Producers, Ron¬
ald Rawson, Robert Lantz & Mar¬
shall Earl (16 W. 55th St., Cl
j Continued from page. .117 ;
>♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦>♦♦+♦ ♦+ >♦ ♦
♦-»♦ + ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
.< > 7-1381)..
“Cheri” (CD). Producers, Roger
Following are available parts in upcoming Broadway, off-Broadured as holdovers. Only 10 have moveover Oct. 19 from the Shubert
way, and touHng shows. ns ioell as ballet, films, industrial and tele¬ Steveris & Robert Lewis (745 Fifth definite berths. On the basis of a of “Majority of One.”
Ave.; PL 3-7500).
.
vision shows. AU information has been obtained directly by the
Beck: *“Svveet Bird- of Youth.”
“Dear Liar” (CD).
Producer, prior arrangement, “Majority of
Variety Casting Department by telephone calls, and has been reBelasco: Open.
Guthrie
McClintic
(1270
Sixth One,” which has to vacate the
checked as of noon yesterday (Tues): \
Bijou: Open.
Shubert Theatre to make way for
Ave.;
Cl
7-5152
>;
-The available roles icill be repeated weekly. until filled, .and addi:
“Duel of Angels” (D). Produ¬ the Oct. 22 opening of “Cpnn.ec-. ... Booth: *“Tvvo for the Seesaw,”
tions to the list will be made only when information is secured from
tieut Summer,” is scheduled to with “Tenth Man,” by Paddy
responsible parties. The intention is to service perforriiers with leads cers, Playwrights Co. (745 Fifth move over Oct. 19 to the Barry¬ Chayefsky, opening Nov; 5. “MoonAve.;
PL 3-7500),
provided by the managements of the. shows involved rather than to
more
Theatre, which is currently birds,” by Marcel Ay me, is believed
“Egg” (C). Producer, Alexan¬
run a lengthy list of blind items. This information is published with¬
the click “Raisin in tlie to be an interim booking beginning
der S. Ince (234 W. 44th St., CH ; housing
out charge.
Sun/’
Oct. 14.
;
In addition to the available .parts listed, the tabulation includes pro¬ 4-5141) & Harris Masterson.
Eroadhurst:. *■“World of Suzie
!
The
move,
of “Majority” would
“Every Girl Needs a Parlor” (C).
ductions announced for later this season, but, for which, the. manage¬
Wong,”, to be followed Nov. 3 by
\
leave
“Raisin”
in
need
of
a
theatre,
Carmen
Caments, as yet, aren’t holding open casting calls. Parenthetical designa¬ Producer-director,
‘ Which, according to a management “Fiorello,” musical by Jerome
palbo,
<152
W.
54th
St.,
JU
2-1596).
tions are as follows: (C) Comedy, (D) Drama, (MC) Musical Comedy,
Weidtnari (book), Sheldon. Harnick
“Faster, Faster” (D>. Producer- ! spokesman, it doesn’t have as yet. (lyrics) and Jerry Bock (music).
(MD) Musical Drama, (R) Revue, (Rep) Repertory, (DRh Dramatic
director, Caririeri Capalbo, <152 W. • It’s figured that “Raisin” may go
Reading.
j;
’
Broadway: ♦“Gypsy.”
into
the
Belasco
Theatre,
which
is
54th St., JU 2-1596*.
Coronet: “Loss of Roses,” by
j believed uncommitted at present.
“Five Finger Exercise” (DV ! as are the Lyceum, and. the Bijou. Willian Inge, opening late Decem¬
male. 40, .athletic, trim; bullish Producers, Playwrights Co. & Fred¬
and powerful; two femmes, 50-60: erick Brisson (745 Fifth Ave.; ; Theatres, the. latter a small-seatcr. ber or early January.
Cort: “Only in America.” Jerome
;The list of theatres aifd their acpeasant
women;
male,
short, PL. 3-75001.
Lawrence and Robert E, Lee adap¬
crude: extras, officers and soldiers;
“Flowering Cherry” (D>. Pro¬ ! companying bookings, with hold-1 tation: of Harry Golden’s book;
BROADWAY
! all types. Singers need not be ducers,
Producers Theatre (165 WV . overs preceded by. an asterisk, are ! opening Nov. 16.
“Birds of Summer” (C'. Pro-: trained, but should have ■ strong 46th St.; PL 7-51001;
as follows:
ducer, George Cayley, 507 Fifth voices and good sense of rhythm.
Alvin: “Girls Against the Bovs,” I 54th Si.: “Happy Town,” musical
“Gang’s
All Here” (DV Produ¬
by Harry Haldane (book and lyrics!
Aye., N.Y.; director, Eddie • Mail photo and resume to pro¬
cer*-: Kerrriit Bloomgarden (1545 revue by Arnold B. Horwitt ' and Gordon Duffy (music); open-.
Bracken. Available parts: middle- • ducers.
.(sketches) and Richard Lewine ing Oct. 6 as an interim booking,
aged femme writer; mannish ;■ “Saturday Night” (MC1. Pro¬ Broadway; JU 2-1690).
.
and
Albert
Hague
(music)!
open¬
“Girls Against the Boys” (C).
to. be followed Jan. 21 by “Saturday
middle-aged maie writer, hypo¬ ducers. Julc Styne 8; Joseph Kipcritical, menacing; character wom¬ ness, 237 W. 51st St; JU 6-0028. Producer, Albert Selderi (444 ing Oct. 27 as an interim booking; Night,” musical by Julius J. and
. to be followed in December by the. late Philip G. Epstein tbook)
an, birdwatcher; State Trooper; Casting through, agents or by mail. Madison Ave., PL 3-1030).
leading man. writer,; 3Q’s, male Send photo, and resume to pro¬
“Golden Fleecing” -(D). Pro¬ ; “Mrs. 'Arris Goes to Paris/’ musical and Stephen Soundheim (lyrics and
composer. 1S-20; femme lead, ducers.
ducers, Courtney Burt', (58 W. • version of Paul Gallico’s hoc/- by music'.
Teichmann
(adaptor).
early 20's, carnival dancer with
“Sound of Music” (MD). Produc- 57th St.; Cl 5-9151) . & Gilbert Howard
43th St.:. ♦'Redhead/’
Howard Dietz (lyrics) and Arthur
artistic aspirations; male, husky ers. Rodgers & Hammerstein, in Miller. '
Golden: “At the Drop of a Hat ”
Italian painter, early! 2(Ts; male, partnership with Leland Havwhrd
•‘Goodbye Charlie” (C>.
Pro¬ : Schwartz (music).
revue by Michael Flanders and
middleaged
caretaker;
elderly & Richard Halliday. Children ducer, Leland Hayward (655 Madi¬
Ambassador: “Gang’s All Here.” Donald Swann; opening Oct/ 8.
characftr man; sculptress, early with trained voices submit photo son Ave.; TE 8-5100'!
by Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. . Hayes: . “Warm Peninsula,” by
20’s Greenwich Villager. Send and resume to Eddie Blum, c/o
“Goodwill
Ambassador”
(O. Lee; opening Oct. 1.
Joseph Masteroff; opening Oct. 20.
photo and resume to producers by producers. 488 Madison Ave., N. Y.
i
Ant a: * “J.B./’ scheduled to exit
Producers. American.: Playwrights
Hellingef: *“My Fair Ladi'.”
mail only.
All other parts through. agents -Guild. (5 E. 76th St., TR 9-8507): / for the road Oct. 24, to be folImperial: ♦“Destry Rides Again.”
“Connecticut Summer” (MCV only.
i lowed late November or early De-:
Si George Brandt.
Longacre:. “highest : Tree,” by
Producer David Merrick, 246 W.
“Heartbreak House” (D). Pro¬ Member by “L’Hurlerberlu” i"Scat- Dore Schary; opening Nov. 14.
44th St.. N; Y.; choreographer.
ducers, Robert Joseph 1137 W. 48th iterbrain”), Lucienne Hill’s adaDtaOFF-BROADWAY
Lunt-Fontaiine:
“Much
Ado
Onna White. Casting director.
“Hunger That Crosses the St.; Cl 7-716D and Maurice Evans. tion Of Jean Anouilh’s French plav. About 'Nothing,” revival of Shake¬
Eduard Fuller. Casting virtually all
“Highest. Tree.”; (D). Producers,
Barrymore: * “Raisin, in the speare play; opening Sept. 17 as an
parts for the musical version of the Bridge Between” (CD* Producers. Theatre Guild! & Dore Schary (27
Suri,” will have to move to another interim booking, to be followed
Eugene O’Neill comedy; singing ex¬ Dramarena Productions; director; W. 53d St.; CO 5-6170);
theatre because
of scheduled Nov, 12 by “Sound of Music,” musi¬
perience required. Send photo and David Sawn, 174 W. 89th St. N/Y.
“Kids’ (D). Producers, George
resume to casting director; c/o Parts Available ^ (all male): 18, Hamlin (c/o New Dramatists Com¬
cal, based on Maria Trapp’s, book
gawky country bqy; 53, hardbitten, mittee, 130 W: 56th St.; PL 7-6980)
producer, by mad. only.
Young & Beautiful: Jerry Ritzer about the Trapp family, by Howard
“Destry Rides Again” (MCI- Pro¬ mine-worker: 25, ■ corpsman,. hand¬ &. John W. Caldwell.
Lindsay arid Russel Crouse (book'),
(succeeding Ralph Goodman >.
ducer. David Merrick. Call for some, esthetic, intense; 25, blonde,
Richard Rodgers (music' and Oscar
“La Bonne Soupe” (C) . Produ¬
TOUR
femme dancers tomorfow (Thurs.), rugged, authoritative; 40, former cer, David Merrick (246 W. 44th
Hammerstein 2d (lyrics'..
Visit:
Alfred
Lunt,
Lynn
Fon11 a.m. at the Imperial Theatre, English professor; 27, cocky, bel¬ StV; LO 3-0830).
'
Lyceum: Open!
tanrie, Thomas Gomez, John Wyse,
li
gerant.
.
red-headed,
short;:
22,
249 W. 45th St., N.Y.
“Last Days of Lincoln” (D). Myles EasonMajestic: *“Music Man.”
“Fiorello-’ OIC). Producers. muscular New Yorker; 30, quiet, Producer, Alexander! H. Cohen,
Miller’s: “Golden Fleecing,” by
lonely
photographer;
26,
southern,
Robert Griffith & Harold S. Prince,
(40 W, 55th St., N.Yr.; Cl 6-0594).
Lorenzo
Semple jr.; opening midEquity call male singers Aug. 17; cook, girl-crazy,. lazy; about 30,
“Midnight Sun” (D)i Producers,
Oetober; may be preceded by
short,
intelligent,
alert.
Mail
photo
Equity femme singers Aug. 18; ,
Howard Erskine (56 W. 45th St.;
French
singer
Yves. Montand in a
open call men singers Aug. 19; and resume to director.. Plan/late OX 7-9620) & Joseph Hayes.
limited-run one-man show.
femme singers Aug. 20. All audi¬ fall opening.
“Mighty Man Is He” (C). pro¬
Morosco:
♦“Make
. a Million.”
“Leave It To Jane” (MC*. Pro¬ ducers, Diana Green & Edward
tions at 12 noon at ; the Winter'Camera Three,” educational,
Peter Joy (1.619 Broadway, CO 5-8569). drama, CBS; producer, John Mc- with “Silent Night, Lonely Night,”
Garden Theatre. 1634 Broadway, ducers, Joseph Beruh
by
Robert
Anderson,
. opening
Auditioning youthful,
“Miracle. Worker” (D). Produ¬ Giffert. Submit photo and resume
N. Y. Equity call femme dancers, Stephan.
Aug. 5 at 10 a.m.; open call Aug. male and femme singers - with cer, Fred Coe c/o Triad Produc¬ for consideration. Nat Greenblatt Dec. 3.
Music Box: * “Pleasure of His
8 at 10 a.m.; Equity male dancers, legitimate Voice, every Thursday tions (1501 Broadway; CH 4-6852). (524 W. 57th St.).
“Mister Broadway” (MC)! Pro¬
Aug. 12 at 10 a.m.; open call same from 6-7 p.m., for replacements.
“I,” filmed on location— CBS; Company,” with “Five Finger Exer¬
day at 1 p.m. Auditions same place Auditions at the Sheridan Square. ducers, Robert Bialos, (182 Legion producer, Gilbert Ralston; casting cise.” by Peter Shaffer, opening
Playhouse,
Seventh Ave; and St!'), in association writh Beaux Arts through Marc Merson; address by Dec. 2.
as singers.
iProductions,
“Flower Drum Song” (MC). Pro¬ Fourth St , N.Y.
National: “Heartbreak House,”
mail only, Barbara Tuck, CBS, 524
Mother Courage” (MD).
Pro¬ W. 57th St. Availaible parts: un¬ revival of George Bernard Shaw
ducers. Richard Rodgers, Oscar
Phoenix Theatre, 189 Second
Hammerstein 2d & Joseph Fields. Ave., N.Y. Producer, T. Edward ducers, Leigh Connell, Theodore usual types, interesting faces, good play, opening Oct. 18,
Male and femme daricers-singers- Hambleton; stage director, Stuart Marin & Jose Quintero, (c/o Circle physical conditioris, will consider
Playhouse: “Miracle Worker,” by
actors of Oriental appearance for Vaughan. Accepting photo and re¬ in the Square, 5 Sheridan Square, applicants having had odd occupa¬ William Gibson; opening Oct. 19. •
the contemplated English company. sume of new' applicants for resi¬ N.Y.; CH 3-5646).
tions. Submit photo and resume.
P I y mi o u t h: ^Marriage - Go“Mrs. ’Arris Goes to Paris” (MC),
Mail photo and resume to Eddie dent, acting company. Those quali¬
“I’.ve Got a Secret,” CBS. Pro¬ Round,”, laying off until Sept. 14.
Blum, c/o Rodgers & Hammerstein, fying on the basis of background Producers, Kerriiit Bloomgarden ducers, Goodson-Todman. Seeking with "Pink Jungle,” by Leslie
488 Madison Ave.
and experience should have short (1545 Broadw'ay; JU 2-1690) & Ray vaudeville performers, with special Stevens, scheduled to opeh Jan. 11.
“Gypsy” (MDL Producers. David audition material from Shakes¬ Stark.
hobbies; not necessarily headliners,
Royale: *“La Plume de Ma
“Much Ado About Nothing” (C). Also seeking impersonater. who can Tante/’
Merrick 1*246 W. 44th St.. N.Y.) & peare, period comedy and modern
Producer, Producers Theatre (165 imitate the voice, looks, action and
Leland .'Hayward. Casting direc¬ prose drama. Mail to director.
St. James: *“F16wer Drum Song.”
tor, Michael Shdrtleff. Accepting
W. 46th St.; PL 7-5100).
other, specialties of famous per¬
Shubert: ♦“Ma j of ity of One,”
“Shakuntala” (D). pilgrim Pro¬
“New Faces of 1959” (R). Pro¬ sons. Photo and resume, press
photo and resume from actors,
singers and dancers,. both adult duction, 242 W. 56th St;, N.Y. Pro¬ ducer, Leonard Sillman (17 E. 79th clippings and applications accepted Scheduled to move Oct, .19 to the
ducer,
Patricia
Newhall;
associate
Barrymore
Theatre, to be followed
by mail only. Address Frank Abra¬
and children, for fixture file on
SL; TR 9-1380).
“Only In America” (D). Pro¬ hams, “I've Got A Secret,” 375 Oct. .22 by “Connecticut Suirimer,”
replacements and understudies for producer, Krishnakant Shah; prof
all roles. Mail to casting director. ducer-director, Lee Morgan. Di¬ ducer; Herman Shumlin (11 E. 48th Park Ave.! New York 22.. Interview musical version of Eugene O’Neill’s
“Happy Town” (MC). Produc¬ rector will consider photo and re¬ St : PL 3-7566).
to be held at unspecified date for “Ah, Wilderness,” by Joseph Stein
ers, B & M Productions; director, sume by mail or left at the office;.
“Pink : Jungle? (D). Producer, two special ahows to be televised (book) and Bob Merrill (music and
'lyrics).'
Allan A. Buckhantz; choreographer. Open calls today (Wed.) from 1-4 Paul Gregory (234 W. 44th St.; LO in the fall.
Kastor, Hilton, Ckesley. Clifford
Lee Scott; production assistant, p.m. and. tomorrow (Thurs.) from 4-5071; Coast office, 930 N. La
Winter Garden: “West; Side
Jeanette Kamins; musical director, 6-8 p:m. at above address. Cast of Cienega Blvd., Hollywood 46).
& Atherton ad agency, 570 Lexing¬ Story,” exits to tour next Saturday
Samuel Krachmalnick. Parts avail¬ about 3J. Indian-)types. needed,
■“Scatterbraiii” (“L’Hnrluberlu”) ton Ave, Casting, Richard King. (27), with “Saratoga,” musical ver¬
able (singing required); male, 50's, including a tall, willowy, beautiful (C»! Producers/ Irene Selznick (112 Mail photo and resume.
sion of Edna Ferber’s novel, '‘Sara¬
“Lamp Unto My Feet,” religious toga Trunk,” by Morton DaCosta
character comedy lead; male, 25, young woman with long hair and a C.P.S., N. Y.; CO 5-2611) & Kermit
comedian, lean, slender; femme, plump,, warm, matronly woman. Bloomgarden. (1545 B r o a d w a y, drama, CBS; producer, Don Keller- (book), Harold Arlen (music) and
Bring
photo
and
resume:
man;
director,
James
MacAllen.
NY;,- JU 2-16901.
19-23, attractive blonde, soprano;
“Silent Night; Lonely Night” Submit photo and resume for con¬ Johnny Mercer (lyrics); opening
male, 25-30. baritone!; femme, 19-23,
(D). Producer, Playwrights Co., sideration. Nat Greenblatt (524 W.
commedienne, attractive, chest so¬
STOCK
57th St.).
(745 Fifth Ave.; PL 3-7500).
prano voice;, femme, 19-23, so¬
HAMPTON, N.H.
“Look Up & Live,” religious“Tenth Man” (D). Producers,
prano voice; five; singer-actors who
Hampton Playhouse.
General Saint Subber (200 W. 57th St.; JU dramatic, CBS. Producer* Jack
play band instruments; male and
Kuney; casting, Marc Merson, 524
femme characters, varying in age Manager, John Vari, 405 E. 54th 6t1890) & Arthur Cantor.
Continued from page 117
St., N.Y. Accepting photo and re¬
“U.S.A.”. (D). Producers, Robert W. 57th St. Casting front files.
and type to double in parts; Send sume
for leading man type; arid Weiner & Nick Spanos, (SU 7- Mall photo and resume.
photo and resume, jdo not; phone
from technicians. Mail 1914). :
National . Screen Service, 1600 McKnight and talent agent Martin
or visit in person. Mail toi Happy applications
Baum, Among those represented by
OFF-BROADWAY
i Broadway. Casting, Carl Carbone. investments of $812.50 are (actor
Town Company, 140 W. 58th St., to general manager.
OWINGS MILLS. MD.
“Dream" Play” (D). Producer, Iza Submit photo and composite for Robin Craven.s. Merrick’s general
N. Y., suite 7D. Additions today
New
Hilltop
Theatre,
Box
26,
consideration.
Itkin (AL 4-3089).
(Wed.) and tomorrow (Thurs.) for
''Stakeout,” 36 half-hour films, mariager Jack Schlissel, pressagerit
“Lend An Ear” (MR). Producers,
principals who can I sing and act, Qwings. Mills. Producer, Don
11 a.m. at 54th Street Theatre. Swann Jr.; general manager, L. Stephan Slane & Jenny Lou^Law, to be shot on location in Florida. Lee Solters arid Aaron Goldblatt
Taylor
Giles,:
Accepting
;
applica¬
Producer, Ben Berenberg. There ajjd. Ruth Green, .as legit-invest¬
Production assistant; will make ap¬
(no production office set).
tions from professionals interested
“Three' Sisters” (D). Producer, may be possibilities for performer ment syndicate heads.
pointment. Phone Cl 5-4042.
Also among the investors with
“Mother Courage” (MD). Pro¬ in jobbing; also still accepting ap¬ David Ross, (c/o !4th St. Theatre, resident in of going to. Florida.
Applicants (or their agents) querey a $6,093.75 stake is Edward F.
ducers. Lee Paten & Robert Wel- prentices’ applications at no fee, 83 E. 4th St ; OR 4-5710). ^
must
pay
for
their
own
'.mainten¬
the
Bob
Barry
Agency,
40
W.
57th
Kook,
head of Century Lighting..
“Vincent” (D). Producers, Am¬
ber, 152 W. 42d Sti. ‘(Room 1004),
nion Kabatdhnik & Fred Sammut St, N. Y., Cl 6-5740, for details The book for the tuner, based on'
N.Y. Parts Available: femme, 25, ance.' Mail-to .'theatrel
about
Florida
contact
and
location.
mute, fragile physically but strong
(WA 9-4248).
the Max Brand story, was written
[ “The Verdict Is Yours,” unre¬ by Leonard Gershe, who succeeded
emotionally, childlike but not
SIGNED
FUTURE SHOWS
hearsed courtroom dramas. CBS; Alfred Bester as librettist. Prior
childish, peasant, ; unconvention¬
BROADWAY
BROADWAY
[
producer,
Eugene
Burr;
director,
ally attractive; male, 45, large,
Heartbreak House:. Diane Cilento. i Byron Paul; casting contact, Nat to the show’s Broadway opening,
Alan Jay Lerner & Frederick
powerful, sensuousj; dark, humor¬
an arbitration proceeding awarded
ous, must sing acceptably; male, Loewe musical (Untitled) (120 -E: . Majority of One: Irene Moore .Greenblatt, CBS, 524 W. 57th St. Bester a maximum of $2,500, to be
(succeeding,
Ina Balin).
(do not phone). No open casting;
45-5Q, tall, gaunt, lecherous, sense 56th St.; PL 3-6773>.
paid, at the rate of Vi of. 1% of
“Belle Denise” (D). Producers. . Miracle Worker: Torin Thitcher, all done from files! Submit, photo the weekly gross.
of humor; male, early 20’s, strong
and resume for consideration.
peasant type, impetuous, must Howard Erskine & Joseph Hayes: Anne Bancroft, Patricia Neal. .
‘‘Destry,” a Steady sellout since
; Miuisic Man: Arlyrie Frank (suc¬
“Theatre for a Story.” CBS-TV;
move well and sing acceptably; (56 W/ 45th St.; OX 7-9620).
producer, Robert Herridge. Casting its Broadway bow, is now in its
male, late teens, peasant, fragile,
“Calculated Risk? (D). Produ¬ ceeding; Barbara Cook).
to start late in April. Mail photo, 10th week at the Imperial Thea¬
OFF-BROADWAY >
light complexion, must move well; cer, Irene Selznick (112 Cent Pk.
and sing ■'well;, femme, 25-30, . at- ] S ; CO 5-2811);
;• Walts of the Toreadors: Irii Lynn and resume to producer, at 524 W, tre. Dolores Gray costars with
Griffith.
57th St., N. Y. (Room 222).
tractive, sexy commediehe, sings;
“Caligula” ID). P r o d u c e r s, (succeeding Betty Jean Adams)*

ing Jamup
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Rome’s‘Destry’Deal

Wednesday,,

Boston, June 23.
When, rain drowned the opening night performance of “Epitaph
For George Dillon,” by the Washington Arena Players, part of .
the Hub’s cuffo cultural combo in the Public Garden, Thursday
(18) the actors applauded the bravery, of some 200 sodden drama
lovers at the conclusion.
As the rain poured down, the aud in raincoats, sou’easters and
blankets in alfresco; chairs made the customary striking of. the
palms signals as the play ended. A spokesman then announced
from the covered. stage that the actors would like to. reciprocate
and applaud the aud. The company of 10 then applauded the outfr.onters from the. stage and the' customers applauded. the actors
again.
In the meantime, the Arts Festival has been extended through
Sunday. *28) but only for the arts exhibits: There will be no more
stage presentations: If rained 10 out of the 17 nights since the
festival opened. The festival usually draws 500,000, Less than, half
that number attended. ‘Epitaph For George Dillon,” played four .
performances, three rainy, ones, 17-18-19, and one clear night,
Saturday (20).

Miami, June 23, 4
With the idea of extending the
fiarvard Acquires Site
Miami theatrical season into the j
For Loeb Drama Center
summer vacation period and start- f
Cambridge, June 23.
ing it early in the fall.' entrepre-1
neur George S. Engle has trans- j Harvard has acquired a site for
its
proposed
Loeb Drama Center.
ferred the last two plays scheduled j
for the Coconut Grove Playhouse • The deal involved purchases and
into the new Deauville Theatre "in barter of various Cambridge prop¬
the Casanova Room of the Deau¬ erties. Principals were Harvard
ville Hotel at 67th street and Col¬ and Kadcliffe colleges^ University
lins Avenue, Miami Beach.
' Associates, represented by trustees
, Diana Barrymore,; oh tour in ! George. R. Harding and Augustus
“Garden District,” did excellent j P. Loring Jr., and Braniont Trust,
business there last week when represented by trustees Theodore
transferred after a week in Coco¬ L. Storer and Roscoe W. Brooks.
nut Grove, and on Tuesday, June j . The. theatre, estimated to cost
16. Joan Fontaine , opened her new { $1,500,000, was made possible by
Broadway-boiind vehicle “Hilary” ; a gift from John L. Loeb, Harvard
in the beach house.
i ’24, a New York investment bank¬
With large seating capacity ar-j er, It is planned to seat 600 arid
ranged in tiers around a semi- i will include a smaller aud for
circle, the Deauville stage, though workshop productions arid several
relatively small, is of proscenium conference rooms.
type with a large apron similar to
that in the Royal Ponciana Theatre
in Palm Beach; and is well
equipped behind scenes.
“Hilary” is the last production
scheduled here until July 31 when
8 five-week series of musicals will
begin in the Deauville Theatre. The
tuners, yet to be set, will run
Milwaukee, June 23.
through Labor Day.
Fred Miller Arena Theatre here
The Coconut Grove Playhouse’s plans a 10-play 1959-60 season
1959 season will resume again at kicking off Oct. 20, with each ve¬
home base Nov. 3. :
hicle to run three weeks, None of
the attractions has been set as yet.
Ray Boyle, managing director,
said each; play would open on a
Tuesday Instead of Monday for the
benefit of first night enthusiasts
who complained that Monday
preems conflict with late shopping
. Dallas; June 23.
Maria Callas will star in all hours and concert dates. Boyle
three Dallas Civic Opera Co. pro¬ also plans Wednesday matinees,
ductions next fall. General man¬ but none on Saturdays which, in¬
ager Lawrence V. Kelly revealed stead, will schedule two evening
that the soprana will sing Rosina performances.
Jin “The Barber of Seville,’* the
title role in “Lucia di Lammermoor” and will repeat her last sea¬
son role here ini “Medea.” “Lucia”,
will open the local season Nov. 6,
New Hope, Pa , June 23.
with a repeat Nov. 8. “Barber”
The borough of New Hope is
will be staged Nov. 12 arid Nov. 14.
“Medea” is dated for Nov. 19 and planning a midnight blowout July
1 to honor the 20th anniversary of
Nov. 21.
Not only will the local season the Bucks County Playhouse.
On July 1, 1939, the late Richard
he the only U.S. opera appear¬
ances of Maria Callas next season, Bennett and St. John Terrell (who
but her “Barber” will represent has. since, moved across the Dela¬
her first, comic role in this coun¬ ware River to the Lambertville
try. She has sung Resina only Music * Circus) took over the old
three times, all at Milan. Per¬ grist mill and turned it into a sum¬
formances here will be at the mer theatre.
The New Hope Business Assn,
. State Fair Music Hall,
will hold the party on Main Street
in front of the playhouse after the
night’s performance at the theatre.
Mike Ellis, managing director of
the playhouse for the past six
years, is marking the anniversary
by presenting a revival of “The
Washington, June 23.:
Man Who. Came To Dinner,” which
L. Corrin Strong, retired bank¬ opened on. Broadway the year the.
er, former president of the Na¬ New; Hope",theatre was born.
tional Symphony Orchestra and :: Ellis has signed Gale Gordon
ex-U.S. ambassador to Norway, has and T. C: Jones for the show, along
been named national campaign with a number of Bucks County
chairrnari to raise aroprid $35,000,- residents, including Ezra Stone and
000 to build the National Cultural his wife, Sara Seegar, Frances Reid
Center here. Strong, who says he and Carl White. Robert Caldwell
will spend all his time on the na¬ will stage the play, which will run
tion-wide fund-raising effort, was, June 29 through July 11,
appointed . byr Secretary of Health,
Moss Hart arid George S. Kauf¬
Education & Welfare Arthur S. man, who wrote the comedy, both
Flemming, .chairman of the Cul¬ are, former residents of Bucks
tural Centers trustee. Strong is a County.
trustee. •
. One guest, invited to the party
Under the law authorizing the probably won’t attend. She’s Grace
Cultural Center arid providing the Kelly, now Princess Grace of Mo¬
nine acres of land along the Poto¬ naco., Grace made her stage debut
mac River for it, construction at the playhouses in “The Torchfunds must be raised by Sept. 2, bearers, . written by her • uncle,
1963.
George Kelly;

New Milwaukee Policy;

Sat Nile Performances

SLATE CALLAS FOR 3
DAIIAS CIVIC OPERAS

NEW HOPE BURGHERS
HAH. PLAYHOUSE’S 20TH

Name Head Fund Raiser
For D.C. Culture Center
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Edward F. Kook, president of
Century Lighting, planes today
( Wed.) with his theatrical - inves:
tor-wife Hilda to inspect the. light
ing setup supplied by the firm for
the U.S. exhibit at the Moscow Ex¬
position. He’ll also look over the
backstage electronic equipment in
theatres, in Moscow, Leningrad and
Warsaw, then flies to London to.
see the West End shows.
The Kooks are due back July 15.

Havoc and Wilson, Then
Gets Helen Hayes Instead
Bristol, Pa., June 23.
The Bristol Playhouse, new entry
pri the strawhat circuit, is having
trouble filling its July 28-Aug. 2
spot.
Originally, June Havoc was
booked in “Once More With Feel¬
ing.” She backed out to promote
her new book and was replaced by
Marie Wilson in “Champagne
Complex.”
Now Marie, too, has bowed out.
Her replacement? Helen Hayes, in
her pre-Broadway showing of “A
Adventure,” in which she also will
appear in* Nyack, her home town.
The playhouse, called the Grand
Theatre last year, opened last week
with Denise Darcel appearing in
“Light Up the Sky.” Bristol mer¬
chants are bankrolling the opera¬
tion after a disastrous season last
yCar marked by a $500,000 damage
suit filed by Ann Corio against a
Levittown, Pa., physician who ran
the theatre:
Joseph Brownstone arid Norman
Kean, both of whom with Broad¬
way experience, are producing and
have lined up a strong bill for the
14-week season.

Minneapolis, June 23.
In order to be restored to the
Metropolitan Opera’s annual tour¬
ing itinerary and to bring back
the company next year, as usual,
instead of waiting until 1961, the
Upper Midwest Committee for the
Metropolitan Opera is meeting the
Metropolitan’s demand for a $120,000 guarantee, or $20,000 more
than erstwhile, for the three-day
(four operas) engagement.
This guarantee, it has been de¬
cided, will necessitate new ticket
prices ranging from $4 to $12 top.
Last season’s top was $8 arid in the
4,800-seat Northrop Auditorium the
four performances gross was $112,716.
The Metropolitan Opera has
been an annual visitor here for 20
consecutive years, but after last
season managing director Rudolph
Bing inforined the association it
would redhce its touring season
and would continue going south
because of lower traveling costs.
This was to eliminate Minneapolis
as an annual stand. The company
would return in 1961 and occasion¬
ally thereafter, Bing promised.
However, the committee contin¬
ued to negotiate with Bing arid he
finally agreed to juggle the tours
to include Minneapolis.

Elect Kramer Prez Of
Jones Theatre, Dallas
.
Dallas, June 23.
Arthur L. Kramer Jt., has been
elected president of Margo Jones
Theatre ’59, moving up from his
position as veepee-treasurer. DeWitt Ray, retiring prez, was named
to Kramer’s former post.
Edmund Peterson, executive ad¬
ministrator of the h&erged Margo
Jones Theatre and Maple Theatre,
revealed that Bill Butler will be
the first guest director of the 195960 season, staging the initial three
productions of the 30-week season.
A gift of $25,000 to the theatre
has been made by the Eugene
McDermotts, who were among the
founders of the project and have
been benefactors before. McDer¬
mott is a former president of the
group.
Graham Greene's “Complaisant
Lover,” which opened last Thurs¬
day (18) in London, has .been ac¬
quired by Irene Hajrer Sleznick for
Broadway production, in associa¬
tion with H; • M. Terinent Ltd.,
sponsor of the West End presenta¬
tion.*
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Erie (P.A.) Assn. Now ‘Pro’
With Peninsula Playhouse
Erie., Pa., June 23.
, The Erie Civic Theatre Assn.,
Which recently concluded its 42nd
winter season of non-Equity pro¬
ductions at the local Erie Play¬
house, Is sponsoring a professional
summer theatre here this year. The
venture, tagged the Peninsula Play¬
house, begins a 10-week Equitybonded season tomorrow (Wed.).
The new operation, using a tent
and arena-style staging, is on the
site of Beachcomber Hotel, with a
dining room and cocktail lounge
adjoining the theatre. The produc¬
tion schedule includes a July 29Jack Kelly.
Aug. 2 tryout of “The Lady Has
Ideas,” by Cleveland playwright

Bolshoi Tires of Road
Pressures; No Table At
Party, Ulanova Departs

Hartford, June 23.
Opening of the new Storrowtown
Music Fair tenter on Monday night
(15) on the exposition grounds of
the Eastern States Exposition at
nearby West Springfield got all
sorts of fanfare. Reams of copy
were racked up in the Springfield
papers. Springfield Symphony
bought out the house for opening
night. Local Shrine. Tent—in full
costume—serenaded theatre goers
in and outside the tent. Mobile unit
of WWLP was on hand for tv re¬
motes. .
So far so good. Real boomer
came when B52’s from next door
Westover Field flew nearby.
Screaming jets blasted actors ap¬
pearing in opening attraction ‘The
King and I” into pantomimists. No
one could hear while planes were
in the air. Sounded like locomo¬
tives thundering through the 2,000
seater.
In second act a hurried call was
put through to base to see what
could" be done. Captain bn duty
promised remedial action. Under¬
stood that during the week at¬
tempts were being made by air
force officers, at the base, to route
planes away from general area of
the tenter.
Although figures are not avail¬
able, understood that business has
been . good. Understood also that
weekly nut is the $16,000 to $18,006
figure. Canvas top is set for ten
week season. This week on the
arena stage is ‘The Law and Mr,
Simon” starring Menasha Skulnik.
Sked calls for one show a day Mon¬
day through Friday. Two perfs are
set fear Saturdays. One at twilight,
the other in the eve.
Twilight perf features one free
child admission with each adult
ducat purchased. Tickets range
from $1.25 to $3.25 first four days
of the wreek. Saturdays ducats
start at $1.90 and go to $3.75.
One of handicaps general man¬
ager Wally Beach ran into prior to
opening of house was insistence of
Association of Theatrical Press
Agents and Managers that publiity man be hired. Beach had
planned on both jobs. Max Gendel
was hired as publicist.
House is booked through Lea
Guber, Frank Ford and Shelly
Gross as part of a wheel of other
tenters the trio handle. Brainchild
of the enterprise is Beach, a vet
publicist. Understood that it is
taking close to $175,000 to get the
top in operation.
Herbert Martin is in charge of
the boxoffice assisted by. Tony Digiore. Jack Harpman is stage man¬
ager. Larry Balland is master elec¬
trician. Technical director is Paul
Bosten* Bernard Donnelly and Bob
Neary are: house managers. Saul
Richman Associates acting as pub*
lie relations consultants.

Toronto, June 23.
When they posed for “human
interest” pictures in New York
City and ran the gamut of press in¬
terviews the Russiari dancers of
the Bolshoi Company from Mos¬
cow reportedly found it novel.
They did not foresee that each
city and each newspaper along the
route wouith want to repeat the
same “posed” stuff. There was
evidence here that the company
was showing some fatigue with the
extracurricular activities.
In any event Canadian reporters
were not entirely content with the
“nothing to say” stance. They
were, of course, at the mercy of
the official translators.
During the Toronto engagement,
no member of the Ballet granted
an interview to the press. All re¬
fused to pose for the photogra¬
phers and objected to candid shots,
even during performances. Said
one interpreter: “The troupe does
not like being photographed in in¬
formal attire. People will say that
Russians dress poorly and that
they cannot afford good clothes.”
Said another interpreter: “I
cannot say anything for the troupe;
they have nothing to say.” (Maple
Leaf Gardens, cut down from its
12,000 seats to 8,000, was a sellout
weeks in advance at $10 top for
the four performances.) Said Na¬
talie Bienstock, official translator:
“It was merely explained to the
troupe that undesirable elements
might try to contact them and it
would be better if they did not as¬
sociate with them. That is possibly
the reason why they will not speak
or have their pictures taken.”
Toronto politicians were some¬
what nervous about “greeting” the
Russiari talent though Mayor Na¬
than Phillips did so. One flash of
discontent was shown by the prima
Boston, June 23.
ballerina* Galina Ulanova, after
A week of rain raised bob with
her appearance in “Giselle.” The
same* Maple Leaf Garden^ was to the Boston Arts Festival, Hub's
be the sqene of an after-show re¬ cuffo cultural combe, alfresco on
ception to the Bolshois by the the Public Garden. While events
Canadian National Ballet arid some at the festival, which include art,
200 Canadian guests. Owing to a dance, opera, legit, jazz and poetry,
nr. ?,cue there was no table for Miss are cuffo, there is revenue from
Ulanova and her husband, so the contributions for chairs and pro¬
dancer vamoosed. About half the grams.
company attended the reception. j These have been sharply reduced,
festival officials reported, and the
i rain means a $10,000 loss. The rain
[and cold cut down the size of the
[crowds at all the events. Only 200
courageous drama lovers turned
out to sit through a drizzle to oo
the New England preem of “Epi¬
Chicago, June 23.
taph fbr George Dillon” by the
Chi nitery operators Oscar and Washington Aiena Players.
George Marienthal, frequent legit
investors in the past; are thicker
than ever in the Broadway theatre Denver-BVay Show Tour
with coin in at least five produc¬
Will Have 150 Patrons
tions being prepped for theMain
Denver, June 23.
Stem next season.
Frances Melrose, drama editor
The new ventures include
“Greenwillows,” the new Frank of the Rocky Mountain News, will
Loesser musical; “Miracle Work¬ head another Show tour'to New
er” the .Helen Keller story with York this fall. About 150 local
Anne Bancroft to star; “Tenth ; residents are expected to make the
Man” by Paddy Ghayevsky; "The ; trip, which will include attendance
Gang's All Here*” to star Melvyn at six Broadway shows, hotel ac¬
Douglas; and “Mrs. 'Arris Goes to, comodations, transportation, etc.,
Paris,” based on the best-selling for $326.45 each or $605.65 per
couple.
Paul Galileo novel.
The shows
this year’s slate
The Marienthals also are hacking
the London company of “Raisin in are. “Raisin in the Sun,” “La
the Sun,” arid previously invested Plume de Ma Tante,” “Flower
in Loesser’s “Most Happy Fella,” Drum Song," “Redhead” and two
among other plays.
to be selected.

RAIN CRIMPS BOSTON'S
ALFRESCO FESHYAL

(m’SMARIENTHAlS
INTO B’WAY FINANCING
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JUAN • Opened the SEASON!

s.

5 WEEK ENGAGEMENT
September 17, 1958

I4CINNAT/

$>

IT’S BEEN %
A GREAT / m
YEAR / /

0£

3

Closed the SEASON!
5 WEEK ENGAGEMENT
May 25, 1959

at the

PERSIAN ROOM
HOTEL PLAZA
New York
Opening August 10
STARRING IN

"SAY DARLING"
Biltmore Theatre
Los Angeles

"DINAH"
Award Winner
BEST
FEMALE
PERFORMER

•

Assisted by

The FOUR SAINTS
Jim Brooks, Jimmy Harris, Jerry Rush and Scooter Teague

Writer-Producer:
' Staging:
Original Musici
{downs:
Musical Director :

ROBERT WELLS ^
TONI CHARMOU
DAVID SAXON
JEAN LOUIS
DON PIPPIN

•
Current MGM RECORD Album Release:
"LISA KIRK SINGS AT THE PLAZA"
Direction:
WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY
Press Relations: (National) SOLTERS, O'ROURKE and SABINSON; (West Coast) CLEARY, STRAUSS AND IRWIN
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Mamie Sees ‘Campobello* I
Ketti Frings is working on a legit
adaptation of Max Wylie’s newlypublished novel, ‘‘Trouble in the.
Flesh/'
Stage designer Charles Elson
and his actress-wife Diana Rivers
are on a 16-month round-the-world
theatre tour.
The legit: and film rights to
James Yaffe’s “The Deadly Game/’
adapted from Friedrich Duernmatt’s novel, ‘‘Breakdown,” have
been acquired by the firm of Alton
Wilkes and Joe Manchester, in as¬
sociation with. Emil Coleman. A
Broadway production . is ' planned
this season.
Alexander K. Cohen has sched¬
uled a Jan. 14 Broadway opening
for his production of. Mark Van
Doren’s “The Last' Days of Lin¬
coln.” which begins an out-of-town
tryout Dec. 28 at the Locust Thea¬
tre. Philadelphia:
Robert Rossen, Hollywood writerproducer-director, last represented
on Broadway in 1935 as author and
stager of “The Body Beautiful”
plans returning to the Mainr Stem
this season as co-producer and
stager of A1 Morgan’s dramatiza¬
tion of his novel, “One. Star
General/' Rossen wily be part¬
nered with the producing team of
Robert Fryer and Lawrence Carr.
A Broadway production of Jus¬
tin O’Brien’s translation of Al¬
bert Camus’ “Caligula,” is planned
for this season by Chandler Cowles
and David J. Cogan, with Sidney
Lumet directing and Kenneth
Haigh iii the title role. David
Am ram
will provide incidental
music, with Will Steven Armstrong
designing the scenery and cos¬
tumes and Tharon Musser the
lighting.
The London edition of "Raisin
in the Sun,” skedded for an Aug.
5 opening at an undesignated
theatre* will include five American
actors, Earle Hyman, Juanita
Moore, Olga James, Kim Hamilton
and . Scott Cunningham. Philip
Rose, co-producer of the Broadway
presentation of the play, and stager
Lloyd Richards left New York, for
London . recently to cast the rer
maining six roles in the Lorraine
Hansberry drama.
Sol Hurok is planning a Broad¬
way production next September of
Dorothy Stickney’s “A Lovely
Night,” based, on the life of the
late American poet, Edna St. Vin¬
cent Millay.
Cheryl Crawford has withdrawn
. as co-sponsor with John Stix and
Theodore W. Kheel of the pro¬
jected Broadway production of the
Speed Lamkin-Eva Wolas play,
“Out By the Country Club.”
Jean Mac Arthur, ingenue-lead of
the off-Broad way revival of “Our
Town,” has joined the cast of the
afternoon. CBS-TV serial, "As the
World Turns.”
The: Durham (N.C.j Star Play-r
house, which will operate this
summer, in . the air-conditioned
Rialto Theatre in. downtown Dur¬
ham,; launched its second season
last week with Shepard Strudwick
in: “Mister Roberts.” Producer
Buck Roberts has skedded a lOb
week season, an increase of pine
week over last year.
Elizabeth Wilson appeared at
the Lakewood Theatre, Skewhegan,
Me., last week in "The Tunnel of
Love,” recreating the role she orig¬
inated in the Broadway production
of the comedy and in the sub¬
sequent film version. She also di¬
rected the Lakewood /production..
'. Michael Abbott, associate pro¬
ducer of the recently-ciosed Broad¬
way production of “Rashomon”
and production staffer, for Talent
Associates, makes the N. Y.-Europe
hop July 5 to scout legit, and tele¬
vision properties.
Richard Seff, of MCA’s legituner
department,: planes N. Y. ? L. A,
. next Saturday (27) for several
weeks', vacation and business con¬
ferences pertaining to musical legit
operations on the. Coast.
. Joseph Lewis has replaced Max
Goberman as musical, director of
‘■West Side Story.”
Lauren Bacall, who’s been ap¬
pearing in films since 1944, will
“return” to Broadway this season
in “Goodbye Charlie.”. She’ll play
the title role in the comedy, slated
for .a mid-December Main Stem
opening.,. Miss Bacall previously,
had minor roles in two Broadway
..productions, : “Johnny /: 2x4” . and
“Franklin Street,” both presented
in 1942. ,
Repertory Players of NYU, . a
group of volunteer students, actors
and directors from the university’s
Dept, of Dramatic Art, is offering
a season of free-admission produc¬
tions this summer in the univer¬
sity^ Randolph Somerville Thea¬
tre.
Kathleen Murray, who plays the
title role in the off-Broadway pro¬
duction of “Leave It to Jane,” was
on the run last week. Besides her
chore in the musical, she had as¬
signments in the GBS-TV; film

series, “Brenner,” and NBC-TV’s
live serial, “Young Dr. Malone/’.
Dick Blofson is stage manager of
“Midsummer Night’s Dream,” in
which his wife, Betty Heilman, is
appearing at the American Shakes¬
peare. Festival, Stratford, Conn.
James Bernard, general manager
for the recent off-Broadway pro¬
duction of “Lysistrata,” will, play
the title role in next week’s pro¬
duction of "HOwie” at the Lakewood Theatre, Skowhegan, Me.
Ann B. Davis is currently star¬
ring in “Happy Birthday” at the
Garden Center. Theatre, Vineland,
Ont., prior to touring the strawhat
circuit in a package of “Girls in
509.”
John Karlen will appear in pro¬
ductions; of “Twelfth Night” and
“Macbeth” at the Cambridge
Drama Festival, Boston.
“The Tenth Man” is the new
title for “The Dybbnk. from Woodhaven,” Paddy Chayefsky play
which Saint Subber and Arthur
Cantor plan presenting Noy. 5 on
Broadway.
“And Thoughts of Youth,” . by
Leo Rosen, is planned for offBroadway production next Novem¬
ber by Ira J. Bilowit, with Leo
Penn directing.
New . York director Bill Butler
will be. the first guest stager of
the 1959-60 season at the Margo
Jones Theatre/ Dallas. Tex. He’ll
direct, the first three productions,
covering the . period from Oct. 6
to mid-December.
“The Stephen Foster Story.”
starring Jim Morris, will preem
June 26 in Bardstown, Ky.
Producer Barnard Strauss, cur¬
rently casing play properties in
Europe,' is due back in New York
next Aug/1.
“Sweet Bird of Youth” has re¬
paid its entire $150,000 investment.
Vicki Racimo, 17-year-old
dancer-singer in “Flower. Drum
Song,” is being granted a July 19Sept. 7 leave of absence from the
musical,- to travel to Moscow, as
one Of the 20 models who’ll dis¬
play American fashions at the U,S.
Exhibition, there.
. Torn Panko, dancer and . assistant
choreographer of the Broadway
production of “The Music Man”;
begins a leave of absence June 27
to assist Ouna White on the
choreography of “Connecticut Sum¬
mer.” He will return to the cast
of “Music Man” at the end of
October.
The 17th (1959) edition of Play¬
er’s Guide, edited and published
by Paul L. Ross, is currently being
distributed to show biz production
and casting offices. The new edi¬
tion, running 1,032 pages, lists in¬
formation and contacts for 5,000
actofs, actresses, directors, stage
managers, announcers, s i n ge r s,
dancers, etc. The volume also in¬
cludes approximately 7,000 per-,
former photos.,
A $35,000 electronic cooling sys¬
tem is to be installed this summer
in the Shubert-operated Ambassa¬
dor Theatre, N. Y.:
Jack Yorke is general manager
for-“The Happy- Town,” scheduled
for an Oct. 6 preem on Broadway.
Mayfair Supper Dances launches
its 1959-60 season Oct 31 with art
Actors Fund Benefit at the Terrace
Room of the Plaza Hotel, N. Y.;
Legit rights to Edmund G. Love’s
book, “War Is a Private Affair,”
have been acquired by Maurice
Evans, who’s assigned the drama¬
tization chore to Robert L. Joseph.
“Deseret,” an Opera In. English,
with score by Leonard Kastle and
libretto by Anine Howard Bailey,
is planned for a Jan. 26 opening at
the, Phyllis .. Anderson Theatre,
N. Y., under the production
auspicies of Warren Steibel..

London Bits

London, June 23.
Vivian Leigh will star in “Look
After Lulu,” Noel Coward’s adap¬
tation of Georges Feydeau’s “Occupe-toi d’Amelie,” in a six-weeks’
run at the Royal Court Theatre.
London, starting, at the end' of
July,. Tony Richardson will direct.
Prior to “Lulu,” which was a
Broadway flop last spring, the
Royal Court will have Joan Plowright in Arnold Wesker’s play,
“Roots,” z recent Click at Coven¬
try’s Belgrade Theatre/
“Ulysses in Nighttown” has
pulled the crowds sd well at Lon¬
don’s Art Theatre that it’s run has
been extended by two weeks. The
play will fold on July 5 and. be:
succeeded by Morton Wishengrad’s
“The Rope Dancers.” This had a
U. S. showing at the Cort Theatre
in 1957.
“The Breaking of Bumbo” a
musical, will be presented in Lon¬
don next year by Wolf Mankowitz
and Oscar Lewenstein. It-s based
on Andrew Sinclair’s hovel about
Gaurdsemen, debutantes and the
smart society younger set

Washington, June 23. .
Mrs,. Mamie
Eisenhower
made one of her infrequent.,
visits to the National Theatre
here to see a play about FDR.
; The wife of the Republican
President, accompanied by her
sister,; Mrs. G. Gordon Moore,
attended, the Thursday (18)
performance of “Sunrise at
Campobello.”
As she left, her remark was
overheard: “I enjoyed that,”
she declared. .

•J

Siobhan McKenna Scores In ‘Joan’

By GEORGE MEZOEFI
Zurich, June 23.
First half of the Zurich June
Festival
at
Stadttheatre
(opera,
==== Continued from page 117
^
ballet) and Schauspielhaus (legit),
deficit exceeded the capitalization which teed off June 2, made it
clear that a new format for the
by $8,155.
annual event is badly needed if
Expenses connected with the financial returns are to measure
operation of the tuner include 6Co up to expectations. For years now,
of the gross to authors Jay Thomp¬ both houses have adhered to the
son, Marshall Barer and Dean Ful¬ same formula, namely the legiter
ler (book), Mary Rodgers (music) to a “Theatre in Four Languages”
cycle, with invited French, British
and Barer (lyrics). Another 2% of and Italian guest troupes plus a
Chicago, June 23.
the gross goes to director George new domestic production, and the
impresario Harry Eelzer. is go¬ Abbott, besides his $400 advance opera house to a mixed opera, and
ing to test the draw of a Soviet
ballet program with name singers,
dance company in straight on box- fee. Joe Layton got $750 advance a foreign ballet outfit and usually
office competition with a topnotch for choreographing the show, plus a newly staged modern opera. Re¬
American group. He has booked Vzco of the gross.
portedly, the format is to be
via . Sol Hurok office the Russian . The theatre operating costs paid changed, as of next year, with the
music and; dance fest, due in N.Y. by the production include $900 entire festival to be devoted to a
next month, into the Civic Opera weekly rent and total about $8,300. different nation annually.
House, here for seven performances The cast salary is $1,333. Adver¬
If ticket sales so far varied be¬
Aug. 13-18, bucking the New York tising, which has been unusually tween good and spotty, with the
City Ballet at the nearby Ravinia heavy for a Phoenix offering, hit only SRO performances being__tbe
fete Aug. 11-16.
S3,855 the week ending May 31. Berlin City Opera's offering
. For the touring Russians, includ¬ The producers, incidentally/ bor¬
ing segments of the Bolshoi and rowed an additional $10,000 for the Mozart’s “Cosi fan tutte” at Stadt-\
theatre, the artistic level of the *
Leningrad ballets* plus . assorted ad campaign.
lineup at both houses proved high.
folk units*. Zelzer will ask a top
v A number of show business Schauspielhaus scored with the
price of $7.70.
names are among the musical’s first Zurich appearance of an Irish
backers. They include Abbott, with troupe, the Dublin Gate Theatre,
art $8,000 investment; Miss Rodgers, with G. B. Shaw’s “Saint Joan”
$500; legit-film producer Frederick with Siobhan McKenna, Michael
Brisson, $1,000; general manager MacLiammoir and producer Hil¬
Ayr, Scotland, June 23.
New play “I Robert Burns,” Carl Fisher. $1,000; Broadway pro¬ ton Edwards. Miss McKenna, in
centered around life of Scotland’s ducer Robert E. Griffith, $500; au¬ particular, won acclaim as the best
national poet, was : staged. in the thor-lyricist-producer Oscar Ham- Maiden seen. here, within memory.
Four performances of the Paris
Playhouse Cinema here with cast merstein 2d, $2,000; pressagent
of 200. Andrew Keir played title Ben Kornzweig, $500; Edward F. state-subsidized Theatre National
role of Burns, Annette Crosbie his Kook,. head of Century Lighting, Populaire drew only moderate b.o.
sweetheart Jean Armour, and $4,000; playwright Arthur Lau¬ response, but registered an artistic
$500;
producer-director triumph with Andre Gide’s “Oedi¬
Gwyneth Guthrie had supporting rents,
role. Drama was in 19 scenes, and Joshua Logan, $1,000; talent agent pus” and Prosper Merimee’s
Baron polan, $500, and Broadway rarely-produced one-act comedy,
was produced by Jack Notman,
Play was sponsored by the Rob¬ producer Harold S. Prince, $500. “The Carriage of the Holy Sacra¬
Also; Mary Rodgers’ parents, ment” (on a double-hill), and
ert Burns Federation and Ayr
Town Council, and marked the Dorothy Rodgers, $2,000, and com¬ Marivaux’s 18th century classical
200th anni of birth of the poet. poser Richard Rodgers, $4,000; comedy “Triumph of Love,” bril¬
Musical score had Ian Whyte music lyricist Stephen Sondheim, $500; liantly produced by jean \;*ar
linked with, familiar Burns tunes. James E. Stroock, president of and superbly played by tragScript was by Sandy Thomas Ross, Brooks Costume Co., $1,000, and edienne-switched-to-comedy Maria
pert - name c o v e r i n g several musicomeay star Gwen Verdon, Casares, Viiar, Georges Wilson,
$500.
Roger Mollien and others. All
writers.
. ..
three productions represent Gallic
theatre at its best.
The same applies to a two-day
guest stint by the Piccolo Teatro
In a letter to Variety regarding the paper’s recent story , ort a change , of Milan with Marco Praga’s 1890
in the corporate setup of the Hilltop Theatre, Owings Mills, Md., L.; comedy-drama. ‘The Ideal Wife,”
Taylor Giles,; the barn’s general manager, states, “The Hilltop Thea-j directed by theatre’s co-founder
tre Inc., did go into receivership as the result of the act of one dis- ] and top exec, Giorgio Strehler.
gruntied stockholder and a new corporation is now running the thea-) Less-than-moderate-h.o. might be
tre* the principal officers being: Don Swann, Jr., as president, myself! attributed to the limited Italian¬
as vice president, and Sandra Swann (Swann’s wife) as secretary-trea- | speaking audience here (for which
surer.
\ one performance would largely do*
but foreign troupes refuse to come
“Swann continues in liis capacity as producer and I as general man¬ for one-nighters), but also to the
ager. A board of directors has been newly elected to assist in the di¬ choice of vehicle, a father outdated
rection of the affairs of the new corporation however* there, are;, no tum-of-the-century triangle affair.
stockholders and the principal, financial investors are only Swann and Strehler’s imaginative production
myself. The correct name of the new corporation is The New Hilltop more than made up for this,
Theatre Inc. Another point I wash to emphasize is that we deliberately though, as did the revelation of a
allowed the other corporation to be placed in receivership rattier than top-drawer actress, Sarah Ferrati,
, . / paying; off a. stockholder more than the value of her stock which in the title role. Other parts were
she had never purchased but inherited from her mother.
equally well cast, and production
‘’We did, however* offer a more than equitable settlement of $3,000 impressed by its meticulous re¬
for stock' whose initial, value at the time of purchase was less than construction of t ie Nineties’ style
half of. that. The corporation in receivership had no assets to speak of of living and loving.
since the Swanns own the theatre premises and all building and land
New Opera
connected with it.” "
Stadttheatre kicked off with the
local unveiling of Swiss composer
Show biz annals have , called the 1920s “the golden age of musicals” Frank Martin’s opera,. “The Yerapand this is pointed up in. the recent Broadway Production Record est,” a verbal setting-to-music of
(1899-1959) in Variety; For example, the 1920-21 season saw 152 the Shakespearean comedy with
legit productions, of which 51 were; musicals; and other than the 37 only minor cuts of the original,
tuners in 1921-22 the decade never saw less than 40 or more girl shows. text. Opera was commissioned for '
The peak was hit with 53 musicals during 1927-28, of a total of 264 the 1956 re-opening festivities of
legit productions that season.
the Vienna State Opera. Con¬
. By contrast, the Broadway annals saw only 9 each in 1950-51 and sidered a musical event here, pre¬
1952-53; seasons and 8 during 1955-56. The 1958-59 season tilted to miere audience included many
12 musicals.
VIP’s from the music and theatre
world, but failed to seil out. The
A somewhat broader se.tup has been arranged for Dramatists Guild j work looms as an artistic achieve¬
approval of film sales of legit plays. Such deals may henceforth be ! ment, but lacks popular appeal.
signed by George Gallantz, of the law firm Of Colton, Gallantz &
High point of Stadttheatre’s
Fernbaqh. and by Mills Ten . Eyck, , executive secretary of the Guild. } lineup so far, both artistically and
Heretofore, only Edward E./Colton, as film sale negotiator, and i b.o.-wise, were the two Berlin
Luise Sillcox, executive secretary of the Author’s League, the Guild’s] Opera performances of “Cosi”
parent organization, could okay picture deals. The change is aimed to both capacity. Prof, Carl Ebert’s
expedite the . completion of transactions in case. Colton and Miss Sill- Staging, a lesson in taste and imag¬
cox are not readily available.
ination, Arthur Bother's superb
batoning and French designer
New Thom MeAn : shoe store at 1555 Broadway, occupying site of Jean Pierre Ponelle's eyefilling
former Broadway entrance to Globe Theatre (now the Lunt-Fontanne, sets and costumes contributed to
with an entrance on West 46tlf Street), has put up two plaques to com¬ mark this down as an outstanding
memorate the old Globe/ Bronze , markers are north and south of the example of a possible rejuvenation
shop’s two display windows. Roth tablets carry dates of the Globe’s ex¬ of opera. Add to this an exquisite
istence (1910-1958). Southerly marker gives , brief history of the play- cast of singer-actors including;
house, while the other plaque lists some of the stars who played the Elisabeth Gruemmer, Sieglinde’
Globe in its heyday.
Wagner* Lisa Otto, Ernst Haefliger,
Josef Greindl and Herbert Brauer
Costumes used in five legit productions and representing a com¬ —and you can prove that opera is
bined original cost of about. $275,000 have been added to the Brooks not a dying form.
Costume Co. wardrobe collection’ The five, shows include four Broad¬
way failures afid one tryout folderoo. The Main Stem vehicles were
Jerry Wayne, co-producer of the
“First Impressions,” “Juno,” “Look After Lulu” and “Oh, Captain,*1
The out-of-town casualty was “Listen to the Mocking Bird/* The new Pine Brook <N.J.) Show Tent,
newly-acquired; costumes brings the number of garments in the Brooks will appear in “Bells Are Ringing”
racks to over 200,000.
at the canvastop Aug, 2-16.

Russians at Opera House,
Chi, While N.Y. Ballet

‘Mattress’ Deficit
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Ethel Barrymore
Continued from, page 117

Did You Miss the Review of ‘Gypsy’ ?
RAMIN AND RIMER ORCHESTRATIONS TOPS!
By flute-

Sttf*te

^

j Horse Marines” at New York’s Gar- son of Samuel P. Colt president <
! rick -Theatre. Over, the next 50 the. U. S. Rubber Co., in 1909. Th
[years she went on to fill almost marriage ended in divorce in 192!
i three columns in “Who’s Who in. Three children of the union, San
; the Theatre” with her legit credits. uel, Ethel and John all . essaye
| Aside from stage appearances, she the theatre at one time.or anothe
was also seen in more than a score Miss Barrymore outlived he
of films.
brothers. John died in 1942 whil
Born in Philadelphia in 1879, she Lionel died in 1954.
Was the daughter of matinee idol
Maurice Barrymore and comedi¬
A musical version of B. .
enne Georgiana Drew whose fam¬
ily also had a rich tradition in the Chute’s novel, “Greenwillow,” wit
theatre. After attending the Con¬ book by Frank Lobsser and Lessc
vent of Notre Dame in Philadel¬ Samuels and music and lyrics b
phia, she made her Broadway Loesser, is planned for Broadwa
debut at the age of 14 in “The
Rivals” at the old Empire Theatre. production next November b
Not only did the actress have the Robert A. Wiley in association wit
famous Barrymore profile in com¬ Loesser’s firm, Frank Production:
mon with her brothers John and Inc.
Lionel, but she impressed her audi¬
ences with a regal quality. It was
a rare, emotional experience to
witness an Ethel Barrymore per¬
formance and in the early 1900s
her hold on the itheatregoing public,
was attested to .by teenagers’ adopj tion of some of her mannerisms.
Girls imitated the deep Barry¬
more voice and the “Ethel Barry¬
more walk.” Her fans were en¬
chanted by the topaz eyes, tilted
chin and wavy hair. After a stint
with her uncle, John Drew, in an
RESTAURANT
1896 Broadway production of “The
Bauble Shop,” she went to London p THE GOURMET'S S£SD£2V0Us3
the following year for a role with
William Gillette in “The Secret
Service.”
IG-IiH EAST 14th STREET
Perhaps One of Miss Barrymore's
GR -7- 4860
most celebrated lines was “That’s
all there is, there isn’t any more.”
> {/ss/hAZ/sw ■</_
It became a national catchphrase
much as Garbo’s “I Want to be
alone” did in the 1920s. She ad
libbed the line to make her exit in
a play called “Sunday.” It was a
1904 production under Charles
Frohman’s banner.
REHEARSAL SPACE
Over the next decade she was
40 ROOMS from 20i23 to <0zM
SPECIAL RATES FOR
SIMMER’
seen in such plays as “Alice SitPACKAGES and■ OFF-BWAT PROP.
by-the-Fire,” “The Silver Box,”
. Modem
Spacious
Clean .
“Mid-Channel,” “Trelawny of the
Weil'Ventilated
f Several Air Food,
‘Wells,’” “The Twelve Pound
Piano,
Centrally Located
Elevator • • arid.- ■ Switchboard
Service.
Look” and “A Slice of Life.” She
.ica Water
turned to the silent screen in 1914
RattiDi* Bertaurant an Premia## :
in “The Nightingale.” Thereafter i
A few of' oh fiistomers : ■
she; appeared regularly in both
PUPONT HALLMARK OMKIBI’S
T'.S.
STEEL . ARMSTRONG .
mediums, always giving her roles
MI SIC MAN - PISENCHANTED
the Barrymore touch for which she
REDHEAD
was justly famous,
j The ; actress opened the Ethel
CENTRAL PLAZA
! Barrymore Theatre, N. Y., £>ec. 20,
1928 when she appeared as Sister
! Gracia in “The Kingdom of God.”
! Built by the Shuberts, the house
, was named in her honor, (In mem■ ory of the star, the theatre’s lights
! were dimmed for five minutes at
[last Thursday evening's (18) perI formance of “A Raisin in the
; Sun.”)
Miss Barrymore returned to Hol■ Ivwood in 1933 after long years in
the theatre for her first talking
picture, Metro’s “Rasputin and the
Empress.” In this film, she ap¬
peared with Lionel and John Bar¬
rymore. It w*as . the trio?s only
screen chore together. Her career
thereafter was divided between
stage and screen. .
.In 1944. she won an Academy
Oscar for Best Supporting Actress
in RKO’s “None But the Lonely
Heart.” Several years aeo she en¬
tered television via “The Ethel'
Barrymore Theatre.” Her last stint1
was in CBS-TV’s “Texaco Star !
Theatre” in 1957. Similarly her !
IN tCENERY LUMfinal film role was in “Johnny [ SPECIALIZING
BiE FOE THE THEATRICAL TRADE
Trouble," a 1957 Warner release.
Dictrlbutoraef K. D. Fireproof
Lumber and Plywood
The famed character actress, •
ill West Itth Street, New York
who was. a noted beauty in her j
WAMSII
youth, wed Russell Griswold Colt, 1

COOL SUMMER
DISHES

"From the moment the overtore of
'GYPSY7 started/ the wonderful sound
the orchestra emitted was evidenced
by the spontaneous and joyful reaction
of the jam-packed audience.
"The orchestrations to'GYPSY'were by
far the most exciting I have ever had
in any of my shows. There is no doubt
in my mind that the critics' praise for
my music was strongly influenced by
the great orchestrations written by SID
RAMIN and ROBERT 'RED' GINSLER.
"Music in the theatre for a long time
has had a commonplace sound because
of catering to the conformed seating
arrangement, but SID RAMIN and 'RED'
GINSLER have at long last developed
an unusual sound, one that is vital and
vibrant/ a sound that fills the entire
theater with a pulsating excitement!

MAXWELL
LUMBER COMPANY

HAROLD

LANG
June 23 - July 5

THE MOON
IS BLUE

"ALTHOUGH THE CRITICS OVER¬
LOOKED YOU BOTH, I HEREBY PER¬
SONALLY BESTOW UPON YOU FOUR
STARS ★ ★★ ★ "

North Jersey Playhouse
Fort Lee, N. J.
July I

MUSIC FOR A
SUMMER EVENING
7:30 P.M.—ABC-TV
July 28 - Aug. 2

ON THE TOWN
Dayton, Ohio
Personal Management

FLOYD F. ACKERMAN ASSOCIATES
135 Central Park Wo«t
New York, New York
SU 7-0866

Aug. I 8-23

PAL JOEY
Dayton, Ohio
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Tale,” novelized from Robert
Buckner’s ■ origin a 1 screenplay
which. Boris. D. Kaplan will pro¬
duce for, Columbia Pictures.
Joseph B. Bidder’s San Jose
» By Frank Scully *
Belafonte and author of “Prince (Cal.), Mercury . & News, strike¬ ♦
Bart,” a 1953 Hollywood novel, bound 12.3 days, resumed publica¬
Palm Springs, June 16.
looks into Wall St. for “Short
Once one of the top 10 directors, deep in vino veritas, confided he
Term,” due in November, also tion yesterday . (23) .after, settle-,
ments had been reached with the couldn’t direct a woman’s picture for nuts. Sober, he remembered his
from World.
striking pressmen, stereotypers self-analysis and thereafter avoided these supposedly surefire boxof| fice packages as if they contained Strontium 89.
British Paperbacks' Ties
and American Newspaper Guild.
Panther Books' of London has' The morning-afternoon combina¬ . .It has been drawn to my dozing attention that I too seem to be
j afraid of women and rarely write about them. This is absurd. My lady
scheduled autumn publication for
a number of paperbacks to tie. in tion are the only dailies published Alice has said for years, “Whenever I lose my lord and master in a
in San Jose, a city of 150,000 60 crowd I look for a bunch of girls. And there he is.”
with upcoming major films.
Take the Andrews Sisters. I have been happily caught, in their com¬
. These include Howard. Fast’s miles, south of Frisco;
James B: Reston, Washington pany more than once and recently was photographed not only in their
“Spartacus,” which will be linked
with , the release1 of the picture; correspondent, for the N.Y., Times, company but with my arm around one of them. Moreover, she was
Tom Chamales’ “Never So Few,” was one of nine reporters of hon¬ holding my hand.
on which Metro’s Sinatra-Loilo- orary degrees at the 189th - an¬
Of course, my other arm was around my lady Alice, but she hadn't
brigida starrer is based; and Hein¬ nua! commencement of Dartmouth bothered to take a grip on it. But a man was behind the whole ar¬
rich Mann’s “The Blue Angel,”, College.
rangement and his name was Myron Schwartz.
which has been remade by 20thIt came about because I supposedly had built a better mousetrap
Eliot Fremont-Smith has joined
FoXi .
Crest and Premier Books as an than Emerson in the desert, and the girls had traveled 120 miles to
associate editor, replacing Barbara see it: Once together, we forgot about the mousetrap and began talk¬
‘Ugly’Bootlegging
Dicks who has retired to have a ing wildly about ancestors.
Book pirates in Formosa (Tai¬ baby. Fremont-Smith was; an as¬
Theirs it seems were wilder than ours. But we had one thing in com-’
wan ) are doing a boom business sistant editor at Doubleday and is mon: Their- mother was Norwegian and the grandmother of our spawn
with bootleg photo-offset copies of the author of a book on automobile was, and still is, Norwegian. Many people have been happily married
“The Ugly American,” according design which will be published this on such a single thread of common interest. We got on the subject of
to Scotty Stone, Honolulu Adver¬ fall.,
how Norwegians make coffee. They throw a handful of coffee in a ket¬
tiser reporter who's been touring
John C. Caldwell, onetime chief tle and pour in some water and let it boil. After it’s done it stands on
the Far East.
! of China Section, OWI, Washing- the back of the stove, keeping warm for continuous use. From day to
Slone says more than 4,000 cop¬ 5 ton and Deputy Director of In- day they add more coffee and some more water.
ies have been sold at prices rang¬ j formation Services, USIS, Korea,
Coffee-Making: Norsks Ys. Greek
ing between. 35c and 95c in Ameri¬ [has authored “Far Fast Travel
Of course, this is back-country brewing. Maids bring the technique
can money. . Offset- publication, ; Guide” (John Day). Caldwell’s with them when they take jobs in town. Not until the pot has scarce¬
printed on slick paper, even has pieces on Far- East have appeared
retained the “Published iriU.S.A.” ; in Reader’s Digest, Saturday Eve¬ ly any room left for water do they throw out the mess and start fresh.
But if the mother of the Andrews sisters had inherited this tradi¬
flyleaf identification. • Co-authors s' ning Pos t, Spadea Syndicated
Bill Lederer and Eugene Burdick j Columns and Copley Newspapers. tion, their father, a Greek, taught her how to overcome it. Greek cof- .
fee
is not thick. That, the girls insisted, is Turkish coffee. Greek cof¬
may be getting some prestige out
fee’s chief secret is that it must be fresh. In their home they had a
of the bootleg book but it’s a cinch
whole
set of coffee, pots—from two-cup jobs to big pots. The idea was
they’re hot getting any money.
to perk the coffee, just as much as was needed, never let it hang
around,
and if necessary make more. But always fresh.
Ted Busing's Autobiog
The Andrews actually are sisters, though they look no more alike
Ted Husing’s new book will be
p. Continued from, page 2-s='
'than
a
pea,
a carrot and a bean. They have not the same .interest in.
out in October, titled “My Eyes
Are In My Heart,” written in coL Stockholm, got in a traffic snarl in clothes, people, or anything in fact, but songs. In this field their minds
London
and
missed
their
boat
train
click
as
one.
They never hem nor haw. When one hits on'an idea that
Iaboration. with Cy Rice and will
relate story of his rise and “abrupt connection for Ireland^ The group this is a good song for them they agree without debate. In costuming
refused
to
fly,
a
hangover
from
the
they
follow
the
same lines but each picks a different color. This may
decline” climaxed by; the brain
operation that left him partially death in an air crash of the daugh¬ well explain why they can produce such harmony in singing.
They headquarter around L.A. but one lives in Encino in the San
paralyzed and almost totally blind. ter of director Renato Fasano and
Book will have an intro by Ralph three ensemble members last year. Fernando Valley, another in Mandeville Canyon which i$ towards
Festival authorities ! solved the Santa Monica, and the third in Brentwood. Patty arid LaVerne are
Edwards.
Publisher will; be Bernard Geis problem of no show at the Gaiety married and live within 10 minutes of each other. That’s walking dis¬
by providing a bus fleet outside tance and they like to walk.
Associates.
the theatre: guests and patrons
As kids they were crazy about the Boswell Sisters and since imita¬
were told by staff alternatives—. tion has long been the sincerest form of flattery they still pay their
Bobbs-Merrill Acquires 2
.
bus
ferry to another theatre to see tribute to their predecessors. They’ve never taken a singing lesson,
Bobbs-Merrill Co,, Indianapolis,
lias : acquired the Public School I Antonio and his Spanish Ballet, but that' secret of close family harmony took care of that.
Publishing Co. and C.A. Gregory transfer of seats to another night’s
They started in kiddie revues at the Orpheum in Minneapolis, their
Co., both of Cincinnati, publishers performance, or a cash refund. hometown. Larry Rich offered them a job with his traveling review.
of textbooks, and also of personal¬ Only six out of about 1,000 patrons
“We had a big fainily powwow,” said Maxene, “because Patty was
took the . cash.
ity and education tests.
only 10 and LaVerne and I absolutely refused to go on the road with¬
Janies Finger, former president . . Fest, first of its kind here, looks out her. Our Dad didn't want us to leave school and was dead against
of the t\ri> Cincinnati firms, and like breaking near-even with aid our traveling alone. But Mom was on our side and said she’d take on
his wife> Helen Gregory Finger, of small grant from Tourist Board. the job of traveling with us.”
will move to Indianapolis, where Its attractions include Halle Or¬
This was a five-a-day grind and at the end of a year they found them¬
he will be educational director of chestra, Radio Eireann Symphony selves in New York and out of a job. They had ravenous appetites and
the Bobbs-Merrill testing division, Orchestra, Greek pianist Gina Ba- no money to buy the food to satisfy their hunger. They sang with the,
and Mrs. Finger will become edi¬ ohauer, oboist Evelyn Rothwell, bands of Ted Mack, Leon Belasco and others.
torial supervisor.
V
Irish concert artists, Spanish dan¬
Then they met a shy trumpet player named Vic Schoen. He was the
cers and Italian drawing-room first one to catch a glimpse of gold dust in their voices. He was doing
CHATTER
Drew Middleton, N. Y. Times' operas of the 17th century with a arrangements for Belasco’s band. He found in the trio a vocal style
chief London correspondent, in cast topped by Sesto Bruscantini that fitted his own musical ideas like a glove. So he left Belasco and
from .Britain yesterday (Tues.) on and Elena RizzierL
joined them. It was an artistic success but by the time they got back
the Queen Elizabeth, accompanied
Operation was run on a shoe¬ to New York they were out of a job and broke again,
by Mrs. Middleton.
string basis of organization from a
15 Bucks For All Three?
Bantam Books will bring out a single-room top floor office in
Finally they got a booking into Hotel Edison with two network
paperback edition of “The Tiger's Dublin’s Savoy Cinema,
broadcasts each week. Their total salary was $15 a week.
“We were fired after the second broadcast,” said Patty.
But Jack Kapp of Decea Records caught their first one. He had
then* record “Bel Mir Bist Du Schoen.” That was in 1939. With that
one the Andrews Sisters had rounded the" curve and have never been
passed since. Their versions of the “Beer Barrel Polka,” In Apple
Blossom Time,” “Rum and Coca Cola” — in all eight records — sold .
more than a million -copies, each.
“Yoi£ know,” said LaVerne, “two of our biggest hits almost didn't
happen. We’ were a little skeptical about the ‘Beer Barrel Polka.’ It
didn’t seem exactly like our kind of song. We usually were so posi¬
tive one way or another, and it baffled us to find This assurance lack¬
ing. But we did it anyway and proved that the public can be Tighter
than the Andrews Sisters.
“ ‘Rum and Coca Cola’ Was also a near miss. We had 20 minutes to
make it or riot arid that seemed to us to be pushing things. But we im¬
provised an arrangement anyway and have been working successfully
for the Yankee dollar ever since.”
Seventeen movies and 15 dazzling years later, it looked as if they
Would forever be blowing bubbles from then on. Then ihe trio hroke up.
Their individual hopes arid ambitions clashed. In 1953 LaVerne traded
stardom for the worst hilling in American nomenclature. She became
a housewife, harder work, but less pay. Maxene went to New Y ork to
study dramatics and. Patty stayed in show biz as a single.
Three years later they backtracked and decided that three, for them
at least, was what attracted the crowd. They went to the Las Vegas
Flamingo Hotel as a trio again, made a new recording contract with
Capitol and now seem welded for the rest of their careers.
; They laughed their heads off when telling about the time they were
starred in pictures. Of the 17 they made, 15 were for Universal. They
were, the queens of the B’s. They came to Hollywood scared stiff.
The director, who as A1 Rogell, came in what must have been some
of C, B. DeMille’s old clothes. He was dressed in riding britches and
was carrying a whip.
He took one look at them and pointing to Maxene said, “We’ll black¬
en your teeth!”
Then pointing to Patty, the blonde, he said, “We’ll put a wig on
you!”
Then he looked at LaVerne and seemed stumped for a moment as to
what sort, of gargoyle he would make out of her.
BY O. H. UWRENCE
They were to go into a picture with the Ritz Bros., which only goes
INTRODUCTION BY MARK SCHORER
to show how crazy the picture business was in those days. Despite all
this nonsense^ their pictures all made money, and that wasn’t too hard
PREFACE BY ARCHIBALD MacLEISH
to do because they were quickies budgeted for $150,000 a piece.
GROVE PRESS
But the girls obviously were made of mighty stern stuff because they
survived this madness. They don’t smoke. They love physical work,
believe in good brisk walks and feel that people, especially in their
business, easily can get soft through too much pampering.
On June 25 they open at the Latin Quarter in New York, their first
.bigtime date in Manhattan. They’ve been in town before of course, but
this time they’re pilgrims with money in their purses.

SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK

Dejviille, Flymi, Other Biogs
. Phil Koury, for seven years per¬
sonal, rep for, and executive assist¬
ant to the late Cecil B. DeMille, has
; titled his biog of the late, producer,
“Yes, Mr: DeMille,” which Putnam
will publish in August..
. Errol Flynn’s memoir, at one
time supposed to be titled “In
Like Me,” is finally tagged “My
'Wicked, Wicked Ways.” also a
Putnam item for October.
Meredith Willson, author . Of.
“Music Man,’• calls his memOir,
chiefly revolving about' his Mason
City (Iowa)-to-Broadway hegira,
“But He Doesn’t Know The Ter-.
Tiiory.” This is a September Put-,
nam publication,
Putnam’s companion COwardr
McCann firm is bringing out; a
sequel to her previous bestseller,
“With A Feather Oil My Nose,” and
this time Billie Burke (Mrs. Florenz
Ziegfeld Jr.) is calling it "With
Powder On My Nose.” Again
Cameron Shipp is her as-told-to
collaborator. Shipp also wrote the
Lionel Barrymore and Mack Sennett memoirs and edited the cur¬
rent ‘’Steps In Time,” Fred
Astaire’s autobiog.
Also from
Coward, in. September, is due “The
Royal Ballet” (nee Sadler’s Wells
Co.), by John Hart, and 6n the
winter I960 list there may be forth¬
coming, via both houses,' Charles
Addams’ “Dear Dead Days”; Joey
Adams' newest book; actor George
Sanders’ memoirs; and “The Jazz
Age,” by Marvin Barrett (words)
and William Calm's pictures,
culled from the NBC-TY spectac¬
ular.
Efaner Rice's Book
Playwright Elmer Rice’s “The
Living Theatre” will be published
by Harpers in September.
Robert Graham Paris, former
head dramatic coach for Columbia
Pictures and Samuel Goldwyn,
who tutored Lucille Ball, Shirley
Temple, Rita Hayworth, Cornel
Wilde and; others, has a book on
“How To Act” due in August via
the same firm. Harpers is : also
publishing “The Weavers’ Song
Book” in the fall and an omnibus
of Harper’s magazine writing (from
1950 to date) titled “Gentlemen,
Scholars and Scoundrels,”
Bill McDermott Anthology
World will publish next fall an
omnibus of the late Cleveland
Plain Dealer drama critic and
columnist William F. McDermott's
selected writings under .the title
of “The Best of McDermott” John
Mason Brown has done thd fore¬
word. World’s head office is in
Cleveland.
Same pub Is bringing out “Pre¬
posterous Papa” by Lewis Meyer,
Tulsa (Okla.) lawyer, bookseller
and local tv-radio personality, a
biog of his father's lighthearted
life and times. Jay Richard Ken¬
nedy, quondam manager of Harry
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scheduled for St, Paul Auditorium

Tony Richards and Barbara Caroll
to Spain for shooting start of “The
Last Days of Pompei,” an ■ Italo(COVe?it Garden 0135/6/7)
Norman Rosemont skied to Paris.
A. day after his tele show in GermaUrSpanish co-production.
Peggy Lee divorced Dewey Mar¬
Gemma of Rome and Sacha GorMilan next Sunday (28), Tony Dalli
tin.
'
begins a vaude date in Morecambe. dine have amicably settled their
.Jean
Seberg returned from.
hassle
over
delay
in
sending
copies.
. Adrian Worker named general
manager Of . Shepperton Studios, of Cannes . prizewinner, “Black Paris. , .
Bill Kerineally joined KFWB
the .lot operated by British Lion Orpheus,” to Italy for local release.
“Savage Innocence” is the new news bureau.
Films. . .
Lita Roza’s two Week stand at title for MaleUo Maleriotti’s “Top
Harvey Parry penning his stunt¬
the. Society extended by a fort¬ of the World/’ which Nicholas Ray man memoirs.
night. She’s inked for a summer is currently shooting in the Arctic
Bud Brody new head of National
season ait' SoUthsea after this date. North with Anthony Quinn and Screen
Service studio:
Before leaving for the South of Yoko Tani.
Luis Severiano Ribeiro Jr.,
RIAMA Film hosted the press at
France, Jerome .Whyte closed a
Brazilian
exhib, in town.
deal with Emile Littler for “Flower Cihecitta on impressive large set
Zsa Zsa Gabor flew to Rome for
Drum Song” to open at the Palace reproducing part of Via Veneto Italian
‘.'Cafe
Chantante.”
®
for
use
in
Federico
Fellini’s
“The
next year.
Philip Saltzman new story editor
Hungarian born dancers. Lillian Sweet Life.” Luise Rainer, Anouk
and Peter Barter* now! Indian citi¬ Aymee and Yvonne Foumeaux for “5 Fingers/* at 20th-Fox TV.
Myrt Blum on three-week trek to
zens, currently on a Continental were among many stars there.
^n-and-out-of-Rome: Frank Mel- London/Paris and Berlin on client;,
tour before heading the Savoy
biz.
.-.
forfl, Leo Lax, Linda Cristal, Wil¬
cabaret July. 20.
Jerry Schneitzer heads for Paris
Curt Jiirgeris planing back to. liam Wyler, Maurice Silverstein,
in
July
to film Revlon commerci¬
Raoul
Levy,
Phil
Kellogg,
Mel
London at the end of June to
attend the charity preem. of “Ferry Shavelson, Jack Rose, George als. ..
Robert Aldrich named American
to Hong Kong” at Odeon, Leicester Skouras, Robert Hakim, Renato
Salvatori, Francesco Rosi, Alain juror-member at Berlin Film Festi¬
Square, July 2.
JVIike Sloan readying his first Delon, Lex Barker, Leonora Var¬ val.
Laura La Plante and Irving
British legit production, “From gas. Jack Lemmon, Billy Wilder
*****
Asher1 celebrated their Silver Anni
torney) received at their Riverdaie
pa„i wendkos directum Dick the; French,’’. which goes into re¬ and Gaby Andre.
(19). ■
■ •/../.
hearsal
next
month
With
Claude
‘a? ^re tSall ClS■‘KSSS Hfeh "“Iru2r“
Herman Cohen to Detroit and St.
Dauphin starred.
Sewish^CJeTka?^^
Louis to bally “Horrors of Black
Montague C, Mortori, managing
Jerome Robbins, bis technical C°n n
ctpi'n t-nefod' +hp
Museum.”
director of United Artists, unani¬
staff and 20 dancers flew out TWA
R°? ^
mously elected ' chairman of the
Tony Curtis hack in “Spartacus”
By Maxwell Sweeney
on Sat. (20) for the Spoleto, Italy following a special preview S
Kinematograph Renters Society,
cast after month’s absence due to
(Dublin 684506)
of
premiere July 3 of “Ballets: USA.’’ “Hole in Head.” c 1 p
V of succeeding Arthur S. Abeles Jr.
Abbeyite Eddie Golden named leg injury.
Thereafter under State Dept, gua¬
^Georige Bertholon resigned as¬
Italian stulptor Gianni Franzosi prexy Irish Actors’ Equity.
Lloyd B. Carswell, general man¬
rantee troupe will hit European ager
Astor, 313-seat Dublin art house,, sociate-producer post with Jaguar
of Sheraton. Hotel, left; for last week handed over bronze busts
cities for four months,
Productions;
of the Crazy Gang and Jack Hylton.! installed Cinemascope.
James BaglW^ did not assist his
■*&**&$
Ron Ross shuttered his flackry
at a party hosted by the impresario ; Bob Mitchell’s Singing Boys in
son. Ben. in' off-Broadway produc- chain's four . Hawaiian. hotels,
in his Sayille Row. headquarters.
from U.S. to' open European tour. to join Media Communications
tions nor did he check into the Will
_ «
•
J Henry. Sherek off to- Tanganyika
Charles McCarthy bowed out as Inc., as veepee. .
Rogers Memorial Hospital, Saranac
rSim SrifllMK
Larry Leshansky . left his field
where his wife recently inherited member of Radio Eireann Reper¬
Lake, N.Y., as stated in, the Saranac
1 “uu
*“5°
estates from her brother. His latest tory Co.
sales coordinator post with Warner
Lake column last week; The elder
By A. P. Scully
“Cat on Hot Tin Roof” (M-G) Bros., after 17 years.
West
End
show,
“All
In
the
Fami¬
Bagley was at the hospital to visit
(Tel:.
(Tel:. FAirview 4-1828)
Jerry Steiner anklSd Kurt.
ly,” preemed last Wednesday (17). given “limited” certificate by film
Eddie Silverman
SilvermaU back to Chi.
Frings agency to join Hillard Elk¬
Anthony. Quinn and Yoko Tani, censor Liam O’Hara. •
b^,s,onVa patie!^t th?rtV. z.
• i.
Ei a Logan, smger who has just
Frank Butler off to his beach both of whom are to . star in the
Raymond Stress production of ins Inc., in exec capacity.
concluded appearances on . the : place.
p]ace
Kenneth Macgowan awarded
Rank production, “The Savage In¬ “A Terrible Beauty”, has gone be¬
Ri°beri ^ * %eu’*s CBS, radio show,
Allan . Jones checked in to see nocents,” were guests of honor at ■ fore cameras at Ardmore Studios, doctor of law .degree by UCLA,
planed out for a vacation m Bar- ho,v his place is doing,
where he heads Theatre Arts dept
a press reception . with . director W'ith Robert Mitchum as star.
ceiona, Spain. On her return she
Bob
Bucker’s - “Tiger
Tail” Nicholas Ray-: ::
Cyril Edgar and Arthur AilingBill Hamilton swings from
!
All proceeds from a pop prome- j ham in from London to set details American International to head
nade concert at the Albert Hall j of June 25 world preem of Walt Allied Artists Portland, Ore., ■
Copa boss Jules Poiell hosted a
Judy canova sold her hacienda or.. Sept. 20 are being donated to i Disney’s “Darby O’Gill arid Little branch.
press reception for Frankie Vaug- opposfte Eddle Cantor’s to E. M.: the .Variety Club. They will, in! People.”
J. R. Grainger returned from
han yestcraay (Tues.;). arternoon G1uhafeff, inventor of solo hell- turn, be allocated to the National i Robert C. McKew, Irish riiariager
swing around country for Interprior to the Britzsn singing star’s. COPters
Playing Fields Assn., of which the Rank Film Distributors, bowed out Continent Releasing Organization,
opening tomorrow <ThursJ night,
garle strebe,. who controls all Duke of Edinburgh is prexy.
after 50 years in show biz: started which he proxies,
the
time a British performer^ pictures in the Village, is meeting
Karel Stepanek returning here as office boy in Theatre Rojrai,
Bernard L. Schubert Inc.,
•e’\S headlined at the; Copacabana. stiff opposition to his pians.fo open at the end of the month to play the Newcastle.
opened Coast offices, for both tv
t’c
c,am,e
$1 OV5r
a 40 acre drive-in at east end of rale of the Admiral in “Sink the
production and western sales divi¬
U.S. for lact night’s (Tues.) vale¬ town.
. .; :
Bismarck," which John Brabounie
sion headquarters.
dictory dinner at—and testimonial
Vic Shapiro and Bill Oliver tried
producing, for 20th-Fox. He fol¬
. 20th-Fox’ benefit preem of “Say
ta~Toots Sh°r.s W,st 51 St., onjy hostel Frank Lloyd Wright! is
lows. on with a role in Carol Reed’s
One for Me” at Pantages Theatre
slated for razing after this vveek* designed in this area but Oliver • “Our. Man In Havana” for .Colum¬
By Hazel Guild
(17)-raised $90,000 for two chari¬
^.be new (Zeckendorf- pulled out in three days because.. bia.:
(24 Rheinstragse; 776751)
ties, the Daniel Freeman Memorial
Rockefeller Center hotel; Among of the wind
:
German Film Export Union has Hospital Auxiliary and the Jesuit
JI&
i Charley Farrell’s bunch, which j
decided to: send no official delega¬ Scholasticate.
George Jess el
the Sbor sa^a for now owns Par’s old paid ty cahle.
tion to the Russian Film Festival. emceed event.
p, ma0azme.
. .
pressuring city council* to pass an
Fritz Lang to make another film
By Gene Moskowitz
Claude C Phihppe gets back to- Srdinance making; it a mis-;
in. Germany, this orie “Die Ruecka five-day
. (66 Ave.: Breteuil; SUF. 5929)
morrow (ThursD
Thnrs. from a.
five-lay :demean(>r to tab their line,.
kehr des Dr. Mabuse” (The Re¬
quickie to Paris witih his wife,
Charles Vanel celebrating his turn of Dr. Mabuse) for Cei-Incom
Monv Dalmes, of the Comedie
5Qth year in pix while starring in arid* CCC Films.
•■'■'■'.'By Lary Solloway
Francaise, who is staying on until
his 2€0th film, “La Valse Des GorilProblem film concerning teen¬
(1755 Calais Dr.; UNion 5-5389)
the hotel exec doubles back to the
les,” here. / ■
age marriage, “Mit 17 Jahren
{Delaware 7-4984)
French capital in July after he
Carillon management decided to
Weint
Man
Nicht”
(One
Doesn’t
French producer Lo Duca prepJazz Ltd, clocking its 12th anni
hold its “French Dressing” revue
(Philippe) takes over jhis new post
ping a. French-Russian pic co-pro¬ Cry at 17), .to be made this fall; by through the summer.
at the new Zeckendorf Hotel in on- Grand Ave.
Rockefeller Center. !■;
Christiani Bros, circus opens 18- duction based on Gogol’s satire on Ultra Productions.
“Hole In The Head” which was
William Dieter!.e, now in .Ger¬ shot
Leaving his transitape recorder day stand here tomorrow (Thurs.L bureaucracy, “The Nose.”
around the Beach, opens at
SACEM, the French counterpart many, planning a new film called the Lincoln JBrandt) in July.
running 24 hours, Rudy Vallee
Eva Gabor in for rehearsals of
“Men
of.
the
World,”
to
be
shot
D’Artega will be permanent con¬
needed new batteries ito record his “Blithe Spirit,” lighting up at of ASCAP, collected $17,425,000 in Horigkong, Macao, Siam, Kamductor of the U of Mlami*s. Summer
in authors rights in 1958 to be split
appearance on Jack Paar show. He Drury Lane June 30.
and Nepal.
was advised to pick;them up at
Duncan Sisters, Topsy and Eva, three, ways; between composers, bodscha
Pops series; first one was sellout at
German film censorship board Beach
Auditorium:
the Steelman Co. convention at began limited engagement at Man- lyricists and publishers.
has
just;
okayed
the
1936
film
Americana’s; prexy Larry Tisch
Jean Seberg will star in a French “Between Moscow and Shanghai,”,
Hotel Gramatan ib Bronxville. gam’s Chateau Monday (22).
;
Going there, guess what happened?
Director Fred Zinnemann in over pic by another film-critic-turning- starring Pola Negri and Gustav will h.q. in New York from now
on, affording (him closer contact
He was invited to join convention weekend to plug “Nun’s Story,” ; director, Jean-Luc Goddard, called Diessl, for re-release.
with talent markets.
_
“Out of. Breath.” Tale of juve
luncheon-—and he entertained!
opening at the Chicago July 3:
Catefiria
Valente,
top
German,
Bill Miller filed suit for $5,000
delinquents
is
written
by
another
Kay Hansen, long 1 Rex Smith’s
Lillian Roth in two weeks of
songstress, back in Germany after
right hand gal at American Air- “Come Back Little SheJ>a” at ‘‘new wave” director, Francois two weeks of persorials in the U.S. fee he claims the Fontainebleau
owes him for arranging Donald
lines, where he was public rela- Tenthouse starting Monday (29). TrUffaut.
She’s starting filming on “Kein
tions veepee (she’s now ditto for
Blue Angel dropping minimum
According to. statistics here, the Kind von Traurigkeit” (No Child O’Conrior’s booking last winter*.
Willis Player, whom the late charge Sundays through Thursdays age groups predominant here in of Sorrow), for CCC.
writer-publicist groomed as his but keeping it at $3.50 weekends; Cinema attendance are from 10 to
Swiss, cabarettist Elsie Attensuccessor), is secretatj' of a memEdge water Beach Playhouse teed lo . and 40 to 60 which leaves the hofer has written a play, “Die
orial fund in Smith honor. It will off season on Monday (22) with major film-going age brackets of Lady mit der Lampe” (The Lady
By Joe W. Walker
probably be an educational schol- Susan Strasberg and Franchot 20-35 weak. This is showing up in With the Lamp), about Flor¬
Wanda, Juay Lee, Leon Collins,
arship at William & Mary, his alma Tone in “Caesar arid Cleopatra.” sagging boxoffice. .
ence Nightingale, which will be
Roma And Frankie Castro
mammy. Bob. Considine, .Walter
River\'iew Park incepting, teenAmong the top 30 film money¬ preemed . in
Osnahriieck this Jimmy
in. 5Q0 Club.
Cronkite and Ben Wright sparking age record; hops on Wednesday makers in first-run situations here month.
Milt Ross named entertainment
the memorial.
Checks to Miss nights this season, with WNBQ since last August, in the following
director of Hotel! Chelsea which
Hansen e/o AA, 100 Park Ave., “Bandstand” emsee David Hull as order, are the Yank films “The
N.Y. City 17.
starts, name policy, this summer.
Vikings” . (UA), “Vertigo” (Par),
host.
. Louis H. and Gloria Klotz pur¬
Wally Robinson, ex-Columbia “Cat On Hot Tin Roof” (M-G>,
chased the liqitor licenses of Top
Records now in the personal man¬ “Inn of Sixth Happiness” (20th);
By Hans Hoehn
bar in midtowrt from Reggie
agement biz, here for a fortnight, “Big Country” (UA),. “The Tem¬
(760264)
to break ground for an upcoming pest” (Par),. “Me Arid Colonel”
Philips tossed a press reception
By Bob Rees
.
Milt
Ross named entertainment
(Col)*
and
a
surprise.grosser
picked
date of the Larry Elgart orch.
for Andre ’ Kostelanetz. Latter
(4009 Xerxes Ave. So:'; XVA 6-695£)
up by 20th-Fox,. the Belgian Congo, conducted the Berlin Philharmonic director of Hotel Chelsea which
Freddie’s has Don Shirley Trio.
inaugurates- name policy this.,
documentary, “Gods of the For¬ here June 12-13,
Minnesota U. Theatre bridging
ests.” .. Johanna von Koczian plays the summer.
back “Pal Joey.”.
K
Pinkie Kravitz, emsee and disk
title role1 in UFA’S new comedy,
By Lenny Litmari
Songstress Ruth Brown into Key
“Jacqueline,”
which
Wolfgang jockey; at The Hop,; which started
(Ha 1-2739)
Club with Paul Williams band.
weekend operation on Million DolLiebeneiner directs;
Jewel Box revue skedded for
Ringling Bros. Barrium & Bailey
Kurt Ulrich-Produktion’s; latest lar Pier. Will be a daily summer
By . Robert F. Hawkins
circus set for St. Patil Auditorium summer date at the Copa.
is “Bobby Dodd Greift Eiri,”. with night feature. ;
(Stampa Estera; Q75906)
j
June 26-28.
>
Mack Murray, mental act, recuWalter Giller, Mara Lane and
Alida Valli in her local tv debut former Miss Germany/ . Margit
Edyth Bush Little Theatre un- Plating at.homb, after surgery for
in . an. original. “The Sons of Nuenke, in the leads.
derlining “Who Was! That Lady I his toe. ;
Saw You With?” ,
Don Tragesser, assistant general: Medea/’ directed for RAI-TV by
New U.S. pix preems include
Jex-ry Murad and jhis Harmoni- manager at KDKA, is on ailing list A. G. Majano. .
\ By Glenn Trump
“Roots of Heaven” (20th), “Hired
Fritz Lang has approved script Gun” (M-G), “Hongkong Affair”
cals inaugurated floorshow policy after surgery at Allegheny General,
(201 Patterson Bldg.; JA 8333)
at St. Paul Coleman’s.
Harry and Carole Kbdinsky, pros for “Return of Doctor Mabuse” (AA), “Timbuktu" (UA). Metro - Stan Yank Trio opened at the
Herman Herz engaged for his here in the telethon field, handled which he’ll make for Cei-Incom of preemed “Naked! Maja.”
Seven Seas,
10th consecutive season as Duluth,: the big Variety Club telethon, big- Rome and CCC of Berlin.
Grit Boettcher, UFA*' newcomer,
Daw Lewis combo opened at
Min.n., symphony orch conductor, gest in the club’s history.
Kerima into “Assalto Disperato” plays the Swedish sex ..kitten in Ray’s in Bellevuel, Neb.
Anglesey club starting floor enHarold Minsky, who used to be (Desperate Assault),; having just Leslie
Stevens*: “Marriage-Go- . Buddy Graves Quartet booked
ttrcainment with Sig Millonzi & with Paramount here, returned to ■ finished role in “Mondo dei Mira- Round” at Renaissance Theatre, mto Anthony’s. Panther Room.
Lee Burrows p:>.no-and-bass duo. tliat company as assistant to world coli” (World of Miracles)...
her first stage assignment. .
Bill Fries, .KMTV art director,
St. Paul Auditorium gets “My Sales chief George Weltner;
Linda Cfistal feted at press pour
“Ship Of Dead” (UFA-Jose won a gold medal in Omaha Artists
F;Jr L?dv” for a fortnight exclu-! Two hometowners, Erroll Garner following her arrival, in Rome to Kohn) completed exteriors .in arid Art Directors ad. art exhibition.
ssve Tw n Cities’ date starting next and Jill Corey, topping bistro bills slar in “The Legions of Cleo¬ Spain and now lindergoes interiors
Abe Slusky and Joe Malec
Sept. 29.
^ j
j here this week Garner is at Town patra,” fori.. Al exa n d r a-Lyre- at the local UFA. studios. Horst opened their Playland arid Peoriy
Joe S*iea here ahedd of Ringling: House- while Miss Corey is at the Athena.
Buchholz stars in that film which Parks for the . summer . seasons,
Bros. Barnum & Bailey’s^ circus, | Holiday House.
Steve Reeves, Cristine Kaufman, Georg Treskler directs.
respectively,/.

Croadway

June 26-28.

London

Hollywood

Both the Sam Goldwyns and Jack
effort to stimulate poor atBenny visiting ailin^iCBS topper
Bill Paley at his Manhasset estate. Assn, ball club is admitting chJLatter plans a month in Biarritz dr^AHaIL^aKth
‘ «rriVrin
for recuperation.
. Helped by high power propipMichael Browne, dramatic coach *ior?< Minneapolis Lakers NBA pro
to Ava Gardner, Yvonne De Carlo, basketball team, after succession
Tony Bennett, etc., received his of losing years, earned $54,000 last
Doctorate of Education at Cplum- season,
bia U. last week.
.,/
tii i t t i •
* Hollywood attorney Martin Gang
PhllddfimhiA
to Geneva, over the weekend, and
1 *uio«vi|»tuo
after that to Russia for a looksee
By Jerry Gaghan
on an arrangement setj up for him (319 W, 18th. St.; Bocust 4-4848)
by Eric Johnston.
. .
. Mickey Shaughnessy holds third
Smger Gmm Davis, ;; daughter of week at Celebrity Boom;
maestro
Meyer Davis/
- .-r
. ■_ concertized. |I
Joseph Sonesso, 19-year ^
at the \ ichy Grand Casino Sunday South Philly actor, back from Hol(9.1) hpfivrf*
the-L.
i;__j to visit family.
j*’ *i„.
(21)
before sailing to the
U. S.'
S. lywood
today (Wed.) for. summer engage¬
Vickie Silver, eleffer of several
ments,
.
i:
hit tunes, off for Coast where she
Gertay Theatre Exhibition Inc. will be the guest of Jule Styne.
has been authorized to conduct
Keith Brown’ first trombonist of
business in the Bronx,^with capital Casals Festival ..Orchestra, joins
stock; Of 100 shares, no par value. the Philadelphia Orch next season.
Everett W. Gerson was filing attorJosepll Sa^tarias<;i, assistant
neh'vPt t ban* 'r ciivisav.ctr.r,siet (» manager of Philadelphia orclv

uhtil new

Ireland
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Palm Springs

Frankfurt
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OBITUARIES
ETHEL BARRYMORE
Ethel Barrymore, 79, celebrated
actress whose stage career span¬
ned almost 60 years, died, of a
heart attack June 18 in Beverly
Hills, Cal.
Details in legit.

chairman of Ling Electronics Inc.,
Culver City, Cal., and board chair-,
man of Altec Companies Inc.,
Anaheim, Cal., died June 19 in
Newport Beach, Cal. He was a
pioneer in the .design arid installa¬
tion of early motion picture thea¬
tre sound equipment, and had been
associated with electrical and audio
industries for many : years. .'
Co-founder of the Altec Service
Corp., N.Y;,. in 1937, he became
prexy and board chairman of Altec
Lansing Corp. when it was formed
in. 1941.
His wife arid two sons survive,

ARCH SELWYN
Arch Selwyn, 82,. a Broadway
producer from 1914-1034 and cofounder of the Goldwyii Pictures
Co., which subsequently became
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, died: June
21 in a private Hollywood sanitar¬
ium after a year-long illness. .
Ii
Selwyn, who worked as assistant
JOSEPH SCHUSTER
in the boxoffice of the old Herald
Joseph Schuster, 63, music pubSquare Theatre, N.Y., later opened
a play-brokerage business with his lislier, pop song writer and former
late brother, Edgar. That was after vaudeville . and radio singer, died
.
a fling as a laundry operator in June 9 in New York.
With John A; Tucker, a city fire¬
competition with Sam Harris, 'who.
later also became a Broadway pro¬ man who became a vaudeville per¬
former and later returned to the
ducer*
The Selwyn brothers, after merg¬ fire 'department, Schuster wrote
ing their brokerage operation with numerous, songs, the best known of
that 'of.. Elisabeth; Marbury and Which, were probably. “Don’t Shoot
J ohn Ramsay as the. American Play the Bartender, He’s . Half-Shot
Co., moved into play production in Now" arid .“Dance of Paper Dolls.”
1914 and together produced a flock j Schuster arid Tucker appeared on
of hits, including “Fair and Warm¬ radio in- the late 192Q’s and early
1930’s. They were, known as. “The
er'* and “Smilin’ Through,"
j
In 1916. the Selwyn brothers and Delivery Boys"- and “The Wheaties
Boys.”
.
Samuel. Goldfish formed the GoidHis. wife, son and sister, survive.
v.yn Pictures Corp.., with the. cor¬
porate’ name derived from the
Alan stranks
combination of their names. After.,
Alan St ranks, 54, tv. and radio
the brothers left the company to
script,
writer,
died of a stroke June
' concentrate on legit,. ..Goldfish
adopted the firm name as his own. 13 in Barcelona. . An Australian
. The brothers; also built three newspaperman. till he came to
legit theatres. on New York’s 42nd Britain in 1933, he then started
Street, the Selwyn,. Apollo arid writing for commercial radio and
Times Square, all now operating the BBC, '
He was a prolific writer of
as. grind houses.. They also built
two houses in Chicago, the Selwyn scripts, -his. most successful being
two series for BBC radio, “P.C.49”
and the Harris*
The brothers dissolved their and “Flint of the Flying Squad."
company in 1924, with Arch Selwyn; | He also wrote newspaper adven¬
continuing to operate as . an in¬ ture strips and many lyrics, notably,
dependent producer, putting on a “No Orchids for My Lady;”.
Survived by wife and daughter,
number of shows including “Char¬
iot’s Revue of 1926.” He was part- actress Susan Stranks.
In MemorTam

LYNN RIGGS
LUCY, NATHAN & STEPHEN
KROLL
riered with Florenz Ziegfeld in the
production of Noel Coward’s ’’Bit¬
tersweet-’ and his. last Broadway
show was “Revenge With Music"
in 1934. ...
. Surving are a son,. William
Selwyn,; a Hollywood; casting di¬
rector, and two daughters.
HARRY LEE (LEVY)
Harry Lee (Levy), 61, brother of
Arch Levy, treasurer of the Radio
City Music Hall, N.Y., and prom¬
inent in theatre treasury union
circles,, died June 19 in New York
following a heart attack. He was
found dead by another brother,
James Lee, who had been visiting
him:, r
Harry Lee, as he was best known,
was a member of the Treasurers’
Club, active in the Ticket Sellers’
union and the Assn, of Theatrical
Press Agents and Managers; Also
surviving is a third brother, Sam.
Lee, of. the. veteran vaudeville
.team, Shaw & Lee.••
SARAH KROfrNER
Sarah Krdhuer, 76, actress, died
June 9 in Brooklyn, New York. She
played the part of Tarite Elka in
The Goldbergs," written by Ger¬
trude Berg and heard on radio dur¬
ing the 1930’s and 40’s, arid .later
on television. .
In 1948, she appeared in the
legit production;. of “Me and
Molly," Later she appeared in the
film “Molly,’’ based on the radio
characterizations. She also played
In other films, among them “Mirele
Efros,”. a comedy that has been
I’ated among the classics of the
i idflish. Theatre. .
■ Her husband, actor Maurice N.
Krohner and a daughter survive.

LUCILLE NORTON
Lucille Norton, 65, widow, of the
late Jack Norton, whose drunk act
was a motion, picture standard,;,
died June 17 in Beverly Hiflte, Cal.,
while visiting friends. Mrs,'Norton
was a star in - her own tight in
earlier, years, having toured in
vaude with her husband . after
making a name for herself in
vaude : and musicomedy. as one of
the Haley Sisters:
, :
„
She is survived by. two of the
Haley Sisters, presently living on
Long Island, ..where services will
be held,
JOSEPH BARR
Joseph Barr, 38, an actor best
known for his Shakespearean por¬
trayals and his characterizations of
elderly men, died June .12 in. New
York. ..
•••' •/".•/'
His legit credits include, offBroadway productions of “Ca¬
mille,’’ “Iceman Cometh,” “Chil¬
dren. of Darkness,” “Ivanov” arid
“The Smoke weaver’s Daughter."
He appeared on Broadway last sea¬
son in “Coiries a Day” with Judith
Anderson! He also appeared, in
numerous tv production; .
MABElITo’SHE A ,
Mabel B. O’Shea; widow of Ed¬
ward K. iTed) O’Shea* longtime
film -. industry, distributiori execu¬
tive, died June 17 in Bay Shore;
L.I., where she was visiting. Her
husband was. former eastern and
southern sales manager of Metroarid sales chief of Paramount.
- At the time of his death in Buf¬
falo in .1958, O’Shea was V.p.-gerieral sales manager of Magna Thea¬
ter Corp. His widow was a Buffalo
resident.

SEAN MOONEY
Seari Mooney, 40, longtime stage
manager with the Abbey Theatre,
died June 5 in Dublin. He joined
the Abbey company as an actor and
later transferred to front-of-house
management.
Mooney, who was unmarried,
subsequently became stage man¬
ager arid also played occasional
JOE STOECKEL
' Joe, Stoeckel, 65, German charac¬ roles.
ter actor of stage and films, died
NORMAN KLING
June 14 in Munich of a Circulatory
ailment Bom in Munich, he started
Norman . Kling, 57, vet voice
his career in silent films with coach, died June 17 in Chicago*.
Peter Ostermayr in 1916, and be¬ Former students of his included
came known for hiis creation of the Perry Como. Gordon MacRae, Hor¬
. role of -‘Joe Mateo, the Strong ace Heidt, Clara Bow, and the late
Man,” in 1920.
Jean Harlow, Kling had taught for
. He made over 100 pictures, oeea- 35 years in Chi’s. Fine Arts Build¬
.■Sionally directing some of the iolk ing; films which he starred; His last role . Survived by his .wife, daughter,
Was in the recently completed Toni twp brothers and a sister,
Saner picture, “Twelve Girls and a
Man," which opens this fall.
MRS. ALLIE T. WINKLER
He leaves his wife arid daughter.
Mrs. Allie T. Winkler, formerly
a partner in Associated Theatres
Inc:, which operated three film
.GEORGE CARRINGTON SR.
George Carrington Sr., 57, Vice houses in Independence, Mo., until

five years ago, died June 15 in
Independence. She was a native of
Lexington, Mo.
Surviving are a brother and a
niece.
.. Jean O’Neil, 66, widow of song¬
writer Clyde “Eddie". Malle, died
June 12 in Philadelphia. She was
a member ..of the song- team of
Russell & O’Neil. Daughter and
two sisters survive..
- Russell R. Printy, 56, an officer
of Local 162, Lafayette (Ind.) Fed¬
eration of Musicians for 29 years,
died; June 14 -in West Lafayette.
His wife, daughter and: parents sur-.
Ede Zathureczky, 56, Hungarian
concert violinist and for 15 years
director , of the Franz Liszt Acad¬
emy of Music in Budapest, died
May 29 in Bloomington, Indiana.
William B. kastor, 84, v.p. and
treasurer of H. W, Kastor & Sons
ad agency: died June 15 in Chicago.
Wife, brother and sister survive.
Ethel Bowes Smith, sister of the
late Major Edward J: Bowes of
radio’s . “Amateur Hour,” series,
died June 12 in Santa Cruz.
Mother! of Howard Levy, man¬
ager of Loew’s National Theatre in
the Bronx, 'died June 18 in New
York./: ■
Ernest F: Silva, 60, former leader
of Army and :Navy bands,. died
June 14 in Ororio, Maine.
Father,. 70, of film attorney
Harold D. Berkowitz, died June 16
in, Hollywood:
Mother, 70. of L A. sportscaster
Bob Kelley, died June 14 in North
Hollywood, CaL

Press Strike Hits
Continued from page 2

far, London national newspapers
aren’t concerned, though restiveriess on the part: of some labor in
the ink-supply trade could grow.
. Show biz advertising is, natch*
affected fairly widely. Announce¬
ments in the provincial press, by.
local cinemas is, for instance; out!
Those advertisers who use music
and disk weeklies are inhibited
too: among publications temporar¬
ily at a . standstill; are the Record
Mirror, and Melody Maker, though
the Musical Express has made ar¬
rangements. to come out, albeit in
less substantial form than Usual:
. Other entertainment /weeklies
unlikely to appear after issues al¬
ready put to bed have" hit the news¬
stands include Picturegoer, Pier
ture Show, The Stage and Kin.ematograpK Weekly. The other
British : film trade paper. Daily
Cinema, will continue to come out:
inasmuch as its printers are not
members of the British Federation
of Master Printers, employer asso¬
ciation involved in the dispute.
The TV; Times* pop journal on
Coriiniercial tv for the London area,
wilL probably continue to appear
since, reportedly its printers have
reached internal agreement. Some
of the regional tv counterparts will
carry oil in condensed form. Radio
Times, giving details of BBC sound
and tv programs, is unaffected be¬
cause its printers announced a
short while back that they bad
withdrawn from the federation. :
The situation is complex riot
only because it's possible for sonic
print-users to get work done on
the Continent but also because
about 800 firms here have, already
independently signed a truce with
the unions and are carrying out
clients’ orders. In general, getting
away from the publications field," it
may be said that if someone wants
letter press.work done he can man¬
age, but he may find things tough
when it comes to litho and, other
processes/
. Hits Film Biz
In terms of the film biz, this
means that synopses and campaign
books are okay, though may suf¬
fer some delay. Posters can be
done by the silkscreen process. The
Associated British Cinemas chain
is aiming to publish four-page bul¬
letins for circulation in London
arid throwaways in the provinces
in lieu of placing ads in the local
press. Rank’s Circuits Manage¬
ment Assn., which can get its
printing done without difficulty be¬
cause it uses some non-Federation
people, is sending out loudspeaker
vans as part of its plan to let the
public in the provinces know
what’s going on at the local
cineriias.
In West End theatrelarid, the
strike may affect shows about to
open. Though advertising in the

nationals and London evening pa¬
pers is okay, there may be a prob¬
lem in printing programs.
Diskeries at the moment aren’t
too worried, though confessing
“embarrassirient” at the lack of
rhusical papers in which to adevrtise. But spokesmen for a couple
of the big groups agreed that,
should the. trouble spread, there
could be real hardship. Lacking
labels and colored sleeves, it would
be a case either of issuing platters
in plain Covers or not issuing at all.
Commercial tv isn’t too con¬
cerned -. but is, on the contrary,
sniffing secretively* . Hope is that,
with no local papers in which to
hook space, some advertisers in
the provinces will instead buy time
on tele.

MARRIAGES

Mrs. Van Nomikos to Alexander
Mandusich, Chicago, recently. Bride
operates theatres in Chi and Cham¬
paign, Ill., and was widow of circuit
owner Van Nomikos.
Jody di Melikoff to Jack Contan¬
go, Beverly Hills, Cal.; June 15.
Bride’s an actress; he’s a bongo
player.
Anne Stephens to John Pullen,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, Eng., recently.
Bride is former scheduling officer
at Tyne-Tees Television; he’s head
of film at Scottish Television.
Gwendolyn Watts to Gertan
Klauber, London, June 12. Bride
is an actress; he’s an actor.
Sal E. Spiegalman to Harold
Carver, Providence, June 7. Bride
is a freelance writer;
Kathy Marlowe to Harry Jackson, New Rochelle, N.Y., June 21.
Bride’s an actress; he’s an actorproducer.
Eileen S. Brandt to Larry Larrea,
Kansas City. May 29. Bride is ad
Continued from page 2 5
rrianager of The Independent, K.C.
society weekly; he’s entertainment
first time last Wednesday (17), af- j buyer for the Hotel Muehlebach
terward assured maitre d’ Joe Cas- } there.
tell that “this guy’s very funny . . . j Betsy Lyon to Bill C. Hamm,
and it’s perfectly clean." Lyon’s ! Kansas City, June 4* Bride’s father
item* it was rioted, appeared sev- | is Harold Lyon, manager of K.C.
era! hours before the captain's : Paramount Theatre.
visit to the club (the morning \ Susan Miller to Peter D. LowenTrib’s bulldog edition is on the ! stein, June 20, in Westport, Conn.
streets late ' the previous after-. She’s in PR department of Pan
noon);
Corcoran, - on Tuesday ! American World Airways and
(16), did mention an anonymous ; daughter of Leo Miller, Var]£Xy’s
corespondent.
complaint to George Marienthal, Bridgeport
Irma Hadassali Siegel to Dr.
blit said nothing that could be taken ■ Leonard Weissbein, New York,
as. a , “cleanup”, order, especially ; June 19. She’s the daughter of
since he hadn’t yet seen Bruce/ Simon B. Siegel, financial vicework.
.
j president of the American Broad¬
Further fuel for Lyon’s grist, it’s casting-Paramount Theatres, Inc.
claimed, Was the fact that Bruce ! Greta Thyssen to Ronn Starr,
popped up on other air shows dur- ; Montauk Point, L.I., June 21. She’s
actress; he’s an actor.
ing the engagement, including the ! anBrigitte
Bardot to Jacques Char"At Random” tv conversational • rier, Louveciennes, France, June
presided over by columnar col-{ 18. She’s an actress; he’s an actor,
league and arch rival Irv KupciRoberta MacDonald to E. L.
net of the. Sun-Times.. Lyon, ob¬ Wolf, New York, June 7- Bride is
servers assert, has previously ] a singer.
given , the rap to acts for one irri- j Dorothy Dandridge to Jack Deni¬
tation or another, but chiefly for ! son, Hollywood, June 22. She is
an actress; he’s a Sunset Strip
failure to work his video spot.
nitery owner.
• In the settling dust of the has¬
sle, Bruce picked up a contract to
repeat at the club, probably in
BIRTHS
September, and was gifted by the
Mr. and Mrs. Card Walker, son,
.management with a motion picture Glendale,
Cal., June 15. Father is
projector.
v.p. in charge of advertising and
sales for Walt Disney Productions.
Mr. and Mrs. George Cormack,
daughter, Glasgow, recently. Par| ents are Cormack & (Irene) Sharp,
stage and tv vocalists.
—— Continued from page 1
Mr. and Mrs. Jack O’Mara, son,
are the ones who "ran so fast that Hollywood, June 13. Father is
KTTV promotion - merchandising
the hounds couldn’t catch ’em."
. \
.Says ..a spokesman for CFRB. ; director.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Forlong,
Toronto, largest independent radio
station in Canada; “We have never son, Watford, Hertfordshire, Eng.,
played ‘The Battle of New Or¬ June 14. Father’s a film producer
leans’—any version of the record and director.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnson,
—rind don’t plan to start now."
Claims a spokesman -for the Cana¬ son, London, June 15. Mother is
dian Broadcasting Corp. network; radio-tv actress Sheila Sweet;
“We have stocked the ‘bloody father is an actor.
Mr. and Mrs. Alec Aron,
British’ version arid the substi¬
tuted ‘bloomin' rebels’ version and daughter, London. June 2. Mother
our recording personalities can use is radio vocalist Cherry Lind,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown, daugh¬
either at their discretion: We are
not censoring the: record but it is ter, Costa Mesa, Cal., June 19.
Father
is a sound effects editor at
hopeful that the record’s popular¬
ity will have faded before the Revue Productions.
Mr.
and
Mrs. Dudley Cox, daugh¬
Royal tour gets into full swing.
Actually,, we only have two CBC ter, New. York, June 13. Father if
network programs on which the chief of the accounting services for
pop could be used and we under¬ Mutual Broadcasting.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Moore, son*
stand it’s, not being much played."
CHUM, Toronto, is making a Mt. Vernon, N. Y., June 20.. Father
listener survey to see if the is director of NBC Press Dept.
“sweetened” version is to be
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bobker, son.
played—or not al all; and CKEY*. New York, May 25, Father is viceToronto,; will stick to the “bloody; president of Dynamic Films, Ine.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stough,
British” lyrics.
son, York, Pa., mother is actress
Gail Rider; father is sales man¬
ager of WSBA-TV, in that city.
! Mr* and. Mrs. Marvin Camp,
daughter, New York, June 19.
; Continued from page 1
Father is director of public rela¬
tions for WOR AM-TV, N.Y.
career. Miss Bembrigeot said, “In
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Crane, daugh¬
France for the moment it is impos¬ ter. Encino, Cal., June 19. Father
sible to do other kind of pictures is KNX dee^ay.
than sexy ones because Bardot pic¬
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Archer,
tures sell so easily in foreign coun¬ daughter, Boston June 22. Father
tries. All the producers Want to is a member of The Chords.
make them! So there is not three
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Trese,
good parts since “And God Created daughter,. New York, June 19.
Woman.’’ That’s why I don’t make Father is NBC staff writer.
any movie in France! since Decem¬
ber.” (Since, December she made
“Upstairs and Downstairs” in Eng¬
land for Rank.)
Taking matters Into their own
Continue* from page 1 ■
hands. Miss Demongeot and her
husband manager Henri Coste will of the research firm, attributes the
form their own production unit in spring attendance to two develop¬
November to assure that the ac¬ ments—(1) more women are turn¬
tress will be properly cast as idiots* ing to the theatres for entertain¬
She said, “My husband thinks I can ment because more pictures con¬
play, idiots because I . think he tain a definite jfeminine appeal;
thinks all women. are idiots.’*
(2) the playoff of pre-1948 films
One of her ideas of the perfect released to television is reaching
screen idiot is the role essayed by saturation.
“Thus,”
Sindlinger
Marilyn Monrov ia “Some Like It says, “for the first time in several
Hot.” Asked if she would play sexy years, movies «t theatres are able
idiots, Miss Demongeot replied, to compete among the infrequent
“Why not? Men prefer them”
moviegoers with free films on tv.”

Lenny Bruce

Mylene Demongeot
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at the

at the

CQCOANUT GROVE

EMPIRE ROOM

Ambassador Hotel, L. A.

Waldorf-Astoria
New York

COBINA WRIGHT
Los Angeles Herald and Express

BILL KENNEDY

LOUELLA O. PARSONS .
New York Journal American

ED SULLIVAN
New York Daily News

Herald Express, Los Angeles

"A' bow to Phil Ford and Mimi Hints, re¬

"There is an act at the drove, Phil Ford and

freshing and clover comedy team. Miss Hines,

Mimi Hines, and to say they're good is the

on the bill are nothing short of a riot. Mimi

a very funny gal indeed, also has a delightful
voice"
^

understatement of the year—they're just won¬

floors the people when, she sings a song about

derful! ’ They flew in from ah engagement in

a

JOHN L. scon
Times, Los Angeles 1

New York. ft's good to laugh and they had

exactly like q mouse."

the room in stitches. After a!) her shenanigans,

TIME MAGAZINE

Mimi sang straight in a beautiful voice."

"A very amusing, comedy pair who practic¬
ally steal the show. Phil Ford and Mimi Hines
score heavily with Miss HineS convulsing spec¬
tators with her mugging pantomime."

Herald Express,
s»w comedy team who make life worth laugh¬
ing—add delightful satire and sparkling com-,
edy sketches."

"Glover,

sans

inhibitions,

their

routines,

"Ford and Hines, a smash hit at the Empir*
1 Room."

FRANK FARRELL
New York World Telegram and Sun ;
"Phil Ford and Mimi Hines really fraclurq
'em. at the Waldorf."

that captivates audiences . . i an instant na¬
tional hit!"

Beverly Citizen

LOUIS SOBOL

ROBERT W. DANA v?
New York World-Telegram and Sun

New York Journal American
"Now. Phil

Ford

and

Mimi

Hines

"TWO YOUNG COMICS RULE THE EMPIRE!
hava

"Phil Ford, and Mimi

Hines in the Empira

tines keeps the audience in an uproar. Capital¬

crashed into the class-time with their debut at

Room of the Waldorf Astoria are a great re^

izing oh buck teeth/ a big voice, and. an out-,

Hie Waldorf's Empire Roonv-their delicious and

Ward for cafe goers."

rageous sense of cpmedy, Miss Hines runs the
gamut from an extremely funny interpretation
of a Japanesemaiden to

Variety Daily

mouse, and puckers up her face to look

BOBS ABEL

Hines' split second timing and hilarious rou- .

"Phil Ford and Mimi Hines, a hilarious funny

"Phil. Ford and Mimi Hines the comedy, team

. "They are disarming . . . an Innocent gaiety

"The comedy team of Phil-Ford and Mimi

Los Angeles

/

a

ballad 'Till There Was You."'

touching

vocal,

original comedy routines scoring K|gh with the
dressy assembly. Her 'mousey' rou&nq is about
- the. most hilarious offering I hoye. heard In
years."

GENE KNIGHT
New York Journal American
"For thfi: first time in a long time q comedy

topped with a 'Sayonara' number, is boff stuff

team is entertaining in the Empire Room pf.thq

calculated to stand up in any crowd. Femme

Waldorf Astoria. And I mean entertaining. Thq

member

of

team

gets

chaice

morsels

here.

act is billed as Phil Ford and Mimi Hines. The/

Opening tonight (24)

Strong reception."

JIMMY STARR

Together they make

merry melodiously . . «

Her. takeoff on Brigitte Bardot is perceptive!

Los Angeles Herald and Express.
"Phil ford and Mimi Hines are wows at the
Cocoanut Grove."

HANK GRANT
Hollywood Reporter

TROPIC AN A

"The comedy team of Phil Ford and Mimi
moon. There's a

(Returning for 8 WEEKS in I960)

bushel of talent here—Mimi's a fine singer in
hsr own right ('Till there jWas You' and 'Lucky.

edic, they could easily be classed as plus A-1

LEE MORTIMER
New York Mirror

. "Ginmill devotees will, remember with ten¬
derness a team named Ford and Hines that
surprised sophisticated Copacabana audiences

Day') and Ford's an expeirt flutist and clarinet¬
ist—but even if their talents were strictly com¬

. her impression- of an intoxicated mouse hilari*

"THE WALDORF'S A PUSHOVER FOR FORD
AND HINES."

Hines socked as 909 of the freshest such turns
to appear here in many a

are nice young people and. they are talented.

when it made a New York debut there recent¬

JUST CONCLUDED 2 APPEARANCES

for any boite. The gal ha& the rare combination
of qualities that made Lucille Ball the Number
One comedienne on TV-rthe ability to rriugg
and do pratfalls, without [losing feminine allure
find appearance."

RGA VICTOR Records

"CHELSEA AT 9" TV
LONDON, ENGLAND

ly. Now Phil Ford and Mimi Hines are back at
the

exalted

which

Waldorf; Astoria

staid supper , cfub

they

Empire

Room,

have

quickly

taken aver as completely as they did the Copa.
Last August they still were 'unknown.' Today
they are one of the hottest acts.in.show busi¬
ness. I think they are sensational.".
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